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An invitation is extended to every man,
young or old, interested in threshing ma

chinery or steam engines, to avail himseli of this
opportunity to obtain the information that may
be acquired in the modern School for Threshermen.
It will be a real schooling to the young man who
contemplates starting in the business, and it will
be of live interest to the veteran thresherman.
A series of very practical talks is given, deal
ing with the origin, development and present im
portance of the threshing industry, and the points

that make some outﬁts superior to others.

The

privilege of participating is now extended to the
entire brotherhood oi threshermen the world
around. The way to get in is just to send your
name and address with request ior full information

concerning the School {or Threshermen.

No

other expense.
Write promptly to

The Huber Manufacturing Co.
Station 3, Marion, Ohio, U. S. A.

‘'1'’

January. 1908-
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Take Your Choice i
.

We show herewith an A-T saw mill and a modern threshing outﬁt. We
can suit your wants in any size of either of these outﬁts and solicit their

l

comparison with other machines as to quality, durability, ease of hand
I

l

ling and daily output with the least expense.

I

l

I

l

I

l

o

\LN‘H

l

)J

The Handiest Bortable Mill on the Market
I
.

This mill is ﬁnding much favor with operators of portable mills. Trucks for mounting mill consist of an
8-foot axle, having wheels on the inside of bearings. Bearings are bolted to a triangular frame which is

provided at the point with a hitch to couple on to a traction engine or axle of farm wagon.

Husk frame is

made of 8-inchhsteel eyebeam, 6 feet 2 inches long, of triangular shape, sitting on three pedestals.

will not get out of alignment.
o
I

This frame will carry saw up to 60 inches in diameter.

I
'

Bearings

It is not necessary to

detach trucks when mill is set for operation. By letting the wheels down into the ground until truck frame
rests solid on ground, truck frame will answer for mud sills. ‘

.
I

This Mill Is Capable of Paying for Itself In Less Than Six Months

Our catalog treating on Sawmills will be
sent upon request

i

l

i

l

I

l
With this engine and separator YOU are guaranteed and you can guarantee satisfaction to YOUR
CUSTOMERS. That goes a long way towards making your experience as a thresherman both a pleasure and
a proﬁt.

Do not be handicapped by out-of-date machinery but get modern money-making machinery.

Write for catalog. We will also send our booklet, “Kernels for the Starved Rooster,” which contains
valuable information regarding our threshing machines.

I
o

i
o

AULTMAN & TAYLOR MACHINERY CO.
Mansfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Manufacturers oi Everything‘ tor the Thresherman.
Please mention The Review.
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The Most Successful giThe Mosghgnomgal

PLOWING ENGINE
—IS THE

Hart-Parr Kerosene Traction

Can be operated at a saving of from ten to ﬁfteen
dollars
j

er dayr over the best steam traction

The HART-FARR plowing engine saves you this amount by reducing your expenses for labor, board, teams
and fuel, not to mention its many other advantages.
Every steam plowing outﬁt requires at least two men and two teams to keep it supplied with fuel and water,
as well as an engineer and plowman. Twenty per cent of the time is lost in coaling up while your expenses go on

just the same. '
The HA RT-PARR traction carries fuel enough for a full day’s run, saves the cost and board of two men and
two teams, runs all day without stops, and saves at least 33%, per cent of the fuel bill. Being lighter, less cumber
some and more easily handled, it can be operated every working day of the year. No waiting for the ground to

dry up.

You do your plowing just at the proper time without packing the ground, which is so injurious to

good crops.
Results are what count.

_
A HART-FARR traction will do plowing for a less cost per acre than any steam

engine, no matter how large.
No ﬂues to leak, no boiler to explode, no danger from fires, no danger of freezing, and no waiting for steam.
Hundreds of Engines in Successful Operation Tell the Story
Send for Catalog and Testimonials

HART-FARR COMPANY, zmawler St, Charles City, Iowa
Please mention The Review.

January,1908.
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Port Huron E. & T. Company.

and

Brass

I‘it

Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co.. The.

correspondence Schools
Wenthe Ry. Correspondence School.

Lunkenheimer Company. The.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Ohio Injector Company.
Penberthy Injector Company.
Powell, The Wm. Company.

Loading Apparatus
Marvin Manufacturing Company.

Manure Spreaders
cred-m Separators
De Laval Separator Company.
International Harvester Company.

Supplies
Miller 01] & Supply Company.
Port Huron E. & T. ‘Company.
South Bend Supply Company.
Weber Implement Company.

International Harvester Company.

'l‘nnks—
Etnyre & Company, E. D.

'l'ank Pumps
Myers, F. E. & Bro.

Thresher Teeth
Avery Manufacturing Company.

Port Huron E. & T. Company.
lubricate"

Stacker Eoodl—
South Bend Spark Arrester Company.

Threshermen‘s Review. The.

Bond Boilers
Iniectoro,

Anterican Injector Company.
corn Shallots
International Harvester Company.
King &- Hamilton Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Union Iron Works.

Pumice-Honk
Gas Power Publishing Company.

Revolution CORD-hik
Grant Mfg. & Machine Company.
Starrett Company, The L. S.

Glover Halters
Aultman & Ta 'lor Machinery Co.
Gaar. Scott &
ompany.
Reeves 8: Company.
Rumely. M. Co.

Spark LITOItQl‘I
South Bend Spark Arrester Company.

F. X. M. Co. T. B., The
international Harvester Company.
Ohio Cultivator Company.
Port Huron E. 82 T. Company.
Ypsilanti Hay Press Company.

Bookl
Gas Power Publishing ‘Company.
Maggard, .l. H.
Threshermen‘s Review. The.

Older Machinery
Boomer & Boschcrt Press Company.

Closz & Howard Mfg. Co.
Ditch Adjustable Sieve Co.

-

Belt Guides

Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.

Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Manufacturing Company.
Buffalo Pitts Company.
Gear. Scott 8; Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Nichols & Shepard Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. Co.
Weber Implement Company.
\Vood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Co.

Sievas—

Gould Balance Valve C0.

Scan ‘rm-"Lurk
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Buffalo-Pitts Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.

Sspmtorh

Saw Mill- and Saw Mill Supplies
American Saw Mill Machinery Co.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
DeLoach Mill Manufacturing Co.
Enterprise Manufacturing Company.
Hench 8: Dromgold Company. The.
Knight Manufacturing Company.
Miller Oil & Supply Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Richmond Machine Works.
Reeves & Company.
Salcm Iron Works.

Sawdust Blower
Bemiller Fan Blower Company.

Traction Snn'ine|—
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Manufacturing Company.
Buffalo Pitts Company.
Gaar, Scott 8: Company.
Hart-Parr Comlpany.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
,
Lambert, U. Gas & asoline Engine Co.
Nichols & Shepard Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Bumely. M. Co.
Weber implement Company.
Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Co.

Traction Engine Plow!
Avery Manufacturing Company.
Lowell Steam Plow Company.
Reeves & Company.

Wagon 'I'ankl—
Pioneer Mnnufucturng Company.

Self :OOdOl-‘k
Oil Oms
Cylinder Wrench..
Parsons B. C. 8: S. F. Company.

Engine Grotes
Travis Company. The G. E.

Engine Tenders
Parsons B. C. 8: S. F. Company.

Bloomer. R. E.
Maple City Manufacturing

Company.

Oil cups
American Injector Company.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Ohio Injector Company.
Penberthy Injector Company.
Powell. the Wm. Company.

Avery Manufacturing Company.
Gaar. Scott & Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Lindsay Bros.
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Parsons Hawkcye Mfg. Company.
Pella Stacker Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. C0.
\Vood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Co.

‘Well Drilling Machinery
Gus Pech Foundry & Mfg. Co.

Wind Suckers
Russell Wind Stacker Company.

Wood Saws
Pence, W. H.
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Early Steam Engines.
Probably the ﬁrst steam engine measurable speed. Men may con
capable of delivering even a triﬂing ceive machines which could bear the
amount of power was the eolipile of diver, without danger, to the depth
Heron of Alexandria; which may be of the waters.” And yet it is to
be doubted whether even so prophetic

described as a hollow sphere mounted
on tubular trunnions through which
steam was introduced to the interior;

a mind as this could have imagined
so magniﬁcent a power creation as
the liner Lusitania, or the latest pas

at opposite points in the surface of
the sphere and at right angles to the senger locomotive with its marvelous

This was

on

the River

Seine

in other end of which was attached the

France, in 1695; and to him is at

tributcd the original use of the steam
engine for power purposes. Savory,
who was an English contemporary of
Papin, in England, built pumping en
gines operated by direct action of
steam and a. vacuum. But the best

Nor is it likely known instances of engines of this
that he had any conception of such a sort were those of Newcomen, built
speed and power.

trunnions or axle jets were arranged,

with their nozzles turned opposite to
the direction of rotation: so that
when steam was allowed to blow
through them its resistance to the

piston and rod; and the method of
operation was to admit steam at very

low pressure beneath the piston, rais
ing it to the limit of its stroke. when
steam was shut 0E and a spray of
water turned into the cylinder, con

densing the steam and creating a va
cuum.

The air pressure on top of

the piston then did the work, driving
the piston down and lifting the pump
plunger at the other end of the beam.
Then the cycle was repeated. It
‘ was of necessity a very slow opera
tion, but it was better than anything

air served to rotate the globe; al
though steam as a motive force

seems to have been well known to the
priesthood and magicians of Egypt
and to have been used by them for
creating awe and fear in the minds
of their ignorant and benighted fol- ,
lowers.

pumping mechanism. The pump and
its attachments nearly balanced the

else that had been used for the pur
pose.
For about half a century there was
‘ but little improvement over the New
comen type of engine, or until James

However, it was not until

the sixteenth century that experimen- j

Watt

commenced

tal development of the powers and
property of steam brought to the vis
ion of the brilliant men of that age

work.

He made rapid progress in im

a glimpse of what marvelous things
were to be accomplished by its aid,
and led such minds as that of Roger
Bacon to express themselves thus:
“Men may construct for the wants
of navigation such machines that the
greatest vessels, directed by a single
man, shall cut through the rivers
and seas with more rapidity than
if they were propelled by rowers;
chariots may be constructed which,
without horses, shall run

with

provement

of

his experimental

these

single-acting

- types and later closed the tops of the

cylinders for double acting eﬁ'ect. In
1782 he received a patent for a cut
l

IN KANSAS.

lmachine as the modern submarine; for mine and

Courtesy Advance Thresher Co.

deep

which can not only bear the diver to. brought out in 1705.
the depth of the waters but can safe

well

pumping,

These were not

at all like the engines in use today;

off for using steam expansively in
the cylinder; but before this he had
invented or applied the separate con
denser, the air pump, the steam

ly and comfortably transport him at in fact they were nothing more than jacketed cylinder, the parallel mo
that depth to any distance within what is now known as condensers, op tion crank, the ﬂy wheel and the ﬂy
en at one end or rather with one mov ball governor; so that, although in
reasonable requirements.
Doctor Denys Papin was probably able end which worked as a piston crude form, the main features of the
I the ﬁrst to use the moving piston and and to which the piston rod was at modern steam engine were in use at
im [the walking beam on a steamboat. tached, running to a beam at the the close of the eighteenth century.

8

I

January, 1908.
The compound steam engine was pat
Referring again to the general sub
ented in 1781 in England, from ject of the steam engine, the expres
which time steam pressure as a prac sions of Prof. R. H. Thurston with re

tical power became progressive.
The earliest steam

gard to steam engine progress are in

engines

used teresting and authoritative.
Owing to their
“The end of the nineteenth century

but little pressure.
construction as already sketched, but is that of one which will always re
little was necessary to raise the en main pre-eminent in history as the age
gine piston, the power stroke being in which the steam engine took shape
made with air pressure outside the in the hands of Watt and Sickles and
cylinder through condensation of the Corliss and Greene, of Porter and
steam inside. Even at the close of their successors. The close of the
the eighteenth century when what century ﬁnds the
steam engine,
were called high pressure engines though threatened with displacement
were brought into use, 25 pounds per by other motors, in the view of many
square inch was considered high pres writers nevertheless the great motor
sure. During the ﬁrst half of the last of the age. Substantially all of the
~ century ﬁfty pounds was named as a power employed by the civilized world
high pressure, although higher pres is supplied by this great invention,
sures were used for special purposes. the product of a series of improve
About the middle of the century His ments, of an evolution eﬁected during
cox, to whom we are indebted for these the hundred years or more just past.

notes, operated a steam gun with a The limit to be possibly attained in
steam pressure of one thousand its development and perfection will
pounds per square inch.
It made always remain a subject of intense
wafers of bullets against an iron interest to the profession and to the
target, but was not practicable for world.
regular use. At the dawn of the
“Reviewing the history of the
nineteenth century patents upon the growth of this form of steam engine,
principles of the application of high it will be seen that the steam pump
pressure steam to engines were held ing engine gives the engineer a record
in England which were a bar to pro of greater extent and of more repre
gress by their contemporaries. But sentative character, in exemplifying
progress was made in the design and the evolution of the

application

to

the

propulsion

machine,

than

of does any other type.

boats and the locomotive began its

“The twentieth century will prob

career.

ably see a change in the curve of our
During the ﬁrst half of the century, lines; and it is perhaps even more
in the hands of English engineers, probable that the ﬁeld of the steam
steam navigation made great pro engine will become greatly restricted
gress; while the stationary engine by the introduction of other heat-mo
plodded along without change from tors, as well as by the general em
the slide valve movement. The cylin ployment of electricity as a medium
drical boiler became the leading type of power distribution from hydraulic

for the economical generation of and pneumatic prime movers.
steam and, with the internal furnace,
“The steam engine has now been so
the ﬁxed type for marine and locomo far perfected and the practical limits
tive service; this last being the usual of pressure are coming to be so near
type for threshing engine boilers. Dur ly approached by steam boiler con
ing the latter half of the last century structors and users that but little
the relative proportions of cylinder more can be expected of the designer;
size and stroke were changed to those and even with the costlier types of
which are types of practice of today, engine commercially practicable pro
and the later half of the century was gress seems likely henceforth to be
a marked period in developing the very slow. With the common case of
use and eﬁiciency of the steam engine. moderate cost of fuel, intermittent

It is hard to get reliable data re
garding the ﬁrst traction engine.

duty, comparatively

high

value

of

In money in the business or absolute

1787 the state of Maryland granted a scarcity with the buyer, gains seem
patent to Oliver Evans of Philadelphia, likely hereafter to be rather in the di

for a steam wagon to run on roads, rection of cheapened methods of con
ﬁrst self struction and simpliﬁcation of de
propelling or traction engine, al sign.
though it would likely fail of recog
nition as such in comparison with the
Farewell to the Threshers.
types of today. Among the earliest
An
11-year-old, signing herself as
builders inlthe United States to get
“Laughing
Water,” contributes the
up a practical traction engine was the
C. and G. Cooper Company of Mount following to the Northwest Farmer.
Thresher-s come but once a year,
Vernon, Ohio. The Fishkill Landing When
they come for a. week they're
here.
Machine Company, Fishkill-on-the
which may have been the

Hudson,

New

York,

were

builders

of a “thresher’s locomotive” which
they advertised about the early
seventies.
It was one of these
that interested Isaac Lehmer in
the traction engine proposition, and
he would probably have been satisﬁed
with one of them could he have got
ten it when he wanted it. Disappoint

ed in this, he bought a portable of
what appeared to him to be the best
obtainable at that time and proceeded
to make a traction engine of it; and
his remarkable success has already
been fully detailed in The Thresher

men 's Review.
The history of the traction engine

from this time on is familiar to the
old guard among the fraternity; and

there is little to add.

Meat is cooked in plenty,
The men to eat are twenty.
Biscuits, pies and cakes
So much lard it takes
To fry the doughnuts crisp and brown.
An order must be sent to town.
Tubs of butter. sacks of ﬂour,
And sugar—that fruit won't be too sour.
They drank the tea without a murmur:
The coffee went down without a. tremor;
The milk was usually cold and white,
And they ate the cabbage with great
delight,
Peeling potatoes and washing dishes
Are Jobs that nobody ever wishes.
From four in the morning till nine at
night,
It keeps us moving a perfect fright.
The Sabbath to all was a day of rest.
We sang the song of Eden blest.
While the evening closed upon us all.
With prayer to God that His blessing
might fall.
.
So we bid you goodbye without a tear,
Hoping to see you again next year!

Automatic Stopping Arrangement. were the grain drills, each of which
Editor Review:

I received

your

letter asking for steam plowing ex
perience some time ago, but have
been too busy to write.
We are

plowing and seeding now, pulling
three four-disc plows with barrow

and drill behind._ Our harrow broke
loose today and the drill ran com
pletely over it, twisting it all out of
shape. If we had taken the precau
tion with our ha-rrow we do with our
plows, we would have prevented the

smashup.
I‘ will tell other plowmen how we
have prevented several what

might

have proven to be expensive smash
ups.

We have a rope connected to

was cabled to the engine, the har
rows and drills being pulled from the
same cable.

The corrugated roller

was next in order and was pulled by
a‘ single cable which extended to the
engine. Following the roller and en
bled to it were the three sections of
smoothing harrows.
The cables were carefully guyed
apart at various places by means of
gas pipe. Without doing this, it would
have been impossible to turn at the

ends.

The entire outﬁt was pulled in

this manner, completing the plowing
and seeding operation at once.

HELP-Two men were required
to run the engine; one as engineer

some] convenient lever of every plow,

and ﬁremlam and the other as guides

which runs up into cab, then back to
throttle, so when a cable breaks, it
stops the engine right away, before

man. After the outﬁt was well start
ed, one man was able to look after the
plows and drills. One man and team

any damage is done.
was kept busy all the time in haul
My experience has been that there ing water, and part of the time two
is no money in plowing for the public men and two teams. The coal haul
at prevailing prices, and I have quit. ing also required the services of one
I think I can make it pay at home, man and team for the entire time.
for with steam we can do our plow
RESULTS-Accurate records of all
ing when it needs to be done, Iand cost were kept on two different areas;
better than can be done with horses. one on old ground which had not been
I ﬁnd the cost of plowing at home plowed for three years, and the other
is about 60 cents per acre, not count
on native sod. Both areas were com
ing wear and tear on machinery.
posed of a sandy loam soil with clay
I see Mr. S. Swanson of Lorn Kill, patches. Very little adobe was found.
Sask., Canada, is an admirer of the The ground is all under “dry farm
Reeves. Would like to ask him how ing” conditions and did not contain
long he has been plowing with it. I any surplus moisture at the time of
would like to correspond personally plowing.
with bwuers of Reeves engines. 1‘
The following table gives the items
might tell them how we handle our of cost:
plow to iihe best advantage and vice
versa. Wishing The Review success,
51’
f;w fd 9;Q 2q .-0
sp.
I am
Very truly,
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Steam Plowing Experiment.
By PROF. H. M. BAlNER.
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Last spring the farm mechanics de

.

5"

4 1c

6e

be

$1.00

$1.52

303 A.

4”

780

60

8c

$1.31

$2.23

Sod’

partment of the Colorado Agricultur

al college, was asked to help start a
steam plowing outﬁt on the farm of
Mr. Wm. Palmer, at Colorado Springs,
Colorado. The department also rec
ommended a man for engineer who
was willing to keep accurate records
of all items of cost.
The machinery used was all new

It will be noticed from the table
that there is considerable diiference
in the cost of coal per acre in the: sod
plowing compared to the old ground.
This is largely due to the diﬂ'ercnce
in the distance the coal was hauled.
In the old ground plowing it was haul

ed about four miles, while for the sod
it W188 hauled about nine miles. It
was ﬁrst class.
must be remembered that this cost
The following list of machinery covers that for plowing, discing, drill
made up the complete outﬁt:
ing in the grain, packing with the
One 35 h. p. Buﬁalo-Pitts double roller, and harowing. About 20 acres
simple steam engine.
were handled per day with the outﬁt.
Three 6-gang engine disc plows The outﬁt would have plowed, with
(John Deere).
out seeding and discing, at least 30
Two 7-foot disc harrows.
acres per day at the same cost. No
and up to date.

The entire outﬁt

Two 6-foot Monitor
grain drills.

double

disc

item of expense was allowed for de
preciation on the value of the ma

Three 6-foot section smoothing har chinery used.
rows.
These results are perhaps better
One 12-foot
corrugated
roller than the average obtained from the
(John Deere Brillion).
combined plowing and seeding outﬁt.
This equipment was started as a The engine is larger than the average;
combined plowing and seeding outﬁt everything was new, and a good engi
and was hitched as follows:
neer was employed.
The success of the large steam
The 3-gang disc plows were cabled
Don ’t forget to send in a photo of
your rig if you have one, foo‘ Review directly behind the engine, and were plowing outﬁt depends largely upon
illustration. If it is at extraordinary followed by the two disc harrows. I'm the size of the engine and the man
duty, so much the better.
mediately behind the disc harrows who runs it.
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The Lansing Meeting.
Michigan Threshermen Meet and Organize Association.
come to the visiting threshermen, as average disease of the common dirt
suring them that the city was theirs road, which is the lack of suﬁicient
crown to shed the water to the side
for the term of the convention.
‘ Here the printed program was ditches. If the water runs oif quick
waived in favor of Dean Clinton D. ly the road remains dry throughout
Smith, of the Michigan State Agri the entire year.
“I was taught how to build a road
cultural College, who gave the dele
gates an urgent invitation to visit by an ex-thresherman who today is
one of Michigan ’s best road builders.
the college the following day.
The feature of the afternoon's Place your engine in the center of
talks was the address of welcome on

the road and two road graders behind

behalf of the state of Michigan, by it, one on each side of the road, chain
the Hon. H. S. Earle, State Highway these graders together so that the
Commissioner.
Commissioner Earle front end of the blades will engage
was at his best; and those who have the furrows plowed along side and
had the privilege of listening to the the back ends of the blades will just I
. llittle embodiment of drive and grit come to the outside edge of your road.
who manages the road aﬁ'airs of this This will throw the sods up on the!
state know that he did his subject outside edges of your road to form‘i
justice.
the heme or shoulders. Then the
WM. KOH LMEYER, President.

Following a musical selection by

under dirt can be ‘plowed and thrown

The meeting of Michigan thresher the band, B. B. Clarke of the Ameri
men announced in our last issue to can Thresherman made acknowledg
meet Dec. 12 and 13, at the call of the ment of the we]
local branch house managers and the coming address in
Lansing Business Men's Association, his own unique
though called on short notice, was style, and well
very well attended; the presence of expressed the ap
over two hundred threshermen from preciation of the
visitors

at

over into the center of your road.
No sods should ever be placed in the
twelve foot cen
ter where the
travel comes|

will save a town
good enough culverts and bridges to

ship from ten to
fourteen dollars be built so that you won’t go through
a day, and Iwill them with a ten ton engine, and it

the

all over the state attesting the inter

est the Michigan fraternity have in
any movement for organization and
protection.
The business men of Lansing had
provided a splendid place for hold
ing the meetings in the ﬁne auditor

ium of the Masonic Temple, and the
ﬁrst meeting

was

called

to

order

Thursday afternoon by Mr. E. S.
Porter, President of the Lansing Bus

iness Men’s Association. Temporary
oﬁicers, later made the permanent ones
for the meeting, were elected, as fol

lows: President, A. E. Kratz, man
ager for Gear, Scott & Co.; Secretary
and Treasurer, E. V. Chilson, who is
also Secretary of the Lansing Busi
ness Men’s Association.
In the absence and on behalf of
Mayor Lyons of Lansing, Hon. P. H.
Kelly,

Lieutenant

Governor,

prof

fered a very cordial and witty wel

hospitable recep
tion at the hands
of

the

C. W. MARTIN, Sec’y and Trees.

This kind of a money to do so.
grading outﬁt
This law will in a few years cause

prove it to you.
You
know
it
takes three good
teams to haul a
grader.
These
will cost at least

Lansing

is necessary today to have such en

gines; for Michigan is a ten ton state,
and our country is a ten ton nation.
A few years ago when you started
The
Thresher
out you did not know where you were
mcn’s Review al
going. It depended largely upon
so gave a char
$3.50 a day, and what kind of a life you had lived, for
acteristic talk in
to haul two grad you were very liable to go through a
response to the
welcoming'
ﬂders, six teams at bridge, engine and all, and, if you
dress.
$3.50
a
day, had been good, of course you stood
A ﬁne address
amounts to $21 a fair chance of going to the happy
on the subject
and you all know wheat ﬁeld, but if bad then to that
of Square Deal
the teams will place where oats and wheat do not
and
Gospel
E’ v’ CHILSON'
stand resting at grow nor whistles toot for dinner.”
Measure was given by L. Whitney least one-fourth
of
the
time,
Mr. Earle then read from the re
Watkins, ex-President State Farmers’ but this we will not take into ports of highway commissioners re
Club Association. Mr. Whitney is a consideration. Now, you are willing ceived by the State Highway Depart
very successful and prosperous far to work for $6.00 to $10.00 a day. ment, showing what effect the state
mer and his review of the conditions and you can do twice as much grad highway department had had on
existing between farmer and thresh ing in a day as six teams, if you use bridge and culvert building, and that
erman and his expressions of willing this plan, and providing there are a very large ‘percentage of them were
ness for a fair deal had close atten enough teams on the plows to keep now built of concrete, or steel, with
bunch. Then'J'.
L. Stevenson of

tion and were well received by those

present.

This closed the appointed

program for .the afternoon.

Thursday evening the report of the
nominating committee came ﬁrst on
the program, resulting in the election
of association oﬁ‘icers as follows:
President-Wm.
Kohlmyer,
of
Henderson.

Vice President—Geo. B. Stetler, of
Jackson.
Secretary-TreaSurerLC. W. Mar

enough plowing done so you can be
constantly at work.
To keep the front end of your grad

concrete floors.
About prison crushed

taxpayers and I want you to look for

thse jobs for the sake of those
who have to use the roads.
Under
Following a musical selection by
this new law the township highway
the band, Hon. H. S. Earle gave a commissioner can commence grading
stirring address on “Roads and the roads on the ﬁrst Tuesday in
Bridges.”
April and at that time you thresher
Mr. Earle said in part:
men have no work for your engines

tin, of Clare.

“Gentlemen of the

convention,

I

am glad to have the privilege of
speaking
to you, for you are as
much interested in good roads and
bridges as any class of taxpayers in

to do.

There are two taxes, one for

road repair which must be expended
on the roads directly beneﬁtting the
property taxed, and a highway im
provement tax which is raised for

the purpose of building new culverts
and bridges and building new roads
and making repairs in cases where
the best road instrument to cure the there is not suﬂicient road repair

the state.
You are also the natural and logi
cal doctors of the road. You possess
G. B. STETLER, Vice Pres.

stone,

he

said:
“I want you men to stand
ers from drawing together you must with me in putting the convicts to
either brace the ends of your pole quarrying and crushing trap rock
apart, or else have a cross bar at and such stone, to be sold to town
(Continued on page 36.)
tached to the rear of your engine
to hitch your poles to.
With Michigan '5 new cash road tax
law the townships are in a position
to hire such help as is best for the

A. E. KRATZ.

IO
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own rates and got the business re that ideal conditions do not prevail
gardless of price cutters; in itself the in the threshing business. That gen
most convincing argument that could erally speaking prices are much low
be advanced regarding the useless cr than they should be for the work;
ness and absurdity of price cutting. so that this constitutes the worst evil
Talking with threshermen disclosed in the business. So long as the manu
here and there an occasional opinion facturer does a. credit business with
that manufacturers, by restricting his customers, so long is it to his par
sales, could

something

THE FIRST OF‘
EACH MONTH
BY

Tu! Tunisuinmni's REVIEW 00.

quality

with

breakfast,

dinner and supper made of the corn
products from Yonge’s Island, the
richest and most progressive trucking

district in the world.”
This corn is a. second crop, planted
The paper he holds is after the spring truck season is com

toward ticular interest that

better

prices

and the association will help largely courage any movement that promises from a Minnesota.
subscriber, one
in bringing this about through the improvement in this respect.
And sentence of’ which is a sermon on

(Incorporated)
St. Joseph, Michigan

friendly cooperation of all concerned. no other movement that we can price making. “We had poor crops
think of offers so much to this end this year, so most of the machines
Talking about restricted sales, it is as associations of threshermen, such raised the price.”
a sure thing that this might limit the as has just been put under way at
There! What could be simpler.
number of machines in. a neighbor Lansing in this state; and it seems to Or more logical. It costs so much
hood, which is a consummation that us that it should have had more di for us to operate our machinery so
no sensible thresherman will oppose, rect encouragement at the hands of many hours. \Ve were playing a los
even if he does not devoutly wish for makers of threshing machinery than ing game, most of us, with good
it. But until men get altogether dif it received. A few were alive to the crops. But we must have the old
ferent ideas of trade from those that situation and contributed toward average in daily receipts whether

“SUBSCRIPTION 50 0T8. A YEAR —
Canadian and other foreign subscrip

tions, ‘1.00 a year. postage paid.
Our Advertising rates will be made
To insure in

sertiou copy for advertisements must be
in this oﬂice on or before the 15th of the
month preceding date of issue.
‘I "This paper does not attempt to
endorse opinions expressed in its
"correspondence" columns.
Entered as second-class matter at the
Post Olﬂce at St. Joseph. Mich.

prevail now there is little chance of making a success of the meeting. your straw yields the grain or not.
the number being limited in this way; And we believe that it was a success, If the yield runs lower than ordinary,

The Review ﬁnds unavailable all
poetical and other literary eﬂorta
which have for their theme the adver
tisement 0! some particular make or
brand of goods or machine. They will
be published only as advertising, at the
regular card rate. for such matter.

for as has often been stated in these and that the March meeting in the our quota must be made up by an in
columns, threshing machinery, like all same place will see the complete or creased per bushel rate. There seems
other commodities, is manufactured

ganization of a state association of to have been no great opposition,
either. For although some few fail
ed to maintain the rate, those who
did got their share of the work any

for sale; and the prosperity of the threshérmen similar to the one whose
manufacturer depends on the market Wichita meetings are the event of
ing of his goods.
the year in this trade.
However, the manufacturer has the
It is generally easier to make good
As a matter of business policy he
resolutions than to live entirely up should guard against sales on credit right t6 decide whether or not he’ will
to them; and it is quite likely that to those who are not likely ‘to pay, to give reasonable encouragement to
most of our New Year’s resolutions say nothing of the hardship such such movements as these. Should
are honored more in the breach than sales work to ihose who are pay he decide against it, he offends him
in the observance. Yet we can do ing. And to the credit of most of self quite as much as he does any one
worse than adhere to the ‘time-honor them be it said they do take more else. The threshermen will organize,
ed custom of starting the New Year than reasonable pains to prevent bad just the same, and there will be no
with a brand new set of good resolu sales. But here their responsibility in sore spots on them on account of the
tions, and standing by them just the matter ends; and like the thresh manufacturers when they get through.
erman himself should he want to But the opportunity is one that the
as long as we can.
What these shall be will necessar close out, will sell to the man with manufacturer should not miss.

ily be dictated by the personal short the money or its equivalent who
comings of each one of us. But one wants to buy, if they can ﬁnd him.
To the Kansas farmer 10,000
thing will be good for us all to decide, Naturally the manufacturer would like bushels of corn seem an ordinary af
and that is that another year the to see the purchaser make a success fair enough; but in the Sunny South
business shall be run upon better and of it; but not all such do, any more it’s diﬁcrent; and Charleston, S. C.,
more rational lines; that each will than they do in other lines of busi was recently a scene of as much sup
post himself regarding every detail ness.
pressed excitement as ‘that staid and
But should the manufacturer see proper city could be expected to tol
of his business, and particularly how
to make it proﬁtable. And in wish ﬁt not to display such interest, or to erate, the occasion being the unload
ing every one of our readers and hold aloof from his customer after ing of “ten thousand bushels of gen
friends a Happy and prosperous New the goods have been delivered, that uine South Carolina. corn on the ear
Year we would remind some of them customer has no real cause for com with the shucks about them,” con
that the realization lies largely with plaint any more than has the farmer signed to F. W. Wagener & Co., from
themselves. Let every man work for for whom he has threshed a job. The the plantation of the N. H. Blitch
the good of the business. If he is a job is done. The machine man is not Company, located at Meggett’s. “It

member of an association, let him not
leave the work therein to someone
else; it will never be accomplished
that way.

1111-111, there is nothing to compare in

nutritious

abating the evil; but this aspect of shall prevail.
the matter did not appear in any of better, more sure of collection, if the plcted, and the yield is put at from
‘the experiences of those who talked maker thereof is getting proﬁtable 50 to 100 bushels per acre.
in meeting regarding price cutting. prices for his work. It is to the
The thing can be done away with; manufacturers’ interest, then, to en
There is a short letter in this issue

PUBLISHED

known on application.

do

foods and make-believe coﬁee and ex
cclsiol‘ shavings for the dyspeptic

If not in any association,

better conditions generally

in

the

There was one thing demonstrated

by the threshermen who spoke for
themselves at the Lansing meeting,
and it is that the thresherman who
establishes his own rate and sticks
to it does not have much trouble in
getting his full share of the work,
provided he makes good; and this

mers when the rate is raised to a

fair and equitable

amount.

Some

few put up a bluﬁ about a company
machine, but, as another subscriber

remarks, threshing machines are not
given away with trading stamps,
they cost good hard coin; a fact
which furnishes the necessity for an

adequate price for the work to be
done with them.
But what impresses us most is the
almost absurd simplicity of the rem
edy as applied by the Minnesota
thrcshcrmen and the matter-of-fact
way of stating it. “The crops were

poor, so we raised the price.” What
else was there to do‘! Or what more
effective!
An

editorial

in

The

Iron

Age,

which criticises the illegible signa
tures which many business men aﬁix
particularly interested in what the has always been the prevailing cus to their letters, suggests another
farmer does with the grain, nor does tom for the ﬁrms in this city,” says trouble in this connection which is
he expect the farmer to call upon him the’ “News and Courief,” “to buy often. experienced by business men and
to help out in the marketing of it. Western corn, which comes in sacks manufacturers; that of receiving en
and in a shelled condition. The enor-V

by all means work for one; success The same is true of the manufactur
will not come in any other way. And er. He has delivered the goods and
in the meantime let each man be an is not actively interested in the mar
association in himself, organized for keting of the product:—threshing.
better pay, better roads and bridges, When the thresh bill is 'due the ma
business.

way.
'
From all that we have been able to
gather from letters published in The
Review it is only occasionally that
active protest is raised by the far

couraging business letters

with

no

signature at‘ all to them; no indica
gett’s and Yonge’s Island has caused tion whatever of the identity of the
this departure from the old lines of m-iter or where he may be reached.
What can be more aggravating,
business, and judging from the indi
chine ownier wants his pay, and when cations given by the large shipment more tantalizing, than to receive a
the note is due the manufacturer now in cars at Brown’s wharf it letter indicating a good prospect for
wants his pay.
Neither
cares would seem as if the Palmetto state business, but not stating where or
so much how the debtor has to will in the near future supply her with whom? Yet such letters are re
hustle to get the money as he does own wants in corn, and also those of ceived, and more frequently than one
about prompt payment on the due her neighboring states.”
would deem possible.
date. If the manufacturer sees ﬁt to
Perhaps the writer lays the letter
“Such a sight as that,” continues
let the ‘thresherman work out his the News and Courier editorially, aside, thinking to add to it later be
own salvation or the thresherman “has never been. seen in the town— fore mailing, and later mails it
sees fit to do likewise with his custo at least since the War—|an object without the addition or making sure
mer, neither has committed any im lesson that might well inspire the ef that it was complete without it. But

last may be taken for granted with propriety. It is a matter in which
the man who has enough get up and each has a. perfect right to exercise
get to him to make and stand out for his own judgment. Friendship need
_
a reasonable living price for his not enter into the matter at all.

mous crop in the vicinity of Meg

forts of all who are sincerely inter

ested in the development of the agri
cultural possibilities of the coast
country of South Carloina;” and
work, even though he asks more than
So much for the strictly commer visions rise before the editorial sub
the majority in his neighborhood do. cial side of the question. But it liminal mind of “real cornmeal bat
Thresherman after thresherman arose seems to us that there is another for cakes in every well-regulated
in that meeting and the testimony side that the manufacturer cannot af household in Charleston for many
was the same; that they made their ford to lose sight of. ]'t is a fact days to come. Talk about breakfast

whatever the reason, such things hap

pen often enough to justify the can
tionary advice to be sure that your
letter is complete with signature and

address before mailing it.

You will

be saved the mortiﬁcation of appar
ent neglect of your letter, and the

ﬁrm to which it is addressed will
have a chance to do its share toward

11
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consummating the business regard
ing which the letter is written.

To Michigan Threshermen.
Hon. Horatio S, Earle, Michigan’s
energetic state highway commissioner
would liketo be governor of this
state. He says so himself, which

Editorial by WM. KOHLMEYER
President oi the Sure Associltlon.

> The ﬁrst Michigan State Threshermen’s convention has passed into

product; if one has a hay press, and
more particularly yet, if one is about
to buy a hay press, he should ﬁrst of
all inform himself regarding the best
or most marketable size of bale for
his locality, and act accordingly. The
same is true with reference to the

history.‘ What the outcome will be now lies with the threshermen

selection of a. saw mill, a. feed mill,

or any other plant for doing custom
work.
It is most important that
whatever farm 'powe'r machinery is

lets no opportunity slip, at home or

themselves. It was surely a great success, everything considered.
But this is only a beginning; and if every thresherman will put his
shoulder to the wheel and give a boost there is no doubt that much
good can be accomplished. Rome was not built in a day, neither can
a good thresher organization he built without hard work and lots of
it; also some time and money.
The one great trouble with the T. N. P. A. was that a great many

abroad, to spread the gospel of good
roads made according to the best and

threshers seemed to think that when they had paid their fees that
was all there was to he done. That was a great mistake. Had they

most logical methods. That the trac
tion engine is even. now an important
factor in road making, and that it

taken hold then this work would all have been saved.

in his locality and that therefore the
work goes to the man with the press
that makes such bales. Hence his
advice regarding size of press to be
bought.
Perhaps this preference for a small
bale prevails in most localities. If
so, then his advice may be generally
accepted. In any event it is an easy
matter for the prospective buyer to

should put an end to any lingering

doubt any one may have in the prem
ises. And we wish him no ‘worse than
the consummation of his desire in
that direction. But most of all he
wants good roads

everywhere,

and

will become much more so as time
goes on, no one knows better than our

highway commissioner.

What

more

reasonable, then, that he should take

advantage of the splendid opportun
ity the Lansing convention aﬁorded
to address so large a gathering of po
tential road makers.

He did it, too,

and as a consequence the thresher
men of Michigan know more about

the work that is being accomplished
in their behalf by this most impor

Now brother threshermen, don't expect too much at ﬁrst.
thing comes to him'who waits—and works while he waits.

The threshermen. of Michigan are surely not asking anything un
reasonable. All they ask is the same rights that other business peo
ple have. Surely no class of men works harder or for more hours
than the threshermen, and, I might say, take more chances with their
lives.

Now, let our motto be, “Better Roads; Better Bridges; Better
Machinery; Better Work; and, last but not least, BETTER PAY.”

Surely the laborer is worthy of his hire. In the three months we
have before the next meeting, let us work! See every thresher in
your vicinity. Talk to him. Get him to come with you and make
the next meeting _a rouser!

tant department of state work than

they did before, and they appreciate
it. He gave them a good talk along
lines of road improvement and such

“They would have to pay their
Argentine, which
others, to his gubernatorial aspira would be about $150,” said Mr. Greg
tions were merely incidents.
ory. “When there, there is no trou
ble at all about getting a. job. They
One of the best received talks at will pay $40 a month and 1 cent a
the Lansing convention was given by bushel for taking full charge of an
L. Whitney Watkins, ex-president of outﬁt, but a man must be capable of
the State Farmers’ 'Club Association. doing this. They do not especially
Mr. Watkins is the prosperous owner want engineers or separator men, or
of a large farm which is run upon any ordinary help.
business principles and pays its own
"Telegrams from Buenos Aires
er handsomely, and his words, com say that the crop prospects are im
ing from a successful farmer to other mense, and there will probably be
farmers with whom he has to do bus from sixty to ninety days’ threshing.
iness, rang true and to the point. He
“Many men have gone down there

references as were made,

mostly

by own expenses to

stated his belief that the majority

for the last ﬁve years and all have
of farmers were willing to pay a fair
price for good work; which is no done well.
The outlook is inviting for the man
doubt true.
His suggestion that
threshermen set the date of their
state meeting coincident with that of
the State Farmers’ Club Association
was a good one; his invitation to
threshermen to visit the Club meet
ings was an offering of the olive
branch that they cannot afford to

who can or will break away for an

other season and travel in a foreign
country and receive master’s wages.
But special emphasis is laid on the

fact that the men who attempt it must
he masters of the trade or success

is not certain.

It is a subject well

worthy of consideration, particularly
disregard.

It seems to us an ideal

opportunity for thresherman and far
mer to get together and discuss any
diﬁerences of opinion that may have
arisen and to get together along lines
that will be equitable for both. Don 't
hope that every farmer will be amen
able to reason. But such will be in
so hopeless a minority as to make no
particular difference either way.
Since Walter Gregory of Minneap
olis was quoted along in November
to the eﬂect that many threshermen
were in Argentina to help handle the

crop many threshermen have been in
terested in the' prospect there. To
these we would say that it is now
too late to think of for this season.
The harvest begins in January and
the men should be on the ground long
before.
Mr Gregory is quoted as also say

ing that the need is for men skilled
in every part of the business; able
to take charge of the entire outﬁt,

Be sat

isﬁed with a little for the present. For, as the old adage says, every

with the younger element in the busi
ness; and it oifers an incentive to
such to take especial pains to make

bought should be selected with refer

ence to ﬁtness for the work to be
done. This writer has found that a
small bale ta'kes best with the buyers

learn for himself which is best; and
he should buy accordingly. And the
rule holds good in selecting for dif

ferent lines of work.~

Although it may be a little unsea
sonable just now, we wish to im
press upon threshermen the advisa
bility of dragging the roads just as
soon as the conditions will allow of it.
mers and foremen will be required
And there is no better time to make
out of a total crew of 800 men.
a drag than. in the winter, when farm
To the thresher engineer, to whom work is at its slackest. They do not
a modern 40-horse traction is a huge take much time or expensive material
affair, some dimensions of the power in the making, and the work they do
plant of the Lusitania will be as in it surprising in. its eﬁicacy. Make a
teresting as a fairy tale; but they drag now; and use it regularly when

are facts. Through any of her four the time comes.
[huge stacks he might easily drive his
largest traction engine, with room to

Our liner ad. contest advertised in
pass a team on the way. He might
“set up.” the whole rig in one of the December issue of The Thresher
them and go to threshing. He might men’s Review developed two things:
ﬁnd restricted room for the stacker That Review advertisements are care
to work, but that would be all. They fully read by threshermen, the one
tower 130 feet above the grates. in question was a four inch adver
These are worthy of mention, too, for tisement in the back part of the'pa
their combined heating surface is per, offering prizes for the opinion
equal to the area of a city lot 40x100 that should come nearest to the edi
feet and the total heating surface of tor’s regarding the best worded liner
Flier boilers would cover an ordinary advertisement in the paper; and that
city block. The tubes, placed end to a very large number do this, as re
end, would extend nearly 39 miles. sults showed.

In our judgment that

Nearly 3000 drawings were required of A. Bennett, lower center of third
in the construction of the Maureta column was the best, although others
nia’s machinery. Her electric light nearly equalled it.
ing plant is larger than is required
Our reason for awarding i-t judg
for a good sized town; there being ment was that that advertisement,
200 miles of ca‘ble. In the building though brief, leaves nothing to be

of the Ship from @000 t0 @000 peo- guessed at regarding the rig. The
P19 were Pressed Into service'
kind of engine and separator are

themselves masters of the craft so as

Naturally, there was much to be mentioned, time of purchase, what
determined before such a gigantic accessories go with it, and reason for
work could properly be undertaken, selling. W. F. Cline of Bismark,
selves.
and a powerful commission of engi Illinois, was the ﬁrst to utter the same
neers was appointed to determine opinion, and he accordingly gets
Much is being printed these days what the dimensions of the hull and the gloves. Peter Socks of Clinton,
of the wonderful performance of the the power of the propelling machin Mich., is the second. and F. Wester,
steamer Lusitania, herself the marine ery would have] to be to fulﬁll the of Clarissa, Minn, the third, getting
requirements of speed and carrying the subscriptions as announced.
wonder, on her recent trip from
In this issue we present a contest
capacity. Numerous experiments of
Queenstown to New York, covering
the most elaborate description were of a- different sort, just as interesting.
the distance in a little less than ﬁve
carried on, using models of various There is a good chance for every own
days, shorter by ﬁve hours than her
sizes and continuing over a period er of something that some other thresh
ﬁrst performance in
September,
of nine months before satisfactory erman wants more than the present
which broke all records.
owner does, to make a trade, and to
Her sister ship, the Mauretania, a conclusions were arrived at. Then
began the work which has resulted in get an. attractive premium besides.
triﬂe-300 tons-larger than the Lus
the ﬁnest and most magniﬁcently ap
In the hay press contest, Toburen
itania, promises to exceed the per
formance of the latter ship. Both pointed steamships ever built; the Bros, Rantoul, Ills., carry off the
wonders of even this progressive age. prize, a cylinder wrench, with
are of the same design, and are pro
largest list. We thoroughly appre
polled by turbine engines. Her coal
The suggestion of one hay pressing ciate the widespread interest shown
consumption for a round trip, it is
‘computed, will be equal to twenty writer in this issue regarding the in these prize contests by Review
train loads of 500 tons each; and to size of bales naturally brings up the readers and we thank them heartily
to be able to take advantage of such
opportunities as they present them

keep it in shape and assume full di
,deal with this coal on board 350 trim
rection of all the work.

matter of intelligent marketing of the therefor.
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sawing and crushing,

for she runs separator, wind stacker, and bagger

and weigher. The double engine is
like a watch.
The following will be found a good all right for the hills and sand; we
thing for leaking gauge cocks and in have plenty of them. I will close for
., 484:
fact any small valve. Take out the this time, wishing The Review and all
,‘-_<
Q;\~ 1
a:
.*—v("a (“W
valve and clean the cone with a ﬁle brother threshermen a Merry Christ
and emery cloth. Then wet it with mas and a Happy New Year.
\“I
Orren McClain.
cut soldering acid (such as tinsmiths
trash and drink alkali water, and git use) and then cover it with solder, Boon, Wexford Co., Mich., R. F. D. 1
His Experience.
* * *
Editor Review: Enclosed you will pnrty sick alreddy. And ven I skal keep putting a little more solder on
ﬁnd 50 cents for my subscription for come me home I haf big poket full of with the iron until it is about 1/16"
Should Not Talk.
experience. Vell next fall I‘ go pack deep. Then screw it back in the body
Editor Reviewz-Crops are not
The Review.
Will tell you some of our threshing to Kansas am him rained apout 8 of the valve and screw it up tightly. very good this year. Oats went from
adventures. We started out with a days ever week, den I put more ﬁre Pull it out again and if the seat has 10 to 25 bushels to the acre, wheat
10 h. p. engine, second handed, then in de injine and I pull him home left its impression all around on the 5 to 20 bushels and corn is not very
a 12 h. p. also second handed, then vonce more, and I bring pack dat solder it is all right. If it shows only good, as lots of it is soft; so there
a 15 h. p. new double cylinder. Right same poket full of exberience. A skal on the high spots, ﬁle them down is not much shredding to do.
here we will give you our experiences tol you da next taime a vent to Kan
I like The Review very well, and
and repeat the process until the valve
with the double engine. They use too sas I skal not go. Val d'as yar I dank is tight. I have repaired old valves like to read the letters and experi
much fuel and water for threshing mi separator ha. ban not pnrty good that have been thrown away this way ences of the other boys; but I think
purposes. There is where the farmer so I skal go down to Yomaha and see so that they were as good as new. some of them go a little too far by
kicks, he tells you that you burn wat a kan ﬁnd. A stop in Linkon I think The Review is improving each telling of their big day's work. They
number; and I hope it will keep on .forget to tell how many days they
more coal than this and that man, an a skal look at good many ma
and you will just have to take it and , skines, but ha did not look familiar doing so. I will close by wishing The barely make expenses; and I think it
ﬁre as economically as possible, but to me and den a go to Yomaha an a Review and all Thresher-men a Merry would be better if they did not tell
when it comes to starting your engine
_ how much money they make in a. fall's
the double cylinder has her points of
run.
advantage over the single cylinder,
We have good roads and bridges
and that is all I can see of any value.
in this part of the country. Are not
We used our double cylinder en
bothered with price cutters as is the
gine for two seasons and traded it
general talk with lots of the thresh
back for a single engine. We have
ers who write to The Review.
It
had reasonably fair success in our‘
don ’t seem as if any man in the bus

\THRESHERMEN

ﬁve years’ experience with threshing,‘

iness that knows anything about ma

machinery. We now own and oper
ate two full rigs, one 20 h. p. engine, 1

chinery and what it costs to buy and
run would want to cut the price. 1'

36x60 separator, and one 16 h. p. en
ginc, 34x50 separator, both rigs
equipped with Ruth feeders, weigh-v

have never seen a thresher get rich

yet, and don ’t expect to at the pres
ent prices. Success to The Review

ers and wind stackers, Rumely out

and brother threshermen.

IN SASKATCHEWAN
Courtsey Wm. Pateman, Welwyn
ﬁts; one safety shredder, 12-roll; one i
Buffalo-Pitts pea huller and B‘irdsell look good to me. A tol dem folers a Christmas and a Happy New Year.
clover huller; one Advance separator‘ sa da yaller falcr an py yo a recog
J. Howard.
to thresh red top, one Pony E. Rume nize hame ﬁrst tame a sa hame. Ha
Forest Farm, via
Whitewood,
ly saw mill and Eclipse Standard look good to me. A tol dem felers a Sask., Canada.

sawmill, two Fay planers. This is a ‘guess a tak von af dem yaller felers
* * *
complete list of our line, if you care .home mit me an he say alrite pnrty
'
Interested.
to publish it.
quick. Val a tank a hafe good jug
Editor Review: As my subscrip
We have some trouble here with ment. Ha run all time only ven a tol
price cutters, but if you come out hem to stop. Val det brice cutter ha tion to your valuable paper has ex
pired, I‘ will renew, as I don’t want
with good machinery and treat your ban bar to.
Ha tol me a get no
trade right the price cutter is soon vork unless a out do brice to 4 an to miss it.
Enclosed please ﬁnd $1.00 for
out of business, or at least that is our haf cent. A tol hem a haven’t got de
which send me Science of Threshing
experience.
time. A scharge 5 cent er a stay
As this is my ﬁrst attempt I will home. Val you tank dis letter ban and The Review one year.
I’ am a thresher but I am some
close, wishing you success and a hap boot long nough. A tank so.
what interested in threshing. There
py and prosperous New Year.
Val mister editor good pye. Rt‘ a sa
are several diﬁerent makes of ma
J. J. Tennis.
this in da baper a come again.
chines around here. One thresher
Mt. Carmel, Ill.
Your Old Friend,’
owns two Stevens 16 h. p. engines
Note question:—-Will also ask you
Ola.
and one A. & T. grain separator, and
a question, what kind of boiler com
* * *
one
Bidwell grain and a Bidwell bean
pound to use for pond and creek wa
thresher. Another thresher owns a
ter!
From Saskatchewan.
A.—The best way will be to send
Editor Review: I keep a scrap Baker 16 h. p. engine and two Bid
a sample of the water, also of the book for cutting’s relative to engi > well grain separators. and two beau
scale from it, to some reliable ﬁrm neering and mechanics and I get a ers. He runs one rig himself with
for analysis and report.
great number of good things out of his engine, and another fellow runs
The Review. In fact I ﬁnd it more the other rig with a 15 h. p. engine.
***
valuable than some of the higher
priced magazines; as the articles are
Mr. Editor: De lacht time I‘ rite free from the higher mathematics
you von ledder I told you von de ros and better suited to traction prac

A Word From Ola.

es come again I skal rite you vonce tice. I could .wish that the thresher
more. Vell he ban long time to vait, men in their letters to The Review
as dem roses he don’t ploom aver would describe their ways of doing
yair in Nebraska. Val a skal tol you and making “hurry up” repairs, and
about some of mi droubles an some any little tricks or knacks which go
vat is not ban droubles. I buy me to make a good thresherman. If
maskine in 98, an ha ban purty goot they would, I‘ would no doubt double
maskine but I guess he ban pnrty the amount of cuttings I get out of
.green hand mit maskine as I tank I The Review. Since writing you last
had so much drouble, laik married I may fairly claim to be a thresher
mane mit six wifes and shildrens. man, as I have purchased a 10 h. p.

I

.

C. A. Byers.
R. F. D. No. 2, Ney, O.
C

Q

I

An Exciting Experience.
Editor Review:—Threshing was
good here this time, but the weather
was tough; it rained for about three
weeks after harvest. You could get
stuck going down bill. I will tell
you something of my experience. I
was going down a hill about 200 yards
long after night, when the key came
oat. of the traction gear and I could
not hold the engine, and had a race
to the bottom. If it had not been for

the man who was carrying the lan
tern keeping in the road I think I
would have gone into the ditch; as it
was too dark for'me to see otherwise,
and the rate we were going would
have been enough to turn the machine

over if we had gone into the ditch;
and I don’t think I would have been

writing you today if this had happen
ed.
Our bridges are poor for a heavy
rig to cross; and if you go through
one and don’t break anything you

I don ’t know which is the

best rig are in luck, even if you lose from half
but I guess all are pretty good if run a day to all day or all night getting
right.
. out. Then you feel like making a
Threshers get two cents for oats, big run the next day.
4 cents for wheat and rye, and 5
Wishing The Review and all its
cents for beans; their board and coal readers a prosperous new year, will
close.
'
Yours truly,
Mike Corcoran.
F. P. Velzy.
Monroe City, Mo., R. F. D. No. 6.

furnished them.

Perry, N. Y., R. F: D. 2.

* * *
The Grasshoppers.

*

*

*

Rice Growing
Editor Review:-This is the way

Editor Review: Please ﬁnd money that rice is grown in the greatest of
order for 50 cents which renews my rice countries, southwest Louisiana.
subscription for another year.
First, the prairie is broken, disc
Val I tank de crop pnrty poor bar in portable engine. The engine was tak
Threshing was poor here, for the ed and harrowed, and the seed drilled
1900. I‘ put ﬁre in injine and den I en on trade by a threshing machine grass hoppers cut the oats off so just as for wheat or barley, etc. Then
turn on de plower, den I start me company and I bought it. I overhaul
there was half on the ground or more. the level of the land is taken, show
oberland for Kansas. A go down ed it, and made $75 by renting it to Wheat and peas were fair but there ing where the levees are to be made.
boot ain hundred ﬁmfty mile, a strike a neighbor, whose engine had broken was not much raised here.
This is very important. The crop will
yob. I hat‘ mine crew, mine cook down, to run his small separator. I
My rig is‘ a, complete N. & S. outﬁt; do much better if the water is of an
shack and eberting, an I trash and , shall keep it pretty busy this winter a 16 horse double engine and 28x40 even depth all over the ﬁelds or
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GUARANTEE

- Every Garden City Feeder
Why! Because we “know feeders" and thoroughly
understand what is required of a feeder to successfully
feed a separator. The object of a self-feeder is to save time
and labor in getting the grain to the separator, and at the
same time get it there as near as possible like hand-feed
ing—all the bundles straight-the bands all cut, and in a
steady continuous stream.

With this

end in view the

Garden City was invented, and for proof that we “hit the
mark" we sell The Garden City with an iron clad guaran
tee.

All you have to do is give it a fair ﬁeld test, that’s
where you can tell a feeder’s worth. If it don’t “make
good" we will fulﬁll our part of the agreement. We make
this guarantee for two reasons. First, it is only fair to the
purchaser. Second, we know just what the Garden City
will do. Any feeder is a success in clean dry grain. The
Garden City is a success in any kind of grain—tangled—
tough—wet or dry, with any kind of pitching—bundles
thrown on the carrier straight or crossways, in bunches
Your separator does not have' to be especially
0!‘ CVCD.

nun eunnmvrn:
We guarantee THE GARDEN CITY SELF FEEDER not to slug the cylin
. der regardless of conditions of grain; allow no bundles to go into the cylinder

built for the Garden City—-with heavier concaves and
teeth-for you can regulate the rate of feeding and amount

crossways regardless of how the bundles are pitched into the carrier; to break no

concaves or spikes, and to feed the separator to its full capacity.

If feeder will
not bear out the above claims after a trial of ﬁve days, the money or notes given
for said feeder will be immediately returned to the purchaser.

PELLA STACKER COMPANY, Pella, Iowa.

of grain, to accomodate any size or make of separator.

PELLII STA GKER GOMPANY,
Peila Stacker 00., Portland, Ore.
Pella. Stacker Co., Room 5. Bd. of Trade Bldg, Indianapolis, Ind.
Pella Stacker 00., Columbus, Ohio.
Pella Stacker Co., 735 N. Washington Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Matt Sproul. Sparta, Ill.
Pella Stacker Co., 230-232 N. Phillips Ave., Sioux Falls. S. D .
C. S. Sherwood. Wichita. Kansas.
Please mention The Review.

l

“cuts,” as these small ﬁelds are call

ed. Levees are made by throwing or
pushing up the dirt in long ridges,
following the levels taken by the sur
veyor. These ridges vary in height ac
cording to the lay of the land; uneven
ﬁelds requiring higher ridges than on
the more smooth land.
Then comes the most important
part in the culture of the white cere
al: the watering. If the season is dry,

watering must begin when the plants
are small; only a small quantity of
water being used, as too much is li
able to drown it out.‘ As the plants
grow taller the amount of water is
increased, until there is a foot of wa
ter on the level of the entire ﬁeld.
As the grain begins to ripen the le-‘

had lots of rain. and very bad roads.

Had very good success; never a a complete Belleville outﬁt, and run
break down through the season. We two years. Then last season I bought
get 3%0 for wheat and 21/2e for oats. out my partner’s share and run the
There is a good deal of talk that outfit for myself. I tended the sepa
threshing machine companies should ravtor and I‘ think there is where the
not sell to price cutters; but that is man at the head of the business be
like any other business. Whenever longs. I was 18 years old when I got
a man has anything to sell he is will my ﬁrst year’s experience.
H. H. Benning.
ing to sell it to anyone who has the
Robinson, Kansas.
money or can give security. And we
* * *
will never have uniform prices in
threshing unless we can organize in
From Missouri.
districts, and as the old saying is,
Editor Review:—Threshing in this
make a man give bond for his good vicinity is a poor business.
The
behavior.
Wishing The Review suc threshermen have ruined the business
cess.
H. E. Bennett.
by dinky rigs and low prices.
Coolville, Ohio.
,
I am not a thresherman myself, but
¥
#
I
was out with a gasoline traction out
From Kansas.
ﬁt this fall. It was a failure as far
Editor Review:—As threshing sea as the power was concerned, but the
son is over with in this part of the separator was a dandy.
country, I' will write you a few lines
I like The Review very much, and
to let you know that I am in the busi have secured a new subscriber for
ness somewhat, but can not thresh you.
like some of threshers. as in some of
P. O, Ditmarr
the letters of live threshermen. I like
Kidder, Mo.

I‘ can recommend the Frick engine

The ordinary binder

and if the ﬁelds are wet, the poor
thresherman feels like tearing his
hair, as he is liable to have his whole

outﬁt down in the mud just as deep
as both separator and engine can go,
for hours at a time.
As the rice is threshed it is sack
ed, when it is ready for the market;

said sacks holding about 185 lbs. or
nearly ﬁve and one-half bushels.

Iota, La.

Elliott Farley.
*

*

*

From Ft. Pierre.

and we all welcome the new ones to
come and see us.

W. D. Giddings.
Fort Pierre, S.D.

**=i=

A Good One from Ohio.
Editor Review :—I am in receipt of
yours of Nov. 9, informing me that
I was winner of two years’ subscrip

tion to The Review, which I was very
much pleased to receive, as it saves
me paying the money; for I have
taken the paper so long and like it
so well that it would be hard for me
to do without it. I am a thresherman,
Here is where they used to all say which is nothing very much to be
they could raise nothing but stock; proud of, as it is a very much abused
and I was the ﬁrst-man to put in a business. I have been threshing and

Editor Review :—I havr been taking
The Review but a short time, and I
think it is all right and would not be
without it. I threshed ﬁve falls be
fore I came to Ft. Pierre, Stanley Co.

years ago I went into partnership on

can do to get over the ground and

and the Eclipse separator to be one
of the best rigs that is built. I have
got a winter job now with my engine
running a saw mill 10 miles from Ft.
Pierre. This is the place for a man
to come to get a farm and get a start,

Then comes the threshing,

H. C. Miller, Cherokee, Ia_

country that I have covered this year.

lowing the ﬁelds to drain prepara
is used.

C. E. Rogers, Harper, Kan.
Bruns Mchy. Co., St. Charles, Mo.

threshing outﬁt last year, and every sawing for over twenty years, both to read The Review, and am always
body said that I was foolish for doing in Ohio and in the west and south anxious to see it come, also to read
it. I‘ put in a 12 h. p. Frick engine west; but have not got very rich at some of the letters when they are
and an Eclipse separator last season, it. I have owned a good many dif
made up by a man who is responsible
and I had a little threshing to do. ferent rigs; but at present own a for_what he writes and says.
I have seen some letters that I
Then I put the engine to steam break Huber outﬁt consisting of 16 h. p.
ing and did some breaking, and then engine and 28x46 separator with would like to see some'threshermcn
My experience has with good character and reputation
sold my small engine and bought a wind stacker.20 h. p. Erick-engine and I had a been that all of them will do good stand back of.
pretty good run this fall, threshing. work if properly handled.
Well, I‘ will start a different sub
In my
Of course the jobs were small and experience I ﬁnd that vthe great ject. I am a thresherman (supposed
far apart; but I had to charge 7 cents trouble with most of our machines to be) and run. with a threshing outﬁt
for oats, 9 cents for wheat and 12 that they have trouble with is being six seasons. The ﬁrst three seasons
cents for ﬂax, and I tell you the handled by men that are not compe I Went with my father, as he has now
been a thresherman for 23 years and
farmers were glad to see the machine tent.
come in; and next year if we raise a
I had a very good run threshing is still in the business. I run the
good crop there will be more than I this season. 'Threshed 65 days. We engine during that time and three

vees are cut at the lowest point, al
tory to harvest.

Pella, Iowa
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Why Not Use Your Engine,
The year ’round--do proiitable work with it alter

the threshing season.
In every community there is more or less demand for a custom saw mill. One that
can be moved from place to place is in greater demand, as it reduces the cost of pro

ducing the lumber to a great extent, as one move of the mill is much cheaper than the
hauling of many loads of logs several miles to the mill. You command the same price
for sawingin either case, but YOU GET MORE WORK. That's the point ofadvantage the

Buckeye Portable Variable Friction
Feed Saw Mill
has over stationary mills. When it's set, it looks like a stationary mill and there is no
diﬂ'erence in the quality or quantity of the work done. Accurate set works insuring uni
form and accurate output.
Built in several sizes to run with engines from 10 to 1001-1. P.
Calalog T describing these mills will be sent lo any address.

THE ENTERPRISE MFG. C0.,
A Good One from Pennsylvania. traveling on the roads.

1040 Main Street,

I have the

hard oilers; they are the only way.
You will The brasses on my engine became

Editor Review :—Your sample copy

of The Review received.

ﬁnd enclosed 50 cents for my sub

badly worn.

Instead of getting a

Columbiana, 0hio

springs on lock washer for cylinder ever made. The separator cannot be
teeth are worth their weight in gold. beat in saving the grain, wet or dry.
If you have a bolt on your engine Never stopped for a rain and went
where the oil runs over which you home, but just waited till it stopped
cannot keep tight, use the lock wash and then started up again. Our en
er. They can be taken oﬂ’ any time. gine is a 20 h. p. compound. It saves
I am using the double heater, Huber a tank of water a day, or 15 barrels,
thresher, which is driven from both and over ﬁve hundred pounds of coal. ~
sides, and this is quite an improve When the engine works hard—then

scription for one year. I am very new set at a price from $8.00 to
much pleased with your valuable $10.00 I have them babbitted at a
book. I notice in your “For Sale” cost not over $1.00, which I think is
columns, so many corn huskers but the best of the two. Babbit will not
faii to see any second hand hay cut a wrist pin, my crank brasses
presses for sale. There has been a have been used for seven years, and ment. No slipping belts on the Hu
Drill ber. I use full lip riddles.
great demand for both new and sec the babbit is good as ever.
1' have
ond hand presses. I also notice in holes to hold the babbit.
I‘ am also a water well driller. I
your “For Sale” columns, which I changed both feed pipes on my boil
have made brick and drain tile. I
think is a very wise plan, the price of er, ‘pump and injector. In a boiler have sold farm machinery. If your
the article they have for sale, by giv

where the feed pipes are left too long

ing the

in one place the plate becomes thin,
and by changing to some other place

description

and the price

wanted a. buyer would have a much

better idea. of a bargain.
I have been threshing for ﬁfteen

binder will not tie, I can ﬁx it so it
will. I am an expert on all kinds of
farm machinery. If your engine gets

the thin place will not become weak
down in the mud, your boiler setting

so soon. I think every good engine on the ground, your drive wheels are
years, have used four different makes should have a. good heater. You can of no use. Drive some good wooden
of Huber threshers, three 28x42 and repair heater pipes much cheaper keys or stone under the drive wheels,
one 32x48. .1‘ like the large machine than you can patch boilers. I use the tie a. rope to your band wheel, put on
the best’, 32 Weight 5370 lbs, and eccentric shape cylinder rings, and I all the rope you can get, put a team
one of the 28 inch, 4970 lbs., there is know from practical experience that to the end, and keep the team in line
but a triﬂe diﬁerenee in the weight. they will last twice as long. The old with your band wheel. You can get
We have some parties here who are style cylinder ring that is turned the it out very easily without breaking
using 24 inch cylinders. They bjpy same thickness all the way round, any gear wheels. I have used blocks
them to get light machines for our when it becomes worn opposite where and levers and jacks, but to coil a
hilly country. They, don ’t know they it is cut into, you will ﬁnd the weak rope three-fourths inch or an inch
are lugging almost as much with the est place and rings become too much thick is the best way I know of to
the shape of a horse shoe.
The get out of the mud. . Wishing The
small-machines as with the big ma
chines, with very small capacity. I strongest place in your ring should be Review and all brother threshermen
know where there are some machines opposite the cut to stay round. Its SUCCESS.
,
in this vicinity that are 27 inch and worth trying.
W. A. Krumpe.
Weigh 5600. Most of the threshermen
Brother threshermen who are using
Saxonburg, Pa.
in this vicinity are using Orrville Huber threshers, use Huber’s own
*
>ll
*
Champion threshers because of their make of teeth; they will last three
light weight, size 27 inch cylinder. I times as long as W. & B. teeth. We
The Boy Crew.
have used the Frick engines; they are used to have to put in a new set ev
Editor Reviewz-I must write you
good machines. They have the gearing ery two years.
Huber teeth have a few lines. The last letter I wrote
well enclosed from dirt and dust, with now been in use for four years and
you we were not threshers; but this
means long life to the gear. I prefer are good for three more. They are time we are. We purchased an out
the oil pump, which is much better for stilt and do not bend like lead. The
ﬁt, and it is the best investment we

is when the compound cylinder does
its work. The engine is one of the

simplest built. Will tell you what we
did with out outﬁt. We went down
one road and back the other and
never passed a job unthreshed. Sat
isﬁed everybody and can get their
threshing again.
So when done
threshing we purchased a six roll Mc
Cormick corn husker; a little ma

chine, but will take all a man can
feed to it. There are two ten-roll
machines around, but they are break
ing down every day and have to put
new gear on about two times a sea

son.

We only had a small break

down, delaying us two hours and cost
ing ﬁfty cents. That is the only time
we lost the whole season.
Began

Oct. 15 and will run as long as we
can possibly move the engine.
Well, I must tell you who is the
engineer. I, the writer of this let
ter, sixteen years old, run the engine

to perfection.

My father tends sep

arator and a brother, fourteen, hauls
water. Another brother, ten years
old, tended blower the last three
weeks, and did it just as well as a
man. The other thrcshers called us
the boy crew; but just the same she

was kept moving from sunrise till
nine O’ClOCk at night. Didn’t have
to do as they did, move thirty-ﬁve
miles to thresh ﬁve jobs in one week.

Simple
Convenient
Light Weight

Durable
Efﬁcient

Ask for 1908 Catalogue

LINDSAY BRO5.,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin
Please mention The Review.
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Is the Story of

RUMELY Machinery
LOOK AT THESE BRACKETS!

975 square inches of bearing
surface against the boiler. The rear axle rests on the lower boxes and
the load is distributed over the entire surface. No twisting. No
torsion on the boiler.

Write for Catalogue
Describing Our Plowing and

Grading Engines.
The story ‘of Good Threshing Machinery that is winning the
market on the MERlT of its WORKMANSHIP and its PERFECT
DESIGN is told in our new catalogue. Of interest to all thresher
Write for it.
men.

UMELY CO., LA PORT‘E, IND.
Please mention The Review. 7

\Vill close and write a better one next
time if this don’t hit the waste bas
ket. Success to The Review.
Frank Muscovitch.
R. F. D. No. 24,
no, Wis.
U

I

I

A Young Engineer.
Editor Review:—As I have heard
nothing from this part, and as I want

year to my friend whose address I hoisting engineer and which work I
like very much. I am also interested
send herewith.
As I do not see anything from this in a steam automobile shop here
part of the country in The Review
I will write a few lines. I have
had some experience in threshing and
other machinery. I‘ now own and

Within the last few years nine new
jewel settings have been added to the
had more time to work at it. As movement of a ﬁrst-class watch.
this is the ﬁrst letter for me, and for These new jewels have created a re
fear it goes to the waste basket, I newed demand for expert jewel set
which is very nice work, if I only

operate a complete threshing rig, 15 will close.
h. p. engine and 40x62 separator,

Yours respectfully,
Irvin F. Timmons.
\Vyoming, Ill.
c

wind stacker and feeder, also Ottawa
clover hull‘er, and a Plano husker and
Wheat was a fair crop; we will shredder.
I get 2 cents for oats, 4 cents for
have about 25 days run. There are
From Fowler.
lots of threshers here this season. wheat and rye, and 20 cents for tim
Editor Review:—Enclosed
ﬁnd
othy, and one cent a bushel for shell one dollar and ten cents for another
Our outﬁt consists of a 20 h. p. en
gine and a 32x56 separator. I am ing.
year’s subscription to The Review
running the engine. I am a young en
We have the price cutters here, and one pair of Sargent gloves size
gineer, but I' am getting along ﬁne. but they hurt themselves worse than 10.
I love to read The Review. It is of they do me, for I get all I can do any
Have been reading The Review for
lots of beneﬁt to me. I was traveling way. I have also owned ﬁve Ault a couple of years now and think it
on the road this morning with the man Co. rigs, one Avery, and the an excellent paper, enjoy reading the

_to renew my subscription I will drop
a few lines also.

engine and came to a large puddle of

one I have now, three Ottawa corn

Pine Work.

letters of brother threshermen,

ters, and at

present

nearly

every

watch factory in the country is pro
ducing less than its capacity because

of this lack of setters.
Each stone is shaped to a circle,

and bored through the center, each
boring being just a little less than
the diameter of the pinion used in
the factory where it is ﬁnally to be
placed in the upper or lower plate

of a watch.
Before the jewel gets to the setter
it has been put into a lathe, and by
means of a minute steel rpoint cover

but

ed with diamond dust and oil, the

water; and there was an engineer shellers and one Kingsland & Doug think some of them get pretty “nut
came up about the same time, and he lass cylinder, and my separator was ty” at times. We have oats. noth
advised me to take a run for the mud. a four hole Sandwich and have only ing but oats to thresh here, and ﬁnd
I stopped and cleaned out the hold been in the business 21 years, and when we rim an average of three
ers on the drive wheels and went in am not very old yet.
' thousand per day the fall through
to the mud and water slow, and
As to my opinion of which is the that we have got to keep busy. Did
went right across. Don’t you think best rig on the market today I will not average that last fall because
my plan is the best? I will close, say that it is a matter of opinion. cats were light, and did not yield
wishing The Review success.
Of course some show better work as well as they usually do.
Alpha Ward.
manship, and there‘ are some better
We use a twenty horse Reeves en
Tyrone, Okla.
than others, but they will all do the gine and a 36x60 Yellow Fellow sep
[Your plan seems to have worked work if the right man has got hold arator, which makes a good combina
out all right, and that is the best of them. I think that a man to be tion. We don't claim it is the only
test of its eﬂiciency.-Ed. Review.]
a successful thresher must positively combination that is good, but will
U
U
.
be competent of operating either end take “tip” with the best of them
of his machinery successfully, and do when the threshing season is on.
From Illinois
While I‘
\Vishing The Review and brother
Editor Review:——As my subscrip all his own repair work.
tion to your paper has expired please‘ have not made as much money possi threshermen a Merry Christmas and
ﬁnd enclosed ﬁfty cents for another bly as some others I‘ am very proud a Happy New Year.
Chas. C. Owens.
year’s subscription, and also ﬁfty of my reputation as a thresherman.
R. F. D. No. 6, Fowler, Ind.
cents for which mail The Review one I have also passed examination as a

center has been enlarged to ﬁt the
steel pinions which shall be housed in
it. In the hands of the setter the
cylinder is put into a lathe. With a
moistened ﬁnger the jewel is picked
up and placed inside the cylinder as
it rests on the tip of the revolving
lathe shaft.

With a pointed tool the

setter presses against the revolving
cylinder edge, forcing the soft metal
to overlap and close upon the sap
phire or ruby till it is imbedded ﬁrm
ly in the metal cushion; then a pres
sure upon a follower at the other end

of the lathe brings a cutter to bear
upon the metal circumference, turn
ing it to the exact size of the jewel

hole in the plate of the watch, with
the hole in the center of the jewel
exactly in the center of the metal
setting.—New York Times.
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Our logs represent all the trees na
tive to Indiana, and run

From Saw Mill Men _'
Editor Review:—As you wrote me
some time ago regarding my saw mill
ing experience, will say I am 23
years old and have had seven years’
experience in the threshing and saw

Reeves (1. c. 0. engine ‘with

cab, lheadlight and jacket.

tender,

The hind

drivers have a. two-foot face and the
front wheels twelve inches. The boiler

is fed by two Moore steam pumps,

The ﬁrst saw rig I‘ B. B. size, connected independent of
ing business.
ever had was run with a 12 h. p. each other. That way if one needs
engine, and the next was a;12 h. p. packing we just use the other while
Huber engine that belonged to my we repair the lame one. The cylinders
uncle, and the saw mill. The timber are oiled by a double Manzel oil
here is all hard wood. Oak and beech pump, quart size, and it is almost

are the principal kinds that are saw perfection. Also have a Detroit sight
ed. We burn. the slabs for fuel. The feed and gauge lubricator. We use
timber is mostly cut into ‘bill stuff. the sawyer’s levers by running a
I think a good traction engine is all wire from governors to sawyer. When.
right to saw with; they are handy to saw is out of line engine runs about
move, and when you.are not sawing 50 revolutions per minute and when
you can thresh, or bale hay. I think sawing about 230. The main belt is
a 16 h. p. engine and a light mill 90 feet, 4 ply, 10 inch Giandy endless.
makes a good. rig for this country, Engine steams easy and has more
as the timber is small.

It only takes

power than we can use.

\Vith 150

four to ﬁve men to run a mill here. pounds of steam and governors open
We do not run an edger, as it does the speed can not be lowered in any
not pay; we do the edging with the kind of a log, large or small.
We have an Eagle mill, one of the
large saw. Wishing The Review suc
large sizes. The saw is a solid chisel
cess.
Grover A.‘ Root.
R. F. D. No. 1, Cutler, Ohio.
Q

U
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Farm Machinery Advertising.
By Wm. L. Wright.’

'

inches in diameter down.
We ﬁnd that the main things to
watch are to keep the right amount
of lead in track, to keep the section
of track just before the saw in proper

One of the essentials to successful
advertising is the selection of good
media.
The modern advertiser no
longer hands over his money in com
pliance with a request that accompan
position and to be very, very careful
ies some claim of supposed merit
how you ﬁle the saw. There is nothing from some particular publication.
in the saw line as good as the inserted
tooth, but, like anything else it must

The paper that gets and retains ad
vertising nowadays must prove its

be used with at least good horse sense.
Well must bring this to a close or

I never will see it in print.
Boys, saw all you can, but let us

merits in more than words. A close
record of results is kept and the me
dium that does not “pull” is usual
ly dropped.

hear from you once in a while.
E. E. Stone 65 Son.

*

*

*

Saws Most of the Time.

How‘, then, are the (I pulling quali
tics of the medium to be ascertained?
The logical answer seems to be by

Editor Review: As we have been the number of sales it produces.
It is not always easy, however, to
readers of The Review for quite a

while and enjoy reading the brother trace the inquiries of a paper in that
way. It depends largely upon the
thresbermen’s letters, and never no
ticing anything from this part of the nature of the business and how it is
country, will scribble you a few lines. conducted.
A manufacturer selling his product
Our rig consists of a 12 h. p. engine
and separator which we think makes direct to the consumer would have a
a good rig; and when not threshing comparatively easy time tracing re
we run a saw mill with the same en sults, but the matter becomes much
gine. The mill is a No. 2 Russell and more complicated to the manufactur
we cut from 5,000 to 7,000 feet per er who has not only a local trade,
Jbut also a large trade through agents,
, in restricted territory.
The latter situation applies to our
‘ own case'7 hence we I]'udge
of the val
C

U

Wants an Edger.v

no of a medium largely by the num
ber of inquiries it produces.
It is well known that there is a
vast diﬂ’erence in the quality of cir
culation of diﬁcreut papers, conse
quently in the quality of the inquir
ies. We usually get a close tab on
the quality of any medium by the ap

Editor Reviewz-You will ﬁnd en
closed 95 cents for The Review for
one year and short liner ad.
I have been a thresher for two sea
sons for myself. I run a 25 h. p. en

gine and 40x64 separator, which is
about the average rig around here.

We have lots of bad bridges here,
but pretty good roads.

pearance and tone of the paper itself,

We had poor crops this year, so

by the nature of the communications
received from its readers. We try
out new papers every year, and it
usually takes but a short time, some

the subscription price, and, chieﬂy,

most of the machines raised the price
from 2 to 21/2 for oats, barley and
speltz.

We get 3 for succotash,

4

for

wheat, 7 for ﬂax and 10 for timothy.
There were some men that would not
stay by the raise; but those that did
threshed about as long as the rest.

I run a Port Huron saw mill in the
winter, so I keep busy most of the
time.

I get $6.00 per M. for

soft

wood and $8.00 per M. for hard wood.
I have a home-made side edger but
it isn’t satisfactory.

Mark Whiting.
Dodge Center, Minn.
¥

I

U

A Good Layout.
Editor Review:—Seeing that the
editor desires letters from sawmill
men, We thought we would give him
one.
We operate the following machin
ery: Threshing machine, husker-shred

der, clover huller, feed and meal mill,
and sawmill. We also grade roads
and move buildings. It is our aim to
keep our engine going every day in

the year except Sundays, and during
the Past year it did not get cold.
But now for

the

sawmill

part.

Our mill is both portable and station
ary. We have a good building for
the home set, and then

move

to

A WlSCONSlN MILL.

tooth, 8x9-56 inches, bought of the
Barry Saw Company, Indianapolis.
It has forty teeth of the 8/32 size.
We have 130 feet of track and 50 feet
of carriage, with three ‘head blocks.
We use the cable feed and think it
much better than. the rack and pinion

in many respects. The frame of the
mill, the mud sills lﬁdld the center sec
tion of track are all bolted together
so that when we move we just jack
mill up and push trucks under. Trucks
are from an old clover huller. Then
all we have left is four sections of
track, which are made in sections and
easily loaded on a wagon. The buzz
saw, which by the way, is driven from
separate pulley on saw mandrel, is al
so mounted. That way the main part
of the mill is never taken apart. Saw
is never removed, and lead is not dis
turbed. When we set we just untruck
mill, then put down the four sections
of track and we are ready to go.
About two hours work.
We just run in this evening from
one job of sawing on which we used
the following hands: Engineer, head

sets within a radius of twenty miles sawyer, two off-bearers, saw dust man
of home. We always have a large and two log turner-s, making seven all
amount of sawing at home during the told. On that set our daily average
winter and the work away from home for ten hour days was 7,666 feet per
is just limited to the amount we can day. Sometimes we make ten thou
do. Our sets run from 50 to 100 sand feet in ten lhOUI'S, and some
thousand feet and we get all we can days with fewer hands we only make
do.
5,000 feet. But we think something
For our engine we have a 20 h. p. is wrong if we go under 7,000 feet.

Courtesy Advance Thresher Co.

day with four hands. We get $15
per thousand and we saw most of
the time, as the threshing business
is light here. We only threshed 15
days with four hands. _We get 5 cents
for wheat and three cents for ‘oats.
The farmer furnishes the help and
boards the crew; but the crops are

times but one insertion, to judge of
their merits. Sometimes we strike
a rich ﬁnd,
Our experience has taught us that
there is a “dead line" in the cost
of inquiries beyond which we can
not proﬁtably advertise, and this has
a large bearing upon the papers We

use from year to year.
We know,
however, that there are conditions
surrounding certain publications in

light, as we only make an average prescribed territory which

of about 500 bushels per day. That
will seem awful little to some of the
brother threshermen who have been
running big rigs in a good wheat
country. I‘ notice some of the thresh
ermen have bad luck
breaking

seem

to

make their use desirable even if they
cost inﬁnitely more than the amount
arbitrarily ﬁxed. Some papers seem
to pay up excellently one year and
to fall down, so far as the number

of inquiries are concerned, the next.
through bridges. Well, I know just Yet we know that such papers have
how one feels to have his engine in been growing instead of relrograding.
the bottom of a creek and what kind Other papers we ﬁnd show eminently
successful results in similar lines-'
of work it takes to get it out.
Well, as this is my ﬁrst attempt manure Spreaders, corn huskers, etc.,
to The Review, will ring oﬁ. If this yet do not seem to on our ensilagc
escapes the waste basket, I will call cutters. We have even found that
again.

Brien Bros.

Benton, Ky., R. F. D. No. 5.

In Texas.
There is a practical demonstration
of the utility of the split-log drag.
If this inexpensive invention will ac
complish even half what is claimed
for it by those who have seen it test

dropping out of a paper for a year

and then returning often proves a
strong tonic.
These matters are common to al
most every advertiser.

Each

one

must carefully proportion his adver
tising as his own experience dictates.
Advertising may be a science in the
cry, but the road is not found as
ed, the wonder is that it is not now smooth in actual practice as the in
in universal use. Don't wait for the experienced advertiser is taught to
county and state to step in and ﬁll believe.
up every mud hole in your roads.
Just ﬁll up the mudholes as soon as ‘Adv. Mgr., the Silver Mfg. 00., Sa
they appear, use a split-log drag and lem, Ohio, in White ’s Class Advertis
have good roads-Fort Worth Star. l ng.

January, 1908.
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There is much truth in the saying that “the man who sees only the dollar in his business soon sees its ﬁnish.”
Seventy-two years of uninterrupted success, doubling and trebling our sales year after year, ought to be
pretty good evidence that the shimmer of the dollar did not blind us to the interests of our customers.
To give a square deal to the buyers of his product, a manufacturer must get a square deal in buying his ma
terials and building his goods. Buying on a large scale and with a knowledge gained from a longer experience
than any other factory in our line, we get the pick of the market and prove our purchases by our own careful
tests. For economical and high-grade manufacturing, no location or facilities surpass ours, and nowhere on
the globe are we put to a disadvantage in meeting competition when quality is considered.

When we sell you a '

Our plain engines are

Gaar-Scott
you more brake-test
engine, we
horsesell j:

built in sizes from 10 h. p.
I to 50 h. p. and with the same

power with boiler capacity i
to
al sustain
work horse-power
it, and more actufor ' , ‘
your money than you can
buy anywhere else; and we
the
sell best
you the
workmanship
best materials,
and

‘ care as our traction engines
which we furnish in sizes
from 10 h. p. to 32 h. p. of
I.
the most approved patterns
‘1 1 and for every possible trac
tion engine use—saw mill

_

ing,

threshing,

plowing,

more years of actual ser

grading, freighting, etc.
vice.
We are also pioneers in the saw mill business and the “woods is full” of Gaar-Scott Saw Mills. Let us send
you our new saw mill catalog showing the “Tiger” Variable Friction Feed, Cable Carriage Feed and other
modern and labor-saving saw mill accessories.
'~
Y
Our mailing list is now being revised for our complete 73d Annual Threshing Machinery Catalog. This de
scribes our engines in detail and the entire “Tiger Thresher Line.” Let us enter your name for an early copy._
Both catalogs are free. Write us direct or any of our branches below. Address all, Gaar, Scott 8: Co.
"
Columbus, Ohio.

Greenville, Ohio.

Lexington, Kentucky.

Logansport, Indiana.

Peoria, Illinois.

Crowley, Louisiana.
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Lincoln, Nebraska.

Madison, Wisconsin.
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Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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is in service.

January, 1903.

Service comes in the field where, every

conceivable kind and condition of grain is found. That’s
.v-f
,,-.

where your machine’s quality is tested.
Wood

That’s where

Bros. Machinery

stands the test and we guar
anteee very machine we make,

‘', I

. , - Q v a n 1 a I.

Wood Bras’. Enrine, Separator and Feeder will: ""i'l'li‘lil"‘Sill'éifl'ﬂé.'“°"°““°“' a" "8'
a

_

~V

“d

THE ENGINE is an easy steamer, powerful in the belt and on the road.
traction engine building.

._...-—:

It combines all the latest ideas in

THE SEPARATOR will handle all kinds of grain and seeds and for fast work is equal to any machine made.
Simple in construction, perfect in design and only three belts to keep up.
THE FEEDER speaks for itself. It is the Wood Bros’. trade-mark-it is their stamp of quality and is your
guarantee of satisfaction to your customer. Has earned its place as THE feeder for progressive thresher

men by years of actual service in the ﬁeld.

~WOOD BROS. STEEL SELF FEEDER CO., Des Moines, Iowa
Union Ave. and Hickory, Kama City, M0.
115 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo.

‘.It'

BBANOlIl8——-—
M0, N. 1).
Lincoln, Nob.
Please mention The Review.

Mom 6,8oard of Trade, Indhnapolls, Ind.
226 1st Skeet N., Mlnnecpolh, Minn.
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Regarding Separators.
Editor Review:—-Enclosed ﬁnd re
mittance for which send me one pair

of Sargent’s gloves and extend my
subscription to The Review one year.
The paper is certainly worth many
times the price asked, to any one hav
ing or taking an interest in machin
ery. I like to read the boys’ letters;
would like to see more of them telling
about their experiences or anything

that would be of beneﬁt to some of
us.

I see some of the boys wish to know
what to use to keep the stack on the
engine black, and I would say that of
all the things I ever used coal tar
beats them all. Put it on just as it
is. Pour some out on a rag and ap
ply while the engine is quite hot, and

inches or

better—when

19

threshing;

and how in the world is it going to
separate through such a bunch of
straw, especially when it is a little
damp. You can hear of one tbresher
who had to take the blower OK on ac
count of the machine wasting too
much grain.
Now you men know
that a blower can only take what is
brought to it. If the engine has
power enough to run the machine at
proper speed while at work there can
be only one of two reasons left why
the machine does not separate. One
is, perhaps the machine does not
thresh clean off the heads, the blower
loosening that which comes over. The
other is inability to separate the grain
from the straw; and then some say
that the blower makes the separator
waste grain. I know of some persons
who could not run their thresher with

Look at this
and then -

Automatic
. . Injector

I believe you will like it for lasting
qualities or looks. One could-or
a blower; they would waste too much
used to conld—get it from a Mr. grain. _ But one thing is certain, and
Johnson of Madison. Wis. Five gal ’tis this: That with a blower one can
lons for one dollar; although one can
see the waste of grain much plaln~

is one of its strongest features.

Every part quickly

accessible and easily cleaned—all parts are inter
changeable. The illustration shows the construc
tion in detail, and is most potent evidence that it
meets the needs ofthe steam user better than any other injector.
Du
plicate parts can be quickly furnished and can be put in by the user.

get it most anywhere.
er than with a web stacker; and I‘
The way we used to get out of a

OTHER GOOD POINTS

know some web stacker threshermen
place where engine drivers would not
who keep their stackers low down
stick was to take a post, plank, pole

Turning on steam starts it. Starts at lower steam and works to higher
than any other. Full capacity guaranteed, and may be reduced to a

or anything thatv was strong enough
to stand the strain and chain it across
the driver close to the ground. Then
apply steam—or horses, when- in a
very bad place, in which case it would
be best perhaps to wrap a rope

on the straw pile so as to keep the
straw men busy so they won’t have
time to look for grain, eh!

let me say we threshermen need some

ENGINEER’S RED BOOK FREE

around the band wheel and hitch a

thing diﬁ'erent to fill the needs of to
day in threshing machines.
Of
course, when the grain is in the pink
of condition the machines of today
do good work. But today 75% of
the grain is threshed before it is ac
tually lit for it.
Henry Schleusner.

If you are a steam user, write at once for a copy of this valuable little

good steady team to it; which will
nearly always bring you out all right.
In applying steam we want to be
careful and not go so far as to bring
the cross stick around under platform

or water tank and do some damage
perhaps.
Now about engines.

I would say

greater extent than any other.

Automatic with wide open suction.

Works equally well as a lifting or non-lifting injector.
Never “breaks"
through jarring. Each one rigidly tested and inspected.
Each one

guaranteed up to the U. S. standard of reliability and eﬂicicncy—l00

Now, I do not wish to cast reﬂec

per cent.

tions on anyone; but in conclusion

book. Answers ﬁve hundred questions of importance to every steam
user. Postal request brings it to you free.

THE AMERICAN INJECTOR C0.
nmon', MICE.
Manufacturers of "l\1oou“ Automatic Grcasc Cups. “Never Fail“ Crank Pin Oilers '
and a full line of Water Heaters. Ejectors, Fire Plugs, etc.

Garner, Ia.

that they are all quite good; some

better than others; and just the same
with any other kind of machinery.
The use of the steam plow is caus

ing a much better engine to be turn
ed out by manufacturers. A person
need not be afraid of an engine be

ing built too strong or heavy to stand
the strain that is put on them at this
stage of the game.
Some people
claim (because they know no better)

that the engine that pulls the most is
the one that slips its drivers. I would
say that many engines of today have
an inch width of driver per h. p.;
which is all right if you have a high
wheel; say 66 inches or better, and if
the engine is well weighted on rear
axle. Still, I would like to see a six
teen horse power engine have two

Hay Pressing.
The LATEST of Its Kind.

Editor Review:—I saw a letter in
your paper from a thresherman who
wanted to hear of the experience of
some one who operated hay presses.
When buying a press, I do not
think one any larger than a 14x18
will pay; because when the baled
material is shipped to the lhay deal
er he sells it out by the bale. There
fore he will pay more for hay baled
in small bales than in larger ones. 1
know of several presses of the same

1

Oscillating
Wood Saw

. It takes the place of all others. Thrown into
v l action by either hand or foot. Perfectlysafe and
_; reliable. Send for special introduction price.

‘

— ADDRESS —

l W. H. PENCE, Fairlleld, Iowa

make as mine that have been prac

tically closed out of business just
on account of making too large
bales. If I were going to get an
other hay press I would get one hav
ing the box feeder, which is a dif
foot tires; then I know there would ferent principle from that used by
be no drivers turning, as one would other belt press makers.
have the surface to take hold on. Of
I‘ do not run athreshing rig;think
course there would not be such a I will buy one next year. I would
marked diﬂ'erence on a hard road have done so this year; but the oat
as it would take hold good; but. still crop was too small; making 20 to 35
there are many engines today that bushels per acre. For my part I
can slip the drivers on hard roads. will buy an Avery rig; I think their

MERICAN SAW MILL
Variable Friction Feed
1

,
s on“;

Ratchet Set Works, Quick Receder,
Duplex Steel Dogs, Strong, Accurate and
Reliable, Best Material and Workman
,
ship. LIGHT RUNNING. Requires
' _ Little Power. Simple, Easy to Handle.
Won’t Get Out of Order.
No. 1 mill with 46 inch saw, guaranteed
_ to out 2000 feet per day with 5 h. p.

. Also sawmills“; sir». Kieth-I, M imn, augme

m""“h‘ii'iﬂér’ifii'iii'ri'i‘rl'fqiﬁs‘ii?” "m"

in Hope Street, ﬂackcttstown, New Jersey.

lIEllllllI 8"! HILL lllGlllllEllY GIL,

New York Mllce, 6l5 Engineering Bldg.

Agent: in all Iarg: cities.

which could not be done if they had undermounted engine is O. K.

>

enough ground surface in contact at
If any one wants to know what
once.
kind of press I have, it is a SandAbout separators I would say that wiclh wood frame two-horse ‘power
there is need of something dilferent in press; and if I were to buy ﬁve
this line. Thrashers have been good horse power presses they would be
enough for times past, when one thou Sandwich every time. I can cheer
sand bushels was a good day ’s work. fully recommended this press to any
But now, in this age, every thing is one wanting a two horse press.
done by extremes and the machin
I would like to hear from some
cry of the separator has too much one who has had experience with a
to do; more than it can do right; and corn picker; {how many horses it

many of you old wise heads must takes to pull them and the kind of
admit that your machine does not work they do. Wishing the Editor
separate as well as it should. The and Thresher-men success._ '
trouble is the straw piles up too
Lundy C. Burk.

much, is too thick on racks—eighteen

Rippy, Iowa.

Write urfnr name lllilftﬂl nearer! Iayou.

Thresher Supplies
A new stock of staple supplies, including everything needed about a threshing outﬁt.

Tank Pumps

Luhricators
Water Glasses
Oil Pumps

Oils and Greases

THE
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Injectors

Brass Goods
llose, Valves
Mill Supplies
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South Bend, Ind.
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From what I have The conditions in our section, 1‘ take
seen of your dirt roads here 1" am it, may prevail elsewhere. Our per
of the opinion that if the people manent roads are of the gravel type.
would show one-half the enthusiasm I have built thirty miles of this sort
that ours have, you might have of road in the past ten years and it
every highway in the county in ﬁrst is entirely satisfactory. The roads
this instance is the delivery of mail class condition within a year. It that were built ten years ago are
good as new.

Good Roads Progress.
Road Drag Everywhere Success
ful.

to every patron’s door, instead of

at the nearest corner, as is the case
The road drag and the dirt road
were the universal topics of conver in many instances at this time. The
sation among the good roads en service is ordered general in sixty_
two counties of Iowa at this time
thusiasts in attendance at the good
and it will be only a short time un
roads school and convention at
til it will be made so in the rest
Council

Bluﬁs,

according

to

the
of the ninety-nine counties of the

Nonpareil. All are enthusiastic over
the possibilities of the drag. Most
of them have seen sections of roads
in their own vicinity where the
drug has been in successful use.

state. The effectiveness of this ser
vice depends largely on the condi
tion of the roads in the various dis
tricts.
Theodore Gosseliug, supervisor of

All of these men- believe a good
dirt road is the ﬁrst thing to be Scott County—The building of good
. sought throughout the state. When roads about Davenport has increas
it becomes apparent that something ed the value of the lands abutting
better is necessary, there will be on improved highways from $25 to
something on which to build the per $40 per acre and brought up the
manent highway.

There will be no

rental on the same lands to as high

time ‘lost in the preparation of the as $8 per acre. The people of Scott
perfect dirt road, as this is the ideal county are falling over themselves
foundation for the permanent one, in the general scramble for good
and the people in the interim can
I...
have the beneﬁt of bettered condi
tions of travel.
A marked feature of the present‘

appears that a road drag and a little just as good today as they were the
common sense is all the material you ﬁrst year. The dirt road, however,
people need out here for a good is a mighty good one when well
road.
built and cared for and the drag is
H. S. Clark, hogan, township trus the proper instrument to keep it
tee—We are making ﬁrst class roads in shape.
D. D. Woodmansee, Macedonia.——
in our section with the road drag

and we are pushing the use of the There is only one trouble with the
road drag when it is left with the
farmers to take care of the roads.
ago are now among the best in the As a general thing the farmer has
county. They are as smooth and hard other things that he would rather
as a pavement and the rains appear look after at just the time when the
to have very little effect on them dragging should be done and the
dragging is not most effective unless
after a few hours.
J. B. Norris, Logan, township road it is attended to at the proper time.
supervisor—There is no doubt of That has been the experience in my
There is no doubt,_
the eﬂ’ectiveness of the road drag. neighborhood.
however,
that
the
drag is the proper
It is all that is needed in keeping a
thing to use and that it will make
road in shape after it is once crown
ed up. We ‘are getting some of the a good road if properly worked.
best roads in this section of the What we need is men in each dis
trict who will make it their business
to look after the roads and then we
will see them in shape.
drag constantly.
The roads that
were almost impassable a short time

The Value of Good Roads to the
Farmer.

session of good roads men is the
general enthusiasm evident among

the farmers themselves in the main
tenance of dirt roads in their vicini
ty.
Many of them have taken
charge of certain sections of roads
and are proud of the result.
Below are expressions from some
of those attending the good roads
meeting:
Henry Harlow, Onawa, president
state

association—Yes,

there

is

By MAYOR BECKER (Milwaukee-l

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle

men: I have come here this fore—
noon to say a few words upon a sub
ject which is less understood than
any other subject of public interest.
The importance of good roads to the
people of Wisconsin cannot be over- '
estimated. The subject is worthy of
the best interest of every good citi

a

very good attendance at this ses

zen.

sion of the association. We are very

No class of citizens is more inter
ested than another. The farmer, the
business man, the dealer and the
manufacturer alike receive the bene
fits of good road service.
Upon the roads of this state there

well pleased at the amount of in
terest shown, and I am ready to
pronounce

the

present

meeting

as

among the successful ones that have
been held by the association. The
enthusiasm of the delegates is mark

ed, and this a most encouraging in
dication of the progress that is be
ing made by the good roads senti
ment in Iowa.

C. D. Smith, Russell, Cass county
—Our road grader has been stand
ing in the weeds at the side of the
road for the past two years, utterly

cast aside for the road drag. We
are getting :all the roads of our vi
cinity in excellent shape with the
drag and no one is willing to have
any other machine put on the high

ways.

I, myself, have been taking

care of two and one-quarter miles
of road for the past two years.

Three years ago, this section. of high
way was utterly impassable. Now
it is the best in the township. 1'
have seen as many as three wagons
mired down on this road at one
time, and it was ﬁlled witlh- straw
and timbers in many places in order
to make it possible fortheteams to
get through at all. It was in this
condition when I began on it with
the drag, but in a short time it was
in a. condition to he traveled in all
sorts of weather with comfort and
satisfaction. The road drag is all
that is needed.
W. L. Spillman, superintendent of
R. F. D.—While it will be a consid
erable

time,

perhaps, before rural

The owners of the lands
along which macadam and gravel
highways are being constructed are
making donations outright to the
cause of good roads. Amounts as
high as $900 have been given by the
farmers along a single stretch of a
half a mile, and scarcely ever less
than $700 is raised along a like dis
tance by the property owners. In
addition to the people of Scott
county giving their money to road
improvement over and ‘above their
regular taxation they get out with
their teams and haul the material
for surfacing the roads free of
charge. Some of the roads out of
Davenport reach for a distance of
ten miles beyond the city limits.
There are in all about 100 miles of
macadam and gravel roads in Scott
county. Of course Scott county has
all the material at hand for the
roads.

building of the best kind of roads

imaginable.
There are quarries in
all parts of the county where the
rock can be had for a short haul and
the gravel beds are numerous. We
build the regulation macadam road
and then put over it about four~or
ﬁve inches of gravel. This cements
down into a surface as hard as any

pavement and forms a road that is
practically indestructible.

The only

places itever needs repairs are on

free delivery becomes general, the the hills where there is a good deal
department is working in that direc of wash. These have to be regravel
tion. What I mean by general in I ed occasionally, when they are as

state.

The

Turne highway, which

has been one of the worst in our
section in the past, was the ﬁrst we
took in hand with the drag, and it
is now the best piece of road in that
township.
W. J. Cross, Neola, road supervi
sor-There is nothing like the road
drag

for

are
and

using
it is

greatly.

of

its

the

earth

road.

We

it in our township
improving the roads
There

is

effectiveness

a good earth road.

no

doubt

in

forming

On the worst

sections of the highway it has made
good roads wherever we have tried it.
A. C.

Steel, Coon Rapids, Vice

President State Association—'l'hat
the road supervisors are refusing to
allow the farmers the ‘amount pro

is expended every year the immense
sum of $2,000,000, more than is ex

pended for any speciﬁc purpose
other than that of education.
Upon. our education we devote the
best talent in the land. We have a
huge and expensive system of
schools carefully managed and eco
nomically conducted. \Ve practice
economy in our schools.
But what of the $2,000,000 which
the farmers spent upon their roads?
It is wasted.

Half of it is of no

use in improving or repairing roads.
It is wasted because of lack of know
ledge acnd more than all because of
lack of interest in the subject.
It might be well to consider some
of the eﬁects of our neglect of the
roadways of Wisconsin and the loss
their present
condition.

vided for in the new road law for which results from
dragging

the

ble

the

for

road

fact

is

responsi

that

many

No class of people use the roads
more than the farmers.
The need for better roads is evi
are at this time. Three years ago I dent to you by the frequent repair
built forty drags and put them out bills which come in to you and by
among the farmers in the vicinity the time that you lose in plowing
of Coon Rapids. The ﬁrst year and through deep mud when you might
the second they did excellent work be traveling at a good rate of speed.
with them. But since the supervi In many instances your highways
ors have refused to allow them the have for the greater part been laid
credits provided, they are all dis without regard to the peculiar con
gusted and have practically quit ditions of your local soil.
their care of the roads.
Of the
In many places in the state heavy
forty drags that were put out I be roads are laid where light roads
lieve no more than ﬁve are in use. would be more serviceable.
Light
farmers
are
not
taking
a
more
active
interest in
drag
g'lng
the
highways
than
they
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FOUND AT LAST
SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE SUN
MODEL “D”
MANZEL Force and Sight Feed Automatic OIL PUMP
Has all the old features
that have made the

“Manzel” famous and
many new ones.

.

Guaranteed to Work

I

\

in Cold Weather

‘

SINGLE FEED PUMP.

DOUBLEFEED
for double cylinder eni'inel and separator boxes.

THE GREATEST IMPROVEMENT IN TRACTION ENGINE
OILERS SINCE THE INVENTION OF THE ORIGINAL

Manzel Traction Engine Oiler
OLD FEATURES

1 ‘

“Still USCCI”

'
I‘

v

y

NEW FEATURES
H y

W

No Stuliing Boxes

F “d R cgu 1 "or

No Packing
Larger Sight Feed
Sight Feed Visible From all Sides
Greater Ran g e of Feed

Hand Attachment

Working Parts in Oil but as

Sight Feed
Gauge Glass
Heating Chamber

Greater Pumping Capacity

Double‘ Plungcrs
Hardened Drop-Forged Tool
Steel Pawls
N0

in

\

,l

'
P HEAYIEWWEHf

Glass

L
"

'

Accessible as Though Outside
Dust and Dirt Proof
Fewer parts

7

umpla en apart or repairs orlnlpccllon.

be

wrong

No Advance in Prices--Great Advance in Everything Else
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AT ONCE BEFORE IT SLIPS YOUR MIND

A Quiet Talk To Our Thresher Friends:
E take great pleasure in submitting for your approval our latest model Oil Pump, Model "D"
which we honestly believe to be the greatest improvement in oiling devices made in many
years. It embodies all the principles of our well known pump and has many new features
which have never before been put into an oiler. \Ve haven’t the space here to go into many details,
but wish to call your attention particularly to the great simplicity of this pump. All of the working
parts are attached to the cover, and by simply loosening two bolts you can have the entire pump apart.
It combines all the advantages of having the working parts in oil with the convenience of having them
on the outside where they are easily accessible. It can’t be taken apart and put together wrong.
The pumping capacity and feed regulation are such that you can feed the minutest drop of oil,
or can send a Hood into your cylinder, with each stroke of the piston, as you choose. For plowing en
gines where a large quantity of oil is needed or for engines that require but very little lubrication, the
l‘Manzel” Model “D” is the Pump.
When buying your new engine next spring insist that it be equipped with a Manzel Oil Pump.
W

Th ‘Meal-:5 $324510; rftNdzifi‘lilifﬁb/lliiuhmm o‘
G

MANZEL BROTHERS CO.

0 n

O!

Force Feed Oil Pumps.

MANZEL BROTHERS COMPANY
OIL PUMP SPECIALISTS
307-309 Babcock Street

-

'- _

-

Buffalo, N. Y.
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Knight Makes the Mills
that saw the Nation’s lumber. The latest improvements in
SAW MILLING MACHINERY. Everything that will
make a better mill, one that will do better work and more of

it are features that MAKE Knight Mills.
We are Saw Mill Experts and KNOW what a mill
ought to do in order to be a money maker.
We also build Single Saw and Gang Edgers, Swing Saws and Knight’s Dogs
—in fact, just what you want, and can fill your order. Write us and lets get
acquainted.

The
No. 1830
Knight
5. MarketMfg.
Street, Company
Canton, Ohio
/. ‘ -,
Please mention The Review.

roads

are

often

laid

where heavy

teaming demands a heavy road.
These roads are repaired in the ordi
nary way and they often become im
passable for months at a time.
In. the state of Wisconsin the aver

he might reduce the cost of hauling
by one-third and save $17.

will have ready access to such social
and educational advantages.
The farm is one of the fundamen
tal institutions of our country. Upon

If you would know of the exorbi
tant premium you are paying be
cause of this great neglect, consider the integrity and industry of the
how much the farmer in Ohio farmer depends the money market
age farmer spends more than one
saves in carrying his produce to the and industries of the cities.
fourth of his time-almost 100 out shipping points.
The Wisconsin
“I' have been advertised extensive
of every 365 days-upon the road farmer pays $1.79 for every load of ly as everything from the ‘Wild
between his ﬁatrm and the nearest barley that he takes to the market. Man of Borneo’ to the ‘Boy Won
The Ohio farmer pays but $1.25 a der of the Kinnikinnic.’ But I want
shipping point.
From investigations that have load and he carries one-quarter of you to understand that I am just a
been made in this state alone it has a ton more than does the Wisconsin young business man at the head of
been shown that more than one-third farmer.
the largest business institution in
of this time could be saved if the
Transporting a load of hay costs the state. I spend more than 9-10
roads were in good condition. Farm the Wisconsin farmer $2.18. It costs of my time on serious subjects and
ers of Wisconsin have themselves es
timated that such a saving of time

would be valued at $78 for each
farmer yearly. With our 170,000
farms inWisconsin the criminal neg
lect of our roads means the loss
each year of $13,000,000-more than
$200 yearly for every mile of road
in the state.

the Ohio farmer $1.93 or one cent
less for every 100 pounds.
More than the farmer does the
dairyman depend upon the road to
the nearest factory, creamery or

greatly lowered if conditions were
such that the farmer could increase
the size of every load or if he could
shorten the time of his round trip
from the farm to the shipping point.
How can this time be shortened?
You who have plodded through

the hog and the mire at a snail’s
pace know that the condition of our
roads delay your traffic.

The cost

of hauling is vitally associated with
every dollar that the farmer saves

aside from his just proﬁts for the
building and improving of our roads.

The present cost of hauling such
products as barley, corn, hemp, oats,
wheat and tobacco from the farm to

shipping points forms a large per
centage in the cost of the product.
If this cost of hauling could be re
duced just one-tenth, the farmers of
our country could be saved $7,000,
000 yearly.
If it costs a farmer ﬁve cents a
bushel to haul his wheat to the ship
ping point when he requires one day
to make a round trip, he might save
$25 on a crop of 1,000 bushels if
he could make two trips 9. day.
If
he could add 75 bushels to his load

Can be made proﬁtable If the

right kind of mlchlnery in need.
WI IAI- TIII RIGHT IIIII.
lend [or catalogue.

Boo-n a Boeeuu'r Pane 00..
no West Water St. Syracuse, I. Y.

Don't you buy
an Oil Pump
without writing to '

I use the remaining 1-10 in which to

amuse myself in any manner that
may seem best.”
In conclusion I‘ wish to extend to

you a hearty invitation to visit Mil
waukee, the metropolis of our state.

railroad station.
The amount the
dairyman may save through road You cannot come to Milwaukee too
economy can be measured by thous often.
Each visit will bring you
ands of dollars each year.
proﬁt and I can assure you of pleas
And the main burden falls upon
T'hink well of the advantages with ure. I Sblﬂtll feel oﬁended if you
the farmer.
which you might provide yourselves, fail to visit me personally at the
Then let us remember that half of your children and your homes with city hall when you are in Milwau
the present road tax of $2,000,000 is an additional saving of more than kee.
wasted.
$100 a year.
Is it worth our while to prevent
The State Geographical survey, The Use of Oil as Road Material.

that loss‘!
during the past year, has communicat
It has been shown that the cost of ed with the majority of the farmers
wagon
transportation
would be in this state. There has been sub

IIJER MAKING

Should the use of oil be abolished

in road making‘!
An interview published in the
mitted to the farmers a: series of
questions, the answers to which have Fresno, Cal., Republican with S. N.
brought forth astounding replies.
Grifﬁth, with automobile demonstra
One of the questions asked was: tion, has attracted much attention
“How much per acre, if any, would throughout the state and the editors
the value of your farm be increased are discussing the matter. The gen
if you had a ﬁrst class road to town? eral opinion is that oiled roads are
The average reply was $8 per acre.

all right if

Think well of the increase of $8 in
the value of every acre that you own
which would be gained by the devel
opment of your roads. With such an
increase for each acre the ﬁnal in
crease in the 20,000,000 acres of
farm lands in the state would be
$160,000,000.
And you would reap the harvest.
It is your land that would be more

Bakersﬁeld Californian, takes this
view, in the following editorial:

properly

made.

.W. l. FULIJEN
BEATRICEI NEB.
for particular: of the

FllllJEN lllt PUMP
If you don’t you
will make a mis
take. Write today

The

“A prominent citizen of Fresno
who owns an auto, and runs it over

the highways of the raisin country,
gives it as his opinion that oiled
roads are a failure, and to prove it
he demonstrates that a ride in his
machine over them is as rough as if
taken on the rocky road to Dublin.

“The Fresno man may be right so
off far as the roads of his county are
ready communication with the larg concerned, but he is greatly in error
er cities strikes at the fundamental to condemn the method because the
unit of farm life——the home. The authorities there have not done their
cost of preventing easy access to so work intelligently.
cial and educational privileges is not
"There are ways and ways of ap
to be estimated in dollars alone.
plying oil and it may be admitted
It is because they are robbed of without prejudice, that roads, though
these things that many of our freed from dust, can be left in very
young men and women leave for the bad condition after being treated
cities where they believe that they with oil. On the other hand, if the
valuable.

The cost to you

of

cutting

I-IUWLAN I] PUMP llllEll
Delivers Oil in Any Position
at the First Stroke.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

MAPLE CITY MFG. CO.
607-13 South First Street

Monmouth, lll.
Please mention The Review.
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'T'HETHRESHHRMENS REVIEW

CHICAGO AUTOMATIC TNJECTORS
Are Expressly Built tor the Traction Service of Today.
The modern Traction Engine of today must have a modern Injector, one that is

Strong, Simple, Steam Saving
Every Thresher-man knows this, so do many of the largest and most pro
gressive Traction Engine Manufacturers who are equipping their output with the Chicago Automatic
Injectors because they are
in every day service.

Injectors oi High Grade and Lasting Qualities.
A few features of superiority are wide range of service; handling hot feed water; working with high
or low steam pressures; no ‘bucking" or “breaking” when engine is traveling over rough, bumpy
roads; lasting service.

Better consider these facts and see that the Chicago is on your new engine
The 01110 Brass Oil
Cup.

If you don't have our new catalog, send for a copy.

mum THE OHIO INJECTOR co., emailing‘. Wadsworth, Ohio
The World's Greatest lnlector Manuincturerl.

Injector.

road’s surface is properly prepared where the weeds are cut off below
before oil is applied and given rea the surface of the ground.
These plants produce underground
sonable attention afterwards, better
highways will result than from any stems whidhi send up stalks and in
other method.
“Not all roads in Kern county

that have been treated with oil are
good, but the rule is proved from
the fact that some of them are ex
cellent. The same methods used on
the good stretches of road would
have given the county a much larger
mileage of ﬁne highways. But even

with some miles of poor roads, their
condition is much improved, and no
body in the county would be willing
to vote against the use of oil.
“Fresno’s efforts in road making
by oil sprinkling may not have been
any more successful than its com

turn produce ﬂowers and seed.

When

cut, new ﬂowering stems are produc
ed. The weeds of this class cannot
be removed by simply cutting oif the
stems below the ground. As illus
tration of this class, morning glory,
milkweed and horse nettle may be
cited. The weeds of this class do
not depend for their existence on

seed production, as is evidenced by
the horseradish, which has continued
to propagate in this country without

seeds.

Other weeds of this class are

largely extended by their root pro
pagation.
Each weed needs speciﬁc treat

plaining citizen says, but that by no ment, but a few illustrations may be
means proves that the method, in of service.' The squirrel-tail grass
telligently directed is not a suc may be taken as a type. This weed
is an annual or winter annual, but
cess.”
some have thought it to be a peren
nial and that it comes up from a

Weeds of the Highway.
well knit sod. In well cultivated
(From the Manual for Iowa Hig‘h ﬁelds there is very little trouble, as
way Oﬂicers, Issued by the Iowa the cultivation of garden and ﬁeld
State Highway Commission.)
crops prevents growth. To prevent
The weeds of farms are caused in its seeding in the meadow, grass
part by the roadside weeds being al

should be out early, but the seed, as
Many of our stated before, matures earlier than

lowed to go to seed.
troublesome varieties are started in blue grass and much earlier than
the city streets, where they are of timotlhy. In this way blue grass will
ten allowed to grow unchecked. In have a chance to grow and it will
this way they move along the Thigh not be necessary to plow up the
ways to the farms. We have three
classes of weeds common along road

roadside if the grass is cut in this

When

the

crop

appears

above
-,_

ground
the use of the horse and
hand hoe should not be sparing.

"

GOES LIKE SIXTY
BELLS LIKE STXTV$6O

T ,

GILSON
-ll

There is no question about this mode
of treatment being eifective if pro
perly carried out, but failure often
lies in negligence during the latter

by lying dormant in the soil and
making their appearance the next
season.
'
The removal of the nettle when in
a. well advanced stage, but before
the production of seed (as when out
with clover or early cereals) is often
resorted to, the idea being to kill the
plant by shock. It must be confess
ed, however, that this method is not
sufficiently effective to be indorsed

.&

GASOLINE
\

ENGINE

ForPumping. Cream
Separation. churaawash Ma

chines. etc. IBIS TRIAL
V >
Asltforcalalorailsizes
GILSON MFG. 00. 133 Park St. PM Wuhlnglm, Wis.

THE HEGE EUREKA
PORTABLE Saw Mills
As Easily Moved and Operated as a Threshing
Machine.
Patents applied for.

as a means of complete eradication.

Dock is a common weed everywhere
along the roadsides.

The most eﬁi

cient means of destroying this weed
is to root it out by hand in the

spring when the soil is wet.
.
There are several Iowa laws that
deal with the subject of the exter

mination of weeds along the roadsides. The laws are adequate for
many of the most pernicious weeds.
The laws are as follows:
Section 1562.

TliE TIEGE EUREKA PORTABLE SAW ITLL.
Not mounted, ready placed on cross ties for work.
It can be loaded on a common farm wagon.
See cut below.

“The road supervi

sor, when notiﬁed in writing that
any Canada thistles or any other
uacriety of tihistles are growing upon
any lands or lots within his dis
lrict, shall cause a written notice to
TllE HEGE EUREKA PORTABLE SAVI IILL

be served on the owner, agent, or
lessee of such lands or lots, if found

Loaded on common farm wagon, ready to move.

way for a few years. Farmers and within the county, notifying him to
sides: First, the annual; second, the road overseers should not neglect destroy said thistles within ten days
biennial; third, the perennial.
the roadsides and out of the way from the service of said notice, and
The seeds of annual weeds ger places where this weed grows so lux in case the same are not destroyed
minate in the spring, produce ﬂow uriantly, and where it may produce \viﬂhin such time, or if such owner,
ers and seeds the same season and seed enough to sow neighboring agent, or lessee is not found within
farms.
this ends their existence. The an
the county, then the road supervisor
The 'mustard may be extermina shall cause the same to be destroyed,
nuals diﬁer in regard to their per
timacity. Shepard’s purse is easily ted by treatment with copper sul
and make return in writing to the
subdued; crab grass is not so easily phate solution. This is made by the board of supervisors of his county,
THE IIEGE EUREKA PORTABLE SAW IIILL
Mounted on wheels, placed ready for belt. This
destroyed, since it strikes root so use of one pound of copper sulphate with a bill for his expenses or
mill
can
be loaded ready to move in ten minutes.
easily at the nodes; foxtails are to four gallons of water at the rate charges therefore, which in no case
shall exceed two dollars per day for
easily subdued as individuals, but of ﬁfty gallons to the acre.
The method of treatment for the such services, ‘which, shall be audited
the chief diliiculty is that these
plants seed so abundantly that the Canadian lihistle is to cut down and and allowed by said board and paid
soil contains myriads of seeds, a remove all of the roots as ﬁar as pos from the county fund, and the
large number of which are ready to sible. If done frequently and thor amount so paid shall be entered up
take the place of those that have oughly the weed can be removed. In and levied against the lands or lots _
large patches plow the ground, har
on which said thistles have been de
been destroyed.
Biennial plants produce only vege row and remove the thistle, either stroyed, and collected by the county
tative organs the ﬁrst season; in burn the material or put into oom treasurer the same as other taxes
many of these a rosette of leaves post heaps. This should be done ﬁve and returned to the county fund.”
Section 1562a. “It shall be the
spreads over the ground; the second or six times during the season as
duty of road supervisors to cause to
season a ﬂower stem is thrown up occasion may require.
TlTE ITEGE EUREKA PORTABLE SAW IILL
Planting to corn or roots is a be out near the surface all weeds on
which bears ﬂowers and seeds. Bull
Loaded Ready to Move. Write for Catalogue L.
MANUFACTURED BY
the public roads in their respective
thistle, mullein, burdock and pars method much in vogue for the de
nip are conspicuous examples. Bi struction of the horse nettle. As in districts between the ﬁfteenth day of SALEM IRON WORKS
Winston-Salem, N. 6., U. S, A.
ennial weeds will not appear where the previous method the plant should July and the ﬁfteenth day of Au
Please write your name and address distinctly.
the ground is properly plowed or be kept down before seeding time. gust each year. But nothing herein
Please mention The Review.
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shall prevent the land owner from
harvesting the grass grown upon the

roads along his land in proper sea
son.” Supplement to Code of Iowa.
1902.

The drag is a valuable agent of
weed destruction, as it keeps them

broken 0E at the ground level. A
dragged road can be discerned at a
glance, as the portion dragged is al
ways free from weeds.
Boiler Rules.
The Board of B'oiler Rules

ap

pointed under a recent act of the

Massachusetts legislature has adopt
ed the following regulations:
SECTION I.
1. The maximum pressure allow
ed on any steam boiler constructed
wholly of cast iron shall not be

greater than twenty-ﬁve (25) pounds
to the square inch.
2. The maximum pressure allow
ed on any steam boiler the tubes of

which are secured to cast-iron head
ers shall not be greater than one
hundred and sixty (160) pounds per
square inch.

3. The maximum pressure allow
ed on any steam boiler constructed
of iron or steel shells or drums shall

be calculated from the inside diam
eter of the outside course, the per
centage of strength of the longitudi
nal joint and the minimum thickness
af the shell plates; the tensile

strength of the shell plates to be tak
en as ﬁfty-ﬁve thousand pounds per

square inch for steel and forty-ﬁve
thousand pounds per square inch for
iron, when the tensile strength is not
known,

4. The maximum shearing strength
of rivets per square inch of cross
sectional area to be taken as follows:
Iron rivets in single shear. .38,000 lb
Iron rivets in double shear. .70,000 Tb
Steel rivets in single shear. .42,000 lb
Steel rivets in double shear. .78,000 lb
5. The lowest factors of safety

,v

AUTO]

oas

1535-1907 WIN THE LAUREL WREATH
Sales 500,000

used for steam boilers the shells or
drums of which are directly exposed
to the products of combustion and

the longitudinal joints of which are
of lap-riveted construction, shall‘be
as follows:
(a) Five (5) for boilers not over
ten years old.

WHY HESITATE
0n the choice made by 500,000 engineers?

You cannot make a mistake.

Catalogue No. 23 Contains Full lntormattol.

PENBERTHY INJECTOR COMPANY, Detroit, Mich., U. S. A
LARGEST INJECTOR MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.
BRANCHES:-—New York. N. Y.. London, Eng.
CANADIAN FACTORY: Windsor, Ontario. Can.

(b) Five and ﬁve-tenths (5.5) for‘
boilers over ten and not over ﬁfteen
5%

years old.

(c) Five and seventy-ﬁve hun it is necessary to place a fusible plug
dredths (5.75) for boilers over ﬁfteen in a tube; in which cases the least
diameter of fusible metal shall not
and not over twenty years old.
((1) Six (6) for boilers over twen be less than three-eighths (345) inch.
3. The‘ location of fusible plugs
ty years old.
7
(e) Five (5) on steam boilers the shall be as follows:
(a) In Horizontal Return-tubular
longitudinal joints of which are lap
riveted construction, and the shells Boilers—In the back head, not less
or drums of which are not directly than two (2) inches above the upper
exposed to the products of combus row of tubes, and projecting through
the sheet not less than one (1) inch.
tion.
(b) In Horizontal Flue Boiler_s—In
(f) Four and ﬁve-tenths (4.5) on
steam boilers the longitudinal joints the back head, on a line with the
of which are of butt and strap con highest part of the boiler exposed to
the products of combustion, and pro
struction.
SECTION 2.
jecting through the sheet ‘not less
Section 2 sets forth the standard than one (1) inch.
form of certiﬁcate of annual inspec
(c) In locomotive Type or Star
tion.
Water-tube Boilers-In the highest
sac'rroN 3.
part of the\crown sheet, and project
1. Fusible plugs, as required by ing through the sheet not less than
section 20 chapter 465, Acts of 1907, one (1) inch.
shall be ﬁlled with pure tin.
((1) In Vertical Fire-tube Boilers—
2. The least diameter ‘of fusible In an outside tube, placed not less
metal shall not be less than one-half than one-third (1/3) the length of
(1A,) inch, except for working pres the tube above the lower tube-sheet.
sures of over one hundred and sev
(e) In Vertical Submerged-tube
enty-ﬁve (175) pounds gage, or when boilers-In the upper tube-sheet.

(f)

In Water-tube Boilers, Hori

Standard Type—In the bottom of
Wilcox the steam and water drum, twenty
Type—In the upper drum, not less four (24) inches from the center of
than six (6) inches above the bottom the rear neck, and projecting through
of the drum, and over the ﬁrst pass the sheet not less than one (1) inch.
of the products of combustion, pro
(k) In Water-tube Boilers, Almy
jecting through the sheet not less Type-In a tube directly exposed to
than one (1) inch.
the products of combustion.
(g) In Stirling Boilers, Standard
(I) In Vertical Boilers, Climax or
Type—In the front side of the mid
dle drum, not less than six (6) inches Hazelton Type-In a tube or center
above the bottom of the drum, and drum not less than one-half (1/2) the
projecting through the sheet not less hight of the shell, measuring from
the lowest circumferential seam.
than one (1) inch.
(m) In Cahall Vertical Water
(h) In Stirling Boilers, Super
heated Type-In the front drum, not tube Boilers—In the inner sheet of
zontal Drums,

Babcock

&

less than six (6) inches above the

the top drum, not less than six (6)

bottom ofthe drum, and exposed to inches above the upper tube-sheet.
the products of combustion, project
(n) In Scotch Marine Type Boil
ing through the sheet not less than ers—In combustion-chamber top, and
one (1) inch.
projecting through the sheet not less
(i) In Water-tube Boilers, Heine than one (1) inch.
Type—In the front course of the
(0) In Dry-back Scotch Type
drum, not less than six (6) inches Boilers—In rear head, not less than
from the bottom of the drum, and two (2) inches above the top row
projecting through the sheet not less of tubes, and projecting through ,the
than one (1) inch.
sheet not less than one (1) inch.
(5) I11 Robb-Mumford Boilers,
(p) In Economic Type Boilers

January, 1908.
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In the rear head, above

the upper the United States exceeds twenty-fold
the national and communal forests of.
row of tubes.
(q) In Cast-iron Sectional Heat France, but the problems are the
ing Boilers—1‘n a section over and same. France has been longer at the
in direct contact with the products work and when it began its forests
of combustion in the primary com were in a worse condition than ours‘
are now, but not worse than our pri
bustion chamber.
(r) For other types and new de vately owned forests will be if present
signs, fusible plugs shall be placed methods continue.
Consul General Skinner concludes
at. the lowest permissible water level,
in the direct path of the product of his report with this suggestion to
combustion, as near the primary com those in America who have shown suf
ficient interest in the matter to write
bustion chamber as possible.
him on the subject:
'
France Has Far Sighted Forest “If correspondents could penetrate
as the writer has done, the almost in
Policy.
France has under way a far sight accessible mountain villages of this.
ed forest policy which will require
two centuries before the work reaches
its greatest eﬂiciency. The plan cov
ers the reforestation of vast tracts of
denuded land and the work is in the
hands of 4,000 trained foresters in the
pay of the republic and a large num
ber of men employed by the commu

The Only Double Mill
and having SELF-SHARPENING BURRS.
RESULT, less power, greater capacity and finer
grinding.
Our catalog fully describes our
line.

Send for it.
CROWN POINT MFG.C0.,

122 Elm Road

United States and Canada.

THE OIL
ANYWHERE

MANUFACTURED BY

R. E. BLODMER, LKelihhurgfjll.

The: Pawn ‘,Singla vﬂonnecllun Signi

Consul General B. P. Skinner tells Strength of Structural Timber.
Before putting a timber into a
how this work is being done by a
great nation keenly alive to the ne structure every builder must know
cessity of doing it, and determined the strength of the timber and the

Fﬂell Lullllliallll nlslialll

that it shall be done well, though maximum load it will have to carry.
years and centuries are consumed in Building laws generally require that

the doing. Colbert, in the reign of the material used shall be from three
Louis XIV, exclaimed: “France will to six times as strong as is actually
perish for lack of wood," and his necessary.
Loblol'ly, lo'ngleaf ‘and
Norway
prophecy was coming true a century
and a half later when the French pines and tamarack are among the
people waked to the peril which principal structural timbers of the
eastern. United States, and Douglass
threatened them, and called a halt.
Their forests were vanishing as are ﬁr and western hemlock of the wes
those in the United States today, but tern. In the trade, loblolly pine is
the depletion had gone even farther classed both as Virginia pine and as
than it has yet gone in America. North Carolina, pine. Virginia pine
France commenced protecting and re is made up principally of material
storing its wooded areas nearly a cen from the northern part of the lob
tury ago, and has stuck to the task lolly pine belt, and is inferior in
ever since, but so much yet remains quality to the North Carolina pine, so
to do that Mr. Skinner says in his re that the distinction is one of grade
rather than one of locality. Long
port:
“The work is slow. It will require leaf yellow pine as known on the
probably 200 years to bring it up to market may include the better grades
its maximum effectiveness. But the of shortleaf pine and Cuban pine. It
time is foreseen when existing has for a long time been the standard
damaged forests will be reconstl construction timber of the East. Nor
tuted, and when all the waste spaces way pine, also known as red pine, is
will be replanted to the point of pro lumbered principally in Michigan,
Wisconsin and Minnesota, where it is

tion Oif the water supply, and to fur marketed with white pine as northern
nish the timber and wood required by pine. Douglass ﬁr, called in different
the population. The eﬁect upon private localities yellow ﬁr, red ﬁr, Oregon
land owners of this public work has pine, and Douglass

spruce,

is

out

Works in Arctic or Tropical weather-1 live steam pipe
passing through the oil reservoir prevents the oil from
congealing and insures a certainty of perfect lubrication.
Oil reservoir and arms are cast in one piece—iound
only in Powell Construction-there are no joints to loosen
or leak.

Have you ever examined
Powell's White Star Valves?

The Wm. Powell Co.
CINCINNATI, oruo
New York {os-Libertlysit.
:54 Can-

Boston-23945 Causeway St.
Philadelpeia—5x8 Arch St.

Pittsburg-4r9 Fulton Bldg.

BALlNGi
PRESSES
I! "ll ﬁll ll"
BETTER FRESSES
THAI Tlli
llllllil,
ll" l'llill

_—

both ways if we cannot
prove all the claims we
make. We challenge com
petition for neat and fast
work, also for strength,
durability
and
an
easy
running
press.
We could make hay presses
that would break down. wear out
quickly, be made of cheap material.
with poor workmanship. and be cheap
in price but expensive in servicabut
we don't.
Nothing is too good for us to use in the
building 0!.’ our presses. and our machines are built
for business and are money makers. Our guarantee protects the purchaser, and if
ii.’ you don't believe us, write to every Baling Press manufacturer for his catalog
and his guarantee, and at the same time get our catalog with our guarantee and
then judge for yourself. That's the way to do it. So please write and ﬁnd out.

most extensively in Washington and
Oregon. Western hemlock, which is
obtained from the same region, suf
fers from the reputation of the eas
tern hemlock, but is far superior for THE F. X. M

CO. T. R.

Spencer, Iowa

structural purposes. On account of
the prejudice against it, it is often
sold under such names as Alaska pine

and Washington pine, spruce or ﬁr.
Recent tests by the Forest Service
50141 with or with

show longleaf pine to be the strongest
and stiffest of all timbers 'named,

out elevator.
ror crushing‘ and.

with. Douglass ﬁr

a

close

second;
s'rinding Ear-corn,

while western hemlock, loblolly pine.
Kumr-in-tho-head,

tamzi'rack, and‘ Norway pine follow
in the order given.
Fortunately,

and

all

kinds

0!

train.

Douglass ﬁr and western hemlock, of
comprehensive. It embraces the care which there are comparatively large
of forest land, planting of trees, ﬁxa supplies, have high structural‘ merit,

tion of dunes near tlh-e coasts to prevent
the drifting of sand upon agricultural
land, correction of mountain streams,
regulation of pasture land, utilization
of water in pastoral and forest re
gions, and the surveillance of river
ﬁshing and ﬁsh culture. This com

Every owner of farm implements, traction
engines, gasoline engines and all kinds of
machinery, needs it. Hold the nozzle in the
proper place and press the plunger, the
pump does the rest. The most economical
operator at all times. Send for catalogue
and price list. Sold by the leading jobbera,
hardware and implement dealers of the

nal governments.

been most salutary. Where absolute
ly bald mountains have been replant
ed, very surprising local results are
now visible to all observers. This is
especially true in the Hautes Alpes
which had the unenviable reputation
of being the poorest department in
France, and is, in fact, one of the
few from which the United States has
received several thousand French im
migrants. There are now many arti
ﬁcially planted forests in this depart
ment of 25 year’s standing, and in
the bottomland below, conditions have
so improved that a state of general
prosperity prevails.”
The plan of the French iforesters is

THE IZANNON OILER
HAS A FURGE PUMP

oiler made, as the oil is controlled by the

surprise and carry the lesson back to‘
the United States.”

per proportion to insure the conserva

Crown Poi-l. lnd.

THE
“ CANNON
OILER"

country, and there discover the en
thusiastic French forester at work,

applying scientiﬁc methods which can
not come to complete fruition before
two or three hundred years, they
would retire full of admiration and

_.

manufactured WITHOUT END FRICTION

as has also loblolly pine,

the

chief

Built

in

seven

sizes, from 2 to 25
h. p. and. especial
1y adapted for use

tree upon which the southern lumber

companies are depending for future
crops.
Much of the information hitherto
available concerning the strength of
timber has been secured from tests
prehensive service extends to every of small pieces without defects. This
part of the republic.
can not safely be assumed to hold
The area of the national forests of good for large sized timbers as found

with thxelher

en

zines.

II. N. P. llowshar

llompany,
‘GUI. BEII, IND.
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When You Come
(AS YOU ALWAYS DO AB(
D0

ABOUT the time you lost with your separator, replacing broken teeth,
the delays you had on account of breakdowns, the heavy expense

for repairs, and the jobs you lost because your machine didn't thresh
fast enough or good enough.

D0

ABOUT the trouble you had to keep up steam with your engine, the
large amount of fuel and water it used and the small amount of
power you could get out of it.

We do not know how you are thinking but we do know how owners
Breakdowns, Long Runs, More Jobs next year, Good Proﬁts”.
If you are thinking the other way about your old machine and want '

ﬁrst machine, we want to say this to you, that if you buy an Avery you will
Ask Us Abo

You Will Cetainly Wa1
Page, Natural COlt
"Yellow Fej
And the Avery Undermounted Engine a!
With this catalo ue in

our hands,

on can see the

It will also contain complete information about the Avery Trac
Dump Wagons, as well as more detailed descriptions and illus
of Threshing and Steam Plowing Machinery.

Write Now and You Will Get
A GOOD THING TO DO IN STARTING THE NEW YE

The Avery Locomotive Double Cylinder Traction Engine.

"P1
d
wéaézfzgg

1908
t1
pcoﬁcg’aﬂfue
“'1'th d °“ ble Page , “amm

Built in sizes 18, 20, 22 and 30 H. P. Designed especially for Extra Heavy Traction _Work,
uch as plowing heavy hauling etc. For such purposes it is more durable because boiler is free

irom
cylinders,
the heavy
through
pulling
the gearing,
strains,,and
and back
moretopowerful
the load.because of a straight line pull from the engine

a

THIS OUT CLEARLY SHO‘VS YOU THE INSIDE CONSTRUCTION OF A “YELLO‘V FELLO‘V" SEPABATOR.
YOU CAN SEE—Our Improved i908 no_slug Feeder; the Heavy Avery Cylinder tilled with Jumbo Tool Steel Teeth; the Long Concave and Grate Surface; the Steel Winged Beater with Moving
Grate underneath; the "Grain Saving" I. X. L. Separating Device; the Straw Racks that shake the straw well and move it rapidly through the machine; and the Avery Perfect-Cleaning
Shoe.
The Features you cannot see are just as good as those you can see and all put together, they make an Avery "Yellow Fellow" Separator noted as a. "Job Taker and Money Earner.

New 1908 Catlogue With

Natural Color Photographs
Yours tor the Asking.

AVERY MANUFACTURING (
BRANCHES:

Minneapolis, Kansas City, Omaha, Den

“nines, St.

Louis,

Grand Forks, Fargo.

January, 1908-
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to Think 't Over
THE FIRST OF THE YEAR)
0R,

ABOUT how your separator ate pitchforks and never had a
toothache. how it ran all season with never a stop except at
noon and night, about the long run you had, the jobs that
waited until you could reach them, and the good, clear pro

ﬁts you have, with every bill receipted for ?
ABOUT how you easily burned wet straw or green slabs
and found it hard to put in little enough coal and how y on

0R’

never hooked to anything that you couldn’t pull and with
lots of power to spare ?
very Machines are thinking for they are writing us every day like this, “No
ik better thoughts a year from now, or if you are thinking of buying your
no regrets when the new year rolls around in 1909.
e Avery Line.

to See the Large, Double
Photographs of the
w” Separator
team Plow Outtit in Our New 1908 Catalog.
chines just as they would look if you were standing right by them.
learn Shovel and Steam Crane, the Avery Heavy Hauling and
15. than ever before, of the many ﬁne features in the Avery Line

at the First Copies oil the Press.
RIGHT

is to take a postal card orapiece of paper and write:

rphotographs."

Sign your name and then address it to Avery

The Avery Return Flue Single Cylinder Traction Engine.

‘elitism-3.2x: 3:21;; .llzzzrizraitzrzlz $2.25. t‘ilniimfdll‘ég 422.212:

tome 1908 Catalog by Early Mail

green slabs and is more economical in the use of fuel and water.

THE GREAT AVERY STEAM PLOW OUTFIT.
Consists of our 20. 22, or 30 H. P. Locomotive Double Cylinder Engine and an Avery 8 or 10 Gang Steam Plow, titted with stubble or breaker bottoms
Engine

especially

designed

i'or

Plowing

Purposes.

and

combines Increased

Durability with Greater Power.

Plow is mounted on a. Single, Wide-Faced Carrying Wheel.

dependently
frame his
andposition.
will plow
an even
‘depth
and almost
any as
depth.
Entire
outﬁt
by means
of three
leversPlows
and the
steering
wheel,
neer
without toleaving
Outtit
travels
backward
as easily
forward,
makes
a handled
Shorter and
Quicker
Turn and
Square
Corners.
In successful use in almost every Central and Western State as well as in Canada. Mexico, etc.

L,
EXPORT OFFICE:

[0W3
2 Stone Street, New York City.

St.

P

JOBBING HOUSES:

Plows coupled in—

all under instant control of the engi
I

.

Thresllfg'v§l1li[t)i;ll‘;ié:llral0gll€
“'innipeg, Denver, Ogden.

Will soon be ready lor you. High quality, Reasonable prices.

January, 1908.
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on the market, since these commonly therefore I ﬁnd it necessary to take
contain such defects as checks, knots, a wrench and spring the bits over

cross grain, etc.

The location of the towards the log side.

This does not

defects varies the extent to which stop point wearing away, but does

they lessen its strength; and the pro
portion of heart and sap wood,
and the state of seasoning must also
be considered.
'
Circular 115 of the Forest Service,
just issued, gives the results of

NEW 1908

give clearance for set on that side.
As to_ help, get good handy men if
you can possibly do so, and steer

DE LAVIIL

clear of the awkward, nervous fel
low. The cut depends on the power;
but whatever the power there is no

tests that have been conducted during lumber cut when the saw is out of
the past four years at timber-testing the log. The ability of the mill rests
laboratories in diﬂerent parts of the in the hands of the sawyer and his
country. This circular will be mail setter. These are the men who fur
ed upon application to The Forester, nish the timber to the saw and un
Forest Service, Washington, D. C.
less the logs are gotten to the saw
the best mill cannot make a. record.
Of course on a portable mill with
Saw Milling.
a threshing engine for the power.
I am an interested reader of The overloaded to the last ounce and
Review, and having had some little ex green wood for fuel, the ﬁreman is
perience in saw milling I beg permis apt to think (if he gets time to think
sion to express a few opinions. In at all) that he is the whole thing.
sawing large logs I have no bop saw. and is carrying a double portion of
Sometimes I saw them the “lazy responsibility. He must not get out
man's way;" that is, place the log7 of steam and neither must he “blow
on head blocks, slab lightly-just her up.” I don ’t blame him .any, it
bark it—bcing careful to lay out so is hard work to steam a small engine
I’ have been
that in sawing the desired thickness worked to the limit.
there and know.

I have a compound

of lumber the distance from last kerf

CREAM

SEPARATIIRS
January r, 1908 marks another great move forward in the
development of the Cream Separator—the introduction of a
complete new line of DE LAVAL Farm and Dairy Sizes of
machines, ranging in separating capacity from 135 lbs. to r350
lbs. of milk per hour.
As nearly perfect as the DE LAVAL machines have been
before, they are now still further improved in practically every
detail of construction and cfiiciency, and every feature reflects
the past two years of experiment and test by the DE LAVAL
engineers and experts throughout the world.
The principal changes are in greater simplicity of con
struction, ease of cleaning and replacement of parts; less cost
of repairs when necessary; easier hand operation; more com
plete separation under hard conditions; greater capacity, and a
material reduction of prices in proportion to capacity.
The DE LAVAL was the original Cream Separator and for
thirty years it has led in making every new separator invention
and

improvement.

Every good feature is now

battered and

engine which makes an ideal saw mill.

retained and many new and novel ones added rendering
DE LAVAL superiority over imitating machines even greater

Engine steams easily and uses much

in every way than ever before.

to head block knee is equal to ex

treme height my saw will cut. Hav less fuel and water than the old sim
ing sawed up to this distance turn log ple and does more work; saws more
one-quarter turn, bringing sawed por lumber. I think the compound en
tion over saw with kerf horizontal, gine is far the best for any work an
then lay 01f and proceed as before. engine is called on to do. My engine

In sawing this quarter the planks or is seven years old and is practically
boards will drop out, being cut en as good as new. Steams easily and
tirely off. Repeat this operation un is as powerful as ever.
til] the log is sawed up. Of course
I will say a few words on saws
the heart will come out in, proportion
heating, and will then close this letter.
to size and shape of log. Only large
A correspondent thinks a saw must

A new 1908 DE LAVAL catalogue and any desired par
ticulars are to be had for the asking.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR Co.
RAnDQtw 8r CANAL 8r‘.

General office‘:

l78-I77 WILLIAM Srnls'l'

74 CORTLANDT STREET’

l4 & l6 Pwmcrss STREET

NEW YORK.

I07 Fmsr 8min

CHICAGO

MONTREAL

I218 a |2|5 FILBERT Sr.

PHILADELPHIA
Dnuuu & SAcwAumio Sis

SAN FRANCISCO

WINNIPEG
PORTLAND, OREG.

and fairly straight logs may be han
rub something to heat in. the eye.

dled this way; all others we use the
axe on.
As to the question of Mr. Wm.
Fix in regard to breaking of teeth,
I think the cause was a frosty saw.

Not so, my friend. Arbor bearing too
tight will cause heating of the eye,
thus expanding the center.
Again
the saw eye may ﬁt mandrel too tight

ly. These are some of the causes of
He does not say whether it was a cold heating. In a great many instances
morning or not.

A saw which is the lead is wrong. In this case the
saw will rub the log or bear on outer

frosty is very brittle and breaks eas
ily. In starting on cold mornings a
good way to take out frost is take
a piece of board four or ﬁve feet long
and standing on log side pry over car
riage timber end of board against
saw, moving board from eye to rim.
A mill to

QB

guide pin. These guide pins are gen- '
orally overworked. Mine I know are.
In sawing frozen timber there is a

EFFICIENCY

tendency to crowd oft, especially in

slabbing. A slower feed will partly
arrest this. This is noticed more in

DURABILITY '

to do good work must a planer or chisel than a solid tooth,

be properly set.

The saw

should since a solid tooth may be swaged

hang plumb, track straight and level out.

and the lead right for the work to

be done. In'putting lead in the car

Floyd L. Miller.~
R. F. D. No. 1, Dansvillc, Mich.

riagc it is best not to trust entirely

to the saw, as the saw may not ex
actly be straight.
When at rest a
better way is to use a line. I pre
sume not many mills are exactly
right, portable mills ‘especially. Still,
a fair quality of lumber may be turn
ed out by these mills.

In ﬁling the saw try
points the same length.

and

keep

The. edge

may’ not be square with side of'tooth

Are You the Man?
There's a scary sort of feller goin'
round the country through
A talkin' of the future in a. way to
make you blue;
A-predictin' woes and panics
and
all
kinds of dreadful shocks.
And a-blamin’ folks in Wall street and
condemnln' deals in stocks;
Sayln' our ﬁnancial system is a struc
ture full of faults,
And a-callin’ In his money and .a-lockin’

‘ SPECIFY
,

Lunkenheimer

Aui‘omah'c Iniecgiors

It in vaults,
‘Q
but if the backs are square with the And with wish to bring him forward

work the saw will not lead. The back
controls the‘ direction of cut, conse
quently the back should be kept
square. If one is inclined to ﬁle over,
ﬁling alternately from one side and
the other will help out. I use an

Emerson Smith planer tooth saw.

I

ﬁle from log side entirely, and since

the same set of hits out from 25 to 40
M. feet it is practically impossible

for me to keep the same set on log
side as on board side. The point on
log side does a great deal more work
than on board side, in slabbing, etc.,

USERS RECOMMEND TIIEM.

' and convert him if we can
We are seekin’ information— 7
Say, are you the man?

INTERCHANGEABLE WITH STANDARD MAKES.
Shucks! Don't let a. little ﬂurry from
the clouds a-passin' by
Make you think the storm has covered

all the broad ﬁnancial sky;

YOUR LOCAL DEALER SHOULD HAVE THEM. IF rior. NOTIFY us.
in

_

You would see the sun still shinin’ if
you'd just poke out your head;
Stop a-countin' up
your loses;
count
your blessln’s up Instead;
Trouble finds the man who falters soon
er than the man who ﬁghts;
Quit your talk of comin' panics; help at
settln' things to rights.
Let a. little cheerful conﬁdence,
not
grumblin’, be your plan
Now to save the situation—
Say. are you the man?—Ex.

THE LUNKENHEIMER COMPANY
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES IN THE WORLD.
General Offices and Works

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
YORK.
66-68NEW
Fulton
Street. iI

nnmomrs

LONDON. S. E.
{85 Great Dover Street

8%
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THETHRESHHRMHN'S REVIEW

START
T HIS
YEAR

RIGHT P? NC)

This is the time to get ready for the coming season. See that your threshing outfit
is in shape or get that new outfit. If you put it off till “about time to begin” there may
be some unexpected delay, and the man who is ready will get the job you might have got.
We make a great many different styles of

Weighers, Loaders, Baggers and Conveyors.
This is the time to investigate and place your order for the coming season.

Send
for

Catalog

Our machines are the product of over twenty years of careful attention and
experience and have been adopted and used by all threshing machine
companies. They are light but durable and will last as long as any sepa
rator; are adjustable to suit any conditions and are made to attach to any
make of separator; are guaranteed to take care of all the grain from any
separator and our weighers give an honest count of all the grain that goes

Send
for

Cata-log

from the separator.

HART GRAIN WEIGHER COMPANY
PEORIA, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.
7 Please mention The Review.

Iron and Steelf‘
Commercial iron and steel are me
tallic mixtures, the chief ingredient
of which is the element“Iron,”that

In the manufacture of wrought
iron the pig iron is remelted in so

tained therein, they have rather
rough surfaces. The muck bars are

welded, but it cannot be tempered;

piles are heated in heating furnaces,

that is, when heated to red heat and
then quenched in water or other li
quid, it becomes very hard and can
be used for tools of various kinds,
such as saws, ﬁles, drills, chisels,
cutlery, etc. In tool steel other in
gredients are sometimes used to in
ﬂuence its hardness, such as nickel,
manganese, chrome, tungsten, etc.,

when carbon is above 1/3 per cent,
cut up into pieces from 2 to 4 feet welding is more diﬁicult and can
long, and piled on top of each other only be done by the use of borax or
in so-called “piles” varying from some other ﬂux, or by electricity or
100 to 2,000 pounds according to thermit welding. Steel, with carbon
the size product resired.
These above 3/4 per cent. can be tempered,

called puddling furnaces, by charg
and when white hot, are taken to

is, pure iron, of which they contain

ing about 15 ton in a furnace, and,
the rolls to be Welded together and

while in a molten state, it is stirred
rolled out into merchant iron in the
The difference between iron and up with large iron hooks by the
shape of either sheets, plates, bars,
steel is principally due to the com puddler and his helper, and kept
or structural shapes, as desireJ.
position and proportion of the re boiling,‘ so as to expose every part
When cold, this material is sheared
of the iron bath to the action of the
maining ingredients.
and straightened, and is then ready
Iron ore is an oxide of iron (iron ﬂame in order to burn out the car
for the market.
rust), containing from 35 per cent. bon. The other impurities will sep
After leaving the puddling fur
to 65 per cent. of iron; the balance arate from the iron, forming the
from 93 per cent to over 99 per cent

is oxygen, phosphorus, sulphur, sil
ica ,(sand), and other impurities.

puddle cinder.

the last named playing an impor
tant part in.‘ so-called “high speed
any material change in its chemical steels,” that is, steel tools that will
composition, and the only physical cut metal at a high speed without
change is an expulsion of a large losing their temper or ‘hardness.
portion of the cinder; the small cin
As stated above, pig iron and cast
der-coated globules of iron are weld iron contain about 4 per cent. of
nace, wrought iron does not undergo

The purer the iron the higher is
The ore is charged in a blast fur its melting point. Pig iron melts
nace, mixed with limestones as a at about 2,100 degrees F., steel at
flux, and melted down with either about 2,500 degrees, and wrought
charcoal, coke, or anthracite coal as iron at about 2,800 degrees. The
a fuel;- the resulting metal is what temperature in the puddling furnace together and the subsequent rolling carbon, and wrought iron only a
is commerciaily known as pig iron, is high enough to melt pig iron, but back and forth will elongate these trace of it, while steel is between
containing about 93 per cent. of pure not high enough to keep wrought globules, giving the iron a ﬁbrous these two extremes. The manufact
iron, 3 to 5 per cent. 'of carbon iron in a liquid state; therefore, as structure, and the reheating and re ure of steel, therefore, refers princi
(pure coal), some silicon,’ phosphor soon as the small particles of iron rolling will drive these ﬁbers closer pally to getting the right propor
thus
increasing
the tion of carbon. One method is to
us, sulphur, etc. This pig iron is become puriﬁed they partly congeal together,
take pig iron and burn the carbon
strength
and
ductility
of
the
metal.
(come
to
nature),
forming
a
spongy
used in foundries for the manufact
The word steel, nowadays, covers out of it, as in the Bessemer and
ure, of iron castings, by simply re— mass in which small globules of iron
melting it in a cupola without ma are in a semi-plastic state, feebly a multitude of mixtures which are open-hearth processes, and the other
terially changing its chemical com cohering, with ﬂuid cinder ﬁlling the very different from each other in method is to take wrought iron and
position; the only result is a closer cavities between them. This sponge their chemicals as well as physical add carbon to it, as in the cemente
The ingredient that ex tion and crucible processes.
grain.and
somewhat
increased is divided by the puddler into lumps qualities.
erts
most
inﬂuence
on these varia
of about 200 pounds each; these
In the Bessemer process the mol
strength.
lumps or balls are taken to a steam tions is carbon. High grade razor ten pig iron is put into a. large pear
‘Article by George Schuhman, hammer or squeezer, where they are steel contains about 1%, per cent, of shaped vessel, called the converter,
General

Manager

Reading

Iron

hammered or squeezed into elongat

Company, published in The Pilot, ed blocks (blooms), and while still
oiﬁcial organ of the Philadelphia hot, rolled out between the puddle
and Reading Railway Department bars or muck bars, and, owing to
the large amount of cinder still con
Y. M. C. A., Reading, Pa.

carbon, springs 1 per cent, steel rails

the bottom of which is double, the

from 1A,, to 3A per cent, and soft inner one being perforated with
steel boiler plate may go as low as numerous holes, called tuyers, to
1/16 per cent carbon. Steel which admit air to be forced in under pres
is very low in carbon can easily be sure. The molten iron (from 10 to

3o
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Two Fans, lluplsx Shaka, Psriaoi Separation,
Clean ilohs, Light lirait, Slow Spout.

"Wostern’ Field Portable torn Shelter
Always Best—Better Than Ever

LARGEST and BEST Field Port
able Corn Sheller in the World.

“.T ..1

Beware of imitators and imitations

‘'

500

CAPACITIES
to 1500 Bu.
per hour.

Strong, Durable,
and cleans corn
clean.

Write for pric; list and
full description to

union IRoN

RKS , Decatur, Illinois

15 tons at a time) is poured into times called “the Siemens-Martin retorts, with powdered charcoal be
the converter while the latter is ly process.” is similar to the puddling tween the bars. The ﬁlled retorts

A solution Bonnier That's Right
r‘

ing on its side, then the compressed process, but on a much larger scale. are put into a cementation furnace,
air is turned into the double bot The furnaces generally have a capa where they are heated to a red hot
tom as the converter is raised to a city of from 40 to 50 tons of molten heat and kept at that temperature
vertical position. The air has suﬁi metal (in some exceptional cases as for several days, during which time
cient pressure (about 20 pounds per high as 200 tons); they are heated the iron will absorb about 11/2 per Discount so
} Do not guess at
your speed. Buy
square inch) to prevent the molten by gas made from bituminous coal cent. of its own weight of carbon. DEALERS
aTabor Stop Io
tion Oountol'.
metal from entering the tuyeres. (oil and natural gas have also been The process is similar to the case
The air streams pass up through the used. The gas and the air needed hardening process familiar to many
Tho Grant Mfg. 8|. Machine Co.
molten metal (piercing it like so for its combustion are heated to a blacksmiths.
The carbonized bars, 90 Solilman An.
smnsEPonr. some.
many needles), burning out the car high temperature (over 1,000 de called “blister steel,” are then cut
Please mention The Review.
bon, silicon, etc., accompanied by a grees) before entering the combus into small vpieces, remelted in a cur
brilliant display of sparks and a tion chamber, by passing them cible, and from there poured into

flame shooting out of the mouth
of the converter. The 15 tons of
molten pig iron contain nearly 3/;
of a ton of carbon, and since this
carbon is all burned out in less
than ten minutes, this rapid rate of
combustion increases the heat of the

through
so-called
regenerative
chambers.
Owing to this preheat
ing of the gas and the air, a very
high temperature can be maintained
in the furnace, so as to keep the
iron liquid even after it has parted
with its carbon. The stirring up of

metal very much; it does not cool

the

molten

moulds, forming small billets, which
are afterward hammered or rolled
into the desired shapes. The newer
method is to put the small pieces of
wrought iron direct into an air-tight
crucible mixed with the proper

amount of powdered charcoal, and
metal is not done by melt down; the iron will absorb the‘

as
in
the
paddling
it, as one would suppose at first hooks
thought.
The ﬂame, therefore, at furnace, but by adding to the
ﬁrst red, becomes brighter and char a certain proportion of ore,
brighter, until it ﬁnally so white iron scale, or other oxides, the chem
that it can scarcely be looked at ical reaction of which keeps the
with the naked eye. A “blow” molten iron in a state of agitation.
generally lasts about nine to ten While in the Bessemer process only
minutes, when the sudden dropping pig iron is used, in the open-hearth
of the ﬂame gives notice that the furnace it is practicable to use also
carbon is all burned out. The metal scrap of wrought iron or steel, as
in the converter is then practically the high pressure in the furnace will
liquid wrought iron, the converter readily melt it. When the pig iron
is then laid on its side again, the or scrap contains too much phos
blast shut off and a certain amount phorus, burnt lime is added to the
of spiegele-isen or ferromanganese charge; the resulting slag will ab
is added in a liquid form so as to sorb the phosphorus, thus taking it
give the steel the proper amount of out of the metal. This dephosphori
carbon and manganese to make it zation by means of burnt lime is
suitable for the purpose desired. called the basic process in con
The liquid steel is then poured out tradistinction to the acid pro
into so-called “ingot molds," and cess,
where
no
the resulting “ingots,” while still but where care

lime
must

carbon much quicker while in a mol
ten state than when only red-hot, as
in the cementation furnace.
The
other ingredients, such as chrome,

tungsten, etc., are also added in the
crucible.

.-

_

GOLD. PREPAID. SEND ONE DOLLAR To
J.Ii MAGGARDJUWACII‘Y. IOWA .

Malleable castings are produced
in the reverse way from the blister
steel referred to above, that is, in- ,
stead of taking wrought iron and
adding carbon, castings made of

Please mention The Review.

MAURICE

CANDY
FOUNDER

or THE
GENUINE
RED STITCHED
COTTON
DUCK

cast iron are made malleable by ex

tracting the

carbon.

».

THE BOOK YOUVE HEARD ABOUT- i
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENGINEERS IN EVERY
DAY FIELD TALK. WORTH ITS WEIGHT lN

The castings

are packed into retorts similar to
the cementation retorts, but,instead

of charcoal, an oxide of iron, gener
ally in the shape of hematite ore, is
packed with them, and kept in a
red-hot state for several days.

The

oxygen of the ore will absorb the

is
be

used, carbon in the iron, giving the latter
taken a somewhat steely nature.
hot, but no longer liquid, are rolled that the metal charged is low in
Steel castings used to be produc
In this country, the ed in the same manner, but now,
out into blooms, billets, or rails phosphorus.

basic process is at present used only steel castings are cast direct from
in connection with open-hearth fur the ladle containing molten steel,
naces, while in Europe it is also which is generally melted in an
used in many Bessemer plants pro open-hearth furnace, although small
taken in large ladle cars direct from ducing the so-called “basic Besse Bessemer converters are also some»
the blast furnace to the converter, mer steel.”
times used for this purpose.
Crucible steel or tool steel, for
While chemically there is not much
it is possible to produce rails with
out adding any fuel to that contain merly called cast steel, is made by diﬂ’erence between wrought iron and
without any additional reheatingex
cept a short sojourn in so-called
“soaking pits.”
In some steel
works, where the molten pig iron is

are made endless tor Threohermell and
are especially suited to out of door condi
tious. They are unaffected by sun, rain or
extremes of temperature, and their wonder
tul tractive qualities permit them to run
slack without slipping.
Cost but $6 that of leather.
Our free booklet"EXPERIENCES WITH GANDY"
tells more about them.

ed in the molten pig iron, so that using high grade, low phosphorus low carbon steel, there is consider
ﬁhe red-hot rail just ﬁnished still wrought iron and adding carbon to able difference in their physical

contains some of the heat given it it.
by the coke in the blast furnace.
The open-hearth process, some

The oldest method is the so-call

structures.

Owing to the globules

ed “cementation process” in which of pure iron being coated with cin
the iron bars are packed in airtight der in the, puddling furnace, the

THE CANDY BELTING CO.
vll mm
In“

BALTIMORE-MD .
Please mention The Review.
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Save From $610 $20 Per Bow Each Year
From $6.00 to $20.00 represents the saving on
the milk product of a single cow for a year when an
efficient cream separator is used.
This saving is in

butter fat and skimmed milk.

There are also sav

ings in time, labor and cost of marketing the product.
'
It is evident that the amount thus saved from a herd of
ﬁve or more cows will soon pay for the separator and then
become a source of clear proﬁt-proﬁt which was never re
alized before.
I. C. H. cream harvesters get practically all the butter

fat with the least possible expenditure of time and labor.
They make it possible for the dairyman to be really successful.

Made in two styles—Dairymaid, a chain drive,

and Bluebell, a gear drive machine.

Each style is

made in four sizes to meet all requirments.
Ask our local dealer for catalogue and complete
information. Send today for booklet entitled, “De

velopment of the Cream Separator.”

Dealers can

get information regarding terms and territory by

addressing the nearest general agent or blockman.

INTERNATIONAL NAHVESTEI'I OOMPANY OF AMEIIIOA

BLUEBELL

CHICAGO

(Incorporated)

subsequent rolling and reworking without the careful protection of
while expelling a large portion of paint, or where moisture has access
this cinder always leaves traces of to it by channels, as in the interior
it behind, which gives wrought iron of pipes, for instance, wrought iron
the ﬁber. Steel having been produced will outlast steel by a good margin.
in a liquid form. where the cinder all —Machinery.
ﬁoated to the ‘top and was removed,
the metal is homogeneous, that is, Jamestown Exposition Awards.
without any grain or ﬁber. When
Announcement has just been made
subjected to many contractions, or by the Awarding Jury of the James
strains due to frequent expansion town Exposition that the Internation
and contraction, wrought iron will al Harvester Company of America
generally yield gradually and give has been awarded several medals and
warning to the inspector, while steel
diplomas. This company was award

DAIRYMAID

U. S. A.

THRESHERMEN! WIND STACKER
If you use your engine for
HOODS
sawing, place a
South Bend Spark

for Grain Separators

Arresler

The best Hood on the market.

on your smoke stack.
It catches
all the sparks and prevents loss
by ﬁre.
Write us _for descri tive circulars and
prices. Give size 0 smoke stack and
tube on wind stacker.

THE SOUTH BEND SPARK ARRESTER COMPANY
SOUTH BEND. INDIANA

is more liable to snap off suddenly.

Wrought iron being composed of
many ﬁbers, the ﬁbers can break one
at a time without directly aﬁecting
its neighbor (like the strings in a
rope), while a rupture once started
in steel will extend more rapidly.

ed a. diploma of a bronze medal for

the installation of their exhibit in
the States Exhibit Palace.
Their
exhibit included the display of mo
dern farm implements and harvest
ing machines.
This company was awarded the di
ploma of a gold medal @r their auto
buggy, hay tedder, manure spreader,

Wrought iron will also resist corro
sion and pitting longer than steel,
no doubt due to higher resisting
power of the enclosed cinder, which feed mill, corn sheller, New Betten
also causes the acid to deﬂect end dorf steel wagon and reversible disc
wise, thus weakening its action by harrow and a silver medal for gaso
diﬁusing it over a larger area and line engines and cream harvesters.
preventing .deep pitting. Stay bolts
The awarding of the above medals
and boiler tubes for locomotives to the International line is conclusive
have proved more satisfactory when evidence of the general excellence of
made of charcoal iron than of steel. their product, and indicates that the
Thin sheets, tin plates, corrugated standard of merit which has charac
iron covering, wire fencing, pipes, terized their product in the past is
oil well casings, etc., have also prov being faithfully maintained.
Those
ed much more durable when made of who may have visited this exhibit
wrought iron than when made'of have spoken very well indeed of its
steel. On the other hand, in rails, general excellence.
tires, guns, armor plate, etc., steel
has proven far superior to iron,
The steam engine belonging to
owing to its greater strength and Frank Spealman broke down while
hardness, and where corrosion is of the outﬁt was passing through the
minor importance, owing to the business part of Carroll, 11]., recent
rails, etc., generally being worn out ly. George Etnyre was steering the
long before corrosion has a chance engine up Market street and as the
to aﬁect them seriously.
When front wheels struck the crossing in
structural steel or iron is used for front of the Mills drug store, the
bridges, etc., it is necessary to pro front arxle on the left side broke in
tect the metal from serious corro two letting one side of the large en
sion by frequent and careful paint gine down on the ground. The front
ing, and in the skeletons of high of standard was also broken in the fall.
ﬁce buildings and other skyscrapers, Mr. Spealman was in town at the
when completely covered with con time of the accident and immed
crete, etc., so as to thoroughly ex iately telegraphed to Peoria for a
clude air or moisture, steel as well new axle. The outﬁt will doubtless
as iron will last indeﬁnitely.
have to stand in its present location
Where material is buried in the until the needed repairs arrive from
ground or exposed to the weather Peoria.

"BORN BELT” Feed MIIIS
Spring release for burrs.‘
Vertical force feed keeps the burrs at
all times supplied.
Work done at slower speed'and reducing of cob
mostly by Knife and Shear LEAVES

THE GROUND FEED COOL.
BUILT FOR ENGINES 3 to 20 H. P.
Gaines Sta, Mich.
"I can grind 90 bushels
per hour on your No. 5 mill."
. R. Sturgis.
(8 H. P. ~team Engine.)

Guaranteed capacity of 50 Bu. Ear Corn per
hour 70 lbs. to the bushel with 10 H. P.
Steam Engine.

Our Palenl Reducing Syslem—-Revolvlng Knife-Head and Shear Blades
above fine grinding parts-is a revelalion to those who
have used the Flal Burr Mills
We will exhibit at Des Molnes. 1a.. Lincoln, Neb.. Columbus, 0.. Indianapolis. Ind. and Springfield,
11].. State Fairs. Write today for free booklet, prices and tree trial 0 or.

SPARTAN MFG. C0,, 1010 Main Street, Pontiac, m.
I’. S.

We have Just moved into our large new factory bulldlngn hero.

THE WORLD'S OHAMPION
ADJUSTABLE SIEVE
The success of the
Adjustable Sieve and
Chaﬂ'er Business orig
inated in and with the
_
4.1":
‘.1
Ditch A dj ustable
- .w/Jv/"u
.'
_ Hush-u;
Sieve. It is today the
I...
only relable all 'round
cleaning sieve a n d
s h o e chaﬂ‘er made.
And why, because it is the only sieve and chatter that will work successfully in the she: 01
a separator. We have found by the most riiid test that a sieve or chaﬂ'er for the shoe must
open from the under side, that is drop down from underneath and not open back from the top
against the travel of the grain.

The under opening leaves the top side of sieve as smooth as

a sheet metal sieve and performs the double of oﬂice separating and cleaning the grain,
while the reverse opening will work only as a grain pan chaﬂer and perform the office of
separating and not cleaning.

It is the only sieve made on mechanical principles.

in: new separators demand the Ditch Adjustable Sieve.
our Screw Feed Flue Expander or Roller.

in

buy

Write us for catalogue describing

Something every engine man should have.

Adm“ DITOH ADJUSTABLE SIEVE OO., MANSFIELD. DHID

January, 1908.
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Taker! /Look lnﬁIIhki
14/»

as}!!!

Separating Cylinder and Grates.

lnlerlor View Showing Separating Tables.

The Great Niagara Second Thresher
It has made threshing proﬁtable for others.

It will do the same for you.

Our claim is--it has the greatest capacity of any thresher made for threshing,
separating and cleaning all kinds and conditions of grain. No inside belts.
No- choking up. The best flax thresher made. Try the Niagara Second
once and you will have no other after.
Sand for 1908 catalogue.

BUFFALO PIT'I'S COMPANY,

Buffalo, N. Y., U. S. A.

BRANCH HOUSES—Fargo, N. D.; Minneapolis, Minn.; Portland, Ore.; Spokane, Wash.; Wichita, Kant; Dallas, Texas; Madison, Wis.
Please mention The Review.

The Need of Confidence.

ting go of it.

We must speak, write,

inspire conﬁdence, and show our
Cleveland, Ohio, are sending out the conﬁdence by writing checks as our
following in which the need of conﬁ bills mature. A jingle occurs to us
dence at this time is admirably em which we think happy and apt just
phasized. It will be observed that al at this time‘:
lusion is made to what is perhaps the
“Every little bit added to the lit
most practical way of showing con tle that you have, makes that little
ﬁdence, namely, paying bills prompt just that much more.”
And we think it will do much good
ly as they mature:
Have Conﬁdence. We believe this if we adopt a conﬁdent air, which is
is good advice for all of us. We hope half the ﬁght in these days.
it may not be considered impertinent
The

Avery

Stamping

Company,

by any one, although it means that
knitting.

Ninety

ﬁve per cent of all business is done
on credit, on conﬁdence, but at the
same time, in our judgment, it should
be conducted the same as banking. If
your customers sign a note for 30
days they know that they cannot in

Forest Service.
\Vashington, D. C., Dec. 3, 1907.
Carriage makers and manufactur
ers of farm implements, as well as
the men of a number of other indus
tries which are concerned in the use

about to begin at the Forest Service

out giving security, sometimes double timber testing laboratory at Purdue
the amount of the desired loan. Yet University, at LaFayette, I‘nd.
The importance of the tests lies in
when you sell them some goods you
get only their oral promise that the

the fact that they will furnish accur

ate data on the relative strength of
sent your capital, consequently you the diﬁerent kinds of hickory. which
cannot afford to allow it to be used is a wood for which no satisfactory
without assurance that it will come substitute has been found. The tim
back to you when due, any more than ber of no other tree possesses the
peculiar properties which make hick
a bank can do so.
While we must have conﬁdence in ory necessary in the manufacture of
bill will be paid. These goods repre

our fellowmen, we must expect them

parts of vehicle

and farm

imple

to respect ‘their word by living up ments.
to it just the same as if they had
The hardwood forests of the north
signed a note or bond. If you put ern section of ‘the country are being
off your creditors they are forced to rapidly denuded and it is therefore
do the same, and so on back to the important that accurate information
original source of purchase. It is regarding like species in other sec
wrong for any one to hold every dol

lar with the determination of not let

the Forest Service is preparing to
prove conclusively the relative merits
not only of hickory of the same spec
ies obtained in diﬁerent sections of
the country, but also different species
of hickory grown in the same sec
tion. It is intended later to extend
the scope of this work to other spec

of hickory will follow with interest a
terpret it to mean 60 days, and they series of tests of this valuable wood
cannot get a loan at the bank with

ily removed and because of this fact

Tests of Hickory.

we will have to pay closer attention
than ever to our

always been considered of better portance in this ﬁrst series of tests
quality than that of the south and by the United States Forest Service
has been quite generally given the lies in the fact that they will deter
preference by manufacturers and us mine just what species of hickory
ers of this species of wood. Pre
are strongest, and will give much
judices once established are not read valuable information to owners of
farm woodlots and others who plant

trees for proﬁt.

Not until it is ac

curately determined just what species

produce the strongest timber will it
be possible to know just what trees
to plant. When the report on tests
is completed, information on the
work will be gladly given to all who

write to the Forest Service at Wash

ies obtained in different sections of ington.
importance to the manufacturing in
terest of 'the country.

Which Was It?
A shipment of southern hickory
has just been received at the Purdue
timber testing laboratory. This ma
terial was collected by a representa
tive of the Forest Service and accu
rate data regarding species, growth,
and locality were taken for each tree
from which the material was obtain
ed. Other material of the same spe
cies, to be selected, will be treated in

a like manner and all will be tested
for the purpose of determining its

strength, stiffness and suitability for
the purposes for which it is ' used.
The strength, stiffness and other data
obtained by these tests will make pos
sible a direct comparison of the mer
its of the wood as regards its spe
cies and locality of growth.

There is a small but ﬂourishing
town in the southern portion of
Arkansas that bears the distinction
of having two hotels.
One of these, the “Southern,” is
under the management of two elder-_

ly maidens of Jewish descent. A
drummer, one night, alighted from
the train, and addressing the darky
who operated the hack line, inquir
ed, “George, which is the best hotel
here?”
“Well, boss.” the negro replied,
“mos’ ob de travelin’ men goes to
de Suthern.”
“Is it American or European?”

A pinch in the hickory supply has he next inquired; but this question
been felt for several years and it is was evidently a puzzler. The darky
already seen that the growing of scratched his head a moment and
hickory must be encouraged either by then said:
natural growth or artiﬁcial planting,
“Boss, to tell de truf, I doan
tions of the country be obtained. The if the permanence of a number of ezacly know: dere’s some Jews runs
hickory of the northern states has industries is to be insured. The im it.”—-M.
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Here Is a Good
Traction Engine
Question of
3. I‘. R.

INJECTOR

chain suits, the unequal port opening will
cause no trouble whatever.
* * a:

steering

My

breaks when 1' run over
rough places in the road. Would a
spring in the chain help out‘! I see
other engines with springs in the
chain and notice they break also.
A.——A spring in your steering
chain would certainly make your

‘————'|'||E;rv

Question of Can a new spoke be put
H. A. G.
in a. cast iron traction
wheel and how would you do it. The
size of the broken spoke is 3/; inches
in diameter.

METROPOLITAN
INJECTOR
LL
— MODEL x ~2

The spokes are cast

troubles less.
However, the spring into the hub and also into the rim of
should be of ample strength. The the wheel.
engines you refer to with springs in
A.—Drill the spoke out of the hub
the chain very likely have the springs with a 3/4 inch drill and drill it out
too weak. If the spring is too weak of the rim with a 15/16 inch dn'll.
it will‘be pressed together and made Tap the hub with a 7/8 tap and screw
so solid that it is about equal to no a spoke into the hub with a head
spring at all. The spring should be against. the outside of the rim. The

Designed and constructed for the
deﬁnite purpose of giving the
Thresherman a Traction Engine
Injector which overcomes the many

faults of the one he has been using.
THIS Injector ﬁlls a long felt want.

strong enough so that when a great thread should be long enough to ad
shock comes on the axle the spring mit of a jamb nut. This spoke will

will not compress to its limit. In be about equal in strength to the
this way it can form a cushion for old spoke, as the bottom of the thread
the chain at all times.
of a 7/8 inch bolt is about 3/4 inch.
*

Question of
I‘. S.

*

*

*

I have an oil pump on
my
engine;
several

Question of

*

*

Which will do the best

W. R. A.
work in red clover, to
times the bolt has been broken which run the straw through twice on cor
holds it to the side of the steam rugated teeth or on one row of
chest. The pump runs perfectly free, smooth teeth and a. wheat riddle and
even when pumping against the pres then on the clover teeth and use the
sure; so much so that I can readily I clover sieves?

It is the IDEAL BOILER FEEDER for the Traction
Engine where severe and continuous service make
it essential that every

part

of

the equipment be

in efficient working shape ALL THE TIME.
It has nothing about it to get out of order, and as its materials and

workmanship are THE BEST it never causes the slightest trouble.
ltwlll go on where your other injector came
off without changing your piping.

run it by hand. Can you give me an
A.—You seem to be making a com
idea of what might be the cause of parison between a wheat separator
my trouble?

used for hulling clover and a clover

driven huller. It would be hard for us to
from the valve rod. In your case the decide which one would do the best
A.—Oil pumps are usually

attachment to the valve rod may not work. However, there are two types
Some have two
be placed correctly. While the pump of clover hullers.

may do well for a while, yet it is pos
sible that it will be broken when
other conditions arise. For instance,
if the valve gear is hooked up to a
slight degree, the valve rod will have
a shorter stroke than if the reverse
lever is down to the end of the quad
rant. While you may not run the en
gine very much when the reverse lev
er is down to the end of the quad
rant, yet there is where your trouble
may be. You can readily determine
this by placing the engine under these
conditions, and seeing whether some

THE HAYDEN &. DERBY MFG. ﬁll.
85-87-89 Liberty Street
NEW YORK CITY

22-24-26 So. Canal Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention The Review.

cylinders and others have one. Some
have corrugated teeth and others do
not.

You will not make any mistake

by getting any of the standard clover

MICHIGAN LUBRICATORS

hullers to do work of this kind. The

Aro‘the best iubricators for
Traction Engines.

make-shift made from a grain separ
ator may not be very satisfactory for
hulling clover.

*

=0:

*

Get Our "PEPPER POD”
For Single Connection

Question of Why is it one engine
I‘. W. L.
will require so much
more to hold it going down hill than

And Our "HOT STUFF”
For Double Comuch‘on

others‘? If it is the friction of the
gearing, will it not take more power

guaranteed to keep the oil It scalding temperlture

in the most severe cold weather.

thing does not strike on the pump going up hill‘!
when the engine is run with this long
2.—-What per cent of the power
stroke to the valve rod.
will the idler gear use over the ones
:0: * =0:
without‘!
Question of I want to ask one ques
A.—If the two engines you have in

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

0" Plum", iiiioro, Water Gagoo, Gnugo cooks,
Bro-o0 cupo, Fiuo Gianna", olo.

Michigan "not Iluii"

tion about a Wolif gear mind have equal bearings, that is to
valve motion. I have a Pitts with say, that the hearings will create the
one on. I have got the lead the same amount of friction, there is an
same on each end, but the valve other element that will make some
travels farther on one end than it diﬁ’erence, and that is how the crank

BEND FOR CATALOGUE

I'. H.

does on the other.

What

the shaft is geared in relation to the
axles. The crank shaft that makes
A.—In a Wolff valve gear the ob more turns to the axle will run down
ject is to have an equal lead and hill with more apparent friction, yet
equal cut-0E. It happens that the this engine will climb a hill with
port opening is not equal. The cut greater case because the engine will
off is more important than the port have more power on the road on ac
opening. However there is sufficient count of its being geared down to a
opening at the end where the valve greater degree. In other words, if .
opens the port the least. In some two engines have the same speed on
valve gears the lead is equal on each the crank shaft, and the one runs
end and also the port opening, but in slower on the road than the
this case the cut oﬁ is unequal on other, this one which runs slower
each end. This distortion in the mo~ will climb hills easier, and will not
tion is caused by the angularity of run down bill so readily.
the connecting rod, and there will be
2.—It would be hard to determine
the

Please mention The Review.

is

cause?

naturally some error in

Michigan lubricatar 00., Detroit, Mich.

valve

the percentage of power used by an

gear. An equal lead and cut oﬁ' on idler gear on a traction engine. This,
each end of the cylinder and unequal however, is so slight that it is not
port opening will give the best re worth while to keep account of.

Larger Income
for Threshermen
An idle engine har'ms itself and wastes

the
money it might be coming for you.
With one of our Buhr Stone Mills you can grind
all kinds of feed, and the highest grade of corn
meal, rye, graham, buckwheat and whole-wheat
ﬂours. A permanent and proﬁtable patronage is
easily worked up in any average neighborhood.
The N. 8: M. Buhr Stone Mill requires no experience to operate.
It lasts a lifetime. There are no breakdowns.
It always works,
always does MORE KINDS of work and BETTER work than any
other mill. The ﬁrst cost is low.
The cost of maintenance is
practically nothing. Fully guaranteed by this company.
Write us for complete information.

Nordyke (Q. Mormon Co.
1236 Kentucky Ave.

-

1551

Established

Indianapolis, Ind.

Americas‘ Leading Flour Mill Builders.

Question of
H. J. B.

January, 1908.
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Which is the best way
to lubricate the gear

ing on a traction engine, with hard
grease or oil?
A.——Grease is all right to lubricate
gearing, but it will have to be applied

quite frequently, as when the gear
ing comes in contact with each other
they will squeeze the grease out and
it never gets back again, while if

liquid oil is used the
backwards and

oil

forwards,

can

MORE POWER
AT
LESS EXPENSE

run

therefore

the liquid oil will last longer. There
are different systems of using liquid
oil. One is to have a reservoir ele
vated above the gearing on the en
gine and a pipe leading to the diifer
ent gears, with a valve to regulate the

flow of oil. Another plan is to have
an oil pan under the gear. In this
case the gear runs in oil. A good

January is the month for planning work for the coming
season.

r plan is to put water also into the

pan, which keeps the gear washed
off and the oil ﬂoating on top of the
water keeps the gearing well lubricat
ed. These rpans should have a plug

in the bottom so that the sand can
be washed out from time to time. If
this sand and other kinds of grit are
neglected, the pan will be a detri
ment to the gearing instead of a
beneﬁt.
‘

Question of

I

I

'

notice

a

There are hundreds of jobs that must be done, and in
the quickest way at the least expense.
The thresher, the husker and shredder, the feed
grinder, etc., must be operated and for these various
jobs the cheapest, most efficient and reliable power will
he wanted.
The power that is most reliable and least expensive
and requires the least amount of attention is the Inter
national Harvester Company gasoline engine.
This
engine is far ahead of the steam engine, and in fact all
other powers. There is no water, wood or coal to be
hauled; there is no danger from sparks or boiler ex
plosions.
For pumping water, sawing wood, runningacream
separator, churn, grinding teed and doing other farm work

requiring power, 1. H. C. gasoline engines are unsur
passed. There is no wind to wait for; no steam to get up;
no waste fuel and no engineer required. All there is to be
done is to start the engine and go about the work in hand.

When through, stop the engine and stop expense. I. H. C.
gasoline engines will do anything that a steam engine will
do and doit better, with less expense and with greater safety.
These engines are made in various styles and sizes, as
follows:
Vertical (Stationary) 2 ml i-llom poser
Horizontal (Stationary and Portable) 4. 6, ll. l0, l2, l5 and ill-loom poser
Traction-i0, l2, l5 anti ZU-hom power
Torn Thumb-l irons poser. air cooled
Also sarirrl. spraying and pumping Outilts.
if you are interested in a power that will do work'tuost eﬂeciu
ally and at little expense, call on our local agent or write
nearest branch house for illustrated catalog.
Dealers can secure information concerning terms and territory
from nearest agent or block man.

variable

H. K. S.
feed saw mill advertis
ed with a single pulley on saw arbor

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
l INCORPORATED)

to run the feed belt. How can the
CHICAGO,
feed be varied in this mill?
A.—A variable feed saw mill with
one pulley on the saw arbor gets the
variation of the feed by slipping the the ﬁre is banked and the air is ex
belt.
Any degree of feed to the cluded from the bottom of the grates,

.

U. S. A.

RIDLER’S AUTOMATIC FLUE CUTTER

maximum feed can be gotten in this
way, and the way this variation is
gotten is by different degrees of ten
sion put on the belt, by means of a
lever.
*

*

*

Question of

Why is it that as soon

W. E. R.

as you hook up the re

verse lever on the traction engine the

strap and casting in which it runs
heats?
A.——The reason for your valve gear
running harder and your eccentric
strap heating when the reverse gear

there is no trouble in keeping ﬁre all
night, .and from the fact that ﬁre can
be kept all night, the boiler will also
be kept hot.
* a: a:
Question of In setting an engine to
W. B.
give it more lead is it
necessary to change the valve!
In
other words, if the valve is in proper
position would setting the eccentric

IS JUST WHAT EVERY THRESHERMAN NEEDS.
Did you know that this cutter is used extensively in the best shops throughout
the country—has been on the market for ﬁve years-is no experiment?

Send your name and address on a postal card for circular.

6. W. RIDLER, Minneapolis, Minn.

ahead cause one port to have more

lead than the other, if there was no
lost motion to cause it“) I am a
reader of The Review and like it
is hooked up is that in this case the splendid.
pressure is increased in the steam
A.—Not knowing the kind of valve
chest of the engine, thus putting a gear you refer to, we cannot tell you
greater load on the valve and makingr just what to do to your engine.

.

_ ‘El’

If it

When the valve is a link valve gear or a single eccen
gear is run with the reverse lever trio with no reversing or expansion
down to the end of the quadrant, the mechanism, the lead can be changed
steam follows the piston longer and by moving the eccentric ahead. This
the pressure is cut down by the gov will affect both ports alike so that if
ernor. When the valve gear is hook the lead is alike on both ends of the
ed up the steam follows the piston or valve, it will also be alike after mov
shorter distance in stroke. The gov ing the eccentric. The lead cannot
ernor then admits a greater pressure be changed to do equal work on each

*
Question of

*

=0:

GRIND YllUll llWN FEED
AND ALSO FOR YOUR NEIGHBORS
Ground feed is better than whole grain for
your stock. Home grinding is fresher, chca er and more convenient. Why “go to mill,"
once a week when you can have a mill at
home?

things run harder.

to the cylinder to do the work. This end of a single eccentric reversing
is common to all unbalanced valve and expansion gear by moving the
engines.
eccentric out of its correct position.

- Isl

-' I"ESTARMFErW/
_ 7' Ed

The Star Power Mill
as lhownis PERFECTION in feed grinder
construction. It you have gasoline, steam or
winld power on your farm you can run this
mii .
Send for catalog and prices.

THE STAR MFG. CO.
85 Depot 8L,

IT'S H0
H8" STORY

68 TllNS

* * *
Can you tell me where

I notice ﬁre _ can be Question of
S. O. B.
kept all night and a lit
G. J. S.
I can get get a ther
tle steam till morning in some en mometer that will test cylinder oil
gincs. Why is it that I cannot keep up to 750 degrees.
ﬁre in my engine‘!
A.—Shaﬂ’er & Budenburg, New
A.—T'here are two distinct types York City, make thermometers of
of ﬁre box boilers, namely, the wa this kind.
:0: =r= *
‘ter bottom and open bottom boilers.
Your boiler happens to be of the op Question of Which is the easiest
en bottom type. In this boiler the J. T. H.
draught, one plow turn
ash pan is not built on to the bottom
ing nine furrows on
in such a manner that it can be made one frame or tltrec plows turning
air tight. In the water bottom three furrows each on three frames.
boiler the ash pan is a part of the
A.—If the three frames weigh the
boiler, and it is an easy matter to get same as the one frame and the plow
the ash door to ﬁt so that it will not bottoms are of the same kind, all
admit the air to any great degree. It‘
(Continued on page 43.)

New Lexington, Ohio

llllY BAiEll
in Ten Hours
BY THE

lllllllMBlll
BAlEll
Our free Catalogue will tell you how it is
done. Send for one now. All sizes: wood or
SICCl fl’ﬂmC.

HOX'SQ P115588 list).

Ann Arbor Machine Co.
1204 Broadway

Ann Arbor,

Mleln, U. S. A.
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Plog by Stam
If you are going to plow with steam, get a-plow engine.

Get one that has lots of power.
Get one that is strong.
Get one that will not break down.
Get one that is convenient.
Get one that is built for plowing.
Look at the NEW NICHOLS-SHEPARD DOUBLE ENGINE.
It has the best boiler ever made.
Outside sheet to which gearing brackets are fastened 7=|6-inch thick.
Large and roomy Fire Box.

Rocker Grates.
Extra large Main and Countershafts. Cannot spring or break.
Main Shaft runs constantly in oil—cannot heat.
Traction Gear and Friction Clutch on side opposite flywheel-so that Main Shaft weight is di

vided between both boxes.
Can be furnished with Full Steel Unbreakable Traction Gear.
Can be furnished with Wide Steel Rim Traction Wheels.
Has Channel Steel Platform Support and Draw Bar.
l-las Large Platform and Front Tanks, carrying the largest possible supply of fuel and water.
b lThe Nichols-Shepard Plow Engine with Platform and Draw Bar is the strongest plow engine
ui t.
It is the most convenient and has every feature essential to producing the best and most profitable
results.
It has Double Cylinder.
It has Extra Heavy Boiler.

, 1

It has Extra Strong Gear.
It has Extra Strong Main Shaft.
It has Extra Strong Counter Shaft.
It has Extra Large Brackets and Boxes.
It has Extra Strong and Extra Wide Traction Wheels.
It carries an Extra Supply of Fuel and Water.

It is built to PLOW with.
Send for our new Catalogue describing it.
We build the famous Red River Special Grain Thresher, also Self-Feeders, Gearless Wind Stack
ers, Weighers, Baggers, etc.
Everything for the Thresherman.

Nichols 6c Shepard Company
Battle Creek, Michigan
Sixty Years in Business
BRANCHES

Madison, Wis.

Nashville, Tenn.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas
Fargo, N.
City.
Dak.
Mo.

Regina,
Lincoln, Sask.
Nebr.

Peoria,

111.

George H. Gallagher 00., Spokane, ‘Vash.
Please mention The Review.

Columbus, Ohio.
D

M

~Wlnnlpeg.
Mﬁnea‘ggﬁg',
Manitoba.
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A :lust and Reasonable Request.

The Lansing Meeting.

The following letter explains itself.
ships and counties at ﬁfty cents a It incidentally shows that the New
ton for surfacing roads, freight to York Threshermen’s Protective Asso
be paid by the state, so every county ciation is keeping busy and is stir
and township shall be treated alike. ring things up for better conditions
(Continued from page 9.)

“This stone can be quarried, crush there.
Editor Review:
ed and screened at forty cents a ton;

it can be transported to the lake side
counties at ﬁfty cents a ton, and to
the most inland county at one dol
lar a ton. If Michigan should en

The New York
Thresherman’s Protective Associa
tion held a public meeting at Roches

ter, N. Y., on December

18,

1907.

The meeting was called for the pur

gage to furnish one thousand tons of pose of conferring with the assembly

The Hench & Dromgold Co.’s Saw Mill and Engines

new mcn in regard to readjusting the
macadam road built, and pay laws of this state in reference to
the freight on it in addition to the traction engines on the public high
cash reward of one thousand dollars, ways. The meeting was well attend
you can see that it would cost the ed and the following petition and res
state then from ﬁfteen hundred to olution drafted which is to be circu_
stone

for

each

mile

of

two thousand dollars a mile.

The lated for signatures throughout the

average cost of stone roads in this country. If we succeed in getting
state has been $4,268, so you see the this bill through it will be a grand
state would be paying less than half thing for the threshermen of this
state, as there have been several quite
serious
accidents this past season on
already pay half the cost out of the
account of defective bridges. This
state treasury and in Connecticut
is but one of the good moves which is
seventy-ﬁve per cent in townships
being brought about by the associa
valued at a million dollars or over.
tion work. We have quite a part of
and eighty-seven and one-half per
this state organized and in good
cent in townships valued at less than working order and we are in hopes

A wonderful improveuleutjn Friction Feeds and _Gig-Back.

Back motion of Carriage mm

times as fast as any other In the market.~ Friction Clutch Feed. qausmg all the feed gearing
to stand still while backing; great saving in power and wear. Wrm: for circulars and prices;
furnished free upon application. Also Spring Tooth Barrows, Hay Rakes, Cultivators. Corn
Planters. Shellers . etc . Mention this paper. THE "ENC" I: DRUIGULII 00., lalulactumaj YORIAPI.

WELL DRILLING
AND
I\

of the cost, while in New York they

a million.

Yet in spite of this some

the coming season to extend our la<

--:.-_: 7st,.
Gus Pech
Foundry and
For Catalogue
Mfg. mm
Go.to .
“OIII’I Rock Dr"!

of Michigan's statesmen who have bors and to keep on going until the
knowledge have
whole state is organized. This work
tried to make the people believe it was started and carried out very suc

more mouth than

00!. 4th ind Ollfk SCI.‘ LA mas. IOWA, U. 8. A.

would bankrupt the state to enter

upon such a plan.

cessfully through the seasons of 1906
I'll tell you gen and 1907 by Organizer Mr. James

tlemen, right now, that if I live and W. Winter, and the threshermen of
have my health, and it ’s pretty good, this state are very grateful to both

I’ll have this plan working before Mr. Winter and your publication.
many more years have gone over our
Fraternally yours,
heads. It's right. Stand with me, N. Y. Thresherman’s Protective Assn.
and help me ﬁght it out.”
H. P. Kellogg, Secy.
“Prices and Collections” was the
Nunda, N. Y.
subject of an earnest and instructive
We, the undersigned, citizens, vot
address by J. B. Parker of the Amer ers and tax-payers of the state of
ican Thresherman. He dwelt espec New York, do hereby respectfully pe
ially on the ratio of charges to actual tition the Honorable Body the State
expense, and pointed out the items of Legislature and his excellency, the
cost of threshing often neglected by Governor, to enact a law that we
the thresherman.
believe will meet the public necessity
The program closed with a bit of and demand as embodied in the reso
vaudeville and music by the band. lution adopted by the New York
This was followed by some interest T‘hresherman’s Protective Associa
ing ﬁve minute talks by those tion at a meeting held in Rochester.
present and at a late hour the con N. Y., Dec. 18, 1907, which is as fol
lows:
vention adjourned.
The morning of the second day
We as a committee appointed by
was taken up with visiting the var the New York Thresherman’s Protec
ious points of interest, including the tive Association assembled at Roches~
Agricultural College. Here the dele ter, New York. December 18, 1907, to 3
gates were met and welcomed by draft a resolution to amend the pres
Dean Smith and President Snyder ent law with reference to traction en
and shown over the

grounds

and gines on public highways, their lia

through the various buildings of the billties and protection, which we be
college. At 11 o'clock a short ses lieve is unjust and inadequate.
sion was had and a constitution and
Therefore resolve, that the bridges "
by-laws were adopted. The member of the state of New York should be
ship fee was placed at $2 per annum. of sufficient strength to admit of the
The annual meeting is to be held in crossing of any kind of machinery
Lansing the last Wednesday and or vehicle necessary in common use
Thursday in March, at which time to meet the requirements of the pub
the oﬁicers shall be elected for one lic. Signed
year. The ﬁrst annual meeting will H. P. Kellogg,
A. D. Wood,
be held on these dates in
March, M. S. Scriber,
F. E. Hodges,
1908.
'
John H. Behnk, L. A. Brown,
The afternoon session was devoted Uri Tracy,
Committee.
to signing of the constitution and by
laws and payment of dues, after
Another convention that is of in
which the delegates left on early terest to dealers and salesmen, is the
trains for home, We'll pleased with annual convention of the Western
what had been done and ready to re Retail Implement and Vehicle Deal
turn in March next and complete the ers’ Association at Kansas City, Mo..
work so well begun.
January 14, 15 and 16. The meeting
Michigan threshermen should take will be strictly business, no entertain
March meeting and ment being furnished the implement
turn out to a. man». It can be made ‘men. Their wives and sweethearts
the biggest thing of its kind ever are expected, however, and the com
held if threshermen are alive to their mittee will see that they have a good
time.
own interests.

note of this

NSIST on hav
ing your dealer
show you the
Diamond H trade
mark, in red—it

is your guarantee
and appears only
on the genuine

SK T0 SEE
HANSEN ’S
NESNAH SEAL
gloves in the style
speciallydesigned
for your needs. It
is one of ourrrost
popular glovesv

Hansen’s W0 rking
GIOVES. “Built Like a Hand”
ADE in all
weights and
leathers, lined and
unlined, in glove,
mittenandgaunt
let styles, with
and without riv
ets. Thoroughly
braced at every
point of strain and
wear, yet free
from welts, scams
or extra thick
nesses in any part
of palm or grip.
Smooth as velvet
inside. These
gloves wear like
iron, yet are al
ways soft. They
never dry hard
and stiff no matter
how often they
are water soaked.

END 160 in
stamps for
a rich leather

Watch Fob with
medallion in Oxi
dizedSilverﬁnish,
with your initial
handsomely en
ameled in blue.
Be sure to state
initial wanted.

Send for one of
our handsome art
catalogs in colors,
free memoran

dum book, and

2°13??? FREE
0. C. Hansen
Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE
364 East Water St.

January, 1908-
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Parsons Swinging Elevator Feeder
"WHITE WINGS”
Full and Detailed Description in Our i908 Catalog 1

Parsons Band Cutterdt Self Feeder Company,
Hetland, S. D., Oct. 21, I907.
Newton, lowa.
Gentlemen:---l have lost finished a fall's run with one of your Parsons Swinging Elevator Feeders and l have full conﬁdence in this feeder as be
ing a man saver and a time saver and l have a twenty-ﬁve H. P. Engine and a 40 inch Separator and only carry four pitchers, when before I had six
pitchers with the straight feeder.
With this feeder four men c_an keep the machine full of straw and hold a steady motion no matter how the wind is or if stacks are twelve feet from
the machine they always have easy pitching as the carrier reaches out after the stacks
We recommend this feeder to all threshers as being a “dandy." The pitchers will take their hats off to it. i remain,

Yours truly,

'

T T THORESON

Parsons Band Cutter 6t Self Feeder Company
Olivia, Minn., Oct. 3, I907.
Newton, owa.
Gentlemen;-~-Enclosed éou will 1ﬂnd.picture of my separator with one of your Parsons Swinging Elevator Feeders which I purchased of your
agents Mehlhouse 8t Felslta, Iivia.
we are very well satisﬁed with the feeder. You can put through more straw with four pitchers than with seven on the old style feeder and save
more time. No time lost In building tables and cleaning up loose and shelled grain.
I would advise any in need of a feeder to buy one. You save from three to four men. Yours truly,
HENRY E. FEHR.

Parsons Band Cutter 8: Self Feeder Company,
Redwood Falls, Minn., Oct. 8, I907.
Newton, lowa.
Gentlemen:»--l have one of your Parsons Swinging Elevator Feeders on a 40x62 Minneapolis Separator and will say that this feeder is more than
satisfactory as well as a man saver.
l have 44x72 Minneapolis Separator with straight feeder and carries seven pitchers, and with the above 40x62 Swing Elevator Feeder I only carry
four pitchers and thresh from two to four more stacks a day. Yours truly,
H. G. WERDER, Owner.
ED. KRORNOR, Separator Man.

Manufacturers of Parsons and Ruth Self Feeders, Success Corn Shredders, Buffalo
Hay Presses, Success Belt Guides, Success Cylinder Wrenches, Etc., Etc.

PARSONS BAND CUTTER 8t SELF FEEDER CO.
NEWTON, IOWA, U. S. A.
Please mention The Review’:

January, 1908.

Arlington, Kan. May 19, 1907.
Parsons Band Cutter & Self Feeder Company,
Newton, Iowa.
Gentlemen: — I bought of you people last year 36 inch Ruth Feeder
which is the best feeder I ever saw or have had anything to do with and I
have had nineteen years of experience in threshing.
Last year was the worst year I ever saw for threshing and I never
had to work on my cylinder or straighten a tooth in a season's run.
What feeder can do that? That is good enough for me.
Yours truly,

J. M. Belt.

WARRANTY
THE RUTH FEEDER is warranted to feed any make or size separator to its full capacity without slugging the cylinder or loosening a spike, and to do a better
iob of feeding than any feeeder manufactured by any other company.
WHY DO WE MAKE IT SO STRONG?
Because the RUTH has ﬁlled that Warranty for years and experience has shown it cannot fail.

PARSIINS BAND OUTTER and SELF FEEDER 00.,

Newton, Iowa, U. 5. ll.

Please mention The Review.

GAS WWISR
A_ monthly magazine devoted exclusively to the gas and gaso
line engine subject. It will tell you how to keep your engine
running and save you money in expensive repairs. Its contents
are of a semi~technical character that cannot fail to interest
people operating or contemplating the purchase of a combus

tron engine.

PLAIN GAS ENGINE SENSE

The Huber Manufacturing Com out diﬁiculty in getting same to reg
pany have closed a contract with G. ister.
The suction and discharge valves
B. Laird of Columbus, Ohio, to take
charge of their branch house at Far are all accessible by removing indi
caps, which
go, N. D., and will turn over their vidual
Northwestern territory to him on gives the operator free
January 1. For the past ten years access to all the valves

presenting the primary principles of the Gas Engine in simple
language-but supplying enough practical knowledge to suc
cessfully operate a gas engine. Regular subscription price of
Gas Power~ $1.00 a year. Plain Gas Engine Sense sells for 50
cents a copy.
A special limited oﬁ'er is now open of G” Power, on; Cll',
and one copy 0! Plain Gas I‘Jsglne Sense tor
1.00.
Mail orders at once. Address

GAS POWER PUBLISHING COMPANY
228 Court Street
St. Joseph. Michigan
Free sample copv of Gas PO\\'ER, if desired.

Mr. Laird has managed the Ohio and without disturbing

West Virginia trade for the J. I. either suction or dis
Case Threshing Machine Company, charge pipe, or mak
with headquarters at Columbus, and

ing it. necessary to re
move any of the parts

lake Your Work Easter and Save Your Belt

from a small beginning has establish
except the cap refer
ed a large and productive business
red to. The air cylin

By the Use of

there for that company. He took
der, one
and
one
charge at Columbus when the trade fourth inches in diam
was in the midst of a period of hard eter, is brass lined.

chafﬂn’s Traction
Engine Bolt Holder
0n. Man Boos the

times and by energetic work has and has an indepen
built up a. business that is second to dent plungcr and
none in that territory. His exper» valve so
that
the
ience in the Central states together
with some experiences in the North

west several years ago makes

Work oi Thrao.
Simply put belt on engine before

engine is pluck-then back into
place and set your engine-tho
Bolt ltlya on, no matter whether
on side hill or against a strong side
wind. it belt is frosty apply ashes
or straw to dry itl the holder keeps
it in place.
Can be attached to any make at
engine and will last a lifetime.
Order early to have a machine ior
this season.

him

well qualiﬁed for the position he as
sumes the first of the year.
Mr. Laird has made many fast
friends among dealers and thresher

Send tor circulars and prices.

men during his stay at Columbus and
has always enjoyed the conﬁdence of,
those under him. He is a man who
will make friends wherever he goes,

GHAFFIN MANUFAG TUBING 00., ‘Upon, Wisconsin
Please mention The Review.

possessing those qualities that bring
him close to his men, and that make

a lasting impression on those with
pumpingrofi air does

whom he comes in‘ contact.
F.

E.

Myers

&

Bro.

of

Ash

land, 0., are very enthusiastic over
their new hydro-pneumatic Century
Low Down pump, illustrated on this
page. The one shown has a rachet
movement, claimed to eﬁect a very
large saving in the power required

not

in any

Moser’s Automatic Rope Winder
7/‘.

way eﬂect the water capacity of th e
pump, or in other words, the air
pump is distinctly an individual fea
ture, having its own plunger and
‘check valve. The air is forced into

.

the body of the pump and conveyed

to run it; but for those who prefer through the discharge pipe into the

the old style toggle movement the pressure tank, and is so arranged that
same pump can be had so ﬁtted; but by turning the cap on the valve the
the pumps are identical in every oth

operator can pump air as ‘well as

er respect. The pumps are ﬁtted with
a. brass lining, which is removable,
extends out ﬂush with the head of
the cylinder and is concave at the

water, or by a reverse turn of the carp,

ends, so that the plunger can be read
ily removed and easily replaced, with

A device for operating the
Wind Stacker Hood. Can be
attached to any wind stacker. Simpliﬁes the
action and lessens the time and power re
quired to operate the hood.

continue the air supply. There are
other points of merit which the Myers

Co. will be glad to explain to prospec
tive buyers. When writing about it,
kindly mention The Review.

Send tor U'KIHIIS and
special information to

MOSER 6 BAUMGARTNER, BERNE, INDIANA

THE 'I'HRESHERMENS- REVIEW
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Continued Prosperity‘

‘Ill

Depends Upon Soil Fertility
The wise farmer looks into the future for at least a
generation. He fertilizes his soil that his ﬁelds may be
come richer and more productive.
If properly handled, barnyard manure is the most
valuable fertilizing agent. It supplies plant food in a form

.

available for absorbtion by the plant roots, improves the texture of the soil and makes it a suitable home for the plant.
The correct method to be followed is to haul the fresh manure to the ﬁeld and spread it in a ﬁnely pulverized
condition over the entire surface. This can be done at any time of the year with an I. H. C. manure spreader. Any
one of these machines will thoroughly pulverize the manure and spread it evenly so that every particle of soil will re
ceive the fertilizing elements.
_
.
I. H. C. manure spreaders are made in three styles-Corn King, and Kemp Twentieth Century, return apron

machines, and Cloverleaf, an endless apron machine.

Each style is made in several sizes to meet all requirments.

Ask our local agent for complete information or send to us for catalogue and booklet entitled, “A Wasteful
Farm Practice.” Dealers can get information regarding terms and territory by addressing nearest general agent or
blockman.

INTERNATIONAL HARVES'I‘ER COMPANY OF AMERICA
CHICAGO

(Incorporated)

Huber Change.
be taken out complete by simply loos
C. H. Shoemaker, who has been "ling the} two bolts which hold the
connected with the Huber Manufae- cove!‘ "0 the base- See out below

U. S. A.

Threshermen’s Wagon Tank
The only wagon tank made with a Steel
Truss support, having a rocking motion on
front bolster to take strain off tank over
uneven roads. Upper deck for thresher
men’s fuel. Also Galvanized Steel Tanks
= . forallpurposes. Sold at right prices. A

turing Company in different territor
ies for the past ten years, has been

appointed manager of their Lansing,
Mich, branch, vice G. E.

Showen,

who continues in the employ of the
Huber Manufacturing Company in a

_ " card to us brings you full particulars and

diﬁerent position.
Patented May in, 1904.

Manzel Brothers CO., Buffalo, N.
Y., the oil pump specialists, introduce

interesting prices. imitators will be prose
cuted to the full extent of the law.

“

P‘DNEER MFG. 00., 8011327, MIdIIIBbIII'Y, ‘Ill’.

for the ﬁrst time in this month’s is
sue of The Review their latest model
traction engine oil pump, model “D”

Please mention The Review.

(S86 Page —)

Starrett Speed Indicator No. I04

This latest model is claimed to be

as greatly superior to their former

4.

The feed is regulated by mere

one as that was ahead of all its com
ly turning the regulating

.,

FEED
=2 REGULATOR

nut,

Price, postpaid, $|.00

and

can be adjusted to supply any
ameun from nothing to a ﬂood of oil.
It has the greatest range of feed
of any oil pump ever manufactured,

The Indicator may be run
at highest speed required,
without

and is the most easily adjusted. For
plowing engines which require a
large amount of oil, it has no equal.

5. There is a gauge glass for
showing the quantity of oil in the res_
ervoir.
6. There is a heating chamber for
warming the
sirniimn _,.

petitors.

1‘ Hi“

oil

in

cold

well known through out the world,

8. It is very simple in construc
tion, and has very few parts—noth
ing which is liable to break or get
out of order.
9. It is so arranged that it can
not be put together wrong if taken
apart for any reason.
10. There is a hand attachment

can be plainly $9611 from any Side of for use in case you wish to put oil
the engine- The glass can he I‘e- into the cylinder before starting your
moved at any time
in

any

desired without

way interfering

with

Steel pointed spindle with
rubber tips for both pointed and centered shafts. The 0 mark

may be instantly set at the starting point.

Manzel Brothers Co. are the origina

and several new ones, which have nev
er heretofore been used in oil pumps.
We haven’t the space to go into de
tail, but a few of the advantages
claimed for it are:
1. Large sight feed glass which

the

engine, or

more

The .

weather.

run Mums on.
tors of this special feature.
It has all of the features
7. It is dust and dirt proof.

which have made the “Manzel” so

heating.

working parts are encased.
Dial has two rows of ﬁg
ures, reading either right
or left as shaft may run.

Send for tree Catalogue No. 18AB of Fine Tools
THE L. S. STARRETT CO.,

Athol, Mass, U. S. A.

Highest Award, St. Louis, 1904

Gold and Silver Medals, Portland, 1905

ASl‘lLAND PUMP and HAY TOOL WORKS
T& 0“ your

to'- lie Myers‘- “

ersrmon EARTH.
'

'1 h misting;
eqﬁalll no‘ir “Hie

TI!
MYER.q
L03
Down

\
/""

Tank Pump
oii Polished

is needed mo-

{glam Lined

mentarily

working of the pump. There are no
11, It is guaranteed to work in
liquids used in it, but it is a genuine the very coldest weather, feeding any
sight feed.
kind of oil.
2. There are no stuﬂing boxes or
12. It is absolutely positive in ac
packing used in its construction
tion, and when once adjusted re
thus eliminating all danger of leak quires no further attention. It is of
age.
the double plunger type—one plunger
3. All working parts are ‘attached forcing the oil out of the reservoir
to the cover inside of reservoir and and through the sight glass, and the
work in the oil. At the same time they second plunger forcing the oil into
are as accessible as though outside, the steam cylinder of your engine.
as the entire working mechanism can
Manzel Brothers have been for

Write for descrip-

me ch.cu1a,.s_ The
Right time to write
is

Right

now.

Ask your dealer for the most satisfactory line of Hand
and Wind Mill Force and Lift Pumps, House Pumps, Power
Pumps, Tank Pumps, Spray Pumps and Glass Valve Seat
Cylinders, Hay Unloaders, Forks, Slings, Pulleys, etc.
Hay
Rack Clamps, Stay-on Door Hangers.

F. E. MYERS & BRO., Aslilaiid, 0hi0.
Please mention The Review.

"' "'“ ‘

Reversible

.
‘

Handle.
Ema, 5w,“
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STAR
SIIIIut

SAN GUMMER. years leaders in the manufacture of
mvrroofﬁagfn‘fohgn‘ oil pumps, and_are known wherever

"I

They not only guarantee every one

The TATlT

of their pumps to give entire satis
faction, but are willing to send them

HTRITE SIGHT FEED MEGHANIMI.

threshing machinery

“"mnzizimsztczsth. their honest
"Sm sumac! l‘ at A:
1. r. rim. #4

,~
. Ill.

Model “A”

and

is

used,

liberal

for

dealings.

“Superior m My n "a. used."
Iduuhcturod b!

J. T. Clukaun, Leepul For‘. Ten.

'lLl-ER OIL ‘- UUPPLY co.. Indium-‘oils. IIIO

out on approval to

rrA 1000/10 ,1
awn/aunt‘: [in

any

one

who

wishes to try them. Their entire ef
forts for the past ten years have
been devoted entirely

to

the manu

facture of force feed oil pumps, and
their wide experience in this line of

Soon you will be an engineer and earn
more. We teach you by mail. Only rall
way school in existence conducted by ac—
tual railway omeinls. Our students make
good. Best roads represented. Positions

work together with their great facil

ztrantced to (incrementally and hys

ities for manufacturing, places them
in a position. to offer the very best in
the oil pump line at the very lowest

callyrompobcnt. Hundrcdsnec ed
nnW. Write today for catalog, etc.
The Wsnths Ry. Carrel. School.

Box 124. Froeport, Ill.

price.

_

Upon receipt of a postal bearing
your name and

address,

they

will

gladly send you full information re
garding their pumps, and method of
sendingr them out on trial.
Change of Name and Capitalization
of Avery Manufacturing Company.
HIGH GRHDE MILLS
Full line ofsizss. Combining efficiency with con
venience of handling. The largest com binstion of
practical improvements. The mill is for your
traction engine. lend for clrculsrsto

Richmond Incl. Works. Richmond, lnd_,U.8.A.

Peoria, Illinois.
The “Avery Company” has been
incorporated under the laws of the
State of Illinois, with an authorized
capitalization of $2,500,000.00.

This

company is the re-incorporation of
1'03 SALHIBOUIIAB SAWS.
Gummed and
to run,
d
sizes: '1‘ rec
9; one 52 in.

hammered complete ready
as new, in the to lowing
43 in. 9312; two 50 in. 8x
“None 54 in. 9110: two

the

“Avery

Manufacturing

Com

pany,” whose charter is just expiring.
This quite heavy increase of capi
so in. 8:10; one 66 in. 3110- three to in
91:10; two 82 in. 8:10.
We guarantee talization is made necessary by the
the

torn-

.

metal

to

right.

It '

0

you with

Rub

and

w r l t e
We can interest

ricss on the tollowin

sup

r. leather, red stitch

bolt

Construction is compact, strong and durable. Furnished in

very rapid increase in the business

either single or double teed style.

of the old company, and the further
fact that they are placing on the

Write for catalog and prices.

all

you want

bar rain it
'
qui
while they last.
lies.

par

The most reliable and sat
isfactory method of lubri
eating. Specially designed
for traction engines. Gives
positive and uniform feed
at all times. Feed can be easily, ﬁnely and
accurately adjusted. Large sight feed glass,
easily seen and will not cloud up. Indica
tor glass to show quantity of oil in pump.
Provided with heating coil for use‘ in cold
weather. Will handle heavy or light oil.

market‘ a number of new machines,

n3‘, new saws, pulleys, emery wheels
lac
Moore pumps.
injectom
brass
g
I. What size saws have you to ex

such as: Steam plow outﬁts, traction
steam shovels, traction wagon trains,

chan e?
T
MILLER OIL & SUPPLY 00.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

ﬁve yard dump wagons, etc.
The present plant of the company
covers a total of 23.41 acres, and the

buildings of the factory have floor
space of six and one-half acres. A
new steam plant is just in process of
erection, to cost when ﬁnished, ap
proximately ‘$50,000.00.
This pro
vides the factory with 1,000 h. p., an

Fully guaranteed.

MANUFACTURED BY

SHEBWUUD MANUFACTURING 60., i'tii‘ttu

January Special
INLAND POULTRY JOURNAL a paper devoted

increase of 100% over the old.

It is the expectation of the new
compamy to not only look after the
We can ﬁt any kind of a tire box sat
isfsctory.
Give length and width of your ﬁre box
and ask for prices.
THE 6. E. TRAVIS C0., Henry, III.

to poultry culture; it is a valuable paper for one who raises

poultry.

home trade more carefully, but also

to invite and
trade,

which

develop
has

the

foreign

already

Subscription price, $1.00 per year.

as

sumed quite heavy proportions, thus
making it possible to often run the
plant at full capacity, taking care of
foreign trade, when conditions are not
so favorable at home.
The prospectus which they have
sent out includes pictures of the pres
ent officers of the company.
The
striking feature is that the average
of the ages is very low, indicating

THE LADIES’ WORLD the best, brightest and most
practical woman's magazine published in America.

At 50 cents per year.

OUR DFFER
The Threshermen’s Review one your $ .50

that there is plenty of young blood

with which to carry on a vigorous

Inland Poultry Journal one year

campaign in the years to come. The
prospectus also shows the present ﬁ
nancial condition of the company,

The ladies’ World one year

which is veriﬁed by one of the most
prominent certiﬁed public accountant

II
An all steel tank made in 10,12 and
15 bbl. sizes from the best quality of
16 guage steel.
They don't water soak and get heavy.
They don't freeze and burst. They
don't dry out and warp. They don't
leak.

Tha "IDEAL" tor Thresharmen

concerns in the country, Wilkinson,
Reckitt, Williams & Co.

1.00
._50

Regular price
[Mr special price to S_uhscrlhers
Only, all three for
-

2. 00
-

1.00

This business was originally organ
ized in the early '70’s by Messrs.
R. H. and C. M. Avery, becoming a
stock company in 1883, with a capi
talization of $200,000, under the title

February 1st, 1908.

of Avery Planter Company.

not expire for some time to come, we would suggest that you

Tak

ing into consideration the compara
tively short space of time elapsing

Orders for this combination will not be accepted after

Even though your subscription does

take advantage of this special offer for it will not be offered
again.

Address

up to the present, the showing now
Write for catalogue and prices.

made by the company is only a little

E. D. ETNYRE & CO.

short of wonderful, and must be a

The Throshcrmon’s Review

source of much gratiﬁcation to the

OREGON, ILLINOIS
present management, as well as the
Please mention The Review.

stockholders.

8!. Joseph,

-

-

-

-

Michigan

January, 1908.
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A Fair Shake
and a GEARLESS RUSSELL to every thresherman; is our wish

101‘ 1908
The beginning of the new year is the time for planning and getting ready for the

coming season. Plan on a Gearless Russell for your Separator, Clover Huller_
or Corn Shredder. We will attach it at your home without extra cost to you.
Order now and we'will place it early so you will be ready when the season opens
To Do BetterWork
and More of It
To Build Better Stacks
and More of Them

To Make Better Money
and More of It

No Vibration-No Choking-No Digging
Takes Less
CutPower
Straw
Light on Separator

Mad€ to Run
.

and D068 It

Straight Belt

We Guarantee It

Straw Does Not Go

Through Fan-Cannot Choke or Clog
Is now in operation on every make of
separator in every grain growing
country on earth---proo of its super
iority.
Write for catalog.
t\_

USSELL WIND STAG
IN DI‘ANAPOLIS , mo,

January, 1908.
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THE “LAMBERT’
.lr |l|,~-.
_.

_

! Stationary,

Portable

DEPARTMENT

The Gasoline Engine Pistona

water test was applied.

You should own a "Lam
bert."
Because it is an
honest Engine. Because you
net your full money's worth.
Because for strength it has
no equal. Because it will de
liver more power than you

Write In: for tie
:crlptlnn and prices
and let us figure
on your needs.

The porous

bargained

for.

Because

it is easy to handle. Because
it is entirely sate. Because
it will run from month to
month and from year to
year with as
few repairs and
as little atten
tion as any on
glue on the
market.
Be
cause it is eoo~
uomicnl in fuel
consumption.
Because it is
reasonable in

condition may extend from within
Gasoline engine owners are occa
sionally confronted by a condition
which is characterized by loss of pow
er and blowing of smoke out of the
open end of the cylinder. They quite

ENGINE

l_3_lll_l_T_l'3Ctl0ll Gasoline

outward in the casting walls and the

ﬁnishing cut on the outside would al
most but not quite break into it.
And to all appearances the casting be
absolutely good. Such a condition of
naturally conclude that this trouble the piston may stand service for some
is due to some defect or worn con time but ﬁnally give away, which
dition of the piston rings. And af would cause a sudden leak of the
ter a number of attempts to remedy explosive force. We have known pis
the trouble by various means, going to tons that showed considerable of a

price. Because
it is especially

to your interest
to own one.

' the extremity of supplying a set of honey comb appearance on their sur
new rings, without success they con face, that stood the water test and

clude that the engine has become
worthless. There is always hope of
successfully repairing an engine, if it
ever ran successfully, unless it is
broken in some of its vital parts be
yond the repair point. The blowing
of smoke out of the open end of the

long service in the engine without any
leaks whatever; consequently it is
not; always possible for the manufac
turer to tell by the appearance of a
piston casting whether it is good or
bad. Since practically all of the gas
engine pistons are of the bucket vari
ety, the water test above referred to,

cylinder and consequent loss of pow

is an easy one and should be applied

\

is money making time for
the owners of the

Wolverine
Hay

er, is not always due to broken or whenever a leak in the piston is sus
badly worn rings, piston or cylinder. pected. And it is a wise engineer
We have in mind an engine that was who will suspect anything that might
a puzzle and had baﬂled all efforts be at the bottom of any trouble he
to overcome the condition above de may encounter. We have in mind
scribed until we took the piston out‘ another piston that sprung a leak
of the cylinder and ﬁlled it with wa right through the center of its head
ter. Then the cause of the condition at the point where the lathe center
was quickly revealed. It leaked a was made. This center was slightly
stream of water from one of the ring drilled and communicated with a por_
grooves. Upon lifting this ring out osity in the casting but it seems that
of its groove we found where one the porous condition was clogged
of the stay pins which serve to stay with sand which was not loosened
the rings in one position had worked up or driven out until the piston had
loose and was lost. This stay pin seen considerable of hard service. But
was threaded at one end and screw the constant heavy explosive forces
ed into a tapped hole in the bot coming in contact with it caused the
tom of the ring groove. The hole sand plugs to give way and the leak
for this pin was drilled into a sand at once developed.
The especial
hole which opened on the interior of points then to be gained from this
the piston. This made an open chan consideration is that the piston itself
nel through the piston wall which may be at fault instead of the rings
served as a sort of secret passage ‘when a leak of the explosive force is
way for the escape of the explosive noticed, and the water test is a sure
force.
This could not be seen by means of detecting the cause of the
looking into the open end of the pis trouble. After a condition of this
ton nor by exploring the interior of kind is, located it is not always a
it by a lighted candle. Neither would diﬂicult matter to repair it, and is by
it be likely to be discovered by exam no means always an occasion for a
ining the piston on the out side un mew piston. In fact we believe that
less one were shrewd enough to sus the majority of these porous or honey
pect a continuous passage through the combed pistons can be repaired by
piston wall after discovering that the simply locating the exact point of the
pin was lost.
The machinist who leak, then drilling it out, threading
drilled and tapped the hole and it and screwing a plug into the hole,
put
in
the
pin
could
not then dressing the plug smooth with
be blamed for not ﬁnding this con a ﬁle to conform to the face of the
dition because it was hidden. The piston.
manufacturer cannot be blamed for
If the porosity is too extensive
after the pins were set the water test nothing but a new piston will repair
would not have revealed any defect.
it successfully. In as much as the
The moulders or foundry men were piston of the gas engine receives the
not able to discover it.

HAY BA LING TIME

ll

Presses.
and also a money saving
time for the customers, as
they get more hay in the

bales than by the use of
other balers.
to

and WIRE and does it better than you can by hand.
SEND FUR CI TILOG

YPSILANTI HAY PRESS 00., Ypsilanti, Michigan

THE OTTAWA DUSTLESS BYLINUER BURN SHELTER
Send for catalogue which tells you all about it and
how we have improved it
in the past ﬁfty years. We
make only the cylinder style

of Corn Shellers for horse or
steam power. The only Shel
ler made that will shell the

present soft corn and leave it
free from dirt and cob tips.
Manufactured by

KING &. HAMILTON CO.
General Acents
PIONEER IMPLEMENT CO., Council Bluﬂs, Iowa

lAAllVlli’S PATENT [BATTING
APPARATUS and lillliVEYilii
For com Shelter Extension Canyon
There are no chains to disconnect, no
trouble of chains kinkiuﬁ and catching.
no joints to unjoint an joint up. N0
LIF'I‘ING to do,and corn conve ors are
always ready for operation. It s atime
saver and a labor saver and a money
maker. A small boy can unload forty or

ﬁfty feet of corn conveyors and have
then ready for operation quicker
and easier than four men can
where conveyors are to be un
loaded. jointed
up and put in

inder, the crosshead or rather the
wrist pin bearing in the piston should
be carefully watched and adjusted to
keep it from causing damage.
We

tudninal crease worn into the inner

original power.

position by
and.

,
‘l
l

Write for
Circulars
and Prices.

surface of the cylinder wall by rea

BUILT BY

son of allowing the wrist or cross
head pin to get loose, after which

MARVIN MFG. CO.,

there was no more blowing out of it did not take long to work endwise
smoke and the engine developed its
(Continued on page 49.)

TEN

THE ‘HUI-URINE HAY PRESS

thrust of all the explosions in the cyl

have a number of times had brought
to our notice a condition of a longi

This is due

PATENT

has the only successful tying machine attachment
made. It does the work. Saves TIME, LABOR

Consequent

ly it is one of the defective conditions
that arise sometimes for which no
one is really to blame. The very fact
that the bottom of the hole which
held the pin was unsound caused the
pin to become loose, and when it left
the hole, the plug which closed the
defect was removed and a leak was
inevitable. As soon as the pin was
tightly screwed into the hole again

the

SION. an exclu|ive~WOL
VERINE feature.

El Paso, Illinois

SALES AGENTS: Port Huron Engine and Thresher CO., Port Huron. Mich:
\l

King & Hamilton 00.. Ottawa.

Iii.; Sandwich Manta’. 00.. Sandwich 11].:

Marseilles. Mtg. 00.. Marseilles. Ill.: Barber Bros.. Jobhers tor Jollet Mn _
cn_.Jollet. 111.: Union Iron \\'nrks.Decntur.Ill.:Reeves la 00.. Columbus. In ,

A piston might be

made of what is known as a porous
casting and not show its porosity

when machined up or ﬁnished. Neith
er would it show any leak when the

DON'TBUYGASOLINEENGINES

UNTIL YOU INVESTIGATE
"THE MASTER WORKMAN,"

a twocyllnder gasoline, kerosene or
alcohol engine. nllperlor to any one-cylinder engine; revolutionizing power.
its weight and bulk are half that of single cylinder engines, with greater durability. Costa
Leas to Buy-Less to Run. Qulckl ‘ﬁn-sally‘ started. V ibrntion practical] overcome. Cheaply mounted on any wagon. it is a combination portable. stationary or‘traction
angina. snsn iron CATALOGUE.
'1 EIPLE PUMP 00-.
frm, Meagher and 10th at... Chicago. THIBISOUR Fli‘l'Y-Fll‘l‘ll YEAR.

4s
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Questions and Answers.
(Continued from page 34.)

The Lowell Steam

Lift. Plow

plowing in the same depth and in the
same land, it will take the same
amount of power to pull each arrange
ment, providing all other conditions

are the same. There is, however, a
chance to make some difference in the
draft. If the land is uneven, the
three bottom gangs will conform to
the shape of the surface of the land

better than can the one gang which
has nine bottoms. especially if the
frame is rigid. Thus the large frame
may average a greater or lesser depth

than ‘the three gangs and the draft
will be proportional to the depth.
Question of
W. J. L.

I have a 22 h. p. en
gine with straight ex
haust.

I want to put

on a heater to get a more steady draft
as I am firing the engine with straw.
How large a heater would I need‘!
And how would I put it on to get
the best satisfaction.
A.—A heater will not make any

SIZES-5, 6, 8, l0 and 12 Furrows.

improvement in the exhaust, where

bowel Steam Plow Gompany,

Can be attached to any traction engine.
wane FOR cannon.

14 inch Bottoms.

Des Moines, Iowa

by it could improve the draught for
burning straw.

The object of using

an exhaust heater is to save fuel.
This is done by getting some of the
waste heat, which is in the exhaust
steam, into the feed water, thus using
less heat made by the fuel.
This
would not appeal to you very much in

insect they proved to be
louse.

the

corn

It’s Better to Buy a Martin Grinder
Than Wish You llad ,

In not one instance was a gen

uine spring grain aphis received in

the-laboratory.

A close inspectionl

They Are The Grinders That Grind

was made of the grain ﬁelds surround
burning straw unless the boiler does ing Stillwater for the purpose of lo
not steam easily. However, a heater cating any green bugs that might be

'

can be put on a Stevens engine and present, but every search was without

would suggest that the same kind of
heater be used as is on a Russell en
gi'ne. Your best plan would be to get
a Russell heater and ﬁt it on your
engine.

mill for myselfand lots of the farmers around here.

It

is

All sizes for all kinds of power. Also the best ear-corn
grinder on earth. Catalogue for the asking. Say what
power you have. Sent on 10 days trial under a guarantee
to grind more for the ower than an other.

too

m. R. l'muum MYFG. 00.

early to predict what insects will de
vastate the crops of Oklahoma the

Thinks Green Bug Has Been
Squelched.
The director of the Oklahoma ex
periment station believes that the de
structive green bug, which played
havoc with the wheat and oats in

ST. LOUIS PARK

-

MINN.

coming year, but it is the opinion of
entomologists in general that the
green bug will not do damage for sev
eral years following a wide-spread dc
struction caused by that insect. In
other words that it will be several

years before
Oklahoma and Texas last spring, will overcome its
not trouble the farmers for some able to work
years to come. His reasons are set in 1907. The

the green bug can again
natural enemies and be
the havoc that it worked
unusual Spring that Ok

The celebrated De Loach Mill
The

World’s
Standard

., , Saw Your Own Lumber

~

\

1

The

newspapers

have

reported

bug.

ii
~ on»

Can
.
a‘ a,
‘

A 15-min‘ old
boy can operate

uuccasetnlly.
'5 Two hands cut _

. Y’ ,1 511]) feet.

r day.

‘\J 15.000 mil 9 in use
wheat should have been growing rap

. . - "

the world

over.

Variable Feed. Friction‘

idly, it was practically standing still,
but the lice were daily multiplying
by the millions. Not only that but
the natural enemies of the lice were
held in check by the unfavorable
weather conditions with the result
that Oklahoma practically lost her
oats crop and a large percentage of

. ,

7 >
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tured to be used on sta

tionary and

portable

saw mills and it is not
necessary to disconnect
the Blower from the
mill when moving from
one set to another. It
is driven with a 2 or 3
inch belt and the power
used is not noticeable.
It blows the saw-dust
from 30 to 50 feet in

any direction desired.

purpose is increasing. Much slag is
now used for covering tar and pitch
roofs instead of gravel. A substance

from

“RPORT,

is especially manufac

cases where insects were reported as of iron smelting. It has been found
being present on the wheat, we have that an) excellent grade of cement can
learned by correspondence that a spe be made from it, and its use for this

of the latter cases where lice werennolten slag as it comes
sent in as specimens of the reported blast furnace.

.BRIIl

'=‘"" Bemiller Fan -Blower

no damage had been done'at'all, on

known as mineral wool, is also madel
In every one from it by blowing steam into the

Set Works. Automatic Steel Til

ple! Dogs and Diamond Truck Bproduce
results
im ‘llllathis
end for
. rW' _ vcatalog
of Saw
up with
to I!)other
H. R,mllls.
Steam Engines

Blast furnace slag is no longer to
the contrary the wheat was in a ﬁne,
be
considered as a worthless product
thrifty, grow-ing condition. In. other

not yet been attacked.

inns

"1 ’

During the Winter when the

frequently
that
this insect was
doing a great amount of dam
age in various section of the
state. Whenever a reported case of
green bug damage reached this of the wheat. It is not likely that we
ﬁce a letter of inquiry was immediate will have a repetition of the kind of
ly sent out, requesting a detailed re Spring that we had this year, and
port of the actual conditions and a this, together with the probabilities
sample of the insects suspected of do that the green bug will not again be
ing the damage. In reply to many able to marshal its forces for some
of these letters we learned the reports years, ought to relieve the farmers of
were false. That where the newspa any immediate fear from this pest.”
pers had reported great destruction

cies of louse was present on the vol
unteer Kaﬁr corn and Indian corn
and was suspected of being the green
bug, but that the wheat itself had

We Set the Pace

For lumber is lumber nowadays.
* and you can do it betwrthun

forth in the following circular, recent lahoma experienced last year more
than doubled the losses that would
ly issued:
“Numerous letters have come to have been occasioned by the green

the department of entomology from
different parts of the state to the ef
fect that the green bug is again pres
ent in the wheat ﬁelds of Oklahoma.

I am not afraid

to bet $20 that. I shall grind 100 bushels of of ‘any grain in three
quarters of an hour.

results. The green bug has not been
found in Oklahoma this fall to the
knowledge of the entomological de
partment of the station.

john Anderson. Averill, Minn; writes, May I. 1905:
I ground 85 bushels of barley in 36 minutes with ﬁne plates. on
your No. to Mill. This mill is advertised all over this country as the
best mill they have ever seen. I have ground graham ﬂour with this

Sold subject

to trial

and privilege of return
if unsatisfactory.
WRITE AT ONCE FOR
PRICES AND TERMS

l5’
THE BEMILLER FAN BLDWER 00.,
Please mention The Review.

Butler, Dhlo
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Recent Machinery ‘Patents,
provement pertains particularly to which can be adjusted to ﬁt over
N 86- 825 h
10“, in_ that type of apparatus embodying a diﬁerent widths of tires, and which
0-

0,

S 0W8 #1 gang P

feed rake, cutters, retarders and feed may be applied thereto or removed

vented by Amos Thompson and Geo.
regulating means.
P. Laberee, of Salem, Ore. Tho ob
No. 869,113 is another band cutter
ject of the invention is to provide a
and feeder invented by William A.
gang plow having a plurality of plow
shares for the purpose of plowingr True of Natoma, Kas, and his inven-

at will. If this can be done quickly
and easily and the cleats are not too
bulky and. cumbersome for transpor
tation this should be a decided im

.

the chief aim of the invention of
Gustave Wenzelman of Galesburg,
Ills., will, there is

no

doubt,

ﬁnd

ready application. It is a device to
prevent the stripping of the cogs of
_the master

pinion

under

unusual

strain.

tion has for its object improved con- provement; for it would remove the

a number of furrows simultaneously,
and having means for automatically
raising the plows from contact with
the ground when necessary. Also to
provide special steering means where—
by the device possesses added facility
of operation in guiding it when in
use, and to provide a traction mem
ber and a trailer carrying the plows,
the traction member and the trailer
being provided
with independent
guide-wheels adapted to be simultan
eously controlled.

struction of machine of this charac- one great objection to
ter which, by the use of an improved

traction

engines

use

of

streets;

'61’A 34111040 114M,
Firemen and Brakomen
Earn from $100 to $186

feed the grain properly to the thresh- are still numerous places where the

The Wendie Railway Corn-Johan]. ‘ A

nmonth. Gmdumcsot
this school in great de
mand.
Actual rnllwu
_

omrinls teach you 1y
mall durtm: your spam 1 me,

-

'_'_

, _
'

a! small cost. Free catalomcw.

1;“ 42s,

_

,

ri-upm. ni.‘—- ‘

ing machine without any jerking mo- horse motor is the ideal power; and
tion of the feeder or slugging of the
cylinder, the invention embodying an

automatic governor mechanism which
can be readily adjusted so that the
machine will feed at any desired

In Planning
tor the New Year see

ing to the direction of air currents.
No. 868,886, the invention of Rob
ert C. Redpath of Johnson county,
Kansas, is designed more especially
as an improvement on a. similar ma

struction which will be apparent chine already gotten up by this in
from a study of the illustration.
ventor and upon which a patent has

In No. 866,362 Silas Houts of been asked.
Weeping Water, Neb., illustrates a
In patent No. 869,000 is shown a
device, the invention of Charles Let

or intended to, during the process of teri of Columbus, Ohio, is intended
conveying, effectually separate the to be an improvement over the ordi
shelled corn, cobs and weed seeds and nary safety plug for steam boilers.
deposit them in separate receptacles. It consists of a hollow stem, desig
No. 866,229, the design of Geo. nated by the ﬁgure 4, the walls
Schubert of Fort Worth, Tex., refers of which are made very thin at a
to a self feeding and power pull back point near or hext to the crown
hay press; and refers to hay presses sheet, so the moment they are uncov
having a cross head pivoted on near ered with water the intense heat
the free end of the extension beam from the ﬁre to which it is exposed
with depending rollers on said cross will instantly so weaken the tube
head, to engage with cams formed on that it can not withstand the steam
arms pivoted within the ﬁeld of the pressure. This can take place while
rollers. And the invention consists there is still a thin1 layer of water on
in pivoting levers or bars on the ex the crown sheet, so that it will not be
tension beam, and operating such bars exposed uncovered at all.
by one of such arms simultaneously
In patent No. 869,251 James G.

that

you have a

Positive Feed Lubricator
on your Engine and one that calls your at
tention when

contents are

exhausted by

ringing an alarm.

JOS. HANSON, Inwood, Iowa

No. 866,414 is of that class of trac contrivance comprising a hood or
tion wheels in which slipping in any cowl mounted so as to be self adjust

modiﬁcation of a corn sheller convey

the
city

arrangement of rotary band knives while the attachments could readily
and vibratory knives, together with be placed in position where the road
straw forks or picks to force the conditions required them.
grain against the cutting knives, will
No- 87l,840. We presume there

No. 886,834 shows a steam boiler speed.
invented by Edgar L. Arnold of
No. 868,331 is a spark arrester in
Alexandria, Minn, calculated
to vented by John Dolan of Herington,
utilize the largest amount of the heat Kas, and is a spark arrester combined
generated in the ﬁrebox, and broadly with the smoke stack for receiving
speaking, consists in extending the the smoke and gases and directing the
boiler into the ﬁrebox to a. point be same downward either upon the
yond the grate.
roadbed or at the sides thereof; said
direction is sought to be prevented
by means of members projecting
from the
rim to
engage the
surface of the ground. It embodies
novel features of design and con

on

Model of the
Closz Adjust

* T... 5...; a“...
No-Choke and Adjustable \
Chaﬂers and Sieves
are the threshermen's favorite, because a machine
ﬁtted with them will give the best possible results
in all kinds and conditions of grain.
They are very convenient, strong and durable,
and do not break or bend out of shape like other
makes. Have them furnished with your machines
and accept no other.
Write for illustrated catalogue.

CLOSZ 8: HOWARD MFG. CO.
Webster City,

Iowa

I To Every Reader
of THE REVIEW who sends in a liner ad. for the February
issue of not less than twenty~five (25) words, accompanied with

money to pay for same, at the rate of three (3) cents per word,

we will give a copy of the Review's

-

THRESHERMAN’S

and separately; to pull the plunger Maxwell of Rome, Missouri, discloses

back, and to also operate the self
feeder.
No. 866,042, the invention of Dud
ley Loomis of Tiﬂin, Ohio, has for its
principal object to improve and sim
plify the construction and arrange
ment of the engine and traction
mechanism, so that the fewest possi

a folding hay press which, while it is
not quite small enough to go into a

pelling the machine, and all of the
gears in motion will be out of mesh
when the engine is used for other
purposes.
No. 866,035 is a composite journal
bearing invented by Stewart H.
Jones of Buffalo, N. Y. It has refer
ence to that class of journal bearings
commonly known as composite bear
ings, in which the wearing portion of

vised by Max Toltz of St. Paul,
Minn., who has assigned one-fourth
the patent to Charles Gilbert Hawley

THRESHERMAN‘S ACCOUNT BOOK.

of Chicago. The object is to create an

year. There is a blank for every possible receipt or entry which
you will use in your everyday threshing business.

trunk or valise, yet will fold into a

package small enough for all practi
cal purposes.

Our illustration shows

one aspect of the device; but a. de
tailed description would take more

space than we can devote to it here.
No. 869,669 illustrates a “new, use
ble number of gears may be in mesh
while the engine is employed for pro ful and improved” superheater de

effective device that will occupy a
minimum of room in the smoke box
and at the same time leave sub
stantially all of the boiler ﬁnes ex
posed for inspection and cleaning

and oppose a minimum of obstruction

the bearing is formed of bronze, to the flow of gases from ﬂue to
brass or similar material, reinforced stack.
No. 872,072, the invention of
by a. back of iron, steel or like cheap
Frank J. Lyman of Minot, N. D.,
strong and durable metal.

No. 867,829 is a threshing machine shows a spark destroying device
feeder invented by Daniel McIvor of adapted for application to the smoke
Crookston, Minn. The character of stacks of engines, also acting as a
the improvement claimed will be not forced draft de'vice.
No. 871,868 shows a traction cleat
ed from the illustration.
No. 868,163 is a band cutter and for engine drive wheels, the invention
feeder, the invention of William E. of William Galloway of Waterloo,
Donner, of Doniphan, Neb. The im 1a., and the object is to furnish cleats

ACCOUNT BOOK
FREE
(Llf there is nothing which you wish to sell or buy, you
can solicit advertisements from any of your friends.
For
every advertisement you send in, containing the required number
of words and money to pay for same, you will receive one

(LThe ACCOUNT BOOK is the most complete of its kind ever
printed and is being used by thousands of threshermen every

(l We make this offer as an inducement for Review readers to

try our Liner Ad. Department and to become acquainted with it
and its many opportunities to sell, trade or buy everything con
ceivable in the threshing line. Your advertisement will be placed
in the hands of over Thirty Thousand Review Readers, and a
trial'willl'make you a regular patron of this department.
(LThis offer is good for February issue only, and advertisements
must be in by the 25th of January in order to insure insertion in
February number.
ADDRESS

The Threshermenis Review
St. Joseph, Michigan

January, 1908.
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Send for It, Try It,
It It Makes Good,
Buy It.
is
You’re
a fairthe
trial---a
iudge.ﬁeld
All we
test.ask a

is’

"f"
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The Hawkeye sells on its merit
as a self feeder, not on its claims

as being mechanically perfect, altho it must be nearly perfect mechanically in order to perform its function
as a feeder. it is not a complicated piece of mechanism--merely the combination of a bundle carrier, a
band cutter, a straw governor, and a superior feeding machanism, all working together carrying the straw to
We claim for the Hawkeye that it will feed any size
cylinder in an even, steady stream.
separator to its capacity. That's what a feeder is for. It will not slug, nor clog the cylinder
with grain. it is not hard on the separator. if your separator can't stand continuous work--running to
full capacity all the time-then the separator is at fault, not the feeder. Let us book your order now for
early delivery. Printed matter regarding the Hawkeye Feeder mailed free upon request.

Parsons Hawkeye Mfg. Co.,

Newton, Iowa

Please mention The Review.

I

instead of letting it slip for several large one, driven by two belts 4-in. from them if he wished to get good
wide. He said they had no end of results.
One of the best opportunities for hours and then daubing on a lot of
sticky dressing, soap or other foolish trouble, the belts continually break
witnessing lack of mechanical judg

Belting Pointers.

substance.
ment, says H. A. Lay in The Wood

Just a little care and at

ing owing to the excessive speed.

I

Effect of Moisture on Wood.
tention given to good belting will ac looked at the belts and found they
worker, is found in observing the
were
using
double
leather
hitched
up
complish
good
results.
Nothing
is
The
effect of water in softening or
belting in a great many mills and fac
more injurious to belts at high speed with lacing a good deal too large for ganic tissue, as in wetting a piece of
tories. The reason belts are abused
than to be run off large pulleys. It the holes, and these stiff, heavy belts paper or a sponge, is well known, and
as they are by a. great many men who
gives them a hard snap, and the part were traveling at such a rate of so is the stiffening etfect of drying.
are quite eﬂicient in most other
matters, is because the belt part of of the belt at the small or driven pul speed that they hardly touched the The same law applies to wood. By
ley generally gets caught on a set pulleys. In order to make them different methods of seasoning two
their education has been neglected.
screw
or becomes jammed in such drive the fan, they had poured var pieces of the same stick may be giv
In reality the belting problem is a
way as to instantly stop the belt, nish on them, thinking that because on very different degrees of strength.
vcry simple one. It is mostly a mat
\Wood in its green state contains
ter of judgment, for there is only one which has just been traveling at agood it made a sticky noise as soon as ap
many thousand feet per minute, and plied, it must necessarily be doing lots moisture in the pores of the cells,
right way to use belting, and cannot
of business. The belts were crack like honey in a comb, and also in the
possibly be more. It is up to the fore the result is it tries cvery joint in
ed and dry, and had a coating of substance of the cell walls. As sea~
the
belt
and
does
itmore
damage
man or superintendent, as the case
may be. It should be a part of his than several days’ hard work. If a hard varnish on them in places, which soning begins, the moisture in. the
was smooth as glass. In fact, a more pores is ﬁrst evaporated. This lessens
duties to keep a. watchful eye on the belt, through accident, wear and ex
belting under his charge and see that cessive strain, has several pieces in it, unsatisfactory condition could not the weight of the wood, but does not
well be imagined. Owing to the stiff effect its strength. It is not until the
the men using power do not abuse necessitating as many joints, and the
belt, being a fast one, runs badly double belts not adhering to the moisture in the substance of the cell
the belts used to transmit that power.
owing to these joints, and keeps small fan pulleys, the fan did not walls is drawn upon that the strength
In the ﬁrst place, a new belt that has
breaking owing to the pounding of run at a speed to correspond to the of the wood begins to increase. Scien
just been cut from the roll, may be
the joints, necessitating the making counter. When I tried an indicator tiﬁcnlly, this point is known as the
ruined the ﬁrst time it is put on the
of more joints, it is extremely poor I found the fan running about 500 “ﬁber-saturation point.” From this
pulley. A new belt over 3-in. wide
judgment to continue using such a r. p. to. slower than it should have condition to that of absolute dryness
should not be run onto a pulley at
belt. Neither is it necessary to re done for the speed of the counter. the gain in the strength of wood is
speed, but should be placed in posi
place it with a new one, providing it They had lagged up the drive pulley somewhat remarkable. In the case of
tion and rolled on as the power starts,
is not old and completely worn out. to try to get the speed they were los spruce the strength is multiplied four
otherwise, nine times out of ten, one
The joints, where hooks or lacing ing by the belts jumping clear of the times; indeed, spruce, in small sizes,
edge of a new belt will be stretched
have been used, should be all cut out pulleys. I saw that the drive pulley, thorughly dried. in an oven, is as
to such an extent that it will always and splices made, which may be done at its present size, would run the fan strong, weight for weight, as steel.
be longer than the other, and will al in a few minutes with a plane, these much faster than it was intended to Even after the reabsorption of mois
ways run. badly and unstcadily, turn splices carefully cemented together, go, providing the belts did not slip, ture, when the wood is again expos
ing itself over if it is a fast one, and enough new belting added to give so I had the double belts taken off, ed to the air the strength of the
and getting itself all out of shape. the required length. Then we have a also the logging from the drive pul
sticks is still from 50 to 150 per cent
\Vhen a. new belt is carefully put on the practically new belt, with almost no ley, and some single leather belts of greater than when it was green.
same size put on, care-fully laced with When, in drying, the ﬁber-saturation
the drive, it should be given a dress waste.
A short time ago the manager of a wire, given a. good dressing with cas point is passed the strength of wood
ing with castor oil or ne-atsfoot oil,
to make the pulley side of the belt concern near by asked if I’ could give tor oil, and there was no trouble increases as drying progresses, in ac
pliable and soft; then as soon as the any advice in regard to the belts on with those belts. I suggested to the cordance with a deﬁnite law, and this
stretch has all been taken out of it, a fan they were running. The fan manager that he see that the lace law can be used to calculate from the
take it up, using care and judgment, was at very high speed and quite a leather and varnish were kept away strength of a stick at one degree of

January, 1908.
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Balance Valve Company

is now ready to mail you our 1908 catalogue. lt glves valuable information to all users of traction
engines. Read what our customers say:
25 H. P. AVERY.

25 H. P. AVERY.

Dear Sirsz-Your balance valve is all you claim for it as I am satisﬁed we made
a saving of at least 400 lbs. of coal per day and about a tank of water per day.
It
does away with the wear and tear on reverse gear and makes an engine much easier

Slrs:—-Regarding my Balance Valve that I placed in my 25 H. P. Avery engine in
1906 will say that I have tested the valve for two seasons and ﬁnd that it gives en

to keep up in that respect.

As to power we cannot say as we had plenty of power

before we put it in, but I think it will increase the power considerably.
Yours truly,

tire satisfaction in every way.

I have given it the most rigid test at threshing, plow

ing and road work, and there is no question but what your valve has the old slide
valve out-classed in every way.
Yours truly,

COHR'I‘ BROS.
Kimball, S. D.. Oct. 21. 1907.

22

H.

P.

M. P. PALMER.
Mellette, S. D.. Dec.

1.

1907.

TWO 22 H. I’. AVERYS.

DOUBLE, UNDER-MOUNTED
AVERY.

Gentlemenzin

Gentlemen:—-I

purchased

a set

of your

that

I

did

regard

not

run

to

valves

the

will

engines

say

myself.

valves for my 22 H. P. Double, Undcr
mounted
Avery
engine
and
will
say
that they have been satisfactory to me in
every respect. and I think they will do just
what you claim for them. They certainly do
not wear the valve gear as the ordinary

neither did I make any test of same, but I
could see a big difference in the working,

slide valve docs.

as much with water drawing, or priming.
\Vnuld not go back to the old valve at any
price.
The boys that run the engnes say

both in ease of handling and in extra hard
work in the belt and on the hills. Can car
ry

Yours truly,
S. \V ROSE.

Luvcrne, Minn, Nov.,14, 1907.
00 H

P

A"ERY

I use my engine on a. heavy saw mill.

a
a

Separator

Huron

water

in

the

gauge

i

ever spent
Engines are

Yours very truly.
J. E. GILMORE.

at

36x60

Port

more

both 22 H. P. Averys.

inst.

hand and am pleased to give a testimonial
for your 1908 catalogue as to the Gould Bal
anco Valve which I purchased from you
last April for my 20 H. P. Avery traction
engine.
I get great returns from this valve.
Avery

inches

that it was the best money
when I bought those valves.

._
.
.
.
Gentlemen;—Yours of the 17th

lO-roll

four

than with the old valve. and not be bothered

complete,

Husker and

also

on

Ayr. Ncb.. Nov. 15. 1907.

18 H. P. DOUBLE UNDER-MOUNTED
AVERY.
Dear Sirs:—As

I

have not said anything

about your valve which I have on my Avery
Under-mounted 18 H. P. engine. I must say

Shredder;

it surely is a good valve.

It works so easy.

make use of every bit of power. as by saw

I

lever

ing,

where,

and

by

operating

it

I have a good

on

machinery

where

I

chance to ﬁnd the good

points in the use of this valve. I ﬁnd that
i can get an increase of power of about 19

leave
no

the

jar.

or

reverse

knocking.

saves

any
one

Yours truly.

Yours very truly.
RAY A. BICKEL.

22 H. P. DOUBLE AVERY.
Dear Slrs:—In regard to the valves bought from you last July would say. after
using them through the plowing season. am of the opinion that they are all that

A. F. AHRENS.
Woodbine, Kan., Oct. 26. 1907.
20 II. P. AVERY ENGINE.
Genilemen:—ln reply to yours of Nov. 8th will say that I put one of your valves
in my 20 H. P. Avery engine and like it ﬁne.
It takes less fuel and gives more
power. and takes less oil than the common slide valve, but Just what the saving
is I do not know. Anyway. it is all you claim for it. It is worth all it cost in the
saving on the valve gear, and the lever can be handled with two ﬁngers at any time.
not given me one minute's
I put the valve in myself and it has
trouble.
I would advise anyone who has an engine to put on a balance valve and

think they have a new engine.

you claim for them.

they will

Wishing you success. I am.
Yours truly,

Yours very truly,

I'I. GIBLER.
B. A. HALL.

Garﬁeld. Kan., Oct. 3. 1907.

stand

and

tank of water a day and uses less coal.

per cent., a saving in fuel, will operate with
less oil than old valve. and saves enough on
valve gear to be an object to be bought for any engine regardless of the other saving
already mentioned.
“'ishing you future success, I will remain,
McGregor, Iowa, Sept. 23. 1907.

can

(‘imnrrom Kun.. Nov. 18, 1907.

GDULD BALANCE I/All/E GOMPIINY, KELLUGG, IOWA
1.

moisture what its strength will be at
any other degree.
Manufacturers,
engineers,
and
builders need to know not only the
strength but the weakness of the ma
terials they use, and for this reason
they are quite as much interested in

Convention Brought a Change of
Heart.
The following from an exchange
depicts the experience of the wri
ter thereof at a hardware men’s con
vention.
How many threshermen

have had similar experiences?
knowing how timbers are affected by
I saw him as I‘ passed through the
moisture as they are in knowing how corridor of the hotel, and a chill crept
they are weakened by knots, checks, over me. He sold hardware across
cross-grain, and other defects. It is the street from me—“An unscrupu
obvious that where timbers are cer lous prevaricator.” This was the
tain to be weakened by excessive ﬁrst day of the convention, and here
moisturc they will have to be used in were good people. People whom I
larger sizes, for safety. So far, engi considered were my friends, my per
neers of timber tests, while showing‘ sonal friends, were shaking hands
that small pieces gained greatly in and hobnobbing with this “snake.”
But the most humiliating thing was
strength, do not advise counting on
the same results in the seasoning of to come. That evening he approach
large timbers, owing to the fact that
the large timbers usually found in

the market have defects which are
sure to counterbalance the gain from
seasoning.
The Forest Service has just issued
a publication entitled “The Strength
of Wood as Inﬂuenced by Moisture,”
in which are shown the strength of
representative woods in all

the

de

say and said it pretty well. It began
to dawn on me that he stood pretty
Well among his fellow men after all.
We came home from the convention
together, and before we reached our

about three days, then they come
back and go to work again. The Ben
galis are clever workmen, but they
must have their monthly spree. A
coolie woman in India earns about 2

destination, I resolved to make him
confess to a little business irregular
ity. So I said, “Mister Man, why
did you quote old man Perkins $2.35
base on nails when you said you
would not sell them lower than
$2.50?” He answered, “I didn’t. The
old man said that you oifered them

annas, say, 4 cents per day, and a

to him at $2.35, but I didn’t believe
him, as he isn’t much more than half

baked anyway.

But he told me af

terward that he got the nails at that
price. You didn’t sell them to him
did you?” I did not answer him. I

preparations for retiring, I placed the
clothing that held my watch and

pocketbook near me at the head of
the bed in easy reach. I lay awake
for some time thinking how I‘ had

tion. So I directed his attention to
the beautiful panorama of landscape
that could be seen through the car
window.
'
When any one asks me now what
kind of a competitor I have across
the way I answer, “He is a ﬁne fel
low all right. I know, because I camp
ed out with him four days and nights
at the hardware convention.”

green come to the convention to enjoy my
state to absolute dryness, and the ef self, and now I had to sleep with this
fects of resoaking. This publication reprobate.
Indian Workmen.
Sometime in the night I awoke
will be sent free upon application to
The
Iron
Age has been running an
the Forest Service, U. S. Department feeling miserably cold. My compan
interesting
article
on trade in Brit
ion
asked
me
what
the
trouble
was.
I
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
grees of moisture

from

the

answered that I thought I had taken

11/2 rupees per day.

When, as it

sometimes happens, they get a little
extra pay, they turn to the toddy bot
tie and enjoy themselves.
The rate of wages paid seems ab~

surdly low, but it must be borne
in mind that it takes about a half
dozen coolics to do the work of one
able bodied white man. For instance,
in such a simple thing as planing
two men are required, one to push

ed me and said that he had given up was tiring of this kind of conversa

his room to a member who had his
wife with him, and could he bunk
in with me. I thought many things,
but said “most certainly.” In making

coolie man about 4 annas, a good
blacksmith or carpenter from 1 to

ish India from which we abstract the

cold. He arose and dug some quinine following:
Don't fail to write The Review a tablets out of his grip, and went out
In India the manufacturer is not
good letter for publication. Go into of the room for a few minutes and troubled with strikes, but he has an
your experiences with special ma returned with some hot stuﬁ he got other trouble. As a rule work people
chinery, if you are operating such. somewhere, and soon had me feeling are not paid weekly, but once a
These are especially interesting. A warm and good.
month. There is a reason for this.
good photograph of the rig is also
The next day during the Question Once they get their wages, off they
very acceptable. Send ’em along.
Box discussion he had something to go on a drunk, which usually lasts

the plane, while the other helps him
by pulling it. When a long handled
shovel is used as a scoop on the roads

and in railroad work it require three
coolies to handle it.

One holds the

handle, another presses

the

shovel

down on the ground, while the third

pulls it along with a rope.
Even such a simple thing as grind
ing a knife requires two operators, a

boy and a man. The latter does the
grinding and the boy turns the stone.
But what a stone! Our grindstone
makers would of surety be surprised
at the contrivance.
Of framework
there is none; two sticks are driven
in the ground, on which the crude
spindle of the grindstone ﬁts. Around
this spindle is a cord, which the boy
draws back and forth, thus revolving
the stone ﬁrst one way and then the
other. Our fellow creatures in Brit
ish India certainly understand the
ethics of the division of labor and

practice it.
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1'03 SALE-Que 16 h. p. Port Huron
ﬁues,
. traction engine, new
rebuilt,
and one of the best bargains we ever
had.
Kenney Machinery Co., Indianap
olis. Ind.

i .1.“

1'03 SALE—Reeves 13 h. p. engine:
Reeves
33x53
separator;
Sattley
stacker; Avalanche weigher; Ruth feed
er; No. 1 Birdsell huller, feeder and
and blower; 10-roll Plano shredder, all
in No. 1 shape.
Other business.
Wm.
Fenzel, Lima, Ind.

\

THRESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur
chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.
In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just
what their ad. will cost, we have decided to make a ﬂat rate of

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.
Signatures and addresses are counted as so many words and charged at the
above rate. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 3lx48,) will be counted as
one word. Abbreviations and initials, each will be counted as one word.
REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.

Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.
Anybody can use this department at these rates, whether MANU

FACTURER, DEALER or THRESHERMAN.
No display can be given advertisements under this heading.
It is useless
to request that cuts be run.
If that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad
vertising columns.

A BABGAII-Rumely 15 h. p. trac
tion engine in
ﬁne
running
order.
Fire box and fines almost new. Price
$300.
A. S. McDonald, Trivoli, Illinois.
ABOUT 7,000 assorted handles; hammer,
hatchet, sledge, etc.
What have you
to trade? Frank M. Arnold, Grand Rap

P03 .SALE-New
Gear-Scott
31x49
separator with self feeder, weigher,
wind stacker.
Run about 30 days, in
ﬁrst-class condition.
Price $650 cash
if sold soon.
Reason for selling, too
large for barus in this vicinity.
Sherer
Bros, Navarre. Ohio.

ids, Ohio.

1'03 SALE-—One 32x52 American separ
ator, with windstacker and feeder, re
nah-Guns in rebuilt engines. ‘Just built and repainted, practically as good
what you need to pull your husker. as
new.
Kenney Machinery
Co., In
Two 16 h. p. Nichols 8: Shepard: one 15 diananolls, Ind.
h. p. Peerless (old style); one 14 h. p.
Peerless
(new
style);
one 16 h. p. 1'03 'SALE-—Engines; 25 h. p. Colean;
Gear-Scott: one 13 h. p. Gear-Scott; one
22 h. p. Avery; 20 h. p. Reeves; 20 h.
12 h. p. Birdsall: one 10 h. p. Star: one p. Rumely; 18 h. p. Gaar~Scott: 16 h.
16 h. p. "New Leader;" one 13 h. p. p. Gaar-Scoit; 16 h. p. Nichols & Shep
Reeves.
For sale cheap, cash or time. ard; 16 h. p. Port Huron; 16 h. p. Rus
W'rite for full description of any en
sell; 16 h. p. Huber; 15 h. 1). Advance;
gine. J. N. Lauterbur. Sidney. Ohio.
12 h. p. Port Huron; 10 h. 1). Advance;
Avery, Gaar-Scott and Case separators;
BARGAINS-Five second hand automo
Ottawa, Port Huron. Joliet and Mar
biles, $175 up.
Also ﬁve second hand seilles shellers; one Sandwich baler. M.
lathes.
Send for list.
Box 593. Bur
J. Alleman, R. 20, Peru, Ill.
lington, \Vis.
1'03 SALE-22
h.
p.
undermounted
Star engine. has been used but little
1'A0'1'03Y EEB‘UIL'I'
SEPABATOBS
and attachments.
We now have a and is in perfect order, rebuilt and
full and complete line of rebuilt Port painted the same as new. M. M. Baker
Wholesale
Farm
Machinery,
Huron separators, all sizes: practically & Co..
as good as new; rebuilt Port Huron Peoria, Ill.
separators have the same warranty as
we give our new machines. Special care ron BALE-One 18 h. p. Nichols &
Shepard
traction
engine
in
good
is taken in rebuilding. They are thor
Make me a. cash offer. L. E.
oughly overhauled from start to ﬁnish. shape.
and rebuilt practically up-to-date. Here l-Iinz. Farmington, Minn.
is an opportunity to get a machine as
for. 8ALE—Complcte up-to-date thresh
good as new for service and at consid
ing rig.
Vi’ould trade for a good au
erable less price. We also have a num
H. A. Straub, Avoca, Neb.
ber of Advance, J. I. Case. Nichols 8r tomobile.
Shepard, Buffalo-Pitts. Gear-Scott ma
12
h.
p.
Advance
chines.
These separators have all been 1'03 SALE-One
traction engine in ﬁrst-class running
put in [inst class condition. and we are
Kenney Machinery Co., Indian
offering them at decidedly low prices. order.
apolis, 1nd.
We have a number of rebuilt Port Hu
ron engines that can hardly be told
TS-horse
from new, also other prominent makes in. ‘SALE-Advance ’ outﬁt,
of engines. ranging in size from 10 to engine; 36x60 separator with self feed
er.
weigher
and
wind
stacker.
In
splen
30 h. p.
If you are in the market for
Price very
anything in this line. want a complete did condition throughout.
M. M. Baker 8: Company.
and up-io-date list, something that will reasonable.
Wholesale Farm Mkichinery. Peoria, Ill.
save you dollars, write us.
Port Hu
ron Engine & Thresher Co., Port Huron,
Mich., U. S. A.
1'03 BALE-Case 36x58 Wood separa
2:11:
tor. Sattley stacker, feeder, weigher,
Also a light 10 h. p. trac
1'03 SALE—One, rebuilt and repainted nearly new.
8-roll;
one
rebuilt
10-roll
Janney tion engine, trucks. wheels, Exels stir
This would make a gaso
husker; guaranteed just the same as ing device.
new.
Kenney Machinery Co., Indianap line traction.
James
Brunkan,
Earl
olis, Ind.
ll
.
ville, Iowa.

1'03 8AL,E—One "Eli" wood frame hay 1'03 SALE-Nearly new Sattley stack
press, used but little and never set
out; can hardly be told
from
new.
Ready to use at once. Prospective buy
ers should write me at once before sold.
(.ggiiress J. C. Fixler, R. 1, Wadsworth,

0.

owa.

ion BALE-Kelly No. a feed mill. run
15 days,

er for 54 inch machine; 10 h. p. Len
ox portable gasoline engine, run short
time; 6-hole
Marseilles
corn
sheller
with 32 feet of drags.
Machines all in
good condition.
John Knorby, Perry,

833.

ilzlritiid ishape. 820.

1'03 SALE 0IEA.P—One No. 9 Bow
sher feed mill, complete.
Also drive
belt, both in ﬁrst class order.
J. L.
Mowrey, Daleville, Ind.
1'03 SALE-Complete outﬁt.
iii-horse
undermounted double
cylinder
star
engine, steel gear; 312x50 Aultman &
Taylor
New Century
separator with
Parsons
feeder,
Peoria
double
tube
weigher, Sattley attached stacker. Used
but a. very short time, is a splendid rig
for the money.
M. M. Baker & Com
pany,
\Vholesale
Farm
Machinery,
Peoria, Ill.
1'03 SALE-Nearly new 36x52 Niagara
separator and Monarch self feeder,
35 detachable boiler tubes 2x96 inches.
new.
Cheap.
F. Booth, Stanley, N. Y.
1'03 SALE—A postal card will bring
you bargain prices on endless Giant
red-stitched belts for wood saws. feed
mills, clover hullers, etc.
Vl’e carry a
big stock of endless belts; 60, 70. 80.
90, 100 feet up to 160 feet and from 6
to 10 inches wide and 4 or 5 ply. Miller
Pitt1 & Supply Company, Indianapolis.

n .
1'03 BALE-—One 4-roll husker, second
hand, cheap.
In good running condi
tion.
Kenney Machinery Co., Indianap
olis. Ind.
1'03 SALE-A brand new 3 h. p. four
cycle
marine
engine.
Never
been
taken out of crate.
A bargain if taken
at once.
Address “F"‘ 0/0 The Thresh
ermen's Review, St. Joseph, Michigan.
1'03 ..BALE-—Scientiﬁc
feed
grinder
with 12" burrs, good as new; 40 feet
8" 4-ply rubber belting only used 10
dotﬁyl's. Bert Shroyer, R. 1, New Carlisle,

0.
1'03 SALE—25 h. p. Flour City trac
tion gasoline engine, used only part
of one season.
M. M. Baker 8r. Co..
lvlholcsale
Farm‘
Machinery,
Peoria,

11.
1'03 SALE-16 h.
. Leader traction
engine. rebuilt and in good condition.
A bargain.
Kenney Machinery Co., In
dianapolis. Ind.

ron 8ALE—-A new as

n.

p.

Russell

general utility traction engine and two
hauling wagons.
Levi Lewis, Radnor,
Pa.
1'03 SALE-For less than half price.
because quitting
business:
18 h. p.
Advance engine, 36x60 separator, com
plete. run 85 days.
Sattley stacker for
GO-lnch separator.
Terms to suit pur
chaser.
Box 252. Garrison. Iowa.
1'03 SALE 013 EXCHANGE for land‘.
stock of thresher engines, separators
and thresher supplies with a well es
tablished business throughout 82 coun—
ties in corners of four states surround
ing this place.
For particulars write
R. H. Allen, Sioux City. Iowa.
'
1'03 SALE-One
8-roll
Milwaukee
husker, in
ﬁrst-class
condition.
A
bar ain. Kenney Machinery Co., Indian
apo st Ind.

103 SALE-No.

2

Sandwich

cylinder

eheller with
48 feet of drag.
Run
about 5 days.
Price $200.
5-horse up
right boiler and i-horse engine in good
slhape.
Price 8100.
A. V. Dykes, Dana.

l l.
1'03 SALE 03 '1'3ADE-12-horse Min
neapolis
engine.
cab
and
tender.
mounted in line shape.
Also new 36
inch Ruth feeder run 30 day. Is iust
as good as new.
Address A. F. Snhs.
Canistotn. S. D.

P03 SALE-We are the owners of the

Also Appleton No.

17.
original patterns for the Aultman Co..
Clay Nudd, La Harpe. Canton,
Ohio, line of machinery, and

no S.
are making the repairs for
Star
en
gines, American separators, etc.
Or
1'03 SALE-Complete outﬁt as follows: ders ﬁlled promptly.
Send for new re
18-horsc single cylinder Star engine: pairlprice list.
The Engine 8: Machin
36x60 Buffalo Pitts Niagara. separator ery Co., 920 So. Market St.. Canton. 0.
with feeder, weigher and wind stacker.
Price and other information cheerfully
furnished.
M. M. Baker & Company, ron SALE-Reeves 20 h. p. engine:
42x64 Avery separator; Reeves corn
Wholesale Farm Machinery. Peoria. Ill.
sheller. wood saw.
tank.
etc.
All
in
good
shape. run three years.
Will sell
1'03 BALE, EIG11I’E8-25 h. p. Colean:
22-h. Avery: 20-h. Rumely; 20-h. Reeves; flhltirapi. Theo. McEude, Box 177, Ashton,
nos.
i8 and 16-h Gear-Scott; 16-h Nichols 8.
Shepard; 16-h. Russell; 16-h. Huber; 15
814x12 Russell
horse Advance.
Separators.
shellers, 1'03 SALE-One 1906
engine: one 32x52 1905 Rumely separ
shredders and baler.
M. J. Alleman.
ator with feeder. stacker and bagger:
R. 20. Peru. Illinois.
one 1903 No. 1 Birdsell clover huller;
one 1907 improved
S-roll
McCormick
1'03 SALE-One 33” Port Huron separ
Above mentioned in best kind
ator with
feeder and Windstacker. husker.
thoroughly rebuilt and repainted. prac of shape. For full particulars address
tically as good as new.
A bargain if C. A. Cripe. Middlebury, Ind.
taken now.
Kenney Machinery Co., In
dianapolis. Ind.
1'03 SALE-A complete Avery outﬁt;
22-horse undermounted plow engine
1'03 SALE-One Minneapolis separator with 36" wheel, with cab and jacket:
40x62 in ﬁrst-class shape, run four 32x54 Avery separator with
gearless
seasons.
Parsons feeder. Russell blow
blast, self feeder, weigher. canvass cov
er. weighs-r and belting.
Price
$225. er and belt. bought new last season.
John Houg. Spring Valley. Wise.
Must be sold quick.
Write for price
and further information if interested.
1'03 BALE—Chtap for cash. Port Hur M. M. Baker & Company, Peoria, Ill.
on husker, shredder and corn sheller.
Dimon Bros" Lanark, Ill.
ron SALE 03 'I'BADE-—One 12-horse
1'03 SALE-Our 10-roll vPlano ~husker,
Stevens engine in ﬁrst class running
order.
One 4-hole Joliet corn shelle'r
rebuilt. a bargain.
Kenney Machin
with power and feeder. two years old.
ery Co., Indianapolis. Ind.
“'illiam Burgess, R. 1, Lincoln, Neb.

1'03 8ALE—Two cvlinder. ﬁve passen
Ker Glide automobile. extension top.
gas lamps
and
generator.
Excellent
condition.
M. M. Baker & Co.. Whole
sale Farm Machinery, Peoria, Ill.
1'03 SALE 03 '1'3ADE 0H LAID-16
h. p. Rumely outﬁt: Parsons feeder:
Snitlcv
stacker.
F‘ine
shape.
Allen
Denifi's, Urbano. Benton (‘o.. Iowa.
1'03 SALE-Our 16 h. p. Geiser trac
tion engine. rebuilt and in ﬁrst-class
condition.
Kenncy Mnchinerv Co.. In
dianapolis. Ind.
1'03 SALE-16 h. p. double cvlinder
Reeves engine used but a short time.
Also 36 inch Reeves separator with
feeder. blast stacker and weizher.
Also
No. 12 Reeves clover huller. latest tvpe.
listed but two weeks.
M. M. Ralrer &
Vl’lqolesale
Farm
Machinery.

ll .
1'03 SALE— ox elder trees for plant
ing. $3.00 per 50.
C. H. Dimon, La
nnrk. Ill.

1'03

SALE-One

6-roll

McCormick

husker, practically as good as new.
Kenney
Machinery
Co.,
Indianapolis,
Ind.
I HAVE for sale or trade, patents in
United States and Canada for the J.
K. Rouze self picther and feeder for
threshers.
Address J. K. Rouze. Bur
llngton, Colo.

1'03 .8ALE—Merry-go-round.
or
ex
change for good threshing rig.
“H”.
c/o 'l‘hreshermen's Review, St. Joseph,
Michigan.
3EBU1L'1'
'rnnsmro
ENGINES
One 27 h. p. Minneapolis compound
return ﬂue type, price $1150; one 19 h.
p. same make as above, price $700; one
12 h. p. same as above but not com
pound, price $250; one 16 h. p. Minne
sota Giant, price $375; one 16 h. p.
Huber, price $350;
one 30 h. p. New
Giant compound
return
flue,
price
$1300; one 25 h. p. New Giant simple
return flue, price $1300; one 16 h.
.
Gear-Scott, price $375; one 18 h. p.
Phoenix, price 8700; two 20 h. p. J. I.
Case,
straight ﬁue;
price each, $750
Discount for cash.
If above engines are not just what
you want, write me.
I can get almost
on
standard
make.
Address
T.
L.
§y gs Engine 8: Boiler Works, Fargo.

SALEBIEI

WAE’TED— Good

live

agents to work the mill and thresher
trade for our strictly high grade lubri
cating
oils,
greases, belt dressings.
boiler compounds, etc. Now is the time
to
take
orders
for
both immediate
and future delivery.
Write
at
once.
The Monitor Oil Company, Cleveland. 0.
1'0 “ADE-Reeves
20-horse
engine,
good as new, for Iii-horse Advance.
Tom Griswold, Plymouth, Ill.

‘IE-AVIS

BELT

TIGE'I’EI'EE-S

E03

BALE-Second-hand, one for a 14, 16
or 20 h. p. Avery engine; one for 15,
16 or 18 h. p. Advance engine: and one
for return ﬂue Minneapolis engine. The
G. E. Travis Company, Henry, 111.
WANTED-Engineer with years exper
ience handling plow engines to oper
ate Reeves 32 h. p. C. G. plow engine,
1906 model.
State
experience,
refer
ences
and
wages
desired.
Gromer
Bros, Hugo, Colo.
WANTED-Secondhand Buckeye
trac
tion ditcher, size 15"x5lé ft., No. 3.
Must be in good running order and
gheiip. J. C. Springer, Owatonna, Minn.

WANTED-13 h. p. Reeves engine, must
be in good condition and cheap for
spot
cash.
Address
"Reeves".
o/o
g‘illirlcshermen’s
Review,
St.
Joseph,

c1.
WANTED-Firemen and brakemen on
all railroads to ﬁll vacancies caused
by
promotions.
Experience
unneces
snry.
State age. height, weight.
Fire
men, $100 monthly. become engineers
and earn $200.
Brakemen, $75. becom
ing conductors earn 8150.
Name posi
tion
preferred.
Railway
Association.
71300?: 31, 227 Monroe street, Brooklyn.
WANTED-To buy for cash 40 inch Ad
vance feeder. Lauterbach Bros. Earl
ville. Ill.
'
WAITED—A
good,
practical
horsc
shoer and blacksmith. Will pay good
wages, steady work the year around.
A very good place for a temperate man.
pillarried or single. S. S. Wheeler. Elva.
wAl'TEilGood

second-handigasolihne

engine, vertical, 4 to 5 h. p.
Bros, La Grange. Ky.

‘Wheeler

WAi'TED—Address of D.
Samuel.
Subscription Dept“ Threshermen‘s Re
view, St. Joseph. Mich.
WANTED-Q16 h. pIengine. or'larger.
Must be cheap.
K. F. Gii'fey, Ridge
ville. Corners, Ohio.
WANTED-We want every reader of
The Review to get us one new sub
scriber.
He must be a. man interested
in farm power, machinery and he must
pay the full
subscription
price,
50
cents.
Send the subscription with the
ﬁfty cents to us and we will extend
your subscription one year in advance.
Subscription Dept. The Thresher-men's
Review. St. Joseph. Mich.
WILL SELL ALL
or
each
separate,
cheap: Bowsher
No.
7
feed
mill:
Relleville
separator: Hawkeye feeder,
Telescope weigher: Case wind
stacker.
IAllll in good order. John Krost, Shattuc.

wmz. '1'3ADE-My Pfiliity in section
of prairie land for Hart-Parr engine.
horses or cattle.
Have 52 inch solid
tooth saw for 810.
Who has a good
well outﬁt cheap.
Box 594.
Sterling.
Colo.
WHITE for lowest prices on complete
assortment of engines, separators and
attachments
of leading
makes.
All
sizes.
Cascaden
Manufacturing
Co.,

Waterloo. lowa—Grnnd Forks. N. D.
WANTED-Good experienced
engineer
and thresher to take Ottawa sheller
and Frick threshing rig on
half
oi’
earnings.
Must give good recommend.
Will furnish half of repairs.
Must be
strictly
temperate.
S.
D.
Kindig.
Kingsley, Iowa.

WE WAIT YOU to take a few sub
scriptions
to
The
Review for us.
You can get them am'ong your neigh
bors and friends.
If you will do this
we have a good offer to make to you.
Address, Circulation Dept. The Thresh
ermen's Review. St. Joseph, Michigan.
8100 BUYS-Rumely
34x50
separator
and Rumely stacker.
Good reasons
for selling
For
particulars address
Edward Martin, Fulton. Indiana.
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additional preliminary threshingr de

Gasoline Engine Department.

vices before the straw ﬁnally passes
(Continued from page 42.)
between cylinder and concaves.
It
and far enough so that the end of the
looks like a thorough system for do

The Illinois Special For

pin scraped a crease into the cyl

1908

All Separators used in 1907

r" in» swam-hm“
gave entire satisfaction and
we recommend them to users
for 1908. Satisﬁed users are
proof of its quality.

inder wall. - Usually there are set
screws that hold the pin in its proper
position. and these should be kept set
up snugly and tight onto the pin so
that it cannot work endwise.
A
crease thus worn will allow the es

cape of the explosive force and will
therefore cause loss of power.

other thing that may

cause

An

rapid

wear of the piston and cylinder wall
is the setting of the wrist pin or

crosshead box up too tight onto the
pin. By setting so tight as to cause
it to grip the pin it has a tendency
to tip the ends of the piston up and

We have a full stock of lhreshcr's supplies.

Write {or catalogs.

WeberlmplemenlCo. Si. Louis,Mo.

down at every reverse movement.
This causes a clatter and knocking

in the cylinder that is not only dis
agreeable but causes undue wear on
both cylinder walls and piston. This
wear will soon grow to a point where
the rings cannot serve their purpose
JAMES McGRAN E.
sufﬁciently to hold the explosive
ing the work, and Mr. McGrane will
force. A wrist box had better be too
be pleased to give prompt attention to
loose on the pin than too tight. But
correspondence with a view to man
it need be neither.

The Erskine
Portable
Derrick

There is a happy
ufacturing the machine for market.

medium of suﬁicient range to enable
anyone who will use caution to keep
the crosshead or wrist box properly
adjusted, which will insure the mini
mum amount of wear as a result of
its service.

handles all your corn while
the other fellow in hunting
for help.

BEA IIOTORDMN
Motor-men and Conductors
Earn Good Wages the Year Around.
Electric Railway Course by mail
makes you a successful Motormnn or
Conductor. Work is pleasant. llun
dredsol' posltionno n. Othorcouraes
listed in our on.
05. Write {or it
today, giving age nn WQlR‘llL

'

Shreddermen
do more business with little
more investment.
This is
just the machine for your
business.

The Wonthc Railway Correa. ScbooL
Box M6, l'rceport. Ill.

A New Separator.
James McGranc of Romulus, New

Write for
and prices.

York, has invented a new threshing
machine regarding which he will be

Erskine

pleased to go into detail with any
interested manufacturer, or prospec

full particulars

Portable

Co.

Madison Mllll. Ohio

tive manufacturer of threshing ma
chinery. The design is novel in that
the grain is fed at the top of the
machine, back of the cylinder, pass
ing thence forward and over the cyl

inder where threshing begins, the
grain loosened as this point being

ARE THE RESULT ot the greatest practical and

thrown through a screen forward of

scientiﬁc

the upper half of the cylinder.

The

iced mill construction.

straw passes

this

down

between

mechanical minds in

Monarch Mills

screen and the cylinder and ﬁnally
between said cylinder and the con

have more improvements and

r‘

eaves as in. the regular type, thence
backward over raddles, etc., much as
in the regular type. The novelty lies
in the manner of feeding and in the‘

are more

I, THRESilERMAN

carelully constructed

oi better materials than any
other line.

SAWYERAND
MAClllNlST

OUR FREE

sins Yllllll mi”

Complete and Illustrated

Save time. horses. work
and money by using an

5~

Electric llandy Wagon " a‘ ‘ ‘

PEORIAJLLINOIS.
. - ‘ WATER
HARRISONAND
arm-11sv /

Catalogue will convince

any man that NO OTHER MILL EQUALS THE MONARCH.
SPROUT,

Low wheels. broad tires. No
living man can build a better.

l\ _v
m‘.

Book on "Wheel Sense"!ree.
Electric Ilml I20. ll 6. Quincy. Ill.

\
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WALIIRON & 00., Box 273, lluucy, Pl.
Please mention The Review.

Write for 1908 Supply Catalogue
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The celebrated De Loach Mill
World's
The
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Saw Your Own Lumber

We Set the Pace

i01- lumber is lumber nowadays.
and you can do it better than
the other fellow, with

Standar
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A 15-year-old

—' boy can operate
successfully.

-

Two hands out

5.000 feet or day.
15H” mil u in use

_
the world over.
Vnrinble Feed, Friction

' ’
Set Works. Automatic Steel Tri
plex
andwith
Diamond
Truck goend
rodnce
Willis
imDogs
msalblo
other mills.
(or

How .Iills
' and"catalog
Boilers.ofGasoline
En ui) to an H. P., Steam En non
nee. Portable Corn and 'W‘d
Mills. Planers. Shingle _lllH,
Wood Snwn and Water

Wheels.

Prom it shipment and we v-uy the frei ht.

DeLUACLl MILL

11:0. 00.’ B08 332

BRlDG PORT. ALA.

This is the hay press that will help
you to get the very highest market
price for vour hay crop. A producer
of clean bales and a saver of labor,
the lightest and most powerful bal
er ever built. The great strength and the
light weight of the Ohio is ex lained by
its scientiﬁc construction.
he frame
cannot twist. \Vith the Ohio there will be no breakage, no delays,
no repair bills, no stopping to Oll up.
\Vriie for new free catalog. The bookjs plainlywriiten and well illustrated. It tells
you just how the Ohio is built and what it will do. Write today. Don't wait.

0hi0 Cultivator C0”

Hickory St. Factory, Bellevue, 0.

‘We are also manufacturers of the famous Ohio Sulky Cultivators and Walking
Cultivators, Steel Lever and Disc Barrows, Land Rollers. Pulven'zers. Corn and Cotton
Cultivators, Lister Tools of all kinds, etc. W'ﬁteforfree catalog of any of these.

5o

January, 1903.

Suscrplion Combinions
SPECIAL RATES
New and Old Subscribers Should Take Advantage of These Prices
No. 5.
No. 1
wﬂf
mfm.~érm-

Science oi Threshing

Farm Engines and How a

to Run Them.

By Conner

"

I V
"

‘

A practical book on threshing, written by a
man who knows and whose knowledge came

A complete and up-to-date vwork

from personal experience.

traction engines.

Nearly 200 Pages
durably bound in red cloth. Have sold thous

edited

ands of these books at regular price of $1.00

An excellent book for the young engineer.

per copy. This month you get it, with THE
THRESHERMEN’S REVIEW a full year,

and

on

Well illustrated, ably

durably

bound

in

cloth.

Size, 7 3-4 x 5 1-2.

Regular price, $1.00; with THE RE
VIEW one year,

$1.25

$1.00

No. 2

The Ladies’ World
The best, brighest and most practical ladies’ magazine publish
e
i.

l
ll

ed in America.

Regular subscription price 50¢ a year.

beautifully printed in colors each month.
among the best of modern writers.

It is

Its contributors are

It is profusely and hand
POWER is recommended by all engineers to be the best techni

somely illustrated.

Your wife wants it.

This magazine one
cal steam power paper published.

Regular subscription price

year with THE REVIEW, a full year,

$2.00 per year, our price,

75c

iiigiz‘g'éﬁﬁ, 2 yrs. 32-00
No. 3.

The Traction Engine Catechism

No. 7.

A book that is almost invaluable to the en

gineer of a traction engine.

The Engineer

It could not be

made more practical. It is made up from the
most important questions, that our question

and answer department have been called up
on to answer during the last ﬁve years. The
questions have all been answered by an ex
pert. If you are an engineer get the book and
see how many of the questions you can an
swer. Regular price, $1.00; with the RE
VIEW one year,

For the man that has anything to do with
the operation or maintenance of power ma
chinery we recommend it especially to all en
gineers. Issued twice a month (24 times a
year) and the yearly subscription price is only
$1.00 per year. With THE REVIEW one

year,

$1.25
No. 4.

Gas Power
No. 8.

A paper for the man that has
corn to shell, hay to bail, feed

to grind, water to pump, wood
to saw, etc., who is in need of
economical power; for the man

Young Engineer’s
Guide
An authority on all points relating to

traction engineering.
who has a gasoline engine or
who is interested in them. Reg
alar price $1.00 per yer.

$§EP£§$ié$fTy.. $125

The author is

a man of long experience in the build

YOUNG . . .
ENGINEER‘S
. . . GUIDE.

ing and handling of traction engines.
Regular price $1.00. With THE
REVIEW, a full year,

i_

$1.10

THE THRESHERMEN’S REVIEW
ST. JOSEPH, MICHIGAN
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he Best 107 Husker=Shredder

The Port Huron
There was only one Husker in the Fall of i906,
That one was the PORT HURON.
It had no rival, because it was the only HUSKER-SHREDDER that had a
complete band cutter and sell feeder.
There was no other Husker-Shredder in its class.
All these statements are true of 1907 also.

No other Shredder is doing as much work and as good work with as great saving to
the men and as little labor.
HERE IS WHAT SOME OF THEM SAY:
November 18 1907.

November’ 16' 1907-

My new Port Huron Shredder is doing: ﬁne work.

The corn Husker-Shredder that I purchased of

We Shredded $5 acres of 116?‘? fodder 111 one holll‘

you is advertising itself, and is the only machine in l and ﬁfteen mmutes and dld ﬁne work- It “"11
l beat any Shredder I ever saw run for fast shred
this part of the country.

This machine can't be ; ding and clean basking

beat for the 69m

FRANK PATELSKI-

Monger, Mlch-

,‘ well pleased with it.
l

Risa dandy and I am

J. F. EBERHARDT.

Beamen, Iowa.

Write us for full description and names of many other Satisfied customers.

PORT HURON ENGINE 8: THRESHER COMPANY
PORT HURON, MICHIGAN
BRANCHES
Southwestern Port Huro
Co., Peoria, Ill. Northwestern Port Huron (30., Minneapolis, Minn, Fargo, N. D.
VVlchita-Port Huron Thresher 00., ‘Wichita, Kan.
Port Huron Mach’y Co.,
es Moines, Ia. Port Huron En" lo & Thresher C0,, Nashville. Tenn, Flora, Ind. Canadian Port Huron (30., LttL, Winnipeg, Man.
E. J. Martin & Sons. Meridan, Miss.
Newell S; Allen,
irmlngham, Ala.
Foreign Trade Office, 11 Broadway, New York.
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WONDERIUL PLOW]Nil FEATS! ;
COMPOUND
THE REEVESPLOWING
FLEXIBLE
ENOINE
STEAMSETS
PLOWAND
'liLEWORLOS
IHE PLOW]NO
REEVES CROSS
PACE

Reports from the Field.
I

Pine Bluffs, Wyom., 4-13~’07.
Reeves & Company. Columbus, Ind.
The REEVES Plow is a wonder. I am well pleased.
(Signed) Edwin P. Anderson.
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Iiawlins, Wyorn., 4-18-'07.
Reeves & Company, Columbus, Ind.
The REEVES Steam Plow is a grand success. We plowed tough

buffalo sod today eight inches deep.

(Signed) Fred Kindt.

v' »

Bovina, Colo., 4-23-'07
Reeves & Company, Columbus, Ind,
'
well Have
in operating
Plowing it
outﬁt
in any
working
way. to
Customers
perfection.
pleased.
had
p Beats
no trouble
any-

I‘;

7'

thing they ever saw.

.'s l

(Signed) Wm. Mi (zer.

I

___—_—_

4

Alliance, Ne __ 4-23-‘07.
Reeves & Company, Lincoln, Nebr.

P l'

Gentlemenz-We have tested the thirty-two hor

wer Cross
rs recently

Compound engine and Flexible Frame Steam lift p
purchased of you to our entire satisfaction.
I
The engine is economical in both fuel and "

i

ter.

the twelve fourteen inch plows with perfect

q.

circumstances.

Pulls

.
'.'_
.'

under all
'

We know your plows are an improvement over any

thing on the market. The way they adj us themselves
over knolls and in buffalo wallows is reall wonderful.
One of the greatest features is that 'ou can ad

just it to plow at any desired deptl and it will

plow through sand, gumbo and sh‘

'tring alike

1.

in all. It simply did grand work.
Every one whose pleasure i has been to
see it in operation declares it is doing better
work than they have ever seen done by any
kind of a plow. either steam or horse.
Yours for success.

(Signed) Carr &Lotspiech, by G. B. Carr.
East Las Vegas, N. M.. 4-l8—’07.
Reeves 6: Comsany, Columbus, Ind.
Messrs.:-We are now running the

steam plow purchased of you and ﬁnd
it all that can be desired. Nothwith
standing the fact that the sod is ex
tremely dry, the engine takes it along
at a good clip with no unusual labor,
cutting a full swath of fourteen feet
with two eight foot packers follow
ing. I addition to this we wi I add a
twenty foot harrow. After examin
ing four different steam outfits we

decided that the "Reeves" was the
best, andafter testing it on our own

"'<‘:_
.1‘

ground we areSURE we have not been
mistaken in our choice.

x,:-‘’. +.<,1~'.~

Thanking you for your kind and
courteous treatment and wishing
you success, I remain. Respectfully,

(Signed) W. H. Comstock.
New Castle. Colo.. 5-1- 07.

Reeeves & Company. Columbus, 1nd.
Plowed twenty-eight acres ﬁfteen

years alfalfa with hidden rocks.
released ﬁfty times; no damage.
plow anything with Reeves plow.

-

Plows
Can

(Signed) J. L. Herrick.
.'

_

._-'

-' '
‘

J ulesburg, Colo.. 5-5-‘07.

Reeves & Company, Columbus. Ind.

Steam Plow started in the worst difficult
soil in the State, pulling twelve plows six

to eight inches deep: all the skeptics con
vinced; all hats off to Reeves.

(Signed) J. B. Thompson.
Denver, Colo.. 5-4-‘07.
Reeves & Company, Columbus, Ind.
We are this morning in receipt of a telegram from
W. J. Turner, Mountain Home, Idaho, as follows:
‘ Reeves Steam Plow better than expected: plowed sage
brush ground 8 inches deep, everyone delighted with the
work; its a wonder." From this you will see that our ten
bottom plow is a ﬁt running mate for the 12 bottom plow and
is maintaining our reputation in the state of Idaho.
Yours truly,
(Signed) Reeves & Co.. F. W. Weego, Mgr.
Conrad, Mont, 5-9-‘0".
Reeves & Company, Columbus, Ind.
Have used Reeves plow and engine one month. Plowing
thirty-six acres buffalo sod in 10 hours in satisfactory manner.
Plowed rocky ground with no damage to plow.

(Signed) P. J. Nason.

If interested in steam plowing, send for our special catalog Plowing, Grading and Hauling
with a Traction Engine. It is free. It tells all about the

Reeves Flexible Frame, Steam Lift

Engine Gang Plow which

PlOW Anything, Anywhere

WRITE

REEVES 5L COJNQLOLUMBUS. INO.U.S.A.
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- FOR FARM POWER USERS
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THRESHER ENGINE
CYLINDER sum

THRESHER ENGINE
GEAR sum

It is none too early to begin to plan for that new machinery that you will need for
the coming threshing season's work. You owe it to yourself and to your customers to have
the best outﬁt in the ﬁeld. In fact, you cannot afford to have anything less than the best,
as the best outﬁt is the one that gets the pick of the work, the biggest jobs and the longest

PORTABLE ENGINE

PLOW ENGINE

runs. Owners of outﬁts not so good have to take their chances on what is left. 50 it is
clearly to your interest to have all your arrangements made early, and have time to engage
your jobs in advance.

If it is known throughout your territory that you will be in the ﬁeld next season with
a New Huber Outﬁt, you will ﬁnd it an easy matter to engage the largest share of the
work in your neighborhood, enough to keep you busy after the others have ﬁnished and
pulled in. This is the experience of Huber customers each year.

There are, of course, good reasons for this fact. The man who raises the grain
naturally wishes to save it all, rather than have any portion of it run over with the
straw and be wasted. Our system of vibrating racks, large separating surface, elevat
ing device and tailings separator. do such a complete and thorough job of separating
and cleaning as to give assurance that all the grain goes into the measure; and when
it gets there, the kernels are whole so that the grain is in the best possible condition and
ready for market or for seed.
It is also reasonable to suppose that the farmer will give the preference to the
owner of the outﬁt that will not only do his work the best, but also do it in the shortest
time. for every day or part of a day that the threshing requires adds to his expense.
\Ve claim that there ‘is no thresher built that, in the same size machine, has equal ca
pacity for handling straw and grain. The inside view of the New Huber will give an
idea of why this is true. We have large space back of the beaters and deflector to al
low for the expandig of the straw after it passes the cylinder; and the racks are so
wide that they will take care of the straw as fast as it can be fed to the cylinder. Then
the racks are so rapidly vibrated that there is no possible chance for the stream of straw
to become sluggish and so pile up on the racks and stop the working of the machine.
This rapid vibration, the sharp angle at which the racks are set, and the distance the
straw must travel in passing over them, all combine to give assurance that the grain
will be shaken out of the straw before the end of the racks is reached; and there is
ample riddle surface and fan capacity to clean the grain as fast as it comes.

INTERIOR OF NEW SEPARATOR

With one of our complete outﬁts, New Huber Thresher with feeder, weigher
and wind stacker or swinging stacker, and a New Huber Engine to run it, there is no
reason why any thresherman should not make a good proﬁt on his investment and good
pay for his time.
THE COMPLETE THRESHER

We have more details of thresher construction and operation in our new School
for Threshermen. We are anxious for every owner or operator of a threshing outﬁt
to have a copy of it. It will come by ﬁrst mail if you will ask for it. Address,

The

Haber ' Manufacturing
Company
SEL'Q'P-Z

MARION, OHIO, U. S. A.

SIDE WIND STACKER

February, 1908.

The A-T. Engine, as shown herewith, is especially adapted to the constant strains of heavy work. in
the ﬁrst place, A-T. construction is strong enough to stand the strain of ordinary service-—general purpose
work as well as plowing-but to supply the demand for a heavy traction we manufacture the A-T.
General Purpose Engine. It handles easily, is very powerful and economical in the use of fuel and water.
As shown here has coal bunker and water tank, also special Plow Hitch.

This engine can also be used for Threshing, and when attached to the New Century Separator, with
Self Feeder, Wind Stacker, etc., it makes a rig that for speed of operation, quality of work and economy is
not equalled. This is the Separator of the "Starved Rooster" Line of Threshing Machinery.
Get an A-T. catalog now and order your new machinery before the season opens.

Aultrnan & Taylor Machinery Co.
Mansfield

.

.

.

Ohio

.

.

.

U. S. A.

Manufacturers of Everything for the Thresherman.
Please mention The Revlew.

'I'HB'I'HRESHHRMHN'S REVIEW

February, 1908.
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For Spring Breaking Plowing and Seeding
a Hart-Pan Traction Will Save You Money
i
l

A Comparison of the Steam Traction with the
Hart-Parr Gasoline Traction
The Steam Traction

Shows

Boiler and water pipes to freeze.

Everything

The Gasoline Traction
No boiler and water pipes to freeze.

Injector to choke up.

0

No injector to choke up.

Flues to leak and rust Out
gate Bags totbumlout- b h

In Favor
of the

No ﬂues to leak and wear out.
‘No grate bars to burn out.

mp an

wa er g ass to

ot er.

.

Licensed engineer required.

Gasollne

Fires to build and waiting for steam.
Excessive weight and packing of ground
when plowing-time and money lost
taking on fuel and water in ﬁeld.
Not practical for a short run.v

Traction

11:0 {fun-1p find water glass.todbother'

0 lcense engmeer reqmre '
No ﬁres to build, always ready.
Light in weight——no packing of ground,
or time and money wasted taking on

Write for Catalogue

fuel in the ﬁeld.

The Hart-Parr engine will save you from ten to ﬁfteen dollars per
day by reducing your expenses for labor, board, teams, men and fuel.
Uses Kerosene as well as Gasoline.

HART-PA RR CCMPA NY
224 Lawler Street

Charles City, Iowa
Please mention The Review.

'

February, 1908.
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CLASSIFIED BUSINESS DIRECTORY
mun. Rollers
Aultman & Taylor Machinery
Rumely, M. Company.

Co.

Anny Auction Bargaini
Bannerman, Francis.

Oil Pumps

Perm Wagoninternational Harvester Company.
Electric Wheel Company.

reed Milli
Bowsher, B. N. P. Company.
7
Crown Point Manufacturing Co.
International Harvester Company.
Nordyke & Marmon Company.
Spartan Manufacturing Company.
Sprout. Waldron & Company.
Star Manufacturing Company.

Attached Stackerw
Heineke & Company.
Pella Stacker Company.
Better! and Weighs"
Hart Grain Y‘Veighcr Company.‘

Flue Gotten
Ditch

Adjustable Sieve Company.

Balance Valves
Gould Balance Valve Company.
Newton Steam Balance Valve Co.

Bean Thrashers
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Huber Manufacturing Company.

Gasoline Engines
Gilson Manufacturing Company.
Hart-Parr Company.
International Harvester Company.
Lambert, U. Gas & Gasoline Eng. Co.
Temple Pump Company.

Belting —
Gloves
Hansen

Gandy Belting Company.
Belt Guidel
Caswell Bros.
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Belt Holder
Chafﬁn Manufacturing Company.
Bookl
Gas Power Publishing Company.
Maggard, J. H.
Threshermen’s Review, The.

Boring Machinery
Pech Foundry & Mfg. Co., Gus.

Folden. W. L.
Hanson, Joseph.
Manzel Bros. Company.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Sherwood Manufacturing Company.

Pea Thralherh
Aultmaii & Taylor Machinery Co.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Portable Engines
Advance Thresher Company.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Enterprise Manufacturing‘ Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
International Harvester Company.
Reeves & Company.
Port Huron E. & '1‘. Company.
Power Hay Pressos—
Ann Arbor Machine Company.
F. X. M. Co., '1‘. R., The.
International Harvester Company.
Ohio Cultivator Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.

Manufacturing Co.. 0. C.

Harness—
lilkhnrt Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co.

Publications
Gas Power Publishing Company.
Threshermen‘s Review, The.

Separators
Advance thresher Company.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Manufacturing Company.
Baker & Company, A. D.
Farquhar Company, Ltd., A. B.
Huber Manufacturin
Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
Vi’eber Implement Company.
Wood Bros. S. S. F. Company.
Sieve.
Closz & Howard Mfg. Company.
Ditch Adjustable Sieve Company.
Spark masters
Pope, E. M.
Sotuh Bend Spark Arrester Company.
Stacker Hoodl
South Bend Spark Arrester.
Supplies
Chicago House Wrecking Company.
Miller Oil 8: Supply Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
South Bend Supply Company.
Weber Implement Company.

Tank!
Hose Strainers
Pnrsons B. C. X» S. F. Company.

Revolution 0ounters—
Grant Mfg. & Machine Company.
Starrett Company, The L. 8.

Etnyre 6': Company, E. D.
Kelley Manufacturing Company.
Star Tank Company.
Tank mm
~Myers,
.

Hood Operating Attachment
Moscr & Banmgartner.
Road Rollers—
Port Huron E. &

Huller readers and StMkQII
Aultmnn & Taylor Machinery Co.

E. & Bro.

Thresher Teeth
Avery Manufacturing Company.
T.

Company.
Tooth Catcher
Pope, E. M.

Carriages
Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co.
Cider Machinery
Boomer & Boschert Press Company.

Huskers and Shredders
Advance Thresher Company.
International Harvester Company.
Parsons B. C. 8: S. F‘. Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.

Clover Eullers—
Auitman 8; Taylor Machinery Co.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. Company.

IncubatorsDes Moines Incubator

Corn Shallots

miectorl,

International

Harvester

Rotary HarrowKramer Company, ‘The E. M.

Saw Hills and Saw um Supplies

lubricate"

/
Company.

and

Brass

Tit

Company.

King & Hamilton Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Union Iron Works.
Correspondence Schools
Wenthe R. Correspondence School.
Cree-m Separator-k
International Harvcster Company.
cylinder wrenches
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.

American Injector Company.
Hayden 8: Derbv Mfg. Company, The.
Lunkenheimer Company, The.
Michigan Luhricator Company.
Ohio Injector Company.
Penberthy injector Company.
Powell. The Wm. Company.

Manure Spreaders
International Harvester Company.

Oil cane
Boomer. R. E.
Maple City Manufacturing Company.

Engine Gretel
Travis Company. The G. E.
Engine Headlight
Pope. E. M.
Engine Tenderl—
Parsons B. C. 8: S. F. Company.

Oil Oupl—
American Injector Company.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Ohio Injector Company.
Penberthy Injector Company.

Powell, The Wm. Company.

American Saw Mill Machinery Co.
Aultman18: Taylor Machinery Co.
DeLoach Mill Manufacturing Co.
Enterprise Manufacturing Company.
Farquhar Company, Ltd. A. B.
Hench & 'Dromgold Com any, The.
Knight Manufacturing
ompany.
Miller Oil & Supply Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Richmond Machine Works.
Reeves & Company.
Salem Iron Works.

Sawdust ﬂloweh
Bemiller Fan Blower Company.

Sslf Teodoro
Avery Manufacturing Company.
Heineke & Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Lindsay Bros.
Parsons B. C. & S. F‘. Company.
Pella Stacker Company.
Port Huron E. 8: T. Company.
Rccves & Company.
Rumely, M. Company.
\‘Vood Bros. 8. S. F. Company.

Traction lingineh
Advance Thresher Company.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Manufacturing Company.
Baker & Company, A. D.
Farquhar Company, Ltd.. A. B.
Hart-Parr Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Lambert, U. Gas & Gasoline Eng. Co.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rilmely, M. Company.
iVeber Implement Company.

Wood Bros. S. S. F. Company.
Traction Engine Flown
Avery Manufacturing Company.
Lowell Steam Plow Company.
Reeves & Company.
wagon MP
Brown Bros. Mfg. Company.
Kelley Manufacturing Company.
Pioneer Manufacturing Company.
Star Tank Company.
well D
Gus Pech

Machinery—
oundry & Mfg. Company.

Wind Stutteri
Russell Wind Stacker Company.
Wood Saws
Pence, W. H.

THRESH‘ER BRANCH HOUSES

~19 vADVANCE
;) THREéHER CO.

Visitors at the last Wichita Rally
will have no trouble in finding the
various branch houses. But for the
convenience of those who come for
the first time we reprint this page
of illustrations, from which there
has been little change. On another
page (29) will be found a list of the
various branches, their locations
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The Little Wastes and Losses.
There is an old Scotch saying, the
exact counterpart of which we do not
remember having seen in plain En
glish, which reads, “Mony a little
makes a muckle;” a literal render
ing of which would be “Many a lit
tle makes a big.” It is a good rule

him in this regard. This applies more
particularly to stationary plants, how
ever; and in this connection it may be

But, having selected the outﬁt and

having it on hand ready for business,
comes the matter of operating it to
stated that even a well designed plant the best advantage; and here is where
may be placed at a disadvantage by management and good horse .sense
improper setting up. However, it is will count. Naturally the ﬁrst thing

heat, set up expansion strains that
may do lasting damage to the boiler.

The ﬁring should be even and grad
ually increased, so that the heat may

be as evenly distributed to all parts
of the boiler as possible, thereby re
ducing strains from this source to a

to keep in mind, remembering not to _
get so intent on the little things that

minimum.

we lose sight of the big ones.

siderable loss, increasing

One

can pay too much attention to detail

at times; but it is good to remember
that the little items must not be al
lowed to grow to a “muckle” or they
may prove disastrous. Particularly is
this true of the little “leaks” that
start and, if unnoticed, grow into
large sources of loss.

Such occur in

every business, and it is one of the
marks of a good manager when these

are reduced to their lowest terms.
Sometimes when noticed, they are not
fully appreciated but are allowed to
continue sources of loss and annoy
ance to those most concerned.

Unskilful ﬁring is a cause of con
of

course

with the price of coal. Wrong ad
justment of draft appliances will al
so cause trouble in this respect. The
exhaust nozzle of every new traction
engine is properly placed and pro
portioned for best results with that
particular engine, and it should not
be tampered with or disturbed except
to see that it is clean and unclogged.
In ﬁring, skill counts, as it does
most everywhere.

A traction engine

is but a locomotive engine on a
small scale so far as the boiler and
its

appliances

are

concerned,

and

what is true of ﬁring a locomotive
may be taken, with slight modiﬁca
This is as true in the management
tion, as good traction engine practice.
of a threshing outﬁt as in any other
line; and it is the purpose of this ar
An authority on this subject writes
ONE OF 97 SETTINGS.
ticle to point out some of the sources
as follows:
See letter T. W. Wilson, N. Amherst, Ohlo.
“There is but one proper way to
of loss that pass unnoticed or unap
with thresher boilers and engines that when ready to do business, will be to ﬁre an engine, and that is light; in
preciated by many threshermen.
In many steam plants the design of we are most concerned, and these for ﬁll the boiler and start a ﬁre; and other words, it is entirely wrong
the plant is such as is not conducive the most part are so equal in this re right here is a chance to conserve the where bituminous coal is used to
to the greatest economy of operation; card that choice must be more a mat life of the boiler by gradually ﬁring; throw from four to twelve shovels
and the buyer can practice future ter of individual preference for type not making a big ﬁre at the beginning; full at one ﬁring, and more even pres
economy by satisfying himself that or make ‘than of great superiority in for a quick, hot ﬁre will, by subject sure can be maintained, less coal
ing local parts of the boiler to intense burned, and less smoke made if the
the plant he may select will not fail any respect.

February, 1906.
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A little care in this regard will be re energy that it is possible to bring. He
paid with much longer life of the has his mind on his business day and
belt. Gandy or cotton belting will night. He is constantly alert to
last much longer if given an occas

everything that concerns success.

It

ional coat of paint. This can be done is not luck, but pluck and hard work
most easily while running; particu that places him head and shoulders
larly in the case of large belts. - For above his fellows. There is no easy
small ones the convenience in so road to success in any business. The
painting is offset by the danger in awards are for him who works and
volved. It is poor economy to risk thinks and plans. There is always a
life or limb by handling moving belt place for the man who makes good;
who knows what to do, how to do it,
ing at the machine.
Probably more is wasted in this and keeps busy at it.
country through

leaving

farm

mn

chinery exposed to the weather than
from any other cause. It is poor
economy to leave so expensive a ma

A NORTH DAKOTA SETTING.
Courtesy Jno. Holmen, Shell.

ﬁres are conﬁned to one and two'been ruined from over heating; to
scoops full. The most successful way say nothing of the waste of heat,
to ﬁre the average engine with the coal, and the trial to the temper of
average coal and eliminate as far as the ﬁreman whose duty it was to get
possible the smoke, and at the same results from such a combination. It
time maintain steam, is to ﬁre along is as much a part of the engineman’s

A heavy grain threshing machine
chine as a modern grain separator ‘attached to a big traction engine,
with its attachments in the ﬁeld or which had become stalled at a lonely
yard without a cover when not in use. crossing of the Chicago & Northwest
The warping not only cracks the ern railroad, with several men mak
lumber of which the machine is made, ing frantic efforts to get the machine
but it also throws the journals out of off the track while a fast mail train
line, causing undue wear and requir was seen rapidly approaching, this
ing much additional power to run. A was the scene enacted at the Dahlen
good canvas cover during the thresh farm crossing of the Northwestern
ing season. and a weather proof shed railroad two miles east of Ge'vena,
when the machine is laid up will pay III., station, late in November.
good interest on the investment they
The threshing outﬁt was that of

the sides of the ﬁre box, leaving the duty, though often sadly neglected, to
center to take care of itself. In keep the scale off the inside of the
other words, when ﬁring, ﬁre along boiler as it is for him to keep oil require.
one side of the ﬁrebox ﬁrst, then as
that burns out. place the next charge

on the journals outside.

on the other side of the box.

real, though not so much in evidence,

The ob

ject being to maintain a bright ﬁre
over one‘ half of the grate surface al
ways, as this bright ﬁre will consume

the smoke arising from the side of
the ﬁrebox on which the last charge
of coal has been placed. By ﬁring in
this manner and with the one or two

scoop method, I‘ think you will ﬁnd
that you will be able to reduce the

smoke to a minimum.”
The careless or unskilful ﬁreman
may also be expected to forget to

keep the ashpanl clean. A full ashpan
means poor draft and consequent in

And the

E ngine Strikes Thresher

Another source of waste—of prec

waste and deterioration is just as ious time—is neglect in having rc

Frank Lee of St. Charles. Mr. Lee
with his father, John Lee, and a
hired hand were moving the outﬁt

pairs on hand. Most threshermen from a job just completed in the east
as is that from a dry hearing. The know from experience what part of part of Geneva township to a job in
farm engineer would ridicule his their machinery or its equipment is B-atavia. The thresher was being
wife were she to attempt to cook a likely to give out during the season; drawn by the engine‘ slowly along the
dinner in a kettle with from a quar and such parts should be kept in dup country road and everything was go
ter to a half inch of hard lime crust licatc and within easy reach. True it ing well until the steep elevation at
on the inside bottom of it; and yet involves a small investment. but thr the railroad crossing was reached.
were she to get a peek at the inside saving of several hours’ or even
Here the engine got safely across
of the boiler her husband is trying days’ time will pay huge interest on
the tracks but was slowed by the
to manage she might often return the it. The threshermen cannot afford
weight of the heavy thresher separa
laugh with interest.
to be shiftless in this respect. In tor. Just then the whistle of the
Dust and dirt contain a large fact the most expensive leaks of all fast mail was heard.
The train
amount of gritty matter, and this is are these where time both of the em struck the big thresher squarely, re
bad for bearings, however well oiled. ployer and his men is senselessly ducing it to kindling wood. No one
and under the best conditions it will wasted; whether by waits for ship- was hurt by the accident.

complete combustion, which is a intrude to some extent. Grease and
waste of fuel; it may also mean loss oil anywhere but in the cups and
from ruined grates, burned by allow bearings are good dust catchers, hold
ing ashes to bank around them. A ing it where it can get into the mov
clean ashpan means good draft and ing parts on short notice. Therefore
as a matter of economy to say noth
long lived grates.
Sources of waste that are most of ing of neatnoss, the engine should be
ten allowed to go unchecked because kept clean. Cotton waste is cheaper
their gravity is not always fully ap than babbitt or shafting, and its reg
preciated. are the small leaks from ular use is to be commended.
All the feed water furnished the
valves, leaky joints and spots at the
seams that have not been tightly boiler must be heated from its nor
calked. It takes coal to heat water, mal temperature to that of the steam
and not a bit of the hot water or before evaporation cam commence;
steam should be allowed to get away and every degree of heat that can
until it has paid its shot in useful be furnished it before it gets into tln-v
work. The drip from a leaky valve boiler is that much less to be fur
or pipe joint may seem inconsidera nished by the furnace. But to repre
ble; but it may amount to a good sent a saving the heating must be

ment or trivial repairs, adjustments
that should have been made while the
machine was at rest for noon or be

What is said to be the largest tan
fore or after the day ’s work is begun dem-compound steam engine ever
or over, through slackness in getting built was recently completed for the
from one job to another. or for any Carnegie Steel Company’s plant at
other like reason. Time is money, Youngstown, Ohio, by the Wm. Tod
when threshing, and
the operator Company of that city. The engine is
cannot aﬁ'ord to waste a moment of of the horizontal type, weighs 500
it.
_
tons, with cylinder diameters 52 and
These are some of the ways in 90 inches, and 60 inches stroke, and
which unnecessary waste with result operates at r. p. m. The horse pow
ing loss may occur. There are others er range is from 4,000 to 7,000. The
ﬂywheel weighs 240,000 lbs, and the
which will doubtless discover them
selves to the man who takes the pains main journals are 30 by 58 inches,
and thought to look for them. The while the shaft is 36 inches diameter
man who makes a success of the busi in the center, and the crankpin 20 by
ness brings to it all the thought and 16 inches.

A
many gallons in a day, and every ounce done by other than live steam.
of coal used to heat this has been good exhaust heater or a. chimney ﬂuc

At the high pressure used in

or smoke box economizcr will effect

these days of compound engines and

a material saving in this direction.
Even boiler feeding, too, is a help.
Keep the water at as regular a level

wasted.

steel boilers a very small leak will
waste a very large amount of.’ steam
which it has taken a. lot of high
priced coal to generate. Therefore it
is important that even apparently in

significant leaks of

this

sort

as possible.

It is bad for the boiler

and bad for the coal pile to allow

the water level to get very low and
have then to fill the boiler up with com

prompt attention; bearing in mind
calking, especially of ﬂues, should not
be done while the boiler is under
steam pressure. Leaks at the slide

paratively cold feed water.

Regular

feeding and constant level of the wa
ter are best.
To get the best service out of the
engine at the least expense it should

valve and past the piston rings should
be watched for. and not allowed to be kept up to its work all the time.
Any small looseness orpounding will.
continue.
Another and all too common source if neglected, quickly develop into ex
of serious loss is boiler scale.

Chang'

pensive wear.

Proper lubrication is

ing from one source of water supply. essential, nor should the traction gear
sometimes several times in a day. the be neglected.
traction engine is especially liable to
Belting should not be neglected but
trouble from this source; and the wri kept in the pink of condition all the
ter has seen engines so limed up that time. Do not overload them, nor al
it was a. wonder the plates had not. low dirt or animal oils to get to them.

A TRACTION WELL DRILLING OUTFIT.
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The Steam Gauge.
By L. .l. WATSON.
Common and conspicuous as are' That was a thing I could not ac
modern steam gauges, they being al count for. As I then understood it,
ways “58d wherever a steam engine or the little boiler had, according to the
plant of any signiﬁcance is to be gauge, just as much steam as the
found, there are a. great many who do larger one, which, in the full sense of
not thoroughly understand the man

the word, I knew was not the case.

ner in which this little instrument I went to my father for an explana
measures and indicates the pressure tion, but as he had never taken an in
of steam. While they are generally
termed steam gauges, no doubt be
cause the ﬁrst purpose for which they

terest in such things he was unable
to help me. Later I met an engineer

was measuring the pressure of steam,

There is no doubt in my mind but

who told me what the reading of the
were used to any considerable extent steam gauge really signiﬁed.
A FATAL ACCIDENT.
See letter E. A. Nurnberger, Foxholm, N. D.

they are also used for indicat
in;r the pressure of all kinds
of ﬂuids,_ both liquid and gas
eous, and for this reason the name

that some of the readers of this arti
cle can recall the time

when

they

were likewise puzzled on this same
point.
As before stated, the steam gauge
“pressure gauge”. might be consid
ered a more appropriate one. But as is used to denote or measure the
this could‘ be construed as including

all pressures,

such as that produced

by the force of gravity, and by a.
team of horses or a locomotive, etc.,

either pulling or pushing or lifting a
load, the term pressure gauge might

cover a range of meaning too great.
There are three ways of measuringr

steam. viz: By its weight, by its vol

boiler four times larger than another as it is sometimes called. It is a liquid
but otherwise the same, would have metallic element, much resembling
four times as much steam both in melted lead. It is, bulk for bulk, al
volume and in weight, would be capa

most fourteen times as heavy as wa

ble of furnishing four times as much ter, and is heavier than lead, which
pressure of the steam.
Not the
power, would be subjected to four latter is about eleven times heavier
total,
but
the
amount
exerted
times as much total pressure, and than water. It boils at 662 degrees
against on square inch of sur
Fahr at sea level, and freezes at 38
face only. So here is the key to that would require plates four times as
strong to stand the strain of said to degrees below zero, whereas water
whch had puzzled me. The pressure
at the same latitude boils at 212 de
to the square inch (of all the sur tal pressure.
face exposed to said pressure) was
the same with the small and the large
boiler, and it was this only that the

The steam gauges had indicated. The volumes
gauge is used to measure but the lat and weights were, of course, not the
same, neither were the total pres
ter, or its pressure.
I will always remember my ﬁrst sures.
The weight of the steam is that
idea of a steam gauge, and what its
indication meant. The ﬁrst one I re which it would weigh if placed upon
ume and by its pressure.

member seeing was on an eight horse a set of scales the same as we would
power portable engine which was be do if weighing a quantity of sugar,

With a thorough understanding grees and freezes at 32 degrees
(above zero). Its coeﬂicient of expan
now that the steam gauge is an in
strument for measuring the pressure sion is high, and by its power of

to the square inch only, we can take equable contraction and expansion
up the question of how this is done; land the extreme range between its
and how same were ﬁrst invented or freezing and boiling points, it is well
discovered.

I

As higher steam pressures were in
use was a simple “U” shaped glass
tube partly ﬁlled 'with mercury. Pres troduced the mercury column gauges
sure admitted to one side would low proved inadequate, and the need of a

more suitable instrument set pros
pective inventors thinking; although
they are, in ampliﬁed form, the fun
‘damental test to this day.
In taking up the subject of the in
vention of modern steam gauges it
might be said that, as a rule, inven
tions are the result of one of the
other of two causes: Study, research

ing used to run a grain thresher, or butter or meat, etc. It would be the
separator; and this
engine
was same as that of water from which it
among the ﬁrst to supersede the old is made, which in reality is the only

fashioned horse powers in the locali matter or material of steam.
The only practical way to weigh
ty in which I then lived.
The boiler of this engine carried a steam would be to ﬁrst weigh an
maximum pressure of 100 pounds as empty air tight vessel and afterwards
ﬁll it with steam of some given pres
denoted by the gauge.
Not so very long after I saw this sure per square inch, say 100 pounds,
enp'ne, I was permitted by my father and then reweigh. The increase of
to go with him to a saw mill. As weight of the vessel after reﬁlling it
the engine room had, more than any with steam would be the actual
thing else, that Which attracted me, I weight of the steam. This of course
was not long in. ﬁnding my way to it. would be but little, and while it is of
There I saw a boiler several times small signiﬁcance in practice, should
larger than the ﬁrst, and there, also, be understood nevertheless.
The volume of steam is the space
was a steam gauge. The ﬁgures de
noted by the hand of the gauge were it occupies. The larger the boiler the
about the same as with the little boil greater the volume, and, with the
same pressure to the square inch, a
er, namely, 100.

adapted to use in thermometers, for

One of the ﬁrst steam gauges in which it is generally employed.

and experiment, based upon a know

ledge of the requirements and the
conditions in which they will have
Flg. 1

to exist, in one case; and accidental

discovery, unsought, in the other. In
er the level in that side and raise it the latter case it generally requires
in the other. Measurements taken be
some study to work out the details,
tween the two levels denoted the after the discovery or the body of
pressure. Calculations were based on
the invention, however.
about‘ two inches for one pound per
square inch, at a temperature of
60 degrees Fahr. When it was not
desirable to graduate directly on a
glass tube, recourse was had to a
metal tube with a ﬂoat and indepen
dent scale. See Fig. 1.
Just how and when this gauge was
invented the writer has been unable

There are at present two classes of
steam gauges in general use, n'amely:
The “Bourdon Tube,” and the “Dia
phragm” and its modiﬁcation, the

so-called “Capsular Spring.” The
latter appear to have been ﬁgured or
studied out; while the former (the

Bourdon Tube), according to its his
learn.
Of course the mercury tory which the writer remembers
hour glass was used to meas having read in some reliable publica
ure time long before the inven tion, the name of which he cannot
tion of the clock or steam gauge call to memory, was discovered in an
either; and as people were acquaint accidental way by a man employed in

IN IOWA.

Courtesy Chas. Bergen, ldn Grove.

ed with mercury and its properties, a distillery.
The condensing coil of the still ap
having made practical use of it in
different applications, it may not be paratus, which was made of round
unreasonable to suppose that met tubing, by some accident got jammed
cury columns were used for ﬂuid pres at a point some little distance from
sure indications long before the in the end, thus ﬂattening it at said
vention of the steam engine, and, place. As it was diﬁicult to get any
crude and awkward as they were, thing into the crooked tube to restore
were resorted to for a practical steam it to its original shape he attempted
gauge for the ﬁrst steam boilérs used to force the ﬂattened spots out on
which naturally carried very low the tube by pumping water into it
with a. force pumrp.
pressure (30 to 60 pounds).
It may not be improper and may
When pressure was thus applied he
be interesting to some readers, to noticed that the coil had a tendency
state here some of the remarkable to straighten as the ﬂat spots bulged
properties of mercury, or quicksilver
(Continued on page 24.)
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by all means.

Keep out of danger as higher rate may still be inadequate,
of course; but it is also higher than

much as possible."
This is just the advice that The
Review has to oﬁer in such instances;
and we don ’t see how we can improve
very much on what Mr. Miller says in
this regard. Taking balloon ascensions

that set by others in the neighbor
hood, and the operator suﬁ’ers little
or no loss of trade on this account.
Now such a state of aﬁairs is an
apparent contradiction of that law
from ﬂywheels of engines is more of trade which dictates that, every

dangerous than the conventional way, thing being equal, a man shall buy
where he can buy the cheapest; and
and not half so attractive.
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there must be some good reason why
It is bad enough when, as a result the rule should be waived in this case.
of his own recklessness, a man gets
Talking not long ago with a. man
caught in a belt or cylinder and gets whose success in collection work for
hurt or maimed. But when a little a well-known thresher company had

one month earlier.

Don’t

forget this, and don’t fail to attend
the biggest and best gathering of
threshermen ever assembled.
For Michigan thresherman the
event of the year will be the Lansing

be

which is difficult

Corliss

valve

to

can

lubricate,

generally

the

take'

steam having a temperature of only

475 degrees F. This is not high
enough for good economy. Double
seated poppet valves for

small

en

that as a general thing the thresher

as suitable for large as for small en

on the table, slipped in and had his
right foot caught. It was so badly
mangled that the foot had to be am
putated at the Allentown Hospital
where he was taken after the acci

man who cuts prices does so be
cause he cannot compete in any other
way with his neighbors. That the
man who is so lacking in business in
stinct as to cut prices is lacking in
other essentials of a good workman,

gines; and that 500 degrees is a com

and

exper

some interesting, although sometimes

not apply; for the reason that every

diverse opinions, with reference to
the subject.
One speaker thought

thing is not equal.

that highly superheated steam is not

unpopular

He has

found

accordingly.

He

may have a good rig, but he does not

mercial limit. Another supported the
opinion regarding poppet valves giv

en in the paper under discussion. while
still another quoted instances where
engines ﬁtted with poppet and Corliss

valves are working on superheated

steam in the same plant, and the lat

know how or has not the energy ter are giving the best economy be.
requisite for satisfactory work. If cause they ﬁt the tightest. The ques
he can thresh well while at it, he is tion of suitable oil also came under
little children in such close proximity too easy going; does not get to the discussion.
to a threshing machine anyway. Of job on time, does not push it to com_
The author concluded the discus
course the coming of the machine is pletion when there, and when he does. sion, and drew attention to the tests
an event that they will want to be in get the work done is in no particular on the Great Northern Railway of
at; but they should be made to keep hurry to get off the place and on to superheaters giving excellent perfor
at a safe distance from the machinery the next job. All this neglect consti mance sheets (not test sheets), and
at all times; whether it is in motion tutes expense for the farmer and an showed that 18 per cent. better econ
or not.
tagonizes the women of his household, omy is effected. He is conﬁdent that
who object to the large amount of results will prove that less oil will be
Considerable is being said ‘pro and extra work for them involved, and

one for Iowa, but nevertheless the in deposited where wanted. It should
dications already are that this will be remembered, though, that the
be one of the banner meetings of the boiler must be thoroughly cleaned,
year. Good ‘programs are under way so that the graphite may attach itself
for all of these meetings, and the to the metal of the boiler. Consid

are able to

make

used with superheated

steam

than

their

objections with saturated steam, and that the
stick. Unable or unwilling to change troubles from superheating will be
his methods, the only recourse for overcome or will decrease in the fu
such an operator is to oﬂcr a reduc ture, when engines are designed regu
tion. in price; and this, as the testi larly for high superheat, He also be
mony shows, is generally unavailing. lieved that the best plant in this
It is with such as these that our iri country could be raised 8 to 10 per
formant usually has to do business; cent. -in cﬁ'iciency by judicious appli
and his opinion may therefore be tak cation of superheated steam.
en as in the main correct.
Now, brother threshermen, which
A decision that is of great import
class are you in‘! If in that just de ance to threshermc-n has recently
scribed, get out of it, even if you been handed down by the Supreme
have ‘to get out of the business. There

Court of the state of Iowa, whereby

is no proﬁt for anyone in doing busi

Jasper county has paid $23,000 to
the victims of a bridge accident——

ness at cost or leg. If you don 't know
what it costs, you can never take

better time than right now' to learn.

that at Watt Lake.
These claims have been pending for
more than four years. One of them
was brough to trial, that of Joseph
Slaughter, who was paralyzed from

the waist down. and the plaintiﬁ se
above all, lose no opportunity to get cured judgment for the full amount
into touch with your competitors and claimed, $10,000, and interest. This
make friends of them.
Distrust of verdict was conﬁrmed recently in. the

each other is one of the bad features
of the business. Eliminate it. Cut
thresherman who allows anything or eration of the foregoing will indicate it out. If the chance oﬁers to form
a threshers’ association, take it. But
dinary to keep him away from the the necessity for this.
one in which he should be interested
don’t get into a rut. Be a good man

Turn out

F. should

used, in the author's opinion. On
account of the large wearing surface.

ience, that the rule above stated does

meet and organize for better prices, tice for introducing it is to mix it to Don’t neglect a. single item of ex
better roads and bridges, better laws a paste with kerosene oil. place it in pense: then compare what you should
for threshermen, betterment of the the botom of the boiler and turn the get with what you are getting. Don 't
business generally. This is a new water in, when the graphite will be be afraid to charge a just price. And

is making a sad mistake.

grees to 625 degrees

from wide observation

con regarding graphite as a boiler
scale preventive; and the sum of it
is that graphite is a good means to
that end. But the boiler should be
meeting to be held the last Wednes clean to start with, for the substance
day in March, at which time will be is a better preventive than cure of
completed an association of thresher scale. The philosophy of it seems to
men that it is expected will rival that lie in the ease with which ﬂake
of Wichita in magnitude and import graphite will attach itself to all the
ance.
Michigan thresherman, turn minute irregularities of the inner sur
out and see and hear for yourselves face of the boiler, giving it a coating
what this organization means for which has no eﬁect whatever on the
you.
Don’t forget the date:
The metal, although it is a good conduc
last Wednesday and Thursday in tor of heat. Scale will not adhere to
March; the 25th and 26th.
it as it does to the bare metal, and
Another new convention date is what does collect has been found to
that for Des Moines, April 21, 22 be much softer and easy of removal.
Authorities say that the best prac
and 23; when Iowa threshermen will

There is one thing in the state ager. That’s what the farmers want,
ments of many threshermen, both in and will pay reasonably for.
their letters to The Review and at
convention meetings, in which they
At a recent meeting of the Ameri
"Regarding poor bridges, I have are unanimous, and yet sets one to can Society of Mechanical Engineers
only one rule to go by,” says a Mich thinking about the wherefore of it. in New York an interesting paper on
igan thresherman, “and that is, to This is the oft repeated statement engine design for the use of super
keep oﬂ them until they are ﬁxed up that there is not much trouble in get heated steam was presented in which
strong and safe. No matter if you ting and maintaining a. higher rate the author gave as the advantages of
can get damages.
They can’t re than that made by that class of oper superheated steam that it eliminates
place lives or limbs. Go round them ators known as “price cutters.” The almost all cylinder condensation, and
everybody; and make these gather
ings each a mighty success.

reduced.

ished for the time the belt was
thrown oﬁ. The cylinder, however,
revolves rapidly for some time after
this is done and the boy, in playing

Those in charge of the Wichita presence on that footboard was guilty
convention this year have found it of criminal negligence that should be
most expedient for all concerned to punishable with imprisonment. There
advance the date of that convention is no reasonable excuse for having

of date;

are

The degree of eﬂiciency of the Car
not cycle in the engine is raised also.
Highly superheated steam of 575 de

operated and when the work was ﬁn

The man responsible for that boy's and is

somewhat, holding it March 3, 4 and

ances in the cylinder

gines with slow piston speed and
child, ‘too small to realize the danger, led to his assignment to this work four seated poppet valves for large
is allowed to suﬁer, what shall we whenever necessary, and whose ﬁeld engines with high piston speed were
think of those in charge of the ma of operation ranges from Saskatche mentioned as best for highly super
wan on the North to the Gulf and heated steam, and piston valves were
chine?
What excuse could there have been West to California, covering nearly also recommended. The tandem type
for the accident to an eight year old all the grain growing countries of of engine was recommended on ac
Pennsylvania boy noted in the fol the states, this phase of the business count of being able to use high piston
lowing from a local paper?
came up for discussion. He prompt speed, which reduces ﬁrst cost.
“A threshing machine had been ly expressed the- opinion, formed
Discussion of the paper revealed

dent.”

5, instead of in April as heretofore.
Threshermen who have attended the
previous Wichita meetings will need
no urging ‘to attend the forthcoming
one, and they will urge their neigh
bors to go along. The main thing to
be impressed upon all is the change

since its volume increases, the clear

Supreme Court and since then the
board of supervisors has been trying
to compromise the remaining claims,
succeeding only recently.
The accident on which the claims
were based happened July 6, 1904, at
Watt Lake bridge, in Sherman town
ship, between Newton and Colfax.

The

Slaughter

threshing

machine

went through the bridge, which was

old and defective, and Clarence
Campbell, aged 17, was killed, Jo
Seaph Slaughter paralyzed, and Mall
Slaughter, John Luther and J. H.
Wilson slightly injured.
For the estate of Clarence Camp

contractors to obtain prison labor at
ridiculously low cost, to the detriment
of free men who must, in order to
live and support their families, get
fact or not. The moment he fails to more for their labor than the other
recognize these items, up ‘to the very kind can be had for. Our highways
last day of the life or ownership of provide healthy labor for the convict
the rig, that moment he begins to lose with the least competition for the
money. No man, then, can aﬁord to free worker,—thc respected and use
let complete ownership of his rig ful member of society. Naturally it
blind him to the fact that rates must will be a step, too, toward the better
at least stay as they were when he ment of bad industrial conditions;
was paying for it, and that his “In but no reasonable person will claim
terest and Sinking Fund” as the city that it is in any great degree a pan
dads call a similar fund, must be pro acea for them. But it is wrong in
vided for every year. Make provision both principle and practice to farm
for it when ﬁxing the price, and es out our convict labor. bringing it in
tablish and pay the
prescribed direct and crushing competition with
honest labor.
amount into it, every year.

bell $12,100 was demanded of the penses. The interest charge on the
county; settlement was effected for investment, too, remains the same as
$3,700; for Joseph Slaughter $10, it did before, for the investment is
000 was originally claimed and the there, whether the man realizes the

court awarded that sum, which with
interest, now amounts to $12,338.72,‘
which will be paid in full;
Mell
Slaughter, John Luther and J. H.
Wilson each claimed $600 and were
allowed $200; Mrs. Slaughter, owner

of the threshing outﬁt and mother of
Joseph, claimed $4,991.15 for loss of

Joseph 's services and the loss of the
threshing outﬁt and was allowed
$3,750; I. A. Campbell, father of
the dead boy, claimed $2,420 for loss
of services and was allowed $200.
The county is forced to issue inter
est bearing warrants in part for its
settlement, and still has no bridge to

show for its expenditure. It ought
to be a safe bet, though, that other
faulty bridges in that county are be
ing looked after and made safe.
And while the damages recovered can

in no measure compensate the vic
tims for loss of life and a lifelong
heritage of pain, we hope that the
lesson will not be lost on the super
visors of this and other counties
where poor bridges are still a menace
to the life and property of those who
must use them in the conduct of a
most necessary, community business.

“The sooner the rig is paid for the
more proﬁt there will be, if you keep
it in good shape and wear it out in

stead of trading it oﬁ or buying a
new one which is unnecessary;” says

a thresherman in this issue of _The
Review.
“'hich is strictly

II
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true,

whatever

the light in which the matter is view
ed. Looking at it from a. strictly
business standpoint, the sooner the
rig is paid for the sooner interest on
the debt stops, which is an additional
charge against the rig that should be
eliminated as soon as possible; and
when this is done the interest goes
into the owner’s pocket as an addi

tional proﬁt.
Again, if the thresherman wears
out his rig, making it last a few years
longer than the time he hasallowed
in computing his depreciation, every
year that the rig is used after it has
paid for itself in this way is so much
clear gain, which is added to by every
year the rig is running after it has
been charged oﬁ in depreciation from

the owner’s books. These are the
logical, business reasons for the add
ed proﬁt that comes to the man who

has his rig paid for and takes care

motor vehicles should confer together

and see whether some modus vivendi
could he arrived at. The meetings
were presided over by Sir John
Wolfe Barry, K. C. B., and were at
tended by engineers

and

surveyors

from all parts of the country, whilst
road users were well represented. The
congress has done much good, for it

has swept away many misconceptions,
and has, it is hoped, convinced the
county council officials that road
users are not desirous of taking
away, but rather adding to their
powers, and on the other hand, road
users have teamed that amongst the

county and local authority oﬂlciala
there are already a number of men
who are loyally following a forward
policy, and doing their best to meet
the everchanging requirements of
The subject matter of Nikola Tes
Cost is a relative matter, after all. traﬂic, and who would do still more
la’s article on making war impossi Sometimes a little more relative. Un if local rates could be supplemented
ble, reprinted in this issue, has no der the heading “Cheaper Radium,” by exchequer grants. The question
particular reference to the threshing a technical paper states that three of private bridges on public roads
trade; but because of the interesting grammes of radium (about forty-six was dealt with by the congress, and
statements, from an authoritative grains), the largest quantity yet pro resolutions were passed calling for
source, regarding
the irresistible duced at one time, has been. extracted fresh legislation herein.
force called into action by the crea by the Imperial Academy of Sciences
These are the things that count.
tion of a. tidal wave we give space to of Vienne, from ten tons of uranium
The threshermen of this country can
the article in its entirety. Some very and pitchblende given them by the get nothing for themselves by staying
impressive ﬁgures are stated and a government from its mines in Bohe at home, trusting to others to do
very vivid impressian is given of the mia, and although the crude material the work for them. They must take
mighty power of a large body of wa cost nothing, the extraction alone advantage of every opportunity like
ter suddenly brought into action.
amounted to $10,000. This, however, the Lansing, Des Moines and Wichita
cheapens the cost of radium consid meetings oﬁer, and make themselves
erably, for the three grammes, ap
A very suﬁicient reason for the ab proximately, above mentioned, were such a power that their law makers
sence of price cutters in his territory obtained at one-third the cost of pre cannot aﬂ’ord to ignore them.
is given by an Iowa. subscriber in this vious products which, it has been es
issue when he remarks that said price timated, would be worth not less than
There have of late been many large
cutter could not make expenses if he $3,000,000 an ounce. A small frac engines built, each developing many
thrashed for less than the ruling tion of the yield has been presented thousand horse power; and such en
price. The natural inference, al to Sir William Ramsay, the English gincs do not any more attract much
though our correspondent does not scientist, for experimental purposes. more than passing notice. But worthy
say as much, is that those who are A part will be used by- other research of note is one recently built for the
at work at even the prevailing price ers to test Prof. Ramsay's theory re Carnegie Steel company, at Sharon,
are not making much over expenses garding the breaking up of radium Pa.; a veritable monster that when
even as ﬁgured by them; and then the into other elements.
assembled will be the largest engine
ﬁgures may err on the wrong side for
One million dollars an ounce, as ever installed in the world, and will
proﬁt; for many threshermen still ig against three million dollars an have a capacity of no less than
nore interest and depreciation when ounce! That's “cheaper radium," 25,000 h. p. Two of the castings
ﬁguring up expense of running and all right. But at that, it is probably weighed, after machining, 118 tons
take account of repairs only as they by far the most expensive commodity each, and special reinforced 100-ton
become necessary. But as we have
ﬂat cars were built expressly for their
yet manufactured.
often said before these things must
transportation. The engine when set
be taken into account. More than
up weighs 550 tons, without founda
that, the thresherman should estab
That association is good business tion plates or ﬂywheel. It is a hori
lish a fund in which to deposit the has already been proved in a more or zontal twin tandem rolling mill en
annual charge for depreciation as less tentative way by threeshermen gine, with cylinders 42 inches and
fast as it is earned. Then the money in America, particularly where lodges 70, 54 inch stroke, designed to oper
intended for renewal of the rig will of T. N. P. A. were formed. It works ate condensing at 175 lb. steam pres
be there when the time comes to buy, out the same way in England, where sure and a speed of 150 to 200 r. p.
if the man intends to stay in the bus they have a National Traction En m., developing its maximum power at
iness. In the meantime it need not gine Owners’ and Users’ Associa the highest number of revolutions.
be lying idle, but in careful hands tion. There, as here, the road situa
Notwithstanding the enormous size,
will itself be earning interest on well tion is a serious one; partly because
the engine will require the services of
secured loans. It might be a novel of weak bridges and partly because

to prolong its life. It will be seen, experience for the thresherman to of the closing of good and convenient
too, that these reasons offer no valid turn money lender, but it will be one roads to traction engines;v for En

excuse for a cut from the price that well worth having.
has been established. The fact that
the added proﬁt is being made should
It is reported that at a meeting in
constitute a source of self congratula
tion for the thresherman; not a rea San Jose, California, the Building
son for lowering his price for the Trades Council of Santa Clara coun
ty adopted resolutions relative to the
work.
Too many threshermen, . though, working of county prisoners on the
seem to consider that emancipation public roads. The resolutions stated
from debt leaves them independent that “the Council disapproves and
of any necessity for using business condemns chain-gang labor; urgent
methods in the future conduct of the ly protesting that it does not remove
work, and feel, as many of them have the cause or remedy the eﬁects of
expressed it in times past in The Re bad industrial conditions.”
We do not know that the advo
view's correspondence columns, that
the rig is paid for and all that comes cates of road-making by prisoners
in is clear proﬁt. This is not so. The have claimed that it would “remove
rig must be replaced some time if the cause and remedy the eﬁ'ects of
What
the man stays in the business, and he bad industrial conditions.”

glish district councils are much in
clined to be over particular regarding
damage to roads by traction engines.
The report of the annual meeting of
the association states that one of the
most important events of the year

‘was the holding of a series of meet
ings
regarding road improvement
at
Olympia,
and
consequently
at ' the
Institution
of
Civil
Engineers. There has been a. dif
ﬁcul'ty in years past in getting

but one

engineer.

Constructed

to

operate the rolls in a steel mill, it has
to be quickly reversed at the end of
each run, and the load varies at the

end of a few moments from nothing
to the maximum power exerted.

The

reversing mechanism used is of the
Reynolds-Marshall type and run by a
small independent engine with oil cyl
inder lock. Another small engine is
employed in operating the steam
throttle valves, all of these units be
ing
under the perfect control
of one
engineer.
I

Some idea of the huge dimensions
of locomotive owners as to the weak of this engine can be had by compar
ness of roads; this attitude of the ing the bore of the low pressure cyl
county and district councils was per inder, 70 inches, with the height of
haps more or less natural when self an ordinary man. Also by the fact
councils to listen to the complaints

propelled traffic was but a small pro

portion of the general traﬁic of a lo
must keep on. planning for this and they do object to, however, is unequal cality, but the increase of motor cars,
making the rig earn its depreciation competition between prison labor and wagons, and 'buses has brought about
the opportunity given a feeling that councils and owners of
fund over and above other daily ex free labor;

that the throttle valve and reverse

are each operated by small indepen
dent engines; and yet all under con
trol of one man. Truly a. wonderful

and magniﬁcent piece of work.
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telling the crew what to do, and how very much.

There are so many ma
to do it in order to get him out, and chines that we don’t get much
never let out a cry of pain. The sep for threshing; 41/; cents for wheat,
arator man had his leg broken. The 2 and 3 cents for oats, and the run

ﬁreman was thrown up on the top of is about 14 days.
the engine and escaped
scratch.

Made Money At It.
Editor Review:—I

will

try

which the question was put,
and

as

it

would be impossible to state what the

write you a letter from this part of total of centrifugal force would be,
the country. I have been a thresher or how much it would have increased,
for 15 years, and in that time have by this manner of changing speed,
learned a great deal both with ma unless the increase of radius be
chinery and people. It pays to be known. The amount of increase of

without a

I like the Avery machine the best,

especially the big one. Will close
I will enclose a. picture of the rig. wishing The Review and brother
The engine was broken up quite bad threshermen success.
.
ly. Wasn’t able to do any more
Clarence‘ H. Cook.
threshing with it after that on ae
Saro-nville, Neb.
eount of not having the crew to run
it. (See page 9.)

*

*

*

A Boiler Criticism.
Editor Review:—Your notice as to
poor crops, and so Wasn’t able to expiration of subscription at hand,

I have had lots of other hard luck
on account of the bad weather and

clear expenses; but I expect to try and thank you for the same. I would

again next fall.

I get lots of letters have remitted sooner but was off run

from readers of The Review, asking ning a plow rig, so had no chance.
me to give them a. chance to handle Find money order enclosed for $1.10

my engine next fall, but I would like for which send me The Review one
to say a few words here and that is year and a pair of Sargent gloves.
that it isn’t much use to write me
As this is a new country and
as I have a. great many friends who prairie land I have much work trying

are engineers and they have asked to make a home here on a claim. A
for the job; the same with the sep fellow has to hustle to make things
arator men.
go. This is a ﬁne country for steam
As yet we have had no snow in No. plowing, and there are quite a few
Dakota. This is a good place for a steam rigs in operation around here.
man to work as he can get work the
Later I will write you a letter on
year around. There are a great many plowing, giving you faults, weak
T. W. WILSON'S SAVING OUTFIT.

coal mines around here. I am min parts of engine for plowing busness,
ing myself at the present time. A and how much we can make per day

good man can clear from sixty to with a good rig.

-

honest and do as you agree, when you

radius would largely depend upon the one hundred dollars a month digging
make a promise, keep it. Then the construction of the governor. It is coal, but reader I want you to un
farmers can depend on you. Be gen safe to suppose, however, that it derstand it is hard and dangerous
tlemanly; do your work good and as would be one-fourth of its original work.
quick as possible; get good machinp length.
Well. I must close, wishing the
cry if you haven't got it; work to
The centrifugal force increasing as Review success.
please your customers.
the square of the velocity, and being
~ Yours very truly,
During this time I have had ﬁre 20 pounds at 150 r. p. m., at 300 r.
Elmer A. Nurnberger.
separators, six traction engines, four p. m. and the same radius of ball
Fosholm, N. D.

sawmills, two hay balers, one clover
huller and one Plano corn husker.
I put the most of my time in in
sawing. Have two mills at present;

path it would be 80 pounds. But, as
* * *
previously given, with this manner of
A Young One.
changing speed, the radius has in
Editor Review: I have been read
creased one-fourth,, and as the cen
one Port Huron and one Enterprise; trifugal force increases directly as ing
some of the live letters from
would like to sell one of them. Sawed the radius, when the revolutions re live threshermen and have seen
121,000 in 18 days.
The logs are main the same, the total centrifugal nothing from this part of the coun
small here; when it comes to a. 4x4 force would be 80 pounds plus one
try so thought I would write and
12 feet long, “that is going some.” fourth of this amount, due to the cor tell you some of my experiences.
My threshing is in a radius of three responding increase of radius, or 20

Threshing was
I threshed at my
ham, Okla. The
eight bushels per
lasted 9 days, so
man can get rich

good in Oklahoma.
old residence, Peck
wheat made about
acre, and the work
you see how fast a
at these licks. The

green bugs did

ﬁne

year in Oklahoma.‘

threshing this

There

was

not

much wheat sowed this fall here for
fear of the bugs. This is more of a
cotton country.
Mr. Editor, I wish you a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year,

and that God will bless you with long
life for us threshermen to be cheered

along with your good Review. I’ thank
you once more for the pains you take

My stepfather owns two rigs, both in giving us such an elegant and in

miles. Have had this run ever since pounds, making a total of 100 pounds. of them are Averys. One is a 20 structive paper and I don’t see how
any threshermen can get along with
I started; no one bothers me. I pulled
The summary would then be as fol h. p. return ﬂue boiler, 36x60 separ
to 97 places this season.

ator with weigher, feeder and blower. out the best of papers published for

I do all my lows:

work in- daylight; no pulling after

By changing the speed of an en

The other is a 22 h. p. locomotive the beneﬁt of the threshermen.

I, for

one, have The Review in my business.
dark. Home every night.
gine from 150 to 300 r. p. m., by al type engine, double cylinder, under
I read in The Review quite a bit on
Boys, hire good help, pay good tering the length of the governor mounted, and a 42x70 separator, with
wages, buy good machinery, keep it valve stem, the centrifugal force all attachments.
boilers, their care and abuse, etc., and
in good shape, and above all, be would be increased approximately
We plowed over two hundred acres mud burns and so on so I will try

strictly temperate and hustle. _ and ﬁve fold. In other words if it be 20 this fall with the big engine, and
you will make a success of it. I have! pounds (10 pounds on each ball) at graded about eight miles of road. I
I started with nothing and now own 150 r. p. m.; at 300 r. p. m. it would am 15 years old but have been with
a little home worth $3500. with fur be 100 pounds (50 pounds on each a machine four falls now. First fall
nace and gas well, which I‘ have got ball.)
as helper, then two falls and part of
by hustling My rig consists of a
this fall run an engine two days and
Believing this would make the mat
Peerless 33x50 with all attachments. ter clearer, I‘ respectfully request the ﬁred the big one for the road grad
and 22 h. p. engine, which is hard to same be published in The Review.
ing.
I like the threshing business
beat. Am sending you pictures of
Yours truly,
home, sawmill and threshing rig.
H. J. S.
T. W. Wilson.
***

my hand to point some faults. In the
ﬁrst place the threshing engine boiler
is too weak to carry the pressure they
carry. In the second place, the boiler
ought to be strong enough to carry

180 pounds working pressure; for
they would be more saving of fuel
and more powerful for

their

size,

N. Amherst. Ohio.

*

a:

*

That Governor Question.

A Bridge Accident.
Editor Review-:——As the hum of
the threshing machine is silent and all
we threshermen can do now is to

Editor Review: I saw in the ques
tions and answers column of the Oc

write and tell about what luck and

tober issue of The Review, the re

breakdowns we have had this fall, I

quest for an explanation of the law
of centrifugal force. "How does it
change in respect to the speed and
the radius. For example: I have my
engine governors adjusted so as to

will tell you ﬁrst of a sad accident
that happened my little rig on Octo
ber 16th last, in which the engineer,
Fred Gillespie, was scalded by steam,

and from which he died later in the

hold the engine speed at 150 r. p. m. hospital at Minot. The rig fell
If I now change the adjustment to through a small bridge and he was

300 r. p. m. by altering the length of
the governor valve stem, how much
will the centrifugal force have in
creased?”

caught between the foot board and
boiler and held fast there for fully
half an hour before help got to him.
The gauge cock broke off and the hot

The answer given was as complete

water and steam were blown onto
He was nervy and cool,

as it could be from the manner in his legs.

T. W. WILSON'S HOME.

N. Amherst, Ohlo~
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CORRECT CONSTRUCTION

OUR DESIGN usRlGliT-mn's wmr RUMELY
IDEAL SEPARATORS AND ENGINES
ALWAYS DO PERFECT WORK
The grain is almost completely separated from the straw while passing through the cylinder of
any make of machine, but, owing to faulty construction, the straw and grain are again thrown

together back of the cylinder and remixed so thoroughly that the entire work of separation must

be done over.

The Rumely Ideal begins at the cylinder to keep apart every kernel that is sep
arated from the straw. Notice the open slots between the concaves which
allow the grain to pass through as it is hurled outward by the centrifugal force.
The chain rake that carries the straw upward, moves over slotted openings.
which permit the grain to drop away from the straw onto the grain pan. This
l

early separation is greatly increased by the agitation of the ﬁrst beater.

This is the reason why the Rumely Ideal is a grain saver.

95% SEPARATIONWITHIN BFLi’ui: CYLINDER
R U M E LY.

3352f???222i‘ﬁ.°‘i.2§§“%§§f2§?312
evident that that is the only correct construction
that I am astonished that it was not adopted
forty years ago.”
‘

It is true.

We ourselves wonder why we

did not think of it years ago.

We have got it

now—the best boiler on the market.

You can

have it by buying Rumely goods. The sloping
sides leave a large water space at the hottest
part of the boiler opposite the grates. There is
no place for mud and sediment to collect and
bake. At the corners there is an opening large

enough for the entire arm to get in, through
which the boiler can be easily and thoroughly
cleaned. There is perfect circulation. The boiler
not only lasts longer than any other, but is

the easiest steamer.

Our new catalogue will be out soon.
It tells more about our designs.
Write for it.

M. RUMELY COMPANY,
Please mention The Review.

La Porte, Ind.
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THRESHERMEN--Buy a Saw Mil_l
Do not leave your engines standing idle all winter; rust does more damage
than the wear of usage. There is no other proﬁtable employment for your engine
during this season, so why not order a saw mill today?

THE BUCKEYE
Portable Saw Mill
Is made just for your case-the man that wants a light, portable mill, yet
one that he can do as good work and as much of it as a stationary mill. In
every respect the BUCKEYE is like a stationary mill. Same accurate set works,

variable friction feed, same capacity, same quality of work. It is better than a
stationary mill in this respect-it can be moved easily from one place to another.
Built in several sizes to run with engines from to to 100 h. p.
explains more fully and will be sent on request.

THE ENTERPRISE MFG. Co.,

Catalog T.

1040 Main Street,

Columbiana, Ohio‘

therefore much better boilers. Third, here as he could not make expenses
if he threshed for less.

From the Bay Country.

Well, I must close as this kind of
ment out unless he had city water talk may not be of any interest to
Carl Mickelson.
works, about hundred pounds pres you.
Kirkman, Iowa, R. F. D. 1
sure, and then it would take ﬁve
* * *
hours work to do a good job washing
out. This is a hard job. Engineers
Raising Cain.
don't want to wash out the boilers
Editor Reviewz-Enclosed please
very often, so that is the real cause
of muddy boilers and its plates mud ﬁnd a postoﬁice money order amount
ing to 50 cents, for which renew my
burned, and blowups.
But on the other hand, if the boil paper for one year. I think The Re
ers were built right they could be view is a great help to a threshermen.
washed out in thirty minutes’ time I don't see anything from this neck
with tank pump in ﬁnest shape. I of the weeks, so I thought I would
think washout plugs should be lo come once.
I run an. Aultman & Taylor rig
cated right at bottom of corners; one
at each leg of boiler so you can insert which consists of 16 h. p. engine and
the nozzle in one‘ hole and blow out

years and don’t want to miss a single
copy. I wish it would be a weekly
instead of a monthly.
Well, as I have not seen anything

threshing rig boilers are 50 years he
hind time as to arrangement of wash
out plugs; as they are too high up on
leg of boilers and arranged too high
from bottom of boiler. In washing
out a fellow cannot get all the sedi

the mud at the other side, or can

wash across, or vice versa.
There‘should also be plugs in the
waist and at under side of barrel of
boiler. They would be much handier
to get at than in smoke box and
would not rust nor bake in like plug
in smoke box. There would be less
mud burned boilers if so constructed.
I do hope that thresher manufactur
ing companies will break away from

the old tea kettle design and build
boilers that we can wash out and be

I

I get 2 cents for oats and barley,

3 cents for wheat and rye, 5 cents for
Editor Review:—Please ﬁnd en
Some threshermen are talking of
beans and peas and $1.00 for clover
charging 3 cents for oats and barley closed 50 cents for another year’s seed. Crops were light around here.
and 5 cents for wheat and furnish subscription. I have taken your val Oats about 15 bushels per acre, wheat
uable paper for the last ten or twelve 10, rye 10, beans 12 and clover 2.
the coal.
Roads and bridges are very good

here.

I run my own engine and hire

a separator man and water man.

I‘

do all my own repairing. Like the
from this part of the country in your simple better than the compound en
paper about threshing; the jobs are
gine, as it is much quicker, and I
small ranging from 5 to

I think there is

good

20

acres.

think stronger at the same pressure

money

in of steam.
threshing here, yet it does not last
I am not bothered much with the
over three months every year. There
are not very many machines around price cutter now. although there are
a few left around here.
and no price cutters at all.

When I can

I have

not get my price I pull in, as one
man’s
money is worth no more than
though
I have threshed-about 12
nnother’s to me.
years on my own book, but I don't
Wishing The Review success,
pretend to know all yet. We have a
12 h. p. engine vbuilt twenty years
Jas. S. Robb.
Dryden, Mich.
=0: :1: *
no machine at the present time al

A Young Thresherman.
Editor Review:—1' will write you a

few lines from this neck of the woods.
Threshing in these parts was poor
this year. The man who says he paid
for his rig in a year is mistaken. I
am young at the business, threshed
six years. Every year at the engine
until this time, and then I ran the
separator and got along ﬁne.

a Gear-Scott outﬁt.

It was

I have been on

proud of.
a Gear-Scott outﬁt about three yeam
Yours truly,
Thos. Decker.
Chattanooga, Okla.

t

:r

*

and have about come to the conclu
sion that they. are all right, but sup
pose there are others just as good. I’
do not own a rig, but work for the

Appreciative.

other fellow.

Editor Review:—I have been a
I enjoy reading The Review very
IN MISSOURI.
Courtesy Wright Bros. Pierce City.
reader of your valuable paper since
much, and should have liked to send
the Des Moines state fair; and would
36x56 separator, with a Parsons ago, and is good for many years more. in my subscription before now, but
not miss a single issue for anything.
have been so busy. We have lots to
I can hardly wait from the time I feeder and Russell wind stacker and We are now running a. Rosenthal do here in this new country. I en
husker
and
shredder
with
it.
Peoria
weigher.
I
think
this
makes
vhave read one paper through till the
If this will miss the waste basket, I joyed reading Mr. Larson's letter
next one comes. The only fault I a good all around rig.
may
come again. Wishing The Re about pulling the hills, getting out
The
crops
were
pretty
good
here
ﬁnd, I‘ wish it was weekly in place of
from Williston across the Missouri
monthly. I don ’t own a rig but have this year, wheat made from 20 to 35 view and its readers success.
river. I have gone over the same
Aug.
W.
Wieland.
bushels
to
the
acre
and
oats
3
to
30
run an engine for the last eight falls.
road several times with a team and
Kawkawlin Mich.
I have run a number of different bushels. We got 4 cents for wheat
* * *
it’s bad enough.
and
2
cents
for
oats.
We
had
a
good
makes and will say they are all good
Not Bothered.
if operated somewhere right. In a run this year, about 60 days; and we
You will please ﬁnd enclosed mon
Editor Review: I am not interest ey order for 60 cents for which
great many cases where a separator booked about $3,000 with about
or engine bothers it is more in the $1,000 expenses. We ran all fall and ed in hay pressing. I have a com please send me The Review and one
man that has charge of it than the had about $10.00 worth of repairs; plete threshing outﬁt consisting of a Account Book.
which I think is pretty good. Every Port Huron 15 h. 'p. compound engine,
machine itself.
It has started to rain. I guess it
They are all pretty good with the body said “Those boys are certainly 33x50 Port Huron separator, Wood
will
turn to snow, so winter will soon
Bros. feeder and plain carrier, mer
exception that everyone usually has raising Cain over there.”
be here. I will' close for this time
an advantage of some kind over the
Well, as my letter is getting long, ry-go-round bagger, No. 1 Birdsell
I will close for this time, wishing clover huller with feeder, Buffalo with best wishes to The Review and
other.
.
brother threshermen.
We get 2 cents for oats and barley, The Review and brother threshermen Pitts bean thresher, Port Huron steel
C. T. Glascock.
success.
Carl Hagermeister,
tank, and I think like the rest that
and 4 cents for wheat.
I have the best outﬁt.
Giltner, Neb.
Schafer, N. D.
The price cutter does not bother
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I Put it Up to the Separator
Figure out how much your separator can do
in a day, running at full capacity, and ﬁgure
your work accordingly. Do not let your out
put depend upon the feeding capacity of hand
feeders.

The

Garden City
Feeder
will keep your separator going at full capacity
just as long as there is any grain in sight. It
l makes no difference how the grain is put into
the carrier, nor the condition of the grain.
The feeder was built to run under these
adverse conditions, and has been tried out
, under the most trying c onditions in all parts
,

OUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee THE GARDEN CITY SELF FEEDER not to sing the cylin

der regardless of conditions of grain; allow no bundles to go into the cylinder
crossways regardless of how the bundles are pitched into the carrier; to break no
concaves or spikes, and (to feed the separator to its full capacity. If feeder will
not bear out the above claims after a trial of ﬁve days, the money or notes given
for said feeder will be immediately returned to the purchaser.
PELLA STACKER COMPANY, Falls, Iowa.

of the country.

PELLA 8TA GKER GUMPANY,

Fella, Iowa

Pella. Stacker CO., Portland. Ore.
Pella. Stacker 430., 40 E. Swan St... Columbus. Ohio.
Matt Sproul, Sparta, Ill.
Sherwood & Shields, Wichita. Kansas.
Norfolk F. &. M. CO., Norfolk, Nebr.
Please mention The Review.

Pella Stacker CO., Room 5, Bd. of Trade Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
Pells. Stacker Co., 330 N. First SL. Minneapolis, Minn.
Pella Stacker Co., 230-232 N. Phillips Ave, Sioux Falls, S. D

C. E. Rogers, Harper, Kan.
H. C. Miller, Cherokee. Ia.
Bruns Mchy. Co . St. Charles, Mo.

A Good One From the Big Bend the Gotshall Rotary thresher. Be- 1 other day. This made moving a hard designs, and plenty of them. Still
yond reading the description‘ in the proposition, and much harder for there are some contemplating buying
Country.
Review, don’t remember having seen those who had heavy rigs than those more rigs. Sure, Mike! That is just
Editor Review:—Enclosed please
ﬁnd 50 cents M. O. in payment of one
year’s subscription and also allow me

to thank you for the good journal you
are putting out. It ’s up to the
standard, if any comparison is possi

ble, and always full of good and val
uable matter for the threshermen.

anything relative to its efficiency as
a grain saver.'
Wishing you a prosperous New
Year, with my best wishes to all
threshermen.
F. C. Beam.
Medical Lake, Wash.

who had the lighter rigs. A ﬂail would
have been just the right sized rig to
move around this country ‘with, but
that kind of threshing machine was
used about twelve years ago in this
lcountry. At that time there were
[very few farmers who had any

Threshing in the Big Bend country
was good this season, and the weath

er all that could he wished. I am
sure that all threshermen in this sec

the business boys. Get more ma~
chines. It doesn’t make much diﬁ'er
ence if we make something or not, as
long as we threshermen can thresh,
that's all we want.

“Sure,” time

will be here, and it will not be long,
before we threshermcn will have to
give the farmer just the amount what
we should get for threshing his
grain, and yet he will think he does
a world 's greatest favor to the poor
thresher.

But I suppose in a case of

tion made some money, though they

that kind it will

don ’t admit it.
I ran a 15 h. p. simple engine this
fall and am pleased to say I ﬁnished
the run without a. single stop or de
lay from the engine failing. That is
considered a good record here, in the
soft ground and hilly country, and
this is the ﬁrst season out of six that

threshcrmen can ’t get enough to cov

Prices here for threshing are some

for ﬂax.

This is the standard price

here. We furnish fuel and crew.
There are lots of cheap guys who

the separator more in your columns.

Is it because they fear some one will
learn something about it? I hope not ‘

thresh for even cheaper

than

that

just in order to get some threshing.
Yes, just to have something to pass
away the time. But time is money,
and I’ reckon that when time is going,

money must be, too.
,
Courtesy Chas. N. Boehm, Oaltiord
Last summer we had two thresher
men's meetings in which we dis
grain under cultivation, and they
that
.

AN lLLlNOlS SETTING.

From Minnesota.
Ed-t
R :__I h , b
-,_ had amounted to almost nothing. So
one will make it so, as it certainly
1 or ewew
ale een Wm
they all threshed whatever they had
weeds out a class of men who are ifng for a lgngth tilge ‘sto see duffel: I with ﬁails and sticks; but that is not
positively dangerous, but still draw a rom some 0
e 0) aroun
er "ithe case at the present time. Now all
mechanics salary, whether they are but have been waiting in vain‘
lfarmers average about 100 acres each,

appreciate a. letter from some thresh
erman having had experience running

if

where in the neighborhood of 3 cents
for feed, 5 cents for wheat, 10 cents

ways gives satisfaction.
Why don’t the threshermen discuss

competent or not.
I am sure all your readers would

easy help

er his daily expenses, not speaking of
earnings for himself; just simply pull
in the rig and leave it rather than
thresh just for fun, and a good word
to boot.
-

I accomplished it, still my work al

and would be pleased to read more of .
the separator and its care, as would
other readers of your valuable book.
The licensed engineer
discussion
seems to have cooled down. Wonder
why‘! License is not compulsory
here, as yet, but we are hoping some

be

cussed which would be the best way
to better our conditions, but, behold,

the majority of the boys didn't seem
to know a good thing when they saw
it, so we decided on nothing. I don ’t

than a ﬂail to know if we will try to do something
all modern rigs about it next year or not.
Hang. Mimi.
Charles Blazek.
ning, for we had rain almost every here, of the latest style and diﬁerent
Threshing was lots of trouble here so it takes more
last fall, especially from the begin- tin-e511, We have
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ccpt through the mud, though we did are some of the engines that would
not use more than 9 plows part of be dear if a man would get it for
the time. If we would break one, we nothing, if he should try to plow
would take one 0E the end and re with them. A single cylinder is no
place the broken one and go ahead good to break with where it is stony
and hilly, but they might do fairly
again.
We have a McGuire steam plow well on stubble, where there are no
that does fairly well. It would be a hills. I have owned several makes 0'!
dandy plow if it was a little stronger

Editor Review:—I use a 20-horse four of the John Deere, three bottom
simple Advance engine and three 14 inch plows, but only use three at
treble disc Rock Island plows. I pull one time, as it needs one extra plow
to keep the rig going. By having
a tender with about 8 barrels of wa
ter and 900 pounds of coal; burning

one extra plow you can keep it ready

about 1800 pounds of coal and using so when you put one plow out of
about 5 tanks (60 barrels) of water. business just hook in the other plow.
Will average about 20 acres in black, This saves lots of time as there is
waxy soil, such as we have in this some strain and you will put a plow
country. My engine is one of the out once in a while. The John Deere
ﬁrst plow engines the Advance com is a good plow for this country. I
pany put out; and by experience I would not know what to get to get
believe that the engine for successful any thing better. I am not going to
steam plowing should be a compound tell you how much breaking I have
engine, with heavy gearing, with done but I guess I have done my
tanks for oil to keep the gearing well share as I paid my engineer 101 days
oiled. I am conﬁdent that I‘ can work with the engine on the plows.
break land for 60 or 65 cents per
acre, and do good work. I like the
Advance engine all right, and believe

Breaking by steam is the only way to

ing investment unless a man has a

that their compound engine will be a
splendid plow engine. I believe that
the steam plow is here to stay. In our

*

,

.
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Editor Review:—-As I have not
seen anything from this part of the
country, I will write you a few lines
and tell you my experience in thresh
ing and plowing by steam.

I own a Nichols & Shepard 10 h. p.
engine and 28x44 separator, which is
large enough for this country. The
jobs are small and several bridges to
contend with.
Courtesy .lno. Holmen.
A PLOWING STUNT.
I had 60 acres of fall plowing to do
and it was so dry and hard I could break if there is no rock, but they | lot of land to break himself, as the
not do it with homes, so I put two give some trouble. The ground here investment is too large in the ﬁrst
Emerson gangs behind the engine and

is quite hard and when dry gets very

place.

*

*

John Holmen.
Shell, N. D.

should have sent it sooner but have

Editor Review:—I will

I do not like to miss

behind also.

There is a lot of

Editor Review :—Please accept ﬁfty
cents for'renewal of your paper. I
neglected it.

*

*

*

write you

breaking

how we got along plowing, or break
ing as it should be called.
We had a very backward spring,
and then when spring came, we were
tied up for coal, but we got along

season. We could have done a lot
more but it was too wet to start with,
and we had some very stony ground,

years. Crops were not very good
this year, ﬂax will average about six most of it. The last 160 acres we
bushels, oats about sixteen. but of broke had no stones in it. and we
very good quality.
not last long, but

gine I have ever had a hold of.

there was no money in it for the man

broke that in ﬁve days, and the
ground was very heavy. It takes
four good horses to break two acres

("ompound is far superior to any en
It

will outpull any 25 horse engine of
in a day. but our 25 horse engine any other make either in the United
pulls ten 16-inch plows right along States or Canada. I could write a
any place, and we had some ground large book about this engine. I
equipments; it makes a good rig for that was 20% grade; but the engine know most every man thinks he has
this country. As to plows. 1' have would take the plow up any place ex the best, but it is a fact that there

who ran the rigs. As to the rig I
have, it is a 35 h. ‘p. Advance engine,
40x60 Port Huron separator, with all

-w-"._.1~-_u.... .. .

to make it pay, as it is quite an ex
pense for new shares and pointing
same. We done all our own share
sharpening, but did not point any.
And another thing, I‘ don’t believe
it pays to buy a plow outﬁt if you
know nothing about it, for you can
never get hired men that will look
after everything as you would your
self, and it is hard to get a good man
with the engine, as most of the en
gines are spoiled from poor manage

ment before they are run 5 years.
I see by one of The Review letters,
the writer thinks it is no use plowing
with an engine that has a cast iron
I will differ with him there, as

our engine has a cast iron gear and
the wear is but a triﬂe and I believe
that a cast iron gear will last longer

than a steel one, if it is wide enough
so it won’t cut, as most of the build
ers of steel gears make them too nar

row and will wear out in a short time.
This has been my experience with the
two different gears, but not all cast
iron gears are good.
I have seen

done gears break just pulling a little sep

which of course without doubt are
the strongest and most economical
engines on the market today. I have
handled‘ almost all the engines made
in the states, but the Reeves Cross

Threshing did
long enough as

for

with steam up here, more than a doz arator up a hill, and this was what
en outﬁts near one town, some with they called their heavy plow gear.
fairly good success, but I will say What would an engine like that do on

right here that if you have not got a
the paper because there is too much
good engine, you might as well quit.
good advice in it.
I have seen 40 horse engines have all
I will send you two pictures of my
they could do to pull ten 14 inch
rig, one when threshing and the other
plows and use twice as much coal and
while breaking sod. These pictures fairly well after we got started. We water as we use on ours. We are
are not of the best but we cannot broke 750 acres last summer. We av pulling more plows than anyone
expect to have the best in that line eraged 21 acres a day through the around here, but we have the Reeves,
out here in this new country. It has
just been, settled up the last two

good

Oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .75
Board for men . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.50
Two teams . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.00

gear.

it proved a success, and if the ground hard. A plow lay does not last very
If I had bought our outﬁt here, it
was not so hard, I could handle long.
To give you ,an idea, I have would have cost $5.000, but just the
three as I do two now. I can run worn out 51 lays this last season. I‘ same it is the right way to break up
the four plows for $2.60 per day and do all my own plow work, so I do not land, as you can do a lot better job
I could run six plows for the same have any blacksmith hill, just my I than can be done by horses.
We
expense. I run the rig in the south own time.
break about 5 inches deep, and the
ern part of Iowa.
As this is getting rather lengthy heavy land here it would be impos
F. H. Holmes.
will close, wishing the brother sible to break that depth with horses.
Allerton, Iowa.
threshermen and The Review success. Some of the plow outﬁts put discs
*

all

day clear with an outﬁt of this kind

J

1k

were

$29.45

Jas. F. Rowland.

Richardson, Tex.

They

Then there is no allowance for
wear and tear of the plows and en
gine. We got $3.50 per acre for
what we broke outside of our own.
and 21 acres would be $73.50, so you
see we had only $44.05 left, and a
man should have at least $60.00 per

country during August the weather is

so hot and the ground so dry and
hard usually that plowing with a
team is almost out of the question.
The steam plow solves this question
in a satisfactory way.

engines.

It has Jno. threshing, but when it comes to plow
Deere bottoms, which is more than I ing, it is a diﬁerent proposition.
expected a plow would stand, but we
I must say a word or two about
had a forge and all kinds of tools plows. There are lots of steam
along, so if anything went wrong, one plows on the market today both in
of us would go right to work. We United States and Canada, but there
sharpened all our own shares, which is room for a lot of improvement in
would be a big expense if it had most of them.
been done by a blacksmith. I see by
Well, as my letter is getting rather
some of the letters that they get lengthy, I will tell you how the ex
along with three men. I could not penses run on an outﬁt. In the ﬁrst
get along with less than ﬁve; one to place, the coal is high.
haul water, one man on the plow,
one to haul coal and two men on the Coal 2300 lbs at $8 per ton. . . .$9.20
engine; so if anything should happen Coal and water man . . . . . . . . . . 4.00
to the plow, one could get away and Plow man . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00
ﬁx it, but I don ’t think it is a pay Two engine men . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7.00
in some of the parts.

a plow.
Well. I must say a word or two
for The Review, I would not be

without it for three times the price,
as one paper is sometimes worth the
price of a whole year. Your questions
and answers column is very good and
a good man to answer them.

I am

surprised that he will answer some of
the questions for they are really too
foolish ‘to answer, but I will give him
credit for being a good natured man.

When. I get more time, I will write
a letter about plowing and threshing
that will probably be of interest to
beginners in the business.
Wishing The Review and thresher
men success in the future, I remain,
S. Swanson.
Lorn Hill, Sask., Can.

'
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Did your thresher waste grain last season?
Were you compelled to lose time on account of weather

conditions, when you should have been running? J
Did your neighbor thresh more than you didP:
Did he do better work than you could with your
thresher?
Did the farmers complain about your machine?

Were you unreasonably laid up for repairs?
Did you loose some of the big jobs?
Then you did not run a Red River Special.
Your thresher did not beat the grain out of the straw.
Your thresher was not built that Way.

The Red River Special is.
The Red River Special is the only thresher made that
beats the grain out of the straw.
All other kinds wait for it to drop out.

All the grain will not drop out.
All the grain can be beaten out.
The Red River Special does it.
The man behind the Gun does it.
The Big Cylinder in the Red River Special does it.
The Big Cylinder drives the threshed straw and grain
against the Man Behind the Gun over a mile a
minute.
The grain goes through.

Over ninety per cent. of it.
The straw goes over upon the Shakers.

They beat

out all the grain that escapes the Man Behind the

Gun.
Think of it.
The Red River Special is the only thresher ' inade

that BEATS OUT THE GRﬂINJ
The Red River Special goes after the grain and forcibly
takes it out.
Read about it in our new catalogue.

It is now ready

and will be sent to you if you ask for it.
write Us.

NICHOLS 8n SHEPARD C0., Battle Creek, Mich.
Madison, Wis,
Regina, Sask.
Winnipeg. Manitoba.
1pm Molnes, Iowa.

BRANCHES
Peoria. Ill.
Columbus, Ohio.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Nashville. Tenn.
The George H. Gallagher Co., Spokane, Wash.

Please mention The Review.

Kansas Cit , Mo.
Fargo, N.
a.k.
Minneapolis. Minn.
Indianapolis. Ind.
-
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Editor Review:—I have read the ning; an item of no small moment.
steam plowing letters in The Review But above almost all other consider!»
with great interest, have watched the tions my ﬁnal choice would be deter
work from Texas to Canada, and mined by a point almost never con
sidered by intending purchasers and
now will add my own experience.
Last summer I had charge of an it is this: nearness to a branch house
outﬁt workingr in Wyoming. I't consist where I can get repairs quickly and
ed of a 35 h. p. tandem compound en at slight expense for shipping. I
gine, Canton plows, a disc pulverizer know what it means to wait 10 days

Twc Practical Bream
Separators

and grain drills.

We pulled eight while repairs are being expressed
plows, breaking from six to eight 1500 miles and then dig up $60 for
inches deep. pulverized and seeded express charges. Or, worse yet, $180,

cows cannot’aitord to be without a
cream separator. The absence of its
use means not only a loss of butter fat,

all at one operation. We cut a strip as one of my friends had to do. It
9 feet 4 inches wide and could takes the fun out of the joke mighty
make two miles in about 50 minutes, fast. I consider plowing with an en

but also an increase in the labor of

Any farmer, who owns three or four

handling the milk. in addition, when
separated by any of the gravity meth
ods, the skim milk loses practically all
of its feeding value.
It is no longer a question whether a
cream separator will be a good invest
ment, but which separator will meet the
requirements.
The best way to be satisﬁed in this
particular is to see the separator. The

then take on coal and water and be gine an entire success where condi
ready to start in the hour. The ﬁre tions are favorable and competent
men would take on the water arid men have charge of a good rig.
F. S. Fowler.
coal, look after the plows, and seed
B'uda, Ill.
ers, while I greased the gears, oiled
* * *
all over, and examined the bolts; for

Editor Review: I'n September you
they will loosen.
So much machinery is very unhan asked me to write you my experience
dy in turning, and adds so much to with steam plowing; but I could not

Bluebell and Dairymaid are the sim

an already heavy load, besides caus give it then for I did not know what
ing many delays ,that I think it very I could do. Now, I think steam plow

poor policy to have anything behind ing will be a great success. I have a
the plows, unless possibly a harrow 25 h. p. engine and a Lowell 8-bottom
or pulverizer, in some cases where
conditions are very favorable.
We averaged about 100 acres per
week when all went well, but the

stubble steam plow. With a ton of
coal I‘ am able to run 10 hours, mak
ing 20 miles, or plowing 221/2 acres.

I also use ﬂax straw to keep steam
breaking of gears. one countershaft with and I‘ ﬁnd it about as handy as

plest, lightest running and most practi

cal cream separators on the market.

ILIIEIELL

They skim close and are easy to clean.
No matter whether the milk is warm or cold you can get better results with
one of these cream harvesters than you can with any other cream separator,
or in any other way.
A Bluebell or Dairymaid cream hai'vester gets practically all the butter
fat, and produces sweet, clean cream from which there is no trouble to make
the ﬁnest butter, or if the cream is sold, it will demand the highest market
price. The Dairymaid is chain
driven and the Bluebell is gear
driven. Each machine is made in
four sizes: 300, 400, 550 and
750 pounds capacity per hour.
Ask the local dealer for fur
ther particulars concerning these
separators or write nearest general

agent for catalog, and booklet
HDevelopment of the Cream Sep
arator."
Dealers. it will pay you to

handle either the Dairymaid or
Bluebell cream separator. For
infonnation concerning tenns and
territory see blockman. or write
nearest general agent.

INTERNATIONAL NAIIVESIEII
BIIMPANY IIF AMERIGA
IN ILLINOIS.

Courtesy Theo. Slimpzrr, PII'IOII.

(INCORPBRATED)
DAIRYIAAID.

and time required to change plow coal. If it was baled I would prefer
shares kept the amount of work done it to coal. I also use the engine for
far below what the manufacturers threshing, grinding feed and clean

can do on. paper.
The soil was a sandy

ing grain.
loam;

CIIICAGU.

II. S. A.

Under another cover I

and am sending you a photo of plowing

,
John J. Chezik.
when in fair condition it took 200 outﬁt.
Breckenridge, Minn, R. F. D. 1.
lbs. Hanna coal per acre and a 12
barrel tank of water every two miles.
Our coal was hauled from 12 to 20
Fall Plowing.

Savin all expenses and proﬁts or the dealer. Elklurt Buggies
have been sold direct lrom our factory to the user
for 35 years.

We Are the Largest Manufacturers In tho Vlcrid

It is a generally accepted state

going. The water team could keep
us supplied if the haul did not exceed
one mile.
As to the best plowing engine, it is
largely a matter of personal choice.
No one make has the whole bunch
skinned as completely as they claim
they have. There are three different
makes that I have seen that were do
ing very well and no doubt there are
others; for I have not seen them all
by any means. My experience has
made it clear that there are a number
of so called plow engines that would
not suit me. Some of the under
mounted style are doing

very

ment that “the boy is father to

delivery.

the man.” This is simply another
way of saying that the proper train»

it nor satisﬁed as to style,
quality and price. Over
230 styles of Vehicles
and 05 styles of Harness.

ing of the boy will produce the
proper kind of man. The relation
of this principle to farming opera»
tions seems not generally to be un
derstood by some people, and yet we
have no right to expect good ﬁelri
crops without giving the ﬂeld the
proper care and treatment.

The experience of our
ers is that a large part
cess of a wheat crop is
preparation of the seed

well importance

but not much if any better than the
best of mounted engines; and for this
latter style I‘ greatly prefer one that
has the axle back of the boiler. This
makes it possible to oil the gearing
and all the heavy bearings while run

of

properly

best farm—
of the suc
due to the
bed. The
preparing

the seed bed will probably not be
appreciated by many at this time
of the year, but when it is under
stood that this preparation should
properly begin as soon as the pre

under Surrey with bike car.
into nears Ind lk-lmcus ion
Hm. Price complete, ‘108.
Asgoodasuilslwwm

No cost to you

Sand lor New Fm
CIIIIOQ.

In. 816. To]? Buggy with padded wing dash “
rice complcle, 867.50.
Smnhope seat.
sell: (or I25 more.

As good I

ELKI'IART CARRIAGE I HARNESS MFG. 00., ELKNART, INDIANA

THRESHERMEN! WIND STACKER
Ifyou use your engine for
sawing, place a

South

Bend Spark
Arr-ester

on your smoke stack.
It catches
all the sparks and prevents loss
by ﬁre.
Write us for descri tlvc circulars and
prices. Give size 0 smoke stack and
tube on wind stacker.

THE SOUTH BEND SPARK ARRESTER COMPANY
SIlIJTlI BEND, INDIANA

vious crop is harvested, the propo

' ~fa‘
vicar

selling to the consumer
exclusively. We ship for
examination and
ap
proval. guaranteeing safe

miles and one team could not keep us

HOODS
for Grain Separators
The best Hood on the market.

I9
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sition takes on an entirely different
aspect.

Use of Belting.
PROF. F. N. LANGRIDGE, Colorado Agricultural

_ College.
The condition of the soil and cli
mate in the prairie provinces varies
Motion communicated by cords,
a good deal in diiferent regions, and bands, or straps is remarkably smooth
~ as a result of this the practise in and free from noise or vibration, and

different parts shows a correspond on this account, as well as from the
ing amount of variation.
Still it extreme simplicity of the method, it
may be stated as a general rule that is always used in preference to any
just as soon as the crop is removed other except where motion must be

l .

The DripCock U

prevent: it .5"

from the ﬁelds is not too soon to conveyed in an exact ratio.
commence

preparing

the seed bed

for the next year’s crop.

The communication of motion by

the cord, band, or strap is maintain

In many parts the conservation of ed by frictional

adhesion

between

moisture is an important considera them and the wheel, and it may hap
tion, and in writing what we do be pen that it may fail through the
low we are keeping this fact well in band sliding on the pulley, but this
mind. The ﬁrst and best implement is an advantage, for it enables the
to use is the disc. Double disc the machine to stop or give way when
stubble, lapping the disc half, not some unusual strains are opposed to
cross discing singly, just as soon as it. For example. suppose the pulley
possible.
This is for several good on a machine to which motion is com
reasons. By forming a good mulch, municated were to be suddenly stop
it prevents the ground drying out ped, the pulley at the other end of
and makes a ﬁner layer for the low the drive would not stop at once but
er part of the furrow after
the would continue until the friction of

I U. S. Injector
The Drip Cock of the

prevents suction pipe from getting hot; prevents

Jet from “liming up" when steam or check
valve leaks; prevents destruction of rubber hose
on traction engines by hot water, and if left

open when not in use prevents freezing.

By Opening Drip Cock you can start

The two or three the band upon the two pulleys had
inches of ﬁne soil on the surface al destroyed its motion’, or the band had
so aid in absorbing more of the wa slipped 0E one of the pulleys.
It is a well known fact that the
ter as it falls, which is a matter of
ground is plowed.

prime importance in much of our
western territory.
This discing,
if done early enough, will also in
duce some germination of weeds that
will be killed by frost. After plow
ing smooth and ﬁrm the surface to
prevent too rapid evaporation,‘ and
after each heavy rain use the ‘har
row again, for the water may be

with lower steam, and by leaving it open the
injector can be started even though check valve
leaks.

less

Thai Drip COCK is also handy for drawing

power it takes to drive that belt, and

hot water when injector is working, and en
ables you to take hot water out of the suction

looser a belt can be

run

the

in. order to run the belt loose it must
be in good order: so taking care of
belts means less fuel for ‘power and

pipe on along lift.

The U. 8. Government, and over 300,000
engineers endorse the U. S. Automatic Injector

longer life to the belts.

Do not use any belt dressing that
will make the belt stick to the pulley.
Leather belting, if properly taken
needed the next season and can do care of, will never need any patent
belt dressing. The use of a little
no possible harm.

as the best.
For more information and for free copy of our famous
Engineer's Red Book, address

AMERICAN INJECTOR CO.
Detroit, Mich” U. S. A.

good oil occasionally, such as neat’s
In some of the drier parts of the
foot, to keep the leather soft and

western

states

a diﬁerence of as
pliable, will give the very best re

much as 25 and 30 bushels of wheat

to the acre has been the result of sults.
In the use of leather belts always
good and intelligent preparing of
place the hair side (smooth side)
the seed bed by fall plowing and
working the ground properly.
A
yield of 10. bushels to‘ the acre under
ordinary methods of tillage has been
changed to 40 and 50 by properly

used, then what is lost in contact
must be made up in strain. on the

belt. and this should be avoided as
much
as possible
working the ground and conserving
The ultimate strength of a single
the soil moisture
belt one inch in width and one quar
In the spring just as soon as the ter inch thick is about 750 pounds,
ground is ﬁt get onto it with the but from. the weakening eﬁect of the
disc and pulverize and work it thor
several methods of joining the ends
oughly, then use the packer, and
not more than 200 pounds per inch
drill the grain with a good drill, and in width should be depended upon for
good results may be expected.
ultimate strain.
To increase the amount of culti
Belts will transmit a force of about
vation of given. land means, of course,
55 pounds for every inch in width,
that a greater amount of labor must
and taking the average thickness of
be expended upon the same acreage,
but the past season has abundantly belts at one-sixth of an inch, this
emphasized the importance of hav means a strain of 330 pounds per
ing the seed bed in good tilth, of square inch of section
The horse power of a laced belt
having a sufficient amount of mois
ture stored up in it to ensure prompt becomes maximum at a speed of 87.41
germination and continued growth, feet per second, or 5,245 feet per min
and of being reasonably free from ute, or considerably over a mile a
minute.
~
weeds.—Northwest Farmer.
One good method for lacing a belt
is to punch the holes in two rows and
Plowing.
zig zag, thus a. six-inch belt would
Mr. W. G. Hummell has just arriv have seven holes, four nearest the
ed from the University of Illinois, end. The ﬁrst row should be about
to take up work temporarily as as three-quarters of an. inch from the
sistant in farm mechanics at the end of the belt and about the same
Colorado Agricultural College, at from the sides. On large belts the
Fort Collins.
Mr. Hummell is a distance should be somewhat increas
graduate of the university, having ed. Begin the lacing in the center of
specialized in this department. The the belt and lace both ways; keep the
work given in farm mechanics has ends of the belt in line and the ten
become so extensive during the past sion on both ends of the lace the
year as to make his election neces same. The lacing should not be
sary. Mr. Hummell will assist in crossed on the side of the belt that
the instruction given in dairying, runs next to the pulley, so that the
also, this branch of the college work lacing on that side will be parallel
being taken up by the farm mechan with the edges of the belt, while on

ics department.

HBURN BELT" Feed Mills

to pulleys, for if the rough side is

the other side it will be at an angle.

Spring release for bun-s.
Vertical force iced keeps the burrs at
all times supplied.
Work done at slower speed and reducing 0t cob
mostly by Knife and Shear LEAVES
THE GROUND FEED COOL.
BUILT FOR ENGINES 3 to 20 H. P.
Gaines Sta.. Mich.
“I can grind 90 bushels
per hour on your No. 5 mill."
R. Sturgis.
(B H. P. . team Engine.)

Guaranteed capacity of 50 Bu. Ear Corn per
hour 70 lbs. to the bushel with 10 H. P.
Steam Engine.

Our Patent Reducing System-Revolving Knife-Head and Shear Blades
above fine grinding parts-is a revelation to those who

have used the Flat Burr Mills
We will exhibit at Des Molnea. 1a.. Lincoln, Neb.. Columbus. 0.. Indianapolis. Ind., and Springﬁeld,
111., State Fairs. Write tn-day for tree booklet. prices and tree trial otter.

SPARTAN MFG, C0,, 1610 Main Street, Pontiac, [1].
P. S.

We have Just moved into our large new factory building: hon.

MICHIGAN LUBRICATORS
Are the boot lubricate" for
Traction Engines.

Get Our "PEPPER POD”
For Sa'nﬂe Connection

s
13._
.‘

Ami Our
"nor STUFF”
For Daub!‘ Clnnuch'on

J
HICIIIEKUZ!
‘

_ .

~ .- ‘

Both guaranteed to keep the oil at scalding temperature
'

in the most severe cold weather.
W3 ALDO MANUFACTURE

0|! Plum", ﬂlloro, Water 61'”, Gauge cocks,
Gnu. Bull, "no (Holman, do.
h-ﬁiJ

Michigan "in: Iluﬂ'"

sum) not CATALOGUE

Michigan lubricator 00., Detroit, Mich.
Please mention The Review.
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To End the Injector Troubles
of the Thresherman

‘The Story of Wheat.
Through Mill to Market.

We Have Produced a Special Type.
Try It. It is the
As preparations of flour form the
staple food of all civilized commun
ities, the cultivation of wheat and
the manufacture of ﬂour are neces
sarily industries of the greatest mag
' nitude and importance. The cultivation of wheat was one of the earl
iest developments of human civiliza
tion, and

there

are

many

Some forty years ago a man in
Buda-Pesth began to operate the ﬁrst

Metrop_o1itan

roller mill, which method of milling
was to revolutionize the entire sys

tem, for it permitted a more perfect

Injector

' separation of the diﬁerent parts of,
the wheat and the entire separation‘

of the bran and germ from the ﬂoury

Model X

records ‘ portions.

showing that the primitive races
made use of the grain by pounding
it into a coarse ﬂour.
When people ﬁrst began to grind
their grain they did so by crushing

An examination of the structure of
a. grain of Wheat shows how difficult

it is in preparing the wheat for mill- '
ing to remove all dirt from the berry.‘ I

Hundreds of users have already
pronounced it a Wonderful
Success.

The kernel of wheat consists of two
ﬂat lobes separated by a longitudinal
stones, and as this was part of the do :crease. The hairs on the end of the
it

between

two

conveniently

For the Traction

mestic arrangement in the preparation Iberry, and the ﬁne dust adhering to
of food, it was done by the women its coat, are easily removed by,
of the household. A little later brushes and friction, but it is impos- ‘

Engine

stones were kept especially for this ,sible to remove the dirt inclosed in .
purpose, one of which was made sta this crease. By the stone mill pro
tionary, while the other was moved cess all this dirt was mixed with the

around on the top of it by means ofa
handle. Down to the early Roman
civilization. grinding was still a
household art, but from then on, as
the manner of living become more
complicated and the principles of
economics unconsciously developed in
the mind of man, it gradually be
came the custom for one person to
do the grinding for the community.
From old tablets and vases of this
period we know that hand mills of

Will go on where your old
injector came off without

ﬂour and middlings in the ﬁrst grind
ing. By the roller mill system this

any change in piping.

‘diﬁ‘iculty is overcome, as the berry is .
split along the crease and the dirt

removed by brushes.
i

there is no other Boiler Feeder half as
efficient. No matter how severe the
conditions may be It Always Works.
Nothing to get out of order--materials
the best--consequently repairs never
required.

v

As the wheat is unloaded at the

Write for Thresherman’s Injector Booklet.

‘mill it is weighed by a state grain in
‘spector and then conveyed to the top‘

The Hayden 8n Derby Mfg. Co.

of the wheat-house by means of an:
endless belt carrying many small
‘buckets to hold the grain. Here the

85-87-89 Liberty Street

--

wheat is cleaned, for when brought to

cylindrical form were used, and la ‘the storage bins in the mill it conter still power mills, the power being, tains much foreign substance in the,
furnished ﬁrst by horses and then by shape of dirt, chaff, and seeds of‘

22-24-26 So. Canal Street

New York City

‘

Chicago, Ill.
Please mention The Review.

wind, and still later by water. From ‘weeds, and other grains that have‘
this Period, for many centuries-al- grown in the wheat ﬁelds. These are

IT'S I0
FlSll STUBY
metal-“

68 TUNS

th‘mgh many devices were gradually ‘ all removed by what is known as the:

invented for grinding and siftihfl— milling separator, 11 series of

the dwelopment 0f the mill was slow 1 lie sieves aided by drafts of air and‘

and indeed’ the mill and miller ﬁg-lsuction.

HAY BALEI]
in Ten Hours

The ﬁrst set of sieves has

ured more prominently in art, poetry. ‘.perforations just. large enough for a
and romance than in the making oflkernel of wheat to pass through, and,;
food to!‘ mahtherefore, oats. straw, and everything

In the ﬁrst Part of the nineteenth Ithat is larger than a kernel of wheat
century rapid advances in consitl‘uc-lpass over. Many smaller seeds, as

BY THE

lllllllMBlA
BAlEll

tion, not only of the mill building's, ‘mustard and cockle, are still left in
but 515° in the inside appliances, he- the wheat, and, therefore, the next

8311-

The Work of Pioneers in the set of sieves

contains

perforations

developnfeht of Steam engines gave much smaller than a kernel of wheat,
1* great Impetus t0 the millwl‘ight through which these small seeds pass.

Our free Catalogue will tell you he

trade, and to the efforts of many 1119" ‘Strong currents of air are continually

it is

done. Send forone low. All sizes; :ood or
steel frame. Horse Presses also.

is due the perfecting of the millstone passing through the box containing

mills-

The clumsy and ill-balanced lthe sieves, so that much of lighter im

wooden Wheels made Way

for

0119s’ and inside

more accurately ﬁtted
placed old forms.

in?" lpurities, such
and

gearing?»

as

shrunken

lighbwinggd seeds’ and

Ann Arbor Machine Go.

wheat,
are (var

1204 Broadway‘

Ann Arbor,

re- ried oﬁ into the dust collectors.
, From the separator the wheat is

Mich., U. 5. A.

From the middle of the century up 1 next passed through what is called
to 1880 each- year saw improved de-‘,the wheat scourer. This is an up
vlces for driving, setting, balancing. \right perforated cylinder in the con‘
and adJusting the stones. Blasts and ter of which, revolving about a shaft,
and exhausts were introduced to do‘are brushes which not only brush

most of the dirt from the crease in
the berry’, but also serve to throw it
against the sides of the cylinder,
which wears 01f some of the outside
old-fashioned low milling process, or covering of the berry, and all the dirt
grinding between stones placed very and fuzz. There is also a strong cur
close together, and afterward bolt rent of air passing upward through
ing the product, was replaced by the this cylinder to carry 05 the dust
high milling process with stones far from the scouring. The wheat is now
apart, thus allowing the middlings to bright and clean. and ready for tem
be puriﬁed before being ground into pering.
Tempering is accomplished in var
ﬂour.
This gives brieﬂy the development ious ways, for each miller has his

‘Starrctt Speed Indicator No. 104
Price, postpaid, $l. 00

away with the heat caused by friction of the stones. Silk cloths replaced the linen bolting cloths, and bran
dusters made their appearance. The

of the ancient hand-mill

or quern own theories as to how best results

from its earliest and crudest concep
tion to the highest form of perfec

can be obtained. If the wheat is too
hard, the operation is intended to

tion

soften it; if too damp, to dry it; if it

The Indicator may be run
at highest speed required,

without

heating.

The

working parts are encased.

Dial has two rows of ﬁg
urcs, reading either right

or left as shaft may run.
I

Steel pointed spindl

rubber tips for both pointed and centered shafts.
may be instantly set at the starting point.

'th

The 5 n‘igrk

Semi for free Catalogue No.18 A B of Fine Tools

THE L. s. STARRETT co.,

Atho1,|Mass., U. s. A.
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is too brittle, to toughen the bran, so
that in going through the rolls the
bran will ﬂake out instead of grind
ing up in a ﬁne powder and mixing
with the middlings.
After leaving the scourer the

After tempering, the wheat is ready
for the ﬁrst rolls or break. Before
entering the rolls each pound of wheat

is weighed in an

automatic

dump

scale. These scales hold thirty pounds

No MORE noon TROUBLES
If you use Moser’s Auto
maﬂc Rope Winder and
son Lock.

‘ of wheat and as they dump this
amount it is registered, thus recording
ing cylinders, where the grain is care the amount of wheat ground in the
wheat is next conveyed to large heat

fully heated so that it will absorb mill.
The theory upon which the gradual
the water used in tempering more
rapidly. From these heaters it is con reduction process is based is that in
veyed through troughs by means of order to obtain the greatest yield
a screw, while small jets of water of high grade ﬂour the maximum yield
trickle down upon it. The wheat thus from the breaks must be middlings.
dampened remains in the tempering For it is easily seen that if the berry
is completely crushed in the ﬁrst
bins for from two to three hours.

A method of tempering which is break a great deal’ of dirty ﬂour is
much used, especially when a wheat made which must be passed to the
is very dirty, is that of washing. lower grades.
The success with which this oper
Some millers use this means entirely,
while others wash a certain portion ation of gradual reduction is carried
and treat the remainder as described. out depends greatly upon the corru
Before washing the wheat passes gation of the rolls, and the way in *
through the separator, which is a ma which the rolls themselves are set.
chine combining water
separator, The corrugations resemble very near

It simpliﬁes the action of the
hood, making its movement
perfectly free in any direction desired. ‘No
rope to tangle. Can be attached to any_wind
.
stacker. When buying a new machine 0!
wind stacker insist on having Moscr's Automatic Ropc Winder and Self Lock put
on. Send for more information to

HUBER & BIUIIHIRTNER, Borne, Indian.

lllako Your Work Easier and Save Time and Balls

stoner, washing and centrifugal drive, ly the outline of a saw tooth, and in
all in one. The wheat enters the ma stead of running lengthwise of the
chine through the feed hopper, which roll they run toward a spiral. Begincontains water and which regulates
the feed to the machine, by an ad
justable slide which spreads the wheat
in an even and regular stream of

grain.

By the use oi

QHAFF‘N’S

mug with the ﬁrst roll there are about
.
.
.
ten to the inch,
the number increasing
with each set of rolls, up to about
twenty to the inch. If the rolls ran at

Traction Engine

Belt “old.”
Sm, me new year ,igh,
.

This enters the stoner spout, exactly the same speed the tendency

i I

\

by ordering one for your
"8""- n Wm M ‘he

where it meets an upward current of would be to crush the berry rather
J

to break it and free the bran
water.
Stones and all substances than
from the endosperm. To prevent
heavier than the wheat settle against
the current of water and the wheat this, differential speeds are used. This

I‘,

i

V

m‘ mgmmg‘ by“
sTya,z'ey‘ﬁu‘,r?igfii

pay for themselves in

enters the overﬂow tank, where all increase in velocity of one roller sur-

°'" 5“50''-

lighter material, such as smut balls, face as it travels over that of anstraws. etc., pass out with the over other practically shears the wheat
ﬂow. The wheat sinks in the tank and aids in the rapidity of reduction.

“"di“ bemng'm'

i"

"m

Scnd for free circulars]
:and prices:

a Aganfc Wlnlnd.

and passes through a valve in the

The theory of the first roll is that

bottom, into the washing cylinder, the wheat berry is split along the
where it is thoroughly washed and longitudinal crease, and that the
discharged into a

cone, grain is sheared of its

perforated

outer

Ghaﬂin Manufacturing 00., Ripon, Wisconsin

coats.

and where by centrifugal force the The splitting of the grain holds only = r.’
wheat is freed from an excess of wa in theory for the greater number of

Larger Income

ter, and carried by ﬂexible ﬂights at kernels passed through the ﬁrst break
tached to the cone out of the washer. are broken into irregular shapes. But
the bran is ﬂaked out and contains a
It is then conveyed to the driers,
which is grad
These driers consist of two concen part of the endosperm,
.
. .
tric galvanized iron cylinders, 21 “any removed In the l'emalmng
smaller perforated one inside of a breaks. The product from the ﬁrst
larger one. There is a space between break goes into the scalpers, which
the two cylinders of about an inch free the loose ﬁoury portions from the
and a half to two inches, for the pas bran. The scalpers are of various
sage of the wheat. As the wheat forms, but those in the form of a
passes slowly from the top to the bot: sieve, having a gyrating motion, with
tom, air is forced into the inner cylin a wire gauze of No. 20 mesh, give the
der, and through the perforations into most satisfactory results. The tail, or
the wheat. The cylinder is arranged what goes over the end of the scalper,
to contain two air chambers, one hot goes to the second set of rolls, or the
and one cold, so that the wheat is second break These rolls are set up
ﬁrst dried by air at about 190 deg. a little closer, and the corrugations
Fahn, and then cooled by the cold are ﬁner than the ﬁrst break. The

air in the lower chamber.

'

In tempering, the miller needs to
observe most carefully the condition
of his wheat, the amount of water
used and the temperature of the air
or steam, for the danger of over

wetting and over-heating is very ser
ious, changing as it does the chemical
composition of the wheat.
If the
miller has_ not learned by experience
to judge approximately the percent

for Threshermen
An idle: engine harms itself and wastes the
money it might be earning for you.
With one of our Buhr Stone Mills you can grind
all kinds of feed, and the highest grade of corn
mcal,ryc, graham, buckwheat and whole-wheat
ﬂours. A permanent and proﬁtable patronage is
easily worked up in any average neighborhood.
The N. & M. Buhr Stone Mill requires no experience to operate.
It lasts a lifetime. There are no breakdowns.
It always works,
always does MORE KINDS of work and BETTER work than any
other mill. The ﬁrst cost is low.
The cost of maintenance is
practically nothing. Fully guaranteed by this company. 31531,‘;
Write us for complete information.

Nordyke (a. Mormon Co.
1236 Kentucky Ave.

product from these rolls goes to an
other scalpcr

and

is

Established

1551

Indianapolis, Ind.

Americas‘ Leading Flour Mill Builders.

separated as

=1

above. In all, this process is repeated
ﬁve times.

In some mills there are

six breaks but after passing through
ﬁve the endosperm is so entirely free
from the ﬁrst two breaks are large,

and in themselves are clean, angular
'
fragments of cndosperm. but are mlxed with a considerable amount of
bran and germ.

Highest Award, St. Louis, 1904

AsnLAND-- PUMPs and HAY
TOOL WORKS
u
ih
Th MYERS
Taboffgom- "at tome/‘59ers!

srsrmmrou mm.

The middling‘s from

"say not overcome by careful thought as it contains a very large percentage
of starch, and also as it is dark-color
and application

“$9 03032

Lo‘: Down

Tank Pump.
on roughed

Write for descrlp,1" ﬁreman The

water so that the resulting ﬂour, ticles of bran and germ.
If a section is made of a kernel of
which, it is to be remembered, loses
several per cent of the moisture dur wheat we see directly under the aleu

the berry we ﬁnd these cells softer
water.
Different samples of wheat demand and containing more starch. When
diﬂ’erent treatment but there is real the berry enters the rolls this soft
)v nothing which the intelligent miller portion is the ﬁrst to grind down, and

Nita]

'
“

succeeding
breaks
become
age of moisture in his wheat, he the
should make this determination by ﬁner and are mixed with a greater
exact test, and then add just enough or less amount of dust and ﬁne par-

ing the process of manufacture, shall rone layer the cells containing the
contain the desired
proportion of gluten. Going toward the center of

Gold and Silver Medals, Portland, 1905

algae‘: “""l
Rewmlble
Handle.
an"...

Right time to write
is Right now.
Ask

your dealer for

the

most satisfactory

line

oi’ Hand

and “'ind Mill Force and Lift Pumps, House Pumps, Power
Pumps, Tank Pumps, Spray Pumps and Glass Valve Seat
Cylinders, Hay Unloaders, Forks, Slings, Pulleys, etc.
Hay
Rack Clamps, Stay-on Door Hangers.

F. o. MYERS & BRO., Ashland,‘ 0hio.
Please mention The Review.

"ulve Seat.
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ed, because being in a ﬁnely divided black specks in the middlings. And.
state it absorbs any dirt that may further, the condition of the midlings
be present on the bran, it must be themselves is a most important fac
put into the lower grades.
tor influencing the success of puriﬁ
As stated above, it is the aim of the cation. The careful miller is not sat
gradual reduction system to make as isﬁed to know that he has made a
little of this break ﬂour as possible. good selection of wheat and carefully
However, more or less is made in the prepared it for milling; he must also
various breaks and is separated from know that his rolls are sharp and
the middlings and bran and run into properly set. Dull rolls produce mid
the lower grade ﬂours.
dlings with no sharply deﬁned edges,
After leaving the scalpers, the mid mixed with a great deal of ﬁne ﬁoury
dlings, which still contain much for substance which it is almost impossi
eign substance, must be divided into ble to separate in the various process
various grades with respect to size. es of cleaning. It is also well to re
This is accomplished by running all member that the puriﬁer cannbt give
the middlings into a sizing or grading good results unless its sieve is evenly
machine. In old mills this is in the covered with middlings at all times.
form of a reel, but later patterns are
After the middlings are thoroughly
made in the form of a box, contain puriﬁed they are reduced, similar to
ing sieves covered with various sizes the gradual reduction of wheat, on
of bolting cloth, the whole having the smooth rolls to flour. The coarsest
usual gyrating motion. The middlings middlings are ground on the ﬁrst set
enter this and are run onto the of smooth rolls and the product pass
ﬁnest
cloth,
which
sifts
out ed to a reel clothed with ﬁne silk
the
ﬂour.
What will not pass bolting cloths. What goes through the
through this cloth goes over the end various cloths is conveyed to the ﬂour
onto a little coarser cloth, and so on bin, while the tailings are sent to the
down until the middlings have been second rolls, which are

set

up

February, 1908.

Do You Own
a Farm Engine? Then You
Want

A Reliable Injector
THE

AUTOMATIC INJECTOR
is Reliable and Restarting
All parts are accessable and easy to repair.

If you are having

any trouble and are not using a "PENBERTHY” try one.
We guarantee entire satisfaction no matter from whom you
purchase.

It Never Kicks--Never Breaks-Never Fails.

How Do You Fill Your Tank?

a

divided into about eight grades. The little closer than the ﬁrst rolls. This
coarsest are called No. 1 middlings. process is carried on for all grades
Under the sieve are devices for of middlings, each going through dif-

T h e Penberthy
l'ffiéL-Dg
"Z5 tE|tec1tg1r

o‘ﬁfl‘fll‘ifngafgjglgg‘

throwing the

one ferent sets of rolls and sieves, and

goveg‘mmo’st lie,‘ con?

15mm‘ Water Gases

.
. from the various
.
.
stream, or separating
them to suit
streams the diifer-

dition
Ev.
n
Bomb
Bone“; Tm
“Coulis

Gage
Cocks.
O1lers,
Grease Cups,Etc.,_Ete.

the convenience of the miller.

have one.

middlings

into

ent grades of ﬂour are made.
Before the various grades can be
Some mills still use millstones in
ground into ﬂour they must be puri part for reducing the pure middlings
ﬁed. This is done in the middlings to ﬂour. Claim is made that the nat
puriﬁer, which is a long narrow sieve ural grit of the stones cuts the gran
with a strong current of air passing ules into sharper ﬂour. Others use
upward through the cloth.

If you are in trouble or need information write us.

PENBERTHY INJECTOR CO.
(Largest Manufacturers of Injectors in the World)

This sieve only the roller system, claiming the

is placed in a slightly inclined posi
tion, and moves rapidly backward and
forward. The middlings travel from
one end of the‘ sieve very gradually

results are the same, that less power

is

Detroit, Mich, U. S. A.

is needed to drive the rolls, and that

the expense and skill necessary to
dress the stones are entirely obviated.
to the other end, the strong current of Whichever method is used, the same
air carrying off the fine dust into a system for the ﬁnal bolting is employ
dust collector and the ﬁne bran being ed.
lighter than the middlings,

mm mm’ ask“!

BRANCHES-4%“! York

London. Eng.
CANADIAN FACTORY-~Wlndsor, Ont.
Please mention The Review.
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The LATEST

sus

pended above the cloth by the air cur
rent, while the middlings go through.
The coarser bran is carried by the
current of air to the tail of the ma
chine, and is thus separated from the
middlings. The ﬁne ﬂour which is car
ried to the top of the box by the draft

of

Its

Kind.

Oscillating
Wood Saw

Before following the course of the
flour to the packers, let us stop to

examine the bolting cloths used in
making the various separations. Hard

‘ It takes the place of all others. Thrown into
action by either hand or foot. Perfectly safe and
reliable. Send for special introduction price.

ly a generation ago the best grade of

flour came through a wire gauze of
No. 60 or 70 wire. Linen bolting
cloths were the next step in improve

— ADDRESS ——

is collected by a device which moves

l W. H. PENCE, Fairtield, Iowa

ment, and ﬁnally, a little over a quar
slowly along the top, catching the
ter of a century ago, silk cloths be
ﬂour as it moves and dumping it over
gan to be used.
a slide at the end. Each grade of

All the bolting cloth used in our
middlings is puriﬁed separately. Some
bits
to the
of bran
middlings
and germ
whichwill
in still
the cliu"
ﬁrst er
American
part of {Bins
It commg
i? imported’
from switzefland’
the great‘
roll are ﬂattened out into small ﬂakes where the art of manufactunng It has
and are easily separated by the sieve. reached the highest perfection, and
The success with which the opera where, too, a particular water is ob

IND YOUR OWN FEED

_ 2:11iilESTIiITMl’FCEi
“3.553575%
I

‘M ‘gig

AND use For: you: NEIGHBORS

_
Ground feed is better than whole grain for
your stock. Home grindingis fresher. chea
er and more convenient. Why “go to mil "
once a week when you can have a mill at
home?

Qt“

tion of puriﬁcation is carried out de tainable which assists greatly in ﬁn
pends chieﬁy upon the kind of wheat ishing it. The cloths are numbered

The Star Power Mill

milled, the thoroughness of ‘cleaning, according to a. purely arbitrary sys
and the condition of the middlings tem, the numbers 0000 to 21 having
themselves. Hard spring wheats pro no relation to the number of meshes.

duce middlings best adapted for puri
ﬂcation. The bran of these wheats
is usually thin and splinters oﬁ into
short ﬂakes, which are easily separ
ated by the air drafts, and the hard
ness of the wheat makes possible

as shown is PERFECTION in feed grinder
construction. If you have gasoline, steam or
wind power on your farm you can run this
mill.
Send for catalog and pricel.

When the industry was ﬁrst intro
duced into Switzerland, in the year
1830, bolting cloth was made in ten

THE STAR MFG. CO.
85 Depot St.,

THE CANNON OllEll
HAS A FORCE PUMP

clear, biight middlings mixed with and the development of the milling

very little ﬂour. With soft wheat industry in general demanded it, other
the tendency is to wear away when re sizes were added in both directions,
duced to middlings, with the forma the coarser numbers being called 0, 00,
tion of much dust ﬂour. The bran is 000, 0000, and the ﬁner ones 11 up to

THE

“ CANNON

also tough and requires greater force 21. To ascertain the number of a
to separate it from the starch cells, piece of cloth the warp threads, that
which tends towards producing ﬁne is, the threads running lengthwise of
the cloth, must be counted.
ﬂoury middlings.

not be over-emphasized; for any dirt a certain service, and it is for the
which is left in the berry or foreign miller to select the quality best adapt

(Continued on page 39.)

Every owner of farm implements, traction
engines, gasoline engines and all kinds of
machinery. needs it. Hold the nozzle in the
proper place and press the plunger, the
pump does the rest. The most economical
oiler made, as the oil is controlled by the
operator at all times. Send for catalogue

and price list. Sold by the leading jobbers,
__

Six grades of cloth are usually
The importance of
thoroughly
cleansing wheat before reducing can made, each grade being intended for

seeds will show up in the form of

New Lexington, Ohio

different sizes, which for convenience
were numbered 1 to 10, but gradually,
as improvements in milling machinery

hardware

and implement

dealers

of the

as United States and Canada.

THE OIL
ANYWHERE

MANUFACTURED IV

R. E. BLOOIIER, Kﬂiﬂlllllil, m.
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AWAY AHEAD or EVERYTHING
is the

Manzel Improved Traction Engine’ Oil Pump
MODEL "D”
‘71k 1‘

STEM Will’

‘39 WAP‘NQ‘OII

HEATING CHAMBER

ma wnnumo ou.
Single Feed Pump.

Pump Taken Apart for Inspection.

Double Feed Pump for Double Cylinder Engines
and Separator Boxes.

NOTICE.
The large sight feed glass.
The feed can be seen from either the front, rear of

There are no stufﬁng boxes.
There is nothing to leak.

either side of engine.
The feed regulator.
The feed can be regulated to supply just the
amount of oil your engine requires, no matter
how much or little is needed.

There is no packing necessary.
There are no liquids used in Sight Glass.

There is nothing to get out oforder.

The working parts are inside and work in the oil,
but are as easily reached as though outside.
The heating chamber for warming the oil in ex
tremely cold weather.
The Hand Attachment.

The Gauge Glass.
It can not be put together wrong if taken apart.

If your boiler foams or your water is poor, requirii'g lots of oil in your engine cylinders —If cold weather affects your lubricating device—lf your engine gets
too much or too little oil-or if you have any kind of trouble with your cylinder lubrication, you need a Manzel Oil Pump, for it will overcome all your lubricat
ing troubles. Write for Catalogue and full description of Model “D.”:¢_J

MANZEL BROTHERS co.,
The Story of a Busy Life.
Editor Review:-I am still among

|“0IL PUMP
SPECIALISTS”

yet; one with me and the other with

an outﬁt for himself.
But I am getting ahead

the living, and ﬁnished my 47th sea

son of threshing and clover hulling
December 27th.

The hulling lasted a

long time this season, but the clover
did not turn out good here, as it was
too wet.

I saw in the December issue that
a threshermen of

Greencastle, Ind.,

claims to have threshed ﬁfty years.
He would beat me by three years. He
is 63 years old and I am 66 years. I

was born» in Ontario and my father
came to Washington county, Iowa, in

of

the old home. The boys are widely
scattered, living in California, Color

That same fall

we bought back our old No. 2 Birdsell

huller. We ran that for one year and
half interest in a Wooster machine, then bought another separator at
ran it one season and sold out at a second hand and a l0-horse Belleville
proﬁt. Then we bought a new separ traction engine, also second hand. My
ator from the C. Aultman Company, son run this for four years and then

got the old horse power reﬁtted and
it was as good as new. At the same
time father bought two clover hullers,

sold the whole outﬁt and bought an

of work for others. Just about the
busiest people in town.
We never pay any attention to
price cutters. We have one ﬁxed
price for rich or poor. We get 4 cents
for wheat or rye, 2 cents for oats, 3
cents for barley and 10 cents for mil
let. For timothy we get 20 cents;
one dollar from the machine for
clover seed. We get 5 cents per
bushel for grinding grain, 71/2 cents

other that had been run two seasons.

a bushel for grinding cob and corn
one made at Wooster and the other Then he run this-a. 16-h0rse com mixed, and 60 cents per 100 for saw
Ashland, Ohio. The clover seed had pound till last fall, when he traded ing lumber of all kinds, and $1 per
for a new 16-horse engine, which he hour for sawing pole wood for house
to be tramped or threshed out of the
has now. He also has a Birdsell hul use. I am at my post every day;
straw ﬁrst, and the chaﬁ shoveled
ler No. 1.

into the hulling cylinder.

oldest, living only four miles from

a 13-horse simple engine and a 33x50
Cyclone separator; we are running

my the same outﬁt yet.

story. I ran that old Russell ma
chine till 1863. Then we bought a

the spring of 1855 and owned a big
farm. He used to run two harvesting
machines to out his grain. There are
seven brothers of us and four sisters;
large family, all living. I am the

307-309 Babcock' St., BUFFALO, N. Y.

That not

threshed or cleaned at the ﬁrst operi

During all the time that I‘ have
ation went through again and so on lived in town here I have run a feed
and chop mill. We run this mill every
till it was all out clean.
In 1871 I bought the rig already Saturday in the year. We put up a
new building in 1904, 28x40 feet, two
spoken of; a Gaar-Scott B-horse port
able and a. 32x48 apron separator story and basement, and engine house
without stacker, self feeder or weigh 18x28, with a 22-horse Springﬁeld en
er. In 1872 I got a huller made at gine on skids. We have one Straub
Wooster, Ohio. In 1880 I bought an French buhr 18-in. combination miller
other Gaar-Scott, 10-horse portable and one No. 8 Bowsher combination
and a Nichols & Shepard 36x48, and mill, one 6-hole sheller and grater,

running the engine is my work.

I

think I‘ can even up with any of the
pioneers; and I will stay at it as
long as I canget to the engine. I
have been a. reader of The Review
since it was established.
Wayland, Iowa.

C. C. Schlatter.

ado and Montana. Only three are
Catalogue C. of the Buﬁplo-Pitts
farmers. I‘ was for machinery from
earliest boyhood. When I was nine
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., is a beautifully
teen my father bought a Massillon
printed and illustrated book showing
machine that had been run seven in 1884 I got a Minnesota Chief, 322: and meal bolt; everything as handy
this company’s complete line of coal
years; the ﬁrst I had ever seen; an
48, and a year later a Belleville, my as can be made. Besides this mill we
and
wood burning traction and porta
apron machine with an. 8-horse down ﬁrst traction engine, 10-horse. After have a Gaar-Scott double saw mill
power.
this I bought two complete thresh on the same lot, in a. building 20x60. ble engines, grain threshers, rice
Father held that a man with a ing outﬁts of 12 h. p. each. I had at We use the 16-horse engine to run threshers, bean and pea threshers,
farm and stock had no business with this time a Birdsell clover huller No. this mill late in the fall and early in horse powers, and everything for the
a threshing machine, so he never 2 which is 25 years old this last fall, the spring, all for the farmers. We
rwent with it but turned it over to and which I use every fall. This is get a big -run here every year. We threshermen. Steam plowing engines
and road locomotives for hauling
me for whom it was bought.
the only machine I kept any length get $6 per M. for sawing, all through;
In 1871 I bought‘ me a steam of time. All the others I used three for hard or soft timber. Beside these freight are given special attention
thresher; the first in southeastern to ﬁve seasons and then sold them the boys have a large cylinder corn and a. handsome, powerful engine is
sheller, an Ottawa C dustless, and a shown. This is a catalogue well worth
Iowa; and later I run one and some
again.
the attention of the prospective buy
times three at the same time. I had
In 1893 we sold off everything we wood sawing machine.
two boys, one 13 and one 15 years had, including some saw mills that
So you see that we have all and er, and it will be sent for the asking,
old, and each run an outﬁt and super we had bought and were operating. sometimes more than we can do. We mentioning The Threshermen’s Re
intended all hands. They are busy In 1894 we bought another new outﬁt do all our own repairing, and do lots view.
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sweep of the hand aver the tiguredling between ‘the tube and hand, say The dials of course are graduated to

The Steam Gauge
(Continued from page 9.)
out somewhat, and when the pressure
was removed the ﬁat spots sprung

back to their original shape and the
tube to its previous curved form, the
same as it was before the pressure
was applied.
Being somewhat familiar with the
use and application of steam, he at
once foresaw the possibility of utiliz
ing a bent tube with an elliptical or
ﬂattened cross section as a spring for

l1/200 part of an inch at each place, suit the spring (or tubes) they are
dial.
The manuner in which the move the total would be 5/200 of an inch; used with.
ment of the tube is thus multiplied and this total being still further in
With 300-lb. pressure gauges the
may be understood by a study of the creased by the multiplication in move springs will have to be made of a
illustration. The free end of the ment, as it is, it is plain to be seen heavy grade of tubing, necessary for
tube, as may be noted. is connected that when the pressure is ﬁrst chang the high pressure and considerable
to what is termed the segment of the l ed from up to down, or the contrary, strain imposed.
Being constructed
gauge “movement” by a

small

ﬁat the same would not be indicated by

rod called the connecting rod. The
segment is mounted upon a small
shaft which ﬁts loosely in hearings
on a stationary frame work fasten
ed to the case.

called movement had been reversed

to the opposite side of their respec

The shaft of the seg-itive bearings, therefore it would he

applying and indicating the pressure

want is located between the ends of behind the true indication of pres

of
ed
of
it

same, and nearest to the end connect

ﬂuids. He immediately apropriat
a piece of the tubing from the end
the still coil, ﬂattened it and bent
to the form of a “C,” attached

sure changes, from two to ﬁve lbs,

ed to the tube, the opposite and long by reason of the lost motion in
er end being formed with a row of curred in the slack of the various
teeth in the arc of a circle, which joints.
teeth engage others of a small pinion
To overcome this lost motion a.
mounted upon a second small shaft hair spring, or what might more
rwhich letter also ﬁts loosely in a properly be called a receding spring,
second pair of bearings contained in was installed in the gauge “move
the frame work. The hand of the ment.” This, as is to be noticed in
gauge is mounted upon this pinion the illustrations, is connected at its
shaft.
inner end to the pinion shaft, the
It is to be observed that the short outer end being anchored to a part
end or arm of the segment connected of the stationary frame work of the
to the tube has an adjustment by “movement.” This hair spring is
which its length can be altered, or subjected to a positive tension, said
regulated, to meet the graduations of tension being always strong enough to
the dial and variations in the overcome the small amount of fric

Figure 2.

one end to a connecting shank and
the other to a little clockwork for

multiplying the small amount
movement of the outer end of
tube, rigged up a ﬁgured dial
thus made a crude model of the
steam gauge of this class, which

of
the
and
ﬁrst
now

bears his name, and which has since

been developed and
the most universally
ﬂuid pressure gauges
time.
Examples of this

for responding to and withstanding

the steam gauge hand until all the strong forces, they will naturally be
slack of the various joints of the so less accurate and reliable at the low

become one of
used types of
to the present
tendency of a

ﬂattened curved tube to straighten

out when subjected to internal pres
sure are to be observed by the action
of a limpsy hose, such as a ﬁre hose,
when the water is turned on with the
Flgure 4
hose coiled up; the dust collector
canvas discharge tube of a threshing strength or resisting properties of ‘tion in the joints of the gauge
machine when the blast is applied; the tubes as they happen to be, as it “movement” and produce the reced
blowing the breath into the open end is beyond human power to make two ing or return movement of the hand,
springs (or anything else for that unassisted by the main spring, or
of a crooked onion stalk, etc.
Fig. 2 represents the internal con matter) exactly the same. After the tube, of the gauge. We might say
struction of what is known as the gauge is assembled at the factory it that the main spring, or tube, forces
‘ ‘ Bourdon Tube ’ ’ gauge containing the is attached to a testing apparatus the hand around for the raising pres
ﬂattened curve tube and the mechan containing a perfect gauge to com sures, and that the hair spring forces
ism, called the “movement," by pare by, and subjected to the proper it in the opposite direction for fall
which the small amount of movement amount of ﬂuid pressure and its ac ing pressures, which of course it can
tion noted. If the hand moves over do only when the main spring (or
the ﬁgures more rapidly than that of tube) by its direction of motion be
the test gauge the short arm of the ing the same, will so permit; in
segment is made longer, at the pre which case there will be no lost mo
vious mentioned adjustment, and it‘ tion resulting from the slack of the
slower it is made shorter; the opera joints, no matter how much slack
tion being repeated until the hand they may possess.

Figure 5.

er pressures, that is, from zero to 60
lbs, for the reason that said mild
forces are not suﬁlcient to produce
anything but a sluggish action, or
none at all, on such strong springs.
To add ﬂexibility and activity to
the main spring (or tube) at the low
pressures, the auxiliary spring, A,
Fig. 2, is‘ sometimes used. This is an
extension coil spring having one and
connected to a stationary post an
chored to the gauge case and the oth
er to the movable end of the main
spring. This auxiliary spring has
considerable tension, even after the
extending tension on the main spring
has entirely disappeared, which latter
tension is created only by the steam
pressure, or whatever ﬂuid pressure
the gauge may be used on. While the
auxiliary spring is not as vital to the
steam gauge as the hair spring, it is
a great beneﬁt when the lower pres
sure of a heavy pressure gauge are of
signiﬁcance. This may not be the
case with traction engines, but at any
rate it can be no objection, and would
be an improvement to any heavy
pressure gauge not provided with
same.
Sometimes the gauges are made
with two tubes (instead of one), said
tubes being connected to the one
shank at opposite sides, the outer
ends of same being connected to the

“movement” by a small ﬂat rod act
ing as a lever.
The advantages claimed for a dou
ble tube are: Perfect drainage; and,
less severe action imposed on the tub

ing. These claims seem well founded,
as, for a given motion from the
spring or springs, say 3/16-inch, the
distortion per linear inch of the tub
ing becomes less in proportion as the
length is greater. As to the matter
of drainage it might be said that a
single tube cannot be drained of wa

will move in unison with that of the

ter entirely if it is of more than half
circle length, and in the event of its
being so, a pocket is formed in the
._ .
downward and extend
ing end which holds

test gauge.
As before stated, the shaft bear

1 water that may freeze
and either bulge or

As the joints of the gauge “move
ment” have to be made- with a little
slack, and as the jarring of the gauge
ings are a loose ﬁt. So also are the of a traction engine will result in
pin joints of the little connecting rod wear on these joints which will make
where it connects with the end of the the slack still greater, it is evident
tube and the short arm of the seg that the hair (or receding) spring is
ment. The segment and pinion teeth a vital and essential part of the

also loosely engage. This looseness gauge as a whole, and no gauge can
has to exist so as to allow, as near as be considered complete unless pro
of the end of the tube is multiplied, possible, perfect free movement; as vided with it.
Figure 3.

or increased at the point of the indi any binding at any or all of the
The thickness of the material in
cating hand, to many times that of various joints, of which there are the tube is made according to the
the tube.
ﬁve, will impede action and render amount of pressure the gauge is in
The actual movement of the end of the gauges inaccurate and unreliable. tended for. If the maximum pres
the tube of an ordinary size of gauge
With this very small amount of sure is, say, 100 lbs., the thickness
such as used on traction engines is actual slack at each of the five points of the tube stock will, be less than it
only about 3/16 of an inch for a full in the train of mechanism interven :would for a 200 or 300 lb. pressure.

burst that portion of
the tube forming the
pocket.

In repairing gauges,
the writer has had am
ple proof of this, and
can vouch for the cor
Figure 6.
rectness of the claim.
Fig. 3 of the illustrations repre
sents the Diaphragm gauge.

The cut

shows the dial partly broken away to
give a view of the “movement,” and
a. vertical section through that com

partment below the main body of the

gauge which contains the so-called di
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A Strong_Argument
ln favor of the Gearless Russell is the fact that it is Gearless. The absence of
gears does away with all noise, lessens vibration and reduces power required to run.
The action of the fan is automatic, the straw not being allowed to pass until sufficient
speed has been attained to force it through the stacker. Straw does not pass around
fan, hence no choking or clogging. No digging out straw. in fact, all objectionable
features of the old style wind stacker have been eliminated. in addition to this, we
will attach a Gearless Russell to any separator anywhere absolutely free of cost,
b_eyond the price of stacker. Can you longer afford to be without one?
All these things taken together make

THE GEARLESS RUSSELL
the only real wind stacker on
the market put up to the thresh
man in a way he can afford to
own one.

I

A: a" lf this argument does not convince you
of the adaptability of the GEAR
LESS RUSSELL to your needs, we *
have other information which we ‘will
“send.

Ask for it.

WRITE‘ TO

RUSSELLWIND v
STACKER
c011PANY
"
INDIANAPOLIS'INDIANA' U'S'A
u
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“A New Departure in Sell-Feeders”
The Ideal self-Faerie!‘ comprises the only correct idea how a successful feeder should be constructed. A feeder, in order to
be successful, must have absolute control over the material fed into the machine, and must be equipped to handle any overcharge

of damp or wet grain without slugging the cylinder.

The Ideal Feeder has a speed governor, which automatically starts and stops

the straw carrier and retarder, and a compression emergency governor based solely upon the resistance the knife has in dividing the
material, which adjusts itself automatically to any overcharge of material passing between the rotary knife and retarder. By the

combination of these two governors the speed of the separator is kept uniform throughout.
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The Ideal Feeder will feed smooth and even any make or size of separator to its full capacity, In 3" kinds and conditions
of Grain, and is guaranteed not to slug the cylinder.

Write for Catalogue.

Heineke & Company,

Springfield, Illinois

Manufacturers of Straw Stackers, Self-Feeders and Grain Weighers.
General Agents
Cedar Rapids Machinery 8: Supply Co._ Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
John M. Brant C0,, Bushnell, Ill.

Weber Implement Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Sachse 8r. Bunn, Cherokee, Iowa.

TheIAuten Machinery Co., Chicago, ll.
The Witchita Supply Co., Wichita, Kans.
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aphragm (or spring), the Greek de
rivation of the word indicating “a
partition through.” This diaphragml
is sometimes contained in the back of
the - gauge casee. It is made of
spring sheet metal in the form of a

spring) which are joined at the cir-I

Having two discs, however, the dis

cumference by a. metal band, thus tortion would, with a given size and

traction engines, he has never used
one with the steam gauge provided
with a so-called pig-tail siphon, and
cannot affirm or deny this statement.‘

forming a hollow space for the steam for the same amount of movement
to be conﬁned and exert its force therefrom, be but one-half as much
upon each as it would if but a single They are rarely used for traction en
upon them.
The illustration, Fig. 5, shows a disc or diaphragm proper was used. gine service, as they are not strong
round disc, and has corrugations, or vertical section of the spring and the With but one-half the movement enough to support the gauge, which is
wrinkles, surrounding the center, opening through which the steam en from a disc, the action imposed would
exposed to serious jolting
which present an appearance, when ters it. It is quite easily understood he correspondingly less severe, and,
in running over rough
looked at on the ﬁat sides, quite sim how the pressure of the steam be as a result, the same would likely last
roads. In stationary ser
ilar to the waves on still water when tween these discs will bulge them a proportionately longer time.
vice they would nearly al
apart.
A long arm of the gauge
a pebble is dropped into it.
ways be indoors where
The siphon for a steam gauge is a
As the diaphragm is made in ﬁat “movement” extends across and just thing of considerable importance, and
they would be protected
This especially so since high steam pres
tened disc form and fastened rigidly above the top of the spring.
from frost; in which case
at the circumference, these corruga
l, the matter of draining
sures are carried.
Fig. 6 shows a
tions (or wrinkles) are necessary to

vertical section of one form of these

provide allowance for the "drawing
in” toward the center when the same
is bulged from its natural form by
the application of pressure.
Like the “Bourdon tube” gauge,
the “movement” consists of a frame
work‘eomtaining the pinion and seg

instruments, and Fig. 7 shows a side

ment. The short arm of the segment

view of another, which latter is only
a piece of pipe bent in the form of a

lustration,

the

motion

of the

dia

parted to and multiplied by the mech

anism above it. It also is provided
with the recedingr hair spring.
Fig. 4 represents the “Capsular
Spring Gauge." As its‘ name implies,
the main spring .of this gauge, upon
which the pressure is exerted

and

Referring

themselves would be no
objection to their ‘use.

again

to

the

siphon

shown in Figure 6, which shows same

loop. It is called a pig-tail siphon, cut in two up and down, (a vertical
and the reason for the name will be section) it will be seen that in the
qiute evident.
lower part a small tube is fastened.
arm has, near its center, a short ﬁn

also contains an adjustment whereby ger extending down and resting upon
the same may be regulated, and is the center of the capsular spring,
connected to a stem which extends to thus receiving and applying the ac
and rests against the center of the di tion of the same to the multiplying
aphragm. As may be seen in the il mechanism of the so-called “move
phragm, produced by steam pressing
against its under side, is thus im

Fig. 8. '

The gauges are mounted upon, and
connected to the boiler by the si

phons. While the siphons form a
support for them, the principal func~

Another tube, with its upper end
closed, ﬁts loosely over the stationary
one. Steam in entering the siphon
has to pass up through the inner and

tions they are intended to perform is

smaller tube, and thence down be

that of furnishing water to the tubes,

tween the outside of the small tube
and the inside of the outer and larg
er tube into the bulb (or condenser)
where it is turned into water which
is forced'into the gauge tubes, or
spring, above it.
The shut-off cock

or main. springs, of the gauges when
ment” of the gauge. Like the other there is steam on, and also to drain.
gauges, the actual movement from themselves and the gauge springs of
this spring is but about 3/16 of an water when the steam goes down, so
inch, which movement is multiplied as to ‘avoid freezing in the winter
by a mechanism of much the same months.

principle as the others, although dif
Whether or not they drain them
fer-ing from either in details and con selves of water will be manifest when
struction. It has the. usual segment they are exposed to freezing temper
and pinion, and is also provided with atures, for if they do not the water
the receding hair spring.

in top is used only to facilitate the
removal of the gauge. when, from

any cause, it might

be

desirable

to do so when there was steam in the
boiler.

While it freezing in them will, in most cases,

This arrangement of tubes forms a
movement produced for indication, is has been called the “capsular spring” burst them. It is claimed by some
in the form of a hollow receptacle, or gauge, it is simply a modiﬁcation of that the pig-tail siphon is a mere siphon, which the writer knows from
in other words, two round discs made the diaphragm spring gaugel, or one water trap and will not siphon water experience will do the siphoning act
from spring sheet metal (and having having two diaphragms with an in from itself. While the writer has had when the steam goes down.
The cock in top of siphon is gen
corrugations same as the diaphragn tervening hollow space.
considerable experience in handling
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erally omitted from same for use on as the temperature of steam increases

traction engines, owing to the liabil
ity of its being closed accidentally,
or otherwise, thus shutting the pres
sure off from the gauge, wholly or
partially, and deceiving the engineer
as to the actual pressure on the

with the pressure. The name “si
phon” was given these instruments
from their supposed ability to siphon

The "art Force Sight Feed
Mechanical 0" Pump

the water from themselves and the
MODEL B.

MODEL B.

gauge springs when the steam pres
sure disappears.
As most threshermen and engine
men are familiar with the process of

boiler.
The reason for furnishing water in
stead of steam to the spring of the
siphoning water with a hose from the
gauge is to prevent the excessive heat

from drawing the temper from the wagon tank to the engine platform
spring. With the high pressures car tanks or a barrel, a thorough discus
ried at the present time this matter sion of the principles of the siphon
becomes of considerable importance, seems to be unnecessary.

Final Wind Stacker Decree.
United States Circuit Court, Eastern District of Wisconsin.
SINGLE FEED.

THE INDIANA MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
IN EQUITY.

\s.
J. I. CASE THRESHING MACHINE COMPANY.

“The most reliable and satisfactory method of lubricating. I
“Specially designed for traction engines.
“Gives positive and uniform feed at all times.

No. 493,734; claims 1 and 2 of said
FINAL DEGREE.
This case came on to be heard this Nethery patent No. 517,475; claim 1
13th day of January, 1908, on com
plainant’s motion to enter a ﬁnal de

“Feed can be easily, ﬁnely and accurately adjusted.
“Large sight feed glass, easily seen and will not cloud up.

of said Landis patent No. 512,553,

and claim 2 of said Landis patent No.
514,266.
cree.
V. That the contracts entered into
Harold Taylor, Esq., appeared for
between
the parties April 8, 1895,
the complainant and James H. Peirce,
“Exhibit A” to the bill of com
Esq., appeared for the defendant.
plaint,
and
January
27, 1899,
Thereupon it appearing from .the “Exhibit B” to the bill of complaint,
mandate of the Circuit Court of Ap

“Indicator glass to show quantity of oil in pump.
“Provided with heating coil for use in cold weather.

“Will handle heavy or light oil.
“Construction is compact, strong and durable.
“Furnished in either single or double feed style.
“Fully guaranteed. “Write for catalog and prices.

are good and valid contracts and

peals for the Seventh Judicial Cir were in force at the time of the com
cuit that the decree heretofore enter mencement of this suit and binding‘
ed in this cause on, to-wit, the ﬁrst and obligatory upon the defendant
day of October, 1906, wherein and herein and that the so-called Norton
whereby the complainant’s bill of stacker manufactured and sold by
complaint was dismissed for want of the defendant as aforesaid comes
equity, at the

complainant’s

IMIUFABTIIRED av

SHERWUUD MANUFACTURING 00., i'étl‘iln
Please mention The Review.

costs, within the provisions of and is cover
Circuit ed by said contracts.

has been reversed by said
Court of Appeals with directions to
VI. It is further ordered, adjudg
this Court to enter a decree herein ed and decreed that the complainant.
in complainant's favor in accordance is entitled to recover the royalties
with the prayer of the bill;
Now, therefore, in accordance with
said mandate it is ordered, adjudged
and decreed and the Court does here
by order, adjudge and decree as fol
lows, towit:
I. That all of the material allega
tions of the complainant ’s bill of
complaint are true.

II.

LET’S TALK TANK
Ever have to stop and “cork up" to keep your old wood tank from
leaking? Why not get a steel tank-one that never needs "col-king."

provided by the terms of said con
from the defendant upon each and
every of the said Norton stacker-s

_____.—_f,

made by the defendant as aforesaid

The NIPPQIIGB

and that the complainant is entitled
to an accounting of and from the de-

Round Ioﬂom Special
_ ._

fendant therefor.
VII.

And it

appearing

to

Designed purposely
for threshermen, does
away with all tank
troubles.
Let us talk
to you further on this

the

That the complainant is the Court and the defendant has ﬁled in

subject.
Ask us.

fendant, and‘coming within the pro
That the following Letters visions of said contracts and of this
of the United States mention decree, and from which it appears
referred to in the bill of com that there is due to the complainant
to-wit: No. 467,476 of Janu for royalties the sum of $235,772.07,

ated in said bill of complaint. ’

plaint,

ary 19, 1892, to James

>

tracts, “Exhibits A and B,” of and

owner of the several Letters Patent court from time to time, reports in
of the United States and the Domin writing duly veriﬁed of the number
ion of Canada set forth and enumer of stackers made and sold by the de
III.
Patent
. ed and

DOUBLE FEED.

We Gunranlce
The lNnupancc

Brown Bros. Mfg. 00., Nappanec, Indiana
Please mention The Review.

Buchanan; and the complainant having examined

No. 493,734 of March 21, 1893, to J. and veriﬁed the said reports and
W. Nethery; No. 517,475 of April 3. found them correct, and having waiv
1894, to J. W. Nethery; No. 512,553 e'd an accounting, it is ordered that
of January 9, 1894, to Frank F. Lan the defendant pay to the complainant
dis, and No. ‘514,266 of February 6, the said sum of $235,772.07, together

1894, to Frank F. Landis, are good
and valid Letters Patent.
IV. That the complainant is the
owner of the said Letters Patent and
each of them and of all rights therein

with its taxable costs herein, and
that the complainant have

i‘

I

i

The Best Advice

therefor.

VIII. It is further ordered, ad
judged and decreed and the court
doth

hereby

and thereunder, and that the Norton decree
stacker manufactured and sold by

the defendant, The J. I. Case Thresh
ing Machine Company, during the
years 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906 and
1907, is an infringement of the said
Letters Patent last above men

I

execution

J-

1

that
Case

order’

the

adjudge

and

defendant,

The

,
Threshmg

.
Machine

Company, its agents, attorneys, ser
vants and worlnnen, and each and
every

of

them,

be and they are

hereby enjoined from further in
tioned and each of them, and partic fringement of the said Letters Patent,
ularly of claims 1, 5, 6, 7 and 9 of to-wit: No. 467,476 of January 19,
said Buchanan patent No. 467,476; 1892, to James Buchanan; No. 493,
(Continued on page 38.)
claims 1 and 2 of said Nethery patent

is often contained in the fewest
words.
That's a good deal like
this ad. It isn’t long and windy

but short and u; the point, and our ad
woe to you in t e matter of selecting a
press ii’ followed will save you lots of time, worry and money.
What we have said before many times we say again, that the OHIO
does something more than simply bale hay; it does it faster and turns
out smoother, more compact and cleaner bales than any other press, and

for strength and durability it has no equal.
Our AUTOMATIC DROPPER and FRICTION PULLBY have the world beat.
save time and labor. Get the most for your hay by using the OHIO.
Full information furnished on application.

OHIO CULTIVATOR COMPANY,

Box 200,

They

BELLEVUE. OHIO

February, 1908.
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equals 2 and 33/100 revolutions per
minute. The tumbling rod speed will
be 85 times 2 and 33/100 equals 198
per minute. The speeder jack shaft
will run three times 198 or 594 rev
olutions per minute. With a 17-inch
pulley on the jack shaft and the saw
Question of

I‘. S.

What size

of

engine coming from the stack, which is an
evidence of better combustion.

would be used for 42x
64 separator with feed

*

er, blower and weigher, 20 or 25 h. Questions of
i p.?
J'. V. L.

A.—The size of the engine requir

*

*

Why does my engine
when

threshing

throw

a light rain of water

"d i° “m Y°“’ 42x64 septum-Will out of the stack. When it did this

could be too large for the high pres
sure cylinder and what the effect
would be if it was larger than neces
running 1,200 revolutions per min sary.
ute, it will take a pulley on the saw
5.—I ﬁnd some steam chests with
arbor 17 times 594 divided by 1,200 the live steam port opening wider
which will equal 8 and 4/10 inches in on one end than the opening on the
diameter. In regard to the difference other end, and I ﬁnd the valves with
in power it takes to run a saw with one face wider than the other face.
a tightener on the belt or a ﬂywheel Is this necessary and what is the
on the saw arbor, would say there theory for it? Please explain.
may be no perceptible diﬁerence, as
A.—The length of the valve can be

depend on how fast you want t 0 last there was about an inch of water
thresh, and also on the size of the in the glass.
in either case there is something to
cylinders in the engine. There is
2.——Sometimes while on the road make additional friction and either
ﬁve h. p. diﬁerence in an engine of my engine will run fast; then again case is beneﬁcial to the work of the

the same rating as built by different it will run unusually slow. She carries saw.
companies, so that you may possibly 125 lbs. of steam, and these things
* * *
have to get a 25 h. p. of one make to happen at this pressune_
Question of Last spring I had
pull your separator equally as well
D. M. L.
put in, and since
3.—Will a 16 h. p. thresher engine
as would a 20 h. p. of some other be big enough to plow, and how many
time the boiler has
make. However, between 20 and 25 plows will it pull?
a hard steamer; before that it
nominal h- P‘ would be the prop"
A.—There are different causes for considered a very easy steamer.

size of engine to run this separator.
* * *
Question of
G. 0.

an engine throwing water through the
stack. A leaky water pipe in the heat

ﬂues

that
been

was
The
new ﬂues were used in a condenser
before I got them, but were recom

In what way does it er will do this. While the feed wa mended as good as new. After they
hurt an injector to ter is going through the heater, there were in I found that they were badly

rusted on the inside; some of them so
work when the water is is more or less exhaust steam con
shut off from the boiler, thus forcing densed and this will be thrown into much so that I cannot get a ﬂue
The boiler may have a cleaner through them. There seems
it through the overﬂow?
Does it the stack.
damage either of the jets, and which?, tendency to foam and thus working nothing wrong with the engine; it
Where can I have such an injector re lwet steam will make a continual {pulls all right and steams all right.
spray of water come from the stack.
A.—There should be no reason why
paired?

A.—It will do no injury to an injec

2.—The cause of the engine run

tor to have the discharge pipe closed. ning fast and slow on the road is
The water simply passes out the due to the governor racing, which is
overﬂow pipe. Neither of the jets sometimes caused by a loose governor

will be harmed in this case.
2.—The best place to get repairs
for your injector is from the party
from whom you bought your engine
or the concern which built the injec
It

Quostiomof
O. I‘. P.

It

the tubes taken from a condenser
should not give you good results, even
if they are rusted; but if you are un
able to run your ﬂue cleaner through

bolt, the improper lacing of the belt, the tubes, the soot will certainly
‘improper packing in the stuﬁing box bring down the eﬂiciency of the boiler

a

caused by some roughness or dryness.

engine-a broken piston ring or a

gine. These small engines were built
for threshing and the gearing is made
strong
enough to pull a separator on
develop.

the outﬂt.
-

inder

Questions of

ﬁrebox,

like

[ignite locomotive engines have.

other at the admission edge, this will

give you the length of the outside
valve. The inside of the valve for
an ordinary size traction engine will
be from one-quarter to one-eighth of
an inch more than the distance from
one port to the other on the opposite
edge from that taken to get the length

of the valve; in other words, the edge
in which the exhaust steam starts to
go out of the cylinder port into the
center exhaust port.
2.—There are rules given to de
sign valves and arrange ports and we
would refer you to D. Van Nostrand
Co., No. 23 Murray and No. 27 War
ren Streets, New York City, or John
Wiley & Sons. 43 and 45 E. 19th

tho saw mandrel?

A.—A 12-ft. sweep on a horse power

A.—-A ﬂre brick arch such as is would make a 24-foot circle for the
used in locomotive ﬁre boxes or in horse to travel in which would be
straw burning traction boilers is a 75 and 39/,.m feet per revolution. A
very good thing in burning coal. It horse travels at such work about two
assists in burning the gases, thereby miles :per hour, which would be 10,560
securing a greater value in burning feet, and this divided by 60 equals

on this subject.
3.-—The lap on the valve is the
amount the valve is longer than the

extreme edges of the ports.
*

*

*

How can I test a boil

A. B.
er on a thrwhing en
each cylinder being 6x10, carrying 135 the road and this traction work is a
gine without a test
lbs. steam pressure and running 250 very small part of the work done by
the engine. When. you have an en pump?
r. p .m.?
gine
in the ﬁeld plowing, there is a
2.—Can a man build one patented
2.—Who manufactures the Eclipse
dead load on the gearing all of the machine for his own use? I saw this
governors?
3.—-What should cause a governor time, which will cause you a great done once and asked if there was a
to speed up as the load varies in deal of trouble and cost for repairs. patent on .the machine. He said yes.
stead of holding it at 250 r. p. m. as However, if you pull a very limited but it was lawful to build one for his
number of plows, you may get along own use, even if it was patented by
it is supposed to?
A.—We cam only give you the nom fairly well in this respect, but it will somebody else.
A.—A boiler can be tested with any
inal horse power of this engine, as it hardly pay you to use the engine for.
sort of pump.' If the engine is pro
would require other data to arrive at this purpose.
=0: * =0:
vided with a pump driven by the
the actual horse power.
A double
engine having two 6x10 cylinders will Question of I have an eight h. p., crosshead, the ﬂywheel can be pulled
be from 14% to 18 h. p., according
C. M.
12-foot sweeps,
and around by hand, thus pumping the
to the different companies’ rating.
tumbling rod turns 85 times to one boiler to the desired pressure. Twice
2.—The Eclipse governor is manu turn of the sweeps.
Connects to the working pressure is the usual
factured by the Eclipse Governor speeding jack that is triple geared. pressure used in testing a boiler.
2.—A man has no right to build
Company. Vicksburg, Mich.
‘What size pulley will I need to run
3.—The cause of the governor run a 24-inch cut-off saw at proper speed, any machine on which the patent is
ning faster when the load is on, is saw being rated to run from 1.000 to alive, even if.‘ he uses the machine
that the spring force at this point is 1.400 r. p. m.? Would a 17-inch pul only for himself. The lifetime of the
greater than it should be for the cen-‘‘ ley be too large and if it is what patent is seventeen years.
* * w:
trifugal force of the balls of the gov: size pulley should it be? What make
ernor, thus allowing a greater port iof saw takes the most. power, one Question Of Supposing the valve to
opening in the valve of the governor that has the ﬂywheel down next to
W. B.
a simple traction engine
than should be accomplished by the‘ the ground and the drive belt runs is lost and no way to get another one,
governor at this point.
from saw pulley over an idler, thence is there any rule governing the meas
=0: 10! *
to a pulley on ﬂywheel shaft? Does urement as compared with the steam
Question of Please give your opin not this kind take more power than and exhaust port openings?
J. O. W.
ion on a brick arch in one that has the ﬂywheel directly on
2.—Is there any rule governing the
the

engine around and ascertain the
stroke of the valve rod under these
conditions. Subtract from this the
amount of lead you wish to give the
valve on each end; then adding this to
the distance from one port to the

so that it will be very noticeable. Street, New York City, who can fur
of the governor working too hard, However, the trouble may be in your nish you with catalogs of text books

How many horse pow
er would a double cyl
engine

procured by placing the reverse lever
in the center of the notch. Turn the

on the governor stem, or some part

3.~A 16 h. p. threshing engine ‘is valve which is out of repair will make
not likely to be a good plowing en a great diﬁ'erence in the running of

tor.

strokes are the same, they will either
_be too large for the high pressure
cylinder or too small for the low."
Please explain how the piston valve

lap that a valve should have over the
port openings?
3.—-Properly speaking, what is the
lap on a valve and steam chest?
4.—In your answer to the question

Properly

speaking there is no lap on the steam
chest.
4.—The reason the low pressure
cylinder takes a larger valve and

cylinder port opening than does the
high pressure cylinder is,

that the

cylinder is larger and steam is at a
low pressure and therefore needs more
space through which to conduct the
steam. If the valves and ports were
the same as the high pressure and be

ing the right size for the high pres
sure, there would be so much fric
tion in the ports, thereby cutting the
eﬂiciency down, that there would be
no advantage in the compound fea
ture.
If one size valve would be
used and it was the proper size for
the low pressure cylinder the trouble
would be a too great amount of clear- .

ance.
5.—This difference in the valves
and ports is to bring about an even
effect in the compression of the ex
haust steam at each end of the cylin

der.

This unevenness of the valve

or ports is due to the angnlarity of

the connecting rods.

A Testimonial.
Logansville, Pa., Jan. 10, 1908.

Manzel Brothers Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Gentlemenz-l thought I would

write and tell you that I consider
your oil pumps to be the very best

in warm or cold weather for any kind
of an engine.’ I would recommend
asked by J. H. S. in the Christmas them to anybody wishing to get an
Review, in regard to piston valves on oil pump, and believe they are the
cross compound engines you make the best made.

the coal, and it will be noticed when. 176 feet per minute. The speed of statement, '“If the valves are the
an arch is used. ‘there is less smoke sweep is 176, divided by 75 and 39/100 same and the port openings and

Yours very truly,

Emanuel Lehman, Jr.
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MR. BIGG FROM BIGGVILLE, as an expert witness, has made the rather remarkable discovery that a Sixteen-horse “Bﬂktl',”
rated as a Sixteen-horse, and sold at a Sixteen-horse Price, under the fairest possible test conditions,

Develops More Available Power
Than competing engines rated a: Eighteen to Twenty-two Horse-selling at correspond
ingly higher prices. This fact was most completely demonstrated by public
tests, advertised in advance, in which all engine makers were invited to join
us; some accepted, more declined; but the result could not be, for a moment,
in doubt.
[nation

Century Triumphs
In 1907.
Wichita, . . Kansas
Columbus , .
.
Ohio

Indianapolis.
Springﬁeld.

Nothing could have been more entirely fair and square than our Fan

Test, and nothing could have demonstrated more completely the superiority

Indiana
.

of “Baker” Twentieth Century Construction, including:

Illinois

The 0nly Live-Steam Cylin
der Jacket ever used on a Trac
tion Engine, giving us every ounce

of force in steam-expansion.

'

Incomparably the best Valve
Gear in the world, admitting full
head of steam instantly, at full boiler
heat and boiler pressure, eliminating
condensation.
Scientiﬁcally correct design

and

superior construction, based upon
Eighteen Years’ continuous and
varied experience.

There Are Other Reasons‘.
Write us if interested, and when '
you buy an Engine see that you pay
your good money for power, not
for mere paper-rating.

The A. D. BAKER C0.
Swanlon, Ohio
(New Catalogue in Preparatlon- Want It?)

The Witchita Association.

Langdon Ideal and Rich Self Feed

Whatever may be achieved in this ers:
way by other

cities

and

in

other

states, the name of Wichita will al

J. F. Langdon, manager.

ways bring to mind the ﬁrst and for Water Street, A. VanZandt, manager.
Nichols & Shepard Company: cor
large annual
gathering for threshermen for mutual ner Wichita and Williams Streets, L.
beneﬁt through association. The event W. Thompson, manager.
M. Rumely Company: 230 North
is planned for this year as usual, the
only changes being that of date, Meade Avenue, one and one-half
which is set for March instead of blocks north of Rock Island passen
April, and of numbers in attendance; ger depot, A. F. Feldt, manager.
Reevs & Company: 222-224 South
the indications being that his year
will see the record beaten to a ﬁnish. Wichita Street, Joe. O’Leary, mana
Wichita is the logical place for the ger.
Wichita-Port
Huron
Thresher
holding of such a meeting, being as
it is the thresher trade center of an Company : 219-221 South Wichita
Street, F. E. Bonney, manager.
important grain growing state.
Hart-Parr Company : ‘ ‘ Machinery
The branch house managers, who
comprise the Wichita Threshermen’s Row,” South Wichita Street, Geo. H.
Association. will all have complete Putnam, manager.
Following is the program as sent
displays of machinery at their re
spective branches, where they will The Review by the committee, which,
extend a hearty welcome to the visi while it outlines the general arrange

Following is a list of the prin

Address of

Welcome

by

Mayor

Peru-VanZandt Implement Com Graham, on behalf of the city of
pany (steam plows): 123-127 North Wichita.

some years the only

tors.

Invocation.

ment, is subject to such addition as '

experiment station work. The object
of the new association is to promote
the art and science of engineering
as applied to agriculture. Regular

Orchestra.

meetings are provided for, and ‘the

Response, J. L. Stevenson of The

papers presented at the meeting with
the discussion of the same are to be
published and distributed among its
members and others interested.
At the Madison meeting the sub
jects discussed were largely those
pertaining to the teaching of Agri
cultural Engineering and Farm Me
chanics in the colleges, this being one
of the ﬁrst phases of the work to

Threshermen’s Review.

Orchestra.
Address, J. B. Parker of the Amer
ican Threshermen.
Orchestra.
Cornet solo, R. H. Brown of The
Threshermen’s Review.
Address, B. B. Clark of the Amer
ican Threshermen.

Orchestra.

present itself.

Business Session and Smoker.

were read and discussed:

The following papers

Second day, March 4, 1908:
Day session same as preceding day.

Evening session, 8:00 p. m.:
Follow the band to the Toler Audi

torium.
Show.
Third day, March 5, 1908:
Same as ﬁrst and second days.

Program.
The Courses in Agricultural Engi
neering That Should be Oﬁered, by
Howard W. Riley, Cornell Univers
ity.
Need of Research Work in Agricul
tural Engineering, by H. M. Bainer,

may seem best.
cipal ones, with their locations.
First day, March 3, 1908:
Advance Thresher Company: cor
Agricultural Engineers Organize.
Music on streets by band.
ner First and Water Streets, G. H.
A recent meeting at Madison, Wis
Registration of all threshermen at
Beals, manager.
consin,
and the organization of the
secretary’s
headquarters
at
Manhat
Buﬁalo Pitts Company: 229 South
Wichita street, B. M. Stone, mana tan hotel. (Tickets to entertainments American Society of Agricultural En

Colorado Agricultural College.
Education for Traction Engineers, by
B. B. Clark, American Thresher
man.
Shop Courses for Agricultural Stu
dents, by Wm. Boss, Univeristy of

to be distributed at place of registra gincers should cause specialists in
tion by order of members of Wichita other branches of agricultural science
to take note. It is reasonable that
Threshermen’s Association.)
Visiting threshermen to visit the agricultural research and teaching
diﬁerent thresher houses and displays could be assisted very much by the
organization of those professionally
in the city.
Band music at display grounds and engaged in the work. An associa
tion with meetings at regular inter
each thresher house.
vals where the members could meet
Evening session, 7:30 p. m.
Visiting threshermen will follow and compare methods and ideas

Minnesota.
Instruction in the Use of Cement and
Concrete, by C. A. Cook, University
of Wisconsin.
Teaching a Course in Farm Motors,
by P. S. Rose, North Dakota Agri

ger.
Geo. 0. Richardson Machinery Com
pany, 233 South Wichita Street, F. G.

Wieland, manager.
Peerless

Machinery

and

Supply

Company: 215 South Washington Av
enue, J. W. Vaniman, manager.
Gaar, Scott & Company: 117 and
119 North Water Street, J. F. Duis,

manager.
Huber Manufacturing Company: band from Manhattan Hotel to the should increase the eﬂiciency of the
individual and prevent a useless dup
214 South Wichita Street, C. L. Ber Toler Auditorium.
Y ‘Music ‘by orchestra.
lication which is quite noticeable in

genthal, manager.

"

'

cultural College.
Instruction in Farm Machinery, by
L. W. Chase, University of Ne
braska.

Irrigation and Drainage Investiga
tions, Oﬁice of Experiment Sta
(Continued on page 37.)
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To GET GOING an
is the secret 0! sum
Of course it is not such a hard thing to GET GOING. The trouble lies in 1
GETTING GOING with almost any kind or size of engine and any kind of plows
begins to break. The fines and stay bolts commence to leak.
The heavy and m
work all the time to do the guiding. The light plow frame gets sprung. You c
have to stop and lose time when you take on more water. If you have gang pl
furrows. You are constantly delayed by breakdowns and when you ﬁgure up th<
outﬁt is not only a hard job but a very expensive one.
At Last You Realize that a Threshing Engine Is Not a Plowing

‘some such experience as this and to the man who vi
g to offer.
The Avery Undermounted Double Cylinder Traction Engine was designed
ING ENGINE.
The Avery Steam Plow was built for steam plowing purposes and for use wiw
Together they make what is unquestionably the most practical and thorou

To the man who has h
Avery Company has somet
AN AVERY STEAM PLOW OUTFIT
Tnl'nln' n SQUARE CORNER. SAVES TIME. DOES A NEATER JOB."
A Fresh One About How an Avery Keeps Going.
"I bought one or your 30 horse L'ndermounted Engines with Steam Plow in March
of last year, and since that time have plowed about 1,000 acres. When the condi

It you want an outtit that is easy to Get Going and
AVERY STEAM PLOW

tions were favorable, we would easily cover 25 to 30 acres a. day.
The fuel question is quite a problem with us as we pay $7 to $8 per ton tor coal.

but even at that we ﬁgured
50 cents to 60 cents.

that the cost of the coal per acre

did

not exceed
‘

This tell we plowed 25 to 30 acres per day in stubble ground, and dragged a
harrow behind. leaving the ground in condition tor the drill.
Regardless of the
circumstances, we always had ample power.
As far as handling is concerned. it is
no trick at all; the force we required was two men on the engine and one water

boy."

N.

D.

PATTERSON,

Bircourt,

Kas.,

Jan.

16,

1908.

Some DEFINITE REASONS Why You Can GET GOING and
KEEP GOING When You Own nn AVERY STEAM 3-;
PLOW OUTFIT.
THE ENGINE is built for the purpose.
It is UNDERMOUNTED and hence:
MORE DURABLE because boiler is free from all pulling strains.

MORE POWERFUL because of the straight line pull from the
engine cylinders through the gearing and
back to the load.
MORE CONVENIENT because all parts low down.
It has a Labor Saving Positive Screw Shaft Guide.
It is equipped with Balanced Valves.
THE PLOW is built for use with this engine.
It has a Bridge Trussed Steel Frame.
It takes water on the run.
It has a Steam Lift.
It is mounted on a single wide faced carrying wheel.
THIS OUTFIT travels backwards as easily as forwards. Turns square
corners. Backs up to plow out the corners of a fenced in ﬁeld. Never
travels on plowed ground. Will plow your whole ﬁeld, will plow it any
depth, will plow it cheaply and will plow it well.

Steam Pipemr

The Great Avery
B or 10 Gang Steam Plow ﬁtted with Stubble or Breaker Bottc

Put on the Boiler and You Are

Ready to Go.

Exhaust Pipe M?

The Only Steam Plow Outllt loving a Connected Steel Fran
A STRAIGHT LINE PULL from the Eng
The Steering Wheel and Three Levers (throttle lever, reverse lever and lever for operating the

NO BOILER STRAINS hence MORE DURAILE.

NEW 1908 CATALOG
With Natural Color Photographs

Yours for the Asking

AVERY MANUFACTURING CO.,
BRANCHES:

Minneapolis, Kansas City, Omaha, Des Moines, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Grand Forks, I

February, 1908.
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i then KEEP GOING
ssiui Steam Plowing.

\

BPING GOING. Many men get their ﬁrst experience at steam plowing by
Then your troubles of KEEPING GOING commence. The gearing on your engine
:3 strains pull the brackets loose. The loose chain guide keeps one man hard at
mt back up, so you have to make long circles to turn at the corners. You always
;you ﬁnd it back breaking work to lift them out of the ground at the end of the
ipCl'lSC you ﬁnd that KEEPING GOING in the steam plow business with such an
mine and Ilorse Plows Are Not Satisfactory ior Steam Plouring.

s to start at steam plowing and does not want to have such an experience, the
ibuilt primarily as a steam plow engine.

IT IS NOT A BUILT OVER THRESH

AN AVERY STEAM PLOW OUTFIT
Turning 10 I-‘urrows and Taking Water on the Run. No Time Lost With an
Avery. When You E‘I‘ GOING You Can KEEP GOING.

515 engine. IT IS NOT A BUILT OVER HORSE PLOW.
y successful steam plow outﬁt on the market.

An Avery

Plow Outﬁt: KEEPING GOING in Mexico under some
hard conditions.
(There's a big satisfaction in having an outﬁt you can depend upon

eep Going, we recommend your investigation oi the
UTFIT illustrated below.

Steam

under
“My

engine

has been

it and at present
may be buried out
I send you some
one that opens a

working

to

any

pretty

conditions.)

satisfaction.

I

have

been

pulling

stumps

with

am drawing 6 Carnegie rooter plows to take out any roots that
of sight. After these I will use the Deere plows to turn the soil.
negatives of the engine drawing the 10 plows and behind another
furrow three feet wide at the bottom, 7 feet wide at the top

and 15 inches deep from bottom of furrow to top of ridge.

These dimensions include

the ridge made with the excavated earth; the depth of the furrow is only 6 inches
It does besides the plowing of the land the work of 40 men in

in solid ground.
ditching."

F. BENITEZ Y. LEAL, Monterey, Mex, Dec. 17,

1901'.

The Avery 1908 Thresher Catalogue is Now
Being Mailed.
You will certainly want to see the Double Page Natural Color Photo
graphs of the "Yellow Fellow" Separator and the Avery Undermounted
Engine and Steam Plow Outﬁt in the Avery 1908 Catalogue.
WITH THIS CATALOGUE IN YOUR HANDS YOU CAN SEE
THESE MACHINES JUST AS THEY WOULD LOOK IF YOU
WERE STANDING DIRECTLY BY THEM. It will also contain
complete information about the Avery Traction Steam Shovel
and more detailed descriptions and illustrations than ever before of the
many ﬁne features in the Avery line of Threshing and Steam Plowing
Machinery.
A good thing to do RIGHT NOW is to take a postal card or a piece
team Plow Outlit.
of paper and write "Please send me your 1908 Catalogue with Double
20, 22 or 30 H. P. Undermounted Double Cylinder Engine

Page Natural Color Photographs,” sign your name, then address it to
Avery Mfg. Co., 259 Iowa Street, Peoria, Ill.
You will then get a New, Handsome 1908 Catalogue by early mail.

NOTICE.
OUR ENGINES AND STEAM
FLOWS are overwhelmingly origi
nal and all new and novel features
are the exclusive patent rights of
the Avery Mfg. Co.
Patents are
pending and no copying orinfringe
ment of these rights will be per
mitted.

irom the Engine Cylinders to the Individual Plow Couplings.
: Cylinders through the Gearing and back to the Plow Beams, hence MORE POWERFUL
“am Hoist on the plow) give engineer instant control of entire outﬁt without leaving his position.

259 Iowa St.,
{0.

EXPORT OFFICE:

2 Stone St., N. Y. City.

PEORIA, ILL.
JOBIBING HOUSES:

Winnipeg, Denver, Ogden.

New‘,‘ Edition of? Our Thresher
High'fQuality-Reasonable
SupplyﬂCatalog] Ready toPrices.
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the 'productiveness of the soil. One the land is held at from $100 to $150
man north of Mott last year raised per acre. Besides there ﬂats, that

Opportunities in the West.
Lewis and Clark raced Simon 1% what he saw in actual bushels and
ser for the Empire of the Northwest acres is the most convincing reply.
through the mountains a century ago.
“There is, in our northern tier of

5,000 bushels of wheat. A number had
each over 400. acres in crop this year.
“In every place I visited 1‘ saw
splendid growing crops. I saw be
side wheat (blue stem and durum),
ﬂax, and potatoes, which were the
principal crops, barley, oats, speltz,

are nearly level witlv

iver, there

are small valleys which raise nearly
all kinds of fruit to perfection.
H
‘The crying need of this coun
try,’ a business man told me, ‘is that
the big holdings on which we old
timers made our money be cut up
into little farms of forty or ﬁfty
acres. An excellent living can be

corn, and all kinds of garden vegeta
The Forty-miners went through, some states,” he says, between Minnesota bles and clover alfalfa.
of them, and starved or froze before and Puget Sound, a wealth of re
There can be no possible question
they reached the “Chinook” country. source in ﬁeld and forest and mine of as to the lproductiveness of the soil. made ed a forty acre farm.
“Around
Ellensburg,
which
Ranchmen loudly swore that the which the majority of people in the No/one can controvert the visible
1

I

made on August 21st, the whole coun
try is irrigated land in a high state
of cultivation.
There
are 50,000

fact of growing crops.
The water in the district is good

and is easily secured at from twenty
to sixty feet.
That whole section seems under
laid with lignite coal, a great deal of
it outcropping. The fuel question is
often a serious one on the prairie
and I asked the wife of a farmer
what they burned.
“Why, there's a coal hole about
three miles from here," she answered.
“John goes over and gets a few loads

acres of irrigated and sub-irrigated
land that will be tributary

to

the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pauld rail
way, as well as 80,000 acres more
that can easily be irrigated. A day

or two I spent at North Yakima in
order to see a fully developed fruit
country.

I talked with a number of

fruit buyers who were buying for the

eastern markets. They were paying
We don’t have bg ‘prices and there was not fruit
enough to go around, although this
to worry about keeping warm.”
when he isn't busy.

'}
THRESHlNG lN MONTANA.

country was “good for nothin’ but
grazin’—you couldn’t raise a peek
of onions between the Mississippi
river and Puget Sound,” and to
prove it imported supplies with elab
orate ostentation, selecting condensed
milk and canned meats and dried
eggs and vegetables as if they were
living in the Arctic Circle.
Then the big railroads began to
head westward toward California and
the Coast, and each new line swung

Courtesy C. M. 8: Sr. P. Ry.

United States know little or nothing.
Even the most openminded can gain
from word of mouth or printed page

“Miles City was my ﬁrst exper valley has a record crop. Some of
ience of Montana, and a pleasant one. the best orchards here have sold for
They told me there that the land had $1,500 per acre. The crop I saw on
produced crops for three years and many of them would sell for,ﬁve or
was selling at about $10.00 an acre. six hundred dollars. The Kittitas
valley about Ellensburg will become
“I spent several days in and about
Lewistown, as the Judith Basin in this same kind of a country when it
which the town is situated is con is developed. It is a wonderful fruit

sidered the greatest country in Mon

country.

tana for dry-farming.

“My journey ended at Seattle.
With the ﬁrst glimpse of the blue
water of the Inlet and the scent of
the Paciﬁc beaches and the warm
sunshine of the coast warming my

I never be

only a slight realization of a thing fore saw such wheat ﬁelds.
so great. I am no broader than the , “The Judith Basin is a tract of
generality of my fellow man and the about 2,000 square miles. I drove for
tales I had heard of the development hundreds of miles over it. The basin
of that country, of the tremendous is well watered by numerous streams
crops and the quick return for labor and springs which never fail in sum
invested, had made but little impres mer nor freeze in winter. It raises
magniﬁcent crops. Hay (timothy, al
sion. But when I got there myself
when I’ rode from early morning till falfa, broom grass and blue joint)
the dark fell, past splendid farm land and oats are invariably great produc
farther north. The locating engi
and splendid crops—when I saw the ers. On the “bench lands,” or
neers came back from the “Great
enterprising, bustling, booming towns, prairies, between the creeks, the
Amercan Desert” and told “The Old
large and small-when I talked with great wheat crops are raised, thirty,
Man” in conﬁdence that they believ
the level headed, energetic, prosper forty, and ﬁfty bushels being har
ed farmers could raise wheat and po
ous people-then it was a different vested to the acre without irrigation.
tatoes and apples in the valleys of
matter. Then I wondered at the mis The basin seems a natural wheat
these long-tabooed lands. It looked
country. The climate, long days and

shoulders, it was completed.

From

the Mississippi to the lazy Paciﬁc I
had seen the Northwest, the empire

of Lewis and Clark’s

discovery

a

hundred years ago.

All this country described will be
developed and settled by the building
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul railroad now under construction
from the Missouri river west of Aber
deen, crossing the river at Mobridge
due west of St. Paul and Minneapolis
about four hundred miles, through
leading noderation of the accounts
good to them.
cool nights, the altitude and the soil South Dakota, the southwest corner
that I had heard.
So it happened that in the summer
It was no hurried, casual glance I
of 1907 John Doe-it would never do gave to any part of that broad, splen
to be too personal in the manner of did land. I neighbored there. I‘
names with a man as important as watched its crops grow. I stayed until
John Doe-went out to see for him I was convinced that the time is very
self. He did not travel in‘ a private near when this last and perhaps rich
car and acknowledge reception com est portion of our country will take
mittee ovations. He dropped casual its fair proportion of the people and
ly into the oﬁices of business men— its proper place in the world ’s econo
bankers, real estate dealers, grocers, my.
blacksmiths—and many of them were
“It was on the evening of July
calling him “Johnny” before he left. 12th that I left St. Paul. The second
He swapped stories with farmers in morning after I started on a 4 days’
their ﬁelds; he got out of his buggy drive through Hettinger, Adams and
and poked into promising soils and Bowman counties, North Dakota, and
outcropping coal-veins and ﬁve-foot
wheat-shocks; he slept at farms and
ranches and hotels called “The
Palace;” he drove many hundred
miles in all sorts of weather, and he

l

Butte county, South Dakota. Much of

the land about 'there has been home
steaded and next year it will be pro
ducing big crops.
“The same is true of the country

gained a clearer knowledge of the about Lemmon, S. D.
A MONTANA HERD.

country as a whole than anyone else
“From Lemmon I drove north to
had ever secured before.
Mott, N. D., traversing about forty
John was a plain business man who miles of country in Adams and Het

went into the

Northwest‘ with

questions in mind:

Courtesy C. M. 8: St. P. Ry.

I

are perfectly adapted to this grain. of North Dakota through Montana
the tinger counties. The country I found Turkey Red and Scotch Fife are the for nearly 500 miles, through Idaho

“Is this country similar to that over which I had

varieties commonly grown. The prices and \Vashington to Seattle and Taco

able to support agriculture? Will it driven for four days except that it have been largely governed by local ma.
raise wheat and potatoes and apples lies, if anything still better for farm conditions.
Fuller information than it is possi
instead of sagebrush and mountains‘!
Is it ‘God ’s country’?”
It is not necessary to answer these
questions here. As he says, “no one

ing.

Throughout the entire country

the houses of
the prairies.

homesteaders
I saw ﬁne

dotted

ﬁelds

of

At St. Marie, I also saw ﬂats con

taining
ﬁne

from

meadow,

ten

ble to give here will be most cheer

to 100 acres of fully given on application to F. A

growing

magniﬁcent

Miller, General Passenger Agent Chi

wheat and barley just south of Mott, crops of timothy hay. Those lands cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ky., Chi
can controvert the ~visible fact of N. D., proving, as other ﬂ'elds in are all settled and are valuable. Hay cago, and additional maps and pam
growing crops,” and hisaccount of other parts of the country had done, sells. for from $16 to $20 a ton, .and phlets sent.

The ADVANCE Special Pilnwng Engine

February, 1908.

THE

'

is a development-—the result of a long series of se» ere and practical tests in the ﬁeld and on the road.

Built

to supply the demand for an engine heavy enough and with suﬂicient power to stand the constant strain upon
an engine in plowing work.
We have supplemented our own engineering staff with the services of the most expert traction engineers
in the country; we have gathered data from the every day experiences of more than a thousand owners and

users of our engines, in every kind of of soil and condition of roads.
We have by these tests been able to eliminate every possible defect, and our engine will endure all the
strain and wear incident to plowing, hauling, grading and every work requiring great traction power.
. MITW‘E‘I‘
@ '7'>IJa'LA-¢‘>>——l

'

.

. a’:

z

I Advance Special Plowing Engine Features
EXTRA LARGE SHAFTING—Cannot spring, twist or vibrate.
~
LARGER AND HEAVIER BRACKETS-Have a greater surface bearing on the boiler-all securely and
rigidly braced and trussed.
LONGER BEARINGS.
LARGER STUD BOLTS—More of them.
EXTRA HEAVY WIDE FACED GEARING.
EXTRA LARGE AND LONG AXLES-Giving increased bearing and wearing surface.
RENEWABLE SLEEVE IN HUB 0F DRIVER.
NEW SWINGING DRAW BAR--Attached to front end of ﬁre box.

Assists turning in shortest circles

with heaviest loads.

_ These are but a few of the many features combining to make the ADVANCE a most "successful plowing
and haulingﬁengine.
'

DropialposiaIIforIfreeIcaiaiog illustrating both our Engines and Threshers.

ADVANCE THRESHER COMPANY
BA'I'I‘LE CREEK,
' MICHIGAN, U. s .A.
»———
l

l

Columbus. Ohio.
Indianapolis. Indiana.
Dal as . Texas.
Lincoln. Nebraska.
New York, ‘N. Y.. John
Son 8: Co.

* Branches and Distributing Houses

Decatur. Illinois.
El Reno. Oklahoma.
Des Moines. I
a.
Minneapolis, n- nnesota.
Dunn
Toronto. Canada.
_
Abel Co.

Crowley.
ouisiana
Kansas
.
. Missouri.
Longmont. ‘ lorado.
Madison. Wisconsin.
American
Winnipeg.
Please ‘mention The Review.
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The‘ GLKRE
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Acetylene Gas

HEADLIGHT

The Gas Engineik

tion” engine.
The cylinder, we
might say, is the ﬁre box. By taking
The gas engine, like its older and into the cylinder the right amount
well-known brother, the steam en of gas and air, compressing it to
By E. L. OSBORNE.

THRESHERMEN:—You can
not afford to buy a Headlight

about one-ﬁfth the space it ﬁrst oc

gine, gets its power from the expan
sion of heat. Both are heat engines cupies and then igniting or touching
and both get from some kind of fuel it off we get a quick, powerful com
combustion or burning and a very
the heat to make them run.

All fuels make a gas and it is the high heat; which expmds against the
gas mixed with the air and ignited piston and drives it as does the steam
that produces the combustion or
burning and makes the heat. If the
dampers of the steam boiler furnace
are closed so the air is not admitted
the combustion stops; the furnace
ﬁlls with unburned gas ready to ig
nite from the smoldering ﬁre as soon

before ﬁrst investigat

ing the GLARE.
It is a light which the engineer can control from his platform.

or heat pressure of the steam engine.

He can throw the light from right to left at will, thereby lighting

We thus see that in both the steam

up the road in front of him a distance of from 200 to 300 feet.
With this light on your engine you can see to thresh at night
practically as well as by daylight. It is simple in construction,

and gas engine, heat is the pow
er; and the heat is obtained from
gas in both cases. In one instance a
boiler, water and steam are used to
make, store and carry heat to the
as air is again admitted. The man steam engine cylinder; in the other
who has had his eyebrows and mus the gas and heat of combustion are

durable, and the cost of operating is less than one cent per hour.

The Gullick Spark
Arresier

tache singed by opening the ﬁre door used directly against the piston of
without

ﬁrst

opening

the

dampers the gas engine.

will say this is correct. As soon as
air is again supplied the gas making

Needs no introduction, as the most or you

Where the gas for a gas engine is

have heard of them, and those who have

not heard about them should investigate
at once.

process proceeds.
With the steam boiler the idea is
to burn as much of the gas as possible in the furnace. How much of it

'

This is the Spark Arrcster which will
not clog in the screen and interfere with
the draft of your engine, and is an absolute

safeguard against sparks escaping through
the smoke stack.

is burned and how much goes out at
the stack depends on the design of
the furnace and the skill ‘of the ﬁre
man. A part of the heat from the

Do not delay, but write for descriptive matter and prices on

these and other specialties which I have and which the Thresher
‘burning gas passes through the shell
of the boiler to the water.
When

enough
the

heat

water

has

becomes

been
steam

applied

'E. M. PQPE, Manuiacturer

which

represents heat from the burning gas.
As more heat is applied we get

Waiertown,

South Dakota
Please mention The Review.

steam pressure; which is compressing

l Stationary, Portable
and Traction Gasoline
Iritn us

taken from coal, a gas producer is

necessary. This is operated either by
the suction of the engine and the gas
used as produced, or by a fan and

You should own a "Lam
bert."
Because it is an
hotnest EifiglilnmBacause lyglu

for 60-

mm m was

sass;

and lot us figure
on your needs.

,

._‘

_

I

/

_

7

the gas stored to be used as needed.

With the spirit and oil fuels, how
ever, the gas is made by a small
mixer or carbureter attached to the
engine.

D}.

tion as any en

glue on the
market.
Because it In em
nomicul in incl
0 o n s u mption.
Because it is
reasonable
in
price. Because
it is especially
to your interest
to own one.

Gasoline, kerosene, crude oil

and distillate are the fuels of this
character mostly used.

Alcohol is a

promising fuel, but too high in price
just now. The distinction, “gas” or
“gasoline” engine is sometimes made
but is more or less misleading.

Gas is made from whatever fuel is
used; and the machine is a gas eu
gine in any case. With this brief,
but we hope clear explanation of
where a gas engine gets its power let

again the expanding heat of the burn
ing gas.

When the desired pressure

der. This is the reason the gas en
gine is called an “internal combus

Motor-men and Conductors
Earn Good Wages the Year Around.
Electric Railway Course by mail
makes you a micceesi‘ul Motorman or
Conductor. Work is pleasant. Hun
dredsof positionso n. Othercouraes

PLAIN GAS ENGINE SENSE
-

presenting the primary principles of the Gas Englinqin simple
language-but supplying enough practical know ecQe to suc
cessfully operate a gas engine. Regular subscription price of
Gas Power. 3:.00 a year. Plain Gas Engine Sense sells for 50

-_ cents a copy.
A special limited oﬂ'er is now open of Gll Power, one
and one copy 0! Plain Gnu Engine Sense [or
Mail orders at once. Address

ent,
1.00.

listed in our cats 05. Write [or it
today, giving ago an

'Note.—This is the ﬁrst of a se
ries of articles intended to cover in

GAS rvwlsa
A monthly magazine devoted exclusively to the gas and gaso~
line engine subject. It will tell you how to keep your engine
running and save you money in expensive repairs. Its contents
are of a semi-technical character that cannot fail to interest
people operating or contemplating the purchase of a combus
tion engine.

A round of operations necessary to

BEA M010mm

glue and burned inside of the cylin

-

us next see how it runs.

is obtained it is piped to the engine get an effect or result is called a cycle.
cylinder where it is again expanded The effect or result wanted in a gas
and its force used in driving the pis engine is an impulse or push on the
ton back and forth to do useful work.
With the gas engine the gas is tak
en from the fuel, piped to the en

is...

no equal. Becnuseitwillde
liver more power than you
bargained tor.
Because
it is easy to handle. Because
it is entirely sate. Because
it will run from mouth to
month and from year to
year with as
few repairs and
as little utter»

eight.

The Wenthe Railway corral. BollooL
.
Box 416, Freeport. Ill

GAS POWER PUBLISHING COMPANY
125 Court Street

St. Joleph, Mlohlgnn

Free sample copy of Gas Pownu, if desired.

a brief, simple way the why and
how of a gas engine-to enable any
one to understand its general princi
ples and practical operation.

DON’TBUYGASOLINEENGINES

UNTIL YOU INVEBTIGATE
"THE MASTER WORKMAN,”

n two-cylinder gasoline. kerosene or
its weight and bulk are half that oi‘ sinirle cylinder engines, with greater durability. Coot:
[£58 to Buy-Lens to ltun. Quick'l‘y ensii started. Vibration practically overcome. Cheaply mounted on any wagon. it is a combination porhble, stationary or traction
engine. SDRDIDBGAIADOGUIHE 'K‘EIPLE PUIIP 00., Mfr." hlealher and 15th St... Chicago. T111818
OUR FlFl‘Y-FlF'l'H YEAR.

nlconoi engine, superior to any one-cylinder engine; revolutionizing power.

February, 1908.
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piston. The round of operations to
get one impulse is as follows: 1st.
The engine sucks in a charge of gas

and air.
2nd.
Compresses or
squeezes it into a small space in the
end of the cylinder. 3rd. Ignites or
ﬁres it and gets the heat expansion

i

fnnounnnroﬁfn131E SAW MILLS
l
Awarded

and power application.
4th.
Ex
hausts the burned gases.
This is the complete round or cycle
of a gas engine. Figures 1, 2, 3 and

Gold Medal
at

4 illustrate these four movements. In
Fig. 1 the piston C is on the down
stroke sucking in a mixture of gas

Made in seven sizes. Ask anyone using a Farquhar Mill about its merits. Farquhar Mills are known the world over. We have been turning them
out at the rate of over 100 per month the past few years. We lead. others follow. Farquhar Feed Cable Attachments and Accurate Quick Re
ceding Chain Set Works. with a lot of other and features. make Farquhar MlllS tarmus. We have the only successful Friction Log ZTurner tor
portable mills.

Write at once for 68 page Catalog of Portable and Traztion Enzines. Saw Mills ani Threshers. mailed tree.
Farqulm nulls are sold and carried in stock by lln llmls lhchhmy to. Illnnnynlls. Iinm. and lay in Fairbanks, In‘ at $0.. Portland. Oregon.

A. B. FARQUHAR COMPANY, LTD”

the remaining heat pressure rushes
out or exhausts. Valve B is held open

I

Q

0

u

YORK, PENN.

0

TIIE UTTAWA DUSTLESS CYLINDER BURN SHELLER

by the cam While piston C travels
back to the top, driving out the burn

”.r\ Send for catalogue which tells you all about it and

ed gases.

-

how we have improved it
in the past ﬁfty years. We

"

This is the “scavenging stroke.”
We thus see that it takes four strokes

make only the cylinder style

of Corn Shellers for horse or
steam power. The only Shel

to complete the round or cycle, hence

we have the well ﬁtted term “four
stroke cycle” engine, shortened in

ler made that will shell the
present soft corn and leave it
free from dirt and cob tips.

common usage to “four cycle” en

gine.

the

“intake

stroke.”

When

These principles are the same
the whether the engine is vertical or hori

Manufactured by

KING & HAMILTON CO.

stroke is ﬁnished, as in Fig. 2, valve

General Agents

zontal.

A is closed by its spring and the
It will be noticed that four strokes
charge is held in the cylinder while of the piston makes two rounds or
the piston travels back to the top. revolutions of the crank shaft. Thus
compressing the charge in the small in a single cylinder four cycle engine
space in the end of the cylinder.
This ‘is the “compression stroke.”

PIONEER IMPLEMENT CO.. Council Bluﬁs. Iowa

STE-Eb THRBSI'IBR TANKS

A spark is now made, as shown in

Fig. 3, the gas and air burns and
the heat drives the piston down on its
“power stroke.” It takes the charge
of gas and air a measurable time to

become inﬂamed. For this reason the

We Build Other
Styles
A’

We manufacture several styles of Wagon Tanks. If interested we will be pleased to mail illustrata
price list upon application
We can save yo :frelght by being able to ship from either of our factories
We also manufacture GA VANIZED STEEL TANKS FOR ALL PURPOSES, KELLY GALVA‘
NIZBD Sl‘BEL CULVERTS. ANK HEATERS. FEED COOKERS, KELLY GLIDING SETTBBS. etc

THE KBbbY MPG. 00..

I5" Sycamore 5h,

WRTDRLOO. IOWH
GOSHDN. IND

THU KBbL-Y FOUNDRY & MKGHINB (10.. Ill Purl St"

Last Season's Great Success
predicts greater things in stol'e
tor the owners of

The Illinois Special
the coming season. Not only
an up-to-date but a SPECIAL
THRESHER—zreater capacity.
greater separation and greater

there is but one impulse, and the in-‘
let and exhaust valves each open but
once, in two revolutions of the en
glue. The cam or cams for opening
the valves must therefore run at just.
one-half the speed of the crank. This

is done as shown in Fig. 5. The
small driving gear M on the crank
shaft D must have just half as many
spark is made before crank D reaches teeth as the large gears L. Two revo
center and before piston C it ready lutions of the small gear (equal to
to start down. The power is delivered four strokes or one cycle of the pis
by the piston C and connecting rod K
to the crank shaft D. Just before the
piston reaches the end of the down
stroke as shown in Fig. 4, a cam on
the engine forces valve B open and

ton)

turns

opening

the

the

cams

valve

around

every

once,

fourth

stroke of piston C. A mistake was‘
made in making the drawing for Fig.
5. The small gear shows 24 teeth and;

We have a full stock of thresher‘s supplies.
Write for catalogs.

WeberImplementCo. St. Louis,Mo.

February, 1908.

The

LIDS

Simple
Convenient
Light Weight

Durable
Efficient

Ask for 1908 Catalogue

LINDSAY 51205.,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin

the large one 50." This would not do
at all. The small gear should have

25 teeth or half the number in the
large gears. The mistake was not no
ticed until too late to change the
drawing.

Freeport and

prominent

in

Please mention The Review.

Saw Milling.

many made his name and that of his city

business enterprises. Brought up on known the world over. The products
began the battle of life for himself, of his inventions are known through

I will now fulﬁll my promise and
write you a letter telling about our

settling in Freeport in 1866, where he out the civilized world.
Mr. Stover’s estate is estimated to
has since made his home and has
built up the industries that have be worth $1,000,000.

experience in sawing.

Well, we had lots of trouble get
ting every thing in line; and after
we got everything lined up our saw

Figure 5 shows both intake valve

A and exhaust valve B open mechan

would heat in the collar.

We rem

ically, that is, by cam and gearing

edied it by squaring it up with rings

arranged on the engine. \Vith small
engines the inlet valve is often open

of paper put under the collar. We
were running our saw too fast, too.

ed by the suction of the piston or at

A saw should not run too fast, we
ﬁnd. We have a 56 inch saw, and 15

mospheric pressure.

It is then called

horse engine.

The

engine

handles

an automatic or atmospheric valve.
her line in cotton wood logs but in

In this case the valve spring is made
oak it runs a good bit harder.

We

light, with just enough tension to
saw about 2,000 feet a day; use three
men: engineer, Sawyer and oﬁ'bearer.
Could saw a good bit more if we had

close the valve promptly at the end
of the intake stroke. '
The gears and cams must, of course,

more hands. We can probably get
more hands as soon as the cotton is
all picked. We also have a 40-inch

be set to open the valves and allow
the springs to close them just the
right time in the stroke of the piston.
in a later article we will show how
this is done, so any one can tell if his

engine is timed correctly

saw which we use for small logs. It
runs ﬁne when properly swaged out.
Monterey, Mex., Dec. 17, 1907.

Avery Manufacturing Company, Peoria, 11].
Gentlemen :—My engine has been working to satisfaction.

I have been

pulling stumps with it and at present am drawing six Carnegie rooter plows

Death of D. C. Stover.
Daniel C. Stover, president of the

Stover Mfg. Company, Freeport, Ill.,
died at his home in Freeport on the
18th inst. after a long illness, at the
age of 68.
The deceased was the leading man
ufacturer and wealthiest citizen of
a farm, at eighteen he left home and

to take out any roots that may be buried out of sight. After these I will
use the Deere plows to urn he soil.
I send you some negatives of the engine drawing the 10 plows and

behind another one that opens a furrow three feet wide ‘at the bottom, seven
feet wide at the top and ﬁfteen inches deep from bottom of furrow to top
of ridge. These dimensions include the ridge made with the excavated
earth; the depth of furrow is only six inches in solid ground. The engine does
besides the plowing of the land the work of forty men in ditching.
F. Benitez Y Leal.

It takes lots of set for cottonwood.
We saw for one-half or $7.50 per
thousand.

Well, if this misses the waste has
ket, I

may come again.

Wishing

The Review and all saw mill men a
Happy New Year.
J. E. Wesley.
Munhall, Oklahoma.
Write us a good letter for early
publication, telling about your plow

ing experience.

We want it.

Argonia, Kan., Aug. 22, 1907.
Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder (lompany,
Newton, Iowa.
Gentltmenz-l bought a Ruth Feeder of your agent at Milan, Kan., last
spring.
have found it to he in every way what you claimed for it. I have
had experience with several different feeders, and it beats them all.
Last
fall was a very wet fall, and we had lots of trouble with our old feeder. We
0st eleven teeth in one day, and had trouble all the time.
We ran seven
rows of concave teeth, and then could not take wheat out as good as it
should. We have never run more than four rows since we had the Ruth,
and have never lost a tooth. It feeds regular and even and does not slug
the threshing cylinder.
Yours respectfully,
W. M. WAGONER.

WARRANTY
THE RUTH FEEDER is warranted to feed anv make or size separator to its full capacity without slugging the cylinder or loosening a spike, and to do a better
iob of feeding than any feceder manufactured by any other company.
WHY DO WE MAKE IT SO STRONG?
Because the RUTH has ﬁlled that Warranty for years and experience has shown it cannot fail.

PARSONS BAND [:UTTER and SELF FEEDER 00.,
Plme mention The Review.

Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.

February, 1908.
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YOU CAN MAKE EASY MUNEY

37

in winter
taking or
dare tor the
famous

Baswell Adjustable Bell Guide

Threshermen everywhere are loud in its praise and will not run without it. It has become a necessary attachment to every com
plete rig and no up-to-date man will thresh without it.
It holds the belt against strong winds.
It transitive lieltjtromzslipplng.
The turning of the crank raises one end of the guide pulley and swings it toward the cylinder pulley. ‘I his takes up the slack in

a doubles the life of the hm belt

the loose side of the belt, on the cylinder pulley without friction.
Don’! be fooled with the "just as good ” There are none that are worth attaching.
We want hustling agents and dealers everywhere who will make themselves some money.
Write us lor Our liberal Toma.

CASWELL BROS., Mfrs”

.

.

.

Cherokee, Iowa

Please mention The Review.

Agricultural Engineers Organize.

The oﬂicers elected for the ensu

ing year are:

requirements f0 membership are such and the hauling of road building ma

President, J. B. Da

as to include in either one class or terial.
tions, by R. P. Teele, Department vidson, Iowa State College; ﬁrst vice the other of all those interested in
Read What our
Continued from page 29.)

president, C. A. Ocock, University
A Course in Rural Architecture, or of Wisconsin; second vice president,
Farm Buildings, by F, R, Crane,|F. R. Crane, University of Illinois;

promoting the science and art of

bers. and associate members, and the

to use their engine in road building

of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

highway

commis

sioner says in his annual report to

agricultural engineering. The next State Highway Commissioner Earle
meeting wil beheld at the University of Michigan.
secretary, L. W. Chase, University of of Illinois at Urbana. It is hoped
University of Illinois.
“I have used an engine on the
Agricultural Engineering Literature, Nebraska; treasurer, W. M. Nye, that the new association has a bright road grader this year instead of
future in store for it, as it is a move horses and find that I can get a good
by W. W. Hummel, Colorado Agri Purdue University.
Councilors-C.
A.
Ocock,
Uni ment in the right direction.
cultural College.
deal more work done than I did one
Agricultural Engineering, by Dr. versity of Wisconsin; F. R. Crane,
year ago ‘when I‘ used the horses and
Fortier, Chief of Irrigation Inves University of Illinois; P. S. Rose,
if I was going to do any more would
Work for Engine Owners.
North Dakota Agricultural College;
hire an engine in preference to horses
tigations.
The time is at hand for tractiion for if the weather is hot you can go
Much enthusiasm for the new John Evans, Ontario Agricultural
movement was shown by all those College; H. M. Bainer, Colorado Ag engine owners to wake up and attend along just the same as if it was cold,
to the new occupation open to them, and you do not’ have to wait for the
present. Practically all of the lead ricultural College.
Three classes of members are pro which is in‘ the spring and late horses to cool off.
ing agricultural colleges in the
(Signed) Harry A. Crego.
United States and Canada had repre vided for; honorary members, mem fall when they have little else to do,
sentatives present.

Napoleon, Mich.

GARDEN CITY BOOSTERS.
The above cut represents the Sales-Force of the Polls Stacker Company, Pella, Iowa; photo taken during their visit at the factory January 1, 1908.
No. 1, P. H. VanGorp, Secretary, Treasurer and General Manager.
No. 2, C. Gezel, who will this year take charge of the State of Wisconsin
with headquarters at Madison, Wisc.
'

No. 3, C. A. Tourtellott, had the management of the company’s branch at
Indianapolis, Ind., the past year and will again assume the same

for 1908.
No. 4, James Veenman, traveling expert.
No. 5, Jno. Peterson, who will this year take charge of the company ’s Min

nesota branch with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.
No. 6, Frank Crumlett, who will have charge of North Dakota with head
quarters at Fargo, N. D.

No. 7, Fay Masten, who last year worked under Mr. Tourtellot out of Indian
apolis, but will this year take charge of the Ohio branch with head

quarters at Columbus, Ohio.
No. 8, H. Veenman, who will have charge of Nebraska with headquarters at
Lincoln, Neb.
No. 9, Ira D. Bates, traveling salesman for Southern Ohio.
No. 10, Chas. H. Rawlins, traveling salesman for Southern Minnesota and

Northern Iowa.
No. 11, H. P. VanGorp, collector.
No. 12, Chas. W. Troxel. Had the management of the company's branch at
Sioux Falls, S. D., the past year and will again assume the same
for 1908.

February, 1908.
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Threh ermen and Engineers

“IJuirl-i‘amna-mA.h1
B“1;;

LOOK at the greatest invention of the age!!—

a slide valve 100% balanced! Just what you
have been looking for to make your engine

HANDLE EASY AND RUN PERFECT.
Our Valve can be attached to any kind of a

steam engine WITHOUT PLANING OR '
DRESSING THE PORTS.

This is some

thing that cannot be done with
any other make of slide valve.
Notice our port face that .s an ex
act duplicate of the port face in your
engine which is surfaced and polished
down so it is as smooth as plate glass.
This is what our Valve works on instead of working
on your old worn-out ports as shown in the above cut.
Our Valve will save a large amount of COAL. WATER and 01L and
give you a big increase of power in yourongine.
Please write 1or1908 Catalog and turther information.

NEWTON STEAM BALANCE VALVE 00..

Newton, Iowa

who write would give their actual ex

Wind Stacker Decision.

perionce for a whole season 'a run in

II YUU Imiii IIIE‘iiHEiP'IsI lSTH E BEST’

(Continued from page 27.)
stead of bragging about their best
734 of March 21, 1893, to J. W. Neth day’s run it would still be better.
ery; No. 517,475 of April 3, 1894, to Wishing you Merry Christmas and
J. W. Nethery; No. 512,553 of Jan a successful year for your paper.
nary 9, 1894, to Frank F. Landis,
and No. 514,266 of February 6, 1894,
to Frank F. Landis.

then do not write to us, as we do not make it.
But if you want a

W. B. Howard.
Norman, Ok.

Good

IX. It is further ordered, adjudg
ed and decreed that the defendant, its

Theophilus Harrison.

Baling Press

It is with deep regret that we
chronicle
the death of Mr. Theophilus
men, and each and every of them, be

agents, attorneys, servants and work

Harrison, the founder of the Harri
son
Machine Works, Belleville, Ill.,
strained from further violation of the
terms and conditions of the said con and for many years its president.
tracts between the parties hereto His death occurred near midnight,
and they are hereby enjoined and re

dated April 8, 1895, and January 28, December 31, 1907, at

San Diego,

1899, “Exhibits A and B" to the Cal., at the age of‘ 76 years.

Besides

i

write for our catalogue.
1 If we cannot prove all we claim for our Presses as represented in
1 the catalogue, we will take the Press or Presses back and pay the l

1 Freight Both Ways.
|

Please Write for Proofs io

his widow, Eleanor Thompson Harri

bill of complaint.

WM. H. SEAMAN, Judge. son, he is survived by two daughters.
Mrs. J. H. Halliday of San Diego, and
UNITED STATES or AMERICA,
}
Mrs. Fred W. Johnson of Los An
EASTERN DISTRICT or WISCONSIN. "
I, EDWARD migraine: (.1 the geles. Cal.

With the passing of Mr. Harrison,
America for‘tha Eastern District of the thresher trade loses one of “The
He commenced the
Wisconsin, do hereby certify that I Old Guard.”
have compared the annexed with its manufacture of one of the earliest
Circuit Court of. thti'Unitol

‘,rnr r. x. In. on. r. n., Spencer, Iowa‘
- 41's,. _ I ' __':_V.V.
\ﬁ‘ﬁnféeaav.

'tates of

'. .. 58315525414. '

The STUTZ

' ﬁrst: grit‘ - ’~
‘13,’, t ‘a?’ ‘ . (

Steel

Original now on ﬁle and of record in types of “vibrator” machines in
my oﬁice, and that the same is a 1848 at Belleville, 111.; from which

true and correct copy of the ﬁnal de

WHEREOF,

Thresher

small beginning has grown the pres

cree in the case of The Indiana Man ent plant of the Harrison Machine
ufacturing Company vs. J. I. Case Works of that city. Some 16 years
ago he retired from active manage
Threshing Machine Company.

IN TESTIMONY

‘

we have it, and we will invite you to i1

1B‘
Pat. Jun. 23. ‘02.

This tank is supported on the wagon bolsters by an angle-iron truss that

positively relieves the tank of all strain.

I

Fuel box in front with shovel board.
In every way this is the strongest, completest and most satisfactory engine
tender on she market.
Correspondence with manufacturers and dealers in thresher supplies
solicited.
Inquiries from threshermen promptly answered.

have hereunto set my hand

and duly afﬁxed the seal of
the said Court, at the City
of Milwaukee, in said Dis
trict, this 14th day of Janu
(Seal) ary in the year of our Lord,

Get Our Catalogue.

STAR TANK ('10.,

one thousand nine hundred
and eight and of the Inde
pendence
of the United

Goshen, Indiana

Western Distributing Point. St. Joseph. Missouri.
Please mention The Review.

States, the 132d.

EDWARD KURTZ, Clerk.
' By F. C. Westfahl, Jr., Deputy.

Organization in South Dakota.
The threshermen of South Dakota

For Thrasher Engines.

held their second meeting on January
22nd and 23rd and arranged for a
more complete and active organiza

Lycippus, Pa., Nov. 18, 1907.
Manzel Brothers Co.,
Buﬁalo, N. Y.

Dear Sin-The oil pump you sent
me arrived all right, and it was no

The Travis Patent Universal Rocker Grate

,.

trick to put it on. It works to per
feetion and is a double dandy. Any

person in need of an oil pump would
not go amiss by getting a “Manzel.”
Theophilus Harrison.
Thanking you for your promptness
in shipping the pump, I remain,
ment of the concern and removed to
I. L. Overly.
Colorado Springs, Colo.. where he re
sided until some two years ago, when
he removed to San Diego, Cal. The
Short.
Editor Revicw:—Please ﬁnd en remains will be brought to Belleville,
closed money order for $1.00 for Ill., and will rest in the family mauso
which please extend my subscription leum at Green Mount cemetery, near
to your valuable paper. It is the Bellevue, which the deceased had
best paper I ever had for men run erected several years ago.
ning machinery. If some of those

tion in the future. At this meeting,
the following officers were elected:
B. F. Lyons, president; A. C. Pattee,

vice president; Hugh Sweeten, treas
urer; W. N. Farmer, secretary.
This meeting was well attended and
arrangements have been made for

promoting the further interests of
the association and threshermen at
large throughout South Dakota in the

way of eﬁecting a permanent organi
zation. It was decided to hold an
other meeting during June next, and
threshermen throughout the entire
state will be asked to attend and join.

Further notice will begiven

of

the

l dates of this next meeting as soon as

'. decided upon.

Have you trouble keeping steam?
Have you trouble to keep your Grates open?

Can you not the air through?
(‘an you keep your ﬁre down thin?
Do you use too much coal?
Do you stop your machine to clean out your
ﬂre box?
Our Rocker Grates will crush those cinders.
A slight movement 0! the lever will cut out the
entire air surface.
They will silt out the ﬁne ashes.
We have a ﬁrst class GRATE. better than any
thing on the market.
Do not damage our boiler and lines by open
in: the door to po e the ﬁre.
For return ﬂue engines we make lengths thirty
five or less, (orty, forty five and titty inch" long.
For prices give size of surface 0! old grates.
For prices on ﬁre box grates Rive length and
width of tire box.
Drop us a postal card.

TIIE G. 5 I'll ms 00., Henry, "I.
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The Story of Wheat.

“ The Unproductive Farm.”

(Continued from page 22.)

Secretary Wilson at Syracuse, N. Y.

The American people are prosper
ed to every machine in operation. By
using good judgment in this respect ous. Labor is all employed at the
he can save considerable expense. highest wages paid in our history.
Some millers give preference to the
Skill is in demand in all lines of ‘
lighter grades, asserting that the industrial activity.
quicker wear is amply compensated
Capital is increasing and active.
by closer separations and ﬁne bolting;
Every industry in the land is ex
others consider it more economical to
tending.
purchase the heavier grades because
Labor from other lands looks to us
they last longer.
Experience has
and comes to us.
taught,

however,

that

the

heavier

Schools are overﬂowing.
grades are preferable for hard wheats
Our transportation systems, the
and the lighter grades for soft
best in the world, are unable to meet \
wheats.
the requirements of commerce.
Having passed through the ﬁne silk
nearly l l
Our manufacturers more
cloths of the various dressing ma
supply home demands than at any
chines, certain streams, according to
time in the past and sell heavily
the ﬂour to be made, are united and
abroad.
run into a vertical chute, from which
it runs into the sacks or barrels in

which it is shipped to the consumer.
During the whole process of milling
from the time the wheat enters the
weighing scales until the bags or bar
rels are loaded on the train, the hand
of man has not come in contact with
any portion of wheat or ﬂour.

The farmer feeds the people as no
people ever before were fed and sells

The Best Power for the Farm

in foreign markets a surplus of 1,148
millions of dollars’ worth of his pro

ducts.

The growing demand for farm products makes it necessary to do farm work in the

quickest, easiest and simplest way.
It is clearly evident then that hand, wind, water, horse and steam powers are far from
being up to the standard.
There is a power though that is right up to the standard in every particular, and
that is the international Harvester Company gasoline engine.
.
This power has done more to multiply the wealth of our farm and to hold boys
on the farm than any other machine invented.
it will run the husker and shredder, threshing machine, hay press, feed grinder,
saw, pump, cream separator, churn, etc., in the simplest, easiest, quickest and cheapest
wey . Very little fuel is required to run the l. H. C. gasoline engine. it is always ready

Prosperity quite up to the

average of human success attends in

telligent management of farm aifairs
nowadays. No class of people live
To a visitor at the mill the rapidity better, enjoy life more, or contrib
with which the work of packing is ute as much to the wealth of the re
accomplished is marvellous.
The public. These are the strong things
ﬂour rushes down the chute, is to be said. Syracuse asks us to con
caught in a. sack, accurately weighed, sider a weak link in the chain—un
and passed to a sewer who has se productive farms. It is a wise move,
cured the top of the bag before the and it would have been commendable
eye can see what is being done. Some in every state to make such inquir
of the sacks are sewed in the old pic ies at any time during the last cen
turesque fashion with the two ears tury. The call comes late; the evils
standing upright at the corners, but to be remedied have traveled far in
many are sewed by machine, because all the states.
The people of the United States
of the rapidity and ease with which
have wasted their inheritance of land
the operation can be done.
This completes the actual process and woods, of ﬁsh in the waters, and
of milling. In a short paper of this minerals in the earth. The soil has
kind it is impossible to enter into been robbed in the East and South
detail concerning each product made, and West.

We have reached

.
a

to do the work and requires very little attention. It is perfeclly safhno boilers to
explode and endanger life and property—no elcaping sparks to cause destructive fires
among the farm huildingl. This engine is simple but not freakish. it is easily under
stood without unreasonable effort to master the details. The l. H. C. gasoline engine
is made in the following styles and sizes:
Vertical (Stationary) 2 and 3-horse power.
Horizontal (Stationary and Portable) 4. 6, 8, l0, l2. l5 and ZO-horse power.
Traction, l0. l2. l5 and ZO-horse power.
Tom Thumb, l-horsc power air cooled.
Also sawing, spraying, pumping outﬁts and jacks.

‘
‘

if you need a good power, see our local agent who will furnish you wilh complete
information concerning these engines, or write for catalog.

i

general agent concerning terms and territory.

very

Dealers. it will pay you to handle these engines. See blockman or write nearesl
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
(INCORPORATED)

CHICAGO,

.

.

U. s. A.

for from the time the wheat enters high prices for farm products; we see
the mill until the ﬁnished products a wood famine and very high prices
are offered for sale, the whole number for fuel. Prices of lumber have
of products formed is from eighteen doubled in less than a decade. This
to one hundred. All of these are not convention has been called to consid
placed on the market, it is understood, er decreased productiveness of the i
but are used in making the ﬁnal pro soil near great centers of population.
ducts.
Each of the one hundred Such conventions might. well be call
streams are carefully watched and ed in all states of the union. They
tested from time to time by the mil are all soil robbers and wood robbers
ler, who is so expert that he can eas— and water robbers and mine robbers.
ily tell by feeling of the stock just

There is an awakening everywhere

what his rolls and puriﬁers are doing. along this line. The Southern states
Each miller has his own methods are inquiring; they have grown one
for obtaining the ﬁnal results, so that crop too long. The newer states of
percentages in every mill vary, but the West are looking into soil deter
in general it can be said that 75 per ioration and its remedies; they ﬁnd
cent of the weight of the wheat is ob that continual drafts on the soil ex
tained in merchantable ﬂour, of haust nature’s deposits. Your state
which from 60 to 65 per cent is high has taken the lead in numerous spec
grade patent.
ialties that are successful and proﬁt
The by-products of a mill form an able under present conditions. You

A LUBRIGA 10R
POSITIVE
That is Not

is uncertain in its action.

The HANSON needs only a

trial to convince the most skeptical.

important class of animal feeds, and have good farmers here, and many of

Every Machine warranted.

represent about 24 per cent of the them, whose methods in dairying,
weight of the wheat used-Pure Pro fruit and vegetable growing and
ducts.
other lines have been followed by
people beyond your borders.
The R. F. D. Service and Good
Good farmers have lived in the

J08. HANSON, lnwood, Iowa

past before colleges were institutedv
Roads.
The annual report of the Fourth to teach or make research into the
Assistant Postmaster-General states sciences of agriculture, but their ex
that at the close of the ﬁscal year periences died with them. The books
there were 37,728 R. F. D. routes, on agriculture in any library twenty
served by 37,582 carriers.
During years ago were very seldom written
the year 2,312 new routes were estab by practical and scientiﬁc operators.
lished and 35 discontinued, leaving a We must not deal too severely with
the man who has failed to make his
net increase in operation of 1,962.
The report pays considerable at farm proﬁtable in the past, unaided
tention to the subject of road im

provement.

and alone without school or college

It is stated that while or library to help him to better prac
ideal roads are not asked for they tices. These things are of recent
still need to be properly drained and conception, and in many states are
free from ruts land washouts.
only being fairly organized.

in Powell Single Man Sight
Faed Luhricalur crescent
Works in Arctic or Tropical weather-a live steam pipe
passing through the oil reservoir prevents the oil from
congealing and insures a certainty of perfect lubrication.
Oil reservoir and arms are cast in one piece-found
only in Powell Construction-there are no joints to loosen
or leak.
Have you ever examined
Powell's White Star Valves?

The Wm. Powell Co.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
95 Libcrt
St.
New York {254
CanIIYSt.

Boston—239-45
Causcwa
St.
Philadelpela-yﬁ
Arch )St.

Pittsburg-ug Fulton Bldg.

_§J!

4o
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Can be Attached
to Any Sulky or
Gang Plow.

What’s the Use
of making two trips around the field to plow and barrow when you can
do both operations at once by'attaching a

KRAMER
Rotary "arrow
The time to barrow, to get the best results, is while the
ground is still moist from plowing. By the old method

this is impossi‘rle. but with the

EKramer Rotary Harrow Attachment
as illustrated herewith, you do both plowing and harrow
ing at the same time, with the same power and with the
same CXPCIISC. Does this interest you, Mr. Plowman?

Every trip around the ﬁeld saved, means time and money
saved, seed in earlier and better crops.
Send for Circular and learn more
about this labor-saving attachment
GENERAL AGENTS: Pariin a. Orendorff Implement 00.. Dallas. Texas.
Hamilton Bros. . Cedar Rapids.lowa. Harber Bros. Co., Bloomington. Ill.
Lrnmger implement C0. , Omaha, Nebraska.

The E. M. Kramer 00., Paxton. "L, U. SJI.

Please mention The Review.

The old fashioned farmer with a experiment stations, dealing with the would buy them freely and I am of
thin soil has in most instances fought problems that aﬁect their respective the opinion that this would be the
a. good ﬁght. He struggled to edu localities, are read and in demand. correct way to distribute government
to publications. The citizen could then
prepare young farmers for their life buy what he wants, and complaints
work. We have sixty-ﬁve land that much is printed that nobody
grant colleges, with ten thousand stu wants would cease. The demand is
dents of agriculture in attendance. now so great for farm matter that we
They have funds and equipment can not print it as it is called for.
was tolerated in those days.
The amounting to $84,000,000 and an The congressmen send out documents,
and we learn of the public demand
developing industries—the factory, nual revenues of $14,500.000.
the railroad, the forest, and the mine
These colleges are giving us edu by their requests for more.
—coaxed the boys away with big pay. cated men for teaching, writing, sup
The education of the young farmer
The nation
was offering farms of erintending, and making research. has reached the proposition to intro
new land for nothing. It gave its Each state has an experiment station, duce the study of the elementary
mines for the opening and its forests where research is made into local sciences of agriculture into the sec
for the cutting, and it protected the conditions of soils, plants, animals, ondary schools. The Southern states
factory of every kind, enabling these and the manufacture of farm pro are ahead of the Northern in this re
industries to outbid the farmer when ducts. These stations are endowed gard. Alabama and Georgia have or
he wanted help. The state encourag by the federal government with ganized schools of agriculture in
ed the railway, and its schools fur $30,000 each annually.
These
They are every congressional district.
nished forth the youth of the land for steadily improving their work. Your schools will be feeders of their agri'
every vocation but agriculture. The College of Agriculture at Cornell, cultural colleges, and will open up to
boys and girls went away, leaving the with its 552 students and strong fac the students who go no further op
father and mother with gray hairs ulty, gives promise of good things to portunities for beginning the study
on the old acres. The unproductive come for your farmers, and your re of what pertains to their life work.
farm of today, in its primitive search station at Geneva is attracting Several other states are taking steps
strength, educated boys and girls who attention. The place for New York to educate the young farmer toward
have helped to build up the West and is at the head in this regard and there the farm in the secondary schools.
Southwest in to great states, and have are many indications that it will be
Systems of rotation are necessary
helped to build up the industries of found there in the "near future. Your for many reasons. The wheat grower
home institutions are the exemplars in our northern latitudes ﬁnds that
the Empire state.
wheat refuses to yield proﬁtably af
The congress, half a century ago, for the farm.
The federal government authorizes ter a few years’ continued cropping.
recognized the wisdom of providing
for the education of the farmer. Pro the department of agriculture to do The nights are too cold to grow corn
vision was made for an agricultural things of a general nature. It is a successfully. Summer following has
and mechanical college in each state university where the graduates of the been resorted to-that is, plowing a
and territory, and more recently re state agricultural colleges specialize season without a crop. He does not
search into agricultural problems has under scientists of acknowledged pro know of any legumes that will fit into
been provided for. These institutions ﬁciency in their lines of work. We a system of rotation. Clovers from
are making as satisfactory progress have over 9,000 people in the depart our lower latitudes' would winter kill.
along lines of education and research ment, of which number over 2,000 We have few grasses. grains, or le
cate the young people, whose educa
tion led them away from the farm,
and left him to struggle alone. Every
thing taught them had a tendency to
turn their eyes toward anything but
agriculture for a career. The farmer

as could have been

expected,

and belong to the

rank high among similar enterprises
in the world. The young farmer is
studying the sciences of agriculture
and the old farmer in many states is
being reached and interested. Facul
ties are being enlarged and strength
ened in these colleges and experiment

stations.

The states are adding ma

terially to the

federal

Vigorous eﬁorts are being made

endowment,

with the approval and on the request
of all classes of citizens.
The farm newspapers of the coun
try are occupying higher positions as
educators, their staﬁs and themes be

ing reinforced from the agricultural
colleges. The publications of the

scientiﬁc

force,

THE HEGE EUREKA
PORTABLE Saw Mills
As Easily Moved and Operated as a’l‘hreshing
Machine. Patents applied for.

Til! liEGE EUREKA NI'I'AILE SAW HILL
Not mounted, ready placed on cross ties for work.
It can be loaded on a common farm wagon.
See out below.

TllE HEGE EUREKA PORTABLE SAI IILL
Loaded on common farm wagon, ready to move.

l'liE liEGE ElIllEAA PORTABLE SAW IlLL
Mpunted on wheels. placed ready for belt. This
mill can be loaded ready to move in ten minutes.

the gumes native to our country. We sent
an explorer to northern Europe and

teaching force.
1
We send out 16,000,000 pieces of
farm publications a year, the results
of the work of our scientists. Of

Siberia to ﬁnd suitable clovers, alfal
fas and the like for our northern lati
tudes, and found them on the seven
these, 6,400,000 are Farmers’ Bulle tieth parallel in Siberia. We hope
tins, many of them pamphlets of a to help our northern brethren to an
few pages. The government sells the nual crops through the introduction
publications to all the departments of plants from extreme northern lat
at cost and 10 per cent added. The itudes that have hot summers, cold
people do pay money for what they winters, and light rainfalls.
want. Last year they bought 71,764 Abuse of the soil is the common prac
documents of the department of ag tice of all farmers who do not pros
riculture, from the superintendent of per. Thev are found in all the states,
documents, and paid $10,885.20 for and in all the sections of all the
them. If these documents were on stab-es. If an account were kept with
sale at the postoflices the people the soil by each owner, crediting the

TllE IIEGE EUREKA PORTABLE SAW IILL
Loaded Ready to Move.

Write for Catalogue L.

MANUFACTURED BY

SALEM

IRON

WORKS

Winston-Salem, N. 6., U. S. A.
Please write your name and address distinctly.

WSEE LINER ADS.-PA6E 5B.
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Two Fans. lluplor Shake, Porlaol Separation,
llloan Bobs, Llghl llrall, Slow Spool.

"Western" Field Portable torn Shellor
Always Best-Better Th an Ever

LARGEST and BEST Field Port
able Corn Sheller in the \Vorld.

K"

llawaro ol lmllalors and lmilalions
CAPACITIES
500 to 1500 In.
per hour.

Strong: Durable.
and cleans corn

Write for price list and
full description 'to

land with what is removed of the sev organic matter in the soil and render to foreign countries last year were
eral plant foods and charging it with it unfit for proﬁtable crop growing. $92,952,099. Increase of prices indi
what is given back, farming processes Pasturing replaces organic matter. cates that we must pay more for
would be reduced to maintaining
proper soil conditions and the books

would show what has been done to is never enough of it.
destroy or build up.

wood, and the rate at which we use
wood at home, sell it abroad, and de
stroy it by ﬁre suggests that it will

Barnyard manure will replace organ
ic matter as far as it goes, but there

When good

be much dearer in future, and that it
may be proﬁtably grown on our light
er soils and on lands not well adapt
ed to cultivation.
Our forests are rapidly vanishing.

crops of grain or roots are wanted,

One of our great problems is the the pasture, plowed and reduced in
utilization of our light-rainfall lands season, is the best place to get them.
west of the one hundredth meridian. Western farmers in the corn belt get
The soil is generally good, and, when their heavy crops from pasture land.
irrigated, good crops are grown, but The organic matter from the pasture
we have very many acres that can enables the soil to resist drouth and
not be irrigated. They are above the furnishes plant food for the growing
water ditches. The Old World has crop as no commercial fertilizer will.
had the same conditions and has suit There are few ﬁrstrate pastures anyed plants to them, or, during the where. You will catch good farmers
ages, plants have suited themselves napping in this respect oftener than
by developing strains that exist and in any other featune of the farm.
yield well in light rainfall. We grew
Some radical changes in our indus
50,000,000 bushels of such wheat in tries are imminent. The farmer will
1906 and more during the present year. furnish the raw material for making
Our eastern people are eating this

wheat.

The semidesert is feeding the

East with bread, and will do so more

and more in the future as our explor
ers ﬁnd cereals, grasses, and legumes
that are at home in light rainfall. We

able that this policy did not begin
i ﬁfty years ago. Fires could have been
prevented, young

of little value for

bles can not be transported long dis
tances, as alcohol can be. Potatoes

parts of your state.

are a proﬁtable crop near large cities

is likely to become an industry in the
West and Southwest where vegeta

The pasture is the exponent of the in the Eastern states. The West can
It should have growing in it grow them in any quantities at low
all the grasses and legumes suitable cost for consumption near the ﬁeld.
to the soil and climate. No one plant The department of agriculture is in
makes a good pasture, because each quiring into sources of alcohol and
plant has its season for blooming, af methods of using it.
ter which it is not a good grazing
In 1906 the farmers grew sugar
plant. Where half a dozen grasses beets enough to make 483,000 tons of
and as many legumes grow together, beet sugar, which, with the 272,000
each is at its best for grazing in its tons of cane sugar made in Louisiana
own time. Young grasses and le— and Texas, is enough to supply the
farm.

entine population west of the Missis

saved,

and

agricultural

creases as farm help becomes scarce.

Mutton sheep are suggested when la
bor is dear. Cultivated crops reduce

rice, substantially enough’ to supply

Delivers Oil in Any Position
at the First Stroke.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. _

with us what we have left, while We

MAPLE CITY MFG. CO.

are importing varieties that are al
most extinct at home. Our imports of

607—13 South First Street

wood products are steadily increasing

Monmouth, Ill.

and will continue to increase. We
paid $26,145,716 more for them last
year than in 1905. Low priced lands

Please mention The Review.

planted with young trees suitable to
the conditions are likely to pay. The

life of valuable trees is long compar

l

Don't you buy

ed with other crops, but short com

pared with the life of a nation. Some ‘
of the trees whose products are com
mon in commerce are 500 years old. ‘

an 0i! Pump

They grow to useful size in seventy
ﬁve years. The softer woods are ﬁt

without writing to 1

r

for use in twenty-five years, and thin,

gravelly, or rocky soils should be
planted with trees of some kind. The
treated by modern methods, can be

w. r. rororrr

used for fence posts, railway ties,
and without such treatment make the

TBEATRICE, NEB.

more

rapid

growing

weeds,

when

containers that require one-fourth of
our annual lumber harvest. The na
tional forests of the far Northwest
are very grand and grow mostly on

for particulars of the

soils that would not yield farm crops

FlllllEN [lll PUMP

of any kind proﬁtably. The tree sub

domestic animals. Milk and meat and sippi river, and something over. In jects rocky soils to its uses, and gets
Work are had more cheaply from the 1906 we grew 800,000,000 pounds of its food by disintegrating the rocks
pasture than from other sources. You
will observe that pasture land in

I'IUWLANB PUMP UILEH

pur

poses might be yielding an annual
harvest and continue to do so for all
future time. The world is dividing

yet to be found abroad. He will also
soon grow plants to furnish heat,
light and power. Vegetables, fruits,
grains, etc., will be the raw material.
Fuel is scarce in many localities. It
is entirely practicable for a farmer
to grow on small space potatoes suf
ﬁcient to make alcohol to give heat,
light, and power for all farm uses. Or
it can be done with sugar beets. This

trees

many million acres of primitive wood
lands, North and South, that are now

paper very soon. It will be com
stalks, cotton stalks, ﬂax, straw,
hemp, ramie, or perhaps some plant

have large areas of land that have
not enough moisture to fully develop
plant life. The thickly populated
countries of the Old World begin at
the sources of the streams and build
reservoirs to hold water against times
of drought. This is particularly nec
essary on thin soils. It will be done
in our country before many years.
Capital would be remuneratively em
ployed now in building dams in some

games are nature’s perfect ration for

The United States government is try
ing to save 160,000,000 acres
for
present and future use. It is regret

that would yield plant food

on

no

home demand. It is the farmer's other terms. I have seen 300,000
privilege to grow everything the peo feet of lumber, board measure, grow
ple need that our soils will produce. ing on an acre of land which, were
Our total sales of forest products the trees removed, would not pasture ‘

‘

If you don’! you
will make a mis
take. Write today

February, 1908.
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l Would You Pound Your’ Traction Engine Injector With a Sledge Hammer?
No!

Yet when your traction engine travels over rough, bumpy roads and your injector is subjected to much severe jarring, what happens?
“breaks" and refuses to work properly. This is one very important reason why you should have the

The injector “bucks”,

GHIGAGO AUTUMA TIC INJEG TUR
l on your traction or plowin engine.

Its construction is such that the severest jarring will not effect it working
p.

properly and feedin your oiler regularly. And it is the only injector you can get that is adapted to meet the
demands of the mo ern traction engineering.

The “On Time”

Thresherman

Will Not

Be Without If
it means time and money to himself and satisfaction to his customers.
It is Free for the Asking.

Do you want our big catalogue?

me omo maeeron eoMPmvv
The Chicago Automatic
Injector.

129 MAIN STREET

a sheep through any known method

of management. There are such lands
in many of our states that should be
planted with trees. Nature would do

that if time were given her and man
did not interfere.
With the help of improved machin
ery, the progressive individual far
ruler is producing much more than the
average farmer did a generation ago.
and men of this class are keeping up
the productive qualities of their
farms. They observe certain princi
ples of farm management; they do
not sell fodders or roughage; they
keep live stock and grow feed for
them; they sell animals and their

The World’s Greatest Injector Manufacturers

The OlnoLubricator.
Sight Feed Cylinder

GOES LIKE SIXTY
SELLS LIKE SIXTY
_ SELLS I'OR SIXTY

and to increase the ﬁnancial returns pronounced results from every dollar
from the soil. The soils of New invested in legitimate publicity.
The old adage "Nothing succeeds
York and New England, by reason of I
like
success,” is still true and those
their origin and topography, are dif

ferent from other soils of the United
‘States. They are not well adapted
to the older staple crops under pres
ent economic conditions, but are par
ticularly adapted to special crops and
special industries which the newer

l

WAIISWORTH, 0., U. 8. I.

who now push to the front will im
mediately be recognized as the suc

M
TRIAL
Askfor calalogrnll size:

cessful, sound, conservative and pro
gressive manufacturers.
The com

. Port Washington, Wll.

panies who show that they are not
afraid and now increase their eiforts,

lllEll MAKING

grows wheat at prices that have been
curnent, the progressive farmer grows
little or none. He keeps improved

add immediately to the weight tend
economic conditions will now make ing to restore to equilibrium ,the dis
Can be made proﬁtable if the
turbed balance of public conﬁdence
exceedingly proﬁtable.
right kind of machinery is need.
WI IL:- Tl'll RIGHT III-D‘
Soil surveys should be extended as and at the same time, mark them
loud for catalogue.
selves,
in
the
eye
of
the
buying
pub
rapidly as possible to give the people
BDOIII a, Boaounr Pane 00..
a correct idea of the resources of the lic, as the most reliable and depend
810 West Water St. Syracuse. I. Y.
able
makers.
Those
who
hesitate
and
whole country. The special crops to
hold back will ﬁnd themselves greatly
which these soils are peculiarly
injured by their inactivity and en
adapted with due regard to economic tirely distanced by their less fearless
Save time. horses, work
and market conditions must be dem competitors, who grasp just such op
and money by using an
onstrated to the people to the end portunities to get the added public
Electric llandy Wagon j?"
that utilization be realized to the full ity offered by the retirement of the
Low wheels. broad tires. No

stock that responds to their keeping
and that put on the greatest per cent

est extent.
These neglected

products, fruits, vegetables, etc. As
long as the pioneer on virgin soils

be

others-Cycle & Auto, Trade Jour
nal.

of meat on the prime parts. He puts brought back to their primitive fruit
all manure promptly on the ﬁelds.
fulness and no doubt will be. They
are the cheapest lands I know of
He rotates his crops.
any where in the country. It can on
He tile drains his lands.

Editor Review:—-As you request

He keeps up good fences.
He has good pastures.
He has a good garden.
He breeds draft horses and does
farm work with brood mares and

lands

can

living man can build a better.
Book on "Wheel Sen5c"free.

Electric Ihulﬂo. I: 6. Oulnmlll.

Hay Baling.

ly be necessary to call the attention

ed me to write a few lines in re

of people wanting homes who have
saved some capital from their earn

gard to hay baling I‘ will endeavor

ings, or young men of some means

Would say, to begin with, buy a
Port Huron self feeding 18 and 22
double geared steam press, get a
live crew and you can bale hay all

to do so to the best of my ability.

who have tastes for the independence
of country life, to the possibilities
growing colts.
connected with these lands. Good
He has a library with periodicals government land in the humid sec the time. I am unable to say what
and standard works, and a musical tion has been taken up. Lands being amount of hay could be put through‘
lreclaimed by irigation are desirable, in a day, but I have frequently put
instrument.
He helps his wife in the house but they are remote from the great three tons per hour through it. A
when she needs it, has a spring vehi centers of population. The lands we good tyer is the most essential thing.
It takes from two to four men in
cle for her to visit in, and drives her are discussing are here, at your doors,
the mow, depending on how ﬁar the
within
hearing
of
factory
whistles
to church himself.
hay has to be brought up. Another‘
He keeps dairy cows or mutton and school bells, within sight of col time saver would be to have follow
lege and church spires, and only need
sheep, or both.
er blocks lined inside with tin, wires
The nation is interested in the soil intelligent management to return pay sometime catch on crevices inside of
and its crops. Shall we meet the de ing harvests.
block.
The Port Huron or any
mand for more cotton, or shall it be
other baler cannot bale crow bars.
grown in the valleys of the Nile and
My father had been replacing a
the Congo? The soil will answer. “Nothing Succeeds Like Success” broken folder, and had left the bar
Shall we grow wheat for our increas
At a time like the present when inside of the baling chamber; the
ing population or shall we import there is a feeling of unrest, and yet result was a badly bent cross bar
from Canada‘! Soil conditions will all acknowledge that the country is and the replacing of a second fold
determine. Is meat to be found on in truly a prosperous condition, the er. However, the cross bar cuts no
the tables of our working people in present state being largely due to the ﬁgure with the self feeder, as the
the future, or will the price be be uncontrolled speculation of compara relief springs take care of that.
yond their reach? Ask the question tively few, the wise members of the
In regard to capacity with an 18
of the soil.
automobile industry redouble their and 22 baler, conditions bearing
The causes of the decrease of farm eﬁorts to bring themselves before the favorable two able bodied men to
values in the Eastern and Middle public. Makers who are now able to feed that are acquainted with the
states are mainly changed economic put themselves more prominently to knack of feeding a steam boiler you
conditions which render unproﬁtable the front will undoubtedly reap a could put through sixty tons or bet
some of the older staple crops, and much larger percentage of proﬁt for ter per day.
the necessity is apparent for a their outlay, than at any other time.
Perhaps I can send in a better ‘ac
change in the system of agriculture The very inactivity of their competi count of baling later.
to rehabilitate the unoccupied farms tors opens the way for much more Kalkaska, Mich. John H. Drake.

HIGH GRHDE MILLS
Full line ofsizes. Combiniuz eﬂ'lcienry with con
valence of handling The largest com blnntion of
practical improvements. The mill is
traction engine. Bend for circulars to

for your

Richmond that. Works. Richmond. |nd.,U.8.A.

MAURICE
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FOUNDER
or run
GENUINE
RED STITCHED
COTTON
DUCK

TEBEBEBBIIIIP
Don't be fooled by oily tongued

salesmen.

there's

onLv

on.

bolt

that
gives
satisfactory
service
under the open sky, exposed to
sun and rain; that's the famous

GAIIDY

m smcnnn
'.I.‘OI DUCK.
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It costs but one-third as much
as leather and outlasts all others
several
times
over.
Send
for
booklet.
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Knight Makes the Mills
that saw the Nation’s lumber. The latest improvements in
SAW MILLING MACHINERY. Everything that will
make a better mill, one that will do better work and more of
it are features that MAKE Knight Mills.

We are Saw Mill Experts and KNOW what a mi ll
ought to do in order to be a money maker.
We also build Single Saw and Gang Edgers, Swing Saws and Knight's Dogs
—in tact, just what you want, and can ﬁll your order. Write us and lets get
acquainted.

The Knight Mfg. Oompany /
P

No. 1830 5. Market Street, Canton, Ohio
u. __

Please mention The Review.

SAN GUIVIMER.

whiskey, it may, in his injured condi
tion, be the death of him. If you are

First Aidf .

MIC-1' DORA-LI
PAYS FOR I‘I’IILI IN .0 NV‘.

going to set his broken or dislocated
bones, he may be deformed for life.

What to do in Case of Accident.

Especially if you are one who thinks
he knows, you had better go for the

YI‘YIIONIALI

"My young.‘ boy
tea h."
lane lncaeLmT-n.
“SlnGnm-atau anal-any."

J.r.
Ihnnhemzedny

urea-nuns.

“Suptvkw to any we ever used."
L'lﬁcaulnemlaeepal I‘ofL'l'm.

IILLIR OIL l. 'UP'LY 00-. Indian.’ ‘Ill. Ind

doctor and let the patient wait until

Having seen fit to ask a physician There are plain and suﬂicient reasons you and the doctor return.
into your midst to address you on the for it. If not at once attended to,
The following things you can and
above topic, you are practically ad conditions of unconsciousness, hemor may do: Loosen waistband and col
mitting that people who run rail rhage, or shock may readily pass into lar, lay his body straight, raise his
roads, or are connected with rail death; wounds may become infected head slightly (in most cases). If he
roads, or use railroads, are sometimes and blood poisoning result; fractures should not be breathing, artiﬁcial res
injured. This is a serious admission may cause great pain, and the sharp piration may be tried. Some instruc
and it would never do for the public fragments tear the

to hear of it. By way of consolation,
I may remind you that some injuries
are acquired 01f, from, and away
from the railroads.
From ﬁgures
given by the Travelers’ Insurance Co.
it appears that it is safer to ride in

ﬂesh.

_ $1.00
By “all

Common
tion in this art is necessary. It con
sists chieﬂy in up-and-down move
ments of the arms, thus raising the
ribs and drawing air into the lungs.

sense and humanity demand that help
be rendered at once, so far as it is

possible within the bounds ‘of safe

Discount to
DEALERS

'

Do not guess at
your speed. Buy

a Tabor Stop lo
tion Oountor.

The Grant Mfg. 6|, Machine Co.
amncEPotn, couu.
The mouth should be wiped out and on Belllman Ave
“First aid” means what to do the tongue may need to be drawn
while waiting for the doctor. The forward. This artiﬁcial respiration
the cars than to sit at home, or to Ifact is that the ﬁrst rule of ﬁrst aid may be needed after drowning, after
Walk- And it is certainly true that lis to send for the doctor as soon as electrical shock, or when breath has
if all possible precautions would be possible. As one of our great rail ceased for any cause. One form of
taken, and if the steel trust would way surgeons says, a doctor, some this treatment you have seen out on
ty.

sell honest rails, it would be a kind doctor, any doctor; some one who
of life insurance to buy a railroad knows the anatomy of the human

ticket. Passengers would die of old body, and at least the rudiments of
age, and it is said they have time to medicine and surgery, and more than
do so on some roads. This for pas one doctor won ’t do any harm. We
sengers.
doctors are not like other people, as
It remains true, however, that rail you may have noticed: we never in
way employes and “active mechanics terfere with one another, or quarrel.
in shops” have less expectation of And it doesn’t always indicate a se
life than some other classes. Tanners.
clergyman, and judges, as a. rule, live
to a good old age; reporters and doc
tors (the good ones) die young; so do

workers in powder

mills.

constables, and policemen

vere case-the meeting of two or
more physicians. Not as the country

1

the football ﬁeld-the working of the
knees up and down when a player
has had “the breath knocked out of

him.” It would appear from what 1'
have said that, logically, the first
thing to note in an injured person
is his breathing, and‘ to try whether

it can be restored, if it has stopped.
The next question in natural order
is as to bleeding. Practically in many

THE BOOK You've HEARD ABOUT - ‘I

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENGINEERS IN EVERY
DAY FIELD TALK. WORTH IT's WEIGHT IN
GOLD.PREPAID. SEND ONE DOLLAR TO
J.H MAGGARDJWACITY. IOWA .

cases this demands ﬁrst attention, as
man said: “Bill Jon-es must be a person may bleed to death in a few
mighty bad 05. I seen three doctors minutes. Pressure will stop bleeding,

Sheriﬁs. come away from his house.” Send in
live to be haste because minutes sometimes

pressure with the ﬁngers, hand ban
dage, or anything. Find the wound,

about ﬁfty-four (average).
This mean life or death. Dr. Blank re by cutting away clothing if neces
would look as if this line of business plied to his assistant as he hurried
sary; then apply pressure.
Some
was a pretty safe one. Two newsboys back to the office for medicine and
times this should be above the wound
were passing through the city hall asked, “Is there any danger?” “Yes,
and sometimes below it. Try and see
and saw the sign, “All policemen a great deal of danger. If you don’t
which succeeds.‘ Bright-red sporting
must be vaccinated.” “What's the make haste he will be well before you
blood in jets comes from the heart.
use,” said one to the other, “they get back.”
and you must press between the
never catch nothing.” Clerks in of
If this point is properly impressed heart and the wound.
Blue blood
ﬁces are exposed more to bad ventila upon your minds, 1' shall feel that life
comes from the parts away from the
tion and elevator accidents than to is not all a failure, and that I have
heart, so that pressure is to be ap
anything else.
done something for my profession, if plied on that side of ‘the wound. A
I'njnry may happen at any time not for long suffering humanity.
handkerchief tied around and twist
when least expected, and it is a good
What to do while waiting for the ed down with a stick is useful with
thing to know what can and ought doctor"! Let me say at once that of arm and leg injuries; on body and
to be done. It is a satisfactory thing ten. the most important thing to do is head it is more diﬁicult to apply pres
to know what one may do in case of to do nothing. In this way you will sure.
fainting, epileptic seizure, apoplexy, frequently beneﬁt the patient more
Here it is necessary to say at once
drowning, burns, sunstroke, fractures, than in any other way.
You may that while stopping hemorrhage is of
hemorrhage, shock, poisoning, etc.
thus render him your debtor for life. ﬁrst importance, it is of almost equal
It is not necessary to spend time He may already be in great danger. importance that the wound itself
arguing the necessity of ﬁrst aid. but if his friends are going to put should not be touched except by a
tobacco juice and cobwebs into his sterilized dressing. This dressing is
‘From a paper by Dr. C. M. Hazen, wounds, he will run the added risk of the article of greatest value in your
If emergency case, a piece of cloth or
read before the Richmond Railroad blood-poisoning and lock-jaw.
you are‘ going to give him plenty of gauze which has been boiled and
Club. September 9, 1907.

An all steel tank made in 10,12 and
15 bbl. sizes from the best quality of
16 guage steel.
They don't water soak and get heavy.
They don't freeze and burst. They
don't dry out and warp. They don't

leak.

The "IDEAL" for Thresherman
Write for catalogue and prices.

E. D. ETNYRE & CO.
OREGON, ILLINOIS
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wrapped up in an airtight package, to place shock as a condition affecting

be opened and laid upon the wound
. before anything else touches it. The
explanation is: The air is full every
where of germs that cause blood-poi
soning; they are on the hands, on
clothing, on everything. Only on sub
stances that have been boiled, or
otherwise sterilized, are there none.
Therefore the wound should not be
touched or covered with a dirty

cloth, or even a clean cloth, but with
a prepared cloth that is free from
germs and that will keep out the
germ laden air.
The compressing
bandage to stop the blood is applied
near to or over this sterilized cloth.
A very good remedy in this con

the injured person. The term ex
plains itself, but it is not always easy

LUNKENHE IMER

to tell shock from mere fainting or

other unconscious conditions. Neither
is it easy to treat.

Feeble breathing.

feeble

paleness,

heart-beat,

BRASS "POP’ SAFETY VALVES

uncon

sciousness, these are signs of shock.

The patient in shock is cold and
should be wrapped up warm, espec

Never tail to operate
when the pressure in

ially the legs, arms, and lower body,

with not too much warmth to the
heart. So take your patient to a
warm, sheltered place, as clean as

the boiler exceeds
that for which

possible, keep people away, loosen
the clothing, have the head raised a

the valves

little, hot-water bottles or irons may
be put to his feet. Give whiskey, if
nection is turpentine. It may, as a at all, in small quantities. A remedy
rule, be used on and about a wound, that may be used here, and perhaps
or on a cloth to cover a' wound. Do ought to be in the emergency case, is
not try to wash a wound, do not aromatic spirits of ammonia. This is
touch it, do not cover it except with one of the quickest stimulants, and
a sterilized dressing; but you may usually a safe one. It may be re
saturate a cloth with turpentine and peated after ﬁfteen or twenty min

are set.

They have full relieving
capacities and can be
set to relieve any quantity

of steam.
Do not chatter or pound.

use it as dressing. Because turpen utes.
The question of how to carry an
tine will kill germs very thoroughly,

and also helps to stop the bleeding. injured person deserves consideration.
Your
local dealer
should have
them. it not
write us.

Turpentine certainly, in my opinion, Lift by the thighs and shoulders,
deserves a place among ﬁrst-aid rem place on a blanket, shutter, or stretch
edies and in the emergency case.
er. Straighten out body, arms and

A word about carbolic acid. Every

legs, and move as gently as possible.

When bones have been broken, it is
body knows it is supposed to be good
for wounds, but it is in some cases important to fasten the parts in a
will some steady position. This can be done
relieves the arms by binding them to the
the pain somewhat, while turpentine body, the legs to each other, or by the
causes pain. It is safer not to have use of thin boards or splints, or a

a dangerous remedy, and
times cause

gangrene.

It

E LUNKENHEIMER COMPANY
Largest Manufacturers 0t High Grade Engineering Specialties in the world

umbrella. Any
earbolic acid in the emergency case, broom-stick, or an
but if the doctor is long delayed tur wound or bleeding caused by the
pentine may be very useful. There broken bones must be treated as

are other antiseptics which may be above described.
It seems to me that the above com
used with a. little instruction: Bichlo
ride of mercury, in tablets; boracic prises most of the points that can be
acid, which may sometimes cause poi safely taken up in ordinary ﬁrst-aid
soning: iodoform, which is not used work. As has been done by many
so much of late. With a little in of the railroads, giving a little in
struction these may be safely used.
struction to the employes will make
To go back to the question of these matters simple.
Emergency
bleeding, do not be too anxious cases should be where they can be
to stimulate the patient. Whiskey, readily reached at all times. Many
especially will increase the bleeding, of the railroads and shops have quite
and it is a remedy that must be used elaborate arrangement in the way of
with care. Alcohol has its uses, it emergency rooms, hospital cars, etc.
is true, but in medicine and surgery These require for their intelligent use
they are few and far between. I saw regular physicians, or, at least, peoa man in Jacksonville during the ple who have considerable aptitude
Spanish-American war who claimed and training.
to have malaria. He took some qui
The: Simplest emergency case Wm

GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
NEW YORK.
66-68 Fulton Street.
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We Wat You
To get a few new subscribers.

man with whiskey. I‘ have set brok
ed with dose.
en bones when it was not necessary

to give chloroform because the pa

_

_

,

Send us one new subscription atv50 cents and we Wlll send you an
ACCOUNT BOOK.
Send us two new subscriptions at 50 cents each and we will send you
0116 year 01‘

‘

THE RELIABLE POULTRY JOURNAL one year or

THE LADIES’ WORLD one year or
PLAIN GAS ENGINE SENSE.
(If you want more than one of the above send two new subscriptions
for each.)
Send us three new subscriptions at 50 cents each and we will send

To these may be added other useful

snake sterilized dressings for protection
It is not, howev and pressure; various sizes of ban
in

bite is well settled.
er, a preventive of “snakes.” Near dages; adhesive plaster; ready-made
Charlottesville. which went dry re splints of different shapes and sizes;
cently. there is an old rattlesnake a suitable dressing for burns, such as
that already has engagements three carron-oil; blankets for wrapping up
months ahead with people who want patients should be at hand.
But all of these ought to be a part
to get liquor on physicians’ prescrip

(Let me note, by the way, that of the furnishing of any well-organ
the proper ﬁrst aid in snake-bite is ized industry, in machine shops, rail- '
a tight bandage on the side towards way cars, even in oﬁices; and their
the heart and sucking out the poi selection should be in the hands of

tions.

son.) Do not give whiskey, except in the regular medical

attendants

of

I doubt these industries.
if whiskey belongs in your emergen
Of all the above the one great es
ey case.
sential is a sterilized bandage that
We naturally consider in the next can be bought at the instrument or

small quantities at a time.

The man

that owns an outﬁt we know would be interested and you will tind that
the man that hires the outﬁt likes to read THE REVIEW too.

you

tient was dead drunk through the and convenient articles, such as ab
kindness of his friends. Its useful sorbent cotton, to use outside of

ness in limited quantities

You know of two or three, possibly a

half dozen, men to whom The Review would be of interest.

nine and put it in a gallon of whiskey. contain:
one or more sterilized dressing-s or
The next gallon, he said, he took
without the quinine. His condition compresses.
testiﬁed to the etTect of the remedy,
A strong bandage, to which a
but whether it cured the malaria or safety-pin may be attached.
not, or whether he had it, I don’t
A three-ounce bottle of turpentine

know. Any excuse serves on occas marked and labeled for external use.
ion. especially injuries of all kinds.
A two-ounce bottle of aromatic
But you can easily kill an injured
spirits of ammonia labeled and mark~

LONDON.
S. E.
{as Great
Dover
Stmeg

“mum

THE AMERICAN BOY one year or
GAS POWER one your or
THE ENGINEER one your or

TRACTION ENGINE CATECHISM or
FARM ENGINES AND HOW TO RUN THEM, or
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION one year.
For four new subscriptions at 50 cents each we will send you
THE WORLD TODAY one year or

THE COSMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE one year or
SCIENCE OF THRESHING or ONE PAIR HANSEN GLOVES.
l'fcttcr call on a You‘ of‘ your neighbors. and friends today.
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Le Sueur. Minnesota, October 5, 1907.
Parsons Band Cutter 8: Self Feeder Co.,

Newton, Iowa.
Gentlemen:—l have used one of your 36" Parsons Swinging Elevator Feeders thirty‘ﬂve days and have only used three pitchers.
l ﬁgure that three men can put
through more straw than five men did last year.
This feeder works more than satisfactory. in all conditions of grain and feeds a separator to its full capacity without
slugging and my pitchers say that they had rather work on it for ﬁfty cents a day less than with the old style feeder as when In barley and bearded wheat they can

work out oi! the dust and dirt.

.

The time saved with this feeder will more than pay for itself in one fall's threshing. saying nothing about help.
as it is one of the best improvements ever put on a machine.
I remain,
'

I will also recommend this feeder to other threshers
Yours truly,
SWENSON BROS.

Parsons Swinging Elevator Feeder “While Wings”
Saves from $4.00 to $8.00 per day in hired help when COMPARED WITH ANY OTHER FEEDER.
DOES THIS INTEREST YOU?
It feeds any separator more ‘evenly, if possible, than any other feeder, therefore increasing the capacity of
the separator.

DOES THIS INTEREST YOU?
The elevators are twelve and one-half feet long and move sideways as well as up and down.
This style machine is the regular PARSONS FEEDER with only such changes in construction as to accom
modate the swinging elevators and operating mechanism, these cannot be attached to the regular feeder.

We are making both styles and if the REGULAR PARSONS without swinging elevators is desired it will
be furnished. Its the same “GOOD AS GOLD” machine that it always has been. ‘

“SUCCESS” Husker and Shredder
Start talking now to your corn raising farmers who are not familiar with the enormous saving in feed from

the use of shredded corn fodder.
State agricultural colleges and scientific farmers have tested the value of shredded fodder, and when properly
harvested declare that it is worth three-fourths as much as the grain.
When fodder is allowed to stand in the ﬁeld, from ﬁfty per cent. to ninety per cent. of its value is lost. A
little education will make money for them and yourself, if you buy a “Success” Shredder to do their work.
One man writes: “I CLEARED $300 IN EIGHTEEN DAYS.”

Another:
Another:

“I SHREDDED TWENTY-FIVE ACRES OF HEAVY IOWA CORN IN EIGHT HOURS."
“THIRTY-FIVE ACRES IN THIRTEEN HOURS."

Talk about capacity! THE “SUCCESS” SHREDDER IS “IT.” There is not another shredder on the market
that can keep in sight of it.
We not only have DOUBLED the capacity, but TREBLED and QUADRUPLED most other makes. That’s
not all-the quality of work is a special feature.
Soft, nice feed, that stock will eat in preference to the best hay.
MANUFACTURERS OF
The Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder, The Ruth Band Cutter and Self Feeder, Hawkeye Band Cutter and
Self Feeder, Success Corn Husker and Shredder, Success Automatic Belt Guide, Success Ratchet Cylinder Wrench,
Buffalo Hay Press, Hawkeye Manure Spreader, Hawkeye Grain Grader, Hawkeye Automatic Hog Waterer.

'

Write us for our New Catalog.

PARSONS BAND CUTTER é SELF FEEDER CO.
NEWTON, IOWA, U. S. A.

February, 1908.
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drug store for a quarter, that can be smallest day’s work being 1900 bush
caried in the pocket and tied on with els and our largest 3,150; averaging
anything that will do for a bandage. 2,400 in wheat and 2,600 in oats; the
The army ﬁeld package contains two grain yielding from 10 to 75 bushels
sterilized dressings and two bandages. to the acre.

For labor we pay man and team $3,
In a package that I prepared for use
in the late war I‘ put in two rubber pitchers $2, separator tender $3, en
Martin bandages.

These

have

the gineer from $3 to $4, and for two

great advantage of exerting elastic cooks $1.75 each; making our ex
pressure and of adapting themselves penses about $65 a day.
Threshermen in this country who
to the part, whereas a cloth bandage
must be put skilfully to stay. The are not acquainted with stack thresh
rubber bandage would be more apt ing or headed grain, smile when you
to make it possible for the wounded speak of records like the Penns.
man to go on ﬁghting, with his record in. the December issue, of 1103
wound perfectly protected and sup bushels in one day and the ones made
ported. They have the disadvantage in Kansas on the Handke farm of 510
that they soon deteriorate and be bushels in 3 hours 10 minutes, and
578 bushels in 4 hours.
come worthless.
same

They are used to threshing on small

time add a few other suggestions:
Shock is to be met chieﬂy by

jobs and short hauls, with good grain.
535 bushels wheat in 1 hour 35 min
utes and 720 bushels oats in 2 hours
10 minutes. Both these records were
made by Kirkwood Bros. machine
near Amity, Oregon; an Advance
30x48 inch separator doing the 'work
with the assistance of an 18-horse
compound engine, using on. an aver
age 1,200 gallons of water and one
half cord of wood a day.
I should like to ask brother thresh

To recapitulate and at

the

warmth and careful stimulation; sus

pended breathing by artiﬁcial respi
ration; hemorrhage by raising the
wound above the rest of the body, by
pressure, by turpentine; in a fainting
spell, especially from loss of blood,
lower the head; in an epileptic ﬁt,
loosen the clothing, raise head slight
ly, keep comfortably warm, prevent
the teeth from injuring the tongue;
in apoplexy, raise the head consider‘
ably, and put the feet in warm
water; in fractures and dislocations
use splints-in fact, a splint is good
treatment for sprained or bruised
members, although the bones be not

ermen how much

water

and

.- qr 51m "

A wonderful improvement in Friction Feeds and Gig-Back,
Back motion of Carnage three
times as fast as any other in the market. Friction Clutch Feed. causing all the feed gearing
to stand still while backing; great saving in power and Wear. Write for circulars and prices;
furnished free upon application. Also Spring Tooth Barrows, Hay Rakes. Cultivators. Corn
Planters. Strollers, etc. Mention this paper. THE NENCII I DROIIGBLD 00., llnllhﬂllflli. YORK, Pl.

AND
BlllilNG
MABHINERY
For Catalog write to_ '
Monarch Rock Drill.

Gus Pooh Foundry and Mfg. Co.

broken; dress wounds with sterilized

injured

Not practicable.
eye should be covered with a sterilizl
Editor Review:-I now enclose
ed dressing.
If the patient is vomiting, turn the post oﬁice order for 50 cents.

I notice in your book in regard to
head to one side, so that the vomited
matter will not be breathed into the threshers’ union. 1' think it would
be a good thing. We have had one
lungs.
meeting in Canandaigua but without
In burns, remove clothing careful
much success. I think the starting
ly, cover with a cloth soaked in car
point of the union. ought to be with
ron-oil, or soda water (teaspoonful to
the manufacturers.

the union and not sell any machine
acid.
or repairs to any threshermen who
In sunstroke make the patient as do not belong to the union. There
cool as possible.
are so many people that would agree
In poisoning especial instruction is

to thresh for one price and then to

water.

As it is Done Far West.
Editor Review:—1 have been a sub
scriber to The Review for the past
year, and I ﬁnd it an excellent mag
azine, helpful in many ways.
In looking over the magazine I see
that we have a description of the
diﬁerent methods of threshing in
nearly every part of the United

Monitor Well Auger.

beat their brother ‘threshermen they

would thresh for less.
Now if the manufacturers belong
to the union. and make the purchaser

of their machinery sign a contract to -'
charge such a price

per

bushel,

I

think there would be more machines
paid for and the threshermen have a
better time.

Now 1' have given you a rough idea
whalt I want and perhaps you can
ﬁx it up in a little better shape.

W. C. Smith.
Canandaigua, N. Y.

Appreciative.
States except Western Oregon; so I
Editor Re\'iew:—I wish to say to
am going to» give you a description of you that I have a 15 h. p. Frick en
Western Oregon methods.
glue, corn husker, ensilage cutter,
All of the grain in this country Bowsher corn grinder and also an in
wheat, oats and barley is threshed terest in a separator, so you see I
from the shock and sacked at the have a great deal of work for my

machine; the threshermen counting engine. I also have a 112 acre farm,
two bushels to the sack without any good land. I have had eight years

further measuring, and receiving six experience with engines. I have nev- ' '
and one—half cents a bushel for oats or had any bad luck and have been
and barley and seven cents for wheat, over all kinds of roads.
furnishing all the crew and their
I have been. taking thresher papers
board.
for four years, but I like your paper
We have an Advance 18 h. p. com best.
S. M. Crum.
pound engine and a 30x48 inch sep
Charleston, Ind.
arator with Advance self feeder and
blower, this rig making an excellent
Have you a good ‘photograph of
threshing outﬁt.
your rig, or your engine at other

We usually run twelve hours a day work? If you have send it to us for
and from 30 to 35 days a season: our Review illustration.

NSIST on hav
ing your dealer
show you the
Diamond H trade
mark, in red-it
is your guarantee
and appears only
on the genuine

SK TO SEE
HANSEN’S
NESNAH SEAL
gloves in the style
speciallydosigned
for your needs. It
is one of ourmost
popular gloves.

Hansen’s Working

Have them join '

quart), or saturated solution of picric

necessary to do the right thing. Gen
erally it is safe to give the white of
egg and milk.
In freezing, warm the part slowly,
as by rubbing with snow or in ice

Cor. 4th and Clark Sts. , LA MARS. IOWA. U. S. A.

H. J. McDonald.

Amity, Oregon.
dressings or turpentine; an

—- Hi;

The Hench & Dronigold Co.’s Saw Mill andilngines

fuel

their engines use in an ordinary day ’s
run.
Wishing The Review and its read
ers every success.

-_'

We want such.

GlOVES. “Built Like a Hand”
ADE in all
weights and
leathers, lined and
unlined, in glove,
mitten and gaunt
let stylcs, with
and without riv
ets. Thoroughly
braced at every
point of strain and
wear, yet free
from wclts, scams
or extra thick
nesses in any part
of palm or grip.
Smooth as velvet
inside. These
gloves wear like

END 160 in
stamps for
a rich leather
Watch Fob with
medallion in Oxi

dized Silver ﬁnish,
with your initial
handsomely en
ameled in blue.
Be sure to state
initial wanted.

Send for one of
our handsome art
catalogs in colors,
free memoran

dum book, and

T52’??? FREE

iron, yet are al

ways soft. They
never dry hard
and stiff no matter
how often they
are water soaked.

0. C. Hansen

Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE
364 East Water St.
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()ld Friends of
Successful Threshermen
Our machines are -too well
known and have too many
friends to need an intro
duétion.
They are the

product of over
20 Years
careful attention and ex

perience, and combine the
best ideas, the best work
manship, and are backed

. .

by our positive guarantee
to do the work.

I
iwnoxibiauir‘d

M
A
_
,_ ,

Let us send you our Catalog.

Hart Grain Weigher Company
Peoria, Illinois, U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.
—.______. ___.__s._-

.___.

_
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1 am threshing corn fodder at p'res-

The Great West:
The great West is the country of
big things and large achievements.
Everything is done on a huge scale
and quickly. Particularly is this true
of the Paciﬁc coast grain country,
where the wheat is harvested, thresh

cut. I think it beats all the shred
ders that’s made. The Avery will
eat anything thrown into it, and does
a ﬁne job, and will thresh about
twice as fast as any shredder ever

‘

___V

,

N

threshing to last me three months.

that is in New York City, says an
exchange, with its 353 miles of water

have ‘found out in my experience that

front, is Wasted enough energy every

no matter how good the machinery

day to supply the continent with
needed power. In this body of water
the tide daily raises and lowers 6,000,

you must have good men that under

made, and puts all the corn in the stand how to operate it or else busi
ed and sacked at one operation by wagon nice and clean. If it would ness is a drag.
Corning, I'owa. John F. Madison.
huge machines cutting a swath up stay good weather I have fodder

wards of twenty feet at once.

In the 865_square miles of water

I think I‘ have a ﬁrst class rig and
number one men to help me run it. I

000,000 tons of water an average of
four feet.

This
‘we-d

is done during the dry season, and

the plump sacks of grain are piled
up outdoors convenient for shipment.
Our illustration shows such a pile
of grain, the product of the fertile

soil of the Big Bend country in Eas
tern Washington. It was sacked at
Tnamway, about four and one-half
miles west of the Columbia river,
near Wenatchee. It is shipped from
Tramway to Wenatchee down the

Columbia river by steamboat, and
forwarded via the Great Northern
raiway to Eastern markets.
Threshes Fodder.
Editor Review:——Enclosed please
ﬁnd 50 cents to renew my subscrip
tion for the year 1908. I think The
Review gets better all the ‘time.

I

enjoy reading the letters from other
threshers. I don’t see many letters
from the county I live in, so thought
I would write a few lines.
Small grain was rather light here
this year, but I had a run of about

sixty days.
_
I‘ bought a new Avery

separator

this fall, a. 32x54, Avery feeder, Sat

tley stacker complete. I also bought
a new Huber engine, 16 h. p. This

rig I consider to be one of the best
money can buy for this part of the
country.

THE GREAT WEST.

Courtesy Great Northern Ry.

February‘, 1908.
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grain that may have gone over with
the straw before it leaves the wind
No. 613,654 is not a recent patent,
stacker to which the device is ap
having been issued Nov. 8, 1898. It
plied. It consists of a form of
shows the cylinder and cylinder end,
screening element which, while it
the device of John A. Anderson of

Recent Machinery Patents.

The Lowell Steam Lift Plow

will eﬁ’ectually perform its mission,
Bronson, lowa, a Review subscrib
er. The object is to provide a cylin

willnot clog the tube. It is the ill
vention of Joseph W. Matousek,
der that will turn at uniform speed
with reduced power, and to provide a Dresden, Kansas.
At No. 871,381 is shown a sheet
design whereby the parts are easy
metal
conveyor invented by Gus
of assembling,r and when together will
tave Wenzelmann, of Galesburg, Ills.,

be self bracing and re-enforcing.
in, which the object sought is to unite
No. 870,563 shows a portable stack
sheet metal parts in a detachable
cover, the invention of William
manner, so that a smooth surface is
Kindt of Belleville, Kansas.
It is

adjustable both in height and width presented at the joint.
No. 871,551 is the result of the ef
to accommodate stacks of different
fort of Samuel S. Younghusband,
sizes, and may be quickly placed in
Darlington, England, to provide an
position for immediate use, or taken

apart for transportation from one apparatus for the smoke boxes of lo
comotive and similar boilers whereby
part of the ﬁeld to another. When in
position it effectually prevents the the ashes which get into the smoke
box will be continuously and auto
stack from being overturned by wind.
matically removed; a further object
excludes rain, snow and frost and
being
to diminish the risk of hot cin
thus renders skilful topping of the
ders ejected from the chimney set
stack unnecessary. I't employs a cen
ting ﬁre to surrounding objects.
ter pole around which the stack is
No. 871,613, as will be seen from
formed, for supporting the cover and
the engraving is an adjustable tongue
preventing the stack from being over
adapted to threshing
turned by the wind.

No. 870,731, the invention of Frank
F. Landis of Waynesboro, Pa., con
sists in an improved construction of

machines

and

machines of similar character. It is
the device of James P. Neste of Lake
Mills, 1a., and the engraving clearly
sets forth the character of the in
vention.

separating grates for threshing ma
chines of that character designed for
At No. 871,623 is shown a novel
use in near proximity to the thresh
vehicle running and propelling gear
ing cylinder for the purpose of sep
devised by Charles E. Phillips of
arating the grain from the straw as
Bremerton, Washington. The prin
it passes between the concaves and
cipal feature of the invention is an
said cylinder, whereby a compara
endless track composed of a series of
tively inexpensive and at the same
feet or devices adapted for contact
time et'ﬁcient, construction of grate
with the ground or other surface for
of this character is provided.
supporting the vehicle, and also ef
No. 870,773 shows a boiler cleaner,

Sizes-5, 6, 8, i0 and 12 Furrows
‘

14 inch Bottoms.
:Can be attached to any traction engine.
Write for Catalog

LOWELL STEAM PLOW CO.
Des Moines, Iowa
Please mention The Review.

fecting propulsion, such feet or bear
the invention of Isaac Clinton Gray,
ers being ﬂexibly connected and trav
of Logansport, Ind. The object of
cling around elongated horizontal
the invention is to provide means es
frames of approximately oval form,
pecially adapted to the thorough
the said frames being arranged in
cleaning out of the mud and sediment
pairs in front and rear beneath the

usually deposited in the bottoms of
boiler furnaces. This is accomplish vehicle body.
Nos. 871,742 and 871,743 show the
ed by means of a tubular cleaner and

band cutter and feeder and also the
steam pipe located in the bottom of
grain separator devised by Geo. W.
the boiler furnace.
Tice of Riley'Center, Mich. The feed
No. 871,014 is a new and improved
er invention has for an object to
well

drilling machine,

arranged

No. 871,176, the invention of Elmer

E. McCargar of Lincoln, Neb., has
for its object to supersede the old
and well known “burr grinder.” The
construction, which is clearly shown
at this number on our page of en
consisting

of

We Set the Pace
-0thers do the

For lumber in lumber nnwadnya
' and you can do it better than
the other fellow. with

‘1' Best They
' gsa

to

permit convenient actuating of the
drill rod at the beginning of the drill
ing operation by the employment of
a spudding device without the use of
the walking beam, to allow quick lift
ing of debris, etc.

gravings, is novel,

1 ‘ Saw Your Own Lumber

provide an improved construction of
these feeding and spreading rollers

Can

A L'ryonr-old
e boy can operate
successfully.

and also for the driving mechanism

Two hands out

therefor whereby the feed of the rol
lens may be governed relative to the
volume of material while maintaining

..
~. " lﬁﬂl) mil 5 in use
-'
ﬂu- world over.
‘
Variable Feed. Friction
; P
Bet Works. Automatic Steel Tri
i-li-r Dogs and Diamond 'l‘nwk produce

, 5.0.0 foot

2'

their constant driving relation, and
are adapted to reverse their feed if
a sufficiently large volume of mater
ial be fed thereto so as to throw back
the surplus material until the parts
are restored to their normal relative
position. whereby means are provided

mil!" in
catalog pi now

r day.

this with other mills. bond for
llln n to all H. P.‘ Stnum l-fmzinm

~ ‘and Hmlera. Gnnolino En nee. Portable (‘urn and Food
Mills. Plum-n1, Shingle
llln, Wood Buwn and Wntor
»
\\ lit-ole. l’rnm t shipment and we may the froiuln
DoLUALll MILL
‘G. 00.. B08 382 BBIDGEPQBT. ALA
. .

_

a
for automatically governing the feed

feed grinder involving a rotable cyl
to the threshing cylinder.
inder and a traveling apron. It is
In the separator, the object is to
claimed for this construction that it
is adjustable and rigid. and that it provide an improved construction
will operate without undue jarring or and arrangement of the cleaning or

ARE THE RESULT oi the greatest practical and

mechanism cooperating
slugging of the grinding mechanism. separating
with
an
automatically
controlled air
No. 871,248 relates to well drilling
apparatus, and the object is to pro blast extending upward through the

scientiﬁc

vide such a form of apparatus as will separating screen. said screen being
admit of running the bull wheels so disposed that the delivery from
either way in raising or lowering of the chaifer screen at one end is di
tools without the aid of cog wheels, rectly into the huller mechanism.
A further object is to provide a
while the engine moves ahead at full
speed, and to provide means whereby cleaning shoe adapted to cooperate
the propelling power may be exerted with the straw conveying fan of the
either backward or forward while the threshing mechanism whereby the
engine mnves ahead continuously. It suction from said fan cooperates with
is especially adapted to use with a the blast fan acting upon the screens

mechanical minds in

feed mill construction.

' Monarch Mills
have more improvements and
are more carefully constructed
oi better materias than any
other line.

OUR FIE
Complete and
,2)’,

Illustrated

Catalogue will convince

any man that NO OTHER MILL EQUALS THE MONARCH.

gasoline engine as the motive power. so as to create a positive current or
No. 871,286 is the result

of

the draft of air through

the

separator

need for additional grain saving de casing which will carry all refuse ma
(Continued on page 52)
vices, and is calculated to take any

QPROUT,

WALDRON & 00., Box 21:, Iuncy, Pa.
Please mention The Review.
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Bear in mind, however, that all this
energy is imparted to the projectile

To Make War Impossible.
NIKOLA TESLA In American Inventor.

,Just at this time, when, all eﬁorts
toward peaceful arbitration notwith
standing, the nations are preparing
to expend immense sums in the de
sign and construction of monstrous

battleships, it may be useful to bring
to the attention of the general pub
lic a singular means for naval attack

and defense, which the telautomatic
art has made possible, and which is
likely to become a deciding factor in
the near future.
A few remarks on this invention,
of which the wireless torpedo is but

a special application, are indispen
sable to the understanding and full
appreciation of the naval principle of
destruction.
The telautomatic art is the result
of endeavors to produce an automa
ton capable of moving and acting as

if possessed of intelligence and dis
tinct
individuality.
Disconnected
from its higher embodiment, an or
ganism, such as a human. being, is a
heat-or
thermodynamic engine—
comprisingz-(l) a complete plant
for receiving, transforming, and sup
plying energy; (2) apparatus for 10

comotion and other mechanical per
formance; (3) directive organs; and
(4) sensitive instruments responsive
to external inﬂuences, all these parts

constituting a whole of marvelous
perfection.
The ambient medium is alive with
movement and energy in a state of
unceasing agitation which is beyond
comprehension. Strangely enough, to
most of this terrible turmoil the hu
man machine is insensible. The au
tomaton does not feel

the

weight

respectively, served
as locomotive
and directive organs; and a very del

while it is being urged through the
gun-barrel with a mean force of
1,100 tons. If a barrel is 50 feet

long and
the
average
velocity
through it 1,500 feet per second, the
whole energy is transferred to the
moving mass in one-thirtieth of a
second; hence the rate of perform
ance is 1,800 times the above—that
is, about 6,000,000 h. p. This seems
wonderful indeed, but is nothing as

icate electrical device, actuated by
a circuit tuned to a distant transmit
ter, took the place of the ear. This
mechanism followed perfectly the
wireless signals or 'comments of the compared with rates obtainable by
operator in control of the transmit other means. Electricity can be stor
ter, performing every move and ac ed in the form of explosive energy
tion as if it had been gifted with in of a violence againt which the deto
telligence.
nation of cordite is but a breath.
The next step was to individualize With a magnifying transmitter, as
the machine. The attunement of the diagramati'cally illustrated, rates of
controlling circuits gave it a special 25,000,000 h. p. have already been
feature, but this was not suﬁiciently obtained. A similar and much im
distinctive. An individuality implies proved machine, now under construc
a number of characteristic traits tion, will make it possible to attain
which, though perhaps extant else maximum explosive rates of over
where, are unique in that particular 800,000,000 h. p, twenty times the
combination. Here again the animat performance of the Dreadnaught’s
ed automaton, with its nerve signal broadside of eight 12-in. guns simul
system, was coarsely imitated. The taneously ﬁred. These ﬁgures are so
action of the delicate device—the car incredible that
astronomers un
—was made dependent on a number acquainted with this marvelous ap
of sensitized receiving circuits, each pliance have naturally doubted the
recognizable by its own free vibra practicability of signaling to Mars.
tions, and altogether by the charac In reality, by its means this seeming
ter of their operative combination. ly visionary project has been reduc
Correspondingly the transmitter was ed to a rational engineering problem.
designed to emit a wave-complex ex
The time is not far distant when
actly matching the combination in all the tremendous wastes of war will
the number and pitch of individual be stopped, and then, if there are
vibrations, their groupment and or battles, they will be fought with wa
der of succession.
ter power and electrical waves. That
That much is done, but more is to humanity is moving fast towards this
come. A mechanism is being perfect realization is evident from many in
ed which, without operator in con dications.
‘
trol, left to itself, will behave as if
What is most to be regretted in
endowed with intelligence of its own. the present war regime is, that the
It will be responsive by the faintest eﬁect of so many exquisite intelli
external inﬂuences and from these, gences must be uneconomically ap
unaided, determine its subsequent ac plied, since it cannot be steadily di
tions as if possessed of selective qual rected toward a scientiﬁc truth, unal
ities, logic, and reason. It will per tered and of permanent usefulness,
form the duties of an intelligent but must be entirely governed by the
slave. Many of us will live to see wavering struggle of opposing prin
Bulwer’s dream realized.
ciples. This feverish striving the
The reader, for whom the preced instant demand, to create type after

of the atmosphere crushing him with
a force of sixteen tons. He is unaf
fected by the shower of particles
shooting through his body, of cloud
and the hurricane of ﬁner substance
rushing through him with the speed
of light. He is unconscious that he ing short explanation of this novel type, one to devour the other, to
is being whisked through space at art is intended, may think it simple merge into one contrasting element,
the fearful rate of 70,000 miles an and easy of execution; but it is far leads, like a nightmare, from one to
hour. But when gentle waves of from being so. It has taken years of another absurdity. Such a monstros
light or sound strike him his eye and study and experiment to develop the ity is the latest creation of the na
ear respond, his resonant nerve-ﬁ -necessary methods and apparatus, val constructor—a 20,000 ton battle
bres transmit the vibrations, and his and ﬁve inventions, all more or less ship. In theory it is condemned by
muscles contract and relax.
Thus, fundamental and diﬁicult to practice, competent authorities.
like a ﬂoat on a turbulent sea, sway must be employed to operate success
Everything points to the develop
ed by external inﬂuences, he moves fully an individualized telautomaton. ment of a small vessel with internal
and acts. The average person is not
Such a novel engine of war-—a ves combustion engines, extreme speed,
aware of this constant dependence sel of any kind, sub-marine or aerial and few weapons of great destruc
on his environment, but a trained —carrying an agent of unlimited po tiveness. But the new leviathan is
observer has no dit‘n‘culty in locating tency of destruction, with no soul admirably adapted to the practical
the primary
disturbance
which aboard, yet capable of doing all it requirements of the day. In attack
prompts him to action, and continued is designed for, as if fully equipped it can alone annihilate a nation's
exercise soon satisﬁes him that vir with a fearless crew in command of ﬂeet. It is equally effective in de
tually all of his purely mechanical its captain, must needs bring on a fense.
If equipped with proper
motions are caused by visual impres revolution in the present means of acoustic and electrical appliances, it
sions, directly or indirectly received. attack and defense.
has little to fear from a submarine,
A machine of such inconceivable
Since ages human ingenuity has and an ordinary torpedo will scarcely
complexity as the body of an organ— been bent upon inventing infernal hurt it. That is why the ﬁrst of
ized being, capable of an inﬁnite va_ machines. Of these the modern can these monsters, built in England, has
riety of actions, with controlling or non has been so far the most re been named Dreadnought.
Now,
gans supersensitive, responsive to in markable.
A
12-in. gun charged there is a novel means for attacking
ﬂuences almost immaterial, cannot be with cordite is said to hurl a projec a fortress of this kind, from shore or
manufactured by man; but the me tile of 850 lbs. with the initial veloc on the high seas, against which all
chanical principles involved in the ity of nearly 2,900 ft. per second, its gun-power and armor~resistance
working of the living automaton are imparting to it the energy of 110, are of no avail. It is the tidal wave.
also applicable to an inanimate en 000,000 ft. pounds. Were it not for
Such a wave can be produced with
gine, however crude.
the resistance of the air, such a pro twenty or thirty tons of cheap explo
An automobile boat was ﬁrst em jectile would travel about ﬁfty miles sive, carried to its destination ,and
ployed to carry out the idea. Its before striking the ground. It would ignited by a non-interferable telauto
storage battery and motor furnished take 3,300 h. p. more than a minute maton.
the power; the propellor and rudder, to accumulate its mechanical energy.
The tidal disturbance, as here con

February, 1908.

sidered, is a peculiar hydrodynamic
phenomenon, in many respects differ
ent from the commonly occurring

characterized by a rythmical succes
sion of waves. It consists generally
of but a single advancing swell suc
ceeded by a hollow, the water if not
otherwise
agitated being perfectly
calm in front and very nearly so be
hind. The wave is produced by’ some
sudden explosion or upheaval, and is,
as a rule, symmetrical for a large
part of its course. Those who have
encountered a tidal wave current
must have observed that the sea rises
rather slowly, but the descent into

the trough is steep. This is due to
the fact that the water is lifted, pos
sibly very slowly, under the action of
a varying force, great at ﬁrst, but
dying out quickly, while the

raised

mass is urged downward by the con
stant force of gravity. When produc
ed by natural causes these waves are
not very dangerous to ordinary ves

sels, because the disturbance origi
nates at a great depth.
To give a fairly accurate idea of
the eﬂicacy of this novel means of
destruction, particularly adapted for
coast defense, it may be assumed
that thirty tons of nitro-glycerine
compound, as dynamite, be employed

to create a tidal disturbance.

This

material, weighing about twice

as

much as water, can be stored in a
cubical tank eight feet each way, or
a spherical vessel of ten feet diam
eter. The reader will now under
stand that this charge is to be en

trusted to a non-interferable telauto
maton, heavily protected, and partly
submerged or submarine, which is un
der the control of a skilled operator
far away. At the propitious moment
the signal'is given, the charge sunk
to the proper depth, and ignited.
The water is incompressible. The

hydrostratic pressure is the same in
all directions.

The explosion propa

gates through the compound with a
speed of three miles a second. Owing
to all this, the whole mass will be

converted into gas before the water
can give way

appreciably,

and

a

spherical bubble ten feet in diameter
will form. The gaseous pressure
against the surrounding water will be
20,000 atmospheres, or 140 tons per

square inch. When the great bubble
has expanded to twice its original
volume, it will weigh as much as the
water it displaces, and from that
moment on, its lower end tapering
more and more into a cone, it will

be driven up with a rapidly increas
ing force tending towards 20,000
tons. Under this terrible impulsion
it would shoot up to the surface like a
bullet were it not for the water-re
sistance, which will limit its max
imum speed to eighty feet per sec
ond.
Consider now the quantity and en

ergy of the upheaval. The caloric
potential energy of the compound is
2,800 heat units per pound, or, in
mechanical equivalent, almost 1,000

ft. tons. Of course, only a part of
this immense store is transformable
into mechanical effort. Theoretically,
forty pounds of good smokeless pow
der would be sufficient to impart to
the Dreadnought’s 850-11) projectile
the tremendous

velocity

mentioned

above, but it actually takes
a
charge of 250 pounds. The tidal
wave generator is a dynamic trans

former much superior to the gun, its
(Continued on page 54.)
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Recent Machinery Patents.

by forming the snapping

(Continued from page 48.)
terial from the screens downward into
the fan of the straw conveyor to be
discharged thereby.
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and

other parts of the snapping portions of
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snapping ribs, or other parts, become

grinding.

manufactured WITHOUT END FRICTION
RESULT, less power, greater capacity and finer
line.

ﬁcient means whereby straw, after worn, the entire sleeve may be slip
leaving the cylinder and concave of ped oil, and a new sleeve substituted,

Our catalog fully describes our

Send for it.

CROWN POINT MFG.C0-.
122 Baal Road
Crown Point. Ind.

the threshing mechanism, can be without the necessity of supplying an
quickly and thoroughly torn apart so entirely new roll. Also, in the use‘
that all of the grain will be separ of husking rolls short pieces of stalks
atcd therefrom and directed to the are frequently not carried between
point of discharge. It is the work of the snapping portions of the rolls and‘
Cyrus Harwell of Bunker Hill, Ills. slide down the rolls with ‘the ears of
No.

872,438.

John

Lindner,

The Bemlller Fan-Blower
The Only Complete and Successful Sawdust
Blower in the World Today.
The

Bcmlller

Fan-blower

weighs

130

lbs.

and the power required to run it is scarce
ly noticeable; it is run with a 2 or 3 inch
bell yet it is positively guaranteed to blow
the saw dust from 30 to 50 feet (mm the

of corn on to the busing portions of said‘

Waconia, Minn., believes that consid rolls; and in husking rolls as now

saw. in any direction desired, and the di

erable heat is lost at the smoke box commonly constructed no means are

rection can be changed at any time with
less than 5 minutes labor.

of the ordinary traction engine boiler, provided for carrying these short
which might be conserved if suitable pieces of stalks between the husking

The Blower is usually connected on top
of the back end of mill frame, where it is
out of the way of everything and in moving

means were employed. To this end portions of the rolls, and consequent
he has devised a ‘novel form of water ly they slide 06 the ends of said rolls
jacket to be used in place of the cast with the husked ears of corn. This

a portable mill all that is necessary is to
disconnect the saw dust catcher. the suction
and exhaust pipe.
No pit to dig, no saw

iron lining often provided for the is also provided for in the device.

and terms.

dust

the

ple

This object

and

means

is

connecting

said from the

illustration.

Francis

noted that the invention comprises a
capstan operated by the
engine,

which should be an improvement over

the old plan of shoving fence posts
of Charles J. VanBuren of Findlay, and the like under the drivers for
Ohio. It includes a machine consist foot hold.
No. 874,291, by Wm. C. Black of
ing of a platform on which an engine

is mounted, which engine may be Plymouth, Ohio, is intended to sim
used to drive the ditching wheel, to plify, cheapen. and strengthen the
propel the machine, or to do both at construction of sieves of the class de
the same time. This machine is pro scribed by making the wind-guides
vided with a removable roller, and separate from the sieve proper and
with a removable ditching wheel. The mounting them beneath the same for
driving and steering wheels are also adjustment relative to the mesh or

removable, so that by a simple re openings thereof, whereby to serve as
moval or substitution of parts the the necessary braces or supports for
machine may be used for all the pur such sieve, and also facilitate rather
poses speciﬁed. It is, however, not than retard or diverge the blast from
absolutely necessary to remove, for the sieve openings, as has been the
instance. the ditching wheel or the tendency with the sieves of this class
roller when the machine is to be used heretofore used.
as a road locomotive, nor is it abso

lutely necessary to remove the ditch~

-

.7

|/

No. 1 mill with 46 inch saw, guaranteed

i

v to out 2000 feet per day with 5 h. p.

“PM“221313.;{5323K}?Tint???“ Im"

II‘! llope Street, llacketmown. New Jersey.
New York Oilice, 65 Engineering Bldg.

IllEBllllll Sill MILL lMlllllllEllY 60.,
Agent: in all large citirr.

Write urfnr name of agar! nmre rt ldjdl‘.

Threshermen’s Wagon Tank
The only wagon tank made with a Steel
front bolster to take strain oil tank over
uneven roads. Upper deck for thresher
men’s fuel. Also Galvanized Steel Tanks
‘ for all purposes. Sold at right prices. A
a card to us brings you full particulars and
interesting prices. imitators will be prose

Patented May 10. 19°4-

cuted to the full extent of the law.

PIDNEER MFG. 00., a" 321, Middlebury, Ind.
Northwestern Agents.
Sachse & Bunn. Cherokee. Iowa.

Kansas Agents,
“'ichlta Supply Co.. W'ichita, Kansas.

Thresher Supplies
A new stock of staple supplies, including everything needed about a threshing outﬁt.

Tank Pumps

Oils and Greases

tubricators

THE

All_Kinds of

Water Glasses

SOUTH *- BEND

Brass Goods

llil Pumps

SUPPLY

Injectors

Co‘

u.‘ i '’

Hose. Valves

MilljSupplies

Wrlle ior Calalog.

THE SOUTH BEND SUPPLY C0”

South Bend, Ind.

The Nn-thoka and the lilnsz lliuslable

Model of the
CloszAdjust

Chailers and Sleves
are universally recognized by all threshermen and

manufacturers

as

chal’l'ers and sieves.

I have an 18 h. p. Port Huron com

chine when the latter is to be used den City feeder; a very good rig.
as an excavator or scalper, and 'to re
We have lots of bad bridges but
move both the ditching wheel and the not near so many as we had when I
roller when the latter is to be used started out; for we mashed quite a
merely as a road locomotive.
lot of them down, and now we have

new ones.
C. W. Troyer.

Mt, Erie, Ill.

; was.“ r...

cz

corn husking rolls, the main object
of which is to compensate for wear

‘

the

best and most reliable

Their large capacity, and su

periority in separating and cleaning the grain, is
due to their special surface construction, which
guides the grain directly into and through the
meshes of the sieve, and make a better and more
thorough separation of the white caps, chaﬂ' and
tine dust than is possible with any other make.

road locomotive, or as a road roller. pound engirne and a Heilman sepa
to remove the roller from the ma rator with Sattley stacker and’ Gar

No. 873,610 is an improvement in

_

'I} ~ _

uo‘lrdirerlfllfrimm, Blnlbﬁuhl‘s. his lous. engine

Fewer Bad Ones.

ing wheel when the machine is used
Editor Reviewz-As I have not
as a road roller, but for the sake of seen anything in The Review from
appearances, as well as from consid this corner will get in line.
We
erations of power and weight, the in had quite a long run this fall. I run
ventor prefers usually to remove the 70 days this season; We get 20 for
ditching wheel from the machine oats, 4 for wheat and 6 for red top.

when the latter is to be used as a

ready

F.

plow directly with the motive power Wells of Elkton, Ore., is the origina
and means for the regulation of the tor of this device.
No. 874,128. Oscar Smith of Mil
position of said plow.
No. 872,868 aims to give the great ton, Kan., tired of getting stuck in
est ﬂexibility to the folding delivery the mud, has invented an attachment
pipe of the wind stacker, permitting for traction engines, automobiles, or
of movement in every necessary di similar self-propelled vehicles where
rection. It is the invention of James by the vehicle may pull itself free
A. Walsh, assignor ‘to the Indiana after having its wheels more or less
Manufacturing Company of Indian embedded in a miry road. It will be
apolis.
No. 872,159is of interest as show
ing a combined scalper, excavator,
road roller and locomotive, the design

always

Ratchet Set Works, Quick Receder,
Duplex Steel Dogs, Strong, Accurate and
Reliable, Best Material and Workman
,7 ship. LIGHT RUNNING. Requires
§ Little Power. Simple, Easy to Handle.
:
Won’t Get Out of Order.

driving directly driven by a. belt from one

accomplished [providing of a grain separator with
by means of a spiral ﬂanged plow means for better separation of the
share operated on the rotary princi grain. The scheme will be apparent
ward.

and

Variable Friction Feed
:

vin G. Hampton of Ryde Station, tical position so that it can be mount
Cal., shows a rotary plow operated by ed upon a horizontal shaft and thus

with

whatever.

Be sure and write for prices
For sale by

MERICAN SAW MILL

p'lication to any boiler of the regular G. Baker of‘ Minneapolis, Minn., is an
improvement in wind stackers where
locomotive type.
No. 873,229, the invention of Cal by the stacker fan is placed in ver

power, which power may be either of the transverse shafts of the ma
steam or gas or similar engines, and chine.
No. 873,972 has for its object the
which will aid in driving itself for

shovel

THE BEMILLER FAN-BLOWER C0. , Butler. Ohio

smoke box, with suitable openings to which is the invention of August
the steam and water space of the Rosenthal, assignor to Rosenthal
boiler. The idea. is well illustrated Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee,
on our page of engravings. We take Wis.
No. 873,829, the invention of Bryon
it that the device is intended for ap

direct connection

to

for business.

.,

Our chaﬂers and sieves are strong and rigid, and do not
sag, break or shake loose from the vibration of the machine.
We alone control these special features.
Use our chnllers and sieves and you will get results that
cannot be obtained without them. Write for analog.

ARD MFG. C0., Webster City, Iowa

‘February, 1908.
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GOULD BALANCE VALVE CO.

|
,\ ,

\

Our guarantee in to increase the power of n. traction engine from 18 to 30 per
cent. Our [908 catalogue tells how we do this-write for it and acquire this infor
mation.

it costs you nothing and will surely interest you.

Below we give you a few

testimonials from users of Advance Engines..

A representative of The Thresher and gas engine governors, are sending
men‘s Review recently had the priv out a handsome 1908 calendar show
ileg-e of witnessing the work of the ing a woodland scene in colors from
new car corn grinder manufactured an original painting by a noted artist.
by the M. R. Martin Manufacturing The subject is faithfully reproduced
Company, St. Louis Park, Minnesota. and the calendar is a real work of

22 H. P. ADVANCE.
Gcntiemen:—-Yours of the 18th at hand wishing to know how we like our valve.
\Vould say we found ii. Just as you claimed we would.

With the old slide we used

our oil pump on fast feed. with the Gould Valve we use on slow feed. Our engine
will do the same work with 100 lbs. of steam with your valve that it would with
125 lbs. of steam with the old slide valve.
The Gould valve is very easy on the
\alve gear and handles much easier than with the common slide valve. Foaming is
almost a thing of the past with the Gould Valve. If we were to buy another engine
ll.

The machine did excellent work, and art.

would be equipped with a Gould Valve.
Hoping this will be satisfactory, will close.

Yours truly. H. C. BRESTEL.

Goihcnburg. Nebraska. September 26, 1907.

was run by an S h. p. gasoline engine.
The grinder is simply constructed,

F. E. Myers & Bro., Ashland, Ohio,
positive in its action, and shows great follow the style of calendar establish
capacity.
ed by them many‘ years ago in having
The manufacturers have an abun their full line of pumps and farm

dance of testimonials from purchas

hardware illustrated,

crowning

ers and users of the grinders, and for whole with a ﬁne colored

print

the
of

18 H. P. ADVANCE.

Advance

I

am

It

has

to

with

It raises also an

image of the great Virginian himself,
The B. N. P. Bowsher Company, declaring it “First in wear; ﬁrst in
South Bend, Indiana, have four gold pleasing; ﬁrst in the hearts of all
medals in a neat plush frame hang countrymen. ’ ’

ing in their oﬁ‘lce where all may see
who come. It is quite the common

The A. D. Baker Company, Swan
thing, we admit, to smile at the fel ton, Ohio., write advising of several
low who pins medals on himself; but changes at their Indianapolis branch.

your

re
80

one pint
of oil
per day, last sea

increased

given above.

l‘bl.;

son I used one
quart.
It takes
almost one tank

my
power fully
20 per cent.
I
h ave ru n m y

shingle mill with
50 lbs. of steam

60

to 100 lbs.
I
am now using

engine

pleased

on

last year it
quired from

say is giving per
foot
satisfaction.

further information, we refer readers Washington ’s_ old Mount Vernon
to their advertisement in this number home, where, as the calendar states,
and to the company, whose address is a Myers pump now raises the water
from the old well.

(or

Gentlemenz~
The valve that I
purchased of you
for my 16 H. P.

less

water

per

day than when I
used the common
slide valve. and
also one-quarter
less fuel. I have

valve;

with the slide
valve it required
from 70 to 80
lbs.
I can run
my 32x52 separa-

been

an

engi

neer for over 41
years and during
that time I have

used a great many kinds of valves,

but I can lay

without any

that your valve is the best that I ever used.
Meyersburg, Montana, October 21, 1907.
18 II. P.

Yours

hesitation whatever.

G. M. COE.

truly,

ADVANCE.

Gentlemen:—As I am done threshing and shelling I thought I would let you
know how I liked my valve. My engine is an Advance, 16 H. P.. and it is equal to a
‘.20 H. P. with the old slide valve.
I can thrash with 60 1135. steam, giving the sepzr
raior all she will eat.
We had wet threshing this fall and I was surprised at what
little coal it took.
I think the valve will pay for itself in two years in saving of
cylinder oil.
You may use this in your testimonials and anybody wanting to ask any
questions in regard to valve, call on or address,
WM. C. KEILMAN.

Findlay, Illinois, R. No. 3. October 25, 1907.
10 H. P. ADVANCE.
Gentiemen:——ln answer to your question of October 18th will say I have used your
valve for two seasons, used it on two different engines of same make with satisfac
tory results.
Anyone using the Advance engine will ilnd your valve a great help. as

there is no strain on valve gear, consequently engine runs smoothly.

I am more than

pleased with the results of valve and do honestly recommend some to any user of
steam engines.
Respectfully yours,
JAMES VIRTUE.
Kingston, Missouri, October 29, 1907.

Gould Balance Valve CO., Kellogg, Iowa
The World’s Champion
Adjustable Sieve
, Known to all the thresher world to be
only combined Grain and Seed Ad

justable Sieve made that will do the work perfectly satis
.factory. Our Adjustable Shoe Chaffer and Sieve makes a
Threshcrmcn ordering new ma
‘combination unequalled.
chines should not be tricked into buying the imitation sieves.

after all, if he has acquired the rightlMr. D. C. Deck, formerly manager, The best is the cheapest.
to do it, and has enough medals, thcland W. A. and R. C. Deck, travelingr

Combined Flue Cutler and Expander.
Don't forget our Screw Feed Flue Expander and combined Flue Cutter
and Expander, indeed a marvelous tool for engine owners.
Write for catalogue and
these gold medals were awarded them manager, ﬁlling the position vacated prices and full explanation

reasons why may be worth at least amepresentatives, are no longer in the
passing notice.
|Baker Company’s employ. Mr. Chas.
The Bowsher Company write us iB. Hunt has been appointed state
at Chicago in 1893, Atlanta in 1895,

lby Mr. Deck, with Mr. H. c. Lathrop

Omaha in 1898, and St. Louis in 1904, as assistant.

Other announcements
for the best exclusive display of feed regarding traveling representatives
mills made at those expositions. The will be made later.

mills themselves were declared the
-most simple in construction, lightest
in draft, and most eﬂicient in opera

Sieve Co.

a I I
Ohio

The 1908 catalogue of the Ditch

Company,

Mans

ﬁeld, 0., is now ready for distribution
Their line of feed mills is complete. and will be sent upon application.
They have mills for all classes and The success of the Ditch adjustable
'

for’ all purposes; for belt from two sieve has been remarkable. Several
to twenty-ﬁve horse power, and in forms are made, each specially adapt
sweep style for both two and four ed to the part it is intended to take
horses, either geared or plain. All in grain separation, and each is a
The company also
these embody in their design those perfect device.
exclusive features of the Bowsher makes a corn sheller sieve that has
mills which make them light running, particular merit.
Another product of the Ditch fac
easily handled, and dependable to op
erate at low cost. Their mills will tory is their combined tube expander
even grind soft corn.
and ﬂue cutter.
In two minutes
Circulars illustrating and describ time it can be changed from a ﬂue
ing the mills will be gladly sent free expander to a perfect ﬂue cutter,
to all who address The B. N. P. Bow by removing the rolls and placing in
their stead the shoe containing the
sher Company, South Bend, Ind.
rolling cutter device.
Any handy
The Eclipse Governor Company. operator can cut a ﬂue oﬂ’ with it in

Vicksburg. Mich., makers

Dlicll Adiuslable
Mansﬁeld.

tion, in the humble judgment of the Adjustable Sieve
committee of awards.

to the

of steam from one to two minutes.

The cut is

The Celebrated De Loach Mill
The

\\X l ‘,. l Saw
Own
Lumber
For
, Your
our
lumber
help.
is lumber
nowadays.
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Can
A 5-year-old
boy can operate

,

successfully.
Two hands out
.(II) feet

r tiny.

-‘ 15.000 mil sin use
the world over.
“ '
Variable Food, Friction
Bet Works, Automatic Steel Tri
le Docs and Diamond Track roduoo
.
roan ta im Ouniblo with other mills. iﬂl‘nll for
"wand' catalog
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En u nee.
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perfectly smooth and left in the best illustrated with handsome photo en
possible shape for beading. This is gravings “from life.” It is a bean
claimed to be the only combined tiful piece of printing and it tells
cutter and expander on the market the story right. It will be sent for
where you can take out an old set of the asking, mentioning The Thresher
ﬂues and replace them with one com men’s Review.
bined tool.
The Avery Manufacturing Com
Note the illustration in the dis
pany,
Peoria, 111., have changed the
play advertisement in this issue, and
when writing, kindly mention The style of their catalogue with regard
to size. Those of preceding years
Threshermen’s Review.
have been of mammoth size, and
Catalogue L, of the Salem Iron
Works, Winston-Salem, N. C., is de
voted particularly to the Hege Eure
ka portable saw mills made by this

while handsome and complete, were
rather large for convenient reference.

The present book is somewhat small
er and better arranged for easy ref
erence, while losing none of the at

company, although some other styles

tractive features that characterized
The book is well illus the older books. Two ﬁne features
trated, and the text describes a real are the colored plates showing the en
portable saw mill, capable of being
gine and the separator, each in “nat
run by small power, and so reduced ural” colors. The other illustrations
in width that it will not occupy as are especially good, and show every
much space when on the road as the
part of the “Yellow Fellow” line, as
ordinary farm wagon on which it can
well as the
Avery engines doing
be easily loaded. Everything about some
remarkable
heavy
duty
the mill is self-contained, and the
“stunts.” The book will be sent if
book shows a very attractive propo you write for it, mentioning The
sition for the portable mill man.
Threshermen’s Review.
When writing for it, mention The
Threshermen’s Review.
are shown.

To Make War Impossible.
Among the new advertisers in this
issue of The Review is the E. M.

(Continued from page 50.)

Kramer Company, Paxton, Ill., mak greatest possible eﬂiciency being as
ers of a rotary harrow attachment high as 44 per cent. Taking, to be

conservative, 33 per

cent

Otherwise stated, 25,000,000 tons——
very evidently making good.
that
is, 860,000,000 cu. ft. of water
Under all ordinary conditions of
the soil, it saves 100 per cent. in could be raised one foot, or a small
one man and four er quantity to a correspondingly
greater elevation. The height and
length of the wave will be determin

horses doing well the work of two
men and eight horses, and to a very
great~extent eliminating the necessi
ty of discing, harrowing and rolling
the ground, or going over it several
times before planting.
It moves the ground of the entire
furrow, practically doing the work of

the disc and harrow, and leaves it
chopped up, pulverized and leveled,
and in moist and splendid condition
for planting at any time.

It enables earlier planting when
it is desired, which often insures a

ed by the depth at which the disturb
a'nce originated.

Opening in the cen

ter like a volcano, the great hollows
will belch forth a shower of ice.
Some sixteen seconds later a valley
of 600 feet depth, counted from nor
mal ocean level, will form, surround
ed by a perfectly circular swell, ap
proximately of equal height, which
will enlarge in diameter at the rate
of about 220 feet per second.
It is futile to consider the eﬁect of
such an eruption on a vessel situated

good crop, where late planting proves
an utter failure.
It has lightened near-by, however large. The entire
the labors of farmers in many navy of a great country, if massed
states, and has enabled them to cre around would be destroyed. But it

ate a. ﬁner seed bed, and at less cost. is instructive to inquire what such
than with the aid of any other im a wave could do to a battleship of
plement we know of.
the Dreadnought type at considerable
It enables pulverizing after the distance from its origin. A simple
plow, the most logical time for doing calculation will show that, when the
so, and the only period at which the outer circle has expanded to three
natural moisture of the ground can quarters of a mile, the swell, about
be retained until
planting time. 1,250 feet long, would still be more
Many an otherwise fertile ﬁeld is than 100 feet in height, from crest
ruined for an entire season, by disc

Manure that is plowed under is often not beneﬁcial until the next
season, except for warming the soil, as it must become thoroughly
decayed a-nd disintegrated before it takes a soluble form, consequent

ly top dressing is best for immediate results.
The Corn King, Cloverleaf or Kemp 20th Century manure spread
ers are very desirable for top dressing, as the manure can be spread
thin enough not to interfere with the growing crop. It is almost

impossible to top dress by hand methods, and farmers who have
applied manure in this manner have experienced loss instead of proﬁt.
Top dressing pastures or meadows can also be very easily accom
plished with any of these spreaders, as the manure is thoroughly
pulverized and so lightly spread that it will 'not interfere with pas

turing stock or choke down grass or grain.

instead,

for sulky and gang plows.
This is a popular priced attach there will be of the total potential
store about 25 million foot-tons ob
ment for which much is claimed, and
tained
in mechanical energy.
upon which claims the makers are

time and labor;

Immediate Results
irom the Manure

to normal sea level, and when the

ing and harrowing when the ground circle is one and one~quarter mile in
is not in ﬁt condition, or after it has diameter the vertical distance from
had time to bake and harden by ex crest to trough would be over 100
posure to sun and wind. There are feet.
many other items of advantage fol
The ﬁrst impact of the water will
lowing the use of this remarkable im produce pressures of three tons per
plement which we have‘ not space to square foot, which al over the expos
enumerated here. \Vrite for further ed surface, of, say, 20,000 sq. ft,

I. H. C. Manure Spreaders
Manure to make the soil produce big crops, should be spread with
a Corn King, Cloverleaf or Kemp 20th Century manure spreader.

Any of these will thoroughly disintegrate the coarsest manure and
distribute it over the soil in an even layer where it will supply the
plant food elements,

and produce the proper soil texture.

The

Corn King and Kemp 20th Century are return apron spreaders, and
the Cloverleaf is an endless apron spreader.
Among these three
styles and the various sizes in which they are made will be found
a spreader suitable for every requirement. These spreaders run
with minimum draft; they are very easily operated and are built
durably and eﬁ'iciently.
‘
It will pay you to call on the nearest local agent handling one of

these spreaders and investigate the excellent features, or write near
est general agent for catalog.

Dealers, it will'pay you to handle one of these Spreaders. For in
formation concerning terms and territory see blockman. or write
nearest general agent.

International Harvester

Company

0! America

(Incorporated)

Chlcago,

.

.

BOWSHE

.

.

.

.

U. S. A.

FEED MILLS
Bold with or with
ont elevator.

for crushing and
w-‘l-hdinir Ear-corn.
Kaﬂr-ln-ths-hoad,
and

all

kinds

of

m.

Built

in

seven

sizemn'om 2 to 25
11.1).

and

especial

1! adapted for use
with

thresher

en

R111".

information mentioning The Review.

may amount to 60,000 tons, eight
times the force of the recoil of the
Among the new catalogues that of broadside. That ﬁrst impact may in
the Huber Manufacturing Company, itself be fatal. During more than
Marion, Ohio, is unique. It is the ten seconds the vessel will be entire
second edition, revised and enlarged, ly submerged and ﬁnally dropped in
of their “School for Thresher-men,” to the hollow from a height of about
and it is a very complete and practi 75 feet, the descent being eﬁected
cal text book of Huber machinery. more or less like a free fall. It will
It takes up every detail of Huber then sink far below the surface, nev
goods, step by step, and is copiously er to rise.

B.‘ N. P. Bowshar

Company,
500"! BEND,

INDIANA.

Oldest and Best

The Threshermen’s Review

Thresher Paper

50‘ Cents per Year
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Wood Bros.’
Steel Self Feeder
LARGE FEEDING CAPACITY
WE HOLD THE BANNER

This Illustrates the Way the Woods Famous Bundle Spreader Scatters
Stacked and Packed Bundles.
Tiﬁin, Ohio, Dec. 21, 1mm
Wood Bros, Indianapolis. Indiana.
Genl1emen1_1 have Used your feeder to thresh about 30,000 bushels of wheat, oats and timothy and can say your fowl’
It is the third feeder I have used and the only feeder worthy the nnnw
er is Just as you recommend it to be and more too.
Your Band Cutter is all right. it cuts
I have
threshed
for 25
yearsfine
andand
I think
I k 0
h t maaiiiel
I
tyaourngegdgril
lki
b
t.perfect.
of
feeder.
them
all.
The
Bundle
Spreader
works
the feediiigivfowrkz
1 am now able to thresh one
third more grain in a day with the same power and the same separator than I could at any time with either of the other two
feeders I used before and do a great deal better work and this means a whole lot to a. thresherman at the end of the sea
son.
Yours truly.
STEPHEN D. FOGLEMAN.

Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Co., Des Moines, Iowa
.

.

MANUFACTURERS 0F

Humming Bird Separator, Traction Engines, Wood Bros.’ Self Feeder, Perfection Tender.
KANSAS CITY. 140.. Union Ave. and Hickory St.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.. Room 6 Board of Trade Bldg.

—~— BRANCHES
Lincoln. Neb
Fargo, North Dakota

MINNEAPOLIS. MINER, 226 1st St., North
ST. LOUIS, MO., 113 Market St,

Please mention The Review.

The popularity of the Rocker grate slide valves. Naturally it ﬁnishes
with a well illustrated and easily un
derstood description of the Gould
Balance Valve made by this company.
It is a very interesting book. Write
for it, mentioning The Threshermen’s
and the excellence of the article.
Review.
The grate of the traction engine is
often considered a matter of minor
The Lambert Gas & Gasoline En

manufactured by G. E.,Travis Co. of
Henry, Illinois, continues throughout
the country, and the interest and good
demand for them is ample evidence
of the appreciation by threshermen

iority in strengthﬁ running qualities
and ease of handling over the old
line of Lambert engines, thousands

of which are in use in this and for
eign countries and which has proba

bly as large a percentage of satisﬁed
customers as any gas or gasoline en
gines on the market.

They expect to

ifA 1060/10
ﬂRﬂMN$185
m"A “°°
MONTH
'°

and now state that they are in use
in every locality where grain is
grown.

They are prepared to give

full information to all interested par
ties who will inquire that are seek

ing to improve their machinery, and
promise all customers the best of
service in ﬁlling orders and a con

Box 424. Freeport. Ill.

Highways.

Army Auction Bargains

The constitutional convention of
gines, and we have the following de Michigan, now in session at Lansing,
scription from them of the new en
has been ﬁghting over the good roads
gine.
proposition for the new instrument,
The special feature of this new says Automobile Topics. Commis
model is higher speed, greater power sioner Earle has succeeded in having
capacity and lighter weight than the his views dominant. It increases the
original “Lambert.” The valves, responsibilities of his department, but
both exhaust and intake, are of the this doesn’t trouble, the energetic
cage variety, vertical and mechani commissioner, provided he can get

;

"' Tm- - $1.90“? on rumi- - - ‘.inlnl'

i;
'

Riﬂes - 1.9; ~ Uﬂicerl' Swords, new ‘L75 ~'
1.50 H
ARMY SADDLE 3.00 “ c-i-nn Salim "
n ~ ms“
" Bridles - 1.00“ UNlF ans

“

14mm. pr. .15 l‘ 1 Shot Carblnl

]lls., makers of the famous Sattley mechanism is very simple and ef
fective, with a shifting lever for
shifting the time of thespark to suit
the speed of the engine.
The governor is of the simple cen
trifugal variety, similar to the one
facture the Ideal self feeder. They always used on the Lambert engines.

munities which have no love for each
other, road building has. had any
thing but clear sailing. There are 75
counties in the state, and under the
provision of the clause, as it will ap
pear in the new charter, the submis
sion to each of the proposition. to get

also contemplate the‘ manufacture of It governs by actuating the exhaust into line with the good roads move
the Simplex weigher patented by Mr. valve, holding it open for cut out ment will be mandatory upon the
Baird, also of Wichita. Threshermen charges when the engine is running county officials. Commissioner Earle

looking for the latest in these lines on less than a full load.

The new believes that with the results which
can be shown in districts now work

will do well to write Heineke & Co., model K Lambert is horizontal in all
for their catalogues, mentioning The sizes and of the four stroke cycle,
and readily adjustable to the use of
Threshermen’s Review.
gas, gasoline, kerosene or alcohol for
The new catalogue of the Gould fueL

ing under the law and the opportuni

ty which must be thus aiforded the
people to vote upon the matter, at

least 25 to 30 counties will pass fav
The Lambert model K engines have orably upon the proposition and the
Balance Valve Co., Kellogg, Iowa, is
of special interest as a dissertation on thoroughly demonstrated their super work thus matrially broadened.

“

.

aw

190'7 MILITARY ENCYOLOIPEDIO OAT

.=\_

ALOGUB, 260 llrgo page‘. vﬂntqlnlng thoumndl of
beautiful llllllh'lliﬂHD-ﬂilﬂi whole-mic and retail

icon

of ii acne GOVT. AUCTION SALE (306195.
mulled for 15 cent! (dumps).

tinuance of the previous excellent
construction in material and work cally operated, by means of cams on wider results. The county road law
a revolving side shaft.
manship.
has never been popular, but four or
The ignition is of the touch or five working under it; and, as the
Heineke & Company, Springﬁeld, hammer brake system and the sparker roads generally run between two com
attached Heineke Combination straw
stackers have made another addition
to their already extensive line by
completing arrangements with Mr. J.
F. Langdon, Wichita, Kas., to manu

1]

Soon you will he an enginccr and earn
more. We teach you by nnul. Only rail~
way school in existence conducted by ac’
tun] railway officials. Our students make
good. Best roads rr-prcscntcrl. Positions
guaranteed to those mentally and hys
callycompctcnt. llundrirrisnvc ed
now. Write torlny for catalog. etc.
The Wcntha Ry. Carrel. School,

have a new catalogue soon fully de—
Ind., scribing their new model.

importance, but in reality is one of gine Company, of Anderson,
no little consideration.
are marketing a new line of station
This company introduced
their ary engines and portable gasoline en
Rocker grate only a few years ago, gines, known as their model K en

‘

Don't break ourbaclr and kill your
horses with a high when: Wagon.

' For comfort’! sake get an

Electric ilandy Wagon.
it will save you time and money. A
set 0! Electric Sine‘. Wheels will
make your-old wagon new at small

cost. Write Ior catalogue. It is free.

' mm": mm claw“ oulmill.

Why So Sure?

.

FINE
POUL'I'IY

It's made on the right plan. it ,
works right. It brings best re- .
suits to the beginner as well as
the experienced poultry raiser.

66c

'

Successful
is the nearest 0! all the out and out automatic
.
machines. both Incubator
and Broader. They can be
depended upon under all
conditions to hatch the most
and brood them the best

100 pl‘!!! standard fowls. lu
' >

cubator and Poultry Catalog

"We ,7 ,

>
’

.

Flil. Booklet "Proper Care
and Feeding Small Chicks,

Ducks a'l‘urkcys," 10c. 50c poultry paper I. year, 100.
Don llolnus Incubator-0o. Do! 178 ,0" ‘DID-I'll.

February, 1908.

on.

FOR SALE CHEAP-Westinghouse 15 [FOB SALE—One new Peerless separa.
tor. 30x46;
plain stacker, Glendale
h. p. traction engine. good running or
Full description and price giv
der. run three seasons; Parsons feeder. I bugger.
en
on
application.
Address, “Peerless,"
36-inch, run ten days.
Harley Atkin
c/o Review, St. Joseph, Michigan.
’
son. Cozad. Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.
Please mention The Review.

0'

MAN!)

ii EXCHANGE" DEPARTME

it

POE. SALE-—16 h. p. Star engine; 33x
50 Peerless separator; Plano shred
der and Reeves huller.
Price, $900.
John Bosley, Rockville. Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

POE SALE—Onc 20 h. p. Birdsall en
ginc; one 16 h. p. Birdsnll engine;
one 16 h. p. Case: onc Wood Bros. feed
cr; General agents. The A. I). Baker
CO., Engines and 'l‘hrcshcrs. The IVright
Machine Co.. 116 Fulton St.. Peoria. Ill.
'
Please mention The Review.

. 7'“ LIAJAZI
~__\

ron. SALE—-4-holeu some? 315311937165
cash.

I‘OR SALE-Ono 15 h. p. compound
(,‘asc engine with tender. run four sen
sons; 42x64 Avery scparntor complete.
with Hart weighcr. Avery blower and
fccder, run one season. nil in good con
dition.
$1.200 cash tnkes' complete rig.
Will put on board car at Giltncr or do
livcr 20 milcs overland.
Tom liumph
rcy, Giltner, Hamilton Co. Nebraska.
Please mention The Rcvicw.
EOR SALE-i—Oino _ncw Gould

THRESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur

chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.
In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just

what their ad. will cost, we have decidedto make a flat rate of

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.
Signatures and addresses are counted as so many words and charged at the
above rate. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 31x48,) will be counted as
one word. Abbreviations and initials, each will be counted as one word.

."

Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.
use this department at

these

rates,

whether MANU

Please mention The Review.

FACTURER, DEALER or THRESHERMAN.
No display can be given advertisements under this heading. It is useless
If that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad
to request that cuts be run.
vertising columns.

FOB SALEM-One 36-inch Parsons food
cr. run four scnsons. practically as
"nod

as new.

A bnrgnin

if

taken

FOB BALE-One J. I. Case 32x54 sepa
rator with all Case attachments. al
most new. $300.
Box 6, Church. Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
FOB SALE-Ono
22-horse
Hart-Parr
traction gasoline engine. equipped for
plowing.
One 36x60 Niagara Second
separator with wind stnckcr, self feed

er and wagon loader.

All now in 1907.

Used two weeks.
M. M. Bakcr & Co..
Peoria, Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
EOE SALE——15 h. p. Case traction en
gine. 18-inch wheels, jacket and cab;
36x58 Case separator with fecdecr. wind
stacker. weighcr, belt and cover; run 75
days: in excellent condition; price low.
W’. A. Ivey, 100 South Capitol Ave, In
dianapolis. Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

~_-------—

-

--4

P08 SALE—16 h. p. double cylinder
Buffalo Pitts traction cngine and 36x60
Illinois- Special separator
with
wind
stacker. fccder and weigher.
Separator
used one season. Weber Implement CO.,
St. Louis. Missouri.
Please mention The Review.
'____"I
FOR

SALE

or

TRAD

1'03

FOB
SALE——-Buffalo
Pitts 25-horse
straight ﬂue engine;
41x66 Niagara
Second separator; Lindsay feeder, hay
weighcr, Maplebay blower; two steel
tanks and trucks. good as new; $1,900.
Alcx Lund, Artichoke Lake. Minnesota.
Please mention The Review.
PﬂOimSALE—40x60 Huber fciaderiweighi
er and wind stacker; 36x56 American
feeder, elevator. wind stacker; 4 touring
cars; 3 runabouts. J. N. Britz, Aurora,
Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
—&

POE.
8ALE—Disston
saw, 52 inches.
Anna Vanconant.
Berville, Michigan.

60

ft.

ros‘srinqvm foT' 0dr’ price list or

FOB SALE—One 36-inch Ruth feeder,
good as new; one 32-inch Ruth feed
nr. in ﬁrst class order:
one 36-inch
Parsons fcedcr. used very little;
one
32-inch Parsons feeder. used two sea
sons, thoroughly rebuilt;
one 36-inch
Rich feeder, used only a few days.
Weber Implement Co., St. Louis, Mo.

ron. §AI|BW—50.il.iD. Ilolt iii-0s? i55
tion engine and Emerson steam plow.
in Artesian, S. Dak.
\V. H. Sanders.
Hatton, ‘Vashington.
‘
_
Please mention The Review.

min

__‘

FOR SALE—-Engines:
25 h .p. Colean;
22h. p. Avery; 20 b. p. Reeves; 20 h.
p. Rumely; 18 h. p. Gaar-Scott; 16 h.
p. Ganr-Scott; 16 h. p. Nichols & Shep
ard; 16 h. p. Port Huron; 16 h. p. Rus
sell; 16 h. p. Huber; 15 h. p. Advance:
12 h. p. Port Huron; 10 h. p. Advance;
Avcry, Gaar-Scott and Case separators;
Ottawa, Port Huron. Joliet and Mar
scillcs shellers; one Sandwich baler. M.
.I. Allcman. R. 20. Peru, Illinois.

rebuilt traction engines. thrcshcrs. clo
vcr boilers and corn huskers.
Kenney
Machinery Co.. Indianapolis,- Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

for? 8ALE——Port:ible saw

.m__'

I‘OR SALE-A brand new 2 h. p. two
cycle marine engine.
Never been
tnkcn out of crate. A bargain if taken
at once. Address, "F," 0/0 The Thresh
crnicn's Review, St. Joseph. Michigan.

drive

Molinc.

I'OR SALE-Big stock of second-hand
engines. thrcshcrs. etc. Write for our
list.
Address. Dukehart Machinery Co..
Des Moincs. Iowa.
Please mention The Review.

EOE8ALE—Adviincc
gearless
wind
stacker for 40x64 separator, been run
35 days. \Vill trade for Sattlcy stacker
for 64-inch Advance.
Mikkel Jensen,
Colby. Kansas.

a);

plcte, good order. two saws and cut
out‘. $150.
Gntcs & Davis, North Salem,

FoRiSALE-lAjiistal 65m $51‘ SE51}

Indiana.

you bargain prices on endless Giant
red-stitched belts for wood saws, feed
mills, clover hullers. etc.
\Ve carry a
big stock of endless belts; 60, 70, 80.
90, 100 feet up to 160 fcet and from 6
to 10 inches wide and 4 or 5-ply. Miller
Oil & Supply Co., Indianapolis. Ind.
,

Please mention The Review.

I‘OB SALE-18 h. p. Gaar-Scott traction
engine, Corliss- type, jacketed boiler
and 36-inch Bcllevllle separator with
wind stacker. heavy spikes and all ports
extra good.
Weber Implement CO., St.
Louis, Missouri.
Please mention The Review.

_.

m-‘

I

.m

-.

m

.

T:

EOE SALE-~Nearly now 36x52 Niagara
separator and Monarch scli’ feeder, 35
detachable boiler tuhcs 2x9 inches. new.
Chcnp. F. Booth. Stanley, N. Y.
Please mention The Review.
FOR SALE or EXCHANGE for large
corn huskcr:
Northwwst 36x56 sepa
rator complete. with Hnwkcye feeder,
Perfection weighcr. Russell blower; one
new Dietz. onc Ashland adjustable sieve
for 56-inch Minneapolis Columbia scpa
rator.
John Jorangcr. Zumbrota, Minn.
Please mention The Review.

I‘OB SALE—N0. 4 U. S. iniector and
oil pump. or exchange for No. 3 U. S.
or Penbcrthy.
H. E. Johnson, Roches
tcr, Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
EOE. SALE-Complete saw mill con
sisting of 35 h. p. boiler and engine.
‘30-inch saw, edger, also 4 screw cider
press complete.
Scll reasonable.
A.
'I‘homan, Calla, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

I ,

__

FOR SALE-One 21,4;A
“Western
corn
shcller.
Sold new last fall, used but
a very few days.
One 12-roll Milwau
kce husker, used but a. short time.
M.
M. Baker & Co., Peoria, Illinois. ,
POE.’ 8ALE;Cas~e tender, oil pump and
Detroit lubrlcator.
Address, Thomas
C. Tollefson. Verdon, South Dakota.

_;i

Tf'i‘ii'

FOR

SALE

CHEAP

FOB

ion. sane-one Nb. 15 ne'éves ‘cylin
der sheller with 44 ft. of drag feed.
Price, $150.
Arthur Soss, Seward, Ncb.
Please mention The Review.
‘EOE SALE—iOne Glendale bagger,ii$8.00;

l

___—J

ron SALE-One Star t'ced mill, No. 4.

I‘OB .SALE——Avcry separator, 32x54.
feeder. blower and wcigher, $150.00.
Vi’cigher run 15 days. L. C. Hard. Kem
pcr, Illinois.
‘
Please mention The Review.

—-Reccntly issued United States pat
cnt on small article of special value to
every thrcshcrmnn and farmer.
‘Veil
introduced.
Answer with legal descrip
tion of land.
Ed. Coleman. 14 Sidney
Place, Minneapolis. Minnesota.
Please mention Thc'Rcvicw.

'

Please mention The Review.
-~~
_ii
_
.
I,

FOR SALE

cr.
FOR SALE or TRADE I‘OR HORSES- 32x52 Stevens separator. blower and
bugger.
F. R. Davenport. R. 3. Plain
wall, Michigan.
Please mention The Review.
PCEWSALE or
EOE. LARGER

-A

Liabo &

_

'_;

Q

Lce.

Ohio.

I'OB SALE—22-h. Hart-Parr gasoline
traction engine with hcavy plow gears,
used only two weeks.
W'eber Imple
ment (‘0., St. Louis. Missouri.
-v-

if.

-

-.

1

FOR SALE-One l6 h. p. Russell com
pound traction engine; also one No.
1 Birdsell clover hullcr, with self feed
er and blower on.
All in good running
order.
Box 451, W'auseon, Ohio.
I.

I.-.

,i

.

FOB SALE—22 h. p. ‘Hart-Parr kero
scne .plowing
engine.
Practically
now.
C. H. Rose-berry. Stella, Mo.
'"
'
.
.L..:_ __ '_—____f.$
FOBc sAiliEéTlylinder
corn shcllcr. $50:
Victor clover hullcr, $50;
Peerless
grain feeder, $50: Plano corn husker.
$200;
two Advance separators,
$100
ouch;
Leader
18-horse
engine, $400;
Whitman hay press. $200: Gear-Scott
l2-horse engine. $125;
llcistner buhr
stone food grinder. $50.
Above machin
cry in good running order. R2, Box 20,
Hartford. Michigan.

ITT‘;

28-inch Wood Bros. feed

good as new.

South Dakota.

A'm.v,

P08 SALE—Ncw Gaar-Scott 31x49 sep
arator with self feeder, wcigher. wind
stacker.
Run about 30 days, in ﬁrst
class condition. Price. $650 cash if sold
soon.
Reason for selling. too large for
burns in this vicinity.
Sherer Bros.,
Navarro,

good shape. $25;
one medium size
threshing rig, wcighcr, feeder and blow
cr. $450; one 11,-’; h. p. air cooled pump
ing gasoline engine, a dandy. $50; one
2%,, h. p. air coolcd pumping and sta
tionary. ﬁnc condition, $75; one 4 h. p.
two cycle bout engine. don't know how
to miss a shot, $75; one 4 h. p. upright
stationary shop engine, ﬁne as silk.
$85; one 6 h. p. upright steam engine,
in running ordcr, $35: one Fairbanks
15 h. p.. in the best of condition, $250:
one 4x25 ft. flat bottom hunting, side
whcclcr, built spccially for shallow wa
ter. 4 h. p. motor, cupboards and bunks.
nearly new, $175; one 5 passenger Ford
automobile, with all latest
improve
ments. in prime condition. with new
tires. never bocn “hauled in," $450. Ad
dross, E.
Brass. Pctcrsburg. Illinois.

B. B. Moore steam pump, $6.50: one
pint Detroit lubricator, $3.00;
52-inch
Ditch adjustable sieve. $4.00.
Z. N.
Kitowski. Nashville. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

_

CASE-76-in.

Parsons sclf fccdcr. run about 60
days. John “I. Hornby. R. 1. Ingleﬁeld,
Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

FOR SALE or EXCHANGE FOR LAND

POE 8ALE—A new 25 h. p. Russell gen
eral utility traction engine and two
hauling wagons.
Levi Lcwis, Radnor,
Pennsylvania.
Please mention The Review.

tank;

FOR SALE CHEAP -All in good shape.
One Babcock tester; onc 6-horse en
glue and l2-horse upright boilcr; one
Dc Laval cream separator and tanks.
H. E. Hoei’cr. Inmnn. Kansas.

burner boiler new 1907. run 15
separator run 45 days.
2A West

ern corn shellcr and No. 1 clovcr hul
ler. C. A. liarpstritc. Oakley. Illinois.
.
‘Please mention The Review.

water

Charles A. Larson,
_
_

Please mention The Rcvicw.

LAND~~

Complete Advance outﬁt. l6-horse en
gine and 36x56 separator. tank. ﬁxtures.
blower and feeder: Advance 36x60 sep
rator, feeder. blower complete and tank;
iii-horse Gaar-Scott engine. Universal
straw
days:

_—4

S-barrcl

if"

I'OR SALE-30 h.
. double cylinder
Minneapolis traction engine with plow
gears. in A1 condition, and one ton bot
tom Lowell steam lift plow. A bargain.
\Ycbcr Implement Co., St. Louis. Mo.

P03. SALE-One 12-horsc Port Huron
engine; one 6-roll McCormick shred
belt. $500.
Illinois.

i

22-11. Avery;
20-h.
Rumely;
20-h.
Reeves; 18 and 16-h. Gaar-Scott; 16-h.
Nichols & Shepard; 16-h. Russell; 16
Sccparators,
h. Huber; 15-h Advance.
M. J.
shellers, shredders and ba er.
Alli-man. R. 20. Peru, Illinois’.

EOE. SALE—-Largc line of rcbuilt on
gincs. separators. etc.
“'0 carry a full
line of repairs for Frick. Robinson and
Kelley cngincs and separators.
Curt
mell Machine Co.. St. Joseph. Missouri.
‘
Please mention The Review.

dcr;

T‘

for: sans. ’ slimmer-can. 7p. @0105;

now.

Will scll for $40.
J. F. Rccd. Lithopo
lis, Ohio.
Please mention The Rcvicw.
h.
p. undcrmountcd
A BARGAIN-Nichols & Shepard 10 h. ' I'OB SALE-22
double cylinder Star enginc. thorough
p. traction engine. tank and buzz saw
ly
rebuilt,
and
a
36x60
American
separa
outﬁt; in good order. Reasons for sell
tor with wind stacker. Rich feeder and
ing. H. L. Donner. Three Oaks. Mich.
Peoria
weighcr.
Price
verv
rcasonablc.
Please mention The Review.
\Ycbcr Implement Company. St. Louis.
Missouri.
AN EXPERIENCED, sober engineer de
Please mention The Review.
sires to correspond with parties in
Kansas. Nebraska. Colorado. Texas or
Oklahoma who want to hire an engineer I’OB SALE—Compound cylinder com
plete for 12 h. p. side crank Case en
to handle plow engine the coming sea
son.
Address,
“Engineer,"
Box
411, gine; one Climax wcigher. run 20 days:
onc 28-inch Case feeder. used short
Trner, Iowa.
time: several small rebuilt traction on
Please mention The Review.
am come ou'r oi- BvusYnnss M gines. second-hand gasoline engines.
\Vrite, E. E I'Vest. Dunbar. Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.
have for
sale hydraulic
cider mill.
$225; 25-horse Huber boiler with Cll-'
max engine, $300; 24-inch French buhr EOE SALE——A l2-horsc Vv'estinghouse
traction engine in good running order;
feed mill with crusher, sheller, bugger
a 2-horsc upright engine. good as new;
and elevators. $125; screw cutting on
and
a Fairbanks grinder for a 2-horsc
gine lathe. $75: 4-horse vertical boiler
Q. M. Bradshaw.
and engine, $50;
McCormick 4-roll engine. good as new.
husker, $35; saw mill, $250;'13~horse La Harpe. Illinois.
Please
mention
The
Review.
Peerless engine: 33x49 Champion sepa
rator with blower; Star tank and Pa
FOB
8ALE—-W'ood
Bros.
steel feeder,
pec blower ensilagc cutter, $900. J. E
32-inch, used one season, $35; Huber
Brewster. Twinsburg. Summit CO., 0.
feeder,
32-inch.
used
one
season, $35;
Please mention The Review.
Marsh Independent pump good as new.
$10;
Ajax
gummer.
good
as new, $5;
BARGAINS in rebuilt engines, second
hand separators. seli’ feeders, huskers. 54-inch Ohlen chisel bit saw. 8x9 gauge,
run
one
season,
$40.
C.
E.
Drake,
Nash
saw mills. etc.
Write for our complete
_
list.
W'eber Implement Co.. St. Louis, villc, Ohio.
Please
mention
The
Review.
Missouri.
Please mention The Review.
FOB SALE-One 15 h. p. traction Frick
engine, practically new.
run
about
BABG>AiZN'S—I<‘ive~ second-hand 355m;
bilcs, $175 up.
Also ﬁve second-hand four months; one Greensboro saw mill
in
good
running
order.
Prices
right.
lnthes.
Send for list.
Box 593, Burl
0. D. Hawn, R. D. 4, Newton, N. C.
ington, \Visconsin._
Please
mention
The
Review.
Please mention The Review.

._

I‘OR SALE—One Huber 12horse trac
tion; one Huber separator, 28x46; one
lillbt‘l' water wagon and tank. steel;
one Russell saw mill:
one Matchless
clovcr huler; farm of 80 acres,. good
buidings.
Write for prices.
Frank
Root. Cutlcr, Ohio.

balance

Anybody can

Louis Miller, Cook, Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.
.

I‘OR SALE-Rccves 16 h. p. simple
double cylinder engine, jacket
and
cab; 33x56, compound separator, manno
cab;
33x56 compound separator, mam
moth cylinder, blower, weigher and fccd
or.
Price, $1,000.
E. J. Bcsgrove, Fay
ctie, Missouri.
Please mention The Review.

vulvc: one Kelly liuplcx. grindcr; 2
hole slicllcr: 6-horse upright boiler and
cngine. \Vill ‘sell all or any port cheap.
llun \Vest. Pcrcy. Iowa.
I

REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.

'..

Irene,

_

Please mention The Review.

‘D
-.__-_.

FOR SALE - One 33x56
tor with

all

Loader separa

latcst attachments.

FOR SALE-Kltlesman fence machine,
$5.00: Moore B. B. pump. with lubrica
tor, $5.50. S. H. Baker, Winthrop, Iowa.
~r .:
<~,.
-r__ l
—:—:r
FOR SALE, CHEAP—One No. 9 Bow
shcr feed mill. complete.
Also drive
bolt, both in ﬁrst class order.
J. L.
Mowrcy. Dnlevillc. Indiana
Please mention The Review.

New

in 1907. run but 21 days.
Cull or ad
dress, Frank Carricr, Greenﬁeld. Ind.
Please mention The Review.

Machine-One 30x52 Frick separator,
with weedor. weighcr and wind stack
er.
J. C. Gray, Harvcysburg. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

I'OR SALE-VVe are the owners of the
original patterns for the Aultman C0..
Canton, Ohio, line of machinery. and are
making the repairs for Star engines.
American separators. etc.
Orders ﬁlled
promptly.
Scnd for new repair price

FOR SALE or TRADE-Good 32-inch
Wood Bros. feeder, $40; good Tele
scope weighcr, $20. Want saw mill and
Sattley stacker for Nichols & Shepard.
J. Q. Conner, Knoxville. Iowa.
Please mention The Review. _

list.

l

'

The Engine 8; Machinery So., 920

So. Market St., Canton. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

l

U

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN-Belle Cit
separator, run 40 days.
price $7 .
Glendale wcighcr and bugger used 20
days, pl‘lt'c $20.
Brien Bros., R. 5, Ben
ion, Kentucky.

THE 'I‘HRESHHRMHN'S R_IIVIE_W_

February, 1 908.
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Machinery of All Kinds

Bargains in
Used Machinery

M M. BAKER & COMPANY

at One-Half Its Real
Value

’

Peoiria, Illinois
If you want to either BUY or SELL. write us. If for any reason you wish to sell your' ENGINE,
‘
.
' EUSKER, SHELLER. or other machinery
SEPARATOR,
and if it's NOT TO EXCEED THREE YEARS OLD and in good condition, complete and in running order, list it wish us.
WE MAKE NO CHARGE UNTIL
SOLD AND

SETTLED

I‘OB.

If you are NEEDING ANYTHING in this line line. ‘WHY PAY THE PREVAILING HIGH PRICES on new machinery when we. can offer you such bargains?

This machinery is AS GOOD AS NEW AND READY FOR THE PIELLI.

SAVE YOUR DOLLARS.

Your cash will go much farther on bargains of this kind

than notes with interest on high priced new machinery.
The saving is more than a season's proﬁt to you.
LOOK UP OUR RESPONSIBILITY. Satisfy yourself that we are dealing fairly with both the seller and the buyer.
WRITE AT ONCE.
prices by return mail. Can furnish you any make. any size or any style rig you may need, and best of all. CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
1

1

i.

ENGINES,

Engine’ fncti‘m clutch‘. cast

' ‘

- r

Reeves

Engine.

'1 A-H
cab.

-

1'

cast

Separator.

stack. for

rocker grates. independent pump and in-

ifctor.

rebuilt.

yarnished._
--

repainted.

A goo
--

striped

One-Vii

condition and Case separator with feeder, weigher and

,wind stacker.

Parsons

and

_______
_
*
*-

-

- T--- ---

cecd 25 days;

has had splendid care.

N6. slmaxsdimalan malarial.

work.

No. 621-20 E. P. Double Cylinder Nich
--- - - . _________i
Rich feeder. Peoria weigher and blast
01s 8:
Shepard
new
No: 662_2o E R Double c,1,;,¢;,.m.-km-. Used about 40 days. well cared Nov..
1906.
32x52Engine.
Nichols Bought
& Shepard
Reeves Engine_
Cab and jacketed for and a bargain.
iRed1 Rivgr Sipeciallscparator with self
bnilpr‘ mat-er g-ratng; 36x54 Avery Sep.
~
-' '---- --—1 eetcr.
eor a dOllJlG tube weigher and

Hg! 1508-11: n°nP'isin.glet-ti\ytlindefqntuf' arator. Ruth feeder. Peoria weighcr and NO- 615—'16 H- P- sing‘le Cylinder P111“ Sallie)’ Attached

“, zl‘fo

P'tF
.

31S n.e'.
t

n

-

trc 10;. kn?" blast stacker. mounted steel tank.
1

c

<

»

.

*

15 barrel mounted steel No. 620-16 H. P. Undermounted Steel

feeder.
Sound
and wagon
Had}. lulck.

~ No. 505-16 H. P. Simple Double Cylin- loader. wind slacker.
der

I

Ready for the field and
v

,--_— - ,
- - -- ;-_- tank. pump hose and drive belt.
A
Gear Double Cylinder Ste»! ‘Engine
'
.
complete and up-to-date outﬁt. used not Jacketed boiler and cab.
Engine 501d
530—36x6° Bmfalo Puts Niagara to exceed 40 to 50 days. Must move new this last season. used not to ex

N0~

excellent

Stack’ (‘IIPHP-

ﬁr$b°X and ﬁnes gOPd'
“in be sold at a bar‘

-.

-

No. 527-36x58 Case Separator, with No. 611-15 3. P. Simple Side Crank and drive belt.
Case feeder. double tube wcigher'and.
Case
Engine.
32x54 Big Cylinder a bargain.

No- 503—13 _B- 1’- compound Advance wind stacker:
"Own 5'‘“*
geiarmg good'
gain.

-

We will quote

-

“

I

I’

Ex-

7 * ‘ —"—

i _

falo P1“? nngina
S . C

.
.lrive .‘,
belt.

stﬁvkef-

“'911

36x60 Amencan f0!‘ and i" (‘Keene-m- Condition-

.
'
.
(
I()Jheap
to move quick.

cared

A bill"

'—''‘_,.
‘Y; i “.1
1
—
No.
628-15 k‘
H. ifP.i‘.Double
Cylinder
Co

built, repainted. striped and varnished
A good one and cheap.
w"
_ No. 603-30 H. P. Double Cylinder Steel
— '
"
lean Eng-ing, (my) and jacket
36x60
Geared
Geiser
.
..
__-_
.*_ Plow
Engine.
12
bottoms
bothwsléld Na 616-20 n_ R Double cylinder 31rd- Buffalo Pitts Niagara separator, Hawk
No. _510—~16 I. P. Gear-Scott
Engine. steamI lift plows.
_
t
l
.
,
;
ey.
fe-de
,
'e'rl
z
d
S'ttl
'
Att.
h
“ IQI‘ICUOH clutclllh Pi('tl§011i1ng governor. and stluhhlel attachments; used one sea- “nag-:1]Onﬁﬁiige’Nfggqrgngpnjgrcaﬁaﬁl
edpsta‘ckelr, “mtlftqnlified"woodl taeiik. listed

n
reverse; a
care it y I'P.Lll , re- son.
painted. striped and ‘varnished. EXCQL
lent

condition.

and

H if g

a good

looker.

i

v

uxcel cnt condition.
’
___
fun i

~- Hm 604—22

__

Engine.
boiler,
Pickering
No.
513-14 Jacketed
8. P. Single
Cylinder
Star

11

p_

., '
,
, , z ‘ " " '
'
‘.
,
' '
l‘_ e). fetdi r. weigher and Wind SUKKQI'. but 3110" time

_

»
Nichols

at

‘ - mounted tank. pump hose and drive belt.
Shepard Over-hauled _this past season, used about

mlmc- 36x56 Gould
Rm River
l’nlanpp
sow-m1
valve'
sepam- "l’m-v'
(liLVS

511100.

SE11

WOI‘UI

i
I‘
I" '“plemnd Fonditmn'

~ -

MISCELLANEOUS.
One Mod-cl A Single Cylinder Glide Au- ‘

tomobile. four passenger, removable
governor. two injectors; rebuilt in onrtor, feeder, loader and wind
stacker.
tonneau. Fiske tires; just overhauled.
6W" Shops; repaintem Striped and var_ i sod but a short time; ﬁne condition.
No. 617-15 E. P. Rumely Engine. 36x
New
engine put in last fall.
m'shed: looks like new.
Splendid con' * —
A "A s -— *
56 Advance separator with self feed
‘mi‘m thmugh‘m‘tf
No. 606-22 E. P. Double Cylinder Eart- m" weigher and combination wind and
1_ _ '
V1
1
_
.
raddle attachment stacker.
Model E Glide, four cylinder 36 H.
W'hole
outin One
No. 519-12 H. P. Star Engine.
New mgdaerf Gasohne'xerosene En'qme' 1907 ﬁt carefully rebuilt in our own
shops
R
full
equipment.
top, gas and
oil
r ' _.
.
q
‘7‘
‘t
v
‘
,
t
,
u
r ,

jacketed boiler.
cllltcll'

Pickering

t‘vn

SDPO‘]

governor, gpmmd “01:53.2?”ruugzggﬁr pnlﬁwdsrlaggllllg Julv, 1907.

gear.

‘4v‘inf-l

Ill‘Vl‘I' steamed since leaving factory.

stzgpikpr.

‘Ainwve

llqizd

1052s

‘hay;

I sed not _to exceed 20 days IIImDiS. 33k} inch tires-

Slllt‘O.

(‘tl'r in excellent

lunn 11g

A (‘m-R

at less than its value.
\Vestcrn
We 618-8’
. E P.iPo1:tab1eiiStover’
.
,_ y- __ _ “ﬁlm's‘3111
time"
Shim“corn
2M‘)sheller
"m'lplswith
c‘ml-3 No
an}; 1907 Maxwell Runabout. Has not been
7
-)
. '
v ,3
.V
. V
.
.
run to exceed
miles.
no, 520-13 3, p, single cylinder Buf- lfnﬁ‘ﬂllLr nil'qls‘dmgl“d“uvq‘"nlulhzzlsl‘ggodagg line Engine. 14x18 Ohio Steel hay punctured
and in 500
strictly
ﬁrstTires
classnever
con

genuine bargain.

T

..

falo Pitts nngina Link rm-Qrme new how
ﬁnes, Pickering governor, head tank,
_\
'
splendid

enginpv

cay~efull>r

rphuilt'

r9...

'

ff't'j

“
i

if

’

i

" halcr with drive belt and all necessary dltlon. Car shows scarcely any wear.
i *1 ﬁXllll‘OS.
SOld DOW fall 1907.
Probably __
__.

7 V’ W

*

’

"' ‘NIH-‘(1

110';

I0

eXCOPd

tOllS,

ﬁne

COIldl
I‘

painted. striped and varnished in our
own shops.
A good one.
" i
-'
No. 522-12 H. P. International Portable
Gasoline Engine.
Purchased new one
year ago. used but 10 days.

No. 608-22 II. P. Undermounted Double iiml- “'ill S811 at a bﬂrgain‘
~ ---- Cylinder Avery Plow Engine.
Plat.- -- -- -- form
tender and extra tank. 12 barrel
NO-- 619-13
3- P- single
cylinder 3159-1‘
Avery nmunted steel tank. 44x64 Avery _EI18‘111936X60_ Amerivﬂn Separator.
separator. blast stacker. feeder and R1011 feedf’r- Peoria Weighel‘ and blast

Fine shape. weighcr.

Must be. sold quick.

Writh for our 1908 Thresher Supply Catalog.
-I

QUICK SALE-I will sell to highest
bidder before February 25th, 54-inch
Avery blower, good repair.
Also have
Iii-horse Case. gear power. run two short
seasons. H. H. Shaw. Bloomington, Neb.

M

s"

“a any“

'

Stacker;

I:

r

1

most any standard make.

This

course

P

30X

months.

and could be sold for such aside from
the film (If its having been used for

('IIIWEIS COVOI‘. tank pump. T1088 demonstrating purposes.

Address, T.

is

all

in

WANTED-One second-hand saw mill
to run with traction engine.
Lowest

E. IV. Laufer, Millbrook. Illinois.

FOR SALE-CIRCULAR SAWS.
Gummed and hammered complete, ready to
run, good as new, in the following sizes:

~ ..~-_
~----1
—
4
WANTED-To trade 50 acres Kentucky

Three 43 in- 9X12: two 50 in. 8x9; one 52
in. 8x9: one 54 in. 91:10; two 56 in. 81:10;

price.

land for 12 or Iii-horse engine.

R. A.

onci

Emil Olson. Sacred Hearhhiinnesatoa.
w. '1
- i T
gr -2
A1
WANTED-4-roll husker.
second-hand.
“'m. Elling. R. 1. Jewell. Ohio.
—v
write'forﬁlowest prices on completekas:

J

WANTED-To
buy
second-hand
hay
press. State make. how long run and
lowest cash price.
Address. John Hol
den. R. 5, Box 71, Whitewater, Wis.

three 60 in. 9x10;

two

plcascmemion The Review
'
L

j

sortment of engines. separators and
atachments of leading makes.
All
sizes.
Cascaden Mfg. Co., Waterloo, Ia.

—Grand Forks. N. p.
.
__ ~ ; ._ __l
WESTINGHOUSE
REBUILT
GASO
line Engine-2f» h. p. double cylinder.
mounted on goose neck trucks. weighs
only ﬁve thousand pounds, practically
as good as new.
Full line of smaller
gasoline
engines.
stationary. portable.
and skid at reduced prices. The West
inghouse (30.. Council Bluffs, Iowa,

| i

I

Near

Burlington Depot.
WE HAVE a. few new 40-inch and 44
inch Rich self feeders
at
bargain
prices.
Attachments for any separator.
If you need a new feeder write us quick.
Houghton Implement (.'o., Grand Forks,
North Dakota.
1
‘WE WANT YOU to take a. few sub
scriptions to The
Review for us.
You can get them among your neigh
bors and friends.
If you will do this
we have a good offer to make to you.

. i ii‘ ‘

-}
>1

I

Address, Circulation Dept, The Thresh
Review, St. Joseph. Michigan.
_
n
$300 ‘BUYS three Moline engine gang
breakers, four bottom to gang.
Mik
kel Jensen, Colby, Kansas.

l

fl MACillNlSl
'
sign-irr.-

.‘

’

Firemen and Brakemen
Earn from $100 to $185

amont-h. Grudustesot
mand.
this school
Actual
in great.
railwa(10- _ c,

I

l
\

THRESHERMAN ./
SAWYERAND

ermen's

l in 04/0040

50m Giant. price $375: one 16 h. p. _Hu

one 60 in. 81:10;

Owen. Adaburg. Kentucky.
‘52 in. 9x10.
\Ye guarantee the temper and
-1 . ..- .-a
metal to be
.
all righ t.
WANTED-16 or 18-horse undermountIf
you
want
bar
ed engine, also Perfection elevator.
gains write
quick while
llave 40-inch Payne feeder and Dakota
they
last.
we can in.
elevator for sale cheap.
Lauterbach terest you with Drives 0" the following 8111)
Bros, Earlville, Illinois.
plies.
Rubber. leather, red stitched belting,
-_._—
iii "A.- A._ . -- *- ---1 new saws. pulleys. emery wheels, lace,
WANTED-44-inch or larger
circular Moore pumps. injectors. brass goods. What
saw blade, solid or inserted
tooth. size saws haw: you to exchange?
James Rrukan. Earlville. Iowa.
‘
.T-1.
.- - ~- ~.--t
THE MILLER OIL & SUPPLY 00.,
WANTED-32x50 blower for Agitator.
Indianapolis, Indiana.

tion; 16-h. Russell traction; 16-h. Peer- book.
No “Tommy Rot" co-operation
less traction;
15-h. Advance traction; about it.
Price. $2.25.
How this hapl2-h. Nichols & Shepard traction; l6-h. pencil is our business. your is to get the
Rirdsall traction; 13-h. Nichols & Shep- L book. so order today if you expect one.
ard traction; 12-h. Rumely traction; 12
Positively no letters of inquiry answered.
h. Stevens; 12-h. Russell traction; 10
as this ad. tells the story.
The Graves|
h. Port Huron traction. We have a full Adv. Agency, Graves Bldg, Cleveland. 0.
'
"
c
y
a
a
W M" c‘,
line of rebuilt Port Huron. Advance,
Nichols 8: Shepard. Rumely and Geiser §hfnsninn_' wan-ran __ c.5011
Fe
separators, clover hullers, bean thresh
agents to work the mill and thresher
ers. hay presses-in fact anything in trade for our strictly high grade lubrithe machinery line rebuilt desired.
If cating oils, greases, belt dressings. boilinterested and want prices. write us. er compounds. etc.
Now is the time to
Port Huron Engine & Thresher Co.. take orders for both immediate and fuPort Huron. Mich. U. S. A.
|ture delivery. IVrite at once. The Mon- l
itor Oil (70., Cleveland,
Ohio.
I
I‘OR SALE-16 h. p. Port Huron trac
tion engine and 32x52 Robinson sapa
THRESHERMEN
NOTICEl-If
you
rator with wind stacker, Rich feeder
own, or are interested in a threshing
and Peoria weigher.
YVeber Implement outﬁt, write us for agency contract for
Co. St. Louis. Missouri.
.advice- needeed by every thresherman.
‘No money or security required.
Hy
draulic Press Mfg. (‘o.. Mt‘. Gilead. Ohio.
BEBUILT W'estinghouse threshers, en
__ _--_-A
-1
A_ We
_:,
gines and attachments; painted, strip
ed. varnished and warranted same as THE TRUTH about Plowing Engines
Anyone contemplating the purchase of
new goods. being closed out at very low
prices.
Also Russell 20 h. p. traction a plowing engine can get information
free that may save them hundreds of
engine. coal and straw burner, thorough
dollars and worlds of trouble. by ad
ly overhauled; cheap.
Some second
R. Kramer,
Stillwater,
hand threshers with wind stacker and dressing, P.
Minnesota.
attachments all sizes at your own price.
\Vill furnish repairs for same at cost
WANTED-Engineer with years exper
price.
Special prices on new goods car
ience handling plow engines to operate
ried over from last year.
One shop
worn 25 h.
. double cylinder grading Reeves 3?. h. p. C. G. plow engine, 1906
State experience. references and
and plowing engine with steel gearing 'modcl.
Gromer
Bros,
Hugo,
and band wheel.
The
Westinghouse wages desired.
Colo.
Co.. Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Near Burl
ington Depot.
WANTED-~Large threshin
outfit. com
plete. Grant Reed. Good and. Ind.
THRESRING ENGINES
BEBUILT
One 27 h.
. Minneapolis compound
return ﬂue type, price $1,150; one 19 h. WANTED Second-hand hay press doub
le geared for engine power.
State
p., same make as above. price $700: one
condition. Address. \V. A. Krumpe, Sax
12 h. p.. same as above. but not com
onburg. Pennsylvania.
pound_ price $250; one 16 h. p. Minne
bQr, price $350: one 30 h. p. New Giant
compound return flue. price $1.300; one
New Giant. simple return ﬂue.
one 16 h. p. Gear-Scott,

E-

Run about two

_

price $375; one_lR h. p. Phoenix. price i
$700; two 20 h. p. J. I. Case. straight
flue. price each, $7.50.
Discount for}
cash.
If above engines are not Just
what you want write me. I can get al-

16-h. Huber trac- - refunded.

tire-‘L

Everything used by thethresherman and at prices that will interest the buyer.

REBUILT _ AND SECOND-RAND» EN- L. Sykes Engine & Boiler Works. Fargo. I
gines-VVe now have on hand and are North Ilakota.
‘
prepared to make reasonably prompt _ _*
-1 .d.
_
‘:-'
w;
shipment of the following engines: 32 SALESMAN-Herc's your opportunity to,
h. p. Port Huron steel geared special
learn the real estate business without
traction engine: 30-h. Port Huron trac- paying twenty to forty dollars.
Certion: 24-horse Port Huron traction; 21- tain circumstances enable us to place on
11. Port Huron steel geared traction: 18- the market a limited number of copies
h. Port Huron traction; 16-h. Port Hu- of a course of instructions teaching this
ron traction:
15-h. Port Huron trae- . lucrative business from A to Z and extion; 14-h. Port Huron traction: 12-h. actly the same, except original cover.
Port Huron traction;
l6-h. Gaar-Scott as sold the country over at twenty doltraction; 16-h. Aultman Taylor traction; lars and very highly praised. or money

lﬁ-h. Star traction:

31/1

Has top and full equipment of lamps.
This car is practically a. new machine

p

i

A}

‘ SPEORIAJLLINOISN/J.’ /
I.
..

lm

l

HARRISONAND
'1
WATER s'rmsers 1”

oﬂlciala teach you ﬁn .'‘I% '3
mnilduringyoursparet e,
- l ,

at mall cost. Free catalog. etc. “-._ ‘11PM '
.
The Wenthe Railway Corres.8ohool, ' __‘"i‘ " Box 425,
~ Freeport, 111T“...

"‘V >‘-

--.__,..-v---‘-’‘

Write for 1908 Supply Catalogue

f

Please mention The Review.

February, 1908.

THE'I'HRESHERMEN'S REVIEW

Plain Gas
Traction Engine
Catechism

Engine
Sense

This book is made up entirely
from questions and answers
which have been taken from the
Question and Answer depart
ment of The Threshermen’s Re
view—it covers the most impor
tant points of especial interest
to threshermen that have been
asked and answered during a
period of about ﬁve years.
The name of the book indi
cates the character of its con
tents, as it is made up in full
in the form of answers to‘ques
tions, except that there is an
appendix of forty pages devoted
to Safety Appliances for the

The

other equally important topics.

The especial value of this
book, aside from the fact that
it has been closely and carefully
edited with respect to the im
portance of the questions an
swered is in the thoroughness of
its index and the handy refer
ence it affords to troublesome
and perplexing questions which
engineers frequently encounter
in their daily work.
The library of a thresherman

fected and has so many

Gas Power
A paper for the man that has corn to shell, hay to bail, feed to
grind, water to pump, wood to saw, etc., who is in need of

Gas Power, 1 Year

Regular price $1.00 per year.

}

I

{

THE REVIEW, 1 year
Orders for this combination will not be accepted after March 1st, 1908.
Even though your subscription does not expire for some time to come, we
would suggest that you take advantage of this special offer for it will not be
made again.
Address

already producing as

great and as wonderful

changes as were wrought
by the advent of the steam
engine. The primary prin

The Threshermen’s Review

ation are so presented in

St. Joseph, Michigan

_ this book that young and
old alike can secure from
it

an

intelligent

under

standing and learn to suc
cessfully handle a gas en

gine.
._©_

of THE REVIEW who sends in a liner ad. for the March issue of
not less than twenty-ﬁve (25) words, accompanied with money to pay

To those thousands of

for same, at the rate of three (3) cents per word, we will give a
threshermen

who

have

copy of The Review ’s

been

authority among threshermen
and will become more popular

advertisements from any of your friends. For every advertisement
you send in, containing the required number of words and money

the more it is read.
The Traction Engine Cate
chism is bound in full cloth a
dark green shade, and contains
250 pages; sent postpaid on re

to pay for same, you will receive one THRESHERMAN’S ACCOUNT
BOOK.
The ACCOUNT BOOK is the most complete of its kind ever printed
and is being used by thousands of threshermen every year. There

THRESHERMEN'S
REVIEW

is

ciples of gas engine oper

If there is nothing which you wish to sell or buy, you can solicit

ceipt of price, to any thresher

unquestioned advantages
that it is becoming a
great civilizing factor and

economical power; for the man who has a gasoline engine or
who is interested in them.

is necessarily limited in the
number of books directly relat
ing to his business, and the
great popularity of the Ques
tions and Answers department
in The Threshermen's Review is
an indication that the brethren
of the trade are alive to those
things that pertain to their trade
and this book is already an

man in the United States for
$1.00, or with a year's subscrip
tion to The Threshermen's Re
view, including the book, for
$1.25. Address orders to

engine

has been so rapidly per

traction engine-The Steam En

gine Indicator—The Compen
sating Gear-Horse' Power, and

gasoline

THRESHERMAN’S
ACCOUNT
FREE B00
i'i

successfully

hand

ling the steam engine and
steam power, this book
will be particularly val
uable in enabling them to

make a study of the gas
engine.
._©_

The price of the book
in durably bound form, is

50 cents per copy, post
age prepaid; or with The

is a blank for every possible receipt or entry which you will use in

your everyday threshing business.
We make this offer as an inducement for Review readers to try
our Liner Ad. Department and to become acquainted with it and its

Review one year for 75
cents.

+
many opportunities to sell, trade or buy everything conceivable in

the threshing line. Your advertisement will be placed in the hands
of over Thirty Thousand Review Readers, and a trial will make you a
regular patron of this department.
This offer was made for the February issue only, but it met with
such genuine success that we are extending it one month, making
it good for the March number.
Advertisements must be in by the
25th of February in order to insure in sertion.

Address orders to

The
,
Threshermen’s
Review

ADDRESS
The Leading Journal
0! Thresher Mechanics

THE THRESHERMEN’S REVIEW
St. Joseph,

Michigan

St. Joseph, Michigan.

The loading Journal
of Thrasher Mechanics

St. Joseph, Mich

2 YEARS’ USE
Not 1 Cent Expense
4 J. S. FLADT,
FARMING IMPLEMENTS AND HEAVY MACHINERY
RESIDENCY. 2 “ulna sum“ or I‘. u,
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For a description of Mr. Fladt’s rig, “Write Us.”

PORT HURON ENGINE é» THRESHER COMPANY
PORT HURON, MICHIGAN, U. s. A.
BRANCHES
uron

0

0.,

eoria, 111.

es oines, Iowa.
1' C0" Flora Ind‘

N0

Por

\WCSlef“ Pqrt Huron C0. ,Minneapolis. Minn.

uron Engine &. Thresher (30., Nashville. Tenn.
_

Wichita Port Huron Thresher (20., Wichita, Kan.

Canadian Port Huron Co‘, Ll<l.. Winnipeg, Men.
Foreign Trade Office. n Broadway, New York.

WONDERFUL l’lOWlNG FEATS!
THE REEVES FLEXIBLE STEAM PLOWAND IHB REEVES CROSS
COMPOUND PLOWING ENGINE SETS THEWORLUS PLOW N6 PACE

Reports from ihc Field.

Reeves & Company. Columbus. lnd.
The REEVES Flow is a wonder. I am well pleased.
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(Signed) Edwin P. Anderson.
*t_ *.
Rawlins. Wyom, 4-18-‘07.
Reeves & Company. Colurrbus. 1nd.
The REEVES Steam Plow is a grand success. We plowed tough
buﬂalo sod today eight inches deep.
(Signed) Fred Kindt.

\
a.

Bovina, Colo.. 4-23-‘07
Reeves &'- Company. Columbus. Indv
Plowing outﬁt working to perfection. Have had no trouble
in operating it in any way. Customers well pleased. Boats any
thing they ever saw.

(Signed) Wm. Minger.

Alliance. Ncbr.. 423107.
Reeves & Company. Lincoln. Nebr.
Gentlemen:—We have tested the thirty-two horse power Cross
Compound engine and Flexible Frame Steam lift plows recently
purchased of you to our entire satisfaction.
The engine is economical in both fuel and water. Pulls

the twelve fourteen inch plows with perfect ease under all
circumstances.
We lrnow your plows are an improvement over any

thing on the market. The way they adjust themselves

over knolls and in buﬂ'alo wallows is really wonderful.
One of the greatest features is that you can ad
just it toplow at any desired depth and it will
plow through sand, gumbo and shoestring alike
in alL It simply did grand work.
Every one whose pleasure it has been to
see it in operation declares it is doing better

work than they have ever seen done by any
kind of a plow. either steam or horse.
Yours for success.

(Signed) Carr ti; Lotapiech. by G. B. Carr.
East Las Vegas. N. M.. 4~18-‘0’l.
Reeves & Comsany. Columbus. Ind.
Messrs.:—We are now running the
steam plow purchased of you and ﬁnd

it all that can be desired‘ Nothwith
standing the fact that the sod is ex
tremely dry. the engine takes it along

at a good clip with no unusual labor.
cutting a full swath of fourteen feet
with two eight foot packers follow

ing. I addition to this we will add a
twenty foot harrow. After examin
ing four different steam outﬁts we

decided that the "Reevesf’ was the
best. and after testing it on our own

ground we aresuna we have not been
mistaken in our choice.
Thanking you for your kind and
courteous treatment and wishing
you success, I remain. Respectfully.

(Signed) W. H. Comstock.

New Castle. Colo.. $1- 07.
Reeeves 82 Company. Columbus. 1nd.
Plowed twenty-eight acres ﬁfteen
years alfalfa with hidden rocks. Plows
released ﬁfty times: no damage.
plow anything with Reeves plow.

Can

(Signed) J. L. Herrick.
Julcsburg, Colo.. 5-5-’0'I.
Reeves & Company. Columbus. Ind.
Steam Plow started in the worst difficult
soil in the State, pulling twelve plows six
to eight inches deep; all the skeptics con

vinced; all hats OR to Reeves.
(Signed) J. B. Thompson.
Denver. Colo.I 54-’07.

Reeves & Company. Columbus. Ind.
We are this morning in receipt of a telegram from

' I
je

W. J. Turner. Mountain Home. Idaho. as follows:
"Reeves Steam Plow better than expected; plowed sage
brush ground 8 inches deep, everyone delighted with the
work; its a wonder.” From this you will see that our ten
bottom plow is a ﬁt running mate for the 12 bottom plow and
is maintaining our reputation in the state of Idaho.

Yours truly.
(Signed) Reeves & Co.. F. W. Weego, Mgr.
Conrad, Mont, 5-9-’07.
Reeves & Company. Columbus, Ind.
Have used Reeves plow and engine one month. Plowing
thirty-six acres buffalo sod in 10 hours in satisfactory manner.

Plowed rocky ground with no damage to plow.
(Signed) P. J. Nason.

If interested in steam plowing, send for our special catalog Plowing, Grading and Hauling
with a Traction Engine. It is free. It tells all about the

Reeves Flexible Frame, Steam Lilt

Engine Gang Plow which

Plow Anything, Anywhere

WRITE

REEVES & C0; |Nc.,CoLuMBuS. IND.U.$.A.

voL. xvn.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

(59%" "MM"

MARCH

NO. m.

50 Cents A Year

*2‘
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’__F0R FARM POWER USERS

The points that make the Huber Engine superior are many. It is
generally conceded that it will give the greatest number of years of sat
isfactory service; and this is an important point for you, as a buyer, to
consider in making a selection.
SATISFACTORY SERVICE means much to the Thresherman.
It implies an engine that will run with the least expense for fuel and
produce the maximum of power, and, when used for traction purposes,
transmit this power in the most direct and economical manner to the
drive wheels; one that will operate a thresher or other piece of machin
ery with a constant and steady motion; one that is simple and compact
in construction, so that in running on the road or standing in the ﬁeld,
it may be easily handled; one that is scientiﬁcally built so that it is
easily kept in prime condition to produce the best results; one that is at
all times and under all circumstances safe to operate. All these points of
merit, and many others, will be found in the New Huber Engine.

The material used in these boilers and engines is of the best, and
we spare nothing that will help to make them as good as can be built.

If that were not so, we would not be in position to guarantee the Huber
Engine to be good for many years of service.
The great economy in the use of fuel and water. and the development of the maximum
of steam power, are made possible by the boiler being constructed on the correct scientiﬁc
principles. One thing that causes so many boilers of other makes to give out so early is the
failure to keep them clean. In some forms of construction it is such a task to clean the
boiler that it is frequently neglected; and the result is that lime and sediment are deposited
and accumulate to such an extent that it interferes with the circulation of the water, and
ﬁnally burns out the plates at some point. In the Huber this does not occur. All the wa
ter space is open and clear of obstructions to the free circulation; and there are abundant fa

cilities for getting at any part of the interior for cleaning easily and quicklyv ‘Nith the wa
ter circulating freely, and the ﬁre being entirely surrounded by it the full length of the boil
er, it is not difﬁcult to keep up a full head of s'eam with any kind of fuel. Besides, our form
of boiler construction is the best guarantee of safety.
We refer you to our new book, "School for Threshermen,” for further details.

Every thresherman

wants and should have the best outﬁt obtainable; and the book will give some reasons why we claim the

Huber is the best.

We will send any thresherman a copy for the asking. Address,

. The Huber Manufacturing Co., Station 3, Marion, Ohio

Modern Threshing
Demands Modern Methods and Machinery
You can take an old separator and put a Self Feeder, Wind Stacker, \Weigher
and other modern attachments on it, and make it look like an up-to-date threshing outfit. But looks isn’t all there is to it‘ in threshing machines—the work is
done on the inside. Any separator to successfully operate under present con
ditions must be built under present methods of construction.
Large capacity,
faster work and easy running are qualities to be aimed at from the start.

,1

THE NEW CENTURY SEPARATOR
is a modern, practical separator right up to the minute on all that’s good in the
way of improvements and modern appliances.

-~
‘
l

Built under the personal super

vision of experts who have been years in the business and backed by a guarantee

I

of the A-T. Company to give satisfactory service. The principal of construction
is correct, hence the per cent of saving of the grain is the maximum and so fa

l

mous has this line of threshing machinery become in the respect of saving all the
grain
that it is known as the “Starved Rooster” Line.

l

Engines, Separators, Clover and Alfalfa Hullers,
Saw Mills and Everything for the Thresherman

ll

WRITE FOR CATALOG TODAY

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery
l

'

Mansfield, Ohio, U. S. A,
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March, 1908

The Great it General Purpose Engine
is the

Hart-Parr Gasoline Traction

The Hart-Parr is the only traction engine that can be used on plowed
ground without injurious packing of the soil
When you are buying an engine why not get a machine ‘that can be used for all farm power purposes and at all sea~
sons of the year?
The best steam traction is not a suitable power for winter work—is not available for short time use—is heavy, cum
bersome and very expensive.
The Hart-Parr oil-cooled gasoline traction is always ready, winter or summer—can be operated for from ﬁve minutes
to twenty-four hours per day—is light, handy and the cheapest power known.
An owner of a Hart-Parr engine can get his wheat seeded from two to three weeks before his neighbors with horses,

as he can double disc and seed from thirty to forty acres per day.
The farmer of the Northwest can, with a Hart-Parr, start breaking for ﬂax as soon as his oats are seeded and break

ﬁfteen to twenty acres per day, and by putting discs behind the plows he can disc it at the same operation, and so on.
You do your work at just the right time and earlier than your neighbors who use horses, and get a larger yield and a

more certain crop.
And then, too, remember that the Hart-Parr traction saves you the expense of an expert engineer, of from two to three
teams and as many men, expenses stop when the engine stops and there is no laying up for the season.
Hundreds of enthusiastic users have furnished us with facts and ﬁgures that prove our statements correct in all par
ticulars.

It will pav you to investigate this before buying elsewhere.
Write for Catalogue.

Uses Kerosene as well as Gasoline

HART-FARR CQMPANY
224 Lawler Street

Charles City, Iowa
Please mention The Review.

March, 1 908,
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I
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Avery Company.
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Reeves & Co.

Co.

Self Feeders
Avery Company.
Helneke & Co.
Huber Mfg. Co.
Lindsay Bros.
Parsons B. C. d: S. F. Co.
Pelia Stacker Co.
Port Huron E. & T. Co.
Reeves & Co.
Rumeiy. M. Co.
‘Vood Bros. S. S. F. Co.

Transportation
Chicago.

Engine Grates—
Travis Co., The G. E.

We K884111711"?American Acetylene Stove Co.
T'ODP- E- M-

Oil Cups-—
~
American Injector Co.
Michigan Lubricator Co.
Ohio Injector Co.
Penberthy Injector Co.
Powell, The Wm. Co.

Separators
Advance Thresher Co.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery
Avery Company.
Baker & Co.. A. D.
Colean Mfg. Co.
Farquhar Co., Ltd., A. B.

Oil PumpsEclipse Oil Pump Co.
Folden, W. L.

0am‘. Scott & C0
l-iubcr Mfg. Co.

Hancock Mfg. Co.
Hanson. Joseph.
F. C0.

Madison-Kipp

Lubricator

Co.

Napoleon Mfg.

Co.

Port Huron E.
Reeves & Co.

& T. Co.

Milwaukee & St.

Paul Ry.

Atchlson, Topeka & Santa Fe By.
“'a gen Bed
Brown Bros.

Co.

Engine Governors
l’lckering Governor Co.

8: S.

Co.

American Saw Mill Machinery Co.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co.
Enterprise Mfg. Co.
Farquhar Co.. Ltd.. A. B.
Hench & Dromgold Co., The.
Knight Mfg. Co.
‘
Miller Oil & Supply Co.
Port Huron E. & T. Co.
Richmond Machine Works.
Reeves & Co.
Salem Iron Works.

Traction Engines
Advance Thresher Co.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery
Avery Company.
Baker & Co., A. D.
Birdsall Engine Co.
Colean Mfg. Co.

.. Clipper Lawn Mower Co.

(‘ream Separators
Dc Laval Separator Company.
International Harvester C0.

& S.

Co.

Co.

Bauder, E.
Desmond-Stephan Manufacturing
Hayden 8: Derby Mfg. Co.. The.
Lunkenheimer Co., The.
Michigan Lubricator Co.
Ohio Injector Co.
Penberthy Injector Co.
Powell, The Wm. Co.

Lawn Mowers

Corn Shellers-—
International Harvester Co.
Joliet Mfg. Co.
King & Hamilton Co.
Port Huron E. 8: T. Co.
Reeves & Co.
Union Iron Works.

l-Ingine Tenders
I’arsons B. C.

Co.

Saw Mills and Saw Mill Supplies

Gus.

Cider Machinery

Parsons B. C.

& T.

Rotary Harrow
Kramer Co.. The E. M.

Injectors, Lubrlcators and Brass Fittings
American Injector Co.
Carriage

Tooth Catcher
Pope, E. M.
E.

Incubators
Des Moines Incubator Co.

Boring Machinery

Carriages
Elkhart

..
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

Berns Bros.
South Bend Spark Arrester Co.

Revolution Counters
Grant Mfg. & Machine Co.
Starrett Co., The L. S.

Hulier Feeders and Stackers
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.

Mead Cycle

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Stacker Hoods

Publications
Gas Power Publishing Co.
Thrcshermen’s Review, The.

Co.

Bicycles

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Sleves
Ciosz & Howard Mfg. Co.
Ditch Adjustable Sieve Co.
Plymouth Mfg. Co.

F. Co.

Flexible Belt Lacing Co.
Belt Holder
Chaﬂln Mfg.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Co.

C.

Horse Powers
Jollet Mfg. Co.

Belt Guides
Caswell Bros.
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Co.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Sattley Stacker Company.
Machinery

Power Hay Presses
Harness
Eikhart

Belt Dressing

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Rumely, M. Co.
Wood Bros. S. S. F. C0.

Co.

Asplnwall Manufacturing Company.
Mfg.

.’.
..
. .
.
. .
. .
..

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Supplies

Gloves
Hansen

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .73

Company

Ypsilanti Hay Press Company

Potato Planting Machinery

Beltlng—
Gandy Belting Co.
Sawyer Belting Co.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
. .

Whitman Agricultural Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40
Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Company . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.55

Piston Valves
Baker, Wilfred.

Gilson Mfg. Co.
Hart-Parr C0.
International Harvester Co.
Lambert. U. Gas & Gasoline
Rockford Engine Works.
Temple Pump Co.

Co.

Cover
. . .28
. . .46
28-29
. ..67

Co.

Gasoline Engines—

Bean Thrashers
Aultman & Taylor
Huber Mfg. Co.

Pea Threshers
Aultman & Taylor
Huber Mfg. Co.

Flue Cutters
Ditch
Pope,

.
.
.
.

Separating Device

Feed Mills
Bowsher, B. N. P. C0.
Crown Point Mfg. Co.
International Harvester
Spartan Mfg. Co.
Sprout. Waldron & Co.
Star Mfg. Co.

Attached Stacker-s
Heineke & Co.
Pella Stacker Co.

Manzel Bros. Co.
Michigan Lubricator
Sherwood Mfg. Co.

Co.

. . . . . .Back
. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .. . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .. . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .72
.
.
.
.
.

CLASSIFIED BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Alfalfa lluiiers
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Birdsell Mfg. Co.
Rumely. M. C0.

.
.
.
.

Cover

International Harvester Company - - - - - - - - - - . - --22. 71. 73

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..79

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..45
Clipper

Company . . . . . ..Inside

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..20

Chafﬂn Manufacturing Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..64
Chicago

.4

r - - - - . ..62

Holncke & Company - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . ..37

Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..38

Huber Manufacturing
Caswell

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..50

Haydon & Derby Manufacturing Co-. The - . . .

Bowsher. B. N. P. Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..24
Bros.

Company

Hansen Manufacturing Company. 0- C - - - - - - - - - - _ - . - ~58
Hanson. Joseph . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..64

Boomer & Boschert Press Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..71
Brown

Manufacturing

Co.

Mfg.

Wagon Tanks
Brown Bros. Mfg.
Kelly Mfg. Co.
Pioneer Mfg. Co.
Star Tank Co.

‘Veil
Gus

Co.

Co.

Drilling Machinery
Pech

Foundry

\Vlnd Smokers
Russell Wind

& Mfg.

Stacker

Co.

Co.
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The Development of Threshing Machineryf
The development of machinery for cylinder. Perhaps the most that can
threshing grain has been compara be said of Ledkie’s machine is that it
tively modern. Until late into the doubtless gave the idea from which
eighteenth century, machine threshing sprang the practical machine.
In 1786, Andrew Meikle, another
was an unheard of thing. The an
cient and medieval methods of sepa Scotchman, made a machine which
rating the grain from the straw, were
to tramp it out with cattle, or ﬂail it
out by hand, the ﬂail being more used
in medieval and up into modern
times.
The ﬁrst attempt at a threshing
machine of any description is credit
ed to Michael Menzies, a Scotchman,
who devised a contrivance for driv
ing a. number of ﬁails at once. Of
this machine, little is known, except
that it was driven by water power,
and that it was unsuccessful. This
was sometime prior to 1750.
In 1758, a Mr. Leckie, of Stirling
shire, England, invented a rotary ma
chine which consisted of a set of
cross-arms attached to a horizontal
‘shaft and the whole enclosed in a
cylindrical case.

This

machine

a roller for feeding the straw into
the drum, and thus we have the idea
of a self feeder almost as soon as
that of a thresher. His ﬁrst working
machine was made and patented in
1788, and it is from the principles

A Mr. Atkinson, of Masham, in York
shire, introduced the peg drum idea,
but it was not received favorably in

England. However, the idea was in
troduced into America sometime i'l
the ﬁrst half of the nineteenth cen
tury, and soon displaced the beater
idea entirely in the United States.
The ﬁrst drum was provided with
spikes about two and a half inches
long arranged in four to six rows,

about the cylinder.
Mr. Atkinson
also introduced at the same time a
concave with two rows of spikes. As
to further deﬁnite inventions, there
seem to be no deﬁnite dates or names

.

__.i ' -

sumuusu! Ill-.01". g’kﬂﬂﬁy‘v

of inventors obtainable.
It is well to note here that Meikle’s
machine and all others of the same
type which ﬁrst followed it, were sta
tionary machines, located in build
ings.

..!_

Luna"

.

sun v

_'

ter or horse power, the two latter
methods being used more than wind
A

y .

power, and perhaps the horse most

of all.

is

They were driven by wind, wa

: f

Ema...

These machines were simply

said to have threshed oats fairly well.

to thresh the grain, and not to clean

but would not Work on wheat and rye.

it, though the straw was not depos
ited right with the grain and chaff.
The grain was separated or cleaned
This view covers about the same ground as the one on the opposite page. The town has grown some.
afterward in winnowing mills, cor
had a drum or cylinder with heaters brought out in this machine that the responding to our fanning mills. The
attached lengthwise along its face. modern thresher and separator has stationary machines varied from a
capacity requiring two to four horse
No doubt, Meikle conceived the idea evolved.
of the drum from Leckie’s revolving
Perhaps the next important step power, and some required six.
Small portable machines were soon
cross-arms and central shaft. Mei was the introduction of the peg drum,
kle’s machine was also provided with or the cylinder as we now know it. devised for use on small farms where

It will be observed that this was a
sort of modiﬁcation of the ﬂail in
that a number of rigid ﬂails revolved
about a stationary shaft and thus
beat the grain against the enclosing
‘Essay by Ellis Rail, written for the
Department of Agricultural Engi
neering, Iowa State College.

WlCHlTA IN 1876.

BUSINESS PORTlON lN RIGHT DISTANCE.

I’

l
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the expense prohibited the stationary credit for the development of the sep
machines. In Londen’s Encyclopedia arator in this country. These men
of Agriculture, we ﬁnd mentioned were Hiram A. and John A. Pitts, of
such machines made by Weir, Les Winthrop, Me. Their ﬁrst experi
ter and Forrest; “But they all are ments were along the line of provid
inferior in operation to Meikle’s ma ing power for the ground hog sepa
rators.
While thus experimenting,
chine.”
A man who seems to have been a the idea of the endless apron for car
noted builder of threshing machinery rying the straw and grain from the
during this time, and for many years cylinder was conceived, and Decem
following, was a Mr. Garrett.
He ber 29, 1837, a patent was granted
placed machines on many large them for a thresher which was the
farms, and is spoken of as installing original of the great family of “End
a threshing outﬁt on one of the Royal less Apron” separators, the use of
which continued down to as late as
Prince's farms.
Garrett also designed a portable the seventies. The invention of the
separator, an illustration of which Pitts brothers marks a distinct era in
ma
may be seen in Henry Stevens’ “The the inventions of threshing
Book of the Farm,” volume 2, page chines. The two brothers manufac
299. Here, again, it may be well to tured these machines until 1840, when
note that (with all indications ob John A. Pitts went to Albany, then
servable) it seems with the advent of to Rochester, N. Y., then to Spring

l. S. WOODWARD

J. W. VANIMAN
Peerless Mechlnery &
Supply Co.

O. A. HARPER
Peerless Machinery 8!
Supply C.

R. F. THOMAS
Fairbanks-Morse Co.

in the second quarter of the last cen
tury since it is spoken of by all Eng
lish agricultural writers of the latter
part of that period. Miesse makes
no reference to this machine in his

illustrates the pinch in the timber
supply in all parts of the world. In
the news of the concession, told in an
American lumber journal, is the sug

no dates are at hand to say which
was ﬁrst. Certain it is, that the Gar
rett type was much cruder than the
other, and that the American inven
tion outclass those of Garrett.
Coming now to the American type
of separators as found immediately
following the Civil War, we ﬁnd that
a straw carrier had been attached, a
single tube for delivering grain, and

gestion of the difficulty that all coun
tries may have to encounter in get
ting the wood which they need in the
future. Every year timber cruisers
are going further and further aﬁeld
and cutting trees which, in former
times of abundance, they passed be
cause of the inaccessibility of the
forest.
In taking out the Siberian timber
the Melbourne lumbermen will have
to ship the entire year’s cut in July,
August, September and October, for
during the remainder of the year
there is no open water at the point
of shipment. What makes this unus

a tailings elevator.
By 1873, an adjustable straw car

logs 8,000 miles quite feasible is that

article, but does say, as the quota

tion given shows, that the Pitts in
vented the ﬁrst portable thresher,
separator and cleaner. Garrett’s ma
chine may have antedated Pitts’, but

C. A. HATTON
Wichita Supply Co.

L. W. THOMPSON ARCHIE REA
Mgr. N. & 8. Co.

ual

feature

of

transporting

bulky

A. W. R EYNOLDS

Peru.VanZant Im
plemem Co.

B. F. McMAHON .I. M. BENNlNGFlELD C. S. BRYANT .I. W. WHlTMER J. C. KERR M. G. FULTON W. S. WRIGHT C. D. CUMMINGS GEO. SHIELD
Bulhlo Pins 81 Co.

Gear-Scott & Co.

P. L. SHUFORD
Buﬂalo-Pins Co.

Hurt-Parr Co. Mgr. .l. LCnse Co. Gear-Scott
Gur-Scon 8r
Mgr.
8: Co.
Co.
G. H. BEAL
G. H. PUTMAN
B. M. STONE
DAN. O. MARTIN
Mgr. Advance
Hart-Parr Co.
Mgr. Bulhlo-Pitls Mgr. Wlchitl Supply
Thresher Co.
Co.
Co.

the portable machine came the idea
of attaching the winnowing device to
the thresher.
There are no state
ments to verify this, but the evidence
at hand warrants the assumption.
With the attachment of the fan for

ﬁeld, Ohio, and ﬁnally to Buffalo, N.
Y. His machine became known all
over the United States as the “Buf
falo Pitts.”
Hiram A. Pitts re
mained in Maine until 1847, and then
went to Illinois ﬁnally settling in
cleaning purposes it was necessary to Chicago in 1851, where he manufac
have a means for conveying the grain tured threshers which were known as
in such a position that the fan would the “Chicago Pits.”
In volume X, part IV, page 64,
act upon it, and also a rack for carry
ing away the straw. In Morton ’s En of the Twelfth United States Census
“The ﬁrst noteworthy
cyclopedia of Agriculture, page 192, we read:
we ﬁnd mentioned a Mr. Brensmead, threshing or separating machine in
of Torrington, who invented a type vented in the United States which
of screen shaker for conveying the was practicable was that of Hiram A.
straw from the cylinder. Other types and John A. Pitts, of Winthrop, Me.,
of shakers are also spoken of, but no and may be said to be the prototype
inventors named in this reference. of the machines used at the present
Oscillatory shakers are also espec time.”
Going back to Garrett's portable
ially described.
It is rather probable, however, that machine, we ﬁnd that it had a large
these ideas for the above named ap square box on top, called a “dicky,”
pliances were conceived of in Amer in which the feeder stood to pass the
ica before they were in England. grain into the cylinder the straw and
Now the ﬁrst device used as a ma what grain it held traveling on a
chine for threshing grain, in the shaker to a vibrating screen where it
United States, was the open cylinder was passed in with the grain from
thresher; which was known as the just back of the cylinder, and then
Then it
“Ground Hog thresher,” Chaifpil carried before the paw.
ers,” etc. They were in use as early passed through a hummeller, a de
as 1825. They consisted of revolv vice for bearding barley, and was
ing cylinders mounted in a crude then elevated to a ﬁnishing dressing
frame, and iron spikes were driven machine. From this it passed through
into wood cylinder staves for teeth. a grader, and was delivered from four
The principal American improve spouts as “ﬁrst and second grade,"
ments and inventions began with the “poor” and “dross." As to the
improvement of these machines, and date of the machine, I am inclined to
two men, brothers, are given the most think it must have been in use along

WiCllilI-PH. Co.
.I. F. DUIS
Mgr. GaarScot! Co.

A. F. FELDT
Sherwood d:
Mgr. Rumely Co.
Shields
C. S. SHERWOOD
J. F. LANGDON C. L. BERGENTHAL
Sherwood & Shields
"Helneke."
“Huber."

M. Rumely Co.

rier was attached, and a sacking de such unmanufactured stock is admit
vice tried for the grain. A couple ted free, while there is a heavy duty
of years later came the folding car on all manufactured wood brought
rier.
Up to 1885, the principal into Australia, the duty on lumber,
changes were modiﬁcations of the in

for instance, being nearly $5.00

a

side parts of the machine.
Up to thousand board feet. At Melbourne,
1875 the conveyors were inclined, at a new mill is being erected to manu
A model

facture these logs into dressed stock,

of 1886 shows a distinct change in
that the conveyor was horizontal, and
also the straw rack with the shoe and
screens in much the same position as
in modern machines. In a few sea
sons more the grain auger and tail

such as ﬂooring, ceiling and other
products, as well as into lumber.
These Siberian operations diﬁer
from the lumbering methods in the
United States, in that in this country
it is possible and customary to have
new mills conveniently near the place
of production, though, with the con
tinually decreasing supply, the larger
mills often ﬁnd it proﬁtable to haul
their timber by trams and railroads
many miles away from their saws.

least in some machines.

ings elevator auger were added.

And,

in the past decade have been added
the swinging and wind stackers, the
weigher and sacker; and the self
feeder and band cutter until now we
have a machine practically self oper
ating, and requiring only the care of Forest experts in this country say
one man to oil and see that the parts that the hope of the United States
for a steady supply of timber lies in
do not get out of adjustment.
the application of forestry to all tim
berlands, private and public, and the
Ship Siberian Timber 8000 Miles. careful study of the economical and
An Australian corporation has just better utilization of product. Even
received a concession from the Rus so, a severe shortage in twenty to
sian government to take out thirty twenty-five years must be expected.
million feet of timber a year from a
forest in Siberia, nine hundred miles

from Vladivostok, to be delivered in

Don ’t fail to look into the Wanted

Melbourne, Australia, approximately

and For Sale column of The Review

eight thousand miles away, and near
ly three times the distance from New
York to San Francisco.
It is likely that no lumbering oper
ation of recent years more strongly

for the bargains
there.

always

displayed

Perhaps just what you want

is listed. Also, if you have anything
to sell to other threshermen, this is
the place to advertise it.
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Seventh Annual Rally, Wichita, March 3-4-5.
March 3, 4 and 5, just one month

the Wichita Threshermen’s Associa at Wichita and remaining in charge
this season.
tion.]
Next in the lower row is Archie
Visiting threshermen to visit the
different thresher houses and displays Rea, of the Peru-Van Zandt Imple
at Wichita; and as usual, it promises in, the city.
ment Company, and next and last is
Band music at display grounds and A. W. Reynolds, of the Reynolds Gas

earlier than has heretofore been the
case, are the dates set for the Seventh
Annual Convention of Threshermen

each thresher house.
EVENING SESSION, 7:30 P. M.

Visiting

threshermen

Next in line is C. S. Sherwood, al
ready mentioned, and J. F. Langdon,

of Heineke & Company. Mr. Lang
don engaged with the Ruth Self Feed
er Company in 1900 and became their
general agent in 1901, covering Okla,

Engine Company.

First at the left in the middle row
will follow is B. F. McMahon, with the Buffalo

band from Manhattan Hotel to the Pitts Company, and next to him is J.
M. Benningﬁeld, with Gaar, Scott &
Toler Auditorium.
Company, and C. S. Bryant, of the
Music by orchestra.
Hart-Parr Company. Next is J. W.
Invocation.
Address of welcome on behalf of Whitmer, manager for the J. 1. Case
the City of Wichita by Mayor Gra Company, and next to him J. C. Kerr
and M. G. Fulton, of Glaar, Scott &
ham.

Address of Welcome on behalf of Company.
the Chamber of Commerce and the
Next is W. S. Wright, manager of
Wichita Threshermen’s Association, the Wichita-Port Huron Company,
next to whom is C. D. Cummins, of
by D.W. Mofﬁitt.
Orchestra.
the M. Rumely Company.
Then
Response, J. L. Stevenson, of The comes Geo. Shield, of Sherwood &
Shield; his partner, Mr. C. S. Sher
Threshermen’s Review.
Orchestra.
wood, standing back of him at the
Address, J. B. Parker of the Amer left-Mr. Shield’s right.
Last, but not least, in this row is
ican Thr'asherman.
A. F. Feldt, manager for the M.
Orchestra.
Cornet solo, R. H. Brown of The Rumely Company’s Wichita branch.
Threshermen’s Review.
Mr. Feldt is an old timer in the
Address,
B. B.
trade
at
Kansas

City.

In

though,

like

Orchestra.

D. W. Mofﬁtt.
to be the biggest event in the thresh
ermen’s calendar. Nothing but ex

tremely bad Weather can prevent an
inﬂux of the knights of the throttle
and cylinder that will astonish even
the natives, if present indications
count for anything.

The Wichita. Threshermen’s Asso
ciation is making preparations to give

the visitors good entertainment, and
the program has been arranged with
reference to getting the most for all
concerned out of the three days rally.
“'e printed in our February issue the
preliminary program, which has been

added to and amended.
the oﬁicial program:

Clarke of the American Thrcsherman.

Following is

FIRST DAY, MARCH 3, 1908.

Music on streets by band.
Registration of all threshermen at
seeretary’s headquarters at Manhat

B. B. Clarke.

tan Hotel.
[Tickets to entertain
ments to be destributed at place of
registration by order of members of

Business
session
and smoker, E. C.

Woodward,

J. L. Stevenson.

1906,
homa and southern Kansas. During
the past eighteen months he has de
he got
veloped the Langdon ideal self feed
Mr.

the real estate bee,
but could not stay

er, now made by Heineke & Company,

of Springﬁeld, 111., of which company
out of the machine he is representative in the territory
trade and in Decem west of the Mississippi River.
Day session same
ber, 1907, went to
C. L. (Huber) Bergenthal, it will
as preceding day.
Wichita for the M.
be noticed, arrived just in time to get
EVENING SESSION,
Rum ely Company.
into the picture, which is unusual for
8 P. M.
Mr. Feldt is young him.
Follow band to the
He’s usually into the good
and a worker and things with both feet. He took charge
Toler Auditorium.
will keep the Rume of the Huber branch 9. year ago last
Show.
ly banner well to September and the following year
THIRD DAY, MARCH 5.
the front this year.
the green bugs and poor crops gave
Same as ﬁrst and
Beginning at the him a run for his money. Neverthe
second days.
left in the top row less he made good. He’s a hard, in
One of the nightly
we meet Mr. P. L. telligent worker; and that spells
features
of
the
E. C. Cadwcll.
Wichita meetings
Shuford, with the success, always.
has
been
the
motion pictures Buﬁalo Pitts Company. Next. is
F. G. Wieland of the George D.
and stereopticon exhibit by The G. H. Beal, president of the Wichi Richardson Machinery Company, be
Threshermen’s Review. These will be ta Threshermen’s Association and gun in 1901 as traveling salesman for
continued this year with new and up Wichita manager for the Advance the branch he now manages, continu
Thresher Company. He served his ing til 1905, when he quit and went
to-date pictures and slides.
We give opposite a group photo apprenticeship with threshing ma
graph of the men who will make it chines in Illinois, Iowa and southern
pleasant for the visitors at the vari Kansas, also owning a large Kansas
ous branch houses and supply houses. farm. He went with the Advance
Taking the bottom row ﬁrst, going Company in 1901 and for the past
from left to right, ﬁrst will be noted three years has had charge of the
I. S. \Voodward; prominent in the Wichita branch.
earlier meetings, but now in the real
Next in line is Mr. G. H. Putnam,
estate business. He’ll probably be manager for the Hart-Parr Company,
trying to sell The Manhattan to some makers of gasoline traction engines,
of the boys before they leave; but and next to him is B. M. Stone, sec
it’ll be a straight deal if he does.
retary of the Wichita Threshermen’s
J. W. Vaniman and O. A. Harper, Association and manager for the Buf
second and third in the lower row, falo Pitts Company.
are the Peerless Machinery & Supply
Dan 0. Martin, of the Wichita
Company, well known to most of the Supply Company, stands next, and
regular visitors. Next are R. F. then J. F. Duis, manager for Gaar,
Thomas of the Fairbanks-Morse Com Scott & Company. Mr. Duis began
pany, and C. A. Hatton of the Wich his machinery career with Gaar, Scott
ita Supply Company.
& Company in 1895, and for two years
L. W. Thompson, manager for the was their expert in the Dakotas and
Nichols & Shepard Company, has Minnesota. Went then to Iowa and
been, in this territory for the past remained there till October 1, 1905,
J. B. Parker.
eight years, two of them with the when he took a position with Frick &
Wichita-Port Huron Thresher Com Company as their Wichita. manager,
pany, leaving them January 1, 1907, returning to Gaar, Scott '& Company into the hardware business, selling one
to go with the Nichols & Shepard in October, 1907, to take charge of in 1906 and going back to the old job,
Company, erecting their branch house their Wichita branch.
‘
(Continued on page 36.)
Cadwell, chairman.
SECOND DAY, MARCH 4.
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bushels, and oats, 8,251 bushels.
The price received for the work
was not printed; possibly because
the operator did not care to enlighten
the public on this point. But let. us
assume that it was four cents‘ all
around; and that the rig cost $2,000
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Lansing and Des Moines think they should not be wasted; and that most
have good reasons for their position, of the time should be devoted to the

and we honor them for their fearless
ness in declaring themselves.

matters regarding which the conven

But we tion has been called.

The meeting at

do not believe that these same people \Vichita, for instance, is primarily a
are in anything but hearty accord session of the Threshermen’s Associa
with organization for the betterment tion of the southwest in annual con
complete;
reasonable ﬁgures both, of the business as a whole. Their vention. The machine men of Wich
we think. Then, allowing ten per friendship for threshermen should ita have seen ﬁt to provide them with
cent. depreciation and seven per cent. not be gauged by their opinions with good entertainment; but this should
interest allowance, with wages of, regard to mass meetings or their run not be allowed for a moment to inter
say, three dollars a day for the own willingness to contribute toward the fere with the real business of the
er, let any threshermen ﬁgure this expense of them. The-square and meeting; and if the members of this
sum out and see what is left for help, upright thresherman who has found association do not go home better ﬁt
fuel supplies and possibility of himself at the end of a bad season ted and fully encouraged to carry on
breakage; to say nothing of the al with his obligations to meet and the the work then the meeting will have
lowance the owner should have for wherewithal nowhere in sight, knows failed of its main object. Keep these
best what the friendship of any one meetings as strictly to their object as
his investment.
of these companies has meant for him, possible and allow nothing to divert
and how that friendship, that regard attention from the main object; that
The question of the relation of the
in his extremity, has tidcd him over of promoting the interests of the
manufacturer to his customer con
diﬁiculties otherwise too great to be members in every legitimate way.
tinues to ﬁnd more or less expression
surmounted. No, there is no chance Brother threshermen, learn to do
in our correspondence columns and
things for yourselves; and in so doing

for argument regarding the friend
ship of the machine companies for you will gain in self reliance and the
as to consider the question one of
the deserving threshermen; and he respect and regard of your fellows.
threshermen vs. manufacturer; or vice
who, knowing these things, makes
versa; which is a radical and sadly
their unwillingness to aid in promot
“All men-of-war carry cats. Their
mistaken position to assume.
ing these meetings the supreme test
As a matter of fact, and this can of their friendship for threshermen, usefulness is never more apparent
than on shipboard. The writer was
not be too clearly understood, the only
is not working for the best interests crossing from Antwerp to New York
real and absolute relation between
of either.
on the steamship Southwark, when he
manufacturer and
thresherman is
elsewhere.

Some have gone so far

Neither are we sure that it is the was awakened by the sudden stopping
that existing between buyer and seller
best
thing for the manufacturers to of the ship, an occurrence which, hap
anywhere; the delivery of a commod
ity and the payment therefor. In give their ﬁnancial aid to these meet pening in mid-ocean, generally means
The Threshermen’s Review State

Fair bunch of subscription getters will
be at Wichita. Look for the white
hats as usual, and get acquainted with
the boys, whether you are already a
subscriber or not. “Brownie” has an
impediment in his speech, but there is

none in his geniality.

Roblee is an

other good one who has already met
many of the Kansas bunch at the
state fairs, as has also Flook. You
will know them, as heretofore, by
their white hats and their winning
ways.
Step up and say “Hello,”
they want you to do so.

case any seller has but a. single article ings, even were they all entirely will
or machine to dispose of, he cannot ing to do so.

The

passengers

rushed on deck, half clad, and were

In fact it is our opinion that it will disgusted to learn that a rat having
be
better for all concerned if Thresh crawled into the cylinder had caused
tion or unfairness should he allow his
personal feeling or even whim to gov ermen will transact their own busi the halt. Such an accident on a man
ern the price he shall ask, the choice ness in their own way; without asking of-war in time of action might be
of person he may elect to sell to, or or expecting any help from the manu fearfully paid for, and an active cat
the terms he may make with the facturer at all. It is this dependence is its only preventive.”
So says a writer in the San Fran
buyer. But when he enters into the upon someone else, this leaving it all
cisco
Chronicle, quoted by Our Dumb
to
the
men
who
started
things
going,
general manufacture and sale of any
commodity, then he must conform that is most responsible for the fail Animals. We sincerely hope they
with the laws governing such matters; ures of the past, and that is the most caught the rat and ﬁnished him right
be guilty of any general discrimina

to be feared in the future. As Presi there. . Supposing a Japanese rat
dent
Kohlmeyer of the Michigan As should have been smuggled aboard-one
tory. It is a natural law of trade
that, everything else being equal, he sociation has rightly said, a great of our warships and should accom
and these are not necessarily statu

who treats all his customers alike, many threshermen seemed
‘There will be some good things said
and some important action taken at

something serious.

to

think plish his nefarious purpose at a criti

giving special terms, prices or other that when they had paid their fees cal moment. The famous line in “Pin
privileges to none, will in the long run

that was all there was to be done. As a afore” should have read: “Silent be,

Let every thresherman enroll

matter of fact the signing of the con it was the rat.” Let us hope for the
stitution and payment of the dues and best, however, and pray that the pus
the expenses of the convention are sies on our warships will do their full
but the preliminaries to the real work. duty in the premises.
It is after the hurrah of meeting is
There must be something in the cli
The law of. trade, and to some extent over and the delegate is back at home

himself as a member, and appoint
himself a committee of one to keep

statutory law as well, directs that he among his neighbors that the real mate of Kansas that not only tends
who has merchandise to sell shall se work of organization begins, and here to produce the ﬁnest crops to be had

the business sessions of the Thresher get the largest share of the business.
men’s Association of the Southwest, Fair play and the square deal count
and the Michigan State Association. in business if they do anywhere; and
But do not let the work stop with the the finest asset any business can have
resolutions and the talk at the meet is a good reputation in this regard.
ing.

lect his customers only with reference he must work for himself and with anywhere, but that also makes the
to their ability to pay. This done, he his neighbors; the manufacturers can average Kansan the most enthusiastic
has no right to dictate what use shall not help with this. And it is bound optimist in existence. Beginning with
ﬁeld the oﬂicers will be severely hand be made of the goods, nor, as in the to be discouraging at ﬁrst, in most in that prince of word painters and Kau
case of power machinery, what price stances. But, to quote President Kohl sas boomers, Coburn, every right
icapped in the dispatch of their sev
the purchaser may demand from his meyer again, “Don’t expect too much minded Kansan loses no opportunity
eral duties, even if their hands, ﬁg
to toot his born for the state of his
uratively speaking, are not altogether customers for use of same. Conced at ﬁrst.” But we say, don ’t be satis
adoption. Shoot an old fashioned
ﬁed
with
a
little.
Be
gratiﬁed
with
tied. Don’t attempt more than can ing this, we can readily see that he

busy all the time forwarding the work

of the Association.
Without the
hearty co-operation of the men in the

be readily attended to at ﬁrst; and as

the‘work proceeds the ability to do it
to the best advantage will develop.

Look carefully at all sides of any
question of importance before taking
radical action.

Much can be accom

plished for the improvement of condi
tions in the trade if all will work
harmoniously for whatever is of real

good for it.
A

Thomasville,

Pa,

threshermen

threshed 39,030 bushels of grain with
his traction engine and threshing ma
chine the past season, according to a

local paper. The outﬁt was in ser
vice 106 days, counting time of going
from one place to another, and the
time consumed in threshing.
The
amount of grain *threshcd was:
Wheat, 24,098 bushels;
rye, 6,681

can not, however he may desire to do it, perhaps, but never satisﬁed. But,
so, restrict sales to those who are in instead of expecting others to bear
favor because of their membership in the expense and do the work, the
some association, or because of price threshermen must be willing to do for

blunderbuss into a Kansas bunch and
you’d get one of these prosperity pro
moters with every pellet. Write a

cutting, or any such reason. So that himself; to work in season and out
we may consider the idea of restrict of season for what he ‘must have.
ing sales to any class or for any other Having accomplished this he will have
reason than lack of credit or ability the respect not only of himself but

and you get the information sand
wiched between page after page of

letter asking for special information

Kansas “promotion.” Witness the
gem of a letter from Gem, Kansas, in
to pay as beside the question and too of every one with whom he trausacts this issue. No wonder the Wichita
convention is ‘the success it always
unreasoiiable for further considera his business.
turns out to be. The Kansas folks
Further
with
regard
to
the
state
tion.
are
on to their job. We wish the coun
The attitude of the manufacturer meetings. These were originally plan
toward threshers’ associations we fear ned as’ business sessions for the try were full of such.
is not as well understood as it should threshermen particularly, with just
When considering any radical de
be. live have yet to learn of any man enough entertainment provided to
ufacturer who is opposed to the or

sweeten the dish.

It should be always parture from the ordinary it is well

ganization of threshermen for strict born in mind that these meetings are to look closely into the matter from
ly business purposes, and by them for the transaction of most important every possible point of view. When
selves and for themselves. The few business, and that attendance on them considering the advantages of oil as
who are in open opposition to such has cost a large number of the dele a locomotive fuel some years ago, it is
meetings as those at Wichita and gates much time and money, that said, the Pennsylvania railroad found

March, 1908.
that there was a considerable advan
tage in the use of oil for fuel. But
they also had it pointed out that the
then entire oil production of the
country was not suﬁicient to keep
the railroad going and further, that

if there were the demand would send
the price up to a prohibitive'point.
Which offers one very good reason
why the use of oil for fuel has not be
come general on the railroads. How
ever, the same rule would hardly oper
ate in the case of the traction engine.
The principal item in localities remote
from the oil ﬁelds would be cost of
transportation. Wherever this is not
so much as to make the total cost too
great, the subject of fuel oil for trac

tion boiler use is well worth full con
sideration.
We understand that there is some

likelihood that the railroads will
change the classiﬁcation of traction
engines in their tariﬁs, listing them
under the head of “machinery,”
which takes a higher weight than
“agricultural
implements”
with
which they are at present classiﬁed.
This would make the minimum

THB'I‘HRESHERMHN'S REVIEW

tion of business ability in either case;
and the threshermen is improving in

Invitation by President Kohlmeyer.
The president and secretary of the Threshermen’s Association of
Michigan met in Lansing, January 30th, to arrange a program for the
meeting to be held in Lansing, March 26, 1908. All readers of The
Review are cordially invited not only to come themselves, but bring
all their brother threshermen with them. A good plan will be for
some thresherman in each county to get a notice into the county pa
per; these will be glad to get such a news item. Every thresherman
who is planning to attend is asked to send a postal card to the sec
retary, Mr. E. V. Chilson, Lansing, Mich., so that he may know as
nearly as possible how many will be there, and can better plan for
the accommodation of the visitors.
The state oﬂicials have permitted the use of the hall of repre
sentatives for the meeting. Come and occupy a legislator’s seat for
once in your life, at least, and see how much good you can do. Show
these political solons that they are not the only pebbles on the beach.
There are several matters of vital interest to the threshers to be
brought up at this meeting. One is some move looking toward the
removal of the restrictions put upon threshers on the highways.
‘ Every thresher recognizes the injustice of this class of legislation, and
it is up to threshers to see what is to be done about it. Let us show
the people we can legislate as well as thresh. Let us leave our jeal
ousies and price cutting stories at home.
_
I
I hope to meet all the old friends and to make many new ones at
Lansing, March 26.
Wm. Kohlmeyer,
President Michigan Threshers’ Association.

weight on car loads 4,000 lbs. greater;

that is, the buyer of a traction en
gine would have to pay freight on
that much more weight than now, farm operation, and not at all in line
whetheer the engine weighed it or not. with the use of the “machinery” that
As matters now stand, the railroads

will not transport a carload of agri
cultural implements at less charge
than that for 20,000 lbs. weight of ma
chinery. For instance, a threshing
rig might weigh less than this; but
the shipper would have to pay for
20,000 pounds just the same. Here
tofore traction engines, when shipped
alone, have been classiﬁed as “agri
cultural implements,” the same as a
‘full rig. So that a traction engine
shipped as a car load is charged the
full minimum of 20,000 pounds,
whether, as was not often the case,
it weighed that much or not. So that
by the proposition to increase the

minimum of weight allowed to a car
load to 24,000 pounds, the shipper is
charged for just that much extra
weight over an already large allow

ance, considering the actual weight
of the engine shipped.
As this burden falls directly upon
the threshermen of the country,
should the classiﬁcation be changed as
contemplated, The Threshermen’s Re
view most emphatically
protests
against the proposed change; and we
hope the manufacturers, who are
working hard to keep the classiﬁca
tion unchanged, will be successful in
their eﬁorts.
The reason given for the proposed
change is that the traction engine is
being used for a large number of
other uses than for operating agri
cultural machinery. Also, the Chair
man of the Central Freight Associa
tion having the matter in charge can
not reconcile the deﬁnition of the
word “traction”—the act of draw
ing by motive power—with agricul
tural uses.
True, the traction engine ﬁnds one
of its important uses for agricultural
purposes in drawing-by its own mo
tive power——the grain separator, to

is transported and classiﬁed as such.

' this respect every year.

Bradstreet’s statistics of business
failures in the United States in 1907
show that 7 houses out of every 1,000
in business failed last year, as against
14 out of every 1000 in 1893, and 9 in
1873. The percentage of 1907 was
lower than in any year of the past
decade, except 1906, whereas the per

centage of 1893 was the largest in a
generation. In actual liabilities last
year's failures broke all records, the
total of $383,700,000 comparing with
$127,200,000 in 1906, $105,500,000 in
1902, and $382,100,000 even in 1893.
The ratio of total assets to total lia
bilities among the failed ﬁrms of
1907 was 75 per cent., the largest on

record. In 1906 it was only 50 per
cent., in 1893 it was 60.0 per cent.
We have no data at hand showing
the percentage of failures among
threshermen; but we doubt whether
it is any greater, if as great, as those

given above.

Apropos to the failure question, if
one machine will put a man to the
bad, what must happen when he is
burdened with two or three or four
or even more of them’ Surely his
The saying that an ounce of preven cup of misery must be running over!
tion is better than a pound of cure It would be, if these ﬂouters of
is familiar enough to us all; and that the threshermen and his business
accidents can be prevented is not nec knew what they were talking about.
essary of proof. Many of those re As a matter of fact, so far as our cor

As a matter of fact, fully 90 per
cent of the traction engines sold in
this country today are bought pri ported from thresher outﬁts could
marily for the purpose of obtaining have been prevented by use of judg
power for the operation of grain sep— ment or caution; mostly caution.
But that they can be prevented by
arators, corn huskers and shellers,
bean threshers, clover hullers and hay any association or society has never
presses, and are usually bought and occurred to us; so that we read with
shipped with them. All these are interest that a large and exceedingly
conceded to be agricultural ‘imple enthusiastic meeting was held at
ments; and the power required for Sharpsville, Pa., for the purpose of
their operation would reasonably considering the advisability of organ
come under the same heading. When izing a national society for the pre
shipped alone, it is usually because vention of accident. The movement
the purchaser needs a new engine for had originated with Thomas D. West
such purposes, or because in buying of that place who delivered a most
a complete outﬁt he prefers an en exhaustive address concerning the
gine of one make and his other ma formation of societies for the pre
chinery of another make. The truth vention of accidents. He was follow
of this will be apparent from a read ed by a number of other persons who
ing of the letters from threshermen expressed -in strong terms their feel
in this issue. Many of them, it will ing that a movement of this kind
be noted, have engines and threshers should be started. An organization
of diﬁerent makes. These point out, was then effected, which it was de
too, the sole use of the traction mech cided should be national as well as
anism; that of transporting the en local.
gine and the machinery for which it
Just what the plan is to be is not
furnishes the power from one farm stated in the item from 'which we get
to another; a relatively small propor our information. Possibly such a so
tion of the work the engine performs. ciety might be of value in eliminating
This proportion changes when the the element of carelessness, in the
engine is used, out of the threshing safeguarding of employes against ac
season, for pulling plows in the ﬁeld. cident from uncovered or unprotected

respondence shows-and there are two

or three such letters in this issue of
The Review, the man with a plurality
of outﬁts is unusually prosperous.
One of these writing for this issue
does what every thresherman, even

though owning but one rig, should do;
he leaves the operation of the outﬁt

to trained and trusty men, while he
exercises general supervision.
It
should take one good man most of
his time doing this and getting more
business, and this is where a man with
ability in this line makes good.
,
Ten thousand dollars has been
guaranteed by a handful of Omaha
business men for defraying the pre

liminary expenses of bringing a corn
show to Omaha, to be held in the

Auditorium the ﬁrst week of Decem
ber and which will have the support
of the National Corn association.
Prof. J. Wilkes Jones, of_the Iowa
Agricultural College, stated at a
meeting at Omaha in January that:
“In looking over the ﬁeld of those
who have been interested in the Na
tional Corn show held in Chicago,
have fastened upon Omaha as the
ideal place. You are located at the
But, as we have already pointed out, machinery; but we do not see how it logical point here, the center of the
this is also an agricultural operation, is to govern the “personal equation” belt, while Chicago and Kansas City
and one for which as yet but a small that is so large a factor in the causing might be said to be on the edge.

percentage of the traction
purchased are used.

engines of accidents. But because we do not
know it is not fair to criticise; and
The proposed change in classiﬁca we await with interest the further
tion is of interest to us because it proceedings of these promoters.
will work a direct and it seems to us

Prof.

Jones

said

that

President_

Winchell of the Rock Island railroad
has proposed to put out a “booster”
who will travel over the states during
the summer and advertise the show.
The railroad companies propose to

unwarranted injury to the thresher
Much stress has been laid in some pay the expenses of such an agent,
men this paper represents. For the
freight on threshing machinery is, quarters upon the failures of thresh besides paying for generous newspa
almost without exception, paid by the ermen; that is, their failures in‘busi per space and billboard advertising.
receiver and not by the factory from ness. The Review has always held
that there are no more failures in
this business than in other lines, con
sidering the number of men engaged

the operation of which it is so nec which the machinery is shipped. It is
essary, from one farm to another. the threshermen who pays the bills,
But by that very use it becomes es and it is in his interest that we ob
sentially an agricultural implement. ject to this apparent injustice in add
ing materially to the already large
The same is true when. as may be
come more extended, the engine is freight charges imposed upon him in
used for hauling plows; essentially a

II

getting his machinery home.

There seems no good reason why
the show should not be held at Omaha.
It is, just as claimed by the Omaha
promoters, well located with reference

in the business; that there are as to the corn country, and peopled by
many, if not more, failures in what a bunch of boosters who will leave no
is known as the business world, than stone upturned to make a success of
among threshermen. It is only a ques it.
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I thresh in sunny Kansas, near the
light, price too low and labor high.
The cause of light yield which we central part, known as the great

LETTER , '

had here the last four years was too wheat belt. We have a comparative
much rain; but I think it will be a ly level country to move over, but
little better from now on, as the bridges are numerous, as are mud
county has just ﬁnished up over 50 holes; but neither of these trouble us
miles of dredge ditching, amounting any as we own and operate a small
to over $70,000; and all of it done in rig and can go most any place that
this vicinity, so I think that it will a farmer can haul a load of grain.

FROM

k

help us threshers as well as the far
mers.

ring off and wish all a Merry Christ
mas and a Happy New Year.
A. G. Barbknecht.
Raymond, Minn.

*

*

*

Poor Bridges.
Editor Review :—Enclosed please
ﬁnd 50 cents for one year ’s subscrip
tion to The Review, as I do not like
to miss a single copy.
I ran a horse power for my father

clearly see that we are not getting
rich at the business.
I have been threshing for 22 years;
and have run different makes of ma
chines. I ﬁnd they will all do good
work if properly operated. I have

for ﬁfteen years, and for four years threshed in Wisconsin, Minnesota and

have run by steam. My father quit the Dakotas; but I have never been
the business and I did not feel satis able to do as big a day’s work as
ﬁed, so I got a rig of my own and some of the threshermen who write
have run it four seasons. Our sea letters to The Review. I do not think
sons here are short; from 30 to 40 it good policy to have big work and
days. We are getting 2 cents out of earnings published in the papers and
shock and 11A; cents out of stacks. thresher catalogues, for this very
Do not have much wheat and rye here. thing induces many ‘that do not un

Have poor bridges. Some of the arch derstand the threshing business to go
ed bridges will stand the rig; but and buy a threshing rig, thinking
most of the iron bridges are not safe. there is money in it; and consequent
I have a 12 h. p. compound, and a ly after two or three years run the

33x54 separator.

Have been in bad rig is worn out and they have not

made enough to pay for same.
I at present own and operate an
out; I go over the same route each Advance outﬁt, consisting of 18-horse
year. Have had hot boxes and use compound engine, 32x52 separator
places, have crossed creeks and mud

holes, but have had no trouble getting

Our best day’s

the farmer does is take the grain

Editor Review :—I am an operator
and owner of a rig. Business was
good here this year. Regarding the
question, W. R. A., as to using a
grain separator to thresh clover. I
never threshed clover, but I have

Courtesy Wm. Kllnkcnberg, St. Olaf, ll.

we like ﬁrst rate.

work was 1892 bushels. Best half
day, 1045 bushels. We carry a full
crew of men, boarding shack, and all
away from the machine and deliver

Threshing Alfalfa.

lN THE CORN.

We own a 16 h. p. Nichols & Shep

That is all for this time; will ard engine and 36x58 separator which

the cdal. We run 39 days and thresh
ed 45,444 bushels. I also have a 12
h. p. Aultman engine that I am going
to shell corn with this Winter.

It,

hitched up to the new Racine belt six
hole sheller, makes a good shelling
threshed alfalfa and it is harder to outﬁt to start out with. With best
wishes to all.
Orville Blair.
thresh than clover. I will tell you
Pollard, Kan.
how I run my machine. Use all the
*
*
a:
concave teeth set up close. Close
sieves, adjustable. Run big 20 bar
From the Keystone State.
cylinder 300 and 350 r. p. m. This
Editor Review :—Your letter of
will knock the seed oﬁ the straw and
the sieves will let the threshed seed some time ago received and in reply
through and the pods will be carried will say I am well pleased with your
back to the cylinder, and will do a valuable paper, and think the sub
very satisfactory job.
I threshed scription price is very reasonable.
I noticed in last month's Review
321/2 bushels in one day, 23rd of No
the
best way to plug a ﬂue. I think
vember, 1907, the day was short.
the best plan is to use a new ﬂue;
Maywood, Neb.
J. H. Clemens.
but it often happens that a new ﬂue
* * =0:
cannot be had when one needs it the
Converted Separator into Fod worst. To plug a fine take a 1/2 or

der Cutter.
Editor

% iron rod, say 2 or 3 inches longer

Review :—Find

enclosed than ﬂue, put a good large head on
money order for my subscription an one end with a good heavy neat ﬁt
other year, as I don’t want to miss ting washer of heavy iron. Put same
any of the copies. I own a 14 h. p. on the other end with a nut, cut oﬁ
Huber engine and a Foos feed grind ﬂue even with ﬂue sheet. Put on good
er, and saw wood in winter. I have asbestos gasket, then tighten up your
threshed 13 seasons, but did not go rod.
Anyone having a had set of
out last season. I took my old separa fines should be prepared and take
tor and made a fodder cutter out of with them plugs or rods as they may
it. I took bars out of the cylinder think best. The rods and washers
and bolted on knives; used 4x2 will help you out. They may leak a

inch tool steel. We have most all little, but cannot blow out to do any
nothing but ground sulphur and cyl with wind stacker and a Garden City makes of threshing rigs around here. harm.
inder oil and this gives satisfactory feeder; which makes as good a rig as Price is 3 cents for wheat, 4 for rye,
I also notice in regard to using
2 for oats, 75 for clover seed, $6 per governor on the roads, answer was
results. Have never lost a minute on some of the rest.
,
account of a hot box.
Wishing The Review and brother day for sawing wood.
“you should.” I think not; for our
Kirby Warner,
I enclose herewith a picture of my threshermen a successful 1908.
hilly country, while going down hill,
rig which you may print in The Re
view. This picture shows where I
hitched to a 10-roll shredder, that a
20 h. p. gasoline engine could not pull,

H. E. Ullery.

Liberty Center, 0.
***

From Sunny Kansas.

using the governor you have throttle
wide open. If you have bad or foamy
water you get too much water in

Editor Review :—Enclosed you will

Editor Review:—I read The Re
view and letters of brother thresher

your cylinder, and is a very good way
to break cylinder rings or knock the

crew with me were very much sur please ﬁnd check for $1.10 for which
prised to think my engine could mail me your valuable magazine as

men and enjoy them on winter even

and I had no trouble running it. The

*

*

*

Has Two Rigs.

handle the 10-roll shredder like that. you have been doing for the past 12
I will give you one good idea—when years, for one more year, as I do not

head out of your cylinder. You can
ings, and will write a letter if it compress steam but you cannot water.
doesn’t miss the waste basket which If you can keep your throttle almost
shut you hardly even need to open
is near at hand.

like to miss a single copy of your
tor and start repairing whenever I paper and for the balance, please
get an hour or two to spare. I think mail me a copy of No. 3 premium as
I pull in the shed I clean my separa

it is a good idea not to leave all of listed in your Christmas issue, which
is certainly a ﬁne one.
the work until the last minute.
Now as to threshing. I operate and
Well as my letter is getting long,
I will close for this time, wishing own two rigs of well known make and
brother threshermen good luck, and

also The Review.
St. Olaf, Ia.

Wm. Klinkenberg.
*

*

*

am well satisﬁed, and don ‘t claim as
others, “got the only rig that can do
work; all other machines ain’t in it.”
I hire all my men and crew, and
charge 6 cents for wheat, 10 for ﬂax,

At It 22 Years.

3 cents for oats and 4 cents for bar

Editor Review :—I have been a
reader of The Review for 10 years,
and I have never seen anything in
your valuable paper from this part
of the country.

ley.
Threshing here didn’t amount to
very much last season; the weather

was favorable but

the

season

too

short as it only lasted 39 days, and

Crops around here were not of the the grain turned out poor at that.
best, as oats were very light. Bar Wheat yielded an average of 8 bush
ley and winter grain were of fair els, ﬂax 8 bushels, oats 25 bushels,
qualny. We get 2 cents per bushel barley 20 bushels per acre, so you
for threshing, farmers furnishing the see the yield shows that a thresher
hands and boarding them; so you can could not get rich as the yield was

IN THE FARMYARD.
Courtesy Elmer Ehler, Chnmpaign, lll.

March, 1909.
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your pet cocks while going down hill.
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Wants Information.
Some threshers here use the governor

Editor Review :~—As my subscrip

with one man to steer and one to tion to The Review has expired I will

handle the

throttle.

They

should enclose $1.10 for a year’s subscrip

have one to lead with a rope and one tion to The Review and a copy of
to use the whip. I like to see a man Traction Engine Catechism.
jump up and take hold of the throttle
I run a 15 h. p. compound Port
and do the steering, which is very Huron engine and a 32x54 separator.
easy. I have often run after night I don’t think I have the best, but it
without light, and if I had to depend

is one of the best. It doesn't make
on a hired man to steer for me I much diﬁerence what make you have
would get left. You can handle the
as long as it is kept in good repair
throttle very easily when you become
and push it through the threshing
used to it. I would go to sleep if I
season. I have run my separator for
had to run with the governor.
I
nine seasons and it is good for many
would not buy an engine if it were
more. Poor grain and wet weather
not so arranged that one man could
made threshing poor this season. In
handle the throttle and steer without
stretching himself from one side of these parts we get 2 cents for oats
the boiler to the other-—there are and barley and 3 cents for wheat,
rye and buckwheat. We are all price
some that way. It seems very un
handy to have anyone to steer for cutters, for We ﬁll up the sack for
me. \Vhile you are making short two bushels. There are two many
turns you can do much better your machines in this locality. I used to
self. You know when you have to thresh from 60 to 70 days, now if
use the reverse, and you know where we get from forty to forty-ﬁve we
you need the brake. I notice in a late have to go some. I pulled an 8-roll
Review that some men are not com Advance husker for a party this fall
petent, which I think is very true. but the days were short and we could
They are men of poor judgment, who not get in much time.

We have fairly good roads but some
‘will not take advice from any one.
poor
bridges. I would like to hear
They think what they don't know
isn’t worth knowing. There are plen

They are not ﬁt for 61s and 11_c1‘e$-

the business they are in.

But to

_

L- E- wllson

New LlSb0l1,*Wl:- *

make a success of threshing, as one
said in The Review, we should do our

~

WHETHER YOU DO OR NOT

You Know the Disadvantage of Having an Uiler
i

that will pump oil enough
for

your

engine

when

threshing but fails when
plowing.

You also real

ize-especially when you
pay your oil bi1ls—the
wastefulness of having one
that will pump enough for
plowing, but can't be re

duced ﬁne enough

when

FUR WARMING I‘

SINGLE FEED PUMP-Model “D.”

- threshing.

One Great Advantage

The
MANZEL
Improved Traction

Hay Baling.

Editor Review :—As
this
zero
can ’t do this or that right.” Brother weather which we are having now is
threshermen, there is only one man a little too cold for baling hay or
own repairing.

Engine for Plowing?

from users of Port Huron huskers

ty of men of this kind, not only and shredders with self feeders as to
threshermen, but in all other lines of their average for the season in acres
business, How can anyone of this and their best run for a day in bush

kind succeed”!

Do You Use Your

Some may think, “I

Engine Oil Pump

that does not make a mistake, and sawing wood, and not seeing any lct~
that is not very hard to answer—it ters in your valuable paper from this
is the man who never does anything. section of the country, I thought I
We all make mistakes. I made a mis would write you a few lines for pub

Is that you can regulate it to feed the exact amount of oil your
engine requires, no matter what it is used for.

take when I did not advertise in The lication.

Whether Plowing,

I have not long been a sub

Review for a second hand hay press. scriber to The Review, and do not
I wrote Mr. Hale of Minnesota, the suppose I ever would have been had it
party who advertised for a second not been for one of my brother ma

‘hand belt press and asked him what chine men who was taking subscrip
success he had, and Mr. Hale sent me toins for this most valuable paper for
several letters from parties having the threshermen. But I must say that
hay presses for sale, but most of them since subscribing for it I ﬁnd it the

Thresh

ing or on the Road it feeds
just the right amount need
ed-"no more, no less.
For Engines that are used for
general. all-around work it

the most practical and up-to-date maga
presses are single geared. I would zine ever published for the money. I
like to hear from some‘ good hay am the owner and operator of a hay
press man regarding experiences he baling outﬁt, consisting in part of

has no equal, for it has a very

has had with both single and double one second hand Scheidler 12 h. p.

very easily and accurately ad
justed.

are so far away and

most

of

geared presses. Some builders of traction engine, and also a second
presses say that a double geared hand Ohio hay press (size 16x18)

press cannot be kept in line. I would which is practically new, but which
think that double gear would be much had twice been condemned previous
to my purchasing it, on the account

wide range of feed,

and is
srzm nnzi His WAN/AIM] int
DOUBLE FEED PUMP—Model “D.”

A Manzel Pump on your engine will reduce

your oil bills from 30 to 60%.

better for heavy pressing, and would

(as they stated) it

did

not

make

not get out of line like a single gear.
heavy enough bales. But I must say
One make of presses go as far as to
that it is one of the simplest, lightest
say the signal bell is a useless device. and easiest operated presses that I
I wish to ask if 17x22 would be the ever saw; and I have no trouble at
best size to buy; making the bales a all making bales that will average 100

little square they would be liable to
get crooked.
Has anyone had experience with
gasoline engine for hay pressing’!
‘Vhat would be the cost, or what
amount of gasoline would it take to
press two tons per hour‘! I like the

pounds with a 9 foot single loop wire,
and in one instance in wet oats straw

I made bales weighing as high as 195
pounds and averaging 125 pounds,
which goes to show that there is noth
ing wrong with the press.
I must tell you before going any
farther with this letter that I did
old standby, the steam engine.
not purchase this outﬁt until in the
I would like to have pressmen
forepart of December of this year;
write to The Review, stating their
and previous to this had never work
ed on a press, nor had my brother,
that are giving good satisfaction in who ran the engine for me, run an
their locality. Trusting that there engine before. But we started out
may be others interested in this line, without any one to show us how to
experiences, giving names of presses

and wishing The Review and brother operate either the press or engine,
threshermen a successful year,
and just kept on going. Of course we
W. A. Krumpe,
Saxonburg, P8

did not make as good time at ﬁrst

as old experienced hands, but before

A Few other Advantages of The MANZEL
Large Sight Feed which can be seen from every side of the engine,
Gauge Glass-Heating Chamber-Hand Attachment-Hardened Drop
Forged Steel Pawls-No Stufﬁng Boxes-Always Ready for Use
Requires No Attention-Pumping Mechanism Works in Oil-Etc.

Every Up-To-Dale Thresherman
should have a copy of our new catalogue, even if not in need of a
new oiler. It's interesting and costs nothing.
Just cut off the
blank at the lower right hand corner of this "ad" and send it
to us with your name and address, and we will send you a
copy by return mail.

Manzel Brothers Co.
Oil Pump Specialists

307-309 Babcock Street

Buﬂalo, N. Y.
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A Hard Winter on Wheat
might change all your plans ‘for the coming season. In such an event
what would you do? Two things confront you. Either branch out into
new business and keep your engine busy, or “go to the wall." All that

is necessary to branch out into new business is to purchase a

Buckeye Portable Saw Mill
The mill that is suited to run with yo ir Traction Emine.
You can move from one
place to another, doing custom work, or can set up for an all-season's job and MAKE
MONEY in either case. The Saw Mill is of the Variable Friction Feed Type and does
the same accurate ﬁne work that you do with the larger stationary mills. The capacity
is just as great as the larger mills. In places where timber is light, you keep busy by
moving from one place to another, while the stationary mill is idle, waiting for logs.

Catalog 1‘ explains more fully.

Send for if.

THE ENTERPRISE‘ MFG. CO.,
we pulled in we did not take a back
seat for any of them when it came

to doing good work. And we left
quite a bunch of satisﬁed customers
who, with the exception of one or
two, paid for work as soon as it was
done; so I will have very little col
lecting to do these cold days.

I am

still baling a little yet despite the cold
weather and have considerable ahead
Just a few days ago I baled quite a
nice little bunch in a barn when the
thermometer was down close to zero.
Hoping to hear from some other
brother on the subject of baling, and
also wishing The Review success, I
am,
W. E. Carleton.
R. F. D. No. 3, Belmont, O.

a:

at

*

1040 Main Street,

Columblana, Ohio

Our outﬁt consists of a 20 h. p. for oats, 3 cents for barley, 4 cents
compound Aultman & Taylor engine, for rye, and $2 an acre for husking
42x64 New Century separator, 12 h. p. corn.
'
I have answered several letters
A. & T. simple engine and Victor
clover huller, and No. 3 Sandwich from brother threshermen, asking me
Dustless sheller, either one of which what I thought of so-and-so, for I
will take all the grain that can be think we ought to be brothers and
gotten to it. Have followed threshing help one another out.
for 35 years and yet am not too old to
I am in favor of license. We ought
learn, but I think I have served my to have the man who will do his part
time and should retire from the busi in giving us good roads and bridges.
ness.
Alf. ‘L. Clarke.
I have a suit with the county for go
Clare, Ill.
ing through a bridge, and if they
* * *
don’t do the right thing with me, I
will make them think they are in a
Busy.
Editor Review:—Enclosed ﬁnd 50 hot-box. I wish we could have county
cents for renewal of my subscription conventions for threshermen here,
to The Review. I do not like to miss and have a good man to speak to us,
a single copy, and thank you for re

i

_

No Plungers

No Stuffing Boxes
No Valves

Nn Packing Joints in'glits
entirezconstruction
‘ Yet it will positively feed any kind of
lubricating oil under all temperatui';
to which it is 'subiected and against
any steam pressure ‘used.

Eclipse Oil Pump Co.
46 Main Street

l

main crop here is oats. I don ’t get
rich threshing but make enough to
make expenses. The farmers furnish
coal and help.
I would like to know the law for
traveling the roads and crossing
bridges with a traction engine in
the state of New York, if there is any.
Wishing The Review and thresher».
Sherman, N. Y. J. C. Messinger.
*

*

*

-

Short.
Editor Review :—Enclosed you will
ﬁnd one dollar for one year’s sub
scription to The Review and the En
gineer’s Guide. I am a hay presser
and have been in the business 14

years. I run a Clyde engine made by
S. W. Wood & Son, Clyde, N. Y.',
good as any engine made; also a P.
R. Dederick & Sons hay press, best
on the market. Will write more next
time.
D. A. Darrow.
Weedsport, N. Y.
(Continued on page 22.)

The Eclipse Oil Pump
Has No Cranks
No Eccentrics
‘
No Connecting Rodsﬁ

l

for oats, 3 cents for buckwheat and
barley, and four cents for wheat. The

and see what could be done to help men success, I am,

minding me of the expiration of my us, for they are dead here.
Served His Time.
Well as my letter is getting long,
subscription. I like to read the live
I will close wishing The Review and
Editor Review :——Enclosed you will letters from live threshermen.
please ﬁnd 50 cents to renew my sub
Who can beat this. I have gone brother threshermen success.
scription to The Review for another through two bridges and two culverts
F. L. Harris & Son.
Oskaloosa, Ia.
year.
in four years. I have a Gear-Scott
*
*
*
Oats, our principal crop, was about 16 h. p. and 33x52 separator, with
From
New
York.
half what it should have-been, hence Pella stacker. Keep my engine work
Editor Review :—Your notice of
threshing was not “much in it,” yet ing most of the time, moving houses,
we made a. very satisfactory run and etc. Last spring I put my engine on my expiration of subscription to The
notwithstanding the fact that there a road grader, graded a park. I cut Review received and note what you
are ten rigs in our township (6 miles straight ditches. The engine is the say. No, I have no thoughts of dis
square) and two just over the line, best way to work roads. Have run continuing The Review for I could
not get along without it. I like the
and the usual number of price cutters, my engine for 15 years.
I hear so much about the price cut paper very much and think it is a
we had more than we could do, and
turned away more work than some of ters; I don’t like those kind of men. great paper for anyone interested in
I stand for one price to all, 2 cents machinery.
the other machines‘ threshed.

I

Have seen no letters from thresher

men in this part of the state. Thresh
ing has been poor here for a few
years. I run a 10 h. p. Huber trac
tion engine and a No. 1 Westinghouse
thresher. It is large enough for this
part of the country. I get 2% cents

.

Vicksburg, Michigan

Showing Nothing in the

I
I

Tank but the Oil Hole

March, 1908.
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A SQUARE DEAL
It can only be done by building for him the best ma
chinery.
It can only be done by giving him the best possible
value for his money.
We have a large plant equipped with modern and up-to
date machinery.
The most skilled mechanics are employed whose aim is

to build the best.
Only the best material is used.
With every facility for building the best.
With an earnest intent to produce only the best.
Insures success.
You can investigate these claims and ascertain their
truthfulness.

The means are at hand in every Nichols-Shepard engine
and every Red River Special Thresher in your
neighborhood.
Look them over.
Compare them with other makes.
Note their conveniences.
Note their strength and effectiveness.
Note their advantageous features that make them stand
out in a class by themselves.
The Nichols-Shepard Double Cylinder Engine is the
strongest, most effective and most durable traction
engine ever built.

It islthe acme of Engine Construction.
It will pay you to investigate.

Write for catalogue and circulars.

They tell all about

A Square Deal for the Thresherman.

‘

SIXTY YEARS IN BUSINESS

‘

NICHOLS & SHEPARD CO., Battle Creek, Michigan
BRANCH!
Madison, Wisconsin.

The

Regina, Sask.
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Des Moines, Iowa.
George H. Gallagher Co..

'

Peoria1 Illinois.
Columbus. Ohio.‘
Lincoln. Nebraska.
Nashville, Tennessee.
Spokane,

Kansas City. Missouri.
Fargo. North Dakota.

Minneapolis. Minnestota.
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Keating Implement & Machine Co.. Dallas,

Washington.

Please mention The Review.

Texas.
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The Greater Capacity of lmple- horses in the furrow it is possible to‘
do accurate plowing.

ments.

One man and

In his excellent article some time a gang Plow in & tell-acre ﬁeld Will
ago on the problem of farm help, do about twice as much work as :13

Prof. Thos. F. Hunt suggested, among men with a two-horse walking plow,l
other things, that machinery capable and Will likely do it better.
of larger performance be used for
Wider barrows have supplanted the
farm Work

In View of the Pressing 'triangular harrows of early times.

A

demand for farm labor the same idea four-horse harrow is as practicable as‘
is being reiterated by the agricultural one drawn by two horses and it will‘
press. However, in nearly every in cover much more ground.
A long
stance when the suggestion is made it doubletree can be shaped in a few
is accompanied with a vagueness that minutes from a tough scantling and
oﬁers but little encouragement to ﬁtted with clevises at center and ends.
the unitiated to act on it. To the In driving we use check lines for the
proposition that implements of great two horses in the center and each out
er capacity are desirable, nearly all side horse is kept in place by a jockey
will assent. But when it is asked stick. The last disk harrow pur
speciﬁcally just what implements of chased we ordered with fourteen
greater power and performance than disks instcad of

those in general use may we conﬁ'
dently purchase, there are few to
answer.
There are some implements of more

number.

We have increased our capacity and expect to make 10,000 BELTS

iin 1908.

SAWYER Improved Stitched CANVAS

ITHRESHER BELTS
Send torﬂoldei and h'atfpt agencies.

twelve,

the

usual

SAWYER BELTING Co., 49 Llsbon Road Cleveland, 0.

These machines are now im

proved so that the draft of the former
is not greater than that of the latter
a few years ago. We have no diﬁi

The World's Champion Adjus

than the usual horse power and capac culty in handling the fourteen disk
ity which by actual test on the farms harrow with three horses. This is as

in this county have shown praise
worthy performance and demonstrat
ed their practicability. With many the
big plow and wide binder are asso
ciated with the far West. A dozen
years ago in conversation with a col

table Sieves and Chaifers. 8

wide a machine as is practicable for
Known to all the thresher world to be the

cutting corn ground in the fall'for
only combined grain and seed sieve made that
wheat by cutting two middles at one
will do the work satisfactory. Our adjustable shoe sieve and chafter
lap.
The three horse

and

foul‘

makes a combination unequaled. With this combination you can handle
horse any grain or seeds threshed on any machine. Threshermen ordering new

wheat drills are used by some farmers- machines should see that the Ditch Adjustable Sieve is written plainly in
lege mate who had traveled over the
There 15 no question of then‘ usl'iflll- their order. The original Ditch Adjustable works where all others fail.
West and spent some time on the
ness
0!) land WltllOllli ObStI'IICtIOHS, Beware of imitations. The best is the cheapest.
Paciﬁc coast, in reference to the farm
such as shocks of corn! and there are
Combined Screw Feed Expander and Cutter.
ing in those parts, I asked why

the gang plow would not do here? He many who regal'd these Wlde mafilnnfes
said that the soil is different and that as very economical even for sowing In
corn ﬁelds and among shocks. We
the gang plow would not do here. To have not tried the wide drill but there
day a hundred farmers will testify are a number of them in the county.
On large farms where two drills are
that the gang plow does do here.
Incidentally there has been an in
needed it would be advisable to have
crease in the capacity of some imple

_ Boiler and Engine owners don't forget our Screw Feed Expander made
either a plain roller or a combined cutter and expander.

g

z

p

an

Ditch Adiustable

Steve
ments from early times. The ﬁrst
shock
rows
and
the
narrow
drill
for
Mansﬁeld.
corn cultivator had one shovel, then
there were two. Later there was a sowing the strips the shocks occupy.
Some extensive farmers are using the
eight-foot binder and are pleased with
its work. It is drawn by four horses
abreast. The machine is coupled to a
two-wheeled truck which relieves the
neck strain and overcomes the disad
ble reason that farmers generally vantage of the lead horse in turning.
were not ready to ride. An early Considerable more grain can be cut

truck to which were attached two
gangs which cultivated both sides of
the row. A generation ago a culti
vator of this kind with a seat for
the operator was tried; it was not
perfected at that time for the proba

one question that a machine which

plants two rows of corn is vastly bet

ter than the- one which plants but
one row and with no place for the
operator to ride. These improvements tageous.
Another implement which is destin
and others have come unconsciously.

ohlo

If you use your engine for
nawing, place a

South

Bend

Spark

for Grain Separators

Arresler

The beat Hood on the market.

on your smoke stack.
It catches
all the sparks and prevents loss
by ﬁre.
,
Write us for descri tlve circulars and 1
prices. Give an: o smoke stack and '
tube on wind stacker.
\

wheat is just right for cutting is very

is green to ﬁnish before it is too ripe.
There is other work of the harvest.
waiting the moment the last sheaf of
wheat is in the shock. Hence expe
ditious cutting will be found advan

C0.

THRESHERMEN! T WIND STACKER

per day than with the six-foot ma
chines. - The period during which
short. Large growers of wheat realize
this. They must begin while the wheat

'

price"

the wide drill for sowing between the

type of reaper had a ﬁnger bar three
feet long for mowing, and another
ﬁve feet long for reaping. At the
present time no one doubts the prac
ticability of a machine which mows
a six-foot swath; neither does any

Indeed :1 mar-‘

“1W8 ‘001 for engme owne‘i'z'in writ: lg’1rm§:x:“l°g“§

TllElSllll'l'H BEND SPARK ARRESTER CUMPANY
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

I

THE

11EW
WW
Variable Friction Feed
Ratchet Set Works, Quick Receder
Duplex Steel Dogs, Strong, Accurate and

Will we be satisﬁed to work all our ed to make a large place for itself in

Reliable, Best Material and Workman

lives with the machines we grew up the corn belt is the two-row corn cul

tivator. It completely cultivates two
with from childhood‘!
No farming machine of the larger rows of corn at one operation, pos
capacity is being more favorably re sessing twice the capacity of the
ceived than the gang plow. The writer double cultivator. Although this ma
never saw one operate until he plowed chine is partly an innovation in the
with one himself for the ﬁrst time, East, it is sixteen years since the ﬁrst
eight years ago.

We purchased an

other one last spring.

It is a satis

model was constructed.

were shown

Four styles

by as many

.
1

V

I

A

"-5- r

‘7

v

V_

\ ship. LIGHT RUNNING. Requires
'7 Little Power. Simple, Easy to Handle.
. Won't Get Out of Order.
No. 1 mill with 46 inch saw, guaranteed

v .- to out 2000 feet per day with 5 h. p.

5mm... u-.-ram-.T'Emsnlqtinlsmmhnnu. augme
“’“‘°‘t‘l'€l1;'a3?tif¢l&‘it."°f£‘rb'a‘i-i-f“ mu"
ll‘! llopc Street, llacltcttstown, New Jersey.
New York Oﬂlcc, 6|! Engineering Bldg.
lIElllllll SH Agent:
HILL inIllllllllEﬂY
00.,
all large cifl'u'. Writ: ur/nr mrmr' 0/1101! nmrrrr ruyou.

different

faction to note that in recent years a makers at the St. Louis exposition,
large number of these plows have and others have been placed‘on the

Wagon Tank

been introduced in‘ the community and market since. This machine can be used
all are giving excellent satisfaction. only in connection with the double
The usual types carry either 12-inch corn planter which drops the pair of
or 14-inch bottoms. The plows do rows exactly the same distance apart.
good work'and can be set to plow as
deep as may be desired. Usually four
horses are used, but if the ground is
hard ﬁve are better, using the strung

It runs astride these two rows. The
gangs are ﬁxed the right distance
apart and the fenders and other parts
are properly adjusted. Three horses

out hitch _and having three in the
rear and two in front. The latter
hitch is recommended by leading plow
manufacturers. I have found it en
tirely practicable. With two lead

draw the machine, walking in three
middles. The center horse walks in
shafts to which neckyokes are attach
ed. The operator watches one row

and guides the machine to suit. The

The only wagon tank made with a Steel
Truss support, having a rocking motion on

front bolster to take strain oft tank over
uneven roads.

men’s fuel.

Upper deck for thresher

Also Galvanized Steel Tanks

for all purposes. Sold at right prices. A
card to us brings you full particulars and
interesting prices. Imitators will be prose
Patented May re, 1904.

cuted to the full extent of the law.

PIIINEER 1m. 00., 30:321. lliddlebury, mu.
Northwestern

Agents.

Sachsc & Bunn. Cherokee. Iowa.

Kansas Agents,

Wlchlta Supply Co., Wichita. Kansas.

March, 1908.
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()ne Hundred Dollars a Month
and expenses is the average salary received by an oil salesman,
calling upon you, soliciting your orders for oils and greases.

\

Every customer has to pay a share of this salary. It is added to the real
value price of the oil. Is it not easy then to see the advantage of buying your oil _by
mail—doing away entirely with the salesman? The less the expense to us of selling
the oil, ‘the lower our selling price of the oil to you. Here is where buying from us
by mail counts when ordering a season's supplies of oils and greases.
We are oil reﬁners-the only ones selling direct from refinery toIcon
sumer-we know the oil business, and are selling oils by mail at one halt the regular
price. This should interest every_thresherman and farm power user, for 011 is a constant
necessity and good oil is imperative to insure long life to the bearings of his machinery.
Our oils are the best that the most modern reﬁnery processes can produce and are sold
to you for cash on a guarantee of your money back it the oils are not what we recom
mend them to be. To introduce our oils we are giving away Free Premiums of Jewelry,
Clothing, Groceries and Tools.
Write us today for 1908 Premium Price List and compare our quotations with those
of competitors, then send in a trial order.

Producers Reﬁning Company

Reference
Hamilton National Bank .
Chicago

Reference
The Threshermen’s Review.
St. Joseph, Mich.

52-56 La Salle Street

gangs for the other row follow it as
accurately as those for the row under
the driver's eye. The machine is so

perfectly constructed that it is not
more diﬁicult to guide than the or
dinary double cultivator. Our exper
ience is with the pivot-axle type. The

pivot-axle feature on all cultivators
possesses advantages for working on

slopes-R. L. Dean in Ohio Farmer.
What Becomes of the Millions of
Bushels of
Durum (Macaroni)
Wheat We Grow Each Year?

It is said the 1907 crop of durum
(macaroni) wheat ﬁgured up 60 mil
lion bushels. At 62 pounds to a bush~
ed that would mean 3,720,000,000
pounds of wheat. If, say, a bushel
of wheat yielded 60% of semolina,
that would mean over two billion

So where does all our durum wheat

go?

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

be so it goes to

show

that

durum cent in excess of its wheat neighbors.

In 1906-1907 we exported over wheat will make something else than

fourteen million bushels—under 900
million pounds of wheat! That was
just double what we sent abroad in
1905-1906. If signs are worth any
thing, one would be led to suppose
that our durum wheat was getting
popular abroad, and well it might be,
for we are raising the best durum
wheat in the world, wheat so good
that it is destined to become the great
bread-making wheat of this country
within the next ﬁve years. This is
surely to come about and nothing can
stop it.

Again, land that received but 10 to

macaroni, viz., ﬁrst-class, top notch, 12 inches of rainfall and proved valu

nourishing bread.
The

farmers

able only agriculturally as a cactus
who

grow

durum growing, gopher and prairie dog prop

wheat strenuously object to having
their wheat disposed of at a low price
and then see it used to boost weak
ﬂours into high 'prices ﬁrst place.

osition, was found to yield 20 to 50
bushels of ﬁne durum wheat to the

acre.

The semi-arid farming proposi

tion was very plainly made a practical

They think the fact that durum ﬂour thing by durum wheat. Even Kan
is a bread ﬂour should be recognized. sas, “bleeding Kansas,” that has
But whether they can force the mil “knocked” durum wheat to a stand

lers to recognize durum wheat, when
ground, as durum bread ﬂour, is a
question. Yet it will come in time,
for durum ﬂour, like the truth, will
The Italians ﬁnd that our durum prevail, because you can not keep a
wheat makes good macaroni for they good thing down and durum ﬂour is

still, is coming into line and admits

that in certain Kansas districts where
but 5 to 7 bushels of ordinary wheat
can be grown to the acre, it is better
to plant durum, the villiﬁed, despised

durum, the “ pet of the Agricultural
bought nearly 300‘ million pounds of just as good as a bread ﬂour as it is as Bureau,” as the milling journals
it. France makes some macaroni but a macaroni ﬂour.
would call it, and raise 20 bushels and
she uses durum ﬂour for her bread;
The ﬂour from our exported durum upward to the acre! Hurrah for Kan
pounds of macaroni made in this that’s why genuine French bread does not all stay abroad for in 1904 sas! Certainly Kansas will be all
country, were it all used for maca made from durum ﬂour is so good. Italy sold us a million and a half right when the bulk of her wheat
She bought about 180 million pounds. dollars’ worth of macaroni (exclusive grown in the dry sections is durum
roni. but it is not by any means.
Germany
is a great noodle-eating of freight and duties), two millions wheat.
\Vhere does our durum wheat go’!
Now let us go from macaroni to
Of course, some of it goes into maca country and the best noodles are made in 1905, nearly two and three-quarter
roni of domestic manufacture, and I from durum ﬂour. They hold together millions in 1906, and estimated over bread. The greatest bread authority
in England admits but 7% gluten in
hope the pure food laws can be ar when boiled and do not come out of three millions in 1907.
Durum wheat has had a hard row an average loaf of English bread. Al
ranged so nothing but durum the pot a mess of soft starch as when
ﬂour can be used for macaroni and made of, soft ﬂours. Germany mixes to hoe and up to date has been re lowing 40% for moisture in the bread
that soft, starchy macaroni paste will or blends a good deal of durum very viled by the elevator man, the miller and allowing 10% moisture in ﬂour,
likely with her wheat ﬂours and no and the baker. If the funny man on for easy ﬁguring, this would give
be looked on as adulterated food, any
thing but macaroni, just as bread with doubt makes considerable head from a miller’s journal ran short of stock 10% gluten in the original ﬂour; and
out any gluten in it could be classed durum ﬂour straight. She took from he took a fall out of durum. Durum there are macaroni ﬂours made today
as impure, adulteratcd food, because us over 60 million pounds. Holland was anything and everything that was with 16% of gluten in them. And
of the absence of gluten. Milk, short and England also took a share of the bad and ridiculous, in a wheat ﬂour what consists of value in bread if it
of cream or other solids, is classed as
either impure or adulterated milk and
so should it be with macaroni. Any
sample under a certaingluten stand

ard

indicating

the

use

of

weak.

starchy ﬂours, should be condemned
as impure, adulterated, because con

taining too much starch.

exported durum.
Rumor goes to the eifect that twen
ty millions of bushels of durum wheat
were ground by our millers last year
and blended in with weaker ﬂours,
bleached and sent out and made into
bread and eaten and, in a durum
sense no one was the wiser. If that

sense. The bad things charged up to is not the gluten, in a ﬂesh-forming,
durum would ﬁll many volumes, yet muscle-building sense? What yields

durum went on growing, holding its muscle when you eat roast beef ‘I The
own against drouth and rust and smut
when the weaker wheats in the next
‘ﬁeld went under. When the bushels
were counted up and compared durum
yielded 25, 50, 75 and even 100 per

bones, the gristle, the fat‘! No. The
red lean of the meat, and it is that

which builds up the muscular waste
going on in the system. the lean of
the meat. And gluten is to wheat as

18
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lean is to meat, the “lean

of

thelextract in the sponge.

No shorten

meat” in wheat. So what do you do ing, no sugar, no milk.
when you make a loaf of bread with
I handed out a loaf here and there
a 16% glutinous durum wheat’ You amongst friends, who knew a good
give a man just 60% more muscle loaf when they saw and tasted it,
value for his money and, if weak people used to the best of living, and

mun-anon thaffers and Sieves !
and

ﬂours are used in bread, perhaps 75% the praise given that bread was be
his money. yond measure in words. It was pro
Now ﬁgure out what it means to in nounced a perfect loaf of bread that

are the kind that please and sstisfy the

possessed the best points combined of
5567/0” 0F (‘LO-SS ANUSYABLE

a baker's and a housewife’s loaf of

I

‘ 7'

Sift/E WITH/N510‘ LEVEHIDJI/SYHIU'

bread. Like Oliver Twist, they cried
for “more.”
So, as far as I am concerned and al
so those who have eaten the bread, the
fact stands that macaroni ﬂour, prop

threshermen and their customers.
The corrugated surfaces of the Closz

Adjustable sieve form continuous chan
nels, and guide the grain or seeds directly
over and through the special constructed
meshes located in the channels. The
meshes are of double lipped formation,

producing a fine direct opening for clean
ing ﬁne seeds. without deadening the wind
blast when the sieve is closed; the larger
mesh is formed by opening the sieve
slightly. thereby dropping the lower or
front edge of the slut and lengthening the
mesh without obstructing the forward
movement of short straws. pieces of weeds,
straw joints. white caps, etc., in their pas
sage over the sieve. The wind action through this sieve is practically perfect.
The lever adjustment is very accurate, positive and convenient. The sieve can
be opened and closed in an instant and there is nothing about it to get out of order.
In short this is the ﬁnest, strongest and every way the best adjustable sieve ever pro
duced.
Write for catalogue and price list.

erly manipulated in a proper machine,
can be turned into a perfect loaf of

question, yes, and macaroni manufac
bread, a loaf such as you can buy no

turers as well, and 99, maybe 100, will
tell you, “no.” Now listen. Con
valescing slowly from a long siege of
illness, I have plenty of time on my
hands to think and experiment. Hav
ing invented a mixing machine for
bakers ( and a number of large ones
are already in practical use), maca
roni manufacturers and others, I ﬁg
ure that something should be done for
the woman in the kitchen who uses
the “elbow machine” to knead her
bread. The home made loaf must not
be overlooked for statistics; say 84%

the

Glnsz Adiustahle thaifers and Sieves

to 100% more food for

crease the food value of a loaf of
bread 60%! You can’t ﬁgure it out
as a widespread proposition; it is too
large for ﬁgures. No ﬁgures will ﬁt.
It: is beyond computation, this raising
of the muscle building value of the
nation ’s bread 50% and over.
Will durum ﬂour make bread? Ask
100 bakers and millers this absurd

March, 1908.

where today, because, besides all the
good bread points it possesses, it con
tains abundantly the great element in
bread, gluten, strength, muscle-value,

tissue-building power.
So, when I say durum bread is to
be the bread of the future, I know I

am right, for I am actually produc
ing a loaf of bread that is unequaled

.|___cwsz nimwun mammalian Hindi

in any bakeshop or kitchen in the
land today, and I am entitled to my

own opinion.

i

Were the farmers of the Dakotas,
of the loaves are made at home, and who grow durum wheat, the millers

but 16% by the bakers, so the woman who grind durum ﬂour, the bankers
bread maker is an important factor and merchants who depend upon the
farmers and prosper or otherwise
on the horizon bread line.
So, I go to work and perfect a ma with the farmers, to join together and
chine for home use. A simple aﬁair, run a small model bakery and make
inside parts removable, and taking such loaves as I am making, but, say,
little or no exertion to turn the crank. 5 or 6 ounce sample loaves, and sys
A woman can make the sponge, set it tematically sample the big cities by
and knead the dough in the machine expressing daily, for weeks, with ap
and not touch her hand to the dough propriate literature, 2,000 to 3,000
until it is to be put into the tins loaves a day, to the editors, doctors,

for the oven. Except for the molding dentists, etc., explaining the value of
into the tins, she, when making bread durum bread over ordinary bread, a
in this machine, need not touch the taste for durum bread would result
dough.

She can have any kind of bread
she wants; it is just a matter of turn
ing the crank two, ﬁve, ten or ﬁfteen
minutes. If she wants to turn out a
bleached loaf of bread from yellow
durum ﬂour, she turns the crank 15
minutes. The machine sucks in air
and keeps a continuous current of
fresh air cells circulating through the
dough, naturally bleaching the dough
by means of ordinary air instead of
by electricity, nitrous

chlorine

and

other gases used at the mills. It is
certainly remarkable to see a lot of
durum ﬂour 'go into this machine as
yellow as saﬁron, watch the intake of
air inﬂate the dough and ﬁll it full of
air bubbles, and see a ﬁnished, silky,
white dough at the end of 15 minutes
taken from the machine or allowed
to remain there and leaven.
I
So, receiving some macaroni ﬂour
which the millers wrote was not

from 300 to 500,000 such samples as
would compel the farmers to plant
and to harvest in 1908, instead of 60
million, 200 million bushels of durum
wheatl Durum bread would in this

way get a start that nothing would
turn back. The peculiarity about
durum bread is that on the third or
fourth day it is better than when
fresh out of the oven. The gluten
holds the moisture and it does not
grow stale in 24 hours or less.
A wheat that is a sure crop, that

yields 25% to 100% more per acre
than other wheats, that is far richer
in gluten than other wheats, that can

There must NOT be too many levers.

be grown on land worthless for any
other agricultural use, that makes a
loaf of bread that means a cheaper
loaf and one 50% and upwards more

nutritious than is supplied today, is
a good wheat on general probono pub
lico principles, in the fullest sense of
the term to encourage. And I sincere-

ground for bread flour and was not 1y hope that the 1908 crop may harintended for bread, I went _to work vest 200 million, and I can see no
reason why every bushel of such a
and made, with the help of this little
whirlpool hand mixer, I believe, the crop could not be sold at the highest

ﬁnest loaf of bread in the United market price. There are markets for
States today. It had volume, the durum wheat and durum ﬂour that
have not

et been touched and these
gluten taking care of that. The crust,
3’
_
markets
stand
ready when the time
presumably because of the natural

sugar in the ﬂour quickly turning in comes to take our olfered wheat.
the oven to caramel, was beyond com
pare. The color was as white as any
baker’s loaf turned out, and as for
texture, grain, etc., it left nothing to

An
without
one engine
of the
affecting
gang
plowsmust
the
must
level
bepass
strong.
running
over aItofridge
must
the other
or
be into
ﬂexible.
plows.
a ditch
Any

So

far the demand each year has been
greater than the supply of durum

wheat. At no time has it been a drug
on the market and it never will be.
be desired. A bake-shop in New York There is no reason in the world why
could in a week build up a reputation at home dururn ﬂour should not be
on such a loaf of bread against all sold directly as durum flour to the
competitors amongst the bakers. I baker and made into straight durum
used nothing but salt, yeast, water bread.

There is no reason why the

and ﬂour and a teaspoonful of malt housewife who wants the most for

Write
for our
/
illustrated
/ circular and
,
full description
also letters from
men now using
this big engine gang.
Be sure to mention

JohnDeereBigEngineGang
Has Steel Frame'with Extensions so
10, 12 or 14 Bottoms can be used
You canuse ten, twelve or fourteen bottoms
as conditions may require — no trouble

to make the change_

Each “gang” has

two plows that are 0 erated by one

iiver- .Ilfl gm}, “:‘éi’enl “tom!

wggwirwoemgn cg: £33513‘)

this paper.
Write for Circular No. 7.

Made only by

both engine and gang. Not

necessary to stop engine
té'rmse pl9w5 m mmmg
an -be hue-bed to any
traction engine.

Deere & Co.
Moline, Ill.
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The Latest in Self Feeders

Le Sueur. Minnesota, October 5, 1907.

Parsons Band Cutter & Self Feeder Co., Newton. Iowa.
Gentlemen:—-I have used one of your 36” Parsons Swinging Elevator Feeders thirty-ﬁve days and have only used three pitchers. I ﬁgure
that three men can put through more straw than live men did last year.
This feeder works more than satisfactory, in all conditions of grain
and feeds a. separator to its full capacity without slugging and my pitchers say that they had rather work on it for fifty cents a day less
than with the old style feeder as w on in barley and bearded wheat they can work out of the dust and dirt.
The time saved with this feeder will more than pay for itself in one fall's threshing, saying nothing about help. I will also recommend
this feeder to other threshers as it is one of the-best improvements ever put on a machine.
I remain,
Yours truly,
'
SWENSON BROS.

~Parsons Swinging Elevator Feeder "While Wings”
Saves from $4.00 to $8.00 per day in hired help when COMPARED WITH ANY OTHER FEEDER.

.

.

DOES THIS INTEREST YOU?
It feeds any separator more evenly, if possible, than any other feeder, therefore increasing the capacity of the

separator.
DOES _THIS INTEREST YOU?
The elevators are twelve and one-half feet long and move sideways as well as up and down.

This style machine is the regular PARSONS FEEDER with only such changes in construction as to accommo—
date the swinging elevators and operating mechanism, these cannot be attached to the regular feeder.
We are making both styles and if the REGULAR PARSONS without swinging elevators is desired it will be
furnished. It’s the same “GOOD AS GOLD” machine that it always has been.

"SUCCESS” Husker and Shredder
Start talking now to your corn raising farmers who are not familiar with the enormous saving in feed from the
use of shredded corn fodder.
State agricultural colleges and scientiﬁc farmers have tested the value of shredded fodder, and when properly har
vested declare that it is worth three-fourths as much as the grain.
When fodder is allowed to stand in the ﬁeld, from ﬁfty per cent. to ninety per cent. of its value is lost.
education will make money for them and yourself, if you buy a “Success” Shredder to do their work.
One man writes: “I CLEARED $300 IN EIGHTEEN DAYS.”

Another:
Another:

A little

“I SHREDDED TWENTY-FIVE ACRES OF HEAVY IOWA CORN IN EIGHT HOURS.”
"THIRTY-FIVE ACRES IN THIRTEEN HOURS.”

Talk about capacity! THE “SUCCESS” SHREDDER IS “IT.” There is not another shredder on the market
that can keep in sight of it.'
We not only have DOUBLED the capacity, but TREBLED and QUADRUPLED most other makes. That’s
not all-—the quality of work is a special feature.

Soft, nice feed, that stock will eat in preference to the best hay.
MANUFACTURERS OF
The Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder, The Ruth Band Cutter and Self Feeder, Hawkeye Band Cutter and
Self Feeder, Success Corn Husker and Shredder, Success Automatic Belt Guide, Success Ratchet Cylinder Wrench,

‘Buffalo Hay Press, Hawkeye Manure Spreader, Hawkeye Grain Grader, Hawkeye Automatic Hog Waterer.

Write us for our new Catalog.

PARSONS BAND CUTTER £1 SELF FEEDER CO. :
NEWTON, IOWA, U. S. A.

March, 1908.
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A Price to Match the Times
Raw material is down, labor is plentiful and our output is greater.

We can therefore make Belt Guides

cheaper. We give you the beneﬁt and you can buy ours Cheaper Than Ever Before.
Write us for 1908 prices on the

Famous Caswell Adjustable Belt Guide
the device that saves you more money, time and labor than anything about your rig.
Life of Your Drive Belt and pay for itself in one week. Address,

CASWELL BROS., Mlrs.,

.

It will Double the

Cherokee, Iowa

0

Please mention The Review.

l

will close, wishing The Review and
threshermen a prosperous and success
C. M. Baldon.
sack of durum breadhﬂour‘ France ing approximately 100 miles, pulling ful year.
Burlington, Kentudky.
and Italy are doubling-hp ‘you the in September 7, threshing 12,000
* * *
amount of durum taken”. from us and bushels.
in the markets of Ch'ipa,;~where the
\Ve had considerable bad weather
From a Texas Pioneer.
knowing sons of Confucius. have and bad roads to contend with; of
Editor Review:—You will ﬁnd en
learned to value wheat‘ and ﬂour in course, we had to lose many days on
accordance with the “ii” in it, which account of this, so this year was a closed chedk for $1.50 for which you
will please send me The Thresher
is Chinese for muscle-value, gluten, loser to me.
men’s Review for three years from
the durum market is wide open. .The
I have had some very thrilling ex the time my subscription lapsed. I
Chinaman is not wasteful and he will periences with a traction engine, but
buy his wheat and grind it into whole so far have always been fortunate like The Review so well that I can’t
do without it.
wheat flour by mule or coolie power so
enough to get out without any seri
Our wheat and cats were totally
as to‘ lose none of it. So, if by careful
her money cannot go to the grocer
and buy her 241/2 pound or 49 pound

We started out July 17, 1007, set
up to and threshed 75 crops, travel

llu-to-llale Bil lacing

FLTEEL LACING

|

‘lift.

Four moi BELT

TLiihahihun-zs

A Time and Labor Saver

As it does not require an Expert
ous accident; it is an undertaking to
and selective growing, we raise the drive one of those heavy steeds over destroyed here last year by the green Mechanic or Special Tools to make
bug, a little plant louse about like
standard of our durum wheat to‘gihe hills, which really belong to
the the cabbage louse, but hardly as large. | a good joint.
highest gluten point,_we will command
mountain ranges; through sand thatl'I‘hey make their appearance about
SAMPLE BOX containing enough
the Chinese market. -Why not give seems to havevno bottom;
then to the 10th to 15th of December and t0 lace 14 inches of Belt, one-half
the Chinaman whole wheat durum'
strike a creek with steep mud banks, spread in every direction and multi- Detachable one-half Non-Detachable,
flour, bolting out if practicable the"
that your drivers cannot hold to ply so fast that in a short time the for 25c. in stamps. POSTAGE PRE
troublesome germ only and thus in-,
‘climb; but‘ such is the life of one wheat begins to turn yellow in spots PAID.
sure the keeping qualities of the‘ﬁonr
who drives the traction engine in this about the ﬁelds, and in 60 to 90 days
Circular giving iilustrations, sizes and
\Vhy should not whole wheat ﬂour
prices on application. Liberal discount to
section of the country.
it
looks
like
a
ﬁre
had
run
over
it.
store well with the germ removed‘!
We are also confronted with the They begin to bring forth young in the trade.
And as to price, certainly whole wheat
flour should sell at a less price than weak bridge question here the same about eight days and at the rate of Flexible Bell Laclng Co,

the patent.
The demand at home and abroad
has kept pace so far with the durum

crop. Durum wheat is not going a
begging today despite the sixty mil
lion crop, and it will not go begging
on a 200 million bushel crop. The
best way to sell durum wheat in the
light of past experience is to raise
durum wheat-Macaroni Journal.

A Newcomer.
Editor Review:—Having enjoyed
the many interesting and instructive
letters of “The Boys,” as well as the
many other splendid features of the
February number of The Review, I
now feel that .I want to be admitted
as a member of your large family.
I have never seen anything from
my section of the country in your let
ters, so beg permission to say what

little I may be able to think of.
I am a thresherman, have been in

the business six years, three years I
was with my uncle and the last three
years I have been running a rig of
my own.
It is a 13 h. p. simple traction en
gine and an American separator. I
have some of the roughest pulling
that a threshermen ever saw, but my

engine is a puller and we go if there
is any way of going.
Noting in Mr. T. W. Wilson's let
ter he gave account of his work so I,
too, am giving our brothers a few
facts and ﬁgures in connection with
my 1907 threshing. I run my own
engine as I‘ think there is the life of
one’s outﬁt and if the engine is al
ways ready to go on notice you will
accomplish much better results than
where you depend on an engine man

that is in no hurry. I have tried
both.
I hire one water man and two sep
arator men, making four of us in all.

as most everywhere else.

six to eight per day until about 20

Grand Rapids, Mich.

I went through a small bridge a days old when they sicken and die;
little over a year ago, but fortunately but they are great-grandmothers by
it did me no harm more than to cause that time and their young are multi
me several hours delay. .
plying at the same ratio, as their par
I was on the engine alone when I ents. About ten per cent. have wings
went through with no one in sight; and if food supply is getting short
the rear of the engine sank into the they raise in the air and drift with
opening and the front end rested on the wind until they strike a ﬁeld of
the other embankment.
wheat where they light and go to
Help ﬁnally came and after work work laying young and sucking the
ing several hours I got on the foot sap from the plant. They have a very
board, opened the throttle gradually sharp little bill hardly visible to the '
to see that everything was as it naked eye that they stick into the
seemed and we came out; the trouble plant and suck the sap, same as a

was we could not get the drivers to pump sucks water. They pump the
hold as the weight was resting on the sap faster than the roots can supply
it, consequently the plant sickens and
rear platform.
I was in that position four hours dies in a few weeks. How completely
with the front end of my ﬁues dry, they destroyed our crop here you can
but I kept feeding water as much as understand

I thought she would stand, but when
we came out I did not have much to
spare; of course I could not tell at
all how much I had.
I have been in several other scrapes
beside this.
In addition to the thresher I‘ own
a wood saw that will cut ten cords of
wood a day easily.
In the fall I had a job ﬁlling three
large silos which furnished me some
very nice work, as I only had to fur
nish engine and myself. Have also
run a large stone crusher several
times which is a very good job, but
it takes a puller to haul one of those
things from place to place.
I have sometimes cut dry feed for
a dairy, too. -A fellow can most al
ways ﬁnd work for a good engine, if
he does the square thing and can do
the right kind of work.
Own a good rig, be square and suc
cess is very apt to reward your servi
ces.

when I tell you ‘I was

obliged to go to Atehison, Kan., where
I purchased 2,000 bushels of wheat
for seed. The only way I have found
to beat the green bug is by thorough

cultivation, early breaking stubble
land then plenty discing and harrow
ing.
Get your land in such good
shape that the wheat and oats will
grow on, if on rich land and make
some wheat even though your neigh
bor’s wheat should all die on land
not so well tilled. I write this about

Acetylene
Traction
Headlight

Best and Cheapest Light in the Market’. Runs
[2 hours. Write ior catalog and prices.

American Acetylene Stove Co.,
Masonic Temple,

-

Minneapolis, Minn.

RIDER AGENTS WANTED
.A In each town to ride and exhibit sample
‘1!’, Bicycle. [Vn'tr for 41:02:! ain'
We ‘hip on Approval without»: an!
A.
.“ {(90:17, a] 0W 10 DAYS FRI! TRIAL
and )rzpa] [night on
bicycle.
‘ s
FACTORY PRICE. on \it (icsJire!
~
Ant sundries. [)0 not buy until you rer e we our ( at
llop and learn our :mlm: nhypn‘nr and marl/emu r .rptrl'nlryfrr.

IIAD CYCLE co., Dept- T-240

Chicago, Ill.

GOES LIKE SIXTY
‘ILLS LIKISIXYY
> BILLS roll BIXTV

,.

GILSON

or Pumping, Cream
rs, ChurnnWuh Ma.

-

'

etc. FREE TRIAL

the green bug, thinking perhaps some

of by brother farmers and thresher
men might be interested to hear some
thing about them. They make their
appearance here only after a very wet

summer followed by a very warm win
ter. They have been here just three
times in my lifetime and that is 48
years in Texas. I had all my land
plowed early for wheat and was
through discing and ready to sow in
October. My steam plow is still do
ing ﬁne work. Success to The Re
I would like to say more, but being view, the greatest of all thresher pub
a stranger and not knowing the fate lications.
of what I have committed already, 1'
Plano, Texas.
J. H. Carpenter.

THE ‘BOOK You‘ve HEARD ABOUT - ‘r

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENGINEERS INEVERY
DAY FIELD TALK. wom'n lTls WEIGHT IN

GOLD.PR£PAID. sENo oNE DOLLAR T0
J.H MAGGARDJMCITY. IOWA .

From 300,000 Engineers
in every part of the country
where the U. 5. Automatic
Injector is in use. Every
Thresherman should join this
army of satisfaction-guaran
teed-injector-users and end his
injector troubles by putting one
on his engine, or if buying a

new outfit, by ordering the
U. S. Automatic Injector at
tached. You can start it with
lower steam and work it with
higher steam than any other
injector.

Never “bucks” on

the road. lts construction is
simple and its action auto
matic, giving no trouble under
most trying conditions.
Send for copy of Engineer's Red Book.
Free for the asking. A cyclopedia of
Injector information. . . . Write today.

AMERICAN .
INJECTOR CO.
DETROIT,‘ Mica. u. s. A.

.
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Continued Prosperity
_- Depends upon Soil Fertility
The wise farmer looksinto the future for at least a generation.

He

.. fertilizes his soil that his ﬁelds may become richer and more productive.
If properly handled, barn yard manure is the most valuable fertilizing

agent.

It supplies plant footliu a form'available for absorption by the

plant roots, improves the texture ,of the soil and makes it a suitable
home for the plant.

The correct method to be followed is to haul the fresh manure to the ﬁeld and spread it in a ﬁnely pulverized condition over the entire
surface. This can be done at any time_of the year with an I. H.‘ G. MANURE SPREADER. Any one of these machines will thoroughly pulver
ize the manure and spread it evenlyjso that every particle of soil will receive the fertilizing elements.

’

I. H. C. MANURE SPREADERS are made in three styles-Corn King and Kemp Twentieth Century, return apron machines, and Clover
leaf, an endless apron machine. Each style is made in several sizes to meet all requirements.
I
Ask our local agent for complete information or send to us for catalog and booklet entitled “A Wasteful Farm Practice.” Dealers can get
information regarding terms and territory from blockman or by addressing nearest general agent.
'

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
(INCORPORATED)

0; s. A‘.

Chicago

and claim it saves 60 per cent over
coaL
fore that time for about ten years,
Now if anyone wishes to know any
which makes 22' years in the business thing about this country here I would

myself for twelve

Threshermen’s Letters.

years

and

have

been working for other threshers be

(Continued from page 14.)

From Highland.

.

Editor Reviewz-At present I am
running a. Gear-Scott lﬁ-horse engine,

- a World ’s Fair sample engine and'it’s
a dandy; and a 34x50 Rumely separa
tor, which makes‘a good rig. The
Rumely separator is hard to beat

for cleaning.

for me, and I am not rich yet, al
though I have made and saved some
money. ‘We have some price cutters
here but I'pay no attention to them,
but tend to my own business and let

Saw » Milling
will be profitable when

be glad to give them all the informa-'
you use our
tion I can; and as I have lived here
thirty years and thresh in Lincoln, “Hustler” saw

Russell, Osborne, Rooks and Graham
counties, I have quite a general ex

others attend to their affairs, and I perience.
'
Wishing all success,
I also run a Port Hn-_ of them.v
J. N. Thouvenell.
generally have-as long a run as any

'ron saw mill, 56 inch saw, latest im
I will close wishing The Review and
Lucas, Kansas.
provements and its‘ 0. K. We aver
* * *
its readers a success.
age about 4,000 feet of hard lumber a
I.
E. W. Erke.
Runs a Stationary.
-day of eight hours, such as hickory, I Fowler, 111., R. F. D. No. 2.
Editor
RevieW:—I am not in the
locust, red oak‘ and elm. We get 50
* * *
cents per hundred. We get 4 cents Wants vOil Burning Experiences. threshing business, and have not been
'TllE N0. 1 “HUSTLEll" SAW MILL
for the past 51x years! but‘ I still read shown lbove,can be taken up, moved several miles,
—‘for threshing wheat and two cents for
and be cutting again in less than a day. it is [ur
Etlitor'Revicw:—As I like to read your paper with much interest.
'oats, and average about 800 bushels
nishcd “complctc" ready for work. Our folder No.
I
have
been
running
a
stationary
l8l=lls lllabourir
of wheat a day and 2,000 bushels of the letters —of Threshermen from the
oats. I can not boast of threshing up different localities, I will add my engine since I quit threshing, but I
in the thousand bushels a day like experience to the lot. I have been think the traction engine deserves at
some of the threshermen say they do. along the line from common water least a passing notice. Some station
'-Of course, some days when we have monkey -_t0 salesman and expert. I ary engineers look upon the traction
large jobs, 'we thresh more, but with have operated twelve complete steam engine —as merely a toy that anyone
'
small jobs and lots of moving we rigs of-various kinds; and have at can handle successfully.
In the ﬁrst place the traction eli
; don’t get‘ along so fast. I make an present three complete threshers and
honest living and that’s about all; a No. 7'alfalfa-‘hnller. My engines gine is subjected to the hardest usage
'
‘and I don’t see how some of my‘ are Port Huron, Minneapolis and of any engine built.
The feed water used in traction en
brother threshermen get to thresh Peerless. Separators are Advance,
I don’t believe in price Avery and New Century; andwhen I gine boilers, as a general rule, is any
cheaper.
cutting. I also believe that we ought read of some fellow who tells about‘ thing but pure. It is often ﬁlled with
to have good bridges, so we can travel‘ some certain make (which he owns) sticks, straw, gravel and mud, and
' users we BEAM siw mu
looks black as the “ace of spades‘H is the ﬁnest Mill made forpinc and other long tim
anywhere on the roads with an en being the only thing, it always makes
Ask for folders 20 to 25 showing six, styles.
gine. I am renewing my subscription me ‘think his experience has been lim The traction engine of today is com bcr.
They tell the story.
ited
to
that
certain
make,
and
possi
pelled
to
drive
the
thresher
in
the
to The Threshermen’s Review. It’s
ﬁeld, also to pull it from place to
the best paper in the world, and I ‘bly small at that.
would not be‘ without it. If this miss-. . ‘In this locality we use mostly 36 place over steep hills. This, as every
es the waste'basket I may come inch cylinder machines and 20 to 25 h. one knows, requires a‘good, strong
p. engines. An average fall ’s run is ﬁre in order‘ to keep up steam and
again.
about 40,000 to 50,000 bushels. Some prevent “stalling,” and, as the water
John Zilles.
years we get as high as 85,000 bush in the boiler will seek its level it will
Highland, lll.

els,'bnt not ‘often. I made 61,000 this leave the front ends of the rows of
*

*

*

year with one outﬁt, which was extra tubes bare until the engine reaches

“f

Not Rich Yet.
Editor Review :—If I am not mis
taken my subscription to The Review
has- expired, so enclosed please ﬁnd

$1.00 for which send me The Review
and two account books.

I cannot get

along without either.
I run a. complete Peerless outﬁt, 16
h. p. engine, 36x56 separator, Reeves
clover huller, Safety shredder and

Port Huron light saw mill.

Charge 4

cents for; clover seed. Shred at $16
a day and saw lumber at $6.00 per
thousand. Have/run machinery for

good for the year. Labor is high the top of the hill, when it will sud
here. I paid $2.50 per day for pitch denly rush over the overheated tubes.
24"!8’" DIXIE PLANER and MATCHER.
ers, $3.00 for separator men, $3.50 for
Again in going down steep hills The Dixie Planer and Matcher has been on the
engineers, $3.50 for water haulers. the descent must be slow in order to market 15 years and not a single machine returned.
This about tells the story 0! the durability and satis
The cheapest coal is $5.50 per ton.
check momentum of the engine with lnctory work of these machines. There is no better
Portable Planer made.
Used all over the world.
I would like to hear from some its load, and the water, again seeking Move
it with your Mill and make the proﬁt you now
partly
uncover the Tiny the PlaningoMill man by working your own
brother who has used crude oil for its level,
utnber. Write r our new catalogue M.
fuel., It seems to me that this would crown sheet directly over a brisk ﬁre;
MANUFACTU RED BY
be a good subject to discuss, and one which ﬁre must be kept up continual
that would interest us all. Now if ly if any progress on the road is to
SALEM IRON WORKS
any brother knows of a successful oil be made.
Winston-Salem,
N. C., U. S. A.
burner let him tell it. If it is cheaper
The traction engine is subjected to
than coal, let us know it; for what very severe strains, such as opening
we need is less expense.
the throttle quickly to start a heavy
I Year for
They use oil in the ﬂour mill here load on the road without “center
50 Cents

The Review

March,’ 1908.
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Argonia, Kan., Aug. 22, 1907.
Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder Company,
Newton, Iowa.
Gentlemen:——I bought a Ruth Feeder of your agent at Milan, Kan., last
have found it to be in every way what you claimed for it. I have
spring.
had experience with several different feeders, and it beats them all.
Last
fall was a very wet fall, and we had lots of trouble with our old feeder. We
0st eleven teeth in one day, and had trouble all the.time.
We run seven
rows of concave teeth, and then could not take wheat out as good as it
should. We have never run more than four rows since we had the Ruth,
and have never lost a tooth. lt feeds regular and even and does not slug
the threshing cylinder.
Yours respectfully,
W. M. WAGONER.

WARRANTY
THE RUTH FEEDER is warranted to feed any make or size separator to its full capacity without slugging the cylinder or loosening a spike, and to do a better ‘
iob of feeding than any feeeder manufactured by any other company.

WHY DO WE MAKE IT SO STRONG?
Because the RUTH has ﬁlled that Warranty for years and experience has shown it cannot fail.

PARSUNS BAND GUTTER and SELF FEEDER 00.,

\

Newton, Iowa, U. S. A. i

Pleaae mention The Review.

the engine,~ and- stopping the careless operators, I am prepared to has one, for she signs the mortgage

SAN GUNIIVIER.

engine suddenly with a heavy ﬁre in show that this is not invariably the or death Warrant as it may be called.
the furnace and a full head of‘ steam case. I realize that my remarks may
Now, as to the ‘farmer howling
on. This, in spite of the unwillings ‘meet with, criticism and ridicule, about the wheat going in the straw

MOST DURABLI
PAY! FOR "SELF IN 30 DAY‘.
TI‘YIMONIAL'

ing”

"Mv younger: boy 01Ievateail."_
laaac Hancock. Gmhca. Tuna

"Sur Gunner i1 vev udal’acwrylz

ness of the engineer, must be done at

times to prevent loss of life. at the
separator or the destruction of the

separator itself.
There are but few

causes

nevertheless they are based on facts,
and I would sacriﬁce all kinds of il
lusions in order to maintain a fact.
Well,Iv as
letter
gettingthat
tireI
some,
willmyclose
by issaying

which

shorten'the lives of traction engines.
Now, the operator of a traction en

gine must be equal to all emergencies.
He has to take his engine into. all
kinds of dangerous places, over weak
country bridges, through dangerous
ditches, over steep embankments: and
slippery, muddy roads. In order to

be considered successful he must do
everything well and just-.as quickly

have had twenty years experience
with portable, traction and stationary
engines, and about all I know is to
keep two gages of water and a clear
exhaust. Yours respectfully,

Wilmington, O.
* *

L. A. Starr.
*

j. P. hi, Equality. In
“Super-cl 10 ..._—Y
n m. used."

My experience is to get the ma

chine in good order before starting
out, and try to keep it that way; and
do the very best you can to please
him, and thresh fast to keep him busy

Manumacrnm w

J. T. Caellcman. Leepen Far-l. Ten

IILLIR OIL l. lUPPl-Y 00.. lndlanar‘ﬂa. Ina

A llavolullon Bounlar That's Right

hauling wheat, so that he has no time
to go and examine the straw pile.

The farmer gets more
man’s long

stays

tired

and

of

a

monkeying

around with his job than he does with
what goes in the straw pile. Make
it a rule to clean up the stack yards

Discount to
DEALERS

Do not gueal at
your speed. Buy
a Tabor Stop Io~

tion Counter.

From Kansas.

good and not ‘have too many leaks The Grant Mfg. 6'. Machine Co.
amocsronr. coma.
Editor‘ Review :—As it has been a around the separator to show'up poor 90 Selllman Ave.

long time. since I have written any

as possible.
'
thing for The Review, you will ﬁnd
He must set, line up and levelphis enclosed ﬁfty cents‘ for renewal of
engine in at least two or three, if not. your valuable paper. It would be hard
more, places each day, in all sorts of to get along without it. I like to
locations, from fairly level grounds read the letters from the brother
to steep side hills where he must dig threshermen, to learn their views of

trenches four feet long by 16 or 20
inches wide and from 6 to 16 inches
deep to sink his drivers in order to
get the engine level.
Another disagreeable task is mov-_

threshing. It looks to me as though
some think threshing is great for
money making, without any expense
attached to it. I have not seen the

ing at night over dangerous roads,

machine worn out» that he had made
enough clear out of his rig to buy and

full of ditches and pitfalls.‘ Many a
poor fellow has lost vhis life by cross
ing unsafe bridges which, giving way,
have caused engine and all to fall into

pile.

man yet to say that when he got his

pay the cash for another.

I know by

work.

A little time spent at noon

will often ﬁx a leak to make the ap

pearance of the job better. There are
plenty of men who are ready to how]
at the thresher if they see a grain go
in the straw, where their stock can

get it, and do not pay any attention to
the leaks that are in their wagon
boxes that are ‘dropping a continuous

stream as soon as the wagon moves.
They used to worry me when younger
at the business. I care very little
about their old song any more.
There are plenty of good makes of
machines if they are operated right;

experience that after a new rig is and there are conditions of grain that
paid for by its own earnings the re

it is almost impossible to do a good

HIGH GRHDB MILLS
Full line of sizes. Combining eitlcienay with con
venience of handling. The largest combination of
practical improvements. The mill is for your
traction engine. Bend for circulars to

Richmond Mach. Works. Richmond. |nd.,U.8.A.

Caution!

pair bills get so great that it takes job. As my letter is getting long and
These are a few of the duties of a good bit of surplus, and then comes not much said, I will close. Russell, Kas.
A. C. Hollinger.
the traction engine and of the risks the taxes on the rig and the price
which the engineers run while operat of the building to shed it, and the in
*
*
*

Do Not Buy From In
frmgers of this Decision

terest on the money you have invest

Given in the United States Circuit

Inquires About Corn Shelling.
ments passed upon boiler explosions ed in the lumber and machine and
Editor Review :—'—Please ﬁnd eu
among “threshermen” by men in also the insurance. There is a lot of
expense attached to one of those ele closed one dollar for the renewal of
high mechanical positions.
' It seems to me that ‘these persons phants as they are sometimes called. my subscription to The Review. I

Court for the Northern District of

the stream.

ing them.

I have read

the

judg

do not realize the dangers to which. There are some farmers ardund here
men who run these machines are sub that said they were tired of paying
jected, or they would not be so free in such large threshing bills, so to make
expressions that it was the “opera ‘their bills smaller they go and buy a
machine and run it -a couple of years;
tor’s carelessness.”
.
The plant that I am operating at and then the company gets what little
present consists of one 20x42 Green
they have and takes the outﬁt and
vald automatic engine and one 18x36 'sells it to some other poor fellow to

like your paper ﬁne. I own and oper-.
ate a Reeves v20 h. p. simple engine,
Reeves 40x63 separator andReeves
No. 12 clover huller. Also Big Four

Joliet corn sheller and Port Huron
husker-shredder, which keeps me busy
most of the time. I would like to seev

out.

I think if a man has not had part of the country.

I shell about

furnishing light and power for the a couple of years’ experience with a 135,000 bushels of corn each year. My
machine before he invests in one he record run was 20,529 bushels in 41/2
had better let it alone; as it is a days, moved 15 miles, set the machine
E. F. Gritten. ~
receive an
unreasonable worry, not alone to the- man but a 16 times.
Fithian, Ills.
of‘ abuse at the hands of greater one for the poor wife, if he

city of Wilmington.

While I admit that some traction
engines
amount

1907.
"THE GANDY BBLTING Co., of Balti
more City, is the true and lawful owner of
the goodwill of its business of manufactur

in: and selling RED STITCHED COTTQN
DUCK BELTING accompanied by the dis

' tinctive trade mark. trade name or trade des
ignation: ' ‘Gandy’ ’ or ‘ ‘Gandy’s” applied
thereto or used in connection therewith."
‘ ‘It is further decreed that the defendant be
perpetually restrained from selling, adver
tising or supplying stitched cotton_ duck
belting printed or dyed red. accompanied by
the word "Gandy” affixed or applied
thereto .

more in your paper about corn‘ shell

Lane & Bradley Corliss engine and wear his patience and little wealth ing as that is the main thing in this
two belt driven Bullock generators,

Illinois; Eastern Division, Nov. 18,

There is but one Gandy belt; no other is
so good. or can be. because we hold es
sential patents regarding the correct
manufacture of stitched cotton duck
belting. Send for our booklet.

HANDY. BELTINB COMPANY
Baltimore, Md.
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The Only Double Mill
manufactured WITHOUT END FRICTION
and having SELF-SHARPENING BURRS.

Causes of Knocks in Steam Engines

RESULT, less power, greater capacity and finer
grinding.
Our catalog fully describes our
line.

Send for it.
CROWN POINT MFG-C0”

122 East Road

\Vhile

the

word

has reason that they are always ﬂooded
many and varied applications, its with oil.
meaning in this articles is conﬁned to
The proper adjustment of the en
that species of knocks with which ev gine valves may have a great deal to
ery operator of a steam engine is fa do with quiet running. The object is
miliar, says Power.
In this class to have the thrust at different bear
there are all degrees of knocks, from ings reversed as gradually as possible.
the small click to the nerve-racking Unless an engine has good steam dis
and
sometimes
engine-wrecking) tribution it is often useless to at

Standard

" -- I

pound.
When a knock develops in an en

ior20
Years “ "

I

Crown Point. Ind.

“knock”

tempt to get it to run quietly. It
does not necessary follow that an

gine it is usually evidence that some engine with badly adjusted ‘valves
thing needs looking after; and, in must knock, but the chances for
general, knocks are or should be a smooth running are certainly much
feature for elimination. But to 10 fewer. This is especially true in the
onto and remove all knocks in an en higher speed engines. The ﬁrst step
gine is not always as simple a mat therefore toward removing knocks
ter as might be supposed. One rea from an engine, if there is any doubt
son for this is that all parts of the about the setting of the valves, is to
engine are intimately connected, and apply the indicator.
a. knock produced at one point is
Many attempts at keying a. small
transmitted to all parts of the ma Corliss engine having a very bad
chine. Sometimes, due to the form knock in the head end failed to im
or material of some particular part
prove matters, when the cause _ ol‘
of the machine, the sound will ap
knock was instantly located with the
pear to originate at this point, when indicator. The engine had always
in fact it may be produced at some
run well until one night the engineer
distance from it. The principle is decided the examine the valves. In
the same as that involved when 3. vi replacing them he accidentally got
brating tuning fork is held against a
the head-end exhaust valve entered
table.
on, the T head of the valve stem up
Generally speaking, a knock in an side down.
engine is the result of lost motion be
Most engineers know that when a.
tween two parts. It therefore fol horizontal engine runs “over,” the
lows that every bearing in the ma thrust and pull of the connecting rod
chine may be the occasion for a is downward, except at the instant
knock, provided sut‘ticient loosencss the engine is passing centers, when
be afforded and that there is a re the crosshead has nothing but its
versal of forces acting. All bear weight to keep it ﬁsmly against the
ings that have motion must of neces slide. Should the compression be ex
sity have some clearance between the cessive, however, it can be seen that
parts, otherwise there would be undue the crosshead might be lifted from
friction and heating. This clearance, the slide toward the end of each
when not excessive, is ﬁlled with oil stroke.
Normally, therefore, there
which lubricates the parts and acts. should be no knock between the
as‘ a cushion between the metallic sur crosshead and the slide, even though
faces, reducing or removing the ten the former has a chance to lift; but
dency to knock.
In nearly all bearings of a recipro

The
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out elevator.
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in
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B. N. P. Bowshar

Company.
SOUIII BEND.

INDIANA.

since from any variation in speed or
pressure this might occur, it is not

cating engine there is a. reversal of safe to run with excessive clearance
pressure at every stroke. The nat-] between the top slide and crosshead.
ural place to look for a knock, there But when the engine runs “under,”
fore, is in those bearings where pres conditions are opposite. The cross
sures are greatest and where one head is then forced against the top
would expect the most wear, viz., the slide, except when at centers, .and
main bearing, crank pin, crosshead then the crosshead tends to drop onto
pin and slides. These knocks are us the bottom slide from its own weight.
ually easily located, while the en It is necessary, therefore, to adjust
glue is running, by ﬂooding each the bottom crosshead shoes quite
bearing in turn with oil. When a snugly when the engine runs “un
hearing has comparatively little lu der,” or there will be a knock at
brication the knock will be sharp and every center. This knock is not, how
metallic, but when ﬂooded with oil ever, as sharp as one produced at
the excess is squeezed out from be any of the other bearings referred to,
tween the bearing surfaces‘ and cush since the pressure per unit of surface
ions the blow, reducing the knock to of the crosshead shoes is comparative
a slapping sound. Ordinarily, there ly small.
fore, simply keying up the bearing
In vertical engines, direction of ro
in question should remove the knock.
tation and weight of crosshead have,
In line with the above, an engine of course, no eﬁect as far as produc
which is quite noisy when supplied ing knocks between the latter and its
with oil in drops may often run beau slides is concerned. Vertical engines
tifully when lubricated by means of of the direct. connected type usually
a pressure or gravity system. The have the ﬂywheel and the revolving
later method, we are disposed to say, member of the generator mounted on
is the sensible way to lubricate an the shaft between the engine bear
engine of any considerable size, at i'ngs, and the total weight of the ro
least. Many high speed engines are tating parts generally becomes so
lubricated by splashing the oil in the heavy that the shaft is not lifted
crank case, and bearings are often from its bottom hearing by the up
run loose without knocking, for the ward pressure on the piston. It is

For Catalog write to ' t_" "

Gus Peeh Foundry and Mfg. Co. I’
Cor. 4th and Clark 811.. LA MARS, IOWA. U. S. A.

Monitor Well Auger.

The PIIWELL Single connection Sight
Faad iulrlctitr tirasunt
Works in Arctic or Tropical weather-a live steam pipe
passing through the oil reservoir prevents the oil from
congealing and insures a certainty of perfect lubrication.
Oil reservoir and arms are cast in one piece-lound
only in Powell Construction-there are no joints to loosen
or leak.
Have you ever examined
Powell's White Star Valves?

The Wm, Powell Co.
CINCINNATI, orno
95 Llbert
St.
New York {:54
CanalySt.

Boston-23945
Causeway
St.
Philadelpeia-srB
Arch St.

Pittsburg-4i9 Fulton Bldg.
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"WELL! WELL! !”

MR. BIGG FROM BIGGVILLE wants the Thresherman of America to share the
discovery he has made: that the secret of Twentieth Century supremacy lies in

its VALVE GEAR, the greatest advance ever made in engine building. It is
center hung, overcomes all crank angularity, cutting off at same distance from cylinder-head forward and back
ward, opening full port when piston has traveled but three-eighths inch, allowing full power of steam to be
exerted INSTANTLY and equally
at each end of stroke.
The 1., St. l. 8. W. Engine
M157, equipped with
"Baker" Valve Gear.
Pulls hundreds of tons
more load on less fuel
than any other on the
road.

Now In Use Every Day
on the “Clover Leaf,” where it has

‘I 3 proved positively every claim made
'7'

for it: as to INCREASED POWER
—ten to twenty per cent: as to

1

SAVING IN FUEL-another ten to
twenty per cent: also, as to its practicability and durability under severe usage. Our factory is now running on

Orders [or More 0t 'l‘lhem
to equip additional engines on the same road-and others.

IF the Twentieth Century Valve Gear is good enough for the great railroads,

it's good enough for everybody—ought to be good enough for YOU.

The same Gear is used on every Twentieth Century Traction Engine, making our little Sixteen-horse power more than equal to
that developed by the best Eighteen to Twenty horse made by the Other Fellow-and saves fuel and water besides.
Our New Catalogue Tells About lt--Sent tor the Asking.

THE A. D. BAKER COMPANY,

Swanton, 0hio

Please mention The Review.

therefore desirable to allow an unus
al amount of clearance between the

shaft and the top hearing, as this per
mits a freer distribution of the lubri
cating oil.
If, therefore, the pressure in the
cylinder should from any cause be
increased to a point suﬁicient to lift
the shaft, the result will be a heavy
pound when it returns to the bottom
hearing. The above occurs in case
water accumulates in the bottom end
of the cylinder. Should the receiver
pressure in a compound engine be

come excessive the shaft will lift;
the same thing may also occur from
excessive compression, Suppose the
engine is running condensing, with
the valves adjusted properly for that
condition, then under non-condensing
conditions the compression would be
much too great and tend to lift the

shaft and cause pounding.
If the weight on the bearings is not
in excess of the upward force on the
piston the bearing caps of vertical en
gines must, of course, be set up snug
ly. A good example of the latter
case is the marine engine, which has
no ﬂywheel, and the weight on the

pressure per unit of area is small. the
sliding velocity is usually high. This
is especially true in direct connected
engines, where the shaft is necessari
ly of large diameter.
In some single valve engines the
eccentric rod connects direct to the
valve stem, making only one bearing
at this point and consequently only
one chance for knock. But very of
ten it is necessary to transfer the
motion of the eccentric by means of
rodker arms into line with the valve.
This oﬁset in motion is a necessary
evil, since it multiplies the number
of bearings, and, as there must of
necessity be some clearance in each,
the aggregate may result in a number
of knocks occurring simultaneously
on the reversal of motion, which

a line passed through the engine, but of throw and angular advance. But
it was found in perfect alinement.
as the cut-off is shortened the exhaust
It was a double eccentric machine,
and while operating condensing, the

exhaust eccentric would be set some
what in advance of the steam eccen
tric. It had been necessary to run
non-condensing for some time due to
lack of water, and the exhaust eccen
tric had been set back to get the prop
er steam distribution for the latter
condition. This happened to leave the

closure also comes earlier, and vice
versa. As the steam pressure drops,
the cut-off becomes later and conse

quently

compression

is

reduced.

Therefore, the real cause of knocking

is lack of compression necessary to
overcome the inertia of the recipro

eating parts.

‘

The Bureau of Statistics has is
sued a bulletin in advance of the
There were two bearings for each
completed ﬁgures for the calendar
carrier arm stud, and one for each year 1907 comparing the value of
eccentric rod and wrist place connec
manufactures of iron and steel ex
tion, making eight hearings in all. It
ported from the United States in
had no doubt been observed that these
1887, 1897 and 1907. Exact ﬁgures
various bearings were not particular
are given for 11 months of each of
ly tight, but it had occurred to no
those yearse, but the general state
one .that there might be eight dis ment is made that for the last full
tinct knocks, all coming at the same
year the total is approximately $200,
instant, and all receiving the beneﬁt
000,000 against $63,000,000 in 1897,
of the resonance effect of the hollow
and $16,250,000 in 1887. The increase
arms and brackets. After these bear in the last decade was more than 200
ings had been carefully taken up and per cent., while that for other mer

two eccentrics moving in unison.

sounds like one heavy knock.
Large engines often have the car
rier arms and brackets cast hollow,
for the purpose of combining light
ness with rigidity. This is excellent
from an engineering point of view,
but a large amount of surface is pre provision made for a better distribu
sented in these parts which greatly in tion of oil, the engine started 01f
tensiﬁes the sound of any existing quietly, and everyone concerned said,
“Well, did you ever?”
knock.
Some years ago a large Corliss en
Sometimes a single valve automat
gine came to the writer’s notice, ic engine may run quietly, with bear
which, while it run well and gave ings and pins loose, at one steam pres
good service, had what seemed a sure, but knock ﬁercely when the pres
fearful pound about the middle of sure is reduced. This looks like a
each stroke. Many efforts had been paradox, but it is not when one anal
made to locate and remedy the trou yzes the situation. In this type of
ble without success, and it was ﬁnal engine the cut-off is shortened by de
ly concluded‘ that the cylinder was creasing the travel of the valve, while
not in line with the slide and that the lead remains practically constant.
the thump was caused by the piston This is accomplished by moving the
striking the side of the cylinder. The eccentric across the shaft in a direc

bearings is that of the shaft only.
Knocks in the valve gear can be
located by ﬂooding with oil, as de
scribed. The knock produced by an.
eccentric strap which is too loose usu
ally has a slapping sound unless the
speed be high or lost motion great.
The reason for this is that the sur
faces between the eccentric and strap
are large in proportion to the forces
transmitted. In taking up an eccen
tric strap, care needs to be exercised
not to get it too tight, for while the piston was accordingly removed andltion which corresponds to a change

chandise exported was less than 100
per cent; and while iron and steel
manufactures formed 5.8 per cent. of
our total exports in 1897, they con
stituted 10.8 per cent. in 1907. Near
1y half the total last year consisted
of machinery of various kinds, the
value reaching approximately $95,
000,000.

Size up and thoroughly sound ev
ery candidate in Collin County as to
how he stands on the split-log drag.
Vote for no man who is not in favor
of good

roads.—McKinney,

Courier-Gazette.

'

Texas,
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THE NAPOLEON

Again".
~
'5..

'

The Napoleon Manufacturing Company manufactures a full line of up-to-date machinery. It builds single and
double geared engines, with steel or cast wheels, and separators without sieves.
Write for free catalog and investigate before buying.

THE NAPOLEON MANUFACTURING CO.,

.

.

.

Napoleon, Ohio

Please mention The Review.

_A Capitalist.
Editor Review :—Find enclosed 50

cents for which send one year’s sub
scription.
I am somewhat

bad accident with my rigs. My men which is very likely. I am not from
are very careful, which saves me many Missouri, but from Hancock county,
21 dollar. I have one separator that Ind, and one of the best thresher

has had twelve seasons to try its meu’s papers is
merits in.
in

It. is good yet.

Last year Mich.

from

St. Joseph,

Hoping that I vwill not miss

the machine

business. I own ﬁve complete outﬁts, I bought a 22 h. p. double cylinder of any of the numbers, I remain,
Jas. R. Williams.
ranging from 13 h. p. to 22 h. p., the famous Gaar Scott Co., 36x60 in.
and they all do good work. I don’t separator that is surely all right.
make a hand with either of them. I
try to see all of them every day to
see what is needed. I have two corn
shredders and one clover huller;

I

Wilkinson. Ind.

something like $11,000 invested, so
you know a fellow has to be going
some to keep on top.
The crop was very had here last
season. We had a hail storm here

July 6 that was a corker.

pound engine, 36x56 Advance separa
tor with Sattley stacker. I have run
engine and separator for 13 falls; and
it is in good shape. and does as good
a day’s work as ever. I am not going
to tell you how fast I can thresh; for
that makes fat straw stacks. and the
farmers don ’t like that. I like to
take a good gait; one that will thresh
2T5 bushels per hour; and keep it up
all week. I want to tell the boys how
I arrange the concave teeth so they
will do the best of threshing with less
than half of the slugging and with
much less power.
I use four concaves, one row of
teeth in a concave, using the front
row. the second and last concave you

The hail

must use backward.

was the largest I ever saw.
Some
measured 9 inches in circumference,
cutting everything as it went.

That will match

the teeth in the cylinder. Then put
one inch block between the concavcs.
and the cylinder will separate the
grain through the openings between
the concaves; and it goes down on the
grain ﬂoor back to the sieve. That is

This is no fairy tale either. I was
in the worst of it. Heavy glass doors
and window glass were out of sight
when the storm was over, and so was

wheat and oats.

better than letting the cylinder throw
the grain into the straw and then try
ing to shake it out. You can thresh

This storm went

through my territory, but did not
hit more than one-half of the jobs.
Some of the jobs were cut as clean

of wheat as this paper.

I threshed

for 125 different men this last year;

they are 0. K. fellows, too.
I have no trouble to get my part

A MICHIGAN START.
Courtesy F. M. McElhenie, Montgomery.

it off and give it a good coat of lin

of it. I furnish my machine crew,
four men with each rig. I haven't

had a fellow make a remark about it!

any pictures that are any good or I

last season that I nevervforgot. He
Editor RevieW:_AS I am in debt
said that four men could not put any for one year of the Threshermen’s Re_

would send one to you. I will send
you one sometime that will be more more Wheat in a river with forks than
suitable. I get 5 cents for wheat and they could in that machine and it
2% cents for oats, 5 cents for shred never struggled either.
Well, I expect I had better close
ding corn.
The bridges are 0. K., nearly all for this time, or readers of The Re-

steel and concrete.

much faster this way. We get 11,142
cents for threshing oats in shock and
11,42 in stack; 4 for wheat and rye;
timothy 10 cents. I think a good way
to preserve the separator is to wash

A Separator Kink.

I view, will send one dollar to get ahead
again I don’t want to lose one num
her.

I like to read the letters from

the boys; and as I haven"; Seen any
letter from here I will contribute.
I own a 15-horse Advance com
Never had any view will think that I have got wheels,

seed oil every fall.
Geo. W. Berry.
Bristow, Iowa.

If you have had experience with
steam plowing, portable saw milling,
corn shredding, hay baling or any
special work, write The Review a
good letter telling how you did it.

Ma rch. 1908.
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a;re’ More Money in Baling
Steel Frame

hay, straw, corn fodder, etc., than there is in threshing.
The season is longer---practically no limit. You can
bale all winter, so far as the season is concerned.

THE ANN ARBOR
.s__.... i

Columbia Baler ,1

,

ls the best machine of its class because it has the strongest and
.,
most eiteective feeder, and because it has the heaviest and most
' '
powerful gearing. It has the greatest capacity because it can be
speeded ‘higher than any other. it has the lowest average repair bills, by
actual ﬁgures. These are facts. Think them over, then write us for the
proof and get in touch with The Columbia--the necessary accessory to any
tull threshing outlit.

.l

L‘

Ann Arbor Machine Co., 1204 Broadway, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Wood for Paper
Costs Twenty-six Millions—The Publish
er Pays Much More for His Stock
Than He Did Last Year.
Today there is general complaint
among publishers that printing paper
is constantly growing dearer. In the
Middle West many local papers are
raising their subscription price 50
per cent in order to pay for the pa

have in turn held the rank of leader Other states important in the produc
in the lumber supply.
tion of pulp are: Massachusetts, Min
Since 1899, poplar, which for years nesota, Ohio, Oregon, Vermont, Vir
was used in connection with spruce to ginia and West Virginia.
the exclusion of all other paper woods,
The average cost of pulp delivered
has increased in total quantity less at the mill was $7.21. The total value
than 100,000 cords, and is now. out of the wood consumed in 1906 was

ranked by hemlock.

are from Canada, and comprised, in
1906, 739,000 cords, nearly all of
which was spruce. Four and a half
million dollars’ worth of pulp was
imported in 1906, a slight falling
otf from 1905.
Circular 120 of the Forest Service

Pine, balsam, $26,400,000.

The chief item deter-~ contains a discussion of the consum
and cottonwood are used in much mining the price of paper is the cost tion of pulpwood in 1906, based on
smaller amounts.
of pulp. An example of the increased statistics gathered by the Bureau of
New York alone consumes each year price‘ of paper is found in the case the Census and the Forest Service.
per. From the time when Gutenberg
ﬁrst used movable type, made of
The pamphlet can be had upon appli
wood, to the present day of metro

cation to the Forester, United States

politan papers, some of which con

Department of Agriculture, Washing
ton, D. C.

sume the product of acres of spruce in

a single edition, printing has in very
large degree depended upon the for
est.

Consular Agent Gustav C. Kothe,
of Cassel, an agency of the Frankfort
consulate, states that an architect of
that city has been granted patents in
Germany and other European coun
tries and also in the United States
for
for theand
manufactur
ingv an
of invention
glass telegraph
telephone

In the face of a threatened shortage
of timber, the amount of wood con
sumed each year for pulp has increas

ed since 1899 from 2 million to 31/2
million cords. The year 1906 marked
an increase of 93,000 cords in the im
ports of pulp wood, the highest aver
age value per cord for all kinds, and
a consumption greater by 469,053
cords than that of any previous year.
Spruce, the wood from which in

poles.

1899 three-fourths of the pulp was
IN IOWA.

manufactured, is still the leading
wood, but it now produces a little less
than 70 per cent of the total. How

well spruce is suited to the manufac
ture of pulp is shown by the fact that

during a period in which the total
quantity of wood used has doubled
and many new woods have been in
troduced, the proportion -of spruce
pulpwood has remained _nearly con

Courtesy Ezra M. Parsons, Carnarvon

The glass mass of which the

poles are made is strengthened by in
terlacing and intertwining with
strong wire threads.
,One of the principal advantages of
these poles would be their use in

over a million and’ a quarter cords of of a publisher of a daily in the Mid tropical countries where wooden
wood in the manufacture of pulp, or dle \Vest, who recently paid $1,200 for poles are soon destroyed by the rava
more than twice as much as Maine, a earload of paper. The same quan
which ranks next. Wisconsin, New tity and grade of paper cost a year
‘
Hampshire, Pennsylvania, and Michi ago but $800.
The chemical processes of paper
gan follow in order given. Sixty per
cent of the wood used in New York making, which better preserve the

ges of insects,and where climatical

inﬂuences are ruinous to wood. The
selling price of the poles has not been
ﬁxed yet, but the company is willing
to accept 25 marks, $6.00, for a pole

was imported from elsewhere, and wood ﬁbre, are gaining over the me of the length of 7 meters, about 23
even so the supply appears to be wan chanical process. In 1899, 65 per cent feet. The Imperial Post department,
stant in spite of the drains upon the ing, since the total consumption for of the wood was reduced by the me which has control of the telegraph and
spruce forests for other purposes. the state shows a small decrease since chanical process; in 1906, less than 50 telephone lines in that country, has
During this time three different 1905, whereas the other states named per cent.
' ordered the use of these glass poles
woods, from widely separated regions. have all increased their consumption.
All importations of wood for pulp’ on one of their tracts.
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The Rumely Engines

This is the Engine That Made the Plowing Record

Steam Plowing
From month to month the number of Plowing Engines in use in
all parts of the United States is increasing. With the right type of
engine steam plowing is far more economical than the use of
horses. There are reasons why you should have a Rumely Plow
ing Engine and no other.
1. It’s design is right. All parts are well proportioned and the
metal is distributed to meet the strains, hence breakdowns and ex

pensive delays are unknown.
2. The engine is simple and substantial, the workmanship and
materials are of the best, and it will last long enough to earn
proﬁts for the owner.
3.

The construction of the boiler, the double ported valve, link

reverse, cut off and maximum expansion in cylinders all make
for economy of steam and the cost of fuel and water is small.
It pays to have a Rumely Plowing Engine.
The parts shown herewith speak for themselves. Their gener
ous proportions and correct design show how our Engines are
Drive Wheel with Master Gear

bllllt.

M. RUMELY COWMEANY, LA
-—*——£RANCHE$W~

Fond Du lac, Wis.
Des Moines, la.

Toledo, o.—1412 Cherry St.

St. Louis, Mo.—l08-1 10 So. Tenth St.

Indianapolis, lnd.—1 10 Capitol Ave South

March, 1908-
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£55 Ideal Separators
:onstruction.

Our Design is Right

Combined Threshing
‘and Plowing Engine
Our standard Engines always were strong pullers. After devel
oping a special type of Engine that was to be used solely for plow
ing we turned to the production of a GENERAL PURPOSE engine
which will serve, ﬁrst, for operating a thresher, and then for road
hauling and plowing. The excellent results obtained by many cus
tomers with our standard Engine in plowing prompted us to build
this intermediate type. The main difference lies' in the gearing
which must serve for the transmission of power from the crank
shaft to the drive wheels. This gearing is made of a special mix
ture of semi-steel and is of exceptional width. Threshermen can
turn an engine of this type to proﬁtable use before and after the
regular threshing season. For some localities there is great'ad
vantage in its lighter weight and in the fact that it can be used
economically in smaller ﬁelds. Write for catalogue.
'

“Meet Us at Wichita”
230 North ‘Mead Avenue, Two Blocks North of Rock Island Depot.

PORTE, QLDIANA, U. s. A.
BRANCHES————
Kansas City, Mo.——l222 West Eleventh St. (Station A)
Grand Forks, North Dakota

Lincoln, Neb.

Minneapolis‘, Minn.—324 NQFirst St.
Wichita, Kansas
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The Michigan Threshermens’ Association.
Although the threshermen of Mich
igan held a large and well attended
meeting in December, yet this was
but a preliminary to the meeting for

' Charlie

Poxen

charge

here

at trait on the following page, as well

and his “Engel”
will welcome all

the time of the
December meet

visitors.
Reeves

ing,
up

the last Wednesday and Thursday,
March 25th and 26th, this month,

have

when the largest meeting of the kind ters
ever held in this state will gather at show
Lansing to complete a state organiza

The
folks

ﬂne

threshing, better road and bridge
laws, better conditions generally for
the business.

line of work and
will be missed by
the visitors who
were at the De
cember meeting
and were made
welcome here. He
is succeeded by

quar

and
can
the‘ goods

to great advant

tion, which it is hoped will be the age.
Returning
means of securing better prices for

to

Michigan avenue

and

continuing

a veteran in the business, is a man of
Shoe-I good business methods, and will con
maker.
M r . duct the aﬁairs of his otﬁce for the
S h o e m a k e r best interests of all.

particularly
in
vites the visitors
to call and see

to the north or
left and a short

distance up the
the Huber for
track is the com1908, and inci
quardentally get ac
As will be noted from the following modious
ters of the Bidquainted
with
program, while there will be an even well
Thresher
GOV‘ WARNER‘
the manager.
ing session where the visiting breth
A‘little to the north on Washing
ren can listen to a few words from Company. Many of the visitors al
our public men, yet as a matter of ready know Ray McHugh, manager ton street is the \Vestinghouse head
fact the sessions will be devoted of this branch. and will want to renew quarters, where Manager Bates will
strictly to business. Every thresher old acquaintance. But none should make all threshermen welcome.
But more than the opportunity of
man there will have opportunity to miss a visit to this office. A full line
present his views, suggestions or of Bidwell machinery will be on ex visiting the branches, is the real ob
opinions; and they will be expected hibition and Mr. McHugh will take ject of the meeting: that of com
to do so. Read what President Kohl pleasure in greeting old friends and pleting the work of organization for
mutual advantage. Every Michigan
meyer has to say on page 11 and act making new ones.
Returning to Michigan avenue, the threshermen who can possibly attend

accordingly.

Without doubt the visitors will be Gaar-Scott sign will point to where should do so—aud notify Secretary
interested in

visiting

the

various genial A. E. Kratz extends a hearty E. V. Chilson at Lansing, Mich.. by

branch houses of Lansing while in welcome to the visiting threshermen, postal card of your intention to be
the city, so that we list herewith the and willingly “shows” the most skep there. It will aid greatly in arrang
ing the necessary ac
various thresher agencies. The ma tical why he should
commodations.
chine district is centrally located pick a ‘ ‘ Tiger’ ’ and
Mr.
and easy to get to, and all the get a winner.
branches will be found within easy Kratz will be remem

walking distance from the Capitol bered by those attend
building. None of them. we under ing the December meet
stand, will make any attempt at ing, when he acted as
special display; though all will have chairman of the pre
liminary meeting.
complete rigs for inspection.
Just beyond this is
Going East on Michigan avenue, to
ward the Agricultural college, turn the Lansing home of
ing to the right on Grand street, a the Huber Manufac
short walk brings us to the otﬁce of turing Company. Mr.
Reeves & Company, where big genial Showen, who was in

.

‘

L‘‘

“4- ln" hill‘

tion man, who will not allow his en
thusiasm to lead him astray. He is

Mr. C. H.

east the visitors

Much interest is being shown .by will come to the
threshermen in this meeting and many ‘M. C. and P. M.
have already signiﬁed their intention tracks and, just
to be present.
Every thresherman
and operator of farm power machin
ery for hire should attend this meet—
ing and help make a success of it.

has taken
another

as that of Hon. H. S. Earle, whose

good work in Michigan highway im‘
provement needs no eulogy here. Both
are entertaining speakers and both
will have something to say that will
be well worth listening to.
‘William Kohlmeyer, of Henderson,
has long been known to the Michigan
fraternity as an enthusiastic associa

‘

1? 1

Those who were atv

G. B. Stetler and C. W. Martin,
vice president and treasurer, respec

tively, are also old in association
work and will bring their experience
to further the greatest good to the
association.
PROGRAM.
All sessions to be held in the hall
of the House of Representatives, Cap
itol building.
Wednesday, March 25th, 1908:

10:00 a. m. to 12:00 111.

Registra

tion of new members.

2.00 p. m.

Business session.

Invocation by Rev. Price of the
First Baptist church.
President’s address.
Report of secretary.
Report of treasurer.
Remarks by representative of The
Threshermen ’s Review.

Remarks by representative of the
American Thresherman.

Talks from threshermen for the
good of the order.

7:30 p. m. Evening meeting, . nblic
the December meeting
will have no difficulty invited.
remembering _
Dean
Smith, of the Agricul
tural College, whose

Address of Welcome by Hon. Fred
M. Warner, governor of Michigan.
Response by President W lliam

witty invitation to the

Kohlmeyer.

delegates to visit the
Agricultural
College
was accepted and ap

preciated by many.
‘Ve present his por

Musie—Quartette.

Address —— “What

Shall

We

Thresh,” Professor Clinton D. Smith

of the Michigan Agricultural College.
Address—“How

to

Get

Better

.\l;1 rvh, 1905‘.
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Knight Makes the Mills that Saw the Nation’s Lumber

The latest improvements in Saw Milling Machinery.
more of it are features that Make Knight Mills.

Everything that will make a better mill, one that will do better work and

We are Saw Mill Experts and Know what a mill ought to do in order to be a money maker.
\We also build Single Saw and Gang Edgers, Swing Saws and Knight’s Dogs—in fact, just what you want, and can ﬁll your
order.

Write us and lets get acquainted.

.

f

The Knight Manufacturing Co., No. 1830 S. Market St., Canton, Ohio
Please mention The Review.

Roads and Bridges,” Hon. H.
Earle, state highway commissioner.

s.‘

turn wrist pin either up or down on using the swedge, flat side, you then
Sawing.
' Editor Reviewz-I will tell my engine shaft. Have a man on the ﬂy get a. swedge on both sides alike. I
Music-Quartette.
brother threshemen that I got a di wheel side to turn the ﬂy wheel back use a 20 inch pulley on saw and run
Address_ﬂFratemity,” Professor l vorce from my last threshing ma
and forth, which will show very plain about 450 r.- p. m. I run the lumber
C. E. Holmes, superintendent Michi- chine about two years ago_ Am 56 where there is a loose box. If the all the way through. The ﬁnished
gan school for the blind.
.years old and thought it was about man on the other side is a good one,_ lumber is taken away and the lum
Discussion.
Good night.
time to quit and try something else. he can put his ﬁnger on the part he ber to be edged we throw on the
Have been with threshing machines is looking for and he will ﬁnd the ground until we have enough of it.
all my life time. The ﬁrst machine knock if there is any. Convince your This way preserves the corners of the
was a horseback; it ran around in a self by having a man loosen one box boards.
circle. The next was a Gold Medal a triﬂe without you knowing which.
separator, Gaar-Scott. and Climax Then have him rock the wheel and
horse power. In 1876 I bought a
see for yourself ; you can’t help but
Timmerman engine, portable, 10 h. p.

Kingsland ﬁnd the loose box.
As it happened I bought a sawmill
Furgeson separator. Kept this sep
arator only two years. So you see I at a. mortgage sale. Never had a
jumped from horse power to steam single thing to do with a sawmill, so
power. Never went with a steam I got the mill home, set it up by my
thresher, so I called on an old steam self without any instructions, but the
thresher and had him with me one saw was warped and out of shape. I
half day, and have run the engiy ‘then shipped the saw to St. Louis to
St. Louis make,

ever since.

and

a

The second separator, a have it hammered, ground and gum

Belleville 32 inch, I‘ had 24 years med, so when I got the saw it wasyall
and sold it, and it is in good shape right in some regards, but

yet.

it

was

The ﬁrst engine from 1876 is gummed with an emery wheel and of

still at work.

The last

engine,

:1 course the little points were as hard

Robinson 10 h. p. traction I bought in as a diamond. Now I had to ﬁle and
1994, ran it 11 years, and if this en

swedge it, being a green horn at that.

gine did not have two horse power This saw is slotted through the center
more than when new you can call me and is but a triﬂe over one-eighth
Thursday, March 26, 1908:
a goose. I sold a Robinson separator inch at rim. It takes an expert to
H. S. EARLE.
9:00 a. m. Entire session devoted that ran three years with the 11 year run a saw without much set. Being
to the interest of threshers.
To make a cheap side ﬁle take a 10
old Robinson. but oh, one year after in the business about twelve months
1:30 p. m. Business session.
that it. was a horse of a different can saw from 2500 to 3500 feet per inch ﬁle and a piece of sheet iron
Election of officers.
three inches long, and lap this around
color. I will say one thing more about day, and 62,000 feet until now.
General discussion. Adjournment. steam engines and then quit.
Will tell you how' I go at it. In the ﬁle about three inches from end.
If you have a pound or knock in order to get set enough I‘ cut a piece If too thin for the set put another
He who calls in the aid of an equal your engine it is hard to ﬁnd, but of sheet iron to ﬁt the pitch on teeth piece of sheet iron under the ﬁrst
understanding doubles his own; and if you know how, it is no trick at all. so I get them all alike. It will hap one to make it thick enough for the
he who proﬁts by a superior under I will tell you how I do this. The en pen that. you will get more set on set. I use a wire to regulate the gov
. ‘
standing raises his powers to a level gine should be ﬁred up, now you one side of the teeth, or if one breaks ernor.
Julius Fey.
with the height of the superior under stand before the connecting rod and 05. Then ﬁle under more on the side
wrist pin and crosshead pin side. and where the set is left yet. Then by
standing he unites with.—Burke.
\Veldon Spring, Mo.
DEAN SMITH.
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Say! You, Mr. Thresher-man
Why burn your neighbor’s coal? Why waste his money? Why waste your own? Why waste oil? Why wear out your valve
gear? Why not be up-to-date and use a Gould Balance Valve and gain in power from 18 to 30 per cent? Our 1908 catalogue tells
you how it is done. Send for it. Agents wanted.
20 H. P. REEVES CROSS COMPOUND.
Gentlemen:-—In relation to those valves I
bou ht of you last spring will say that I
won d not be without them.
My engine runs
easier, handles its load better and is a sav

ing on coal and water.

20 H. P. REEVES CROSS COMPOUND.
Gentlemen :—I have been using one of your
G_oul_d Balance Valves in my :0 H. P. Reeves
[engine for two years and like it better all the
time. \Vhen I see others .run without a Gould
Valve I can see so much difference that I
would not near do without my valve.
It
saves coal, water and oil and runs so much

I believe I had a good

way to test the power, as last year my se ara~
tor was all the engine could handle and i the
grain was damdp, had to feed slowly; this year
with the Gen] valve on the engine I told the
men to throw the wheat to her.
I did not
hold any pitcher back this year. My run was
57 days and it was not necessary to make any
adjustment in the valve gear and my engine
runs as smooth as a sewin
machine.

nicer that I would advise anyone who likes
a nice running and good pulling engine to
_ ~Yours respectfully, EMIL BLANCK.
Billings, Okla., Nov. 3, I907.
20 H. P. DOUBLE REEVES.
Dear Sirs:—You ask me how I liked your
yalve. \Vill say_ I am well pleased with it as
it m_akes_my engine handle so much easier than
it did with the old valve in it, as there is no
strain on_the valve gear. I run m engine all
season with the reverse lever hooked u one
notch nearer the center of quadrant tgan I

Yours truly, H. \ , I.A\VI*IEAD.
Fontana, Kan., Nov. 1:, 1907.
25 H. P. REEVES CROSS COMJ’OUND.
Dear Sirs:—I have a 25 H. P. Reeves Cross
Compound Engine and last spring equipped it
with your valves,

for I did

lots of breaking

rairie and I can say they are just the thing
or any engine.
I can pull two plows more
with them in and save water and coal; two
glows mean about to H. P. and that makes a
ig paying investment for me and they are so
easy on your engine gear and links, and also
on oil.
I recommend them as one of the
greatest things that was ever put in an en
gine.
Every engine should be equipped with
them. I remain. Yours truly.

did before with

the old valves.

I used

them all summer without a minute's bother,
and I_ noticed _that my en 'ne steamed easier
than it ever did before. inyone desiring an
easily handled Cllﬁll‘ll! I would advise them to
put in a Gould
alance Valve for the
will

do the work:

My engine is a 20 H. P. gimple

Double Cylinder Reeves.

Yours truly. LEE VUILCOT'I‘.
Welcome, Mo., Oct. :6, i907.

Selby, S. D., Oct. 2, 1907. F. W. WITT.
16 H. P. REEVES OBDSS COMPOUND.
Dear Sirsz-The valves that I received from you in July for my 16 H. P. Reeves Cross
Compound Engine have given the best of satisfaction. They are certainly a great improve
ment over the old style valves. There is comparatively no strain or wear on the valve
gear and I know our engine will deliver more power on the road or in the belt. I do not

use more than half as much oil since I put the balanced valves in.

At the end of _the sea

son's run they were not worn enough to tell that_they were ever used. I think with ordi
nar care they will be the best part of an engine if they were put in the first day it is run
used until the engine is ready for the junk ile.. I would not be without the bal
anced valves for twice what th
cost. Will say t at if the valves are put on an engine
right they will do all that is cl gmed for them b the makers.

ours truly,
Panama, Iowa, Nov.

ut

a Gould Valve in it and it will do the wor .

20 H. l’. REEVES CROSS COMPOUND.
Dear Sirs:—-l received your letter askin g about the valves I got for the Reeves Cross
Compound Engine, and must say that I would not be without them for twice the cost
and besides it increases the power wonderfully. I can pull more with too lbs. steam pres '
sure than I could before with no lbs. and saves both fuel, water and oil and wear on the
valve gear. It makes it run smooth as a clock; everyone that sees her says she is the
smoothest runner they ever saw, and I owe it all to the Gould Valve Company. I can set
reverse lever out of notch and it will stay there on the hardest pull, which it never did
before. Would advise anyone who wishes to buy a new engine not to receive it before it
was equipped with a Gould Balance Valve. \Vishing the company success, I am,

EDWIN ROBERTSON.

Yours truly,

A. J. KERSTING.

Gilmore, Mo., Sept. 23. 1907‘

i4, i907.

All persons are hereby warned against purchasing or using any valve infringing on the patents owned by the Gould Balance
Valve Company, and purchasers and users of such valves will render themselves liable 'to the undersigned for infringement.

GOULD BALANCE VALVE Co.,

Kellogg. Iowa, U. S. A.

Please mention The Review.

also examine the saw collar and see if
this is true on its face. The saw
should also be true; if it is not, it
should be hammered by some one who
understands this business, until it is
perfectly straight and true. If you
treat the case in this manner, you
will have a smoothly running outﬁt.
Question of
‘W. P.

Is there any rule for
setting the valve on a
Port
Huron piston
valve engine, or has it to be done by
the exhaust? I got a new line shaft
this year and the position of the set
screw holes for the eccentric were
not marked on the shaft and I had
to keep on trying and shifting till
I got it nearly right and let it go,
but they must have some rule to do
it by in the factory.
A.-The eccentric on a. Port Hu
ron engine should be directly oppo

site the crank pin.
To ﬁnd out
whether or not this eccentric is in
the right location, place the engine
on dead center and pull the reverse
lever backwards and forwards. If
the

valve

rod

remains

stationary

while the reverse lever is moved, the
eccentric is in its proper place. If it
dos not stand till, you can readily
see in which direction to move the
eccentric to acqnijse this result. Af
ter the eccentric ‘M, all there
remains to be done is to divide the
lead on the valve; that is, to give
each end the same amount.
The
valve will then be set to the best
advantage.

Question of
on
turn

My power has 12 feet
sweeps, power geared
85 revolutions to one

of horse;

have triple geared

jack with 10-inch pulley, saw arbor

has 5-inch pulley on which saw runs.

Horses travel two to two and one
fourth turns per minute.
Is this Questions of
H. A. 8.
geared about right to give saw 1,000

Why

does

the

lower

shoe on the crosshsad

or 1,100 revolutions
per minute?
wear the most when
This is a. circular cut-0E saw, 26 the engine is running over, and the

inches diameter, 60 teeth. I ﬁgured upper shoe the most when it is run
this to be about the proper speed for ning under’
this size of saw. This saw has a ﬂy
2.—After ﬁling both wrist and
wheel down next to the ground, and crosshead boxes, how would you
it is not on saw mandrel. It shakes have to shim in order to keep
violently when I sped it up to prop your clearance right‘! The wrist box
er speed, seems to be mostly in the being the strap, gib and key style,
ﬂywheel which is on a separate shaft and the crosshead box is the solid
from the saw. I took ﬂywheel oil? and end style. How would you shim if
hung it and it is heavy on one side. both wrist and crossheod boxes were
This shaking makes the saw wobble of the solid end style‘!

terribly most of the time. It will
3.—How is the best way to leg 3.
cease for a few moments, then begin cylinder pulley with rope. the pulley
being wood, of, Alto Avery style‘!
again.
hat size of rope is
A.—Your saw runs at the proper What kind and
speed for this size.

To balance the best’

4.—I read your article in the Au
ﬂywheel, place two straight pieces of
iron, such as shafting, or anything gust numbcr on adjusting boxes, but
that is straight, on two trussels. did not fully understand it. Espe
Make the pieces of shafting and iron cially where it said “inner and “out
perfectly level. then run the ﬂywheel er” boxes, also “back” boxes.
on its own shaft over these rails. lWould like to have you explain it
In this way you can discover where

the heavy side of the
You can

ﬂywheel

either drill holes

is.

in the

heavy side or fasten a weight to the
lighter side. thus making the ﬂywheel
in perfect balance. The same thing
should be done to the pulley on the
saw mandrel. Some of your trouble

oﬁ dead center in the direction in
which it will, run when steam is
turned on, and note how the piston
rod pulls on the crank pin, and you
will readily see in which direction
the pressure on the crosshead will be.
It happens that on the return stroke,
the pressure is on the crosshead is in
the same direction, which you can
also note by placing the engine to get
this eﬁect.
2.—After ﬁling the boxes on the
connecting rod, the piston clearance
in the cylinder can only he arrived
at by taking the cylinder head 05
and taking measurements. A simple
plan is to move the piston until it
strikes the one end of the cylinder;
then measure from the piston to the
other cylinder head. Deducting the
stroke of the engine, this will give
you the whole clearance; that is,
the clearance for both ends. It will
be plainly seen that half this clear
ance will be required on both ends of

the cylinder.

If it is impossible to

put a. “shim” or liner on either side
of the erosshead boxes, suﬂicient ad

justment can be had by placing all
of the liners on either side of the
crank pin boxes.
,
3.—The cylinder pulley can

be

lagged with rope by tacking the end‘
of the rope to the edge of the pulley
and by turning the cylinder by hand,
more fully when you answer my one can wrap the entire face of the
question on that subject.
pully. A nail here and there will
A.—When an engine runs over, the be necessary to keep it in place.
lower shoe 0n the crosshead wears; However, rope is not a good thing
when the engine runs under, the up with which to lag a pulley on ac
per shoe wears. The cause of this is count of its being so rough. The best
the angularity of the connecting rod. lagging for a pulley is something
A good plan for you to follow is to that is smooth on its surface, thus

may he in the mandrel not being true; go to an engine and turn the engine excluding the air when the belt comes
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Chicago Brass
Grease Cup.

Chicago
Chicago Automatic Injector.
Style, Left and Back.

Chicago Automatic Injector.

Automatic

Injector.

style, Right and Left.

Style. Left and light.

CHICAGO
Automatic lnjectors
For the Modern Traction Engine
Have the Range, Capacity and Ability to
Handle Hot Water

Chicago Atomatic Injector.
Sty 6, Left and Bottom.

Chicago Automatic Injector.
Style, Back and Bock.

One large steam user placed an order with us for 600 2%‘
Chicago lniectors. The entire order making a
two-car load shipment.

Orders like this show that there must be some
advantage. Profit by this and specify V
THE CHICA CO for your engine.

Rough Bumpy Roads Have no Terror
THE CHICAGO Always Works.
Never “Bucks,” “Breaks” or Refuses
Chicago

Double Connection
Lubricator.

Note the five different styles of connections, fitting
almost any piping.

Do you elevate your water to engine tank
with an Eiector?
The Chicago is expressly built for this service and de
livers the water cool.
Write for description of it.

Send for our free injector catalog for thresher
men. lt contains information and facts for
the practical thresherman. Write for it today.
Ohio Plain Cylinder Lubricator.

Ohio Sight reed Cylinder
Lubricator.

The Ohio Injector Company
The World’s Greatest Injector Manufacturers

Wadsworth mm Ohio, U. S. A.
m...

in:

. ...“

"'Iu:::::$i:s;""

"'“Jcoooolhﬂ'”
i'inuooocl'oeli
"900000 ‘0:?
o

‘$300.00...
110000 I .0
Ohio

Ohio Bran Pipe Connection Strainer.

Chicago Ejector.

Bran Hose Connection
Strainer.
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.BIRDSELL

CLOVER
ALFALFA

—____' AND __—"'

jHULLERS

FEEDERS AND WIND STACKERS

YOU KNOW
Birdsell Hullers have been in use over half a century.
They are the most re'liable and most profitable machines made.

Save Seed — Save Money -

Nineteen-twentieths of all the hullers in use are of Birdsell make.

“THEY PUT THE SEED IN THE SACK, NOT THE STACK.”

The BIG SIX Huller is for CLOVER ONLY.
The BIG SEVEN Huller is [for ALFALFA ONLY.

THEY ARE BEST
Because of their GREAT CAPACITY, durability, lightness of
draft, and last but not least, their SMALL REPAIR BILLS.
WRITE FOR CATALOG

BIRDSELL MFG. CO., South Ben'd, Ind.

in contact with the pulley.
A lubricator back at foot board it does l up the stack. At other times, the
smooth iron surface would be better fairly well. I would like to knowiexhaust nozzle is partly closed up,
due to the soot hardening on the
than rope. Leather has the advant what is the matter. .
A.—The nominal h. p. of a double inside, which is caused by moisture
age of being smooth and also af
coming in contact with the soot when
fords a surface which holds well to engine 6%:{8 will be- about 13.
2.—After thoroughly cleaning out it falls in the nozzle after the steam
the belt.
4.—In regard to the article in Au your lubricator and piping it accord is shut oﬁ. This can be scraped out
gust Review, the
“inner”
and ing to the directions given by the very readily. An undue amount of
“back” boxes mean the same'thing; builder of the lubricator, you should scale formed on the tubes would
that is, the half of the box toward have no trouble. In the absence of make hard steaming, yet this would
the cylinder.
The “outer” box these directions we would say that not affect the boiler as suddenly as
means the half of the box in the the steam pipe furnishing the water you seem to ‘indicate. Soot inside of
to the lubricator should be at least the tubes will also prevent the heat
other direction from the cylinder.
one foot higher than the lubricator. from being absorbed by the water;
Question of A Texas land company After this pipe is condensed full of however, you may have attended to
J. H.
has furnished me a water, it will certainly drive the oil this. The engine has a great deal
steam plowing outﬁt, out of the lubricator, if the lubrica to do with the steaming quality of
consisting of a 32 h. p. engine, four tor is in proper order. It might be the boiler. For instance, if it takes.
six-gang disc plows. harrows, drills well for you to write to the builder too much steam, it will be very no
and tank wagon. I’ am to put in a of your engine and ﬁnd out some ticeable in the ﬁring. A broken pis
half section of wheat or oats or some thing about the oil pump that they ton ring or a valve that is not prop
thing of the kind for them, and then recommend for this engine. You will erly adjusted, may cause this trouble.
the same amount for myself, and so find great comfort in an oil pump; It will be up to you to examine the
on, as much as I can get done. They that is, it does away will all of the engine carefully and try to locate the
furnish all the machinery and I do troubles of the lubricator.
difficulty.
all the work and furnish teams and
wagons for hauling all the coal and Question 01' Please inform me how Question of Will a compound en
I can make my engine L. E. W.
water, a distance of about two miles. A. W. B.
gine pound
at
the
draw more of the
Coal will cost $7.00 or $8.00 per ton
crank and main bear
The ings if the valve is not set rightl'
at station. Who should pay for re ﬂames through the top ﬂues.
pairs, coal and oil? The machinery draft is so great it ‘seems ‘to jerk a Please give rule for setting valve on
is second-hand and already on the greater part of the ﬁre through the Woolf compound,Port Huron engine.
ranch. No bridges to break through. bottom ﬂues.
A.—An engine will pound more or
A.—You can reduce the draft of less when the valve is not set correct
Both parties furnish their own
your engine by increasing the size of ly. I'n setting the valve on a Port
ranch.
A.—It would see-m right in this the exhaust nozzle. However, you Huron engine the eccentric should be
case that the land company furnish may be mistaken about too much set directly opposite the crank pin.‘
the repairs, as the outﬁt may be al ﬂame going through the lower tubes. To prove the correct setting of the
most worn out in some places and it The heat surely gets to the top of eccentric, the engine can be placed
would not be fair for you to furnish the ﬁre box and while you may not on either dead center and if the ec
such repairs. In regard to the coal see the ﬂame going through the up centric is in the proper location, the
and oil, it might be fair for the land per tubes, that which does go through valve will not move when the reverse
company to furnish the coal and oil, them is gases which are burnt and lever is pulled backwards and for
while their part‘of the work is being effect a better eﬁiciency than having wards. If, however, the valve stem
done and for you to furnish these ﬂames, which are not entirely burnt,
should move when the reverse lever
'
things while your part of the work going through.
is moved, the action of the eccentric
is being done.
Question of I have a 12-horse trac yoke will suggest which way to move
tion engine that has the eccentric. After the eccentric is
Question of Please
ﬁnd
enclosed W. M. P.
been
steaming good, in its proper location, all there is'

Big ,Potato Crop
at Least Expense
Write now for Free Book that tells how
to increase your Potato Crop 40 to 75% and
how to cut out labor- and expense by using

Aspinwall Po
Machines
which cut, plant‘,j cover
iertillze, spray, lg and
sort potatoes. Practical
Success guaranteed and

proven-byoura'iycars'ex-

-

pcrlenoe in potato mm
chine building.
Write
this day to the

I
I

_ ’

Asplnwall Mlg. Co.
17‘ Sabln St.. Jacksonjllch.

Sterling Force Basil
Lubricator
Prices.
and
CWrite
for
irculars

\

‘J. B. P.

IDEAL
THRESHER TANK
r.

.

7L."-

,

money order for 50c‘
then to do is to divide the lead be
to pay for your paper when all at once it would not steam. tween both ends of the valve.v This

There are no leaks, the exhaust is all
right. and the boiler is not scaled bad. is done by moving the valve on its
stem.
ness, and ﬁnd a great deal of help in The boiler will draw water when the
whistle is blown on the road, but does
reading it.
should
the
I have a few questions that I would not draw it when she pops oﬂ’. The Question of How
like answered through the next issue whistle is on top of the dome, three
T. T.
valves be set on a
fourths-inch connection. The engine
of The Review.
cross compound engine?
1.—What is the horse power of a is a Springﬁeld. What is the mat Should the low pressure cylinder
double cylinder engine 61,4318, run ter‘!
valve be set the same as the high
ning 230 revolutions per minute‘!
A.—There are several things that pressure? How should the lead cor
2.—I have a Roberts Never Fail will cause hard steaming in a boiler, respond’?
lubricator and it doesn't work right. yet we may not hit upon the right
A.—Both valves on a cross com
To connect it close up to the governor remedy. Examine the exhaust nozzle. pound engine are set by the same
it doesn’t work at all. But to put It sometimes happens that the nozzle rule.
The high and low pressure
on about eight ft. of pipe and connect is shifted, thus not pointing directly valves are set in the same manner as
one year. I could not get along with

out it, as I am in the machine busi

An all steel tank made in 10,12 and
15 bbl. sizes from the best quality of

16 gunge steel.

'

They don’t water soak and get heavy.
They don't freeze and burst. They
don’t dry out and warp. They don’t
leak.

The "IDEAL" tor Thresharman
Write for catalogue and prices.

E. D. ETNYRE & CO.
OREGON, ILLINOIS
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if the engine was a simple one.

The

Piston Value for Traction Engines

performance is the same in each case

and in a compound engine the one
An absolute saving of 25 per cent of power by using

cylinder and valve is simply larger
than the other

Question of

Why

is

it

that

The BAKER Piston Valve

a

With this valveisintroduced
for the ﬁrst time a spring
packing ring that will take
up every bit of wear and yet
work satisfactorily under all
conditions. My catalog de
scribes and illustrates fully,
and I will send it to any in
terested threaherman for the
asking.

T. I‘. McB.

Woolf reverse, when
hooked
up
notch near center will make an engine ex
haust from only one end, and when
dropped down in last notch will ex

haust square?
A.—Your valve is evidently not set
properly. On examination you will
likely ﬁnd that there is more lead on
one end than the other. The reason i
why you notice a diﬁerence in the
sound at the early cut-0E is that
when the engine is running this way, cut-off is made later, thus giving the
the valve has, a very small opening. engine more power.
In the other
If the valve is out of place, say, a case, when the load increases, the
sixteenth of an inch. and the opening valve is drawn up, thus allowing more

LET ME TELL YOU MORE—ASK.

Wilfred Baker,

Aberdeen, S. D.

THERE IS REALLY ONE
Good Baling Press made and that is the

of the port when the reverse lever is again a greater load can be pulled.
near the center notch is one-eighth again a greater load can be pulled
of an inch; it will be clearly seen In both cases the slight change in the

"Maurer."

if you don't believe it just try one.

it will cost you nothing if not satisfactory, and l

that there will be no opening at all speed changes the centrifugal force
of the weights, thus moving them far
fourth of an inch, as the case may ther from the shaft or spindle and
be. Now When the reverse lever is thereby either changing the eccen
set down at the end of the quadrant, tric or the valve, as the case may be.
the discrepancy will simply be one The spring force is so arranged that:
sixteenth, as it was at the small it is about equal to the centrifugal
opening; and since the port opening force of the weights at any position

we will pay the freight both ways in such case. ‘

on the other end of the valve, or one

l
(ll Write for catalogue and guarantee to

l

The F. X. M. C0.T.R., Spencer, lowa. ‘

is greater at the later cut-off, the of the movement of the governor.

percentage of the discrepancy is less
and you will not be able to notice the Question of
diﬂ'erence in the sound of the exhaust Subscriber.

hammering

near so easily.

What process do they‘

What

put it through’!
Question of
M. L. B.

What effect has clear—
ance on the mean ef.
fective pressure’!
A.—If all conditions are equal ex
cept clearance, there will be no dif
ference in the economy of an engine.
That is to say, if in two engines hav
ing the same diameter and stroke,
one has a minimum amount‘ of clear

ance and the other a great’ amount,
and both engines develop the same
horse power, there will be no diﬁer
ence in the mean eﬁect of the pres
sure.

However, the matter of clear

is

meant

a

saw in when it needs hammering?

‘

A.—VVhen a. saw runs untrue (in‘
other words, it wabbles), it is made
true by hammering it in the proper

It also eﬁects the expansion after the
point of cut-oﬁ;

as, in an engine

with a great amount of clearance,

A

MAN

THE

THRESHERMEN’S

REVIEW

St. Joseph, Michigan

place. This is done by stretching theI
one side of the saw, or stretching the
saw on both sides at certain other;
places until is is perfectly true. To do‘
this it requires great skill in the arti
and the speed of the saw should be
known so that the‘ proper strain can‘
be put on the steel, in order that it
may be in a normal condition at the
sawing speed.

The extra space Question of

caused by the undue amount of clear
ance will have to be ﬁlled with steam.

WANT

in every locality to take subscriptions to THE
THRESHERMEN’S REVIEW.
We pay
liberally. Write us for further particulars.

What condition is a

ance does have an effect in the econ
omy of an engine.

WE

by:

saw?

Which is the most eco-l

J. K.

nomical to run engine
with:
throttle wide‘
open and regulate speed with govern-l
or, or regulate speed by partly clos
ing throttle’.Z
,
A.—You no doubt have a throttling

the terminal pressure is greater, thus
throwing out a greater pressure of governor on your engine, such as is‘
steam at the end of the stroke than commonly used on traction engines.
would be caused by a minimum There will be no difference in the
amount of clearance.
economy if the throttle is wide open
and the speed of the engine is con
Question of Explain the shaft gov trolled by the governor, or if you stop 1
B. M.
ernor, such as is used the governor and control the speed
'
on stationary engines? ‘with the reverse lever, providing you

-

'P. &

.1 “ Engine Gang Plow

Experience has taught us that for the ston sections of
North Dakota and for the heavy prairie sod o the Cana
dian Northwest, or in other sections where soil condi
tions are such as to test the plows severely, an extra
heavy, strong and durable plow is
. necessary.

_ The result has been the build
ing of our Heavy 3-Furrow

Canton Engine Gan s are
made in tour sizes;
hree,

Four, Five and Six-Farrow,
with 12 and 14 inch bottoms,
any style.

We are the only manufac~
turers of P and 6 furrow plows
made exc usively (or use with
traction engines.

Plow, In which we have made a
great stride iorward. We guaran

tee it to be vastly stronger and
heavier than any other s-l'urrow
plow on the market. This plow Wlll
stand a strain without injury that will pull any
other three furrow plow to
pieces.

When small plows are pre
ferred, instead of the 4, 5 or
olurrow sizes, the Canton
3-Furrow Plows, hitched
tandem, make a com~
bination which can‘

not be equalled
nywhere.

How it works and how to adjust it, keep the speed as regular as does the

to increase and decrease the speed. governor.
Also how it changes the cut-oﬁ when
load increases and decreases. Give Question of Can a valve operated
as simple an explanation as possible. I‘. M. P.
by the Woolf valve
A.—The same laws govern a shaft
gear be set with equal
governor as does a throttling govern lead, and give an even cut~off at each
or. The shaft governor which is used end of cylinder, both motions‘!
on a stationary engine has weights
A.—With the same amount of lead

I...
1‘

_The front wheels are 25 inches in
diameter, Will] 5 inch lace, and with

i2 1nch_bea_r1ngs. The rear wheel is 16
inches In diameter with a 4 inch lace. All
M4, .1

and springs;

so has the throttling on each end of the valve, a Woolf

governor, such as is used on a trac
tion engine. The difference, however,
is that the shaft governor changes
the throw of the
eccentric, thus

valve gear gives almost the same cut
olf on each end of the cylinder. How
ever, there is a slight discrepancy,‘

' but it happens that on the end in

changes the cnt-oﬁ on the slide valve which the shorter cut-oﬁ occurs, the
while in the throttling governor the port opens a little more and on the

ﬂow of steam in the steam pipe is
changed by throttling with a valve
controlled by the governor. In one
case, when the load increases, the

opening

-. .

a
' "‘ \

heavy castings, steel straps, large bolts and clamps-altogether the most sub
stantial lrume ever put on a plow. No engine gang plow approaches the Canton
tor strength. btudy the above illustration.

Write for‘our pamphlet entitled, “Plowing by Steam.” It fully describes the Can- i ’
ton Line of Engine (rang Flows, and gives much valuable inlormation as to the capacity at the
different sizes, the power required, e .
‘

Parlin & Orendorff Co.

is effected.

This gives very close to a uniform~
value to the performance.

wheels have dust-proof boxes and com-

prcsslon grease cups for hard oil. The axles
‘
are 2 inches in diameter, the heaviest ever used.
The frame is strong and heavy-braced, cross‘braced and trusscd, with

end in which a later cut-otf occurs, a
smaller port

-i' R

KannaSt.
LouisCity

gmlehl'*

Canton, Illinois

530%‘:

Minn “W11a
Denver v

,
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Who has used the “IXL” SEPARATING DEVICE for three seasons. See what he says: Separates oats from the straw better with four
pitchers than he could before with two. Does that mean anything to you? Does an increase of from 10 to 25 per cent. in the capacity of your
machine interest you?

Minonk, Ilinois, February 3, 1908.
The Sattiey Stacker Co.,
Indianapolis. Ind.
Gents:—-The

in my 4016!
times its
cost, as it increases the capacity of the machine so that I can now
separate oats from the straw better with four pitchers to the ma
chine than I could. before with two pitchers.
I have used the Device
three seasons. and have threshed all conditions of grain, and it has
never wrapped or clogged, nor has the heater or cylinder clogged since
I have been using it. as it always handles all the straw the cylinder
can take. and it delivers the straw evener to the blower than before
It is a good durable device, as I cannot see that it is worn
I had it.
any yet: and as to the power it takes, will say, that I can't notice
that it takes any more.

separator,

gives

“IXL"

good

Separating

Device

that

I

put

satisfaction, and is worth several

I am satisﬁed that it is a good investment. and can recommend it as
a good thing to any threshermen; and if any thresher-man wants any
further information in regard to the device, I will cheerfully give it.
Very respectfully,
I remain.

(Signed) GEO. W. SCHNEIDER.
Route No. 3, Minonk, Ill.

If ybur earnings were $40.00 per day, and you could increase that to $50.00 without one cent extra cost or labor, would you do it‘! The
“IXL” SEPARATING DEVICE will increase the capacity of any separator, more than 25 per cent in some instances. We guarantee a separa
tor to save 99% per cent of the loose grain from the straw, when equipped with an “IXL.” Never wraps—ncver chokes—tears all the bunches

apart—stacker never chokes. Write at once for prices, catalogues, etc.

Mention make of separator. Best thing ever put in a machine.

ADDRESS _~

' The Sattley Stacker Company
301 American National Bank Building

The Wichita Convention.
(Continued from page 9.)
from which he was promoted to man

men, who will be welcome

Indianapolis, Indiana
at

They ’ll likely be suspected.
And so he passes stiﬂly by
His rival when they're meeting,
This will be the real “tug of war;”
and nothing of real lasting good can And never gives him friendly word
be accomplished unless every man} Or pleasant smile of greeting.

the terward, and
themselves.

Reeves headquarters.
Then there is the regular business
of the meeting; the strengthening of
the organization and making it more
effective for mutual good. Just how
this can be done will no doubt de

by

the

threshermen

does his share; does his best. This
being done, the Threshermen’s Asso , He doesn't join, and doesn't come

velop at the business sessions, when ciation of the Southwest can be a pow
and, we er for good to its members and to the

experiences will be heard
hope, means de
vised for over
coming most of
the troubles that

repre 1

sents.
In

a

recent

following bit of

As though he really meant it,

For his competitor is there

And making him his debtor

By trying hard to learn the way
That he can treat him better.
have adapted to‘
the thresher sit

rhyme which we

be informal and
neighborly, a n d
e v e r y thresher
man who has any
thing to say or

nation. We hope
that

there

will

not be many stay
at-homes,
and

discuss need feel

that those that
feel unable to be
there
will not
h ave been in

Tim Payne.
in

bringing it up
here. In no other
way can a com

ager a year ago-and has made good.
He was not "reachable” when the
group was taken.
F. E. Bonney, of the Port Huron
Company, was also too far away-on
business, of course-to get into the
group, although he’s just as good a

plete understand

for photographic purposes, Joseph
O’Leary, of Reeves & Company, is
very much on earth and will have
plenty to show the visiting thresher

Wichita Convention is merely the He holds that threshers shouldn't
preparation; the place where plans are
speak
agreed upon. They are but plans at
For, if they are detected,
that. The real work must be done at'- of many awful business crimes

ing be had of the

He says is his intention.
He jeers association work

ment Trade Jour
nal we find the

not be underesti
mated. These will ,

hesitancy

it

convention issue , And yet he gets some good therefrom
of the Implei
Because he can’t prevent it.

may be discussed.
But the impor
tance
of
the
‘ ‘business
ses
sions” should

no

trade

To town for this convention;
To paddle still his own canoe

ﬂuenced by lack
R.

. Brown.

of belief in the
beneﬁts of the
association.

Review Subscription Solicitor.
various things
that must be considered and disposed
The Man Who Stayed Away.
"sprinter” as Bergenthal. But he’ll of for the best advantage of all con
He didn't come—he don 't believe
be “on deck” every minute during cerned.
In these associations;
And ﬁnally, when all is said and
the convention, and will have the
They're
apt to make the public think
goods to show.
done, the machine men should bear in
of
trusts
and combinations.
Although he could not be reached mind that all is not ﬁnished. The

D. E. Boswell.
The Picture Mill.
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A New Departure in Self Feeders
HE LANGDON IDEAL SELF FEEDER comprises the only correct idea. how a successful feeder should be constructed. A feeder, in order
to be successful, must have absolute control over the material fed into the machine, and must be equipped to handle any overcharge of

damp or wet grain without slugging the cylinder. The Ideal Feeder has a speed governor which automatically starts and stops the straw
carrier and retarder, and a compression emergency governor based solely upon the resistance the knife has in dividing the material, which
adjusts itself automatically to any overcharge of material passing between the rotary knife and retarder. By the combination of these two
governors the speed of the separator is kept uniform throughout.

The Ideal Feeder on my

The Ideal Feeder is a
crackorlack. It will
thresh more grain than any
feeder I euer used, in any
way, shape or form. It cer
tainly is a dandy.

Northwest

separator

feeds

the machine even and with
out slugging the separator.

Anyone in need of a good
feeder should investigate the
Ideal.

(Signed)

( Signed)

A. H. Hyer,
Baynesville, Kansas

L. Potter,
Carmem, Okla.

The Ideal Feeder will Feed Smooth and Even any make or size of separator to its full capacity IN ALL KINDS AND CONDITIONS of
grain, and is guaranteed not to slug the cylinder.

Write for Catalogue

Heineke & Company, - Springfield, Illinois
MANUFACTURERS OP STRAW STACKERS, WEIGHERS AND SELF FEEDERS
GOMI'I] Agents.

Weber Implement CO., St. Louis, Mo.
Sachse & Bunn. Cherokee, Iowa.

Cedar Rapids Machine
John M.

& Supply 00.. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
rant CO., Bushnell. Ill.

The Auten Machinery (30.. Chicago , 111.
The Wichita Supply (30.. Wichita, Kan.

horse cars or the early locomotives, trains drawn by the Best Friend were
Some Early Railroading.
The history of railroading in the and ﬁnd grave writers seriously tell furnished with a. barrier car-that is,
days when railroads were really built ing of ﬂying as on the wings of the a car loaded high with cotton bales,
.as tramways for horse drawn trains, wind at a speed of ﬁfteen miles an with the idea that they would pro
tect the passengers in case of boiler
hour.
Strange it is to modern eyes to see explosion or collision. Here is an ad
an old account of a ride on one of the vertisement in a Philadelphia paper
old-time engines, in which the writer of 1832 that will certainly draw a
says: “We ﬂew on the wings of the smile:
wind at the varied speed of ﬁfteen to
“Notice to the Public-The en
twenty-ﬁve miles an hour, annihilat gine, with a train of cars, will be run
ing time and space.” In 1834 the daily, commencing this day, when the
Best Friend, a locomotive on the weather is fair. When the weather is
South Carolina Railroad, blew up be not fair horses will draw the cars.
cause “the colored ﬁreman, annoyed Passengers are requested to be punct
at the noise of steam escaping from ual at the hour of starting.”
Explosions of railroad locomotives
the safety valve, sat on the valve to
hold it down.” An accident at a were infrequent during the early days
switch with this same engine called of railroading, but they occurred oc
forth the following from the direc casionally, as did also collisions. The
one thing most noticeable in the pro
tors of the road:
“Resolved, That in future not over ceedings following one of these early
twenty-ﬁve passengers be allowed to accidents was the way in which the
go on each car; that the locomotive directors of the roads on which ex
shall not travel at a greater speed plosions and collisions occurred took
when there is attached: One car steps to prevent repetitions and the
L. H. Roblee.
and passengers, at ﬁfteen miles an real. desire to do everything possible
Review Subscription Solicitor.
hour; two cars and passengers, at to prevent loss of life they showed.
when discussion as to the respective twelve miles an hour; three cars and
Probably the ﬁrst recorded explo
'merits of horses and locomotives as passengers, at ten miles an hour, and sion of a locomotive boiler occurred
tractors waxed heated, and ﬁnally that directions be given to that ef in 1831 on the South Carolina Rail
when the ﬁrst feeble locomotives were feet.”
road, when the Best Friend blew up,
built and run, is full of incidents that,
The foregoing is enough to bring a negro ﬁreman was killed and Engi
viewed from a modern standpoint, ap a smile from the railroad man or pas neer Darrell was killed.
pear ludicrous. Not only were the senger of today, although it proves
Another bad locomotive explosion
happenings funny, says the Spring that seventy years ago the regard for occurred at New York City on the
ﬁeld, Mass., Republican, but still human life was higher than today. Harlem Road July 4, 1839, when a lo
more funny were the descripticins of The Best Friend, it is claimed, was comotive which had run off the track
the various motive powers, the con the ﬁrst locomotive in America built blew up, the boiler bursting as it was
tentious claims that through the use for actual service. It is also claimed surrounded by mechanics who were
of each would the problems of trans that the South Carolina. Railroad was trying to get it back on the track.
,portation be forever solved, and the the ﬁrst in the world built expressly One man was blown into fragments,
written accounts of happenings. It is for locomotives.
two men were fatally hurt and fully
amusing to read an old account of
It is interesting to note that the twenty others were cut and scalded.

What is probably the ﬁrst rail
road accident to occur in the state of
New York came on June 29, 1836,
when a single locomotive drawing a
freight car collided with a passenger

train carrying over 300 passengers,
of whom 120 were United States sea
men bound for Boston over the Boo
ton & Providence Road. In this ao
cident ten men were seriously hurt
and a score
scratched.

were

bruised

and

Anoher early railroad collision
happened on the Portsmouth & Vir
ginia, near Suifolk, Va., August 11,
1837, when a. passenger train and a

Fred Flook.
Review Subscription Solicitor.

lumber train collided and three per
sons were killed and thirteen danger

ously injured. The passenger train
was running along a high embank
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ment and had just started rounding weight of the copper helmet

on his

a heavy curve when the lumber train shoulders.
appeared in sight coming down the
At this point in the operation the
grade. The engineer of the passen tin can comes into use, and the valet
ger train promptly stopped his engine, takes from it the brass thumbscrews
but the engineer of the lumber train that conﬁne the upper edges of the
either could not stop or did not see diving suit between the cuirass and
the four steel bands that are fasten
the danger in time.
The engineer of the lumber train ed outside of it. Then the valet puts
smashed the passenger train back, a black silk skull cap on the diver’s
crushing two cars and forcing the head and the diver waddles over to
ﬁrst up and over the second so that the head of the ladder after a pair
many of the passengers were badly of heavy rubber bands are slipped
mangled.
Several of the younger over the rubber cuifs of the suit, for
passengers who happened to see the the diver works with bared hands.
Then come the ﬁnal touches of the
other train bearing down on them
costume,
which are always made as
took alarm and leaping oﬁ rolled
down the embankment to safety. The near the head of the ladder as possi
same passenger engine on the same ble, for these operations consist of
day killed one man and seriously in putting on the weighted shoes, the
weighted breast belt and the copper
jured another.—Express Gazette.
helmet.

Toilet of the Diver.
To watch a diver while he is dress

The Brown Adjustable Wagon-Bed 1

The diver slips his feet into

the shoes of cast iron, and his valet
and another helper buckle them
around his instep.

Can be instantly changed from a grain tight bed to wood or ma
nure bed, a stock, fodder or hay rack. The above illustration shows
one side lowered for husking corn or loading other farm products.

Then he bends

ing or divesting himself of his pro down, resting his arms on the head
fessional apparel is not only to be of the ladder, while the belt, on which
taught a lesson in the art of taking are fastened great, thick squares of

Made of the best selected yellow pine with braces of
the best steel.

things easily, but also impresses one lead, is buckled around his breast and

with the fact that the diver’s is the
only occupation under the sun in
which a tin can is a toilet requisite.
The can in question is not an or
namental object, such as a silver
backed hairbrush is or a set of mani
cure instruments, but the diver’s val
et needs it in his business as much as
any fop needs either of the silver
implements, for it is in this battered
old tin that the valet drops the
thumbscrews that keep the rubber
cloth of the diving suit conﬁned in
place between the outer and inner
plates of the cuirass-like shell the di
ver wears over his shoulders and
across his breast. There they remain
until the diver is ready to dress again,
when the valet carefully picks them
out of the tin and screws them back

across his shoulders.

THE NAPPANEE STEEL THRESHER TANK is
built for the purpose.

The signal cord is fastened to the

breastplate with leather thongs, and
then the signal is given to the man

at the air pump to “work lively,”
which means that he is to send the

Ask Us for Catalogue

wheel around at a much faster pace

than he does when, the diver is at
work, this being done to get a good
current of air passing through the
pipe. Least time of all does it take
to put the helmet on, for it is dropped
into place, and after one-half turn
the thing is done.
Down goes

the grotesque

ﬁgure

below the surface of the water, up
from the helmet comes a constant
stream of air bubbles, and if the di
ver is not working at too great a
depth you

can

presently

hear the

BROWN BROS.
MFG. CO.
l

MAPPANEE,
IND.

We Guarantee
The Nnppaneo

No Hood Tmuhles in 1908.

click of his tools ringing away at
in place.
The operation of dressing a diver work.—New York Press.

If you ula Moser’s Auto
mallo Rope Winder Ind

requires two distinct movements, one
taking place on the deck of the ves The First Annual Threshermen’s 0on
sel or platform from which he is
vention in Des Moines.
working, the other at the head of the
Arrangements for the ﬁrst annual
ladder on which the diver descends meeting of Iowa threshermen, April
to the depths below. It is a busi
21, 22 and 23, at Des Moines, are
ness that requires a good deal of time, practically completed. It is expect
for the diver’s life depends on just
ed that visitors will all be in the city
how carefully each of the several
by Tuesday evening, the 21st, ready
things are done, and no one sacriﬁ
for a rousing big opening meeting

son Lock.

\1

It simpliﬁes the action of the

ces thoroughness to speed.
Tuesday night, at which some prom

The diver always has a comforta
ble place to sit on before he begins
removing his shoes, after which he
draws on a long pair of heavy wool
en stockings over the legs of his
trousers. Over these again he pulls
on another pair of trousers, and then

inent speakers will be present for
the special occasion.

The Commercial Club of the city
of Des Moines, also the Des Moines
Thresher Club will be represented
and music will be provided. An~

hood, making its movement
perfectly free in any direction desired. No
rope to tangle. Can be attached to any wind
stacker. When buying a new machine or
wind stacker insist on having Moser’s Automatic Rope Winder and Self Lock put
on. Send for more information to

MUSER & BIUIGIRTNER, Borne, Indiana

he draws on the lower part of his nouncements for Wednesday and
diving suit proper. After this is done Thursday meetings, committees, etc.
he is in the hands of his valet, who is will be given, followed by a social

also the man who tends the air pipe
and signal rope after the diver has
descended to the bottom of the sea.
One of the curiosities of this oper
ation is the immobility of the man
who is being dressed. He sits per
fectly still with his hands clasped be
tween his knees, rarely speaking, his
eyes ﬁxed on some distant point as
though he were absorbed in consider
ing some weighty problem.
Meanwhile the valet has been draw
ing the rubber suit up on the diver’s
arms and part way up over his chest.
and then he slips down over his head
the steel cuirass that keeps the pres

occasion for getting acquainted and
meeting of friends from over the

state.

The ﬁrst meeting will conse

quently be one of the most important
for visitors of any of the entire con
vention.
-

The Best Advice
is often obtained in the fewest Words. That‘: a good deal like
this ad. It isn't long and windy but short and to the point, and
our advice to you in the matter of selecting
save 'ou lots of time. worry and money.

a. press

it followed

will

What. we3 have said before many times we say again. that the 01110 does
something

A handsome little catalogue, show
ing the “Ideal Individual Threshing

outﬁt,” the Belle City thresher, is

more

than

simply

bale

hay;

does it faster and turns out smoother,
more compact and cleaner bales than any
other press. and for strength and dura
bility it has no equal.
Our AUTOMATIC DROPPER and FRIC

being sent out by the International

Harvester Company of Chicago. This
is a small threshing outﬁt for individ
ual farm use that will appeal to the
farmer who prefers to own a small
machine of his own. The catalogue

sure of the water away from his will be sent' on application, mentions
chest, and also serves to support the ing The Threshermen’s Review.

TION PULLEY have the world beat. They
save time and labor.
Get the most for
your hay by using the OHIO.
Full information furnished on application.

OHIO CULTIVATOR COMPANY
Box 200

Bellevuc, Ohio

it.
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“No Trusts---No Catalogue Houses”

7 or: ,LAVAL
CREAM
AGENCIES
SEPARATOR
Superior as the De Laval machines have been, the new i908 line is more novel, better and more at

tractive in every way--to agent and user alike--than ever before.
We want good, live, hustling, reliable and capable agents in every locality where Cream Separators can
be sold, and there are few communities where this is not the case.
We want such agents where we have none, and want better agents where those we have are not the
best and not capable of making the most sales with credit to themselves and us.
i908 is certain to prove a remarkably successful year in the sale of De Laval machines. The demand
thus far has been double that of any previous year to date. The new machines are sweeping all attempted
competition before them.
Applications for agencies are invited and will receive careful and prompt attention as quickly as the
De Laval traverlers can get around to them.

.THE or LAVAL SEPARATOR COMPANY
42 E. Madison Street
CHICAGO

General‘ ‘oﬂlces :

173-177 William Street

1213:& 1215 Filbert Street
PHILADELPHIA

:74 Cortlandi Street

14 1h 16 Princess street

MONTREAL

Drumm 6r Sacramento Sts.

./

'

U. S. Government

up
Work

WINNIPEG
107 First Street
PORTLAND, ORB.

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

for

"ti

‘.r-r

.‘._.

‘is. ,

a‘

penditure for 1904 was approximate

The endeavor has been made to re

.ily $80,000,000. Considering ‘the fact duce the cost \11. construction to the
Good Roads.
It is the province of the Oﬁice of that our improved roads have been in lowest point consistent with cti‘icien-v
Public Roads to investigate the var process of construction for a number cy, recognizing the fact that ‘the cost
ious conditions affecting the public of years, it becomes evident that the of building improved roads is the
roads and to ascertain and make results which we are obtaining are chief obstacle in the way of their
known the remedies for the evils in totaly inadequate to the amount of general adoption. The cost of ma
existing systems and methods of road money expended, and that the mile cadam in a road built at Williams
construction and administration. Dur age is so great that we must of ne burg, Va., was only 36.3 cents per
ing the past year the work of the of lcessity classify our roads according square yard, or at the rate of $2,556.
ﬁce was divided into twenty-two pro to their importance, bearing in mind 22 per mile, exclusive of engineering
jects, dealing with practically every the fact that by far the largest pro assistance and machinery furnished
subject of interest in connection with portion of our earth roads must be by the office.
Work on the object lesson roads
wagon roads. This represents a great maintained as such for many years
was carried on during the year in
er number of projects than have been to come.
The construction of object lesson Alabama, Arkansas, the District of
undertaken in any single previous
roads in cooperation with local au Columbia, Kansas, Kentucky, Louis
year.
The close of the year marked the

completion of the ﬁrst census ever
made to determine the road mileage,
revenues and expenditures in this
country. This investigation was be
gun early in 1905. Information cov
ering the calendar year 1904 was ob
tained from carefully selected corres
pondents in every county in the Unit
ed States, from state highway depart

ments, state geologists, city and conn
ty oﬁieials, employes of the Office of
Public Roads on ﬁeld duty, commer

cial

and

agricultural

associations

and newspapers- in fact, every possi

ble source of information was used.
In some of the states reports were
made by townships. While these re
ports are in some cases incomplete,
the greatest care has been taken in
their veriﬁcation, and the results as a

whole are reasonably accurate.

The

bulletin recently issued on this sub

ject shows the enormous total of
nearly 2,152,000 miles of public road;
that 7.14 per cent of this mileage has
been improved, and that the total ex

thorities was continued

during

the

iana, Maryland, Montana, Nebraska,
North Carolina, Oregon, Tennessee,

‘"r'

J

road problem in the Mississippi Del
ta.
The maintenance of earth

roads

has received special consideration.
and an expert in the construction and
use of the split-log drag has been em
ployed to aid in the general introduc
tion of this simple and effective
means for bettering earth roads.
Many failures in road building are
due not so much to a general disre
gard of standard methods of con

struction as to serious mistakes in
some particular feature of the work.
For instance the cost of quarrying

the stone may be excessive through
ignorance of the best practice; the

road may prove unsatisfactory be
year along the same lines as in pre
cause of a poor location or on account
vious years, excepting that greater Virginia and Washington.
of the use of inferior material. In all
attention was given to the building
A bulletin on the construction of such cases expert examination and
of earth, sand-clay and gravel roads. macadam roads, based upon the best advice will go far toward enabling
In every case the local authorities practice in the states which have the local road officials to remove the
furnished common labor, materials, made the greatest progress in macad~ difficulty.
During the past year
teams rind fuel. The engineers of the am road building, was issued during about forty such assignments were
‘Office of Public Roads were instruct the year. Earlier studies of sand made from the Ofﬁce of Public Roads.
ed to ascertain in their preliminary clay and burnt-clay construction In one county in Alabama a strong
work asaccurately as possible the showed these to be valuable methods movement was on foot to issue bonds
character of construction best suited in those sections of country where for a large amount for the purpose of
to the locality, and under no circum hard materials are lacking.
building macadam roads.
An engi
stances to recommend the building of
The mixing of sand and clay has Ineer detailed from this oﬂElce upon re
a road which, though excellent in it long been recognized as an eﬁective quest ascertained that the conditions
self, might represent a form of con method of road construction. The were satisfactory for building sand
struction ill suited to the locality or burning of clay for railroad ballast cl-ay roads and very poor for building
too costly to be continued. Sixteen was begun some years ago, but its macadam roads, the material for the
roads were completed
during
the adaptability to road building has on latter being inaccessible except at
year, representing a total of 200,711 ly been made known by this oﬂ‘ice in great cost. He advised the building
square yards, which is far greater recent years.
of sand-clay roads. His advice was
than the amount completed in any
Experiments in the use of burnt followed, and today that county has
preceding year. The work of construc clay as a road material at various 118 miles of road built at a cost of
tion was supplemented when practi points in Mississippi give most favor $22,000 which meet the requirements
cable by informal lectures, explaining able indications of success, and it of traﬂic practically as well as ma
the methods used in building the ob seems quite probable that a long step cadam roads would do.
ject-lesson roads.
forward has been taken in solving the
The trend of public opinion with
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Victorious and in use throughout the World. Received Highest Award, the Grand Prize, at World's Fair, StQLouis.
We manufacture a large line of first-class FARM MACHINERY.

Whitman Agricultural Company, St. Louis, Missouri
E. D. WATKlNS, N. Y. State Agent, Lima, New York

Office and Factory, 6900 Broadway, St. Louis, Mo. U. S. A.

reference to our public roads is indi
cated by the requests which have

the Office of' Public Roads.
The of Public Roads made an investigal
state geologists of Maryland, Massa tion of the roads and trails in the

been received during the past year
for the detail of men to lecture on

chusetts, Montana and New Jersey,
and the highway commissions of Con
necticut, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island

road improvement.

In former years

changes in organization and in meth
ods of administration, and in short
Yellowstone Forest eserve upon re ‘affording a guide for future county
quest of the Forest Service. A re road work.
The ﬁrst assignment of this char
port containing recommendations and
estimates was prepared and submit acter was made at Santa Barbara,
Cal., followed by work of a similar
ted to the forester.
The department cooperated with character in Los Angeles county. The
the navy department in the construc success of this work has been recog
tion of a shell road at the New Or nized, and Los Angeles county is now
leans naval station; with the war de proceeding under recommendations
partment in experiments with dust made by the engineer of this de

the demand for lectures on road im
provement came largely from road and Virginia cooperated in this man
organizations, but during the past ner.
year requests have been received from
During the year progress was made
agricultural, industrial, scientiﬁc and in the design of special equipment for
commercial organizations which are conducting road material tests. The
taking up the subject. These re most important additions to such
quests have been complied with as equipment was a new impact machine preventives, and with the geological partment.
In. recent years perhaps the most
fully‘ as possible, and the most care
for testing the toughness of road survey in designating on topographic
ful effort has been made in all cases building rock. In July, 1906, speci maps the character of the roads important and certainly the most
to conﬁne

the

lectures to practical

ﬁcations developed in the Ofﬁce of shown.

topics, and to give information and Public Roads for determining the
advice based upon actual experience toughness of rock for road building
and careful study of the subject. In were submitted to the American So
all, about 150 lectures were given ciety for Testing Materials and adopt
during the year.
ed by that society.
The plan of appointing graduates
I desire to call special attention to
of engineering schools to the position the investigation relative to the cor
of civil engineer student in the Of rosion of iron. This investigation, he
ﬂce of Public Roads has been contin gun in connection with the subject of
ued during the past year with mark
ed success. The necessity for compe

tent highway engineers to direct the
work of road building along proper

lines has become increasingly appar
ent in recent years.

The remarkable

success of the French road system is
largely due to the fact that the gov
ernment maintains a school of roads
and bridges, from the graduates of
which is recruited a thoroughly et‘ﬁc
ient corps of highway engineers. The
course
of
training
given
in
the
Omce
of Public Roads of
this department covers a period of
one year, but instruction even to this
extent is beneﬁcial to the student, the

diﬁicult problem which has engaged

Previous to the past ﬁscal year no the attention of highway engineers
personal investigation or road mater

is the prevention of dust.

Until the

ials in the several states had ever general introduction of motor vehi
been made, owing to the magnitude of cles dust was considered as neither
the work and lack of appropriation. more nor less than a nuisance. The
Last year, however, a cooperative ar problem has now, however, assumed
rangement was entered into whereby a more serious aspect. The existence
the state highway commissioner of of our macadam roads depends upon

Minnesota was made a special agent
of the office and assigned to the work
of
investigating the road materials in
produced results of far-reaching im
portance. It has demonstrated that that state. This work will be com
the generally accepted theory regard pleted during the present calendar
ing the oxidation of ‘iron is incorrect, year. It ‘is intended that such an in
and that by treating the surface of vestigation shall be conducted in each
iron with a strong oxidizing agent of the states as rapidly as facilities
the rusting can be inhibited so long will permit. This investigation is de
signed to ascertain the location, char
as the oxidizing agent is present.
acter, quality, quantity and accessi
Experiments conducted for several
bility of all road materials in the re
years relative to the decomposition spective states, cost of transportation

the ‘retention of the rock dust formed
by the wearing of the surface. Under

metal culverts and fence wire, has

of rock powders have also led to val

uable results. A fact of great impor
tance in road construction establish
ed by this investigation is that a bet

ordinary traffic conditions this dust
remains on the road and consolidates
to form a fresh wearing surface. But

a heavy rubber-tired automobile mov
ing at a high rate of speed produces
‘a partial vacuum behind each wheel

which sucks up the dust from the
road surface and throws it into the
air to be carried off by the wind. This
action soon strips the macadam road
of all ﬁne material, the result being

by rail, by water and by wagon, sug that it soon disintegrates.
France, both by reason of her large
gestions for possible methods of
quarrying, probable markets for ma

terial, feasibility of using convict la
ter bonded surface for roads can be
bor in the ‘preparation of material.
secured by mixing rocks such as lime and other essential points.
stone with the more siliceous crys
The roads of the country should be
talline rocks. This method has led to
built according to a predetermined
a more extended investigation re and uniﬁed system, based upon a
lating to the extraction of potash most careful investigation of the ma

public service, and the city, county
or state which eventually employs the
young man receiving such instruction.
Six students were appointed during
the past ﬁscal year, making a total
from feldspathic rocks.
Reference
terials, amount of traﬂic, revenue
of ﬁfteen since the inauguration of
has been made to this work in
available, methods of construction
this project.
previous reports, and it has been de
adapted to local needs, organization
A plan for introducing more thor
scribed in several bulletins. It seems
and administration, and all factors
ough and {practical courses in high
probable that these studies will de entering directly or indirectly into
way engineering in the various
velop a method commercially practi
the road work. A plan was inaugur
schools and colleges was put in opera
cable for extracting potash from
ated during the past year whereby
tion during ‘the past year, whereby
feldspathic rocks. If this is done our
the most competent engineers of the
engineers of the Ofﬁce of Public
dependence upon foreign sources of
Oﬁice of Public Roads were assigned,
Roads are detailed for a series of lec
supply for potash will be decreased,
upon request of county authorities, to
turs on highway engineering at some
at least to a certain extent.
time during the regular school year.
make such an investigation and to
During the past year more
than prepare for the future use of the
The total number of road material
samples received for testing during thirty rural-delivery roads were in county road authorities an exhaustive
the year was 405, as compared with spected, in cooperation with the Post and detailed report with plans, esti
384 for the preceding year.
The Oﬂ‘ice Department, at a cost of only mates and recommendations indi
greater number of samples were re $950 to this department. Much im cating the location of all materials,
ceived from the state geologists and provement has resulted from these in advising which should be used, indi
state highway commissions, a grati spections.
cating the roads that should be im
Between August 17 and October proved and the method and cost of
fying fact, since it insures the best
disposition of the data obtained in 14, 1906, an engineer from the Oﬁce improvement
suggested,
needed

mileage of macadam roads and the

general use of automobiles, has given
this subject the earliest and most
thorough consideration.
Investiga
tions and experiments have also been
conducted in England, and to some
extent in this country. During the
past year a thorough investigation
was made of the systems in use both
in France and England. Experiments
with tar and oil were conducted dur
ing the past summer in Kentucky and
Massachusetts with a number of ma’
terials and preparations designed to

preserve macadam road surfaces.
This is a subject which should en

gage the earnest attention of the na
tional government at. once. No mat
ter how important we may deem the
building of good roads, we can not
but consider it more important to
preserve those which have already
been constructed. Investigations of
dust preventives and road preserva
tives will be conducted by the Oﬁice
of Public Roads during this and the
next ﬁscal year as far as its facilities
will permit.
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Take a Look at These
complete Machines and Parts of the Garden city Feeder
THIS FEEDER

THIS FEEDER

feeds all kinds of grain,
whether wet, dry, tough,
stack burnt, or in any
possible condition.
Long, short or tangled,
it’s all the same to the
GARDEN CITY.

will not slug the cylin
der; will not allow any
uncut bundles to pass to
the separator; will not
overfeed your separator
or underfeed it if set
properly.

Garden

> City
Feeder
is the

Feeder
tor

YUU
It is the result of years of honest effort by the most skilled mechanics.
found satisfactory.

We sell them under an iron-clad guarantee.

Tested and tried in the ﬁeld and

Read our guarantee.

llur Guarantee

Look at the Construc
tlon of Parts Shown

We

guarantee

THE GARDEN

CITY SELF FEEDER not to slug
the cylinder regardless of conditions
of grain; allow no bundles to go into

Nothing intricate.

the cylinder crossways regardless of

All strongly built.

They tell the story.

how the bundles are pitched into the
Easy access to all parts.
carrier; to break no concaves or
spikes, and to feed the separator to

its full capacity.

Adjustable removable knives.
Complete and accurate working

If feeder will not

bear out the above claims after a
trial of ﬁve days, the money or notes

straw and feed governors.

given for said feeder will be imme

Altogether making
a combination that In
the self feeder llne
takes the Lead.

diately returned to the purchaser.

Pella Stacker 0o.
Fella, lowa

l. ' "yr-r
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PELUI STA OKER IHIMPIINY,
Pella Stacker Co., Room 5, Bd. 0! Trade Bldg" Indianapolis. Ind.
Pella Stacker Co., Portland. Ore.
Pella Stacker Co., 880 N. First SL. Minneapolis, Minn.
Pella Stacker Co., 40 I. Swan IL, Columbus. Ohio.
Pella Stacker Co., 130-282 N. Phillips Ave" Sioux Falls. 8. D
Matt Sproul, Sparta. Ill.
Sherwood dz Shields. Wichita. Kenna.
Norfolk F. &. I. Co., Norfolk, Nebr.

Pleaae mention The Review.

.r'w’u

ella, Iowa
C. E. Rogers, Harper, Kan.
H. C. Miller, Cherokee, Ia.
Bruns Mchy. Co, St. Cher-lee. Io.
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Razor niawd'e from an Avery
Champion
Binder Crank

Jumbo Tool Steel

Cylinder Tooth

for
he

2x12 inch ()ak Plank with end

}

chewed up by a Heavy Avery

a a.

'

‘

thrt

‘Cylinder filled with Jumbo

hot
(list

Tool Steel Cylinder Teeth
iButcher knife with

Tooth Handle. made

from a bar of Jumbo Tooth. Tool Steel

Heavy (23;: Iron (jrunk

t,

.
SOME “VIOTHIS OF THE BATTLES" WITH AVERY JUMBO TOOL STEEL CYLINDER TEETH.

These are a few samples which “Yellow Fellow” Threshermen have sent us.

Ye]
wit

,
Pot

Wil'
ber
chiJ

With the exception of the knives, every piece went into an Avery

per

cylinder. Not a Single Tooth was Broken. Most of the pieces didn’t even bend a tooth. (But the “Battle” was pretty hard on the parts that went
in.) The originals of all of these can be seen at our Peoria oﬂlce and are open to your inspection at any time.

mat
Jur

If Jumbo Tool Steel Teeth will tear such things as these in pieces, you can surely depend upon them in the toughest and wettest grain. They are
the greatest “Time and Expense Saving” Feature ever devised in the construction of a Separator. Remember that you get a Heavy Avery Cylinder

to 1

ﬁlled with Jumbo Tool Steel Teeth with Every Avery “Yellow Fellow” Separator.

Ste

BE
6V8]

THE AVERY HEAVY CYLINDER FILLED WITH JUMBO TOOL STEEL TEETH.
When a man has once used an Avery “Yellow Fellow” Separator with its heavy cylinder and Jumbo Tool Steel Teeth he ’s a hard man to convince

C01‘

that any lighter weight cylinder or any other size or construction of a cylinder will do as good work as the Avery. Ask any Avery threshermen about it.

‘

BRANCHES:

Minneapolis, Kansas City, Omaha, Des

Moines, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Grand Forks, Fargo.

i
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515A CURE FOR

THAT ‘1
TERRIBLE TOOTHACHE

:1:

Teeth’
_ Talk

'OU may possibly think that "TERRIBLE ” is a pretty strong word to use even when speaking of the great amount of'trouble many

threshermen go through because of poor cylinder teeth.

We will admit that it is a strong word, but yet is it really too strong .7

When we say that poor teeth have caused more trouble for threshermen than almost everything else put together, we do not say this

our own authority alone for we are simply repeating words we read in letters received from threshermen almost every day. Poor teeth
ste time, cause you trouble, shorten your run and cut down your profits. Most threshermen, however, know well enough already that
se things are only too true and there is no need of emphasizing them.
For years threshermen thought there was no remedy
lever and took it for granted that when you ran a threshmachine, you must simply count broken teeth as one of

troubles that always went along with threshing. The
lOlJ the straw pile always depended upon getting several
to ﬁfteen minute rests each day while broken teeth were
18 replaced. In fact, for years even manufacturers of

@
p

Q
g

About two weeks ago we received the following letter.
It is only one of a good many similar letters we receive al

I

most every day.

Q
/

A

“I got one of your teeth of a fellow that

has one of your machines. I took it to a shop and tried to
break it with a sledge hammer, but I had to give it up. I
lost 45 concave teeth last season and would like to try a set
of Jumbos if they will ﬁt my concaves.”

<9

ishing machinery made no attempt whatever to provide

A are quns'non
Does your Se’parator

remedy for the trouble caused by the terrible disease of

I

ham ‘he t°°m "ch‘a'

_
'
He knows what a terrible toothache 1S and is anxious for

a cure. We will be glad to help him out by supplying him

inter toothache.
THERE IS NO QUESTION
but that Jumbo Teeth and

Hundreds of threshermen have written us asking, “Is

'6 actual’l’y any remedy and if 5°, What is it’ If there is

n "Yellow Fellow" Separator
entirely prevent that

TERRIBLE 'roomacms

Want It-

a

if"izaztdalzziazhiszzsaws.
_

’

.

l

k

d

rill tell you. The remedy for that terrible toothache is a

Q

! 0' Fellow Separator W1.th an Avery h “W Wu nd er ﬁn e d
1 Jumbo tempered tool steel cylinder teeth. Hundreds of

I

@

just one of the ﬂue features of the Yellow Fellows. Perhaps

I

he will also get an Avery Belt Guide, an Avery Wood Center

o r A

Cylinder Pulley

I

arts?!" ‘ml? :28 wllihlilelp him will; and“ can}; but even after

5

{0.116 ﬁnd'shis
an IXL.

Separating Device

and other

ge
ing Straw
a
ese
e sti w1Blast
not Fan,
ave the
the Perfect
Avery
Strong
Table, ngs
the No-cross

A

é

Cleaning Shoe, the Steel Bottom, No-choke Elevator, the

shermen back up the effectiveness of this remedy. They
e found a cure and know that it absolutely prevents the
ase.

Avery Double Belting System, the Heavy Avery Crank
Shaft, the_Iron Crank Shaft Posts, the Steel Rod Pitmans,
the Handy Belt Winder, the Pivoted Cylinder Boxes, the

\
Q
/

Of course there are a good many imitations of Jumbo

Heavy Tongue and all the other exclusive features of the

-l Steel Teeth. Every good thing is always imitated. . You
hear many say, “Yes, our teeth are steel.” But remem

Avery Yellow Fellows,

not Jumbo steel. Jumbo teeth are not made from ma1e steel but special tool steel. Tool steel will take a tem
but machine steel will not. Be sure that you do not get
:hine steel teeth if you want the best. The steel used in

ll

W\

D011’?! you really think that the best Way is to START
RIGHT, and that it will pay you better to get an Avery Yel
low Fellow separator in the ﬁrst place than to lose valuable
time and money experimenting with machines that are al
ways being laid up with the toothache and other well known
separator troubles?

@

<9

lbO Cylinder teeth is Tool Steel and it is made according
rur own special formula.

lIDE VIEW OI‘ THE AVERY
‘YELLOW FELLOW" SEPRATOR.
'ou can see the Solid Heavy

with Jumbo Tool Steel Teeth if they will ﬁt his concaves,
but even though he does get Jumbo teeth he will only have

i

W\

1

'vas Feeder Carrier, the Long

,te Surface with moving grate
aerneath the Beater, the I. X. L.
Iarsting Device, the Strong

aw Table with a throw that
hes the straw well and gives it
sat travel, the Shoe that has no
I58 Blast and which is a genuine
aner.

HAVE YOU ASKED FOR THAT AVERY 1908 THRESHER CATALOGUE WITH NATURAL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS?
You will certainly want to see the Double Page Natural Color Photographs of the “Yellow Fellow” Separator and the Avery Undermounted Engine and

1am Plow Outﬁt in the Avery 1908 Catalogue.
WITH THIS CATALOGUE IN YOUR HANDS YOU CAN SEE THESE MACHINES JUST AS THEY WOULD LOOK II‘ YOU WERE STANDING DI
lCTLY BY THEM.

It will also contain complete information about the Avery Traction Steam Shovel and more detailed descriptions and illustrations than

.- before of the many ﬁne features in the Avery line of Threshing and Steam Plowing Machinery.
A good thing to do RIGHT NOW is to take a postal card or a piece of paper and write, “Please send me your 1908 Catalogue with Double Page Natural
or Photographs,” sign your name, then address it to Avery Mfg. Co., 259, Iowa Street, Peoria, 111.
You will then get a New, Handsome 1908 Catalogue by early mail.
I

A
Q’

EXPORT OI‘PIOE:
’,

JOBBING HOUSES:

2 Stone Street, New York City.
Winnipeg, Denver, Ogden.

M___J
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Relation of the Trade Paper to and night. It is inspirational and
is a medium of expression for his
the Trade.
Wesley A. Stanger, editor of the views and for the interchange of
“Oﬁice Outﬁtter,” Chicago, gave a ideas. It helps the road man because
talk before the Business Science Club it introduces his goods to the prospec

IS OUR SPECIALTY

at the Grand Paciﬁc Hotel, Tuesday, tive buyer before the salesman gets

February 11th, on the “Relation of to him. In this way it lessens his
the Trade Paper to the Trade.” It tasks and prepares the way. It keeps

Anything in the oil pump line can be
found in our models, and you are sure
that the results obtained from using

was the occasion of the banquet of the retailer posted and abreast of
the‘ club, which is composed of Chi the times, so that the salesman has

cago business men in various capaci
ties. A large part of the audience
was composed of sales managers and
their aides. In dealing with the sub
ject, Mr. Stanger said, in part:

less trouble in ﬁnding

the

middle

ground on which to meet him. It
‘boosts’ the men who do things and
helps them both with their employers
and their customers. It is the great

MADISON-KIPP
OIL PUMPS

“Today, in the realms of magazine force that puts the new ideas, the new
publishing, the modern paper holds things, the new thoughts before the

ﬁrst place. There was a time when retailer, jobber and manufacturer in
the magazine of general circulation condensed and crystallized form and
was a more potent factor in the up which has built up this great fratern
building of business and inﬂuencing ity of me nengaged in manufactur
thought. True enough, the modern ing, jobbing, selling and retailing. It

newspaper sways the opinions of the is the cement that holds the business
masses, but magazines

have

Single Feed Pump, Style D.

No valves, no springs, no stuﬂing boxes,
nothing to wear out, ﬁll
up with dirt or break.
The oiler for progressive
threshermen.

always structure together, and every man in
business should be a booster for the

had their ﬁeld and have affected the
thinking public more than almost all
other inﬂuences.
“The trade paper has a ﬁeld of its
own. It is the medium between the
manufacturer and jobber and the re
tailer. It is the powerful force that
creates the demand with the retailers.
It has a circulation all of its own and
it gets closer to the people who read
it than any other class of publica
tion.

are the best that correct design and con
struction, and modern skill can produce.

The trade paper is the paper

that the retailer reads as the devotee
reads his Bible. To the retailer it is
the only means he has of getting an
unbiased view of what is going on in
his ﬁeld.
“The retailer looks to his trade pa
per to learn the facts and secure the
real reliable information with refer
ence to lines of merchandise, market
conditions and all other divisions of
his business.
“The trade paper is the medium

trade papers in his line.

A sales

man cannot go into a retailer’s place

of business anywhere without ﬁnding
some trade paper. Every jobber, man
ufacturer and salesman should take

advantage of this great asset and use
it for all it is worth. The trade pa
per of today is the greatest force in

the entire commercial world."

Mixing Concrete in Freezing
Weather.
Concrete, says Popular Mechanics,

may be mixed and placed during
freezing weather with perfect safety
provided that certain precautions are
taken.

In

mass

work, where

Double Feed Pump, Slylc D.

Madison-Kipp Lubricator C0.

only

light loads will come upon the con

MADISON, WISCONSIN

Force Feed Lubrlcalor.
SIyIe B.

crete until such time as it has an op

portunity to thaw out and reharden,
no precautions need to be taken to

taken to prevent freezing.

In cases

where freezing must be prevented un

that introduces the new things to the til at least the initial set has taken
retailer who serves the interests of place, three different methods may be
the consumer and in this way is the used, separately or in combination,
greatest commercial force known. An viz.:
First, the concrete aggregate
order from one retailer is worth many may'be heated, or hot water or steam
orders from individual consumers. may be used in the mixing, which
The dealer buys in quantities and sells will hasten the set; second, sodium
single pieces, thus advertising through chloride, calcium chloride or other
a trade paper while it does not pro chemicals may be added, so as to
duce numerically as many returns as lower the freezing point of the wa
general advrtising, each individual ter; third, the work may be inclosed
order represents a quantity and and the interior of the inclosure
steady buying, whereas the average maintained above a freezing tempera

We manufacture several styles of Wagon Tanks. If interested we will be
pleased to mail illustrated price list upon application. We can save you freight
by being able to ship from either of our factories.

consumer ordering goods through a ture until the concrete sets naturally.

The heating of the aggregate is al
magazine advertisement, orders once
and never again. Every retailer rep ways advisable so as to preclude the
resents on an average 800 consumers, possibility of frozen lumps of sand
so it will be easily seen that business getting into the completed work.
secured through a trade paper is the When boiling hot water is employed,
most proﬁtable, most extensive and the mixing process does not usually
occupy enough time to thaw out the
most to be desired of any.
frozen lumps, even of small size. The
“Many men in many businesses
subscribe to many trade publications. sand or other materials should always
be heated. It is always best to heat
It is a matter of thankful comment

We also manufacture GALVANIZED STEEL TANKS FOR ALL PURPOSES, KELLY GALVANIZED
STEEL CULVERTS, TANK HEATERS, FEED COOKERS, KELLY GLlDING SETTBES. etc.

THE KELLY FOUNDRY G MAI-‘NINE 30..
1 1 1 Purl 8| ,
THE KELLY MFG. CO.,
1511 Sycamore 8h,

WITERLOO, IOWA
GOSIIEN, INDIINI

s money making time for
the owners of the

the water also, says the Concrete Re»
that most of them pay in real money

for what they get, and, better than
this, they invariably read what their
trade papers have to say. This is
more than can be claimed and proven
for any other class of publication.
When you get your trade paper, do

not throw it aside. It is worthy of
better treatment.
“There is one more thing to this
trade paper business.

The trade pa

per is the best ‘booster’ that the sales
man of today possesses. No matter
whether a man is on the street, on

the road or behind the counter, the
trade paper is working for him day

view. A small expenditure will cover
the cost of the apparratus necessary
for this purpose, and the fuel bill is
relatively small. If steam is employed
for this purpose, it will be found
quite proﬁtable to lead a pipe or hose
to the point of deposit and heat and
clean the forms, and the reinforce
ment, if used. For mass concrete
work the use of chemicals added to
the water may be advisable where
the temperatures do not full much be
low the freezing point. Common salt
used for this purpose has shown good
results in several experiments, and no
detrimental results in actual work.

Wolverine

Hay
Presses
and also a money saving
time for the customers, as
they get more hay in the
bales than by the use of
other balers. This is due
to the PATENT TEN
SION. an exclusive WOL
VERINE feature.

THE WOLYEIINE HIIY PRES‘
has the only successful tying machine attachment
made. It does the work. Saves TIME. LABOR
and WIRE and does it better than you can by hand.

SEND FOR 0A TILOB

YPSIUIN'I'I "A Y PRESS 00., Ypsilanti, Michigan
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The Flag Pole Surmounting the
Tallest Office Building.

an unknown

factor as far as

45

steel!

flag poles were concerned. Therefore
The 45 story Singer Building, New it was not deemed advisable to rely
York, represents the supreme test of upon ordinary methods of giving the

“ROCKFORD”

the builder’s art so far as skeleton pole a coat or two of metallic paint,
steel construction is concerned. Be trusting to chance for results. The
fore the lofty tower was reared to its paint on steel poles erected on a con
present eminence, the trials and prob siderably lower. height than that of
lems of the builder were many. Now the Singer Building has been known
that the work of enclosing the gigan to blister, due to the action of the
tic cage within its shell of stone and sun’s rays, then freezing weather. de
brick is well under way, all difficul positing its layer of icy coating, has
ties in the building of the skeleton removed portions of the blistered

lnsiél that your Dealer get for you
the “Rockford.” if he will not,
write us direct and get the beneﬁt

frame seem to have been safely sur paint, thus leaving the steel beneath
mounted. The crowning feature of exposed to the action of the elements,
the achievement, viz., the placing of with resultant deterioration.

At such an unobstrnctive height,
the 90-foot steel ﬂag pole which sur
mounts the dome, gave not a litle wind pressure is a, grave factor. With
trouble to the contractors before its corrosion at or near the base of the
base was safely in position at the column, a high wind might result in
the huge steel pole being precipitated
43rd story.
Composed of hollow steel tubing, hundreds of feet, crashing through

the pole is imbedded for 30 feet of buildings or being hurled into the
Public safety is a
its length in a specially constructed street below.
steel pocket extending from the 43rd weighty factor in any decision re
floor to the top of the tower. The garding the construction details of
portion extending beyond the tower is a building of such huge proportions.
60 feet, or two-thirds of its total In the instance of the pole above the
Singer Building, it was not deemed
length.
At the 43rd story is a 10-foot length advisable to take chances.
These provisions were necessary to
of steel tubing, its dimensions 93/ inch inside by 10%;inch outside. obtain safety: ﬁrst, that the pole be
This is ﬁtted at the wrought bottom covered with a protective coatingr
into a rod steel shoe 18 inches square. after being placed in position; sec
This portion of the pole projects ond, that the effectiveness of the ma
through the 44th ﬂoor, and is screw terial chosen as a resistant to atmos
joined into a 20-foot length of small pheric conditions of all sorts be abso
er piping, thus bringing the socket of lutely dependable. The ﬁrst require
the pole three inches outside of the ment was not easily met, sinc the or
outlet ring which forms the highest dinary steeple-jack was found to be

of his commission.

The General Purpose Line holds out the best inducement to the Deal
er—lf you don't know why write and ﬁnd out.

Address

ROCKFORD ENGlNE WORKS
655 So. Wyman St.

ROCKFORD. lLL.. U. S. A.

The "AUTOMATIC
INJECTOR" Pcrlccled
The Desmond is ab
solutely the most sim

ple and efficient injec
tor made.
The busy Thresher
men can depend on the
Desmond

under

conditions.

all

Ask for new catalo sl

The Desmond-Stephan Mfg. Co.
Urbana, Ohio.

Along the New
Line to the

part of the dome structure of lantern disinclined to accept a commission

surmounting the main structure. At
this point, the slip-joint occurs, tele
scoping 9%-inch outside by 8%-inch
inside into the 10-inch socket for a
distance of 2 feet 6 inches. From
there above, the bolt is in ﬁve sec
tions, 60 feet over all, and tapers
from the 9%-iuch before mention to
an ultimate 5%-inch. The four joints
are accomplished by shrinking the
larger over the smaller size piping for
a distance of about 20 inches.
In
addition, each joint is tapped and
bolted.

At the

top,

the pole

is

closed by means of a ball bearing
truck mounted on a cast iron reduc
ing coupling, into which the king pin
is screwed.

involving such danger as painting a
ﬂag pole 60 feet high, 612 feet above
the ground. Ultimately, E. Capelle,

Pacific Coast
Through the Dakotas, Mon
\ tans, Idaho and Washing
ton, the building of this
railway opens up
a country full of
Money-making
possibilities. Rich
farm lands are now selling

of New York, a steeple climber of

much experience, was found willing to
undertake the work.

For a material

which would meet the requirements
mentioned above, Voltax, an anti-cor
rosive compound made by the Elec
tric Cable Company, of New York,
was chosen. Since it is impossible
for corrosion to exist on a steel sur
face coated with this preparation, it
remained only for Mr. Capelle to ap
ply it to the surface of the Singer
Building pole.
Owing to the difficulty in this in
stance of manipulating the compound
in its ordinary consistency, because
of the insecure position of the work
man, it was deemed advisable to di
lute it from its thickened states and
to apply ﬁve coatings in its diluted

The body of the cast iron truck
containing the 2-inch by 4%-inch
bronze sheaves revolves about the
king-pin on two steel ball bearings
to provide against the ﬂag wrapping
itself about the mast. The body of form to insure proper protection.
In performing the feat of applying
the truck is surmounted by a three
fourths-inch galvanized iron rod three the compound, Mr. Capelle has a most
feet long, to the top of which is at interesting experience, and his state
tached a 12-inch copper ball. The ment of the conditions which ob
total weight of the pole is approxi tained are of more than passing val
mately three tons, or 6,300 pounds.
us. He states that the wind velocity
A difficulty confronted the contrac at such a height ranges from 10 to
tors in turning over to the owners a 40 miles an hour at limes when lower
steel ﬂag pole in position which they air currents show no appreciable ve
breeze blowing
could guarantee as exempt from the locity. With a
eﬁects of rust and corrosion. W'hile below, 40 to 80 miles an hour may be
ordinarily it would be an easy mat registered above. In the latter case.
ter to paint a steel pole before plac the top of the steel pole sways in a
ing it in position, this could not be radius of about one foot. This move
safely done in the instance of the ment, contrary to general impression,
Singer Building, since in hoisting the is an indication of strength. If the
huge pole to its ultimate destination, tensile strength of either a steeple or
severe scratching in transit would a ﬂag pole does not admit of a cer
have been inevitable. Such damage tain ﬂexibility, high wind pressure
would have warranted considerable is a dangerous factor. Instances are
doubt as to its being fully covered on recorl where both steeples and
with protective material when ﬁnally poles have been broken 06 by reason
in position.
of lack of elasticity with which to ac
Furthermore, the action of the ele commodate them to varying wind
ments at this height-612 feet-was pressure.-The Industrial Magazine.

at $10 per acre, and up

wards. They are bound to in
crease in value within the next
few years. Three new towns
Lemmon, Butte County, South
Dakota; l-Icttinger, Adams County,
North Dakota and Bowman, Bowman
County, North Dakota-have recently
. been established. Three months ago

the sites of these towns were open
"

.

I'd/I

I

I

prairie lands. Today at each place a
well-built town, with a population of
close to 500, is established; many
trades and professions are represent
ed. But there is plenty of room for
more along the Paciﬁc Coast extension of the

Chicago

x- '1"

Mi waukee
-

& St. Paul

Railway

In the Dakotas, and in Montana, along the new line, the soil is a
dark loam with a clay subsoil ; good water is plentiful; rainfall is
ample to raise the crops; the climate is healthful; the air is dry and
invigorating; winters are mild; growing seasons are long. The deeded
lands sell at $10 per acre, and upwards. Last season many farmers
made enough money from their ﬁrst year's crops to pay for their land.
The Judith Basin, in Central Itlontana, offers exceptional opportuni
ties in farming, particularly in wheat and alfalfa raising. The fruit
grower will ﬁnd a good ﬁeld along the new line in Washington.
Apples, pears, plums, cherries, apricots and small fruits grow well
there. Last year hundreds of acres of bearing orchards produced
crops which brought from $500 to $600 per acre.
Pamphlets describing these openings are free for the asking.‘
F. A. llillcr, General Passenger Agent,
cinema.

line. B Haynes, Immigration Agent,
as AMIS mm. cmcno.

The Review 1 year and copy of Science of Threshing
both for $1.25.
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Threshermen and Engineers
HERE is what you have been needing and wanting this long time. A Balance Slide Valve 100 per
cent balanced, not in theory, but by actual demonstration and work.
Our Valve that is always Steam Tight because it has self-expanding rings that are the same width
as the Face of Valve and can never leak or
collapse.
Our Valve can be attached to any make
of Steam Engine, new or old, without plan
ing or dressing the Ports. It will save Coal
and Water and give you a big increase of
Our Valve is per
power in your engine.
i'ectly balanced at all times and you have no
wearI tear or jerk on your valve gear, and
your reverse lever will handle just as easy
when you are pulling your engine up to its
full capacity as when you are pulling a very
light load.
0'‘

NE

Please write us for 1908 catalogue and further information.

TN BALANC E VALVE C0., Newton, Iowa

of this association are today largely upon which all other manufacturingr
\Vashington, D. C., Feb. 15.—“No what they were twenty-ﬁve years ago. industries depend. In olden times

Grading Hickory.

wood will be more diliicult to replace The dissatisfaction constantly arising the blacksmith was the chief crafts

A New Hood .
FOR “'IND STACKERS

man, inasmuch as he made tools for
when the approaching shortage in the from the inadequacy of the present
all the rest——and for himself; but the
rules
calls
for
a
complete
revision
to
supply of hard woods overtakes us
supremacy of the blacksmith long ago
than the hickory,” one of the fores make them conform with present day
departed. The cold working of met
conditions.
ters in the employ of the government

recently said. The truth of this state

During the past two years the For

ment is not realized by anyone more est Service has been conducting a

than the practical men of the various study of the vehicle industry, supple
trads whose future prosperity is mented by a large number of tests to
measured by the available supply of determine the relative effect of var
ious defects upon the strength of ve
this valuable timber.
Hickory ranks only twelfth among hicle stock and to ascertain the rela~
the hard woods in the country’s an
nual timber cut, according to the cen

sus report for 1906.

So far as quan

tity is concerned it is not to be com

pared with white oak or yellow pop
lar.

But it is used to day for a num

ber of purposes which require great
toughness and great strength, and no

other wood occurring in considerable

tive strength of white and red hick
cry. The results of these studies have
been made the subject of a Forest

als has very largely displaced forging
to shape while in the hot and plastic
state, and, in machine construction
forged work now enters to a very

small extent. Many tools and ma
chines are made in. which the primi
tive are of the blacksmith appears in
no shape whatever. The rolling mill
shapes the shafting, and itself is the

product of the machine shop. The
Service publication which will be is lathe, drill, planer, shaper, milling
machine, power press and other met
sued shortly.
al working tools have almost entirely
displaced the smith. Now it is the
Choosing a Trade.
machinist and machine shop that pro- ‘
The choice of a trade, says Ma duce tools and machinery of every
chinery, though important, is often description, the printing press, sugar
made without investigation.
Boys mills, hoisting machinery, locomotives,

quantity combines these properties in
a greater degree than do some of the enter a trade blindly, with little un

hickories.
Peculiar interest is given to the sit

stationary and marine engines, etc.,
derstanding of what they are to learn are the product of the machine shop

or the position their chosen occupa
uation by the fact that hickory is dis tion occupies in the world’s affairs.
tinctly an American genus. It occurs They do not know whether it is‘ last
only in the eastern part of the United ing or ephemeral. For that mater,
States and large quantities of hickory of course, no one can judge with cer
handles, spokes, wheels and other skilled occupation; but we may infer
parts of vehicles and farm implements much from past experience and a
are exported each year to all parts

chine designer and mechanical engi
neer. So it may be reasonably claim
ed that no trade today offers as much
security as those which have to do
with the operation of machine tools

The requirements of the trade are

very exacting. Hickory timber to be
serviceable must be heavy, clear and
straight grained. To this very essen
tial qualiﬁcation, custom and tradi
tion have added an unnecessary bur

grading

rules

which discriminate against red hick
ory, and also against iron streaks,

small bird peeks and hard knots in
the wood, which may not really aﬁect

try it.

Puts straw right where you want it.
It solves the stacking problem.
Write for full description.

BERNES BROS.
t‘liEBANsE,
rLmNoIs

BARNES FAVORITE
DOUBLE ACTIN G

TI'IRESHING TANK PUMP
‘I
RECORD BREAKER FOR 1907.
Filled tor both hose and iron pipe.
Has
hrnss valve seats and cylinder polished as
smooth as a gun barrel.
Capacity
2% barrels per minute. In use the
world ov_er.
Guaranteed the best
tank pump made.
Write for cir<
cular and prices.

We carry a large stock of 2 in.
Standard Grade and also Woven
Jacket High Grade Suction Hose, as
well as Discharge Hose in stock.
Vi’rite for prices.

and the hand processes which should
be included in the education of an
rue
all-around machinist.
‘Iv-N
We know that once ﬂourishing trades
The demand for skilled machinists
have become obsolete because of
changed customs, improved machin is growing, and it will continue to
ery, exhaustion of materials, etc., grow with the years. We speak of
and the skill acquired by their crafts this as a mechanical era, but we are
men is now of no value. Such only at its beginning. Not all can be
changes, if they come quickly, are let machinists, of course, no matter how
, I’
‘
/
tle less than tragedies to the individ great the development; but the fath
ers who read Machinery can safely
uals directly aﬁected.
The beginner then should, ﬁrst of advise their sons and their friends’
DIXON, ILLINOIS
all, get an idea of the probable per sons who have an inclination in that
MARINE
AND STATIONARY
manency of his proposed occupation, direction, to enter the trade.
GASOLINE ENGINES
knowledge of its relative position in

Iii-BARNES

the general manufacturing industry.

of the world.

den in the shape of

and the skill of the machinist, ma

Stacks perfectly all straw from the
largest machines.
Highly recommended by all who

CLIPPER LAWN MUWER Bil.

the strength of it at all.
the prospects for advancement and
Practical users of this timber have
the possibilities it oﬁers as compared
realized for years that revision of
with others. To do thisthorohgulys
the grading rules was not only advis
with others. To do this thoroughly

Why He Would Be Absent.

A suburban train was slowly work
able but necessary, and now the Na
is a considerable undertaking, and ing its way through one of the bliz
tional Hickory Association of Chicago
one beyond the intelligence of most zards of ’94. Finally it came to a dead
has requested the United States For
stop and all efforts to start it again

boys; but their mature friends often
est Service to cooperate with it in the could prevent bad mistakes if they
revision of the grading rules for vehi would make even superﬁcial investi
cles and agricultural implement stock.
gations.
This association is composed largely
New occupations are constantly
of hickory and oak users, and its springing up. Some of them will be

tion in which he had tried to sleep,

members represent the wagon, car
riage, spoke, handle, hard wood di

crawled out of the train and ﬂounder
ed through the heavy snowdrifts to

of long duration and well paid, but
the majority are short-lived and to
mension and agricultural implement be avoided by the prudent. Of all the
manufacturers, together with the ac trades in existence, probably there is
cessory trades.

were futile, says Everybody’s.

In the wee, small hours of the
morning a weary commuter, numb
from the cold and the cramped posi

the nearest telegraph station. This
is the message he handed to the oper

no other that is as important or that ator:

The grading rules for the classes of oﬁers the same permanency as the
“Will not be at olﬁce today. Not
material used by the manufacturers machinist’s trade. It is a basic art home yesterday yet. ’ ’
'

THE MOWER
that will kill all the weeds in your lawns.
It you keep all the weeds cut so they do not
go to seed. and cut your grace without
breaking the small feeders of roots. the
grass becomes thick and weeds disappear.
The Clipper will do it.
SPOT CASH PRICES
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~ A Business Proposition
Pure and Simple. Why?

n'rrv "II'QI(
era's-teeters

"Advance” 16-Horse Simple Coal Burner---Cylinder Side.

Because all ADVANCE MACHINERY is constructed with a view
to making the most money for the Thresherman, and saving the most
grain for the Producer. This combination surely works for success.
How does our little I6-Horse look to you? All our other sizes have
the same simplicity and freedom from traps and contrivances.
Our new Catalogue tells all.

Write for it.

Advance Thresher Company
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN, U. S .A.
4- Brnnches and Distributing Houses
Columbus, Ohio.
Decatur, Illinois.
Crowley, Loui
na.
Fargo. North Dakota.
Nashville, Tennessee.
Indianapolis. Indiana.
El Reno. Oklahoma.
Kansas Cit .
'ssouri.
Grand Forks, N
h Dakota.
Portland, Oregon.
Dallas. Tex .
s Moines, Iowa.
Longmont.
lorado.
“’atertown, Sou
Dakota.
St. Louis, Missouri.
Lincoln, Ne aska.
- nneapolis, Minnesota.
Madison, Wisconsin.
Sioux Falls. South Dakota.
Spokane. Washington.
New York. N. Y., John Dunn
Toronto. Canada, American
Winnipeg. Manitoba, American
Regina, Manitoba. American
Son & Co.
Abel Co.
Abel Co.
Abel Co.
Please mention The Review.
r- “y.

w.‘
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100,000 Homes in Iowa
Honor Dodd & Strulhers

2,000 insurance companies in the United States
endorse the Docld & Struthers Copper Lightning
Rods and recommend their use.

The report of the lowa (lo-Operative Mutual
insurance Associations for 1907 shows the losses
on buildings not rodded to be $50,404. 71 and
on buildings rodded, $15.00.

when you learn that the Dodd-Struthers System
of Lightning Rods protect a majority of the risks
of these 53 Insurance Companies what is your
conclusion? Can you afford to patronize any
other system?

And when you see the terrible loss on buildings
without rods and the comparative safety of
buildings with rods, can you afford to take the
risk?

Our free booklet will tell you how rods are
made and why they protect you. Ask for one,
and we will sendlit free.

DODD & STRUTHERS, Des Molnes, Ill.
Running a Ditching Machine.

the feed; the pressure in the body sas, consisted of only one general
will
open the feed so quick it will store. At this writing Gem contains
I‘ have head several tales of woes
in your valuable paper, says a writer surprise you. When removing old twenty business concerns, including
in The Engineer, and would like to packing I don’t fool with hooks, 1' general stores, dry goods and grocery
say that the men in the plants do not remove the caps and let the steam do stores, drug store, hotel, bank, and
have all the trouble. I am running a the rest. Try this with your piston three elevators. The educational and
traction ditcher; a. machine for cut rod and valve stems. In spit of the religious facilities are unexcelled;
ting trenches, in which are laid drain hard trials I have always come out on there being in the town two churches,
top and never had a serious break.
each having a ﬁrst class house of wor
tile, and I have troubles of my own.
Another machine of exactly the ship. A large and modern two story
The engine, gearing and an upright
boiler are mounted on a four wheeled same kind having had breaks by the cement stone school house with three
truck, and the digging wheel is swung dozen, is some encouragement. The teachers engaged, giving accommoda
in a frame behind this truck and is clatter of the chains and wheels still tion and unsurpassed educational op
raised and lowered by means of ca make the echoes on the prairie, while portunities to over 100 scholars. The
the scream of the whistle is a warn society of the town and surrounding
bles.
While running, the hind end of the ing to the tadpoles and bullfrogs that country is of the best, being princi
frame rests on a shoe, the front end their favorite swimming hole will pally Americans settling here from
being raised and lowered by a hand
wheel, to make the grade. A row of
poles with cross arms is set ahead,

This last fall, '1907, I put out twenty
four hundred acres of fall wheat; and

I will put out a. large spring crop.
My plowing was done with my own
outﬁt, consisting of a 32 h. p. Reeves
engine with 24 disk plows, two sets
of barrows, two iron packers and two

grain drills.

The engine and outfit

in operation is run by three men, and

consumes about one and one-half tons
of coal per day.

The work done by

this steam plow is very satisfactory,
plowing a. swath of about 18 feet each
time across ‘the ﬁeld; and we usually
set our plows to out about six to ten
inches deep, and plow on an average
thirty to forty acres per day. I
bought this outﬁt late in the fall of
1906; and since that time we have
plowed about 5,000 acres. My steam

polw does the work in the best of

then there is a rod attached to the
frame. By keeping this rod on a lev
el with the cross arms you make the
bottom of the ditch straight.
While digging, the machine crawls
ahead at the rate of three to ﬁve feet
a minute. I do my own ﬁring and oil
ing, watch all chains and wheels,
keep cutting knives free from roots,
keep the machine running straight
ahead, and have to dig the grade
within one-half inch of the survey
or’s grade.
Then with an injector that don’t al
ways inject and a lubricator that gets

shape.

There are still some opportun

ities and bargains left in this part of
the country for the man who is wise
and does not wait till they are all
gone.
Besides the ﬁnancial oportunities
in this part of the country it would
not be out of place to mention the

fact that this is a paradise for health.
There are living witnesses all about
here who came here broken down in
health from lung and other troubles,
who today are enjoying good health;
both men and women. Anyone desir

lazy, one can imagine I don’t have

much time to sleep. The engine is
Portable Saw Mill, Mounted on Wheels, as Manufactured by the Salem Iron Works,
connected to the boiler with 12 feet A No. l Hege Eureka
Winston-Salem, N. C. l: is Driven by a l4-Horae Gasoline Engine.
of pipe. This acted well as a con
soon be ﬂowing down the combina town of Gem, in Thomas county, Kan
denser, but is on the wrong side of
tion ditch to join the Big Muddy.
the eastern states. Though the coun
the valve for best results. A few
try has had an unprecedented period
copies of The Engineer bound on with
of development, yet the land values
A Kansas Gem.
wire worked wonders. All the trim
are low compared with prices asked
Editor
Review
:—In
reply
to
your
mings seem to be the cheapest kind,
letter concerning steam plowing, for land in other parts of the coun
and make all kinds of extra work.
Then there is the valve; it is not would state, in the ﬁrst place, that try that have not the agricultural ad
square on one end, one side being this section of western Kansas is well vantages of this part of western Kan
one-eighth-inch longer. A link re suited for steam plowing. We are in sas, to say nothing of the social, re
verse is used and n omeans for tak the center of a. great wheat growing ligious and educational advantages.
ing up wear where the eccentric rods country; the land being level and the The climate is suitable for farming
are connected to the link, so the valve soil a deep dark loam, very productive on a large or small scale. The win
seetting is something of a game of and free from rock, roots and stumps ters are open, so that plowing can be
description.

Fortunes

are carried on till very late-dsually up

chance.

of any

If the sight feed on the lubricator
gets stopped, I close the passage be
tween the lubricator and steam pipe,
also the one at the bottom of the
condenser, then open the drip at the
bottom of the feed glass, and open

made by thrifty farmers in this sec

to the holidays; and often plowing

tion of country by raising wheat only; can be done every month throughout
although anything under the sun will the winter. We have early springs
grow here. As an evidence of the and pleasant summers. Speaking for
prosperity of this locality will men myself, will say that I own and culti
tion the fact that two years ago the vate a thirty-ﬁve hundred acre farm.

ing further information concerning
this part of the country, the farms
and their values can receive the same
by writing me here and I will
promptly respond with all the desired
information. After a residence of 22
years in this county I feel competent

to give reliable information to all
prospective home seekers or investors.
Any communication to the under
signed will be promptly answered.

W. O. Eaton.
Gem, Thomas county, Kansas.

A Suggestion.
“Papa,” said little Willie, “little
brother is a month old tomorrow,

isn’t he 1”
(‘Yes-7’

“Let’s you and me give him a
birthday present.”
“Very well.

What shall it be?”

“Let’s buy him a. wig.
that mor’n anything.”

He needs

March, 1908'
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The Texas

Panhandle
Are you looking for a home?
Do you want to give the boy a start ?

Are you in the market for a profitable investment ?
In any case investigate the many advantages offered by
.the Panhandle of Texas.

In area larger than many states, in opportunity bound
less, the history of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Iowa will be
repeated in the Panhandle within a few short years, and you,

if you take advantage of the chance now offered will share
in the golden results.
You can buy land today for half what it will sell for in
a few years time. The land will grow successfully almost
every crop common to the North temperate zone, and as a
stock country it has no equal.
The rainfall is ample, the climate healthful and best of
all the people who are going there to make their homes are
of the type that make the most desirable of neighbors.
I have no land for sale, neither has the Santa Fe.

We

want to see a family on every quarter section---the resulting
traffic will be our reward.
If you are at all interested, just drop me a card
and I will send you a specially prepared bookjust off the press---and a copy of the “Earth,” a
journal devoted to the interests of the South
west generally.

c. L. SEAGRAVES
General Colonization Agent A. T. & S. F. Ry.
l 115 E. Railway Exchange

Chicago, Illinois

March, 1908.
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Established 1851

Record oi one oi the Members ot the Family oi
Celebrated JOLIET POWER CORN SHELLERS

Incorporated 1867

The Good Work Kind. Noted tor Simplicity ot Construction,
Lightest Drait, Greatest Durability, Greatest Capacity, and
perfect shelling and Cleaning oi the Corn
Heyworth, Illinois, September 17. 1904.
This day personally appeared before me Milton F. Bishop, of
Heyworth, Illinois, and upon oath says that he purchased 0! Barber
Bros. Co., of. Bloomington, 111., one "Jollet" Cylinder Sheller; that
with said Sheller he has shelled 1,527,829 bushels of corn and re—
ceived an average price 01! 95c per 100 bushels, amounting to
$14,205.80.
He further says that said Sheller was run by him seven years,
ten months and twenty-seven days.
(Signed)
Milton )3‘. Bishop.
Signed and sworn to before me this 17th day of September, A. D.
1904.
(Signed)
S. M. Drum, Justice of the Peace.

Joliet Mfg. Co.
JOLIET,

-

ILLINOIS

Our General Agents and Distributing Houses
Lininger Imp. Co.. Omaha. Neb. and Sioux
City, Iowa. Harber Bros. Col, Bloomington,
ill.. Peru Van Zandt Imp. Co.. Wichita and
Hutchinson, Kan., Kingman Moore Imp. Co..
Kansas City, Mo., Shannahan & Wrightson
I-Idw. Co., Easton. Md., Klngmsn St. Louis
Imp. Co.. St. Louis, Mo., Kingman Texas
Imp. Co.. Dallas, Texas.
Wright & Lowe,
Centervllle, Md. Vaughan Imp. Co.. Water
loo, Iowa. C. K. Turner & Son, 116 Broad
St., New York.
Export Agents: (‘arlos Her
ing. Guadalajara, Mexico.

' Take off yourl'lat to is];
The accused coon got up and
The time for painting new iron is shambled off on it personally con
at the foundry as soon after the cast ducted tour to the front and~stood at
ing, or being Wrought or rolled, as attention, and the preacher said:
“Place yo bans on yo-ah stomick
possible, says The Master Painter. Do
not paintvit in the early morning or next yo-ah heart. Now Brerer Jones, ‘

l

How to Paint Iron, Zinc, etc.

damp evening but when a dry wind on you onnah as _a member of dis
or warm sun will act upon it. See church, did yo-ah steal chickens?”
Jones answered, “Fore God, Paw
that the iron is thoroughly dry and
free from rust, and then coat with son, I did not.”
“Did you-ah steal turkeys?”
red lead and linseed oil a thin coat,
Answer:
“Fore God, Pawson, 1
just enough to penetrate the pores of
the iron. The ﬁrst coat must dry did not.”

I mWell
Tank
Pumps,
Pumps,
Power
SprayPumps,
Pumps

I

‘

Glass Valve Seat
|. I AWith
"elitists:
5"“ l v4I
/

I

Write for Circulnrs and Prices to

F. E. MYERS & BRO.
ASI‘ILAND, OHIO, U- S- A.

HAY

BARNDOOR
HANGERS

TOOLS was"

“Tank de Laud!” shouted the
coats containing red or white lead in person. “Yo-ah am not guilty, yo
ken take yo seat. Halleluyah ! Bress
as great proportion as possible.
hard.

Follow up with three other

To paint old iron, burn olf all rust de Laud!”

and scale, brush with turpentine or
paraffin and proceed precisely as with
new iron.
For zinc, the ﬁrst coat should con
sist of white lead, red lead and tur
pentine, tempered with varnish. Wash
new rolled sheet zinc with a solution
of a tablespoonful of hydrochloric or
nitric acid to a gallon of water, or
scratch the surface with No. 2 glass
paper before painting.
Treat galvanized iron the same as

zinc, but do not use the acid prepara
tion, nor scratch. Very smooth, bright
tinplate must be ﬁrst dulled or
scratched and the ﬁrst coat should be
oilless.

The “Colonel” Tells a Story.
Col. Sprague, the umbrella-top au
tocrat, is out with a new story, ac

cording to the Eastern Dealer, and
as a preface says, the season reminds
him of poultry, and also a story as
follows:
It has been reported to the vener

On his way back to his seat Jones
whispered to one of the brethren:
“If Pawson had said ducks, I would
hab fell dead.”

"llalvelcss Force Fand"

The Gandy Belting Company.

The United States Court for the
Northern District of Illinois, East
ern Division, has just issued a de
cree in favor of the Candy Belting
Company in an action brought by
Practical

them against the Weller Manufactur

ing Company, of Chicago, perpetual
ly restraining them from selling, ad
vertising, oﬁering or announcing for
sale, or supplying stitched cotton
belting painted or dyed red in imita
tion of the Red Stitched cotton belt
ing manufactured by the Gandy Belt—
ing Company, of Baltimore City, ac
companied by the word “Gandy” af
fixed or applied thereto, or used in
connection with the sale thereof. It
also permanently restrnins them from
in any way using the trade-mark of
the Gandy Belting Company, cut of
which is shown herewith.

able pastor of a colored church that
one of his ﬂock named Wobble-Top

Jones had been engaged in nocturnal
visits to his neighbors’ poultry yards,
and on the following Sabbath, after
giving out the notice of the “Moth
ers’ Meeting,” to be conducted by
the Old Maids’ Sodality, and other
society and sporting events, the par

Hancock Oiler

U S. FAT. OFFICE.

son said:
It is the intention of the Gandy
“Brerer Wobble-Top Jones, yo-ah
will please an’ come for’ard to de Belting Company to prosecute vigor
snkyus seat. You am ’cused ob fel ously every case of infringement
lonimously gelatin’, takin,’ in welkum, brought to their attention in order to
an’ stealin’ odder people's fowls. put a stop to the tresptss upon their
good will.
What yo gwine to say?”

Reliable
Economical
Cheap

An Oiler for Traction and Stationary Engine work, one
that is not bothered by the thickest of oil. Cold weather does
not affect it in the least, on accpunt of there being no ball
valves used or actuating springs to force the oil. All oil
pumped shows in sight feed. In this construction on the in
side there are no stuffing boxes to pack and all parts are
positively fastened, so there is nothing to jar lose. We mean
what we say and we want to sell you.
Our fully illustrated catalogue is yours for a postal.

HANCOCK MFG. COMPANY
774 E.‘ Henry Street

CHARLOTTE,

MICHIGAN
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When at the end of the season you ﬁnd your bills for HELMET Oil and Oil
Cups to be less than your bills the previous year. Then too there’s the saving
in wear on your machinery, which cannot be ﬁgured.

HELMET OIL
Contains no pitch or acid, nothing to cut or harm the bearings, and _when used

in THE HELMET DUST PROOF CUP, you have an oiling combination that for
quality of service and satisfaction to the user cannot be beaten.
Specify HELMET Brand and write us if your dealer can’t supply you.

CHARLES H . BESLY 8’ CO
l5T°2

_

CHICAGO, IL

L

Says “Cut It Out."
Editor Review:—To begin

with, ]

.50‘ ' y‘

4-, I‘:

,
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head. I notice these two points are
more liable to pound than any other
about the engine. Pillow blocks sel
dom need taking up. To do this I

disconnect, take 01f

connecting

rod

and valve gear, then set one at a time

such; and ‘while not painful to the by turning ﬂywheel. One can get
saw, yet it was some destructive, and them just right always. Have the
generally meant new

teeth

besides

keeps me from being a millionaire is
my ignorance and lead shoes. There
ought to be a law to prevent such

Don’t loosen the nuts, thus allowing
the cap to work; have all snug and
true.

enormous dividends

said in his letter, forks are expensive

The separator should come in for a

on a small in

vestment. It surely is outrageous, and the farmer might get mad. I good deal of attention. It gets but
robbing a poor farmer of such enor presume most of your readers are fa little. Do any of your belts slip,
mous sums of money.
Talk about miliar with their own machines, or don’t run them overly tight. Lag the
Standard Oil. its ravages are noth machines that are common to their pulleys. Sometimes a cast pulley is
ing besides that lad (whose letter ap' territory. I think we ought to keep as slippery as glass. Those who use
whether
ex
peared some time ago who gathered‘ posted
pact to on
buyallor kinds,
not. Might
be we
ofv use
in $10,000 clear in a single fall. Say,

boys, if I had such a
keep it quiet till I‘ had
barrels full of $20 bills,
let it out; not before.

bonanza I’d
three or four
then I might
Say fellows.

why not cut out such, get down to
biz like friend “Barrow,” be honest

with the rest about those wonderful
pipe dreams.
If you can’t, why
make it easy as you can for the rest
of us by cutting those big runs in
two. Once in a while one of the

saddle stackers lag the small pulleys

that the rake drives from. If the
to many of us some time if not at pres cylinder boxes heat they may be set
ent. And don’t be satisﬁed with our too tight against the cylinder. I will
present condition. Of course we know say I like hard oil for all main bear
a certain set of conditions will pro
duce a certain. result, but do we know

why‘!

If not, ﬁnd out!

That's the important. Nine-tenths of separator
bolts, especially in the moving parts.
thing and everything on the subject
As to getting out of bad places in
we are interested in, providing‘ it is moving on the road, we seldom get
a good authority. Advertising spec hung up. When I' do, I uncouple
idea, ﬁnd out why—howl’ Read any

ter than smoking bearings.

loose burrs and

For poor bridges I have only one

rule to go by.

That is to keep off of

them until they are ﬁxed up strong

keep out of danger as much as pos
sible.
One of our brothers recommends a

very dangerous way of

putting

from the ﬂy wheel of his engine. If
I remember right he took a lay off
till his arm got repaired, which took

some six or seven weeks.

Time is

than is necessary.
Now about this idea that most any
machine will do good work. They will

if they are in. good condition, and
driven by a sufficiently powerful en
gins. A good big engine is the best.
Some machines are not in good con

dition when new. Strange as it may
seem, many companys have some
good spellbinder to hold sales for
It‘ manufacturers would pay
more attention to material they
would have less weak places to de

When Nothing is gained by letting out after them.

she gets to pounding I locate and

on

‘the main belt. I don’t care about try
ing it. I remember a letter in The
Review detailing the experience of a
man who took a balloon ascension

money, so are arms and legs. 1' pre
fer the arms, etc. Accidents will
ings at both ends.
Besides being happen. we can't always prevent
cheaper it keeps nuts tight. This is them, don ’t. take any more chances

ialties are good, but sometimes facts from the load, run engine ahead, put
brothers comes limping in and says are so cleverly juggled as to be mis in chain and can most always pull
threshing doesn’t pay very well, and leading.
out. One thing important to remem
Now as to my experiences, I find ber in passing over bad places is to
proceeds to demonstrate it by the
figures. Well, I can't do that, I can that a slight jar in my engine is bet stop as soon as the drivers slip.

only say I am not rich yet and have
not cleared anything, as last season ’s
crops were light.
I notice in a late Review an Illi

trouble is due to

grasp, and you will come out. Getting
the front wheels up and on plank is
the main thing, the drivers will lift
the engine much easier.

liners thick enough so the nuts can and safe, no matter if you can get
be drawn very tight. If the bearing damages they can’t replace lives or
is then too tight, put in more liners. limbs. Go round them by all means, '

the time lost; as we have but one
saw, an Emerson-Smith, chisel bit.
Now as to threshing pitchforks, I
don’t think I’d like to; never have,
and in fact, and as friend somebody

ver halo, until I think that all that

A -'
_V ‘J
->—‘-r.-J.-|.-c..-‘-.u--.\-.

nois brother takes a fall out of our on the suspected part. Crank should 7 drivers, put in blocks of wood, rails,
friend who threshes pitchforks, and be on quarter for crank or cross plaink or something for the drivers to

wish to thank the editor for the ex !procecds to tell us that he sawed off
cellent paper he is giving us. We are a couple of staples and didn’t hurt
surely getting our money’s worth, the saw a bit. That is astonishing to
and then some. I can’t say that 1' me. Anyway 1' have head sawed for
like one part better than another; seven winters and have sawed nails,
the whole paper is very good, and a pebbles, staples, dogs (mill) and

prime favorite with me.
I like to read the correspondence
of other threshermen, especially those
that daub on that rosy gold and sil

.»

" Y‘;

V

‘s I'K‘s‘

the engine buries itself.

To get an

tighten. I' generally locate lost mo engine out after‘it is down badly.
tion or knock by holding my ﬁnger jack up front wheels. dig ahead of

(Continued on page 58.)
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Simplest Single and Double Cylinder Engine Made
The only engine made with Automobile
Steering Gear, Open or Solid Faced Drivers.
Six to ten barrel water capacity on engine.

THE ENGINE with Essential Points.

Variable Friction Feed Saw Mills
Write for free catalogue.

BIRDSALL ENGINE CO.,

AUBURN, NEW YORK

_Please mention The Revlgwm

the ordinances of some of these cities equipment in the prevention of smoke
require that all new plants be depend on the skill of the ﬁremen,
Government experts, who have been equipped properly and that old ones proper design of the furnace and
studying the smoke evil of American be remodeled, and permits are now boiler setting, character of the coal,
municipalities have just issued a bul necessary for the installation of all capacity 01'' the boiler and furnaces,
and the load carried.
letin showing how the pollution of the boilers and furnaces.
“At present no city in “'lllJh a con
“Very few ﬁremen can be induced
atmosphere can be avoided and how
certain cities are earnestly endeavor siderable quantity of bituminous coal to ﬁre regularly and frequently be
ing to solve this problem. The general is burned is free from snuke. The cause it is easier to put in enough
statement is_made that coal can be cities of the east have avoided this coal to last twenty or thirty minutes
burned smokelessly, the same as gas, problem by a general use of anthra at one time and have little or nothing
gasoline, or kerosene oil, if the fur cite coal. For this reasm it is not l0 do in the interval between ﬁrings.
“The hand ﬁring of plain furnaces
naces are properly designed and ad surprising that the greatest improve
justed. Each of these fuels it is ment in the methods of burning bitu violates all the principles laid down
known, will smoke if conditions are minous coal has been made in the For securing good combustion. The
Central and Western states.
coal is usually supplied in large quan
not favorable.
“All of the authorities on line titics at long intervals, and the result
‘Many steam power plants in the
large cities of the United States are subject of combustion and smoke pre is that at the time of ﬁring the tem
burning bituminous coal practically vention agree upon the following cuu perature of the furnace is lowered,
without smoke, and if this can be done ditions as requirements for a smoke the resistance of the ﬂow of air
through the fuel bed is increased, and
in certain plants, it may ultimately be less furnace:
“Th'e coal should be supplied to the consequently great quantities of com
done in all. The purpose of author
izing these investigations, which were furnace in small quantities at fre bustible gas which can not be burned
carried on by the United States Geo quent intervals. The more nearly the for lack of air and the necessary
logical Survey, is to increase the chi feed approaches a continuous and uni amount of heal are generated. Hand
tircd furnaces with ample combustion
ciency and thus to prevent the waste form supply the better the results.
“The air supply'should be slightly chambers and adjustable openings for
of fuels, especially such as are used by
the United States government. Mr. in excess of the theoretical amount air admission are suitable for some
D. T. Randall, engineer in charge of required and be admitted principally kinds of coal, it tended by careful and
smoke-abatement investigations and through the fuel bed, with an auxil experienced ﬁremen.
“Dilﬁculties are also encountered
author of the bulletin, declares iary supply admitted at the front or
that it is a recognized fact that the rear of the furnace to burn gases from with mechanical stokers. One of the
greatest troubles is the tendency of
more nearly perfect the combustion of the coal.
“The temperature in the rnrnace the ﬁremen to poke the ﬁres unneces
any fuel the greater the eﬁiciency.
With perfect combustion there is no should be suﬁiciently high to ignite sarily instead of using or adjusting
the gases given oﬁ from the fuel bed. the attachments provided for feeding
smoke.
“There should be a ﬁre brick com and handling the coal. In many plants
“With the knowledge that it can be
prevented, there has come an increas bustion chamber of sufficient dimen where it is possible they will shovel
ing demand from the people of the sions and so designed as to cause the green coal into the stokers, instead of
large cities that smoke shall not be thorough mixture of the gases and feeding it through the hopper, and
allowed to pollute the atmosphere,” the air, permitting complete combus then take a bar and stir up the fresh
says Mr. Randall. “In nearly all tion before the mixture reaches the coal with the coke and ashes, caus
ing smoke and wasting the coal.
cities of the United States eﬁorts are boiler surfaces.
“The eﬁiciency of the furnace and
"[t is generally conceded that in
being made to abate the smoke. As a
result of the demands of the public the degree of success attained by any telligent men trained in boiler room

Government Report on Smoke
Prevention.

practice could save 10 per cent of the
fuel used in 50 per cent of the plants
of the United States and that in
another 25 per cent of the plants such
men could save 5 per cent of the fuel.

It is the practice of nearly all large
power plants to employ a boiler room
expert and many of them have chem
ists who make frequent tests and in
vestigations to determine the condi

tions favorable to the best economy.
The saving of only a small percentage

of the coal consumed will make a
handsome return for the cost of the
experimental work. There are now in
a few of our larger cities competent
engmeers who are making a specialty

of supervising boiler plants for a
number of ﬁrms.
“This all leads to the fact that the
management of the boiler room is a
problem for properly trained men and

that as the coal burned is a consid
erable item

of

expense,

averaging

about 50 per cent of the cost of pro
ducing power, there is more opportun
ity to save in the boiler room than in
the engine room with any given equip

ment.

The average boiler room is a

hot, dirty, and otherwise unattractive

place. For these reasons but little at
tention has been paid to it by super

intendents and operating engineers in
moderate sized plants. The boiler
rooms are managed for the most
part by men hired not so much for
what they know as for their ability to
do hard work, and they get compara

tively small wages. There are, how
ever, some mechanical appliances
which leave but little to the skill of
the ﬁreman.
The increasing use of gas and coke
for

domestic,

manufacturing,

The
Convenient
Simple
Light Weight

Durable
Efficient

Ask for 1908 Catalogue
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You are not as busy now as you will be later in
it

the year.

Don't wait any longer to get your order

in, but do it now, and get that GRAIN WEIGH
ER, WAGON LOADER, CONVEYOR, or BAG
GER that you want and have it attached and all

ready when you want to thresh.
VlHOZId

Why should you wait anyway?

The HART

has been adopted and used by all successful thresh
errnen as a part of their outﬁt for manyyoars.
is the world’s standard.

It

It is accurate, durable,

causes no delays, can be attached to any separator,

and is backed by our positive guarantee to do the
work.

US SEND YOU OUR CATALOG.

Look it over,

make up your mind which style you want and
send in your order at once.

Hart Grain Weigher Company, Peoria, lll.
power purposes, and the centralization Why Good Workmen Are Scarce
of power and heating plants tend to
Egbert P. Watson, in Cassier’s.
relieve cities of a large percentage of
The scarcity of good workmen is
the smoke now being given oif by universally admitted, not only in the
small and inetﬁcient heating or power metal trades, but in all branches of
plants.

Notwithstanding

the

fact

manual labor; the reason for this is

that other ways of utilizing coal are found in the methods practiced by
growing in favor, it will evidently be manufacturers in many lines, a ma
necessary to burn coal in small boiler jority I might say without exaggera
plants for some time to come. These tion; the versatile tradesman, who
coal burning plants will continue to can be trusted to complete any given
keep the problem of smoke abatement piece of work from plans given him,
before the residents of large cities. It has passed away, crowded out by the
is recommended that to improve the operator of an automatic machine of
conditions in any city a record of all one sort or another. Young men do
equipment and furnaces in the power

not learn trades nowadays because

plants be made, and that improve there is no incentive for them to do
ments, methods of operation, and the so. Fifty years ago they did, for the
kinds of coal used be made a-special reason that automatic machines did
study. It is only by such systematic not exist to any great extent, and
methods that the local problem can be men depended upon their skill and
solved, as conditions in any one city dexterity in handling tools, at which
are generally diﬁerent from those in they were extraordinarily expert, but
every other city, depending on the with the result of making the work
amount and kind of manufacturing executed cost much more.
I said
and the character of the coal availa above that young men do not learn
ble. ”
trades, as a rule, now, for they can
make more money in much less time

Geo. W. Pyle Dead.
It is with sincere regret that we
announce the death of Mr. Geo. W.
Pyle, of the International Supply
Company, Mansﬁeld, Ohio. Mr. Pyle
has for some time been a sufferer

from Bright’s disease, ﬁnally suc
cumbing February 7th.

Mr. Pyle was

associated in the International Sup
ply Company with Mr. A. Kallmer-‘
ten, formerly of the Aultman & Tay
lor Company, who on account of the
death of his friend and partner will
discontinue the business of the com
pany.

they can get $7 to $12 per week.
That is about the limit, but it suffices
them, for on the sum named they
marry young women of their own sta
tion, become householders and beget
the‘ proletariat of the future. A large
proportion of these young people are
foreigners, who have been in the
United States a few months at the
most, Hungarians, Poles, Croats, etc.,
who understand how to support life
upon fare that the vagrom American
dog would spurn, and the money they
get enables them to bring others of
their kind to this country, which they
speedily do. While the majority of
these workers are of foreign birth,
there are

not

wanting

Americans

among them who, from one cause or
another, dislike to serve apprentice
ships and gravitate to the ranks of
handy men. The time keeper of one
of the factories in question told me
that at least 75 per cent. of the em
ployed

were

mere

operators,

who

ing to them before “they go hence

and are seen no more.” Ambitious
young men who desire to rise in the
world and be something more than
hewers of wood and drawers of wa
ter, do not waste their time as handy
men, but it requires more than mere
ambition to serve an apprenticeship
until the stipulated time for it has
expired. Money is needed for sup
port, which relatives must supply, the
small wages paid being quite inade_
quate for food, shelter and clothing
through four years unless in unusu
al cases. I' know of one concern that
pays its apprentices $9 per week dur
ing the last year of service, and even
then there are the three previous
years during which small wages have
been paid and that some one else has
to account for. Local young men
take all these things into considera
tion, and in a majority of cases se
lect places where they can get paid
while learning, regardless of the fact
that at the end, or ﬁnal reckoning,
they are just where they started,
having no trade. I have not men

could not perform the slightest re
adjustment of the machine itself in
case the work was not properly done
by taking up a handicraft, machine or would not pass inspection.
In tioned the deterring inﬂuence of
operating, for a calling.
deed, they were not permitted to do trade unions upon the supply of me
In a large city near New York so; the faulty machine was thrown chanics, but it is a factor to be reck
there are many factories, employing out of use until the repair man came oned with. Suppose a young man
thousands of young men who operate around. The sole function of the at has learned a trade and secured em
machines exclusively. They are what tendant was to put the stock-iron ployment at good wages; in steps
are called “handy men,” that is, or brass-in a certain place, when the union and demands an exorbitant
merely machine tenders, who have the machine did the rest. It will be admission fee for the right to work in
learned how to place stock in presses, readily seen that this requires no the town, and their protection.
punches, or what not, continuously.

After a little while-they become ex
pert at it, and being paid by the

manual dexterity,

no long

appren

against what foe'l

ticeship to be served in order to make
The causes just mentioned tend to
a living. Men past middle age who restrict the supply of skilled work
piece, can earn good wages as un
have worked at all callings can be men. Possibly not mechanics, because
skilled laborers, say, $5 or $6 per found in this place, glad to earn any that’ term has a wider signiﬁcance
week; with still more familiarity thing at all in the short time remain than manual dexterity only implies,
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but it requires the available material not at all to supply the world with
to be had from which workmen could superior workmen. They could not

The Hart Force Sight Feed

be made.
If we multiply the city do that, for the demand is too great;
near New York mentioned previously only a certain number can graduate.
by many others nearly all over the so to speak, from the workshop tradi
United States, we shall ﬁnd that the school—hundreds let me say in lieu of
young men who are not learningr the thousands that will be called for
trades are in vast numbers. Aside —and the graduates by no means
from mere operators, there is an intend to follow the trade, or trades.
other disturbing element——an avoca for a steady business; they do not
tion only, not even a handicraft— rate in the life class, but do acquire
which absorbs thousands of young a better general knowledge of the
men, who live from hand to mouth, trade than they would have by act
liable to be dismissed at a moment’s ing as ordinary apprentices. There
notice, and left with what may be in after they intend to obtain better po
their pockets; this class is made up sition and get more salary than a
of trolleymen, conductors, and driv

Mechanical Oil Pump
MODEL B.

MODEL B.

shop worker.

ers. None of them produces any
They are inchoate mechanics, to be
thing which can be sold for 'money, developed with time and chance into
except their ephemeral knowledge of men who can overlook contracts and

which way to turn a lever to stop or carry on engineering trade successful
start a car.

They own no taxable ly.

property, save a few small holdings
in the way of furniture, and from
that point of view are burdens upon
the community at large, but they are
units in the large army of men who
should be learning trades of some
kind; while possibly they would nev
er be mechanics, they could at least

They rank with young lawyers,

physicians, musicians and profession
211 men generally, who have to be
seasoned by experience before they
develop the best that is in them. It
takes. also. a long time to make a
skilled workman, so that neither class
has an advantage at present as mod

ern engineering work is carried on.
be the rank and ﬁle, in which honor On the one hand the old time work
able regiment they could do the world man is still in demand for his knowl
at large some service. No man who edge of the possibilities in any given

works according to his natural abil case—for producing work rapidly and
ity can be considered as of no im accurately by new machines and pro
portance. But men who comprehend cesses: on the other hand, he is _a
nothing that they cannot see with stumbling block from his ante-bellum
their eyes or touch with their hands prejudices against change. A curi
are merely blind workers, subservient ous situation, indeed;

to

harmonize

to and auxiliaries of those who use the various discrepancies in it and
both hands and brain.
remove them. to the end that both
That many employers are alive to economic and industrial beneﬁt may
the situation is shown by the fact accrue, will be accomplished slowly;

“The most reliable and satisfactory method of lubricating.
ilSpecially designed for traction engines.
ilGives positive and uniform feed at all times.
ilFecd can be easily, ﬁnely and accurately adjusted.

ilLarge sight feed glass, easily seen and will not cloud up.
illndicator glass to show quantity of oil in pump.
ilProvided with heating coil for use in cold weather.

ilWill handle heavy or light oil.
ﬁconstruction is compact, strong and durable.
ilhurnished in either single or double feed style.
ilFully guaranteed. ilWrite for catalog and prices.
IANIJFACTURED BY
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that they have inaugurated trade just when, I‘ decline to make any fore
schools in some parts of the country, cast.

which are a part of the apprentice
ship system, and give young men in
their shops an opportunity to learn
what their brains are for, if nothing
else.
In itself this is great gain;
thereafter their advance depends upon
their ability to absorb what is set be
fore them. Hand in hand with this
go the mechanical operations, com
mercial work, not mere mechanical
kindergarten exercises, which only fa
miliarize young men with the names
and aspects of tools, so that after a
certain time has elapsed student ap

DOUBLE FEED.

SINGLE FEED.

BUFFALO,
NEW YORK

Please mention The Review.

, Farm Engines and How A
l-lad His Own Troubles.
A fund mother. in despair of break
ing her little _boy of swearing, at last
threatened that the next time he used
a bad word she Would banish him

from home.

to Run Them

The next day he explod

The Young Engineers Guide

ed a great big, big D.
“I am very sorry, Willie,” said his
mother; “but I have never broken

my word to you, so now you must
leave home.”

prentices will become valuable in the

A little suit case was packed for
special line they have taken up, but the erring child, and be, without a
they will still require actual experi

ence outside before they can stand
upon their own mechanical feet. The
student-mechanic has not had the
stimulus of competition to bring out
the best that is in him. Neither has
he had the fear of being summarily
discharged for faulty work, the bit

whimper, but with round, wondering
eyes and downcast mouth kissed his

mamma and departed.

Slowly he

trudged down the street, but never
once did he turn. a faltering. back
ward glance towards his mother on
the porch.

A long way 05 he set‘his burden
terest drop in the cup the expert has
to drink from. I can recall to this on the ground, and perched himself
day a few incidents of this kind slowly on the curb, chin in hand, in.
deep meditation. The spectacle was
which happened to me over forty
too much for the fond mother-heart.
years ago, and live over again the
humiliation I‘ felt because of forget Very quietly she sped down the street
fulness, or misconstruction of dimen and lightly tiptoed up behind Master
sions, by reason of not concentrating William. As she was hovering on
the point of surprising him with tear
my mind on what I was doing, result
ful
kisses, a pompous old man ap
ing in no serious loss to the shop,

A simple, practical hand book, for experts as well as for
amateurs, fully describing every part of an engine and boiler,
giving full directions for the safe and economical manage
ment of both. Also chapters on Farm Engine Economy, with
special attention to traction engines.

Well illustrated showing the diﬁ‘erent parts of a boiler
and engine, and nearly every make of traction engine, with a

peared.
but chagrin unspeakable to myself.

brief description of the distinctive points in each make.

“Child,” he said; “child, will you
I hope I shall not be accused of
—hum——tell
me where Mr. Milliken
dwelling too much upon this aspect of
the workshop trade school, but it lives?”
Ah! Now mamma’s little man
seems to me that it is an important
point to consider. In so far as I un would show his excellent breeding.
derstand the intention of those who‘ Willie raised his solemn blue eyes,
manage the shops wherein at least and regarded the pompous man cold
elementary instruction in physics is lv.
given, they desire to get a better
"You go to —~—,” he said calmly.
class of men for their own use solely, “l‘ have troubles enough of my own.”

REGULAR PRICE, $1.00.
Our price, including one year's subscription to The
Threshermen’s Review, both for $1.00.

The Threshermen’s Review
ST. JOSEPH, MICHIGAN

|_
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gine and Separator

have been designed and perfected from years of experience and careful study in the ﬁeld.
in designing and perfecting our Engine and Separator.

wood Bros. 18 K. P. Engine mounted on universal boiler, burns wood, coal,
weight. No trappy parts, everything within easy reach of the engineer.

There has been no guess work

‘

or

straw;

size

of

cylinder,

9111.

Perfect

in

design,

proportion

and

The Humming Bird Separator has the past season made a good record. The Humming‘ Bird is a small separator, with capacity equal to the largest.
to thresh last, save and clean the grain. It will handle all kinds of grain or seeds. It is an all-round machine for all kinds of threshing‘.
lirnwns Valley. Minnesota, December 30, 1907.

Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Co.,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Gentlemen:—I will send you a few lines in regard to the separators I sold to Fitz & Vs’right. and the one that Miklebost & Larson have and will say
that it will beat anything that I ever saw. We threshed seven hundred and forty-three bushels of wheat easy in two and one-half hours, and done
clean work.
It is a smooth running machine. and it never gave us one moment's bother, and all that saw it work, and all that we threshed for. said
that they never saw anything would beat it.
With best of wishes and a. happy New Year. I remain,
Yours truly,

O. P. MIKLEBOST.

Will you buy a feeder this season? Remember the Wood Bros. Steel Feeder is three hundred to ﬁve hundred pounds light
er than other makes. It has seered edge remoyable Band Knives, Automatic Friction Governor, Adjustable Feeding Forks that
save cylinder teeth, a Bundle Spreader that scatters mow burnt bundles. It will feed your separator to its full capacity, with

less power than any other feeder made.
you buy a Wood Bros. Feeder.

WE MAKE NO EXCEPTIONS.

It is fully guaranteed.

You take NO CHANCES if

Buy a Wood Bros. Feeder, and you will have full value for your money, and_a feeder that will

not only handle several kinds of grain but ALL KINDS of GRAIN.

' Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Company
PE? MOINES’ .l‘l‘lfi
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A Mexican Curse.
Messrs. J'. B. Bartholomew and J.
M. Orton, of the Avery Manufactur
ing Co., are at present in Mexico,
attending to business matters there,

and in a letter to The Review they
state that they are both well and en
joying themselves thoroughly. One
thing that attracted their attention
was the degraded condition of the

lower classes, the laborers, due in a
large measure to their love for “pul
que;” the drink curse of the country.
According to statistics there are at
present in the City of Mexico 1,025
pulque joints, the total sale of which
mounts to over 545,000

liters

of

pulque per day, or, in round num
bers, 200,000,000 liters per year.
One gallon is 3.7 liters.
This enormous consumption is ef
fected exclusively by the lower
classes, as pulque is very seldom, if
ever, tasted by people belonging to
the middle class, and never by the
higher classes.
Pulque began

to be taken

as

a “grande” (big one) is

a small glass that is sold for one
cent; a "chica” (small one) is a.
big glass sold for three cents; “un
dedo” (a ﬁnger) is a glass sold for

them

progressive

government has decided nothing on
the matter.
In the northern part of the-repub
lic, as previously stated, they do not

know the pulque of the valley, but
the aguamiel
THE MAGUEY PLANT FROM WHICH:PULQUE IS MADE.

The tinacal is a series of enormous
all pulque brought
from the plantation is deposited.
There it is allowed to ferment by the
addition of several substances, most
of which are very dangerous to the
health. When fermented, it is put in
big barrels, and shipped to places

the beverage that he married Xochitl barrels where

or two o’clock in the afternoon, and
begins again, still more active, at ﬁve

and proclaimed her queen of the em
pire, to show her his gratitude.
After Queen Xochitl went to live

o’clock, lasting until nine o’clock.
Pulque shops are closed at six

all the ladies of the court.
where it is consumed.
A
Xochitl had a son who, by a special
Every morning, by five o’clock,
decree of the king, wascalled Me there arrive in the city four train
conetzin, which means “son of the loads of pulque,—one over the Gen
maguey plant.”
tral, another over the National, an
But Queen Xochitl did not extract other over the Hidalgo, and another
pulque from the maguey plant, nor over the Interoceanic. The announce
did she ever give that stuff to her ment of the arrival of these trains is
august husband. What she extract made by long whistles which continue
ed' from magueys was aguamiel, a from ten to ﬁfteen minutes.
The
sweet‘ and refreshing beverage which, owners or “encargad0s’~’ of pulque
on account of its non-intoxicating shops then repair at the diﬂerent

prepared

by Queen

Xochitl. Every day men are seen at
eleven o’clock in the morning and
shortly before dusk, with enormous
earthen jars selling aguamiel. In the
morning this beverage is taken in
stead of lemonade, and in the after
noon with “semitas” or “pamba—

o’clock, but then drinkers repair to
the “ﬁgones” or “fondas” (cheap zos” instead of customary merienda.

Aguamiel is as good as the “chi
restaurants), where it is sold in
abundance. This is a transgression cha” or the “garapina” sold in Mex
of government regulations, which pro ico (ity, which are made of the juice
vide that in those places pulque be of fruits, and is recommended by
sold only to thosewho take supper, physicians for many stomach troub
but the owners cffondas and ﬁgones les, as well as for diseases of the
have devised means to avoid any re bladder and the kidneys.
In Mexico City aguamiel is also
sponsibility,—they place a dirty dish
before the pulque drinkers, as if to sold, but it has very little consump
show that they have just ﬁnished tion, on account of its bad quality,
their supper.
This same trick is and, what is considered worse, be
played every Sunday afternoon in all cause it is not intoxicating like pul
que. The aguamiel is prepared in the
fondas.
‘
As the shops are closed at two some way like pulque, but it is not

stations to receive their merchandise, o’clock in the afternoon on Sundays‘ ‘allowed to fermit nor is it mixed with

and it is said that pulque drinkers,
Pulque is prepared from aguamiel upon hearing the whistle, kneel down
by the addition of other substances to thank God for the happy arrival
and fermentation.
of their beloved beverage.
Pulque has been called “the nation
From the railroad stations pulque
21 beverage of Mexico,” but this is

giving

numbers, instead of names. So far the

have occurred about the year 1050.

qualities, is not appreciated nowa
days.

every

side, and that all names were sup

pressed,

en pot containing a sweet liquor
which she had extracted from the
maguey plants of her garden. This,
according to Toltec legends, must

but prepare the famous beverage for

be seen

A short time ago the temperance
society submitted to the government
of the federal district a project to
the effect that all pulque shops were
painted in white, both inside and out

pantzin, bringing an enormous earth

her lord, in which work she trained

ty Men), “Mi Casn” (My Home),

even cemeteries can
where.

a

at the king's palace, she did nothing

pital dc Crudos” (Hospital for Thirs

“La Tripa del Diablo” (The Devil’s
litwo cents; and a “cube” (keg) is a Bowels), and so forth.
Sometimes, when competition starts
ley strong, healthy, brave and active. small barrel sold for ﬁfty cents.
The above denominations may seem up among owners of pulque shops in
Pulque, on the contrary, has turned
that great race into a mass of stupid, somewhat strange, but it must be the same district, very funny things
lazy individuals, who have no ambi known that in pulque shops the lan occur in regard to names of the shops.
tion, no feelings, and live like pigs. guage used is quite different‘to that A short time ago there was a shop
It would require many columns to used out of them, it being absolutely called “La Bola de Nieve” (The
set forth all the evils arising from the contrary to what one intends to say. Snow Ball) which won fame for the
use of pulque in Mexico City, and in For instance, when several people are quality of its pulque. The owner of
the other places where it is consumed. drinking and they are short one another shop nearby named his shop
When the maguey plant attains its glass, they say “sobra una” (we “La Hija de la Bola de Nieve” (The
full growth, the leaves of the center have one more than needed), and vice Daughter of the Snow Ball), and an
are cut oil and a sort of receptacle versa, if they really have one more other “La Verdadera Hija de la
made in the center of the plant. The than needed, they say “falta una" Verdadera Bola de Nieve” (The
juice of the plant accumulates in this (we are short one). In those places, True Daughter of the True Snow
receptacle, wherefrom Indians extract to make it short, “no” means “yes," Ball). Then the city inspector of
signs caused all the names changed,
it with a pipe called “acocote” and and “yes” means “no.”
The consumption of pulque begins leaving only “La Bola. de Nieve.”
deposit it in a skin which they carry
In addition to their funny names,
on their backs. When the skins are at eight o’clock in the morning, when
full they take them to the “tinacal,” ma'sons, carpenters, and all its con - pulque 'shops are decorated and
where the fermentation process takes sumers take their breakfast. It con painted in a very strange way. Pa
tinues very actively until about one per ﬂags of all colors, paintings on
place.
the the inside and outside walls, show
ing warriors, charros, battles, and

beverage many years before the dis
covery of America, when the Toltecs
occupied this land.
According to
tradition, the discovery of pulque
was made during the reign of Tec
pancaltzin. Exactly on the tenth an
niversary of his reign there came to
his palace a very beautiful Indian
maiden Xochitl, with her father Pa

Tecpancaltzin was so delighted with

Gato” (The Great Cat), “El Serpen
ton” (The Enormous Snake), “Hos

most pulque lovers who have a home other substanccs,—it is the pure juice
get their supply early in the morning.

The

consumption

of

pulque

of the maguey plant.

is

greater on Mondays than on any oth

er day of the week. on account of the
is taken to the different shops on habit of the working classes to ob
enormous wagons dragged by a team serve what has been called “San Lu
of mules so lean and small that they res,” or not to work on Mondays.
rather look like church rats.
'
As formerly stated, the daily sale
At the door of each pulque shop of pulque amounts to 545,000 liters,
one can see every morning at about which, at the price of three cents per
seven o'clock how the barrels are liter, makes the sum of $16,350 per
emptied into dirty skins, which are day. But if to this is added the fact
then poured in into the barrels of the that much water is mixed to the
shops.
pulque; that what is left by consum
“Then selling pulque, the clerks of ers is poured back into the barrels of
the shops simply take the glasses and the shops, it can be estimated that the
sink them into the barrels t0 ﬁll them total proceeds of the daily sale
up. Whatever is left by consumers amounts to no less-than. $20,000.

a wrong designation, because pulque
is consumed exclusively in the Fed
eral District, the states of Mexico,
Puebla, Hidalgo, Veracruz and Tlax
cala. Residents of the rest of the re
public do not know what real pulque
is. In most of the states of the re
public they have a beverage which
they call “pulque,” but it is not the
pulque of Mexico City, but the agua
rniel which Queen Xochitl prepared
for King Tecpancaltzin, sweet, re
freshing, non-intoxicating, and good
for the health.
is poured back into the barrels.
Pulque shops, in general, have the
It was aguamiel (honey water)
There are different denominations most strange and ridiculous names.
that made the Indian race of the val for the different sizes of the glasses There are, for instance. “El Gran

The parents of a Baltimore lad, a
pupil in one of the public schools,

are fond of boasting that their hope
ful has never missed a day’s attend
ance at school during a period of
eleven years.

On one occasion the pround father
was asked to explain how this appar
ently impossible feat had been ac
complished. “Did he have the usual
childish diseases—measles, whooping
cough, and so oni” the father Was
asked.
‘to’ yes_u

“How, then, could he have always

been at school?”
“The fact is,” explained the fath
er, “he always had 'cm during the
holidays.”
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The Gearless Russell
Stands out as one alone in the list of Wind Stackers. At the
time of its invention, a great change took place in the Wind
Stacker industry.
It marked the change from uncertainty to
certainty---from poor results and dissatisfaction to good results

and perfect satisfaction in the operation of the stacking mechanism
of the Threshing Machine. Why? Because with the absence
of all gears in its construction the objectionable features of the
old-style Wind Stacker have been eliminated.
.
/

| GEARLESS RUSSELL FEA TURES---Noiseless Running, No
Vibration, No Choking, No‘ Digging Out Straw, Takes Less

Power, Light on Separator, Has Straight Belt, Straw
Does Not Go Around Fan, Hence It Cannot Choke or Clog.
It is the Wind Stacker for you, Mr. Thresherman, and to enable
the owner of every outfit to have one, we will attach it at your
own home absolutely Free of All Cost to You, other than the
the price of the stacker.
Write us for more information and get your order in
early and be ready for the coming season ’s business.

Russell Wind Stacker Co
" c mention The Review.

'

Indianapolis, Ind.

March, 1908.

Says “Cut It Out."
(Continued from page 51.)
fend, and smooth over. The best is

____—_______—]

'iiiouiiihz —PORTAB

none too good. Cylinder teeth in
some makes are notoriously poor, yet

E SAW MILLS

l

if I kick a smooth guy comes up and
talks to me until I am glad to cry

.l

I

quits and kick no more. They always

, >-

a

l ‘

l “

-

assure me that I am the only one

‘iii

'

Awarded
Gold

i i

that is having any trouble. Everyone
else is going along all right, etc. I
would like to see more honest criti
cism of machines- They are very
few who ever think or say that the
make they are running could be im
proved, yet there are. First I would

Medal

at
Jamestown

recommend stronger teeth; they can’t

be made too strong.

Some makes

are too thin, too long, too

brittle,

break too many of them. I think the
poorest teeth I ever saw were in my
new machine bought last year, they

would snap like cast iron teeth.
Another improvement would be to
make the cylinder lower. It takes a
lot of power to pitch onto a table
61/2 feet high.

Made in seven sizes. Ask anyone using a Farquhar Mill about its merits. Farquhar Mills are known the world over. We have been turning them
out at the rateot over 100 per month the past few years. We lead. others follow. Farquhar Feed Cable Attachments and ‘Accurate Quick Re
cedingchain Set Works. with a lot of other good features. make Farquhar Mills famous. We have the only successful Fnctlon Log Turner for
portable m 115.
.
Write at once for 68 page Catalog or Portable and Traction Engines. Saw Mills and Threshers. mailed free.
Farqulnr mllls are sell and carried in stock In the Harris Machinery to. Minneapolis, Minn. Illll try the Fairlianlrs. Horse 8 00.. Portland. Oregon.

A. B. FARQUHAR COMPANY, LTD”

.

.

.

.

-

YORK, PENN.

I am taking. up so much space I
won't enumerate any more, boys.
Look for the weak spots that the

manufacturer may strengthen them.
About this engineer’s license ques
tion, I am for it certainly. Could
hurt no one and would help us all.
Any one who failed to get a license
would have an incentive to dig in and
get one. Digging might be good for

yet, and this is my seventh year in

the business; and I think I can safely

NSIST on hav

say that last season we turned away
more jobs than we threshed.
I believe thoroughly in thresher

men ’s associations.

They have cer

is your guarantee

tainly done wonders in New York .
what
ails
usBy
the
way, state.
Just one word of advice to all
fellow threshersy what is your idea
as to scope of a license law; what brother threshermen. Always do busi

points should

it

cover,

how

stiff ness in a busines slikc manner.

and appears only
on the genuine

Hansen’s Working
GlOVﬁS. “Built LikcaHand”

Do

would you make it, how much theory, not get careless about collecting. My
and how much practice‘! Would you customers know just when the payput in how should the personality of ments are expected, and so have learnthe applicant aﬁect the issue’! Don’t ed to “make good” at those times. I
say "I’m agin it.” Let us hear what collect October 1, November 1 and
you think would be the best to safe December 1, so that by December 1.

SK TO SEE
HANSEN’S
NESNAH SEAL
gloves in the style
spcciallydcsigned
for your needs. It
is one of ourmost
popular gloves.

ing your dealer
Show ‘you the
Diamond H trade
mark, in red—-it

._
‘
~
-

erty of the man who furnished the cent of outstanding debts.
‘Y
engine for the water boy to experi
Wishing The Review the best suc- _

ADE in all
weights and
leathers,lined and
unlined, in glove,
mitten and gaunt

ment with.

let styles, with

Watch Fob with
medallion in Oxi
dized Silver ﬁnish,

and without riv
ets. Thoroughly
braced at every
pointof strain and
wear, yet free

with your initial
handsomely en
ameled in blue.
Be sure to state
initial wanted.

._:-;_

guard the interest and life an'd prop I usually have in from 85 to 95 per

Floyd L. Miller.
Dansville, Mich.
* * *
Pulls Trees.

.

Editor Reviewz_please ﬁnd en_
closed $1 payment in full for subscrip

cess in all its efforts,
B. K. Williams.

1

"

‘West Webster, N. Y.
>1: * *
s
_

awmg' Editor Review:—As

am all crip-

I

tion to The Review for one year, also pled up and lonesome Wlll drop youn I'._ '
for two threshermen 18 account books_ few lines ‘to let you know I am still

I also send you pictures Showing here. I Will let you know how it hap
our 16 h, p, Baker engine (which the pened.

END 160 in
stamps for
a rich leather

I was sawing a log that made H ‘J.

boys have named Molly) pulling peach about 800 feet, and the dogs broke trees for Mr. Wm_ Murphy & Son’ of loose and caught me between another ~
W, Webstery N. Y_ (See illustration log and smashed my hand and ankle
center front cover.)
so I began to think I should have been

Mr, Murphy, who has been a very somewhere else than at a mill; but I‘

fromwelts,seams

Send for one of

or extra thick
nesses in any part
of palm or grip.
Smooth as velvet
inside. These
gloves wear like
iron, yet are al
ways soft. They
never dry hard
and stiff no matter
how often they
are water soaked.

our handsome art
catalogs in colors,
free memoran

dum book, and

2°11}?ii? FREE
0. C. Hansen

Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE
364 East Water St.

successful peach grower’ had some guess I will be all right: I am getting

780 trees which had outlived their 1°“ "f sawmg. t° do “"5 fall- 5°!“
usefulness; said trees being from 16 people don’t like the make of my en
to 22
- makes
gine, but
‘several
other
size
from?egrin. Z 1d,to laln dormiggligihtg
here. there
I takeare
notice
that the
A.
diameter,

We received 5 cents per 8: T. goes right around after them and I -

tree, and it took us 31/42 days’ our best saws where they can t.

record being 49 trees in one hour.
We also use our engine for various
other work, such as running saw mill,
stone crusher, buzzing wood, hauling
road scraper; but of course threshing
receives ﬁrst attention during the
threshing Season

I have a _12

'

h‘ p’
T’ engme and.a sziwimn wlth
a. cham ﬂied’eand I Fhmk 1!; 1S a goo“
hng' salmg 1s gsittmg a hm; bane;
fer?’
8 get 6 cents per un re‘
ﬁe“; 11.
l
e ’ as m-y etter is getting Baht
tle. long I will close fOI‘IthIS time.

Last year we threshed 70 days and Wlsh The Revlew prospentyi

cleaned up 136 jobs.

There are sev-

eral machines around here; I think 7

G

stlckney'

R' F' D' No‘ 2’ Madlson’ Mo'

or 8 within four miles of here; all

good machines, but of

course

we

think our Baker engine and New Century separator is O. K., and I think
farmers do, too, for I have never
asked a man for a job of threshing

Send us a good letter for publica
tion, telling of your experience in
some special line of traction engine
work. If you have a photo of it, send
that, too.

See Our March Special
Page 82 this Issue.

“art-h, ltlOS.
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Mr. Thresherman
CASH WITH THE ORDER
The REASONS

sass

WARRANTY

YOU HAVE PAID MORE

Your Money Back

if the Machine
Fails to Do Good Work.

F
No. l CLIMAX Weigher
The thresher companies have
paying for any make about
less than this price. You
paid a profit to them and to

been
l0%
have
their

OF COURSE
including Cross Conveyor, Wagon Loading
Spout and Bagger.

A

They Will Kick
They Will Knock
They Will Say "lt’s N. G."

agent.

We figure it will cost us I096 to

BUT THAT DON'T

advertise, therefore we offer you

MAKE IT SO

the price they have paid us plus
I 0% to cover this method of selling.
We have them in use and will

send you a list of satisiiied users.

You save from 35 to l00%.
We make just as much per machine,

Our Guarantee is Good
as Cold.

and if you give us the support you
should, we will both be better off. Order Early.

CLIMAXMACHINER Y COMPANY, Indianapolis, Ind.
Plense mention The Review.

The Greatness of the Wheel.
One may easily trace the ﬁrst history
of the horse back to B. C. 430, when
Timon of Athens wrote of the horses
and carriages of that era, but where

is one to look for the mention of the
ﬁrst wheel‘? It was a daring mind

animals’ neck, and a trifle later to any circus parade as a humiliating
the sides of‘the shoulders by means competitor, forcing the display-loving
of a body strap, reinforced by a sec man back to the simplicity of ﬁrst.
tion passing around the breast. On principles. Another problem is: Did
these trailing poles could be lashed the maximum of four-‘wheels always
the packages it was desired to trans obtain, or did the number of wheels

Take the ever increase in corresponding ratio
which evolved even its ﬁrst principle, most magniﬁcent invention or discov to the individuals of the team‘? On
almost a parallel, along widely diver ery of modern times, and it is eclipsed this point history seems silent. On
port.

Crude, but etfective.

gent lines, of the man who ate the by the brilliancy
first oyster. The ﬁrst wheel created
a revolution which widened and
spread as a wireless message from a
Marconi spark—nothing apparently
great at its ﬁrst appearance, but
spreading more and more widely, un
i
til the ripples of its vibration sweep
the surface of the earth. It was al
most as anachronistic as the placing
of the eye in the point of the sewing
machine needle. Few other primary
changes. indeed, have meant so much
to the ultimate development. in future

and magniﬁcence
contained in the‘gerin of the ﬁrst
wheel.‘ 'Draw a mental line through
from the trailing pole to the ball-bear
ing, pneumatic-tired, modern wheel,
and just think, it over, not only as

the monuments and in the records are

chariots and Waggons of two, three
and four wheels. but none with a
greater

number.

Hence

the

time

honoured saw: “Useless as a ﬁfth
wheel to a wagon.”—N. Y. Post.

applied to vehicular locomotion, but
also to machinery, the ﬁrst wheel in
machinery coming clearly from the
vehicle. Without the wheel in ma
chinery what becomes of nine-tenths
of our greatest inventions’? Hence the
greatness of the wheel, so little grasp
ed. so little understood. With the

It was then but a

an’ I want t’ tell you, young feller,
there ain’t nothin’ to it. It’s just a
case of a few robbers down in Wall

Street tryin’ to hog all the money an’
fullin’ down in the attempt. That’s
all there's to this ‘stringency’ bunc.
Then there ’s a bunch of sorehead fel
lers that thought they’d take a rap
at my

friend, President Roosevelt.

an’ bit oﬁ? more’n they could chew.
There ’s a man for your money or any
honest man’s, that same Roosevelt.
I'm a democrat, born in Boston, but

'One of the Minneapolis wholesale

he says the people are goin’ to get a

implement houses, says Farm Imple

‘square deal,’ the people are goin‘

ments, recently received the following

to get it, see‘!

letter from a correspondent located

right. The people are prosperous and
happy. We’ve been hittin’ up a pret
ty hot pace and maybe we’ve gone a
little beyond the limit in some things,
but what ’s the odds”! \Vc’ll catch up

at Milwaukee, \Visconsin, where John
trailing poles the bundles sagged L. Sullivan, the ex-pugilist, was then
Man in the beginning fastened his loose, slipped down. The ﬁrst wheel appearing in one of the theaters:
“Although John L. Sullivan ’s best.
burden on the animals’ back. The raised them to the horizontal, a
structure of the horse and the ar ‘greater amount of freight could be friends would probably not seek his
rangement of the muscular system carried, it did not work loose, or fall advice on. an important business prop
show conclusively that it was never olT, and—the human being could ride. osition, many business men could well

coult “pack.”

I think I’ve been knock

in’ around this world long enough to
know hard times when I See ’em,

John L. Sullivan on the Financial I’m for Roosevelt. He ain’t afraid
of them Wall Street guys, and when
Situation.

years.

intended to carry weights on the back,
but was built to “draw” weights.
The fact that a twelve hundred pound
horse today is needed to‘ carry a two_
hundred pound man across country
was probably early suggested to man
by ﬁnding that the horse could pull
along nearly 100 times more than he

about it.

What a change in a single step, due to take a lesson in optimism from him

one phenomenahﬂash of prehistoric at the time. He is now appearing at
genius, lost in the maze of the cen a local theater and the following ex

This country is all

again after we’ve had a little rest.
and do better’n ever.

All I’ve got to

say about the ‘ﬁnancial situation’ is.
ferget it,’ ”

And She Reversed.

turies, for not even the century pro cerpt from an interview with him is
ducing the primal wheel can be even worth reading:
approximated.‘
“ ‘It makes me tired to liear folks

Several days ago Harry Shaull, of
Silver Spring, Pa., was moving his
threshing outﬁt With his traction en
_Two thousand years before Christ talking about the ‘ﬁnancial situa gine. In going down a large hill near
"the'i'e 'was the four wheeled wagon, tion,’ ’ he said with scorn. ‘Half the Sporting Hill the brake failed to hold
the desire to display wealth and con
sequence, the apparent natural and
inborn vanity of man, “proud man,”
bringing the team up to even ﬁfty
horses to a single chariot. Yet, there

people who stand

around

talking

properly and because of the icy con

about ‘stringency’ and ‘situation’ dition of the hill, and the engine
and such like things only do it be~ turned completely around and start
cause they like the sound of the ed up the hill and the result was
hilated, and greater bulk transported
words. Half of ’em never heard the that the rig was upset and the tank.
by the change.
This change was to two long poles, were no public parks in those days word ‘stringency’ before and they etc. badly broken before Mr. Shaull
at ﬁrst attached to the sides of the in which to parade, neither was there think it’s smart to be heard talkin’ could stop the engine.

step to realize that strength would
be conserved, distance still more anni
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The Safety Valve.
By L. .l. WATSON.

If human life and property are of be much better than was anticipated
greatest earthly consideration, the by the inventor.
safety valve of a steam boiler may
The writer might mention Steph
be justly considered one of the most erson’s link motion as a case of the
important of all boiler appliances. Its latter sort. His locomotive needed a
invention must naturally have oc reversible valve gear; for he would
curred almost simultaneously with be compelled to make his machine

that of the boiler itself.

Important back up. as well as go ahead, before

as its function was, it required no it could be a commercial success. His
great strength of imagination, or pos valve gear already had a single ec
session of ingenuity to invent a de
centric, strap, and rod for each cylin
vice to meet the requirements then

der, the eccentric being set so as to
run
the locomotive in the forward di
an outlet opening, having a smooth

existing——simply a valve ﬁtting over

and accurately ﬁtting joint for the rection. To make a reversible valve
seat, so as not to leak steam when the gear he did the most natural thing
valve was closed, and a weight of the that could be expected, and what

proper heft resting directly upon said nearly everyone else, to a single per
valve to hold the same down against son, would‘ be very apt to have done

the lifting force or pressure of the in the same circumstances, he made a

5E cuAaANTEs”

steam, at the safe working pressure; second eccentric, strap, and rod for

and also to allow the steam pressure each cylinder; two for each engine
to lift the valve with the weight from proper and joined each pair of eccen
its seat and thus permit the steam to tric rods to a slotted link, which loose

escape as soon as a pressure was I y engaged a rectangular shaped block
reached beyond the safe working attached to the valve stem. The links
were held in position, or moved bodily,
strength of the boiler.
by means of a series of reach rods
The next link in the chain of im
and a. hand lever provided with a
provement was a lever used in con
notched quadrant (or sector) and a
junction with the weight.
Its ad
latch for engaging either of the two
vantage over that of a direct weight
notches of the quadrant. If he wanted
was the lesser weight required for the
to go ahead, the hand lever was set

actual force produced in counterac
tion to the lifting force exerted
against the under side of the valve,
because of leverage possessed by the
weight and also the adjustability of
the weight on the lever, which could

Our Weigher
To
To
To
To

Weigh More Accurate
Have No Chain Troubles
Elevate More Grain with Less Power and
Cost Less for Repairs Than Any Other Grain Weigher on
the Market
25 Years Continuous Experience in Building Grain Weigh
ers Enables Us to Make This Guarantee
Testimonial Letters from All Parts of the United States and
Canada

so as to bring the forward motion
eccentric rod in communication with
the valve rod block; and if he desired

If interested, write

C. J. HARTLEY COMPANY,

Decatur, Illinois

to back up, all that was necessary
to do was to move the hand lever to
the opposite end

of

the

quadrant,

be made to meet any blowing-0E pres
which shifted the link to a position
sure desired; although the actual
bringing the valve rod block in con~
weight remained a constant, by the

nection with the backward motion
eccentric. The writer has never en
weight further in or out on the lever.
tertained the idea that Stephenson’s
It was held in its adjustable position
anticipation reached any further than
by a set screw, or by notches cut on
a simple reversing mechanism in this
top edge of the lever into which a so-called link motion, although he was

simple and easy means of placing the

sharp edge of the weight hanger link

engaged.
As soon as steam engines were de

veloped into locomotives or tractions,
the weight safety valves were not
equal to the requirements, owing to
the jarring and jolting imposed upon

ARE YOU LOOKING
For the best adjustable sieve
made?

Get the Ideal

not long in realizing, no doubt, the
great advantages of “hooking up”

It is the best made. It is the
best cleaner. It cleans all kinds

and using steam expansively, which

of grain. It cleans all kinds of
seeds. It ﬁts all kinds of ma
chines.

was possible with his liuk motion,
with no ‘alteration from the original
construction, save the cutting of extra

Just One Point More

notches of the quadrant. To the pres

them by the roughness of the roads ent date, this link motion has been the
over which the engines were run, almost universally used valve gear for

which resulted in the weights bound locomotives, and it is remarkable how
ing up and down and keeping up an well adapted it is to such service, by
almost constantly intermitting escape reason of the adjustability of the cut

While you think of it send a card with
your name and address for a catalog
and price list.

Plymouth Manufacturing Co.,

-

Plymouth, Ohio

Please mention The Review.

of steam, regardless of the pressure. off, and the fact that the lead increas

The next most natural step in the es as the center of the link is ap
attempt to meet such needs was the proached;

use of a spring in the place of the
weight. By its use the trouble from
jolting and jarring‘ was practically
eliminated; but a new and no doubt
unexpected ditﬁculty was encountered
which did not exist with the use of
the weight.
Any one who has ever attempted to

properties

it

contained

from the beginning, and which, for
tunately, was just what was needed.

Simple as it is, Stephenson ’s link mo
tion is often referred to as one of
the geartest inventions of his age.

Perhaps many have credited him with

The
World's

merit for more than he deserves, for

if he blundcred into that which was
good
and did not fore-see it, it would
play the role of inventor knows how

Standard
for 20

Best They
Asian u

be as unfair to give him credit for

‘boy can operate
aucceaafully.

same as it would to “accuse a man
can strain his imagination to foresee
of assault and battery if he should
the hidden possibilities, and may get
his mind’s eye upon a device which accidentally step on your corns.

Two hands cut

apt such occurrences are to be. One
‘

\Ve will now go back to the difﬁ
seems to be what he is seeking for;
but this may possess characteristics, culty (instead of good fortune) en

,.
'.

tageous, and the invention as a whole, fered to the lifting of the valve is of

results lm
catalog of Saw

snible with other mills.
and l’or
Ills up to 2J0 H. P., Steam Engine-I

‘ and Boilcni. Gasoline En Ines. Portable Corn and Feed
.

. developed in actual use, that may be countered by the use of a spring,
so detrimental as to render the whole instead of the weight, for holding
of little or no value. Or they may down the safety valve.
be, on the other hand, very advan
With the weight, the resistance of

.UUfmrt )0!‘ day.

" 15.000 mil sin use
1"
the world over.
’ ‘
Variable Food. Frll-tion
"a" .7
e» -‘
Set Works. Automatic Steel Tri
plot D028 and Diamond Truck rorluoo

r '
Mills. Planers. Shingle
ills. Wood Bnwa and
“'ln-ols. Prom t shipment and we "ay the frcluht.
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Water
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a constant quantity, whether the valve steam has to pass in escaping. They
be opened or closed. With the spring, are provided with hand levers, by
however, this is not the case, for as which the valves may be lifted from
soon as the valve raises the spring is their seats at any time to prevent the
proportionately further compressed, possibility of becoming stuck from
which increases its tension, or, in any cause, and by which the valve
other words, increases the resistance may be pried and left open any length
offered to the continued raising of the of time for ‘blowing down the steam

61

THERE IS NO NIGHT
to the threshermen using

The Glare
Acetylene Gas Headlight

valve. The result is that the valve when it may be desirable to do so.
will open gradually when the blowing These levers, as arranged, cannot be
off point is reached, but continue to used to hold the valves down.
The manner in which these valves
raise until a pressure of ten or ﬁfteen

It casts a light from 200 to 300 feet in
advance of the engine, making clearly
visible any bad spots in the road or
bridges.
Every engine should be
equipped with one of these headlights.
Nothing intricate in its construction,
and costs less than one cent per hour

pounds greater than it began blowing are made to open promptly and prop
off at has been reached before the erly’ and to close the same way as

opening will be s'ufﬁcient to carry soon as the pressure has been reduced
away all the steam the boiler may from 2 to 3 pounds, or in other words,
generate. As the pressure goes down how the difficulty encountered with
the closure of the valve will likewise the use of a spring for holding down
take place gradually, and the blowing the safety valve was overcome, will
becomes less and less until the pres be explained in the next issue of The
sure has again been reduced to the Review.

supposed blowing off point, when it
will cease; the last escape of steam
Does His Own Threshing.~
being a mere “smoking” as we might
Editor
Reviewz-The other day I
express it. The real blowing-0E point
would be ten or ﬁfteen pounds higher ran across an old copy of The Thresh
than the point it began at. This of ermen’s Review of March, 1903, and
liked the contents so well that I here
course was very undesirable, and set
ingenious minds going to devise some with enclose a half dollar for a year ’s
subscription, to commence with the
means of overcoming

the

to operate.

The Gullick Spark
Arrester
A Spark Arrester that does not interfere with the
draft of the engine, yet is an absolute safeguard
against ﬁres caused by escaping sparks.
No
danger, no worry, when your engine is ﬁtted with

The Gulllck

difficulty,

which has since been fully accomplish
ed, and the spring safety valve in
the improved form, called the “Pop
Safety Valve,” has almost entirely

current number.

EvEv

But in case you

' The Hanten'

have raised your price since then, no
tify me at once and I’ll make up the
deﬁciency without delay.

Flue and Pipe
Cutter

I‘ have operated a Belleville horse
superseded the weight

loaded

valve

power outﬁt from 1880 to 1889, when
for steam boilers. Weight and lever
steam rigs started in to monopolize
safety valves, however, are still used
the business; besides I was glad to
in stationary work where the releas
quit the business anyway, having
ing point of pressure may need be
eaten more than the proverbial “peek
changed quite frequently.
of dust.” Since then my boys have
Among the ﬁrst spring safety valves
grown up, and as threshing putﬁts
used, were some equipped with the
become more scarce and unreliable I
usual lever, the spring being connect
determined last year to get me a small
ed to the outer end of same. The end
outﬁt to do my own threshing with,
of the spring opposite the one join and a few of my neighbors also, if I
ing the valve lever was fastened to found it proﬁtable. The rig consisted
a hand lever, the latter being pro of a 28x50 separator, with self
vided with a latch and quadrant, thus feeder, high loader and straw car
enabling the engineer to change the rier, and a Master Workman 15
blowing off point,

by changing

Do not delay, but write for descriptive matter and prices on these and
other specialties which I have and which the Threshermen need.

E. M. POPE. Manufacturer,

WATERTOWI, Slllllll BAKUTA

Please mention The Review.

Make Up ‘Your List

the horse

tension on the spring, whenever, in
his judgment, the circumstances might
justify such an act. Such practice,
to say the least, was bad, if not ab

surd; and a construction providing
such convenient and inviting means

of doing it was a device for courting
danger.

Do your own Re-Fluing. Save time and money on this work by using the
Hanten Flue Cutter. Accurate, adjustable, easily operated, and guaranteed.
Cuts 2, 2 )4 and 3 in. ﬂues, which includes all sizes used on threshing engine boilers.

If the boiler was safe at

the highest pressure thus imposed,
what would be the need of lessening
the pressure releasing point‘! If it
was not, what circumstances could
ever justify the danger incurred to

human life and property by taking
such risk? It is almost needless to
say that such construction has long
been abandoned.
Modern “pop” safety valves are
provided with direct acting springs.
The set screws for adjusting the ten
sion of the springs, or in other words,
for changing the blowing off point of

gasoline
portable
engine.
But, alas, the season turned out
unusually wet and damp, the wheat
on account of the very late freezing
in spring, turned out only from six to
twelve bushels per acre, so that by the
time I had my own crop of 2,500
bushels done I was glad to cry quits,
because on. account of insuﬁicient
power I was compelled to run the
separator only to one-half capacity;
but I.‘ have the cleanest threshing done
in years and that is some satisfaction.
This season I am prepared to run
with a 15 horse power traction en
gine and hope to be able to make sat
isfactory runs even under unfavora
ble conditions. But please excuse me,

now. Have them on hand ready to put on when
you have the timc—don’t wait till the season
opens.

‘SUPPLIES

' SUPPLIES

for I did not intend to trouble you
with these details, but it seems to run

in the blood and is bound to crop out.
With best wishes to the family, I
remain.
Joseph Satran.
pressure, are usually enclosed and
Wilson, Kansas, R. R. 1.
*
*
*
sealed, so as to prevent ignorant or
malicious persons from tampering
When Mark Twain was editing the
with them. Some are sealed with a Virginia (ﬁty Enterprise a supersti
padlock, thus still further guarding tious subscriber once wrote and said
against any changing of the adjust he had found a spider in his paper.
ment by the engineer, or anyone not Was this good or bad luck? Twain
in possession of the key.
replied to him as follows:
The valves proper are provided with
“Old Subscriber—The ﬁnding of
guides which extend into the throat a spider in your copy of The Enter
of the base, and ﬁt the bore of same prise was neither good luck nor had.
closely, but not so close as to stick or The spider was merely looking over
our pages to ﬁnd out what merchant
was not advertising, so that it could

bind. Said guides are made in the
form of legs or an open-work cross
which of course does not occupy but
a small part of the throat that con
tains them and through which the

of repairs needed on your outfit and send it in

spin its web across his door in antic
ipation of leading a free and undis
turbed existence forever after.”

Supplies of all kinds is our line, and we are
prepared to furnish the Best at-prices that are
Right.
We will mail you a catalog of supplies that you
may choose from, and get our prices, if you send

us your address.

Excelsior Thresher Tooth Company
DEXTER, IOWA
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Recent Machinery Patents,

ing a member operating on the straw

No. 872,285 is the adaptation of Eli- by intermittent impacts, to lessen the

It will pay you to take off the

jah A. Hollenbeck of Funk, Neb., of a number of complicated parts required
corn harvesting and husking machine and to do away with heavy ﬂy wheels
to a traction engine, from which the common to this class of machine and

Troublesome

power is obtained for propelling the Particularly associated with the Opel"
machine as _well as for operating the ation of 3- Plunge!‘

working parts thereof.

No. 876,115, the primary object of

No. 874,868, by Joseph H. Hines of which, in a wind stacker, is to pro

Philadelphia, Pa., and has for its ob- vide means for expeditiously and eco
ject to provide a device whereby nomically eﬁecting the discharge of
sparks

will

be

prevented

from straw, chaff, etc., and prevent the lag

issuing from the smoke stack of
the locomotive without interfering
with the draft from the ﬁrebox. It
comprises a revolving screen placed at

lnj ector
lnstaalnld This

ging thereof within the discharge
chamber, is the invention of Edward
J. Vraalstad, assigner of one half to
Buffalo Pitts Company, of Buffalo, N.

lower end of the smoke stack, and Y
atherotary
cleiainer adapted to engage
No. 876,417, is a spark arrester de

One In Its Place

tlierewith and thereby simultaneously vised by Gus A_ Volby of wentwarth,
rotate the arrester and remove parti- S_ D" claimed to be simple, durable

cles that may have been caught and and inexpensive in construction, will
“"mld oﬁherwise oblf’truct _the draft'
not interfere with the draft through
NO‘ 8‘4’813’ the lm'ent‘on of Robt- the stack and will automatically as
S. White, Jr., of Osceola, and Chas. sume such a position as to cause the

A' Fry of Grand’ Okla" relates_ to wind to blow the sparks and cinders
feeders and band cutters.

The obJect thereinto_

'

is to provide simple and improved
In NO 876 681 Charles Batke of
means for driving the band cutting Watertov'm S’ D’ and Geo F Batke
mechanism and for regulating the of Ohat0n”Al'ber't’a Canada’ h'ave de_
7
!
fishglg‘srgebgiﬁhiesg‘l‘igxﬁ tie 81:32 vised an improvement
in grain
separa
p

ed entire] ' in
3

case

of

The
I
Metropolitan
Injector, Model X

was designed to take the place of the
Troublesome Injector and eliminate its dis
advantages---it accomplishes it and you don’t
have to change your piping to install it-Write for Thresherman’s Injector Booklet.

necessit' tors calculated to prevent the choking
y’ of threshing machines and to insure

“'l ien t h e throat of the machine
be ~ a thorough separatlon
of the gram,
'
.
.
comes choked’
and aims to devise novel means for

No'
ha l‘mg
of
St.
vision

874’814 is an Improvement m
presses by Henry L . Whltman
'
Louis Mo. Itorrelates
to a for
diblock’holder
dropper

MODEL X

utilizing air to attain the desired re
sults, said
for chang
. means providing
. .
.
.
.
mg
time angle or dlrectlon
of ihe blast

of air employed for loosening and
presses
excel.
.
. m
. the operatlon
.
s'ior andfor‘
thebaling
like, hay
and cotton
the oliject
is gtglizzmtﬁicgilzegmm

The Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co.

to produce an article of this kind

85-87-89 Liberty Street

22-24-26 So. Canal Street

New York City

Chicago, Ill.

_

_

_

which will be simple and etfective in
NO- 876,892 15 an lfnproveme'it 1“
its operation and which will be inex- corn huskmg , machme _especlany

Please mention The Review.

pensive to manufacture and not lia- adapted for use “1 the machme Show“
and described in this inventor’s pat

ble to get out of order.

_

In No. 874,962 Samuel Hughes of em No‘ 864,204’ by John Hettnch’
Lindsay, Ont., is a dust protecting de Grand Island, Neb.
vice for traction engines. The invenNo. 877,090 is an appliance for saw

MICHIGAN LuBmcAToRs'

tion consists essentially in the novel mill set works devised by Wm. F.

construction

and

arrangement

of Koch of Newbern, N. C. It relates to

.

>2

‘W

'

Are the best lubricatorslfor if:
ITraction Enginesl "6

~~i~~

parts whereby a fan impels a current Saw-mill Set Works and more partic
of air at a sufficient velocity to blan
ket certain moving parts of the maohinery of the vehicle; the objects
being to prevent the inroads of the
dust on the important moving parts
of the machinery and the consequent
eating away of said parts, while in‘

ularly to an appliance for securely
holding the set shaft from movement
unless released by the operator.
No. 877,152 provides a traction
wheel having adjustable mud hooks
and improved operating mechanism
for the mud hooks carried entirely by

Get Our-“PEPPER POD”
For Single Connection

7 And Our “HOT STUFF”
.

For Double Connection

Both guaranteed to keep the.
oil at scalding temperature in

operation, and to furnish a dust pro- the traction wheel and having no con

tector in which the‘ operation will nection whatever with the body of
be coincident with the movement the traction engine or other vehicle.
of the traction engine.
Matthew Wilson of Garrison, 1a., is
No. 874,975 is another band cutter the inventor of this.

the most severe, cold weather

No. 877,173, by Chas. L. Cookson,

We want you to have a copy of
'
our catalogue. Free!

Anton Mahlen, of Superior, Wis. I't assignor to Panama Hay Press CO., of
is calculated to give practically con Kansas City, Mo., relates to baling

LUBRICATOR CO., DETROIT, MICH.

and feeder improvement devised by

Please mention The Review.

tinuous action of the knives and presses and more especially to that
blades, and has tedder acting hooks type in which the plunger makes three
to aid in the efficiency of the device. strokes to one revolution of the-sweep.
No. 875,971 has for its object to A further object is to produce a ma

provide a-simple and eﬁcient device
for straightening the teeth of thresh
ing cylinders and concaves while they
are applied in working condition. It

_|

Molvnncu M||.|.s

chine of this character equipped with
an efficient and reliable feeder for
forcing the hay down into the baling
chamber in advance of the plunger

ARE THE RESULT of the greatest practical and
scientiﬁc mechanical minds in
teed mill construction.

is the invention of Carl G. Wernicke and before each stroke thereof.

No. 877,208. Thomas Manley of
of Minneapolis, Minn.
No. 876,037 is the invention of Har- Prince Albert, Sask., Canada, has in

Monarch Mills

vey N. Bingham of McTaggart, Sask., vented a single tooth dog for grip
Canada, and it consists essentially in ping logs on a saw mill carriage; the

have more im rovements and
are more care ull constructed
of better materials than any

the novel arrangement and construc- object being to provide dogs which
tion of parts, whereby a reciprocating are easily removable from the sup

other line.

OUR FREE

lnember exerts a prolonged pressure porting frame within the knee in
on the straw in the baling press at event of the breakage of a dog, sec

each operation. The objects of the ondly, to provide a simple, easily con
invention are to facilitate the making structed dog which can be made with
of the bales by steady compression of little trouble in the ordinary black
the straw thereby increasing the ef smith ’s shop, and lastly, to provide a

Complete and Illustrated

any manithat NO OTHER MILL EQUALS
THE
Catalogue
will MONARCH.
convince '
OPRDU‘I',

WALDRDN & 00., In 27:, “alloy, Pl.

ﬁciency of the machine by'redncing framework and operating mechanism
Please men ion The

the racking incident to machines hav

for two sets of dogs, whereby when

view.
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operated, one set is thrown outward-l
ly and downwardly, and the other
outwardly and upwardly.
No. 877,228 is a baling press invent
ed by Josiah S. Tuttle, who is assign
or to the Ohio Cultivator Company of
Bcllevue, Ohio. This is a general pat
ent, and a full understanding of it can
be had upon reference to the speciﬁ
cations.

and a practical book like Farm Ma
chinery and Farm Motors will ﬁll a
much felt need. The book has been

written from lectures

used

by

Spark Arresier
U.

S.

Not the Cheapest but the Best

the
Positively the only Spark Arrester that can be used with any

authors before their classes for sev

kind of fuel and not interfere with the draft.

eral years and which were prepared
from practical experience and a thor
ough review of the literature pertain

It is cheaper to prevent a ﬁre than to pay for the damage.
The United States Spark Arrester can be attached to any make
of smoke stack. 1'!‘ SAVES insurance.
CONSTRUCTED
ESPECIALLY for Plow Engines and Threshing.
Get ready
for Spring breaking.
AGENTS WANTED-Unusual large
commission. WRITE.
K. M. COLQUHOUN,
Box 889,
Milne-polls, Mlnn.

ing to the subject.

Although written

primarily as a text book, it is equally
useful for the practical farmer.

No. 877,314. It is highly desirable
Part I. Farm Machinery contains,
in the use of steam boilers to know besides chapters on mechanical prin
whether or not a certain predeter
ciples, transmission of power, mater
mined pressure that can be carried ials and the strength of materials, a

PERFECT LUBRICATION

with safety has been exceeded. But in discussion of all the more important
the ordinary form of gauge common machines used in modern farming op

Means

INCREASED POWER

ly used this is impossible, no means erations.
being employed therein to register the

Part II.

Farm Motors—This part

You can have both by using a HANSON positive feed
lubricator. Fill it with oil and the alarm will notify
you when in need of attention.

maximum pressure indicated, and thus of the book has combined under one
it frequently occurs that in explosions
due to excessive pressure the true
causes never become known. The
present invention, by Philip Fee, of

Providence, R.

1., provides

head

what

previous

authors

have

made into several.
Only enough
theory is given to make the principles
of the various machines clear. The
means practical part of the work is made

whereby any pressure in excess of the stronger; technical

termsv

have

that which can be safely carried will been avoided. The authors have made
be registered, as well as providing the matter, by means of cuts and
means to guide the attendants in reg simple language so clear that it can
ulating the pressure, thus enabling be understood by all. Owing to the
the latter to be conﬁned within limits extent of the ground covered in so
of safety, and preventing the pres limited 8. space, every part is short
sure passing beyond the point pre and to the point. Like Part I, Part
viously determined as the safety II is prepared primarily for a text

JOS. HANSON,

You don’t lmow what

you're missing if you
haven't.
Just read
what one of our custo
mers has to say about it:
Dodge. Neb.. Sept. 2,-07.

Chaﬂin Mfg. 00.
Dear Sirs:--I will have to
write you a few lines about
the belt holder 1 got of you.
I say it can’t be beat. I
would not run an engine
without one any more. i
always had all kinds oi’

to provide a plug replacing device 520 pages cloth, net, $2. Orange Judd
whereby the ﬁreman can quickly and Company, 439-441 Lafayette street, N.
easily insert a new plug when the Y.

trouble putting on the belt;
now it goes like rolling off a
log.
Yours truly.
Wm. Landerﬁeld.

water becomes so low as to cause the

tinguished with the accompanying de

We guarantee that you
can belt your engine

Good Roads in' Texas.
Don’t ﬁnd fault with this discus
sion as to good roads. It is true that
they were never constructed entirely
out of hot air or printers’ ink and yet
at the same time it is also true that
good roads were never built without

lay in bringing up the boiler to nor
mal steaming condition. It will be
readily understood upon reference to
the drawings.
No. 877,352 is an improvement upon
ﬁrst having been constructed in the
the cylinder wrench already devised
minds of the ones wanting them. Ag
by Henry Lund, of Grafton, N. D. per
itation must precede the actual work
letters patent No. 644,676.
in any great movement, and the build
No. 877,320, by David R. Gardiner,
ing of roads is no exception what
assignor to Neepawa Mfg. Company,
ever.—Terrell Transcript.
Neepawa, Canada, relates to pneu
matic chaff blowers, used as an aux
iliary to pneumatic straw blowers, for
The‘Wills Point Chronicle makes
conveying off the chaff from grain this suggestion for candidates: “The
separators or threshing-machines; and candidate who makes his campaign
the object is to provide an efficient on a split-log drag may count on suc
apparatus of this character adapted cess.” And at the same time he will
to take in the chaff from the separa be doing his county a great service.
tor and blow off the same without any There is nothing like the drag but
more of them, and we are glad to
objectionable back current.
No. 877,465 is another improvement know that they are coming more and
upon Henry Lund’s patent already more into popular favor in Ellis
mentioned. He is assignor to the County. Keep your eye open for the
Fasston Manufacturing Company, St. candidate who rides one.-—Waxaha
chie Light.
Paul, Minn.
No. 877,819 relates to improvements
in the baling press already invented
A split-log drag.r could do the work
by Lewis P. Agnew of Wapanucka, to a nicety now.—Corsicana Sun.
Okla.

alone, no matter how
tough the ground, wet

I

_

p

_

or frosty the belt, with

the Challln Bell Holder. ' Get_our_30:dsys' freertrial offer to responsible thresh
efmell-

Relllhle Agents Walled.

Challln Manufacturing Co., Rlpon, Wls., U. S. A.

The Bench & Dromgold Co.'s Saw Mill

Engines

Back motion of Carriage three
tunes as fast as any other in the market. Friction Clutch F.0d. causing all the feed gearing
A wonderful improvement in Friction Feeds and Gig-Back,

to stand still while backing;
t saving in power and wear. Write for circulars and prices;
furnished free upon application. Also Spring Tooth Barrows, Hay Rakes, Cultivators. Corn

Pllntbl'l- Shem". Ofﬁ-

Meullo“ ‘his Paper. ‘I'll! llﬂlﬂi I IIIIIIGDUI 60.. llnllflclllrln, "M4".

The STUTZ
Steel

hresher

The Baird Star says: “Good roads
Farm Machinery and Farm Motors,
by J. B. Davidson, professor of agri in Callahan County would be worth
cultural engineering, Iowa state col

Inwood, Iowa.

SAY, m. TlillESllElllllll, minnow

book, but it is fully as useful to all
point.
No. 877,329, of which we show two who use farm motors.
drawings, has for its principal object
Profusely illustrated, 51/1zx8 inches,

initial plug to be fused, and this with
out danger of the ﬁre becoming ex

I Guarantee This.

more to the people than anything

lege, and L. W. Chase, associate pro else except good schools. The two
fessor of farm mechanics, University kinder go together. We need both.”
The Star has been working for Cal
of Nebraska.
Farm machinery and farm motors lahan County a quarter of a century

is the ﬁrst American book published and many good things have come
on the subject of farm machinery since since it began its ﬁrst campaign.
that written by J. J. Thomas in 1867. Callahan County has built some good
This was before the development of roads in the “shinnery sand” belt,
many of the more important farm ma but it needs more. The schools are
chines and the general application of even more important and. Callahan
power to the work of the farm. Mod County has a class of citizens who
ern farm machinery is indispensable will be satisfied with nothing but the
in present day farming operations, best.—~Ft. Worth_Telegram.

Pat. Jan. 28. '02.

This tank is supported on the wagon bolsters by an angle-iron truss that
positively relieves the tank of all strain.
Fuel box in front with shovel board.
In every way this is the strongest, completest and most satisfactory engine
tender on she market.
Correspondence with manufacturers and dealers in thresher supplies
solicited.
Inquiries from threshermen promptly answered.
Get Our Catalozue.

STAR TANK Co.,

Goshen, Indiana

Western Distributing Point. St. Joseph. Missouri.
Please mention The Review.
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I The Kramer Rotary "arrow
Can be Attached

to Any Sulky or
Gang Plow.

A device for attaching to any plow, which does the work of an extra
man and team, saving both time and labor.

The Right Time to Harrow
To get the best results, is while the ground is still moist ‘

from plowing.

By the old method this is impossible,

but with the

Kramer Rotary Harrow Attachment
as illustrated herewith, you do both plowing and harrow- 1

ing at the same time, with the same power and with the
Does this interest you, Mr. Plowman? ‘
same CXPCI'ISC.
Every trip around the ﬁeld saved, means time and l
MONEY SAVED, SEED IN EARLIER AND BET- ‘
TER CROPS.
Send for Circular to

The E. M. Kramer company ,
GENERAL AGENTS:
'5'

I

Parlln & Orendorﬁ Implement Co.. Dallas. Texas.
Linings:
0o.Raplds.lowa.
. Omaha, Nebraska.
HamiltonImplement
Bros. , Cedar
Harber Bros. Co.. Bloomington. I11.

Paxton, "L, U. S. A.

'

Please mention The Review.

would send you a letter on plowing crank shaft needs to be much strong
in my letter in December will do so. er; for one has no idea how much

I also wish to thank you very much power it takes to pull 10 plows, bot
for the gloves you sent me as a prem tom pattern. I have seen several plow
ium. I don't see how you can send ing engines discarded for breaking
them for the price. They cost $1.25 ‘ down, most of the time. My advice
to new engine buyers is to buy en
here. I thank you again for them.
Plowing here in the big pasture is ‘gines of very heavy design and with

Editor Reviewz-In the spring of
1905 I purchased from a company in
Oklahoma a Rumely threshing outﬁt,
consisting of a 20 h. p. engine, separa
tor and two six gang Lacrosse Disc
plows. I had from 6 to 7 hundred
acres that I had the tenants put in

I have been over this country and
have seen all kinds of outﬁts but to
engine is the best plow engine on the

steam lift outﬁt for ten hours is as boilers, for in this way you have dry

market.
‘
While I have the Lacrosse plows I

follows: Engineer, $4; ﬁreman, $3;
blacksmith, $4; water man, $3.50;

will not be long without the Emerson

wheat, I talked with them on the ad

as they have remedied all the weak

coal, at $8 per ton, $16; oil, $1; re
pairs $2, and board $3. For depre
ciation and interest allowed rig,,

me I think that the Rumely double

quite a feat, for the land is very hard steel gear, that will carry 170 pounds
working steam pressure; for it is
to plow; hard pan soil.
much more economy than low pressure

The cost to run 30 horse power

steam to work with.

Thomas Decker.
R. 1, Faxon, Oklahoma.
***

visability of steam plowing and they nesses that the other plows have and
thought so well of it that I made ar I think are the best steam gang plows counting to wear out the outfit inv Editor Review: Our Hart-Parr
l 1095 days of work, $500 allowed; to
rangements to plow their ground and on the market today.
traction gasoline engine has given
take one-half rent instead of two
good satisfaction and, barring un
‘
l
ﬁfths.
avoidable accidents and our inexper
We plowed 600 acres that fall at a

ience, we have had good success. We

cost of $1.15 an acre. When I came
home that fall I saw several changes
that I could make and get better
results so I took advantage of the

have plowed over 1100 acres; 450
acres of it stilt buﬁ'alo sod, on a fuel
expense of less than 30 cents per acre.
We have used kerosene exclusively,
with the exception of the small quan
tity of gasoline as was required to

experience that I had and the fall

of 1906 we plowed with the same
engine and plows and a new foreman
and plowed the same amount of
ground at a cost of 55 cents an acre.
Then I saw that with the proper
—power plow and men that steam
plowing was the cheapest and best.

start the engine from rest.

We have drawn

In the summer of 1907 I purchas
ed a Rumely 25 horse double engine,
also one more six gang disc and that
fall under more dit’ﬁcult conditions

LaCrosse disc

‘ The plows set to cut 11% feet at a
depth of ﬁve inches and plowing from
23 to 25 acres per day in old land or
stubble. As we were inexperienced

perimenting by being away while
most of the plowing is being done but
I have an_ excellent foreman that
takes as much interest in my work

lN NORTH DAKOTA.
Courtesy W. A. Rice, Mlrslonmoor.

I think that if you would have my tal, $41.50 for expenses of day's run.
very successful, the cost for operat foreman write you in regard to steam This rig breaks an average of 25 acres
ing this last summer: Engineer, plowing he would give you a more per day, at $2.25 per acre, and taking ‘
$3.50’; guider, $1.50; water hauler, interesting letter than I have and $41.50 for expenses, leaves $14.75 as‘
$2.50; average coal, one ton, $4.00; also a more satisfactory one, but I proﬁt for the day. There are at times ‘
as I do, so between us we have been

making a total of $11.50 a day, and have done the best for you that I
know how so I trust that it will meet
they averaged 36 acres a day.

I do not think that it will be long with your approval.

(Mr. Clark's

before every man that owns 160 acres rig is shown in our February front
of land will use some kind of power cover.)

cost

12

1 plows and a 16 foot harrow with ease.

we plowed 550 acres at a cost of 45
cents an acre.
I have been handicapped in my ex

to plow his ground as the

To say

we are enthusiastic relative to this
engine is putting it mildly. My broth
er and I have operated this rig all
season, thus saving all labor expense.

Fred C. Clarke.

of

maintaining teams enough to plow

Winﬁeld, Kan.

will exceed that of steam and the
steam outﬁt only eats while it works.

* * *
Editor Review:—As I promised I

in sod plowing with disc plows, we
made a mistake by plowing too deep
and not dragging same as we plowed;
consequently land was left very rough
and required replowing. Right here I
wish to say that we were running en
gine under as adverse conditions as

possible at ordinary farm work. It re
quired as much power or more in this
replowing as in breaking new prairie,

to say nothing of the jump, jar and

bad breakdowns in this business thati quiver. That these engines are prop
a man must ﬁgure to lay up cash for. erly designed and substantially con
These ﬁgures for plowing expenses structed is evidenced by their eflicien

are based on actual work and on busi
ness principles.
I wish to name a few defects in
plowing engines. In the ﬁrst place

cy in the ﬁeld. To all parties intend—
ing to purchase an engine for plowing
I wish to say, investigate the gaso

line engine.
W. M. Prather.

the axles are not strong enough and

the gear is not

wide

enough.

The

Oakley, Kans.
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the heat generated by the wood, a
portion is transmitted into steam in
Cordwood can be burned on an or the boiler, and another portion es
dinary coal grate, but it is better to

Best Method of Wood Firing.

D0

a Farm Engine?

capes at the stack. The amount of
lower the grate bars a few inches in
loss to the stack depends upon the
order to get room for the wood.
temperature of the gases as they

n
Then You

Want

W'ood ﬁring is very hard work, and leave the boiler and the amount of
the wood cannot be supplied to the these gases. The greater the amount
furnace continuously. This necessi
of gas the greater the loss to the
tates providing what —might be con stack, and since the gas is made up
sidered storage space for the fuel.
of the fuel itself, plus the air sup—
\Vith the exception of lowering the plied, any excess of air sup
grates, it is not necessary to make
plied over that which is just neces
any change in the boiler setting. The
sary for combustion, results in a se
decreased height of the ash pit has no
rious loss.
bad effect, since clean wood contains
The ash pit door should be kept
only about one-half of one per cent.
of ash.

Y0u

A Reliable Injector
THE

i

°‘°““ ‘“ ““ “'“S’ “d “m “i” l AUTOMATIC INJ ECT R

Furnaces can be run for a

supply should be especially decreased

week at a time without cleaning out
the pits.
‘Vet wood always gives
poorer results.
The crooked scrub
oak referred to we judge to be small
er in diameter and composed of whole
sections of trees or limbs of trees.
If this is the case. then the percent

'

just before ﬁring when the wood on

is Reliable and Res‘ar‘ing

I

the grate has been pretty well burned I

do‘m- Tlle best-Tesla? ﬁred olétaineg

All parts are accessable and easy to repair.

by mmmg a levy hght

any trouble and are not using a "PENBERTHY” try one.

1'8‘ t an

If you are having

closing the ash pit doors as closely as
We guarantee entire satisfaction no matter from whom you
the quality of the wood may permit.
purchase.
age of bark is high. Bark is low in With very poor fuel it is sometimes
difficult
to
get
combustion
with
as
it Never Kicks-—Never Breaks-—Never Fails.
heating value and high in ash. The
crookedness of the sticks would pre low a draft as is desirable. The best
vent close piling and -would make a way to burn low grade fuel is to put
How Do You Fill Your Tank?
strong steady ﬁre impossible with any it through a “hog” and use a me I
reasonable amount of exertion from chanical system for ﬁring the chips I
in a separate combustion chamber.
The Pellbeﬂhy
Catalog No. 23 shows
the ﬁreman. Oak makes a hot lasting
!
" XL-96”
Elector
our full line of Injectors.
—Power.
lifts
water
25
feet.
This
Electors.
Water Gages,
fire and should give good results when
covers most any con
Gage Cocks,
Otters.
dition. Every Traction
used together with ordinary good fuel
Grease Cups. Etc.. Etc.
Engine Boiler should

wood, especially if the ﬁre is kept

Yours for the asking.

have one.

All Nations Say “Whoa.”

well poked down and compact.

Wood requires less draft than cog],

“When I started on my trip around

If you are in trouble or need information write us.

the world, I intender ,” said a. horse
and more wood may be burned per
square foot of grate surface than the

hTalitﬁaf'ili ilirfvvliillllli‘efvﬁifl P E N B E R T H Y IN J E C T 0 R C 0 .

equivalent
coal.
This
is true a lime bookrl and inhit I intended (tin
whether We inconsider
an
equivalent
akewith“
lon jg ist oft e v an'ous wor 3"
weight
of coal or an equivalent
heat- En
ing value 1n coal. Commonly, how~
'
'
ever, the grate area is not reduced.
“Do you know what I‘ discovered?
i
I I discovered that ‘whoa.’ is the same
since it is desired, from an operat
ing standpoint. to get all the room

in all the languages.

(Largest Manufacturers of Injectors in the World)
Detroit, Mich., U, S. A.
BRANCHES-—NewYork~London.3112.. w.n. W1LCOX& C0.Ltd.. 23 Southwark se. s. E.

CANADIAN FACTORY-Windsor. 01"

The Russian

_.

to stops his horse with ‘whoa,’ the Per

possible for the fuel in order
sian stops his horse with ‘whoa,’
avoid the necessity of ﬁring almost
continuously.

0mm"

Highest Award, St. LOIIlS, 1904

1

[illlll and Silver Medals, Portland, i905

ASHLAND PUMP and HAY TOOL WORKS

and the Dutchman his with ‘whoa.’
If the ﬁre box were made specially
"And ‘whoa,’ I discovered, has
while
as to atget
contracting
maximum
grate
for area,
fuel
stop used
horsesfro")
Wit-l1.‘
the The
dawn‘Greeksnind
of time to
wide
thea level
of the
thespace
ﬁre
doors,
so been

mollyourﬂu
BEST PUMPONlame/WW5!”
EARTH

e‘liialmiiii viiigolzxioriiii

1a":
I.

there would be some advantage with Romans_usfd 1? m a sh'glhtly dliier'
a smaller grate area, for burning '1 ‘ent f(,mn— ,ohe',

.. '

The 0 d Eng 1511

stated amount of fuel, since the ex- whoa mils h?‘
cess air supply could be more easily

kept down.

“A Phllologlst told me the other

words we order our animals
s pecial boil er setti ng.
The
ta pe red —the
‘
about with-—are as old or older than
sides of the tire box could not be de

pended upon to compact the ‘fuel to ‘whom’ Take’ for instance’ ‘c°'b°sS”
_

,

gtrate area from the standard OI'dl- boss

Cylinder.

'‘

Wm“ M dump‘
.

'

.,

‘1" c'rcul'm-

The

Reversible
Y

Rich! time to write
Is

Right

"'mdh‘

sum

now.

and ‘b'iml‘iliiud'igifisfgiidmﬁuiniiinfﬁllsi'iﬁiillyiime “19nd
n eraTaplka

-

A reduction in the soothmg call to the cow.

‘

4 .

1

'

35., .,

' '7

This would involve a day that many of our ‘animal Words’

any great extent

.. ;
_

Tank Pulnp.
gj'nl’rg'gjhgfned

Pgmpmd 5pm;
.
llzumpl
, 8" 'and Polsssunilgi've
.

‘Co

comes from the Sanscnt root

nary width of ﬁre box at the ﬁre door ‘gu,’ meaning‘ to low. Another cow
level would be bad, as it would de word, ‘sob, sob,’ which might be
from the Sanscrit
‘Please keep
‘sough,’
still,’meaning
comes
crease the fuel space. Wood requires translated

Black Clﬂ'mpmyStay-(d: 83m- ifudgemngﬂ'

F.

‘may.’ no

mm, &menuonmzm Review

“my

’

'

much less air for combustion .than

to stay motionless. And you ‘know
coal.
our chicken
word-‘chick, chick,
Chemically, wood is a fuel rich in
chick,’—-the word spoken in a high

‘

oxygen, so rich that the hydrogen
key,

wherewith

we

summon

our

present is often entirely in combina~
chickens to their meals‘! Well, that
tion with oxygen as water.
Even
comes directly down to us from the
when this is not the case, the a'vail
Sanscrit ‘kuk,’ a domestic fowl.”
able hydrogen is very small in
amount.

Starrett Speed Indicator No. I04
Price, postpaid, $l. 00

When the oxygen is in ex

cess of the amount necessary for com
A New Western Coal Supply.
bination with hydrogen it serves it
A new coal ﬁeld is being opened up
selve as a. supporter of combustion,
thus decreasing the amount of air to near the coast of California, between
be supplied.
The heating value of San Francisco and Los Angeles, which
the wood is therefore practically that is expected to have an important ef
of the carbon alone, and the neces— fect on the fuel supply conditions in
sary air is sometimes only half that state. Unlike most beds in the
of that necessary to be supplied state, which are lignitic in character,
for an equivalent weight of coal. this one is an 18 foot seam of semi
Since the heating value of the wood bituminous coal. It is expected that
is itself about half that of coal, the several hundred tons of coal per day
temperature of the furnace with wood will $0011 be Produced by these mines,
and a properly controlled air supply and about 11/2 miles of gangways have
is about the same as with coal. Oflbeen opened up.

The Indicator may be run
at highest speed required,
without heating.
The
working parts are encased.

Dial has two rows of ﬁg
ures, reading either right
or left as shaft may run.

_
Steel pointed spindle with
rubber tips or both pointed and centered shafts. The 0 mark
may be instantly set at the starting point.
Send for free Catalogue No. 18 AB of Fine Tools

THE L. s. STARRETT C0.,

Athol, Mass., U. s. A.
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The Lowell Steam Lilt
Two-Man Traction Engine Plow

It requires only two mew-Engineer and Fireman--to operate a LO WELLES TEAM LIFT PLOW attached to a traction
engine. By means of a throttle on the engine the plows can be raised and lowered at will by the Fireman. Plow is
attached to engine by King Bolt Hitch, doing away with all troublesome couplings’ when attaching plow,‘I to engine.
These and many other features make the LOWELL STEAM LIFT PLOW a Leader in all sections of the country.
Made in sizes 5, 6, 8, ‘I0 and 12 furrows, 14 inch Stubble or BreakedBottoms.
can be attached to any Traction Engine.
.
Write for Catalog.

LOWELL STEAM PLUW cosh” Moincs, lowa
Please mention The Review.

streamlet of cool air passes through as the operator has a central hole for
The sun dried that wet land up, and
Hollow Staybolts.
it being of a clayey nature we could
Having been troubled with broken each bolt to the furnace, thus holding his drill to follow.
the metal at a lower temperature, fur
not drag it mellow to save our lives.
staybolts on several mountain engines,
It was hard and lumpy all summer,
nishing both strength and endurance
Early Plowing.
due to variation of pressure followed
Plowing is_about the ﬁrst real ac and in fact, it remained so for sev
by extremes of temperature several that cannot be obtained with the use
of
the
highest
possible
grade
of
iron
tive work on the farm for the new eral years. We had poor oats where
times a day, a writer to the Iron Age
the land was so wet and the seeding
had some hollow staybolts placed on in the solid staybolt. The greater season, says farm life. No matter how
endurance of the inner ends of the much we may have planned to do of did not come as it should have done.
surfaces giving the most trouble from
To tell the truth, we lost more than
broken bolts. As the solid staybolts hollow bolts, as compared with solid the work last fall, there will always
ones,
is
very
noticeable.
This
is
due
more or less of it go over until the we gained by being in such a ‘hurry.
and those having drilled telltales were
to the inrushing air through the hol following spring. We get so busy
But it makes a man uneasy to see
removed, they were replaced by hol
with other things; or the weather other folks working their land while
low ones. After about a year of this low bolts cooling the ends of the bolts
and reducing the waste of the iron shuts up on us before we have done we are waiting? That is so. Nobody
practice it was noticed that the stay
all we intended to do.
knows that better that I.
We do
bolt work at the short run terminals due to the high heat of the fire.
It
is
said
that
a
few
have
closed
There
is
always
a
temptation
to
chafe
at
delays.
It
is
hard
work
to
was very materially reduced. Prior
to this, the life of the solid staybolt the center holes at the inner ends of hurry plowing as the time approaches sit by when the season comes for ac
with telltale drilling was between ﬁve the hollow staybolts with a couple of for getting the new crops into the tive work; and yet, had we not bet
blows of the hammer, claiming the ground. We want to be on time, the ter wait patiently and get a good
and nine months, depending on loca
entrance of too much cold air. This same as our neighbors; and that is in crop and have our land left in a
tion in staying, while after this time,
practice, the writer is certain, should and of itself all right. We cannot be good condition after the crop is oﬁ,
little over a year, there was no record
rather than get the crop mudded in
of a single hollow bolt being broken, be discouraged. In order to obtain too prompt about doing such work.
full beneﬁts from the hollow bolts, the
There
is
a
little
danger
right
here,
and
have to pay the penalty in small
although located mostly in what was
air should be permitted to pass after all, as I have found out to my yield and hard, baked earth? Seems
considered the breaking zone. Longer

periods of experience with the hollow through the 1/3-in. hole to the ﬁre. sorrow and loss. I remember two to me so. And of late years I have
This will hold the staybolt to lower or three seasons when I was anxious done my best to possess my soul in
bolt developed equally good results,
temperature, add to its strength and to get my oats into the ground. The patience, no matter what other folks
its endurance being remarkable under
ﬂexibility, cause greater endurance to land did not get plowed the fall pre may be doing, until the earth is in
the severe conditions existing.
the inner ends, and while aiding com vious. I thought I must get at it just ﬁt condition to work.
The self warning principle of the
bustion will add noticeably to the ef the very earliest possible, for I
To begin the season right, we need
hollow staybolt is highly appreciated
ﬁciency of the furnace. It will fur thought then, and still think, that the to be all ready when the soil and the
by those directly in touch with the?
ther aﬁord a double advantage for sooner we get oats into the earth in weather conditions are right. All the
power generator.
Eliminating the
the detection of breakages should any the spring the more likely we are to farm tools should be looked over be
hammer tests, together with the feel
occur, as the annular hole passes en have a good crop.
forehand. If any parts have been
ing that no dangerous number can be
tirely through the bolt and failure at
So I set the plows to work too ear broken, now is the time to replace
broken without compelling attention,
any point will immediately make it ly. Why too early‘! The ground was them. The horses should be worked
is regarded as a very satisfactory
self known.
not dry enough. That was all. The a little every day, until they have
condition. It is well known that the
Hollow staybolts with both ends water stood in the furrow after the gradually been brought up into con
strength of wrought iron decreases open will never stop up, as the cur plow hand had gone a round. I ought
dition to stand an all-day job. As
after reaching 350 degrees F. Moder rent of air passing through them al to have sent him to the barn to wait the work increases, the feed should
ately high ﬁrebox temperature causes ways keeps the holes free from sedi till the soil was in better condition. be increased, too.
The harnesses
a solid staybolt to reach the depre ment. Furthermore, the hollow bolt How often it happens that we know should be overhauled, and the weak
ciative heat, this being one of the saves material and time in applica what we ought to do, but fail abso places made strong, so that no risk
causes which shortens its life.

the hollow

staybolts

in

With tion and renewals, and also prevents
a injury to sheets in making renewals,

service

lutely in doing it!

It proved to be shall be sustained when we get to

so in that instance. What happened? business.
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A safe answer is 45 degrees, or, in
common parlance, exactly quartering.
But bear in. mind that the proper an

Good Roads Progress.

what on circumstances. The angle
of the drag will need to be varied as
You can and do good work. Charles
Good Roads.
the soil is moist or dry and as the
Hill,
of Mexico, Mo., uses one of surface is more or less convex. These
It has been somewhat amusing to
three hardwood two by fours. But the
split
log is best. The plank drag is
purpose and proper use of the King
road drag to witness the antics of not so stiff and quivers and ﬂounces.
those who have a knowledge of the

8.—Why not make the drag out of

certain street and road commissioners
in their attempt to perfect the road .heavy sawed timber, say 9x8 or 8x10?

Because they have a tendency to

drag the road when it is dry, ﬁll the slip over the bumps. The log is bet
ruts with dust and only ﬂatten the ter than plank because it is more
road so that when the next rain
comes, chuck-holes are found and the
road is fully as bad as is was before.
The drag is not properly constructed

to get good results.

yond quwtion; the testimony is over

whelming.-—Decorah (Iowa) Republi
can.

gle of a drag, like the proper tension
of a sewing machine, depends some

by using a so-called road drag. They

March, 1908..

A Comparison of Road Laws.
So much has been said about the
Massachusetts highways, says the
Birmingham, Ala., Herald, the govern

ment points to them as the best in
slight changes can be made by the
the country, and columns have been

driver walking in one direectiou or
the other on the drag.

written about the

ystem, that it is

interesting to note the methods em
13.—How do you keep the drag
ployed, the cost and the results ob
from dodging around sidew'ise?
tained, as shown in the annual report
By not loading it too heavily. If a
of the commission for 1906, and a
drag dodges around the earth that
copy of the state laws on the sub
you are moving, it is because it is
ject.
It must be remembered that the
commonwealth of Massachusetts is a
small state, with only 14 counties, not

so large as ﬁve or six of Alabama’s

If they would

largest counties. For this reason Mas

follow the directions and make the
drag out of split logs, go over the

sachusettes has reached the ideal con

street or road immediately after a
rain, the roadway could be rounded

conditions in Alabama are considered

full in the center and shaped so that

such that the same laws could be
maintained.

dition earlier than Alabama, but the

when the next rain came the water
would run 05. By going over the
streets every time after each rain a
ﬁrm road bed would result and soon
the streets would present a better ap
pearance and be ﬁrm and solid at all
times.
The following questions, which will
naturally suggest themselves to any
one who considers making and using.
a King road drag, are answered by D. ‘
MICHIGAN STATE REWARD ROAD.
Ward King, the inventor of the im~
plement. We think that all who rigid, and better than heavy timbers overloaded. If you do not overload
study them carefully will agree that because its thin, tapering
edge the drag, it will move and spread the
dragging them with this implement is tscmpes more surely
earth. It is overloaded because you

not only practical but is the only
common sense method of making a

9.—Don’t you grade up the road

ﬁrst?
good dirt road. The present condi
No. The grading is done with the
tion of our dirt roads should con
drag, gradually. By so doing, the
vince any reasonable man that there
road is solid all the time and is built
is much room for improvement in the
on a solid foundation.

In brief, the comparison is thus:
Alabama has 335 members of boards
of revenue piddling away at the roads
with half their time to their own busi
ness, and the other half to the various

other duties of the revenue board,
while Massachusetts has three men to
give their whole time, not to all the
roads, but simply to the construction

and maintenance of improved roads.
The county authorities look after the
dirt roads, but all the improved roads
since 1893, have

been

owned

and

“bossed” exclusively by the Massa
chusetts highway commission.
are trying to do too much. The se
Alabama has 2000 miles of macad
cret of success in road dragging is to
do a little often. Remember, if the am roads, builds less than 50 miles of
drag dodges, it is generally because

new

road

each

year.

spends

over

you have neglected to drag the road $500,000 on construction and main
at some previous time when it needed tenance and in the winter is nothing
manner our country roads are now
but a continuous mud hole.
l0.—Is the dragging to be done dragging.
looked after.
Little Masachusetts has 700 miles
There is one energetic farmer in
without pay‘!
1.—Would it not be better to plow
So far it has been volunteer work. central Missouri who has a good deal of improved road, builds 50 miles each
the road before dragging‘!
I appeal to the progressive, public _ of foresight. He anticipated a cold year, costing an average of $6000 a
No. Plowing gives a soft founda
mile, or $300,000, and by its system
tion. Plowing the middle of the
of maintenance keeps the roads of the
road is a relic of the old dump scrap
state in fine condition all the year

er days.

round by an

expenditure

of

only

2.—What do you do where there
$68,000.
are deep ruts in the road‘?
Drag them. If you drag when the

For years the legislature of Massa

chusetts has estimated that the aver
age cost of maintaining a mile of road
per year is $50. If the legislature of
Alabama would make this appropria

surface is quite loose and soft you
will be surprised how soon they will
disappear.

3.—How do you get the dirt to the

tion, or $100,000 a year for mainten
ance, take over the 2000 miles of im
proved roads, and create a state com
mission to govern them, something
like $400,000 would be saved, it is be
lieved, and the state would have good
roads. It might require $1,000,000 to

middle of the road?

By hauling the drag slantwise with
the end that is toward the center of

the road a little to the rear of the‘
other end.
4.—Suppose the road is too narrow‘?
First drag the wheel tracks. After

put those roads into good condition
the ﬁrst year, but after that the far

three or four rains or wet spells, plow I
a shallow furrow

just

outside

the i

dragged part. Spread this over the
road with the drag. Plow only ond
furrow. You may plow another fur

mers could get ther products to mar
ket.

MICHIGAN STATE REWARD ROAD.

The legislature of Massachusetts al

row after the next rain.
At each spirited men of the community.
plowing you widen the road bed two
11.—Should every farmer drag his
feet.
:road along his own land?
5.—How many horses do you use?‘ No. Let every farmer drag from his
Two generally. Three if just as own front gate to his neighbor’s front

snap, and to have his road in good

handy.

Four if breaking colts.

A gate toward town.

good solid team in the center and a
colt on each side. Two men on the
drag; one to drive. the other to con
trol the colts.
_6.—How do you drain the road?
If the earth is pushed to the mid
dle of the road continually the road
will drain. itself.
7.—Wh_v not make the drag out of
plank?

'

He is sure to see

this piece of road often and is apt to

condition he got out his drag late in
the evening and dragged his road

so annually appropriates $450,000 for
construction of new roads.
In Alabama, when citizens 'want a

smooth by lantern light. Next morn
ing it was frozen hard and resembled

road the board of revenue appoints
a committee of green men, who lay

a paved street. This is a good exam
ple for other enterprising farmers.

out the road.

In Massachusetts the

commission employs a corps of engi

Two hundred King road drags have neers who lay oﬁ and supervise all
feel more responsibility for it. This
_
arrangement is not absolutely fair been ordered built by the supervisors construction work.
All new work is contracted for, bids
play always, but it is more satisfac of Fayette county, and they can
tory than any other. The other plan hardly be supplied fast enough to being received on speciﬁcations which
gives rise to innumerable complica meet demands. It is a matter of im include the minutest details. Main
tions. as a few moments’ study will patience to see Winneshiek county tenance is done both by single men on
make clear to any thoughtful person. lagging behind in the movement for sections and contract for whole roads.
12.—At what angle do you draw
the drag?

better roads.

That these drags make However, the commission and its em
ployes look after every inch of the

perfect dirt roads is a fact settled be

March, 1908.
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For Big Earnings in Big Work

It Takes a Gaar-Scott Heavy-Gear Traction Engine, or one just as near like it as can be, and as honestly made.
These Masterpieces of the Engine Builders’ Skill, built for plowing, freighting, grading, etc., are all the better threshing or sawing
engines, all the more durable, run more economically in the belt; and the extra-heavy traction gears and all-around more substantial construc
tion cost you no more than most light-geared, light-built engines.

All of Our 22,25, 30land 32 H. P. Universal Engines have this splendid construction and are “right at home” anywhere you put them.
. \9 7mm CW???‘ . xv‘- v- .
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when We Sell You One of These Engines or a Regular-Gear Coal-and-Wood or Straw Burner, we sell you more brake-test horse
power with boiler capacity to sustain it, and more actual work horse-power for your money than you can buy anywhere else; and you get be

side, the best materials, the best workmanship, more operating convenience and more years of actual service.

We Have Just Finished Mailing Our New 73d Annual Catalog tr forty thousand threshermen and engine owners in the U. S. and
Canada, who are, or want to be, interested in “The Tiger Thresher Line.” If you were not of this “goodly company”, write us today and we
will send you this handsome catalog by return mail.

GAAR, SCOTT & (10., RICHMOND, INDIANA
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Tun Fans, Duplex Shalra. Fermi Separation,
lllaan Bobs, Lighl Drali, Slow Sparrrl.

“Western” Field Portable Burn SlreIIer
Always Best-Better Than Ever

LARGEST and BEST Field P011’.
ablc Corn Sheller in the World.

Beware of lmilalrrrs and lmilallorrs

500

7

CAPACITIES
to 1500 ll.
per hour.

Strong. Durable,

, and cleans corn
clean.

Write for price list and
full description to

roads

commission

pany of Kittanning, Pa. What was

keeps 16 ten-ton rollers, which are
rented at low prices to the counties,

themselves.

The

considered the worst part of the road

and used by the commission for main
tenance.

In Alabama the board of revenue is
accountable only to itself.

They make

no annual report. The Massachusetts
commission ’s annual report shows the

Proper drainage was a feature of

construction, the whole road being
was laid in this block. This was on well provided with surface drainage
an eight per cent grade, and included pipe, while all necessary under-drain
a thirty-six degree curve, which form age has been completed. Rhinehart
ed a complete “S.”
Brothers, of East Liverpool, complet
The paved road is fourteen feet in ed this contract within eight months,
width. It is projected on either side the entire improvement being worth
over $100,000.

banked on the outside by an 8x12 inch

in the state, naming the road and the

bed of broken stone. The pavement is
ﬂush with the top of the curb, and is
laid on a foundation of four inches of

All brick for this work was from
the eastern Ohio factories.

tem is not known, old practices re
main, and all is confusion. The other
is a state of good roads and great sys
tem.

Brick Paved Country Roads.
lt has been conceded that the year
1907 was a record breaker for country

road paving and improving in eastern
Ohio and western Pennsylvania, says
The Clay Worker. There is reason

to believe that, with the ﬁnancial con
dition of the country in a normal con
dition, more country road paving will
be done this year than last, for the
great good to be gained by such im

provements is fast becoming known.
In ‘past years, the farmer, in many
instances, strenuously opposed the im
provement of the road in front of his

property on account of having to pay
additional taxes. The farmer has
changed his views today, for he now
is convinced that to have the country
highways improved means an increas
ed valuation of his property.
Up a mountain side in Armstrong
county, Pennsylvania, a piece of road

improvement was completed, in No
vember, by the

Pennsylvania

Highway Commission at

a

State

cost

of

$40,562.72, a contract which was suc

cessfully

completed

by

Rhinehart

Brothers, East Liverpool, Ohio, Be
fore the commission started this work,
detailed plans for the new road were
ﬁnished by Assistant State Highway
Commissioner Charles F. Hamilton, of

Franklin, Pa. In order to test the use
of paving plocks for such purposes,
3,000 feet of a 10,900 foot contract
was paved with the “Chamfered
Hillside Block,” manufactured by the

Kittanning Clay Manufacturing Com

broken stone

and

two

inches

Road Making Record Broken.

of

Michigan Has Broken Every Record
screened sand.
Established by any other State, in
Both under and surface drainage
Number of Miles Built at Begin
has been provided, nearly 50 feet of
ning of State Help, in Cost of
cast iron pipe being used. The drains
Roads, in Small Cost to State Both
lead to concrete culverts. Side drains
in Amount of State Aid and Low
follow the entire length of the road.
Cost of State Administration.
The improvement of this road starts
at the foot of the mountains, across

the river, at Kittanning, Pa.
Over two million bricks have been

Why has Michigan done this‘!
First reason.—Andrew Jackson

used in the improvement of Calcutta said, “An energetic one is a majori
road, extending north from the city
of East Liverpool, to Calcutta, in
Columbiana county, Ohio. This im
provement was done under the direc

tion of the city, township and county
authorities, bonds being
complete the task. It was
years ago that it required
of four ohrses to pull a

issued to
only a few
the eﬁorts
small milk

wagon over this road in the wet sea
son to the city. The road was seldom
traveled in those days. But now, in

making a journey to‘Lisbon, the coun
ty seat, the road is used to the ex
clusion of others, although the route
is two miles farther.

This four-mile paved road is built
upon a foundation of ten inches of
broken stone and two inches of gravel
and sand. The sides are protected by
a brick-on-end, and against both sides

ty-”

fore paving was started.
Because of the geographical condi
tion of the country through which this
four-mile road was built, the width
varies, a part being sixteen feet in
width, the other portion being ‘but

W. |.. FULIJEN
BEATRICE, NEB.
for particulars of tho

FULDEN llll. PUMP
If you don't you
will make a mis

Horatio S. Earle, Michigan’s

state highway commissioner, is that
energetic “one,” so things have
moved rapidly ever since the state
highway department opened for busi
ness July 1, 1905.
For over ten years he had been up
and down and over the state and had
created the sentiment for state aid by

take. Write today

preaching the gospel of good roads,
and by building them with his good

roads train. To such an extent had
the sentiment been cultivated that
when the constitutional amendment

permitting state aid for roads was
submitted to the people, it received a
majority vote of 142,242.

- The bill providing for state aid for
roads was drawn by Mr. Earle along
a different line than that of any oth
er state. It is devoid of red tape, and

is built a 12x12 bank of small broken does not savor in any way of paternal
stone, and against this stone dirt has government, being a state reward road
been rolled in solid.
Over 100,000 law instead of a state aid law, also

yards of excavation was necessary be

an Oil Pump
without writing to

by a concrete curb 4x12 inches, and

exact cost of every foot of work done
contractor. The cost of maintenance
is tabulated in the same way.
One is a state where the people cast
their money to the winds, where sys

Don't you buy

HUWLANI] PUMP llllEB

being a boom or boost law for local
engineers and road builders instead

Delivers Oil in Any Position

of creating a state department of en-1
at the First Stroke.
gineers at the capital to do all the

road engineering.

By this plan, local

engineers and road builders and sur
veyors become good roads boosters

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

MAPLE CITY MFG. CO.
607-13 South First Street

nine feet wide.

The construction of instead of jealous knockers.

the road does not vary throughout the
contract.

The state instructs, inspects and
pays the speciﬁc rewards on comple

Monmouth, Ill.
Please mention The Review.
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Save from $6.00 lto $20.00 Per Cow Each Year
From $6.00 to $20.00 represents the saving on the milk product of a

single cow for a year when an efficient cream separator is used. This
saving is in butter fat and skim-milk. There are also savings in time,
labor and cost of marketing the product.

It is evident that the amount thus saved from a herd of ﬁve or more
cows will soon pay for the separator and then become a source of clear

proﬁt-—proﬁt which was never realized before.
I. H. C. cream harvesters get practically all the butter fat with the

least possible expenditure of time and labor.

They make it possible

for the dairyman to be really successful.

Made in two styles——Da-irymaid, a chain drive, and Bluebell, a gear
drive machine. Each style is made in four sizes to meet all require
ments.

Ask our local dealer for catalogue and complete information. Send
today for ourbooklet entitled,“Development of the Cream Separator.”
Dealers can secure information regarding terms and territory by ad
dressing nearest general agent or blockman.

lntemational Harvester Company of America
( Incorporated)

Chicago

BLUEBELL

tion of the roads, but takes no part
in the contracts or the actual build
ing of the roads. After a coun
ty once gets to going, about the only
thing the department has to do is to
make ﬁnal inspection and pay re
wards.

U. 8. A.

ing, designing and advising in regard

1

to bridges, in printing, stationary,
etc., used in taking care of the large
correspondence regarding road laws,
etc.

The accompanying map shows the
number of miles of gravel and ma-

roads in the state. They have the
requisites for' building~brains and
money-but have not harnessed them
together with the harness of public
spirit and pride.
Michigan has not patented nor
copyrighted the state reward road

Appropriations have been made by cadam roads built in each county, or law, and recommends it to other
which will be built the coming sea- states desiring good roads without
the state as follows:
For ﬁscal year July 1, 1905, June son, applications having already been I building up big political departments.
30, 1906, department expenses, $10!“
000; state reward, $20,000.

DAIRYMAID

SAVE YOUR BAGK,
Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

Electric Handy Wagon
Low wheels. broad tires. No
living man can build a better.

Book on "Wheel Sense”free.
Electric Ihul Co. B! 60 OulncyJll.

— lllElt Imus
Can be made proﬁtable if the

right kind of machinery in used.

For ﬁscal year July 1, 1906, June
30, 1907, department expenses, $10,
000; state reward, $50,000.
For ﬁscal year July 1, 1907, June

wn: IIAKI 'I‘III RIGHT III”.
lend for cat-lone.

Boon-n &. Boecnnr Pane 00-.
810 West Water St. 81mm“. I. Y.

30, 1908, department expenses, $10,

000; state reward, $100,000.
For ﬁscal year July 1, 1908, June
30, 1909, department expenses,

r/lﬁ/

7

1172s

$10!‘
"1,"-

000; state reward, $150,000.
Total, department expenses,

'

4

‘

"17%?"

‘,Imn_]‘,'|i'"——‘\
$40’

000; state reward, $320,000.
From the automobile license fund,
which now amounts to $15,000, some
expenditures have been made for

promoting the cause of good roads.
Miles of road built:
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have been and will be built, based on

‘
1

what those already completed have
(J
lumen! ,’
cost, will amount to $1,200,000, of
10.1, a. gag?"
which the state’s $332,000, amounts
to only 27 per cent. of the cost, the
balance having been raised by the
counties and townships where the
road is located.
ﬁled for state reward with the depart- I
Why Not?
Of the cost of running the depart ment. The shaded counties are those
Little Elizabeth had told her second
ment, only one-third of the money ap which_' so far have not availed them
lie and her mother’s remonstrances
propriated can be charged to state selves of the state bounty.
were tearful and deep.
reward expense, or about $12,000,
One noticeable feature is that in
“What an awful, awful thing!”
making the cost of state administra
I

Elkhart Buggies
and liarness
are sold direct from our factory to the
user. In buying from us you save the
dealer's expenses and proﬁts.
35
Years Selling Direct is our record
and we are today

I ""5 ‘0mm ,1. F‘l’miitn“
. i; . ..

el 125, macadam 100.
Total miles, gravel 230, macadam
'217; grand total, 447.

‘Partly estimated; "estimated.
The total cost of the 447 miles that

ity;

r

wQ

July 1, 1906, June 30, 1907, gravel
25, macadam 41.
‘July 1, 1907, June 30, 1908, gravel
70, macadam 65.

mum

a; ,

selling to the consumer exclusively.
We ship for examination and ap
proval, guaranteeing safe delivery.
No cost to you if not satisﬁed us to

style. quality and price. Over 200
styles of Vehicles and 65 styles of
Harness. Send (or new, tree
catalog.

Elkhart Gan-Iago &
Harness Ifg. 00
Elkhart, Ind

the southern tier of counties lying

tion of these roads, only one per
cent., which is a record breaker. The
balance of the department appropri
ation is expended in holding county

right along the Indiana line, where
good roads prevail, no roads have
been built.
These southern counties
are noted for their wealth, for their

road institutes, the expenses of draft

productive farms and for the poorest

said mother. “I feel as if my heart
would break every time I think of it.
Elizabeth lifted a tear-stained face.

“Then why don’t you fordet it?”
she sobbed.-———New York Sun.

Ne. 685. Twain-one Bum w‘lth padded wing
dash and llneauto seat. 'l‘np easily removed for
open wagon. Price complete, ‘63.50. As good
as sells for :25 more.
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Pickering
FORCE FEED
l

trouble arose with their engines.

Oil Pump

If

you want to develop into good engi

VAL VELESS

No doubt many readers of articles
neers “for mercy’s sake" try some
on the gas engine wonder what man
ner of men really make good gas en

l
1

thing else before turning the wheels

the second time.

and

The ﬁrst tug at

JOINTLESS

gineers. An attendant who is suc
the wheel without a .start ought to
cessful with his gasoline engine may tell any one that something else is
be counted a good gas engineer and
one who does not handle his engine

with

necessary. Then why make the second
and greater mistake in another siege

' successfully is no engineer at all. He of turning that will exhaust your
is not worthy the name of engineer.
strength and arouse an evil temper’;7
But I think I hear some one say
One twentieth of the force exerted
“that is not so!” Because “I know physically converted into mental ef
of men who are worthy engineers
fort, under a cool even temper, would
that have engines in their care that direct you to do something that
can not be made to run successful would start the engine easily and im
ly.” “and all engines are not a suc
part to you a feeling of success. It
cess in the hands of a good engi is impossible to succeed in anything
neerl” We would not for one min by doing it over and over in the
ute have our readers believe that all
same way that has proven a failure.
gas and gasoline engines, ‘so-called, One may turn and turn and turn
are a success, if in the hands of a again, and become a sort of home
good engineer. But one thing we
madev engine himself and do the
would have you remember, and that
turning for the engine by hand, but
is that a good gasoline engineer will
that sort of thing soon “gets old,”
not remain long in the capacity of and if that is all the brains one in

POSITIVE FEED
Equipped With

WARMING
CHAMBER
ovenuon
COMPANY.
PORTLAND. CONNECTICUIUSA

‘ZEQPICKBRIN

MADE BY SAME BUILDERS AS
THE CELEBRA TED

Pickering Governor

attendant or engineer to an unsuc

AND WITH THE SAME CARE

tends to back up the engine with he

cessful engine.

It doesn’t take a had better throw up his job of en

good engineer long to ﬁnd out wheth
or he has a machine to deal with
which can he made a success.
If not, you can depend on it that
he will consider life too short to re

gineer before he begins it.
We recently read an article by a
good gas engineer and expert in which
he said “it was a mistake to expect

every Tom, Dick and Harry to be
come a successful gas engineer.” He
ford to waste time on it. But how certainly hit the nail squarely on the
is a beginner going to develop into head. Manufacturers are largely re
a good engineer with one of these sponsible for the common belief, that
poor engines on his hands‘! This is anyone, whether he is ﬁt for any
a harder proposition. But even un thing else or not, can run a gas en
der such circumstances the same tac gine. It is all right to advertise the
tics that develop a good engineer simplicity and autom-aticity of the
with a successful engine will lift the gasoline engine, but it is a gross
man over the obstacle eventually and breach of common sense to add that
set him down where he belongs. any man, woman or child can run it,
main with it long.

WRITE FOR CATALOG OF PUMP
also of

He can not af

There is a. great truth in the saying
that “some men need a little rough
weather to develop their seaman
ship.” Consequently our advice to

and yet we have seen ‘the literature
of some gas engine manufacturers
that contained similar expressions as
inducements for the customer to

beginners is to be calm and consid

buy their engine.

The reputation. of

erate when trouble with the engine the gas and gasoline engine has suf

arises. Many times trouble comes
only in the beginning. Then is when
cool judgment and thoughtfulness
are the tools which help you over the

fered amazingly by reason of such ex
travagamt claims.

But

really

great majority of engines

the

now put

onto the market are manufactured by
hill and start you on the road to suc reliable and responsible ﬁrms who are
cess with the gas engine. On the modest in their claims and whose en

Governor with Speed Changer
at no Extra Charge
Please mention The Review.

“Corn Belt” Fe
Spring release lor burrs.
Verllclc lorcc Iced keeps the
burrs a! all times supplied.

Work done at slower speed and reduc
ing of cob mostly by Knife and Shear
Leaves the Ground Feed Cool.
Built for Engines 3 to 20 H. P.
Guaranteed capacity of 50 Bu.
Ear Corn per hour 70 lbs. to the
bushel with 10 H. P. Steam En

gine.

other hand the man who allows him gines will readily meet the demands
self to “go all to pieces” in a rage Within their ‘power limits in the
or nervous ﬁt when his ﬁrst trouble hands of a real-for-surc engineer.
with the gasoline engine
arises, —The qualiﬁcations necessary to de
stamps himself with instability and velop one into a good gasoline engi
failure. In all our experience as gas necr, are ambition, patience, keen ob
engine expert we do not recall the servance, carefulness and conﬁdence
making of a good gas engineer out in self and engine.
of a man who did nothing but turn
First, one must have an ambition
the wheel to start a stubborn engine. to do what ever is necessary to be
We recall a lot of them who devel come thorough master over every
oped into, or rather were, ﬁrst_elass part of the engine. To do this it is
failures as engineers before they be necessary to fully understand the
gun. When one is “up against it,” function of every working part of it.
there is virtue in doing something. An ambition that will prompt a res
And the greatest excellence usually olution to accomplish the undertak
results after some good hard think ing. This ambition must be backed up

ing where in ‘one is careful to call

by patience. Allow yourself to “lose
up the most noble qualiﬁcations in your hea ” just once when trouble
his possession.
is on, and you start yourself on the
To turn, and turn, and turn the road to failure, and it will take a

wheel of a stubborn engine without mighty effort to be patient the next
stopping to think or trying something time. Patience holding ambition in
else to start it, is the limit of imbe check will give a good opportunity
cility. And yet we have met not a for observation by sight, touch, etc.
few persons, who were supposed to This observation while one is patient
be gas engineers, who did this very is likely to reveal something. And
thing.

and

this

thing only,

when when this something is supposed to

No. 7 Mill with Swinging Sprout Elevator.

60 BUSHELS COB MEAL IN 17 MINUTES
Van Orin, lll., Oct. 22, I906
Gentlemen: Sometime-“ago you enquired about the No. 7 Mill. We have ground 80
bushels of meal in 17 minutes of ear corn with the No. 7 Spartan Corn Belt. This machine
runs very easy. We use a 16 H. P. engine, and can grind in any condition. We have had no
N. ZlMMERLElN & SONS.
Yours truly,
trouble whatever.

Our Patent Reducing System—Revolving Knife-Head and Shear Blades above
ﬁne grinding parts-is a revelation to those who have used the Flat Burr Mills

SPARTAN MFG. CO.,
P. S.

1 61 0 Main Street,

Pontiac, Ill.

We have ius! moved into our large new factory buildings here.

March, 1908.
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be discovered, carefuluess is neces-l

vsary to determine deﬁnitely whether‘

More Power-at Less Expense

the discovery is real, and to be surel
one is right before proceeding too
far. Conﬁdence in ones self to be
able to learn all about an engine soon

establishes conﬁdence in the engine. .
We have met a number of begin-1
ners who were of the patient sort

that failed in getting their engine to
run but who never lost conﬁdence in.
the engine.

And all that was neces

sary to start them on the road to
success was a hint or two from the
vexpert.

Patience and conﬁdence in

the engine will help establish the
other qualiﬁcations. We hope we
have fully shown what is necssary in
an adult person to develop into a
good

gasoline

engineer.

With

the

above qualiﬁcations persistence and
practice are necessary.

In a generation from now ‘this can
tion will not be so necessary because‘
the boys of today will be the men of
that time, many of whom will have
grown up with the gasoline or inter-1
In}

combustion

engine-

They

There are hundreds of Jobs that must be done, and
in the quickest way at the least expense.
The thresher, the husker and shredder. the feed
grinder. etc., must be operated and for these vari
ous machines the cheapest. most eﬂlcient and relia
ble power will be wanted.

the engine and go about the work in hand.
When
through‘ stop the engine and stop expense.
I. H. C.
gasoline engines will do anything that a steam en
gine will do and do it better with less expense. and
with greater safety.
These engines are made in various styles and
sizes. as follows:
Vertical (Stationary) 2 and 3
horse 'power.

The power that is most reliable and least expen-

Horizontal (Stationary and Portable) 4, 6. 8. 10.

Now is the time to plan work for the coming sea

son.

‘Willi

sort of grow into an understanding of

152;; gadourlfggérfniegf

it.

tion is the Internation
al Harvester Company
gasoline engine. This
engine is far ahead of
the steam engine and, in fact, all other powers.
There is no water, wood or coal to be hauled; there
is no danger from sparks or boiler explosions.

:,%,'we1,§ and 20mm"

I. H. C. Gasoline Engines

The writer's little boy at 5 years
-old had the distinction of being the
youngest automobile driver in our
city. He was able to drive the ma
chine through the crowded streets of

the city and had excellent control of
it. All this he accomplished by ob
servation. Watching his father han
die the power and controlling levels.
Nothing seemed to escape his sharp
little eyes.

The brake pedal was so

convenient and sensitive that a slight
movement of the toe of the shoe was
all that was necessary in stopping or
checking the momentum of the ma
chine. His little feet lacked the dis
tance of a 12 or 14 inches in reach»
ing the brake pedal.

For pumping water, sawing wood, running a cream
separator. churn. grinding feedhiand doing other
C. gasoline on
farm work requiring power, I.
gines are unsurpassed.
There is no wind to wait
for; no steam to get up; no waste fuel and no en
gineer required. All there is to be done is to start

Traction—10, 12, 15
and 20-horse power.
T o m T h u m b-l

horse power air cooled.
Sawing, spraying and pumping outfits.
If you are interested in a power that will do work
most effectually and at little expense. call on our lo
cal
agent
or write nearest branch house for illus
Hated
catalog.
Dealers can secure information concerning terms
and territory from nearest general agent or block

ln‘ﬂ

man.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
CHICAGO

U. S. A.

(Incorporated)

DFTBUYGASOLINEENGINES

UNTIL YOU INVESTIGATE
"THE MASTER WORKMAN,"

a two-cylinder gasoline. kerosene or
Alcohol engine, superior to any onecylindor engine; revolutionizing power. its weight and bulk are hall’ that of single cylinder engines, with greater durability. (Boob
bass to Buy-Less to Run. Qu c in ' , ens" started. Vibration practically overcome. i‘iieaply mounted on any Wagon. it is a coin binntlon portable. stationary or trier-ion

engine. mmmnmoul. 'i‘llli‘. ' ‘BIBLE PU!!!’ 00., Mfrs" Member and 15th st... Chicago. Tilisisuun FII'TY-FIF'I‘H Yi-iiiit

But to our sur

A Family of Thrashers.
l
prise during his ﬁrst eﬂFort in guid
Here
we
have
a
bunch
of
Kansas
ing the car when the time came for
stopping he quickly jumped olf the comers, all products of Sumner Co.,

THE "LAMBERT" time.

Portable

seat and put his foot on the brake Kansas, the sons of F. P. Mercer, of

lever and stopped at the right place. 'Conway Springs, and. as their pround
We do not know that he had ever father says. “Raised on the foot
been told what the brake pedal wasv

ENGINES

You should own a "Lam
bert."
Because it is an
honest Engine. Because you
get your full money's worth.
Because for strength it has
no equal. Because it will do

Writs us lot dc
scripilon and prices
and let us figure
on your needs.

llver more power than you

for but by observation it seems that

bargained for.
Because
it is easy to handle. Because

his little brain fully comprehended‘

it is entirely sate.

Because

it will run from mouth to

its office.

month and

from year to
year with as

few repairs and
as little atten
tion as any eu
rrlne on the
market.
Be
cause it is eco
nomlcal in fuel
c o n s u mption.
Because it is
reasonable
in
price. Because
it is especially

The boys should be allowed to en
joy the companionship of the engi
neer on duty whenever possible, and
by the time they reach the indepen

dent age they will feel at home with
the gas engine and there will be no

need for harsh words against it.

to your interest

to own one.
. “WM-é

A Large Turbine.

U. LAMBERT 6A8 8i GASilLlliE Elliilllt 00.,

Probably the most powerful steam
turbine yet ordered for stationary
service is reported to be under con-.
struction in Germany at the Mann
heim works of Brown, Boveri & C0.
It is to be of 24,000 h. p., and will be

Ntw time m»
1.

installed in the Krupp steel works
and blast furnace
hausen.

plant

at

A Three Ton Rocket.

i

Rhein

YOUR OWN FEED
GRIND
a"

AND ALSO F0- YOUR NEIGHBORS
Ground feed is belief than whole grain for
your stock. Home grinding is fresher. cheap
erand more convenient. Why “go to mil "
once a week when you can have a mill at
home?

F. P. MERCER‘S SONS.

A horizontal tubular boiler in the board and all threshers.” The pic
Kern River Oil Field, Cal., exploded ture is not a recent one, though, and]
October 19, 1907, and made a remark hardly does them justice. They look
able ﬂight of 1220 feet. In so doing better to their father with their over
it cleared the top of a derrick 74 feet alls and jumpers on. All are eager
high. The boiler was of 70 h. p. size readers of The Review, like the busi
and weighed about 5 tons. As usual ness and we can safely prophesy the
the ﬁreman insisted that the gauge utmost success for them all. Good
showed plenty of water in the boiler. luck to you, boys; may you live to
and the cause of the explosion seems be old and honored members in the
to be inexplicable.

0'41”; _.

profession.

The Star Power Mill
as shown is PERFECTION in feed grinder
construction. it you have gasoline, steam or
wind power on your farm you can run this
mill
Send for catalog and prices.

THE STAR MFG. CO.
86 Depot SL,

New Lexington. Ohio

March, 1908.
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BELTING, HOSE, PACKING, LACE LEATHER, CANVAS COVERS, WATER GLASSES,
WHISTLES, FUSIBLE PLUGS, BOILER
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write for our 1908 Supply Catalogue and send us a trial order; then you will be one

a
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of our regular customers.
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Everything Carried in Stock;
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All of these and many, many more, are handled by
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Everything Shipped Promptly;

Everything First-class and Reliable;
Everything_,.,Guaranteed.
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GET OUR PRICES ON OILS AND GREASES‘
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We Don’t Handle the Cheapest, But .Can Save You Money on the Best
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CANT HOOKS, BALE TIES, GASOLINE ENGINES, GALVANIZED TANKS,
BABBITT METAL, BABBITT LADLES, HACK

SAWS,

BOILER TOOLS,

DRILLS, COTTON WASTE, LUBRICATORS, OIL PUMPS, OILS,

Regarding Wood Bending.
Wood bendingisbased on and con
sists of compression.

Wood does not

safely stretch a particle; if it does, it be shy in tensile strength, and though
breaks.

So when wood is bent, the

it can be and is bent, it is not con

ing gum, mulberry, yellow pine, wil
low, birch, and a number of others,

Adding Aluminum to Babbitt.
It is stated that a small percentage

heat, it is best to have the stock im of aluminum added to babbitt gives
mersed in water and heat the water a very superior material over the or
with the steam.
dinary babbitt metal. It seems to in

diﬁerence in the length of the wood sidered for most ,purposes a good
The bending part of the work in
on the inside and outside of the bend wood to use.
volves more complications than the
must be made up for by compression.
What might be termed the leading boiling, and it is rather diﬂicult to
It is important to remember this fact woods for bent work are hickory, give in detail advice as to how best
for several reasons. One is to pro oak, elm, ash, and there are lots of to do the work, without knowing be
tect the wood on the outside of the other woods that are bent and made fore hand the exact amount of work
curve from any tendency to stretch, to bend successfully, among them be to be done in each case, the kind of
which may break it; the other is to

TAPS,

GREASES, VALVES.

it makes one of the best woods for it helps some, is not the best method.
bending purposes. White pine, which If live steam is to be used for the
is a wood easily compressed, seems to

é

crease the durability and wearing
properties of the metal, and under
compressive strain is softer than the
common babbitt.
In a certain mill a crank pin hear
ing of a 30 h. p. engine, with the or

dinary babbitt metal required atten

wood to be used, the form it is to be tion about every three days; and after

not only select the right kind of
bent into, and the size of the piece.
wood, but also to prepare it and get but the ones named might be consid
One of the many points to watch
in such condition that it will compress ered the leaders in the bent wood in out for it to protect the back or out
most readily. It is because a knot dustry, and the others enter more as side of the bend, to reinforce it, so to
will not compress readily that it incident-als.
speak, while it is being bent, so that
makes a serious defect in wood in
There are some woods that can be it may not give way through a sud
tended for bending, and because a bent very readily by simply soaking den falling of too much strain on one
knot cannot be compressed readily, them in water at ordinary tempera point. The more thoroughly one can
if it is present in that part of the ture, and many times in the bending protect the back, not only through
wood which is to be bent, it is better of light articles this is all the prepar merely the preliminaries of bending,
to have it on. the outside than on the ation resorted to. This would indi but the entire process, the less loss
inside, though, of coure, it is best not cate that water or moisture is of more there is from breakage and the better
to have it there at all.
importance in the preparation of conformity there will he to the exact
Any wood may be bent to a certain bending than heat. But it takes shape desired. If one should take a
extent, but of course some woods water and heat both to make the best stick of wood, and, after it has been
bend more readily than others, and combination.
boiled properly for bending. cut it up
usually the more tensile strength the
Just what proportions of water and into short lengths, it will be found

inserting in the bearing aluminum
babbitt strips of about one-half inch
width upon the face, dovetailed in
alternately in the brass bearing, the

wood has the better it is, provided
this factor is not interfered with by

heat are best for preparing wood to

can be hammered out to a thin edge

fore bend more readily than hickory,
and where the strength and hardness
are sufficient to answer the purpose,

haust or wet steam into it. Some
people equip a steam box of this kind
and use live dry steam. This. while

that some sections of it will be com

same bearing ran under similar work

for two months without requiring
any attention; and when examined at
the end of two months the crank pin
was found to have become very much
smoother than it was before the alum
inum-babbitt had been inserted.
Dovetailing the babbitt in strips is
recommended, for the reason that it
gives equal hearing all over the sur
face. Another advantage of this bab
bitt is its extreme malleability. It

be bent is a matter in which people pressed more readily than others. It without cracking, whereas the ordi
unusual resistance to compression. differ somewhat, some going to one is this diﬁerence in compressibility nary babbitt is not at all malleable.
An example illustrating this point is extreme and some to another. It that causes the tendency to irregular An advantage of this is that for
hickory, which has great tensile doesn.’t hurt stock, and it is really ity in bending. This tendency leads bearings, with aluminum, the babbitt
strength and bends well, too, but not good for it to be immersed in water to kinks and ruptures if thee back is can be rolled into shape for inserting
nearly as easily as it would if it were and the water heated to ‘ a boiling not properly reinforced by what are in the dovetailed recesses, and the re
not so hard and diﬁicult to compress. point by steam. Another method, and termed straps in the process of bend cesses can be cast and drifted out at
Elm, which has not the same tensile a good one too. is to put the stock ing.—-M. L. Kay. in Music II‘rade Re a very small expense, and without
waste of babbitt.—American Miller.
strength as hickory, but is softer and in ‘a box or vat and let it get both view.
more easily compressed, will there
the moisture and heat by turning ex

4

Don’t miss the liner ad. ‘depart
Don’t forget to send The Review
that picture of your rig. We can use ment in this issue of The Review.
I There may be something you want.
it if it is a good clear photo.
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CAPACITY

CLOVER
—AND-—

BIRDSELL

75

HULLERS

DURABlLlTY

ALFALFA

For threshing, hulling,
and cleaning clover, the
BIG SIX is unsurpassed
~— It will hull more
SEED in a day and do
the work better than
any other huller in the
world.

Alfalfa should be hulled
with the BIG SEVEN—
Largest and only exclu
sive alfalfa hulling ma
chine made —— the best
huller for the thrifty
and prosperous west
ern thresherman.

THE WORLD’S STANDARD HULLER FOR 53 YEARS
IT PUTS THE SEED IN THE
SACK, NOT THE STACK

WRITE

FOR

CATALOG

AND

IT PUTS THE SEED IN THE
SACK. NOT THE STACK

PRICES

BIRDSELL MFG. Co., SOUTH BEND, IND” U. S. A.

I Thresher Supplies
Threshing Alfalfa and Corn.
Elbiug, Kans., Dec. 12, 1907.

second notch at the other end from!
bottom. Put the chaﬂ'er in top
notches from both ends, use round

Mr. J. B. Bartholomew,
hole extension, with three inch rubber
Peoria, Ill.
My Dear Sir: I have been looking or leather tacked on end of riddle

A new stock of staple supplies, including everything needed about a threshing outﬁt.

Tank Pumps

Oils and Greases

for a better machine than the Avery so that the cobs won’t work through

I haven’t in. the tailer elevator. Just use one
Still have the Avery. It row of spikes in concave, if you have

TI'IE

luhrlcators

is for the last 9.yea.rs.

got it yet.
seems that every letter that is writ

the old style with drag chain to de
ten all have the best engine. Don’t liver the chaff to blower you must
any of them say much about the sep put in a ﬂapper. You must run a rod
arator nor have tried threshing dif 1/2 inch and hang a. piece of galvan
ferent grain. I will write a few lines ized iron about No. 17. Cut it to ﬁt

about threshing alfalfa so that some the deck of bottom where the chain
more of your rnew beginners wont slat works.

Every time a steel slat

have no trouble about doing good comes up it will strike the sheet iron
work with the “Yellow Fellow,” and that will keep it ﬂapping. Next
which I‘ consider is as good as they tack on a piece of rubber belt on end
make them. Now to do nice work of shoe to keep the cobs from falling
follow these instructions and you under sheet iron; it is to keep

All Kinds of

SOUTH BEND
SUPPLY C0.

Water Glasses
llil Pumps

llnse, Valves

Injectors

MilLSupplies
Write for Catalog.

TllE OTTAWA DUSTLESS CYLINDER Gllllll SHELLER
@Send for catalogue which tells you all about it and
how we have improved it
in the past ﬁfty years. We
make only the cylinder style

Take out the riddles, even the chef
need all these things. I was bothered
fer riddle. Now take the alfalfa
a great deal by having the cobs cut
riddle, put it in the bottom notches out the .wind stacker elbow which

of Com Shellers for horse or
steam power. The only Shel
ler made that will shell the

at both ends, then take the millet rid
goes over the cast iron elbow.

I got

die or if you have not got one

the J. B. to make me one out of steel
flax riddle will do, put it in the mid
tank iron No. 12 which has been in
dle notches at both ends, then take
use four years and will outlast any
the wheat riddle and put it in the top
four separators that are built.
notches at both ends. To do nice

present soft corn and leave it
free from dirt and cob tips.
Manuiactured by

KING &. HAMILTON C0.

For Kaﬂir corn to thresh in stalk
work tack on end a piece of rubber
or leather three inches wide to keep use one row of concaves and use
the coarse stulf from working be wheat riddles in place of chatter.
tween wheat riddle and round hole When it is just head use three rows.

General Atzents
V
PIONEER IMPLEMENT CO., Council Bluffs, Iowa

Now you will ﬁnd So if anybody wants his corn thrcsh
The bottom ed you just have him put ten teams
one you turn about 45 degrees down to hauling corn fodder to the ma
so the wind will strike in bottom of chine. You can run through more
extension riddle.

The Bemiller Fan-Blower

two wind blast boards.

TheIOnly Complete and Successful Sawdust
Blower in the World Today.
The Bemiller Fan-blower weighs 130 lbs.
and the power required to run it is scarce
1y noticeable; it is run with a 2 or 3 inch
belt yet it is positively guaranteed to blow
the saw dust from 30 to 50 feet from the
saw. in any direction desired. and the di
rection can be changed at any time with
less than 5 minutes labor.

shoe, the top one to be run straight than any thresher can in two or three
so you can use more wind and clean days. the corn will be all cleaned nice

the alfalfa ready for market.

Just but it will be shelled.

South Bend, ind.

THE SOUTH BEND SUPPLY co,

sprocket wheel.
If you have the
new
style
separator you
don’t

won't have no bother whatever:

Brass Goods

Of course, it

use enough wind to clean nicely. will be cracked some. I believe this
Now you must fix you concave. I statement will help all new beginners,
put in eight rows. Just put in all and maybe some old ones also.
Yours truly,
you have and raise them clear up.
J. K. Nellans.
You may say they will out up the

The

Blower

is

usually

connected

on

top

of the back end of mill frame, where it is
out of the way of everything and in moving
a.

portable

mill

all

that

is

necessary

is

to

straw, but I ﬁnd the finer they cut

disconnect the saw dust catcher, the motion
and exhaust pipe.
No pit to dig, no new
dust to shovel whatever. and always ready
for business. Be sure and write for prices
and terms. For sale by

up the straw‘ the more seed you will

THE BEMILLER FAN-BLOWER CO. . Butler. Ohio

get. Don’t be afraid for the Avery
will look after it and save all the
seed and clean it in good shape.
Now boys if you have got a separ
ator that has got an adjustable rid

An Untaught Cow.
Down on a Southern plantation the
dairy hands were accustomed to do
the milking squatting down in a prim

THE

itive fashion, until the owner intro
dle in it you want to put in an alfal duced milkingstools with other im
fa riddle under it in the bottom
provements. But the initial experi
notches. You follow my instructions

“ CANNON

OILER”

ment with the innovationv was not ex
and see what nice work it will do.

I‘ will give you my way of thresh

actly a success. The (larky who ﬁrst
sallied forth with the stool returnedl

ing corn and Kaﬁir corn.
bruised and battered and with
To thresh corn successfully use the
riddles the same as threshing.
If empty pail.

an

“I done my ‘best, sah,” he ex
your chaffer has very large opening
plained.
“Dat stool looked all right
on the lips you must close them up
a. little by pressing on the top of lip. to me, but the blamed cow she won ’t
The round hole riddle goes in the sit on itl”—“'oman’s Home Compan

third notch from fan end and in the 101].

._——_—-._-_kri

THE OIL
ANYWHERE

THE CANNON DILER
HAS A FURGE PUMP
Every owner of farm implements, traction
engines, gasoline engines and all kinds of
machinery, needs it. Hold the nozzle in the
proper place and press the plunger, the
pump does the rest. The most economical
oiler made, as the oil is controlled by the
operator It all times. Send for dialogue
and price list. Sold by the leading jobbers,
hardware and implement dealers of the
. United States and Canada.

MANUFACTURED IV

R. E. BLODIIER, ltsltllburg. m.

March, 1908.
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successful methods of accomplishing ing implements and appliances, The
this is the Gould balance valve, made Aspinwall Manufacturing Company,
by the Gould Balance Valve Compa of Jackson, Mich., whose advertise
ny, Kellogg, Iowa; which was de ment appears in this issue.
signed by ‘a practical locomotive en
Their catalogue and booklet on po

UFACTURERS
_.

I

t ‘ I

"\

‘~

gineer, and the instant favor it met

tato culture are revelations of What

\\

with indicates the success attained can be done in this branch of farm
steam, keeping the oil ﬂuid in cold in securing a. well balanced, well ing. Both are fully illustrated and
made slide valve.
well written, and can be had upon
climates.
How this was accomplished is well writing, mentioning The Review.
The builders of this line are the
Pickering Governor Company; of Port explained in the catalogue of the
There are few business concerns in
land, Conn; when writing them please Gould Balance Valve which will be
sent to any thresherman who writes this country that have a stronger
mention The Threshermen’s Review.
for it, mentioning The Threshermen’s hold upon the public than the Elk
hart Carriage and Harness Manufac
Among our new advertisements in Review.
turing Company. For over thirty-ﬁve
this issue will be found that of the
We illustrate herewith the latest years they have been manufacturing
Eclipse Oil Pump Company of Vicks
thing
in up-to-date ﬂexible steel belt vehicles and harness and selling them
burg, Mich. The Eclipse oil pump is
lacing,
made by the Flexible P-elt direct to the people who use them.
of such decidedly simple construction
Direct dealing would not alone
that there is but little to describe
have
given them the hold they have
about it. The square hollow casting
upon the public. But they have dealt
which forms the fount or oil tank is
honorably, and the result is that the
thickened a little across the bottom
Elkhart Carriage and Harness Manu
end, and this forms the casing of the
facturing Company now claims the
pump, of which nothing is visible in
proud distinction of being the largest
DETAOHABLE
JOINT
side the tank but the oil inlet hole
manufacturers in the world doing
through the thickened part; there is Lacing Company,
Grand
Rapids, business direct with the people. Their
nothing visible outside but the ratchet

lb

' The makers of the Pickering govern
or have recently incorporated a sim
ple Ranger device, known as the
‘fBall Ranger,” to secure wide range

in adjustment of the engine speed,
which is a decided improvement in
governors because of the great range

afforded in speed with simplicity in
construction and operation. The Ran
ger is furnished without additional
charge.
It secures immediate adjustment to
any desired speed in the engine by

simply turning small hand wheel,
which is readily done while engine is
in motion.
The illustration of the governor
complete shows the Ranger in posi

Mich.

It is a simple, efficient and

vehicles and harness are known every

gear and the end of one of the two
turning parts that form the pump.

durable means for joining belts, and where as high grade. As to prices, no
it requires neither an expert mechanic one can read the advertisements reg~

This unique device is no experiment,
it has been fully tried out and some of

nor special tools to make a good joint.

ularly appearing in this paper with

Nothing but a hammer is necessary.

out being convinced that they are
right.
7

them have given complete satisfaction
during more than a year’s constant

service; being in even better condition
at the end of this time than when put

on, requiring no
than

necessary

further
to

keep

attention
the

tank

ﬁlled. Full particulars can be had
upon writing the Eclipse Oil Pump
Company, Vicksburg, Mich., mention

Threshermen

will

certainly

ap

prove of an article that combines so
The company’s great catalogue
many points of merit, and that is so shows 200 styles of vehicles and 65
durable and so inexpensive in the be styles of harness. The time honored
ginning. \Vrite the makers at the Elkhart plan is to send everything on
above address regarding these little approval. It costs you nothing if you
time and money savers, and mention
The Threshermen’s Review when
writing.

are not satisﬁed on style, quality or
price. Write the company for the big
catalogue, at Elkhart, Indiana.
It

ing The Threshermen’s Review.

means the saving of from a third to
On another page of this issue will
be noticed the- advertisement of Ken
neth M. Colquhoun, Box 359, Minne
apolis, Minn., announcing a new de
vice to be known as the U. S. Spark
tion and in tlns form the governor is Arrester. There are a number of new
considerably shorter because the Ran features about this spark arrester
ger is located at a low point; doing that space does not permit us to de
away with all adjustment elsewhere, tail in full, but the usefulness of such

which greatly simpliﬁes its handling. a device is very generally recognized,
and the manufacturer will be glad to

receive inquiries from the readers of
this paper, to whom he will furnish
free particulars.

Some very strong claims are made
for the Hancock Valveless oiler made
by the Hancock Manufacturing Com
pany, Charlotte, Mich, particularly

with regard to simplicity, reliability
and economy.
There are no bolts,
nuts, screws, ball valves, stuﬁing

boxes or packing in the working
parts. The sight feed feature’ is nov
el, the feed falling in plain sight, but
not under any pressure;

the oil be

ing forced to the sight feed and then
therefrom to the hearing it is to lu

bricate.

It can be had ﬁtted with

either ratchet or rotary drive, as the
The Pickering Governor Company buyer may choose.
also build a force feed oil pump in
The Hancock Manufacturing Com
both single and double connection, the pany have prepared a set of cata
Principal claim in which is J'Oillﬂess logues showing the device in section
construction, same as followed in the al drawing, whereby its working is

Two great requisites in engine gang a half on the price on everything you
plows are strength and ﬂexibility. may want to buy in the vehicle or

The matter of strength goes without harness line.
further saying. And that each plow
must negotiate ditches or ridges, with
The Auten Machinery Company, of
out aﬁecting other plows in the gang, 22 and 24 “Test Randolph street, Chi
is also a fact admitting of no argu cago, 111., has recently been organ
ment.
ized and started in business. This
These qualities ﬁnd particular ex ﬁrm will devote their attention to a
pression in the big engine gang made line of heavy farm machinery and
by the John Deere Plow Company, supplies. The ﬁrm is made up of A.
Moline, Illinois. Ten, twelve or four O. Auten, who has been in the heavy
teen bottoms can be used in the ex machinery business in Illinois for
tensible steel frames of the big en the past forty years. Mr. Auten or
gine gang, with little trouble in mak ganized and managed the Western
ing the change. But few‘ levers are Supply Company at Chicago for a
required and two men can handle both great many years and is thoroughly
engine and gang.
This should be conversant with the thresher, engine,
looked into by prospective plow men, saw mill, etc., trade.
’
and they can get full particulars by
B. L. Bevington has been the Chica
writing for Circular No. 7 to the John
go mauager for the Aultman & Tay
Deere Plow Company, Moline, Illinois,
mentioning The Threshermen’s Rel lor Machinery Company for the past
twenty years and has a wide acquain
view.
tance and experience with the thresh
er trade.
_
A souvenir of the “White Sox”
W. A. Gray has been connected

trip to California has been issued by
the Rock Island lines, detailing the
personally conducted tour of the
champion base ball players of the
world to California in the “White

with the Aultman Engine & Thresher
Company at Chicago for the past six
years and is thoroughly familiar with

the thresher and supply trade.

Sox Special” over the Rock Island

No other one item about a thresh
29,
giv ing outﬁt is so expensive to renew or
and can cause so much trouble if defec
are tive as the main drive belt. A good
governor, that secures ‘maximum dur made clear. These are well illustrat superb, including a ﬁne plate of por reliable drive belt is a thing of beauty
ability because where joints do not ed and show the Hancock oilers in traits of the club. When writing for and a joy forever to every thresher
exist wear must he reduced to a mini every detail. When writing for it, it, mention The Threshermen’s Re man. Wherefore the advertisement
of the Sawyer Belting Company of
mum. The pump piston, made from please mention The Threshermen’s view.
Cleveland, Ohio, who are old estab
steel, hardened and carefully ground. Review.
Growing potatoes in large quanti lished makers of stitched canvas belt
is operated by gearing insuring a pos
itive drive and all parts moving in a
All writers on the subject agree ties involves special machinery and ing, will be of much interest to our
straight line, friction is greatly re that there is a waste of energy in treatment to insure the fullest suc readers. When in need of new belt
duced. All pumps are provided with moving the common slide valve that cess. Considering this one’s mind ing, write them and get posted on
warming chamber cast in base ar should be minimized in the greatest naturally reverts to the pioneers and their very reliable product, and when
Among the very largest manufacturers of potato plant writing please mention The Review.
ranged for' connecting to exhaust possible degree.
lines, leaving Chicago February
1908. It is a beautiful souvenir,
ing the itinerary of the trip
dates thereof. The illustrations
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How Are You Handling Your Grain?
‘.
\

Are you sticking to old and expensive methods in order
to save the small cost of an up-to-date- elevator? Do
you realize that if you handle it with half the expense
\‘vi you are making 50 per cent profit on the investment?
\.

This is the kind of a profitable proposition offered by the latest
styles of single or double tube

Steel Portable Elevators
Double
Tube
Steel
Portable
Elevator

for handling small grains. For loading cars the double machine
will handle 40 bushels of oats per minute with no shovelers in
the car.
The single machine is unequalled for
threshermen’s or farmers’ use in taking grain from
the separator. They can be operated from either side
of the truck- -are equally adapted to any kind of grain.

7

Write us now for full information, prices, etc.

STEEL WEIGHER
COMPANY
Peoria,
The Ben Steele VVeigher Company, good one, and it will .be sent for the

Peoria, 111., call attention in this is asking, mentioning The Thresher
sue to their portable elevator, which men ’s Review.
is built exclusively for handling small
grain and shelled corn. It can be
"This picture ought to make you
operated either by small engine-—gas think,” is the leading sentence on the
oline engine—or horse power, and is large calendar of Dodd & Struthers,
made Single or double. These ma Des Moines, Iowa.
chines are made very strong and dur
When lightning hits the home the
able, and will handle shelled corn, result is sure to be more or less dis
ﬂax or any small grain to perfection. astrous.
It cannot hit the home,
When inquiring about this, mention though, if same is properly protected
with good lightning rods, properly
The Threshermen’s Review.
installed.
Dodd & Struthers have
“Plowing by Steam” is the title made a reputation for reliable light
of a very interesting and well illus ning rod installations, and their ad
trated catalogue issued by the L0 vertisement in. this issue should have
well Steam Plow Company, Des the careful attention of our readers.
Moines, Iowa, makers of the Lowell The calendar will be sent on applica
steam lift plows, which can be at tion, mentioning The Thresher-men's
tached to all makes of steam traction Review.
engines. Full speciﬁcations are giv
en, and a series of illustrated letters
A. B. Farquhar Company, Ltd,
from threshermen using Lowell plows York, Pa., are sending out a hand
completes a very attractive book. some catalogue descriptive of their
When writing for it, please mention traction engines, saw mills, threshers,

The Threshermen’s Review.
Of special interest to the thresher

horse powers, and a ﬁne line of other
machinery made by them. Particulari

ly interesting-to threshermen will be

easily applied and connected, and es

pecially adapted, by reason of its
simplicity and durability, for trac
tion engine service. This pump is
well worth looking into, and the
makers will take pleasure in sending
full particulars to all who ask, men
tioning The Threshermen’s Review.

Illinois
matter of special interest to thresher
men, and prospective buyers should

see this latest Advance book before
deciding on the new rig. Write the
Advance folks for it now, mentioning
The Thresherlnen’s Review.

The M. Rumely Company, Laporte,
Ind., with a branch oﬁice on land that
Catalogue No. 32, from Reeves & it owns, has purchased the corner lot
Company, Columbus, Indiana, mak north of its building at 326 North
ers of double cylinder simple and Tenth street, Lincoln, Neb.
The
cross compound‘ traction engines, Rumely company intends building on
threshing machinery and accesso this lot a machine shop and place for
ries, steam plows, saw mills—in fact, rebuilding engines. This gives the
everything for the thresherman, is Rumely Company the additional fa
the ﬁnest catalogue yet issued by this cilities speciﬁed, and rounds out their
well known ﬁrm of reliable engine

Lincoln property by the addition of

builders. Every detail of the new this square of land.
line of Reeves machinery is beauti
—
fully illustrated, the descriptive mat
A. A. Stelting.
ter is clear and to the point and the
A. A. Stelting, formerly manager
book is well worth the attention of
of the Madison-Kipp Lubricator
every prospective buyer of such ma
Company, of Madison, Wis, died at
chinery. When writing for it, kindly
his home in that city February 17th.
mention The Threshermen’s Review.
Mr. Stelting has not had good health
Another and just now intensely in
for some time, and in December he
teresting book from Reeves & Com
resigned his position as manager of
pany is “Plowing, Grading
and
the Madison-Kipp Company to take a
Hauling with a Traction Engine.”
much needed rest. His health con
As indicated by the title, this book
tinued to fail, however, until death
shows the Reeves engine at all kinds
came as stated.
of heavy work, and doing some es
Mr. Stelting has long been known
pecially good “stunts” at plowing.
to the trade, having been in the busi
ness as general agent from 1894 till
The Advance Thresher Company,
1901, when he took up the manufac
Battle Crek, Michigan, are preparing
ture of lubricators, becoming presi
an especially ﬁne catalogue for 1908,
dent and manager of the Madison
which will be oﬁ? the press early this
Kipp Company
holding that posi
month. It is profusely illustrated
tion almost until his death. He was
with ﬁne engravings showing Advance
well liked in the trade, who will
machinery both in detail and com
learn with deep regret of his untime

man, who, in buying a new engine this the Farquhar Style L double cylinder
year, is considering oiie suitable for traction engine, 30 h. p. Much space
plowing and other heavy duty work, is devoted to the Farquhar vibrator
is the new special catalog of plowing separator and its attachments, and all
engines now ready for mailing by the in all, this is among the ﬁnest cata
M. Rumely Company, Laporte, Ind. logues we have yet received. It will
The engine shown is double, with es be sent for the asking, mentioning
pecially heavy brackets and gears of The Threshermen ’s' Review.
specially selected and mixed iron and
steel, mounted on a specially designed
The Dickey_Manufacturing Com
boiler of ample capacity and thorough pany, Columbus, Ind, have reserved
construction. The complete engine as space in our next issue for advertis
illustrated gives the impression of ing. the, Dickey oil pump made by
great power combined with very at them. This oil pump is of very sim plete, some new Advance features be
tractive lines. The catalogue is a. ple construction and few parts, is ing well brought out. There also is

ly death.

'
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It Pays to Advertise.

thresh.

March, 1908

Bring along your glasses and

look at my straw ‘stack closely.

I
Kansas is a state ﬁlled with hust will furnish you a wagon sheet to
lers; real .live people who know how
run the straw on awhile, and then
to do things and kep right on doing
we will turn the straw 0E the sheet
them. The Avery folks send The Re

Lun-kenheimer

and see how much wheat we can
view the following copy of a charac

teristic advertisement published in
the local

papers

by

a

Regrinding

ﬁnd. You may look my machine over
at any time. I keep nothing hid. I‘

Tonganoxie

thresherman who had full conﬁdence
in himself and his machinery and
wanted the farmers to know it. The
advertisement is a sermon on right
threshing methods.

. Tonganoxie, Kan, June 27, ’07.
.To the Wheat Raisers:—Did you

will not cover up any had work or
try to hide any grain that goes in
the straw stack. Let me tell you,
when you go to see how good a job a
thresherman is doing, turn the straw
out to one side of the stack, then go
around behind the straw where it is
coming from the pipe and you can

'
p

’

;_
L’

g

iigiite iii ‘iltasiiiedthldysigzilivebgiilh tnleilimfzliniemdvery man his threshing

‘

You CAN MAKE YOUR own

- ‘I

REPAIRS

a

WITHOUT

COST’

NO EXTRA PARTS REQUIRED :

and have them around from one to bill. I can show you that I can do
six days longer than necessary. I it if you will come to see me thresh.
can tell you several cases of the last The Avery is the longest separator

made, besides it has an I. X. L. sepa
rating device that no other machine
has. They are taking the lead the
world over.
I can thresh any kind of grain or
seed. Look out for‘ the rebuilt ﬁgs
e‘ral counties around here and every this year. They are always reported
kind of grain that grows here, and as new ones. Get the numbers of
everybody that I have threshed for the separators and see if they are
has had a yield of from one to ﬁve new ones. The number of my sepa
bushels per acre more than other ma rator is 4,578, so look it up and see if
chines weighed at the same mill. I it isn’t a new one. Don’t be de
have used other makes of machines ceived. Be up-to-date and get the
and run lots of grain into the straw, best job done you can. Get it by not
but I have got the machine that will being in too big a hurry. Come and
get from one to ﬁve per cent. more see me anyhow.
grain than any other machine made.
Yours respectfully,
Last year I run some wheat in the
F. A. McRill,
straw and could not help it, and then
Tonganoxie, Kan.
had the best yield of any machine in
the county. There was a machine
Most likely the Drag System.
like the one I have now run in Kaw
bottoms last year, and you may ask
Mr. D. Ward King, of Missouri,
the straw haulers to the paper mill was engaged for a tour of Mary
at Lawrence whose straw stacks had land in the interest of good roads.
the wheat in; then ask them which The tour was under the co-operative
one did not have any wheat in them, management of Johns Hopkins Uni
and you will ﬁnd that the ones thres versity, Baltimore, and the United
and you will ﬁnd that the ones States Office of Public Roads, Wash
threshed with an Avery 36x60 sepa ington, D. C. Mr. King approaches
rator did not have any wheat in the good roads question from a new
them. Ask them and the farmers, standpoint and urges the importance
and don’t take my word for it. With of making all the roads better, pro
my old separator last year I threshed posing a new plan of his own, which
a clover stack over that had been has been very successful in the
hulled with a clover huller out of Western states and in Canada. This
the windrow. Most of the hands new system bears the attractive title
that helped hull that clover helped me “Good Roads Right Now.” Mary
thresh, and two big rains fell on land has 16,773 miles of wagon roads,
that stack before I threshed it over. of which 840 are stone. It is said
It was so hot that the pitchers could that the system advocated by Mr.
hardly stay on the stack~ He was a. King is applicable to all but the
day doing it—I was three hours; he
stone roads, and possibly them. The
g0t_20 sacksand I got 18. If anyone
series of addresses began on Febru
wants to know where it was I can
ary 3 at Annapolis, and closed on the
tell them, and also tell them every

Valves
have been adopted by the leading
Traction Engine Builders because
at their great endurance and
superiority of design.

A

know it took you a year to raise a ﬁnd it; do me the same way. You
crop of wheat, but it does not take be the judge as to whom you want to

'

'

Just a few minutes spent in re- \

grinding makes them as good ‘
as new.

two years where they were six days
threshing three-fourths of a day’s
work, and where fellows promised to
be in three places threshing at once.
Let me give you a. few words right
to the point. 1' have threshed in selv

Askitthe User
Your local dealer should have them, if not notify us.
Write for Catalogue J.

THE LUNKENHEIMER COMPANY
Largest Manufacturers ol High Grade Engineering Specialties in the World
GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
NEW YORK
66-68 Fulton Street

LONDON, S. E.
{35 Great Dover Street

BRANCHES

391

,

No Thresherman Can Run His
Business Successfully
Unless He Keeps His Accounts in
Good Shape
This Can be Done by Using Our

Threshermen’s Account Book

. '11- mu-a \- ‘
w-n-‘YM
V

-

n. lam lKIIuu'l

17th, when the speaker was enter
man that was on the job.

tained by Mr. Samuel M. Shoemaker
Threshing is'a. business that is at “Burnside.” The itinerary, which
hard to learn—about one out of a covered the entire state, was as fol
hundred makes a success of it. Ask lows: Annapolis, February 3; Rock
the bankers of any town and see how ville, February 4; Mount Airy, Feb
their standing is. A man who does ruary 5; Charlotte Hall, February
not make a. success for himself can 6; Towson, February 7; Belair, Feb
not do his customers justice. This is ruary 8; Pocomoke, February 10;
what makes price cutters: A fellow Salisbury, February 11; Hurlock,
thrcshes for a few years, and loses a

little each year.

Feburary 12; Easton, February 13 ;
Soon he has an out vRidgely, February 14; Elkton, Feb

fit that he does not ﬁx up, and cannot
ruary 15.

run but a short time until he has to
stop and tinker awhile, thereby be
ing six days in doing one day’s work.
“Have you seen Professor Gabble
He cuts prices to get a job.
That ston, the scientist, lately?”
happened, last year close in this
“Yes; I listened to him for more
neighborhood. . A fellow to make than an hour at the club last night.”
inoney lthiieshing must have his ma
“Indeed! What was he talking
chine vupl-to-date, do big work, a about‘?H
quick job and get a move on himself.
“He didn ‘t say. ’ ’-Puck.
I want you all to come and see me

'=" (r;

Little in Size—Fits the Pocket
Little in Price (only 25c) Fits the Purse
It is complete and adapted for threshermen’s use only.
Now Mr. Thresherman, when you can keep a complete rec
ord of your business on an investment of only 25 cents,
why hesitate a moment.

Order One Now and Start the Season
Right

SOLD ON LY BY

.The'Threshermen’s Review Company
St. Joseph, Michigan
. b

I

March, 1908.
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30 t0 50 per eent 8ave(I on StanIe Merehandise.
'
Wrecking prices are known as

goods in the regular way. but

bargain prices.
The most wond r1‘ 1 b
l
ﬂ:ri 1 lzigppﬁjrihnity
Bd
vgrtilsedygasiilog

take advantage of various sales to
2333:3111‘?113268;):1; 33:13:35’:

manufacturedifisrtlcles
seldom
occu .
The are
verybeing
best

devoted to the 5519 01 general

oﬂeiedailesﬂihw “111mm”
of production. We do not buy our

C

You Must Buy At ﬂleso Astonlshingiy low Prices.

JAi2li-SOREWS,951: -

Our Jacks

Send 08

l

now.best quality manufactured. Made with
castiron stand and wrought iron screw
having deep out thread.

Don’t Wait Until It is Too Late.

I’

-

_

Your Lumber

I

Send US Your Order Today.

' Furniture
'
Special

.

B

I” For Our Estimate

Catalog FREE.

Th. Chicago Houoo Wrecking comp!” oﬁers the most'wonderful opportunity ever heard of to furnish you lum' w, "a con-‘emu, Wuhan! “ sham.‘
ber and building supplies of every kind at prices that will save you big money. Such an opportunity as this seldom occurs. and limeivcrl Bales complete stocks 0|
We have lumber for your house, church, barn, meeting house, cribs, stores, factories and in tact buildings of every kind. We hm‘ "d" b'md new- “P‘W‘d-‘B mm“
i

5.

ss

"

in the past.

We

guarantee

absolute

satisfaction.

We

require

your

Lunsbor from Expositions.

ilozndiictor Pine, 3 i-2o car it.

‘4_75_ had vast lumber experience.
Lover motion; with extra

3E
..

hen niimlrssaltmdl iiii) 111hi
: s a, fan- Larger or 6H
11 smash-“Mon from w m

Brand new galvanized. Zia. per ft. 'I-Ic
)in. per it. do. Uihcr sizes in pro iirtion
iavo 'l’rounh. per ft. 8c and up.
IiIOWb,
its" Trough Corners, Hangers, Hooks and
everything In Down-spouting,Eavo Troughs
illdll.
d Flptelirnftf
'
. ‘1031:1111: 13?: ‘S5725:
l
i d Snips.
Bi I"

good

W

will.

Read

Hot and Cold Chisels.

per lb

I’AINTS. 30!: PER GALLUN
J k

Barn Paint. in blil. lots. per

"1., 30¢, Cold Water Paints.

celebrated Asbostine bran .

-

outside use,fully guaranteed. - may
best assortment colors, 50lb.
'
lots,perlb.,3o-“Psrfection"
‘Mixed Pa'lntl. penal-,1“.

l’KW?
l an
................
.ss.oo
mm,“ In“
“om
No. on No. '1. either mixed

ha

Per rim‘ 3 "2c.

HELI] FENCING, 20¢: per roll.

overhauled pips. wmolﬂe with screw“

Galvanized graduated diamond mash ﬁeld
fsncing.22 in. high, per rod
“201:
‘iii in., per rod .................... ..
ml‘:
rigors mosh fencing at the same prices.
oavy Z-in. mesh, hexagon galvani'od
fencing. suitable for every purposu. madr
of No 16 wire, 160 lineal feet 24 In.

After the island‘:

Fair at Chicago we sold 80,000,000 feet; at the
Omaha Exposition, 51,000,000 feet; at the Pan
American Exppsition. 33,000,000 feet, and at the

them to go down. They never will. If you have
no need for a carload yourself, get your neigh
bors to club with you. By buying a carload you
can save all kinds of money on freight charges.
We have railroad tracks running through our main
warehouses and buildings and can load a car to
_ good advantage to you. You can include other items

ENAMELEII TUBS. $6.00
New blua enameled, lﬂx2t
with nickel-plated strain

Good
Manila
Rope.
), “mt
mm...‘
s, slight~
in"

$0,001,000 Feet of all kinds of Lumber and Finish-

ing wtioth ntailmcsps ‘and cement; _
easy i08sq
on lt..si.75.
ou;rcqu Rubberized
res no can ~>
ing.

per
"£003.25. “Ni;
a!
a lb.,
l s l0:y
“'3; word, :cr

(hive-Roofing, guaranteed for
‘J0 years. No coating rcquirrd; ‘
par l06 sq. ft.. including nails, 1
rapmceinont Inrla s.i l

Wrapping Twine, per 1b., ‘
6c.
i00ft..$l.60.
Galvanised
Wire
Guy
Hope
Wire,
and

ing Material. We are making special concessions
'
to those who will
buy at once‘ Even if you
have no use for this lumber at once, it will pay
you to buy now. We cheerfully invite inspection
of our Lumber Stock and will be glad to have you
come direct to our warehouse and yards at Chicago.
sue the lumber we are, offering, and you will recog
nize that it is all we say of it; make your own sel
r-cilOl! and see it loaded. It is not necessary how
ever to come to Chicago; we sell you by mail very
easily and will have no trouble to convince you of
the desirability of placing an order with us. Just
you send us your lumber bill, and we will easily
"Show You.“ On application we will send copies
of letters
from money,
customers
from
us.
They saved
whywho
can'thave
you?bought
Write today.

OP
Sq- Ft.
Most economical and uurablc
' roof covering knowmEasy to put
on: requires no tools but a hatch

' shot a hammer. With ordinary
care will last many yoars.Th0ns~

andsoisatisﬁadcustomeriievery
have proven its virtues.
’. Suitable for coverin buildings
2:15: oliirliiiiriggi‘iziiriighcdiligﬁ

a proof. Chea er and more lasting .
than shing as. will not taint

"

rain-water. lilakos your building cooler in summer and warmer in winter. Abso

We Purchased Every Exposition

lately perfect brand new straight from the fscto .II-IO is our price for our
This includes the World’s Fairs of Chicago and
No. 15 grade of Flat Semi- ardened steel rooﬁn an siding, each sheet 2} in,
wide and 24 in. long. Our price on the oorrugate . like illus ration, sheets 22 in. St. Louis, the expositions of Buffalo and Omaha,
wide and24 ill-TOD ,. ‘1.75. At% cents per square additional we will furnish built at a cost of 500.000.000.00. We are the foremost

Sheﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂd BT60“ 0l18~ our D1166 011 Building 50“! °\‘ W" crimged- R003"! dismantlers and purchasers of large institutions
lame as on the corrugated. We have other grades of Btee

and Iron in the world. By this means alone millions of
dollars’worth
of the world's
best
have
d
m t
b l
h l products
l
l
passed into our possession and have been rebuilt
tions to other points on up lica ion. This freight pregaid Di‘ﬁDOliiiOn only "it!" an 50
a 50 par cent e Ow t e 1' orig “a! Va “6'
to the stctel rgogn odeirﬁ indttlgis advgrtls‘emun . atlsfactiion ‘ ularzg‘teitdmgr The
World’s
center
me
9 re0.a i')..0with
.
apnvileso g of exsaigiiiatfon
n o “ii-on
a yone
answer
ng
s
e themciityC.
will
send 25per
cent
of
Thousands of satisﬁed customers everywhere have
amount ouordorlncush: nlancetobepaidaftermateriolreaches ourstation.
of our business. we
[f not (mad as represented, refuse the shipment and we wi icheerfuliy learned to recognize the virtue
‘
All kinds of Rooﬁng sup iiir-s, galvanised conductor zgargiggtgesetgciogozggtglgilagﬁﬁgiglyq‘gsaggesgsr
refund your deposit.
Writ. ‘1'01?!’ ‘this’
lPlt‘Sléulllg-(ﬂﬂ
0 0X8 OEXCG
B
on no u a a B O
home, Texas and Indian Territory. Quota~

.‘I-llll

steel snl s

l

- I'IG

| my

-

us

your rrillr

t-wluv.

.

2. I I chm...
‘° "

1

. H t,

.

.

L, Ziéf’wEi-"KH

rix ug yourold buiidin
y covering it with 1' '
brl
t, fresh brick si ing. Easily at on.

are overﬂowing with merchandise secured from such
sources. Our wonderful growth and expansion is
the be” evidence 0! our ability ‘'0 Sal-VB you‘

Mars of semi-hardened stcel. Loo a like

of all kinds. We sel Immense

aantit es.

Merchandise of the

Gives thoroulglsi autism-Lion '

highest quality is sold

plaster. Always nest and attractive. E00
.'
HOHIH'RI and lasting. Bent ready to put up.Nn
' r I Special tools required.
Comes in sheets 2‘

_0_u£ time more... i “no...

customer means more tons than a large sale. Every
in. x6 in. and! ft. Iong.Also used for sidiri . article you purchase from us is guaranteed abso
_8 Dell! Prepaid Frolghs Omr.
e lutely as represented. If you ﬁnd it tothe contrary,
W11 Us! freight on all orders for metal roof we hold ourselves in readiness to make good our
iiiu. beaded ceiling and bfii'k eiiling to oints
east ofColorado-eroe t in Oklahoma, eras representations. If the goods received are not as
and Indian Teri-Ito .
rices to these points. represented, we will take them back and refund
‘ freight pald,furnls Oil on application. This your purchase price at once. There will be no ar
w

TUBULAR LANTEIINS,45|:.
Steel Shovels, strongly made.
MIG; Steel single bit axes 45c;
Double bit axes, 400; Large
—|— size steel hammers, 25c,
\ Manure forks, 45c; Hay
forks, 30c; Axe handles,

‘. i'

Nos. 0,]
vanlsod shorts, ‘1.80
Nos. 14 and 15.... "Oi-O0

H Galvanised Wire contin
’

o0: Hack saws. with frame.

FREE

i‘

nous lsngths,No.0per

100 l
No.

.00
.80

I s: ‘BIB riiomu'm Nomi];

per

.. o. ....... .. nil-"ha...s ....
mini
menLFr‘hre
wire all kinds.

CATALOG

lmrfsction spray pump

host

manufactured . ...... .. .

. . . . ."2.88 Feed Cookerl. 09.20;

~

‘ '

Stool Wagon Tanks 07.00. Galv. Troughs 60c.

'- I40 Buys
Built Gasoline Engine.
The best farm Eng‘ine manufactured is oﬂered
on at a price with n the reach of all. it is built
inr service and satisfaction. It is not atoy
engine but made along lines that will be
appreciated as time goes by It is ratedcon
scrvatively by the manufacturers at 5 HP.

but it will easily develop 6 H. P. It has the
most perfect construction posslble.'i‘he cool
ing tankis placed on top of cylinder. less

water being thus required in cold weather.
No dangerof freezin in winter time. The
gasoline supply tank a cast in thobaae. No necessity for any piping. No danger of lea‘lr- .,
ago. All castings are made of a special mix
ture of iron, giving great strength and no
den or of breakage. The connecting rod and crank shaft are steel dropped
forg nus, made of ﬁnest of inlld steel. Both the crank and wrist pin brusses
are adjustable. Here you have an Engine, built on the most im rni'ed up-to
date design, along lines giving rout strength, durlilllty and airnpiiclty etc or. ‘
ntion. No need to be a mcchan c in order to understand workiu this Eng no

Our complete instructions cover every possible contrivsnce.

Th e Engine will

purposes,
as well
for regular
shop
uses.
to modern
pay tor itself
in aasyear's
time. machine
ill can be
used
for Bo
anyal ve
euoral
farm

ideas.

A few cents per hour will cover all cost of operation.

who“ ‘he

Engine is idle, no or once.
Can be started and stopped instantly
_
Absolutely
tho
aﬂoat
Started Engine Manufactured
We furnish the outﬁt complete with magneto d 'namo nnrl set of four dr,
:iattter‘itosd We Simian it etc]: oéhbintteé-igg for st'tsaiv'vtii'ihg lgilisinc- when “Erwin!
I N l

0

| ‘1GB

lubricator

9 magne

and

muffler

.

ppe

all

ready

mp a

to

‘l"ll’l-

B

Send

necessary

in

0

our order

Cl]

5,

todiza

complete Water Supply Outfits
at $4
in“

You can live in city comfortcven thong
your
home be can farm. By our improved and simple
pneumatic water supply systems you can have run- .
ning water in your home and on our farms, thereby
) i
ll th
f rts
ofmo you
eraone
plumbin
con
sgutiznucgosf
sssiiglvyo
furnish
of oursspec

“‘mom
was

.

necessary vaivcségangcl and so forth to complete
the outﬁt. At $1
we will furnish you one of our
Complete House Plumbing Outﬁts with alrpressuro
water system, abath tuh, closet, lavatory, kitchen
sink and range boiler for hot water and includ
lnu all necessary pipes and ﬁttings, similar to
illustration shown in this advertisement.

We are in position to save you 301 or more.
Ourcomprchcnsiva book of instructions. seat
has on application. Our material is ﬁrst class.
it is easy to install any oi our systems. We
furnish comprehensive drawings, so that any
man handy with tools can properly install and
operate. In replying tell us as much as you
ran regarding construction of your building and
any farts that will help us to givsyou an hm Ili
rrr-nt reply. “'1' lini'» minim (mm :31“? [n $20M

\
a
,

new‘

I? 00008, Bill: and up.

want more positive proof, write to our depository,

he Drove", Deposit National Bank- ohlcago-

ouR.

COUPON

NEW

500-PACE

l0.000 doors

and

win

ilnws, which we will close
u int at asnving of 40‘. at

00 cents we can furnish
liven an ordinary door.
- good enough for general

Bought at manufacturers sale, l0 car loads
of h h grads carriage and machine bolts,
a complete miss al kinds together. excellent assort
list of these doors and ment. strictly first class. in lots of 100 lbs.,
. windows, which we will per 1b., do. Also carriage and machine

purposes.
We

have

" mail on application.

CATALOG

Bounty ............ ............................ .. State.......................................

No. 813 FREE

at Sheriffs’ and Receivers‘ Sales. It will pay you to keep it handy. its pages contain a full record of what we still
have
on hand
wonderful
St. Louis
World's
supplies,
articles for eve ryone. You
will irom_the
find it useful
in the home,
in the
ﬁeld. Fair.
in theMerchandise,
workshop or machinery
in the office.andWrite
us today.

~ cxw

Cut out this Ad" mark a cross on those items that most interest you and we will send you much valuable
‘ information.
ﬁlldo’
innot
Free
Catalog
our new
1 ill bcgriguloiiﬁbuii'lw‘iiregom
t
“d prepaid.Also
If you
want
to cutcoupon
out the attached
"Ad" sendand
us your
namecats]
and gddzess
have seen this Ad also tell us iust what items in our uAd" interest you most. Address
I
r

Pol -DIIIco Box no. ...............

b0i": Wood screws....................I0o per lb.

THIS WONDERFUL
BOOK
is iust out
ready
to very
be sent
tomerchandise
you at once. and
It is suppliessgsiignlizt‘h‘yeua
a book
shrewdbuyer
must have.BARGAIN
500 pages with
thousands
of and
items
of the
best

i am a reader of Threshermen‘s Review.
Hcnd me your large
Bill-page catalog. absolutely free as in“ ertised in this paper.

II
..... ..................................................
Poll-office Addrou .................................................................. ..

All you

need to say is that Hgoods are not satisfactory."
That's enough for us. Money will be promptly re
funded to you. Send us your order today.
We cheerfully invite investigation as to our re
responslbillty. Ourcapltal stockand surplus is over
$i.000,000.00. We refer you to any commerclnllnstitu
tion in Chicago or anywhere else. Look us up in
Dun's or Bradstreet’s; ask any Express Company;
write to the editor of this or any other paper; if you

GHIGAGO HOUSE WREGKING 00.
35th and Iron Streets.
ohloago, I".

R. r. n

or sizes in proportion

l’umpl of all kinds.

v..- and ‘II'V'II‘HII‘R nothing else.
gument about the return of your money.

150; Hand saws, 25c; Com
pass saws, 12c; Files, 5c;

mmdjm “L “M '2.
' '

at lalouti'its consisting oi also gal. Chicago air and

stock compels us to dispose of what we have on
band. The time to buy is when these bargalns,ahown
you in this advertisement, are calling on you for
_ 100 sq. ft. Ideal ceiling or stores. action. Send us your order today and be convinced.
oflices, kitchens, restaurants, etc. No falling
We guarantee absolute

Hamill"!- 309-

_
'

335 mm he" mum”,

“aim? limit-ii" Pump
I" ‘m spout
""6 pumps
Pump‘
i'itcher

sacriﬁce prices. Each day some new addition to our water mm. especial air and water pump and all

omen in s sets 2‘ ins. x
ins. llus a
good points of steel rooﬁng. Relliwmlier,
you buy direct from our own mill. “'0 are headquarters for brick siding.
Metal
Fine Steel Beaded (Jellln , $2.00 per

re uni nli’ur refers only to i n

Hand-form iivmvl------ --

“~

\

ﬁrst-class merchandise that we have secured in con
nection
with our purchase
of stocks at SHERIFFS’
ﬂlld RECEIVERS’
SALES. Ourenormous
warehouses
4

brick. No special tools re uirsd, Prevents
'lecny.
Decreases
ﬁre Tia ilit
Im er0 ‘iii
:sppcarance
of premises.
A a. tub

)U ldin

"

.....li 1.00 iicautifullifarbio Washstands

etc.

ﬂttln.
g

.

iiuubla acting. Iii-way pumps ‘0.20 Weigh less and twice _
as practical as wooden r

\Yc recently bought at Manufacturers’ Sale over

Cablcat waydown prices. Tackle Ban-k s , ctr

.

WIND MILL LIFT PUIAI'S iiALV. STEEL TANK, S2

Fifty Million Feet 0! Lumber for Sale:

MANILA RUPE BARGAINS.

2-ply
"Eagle"
100 sq.
ft...
60¢, aply,
00c; Brand,
Vulcanite
Roof-

‘

Brand new steal
tubs, with enamel,
.
i’ilhBdOlLBiiLinng.‘ ;'
Handsome white
cnamclsd,seamless
rust-iron. roll rim
bath-tubL'lU-ZU

outside. pricu..
Cast-iron fiat
porcelain enameled kitchen all
with nickel-plated strainer....

ml and Merchandise of every kind. ROOillllZ- nulls"-..
Wire, Fencing, Furniture and Hardware.

or one kind to a ln-g.

envo tron h

couplin

. this
. same car. such as Pipe.
.
.
i il‘zfl'e‘zazfm‘u'ltf
, .
in
Plumbing
Matcr- g1‘a“'::f'f:°r::ﬁm:“:é"wp° .shirt-t' Jake‘:
__

Premier Brlhdﬁ'vvlrsiilr-

Felt Iluoiinu BllcnnSq.

l e

Send us list of your requirements or ask
for our Special Iurnltun Catalog.

below

wide, per bale................................. .. 32-00
Galvanized poultry netting, 2-ln.mesh,
Write for our full list- you overlook buying your lumber now. Prices complete good as new:
lineal
to the halo; 12 in. ~5°°
Blacksmiths‘ sle
d g e 50s, on lumber are ever advancing‘
unhandled.
er 1b..
Do not wait
- ‘or 13‘ Inch """"""" ".° 23‘ mch"““'“"“'°° 150
Wide.
FBI‘ foot
M10 -------------------------------------

We offer 2,000 kegs ofbrand new,
lint-class, celebrated "Eagle"
vhorseshocs at.
par keg whon
‘ of 5 kegs at one time; in
‘ smaller quantities

I

guarantee

anything on the market.

llllllSE SllilES, $3.75 Per lieu

.

our

and threaded
*3 $1450- WO “WW8 0‘" St- Louis Exposition over 100,000,000 feet. You will ends
1 inch
pm. ‘00,
fumﬂequafgr superior“) miss one of the greatest chances you ever saw if

Zloeach. Ruoﬁns too I ofall sorts.

Rooﬁng.
DOII'I DIII
we Pay t

iuro, ‘arpcts, Bugs and Linoleum. We can

,ga Send it to us at once, tell us where you have seen this advertisement, and we will make a proposition that will be a saving of gm" lqxumm .m w, c“ ‘mum, "ery.
$5 from 30 to 60 per cent, This is not an idle statement. Thousands of satisﬁed customers have bought lumber from us lilinlhsedsdtnrthe home or tho oﬂico. -

"

Triple
"
"
_..
.
All kinds House moving equipment

is the

_

can furnish absolutely everything required in construction material. Have your carpenter or builder make up a coinpletelisl nave you from 30 to 00 per cent, Good Lin
at 30c per s . yd. Bu s from ‘L50
of everything that you may require. including Lumber, Sash, Doors, Nails, Rooﬁng, Siding. Ceiling and every single article. olcum
up. Bedroom Porn ture, 0 ca Fixtures

.

Housa Raising Jack
Maple
each...
sin
1. Rollers,
Tune mock.

Dell is

stocks. Over 86 acres literally
covered with merchandise.

House

co.’

March, 1908.

We"

203 8AI|E—J. 1. Case wood separator
with big cylinder. blower. weigher.
and Ruth feeder.
Been run about 125
days. in ﬁne shape.
Price. on board
cars. 3350.
R. D. Woodward. Glasco.
Kansas.
Please mention The Review.

Sm» ‘

GE DEPARTME '

P03 BAI-I'-—New Gaar-Scott 31x49 sep
arator with self feeder. weigher, wind
stacker.
Run about 30 days, in ﬁrst
class condition. Price. $650 cash if sold
soon.
Reason for selling. too large for
barns in this vicinity.
Sherer Bros"
Navarre. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

THRESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur
chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.
In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just

P03 8AI|2—0ne 16x18 Ohio belt pow
er hay press with friction clutch and
automatic block dropper.
Al condition.
\Veber Implement Co.. St. Louis. Mo.
Please mention The Review.

what their ad. will cost, we have decided to make a ﬂat rate of

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.‘
Signatures and addresses are counted as so many words and charged at the
above rate. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 3ix48,) will be counted as
one word. Abbreviations and initials, each will be counted as one word.

P03 SALE-Size D 1.500 feet Advance
well drill. manufactured by Loomis

Machine Co.. Tiﬂln. Ohio.

Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.
Anybody can use this department at these rates, whether MANU
FACTURER, DEALER or THRESHERMAN.
No display can be given advertisements under this heading. It is useless

to request that cuts be run.

but about 600 feet.

If that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad

_—_.W—._;_l

ALI- mnsmnmsr GET WISE—Save P03 SAI-E—33x56 Leader separator.
oil agents commission of $5 to $10 on
self feeder. Peoria. weigher. gearless
wind stacker. drive belt. complete. New
in 1907, run 21 days. Good running or
der.
50 per cent. of cost takes this ma
chine.
Address, Frank Carrier, Green
field. Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
‘Tl

A SIAI—-18-horse Westinghouse engine r03. SALE-twenty rebuilt traction en
(latest model) complete.
One 36x53
gines and grain separators. complete.
\Vestinghouse separator. Peoria weigh 0f different makes and sizes, guaranteed
er, wind stacker and Woods feeder. steel in ﬁrst class
condition.
Dealer
or
tank and steel trucks. with all the latest thresherman if interested. don’t fall to
equipments.
Run 100 days.
Shedded write for descriptive price list.
0. K.
when not at work.
As good as new. Lee. Aberdeen, South Dakota.
81 4M.
Geo. I-I. Steele, Exeter. Neb.
Please mention The Review.
Please mention The Review.
P03 8AI-E—Complete Russell thresh
ing outﬁt and Birdsell Jr. clover hull
ammo! steam plow owners. If you
want an engineer who can make your er; No. 1 threshing outﬁt, practically
Must sell on account of
outﬁt
pay.
address
quickly.
Claude good as new.
poor health.
Terms to suit price.
A
Drake, Meade, Kansas.
Please mention The Review.
bargain.
Write me if interested.
E.
Reminink. R. 8, Holland. Michigan.
A BABGAII-—-One 36x58 Frick separa
Please mention The Review.
tor, blower. weigher. feeder. in good
condition.
Price right, if interested. 1'03 SALE or TRADE-Saw mill. Good
bargain. E. H. Coyne. R. 2, Commis
Also one 32-inch Parsons feeder. almost
key. Indiana.
good as new. A bargain.
N. W. Tom
Please mention The Review.
linson. Muncie. Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
_, r03 SAI-B—-15 h. p. gasoline engine.
nearly new.
Fine condition.
Price.
BABBAIJI'B-J‘ive second-hand automo
biles, $175 up. Also five second-hand $250.
Chas. Nixon. Carlinville. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
lathes. Send for list. Box 593. Burl

ington, Wisconsin.
1'08 SAI-E—One good as new Minneap

Please mention The Review.

Owner having died

machine must be sold.
For information
address. Mrs. Geo. Canﬁeld. Chana. Ill.
Please mention The Review.
.

vertising columns.

your orders for oils and greases by buy
ing direct from an old established reﬁn
ery.
Send postal card for prices and
samples.
Fairfax Reﬁning Co.. Desk 7.
Cleveland. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

Set of tools

complete. 5% and 8-inch holes.
1.500
feet l'lé-inch cable;
250 feet ZIA-inch
chain speeding rope;
1.400 feet wire
sand line;
9x9 engine.
Never drilled

REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.

P03 BALE—A postal card will bring
you bargain prices on endless Giant
red-stitched belts for wood saws, feed
mills. clover hullers. etc.
We carry a
big stock of endless belts: 60. 70¢ 80.
90. 100 feet up to 160 feet and from 6
to 10 inches wide and 4 or 5-ply.
Mil
ler Oil & Supply Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.
Please mention The Review.
r02. SALE-We are the owners of the
original patterns for the Aultman Co..
Canton. Ohio, line of machinery, and are
making the repairs for Star engines.
American separators. etc.
Orders ﬁlled
promptly.
Send for new repair price
list.
The Engine & Machinery Co.. 920
So. Market St.. Canton. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

use too

much x52 separator with all attachments com

coal and water? If it does. it should
not.
There is a reason for it.
Write
me. giving size and make of engine, sin
gle or double.
I will advise you where
your trouble is. and how to remedy it.
Will answer any questions relative to
traction engines.
Address. P. 0. Box
143. East Peoria. Illinois.
Please mention The Review:

plete.
Price. 31.000.
Nalewaja
Delano. Minnesota.
Please mention The Review.

Bros.,

1'08 BAI-R—Big stock second-hand en
gines,
threshers
and
attachments.
Write for our list. Dukehart Machinery
Co.. Des Moines, Iowa.
Please mention The Review.

P03 SALE-One 32x52 American sepa
rator with blower, feeder and weigh
er.
Used only about 80 days.
Weber
Implement Company. St. Louis. Mo.
Please mention The Review.

P08 SAI-B—-A brand new 4 h. p. 4 cy
cle marine engine.
Never been taken

I‘OR 8AI-E——No. 531 18 h. p. Gear-Scott
single cylinder en ins;
36x56 Gaar
Scott separator with
arsons feeder, Pe
oria double tube weigher and wind
stacker.
All carefully rebuilt, re aint
ed. stri ed and varnished. M. M.
aker
& Co..
holesale Farm Machinery. Peo
ria. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

out of crate.

Price. $60.

Address, “Ma

rine," c/o The Threshermen’s Review,
St. Joseph. Michigan.
Please mention The Review.

POI. BAI-E—One rebuilt Advance sepa
rator. 36x58; one rebuilt 40-inch Par
sons feeder; one 62-inch Sattley stack

er;

one rebuilt 15 h. p. Reeves engine.

Agent for Rumely threshing machinery.
Ottawa shellers. Alma gasoline engines.
Garden City feeders, Steele weighers.
Travis rocker grates. oils and thresher
supplies.
John C. Schleich, 229 South

Water St.. Peoria. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

208 SALE or Trade 1'08. GATTI-B—
One 16 h. p. Nichols & Shepard engine
and Case tender; one 32x52 Red River
Special separator with Garden City feed
er. Pella stacker and Peoria weigher.
Run two short seasons.
Reason for
selling. poor health. Chas. Rohr, Elma,
Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
POE SALE-Complete outﬁt:
16 h. p.
Nichols 8.: Shepard engine, 36x58 Case
separator with blower and feeder. Mc
Cormick shredder.
Ottawa
C sheller,
nearly new. Pella stacker.
Mowbray
Bros., Garrison. Iowa.
Please mention The Review.

P08 8AI|E—21 h. p. compound Port Hu
ron engine. jacketed boiler. Monarch

two wheeled tender. 36:60 Port Huron
separator. feeder. welgher. blower and
feeder extension;
12-bbi.
steel
tank.
pump and hose.
This machinery was
bought new in 1905.
6-hole Marseilles
sheller. 22 ft. extension feed. run 100
days.
Nearly new drive belt. 150 feet
by 8-inch.
Chas. A. Holz. Palisade.
Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

203 SALE-i4-horse Star traction;

P08 BALE-Peerless feeder. good as
new, 36-inch.
C. C. Thomas. Bridge
port, Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

r03 BALE-ZZ-horse double
202. SAI-1l—0ne No. 2 Marseilles cyl
inder corn sheller. com lcte with drag
and elevator.
Weber
mplement Co..

St. Louis. Missouri.
Please mention The Review.

cylinder

Buffalo Pitts engine. cab and Jacket:

36x70

Avery

separator.

feeder.

wind

stacker and telescope welgher; l8-horsc
double Colean engine. cab and jacket;
36x60 Colean separator. feeder. weigher.
wind stacker. drive belt and mounted
tank. Goods are right. so are price and
terms.
H. H. John, Mattoon. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

1'03 SAI-IB—-Write for our price list of
rebuilt traction
engines. threshers,
clover hullers and corn huskers.
Ken
ney Machinery Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.
1'03 SAI-Hearhart's
Please mention The Review.
ily knitting machine;

tle for lit-inch pipe:

improved fam
Gorgone whis

Gould balance

POI
8AI|Z—6-roll
Appleton
husker, valve for 15-horse; spring tube expand
$175;
Huber separator. 28x42; Zero er; roller tube expander; quart ubri
lubricator; Ditch adjustable sieve.
A1
cator. just like new.
Address. Wm.
vin Myers, R. 18. Sarver. Pennsylvania. l'iohbcrger. Milligan. Nebraska.
' Please mention The Review.
Please mention The Review.

1'03
8AI-B—-8-horse
young
Samson
trip'le geared power. used 12 days’. 875.
Also 36-inch Ruth feeder. used 60 days,
850. A. J. Watts. Beaver Crossing. Neb.
Please mention The Review.

POE SAI-E—Ottawa D. sheller, in good
repair, with 38 ft. of drag.
One set
Drapcrs globe valve facing tools. cheap.
Two ‘Viler lifting Jacks. one small and
one large.
John A. White.‘ Washburn,
Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
r03 8AI-Il—10-horse Fuller & Johnson
portable gasoline engine and 6-hole
Sandwich sheller with circle drag.
En
gine new. sheller run four seasons (run
ning now). in ﬁne shape.
Everything
in the best of order. ready to be rushed.
Geo. H. Steele. Exeter. Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

FOR SALE CHEAP 1'03 0A8I—36-in.
Parsons self feeder.
Run about 60
days. John W. Hornby. R. 1, Ingleﬁeld.
Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

POE 8AI|E—-One 32x52 American sepa
tor with feeder. weigher and Sattley
attached stacker.
Looks
like
new.
Weber Implement Co.. St. Loui. Mo.
Please mention The Review.

r03. 8AI|B—-Engines and separators of
different sizes and makes.
One new
Port Huron sheller, $175.00.
Marseilles
complete. $100.00.
Ottawa and Joliet.
M. J. Alleman. R. 20, Peru. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

P08 BAI-Z—One 12-lnch burr Scientiﬁc
grinding
mill;
McCormick
4-roll
shredder; one Appleton 16-inch silo cut
ter, 36 ft. carrier mounted.
A. 8. Mc
Donald. Trivoli. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

POR- SAI-E—Rumely 10 h. p. traction
engine:
G-hole John Deere sheller.
tender. drive belt. A1 condition.
$550.
A. J. Goodban. Cortland, Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

If“ BAX-P22 h. p. Hart-Parr kerosene
plowing engine.
Practically new.
C.
H. Roseberry, Stella. Missouri.
Please mention The Review.

I'OI SAI-E—A new 25 h. p. Russell gen
eral utility traction engine and two
hauling wagons.
Levi Lewis. Radnor.
Pennsylvania.
Please mention The Review.
ron BAI-Il—0ne 16 h. p. Russell com
pound traction engine; also one No.
1 Birdsell clover huller. with self feed
or and blower on.
All in good running
order.
Box 451, Wauseon. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

263 8AIiil~One l2-horsewPor-t Huron
engine; one ii-roll McCormick shred
der;
8-bbi. water tank:
60 ft. drive
belt. $500.
Charles A. Larson. Moline.
Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
ron. 8AI|I:—One 36-inch Ruth feeder.
good as new: one 32-inch Ruth feed
er. in ﬁrst class order; one 36-inch Par
sons feeder. used very little; one 32
inch Parsons feeder, used two seasons.
thoroughly rebuilt;
one 36-inch Rich
feeder. used only a few days. Will sell
or trade for second-hand engines or saw
mills. Weber Implement Co.. St. Louis.
Missouri.
Please mention The Review.

P03 BALE-Circle railroad locomotive
tender. four coaches. sixty feet diam
eter track.
Latest thing out in Merry
Go-Round line.
Ship
on
one
car.
Would exchange for ﬁrst class thresh
ing outﬁt or cheap Kansas or Nebras
ka land.
G. E. Arnold. Pickrell. Neb.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 BALE-Engine,
separator.
corn
husker. grinder. saw. in good running
order.
Six hundred dollars. cash. takes
it. Louis Aben. River Rouge. Michigan.
Please mention The Review.

P03.
8AI|I!—Parsons feeder.
36-inch. '
good shape. $25.00.
Also Cushman 3
h. p. gasoline motor. good running or
der. $50.00.
A. J. Goodban, Cortland.
Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

POE

Advance engine; 36x60 Advance sep
arator;
Barker self feeder:
Advance
weigher and wind stacker.
Rebuilt. re
painted. striped and varnished and in
ood condition.
M. M. Baker & Co..
holesale Farm Machinery. Peoria, Ill.
Please mention The Review.
POI SAIJl—36-inch
30 days, good as
for 850 takes it. W.
well. North Dakota.
Please mention

Ruth feeder. used
new.
First check
D. Prentice. Cogs
The Review.

203 SALB—-One 27-inch Parsons feed
er; one Peoria weigher, cheap.
Emil
Thonen. Whiting, Kansas.
Please mention The Review.
POI. SAI-Il—36-inch
Parsons feeder:
Ditch adjustable sieve;
Closz chaf
fer.
All practically new.
J. F. Reed.
Lithopolis. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

P03 SAI-Il--No. 8 Bowsher feed grind
er complete with
wagon
elevator.
practically good as new.
Price, $60.
cash.
Wm. E. Walter. R. 3. Ogden. Ia.
Please mention The Review.
203 SAI;E—One 20 h. p. Birdsall en
gine;
one 16 h. p. Birdsall engine;
one 16 h. p. Case; one Wood Bros. feed
er.
General agents. The A. D. Baker
Co.. Engines and Thrashers. The Wright
Machine Co.. 116 Fulton St.. Peoria. Ill.
Please mention The Review.

ALE-12

h.‘ p.

traction engine;

32x48 Huber separator; 30x50 Lead
er Western Special separator; Kitsle
men's farm weaving fence
machine.
Wantcd—two
front
traction
engine
wheels;
the 3-way crank shaft of a
52-inch
Gear-Scott
separator.
Ad
dross. Box 663. Kent. Indiana.

Please mention The Review.
1'03
ﬂue
Avery
All in
edict.

ron 8AI-—E—-No. 5'32 18 h. p. compound

12

horse Huber traction engine. glegant
order; Peerless separator with
ureka
reversible carrier; DeLoach saw mill;
steam pump.
For description write to
Chas. E. Kline, Strausstown. Pa.
Please mention The Review.

1'03 SAI-E——Parsons feeder. late style.
used 45 days.
Fine shape.
$50 cash.
Size. 36-inch.
Jack Runnalls, Utica.
Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

I'OR SALE—New 2-horse gasoline en
gine._ For particulars. write. W. Q.
Pfahler. Napoleon, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

I'OR SAI-Il or TRADE POI 803828
32x52 Stevens separator. blower and
bagger.
F. R. Davenport. R. 3, Plain
wall. Michigan.
Please mention The Review.

P08 8ALE——No. 621 20 h. p. double cyl
indcr
Nichols
&
Shepard
engine.
bought new in 1906; 32x52 Nichols &
Shepard Rod River Special separator
with self feeder. Peoria double tube
wcigher and Sattley attached stacker.
A splendid rig. price right. M. M. Ba
ker & Co.. Wholesale Farm Machinery.
Peoria. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

I'OI SAI-E—Nearly new 36x52 Niagara
separator and Monarch self feeder, 35
detachable boier tubes 2x9 inches. new.
Cheap.
F. Booth. Stanley. New York.
Please mention The Review.

olis 18 h. p. straw burner engine. 32

20058 YOUR 8301‘!!!

POE 8ALE—18 h. p. compound jacket
ed boiler, Advance engine with Par
sons tender;
36x56 Advance separator
with Parsons feeder. gearless blower.
Rig brand new run less than 50 days.
except feeder. used two falls.
8-roll
Janney shredder.
Write.
F. D. Peet.
Iowa Falls, Iowa.
Please mention The Review.

SALE-25-h. Minneapolis direct
plow engine. run 45 days.
42x64
separator. complete. run 125 days.
ﬁne condition. F. -C. Wirth. Ben
Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

LIVE AGENT! 'WAmD—To sell ra
zor paste.
Sample, 10 cents.
Murray. Racine. Wisconsin.
Please mention The Review.

J.

H.

POE SALE or TRADE——A. '1‘. Columbia
36x56 separator. feeder, weigher and
blower. with belts.
Good order.
What
have you to trade? A. J. Goodban. Cort
land. Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 SAI-Il——Two
complete
threshing
outﬁts. 16 h. p. engines, Wood Bros.
feeders and weighers.
Cheap.
Terms
to suit purchaser.
O.
C. Hoekins.
Brownsville. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

203 SALE—N0. 611 15 h. p. J. I. Case
engine; 32x54 large cylinder Case sep
arator with feeder. weigher and wind
stacker. mounted steel tank. pump. hose
and drive belt.
A complete and up-to
date outﬁt. used not to exceed two
months.
Price right.
M. M. Baker &
Co.. Wholesale Farm Machinery. Peoria.
Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

POI. SAI-E—Huber engine. 16 h. p.; Hu
ber separator. 36x60, in good running
order. belt power Duplex grinder. nearly

new.
cheap.

Going) out of business. will sell
L.
. Huncker, Raverina, Neb.
Please mention The Review.

March, 1908.

'I'HETHRESHERMHN'S REVIEW

I03 SALE—22 h. p. undermounted dou
ble cylinder Star engine, thoroughly
rebuilt. and a 36x60 American separator
with wind stacker. Rich feeder and Pe
oria wcigher.
Price very reasonable.
Weber Implement Co., St. Louis, Mo.

SAI-EBMEI
WANTED — Good
live
agents to work the mill and thresher
trade for our strictly high grade lubri
cating oils, greases, belt dressings, boil
er compounds. etc.
Now is the time to
take orders for both immediate and fu
ture delivery. Write at once. The Mon
itor Oil Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

1'08 BALE-—36x58 Case separator; 66
Sandow. 22 concave teeth and 73 nuts.
One set blower gear, one oats, one wheat SOME REAL BARGAINS-—3Il-inch Par
sieve, one conveyor or charter. one ratch
sons feeder; 32~inch Case feeder; 32
et cylinder wrench:
all new.
Cost inch National feeder; Avalanche weigh
$21.87; sell for $12.00.
Hiram Haaken
er; Glendale welgher.
What will you
son, Alvarado, Minnesota.
give? .I. N. Lauterbur. Sidney. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
208 SALE or TEADE—21 h. p. North
Western cross compound engine, straw SPECIAL AUTOMOBILE BARGAINS
burner. run two falls, in good shape.
$175.00 up; send for list.
Lathes at
Will trade for 16 h. p. Huber or Minne
bargain prices. gasoline engines. etc.
apolis.
10 h. p. Minneapolis for trac Ask for what you want. P. 0. Box 593,
tion gasoline engine.
F. L. Struckman, Burlington, Wisconsin.
R. 2, Tobias, Nebraska.

1'03 SAI-E—Single cylinder

Why So Sure?

of lubricating devices and brass en
gine trimming-s, write the Ohio In
jector Company, Wadsworth, Ohio,

works
It's made
right.
on It
thebrings
right best
plan,reit

for their catalogue. It is a handsome
book of these goods, beautifully illus

trated with

dainty

pictures “from

life” of this company’s ﬁne line of

engine trimmings, including Ohio,
Chicago and Garﬁeld injectors, Chica
go sight feed lubricators and other
ﬁne ﬁttings for steam engine use. It

TD TRADE 1'03 BIG TEEESEIIG
10-h Glide Outﬁt—160 acres unimproved prairie tells things about injectors and is full

automobile, guaranteed
as good as
new.
It has a detachable tonneau. car
ries
four people.
Ills-inch pneumatic
tires and three extra tires. Price, $360.
A. S. McDonald, 'l‘rivoli. Illinois.

POE’SAI-E-H-inch Sa‘ttley automatic
stacker.
$30, cash.

If you want to get posted regard
ing injectors, ejectors and all kinds

in first class running order.
Frank Harms. Benson, Ill.

POI. SALE VERY CEEAP—32X48 Ad

farming land close to four
towns in Sargent Co., N. D.
Chandler, Minnesota.

railroad
Box 4.

of good information on this subject.

'I'IBEBHEBM'EI, IOTIGE—If you own

BIGSTICK Bar Be"

POULTRY _ ?

i
suits to the beginner as well as
the experienced
Zw'be
poultry raiser.

“r

Successful

»

is the nearest of all the out and out automatic
. . .
*
machines. both Incubator
and Broodor. They can be
depended upon under all
conditions to hatch the most

and brood them the best
100 pens standard fowls. In
Cubator and Poultry Catalog
FREE. Booklet “Proper Care

‘ " '

and Feeding Small Chicks,

Duclm ét’l‘urkeys," 10c. 60c poultry paper 1 your, 100.
Don Ilolnol IIIOIIDIIOICO- Dog 173 P0- lulu-l. ll.

or are interested in a threshing out
fit. write us for agency contract for a
device needed by every thresherman.
’ Stops Sillpipliné, Increm- Power.
No money or security required.
Hy
draulic Press Mfg. Co., Dept E, Mt.
C. E. SCANLON. JOLIE'I‘, ILLINOIS
Gilead, Ohio.

i

vance separator, band cutter, weigher WANTED-Seémid-handG-a»? miillistate
and Russell wind stacker. used only
thirteen days. Will sell separate. Also
kind of make and lowest cash price.
new Illinois acetylene gas plant, 860. Theo. Sillman. Ladysmith, Wisconsin.
Want side gear for 16 Gaar-Scott en
gine. W. A. Hinkle. R. 7, Decatur, Ill. WANTED, THBESEEBMEN—A postal
.“li_—s_‘>-—__—___—-l
card giving your name and post office
P03 SALE—20 h. p. Reeves compound address.
We will send you samples by
engine, Reeves separator, Mammoth mail of lubricating oils and greases free
cylinder. all up-to-date attachments. C. of charge and save you money.
Inde
E. Anderson. La Porte, Indiana.
pendent Oil Co., Mansfield, Ohio.

r

if i, Dressing

"3 STROKE SELF FEED HAY PRESS”
2 Men can run it.
Record. 3 tonaiu
one hour. l-‘Asy
\lrui't. Smooth
bales. Will save
-;»>-. _ .t‘s coat. Shipped
.: w on trial. SA Ii‘
FACTION GUAR
ANTEKD.

'I‘I'IR AUTO-FEDAN HAY PRESS CO.,
WANTEID~16 or l8-horse undermount
1044 Jefferson St., Topeka, Kans.
ed engine, 40-inch Advance feeder, also
Perfection
elevator.
Have
40-inch
Nichols & Shepard feeder for sale. Lau 414 E. 10th St., Topeka, Kans., Branch Oﬂice. 1521
W. 12th St.. Kansas City. Mo. AskforCatalog 44.
ierbach Bros., Earlville, Illinois.
WAE‘I'ED—Retarder from thatiold 36:
FOR BALE-CIRCULAR SAW'S‘.
1'03 ALE—N0. 606 22 h. p. double cyl
inch Ruth feeder. Must be in good Llummed and hammered complete. ready to
inder
‘Hart-Parr
gasoline-kerosene condition and cheap. C. N. Pulre, Hills
run, good as new, in the following sizes:
traction engine; 36x60 Bui'i'alo Pitts Ni boro. Ohio.
Three 43 in. 92:12; two 50 in. 8x9; one 52
agara Second separator
with
feeder,
in. 8x9; one 54 in. 91:10; two 56 in. 81:10:
loader and gcarless Russell wind stack WAITED—T0 trade 16-h.' Nichols 8: one 60 in. 81:10; three 60 in. 9x10; two
er: 2% ‘Vestern sheller with three sec
Shepard engine. 36x58 Case separator. 62 in. 8x10. ‘We guarantee the temper and
tions of drag.
The above outﬁt was blower and feeder for 20-h. engine and metal to he
i
all right.
sold new last fall. has been used but a 40x64 separator of good make. Box 57. It
you
want
bar
few days.
Must be sold quick.
M. M. R. 2. Garrison, Iowa
gains write
quick while
Baker & Co., Wholesale Farm Machinery,
they
last.
‘
We can in
WAII'TED—~16 h. p. traction engine. or terest you with prices on the following sup
Peoria, Illinois. .
larger, and elevator grader. For sale: plies. Rubber, leather, red stitched belting.
P08 SALE-One Plano husker, new; a 12 h. p. Rumely traction: 15 h. p. Bird
new saws, pulleys, emery wheels, lace,
bargain.
Irvin Timmons. Wyoming. Ill. sall traction engine.
Both engines in Moore pumps, injectors, brass goods. What
line shape.
Address. Lock Box 99. size saws have you to exchange?
P03
SAI-E—22-horse
undermounted Keytesville, Missouri.
Avery plow engine. 36-inch tires, cab.
THE MILLER OIL & SUPPLY 00.,
~iacket, equipped with special platform
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Write for 1908 Supply Catalogue
tender.
42x70 Avery separator. blower.
stallion, 25-h. Port Huron traction en
weigher. Lindsay feeder used less than gine. practically good as new; run 60
100 days.
Will sell separate.
S. W. days.
Ira Fritz, Carrington, N. D.
Rose. Luverne, Minnesota.
Please mention The Review.
Please mention The Review.
WAR'IED—We want every reader of
26 horse power Port Huron Engine, locomotive cab, jacketed b_oiler, late style drivers,
The Review to get us one new sub
1'03 BALE or 'I'BAJDE—One hydraulic
equipped with \Vaters governor, cross head pump and Pcnbcrthy injector, and IS in ﬁrst
He must be a. man. interested
cider press in good condition, needs scriber.
class condition.
no repair.
Also 16 h. p. stationary en
in farm power machinery and he must
:2 horse power Buﬁ'alo Pitts double cylinder engine, jacketed boiler and canopy.
sine and 20 h. p. stationary boiler. Ad pay the full subscription price. 50 cts.
equipped with Pickering governor, Moore pump, Penberthy injector, ﬂat spoke wheels and
dress, The Bemiller Fan Blower Co., Send the subscription with the 50 cents
90 gallon front tank. Thoroughly rebuilt and repainted and in good condition.
Butler. Ohio.
to us and we will extend your subscrip
_ ‘l8 horse power Star Engine, equipped with 90 gallon from tank Pickerin
Please mention The Review.
tion one year in advance.
Subscription
governor,
friction clutch, Moore pump. locomotive reverse motion, and two spec gears.
Dept. The Threshermen‘s Review, St.
his engine
IS in ﬁrst class condition.
I08 SAI-E—One 8 h. p. stationary en Joseph. Michigan.
zinc in very good shape.
Will sell
Please mention The Review.
16 horse ower Nichols 8r Shepard single cylinder engine, cab, jacketed boiler, front
cheap. F. C. Stroker, Olney, Missouri.
tank, crosshea pump, Pickering governor, friction clutch and Penberthy injector.
Has been
Please mention The Review.
WAI'I'ED—Position
as
engineer
on
thoroughly rebuilt and repainted and in ﬁrst class condition.
plowing. threshing or stationary en
16 horse power Stevens Engine, equipped with Pickering governor, friction clutch,
I? III REED of a. first class all round gine:
prefer steady work;
will work
Acorn oil pump, two injectors, rocker grates and late style drivers.
Has been thoroughly
threshing machine man, traction en on farm when through with run; can
repaired and repainted, and is in good shape.
gine expert, practical feed mill and saw give references.
Address. J. R. Whit
36x70
Avery
Separator,
Advance
wind
stacker,
Avery
feeder
and
Telescope weigher.
mill man with no bad habits and best more, P. O. Box 26, Milnor, Pa.
Has been rebuilt and repainted and is in good condition.
'
references. write to. A. Ackner, Bent
Please mention The Review.
36x56
Advance
Separator,
with
Russell
wind
stacker,
Advance
feeder
and weigher. Has
leyville, Pennsylvania.
been run but two seasons, has had good care. having been overhauled and repainted.
Is
Please mention The Review.
WAJI'L'ED—Coal burner attachments for
practically as good as new for service.
18 h. p. Huber engine.
Address, "J.
BEBUIL'I' AND snconn-mn Ell‘ 8.." c/o Threshermen’s Review, St. Jo
gines—IVe now have on hand and are scph, Michigan.
prepared to make reasonably prompt
Please mention The Review.
shipment of the following engines; 32
h. p. Port Huron steel geared special WAI'I'ED—24X42 low down Huber sep
traction engine; 30-h. Port Huron trac
arator.
State how long used, condi
tion; 24-h. Port Huron traction; 21-h. tion it is in and best spot cash price.
Port Huron steel geared traction; 18-h. Address. Box 97, Riﬂe, Colorado.
Please mention The Review.
Port Huron traction; 16-h. Port Huron
traction; 15-h, Port Huron traction; 14
WARTEHne
7
or 8"x130" Gandy
h. Port Huron traction;
12-h. Port Hu
Use our
ROCKER
GRATES.
belt in good condition.
C. H. Rosc
ron traction; 16-h. Gaar-Scott traction;
Your fireman can put them in
berry,
Stella.
Missouri.
>
your engine while you wait and
l6-h. Aultman Taylor traction;
l6-h.
Please mention The Review.
in the ﬁeld and almost without
Star traction; 16-h. Huber traction; 16
tools.
Save _50 cents and $1.00
h. Russell traction; l6-h. Peerless trac
worth of coal per day.
Don't
Case
60-inch
tion;
15-h. Advance traction;
12-h. wAmD—Second-hand
stop
your
entire threshing gang
Independent swinging stacker.
State
Nichols 8.- Shepard traction; 16-h. Bird
to clean your GRATES.
Don't
J. Howard Cyph~
sall traction; 13-h. Nichols & Shepard condition and price.
open the tire door to dig out the
traction; l2-h. Rumely traction;
l2-h. ers, Molina. Colorado.
cinders,
letting
in
cold
air,
Please mention The Review.
Stevens traction; l2-h. Russell traction;
ruining your ﬁre box and lines.
10-h. Port Huron traction.
We have a
WAI'I'ED—I,000
or
more
acres
of
prai
The
more
your
GRATES
are
full line of rebuilt Port Huron, Advance,
clogged,
the more coal it will
rie to plow in South or North Dakota.
Nichols & Shepard, Rumely and Geiser
take
to
make
the
same
steam.
Address,
Kastien
&
Bland,
East
Peoria,
separators. clover hullers, bean thresh
These Grates will let the air
ers, hay presses—in fact, anything in Illinois.
through. burn the gasses, open all
Please mention The Review.
the machinery line rebuilt desired.
If
the
entire air spaces, protecting
interested and want prices, write us.
the GRATES by keeping
them
Port Huron Engine 8: Thresher Co., WAIT'I'ED—An agent in every county
cool,
making them last, and uses
for the best line of grinders made.
Port Huron, Mich., U. S. A.
less coal.
Threshermen write me for prices on
.
Please mention The Review.
l
vShown with
You can have as tree a tire all
anything you may need in the supply
th‘ilmert'gdlg
day an in the morning.
Send for descriptive leaﬂet-Hart
mun-'1' THBESEIIII’G EII‘GIII'ES-One line.
These GRATES will not clog up
oil pumps and “Sherwood" line of brass
27 h. p. Minneapolis compound return goods.
the“ damper open]!!! ‘Ill:
with line coke. and cinder: will
‘Will S. Collins, Union Avenue
flue type, price $1,150; one 19 h. p., and
‘ GRATES pin-u, open
'
Q
not stick to them. Also you will
Hickory Street, Kansas City. Mo.
same make as above, price $700; one 12
_
the act of shaking.
\% make less cinders.
Please mention The Review.
h. p.. same as above, but not compound.
It is a fact that you can use
1'03. SALE-16 h. p. double cylinder
Buffalo Pitts traction engine and 36x
60 Illinois Special separator with wind
stacker. feeder and weigher.
Separator
used one season. Weber Implement Co.,
St. Louis, Missouri..
.
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price $250;

one 16 h. p. Minnesota Gi

ant, price 8375; one
price $350: one 30 h.

16 h. p. Huber,
New Giant com

pound return ﬂue, pr cc 81,300; one 25
h. p. New Giant, simple return ﬂue,
price $1.300; one 18 h. p. Phoenix, price
700; two 20 h. p. J. I. Case, straight
ue. price each, $750;
one 22 h. p.
double cylinder undermounted Star en

W

a cheaper grade of coal,

WANT YOU to take a few sub

scriptions to The Review for us. You
can get them among your neighbors and
friends.
If you will do this we have a
good offer to make to you.
Address,
Circulation Dept., The Threshermen’s
Review, St. Joseph, Michigan.
Please mention The Review.

gine, $1,150.
Discount for cash.
If WBI'I‘E for lowest prices on complete
above engines are not just what you
assortment of engines, separators and
want, write me.
Can get almost any attachments of
leading makes.
All
standard make.
Address, T. L. Sykes sizes. Cascaden Mfg. Co., Waterloo. In.
Engine & Boiler Works, Fargo, N. D.
—Grand Forks, North Dakota.
Piealo mention The Review.
Please mention The Review.

any old stuff.
They are entirely independent of the boiler only laying on the
They will

keep

their place and

lay level and are made

slack or

two and rests,

complete in

our factory,

shipped to you ready to lay in your tire box on the two end rests.
We make them extra long for

the return

ﬂue engines

35'

or less,

'
40.

45

and

all

inches long.
' r one knows
to etGrates
the air
through
gt‘oiiydigging
at yougr
with
that will
pokersave
andcoal.
send us the length and width
of your tire box and we will quote you exact prices.
Consider the difference in
prices of our GRATES and the straight Grates before deciding.
'
SEE OUR SAMPLE AT THE WICHITA CONVENTION

THE G. E. TRAVIS CO.,

Henry, Illinois, U. S. A.
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March Special
The
ENGINEER
Traction Engine
Catechism

Plain Gas

A large journal of from one hundred and twenty-ﬁve to
one hundred ﬁfty pages for the man that has anything to do
with the operation of power machinery. We recommend it es

Engine
Sense

pecially to all engineers. ISSUED TWICE A MONTH (24
times a year). The quarterly subscription is $1.00.

This book is made up entirely
from questions and answers
which have been taken from the
Question and Answer depart
ment of The Threshermen’s Re
view-it covers the most impor
tant points of especial interest

with The Review one year

The gasoline engine
has been so rapidly per

.30!" “2" $1200

unquestioned

fected and has so many

that

it

is

advantages
becoming

a

to threshermen that have been

asked and answered during a
period of about five years.
The name of the book indi
cates the character of its con
tents, as it is made up in full
in the form of answers to ques

Orders for this combination will not be accepted after
April 1st, 1908. Even though your subscription does not
expire for some time to come, we would suggest that you

great and as wonderful
changes as were wrought

again.
by the advent of the steam
engine. The primary prin

Address

appendix of forty pages devoted
to Safety Appliances for the

sating Gear-Horse Power, and.
other equally important topics.
The especial value of this
book, aside from the fact that
it has been closely and carefully
edited with respect to the im
portance of the questions an
swered is in the thoroughness of
its index and the handy refer—
ence it affords to troublesome
and perplexing questions which
engineers frequently encounter
in their daily work.
The library of a thresherman
is necessarily

limited

in

ciples of gas engine oper

The Threshermen’s Review

ation are so presented in

St. Joseph, Michigan

this book that young and
old alike can secure from
it

an

intelligent

under

standing and learn to suc
cessfully handle a gas en

We Wat You

gine.
+

To get a few new subscribers.

You know of two or three,
To those thousands of

possibly a holf dozen, men to whom The Review would be of
interest.
Send us one new subscription at 50 cents and we will

threshermen

send you an ACCOUNT BOOK.

ling the steam engine and

been

who

successfully

have

hand

the

number of books directly relat
ing to his business, and the
great popularity of the Ques
tions and

is already producing as

take advantage of this special offer for it will not be made

tions, except that there is an

traction engine—The Steam En
gine Indicator-The Compen

great civilizing factor and

Answers department

in The Threshermen’s Review is
an indication that the brethren
of the trade are alive to those
things that pertain to their trade
and this book is already an
authority among threshermen

and will become more popular
the more it is read.
The Traction Engine Cate
chism is bound in full cloth a
dark green shade, and contains
250 pages; sent postpaid on re
ceipt of price, to any thresher
man in the United States for
$1.00, or with a year’s subscrip
tion to The Threshermen’s Re
view, including the book, for
$1.25. Address orders to

Send us two new subscriptions at 50 cents each, and we

will send you any one of the following:
THE NATIONAL FRUIT GROWER one year;
THE RELIABLE POULTRY JOURNAL one year;
THE LADIES’ WORLD one year;
PLAIN GAS ENGINE SENSE.
(If you want more than one of the above send two new
subscriptions for each.)
Send us three new subscriptions at 50 cents each and we

steam

power,

this

book

will be particularly val
uable in enabling them to
make-a study of the gas
engine.
__é>_

The price of the book
_
1n durably bound form, is

will send you any one of the following:
50 cents per copy, post
age prepaid; or with The
Review one year for 75

THE AMERICAN BOY one year;

GAS POWER one year:
THE ENGINEER one year;

TRACTION ENGINE CATECHISM;
FARM ENGINES AND HOW TO RUN THEM;
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION one year.

cents.
_<.>__

For four new subscriptions at 50 cents each we will send
Address orders to ' Y

you any one of the following:
THE WORLD TODAY one year;

THE

THE COSMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE one year;
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TO REVIEW READERS
Do you know that, next to sending us
your paid subscription, the greatest single
favor you can render us is to say, when
writing to our advertisers, that you saw their

advertisement in THE THRESHERMEN’S
REVIEW?

Small trouble to you, but

of great value to us.

WE KNOW YOU’LL
DO IT

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
FOR FARM P()‘VEILv USER S

On the well regulated large farms, they are ﬁnding use for traction engines all the year round.

The

rapid development of agriculture requires a power that will do the most and the best work and with the
least expense. This is as true of plowing as of any other part of the farm work.
We claim that for this work, there is no power more effective and more economical than the en

gine shown here, the New Huber Plow Engine. This is mounted on the very latest improved return
ﬁue boiler, powerful and safe. There is much satisfaction in handling one of our engines. The results
in the amount of effective steam power produced from the small quantity of fuel consumed are very
gratifying to the engineer. Then with all the massive strength and great power of the Huber Engine,
there are no complicated parts to cause trouble, or require the services of an expert engineer to operate
it.

The outﬁt is compact, so mounted that it will turn round in a very small space, and every part that

the engineer needs to touch or to see, in working on the road or in the ﬁeld, is of easy access without
leaving his place on the platform.
The strain on the gearing and drive wheels of an engine plowing is very great. We have kept this
fact in mind in designing and building the plow engine, and ample tests have proven that it is able to
withstand all the strain that may be put upon it. The plow hitch is connected to the rear axle, so that
all the pull is from the axle and not from the boiler shell or ‘the platform. For heavy hauling on the
roads, or for road grading, excavating and other hard work, this Huber Engine will be found a money
saver in many ways. It will be well worth while for you to not only ask for full information about this
engine, but to let us arrange for a personal interview and explain fully the details of its construction.

The Plow Engine is one part of our business. We have engines equally as good for other purposes.
For threshing, nothing excels our regular traction engine. It runs the outﬁt in the ﬁeld in a perfect
manner, and hauls it wherever you wish it to go.
Our Threshers have some valuable new features for 1908.

Many details of their design and con

struction are given in our new book, "School for Threshermen,” which we send free to those who ask

for it.

Read it and get the latest information on Engines and Threshing Machinery.

Station 3

Manufacturing
Company

a,
'
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You don’t buy a Threshing machine every day, Mr. Thresherman, so

Look Well to What You Do
when you make your choice. Below we give you a few points for your consideration,
which will aid you in selecting an outfit best fitted to your needs. All these points are
essential to your success and a careful perusal of them will result to your good.

in the building of our engines and
separators we include in the make up
all the essential features ‘which insure
perfect running qualities and complete
separation, and such attachments as

have been proven practical and which
laciliate the work materially, omitting
nothing necessary and eliminating all
unnecessary parts.

The Aultman-Taylor Engine is a powerful, strongly built traction. The
boiler is mounted on channel iron frame with heavy springs to carry weight of boiler
and machinery, thus relieving the boiler of all jars while traveling on the road.
Has capacity ample for all purposes required of a traction-threshing engine.
The New Century Separator is a modern threshing machine. Modern in
capacity-modern in design--modern in construction. Any separator to successfully
operate under present conditions must be built under present methods of construction.
Large capacity, last work and ease of running are qualities necessary, and it over
looked dissatisfaction is sure to result. The New Century is built under the personal
supervision of experts who have been years in the business and is backed_by a
guarantee of the A-T Co. to give satisfactory service under ordinary threshing con
ditions. The principle of construction is correct, hence the per cent of saving of the
grain is a maximum.
The complete A-T Line comprises
every machine used by threshermen,
also a Standard Line of Saw Mills.
if in need of any one machine, or a

complete outﬁt, your best interests as
well as your customers' will be assured
by purchasing from the A-T Company.
“Kernels for the Starved Rooster,” a booklet containing information and testimonials,

will be sent along with 1908 catalog to all interested persons.

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR MACHINERY CO.
Mansﬁeld, Ohio, U. S. A.
‘ 015v‘ mention The Review.
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Tractioning the Soil
Has come to mean more to-day than the pulling of the plow by traction power. It means plowing, discing, har
rowing, seeding and even harvesting. It means an almost.complete substitution of the engine for the horse.

THERE IS A REASON
In the western prairie sections large areas are cultivated in a comparatively short growing season. It therefore,
becomes necessary to get the land seeded as quickly as possible in the spring. It is the early sown grain that yields
the big crops. With the ordinary horse equipment it is a serious problem with the farmer to get his land plowed, a
proper seed bed made, and his seed sown within the proper time. A week in many cases will affect the harvest yield
by 25 and even 50 per cent. Early seeding, early harvest, no frost, a big yield, No. 1 Hard, all work hand in hand
to swell the farmer’s bank account.

This is Where the Hart-Parr Kerosene Tractor Comes in
It will pull its full number of plows over land that a steam traction dare not travel on without a load.
double disc and seed from thirty to forty acres per day on.ordinary plowed land, in fact

r

-

.. _

It will

moiﬁEgpt V p . '
w. '=‘"-h’e-'r.stmw

he Hart-Parr is the only Traction
_
plowed Ground Without Injurious Packing of the Soil
A certain farmer in Bottineau County, North Dakota, bought one of our engines last spring and had it delivered
about April ﬁrst. He took advantage of the ﬁrst good spell of weather and double disced and seeded 240 acres of
wheat before a spell of stormy weather came on, which stopped seeding operations for a couple of weeks. Result, he
had a fine crop of wheat and sold it for a high price. The general crop of wheat in Bottineau county was a poor
one and much of it was frost bitten.
Thousands of farmers will want to do some breaking in the spring for ﬂax. Early sown ﬂax yields well, will rot
the soil for another season and is a sure crop. The owner of a Hart-Parr engine can start his breaking work as
soon as his oats are seeded, and break 15 to 20 acres per day, and by putting tﬁscs behind the plows he can disc it at
the same operation, and then put drills and smoothing harrows behind the engine and seed his flax and have this
work all ﬁnished before his neighbors are ready to seed. The result, a sure crop with a large yield.
The Hart-Parr is a one-man engine, no ﬁreman is needed, no water or fuel hauler, and it is ready to start as
soon as the farmer arrives upon the scene in the morning. It is always ready to go and to keep going, which is the all
important thing in a busy season.
There are no ﬂues to leak, no injector troubles, no pump to choke, no grate bars to burn out-equally well
adapted for the short or long run. It will save you from $10.00 to $15.00 per day over a steam traction by reducing
your expenses for labor, board, teams, men and fuel. In fact a man who owns and farms a section of land in the
Northwest can frequently pay for a Hart-Parr engine in one year by the saving he will make in labor, and the in
creased yield which he gets from his farm, because the engine enables him to do the work quickly and do it at the
right time.
Let us send you our catalog, it will furnish you food for traction thought.

HART-FARR COMPANY
224 Lawler Street

Charles City, Iowa
Please mention The Review.
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ompany.
I. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..H
A. W. Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..27

DeLoach Mill Manufacturing Company....44 and so

Mead Cycle Company - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . --42

Temple PM?” Cmnpany ~ - ~ ‘ - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ' “28

Des Moines Incubator Company . . .
Detroit Engineer supply Company _
Dickey Manufacturing Company , _ ,
Ditch Adjustable Sieve Company _

Michigan Lubl'lcawr comPany - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - ------61
Miller 011 & Supply Company . . . . . . . . . . ..21 and 65
Moser & Baumgartner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..40
Myers, F. E. & BI‘O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . ..59

Thresih(‘I-‘men“x Reviiaw’ Tim.‘
Travis- rhe G- E- dompam

Napoleon Manufacturing Company . . . . . . . . . . . . ..39
Nichols & Shepard Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..17

Vi’eber Implement Company . . . . . . ..18. 28. 42. 56, 65
Whitman Agricultural Company
. . . . . . . . . ._24

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Company . . . . ..38

Ohio Cultivator Company

Wright

Enterprise Manufacturing Company . . . . . . . . . . . ..l-t
Etnyre & Company. E. D.. The . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..47

Ohio Injector Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..41
Ohlen Saw Manufacturing Company . . . . . . . . . . . ..52
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..29

Eclipse Oil Pump Company

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..46

Electric \Vheel Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..65

wood Bros- Steel Self Feed" Comp!“
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..37

Machine Company

Ypsilanti

Hay
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Press Company
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CLASSIFIED BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Alfalfa Hanoi-h
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Rirdsell Manufacturing Co.
Rumeiy. M. Company.
Attached MEMP
Pella Stacker Company.

Engine Tenderl
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Farm Wagon!
international Harvester Company.
Electric Wheel Company.

and InnsBurgers and Weighers
Climax Manufacturing Company.
Hartlev Company. C. .1’.
Hart Grain Weigher Company.
Balance Valves
Gould Balance "alve Company.
Dean Thresher!
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co
Huber Manufacturing Company.

Bowsher. B. N. P. Company.
Crown Point Manufacturing Co.
International Harvester Company.
Spartan Manufacturing Company.
Sprout, Waldron & Company.
I'lue “ml-‘i
Ditch Adjustable Sieve ‘Company.
Fernyak Machine Company.
Pope, E. M.

Glooline Engtnoo—
Eeltihll'—
Chesapeake Belting Company.
Gandy Belting Company.
Sawyer Belting Company.

Belt Droootng-

'

Gilson Manufacturing Company.
Hart-Parr Company.
International Harvester Company
Lambert. I‘. Gas & Gasoline Eng.’ Co.
Rockford Engine Works.
Temple Pump Company.

Oil Pumpe
Dickey Manufacturing Company.
Eclipse Oil Pump Company.
Folden. W. L.
Hancock Manufacturing Company.
Hanson. Joseph.
Manzel Bros. Company.
Michigan Lubrlcator Company.
Napoleon Manufacturing Company.
Sherwood Manufacturing Company.
Pol. ThreshecrnAultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Huber Manufacturing Company.

Piston Valves

G1ovn—
Hansen

Manufacturing

Co..

0.

C.

o
Earns"

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co.
Belt Imoing—
Flexible Belt

Lacing Company.

Hose Strainorl—
Parsons B. C. A" S. F. Company.

Bolt Roldan
Chaﬂin

Manufacturing

Company.

Eioyolel—
Mead Cycle Company.

Hood Operating Attachment
Moser 8.- Baumgartner.

Inner Feeders and MIN-‘F

Bookl
Gas Power Publishing Company.
Maggard, J. H.
Threshermen's Review. The.
Boring Iscninery—
Pech Foundry & Mfg. Company. Gus.

carriage!
Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co.
Cider Ibohlnory
Boomer & Boschert Press Company.

Hydraulic Press Manufacturing Co.
cylinder Wrench..

Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
01010: Bullets
Aultman & Taylor Macchinery Co.
Birdsell Manufacturing Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely, M. Company.

Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Birdsell Manufacturing Company.
Gaar. Scott 8: Company.
Huskers and Shredders
International Harvester Company.
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Incubator.
Des Moines

Incubator Company.

Injectors, Lubrication and Iran I'it-r
tings
American Injector Company.
Bauder. E.
’
Byington Force Feed Lubricator Co.
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Company. The.
Lunkenheimer Company. The.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Ohio Injector Company.
Penberthy Injector Company.
Powell, The Wm. Company.

Biovel—
Closz & Howard Mfg. Company.
ln'tch Adjustable Sieve Company.
Plymouth Manufacturing Company.

Spark Ari-enters
Colquhoun, K. M.
Pope. E. M.
South Bend Spark Arrester Company.
Stacker loch
Berns Bros.
South Bend Spark Arrester Company.

Baker. Wilfred.
Portable Engines
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Enterprise Manufacturing Company.
Gaar. Scott & Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
International Harvester Company.
Reeves & Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.

Scanlon. C. E.
Belt Gutdel—
Cnswcll Bros.
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.

Separating Devtoe..
Sattley Stacker Company.

Power Ely Presses
Ann Arbor Machine Company.
Auto-Fedau Hay Press Company.
F. X. M. Company. T. R. The.
international Harvester Company.
Ohio‘ Cultivator Company.
Port Huron E. 8: T. Company.
Whitman Agricultural Company.
Ypsilanti Hay Press Company.

Supplteo
Chicago House Wrecking Company.
Detroit Engineer Supply Company.
Miller Oil & Supply Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
South Bend Supply Company.
Weber Implement Company.
Tankn—
Etnyre & Company. E. D.
Kelly Manufacturing Company.
Star Tank Company.
Tank Pumpi
Barnes Manufacturing
Myers. F. E. & Bro.

Company.

Thresher Teoth—
Avery Company.
Publications
Gas Power Publishing Company, The.
Threshermen's Review. The.
Revolution Counter.
Grant Mfg. & Machine Company.
Starrctt Company. The L. S.
30nd Rollers—
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Saw m1]. and law Ill]. Supplies
American Saw Mill Machinery Co.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
DeLoach Mill Mfg. Company.
Enterprise Manufacturing Company.
Howell & Company, R. R.
Knight Manufacturing Company.
Miller Oil 8: Supply Company.
()hlen Saw Manufacturing Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Richmond Machine Works.
Salem Iron Works.
Sawdust Blowor~—
Bemlller & Ritter Fan Blower Co.

Tooth catcher
Pope, E. M.
Traction Engtneh
Aultman 8: Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Company.
Gaar. Scott & Company.
Hart-Parr Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Lambert, U. Gas & Gasoline Eng. Co.
Napoleon Manufacturing Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves 8: Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
Stevens Company. A. W.
Weber Implement Company.
\Vood Bros. S. S. F. Company.
Wright Machine Company.
Traction Engine Plow.
Avcry Company.
Deere & Company.
Lowell Steam Plow Company.
Reeves & Company.

Traction Engine Schools
Corn Bullock
International Harvester Company.
King 8: Hamilton Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Union Iron Works.

Lawn Mowers
Clipper Lawn Mower Company.

Lightning Rodo
Dodd & Struthers.

Correspondence Schoole
Sheldon School. The.

Imus-e SDMOIP
International Harvester Company.

cream Separators
De Laval Separator Company.
International Harvester Company.

Oil.
Produccrs Reﬁning Company.

Engine Governors
Pickering Governor

Oil canBloomer. R. E.
Maple City Mfg.

Company.

Engine Grateo—
Travis Company, The G. E.
Engine Headlight.
American Acetylene
Pope. E. M.

Stove Company.

Company.

011 cups
American Injector Company.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Ohio Injector Company.
Penberthy Injector Company.
Powell. The Wm. Company.

Self Teodoro
Avery Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Pella Stacker Company.
Port Huron E. &- T. Company.
Reeves 8: Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
“'ood Bros. S. S. F. Company.
Separator!.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Company.
Gaar. Scott & Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Napoleon Manufacturing Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves
Company.
Rumely,
. Company.

School of Traction Engineering.
Transportation
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.
wagon Bed—
Brown Bros.

Manufacturing Co.

Wagon M!
Brown Bros. Manufacturing Co.
Kelly Manufacturing Company.
Pioneer Manufacturing Company.
Star Tank Company.
Stevens Company. A. W.
Well Drilling mimicry
Christman. Edward.
Gus Pech Foundry 8: Mfg. Company.

Stevens Company. A. W.
Weber Implement Company.
Wood Bros. S. S. F. Company.

Wright Machine Company.

wind Stacker.
Russell Wind Stacker Company.
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The Slide Valve
PART ll

In ‘general terms it might be ex- of four inches in diameter raises from
pressed

as

a

construction

wherein its seat according to the following

the valve proper presents an in- table:
crease of surface to the pressure of Boiler Lift in
the steam, the instant it raises from Pressure. Inches.
the seat. This increase of surface
12 lbs.
1/36
exposed to the pressure of the steam
20 lbs.
V48

Boiler
Lift in
Pressure. Inches.
50 lbs.
1/80
60 lbs.
1/86

that raises it, produces a greater to-

35 lbs.

1/54

70 lbs.

1/163

tal pressure against the tension of
the spring, as a result; which is then
sufficient to raise the valve against
the increased spring tension due to
the very act of its so raising. This
makes an opening for the steam to
escape through that is quite ample.
and which is considerably greater in
proportion than. that of a weight
loaded safety valve of the ordinary
sort. It also produces a quick open
ing and closing of the valve, quite
distinct from the sizzling gradual
opening and closing of the weight
loaded valve.
It is due to this quick and sharp
action of the valve in opening as
soon as the blowing off point is
reached, and the unrestricted and
free escape of steam until the pres
sure has been reduced from two to
three pounds, and the abrupt and

45 lbs.

1/65

80 lbs.
90 lbs.

1/168
1/168

complete closure of the valve as soon
as the pressure has been reduced this

and may increase until an explosion
occurs while the valve is in opera
tion, owing to its slight lift from the
seat and consequent small venting ca

pacity.
The improvements on the spring
safety valve, which make it so effi
cient, were Without doubt, the fruit
of deep thinking and ingenuity in
stead of accidental discovery.
As we now have an idea of the
principle of the plan of how spring
safety valves are made to overcome
the increased tension on the spring
as the valves raise in opening, we

can next take up the question of the
application of said principle, and the
mechanical construction involved.
As to the construction possessing
the previous mentioned extra sur
face for the steam to act against as
soon as the valve raises, it may be
said that the valve proper has two

seats, of unequal diameters.
The
second so-called seat may or may
not have actual contact, or, in other

words, form a perfect closure. In
the one case the additional surface is
that existing within the inner and
“THE WIND WAS BLOWING TO BEAT THE BAND."

small amount, that the name “Pop”
Other reliable authorities do not
safety valve has been given the ﬁx the raise of such a valve from its
spring loaded safety valves.
seat at more than 1/23-inch at any
Professor Burg, of Vienna, found pressure between 12 and 90 pounds.
by actual measurements that a com
Further experiments by Prof. Burg
mon weight loaded lever safety valve proved beyond doubt that, the high

—l'b-v ’__»

er the pressure the less will a common safety valve rise; and, in not
rising, it can only be said that it
only works in obedience to forces act
ing upon it. According to a table of
Prof. Burg, the actual size of the
venting capacity of a common lever
and weight safety valve of three
inches in diameter is but 56/100 of a
square inch in area, at 70 lbs. of

smaller seat, located in the center of
the valve, which second seat has act

Courtesy Ahlbcrg Bros., Overton, Neb.

'ual contact.
steam. For a good pop safety valve
Fig. 1 shows a partial vertical sec
the opening for a three-inch diameter tion of this type of pop safety valve,
valve is 176/100 square inches at the or one with a portion of its side cut
same pressure, or over three times as away to show the internal parts. B
much as with the weight loaded valve; represents the valve proper which
with which latter the pressure can rests upon two ﬂat circular seats, VV

8
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and WW, on the same plane. This fastened by a screw or pin to prevent
valve is held down (or closed) against it from shifting from its position.
the pressure of steam by the helical
When the pressure under the valve
spring, S. The tension. of this spring is within about one pound of the
is produced by screwing down the blowing off point it will raise slight
threaded bolt, L, at top of case, K. ly and the steam escapes by the out
The under surface contained between er seat, V, and through the case, A,
the seats, W and N, (of the valve into the air; and at the same time
proper, B), is what the steam pres steam will escape by the inner seat,
sure acts upon ordinarily to overcome W, into the center well, C, and from

ond seat; which while being very just what might be preferable. In
close to does not form a contact with such cases, if the spring used should

the ﬂange on top of valve, Q. The be on the strong side it would not be
surface contained between the in possible to come down with the set
ner and outer seats, as previously de very much, while on the contrary it
ﬁned, is that upon which the steam would be possible to increase it about
pressure exerts its force as soon as thirty per cent. of the original pres
the valve lifts from the ﬁrst seat.
sure; or if the spring should be on
One reason why the second seat the weak side the set pressure could
does not form a perfect closure (have not be increased to any material ex
there through the passages in the actual contact) is because the amount tent with satisfactory results, but it
arms and outlets of same (which out of surface contained between the re might be lowered about thirty per
lets are sized, as before mentioned, spective seats is too great to permit cent. Whether the spring is weak or
by the amount they may be covered it. The boiler pressure would be re strong or just about right for the
up by the blow-down ring, G, into duced altogether too much before the pressure set for cannot be determined
except by trial. For changes of more
the open air. This slight escaping of valve could close, if it did.
Like the previously described safe than ﬁfteen per cent. above or below
steam gives the operator warning of
the approaching blowing oﬂ’ pressure, ty valve, Fig. 1, the opening of this the original set pressure, a different
and if the damper be immediately one, Fig. 2, takes place with a slight spring should be used.
It generally requires about one
closed may prevent a waste of steam warning sizzle before it “pops,” in
which the real blowing off of steam theoretically the same manner; and sixth of a full turn of the screw to
will continue to blow until the pres change the set ﬁve pounds.
involves.
sure
reduces slightly, when the valve
The most particular and diﬁ‘icult
When the pressure in the boiler
reaches the blowing off point the will settle down until the opening at part of the work of resetting the
the ﬁrst seat becomes less than that blowing off point of pressure on a
valve raises higher, and, as a result,
at
the second, and then close prompt safety valve is in getting the blow
steam is admitted into the well fast
down ring adjusted properly. Chang
ly.
er than the openings made by the
This
type
of
safety
valve
is
some
ing the tension on the spring is the
blow-down ring partly covering up
what more sharp in its opening and easy part of the operation, and one
the ends of outlet passages, EE, will
closing action than that shown in that almost any one can do. To ad
allow it to escape, and pressure rap
idly accumulates in the well and un Fig. 1, owing to the greater amount just the blow-down ring, however, is
der the surface of the valve encir of extra surface exposed to the pres a task that requires practice, a
ure of steam as soon as the valve trained hearing and knowledge of the
cled by the inner seat; this pressure
principle and construction of the
thus acting upon an additional area, raises.
The higher the set pressure with valve in hand to do satisfactorily and
overcomes the increasing resistance
in reasonable time; and for said rea
of the spring, and forces the valve a this valve, the greater should be the
sons one should avoid attempting it
considerable distance from the seat, opening between the ﬂange on valve

thereby quickly relieving the boiler.
When the pressure within the boiler
is lessened, the ﬂow of steam into the
.well is also lessened, and the press
ure therein diminishing, the valve
gradually settles down;

the resistance of the spring.
The
surface area contained within the
smaller seat, WW, is not acted upon
or exposed to pressure, until the
valve opens.
The larger seat, VV, is formed on
the upper edge of the base, A. The
smaller seat, WW, is formed on the

upper edge of a cylindrical chamber
or well, CC, which is situated in the
center of the base and is held in its
place by arms, DD, extending hori
zontally and connecting it with the

this action

continues until the area of the open
ing into the well is less than the out
let therefrom, and the valve prompt
ly closes.
To change the set (or blowing off

point) on this valve screw the bolt,
L, down for higher pressures, and
up for lower ones. The blow-down
ring, G, should also be changed, in
creasing the ‘size of the openings of
the passages, E, for the higher and
decreasing them for the lower pres
sures.
another type of pop safety valve in
which K represents the case, L the
base, M the lock nut on adjusting

threaded outside of the base, A.

which holds the blow-down ring in its
position, T the cap to the case, U the
upper spring bearing, and V the hand

well is deepened so as to allow the
wings (or guides), XX, of the valve

screw, N the

adjusting

unless in a case of real necessity, or

clearance), and the lower the pres when practically familiar with it. It
would be almost as reasonable to ex
sure the less the opening.
The outside circumference of the pect a man to succeed in it that had
blow-down ring, R, has corrugations

never had experience as it would to

expect one to tune a banjo who had
never before attempted it. Although
they might easily detect a discord or
know when it was not right, to put it
right is quite another matter. When
we stop to consider there is but one
termined, and the screw inserted.
If the spring used is of a size and right way and an unlimited number
strength best suited to the set of the of wrong ways, the chances of get
ting it by guess are not very good.
It is an old saying that an inch is
a whole lot on the end of a man's
nose, and it might likewise be said
that a one-hundredth part of an inch
is a whole lot on the opening of a

or notches extending up and down at
about three-eighths of an inch inter
vals the whole way round, into one
of which the point of set screw, S, en
gages after its position has been de

blow-down ring.

Fig. 2 shows a vertical section of

base. In other words this center well
and arms are cast solid with and are
a part of the base, A. The case, K,
is made in a piece separate from the
base, A, and they are joined togeth
er by screwing the threaded inside of
lower part of the case, K, onto the
The arms, D, supporting the center
well, C, have holes or passages, EE,
extending through them for the steam
to escape through from the well into
the air when the valve is open. This

and the blow-down ring (second seat

These rings are

made with quite ﬁne screw threads
on their inner circumference which
engage like threads on the base with
comparatively large diameter; thus
requiring considerable change of po
sition at (and in the direction of) the
threads to cause them to raise or
lower much; and even then one
fourth or one-half an inch turn, on

screw for,

spring, 0 the spring, P the lower
spring bearing, Q the valve proper,
R the blow-down ring, S the screw

the surface of threads, change in po

sition from the correct. one is suffi

lever.

cient to produce improper action of

The ﬁrst seat, or the seat proper,
of this machine is beveled, and the
valve, Q, has a corresponding bevel
ed bearing ﬁtting it. As may be seen
in the illustration the valve, Q, has a
ﬂange at the top which is considera
bly larger in diameter than that por
tion beneath it forming a contact to
the so-called ﬁrst seat. The blow

the valve.

proper to project down into it far
enough to form a proper guide for
keeping said valve in position as it
raises and seats.
The ring, G, is that which is gener
ally spoken of as the blow-down ring. down ring, R, screws onto a threaded
It is threaded on the inside of its portion of the base, L. After the ma
lower edge and screws onto a thread chine is fully assembled the ring, R.
ed outside part of the base provided is screwed upward toward the ﬂange
for it. By screwing it upward it closes on top of valve by a slender instru
the outlet end of the holes or pass ment (like a nail or a bradawl) in
ages, EE, leading away from the cen serted through the hole made for the
ter well, and by screwing it down screw, S.
The higher the ring is
ward it opens them. The size of the turned up the nearer it approaches
outlet for the steam escaping from the ﬂange and the‘ smaller the open
the well is thus regulated, and when ing between them becomes. The top
adjusted to the proper amount for edge of this blow-down ring, R,
the set pressure the ring, G, is then forms, in this case, the so-called sec

‘

When readjusting the blow-down
ring to any change in set pressure one
should

always

replace

the

screw

which holds the ring in position be
fore each trial;

for if this is not

done the ring will invariably be shift
ed by the action of the escaping
steam, and may require a tedious se

valve as it is put out at the factory

ries of trials to get it as near the cor
rect position as it may have been be
fore.

For higher pressures screw the ring
15 per cent.
above or below said set may be made down or away, increasing the open

a variation of about

by changing the tension on the spring

and the position of the blow-down

ing gauged by it. For lower pres
sures the operation should be re

versed. If the ring has notches for
engaging a screw point to hold it in
stronger or weaker than that best position, one notch change at a time
adapted to the set, owing to stocks of until it is right is about all that
springs on hand at the factory, or should be made.
(Continued on page 27.)
from the inability to get at the time
ring. It sometimes happens, howev
er, that the spring used may be
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Ifrom the surface and carry it down
when the ground thaws into the sub
soil beyond the reach of shallow
rooted plants.

of Ohio, would not have his land
Some Conclusions Reached After Many plowed in the fall for spring crops if
Years Behind the Handles.
somebody would do it for nothing.

The Proper Time to Plow.

Land will usually produce better
crops if it can be plowed a short
time before it is seeded or planted,
in order that it may have the beneﬁt

Mr. J. R. Taylor, of Wyalusing, Pa., an

excellent farmer, says he can raise
better crops by plowing the land in
the spring.

Mr. Henry Stewart, who

does more plowing with his pen than
the rest of us, says: “The condition
enliven it, or supply some necessary of the soil is much improved by fall
element which is lacking, or make the plowing, and moreover fall plowing
latent fertility more apparent and is to some extent equivalent to drain
active. In farmer’s vocabulary, land ing, and fall plowed land will dry
ought to be plowed long enough be out and become ﬁt for working some
of the air and the sun, which in the
opinion of the best farmers seem to

fore seeding “to get warm.”
The points claimed for early
plowing for wheat, are the impaction,
or settling of soils which are natur—
ally too porous and spongy; the in
creased production of fertility by

natural agencies not fully understood;
the destruction of more worms and
insect pests by longer exposure to

the feeding of birds; the better ﬁt
ting the land for absorbing moisture
from the rains and retaining it lon
ger, the increased capillarity or rise

mellow.
It is safer to plow sod
ground when it is wet than stubble

ground.

Clay soils‘ if plowed when

wet will be transformed into un
burned brick, which no amount of

harrowing and rolling will make ﬁne.
It will (10 to plow sandy soils when
so wet that clay soils would be ruin
ed.

Farmers are as widely apart as
the poles of the earth in their views
about fall plowing for spring crops.
Mr. T. B. Terry, ‘a successful farmer

posure of the surface

to

the sun

seems to injure it.”
My own experience has not been
favorable to fall plowing for spring

crops. I have frequently plowed a
ﬁeld in the fall and ﬁtted it for corn
and potatoes the next spring; but
_it always required so much more har

rowing to get it in good order that
there was but little time gained by
the fall plowing and the grass al
ways started up sooner and was more

troublesome to subdue than on land
that had been plowed in the spring.
I once plowed part of a corn stub
ble ﬁeld in the fall which was in
tended for oats the following sea
son, but in the spring the particles
the writer, plowed the sod ground of soil had run together in a mass
they intended for spring crops in the and consolidated so that it looked
fall after the fall work was ﬁnished, more like a dried up bed of mortar
than a plowed ﬁeld. I' had to plow
it again and that turned up the stub
ble and rubbish and the land was not
in so good a condition as it would
have been had it not been plowed in
the fall.
Some writers have expressed an
opinion that by fall plowing worms
and insects that had burrowed into
the ground for the winter are thrown
to the surface and destroyed by win
ter freezing. I‘ do not believe that
freezing will kill worms unless they

are nearly dead already and it would
Courtesy of M. G. Blnclimn'n, Hoxle.
be a lazy worm that would not crawl
back into the soft ground in ten min
‘but not many do it now because they utes after being plowed out.
have found they can obtain better
As regards deep or shallow plow
crops with less labor by plowing in ing, the result depends on the compo
the spring. A sod turned down in sition of the soil. On our ﬂats or
the spring with a good jointer on the bottom lauds along the Susquehanna
plow and planted with corn or pota River, where the soil is alluvial to
toes as soon as ﬁtted, will not re the depth of ﬁve to eight feet, com
quire so much cultivation to keep the posed of rotten leaves, humus, clay
grass and weeds in subjection as fall and sand washed down from the hill
plowed ground.
sides and banks of small streams and
This is our experience here, and I brought down and deposited by

lN NORTHWESTERN KANSAS.

of the ground moisture from below.

Most of these claims are in accord
ance with the teachings and practice
of the best farmers and writers in the
country, but I have several times
raised twenty bushels of wheat per
acre on corn ground sown the same
day it was plowed.
'
The right time to plow for spring
crops is as soon. as possible after the
frost is out of the ground and it is
dry enough to crumble up ﬁne and

It is claimed by some writers that
by plowing through stubborn soil in
the fall and exposing it to the action
of the frost helps to subdue it. There
may be something in that and if the
Canadian soils are tough and stub
born, they may be beneﬁted by fall
plowing.
Most farmers who practice fall
plowing do so solely on the ground of
advancing their farm work at a sea
son of comparative leisure, and have
less plowing to do in the hurry of
spring. Formerly most farmers in
this region of Pennsylvania, including

covered with snow, while a naked ex

days sooner than it would have been

ready had the Work been deferred.”
Mr. Stewart must be mistaken
about that. The universal testimony
of farmers is that plowed ground will
absorb more of the rain water and
retain it longer than sod ground.
Prof. Thomas Shaw says

that the

farmers in Ontario, Canada, cannot
get uniformly good crops without
plowing late in autumn. If that is
the case, it must be owing to the believe it is the same in other places
stubbornness of the soil which win where the soil and climate are simi
ter freezing softens and renders more lar. Mr. A. B. Allen says:
“The
pliable, for a sod turned down late advantages or disadvantages of an
in autumn will remain frozen nearly tumn or spring plowing I have found,
the whole time and not rot a particle. after long experience, to depend gen
I‘ know this to be true, for I have erally on the kind of soil or crop.
“Sandy or ﬁne light gravelly soils
tried the experiment several times
and it is not easy to see what bene
should never be plowed in autumn,
ﬁt the soil can obtain from being ex
for more or less of the top, the most
posed all winter for the rains and fertile part of it, is blown away by
melted snows to leach the fertility the ﬁerce winter winds when it is not

IN NORTH DAKOTA.

ﬂoods, we plow as deeply as one
team of horses can draw the plow

and work all day. I have plowed
nine inches deep, and sometimes only
ﬁve or six inches deep and raised
equally good crops of corn, except in
a dry season.
In the drouthy season, the deep

plowing by permitting the roots of
the plants to delve down deeper and

ﬁnd more moisture, produced the bet
(Continued on page 28.)

Courtesy C. O. Hagen, Nome.
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W'e wonder if our readers ever take
use would understand the absurdity
of such a law. For there are few thought of how a paper like The
modern traction engines that do not Threshermen’s Review is mailed, or
weigh more than ﬁve tons and not what pains have to be taken to see
one of them would be capable in that every one of our thousands of
many instances of using its tractive subscribers gets his mail regularly.
power at all if equipped with smooth Come to think of it, the job is a big
wheels. So that this bill if passed one, requiring a. large force; and the
would not only put every present subscription department of a paper
traction engine owner to large ex
like this is a busy place.
Naturally so large an undertaking
pense in equipping his engine in con
formity with this law, but would must be conducted systematically;
make his traction engine useless any and that is the case here. Each sub
way, and force him back to using the scription has its own card in our
old-time portable, long relegated to large index system, and the status of
the junk pile with other out-of-date each can be told at a moment’s no
machinery. It may be that the fate tice. Great care is taken that each
of this bill will be settled before this is entered correctly, and the address
issue of The Review reaches our ing stencil is carefully made and the
Ohio readers; and the branch house chance for error reduced to a min
men in the capital city are working imum.
Yet occasional errors will creep in,
together heart and soul for the de
feat of the bill; but it can do no for the personal equation is a factor
harm for every thresherman there to that has to be reckoned with, and
at once write the representative from even with the most watchful care
his district urging him in the name mistakes will creep in. But we may
of common sense and all fairness to not detect them here at once; they
vote and work unqualiﬁedly against may go undiscovered for a long time,
unless the subscriber who is missing
this iniquitous measure.
his paper lets us know of it. And
When a man arrives at the promi right here let us say to every sub
nence in state and political affairs scriber, should your paper not come
that Hon. H. S. Earle has attained,

regularly, you can do us a great fa

done that can better the condition of
the business, and with their eyes

there will naturally arise those who vor by writing to us at once about it.
are willing and even anxious to mis If there is anything wrong we want
represent the man and his work. to know about it. So don’t fail us
Some newspapers have told the people in this. If any issue of The Re
through their columns that now Earle view fails of reaching you, kindly let
has the cash road tax law fastened us know, that we may rectify the
onto the people “the man who lives matter.
on the by-road will not get a dol
We present on another page of
lar’s worth of repairs, for the town
ship highway commissioner will ex this issue a copy of the pro
Oklahoma Threshcrs’ Lien
pend it all on the main automobile posed
Law, now before the legislature
roads.
It seems to us
The truth is, says the commissioner, of that state.
that never in the history of Michigan a. fair and equitable measure, that
did the by-road tax payer have such should have little difficulty in pass
protection as he has under the cash ing. Its provisions in the main are
the same as those of the Minnesota
road tax law, for it says in the law
“The road repair fund must be ex law, except that the latter provides
pended on the roads directly beneﬁt that the lien shall be ﬁled within ten
ingthe property taxed.” It further days, while the proposed Oklahoma
says that if ten taxpayers think the bill allows thirty days for ﬁling of
commissioner is not doing this, it is notice of lien.
The principal objection to either of
their right to protest to the township
board, and the board must look into these laws is the very short time al
the matter and decide which is right, lowed the thresher in which to de
and order how the work shall be cide that his customer is crooked and
that a lien is necessary. Which nat
done.
The bill is a home-rule bill, giving urally suggests that _the average
the townships the right to say how tlrresherman will not knowingly
much they will raise in both the road thresh for anybody whose reputation
repair and highway improvement is such as to suggest the necessity for
funds, although it limits the amount a lien. It’s a good thing to be able
of each fund to one-half of one per to collect in a. hurry and by process

open

cent.

The
seventh
annual
Wichita
meeting has passed into history and
will be remembered as in many re
spects the pleasantcst, most success

ful meeting yet held there.
The
weather was delightful, the visitors
interested and ready for anything,
the display at the Ha-ymarket was
very complete; and it was here that
the most of the time was spent; al~
though the Huber plowing stunt at
tracted a large number of thresher
men while in progress.
The meetings were well attended,
and the Wednesday afternoon meet
ing was made a business session at
which much of interest was said and
plans were made for more thorough

organization work for the present
year. So that the annual meeting
next year should be a most import

ant one. If the various committees
named have done their duty there
will be the brightest and best re
ports to be made ever brought before
any association of threshermen. The
Threshermen’s Review urges them to
work faithfully, leaving nothing un

to

every

advantage,

every

chance for getting ahead. May they
so prosper that the next meeting will
show an organization including every
thresherman in the territory, and
then some.

A most
as
vHouse
Bill ridiculous
No. 784, hasbill,
beenknown
recently
introduced in the Ohio legislature by
a Mr. Shankland, who is a member
of the House of Representatives in
that state. This bill provides that it
shall be unlawful for any person to
operate a traction engine weighing
over ﬁve tons on macadamized
(piked) roads and bridges in the
state unless it shall have smooth
wheels; and that it shall be unlawful
to move any such engine over bridges

The township board has the right’

of law should such a proceeding ap
pear necessary; but it is still bet

leaving the boiler represents just so
much waste.

Every time the safety

valve is allowed to “pop” a goodly
amount of steam goes to waste. A
leak at the valve or piston or through
the stuffing boxes may be responsible

for a surprising loss; and even the
apparently insigniﬁcant ﬂow from a
spot in a. scam or at a. joint in the
piping will cause a very appreciable

loss in a day, aside from the harm
done by corrosion at the leaky spot.

Keep everything tight and ship-shape
about the boiler. ‘There’s money in
it.
The advice that everything he kept

tight about the boiler naturally sug
gests, among other things, calking of
seams and ﬂues. In this connection
we wish to caution against doing
such work as this while the boiler is
under
pressure;
an
operation
fraught with direst danger to the
operator.
Enough fatal accidents
have been caused by such work to
demonstrate that to use the calking

tool and hammer on a boiler under
steam pressure is to invite serious
trouble.

Don’t do it.

Instead, mark

the spot with a piece of chalk,
wherever possible, and repair when
pressure is down.

And where this is

not practicable, as in the ﬁre box or
at a ﬂue, the place can be marked by
counting rivets or ﬂues.

So far as

the ﬁre box in the enclosed ﬁre box
boilers is concerned the caution is
needless; for at the temperature of
steam under pressure it would‘be too
hot to get to. But notice should be
taken of even the smallest leaks, and
the opening closed up as speedily as
possible.

To the man used to the usual type
of steam plant, the boilers and fuel
supply on the same ﬂoor or level with

the engines, the power plant of the
Philadelphia Edison Electric Light
Company, erected in the late eigh
ties, was a unique departure from
the usual type of steam power plant,
and of what seems an extreme in
adapting plans for a large plant to

circumstances of expensive site and
little of it.
It was the ﬁrst modern electric sta
tion of its size—'10,000 h. p.—ever
erected; and the peculiarity of it is
that it was eight stories, with the
boilers on the fourth and sixth ﬂoors.
The entire station rested on a mat
of concrete 100 feet long and 70 feet
wide, varying in thickness from four
feet up. The foundations of the en
gines on the ﬁrst ﬂoor were concrete
monoliths resting on a. bed of sand.

ter to so order one’s business that All the ﬂoors of this station were
made with single brick arches and
Most threshermen know their custom concrete, the iron beams supporting
ers and can steer clear of work for them being calculated for rigidity
the payment of which collection must and
having
an ' immense
sur
be enforced.
plus strcngth. these ﬂoors were
calculated to carry 4,000,000 lbs.
A writer to a leading machinery each. The outside walls of this sta
publication has been working with tion were carried up in brick for
some formulas concerning the ﬂow four stories and afterward, for the
of steam, and was surprised at the remainder of their height, in steel
resulting ﬁgure showing how much beam framework ﬁlled in with brick;
steam will ﬂow through a. small hole while the roof was asphalted.
in a minute. His formulas hold good
The steam from the boilers on the
until the pressure into which the jet fourth and sixth ﬂoors was carried
missioncrs and help them along, and is discharging is equal to more than down to the engines by eight ten-inch
when. defects appear, vto write to the ﬁfty per cent. of the pressure behind pipes, two on each side of the build
state highway department and tell the jet. That is, the steam ﬁow is not ing and two at each end of the build

to borrow three-fourths of the fund
voted, so the highway commissioner
can pay cash for work done; one
fourth may be reserved for emergen
cy repairs and taking care of snow in
the winter time.
The highway commissioner can hire
men in different sections of the town
ship to look after snow in winter and
pay them for their work. It would
be a wonder if a man could draw a
perfect bill the ﬁrst time, and Com
missioner Elarle does not expect that
he did, so he asks the citizens of the
state to stand by the township com

such methods will not be necessary.

and culverts unless they are ﬁrst cov

where the law can be improved, and

seriously aﬂ’ected until, the pressure

ered with plank or otherwise suita

why; but to write in a spirit of in

in front of it reaches this per cent.

bly protected from injury.

forest in the State of Michigan and

It would seem that any one famil not in a spirit of having a general
iar with the traction engine and its kick coming.

ing.

The coal pocket and the coal chute
on the upper ﬂoors are probably the
steam, and every little bit of steam ﬁrst instance in which this method of
that does not do useful work after storing coal was adapted. The coal
It takes coal and water to make
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itself was lifted by means of electric
elevators, to the coal pocket: or bin,
and it was found cheaper to lift the
coal 100 feet by power in coal bar
rows than to trundle it 10 feet hori
zontally by man power. The ashes
were taken out on the same elevator
that unloaded the coal. There were
many other appliances for saving la
bor and time, and the plant was a
ﬁne example of the concentration of
_a large power plant with all mod
ern appliances within a very small
ground area.
We note from an exchange that an

Illinois (Campus) farmers’ thresh
ing machine company held their an
nual meeting recently and declared a
dividend of seventeen dollars each.
What the stockholders expect to do

with so much money was not nomi
nated in the item from which we get
our information, nor is the amount of
the investment stated; in fact noth
ing'is told but the bare fact of the
dividend. This leaves the balance to
inference, and it is fair to presume
that no “sinking fund” was estab
lished, but that whatever was in the
treasury was distributed as a divi
dend. Probably the farmers inter
ested have paid in as much or more
than this as the price for their work;
and this being the case, they are not
as well off as if they had paid some
regular thresherman

for

the work

and been done with it, with no ma
chinery investment to look after and
keep up.

There is one way

At a speed of two miles per hour the to witness miracles. He knows in an
amount of ground turned by one 14 ordinary sort of way that action and
inch plow will be 12,320 square feet. reaction are equal and that the water
As there are 43,560 square feet in that turns the mill will not pump it
one acre, the amount plowed by one self onto the uppcr side of the dam.
plow (cutting 14 inches) in one hour But there is to him a vast, unex
will be .283 of an acre, being for a plorcd ﬁeld of chemical science and
day of ten hours, 2.83 acres. Onthis he does not know what treasures may
theory four plows of the width men not be hidden there, He has seen the
tioned in 10 hours will plow 12 acres; advent of the telephone, phonograph
six plows, 17 acres; eight plows, 23 and wireless telegraph; he has seen
acres; twelve plows, 34 acres; and the coal in the boiler room trans
sixteen plows, 45 acres. It is a fact, formed into light and power and
however, that the ordinary day of the transmitted everywhere at will.
farmer is much longer than ten Having seen these wpnderful things
hours. Assuming that it is twelve in daily use, in the house and on the
hours, add to the above 20 per cent., street, is it strangt? that his mind is
and this, we think, ordinarily should in a condition to accept the fairy
be done in estimating the amount statements of the fakir who tells him
that can be plowed in a day with an that his burned-out ashes still hold
engine of a given size, handling a as much heat as they have given up‘!
certain speciﬁed number of plows, Listen to the earnest convincing talk
cutting the width mentioned!
of this one:
'
The National Corn Exposition is to
be held this year in Omaha instead
of Chicago, where the ﬁrst exposition
was held last year; and the pros
pect now is for a better show, both in
point of exhibits

and

attendance,

than the magniﬁcent one held in Chi
cago.
The reason is natural. Omaha is
located near the center of the most
important corn growing area, is an

important trade center, and most of
all, is blessed with a bunch of busi
ness men who are awake to the ad

vantage such an exposition will give
their city, and are Working heart and
soul not only to get the exposition,
in which our but also to make a thorough and un

readers can do us a great and very

qualiﬁed success of it.

And thcy’re

much appreciated service with little going to do it.
What it means for the corn grower
or no trouble to themselves; and this
is by just mentioning, when writing is hard to estimate. The possibili
to the advertiser, that they saw his ties from even a little more intelli
advertisement in The Thrcshermen’s gent growing and handling of the
crop are stupendous. Prof. Holden
Review.
Except where an advertisement is of the Iowa State College says that,
“keyed,” the advertiser has no oth “One small car of corn weighing
er means of knowing to a certainty 10% ounces added to each of the
what medium is giving him results; 3,556 hills per acre would make 33
which advertisement is paying him bushels per acre, or more than the
and which is not. So far as The average yield in Iowa for the past
Threshermen's Review is concerned ten years. What we need now is
we want him to have no doubt what another car of corn to each hill.”
ever about it; and here is where the Such exhibitions as these, showing
reader can help by stating that he what has actually been done and is
saw it in The Threshermen’s Review. being done in corn growing, do more
It means little or no extra trouble for toward encouraging the growers to
you, does it‘! But, as will be readily systematic and intelligent improve
understood, it means much to us, and‘ ment of the crop than can be done
we feel sure that our readers will in any other way. Here the grower

take this trouble for us if they re
member it.

And this is to remind

can see for himself not only the prize
corn, but can learn how it was done.

them to always mention The Thresh More, he can learn what varieties are
ermen’s Review when writing to its best for his purpose and why. The
corn is divided into its several con
advertisers.
stituents and these are shown side
For the man who is trying to ﬁg— by side exactly as the completed‘
ure just what traction engine may be work comes from the laboratory. In
expected to do at plowing, the fol fact so thoroughly and completely is
lowing estimate furnished by Reeves the subject discussed, that no man ca
& Company will be ofv interest. The pable of learning anything at all, can
estimate is deemed a very conserva go away from such an exhibition
tive

one

made

so

purposely,

for

while under favorable conditions and
in large ﬁelds where but little time is
lost on account of turns, much more

work will be possible, the endeavor
was to consider in this estimate con
ditions that are not favorable to large

results.

'Assuining for the purpose of this
formula, that the actual travel of
the engine will be two miles per
hour.

In one mile there are 5,280

feet. A 14-inch plow bottom turning
14 inches of soil, in cutting one mile
will turn or plow 6,160 square feet.

II

pounds, the coal being sampled or
tested as soon as posible after being
mined, to determine the condition at
the beginning of the tests. The coal
used was of the small lump, or nut
size. Each sample of about one hun
dred pounds was subdivided to sub
ject the same kind of coal to the four
conditions of the tests, viz.: (a) out
door exposure; (b) exposure to a dry
atmosphere at a somewhat elevated

temperature, from 85° to 120° F.;
(c) under the same temperature con

ditions as (b) but drenched with wa
ter two-or three times per week; (d)
submerged .in ordinary water at a
temperature approximately 70° F.
The periods of examination of these
samples as nearly as the work would
permit were: (1) an initial analy
sis of the fresh coal; (2) after ex
posure for ﬁve months;

(3)

after

exposure for seven months; (4) af
“There is nothing wonderful or ter exposure for nine months, at the
mysterious about it. There are hun expiration of which time the tests
dreds of products on the market to were ended.
The samples subjected to outdoor
day in daily use, saving the people of
the United States hundreds of thous exposure uniformly showed marked
ands of dollars, which are much more deterioration but of varying amount.
wonderful in their actions than this The treatment of the samples was
compound.
If years ago someone identical, the coal remaining in shal
had told you that a little stick of low boxes exposed to the various tem
dynamite an inch thick and six perature and moisture changes from
inches long possessed enough power October to July; the variations in
to blow up a big building, what heat loss ranging from two to ten
would you have said‘! If years ago per cent.
The results of the tests on the
you had been handed a handful of in
nocent-looking cotton soaked with coals subjected to a dry atmosphere
nitric and sulphuric acids and had and a slightly elevated temperature
beedtold that, used in guns as gun were rather unexpected in that, with
cotton, it would hurl great projectiles one exception in which the deteriora
many miles or blow up a great ves tion was practically the same, they
sel, what would you have said‘! And showed a greater deterioration than
yet this innocent cotton so prepared in the case of outdoor exposure. This
possesses this great power. Again would seem to contradict the popular
the X-ray, radium, thermite, and idea that a roof over coal in storage
even electricity, possess powers that is supposed to be preferable to open
we know exist and yet no one can exposure. The samples subjected to
explain why or how they do the same high temperature with frequent wet
things that we know they do. So we ting down behaved in general like
state that this patented compound those exposed to outdoor inﬂuences,
possesses the peculiar power of gen though in some cases a greater de
erating large quantities of heat grad terioration was observed in the for
ually when properly mixed with mer samples while, with two excep
ashes. We can show you that this tions, the samples showed practically
heat can be released from this mix no deterioration in the submerged
ture, termed ‘ash fuel,’ in a very coal, and the values found did not
simple and logical manner and at a vary more than would be expected
cost less than one-half of your pres with inevitable modiﬁcations of con
ent fuel bills. With such a saving ditions of sampling, temperature and
of money and trouble, it will pay you manipulation.
Concluding, the authors summar
to think this over.”
ized
results as follows:
Yes, it will pay you to think this
“(a) Submerged coal does not lose
over a long time before an invest
ment is contemplated.
The great appreciably in heat value.
(b) Outdoor exposure results in a
corporations use millions of tons of
loss
‘of heating value varying from
coal annually, but they do not use
two to ten per cent.
ashes, nor ash compounds. The men
in charge of their steam and mechan

ical departments are up-to-date,
bright eyed, intelligent men, who are
employed for the purpose of keep
ing as wide a gap as possible be
tween the cost- of production and the
price of the product, and the pros
pect of saving even one per cent. of
without getting nearer to the way to
the fuel used is treated as a business
produce that other car of corn. It
proposition of importance. Is not
does not seem so hard of accomplish
the moral obvious.
ment in ‘view of the small improve
ment that has-been eﬁected of late
A series of tests of the effect of
years, due to the lack of that knowl
edge which the Exposition will in a weather on coal have been in pro
gress during the past year, made by
large degree disseminate.
N. D. Hamilton and S. W. Parr and
The scheme of burning ashes by reported by them in a recent issue
means of a. patented compound is of Economic Geology.
still being exploited.
series of tests
made
in The
smallﬁrst
amountsiof
coal, was
in lots
of
Commenting on a circular oﬂ’ercd
by such a concern, Power remarks from ten to twenty pounds, later in
that the ordinary man does not expect creasing the amount to one hundred

(c) Dry storage has no advantage
over storage in the open except with
high-sulphur coals, where the disin
tegrating effect of sulphur in the
process of oxidation facilitates the
escape of hydrocarbons or the oxida
tion of the same.
(d) In most cases the losses in
storage appear to be practically com
plete at the end of ﬁve months. From

the seventh to the ninth month the
loss is inappreciable.
(c) The results obtained in small
samples are to be considered as an
index of the changes aﬁecting large
masses in kind rather than in de
gree, but, since the losses here shown
are not beyond what seems to con

form in a general way to the exper
ience of users of coal from large stor
age heaps, they may be not without

value as an indication of weathering

eﬁects in actual practice."
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to discourage the purchaser of ma
chinery, but to advise caution.

I

hear the bright side _of the thresher
man’s life, I see (and when in a siz
zling ﬁre box or on a smoking boiler
making a hurried repair “while you
wait,”) I feel the other side and my

In my next letter I will send a pic
ture to have printed.
.
Ben Harpsterv & Son.

Leiters Ford, Indiana.
*

*

*

A lz-Ycar Review Subscriber.

Editor Review:—It has been some
advice is, don 't go into the threshing time since I wrote you ‘a. letter so

business for fun; but if you are not
afraid of hard work, will be consci
encious, courteous and careful, you
will succeed in the threshing busi
ness and it will not be necessary to
cut prices either.
I wish every
thresherman, and especially The Re
view threshermen, success.
J. J. McCarthy.

thought I would write and let you
know that we still thresh in southern
Wisconsin. I have been a subscriber
o f T h e Re
view for 12
years
and

could
get

hardly
along

without it.

It

Lynchburg, Ohio.

Runs Thresher, Feed Grinder man to please, and they tell me, and
everybody else, that I have the best
and Saw.
Editor Reviewz-Enclosed you will
ﬁnd ﬁfty cents for my subscription
for The Review.
I will tell you something about my
threshing, feed grinding and sawing.

separator that they ever saw under
belt.
I run my own engine. “Mr By
ler” (I have a boiler at each end of

two No. 9 Bowsher mills and get lots
of feed to grind. I' also have a Rus

the belt) runs my separator, and he
is a genius or a ﬁrst class mechanic.
as we run day in and day out and
part of the night with no stops, only
for oil. I have run my engine all
day on 75 cents worth of coal. Can

sell saw mill and a Howell edger,

any one heat that‘!

I have a 25 h. p. Huber engine and
a. 41x66 Niagara. Second separator,
and she is a dandy; and I also run‘

And we have

three saws, and this makes a ﬁne rig threshed 1,663 bushels of oats in four
to cut lumber with. My average cut hours. I call that going some.
Do any readers of The Review
is about 12 M feet per day. Been
cutting as much as 15 M per day and know of any mutual insurance com
I think that is pretty good with a 25 pany that will insure threshing ma
h. p. engine; all hardwood, such as chinery‘l I would like to insure mine
maple, oak, elm, ash, basswood and in some company.
Well, I hope this will not ﬁnd the
tamarack.
This is my ﬁrst attempt, so I will waste basket until after it is printed.
Wish The Review and all threshermen
close for this time.
a prosperous year.
Winfred Nelsen.
*
*
*
A. W. Melvin.
R. 1, Quincy, Ohio.

Does Road Work.

‘F

Editor Review:—I have been read
ing your paper for two years and
think it a ﬁne paper. I have a com
plete threshing rig, consisting of a
25 h. p. engine and a 44x66 separa
tor. I have plowed some with my
engine and think it a ﬁne way to
plow. I think gang plows with four
or ﬁve plows in a gang make a ﬁne
rig for an engine. I can plow hard
er and dryer ground than with
horses. I‘ have also pulled two road
graders at once and they were run
ning them both as deep as the grad
ers would stand the pressure, and
my engine went along apparently as

if it had no load. I used close to a
ton of coal a day grading. I use
from 1,200 to 1,500 lbs. per day
threshing.
My rig has been run three sea
sons and is in fairly good shape yet.
Arlington, Kansas.
J. Birt.
*

*

*

Pleases the Farmer.
Editor Reviewz-Enclosed

please

ﬁnd ﬁfty cents for renewal of my
subscription to The Review-the best
paper published. I am a thresher
man.

I love to thresh; wish I could

thresh the year round, from January
to January. I own a Port Huron
33x54 Rusher separator and 16 h. p.

*

=l=

Some Good Advice.
Editor Review:-Although not a
thresherman I am very closely re

is certainly an
* =l= *
i m pro v ement since I
From Indiana.
Editor Review:—I have seen noth got it when it
headed
ing from this part of the country was
and thought that 1' would write a let with cylinder
ter for the ﬁrst time. I have been a teeth.
Well we
HARVEY HADINGER.
reader of The Review for about eight
years and can hardly wait for the don ’t make as
next number. I tell you, thresher much money here in a fall as some of
men, it is the best paper that we dir‘ the brothers do in other places they
ty thrcshermen can read. I do love tell of, and I have seen a good deal of
I have
to read the live letters from my broth experience in my time.
ers about what they do for them threshed ever since I was ten years
selves in the threshing line. Now I old, and haven’t missed a fall yet;
will try to tell you my little experi-' been at it 23 falls.
The ﬁrst machine was an old
ence in threshing.
I have been a thresherman for Eclipse; then a horse power Agita
about 24 years and don’t know it tor; then I turned on steam, a Min
all, and never will. When a thresh nesota Chief; run that four years
Got another and
erman says that he can’t learn any and burned it.
thing more he don’t know anything. burned it three years later. Then
I ﬁrst started engineering. Followed got a full Port Huron rig, 14 h. p.
it for 16 years, and from that time I engine, 36x54 separator, run it nine
took the separator which is now my falls. Then traded and got my sec
ond Port Huron, which is 16 h. p.
work, and I keep it a humming.
We now run a New Rumely outﬁt, compound loco. cab and canopy top,
consisting of a 16 h. p. double geared and 36x60 Rusher separator and Sat
tley stacker. This certainly is a nice
engine and a 32x52 Ideal separator,
rig
to thresh with.
with a Rumely gearless blower and
I read in. some of the letters of the
Ruth feeder, which is a dandy; also
a Peoria weigher, which I think boys that run through forks, wrench
makes a complete outﬁt.
I don’t es and axes, and never bend a cylin
think it is the best, but as good as der tooth. Well, I should think that
a machine that threshes such junk
any of them.
would not make a very good grain
The crops were not very good here thresher, as the teeth would have to
last year. Wheat averaged from ﬁve be so far apart to let such slugs

lated (being a repair man) and am a

to twenty-one bushels to the acre;

reader of The Review. I like to read
the letters from thresher-men, but 1'
think some are very indiscreet in
telling of success without mention
ing any of the thousand and one
troubles that come into any thresh

oats from ﬁve to ten, and very poor
at that.
We get 75 cents for clover seed
when we have any. We get 30 for
wheat, 20 for oats, and furnish four
men including myself. We haul our

through without bending teeth.
The new patent Port Huron tooth

beats anything I ever got hold of in
the cylinder tooth line. They will
never

come

loose

while

threshing

and will never bend back.
Maybe some of the boys will won
erman’s life sooner or later (and own water.
der if there are any other machines
they usually come both sooner and
Last year we threshed for 55 farm around here. Well, I should say!
later). Be honest, honest to your ers in 291/2 days, which was a good and plenty of them; all kinds.
self, to your brother thresherman, run for this part of the state.
Our price here is-oats, 2c; barley,
and above all be honest to the poor
“sucker” who, dazzled by your
wonderful success sees in a thresh
ing rig if not “a thing of beauty and
a joy forever,” at least a thing of
unfailing revenue. who when ruin
stares him in the face still further
manifests his incompetency by cut
ting prices thereby injuring the
business and by his work injuring
both the farmer and the manufactur
er of his outﬁt, he ﬁnally retires hav
ing beneﬁted only the sheriﬁ and the
junk man.
Telling of your Wonderful exploits
does no good and if it fails to do
harm it is only because people “will
take them with a pinch of salt."
Write helpful letters, tell how you

Port Huron compound engine, and overcame your difficulties. and how
I would not trade it for any other you improve your work. Write help
machine on earth. I get better re ful, healthful, truthful letters, a
sults from it than any other ma. letter to help some poor unfortunate
ehine that was ever shipped into brother out of trouble and not one
Logan County. The farmer is the to get into it. It is not my object

READY FOR HOME.
Courtesy S. N. Beck, Wyatt, Mo.
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JTA/YD
ENGINES FOR THRESHING a“ PLOWING ' SEPARATORS
WIND STACKERS ' FEEDERS 6 HULLE RS
NOT TH E‘bHEAPEST’GOQDS BUT 'rHE"Mos-r VALUE"I=OR YOUR MONEY

The Coming Engine
Milan, 0., March 9, 1908.
M. Rumely Company,
Gentlemenz-I want one of your 1908
catalogues. I have threshed 82,000 bushels
of wheat and oats with Ideal and have
not lost a spike out of the cylinder nor
none came loose, and two came out of
concave and one 3 tine fork went through
and she never winked. I have been in the
ﬁeld 40 years and owned 7 diﬁerent thresh
ers but none of them could compete with
the Ideal. You are the ﬁrst company that
I ever could give a recommend to.
Yours truly,

There must be a reason why Rumely

Monroe City, Mo., Feb. 28, 1908.
M. Rumely Co.,
La Porte, Ind.

goods have always sold so well and

Gentlernen:—I have owned two Rumely
Engines and have not been able to wear

either of them out (and I use them all

why they are more popular now

the time), and I think if I can get a new
ﬂue sheet for this one (16 years old) it
will last me until "Dooms Day."
Yours respectfully,

than ever before.

I. R. HARMON.

TONY WILSON.

R. R. No. 2, Box 9, Milan, 0.

M. RUMELY COMPANY
LA PORTE, INDIANA, U. S. A.
BRANCH OFFICES :ﬁ
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—ll0 Capitol Av-

FOND DU LAC, WISCONSIN
TOLEDO, OHIO——l4l2 Cherry Street

ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI,
South Tenth Street
DES MOINES, IOWA

108

and

110

enue, South
KANSAS CITY, Mo., 1222 West Eleventh

Street (Station A)

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—3Z4 North First
Street

GRAND FORKS, NORTH DAKOTA
VVICHITA, KANSAS

S. G. SHAW & COMPANY, Selling Agents. 1420 Wazee Street, Denver Colorado.
Please mention The Review.
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'I'HE'I'HRBSI‘HIRMIIN'S REVIEW
If this should be an “off season"

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
Have you anything else that you can do that will keep your engine
paying the interest on the money you've invested in it? An idle engine is
a waste of money. The most proﬁtable side line for a thresherman is a
saw mill. The most proﬁtable saw mill is a

BUGKBYE PORTABLE
Variable

Friction

Feed

Saw

Mill

It is a mammoth-capacity-stationary mill on wheels-that's its winning point. You can
take it to the work, instead of waiting for the work to come to the mill. And it does just
as much work—just as good, accurate work as any of the stationary mills. Your engine

will run it.

Catalog T describes more fully.

Send for ii.

THE ENTERPRISE MFG. Co.,
2

I‘

1/2c; rye, 4c. I also have a 10-roll
shredder.
We haven’t got to plowing with
steam yet, but will soon be making
roads with engines. I expect to con
vert my engine into a road roller.
Well, as my letter is getting long I
will ring oﬁ; with best wishes to The
Review.
Harvey Hadinger.
Monroe, Wisconsin,
4%

i

*

From Missouri.
Editor Review:—Seeing nothing in
The Review from this country I will
write a few lines.
I own and operate the following;
16 h. p. Peerless engine, 33x54 sepa
rator, 4-roll Deering corn shredder,
Kingsland Company saw mill, and
mounted wood saw of my own make.
I have a shop and do the principal
part of the repairing.
The wheat crop in this section has
almost been a failure the last couple
of years, averaging about 15 bushels
per acre.

Winter wheat is sown here.

It looks very bad now. Some of the
ﬁelds are almost bare.
Crops range in size from about 50
to 2,000 bushels.
The price for
threshing is not uniform, varying
from 3 to 4 cents per bushel, the
farmer boards and furnishes fuel and ‘

all hands, except the machine crew.
The threshermen made two at
tempts to organize and charge a uni

1040 Main Street,

Columbiana, Ohio

:
form price, but they failed, which I’
think was a great mistake.
The engine is my end of the rig,
but I can operate the other if neces
sary. I believe a great deal in read

bearer, as we call it.

I have charge when a thresherman tells how" he
threshed last fall, and how it went,
with it. We use slabs for fuel and how good he threshed, when he ends
they steam good. As for licensed en with his letter he states, “I run‘ my
gineers, I think if a man can handle own engine,” who does the credit
ing trade papers; I am a regular sub an engine with a piece of paper, he come to, he or his machine that made
scriber to The Review, the Engineer could handle one without it.
the good run‘! Does it not belong to
and Gas Power. I also have a num
I am 19 years of age and have had the good man he had running the
ber of other books and publications, a thorough course of books and four separator‘! If he did not make a
which I find very interesting and in years’ experience, and have a posi good run his separator man had fault'
structive.
tion for the coming season.
of course. A thresherman does not
Wm. O. Fassold.
As my letter is lengthy, I will draw belong at the engine end; it is the
Perryville, Missouri.
it to a close, although I‘ could‘ write easiest end to handle. If a fellow
***
for an- hour. A few words and I will does not know enough to run his
close.
own separator let him be boss, ‘and
From Illinois.
When
I
started
out,
it
was
late
in
be
around the separator and learn
Editor Review:—As I noticed in
your paper that you would like the fall and the nights were cool. it as soon as he can; that is'the
threshermen and mill owners to send Then I thought I did not want to place where he makes his money.
you their experience, I will give you thresh, but I stuck to it, got a couple When he runs his separator hecan
of good duckings, a score of curses go and show his rig the best place
a few pointers of my experience.
I do not own a machine, but ex for not‘burrying with the water, where to cross and see if the bridge
pect to before many years. My fa did without meals, slept under the is safe to cross, and which settin'gto
ther and I have operated a machine tank with my team tied to the rear take next. When he has his separa
for two seasons, consisting of a 20 wheels ‘of the-wagon and gave them tor running all he has got to do is to
h. p. Huber engine, Peerless separa some wheat or oats, whichever was go around the engine and he can tell
right away if the engine is runningr
tor, with feeder and blower. I think handy, and am still alive.
Would
like
to
receive
catalogues
right or not. and with the separator
that makes a fair rig. My father
from machine factories.
he can’t do that so easy.
ran the engine and I hauled the water
Harry W. Henson.
I think license is a very good thing.
We used about four tanks per day
Box 93, Newbern, Illinois.
When you look for work go up to
10 barrel tanks.
* * *
an up-to-date thresherman and ask
The wheat in this section is not
him for a job to run his engine; he
From Minnesota.
very heavy. We get 30 for wheat and
Editor Review:—-I' have only been will ask you to show him your'pa
2c for oats.
a reader of your jao'urnal a short pers; they will even do that in North
We also own and operate a saw
mill. We average about ﬁve thous time and have seen lots of very nice Dakota. An engineer who has ﬁrst
and feet per ten hours, with three points and lots of bragging at the class papers can get three jobs to
men, engineer, head sawyer and olf same time. I will not say much, but ‘ your one if you haven't them. ‘If
of the engine and have no trouble

THIRUTH’S RECORD
Argonia, Kan., Aug. 22, 1907.
Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder Company,
Newton, Iowa.

Gentlemen:-I bought a Ruth Feeder of your agent at Milan, Kan,
last spring. I have found it to be in every way what you claimed for
it.

I have had experience with several different feeders, and it beats

them all. Last fall was a very wet fall, and we had lots of trouble
with our old feeder. We lost eleven teeth in one day, and had trouble
all the time.

We run seven rows of concave teeth, and then could

not take wheat out as good as it should. We have never run more
than four rows since we had the Ruth, and have never lost a tooth.
It feeds regular and even and does not slug the threshing cylinder.
Yours respectfully,
W. M. WAGONER.

WARRANTY

a

THE RUTH FEEDER is warranted to feed any make or size Separator to its full capacity without slugging the cylinder or loosening a spike, and
to do a better job of feeding than any feeder manufactured by any other company.
WHY DO WE MAKE IT SO STRONG?

Because the RUTH has ﬁlled that Warranty for years and experience has shown it cannot fail.

PARSONS BAND CUTTER and SELF FEEDER (10.,
Please mention The Review.
' J

o

‘ Newton, Iowa

April, 1908.
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TIIB'I‘HRESHHRMHN'S REVIEW

Mr. Chas. McCord from Iowa means
what he writes that a man doesn’t
learn by practical experience, he
ought to stay home; for he would
run in the ﬁrst mud hole in the road
and it takes practical experience to

place; in fact, I never got there but
was so near that the belt stayed on
all right. The next time I did better,

but was yet far from perfect. I have
come to the conclusion that I have

only made a brave start.
get out. Any fool can run an engine
I see that a few brother thresher
into the mad, but the trick is to get it men favor an engineer’s license. 1
out again. In a machine shop there think that no man ought to be al
are no mud holes, loose boxes, no lowed to run an engine without a li
pounding in your engine to ﬁx. Very cense, but of course a license will not
little a man will learn in a machine keep a boiler from blowing up, but
shop in a year. A man will learn while the boiler is almost the import
more every year; practical experi ant function of the engine it is not
ence will make perfect.
the only one. I believe the working
Wishing The Review success.
parts need as much attention as the
C. F. Bloch.
boiler. I am going to try for a li
Lamberton, Minnesota.
cense some day, if I keep at the busi
* * *
ness.
Amos Brumbaugh.
Good Roads and Bridges.

i

i

'

TheDripCock ~
reventr it ‘ ‘ ‘

I
,-The Drip Cock of the

U. S. Injector

R. 4, York, Nebraska.

Editor Review:—I will write you
a few lines and hope it will not ﬁnd
the waste basket.

I have been a sub

scriber to The Review for the past
nine years and like the paper very
much. I have seen nothing from this
part of the country so I will tell you
about my rig, which consists of a 22
h. p. Minneapolis engine and 36x56

prevents suction pipe from getting hot; prevents
***

Jet from “liming up” when steam or check

Seven Bushels to the Acre.

valve leaks;prevcnts destruction of rubber hose

on traction engines by hot water, and if left
Editor Reviewz-As I have noth
ing to do I thought I would write
you a letter.

open when not in use prevents freezing.

By Opening Drip Cock you can startwith

I live in southeastern

Kansas where coal is 10 cents a bush

lower steam, and by leaving it open the injec

el, but is not of the best quality.

tor can be started even though check valve
leaks.
That Drip Cock is also handy for drawing

My

Minneapolis separator, Fooston blow

father has a 16 h. p. Nichols & Shep

er, Ruth feeder and Peoria weigher,
all new this year,‘ which I ‘think is
a good outﬁt.
Wheat made from 12 to 22 bushels

ard engine and 33x56 Reeves com

pound separator. I am only 13 years
old, but I run the engine. I like to
work with machinery.
There wasn’t much in threshing
last season; oats and barley were
not good for anything here. I got last year. The most we threshed was

hot water when injector is working, and enables
you to take hot water out of the suction pipe
on a long lift.
The U. S. Government, and over 300,000

81/zc for wheat out of the shock and seven bushels to the acre of wheat

tor as the best.

6c for stack threshing, and furnished
all the hands and coal.
'Threshing don’t last long here;
there are too many machines, like in
a good many places. I have been a
thresherman for 23 years but have
still to learn, and am not rich yet.
I have threshed 30,000 bushels in 25
days’ run.

engineers endorse the U. S. Automatic Injec
For more information and for free copy of our famous
Engineer’s Red Book, address

and 16 of oats.
I think The Review is a ﬁne paper.
My father is also a driller. We
have lots of gas in this country, and
some oil about ten miles from here.

AMERICAN INJECTOR CO.
Detroit, Mich, U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.

Bﬁﬂ

llave fair roads for a medium sized
outﬁt.

For a good belt-dressing take three

We had a hard time to parts of custor oil to one part resin.

get hands.
We have good roads,
Wishing The Review and its read
some good bridges, and price cut ers success, I beg to remain,
ters.
Peter D. Ediger.
Wade Hemperly.
Inman, Kansas.
Thayer, Kansas.
‘I

*

*

Notice How Handy This Is
The Hartley Bagging Attachment

*

* a: 1:

From Nebraska.

Saw, Milling Hints.
Editor Reviewz-I was somewhat

<“\

‘-\.
._.\\

Editor Reviewz-I have never
surprised to receive a letter from you
stating that you had not received my written to you before so thought I’
renewal. In looking over my check would give some of my saw mill ex
I have been running a
book I see where I sent The Thresh periences.
ermen’s Review 50 cents for renewal, saw-mill for nine years and by this
but however, I will enclose $1.10 for time think that I can say a little

my renewal to your paper, for I
would not miss a single copy if I
can help it; and one pair of No. 9
Sargent gloves.
I have just received my last issue
of The Review and as usual read the

about a saw mill. The ﬁrst work that
I did around a saw mill was when I
set an old saw. There is no more
sense in using a dull saw than in
shaving with a dull razor. By using
sharp saws thinner blades may be

live letters the ﬁrst thing; but I used than where the teeth are dull
wish to make one or two corrections because the duller the saw the more

in my letter which appeared in that power required to drive it through
issue. One is I said that my separa the wood, and the more strain on
tor was the only separator in the each tooth and on the blade.
To straighten a circular saw, get
State of Nebraska that was equipped
with the side blast blower, when I a hardwood block 12x12, set it on
should have said the only Huber sep end on the ground, round the top off
arator. I suppose that after seeing with, say, one-fourth-inch rise, nail
this some of the brother threshermen up a 2x6 at the back of the block for
would like to know who owns the rig. the saw to rest on, let its face he an
Well, that I‘ will tell you; it belongs inch below the top of the block (do
to Norquist Bros. who are known as not use an iron anvil), balance the
prominent threshermen all over this saw on a mandrel and apply the
straight edge, mark the high places
vicinity.

Now, as to a little experience. I
suppose there is no time quite so im
pressive to any man ’s memory as is
the ﬁrst time be lined up an engine.
The last day on the job was my ﬁrst
experience in lining up an engine. I
thought before starting out that it
was an easy job, but I found out dif
ferent before I got in the proper

'-

Elam-‘liq.

with chalk, and hammer frequently.
The speed of the saw is very es
sential to the production of good
lumber; there is a standard. A good
oawyer will retain this speed, not a
given standard, but as to the condi
tion of the saws.
New sawing should be kept up to

Being out of the dirt and dust and not in the way of teams,
it appeals to up-to-date, busy threshermen as a necessary
attachment to any modern threshing outfit. It is just
another one of those handy Weighing appliances which
the name Hartley has made so popular. Specify “Hart
ley” when ordering-—it is your guarantee of quality.
Write for Catalog.

C. J. HARTLEY CO.,
Please mention The Review.

speed by all means or the saw will

Decatur, lllinois

April, 1908.
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Here Is Another Man
Who has used the “IXL” Separating Device. He has used two of them. Bought the second one because the first one was so
good. There can be no possible chance for a mistake in the purchase of an "IXL. ”
You would like to increase the capacity of your separator, day in and day out, if you could do so without increasing the
daily running expenses, wouldn’t you?
Roberts, R. F. D., Mont., Feb. 4th, 1908.
Sattley Stacker Company, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Dear Sirs:-—Your letter of Jan. 27th to hand, asking me how
I like my Separating Device, called an “IXL" Picker.
In 1903 or 4, I was using a 36x58 —— separator with
“IXU‘ Device, and I sold the outﬁt; and again in 1907 I placed
an “IXIJ' Device in my new —-——— , of 28 inch cylinder,
50 inch rear. Do you suppose I would have put in the second one
if it was not what I was looking for? As you remember, my order
came with cash, and no questions asked.
I would like to make you or anyone a statement. I came here
in 1890, worse than broke; today I own 640 acres of good land,
220 head of cattle and horses. The year 1906, myself and three
_
boys, (the oldest not yet 19 years), raised 17,500 bushels of grain,
400 tons of hay, and machinery of all kinds to run this ranch
I believe
you will admit, you couldn't catch me with chaff
with.
_
I am looking for value received, when I buy
the second time.
the same article the second time, which I got when I purchased
the "IXL" Device, and more.
Three of my neighbor
I will make you another statement.
The ﬁrst year
boys bought a new outﬁt different from mine.
they hootcd the "IXL"; didnt need it; this year it is in, and I
bet you could not take it out for double what it cost them.
I have been in the ﬁeld since 1875, so you see I must have
Yours truly,
seen something in that time.
(Signed) D. W. LONG.

There are more
than 5,000 o f
these "I X L"s
giving sails
taelion to the
threshermen o f
the U n i t e d

States during
the threshing
season.

They are all friends to the "IXL; ” they are all our friends. They all know a good thing when they use it.
If you want to increase the capacity of your machine,
if you want to save a greater proportion of the grain,
If you want to stop your stacker choking,
If you want to satisfy the farmers,
Get an “IXL" Rotary Separating Device.
Write now for information, prices, etc. Tell what make of separator you have. 00 IT NOW.
ADDRESS

THE SA'EEY

STACKER CBMPANY

:01 American'National Bank Building

Q

Indianapolis, Indiana
Please mention The Review.

eventually dish permanently and have
to be rehammered. A saw not up to
its speed invariably runs from the
log dishing and this will eventually
permanently dish the saw.
A saw maker when taking an order

for the subscription and an ad., for
which please give me credit.
As I am writing I will give some
of my saw troubles. My saw runs
good in soft wood, but about the sec
ond cut in hard wood the saw will
for a saw is given a speed about so —lead into the log and when through
and so, and he, knowing but little the cut will stand off from the log
better, takes it down. Now this is sometimes one-half or three-fourths
known to vary 200 revolutions; the of an inch at the top of the log; and
saw being hammered too open, is con if I‘ draw in the guides saw will heat.
demned as defective; it won't run In the center the lead is about one
because it won't stand up to its eighth of an inch on a 50-inch saw.
work. If the sawyer had good judg Will some brother sawyer give me
ment he would be very particular some light on the subject, or will I
about correct speed. A good sawyer have to have diiferent teeth for oak.
will try to maintain the speed to I use the Atkins No. 3 inserted teeth.
suit the saw's condition or hammer
I also run a thresher. Have a 25
it. The greatest trouble is in too h. p. engine and 40x64 separator, and
high speed. This brings about, ﬁrst, can run either end, but the separator
bad lumber; second, a spoiled saw, is my choice.
running it winding across the log.
Well, I will ring 05 for this time.
A great many adhere to the stiﬁness
I went through some bridges, but
of the saw, maintaining a stiﬁ saw. all were small ones, just let the drive
This is all right if some considera wheels down and I used a capstan
tion is taken. If a saw is a heavy with a rolling hitch over the wheels

shredding was no good on account of
the early frosts and the soft corn. A

1' am certain there is as broad a ﬁehl
for discussion on this subject as any

majority of farmers turned in their thing a man could undertake to do
with a thresher engine; and I am in
corn ﬁelds.
Well, I like my own machinery position to know that there can be
and I think the engine is as good as quite a lot of knowledge gained by
any. I had no breaks and no repair discussing this subject. I am saw
bills, but bought a Caswell belt guide ing with a rig that I had made to
and I ﬁnd they are more than they order—that is, the iron part—but I
made all the wood work myself; the
are claimed to be.
I have seen in The Review a photo cab and carriage, and consequently
of the eleven year old engineer. My it has no name only saw mill; and I
boy is ten and when he is out of am pulling this with a 14 h. p.
school he does the ﬁring, oiling and thresher engine and can saw eight
tends to the water. He likes the thousand feet per day of ten hours;
business and I shall give him a chance and have sawed as much as eleven
thousand feet in. one day; but it was
to try his hand.
not oak. I think this very good work
I am glad there has been a thresh
for that size engine; and I will say
ermen’s organization started in Mich
that when I‘ began sawing twelve
igan and hope it will do the thresh
years past I would not have believed
ermen some good.
a man if he had told me such a story

With best wishes to brother thresh
men, I will ring off.
F. M. McElhenie.
Montgomery, Mich.

*

*

*

gauge 48 to 50-inch running at a to get out.

slow speed, a stiff saw is all right.
Wants Saw Mill Discussion.
Would like to hear from sawyers
Such a man will contend for a stilt through The Review.
Editor Review:—As I have been a
saw on any mill, judging from exper
Wishing The Review success.
reader of The Review for some eight
ience, but this is limited. Centrifu
Mark Whiting.
or ten years I think it the best pa
gal force is a natural strain that a
Dodge Center, Minnesota.
per for the money that is published.
high speed is exposed to and no high
* =l= *
I am more interested in saw milling
speeded saw will stand one-half the
now than in threshing, yet I like to
Favors Organization.
abuse that a moderate speeded saw
read letters from the brother thresh
will.
Wm. R. Shelton.
Editor Review:-As I do not see ermen from all parts of the United
Carmi, Illinois.
any letters in The Review from the States. I would like to see more
‘It 1' *
three state corner, I thought best to Writing on saw milling than there is
write.
Some Saw Troubles.
now being done. I see the plowing
Threshing was poor here the past business is being discussed very ex
Editor Reviewz~Your letter re
ceived asking for subscription for season. Wheat was fairly good but tensively and why not the mill busi
The Review for 1908. I wish to say small acreage. Oats averaged about ness as well? I am conﬁdent there
that I sent you check on Farmers Na 15 bushels to the acre. Clover seed, are as many threshermen trying to
tional Bank, of Dodge Center, Minn, one bushel to the acre. Husking and saw as there are trying to plow, and

as this. But it is an easy matter if
you know how; and if this writing
escapes the waste basket and reaches
the columns of The Review I will
tell you more about the mill business
next time.
Morley, Missouri. W‘ A' Calhoun
*

*

*

From Nebraska.
Editor Reviewz-Threshing wheat
was very poor out here last year,

making from ten to ﬁfteen bushels to
the acre; and it was very short in
the straw. That made it kind of
hard to handle, and the straw was
very ﬁne after it went through the
machine.
There was nothing but
chaﬂ", and that made it hard to sep
arate.

Oats were light out here, too;

making from twenty to thirty bushels
to the acre. But they were plenty
long enough in the straw.

April, 1908.
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Steam Plowing
When you buy a traction engine for steam plowing ‘look
for these features which are essentially necessary:
A DOUBLE CYLINDER ENGINE-The constant starting and stopping
will soon break up a single cylinder engine.

A STRONG AND EASY STEAMING BOILER-It is taxed to the limit
and must steam easily and the sheet must be heavy enough to hold

the brackets ﬁrmly in place.
A FRICTION CLUTCH-This will relieve the gearing and plow parts of
the shocks and jars which without the use of a Friction Clutch would

soon lay you up for repairs.
A FULL TRAIN OF UNBREAKABLE STEEL GEARING-This will
save time and money and the certain loss which the delays of break
ages cause.
EXTRA LARGE MAIN AND COUNTER SHAFTS~—These must be
large and strong enough so they will not spring or break under the
great load they must carry.

EXTRA LARGE MAIN AND COUNTER SHAFT BOXES—As ample
bearings and room for liberal lubrication are necessary.
LARGE TRACTION WHEELS WITH WIDE TIRE—As the greatest of
traction power is needed and it can only be obtained through a wheel

large in circumference with wide tire.
AN INDESTRUCTIBLE DRAW BAR AND PLATFORM FRAME—For
long, steady and proﬁtable usage cannot be obtained where these

parts are not specially built for the purpose.
AMPLE WATER TANK AND COAL BUNKERS-—A good supply of
water and fuel must be carried.
THE NICHOLS-SHEPARD DOUBLE ENGINE has all of these features.
The Boilers are Double Riveted-and are built of extra thick plate

so that all brackets can be securely bolted.
The design and construction is such that easy steaming qualities are assured.

It has a friction clutch that will pull a load equal to the power of the engine.
For a moderate extra cost a full train of Unbreakable Open-hearth Steel
Gears can be furnished.
The Main Shaft and Counter Shaft are extra large.

The Main Shaft Boxes are extra long and so chambered that the main
shaft constantly runs in oil.
The Counter Shaft Boxes are large and strongly secured to the boiler.

It has large Steel Rim Traction Wheels and can be furnished with extra wide
tire.
It has Channel Iron Platform Frame that is as rigid as the boiler itself—
covered and protected by U. S. patents.

It has large Steel Water Tanks and ample capacity for coal.
It can be furnished in the following sizes—I6 H., 18 H., 20 H., 25 H..
30 H., and 35 H. power.

NICHOLS & SHEPARD CO,” Battle Creek, Michigan
. Branches and Houses where Stocks of Machinery and Repairs are Carried

The

Kansas City, Missouri.
Nashville, Tennessee.
Winnipeg. Manitoba.
Peoria, Illinois.
George H. Gallagher (10..

Columbus, Ohio.
Minneapolis. Minnestota.
Indianapolis. Indiana.
Regina. Sask.

Spokane. Washington.

Keating

Implement

&

Lincoln. Nebraska.
Des Molnes, Iowa.
Fargo. North Dakota.
Madison, \Visconsln.
Machine (10., Dallas. '1‘ exaa.

Please mention The Review.
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Well, I see in The Review where

some of the threshermen threshed
from three to four thousand bushels a
day. But I never saw any of them

, _,

Make More Money

yet do it around here, and I never

could do it myself, and 1" have a good
rig, too; a Nichols & Shepard engine,
an 18 h. p. simple, and a Red River
Special separator, which I think is all
right. They will do fair work and
they are easy to run.

You want to make your cows more proﬁtable. How
are you going to do it? You are probably now feeding them
to obtain the maximum quantity of milk.
Your proﬁt, how

\

At least, I nev

er have any trouble and I have run it
for three years. It will start in the
morning and run till noon without a

t

\
‘

ever, is in direct proportion to the quantity of butter fat taken
from the milk, and if you are not using acream separator you
are wasting a large part of the butter fat. The I. H. C. cream
harvester will convert this waste into added proﬁts. It will
get practically all of the butter fat when the milk is warm

stop.

The biggest day’s threshing that I
have ever done was 1,640 bushels of

wheat in 10 hours; and Wheat was
good then, making 25 to 35 bushels
per acre. Of course, there are some
machines that will thresh more than
that if you rush it through; but if
you want to do good work with a
separator you must not crowd it
too much, or there will too much of

it go into the straw pile; at least I
think so.
We get 40 per bushel for wheat
and 2c for oats; and the farmer fur~
nishes the help. Some years there is
a little in it, and some years you can ’t
any more than. play even.

'

and when the skim-milk has the greatest food value.
cannot afford to be without one another day.

EASY TO OPERATE

The Bluebell and Dairymaid cream harvesters are simple, durable, eﬁicient, safe, easy to clean

All gears are exceptionally well made and enclosed in suitable housings. All
working parts are easily accessible for cleaning and oiling. The bowls and tinware are easily cleaned,
requiring only a brush and pan of warm water. In fact, every detail of construction has been care
fully worked out and the most efficient line of separators on the market is the result.
The Dairy
maid is chain driven and the Bluebell is gear driven. These
separators are each made in four sizes.
Our local agent will give you complete information
concerning these separators, or by writing you can secure
catalogue and other advertising matter.

International Harvester Company

Herman Hubert.
*

of America

*

From Wisconsin.
Editor

Review:—I

My
I p;___‘a_

Wishing

Riverton, Nebraska.
*

_ ,.

EASY r0 orrnara

and easy to operate.

The Review and brother threshermen
success.

. .y t

You

have

(INCORPORATED)

LOW SUPLY CAN
reader of your paper for ten years ‘
and have never noticed anything in
your valuable paper from this part
I of the country. Crops around here tire and ash doors and grates, for
were not of the best, as oats were burning slabs. I would like to have
very light. Barley and winter grain the engineers write to The Review
were of fair yield and good quality. and say what they think about this
We get 2c per bushel for threshing, plan for stationary work in a saw
farmers furnishing hands and board mill. The engine must be on a foun
ing them, so you can see that we are dation independent of the boiler.
not getting rich at the business.
L. H. Empie.
I have been threshing for 22 years,
B‘ox E, Birnamwood, Wis.

and have run diﬁerent makes of ma

u. s. A.

'i

CHICAGO

beena

*

*

*

chines. I ﬁnd that all will do good
From Indiana.
work if properly operated. I have
Editor Review :—As I am a reader
threshed in Wisconsin, Minnesota of The Review and have never written
and the Dakotas, but I have never anything for your paper, would like
been able to do as some of the thresh to say a few words. I am a thresher,
ermen that write letters to The Re have been ‘threshing about twenty
view. I do not think it is good poli years. I run a Port Huron 24 h. p.
ey for threshermen to have their big compound engine and 36x56 Red
work and earnings published in the River Special separator. This makes

Please mention The Review.

LOW 8UP PLY CAI

-

'

in this part of the country, and peo

GAL VAIIZE'D

ple are not cutting up enough corn
here yet.
Wm. Schwartz.

Steel Tanks
Full Description and
Price on application.
WEBER IMPLIIII‘I’ O0.
416 N. Illln Street, St. Louie. Io.
7

Grand Chain, Illinois.
I

*

*

*

Please mention The Review.

t To Measure Corn in the Crib.
‘ By A. M. Ten Eyck and V. M. Shoes- ‘

Acetylene
Traction

mek, in Bul. 147, Kansas Ex
periment Station.
It is usual to calculate a bushel of
ear corn in the crib as 2%; cubic feet

in volume.

Headlight

In Prof. o. s. Plumb’s‘

book on “Indian Corn Culture,” he

tgives this rule for measuring corn in
the crib:
“Multiply the length, breadth and}
height of the crib together in feet to

\oi Light
Best and Cheapest Light in the Market. Runs
12 hours. Write for catalog and prices.

obtain the cubic feet of space it con t American Acetylene Stove Co..

tains. Multiply this product by four, t
a rig that the boys can’t bluﬁ. I strike oﬁ the right hand ﬁgure, and
for this very thing induces many that get two cents for oats and three for
the result will be the number of
do not understand the threshing busi wheat. Threshing is too cheap in our
shelled bushels.”
ness to go into it thinking there is country, the price we have to pay for
It will be observed that this rule
money in it, and consequently after
machinery. We had a run of 60 days really ﬁgures 21/2 cubic feet of the
two or three years’ run the rig is
last fall.
ear corn as equal to a bushel. It is
worn out and they have not made
I also run a saw mill with my en only approximately correct to calcu
enough to pay for the same.
gine in the winter time, so I keep late the number of bushels of corn
At present 1' own and operate an
the engine busy the most of the time. in the crib in this way. If the corn.
Advance outﬁt, consisting of an 18
Will close for fear of tiring your is dry and sound, it will usually pay ,
horse compound engine, 32x52 sepa
readers.
David Sponseller.
the seller to weigh the corn rather‘
rator with wind stacker and Garden
Box 64, Etna Green, Ind.
than to sell it by measure. If the ‘
City feeder, which makes a good rig
* * *
corn is shelled, 56 lbs. is a legal bush~ t
as some of the rest; for,
e1, but with ear com the weights ﬁg~
Corn Shredding.
The chinch bug has a bushy wing,
Editor Review:—Please inform me 'ured for a bushel vary according to
And eats up the farmer’s grain;
when my subscription to The Review the dryness of the corn. It is usual
The Advance it has no wings at all,
expires, and also let_mc know your to allow 70 lbs. of cars for a bushel
But it gets there just the same.
price for envelopes and letter heads, of shelled corn if the corn is dry and
H. E. Ulbers.
the envelopes to have return address sound, but when husked and hauled
Independence, Wis, R. 1, Box 48.
on and the letter heads With apic from the ﬁeld, corn often contains a
# * *
. ture and address on, and to be of good high percentage of moisture, and the
weight required for a bushel often
A Boiler Question.
paper.
Editor Review:-I would like to
I am shredding corn now at 50 per varies, at husking time and during
ask the engineers what they think bushel. Corn is good here, on high the fall and early winter, from 75 to
about making a return line boiler land, but poor on bottom land, owing S0 or 90 lbs. Doubtless, also, if new
from an open bottom ﬁre box boiler to too much rain last summer. We corn is sold in the crib by measure it ‘
by taking the grates out and building shuck 250 bushels a day with an Ap would be fair to allow ﬁve to ten per
a brick arch on each side and over pleton 6-roll shredder, but are get cent. greater volume for the meas
the top of boiler, and putting a cast‘ ting along slow 'on account of too ured bushel, say, 2% to 2% cubic
front under front end of boiler with much rain. This is the only shredder feet.

Masonic Temple,

newspapers and thresher catalogues;

-

Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention The Review.

Remember

is the only oil pump
on the market that
you can

attach

to

any size or kind of
tank. Just the thing
for your separator
and the best you can
buy for your engine.
Write for particulars to

W. L. FOLDEN
BEATRICE

NEBRASKA

Please mention The Review.
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An Appeal to Reason
Mr. Thresherman
If you pay cash for an
article are you not entitled
to the price the agent has
been getting?

"‘ . v 7 >

_@__

Figure it out yourself.
Sheet steel in the rough
costs 2%c per pound.
Malleable iron about So
per pound.
Cast
iron about 3c per
pound.
ANo.l weigher requires
about 500 pounds material
in the rough.

' .
Are you not entitled to
value received for your
money?

+

Labor cost is equal to ma
terial cost.

_@__

_©_

Are you not entitled to the
best money will buy?

If we can sell direct by ad

vertising it costs about 10%
‘

_©__

D051‘: Y0‘? hwjnt to
an
uy rig t.

buy

of selling price.
—@>—
And we still have a reason
able profit left.

Why Pay Several Middlemen a Proﬁt Also?
Save It for Yourself

OUR WARRANTY
Your Money Back if the Machine Fails to Do
Good Work
TERMS---Cash With the Order
We realize what it means to break away from old methods, but if you give
us the support you should we will both proft.

CLlMAX MACHINERY COMPANY
Indianapolis, Indiana, U. S. A.
ea e mention The Review.
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There’s More Profit
in running one baler than there is in running all the other machinery of a modern
threshing outfit. You have a greater variety of work and a longer season. Hay, 5
Straw, Corn Fodder, all coming on at different seasons of the year, insures you
one continuous “season” from early summer to late winter.

_

l

l
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hi , j»
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The Ann Arbor Columbia Baler
does more work, better work and at a less expense than any other baler. Why? a
does more work, because it can be run faster. it does better work, because of its
construction and special patented features. It costs less for repairs, because it is
built to wear, and to withstand the heavy strains upon it.
Get a Columbia and start in this season.
We can prove all the above claims. Ask us.

i

ANN ARBOR MACHINE 00., 1204 BI'MIJWEW, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Please mention The Review.

A Newsy Ohio Letter.
Editor

Review:—1

herewith

en

view of my 12 h. p. Scheidler traction
engine and my brother, Charles,
who is the engineer. Also Jack, our
dog, who is always right up in the
front rank. Besides hay baling I use
my engine for grinding feed and saw
ing wood. Neither of the latter is a
very proﬁtable business in this sec
tion of the country, as we cannot get
enough to do at both to keep us busy

close some photographs which you
may use for publication, if you so
desire. One of the photos represents
my ﬁrst outﬁt, consisting of a four h.
p. engine and boiler and a No. 1 New
Holland feed mill. The engine I pur
chased second hand without ever see
ing it in operation and am sorry to
say that I got badly bit in it, as the more than about two days out of a
week.

Operates Six Outfits.
Editor Review:—I have been a
reader of your valuable paper for a
number of years and it has contained

many things of beneﬁt to the frater
nity. Recently I have noticed some
discussion of the right of the manu Dilcount to
facturers to sell their machinery to DEALERS
only a limited number so that each
operator would have a living chance. The Grant Mfg
I have been in the machine business 90 Selllmnn Ave.
Please mention
for twenty-two years and now own

f ‘1.00
By “all
_

I

Do not gum at

your speed. Buy
lTlbDrSmp lo

tion Oountcr.

BRIDGEPORT. ODIN.
The Review.

The other view represents the 12 h. and operate six complete outﬁts and
p. Scheidler engine, McCormick 4-roll what I have to say about it is from

W. E. CARLETON.
boiler was in very bad shape, and
. after using it one winter I hauled it
out for junk.
Although I had
several buyers for it I did not consid
'er it a safe thing for any one to mon
key with and thought that I could
better aﬁord to lose a little money on
it, than to be the cause of some one
losing his life.
I found, however, what time I used
it, that it was considerably too small
to crush and grind ear corn all at
one operation; and as my mill
crushed and ground all on the same

shaft, it made very slow work, even
by speeding the engine up about as
high as I could.
Another of the photos is a very good

husker and Ohio hay press, also the my own experience.
4 h. p. engine which has been dis
The worst competition that the
carded, as they appear in the ﬁnal legitimate machine operator has to
round up.
'
.
deal with is that of the irresponsible
The photograph is a very good like party who buys an outﬁt on his face
ness of myself, and with a few re and without security and with no in
marks concerning myself I will close. tention of paying for it. He appro
I am 24 years of age and single. Was priates the earnings for his living
born and reared on a farm, where I and works for any price that will
have spent the greater part of my make him wages, never taking into
life; but beside farming I learned consideration the depreciation of his
the electrical business and gas engi outﬁt nor the interest on his invest
neering, at which trade I worked ment. He stands the company off as
some two or three years; at one time long as he can and then sacriﬁces his
having charge of four gas engines machine and the next year he is in
and generators in a city plant. I also the ﬁeld with a new rig of a different
held a position as electrical inspector make that is so much better than
in a large steel mill, at which place the one the robbers took away from
I was working when the death of my him last year,—knocking the goods
father called me away from that line of the very people who have held him
of work. However, I think will soon up for three or four years.
where does the manufacturer come
have things in shape to again resume
that line, as it is the coming business. in on this kind of a deal‘!
Where does the legitimate machine
I could tell you quite a great deal
more, but thinking that I‘ have al operator come in‘!
They are both getting decidedly the
ready told you more than you want
worst of it.
to hear I will ring oﬁ.
Now I' have no criticism to make
Belmont, Ohio.
W. E. Carleton.
of the manufacturer who sells his
machinery to responsible parties. I
concede them the right to sell their

Can be made proﬁtable if the

right kind of machinery is used.
WI IAII 'l‘lll RIG-T ‘"3.
lead for catalogue.

Boo-n a Boloun'r Fans 00.
810 West Water St., .IPIOIIO. I. Y.
~

Please mention The Review.

BARNES FAVORITE
DOUBLE ACTING

THRESIIING TANK PUMP
RECORD BREAKER FOR 1907.
Fitted for both hole and iron pipe.
Bu
brass valve seats and cylinder polished u
smooth as a gun barrel. Capacity
2% barrel! per minute. In use the
world over.
Guaranteed the but
tank pump made.
Write for clr
cular and prices.
We carry a large stock of I in.
Standard Grade and also Woven
Jacket High Grade Suction Hole, in
well as Discharge Boss in stock.
Write for prices.

MFG. C0.
.

480 a. 1mm St.
" Manslleld,0.

- /
Please mention The Review.

BUFFER LAWN llllWEll B0.
DIXON, ILLINOIS

product to any person who can pay

for it or give reasonably good secu
rity.

That is their business.

MARINE AND STATIONARY
GASOLINE ENGINES

The

man. who has his money invested in
an outﬁt will more than likely do
business on business principles and
if there are more machines in the
neighborhood than necessary he will
do what work comes his way and put
his machine in the shed. The “pi
rate” heretofore referred to never
looks at anything
but his wages.
The earnings look to him like big
wages and a few dollars olf don’t

make much difference, and there you
have the price cutter. In all of my
experience I never knew a man who
had anything invested in a rig to
cut a price. It is always the pirate
before referred to.
I most earnestly protest

the
CARLETON'S FIRST RIG.

manufacturers

putting

against

their

THE MOWER
that will kill all the woods in your [am
It you keep all the weeds out so they do not
go to seed, and cut your 31's.- without
breaking the small toodcrl of roots. the
grass become! thick and weeds disappear.
The Clipper will do it.
SPOT CASH PRICES
Please mention The Review.
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THE'I'HRESHERMEN'S REVIEW
We don’t publish any testimonials this month. WE COULD,
for we have HUNDREDS of them; but if you want to read
GOOD TESTIMONIALS the best plan for you to follow is to
do as others are doing—send for our 1908 catalogue which gives
you the experiences of your brother threshermen.
THEY

KNOW, and THEY KNOW that THEY KNOW; and if you
want to KNOW what they KNOW, send for catalogue today
not next week, but TODAY.

The Gould Balance Valve is guar

anteed to increase the power of your traction engine from 18 to
30 per cent.
Any thrcsherman with a monkey wrench, can put in a Gould Balance
Valve. You don’t have to own a machine shop in order to install it.
All persons are hereby warned against purchasing any valve infringing
on the patents owned by the Gould Balance Valve CO., and purchasers
and users of such valves will render themselves liable to the undersigned
for infringement.

Gould Balance Valve Co., Kellogg, la.
Please mention The Review.

goods in the hands of these fellows to grade the roads for the highway
I
to the injury of legitimate thresher commissioner at half price.

men and to themselves. It's no use
for the manufacturer to say he don’t
know them. He does know them.
In every case in the last ten years I
‘have told the manufacturer just
what kind of people they were deal
ing with and urged them not to sell
them, but my protests went unheed
ed. And in every case the pirate
went down and out and the company
lost out.

And, thank you, I helped

do it. And I am going to keep it up.
Any machine company that sells a
machine to a pirate in this vicinity is,

graded road in this township for sev
en years and lost over two thousand

dollars and these follows have cut
my price in the middle.
I helped
them do that out too. I quit grad
ing last year because I was losing

money and told the highway commis
sioner that I was done;

but when

The Carelessness of Workmen.
The eﬂects of the carelessness of
the typical American workman were
discussed in a paper recently read by
Mr. Il’homas D. West before the Phil
adelphia Foundrymen’s Association,
and reprinted in The Iron Age for
January 9, 1908, from which the fol
lowing extracts are taken.
Mr. West ﬁrst notes the popular
habit of placing all the blame for
accidents upon the employer and the
demand for an Employers’ Liability
law which shall make the employer

it come to letting the contract I‘ put
up a bluff for a bid and they got
scared and cut the price in the mid
dle. They are a lot of easy marks.
Now how is the company going to
get out of this deal. It will take legally responsible for every acci—
dent regardless of its real cause, and
points to the ill-advised proposals of
President Roosevelt in his James
town speech and his recent message
to Congress, and to articles in the
popular magazines, as prominent ex
amples of the popular ignorance as

A NEW ONE
A Screw Feed Flue ﬁx
pandar and Gutter

A great labor saver. Saves time and
money in trips to repair shop. Has
advantages over other expanders and
cutters, in that it is operated entirely
by wrench-no hammer is used. No
uess work. The rooves in rolls will
orm a bead on t e inside of tube,
which is a positive proof of a perfectiob.
Made in all sizes. 1% in. to 4in.
sizes carried in stock.
Price of2 in. Roller, $5.00
Cutter at small additional cost.
Other prices and circular upon application.

FERIIHK MACHINE CO.

to actual conditions. “It is right and
just to hold an employer responsible

MANSFIELD. 0

BIG PROFIT
ln sawing lumber with our u|r~
, to-dateSaw Mills. Keep your
engine earning money

when he does not provide the best

.._

safeguards to life and limb that can

practically be devised, but unless we
enact laws that provide for ﬁning
and imprisoning a person for care
lessness, we will never be guaranteed
the protection. that can and should

exist to decrease greatly our loss of
life and property through this cause.
What can be conducted in Europe as
to the liability of employers cannot
be done as justly in America.

prlceoflumberishlgh.
Don‘tmlsstheohancool
n life-time to at rich.
Write forfree ataloauo
B on 1: cos.

R- R- HOWELLQCO" Minneapolis,Minn.
Please mention The Review.

STAR
M

SAN GUMMER.
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“ It is safe to say that where there

is one casualty in Europe caused by
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the downright carelessness of the
employees, there are nearly half a

Well

dozen in America. Why‘!
Simply
Courtesy W. E. Carleton, Belmont, Ohio.
because the American employee is
these fellows twenty years for their less careful, more ﬂippant and indif
net earnings to pay for the engine. ferent to his duties. In fact, as an
I expect to keep up the war as long example, if in a railroad crew or a
as these fellows can stand it in just shop’s gang, one of their number ex
the same way. And they are going hibits any great interest in being
down and out just as the other pi careful or economical, he is generally
derided and in time often expelled
rates have gone down and out in the
from among them, and made to seek
past and the company that furnishes another situation. The ‘don’t-care’
them the machine is going to lose out. spirit is so prevalent in America that
I have written the company and they the foreigner, who at the start exhib

COMPANlONS.

going to ﬁnd me ﬁghting them to a
ﬁnish and with six rigs I guess I can
keep him busy. I have put seven of
them out of business in the last ten
years. This last season I had two
men working for me. One of them

was ﬁred for incompetency and the
other ought to have been. They de
cided they would buy them a rig.
Neither one of them has any capital
or credit or property. One of them
haven’t even had the courtesy to
hasn’t had a. clean shirt for six weeks.
His washerwoman is a widow who answer my letters and the war is on
and I propose to ﬁght- every pirate
lives just across the street from me
and every company that furnishes

and she is holding his clothes for the
him machines in my neighborhood to
wash bill. One of them made the
a ﬁnish. If the threshermen of the
remark that they “could get a ma
chine and work cheap and they United States would blacklist every
would get a living out of it anyway, company that indulges in such nefa
no matter how it turned out.” They rious business there might be some
have bought a $3,000.00 outﬁt. The chance for the fraternity. In the in
company who gave them this rig has terests of the machine operators. I
been informed by the bank just what wish you would publish this letter.
W. W. Pepper.
kind of a deal they are making.
Newman, Illinois.
These fellows have taken a contract

Drilling
Machinery
OUR MACHINES are built
to meet any conditions at
.

low operating expense.

its much seriousness in aiming to be
careful, is in a short time often worse
than the native, for the reason that
many know no bounds when they dis
cover the ﬂippancy that is tolerated
and so often common to many work
ers, a defect that is imbibed in their
are Simple, Eiﬂcicnt, and can be equi ped
youth, chieﬂy through the American The)’
with Churn Drill, Hollow Rod Tools or wii Ro
spirit of independence, buoyancy and

pleasure seeking, which tends to cre
ate a nation of ‘don’t cares’ and
‘sports’ instead of earnest, careful
workers. In passing, it is to be said
that the qualities generating careless

move a Core by Using a Diamond Bit or an of the
coring systems. Built in sizes to drill mm 200
feet to 2000 feet. Run by Steam, Gasoline or
Electric Motor, Arranged to be run by thresh

ing engine when desired.

EDWARD CHRISTMAN
MASSILLON.

OHIO
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E have had a fire and

are too busy to write
ads, but are getting
out machines and fill
ing orders the same as usual.
HART GRAIN WEIGHER CO.
Peoria, Illinois

ness in workers are more pronounced
in prosperous than dull times, which
‘accounts for the increase of casual

ties in the past ﬁve'years.”
To prove his contention that the
American workman is much more
careless than the European, Mr. West

instances the comparative records of
the United States and European
countries in railroad and coal mining
accidents. In the former ‘case, out
of each 100,000,000 passengers car
ried on the railroads of the United
States during'the years 1901-1905,
31.64 were killed and 72.23 injured,
against 1.27 and 4.88 respectively in
the United Kingdom; while the num
ber of coal mining fatalities in‘ the
United States is three times as great
per 1,000 men employed as in most
of the coal producing countries of

Allotting one-sixth of the population dryman suﬁers more from the care
of the United States as being em lessness and inattention or his em
ployed in manufacturing, we have a ployees than he does from their ig
total loss of about $28,000,000 from norance and lack of skill, and that
this class of employment.’ Add to it is to the interests of the various
manufacturing the work of the farm foundrymen’s associations through
er and domestic labor, and the grand out the country to prosecute a vigor
total can easily reach $150,000,000 ous educational campaign against
that could have been saved to the these evils.
people and added yearly to our na
“As the ﬁrst organized step to

those outside of the actual control of
manufacturers 'could have facts to
inﬂuence moral support in ‘portraying
the chief cause of casualties, and
thereby aid other societies and organ
izations to inﬂuence legislative bodies
in enacting laws and devising other
agencies that would be very helpful
in greatly decreasing present day cas
ualties and insure a. greater lease of
life and preservation of limbs to all
civilians.
The above is merely a
suggestion given with the belief
that actions not words are what we
must chieﬂy look to in order to
achieve the reform in carelessness
that

should

and

can

be

brought

satisfactory showing to be due to no

about.
“To reduce the present great loss
of life and limb in connection with
that of property, some may say, use
the power of discharge to discipline
workers. This would help in dull

other

recklessness

times, but in brisk periods, like the

and gross carelessness of the Ameri
can temperament. And the eﬁects of
this carelessness are not conﬁned to
the destruction of life but are almost
equally to be. deplored in connection

past ﬁvc years, when a. man had to

Europe.

Mr. West considers this un

cause

than

the

walk but a few streets to ﬁnd a dozen.

positions awaiting him, this would
have little restraint.
“It would seem that with the 600,

with wholesale Waste and destruction

000 persons who are maimed or killed,

of property. A striking example of
this is the fact that the loss in New
York 'City by ﬁres having their origin
in the careless throwing away of
burning matches and cigarettes

in connection with the $150,000,000
worth of property lost yearly, and

amounts “to $2,500,000 annually, or
on the same basis, about $50,000,000

for the whole of the United States.
“Considering the subject of losses
by manufacturers through careless
ness, it is safe to ﬁgure that breakage

and other losses caused by opera
tives’ carelessness, are on an average,
fully $20 per employee each year.

THE FINAL ROUND-UP.

Courtesy W. E. Carleton, Belmont.

tion’s wealth, had there been due make the subject of carelessness one
care exercised in the labors or actions of national issue along educational
of the people.”
‘
lines few measures, if any, could be
Mr. West considers that the foun more beneﬁcial than to have our va

‘Apparently an error. One-sixth rious foundrymen’s associations take
of the population is 14,000,000 per up the work of collecting statistics
sons, giving an aggregate of $280,

of shop accidents and losses caused

000,000.—Ed. E. M.

by individual carelessness, so that

chieﬂy through carelessness, there
would be a universal awakening to
apply needed remedies. There could
be better discipline in our homes and
schools and societies, for the develop
ment of carefulness could be formed,

but the most effective remedy that
can be had would be to enact laws
whereby any guilty party, whether
employer or employee, can be sum
moncd to answer charges for care
lessness, and be liable to ﬁne and im

April, 1908.
prisonment for any accidents of
which they may be the cause. To
support such laws we will have to
educate popular opinion, as by read
ing such papers as this, and by the
presentation of actual facts demon
strating that the great majority of
accidents are due to sheer careless
ness of individuals.
“Another phase of this subject is
the eﬁect that the placing of the
whole responsibility and cost of em
ployees’ injuries on employers would

have in debarring many with small
capital from starting in business for
themselves. It would kill most of
such prospects for many, and few
movements would do more to help
make this strictly a rich man's coun—
try and take from as present advant
ages which permit many employees
to become proprietors, all for the rea
son that no one of small means would
dare to risk his hard earned savings

to help pay for an unfornunate man ’s
life or limbs lost through some chance

accident that was beyond his em~
ployer’s control.
“Some will claim that employers’
liability insurance companies can be
relied upon to protect employers in
paying their costs of accidents. Make
the new Pennsylvania law for hold
ing proprietors wholly universal in
our country, instead of the old law
which excused an employer, if negli
gence on the part of an employee
could be proved, and these insurance
companies would in a few years he

a thing of the past, or their rates
would be so high that a small begin
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A Good Doctrine.
Preaching the gospel of good roads,
Chanles Thatcher, a resident of
Wheeling, W. Va., is now traveling
from city to city endeavoring to in

Whv Not Out Your [lil Bills in Two? '

terest the citizens of the nation in

You can do it by put
ting the vright amount

permanent highways and primarily

one or more great arteries for vehi
cle travel from ocean to ocean, says
a Bloomington, Ill., correspondent of

of oil in the right place

the Chicago Inter Ocean. While he
was in Bloomington his curbstone
talks to the audiences, attracted by
the unique outﬁt accompanying him.
were marked by earnestness and en
thusiasm. He is not working any
grafting or advertising dodge.

at the right time.

ONE
REASON
WHY

No

one is asked for money, and he has
nothing to sell. For this reason he
is attracting attention and is winning

'

FDR WARMING OIL

SINGLE FEED PUMP.

supporters in his movement.

After a residence of some years in
the far west he became imbued with
the idea that the absence of good
roads leading from the East to the
West was a serious handicap to the
latter and that the possession of good
roads would attract tourists in their
automobiles and assist in developing
the country. He decided to travel
from city to city and not only try to
arouse interest in the movement, but
to secure signatures to petitions ask
ing the president and Congress to
take some action.
He will reach
Washington late this year and will
lay his petitions before President
Roosevelt and ask him to use his in
ﬁuence to introduce a resolution in
Congress to investigate the project.
Thatcher travels in a light buggy and
is attired in regulation cowboy cos
tume. His outﬁt is pulled by two

ner could not spare the capital neces
sary to insure himself. Whichever
way we turn, the plan of loading the Western burros, and when he reaches
whole responsibility and cost upon a city he is always sure of an audi
employers for accidents is an ill ad ence. He aims to attend all meet
vised one, and, like a boomerang, will ings in the interest of good roads.
turn to injure also those that be
His third road will tap New Or
lieved themselves
furthest from leans and thence via the southern tier
harm. The courts can heavily ﬁne of states to California. North and
the employer and those who can car south roads extending from the great
ry the load will endeavor, if possible, cities to the main highways are also'
to make the consumer pay, thereby planned. He has planned a road con
still further increasing the cost of liv necting Chicago and St. Louis which
ing. How much more sensible for all will pass through Bloomington and
to labor for every possible removal Springﬁeld. He believes that Con
of the chief cause of accidents, which gress should co-operate with the va
is individual carelessness, and here rious states in the construction of
by save our country’s great loss of these roads, thereby keeping the ex
life and limb, as well as the many pense divided equally between the
millions of the people ’s money.
states crossed. Thatcher has trav
“The endeavor to place the whole eled 7,000 miles in his unique tour of
responsibility and cost due to individ education and believes that he has in
ual carelessness upon the employer augurated a movement which will
will have little weight in this coun not die.
try in preventing accidents under
the present regime. It suggests the
A Testimonial.
question if the public is satisﬁed to
Bunker Hill, Tenn.
continue enduring its loss of millions Manzel Brothers Co.,
and further lessen opportunities for
Buﬁalo, N. Y.
small capitalists to start business, as
Gentlemen:—The oil pump re
well as taking the hazardous risk of ceived of you on trial does the work
life and limb that they must under all 0. K., and it just takes one-third
the present unpunishable dire care the oil to run our engine now that
lessness of so many of our employees it did before we bought the pump.
and unresponsible citizens."
We would not take it oﬁ of our en
gine and do without it for many
A Testimonial.
times its cost. We have spoken to
several of our neighbors and believe
Ashville, 0., Mar. 2, 1908.
they will order pumps from you with
Manzel Brothers Co.,
in a short time.
Buﬁalo, N. Y.
Yours very truly,
Gentlemenz-The model “D” oil
Solomon Brothers.
pump I bought of you is giving the
best of satisfaction. It pumps the
Spring cleaning time usually ﬁnds
oil when it is cold just as well as
when warm, and I am not using the you without some particular part or
heating chamber at all. Would ad accessory to your machinery. You
vise all users of traction engines to will save time by ordering those
use nothing but the "ManzeP’ for parts now, installing them at odd
it does all you clam for it.
times, then when the season opens
J. Russell Tustin.
you are ready.

The MANZEL
IMPROVED

Traction Engine Oil Pump
Model ‘ ‘D’ ’
will give your engine better lubrication with one-half
to two-thirds less oil than is possible with any other
method of lubrication, is because it puts the exact
amount of oil your engine requires just where it is
needed when it is needed. Every Manzel Pump saves
enough oil each season to pay for itself several times.

‘The Manzel Pump is built strong and durable and
will last as long as your engine. There is nothing to
break or get out of order.

No Extra Charge.
for sight feed, guage
glass, heating chamber,
hand attachment, hard
ened drop-forged tool
steel pawls or feed re
gulator.
Everything included for
one price.

,
Sl'w INLET FDR VIARMINB OIL

DOUBLE FEED PUMP
for Double Cylinder Engines and Separators

1908 Catalogue (No. 9) Just Out
We have just received our 1908 catalogue from the print
ers and will be glad to send you a copy. No enter
prising thresherman should be without it, for it’:
filled with interesting information every thresh
man should know.

MANZEL BROS. CO.
Manzel Bros. Co.,
Butte-l0, N. Y.

"Oil Pump Specialists”
Gentlemen:-—Please send

BUFFALO,
307-309 Babcock
NEW Street
YORK

,

me your 1908 catalogue of
the Manzel Improved Traction

Oil Pump as advertised in the
April issue of The Threshermcn's
Review.

General Agent for Washington and Oregon,
I. J. LANGMACK. Albany. Ore.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . - . . . . . .
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A Better. Hay Press
THAN THE

WHITMAN
Question of

What is the difference tomary in most parts of the country

P. O. B.

in two engines:
one
cross compound 6%x
11 inches high pressure and 11x11
inches low pressure, speed 240, 40
inch ﬂywheel; the other tandem com

to stop the engine and have some
one assist in getting the team by the
engine, should the horses be fright
ened. '

pound 9x10 inches high pressure,12x

Question of

10 low pressure, speed 220, having a
44-inch ﬂywheel?
A.—If the 6% and 11x11 engine is
16 h. p. (nominal) at 240 revolutions
per minute, the 9 and 12x10, at 220
revolutions would be 24 h. p. (nom
inal); but if the latter is run at 240
revolutions per minute, this would

H. B.

has been the dream of inventors for years. It still is a dream. Why?

Is common tar paper

good for dry steam
packing?
A.—Tar paper is quite good for
gaskets on planed surfaces such as
cylinder heads in steam chest covers,

and the like.
Questions of

The Whitman is the result of the efforts of the most skilled me
chanics in the Hay Press business, and has been perfected to that
point where a better machine means a perfect machine—an im
possibility. The Whitman is as near perfection in capacity, speed,

I have a 16 h. p. en

gine of“ the ﬁre box
make it 26% h. p. (nominal). The .A. W. B.
round bottom
type,
size of the ﬂywheel does not change
and there is a place between the bot
the horse power of the engine.
tom row of ﬂues and the ﬁrst row of
stay bolts in the water leg nine inch
Question of The other day when I‘
es without any support, and it is
H. E. P.
was in the machine sprung a little. How can I support
shed I noticed the steam it?
gauge pointing to 175 lbs. pressure.
2.—How can I make my engine
What caused this, and would you
consider the steam gauge good for draw more of the ﬂames through the
further use? The gauge
to 0 after the engine was
shed.
A.—The gauge is out
Something causes it to
should be examined

ran down top ﬂues? When I work her hard it
put in the jerks the ﬁre through the bottom ﬂues
of repair.
stick.
It

by some

one

on the inside of the gauge, and thus

rusting some of the joints, which will
cause it to stick fast.

I have an engine that

E. E. H.

I had built to order.
The cylinder is 10x
IOBQ, with 38-inch band wheel and
run 280 r. p. In. How much more
power can I develop than a 10x10%
with a, 41-inch band wheel running at
220 r. p. m.?
2.—Can the county make me plank
a large steel bridge with a wood
floor? If so, why does the law say
(all wood) crossing?
3.—Does the law compel me to give
the public highway for teams?
A.—If you consider the engine
running at 220 as having 20 h. p.
(nominal), you will gain about 5%
h. p. (nominal) ‘in running it at 280
revolutions per minute. The size of
the ﬂywheel is only a matter of con
venience in speed, and has nothing
to do with the horse power of the
engine.
2.—Iowa law provides that “In
crossing any bridge or culvert in the
public road, or plank street crossing
in any city or town, four sound
strong planks not less than 12 feet
long, one foot wide and two inches
thick shall_ be used by placing two
of them continuously under the
wheels.” It will be noted that no

our catalog

)

the box.
I
A.—You can put additional stay
bolts in the bulged part of the sheet.
The‘ bolts will have to be put in on
an angle to get them fastened into
WHITMAN AGRICULTURAL 00., St. I. ouls, Mo.
the crown sheet. Any boiler maker
will know how to do this.
OFFICE and FACTORY
E. D. WATKINS
6900 Broadway, St. Louis, lic., U. S. A.
N. Y. State Agent, Lima, N. Y.
2.—The ﬂames which you see com
Please mention The Review.
ing from the ﬁre are not all of the
heat. While you see the ﬂames go
ing into the lower tubes, that which
goes into the upper tubes, and which _

you cannot see, may be doing more ‘

HAVE YOU HEARD

good. A very wasteful way to run a
boiler is to crowd the gases into the
tubes without suﬂicient air to con
sume them.

oi the wonderful results obtained
by gasoline engines equipped with

The higher the ﬁre box,

the more apt the gases are to be ig
nited, and the better results will fol
low.
Question of

LUNKENHEIMER
“ N ONPAREIL”
GENERATOR
VALVES

Will a ball check valve

G. H.

work right on boiler
using crosshead pump,
engine running 240 with 125 lbs. of
steam? If so, which kind would be
best?
A.—A ball check valve should be
as good as any other style, providing
the ball is made hollow, thereby re
ducing the weight. The lift of the
valve should not be more than one
fourth of the diameter of the open
ing in the valve. If this is observed,
there will be no danger of the valve
hammering out its seat.
Question of

A. B.

Am

sawing

with

traction engine.

ﬁgs». ‘
Gasoline engines that cannot
be made to work satisfactorily
will give results with our
Generator Valve attached.

VERY EFFICIENT
NO LEAKAGE

a

NO TROUBLE

Made in Five Styles

The

steam gauge pipe comes

out from the side of boiler. Steam
gauge freezes up. Could gauge be put
down on short pipe by side of boiler
sort of bridge is speciﬁed as exempt and would it have same pressure and
from this ruling. It is the law and work as well as higher up?
the county or any one could take
A.—Of late years this company has
steps to enforce it.

A treatise on
modern "Baling
Machinery

Write for

and don ’t give it a chance to rise in

skilled in the art. It sometimes hap
pens that the spring tube in the
gauge is leaking, and causes moisture

Question of

ease of running and wearing qualities as human skill_has yet
attained. Have you a Baler, Mr. Thresherman?

changed the location. of the steam
3.—A traction engine should al gauge to the rear end of the boiler,
ways give half of the road to pass connecting it to the glass water
ing teams. In the case of a very gauge pipe. With a proper siphon
narrow road, care should be taken to there will be no trouble of freezing
stop the engine at an opportune place when the gauge is placed at this
so that the team can pass. It is cus point.

YOUR LOCAL DEALER SHOULD
HAVE THEM, IF NOT WRITE US
With device for regulating discv

THE LUNKENHEIMERECOMPANY
Largest Manuiadturers of High Grade Engineering Specialties in the World
GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
NEW YORK
6668 Fulton Streets
l_

nnnncusa
40o

{

LONDON, S. E.
55 Great Dover Street

win we
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Governor Side of Feeder

If you are looking for a Self Feeder that is absolutely reliable beyond question, one that you know will do the
work without a whole lot of grief, one that is perfectly governed and has stood the test for many years in all kinds and
conditions of grain and weather,

The Parsons is the Machine
If you have had experience you know this, and if new at the business just ask any old thresherman.

Crank shaft motion
which assists in the
separation and tearing
apart of hard baked
bundles.

Governed with Pickering
Governor.
Knives that never dull.
Adjustable in all work
ing parts.
Sectional View.

"SUCCESS” Husker and Shredder
Start talking now to your corn raising farmers who.are not familiar with the enormous saving in feed from the

use of shredded corn fodder.
State agricultural colleges and scientiﬁc farmers have tested the value of shredded fodder, and when properly
harvested declare that it is worth three-fourths as much as the grain.
When fodder is allowed to stand in the ﬁeld, from ﬁfty per cent. to ninety per cent. of its value is lost. A little
education will make money for them and yourself, if you buy a “Success" Shredder to do their work.
One man writes: “I CLEARED $300 IN EIGI-ITEEN DAYS.”
Another: “I SHREDDED TWENTY-FIVE ACRES OF HEAVY IOWA CORN IN EIGHT HOURS."
Another: “THIRTY-FIVE ACRES IN THIRTEEN HOURS."
Talk about capacity! THE “SUCCESS" SHREDDER IS “IT.” There is not another shredder on the market
that can keep in sight of it.
We not only have DOUBLED the capacity, but TREBLED and QUADRUPLED most other makes. That's
not all—the quality of work is a special feature.
Soft, nice feed, that stock will eat in preference to the best hay.

MANUFACTURERS OF
The Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder, The Ruth Band Cutter and Self Feeder, Hawkeye Band Cutter and
Self Feeder, Success Corn Husker and Shredder, Success Automatic Belt Guide, Success Ratchet Cylinder Wrench,

Buffalo Hay Press, Hawkeye Manure Spreader, Hawkeye Grain Grader, Hawkeye Automatic Hog Waterer.
Write us for our new catalog.

PARSONS BAND CUTTER & SELF FEEDER C0.
Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.
PARSONS KAWKEYE MIG. 00., Winnipeg, Canada, Sales Agent! for Canada.
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”‘ ZZZ/Big;

Supplies That Satisfy
We can show you hundreds of unsolic
ited letters like this.
These are better arguments than any

thing we can say in regard to the
quality of our Thresher and Machine
Supplies.

We Carry Large Stocks
and Make Prompt Shipments
It will pay every Thresherman to get
our 1908 Supply Catalogue, which will
be sent free on request.

REMEMBER
We don’t handle the cheapest, but can

save you money on the best.

w”;

M. M. Baker & Company
Harrison and Water Streets

Peoria

Illinois

Please mention The Review.

Question of
J. B.

Does it give an engine opening in the seat the lift is too
more power or less to great. Something can be placed in
make the exhaust noz the pump, either on the valve or in
the chamber, so as to prevent more
zle smaller’I
A.—The smaller the exhaust noz than the maximum lift.
zle, the greater the back pressure on
3.—If the water is hot when it is
an engine, therefore, the less power. blown out of the boiler, the heat of
However, if the weakest place in the the boiler will dry up all the mois
combination is in the boiler, the ture, and it can then be closed, and
smaller nozzle will increase the draft the action of the air will have no
to a degree that more work can be eﬂ'ect on the inside surface of the
boiler. This, we take it, is the best
done.
way to leave the boiler after the sea

Questionsof Some say keep oil out
I‘. K.

of boiler, but how can
it be done with an in
dependent pump, when the exhaust
steam is turned in the feed water‘!
2.—Can the valves on a low. down
tank pump have too much lift? By
wearing off of the top of valve and
of valve stop (that stops the valve
from raising clear out of its place)?
3.—Should a boiler be left open or
closed when empty and not used for

son’s work.
4.—In a case of this kind of an

engine the valve should be set when
steam is in the boiler. There will be
some difference between the setting

end of the stroke, then the travel of and good results can be obtained in
the crosshead is noted on the other both cases.
A throttling governor
end, and it can be readily seen wheth cannot help out in the matter of a
er or not the valve is set for the ﬁxed cut-off any more than can it in
same cut-off on both ends. The end the case of a variable cut-oﬁ.
toward the crank has the most lead

when the cut-oﬁ is equal.
Question of

Question of

What is the best and

J. H.

cheapest oil to use on
traction gearing‘!
I

Can a blower from a

J. A. 3.

small corn shredder be
made into a suction
blower for taking away sawdust from
a portable saw mill and will the fan
have to be changed; if so, how?
A.—A blower taken from a corn
shredder will be very well adapted
for exhausting saw dust from the saw
mill. It will not be necessary to

have a gear oiler on my 22 h. p.

Avery engine.

And what is the best

boiler compound‘!

And what is the

best method to keep a boiler from
priming when it is pulling very hard‘!
A.—The cheapest and best oil for
gearing is, we think, crude oil. We
do not know of a boiler compound

that is so general that it will do for
after the heat is applied, and in this make any changes in the blower to any kind of water. The best thing
way compensation can be made for handle saw dust.
for you to do is to send a sample of
the difference in the expansion of the
the water used in your section to
parts.

Question of
L. J. 'W.
Question of

A. Bros.

Please give me direc

Do you consider a some concern that makes boiler com
traction engine valve pound to order, and thus get the kind
gear

that

can

be

that is suited to the water you are

tions for setting the “hooked up,” thus changing the using. The best way to keep the
steam cut-off of valves, “point of cut-oﬂ’,” as any better or boiler from priming is to keep it

some time‘!
4.—~When setting valve on cold en
giue and boiler, how much more port link motion. Do the valves want to more valuable to the owner and user,
opening should be allowed on for be closed on center, or close on the or the community in which it may be
ward side than the back, due to ex quarter? Does the lead want to be used, than one wherein the “point of
cut-oﬁ” cannot be changed‘!
pansion of boiler and heater where the same on both ends?
A.—There are times when a ﬁxed
A.—-The
valve
operated
by
the
link
engine is bolted on‘! Link reverse
about 50 inches between front end motion is usually set by the lead, al cut-01f in the valve gear will give
of cylinder and center of crankshaft. though it can be set by the cut-0E, good results, that is, if it is ﬁxed at
A.—The amount of oil gotten into and is usually more correctly set if a point to give oft’ the right amount
the boiler by means of the feed pump set by the cut-off. The eccentrics in of power at a high pressure in the
will not do any damage to the boiler. all link engines are usually keyed to cylinder. However, the size of the
Some people believe in putting oil the shaft or marked in such a man engine must be just right and the
into the boiler to loosen the scale. ner that it is not necessary to move load should not be changed to any
and the amount the feed pump will the setting of the eccentrics. To set great degree. These conditions are
deliver will be short of the amount the valve by the cut-off the reverse very seldom met. The advantage in
that is usually used for this purpose. lever is placed in a certain notch, having a valve wear that can be
2.—I'f the valves raise more than other than the center, and the travel “hooked up” is that the load can be
fourth of the diameter of the of the crosshead is noted on one changed from a light to a heavy one,

clean and hook up the valve gear to

as great a degree as possible, thus
using a minimum amount of steam,
which will be easy on the boiler.
Many threshermen are availing
themselves of the opportunity offered
by the Liner Ad. Dept. of The Re
view to get rid of any unnecessary
machines they may have on hand, or
to purchase a second-hand machine

or implement they may need, to com
plete their outﬁt. Many such bar
gains are offered in this month's Re

view and your attention to this de
partment is directed in case you are
in need of anything there oﬁered.
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We furnish any
style pump com

Special Sale on Water Wagons as

plete with suction
a n d discharge
hose at a reas
onable price.

$50.00 Cash With Order Buys a
STEVENS

Water

Wagon complete

except pump and hose.
Our Water Wagon is made of the
very best material obtainable for
this purpose. The front end con
sists of a fuel boit; has a neat
driver's seat; has rack for carrying
hose, etc., on top; has steel wheels;
is equipped with sectional tongue
so that it can be coupled
to engine; has a draw bar
on rear axle so that sepa
rator can be coupled be
hind it, and is in every re
spect as complete and
durable a water wagon
as can be made.
Send us your order.

You should investigate our New Double
Cylinder, Gross Compound Undermounted
Traction Engine. lt is the very latest thing out
and embodies many new and valuable features.
Mechanism fully enclosed and runs in oil. Dust and
dirt proof.
Send for catalog.

A. W. STEVENS GOMPANY
Marine-tie, Wisconsin
Please mention The Review.

The Safety Valve.
(Continued from page 9.)
After changing the set on a safety
valve the jam nut on the tension
screw should always be retightened,

and the blow-down ring be thorough
l_v secured in position.
In attaching the valve one should
be careful to get it started square in
the threads of the hole in the boiler,

or in other words not get it started
cross threaded, and be able to make

two or three full turns in‘ with the
hands. It should then be tightened
with a good wrench of the proper
size, being careful to avoid any un
necessary tightening which may re
salt in the base of the valve being

safety

valve

“blows

off,”

which may be simply set back in place.
A safety valve should be tried 0c‘
casionally, and especially after being
in disuse for a while, to see that it

steam renders everything about and
ahead of the engine invisible. This
attaching the valve onto a pipe two
or three feet long is almost sure to

soon damage or ruin the valve, and
in a great many cases where this has
occurred the users have condemned
the valves, not realizing that any valve
cannot be expected to withstand for
any length of time the severe ham
mering the valve proper is subjected
to when thus attached.
This hammering is the result of
the sudden lessening,r of pressure in
the pipe the instant the valve
“pops,” which causes the valve to
close almost simultaneously with the
opening, and “seat” with terriﬁc

crushed or twisted and perhaps
spoiled. I'n, removing a valve that force;
as the steam cannot ﬂow
has been in for some time, this not through the pipe fast enough to main
infrequently occurs, and especially if tain the boiler pressure against the
an old and dilapidated wrench, or valve and thus form an easy cushion
one so weak and spring-y as to slip for it in closing, or “seating.H The
corners on the base of the valve, is result is that the seat and valve will
used.
soon be pounded out of shape; or in
Use but very little paint, if any, on some cases, the guides (which with
the threads when connecting, as it is some makes of valves are subjected
apt to get onto the valve seat and to the force, or tension strain, of the
thus prevent its closing tight.
spring) will break off from the valve
A safety valve should always be proper, of which they form a part;
attached directly onto the boiler, or and when this happens the “jig is
onto the steam dome if the boiler has up" until another safety valve can
one.
be procured.
A great many traction engines at
The cheapest and best way to avoid
the present are provided with cano the steam beneath the canopy is to
pies, and their use has led not a few make a tube of galvanized sheet steel
to attach the safety valve onto the large enough to ﬁt over and around
end of a pipe above the canopy, the the safety valve and have the upper
lower end of the pipe being screwed end of said tube extend through the
into the hole intended for the valve so roof of the canopy. Such a tube can
as to avoid the hovering of escaping be raised at any time to furnish ac
steam beneath the canopy when the cess to the valve, and after which it

llu-to-llale Bell lacing

has not become set or stuck to the
USED

seat. This is done by pulling on the
hand lever provided for the purpose,

OP

when the steam pressure gets near

'

is‘

NOTHING
r
NEEDED BUT Aymara ' F31“ ‘l

the “blowing off” point.
Helmet brands of lubricating oils

hardly need any introduction to read
ers of The Threshermen’s Review,
for there are few threshermen who
are not acquainted with the original
hard oil of qua.lity—Helmet oil. As
will he noticed from the maker’s ad
vertisement in this issue of The Re
view this grand every-purpose brand
of oils is still maintaining its place
as the best in the judgment of those
who have used it.
Its makers,
Charles H. B‘esly & Company, 15 to
21 South Clinton Street, Chicago, 111.,
also make Helmet brand oil cups,
dust and dirt proof, for use with
these oils. Write them for particu
lars, mentioning The Review.

FOUR INCH BELT

TLhbEhiiiuTEs

A Time and Labor Saver
As it does not require an Expert
Mechanic or Special Tools to make
a good joint.
SAMPLE BOX containing enough
to lace 14 inches of Belt, one-half
Detachable one-half Non-Detachable,
for 25c. in stamps. POSTAGE PRE
PAID.
Circular giving iilustrations, sizes and
prices on application. Liberal discount to
the trade.

Flexible Belt Lacing Co,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Please mention The Review.

Canadian threshermen will be inter
ested in the announcement of the
Parsons Band Cutter & Self Feeder
Company in their advertisement in
this issue of The Review; their Ca- ,
nadian address,

which

is Parsons

Hawkeye Mfg. Company, Winnipeg,
Canada. This will be good news to
the Canadian brethren, who now have
a branch for the sale of these popular
feeders at their own doors. Visitors
to Winnipeg are cordially invited to
call at this branch, where they will
be “shown the goods” and given a
genuine welcome.

THE BOOK You've. HEARD ABOUT - ':
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENGINEERS IN EVERY
DAY FIELD TALK. WORTH 1T3 WEIGHT IN
GOLD-PREPAID. sewn ONE DOLLAR TO
J.H MAGGARDJONACITY. IOWA .
Please mention The Review.
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Traction Engine Plowing.
(Continued from page 9.)

ter yield.

The Lowell Steam Lift Plow

On our river ﬂats deep

plowing is the more desirable as it

enables the soil to absorb and retain
more of the rain water for the heme
ﬁt of the growing crop and also gives
the roots of the plants easy passage
down to the water underground.
On our upland, however, the case
is entirely different; the soil is thin
and all the best near the top of the
ground. To throw this down to the
bottom of a deep furrow and bring
up to the surface the cold sterile
subsoil, is to destroy the ability of
the ﬁeld to produce a good crop of
anything for several years, unless top
dressed with good stable manure.
I had a ﬁeld of upland which had
not been cleared many years, and
had not been cropped with grain but

twice. The stumps were small and
had become loose so that by putting
two teams to the plow they could
be tipped out of the ground and got
rid of.
This was done and in doing it, the
land was plowed seven or eight inches
deep. The ﬁeld was sown with oats
early in the spring, the season was

Has King Bolt Hitch. Absolute control of Plows from engine platform. Only requires two mew-engineer and ﬁreman-to
operate. Can be attached to any traction engine. Made in sizes 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12 Furrows, 14 inch Stubble or Breaker Bottoms.
WRITE FOR CATALOG.

LOWELL STEAM PLOW COMPANY, Des Iolnos, Iowa

favorable for oats, but the oats on

oou’rooroasoimtzuomzs

UNTIL YOU INVEBTIGATB
that ﬁeld looked yellow for a long
"THE MASTER WORKMAN,"
u two-cylinder gasoline, ku'olene or
time after they came up, grew but
alcohol engine, superior to any one-cylinder engine; revolutinnisin power. in- weight and bulk are hall’ that of single cylinder engines, with grnater durability. Colt
lane
to Buy-Leas
to Run. Qu 0 ii'fhlli‘.
an]'L‘EIPLE
overcome.
('heapiy
mounted
any (:hlzugmm'fklljsmnililinlliijigfi-glriffi‘i‘i'fﬂ
wag n. it
~
i
ii
bl . ta $221.15.,“
started. Vibration
wine.
Bnuomﬂuumoul
PI)!!!’prai-t
00..call frau
Meagher
and
15th on
Ulm,
poorly, and when ripe were so short
OI‘ mum
they could not be cradled, and hard
ly mown, and could not be bound ex
for such work-the strongest is not
cept by making a twisted band. I
M
too strong.
never had a doubt that plowing that
Ask for very low rinse and our Fre SUPPLY IOOK.
Another thing I think is very an Weber lmpiemen Co. 415 N. Main st. St. Louis. lo.
ﬁeld so deeply injured the crop 50
noying
for brackets and axles on
Lubricaior
per cent. or more.
We have a plow made purposely heavy plowing engines is to load
Editor Review:—Replying to yours
for plowing sod ground. It has a them down with three or four large asking for my experience in gas en
supply
tanks
full
of
water,
about
long mould board with only a little
gine plowing.
twist and raises the furrow slice so two or three tons more than is neces
In the fall of 1905 after making
sary.
Most
of
the
plow
engines
are
gradually and turns it over so gently
quite a study of the different gas
heavy
enough
anyway—and
as
with
it never kinks or breaks. Our other
traction outﬁts I‘ purchased 9. Hart
plow has a shorter mould board with a horse, he should not be carrying Parr‘22 (nominal) h. p. engine with
one
load
and
pulling
another.
more twist and is used for stubble
plow gear. During the spring and
A simple and not very expensive summer of 1906 I used it pulling four
plowing. Having more twist in the
mould board crumbles and pulverizes device can be made so the engine eight-foot horse discs and when de
the furrow slice much better than pushes this extra load in place of sired a heavy peg tooth harrow be
could be done with the other plow carrying it.
hind. Double discing and seeding a
used for breaking up sod ground.
We took two pieces 6x6 14 feet in strip a rod wide at a through, the
With a jointer on the beam, it buries length and made a V-shaped frame discs being thrown in full disc.
<.
the rubbish out of sight-Farm Life. and put on heavy iron straps and Found I had plenty of power and
Write for Circulars and Prices.
clamped them on the front axle of after getting a little experience in
EiiVlii BAUDER, 32 River St. Sterling, Ill.
Editor Review:-Not having seen engine close to the front wheels and making the corners I was able to do
Please mention The Review.
any letter from this part of the under the front part of this V frame better work than I had been able to
country in your valuable paper, I will we put the front part of a separator hire and at about one-fourth to one
truck. Having done this we put on third the expense. Next I hitched
venture to write.
a
rear bolster and mounted our 12 to seven fourteen-inch share break
We own a 30 h. p. Colean double
cylinder plow engine and a 36x60 barrel tank, took off the guide chains ers and found on our divide land I
Advance machine, making a good and got two cables ﬁve-eighths-inch had plenty of power, even plowing
outﬁt, although the machine is rath thick, fastened them on the guide right along when could only hold the
er small for the amount of power shaft on each side, run them for plows down to their work for six
we have. We contemplate getting ward over the front engine axle miles when the lays all had to come
This took as
a larger machine if the crops turn through holes in the rear bolster oﬁ and be dressed.
under water tank direct to the front much time as to dull the plows, so 1'
out to be good.
I owned this rig alone two years axle, under the tank frame, fasten then waited for moisture. In the
running the engine and hiring every ing them about 15 inches from the fall of 1906 the manufacturers per
thing myself. This I found to be wheels, thereby guiding the engine. fected a kerosene feed attachment
very strenuous and at the close of The engine is very easily guided this which I placed on my engine in time
the threshing season I was very much way and the plows can be hitched di for the season of 1907. In February
worn out, even if I had made a few rectly back of the engine. Pipes can I purchased an Emerson disc engine
dollars to the good. Last summer I be connected from the injector and plow and after trying various combi
concluded to sell three shares of run forward along the boiler to the nations settled on a two section plow
the rig to my neighbors which proved fore part of engine, there again con carrying 18 disc blades and a heavy
beneﬁcial to all, as we have enough nected with a suction hose leading steel peg tooth harrow behind as the
most satisfactory, cutting in old
teams and wagons of our own to to supply tank.
Water tanks mounted on high wag ground from 111/; to 12% feet in
run the rig with, so hire men to ban
ons will empty their contents into width and from three to eight inches
Delivers Oil in Any Position
dle the teams only.
Am much interested in reading let supply tank when water hauler helps in depth, as I might desire. In sod,
at the First Stroke.
ters from those plowing with steam, oil up plows or coals the six or eight setting the plow back to out about
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
as I have had some experience with hundred pound coal box on engine 10 to 10% feet. The kerosene as
motive power gave more power at MAPLE CITY MFG. CO.
this kind of work I fully agree with (average size).
With best wishes for The Review considerable less cost.
I ﬁnd that
those saying, “Don't try to plow
607-13 South First Street
for power it now costs me from ten
Monmouth, Ill.
with a little engine, made only to and brother threshermen.
George C. Rust.
to twelve and a. half cents per acre
thresh with and haul such an equip
Please mention The Review.
to plow and harrow or break sod. 1'
Marion, N. D.
ment.” It takes heavy, strong gears

OBFJJL'EDS iii‘???

Sterling “M21

llilwlnﬂ PlIIP illlEli
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ﬁnd the rig entirely practical for one
man to operate in discing, plowing
or breaking, but in seeding it needs
a second man to watch the drills as
they

are

liable to

choke

up,

Any Day Now Your Barn May Be
Siruok By Lightning and Burned

etc.

But on other work a second man can
save enough time with the rig to
much more than pay his wages if the
work is crowding or plenty.
I do not think there is any other
rig that can plow or do similar farm
work as cheaply as such a combina
tion anywhere that two tons of coal
will pay for a barrel of kerosene.
And here where a ton of the best
western coal buys nearly three bar
rels of kerosene or a ton of the best
eastern coal will buy two barrels of
kerosene, there is no comparison.

Ban You Afford to Lose It?
Your house too is dangerous if it is not rodded with a properly
constructed and properly erected Lightning Rod. Whcncvcr you

build a house or a barn you are inviting a stroke of Lightning if you do not rod it. The electricity
stores up in the building and nothing but 9. Lightning Rod can prevent it. Rods ut on according to
the Dodd System protect our house or barn by keeping them in a normal condition, keeping thcm
from becoming charged wi electricity, and thus prevent the conditions becoming such that a stroke of
Lightning is ossible.
Prof. D d was the ﬁrst man so far as we know to apply this theory to the Lightning Rod, and
it is only after years of experimenting and trying that we have a perfect Lightning Rod.
We have been putting up these rods for ten years and have proved them .to be good, and when you
buy of us you take no chance. Oi’ course there are imitations, for any good article In imitated,
but you can easily get the original and only D & S Rod by writin direct to us or by asking the agent to
show you his agents’ certiﬁcate signed by us. Then too, all our ods are branded with our registcwd
trade mark-D do S. This trade mark is put on to protect you from what may be a worthless imitation.
There are four ways to tell the genuine and only Dodd & Struthers Rod
lst. By seein agents’ certiﬁcate signed by us.
2d. Registerc trade mark burned on end of spool.
3d. Letters D & S cast on copper couplers at bottom of tube.

I find that the lowerst grade of ker
osene or engine distillate that I can

obtain gives me as good results as
high grade oil. The only caution re
quired is to have good quality of gas
oline on hand to start the engine
with. I enclose herewith photo of
the rig as it was working in dry buf
falo sod.
M. G. Blackman.

4th. Write direct to us.

If you want out Rods, and we believe you do, we want you to get them for you cannot aﬁ'ord to ex
periment on an untried rod or buy an imitation.
'
_ If you haven't received our booklet, “The Laws and Nature of Lightning and How to Control It,”
written by Prof. Dodd, ask us for it. It's FREE, and you'll learn‘ more about Lightning by reading
this book than you have any idea of. Address

Hoxie, Kansas.
**#

IIOIIII & STRII'I'I'IEBS,
Editor Review:—Your letter of the
3rd inst. at hand and note that you
would like to have me write you a
letter concerning steam plowing.

Please mention The Review.
I

I have plowed about 95 acres of
prairie and brush. Have an Avery
22 h. p. double cylinder engine and
an Avery 10 gang plow with prairie
bottoms, but would advise anyone
who is thinking of purchasing a
steam plow for prairie and brush to
get brush bottoms; for they will
answer the purpose for both. The
engine is very powerful and built
strong. I haven’t stalled the engine
yet, and have pulled the ten plows

through all kinds of soil, some of it
being as hard as bone.

1' can let the

engine go right along through heavy
roots, as each one of the plows has

could get along without your mags-i

zine as it helps me along with myl
work.

*

.Ino. Haupert.
Louisville, Alberta, Canada.
*

*

*

Editor Review:—As per your re-]

The Only Double Mill .
manufactured WITHOUT END FRICTION
and having SELF-SHARPENING BURRS.
RESULT, less power, greater capacity and finer
Our catalog fully describes our
grinding.
line. Send for it.
CROWN POINT MFG.C0..
Crown Point, Ind.
122 ml Bond

quest (in a letter of 11th inst.) ask-y
ing for letter giving our experience]

with traction plows. Will say that
our experience only covers the break
ing of some ﬁve hundred acres, bothi
sod and old land.
‘
Our engine-a Hart-Parr 22 h. p.
plowing—is all right. A few minutesl

a wooden break pin, and if the stump to oil and to ﬁll supply tank and she‘
i
is too much for the plow the pin will is ready for ﬁve or six hours run.
We use the celebrated Private Disc‘
break. I broke only two of them in
all my plowing; but before I started plows made by the Lacrosse Plow
to plow in roots I made me a big Company of Lacrosse, Wis. They do
supply, thinking that they would the work and are made to stand the

break in big roots.
The plows are strain of engine plowing.
all lifted by steam and there is no
Our soil is sandy loam, sticky and
plow man required. Two men can hard to break; sod tough mesquit,
operate this rig and one man hauls with surface fairly level with some
the water. I have operated it all slopes. Average daily about twenty
myself. This engine is big enough to acres in sod.
pull ten plows in any kind of soil,
We have used gasoline and k
and I would not get a larger one if I
could get it for the same price, for sene both, prefer the latter for plow
ing. Have not pulled any drags or
a larger engine takes more fuel and
water, and sinks into the mud holes seeders behind plows.
Use two men to run outﬁt. One
easier. I advise intending purchas
ers to go slow before buying a steam guidesman and one to oil engine and
plow, and to be sure and get a plow tend plows. Is busy about half of
ing engine and a double cylinder. the time. With our rig we ﬁnd it best
1‘ have seen a 26 h. p. engine that to plow from outside to center of
was sold for a plowing engine and it land, circling short at corners and
would not pull a separator up an or plowing out corners in two rounds
dinary bill. I don’t believe it would after land is ﬁnished.
pull my plow frame with the plows
I think the Hart-Parr engine is
out of the ground, where I pull it much better for us than a steam en
with the plows in the ground. The gine, with bad water and fuel to haul
plow weighs about 8,500 lbs. with coal thirty miles.
bunker and water tank on frame,
Wishing The Review the success it
and when ﬁlled with water and coal so justly merits,
J. M. Black.
it weighs 12,500 lbs, and the engine
Willington, Tex.
weighs in the neighborhood of 34,000
lbs. This would total about 46,500
“That widow says he is clever, but
lbs. With the plows in tough dry
prairie it would about double this impossible. ’ ’
“If a widow has found him impos
amount, so you can see how powerful
this engine is. I don’t see how I sible he must be clever.”

MAY 1st 1908
We will give away One Oregon 32
inch Steel Self Feeder
to the man who sends us the largest and best lie of
threshermen living in his county.
-We will give away twenty —five other
prizes besides the feeder consisting of peerless jacks,
cylinder wrenches, Hanson gloves, pocket combs,
books, hie, ten year, ﬁve year and (yearly subscriptions
to The Threshermen’s Review an every man gets
a prize depending entirely on how large and good a
hst he sends in.

Conditions
The only conditions ‘are the threshcrmen whose
names you send us must hvc lll same county that you do.
List must be sent to us before May lst.
We reserve the right to cross oil the list the
name of any man we ﬁnd not to be the owner or op
erator of a traction engine or machinery that is used
with a traction engine.
Address

The Tlireshermen ’s Review
St. Joseph, Michigan
Please mention The Review.
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The Wichita Convention.
J. B. Parker, of The American
Fairer weather than that which
prevailed during the week of the Sev Thresherman, made a very practical
enth Wichita Meeting could not have talk on the necessity of organization
been had to order, and by Tuesday on the part of the threshers of the
noon the city was full of thresher Southwest. He said that in all the
conventions which have been held in
men.
During the day the entertainment Wichita during the past six years
consisted of various exhibitions of years not as much real beneﬁt has
threshing machinery by the manufac been derived as should have been
the case at any one of them.
turers, but at 8 o’clock in the even
Organization was the theme of B.
ing the ﬁrst meeting of the conven
tion was held at the New Auditorium. B. Clark’s address, also, and he do
The program consisted of addres

ses by Secretary Mofﬁtt of the Wich
its. Chamber of Commerce, Mayor
Graham, J. L. Stevenson, of The
Threshermcu’s Review, J. B. Par

km‘ of the American Thresherman,

clared

that

the

threshermen

were

alone responsible for their failure to
make the success of their business

which it is right they should make.
I. S. Woodward was chairman of
the meeting.
Music was furnished

Committee on legislation : —‘ ‘ We,
your committee on legislation, re
spectfully recommend that this as
sociation and every member thereof
labor with our representatives in the
legislature to enact suitable lien laws
giving the threshermen. a lien upon
the grain threshed for his pay, when
such lien law is necessary to collect

record as favoring the repeal of the
laws of Kansas and Oklahoma, re
quiring the planking of bridges by
threshers; and that this association
work for just laws, regulating the
use of threshing outﬁts on the high
ways. We demand a fair and just
treatment of our brothers on the
highways, while using the same and
the bill for threshing. And, we your ask that the weight of twenty tons
committee, further urge that the as be the limit of a threshing outﬁt on
sociation take an active part in de— the highways and that damages be
feating harmful legislation proposed paid by any county when accidents
from time to time against the interest may happen where such outﬁt does
of the threshermen."
not weigh more than twenty tons.”
Committee on purchasing coal:——
Committee on membership and
We, your committee on purchasing duesz-“We, your committee on
coal, respectfully recommend that membership and dues, respectfully

AT THE HAYMARKE'LW‘ICHITA.

by an orchestra and by R. H. B'rown our association confer with the own recommend that the membership fees
of The Threshermen’s Review, who ers of coal mines, and those adver of this association be $2, and that
The address of welcome on behalf played a comet solo.
tising coal direct to the threshermen, the annual dues shall be $1.”
of the Threshers’ Association of
The closing announcement of the with a view of ascertaining the best
This membership fee was after
Wichita and the Chamber of Com meeting was made by.Chairman E. terms for purchasing coal in car lots ward changed to $1.
merce, by D. W. Moﬁitt, was full of C. Cadwell, who stated that a meet for threshermen.”
Committee on prices:—~“ We, your
good feeling and humor, and was all ing would be held at the Toler Audi
committee on prices, respectfully
“What will you do with the re
that could be desired as an address torium in the afternoon at 2 o’clock port?” inquired the chairman.
submit the following: That owing
of welcome.
to organize and decide on whether or
“I move that we lay the report on to the different conditions prevailing
In his address of welcome on be not to accept the invitation extend the table and make the farmer fur
in different localities, these prices
half of the city of Wichita, Mayor ed by the Threshermen’s Associa nish the coal,” said a husky thresh may vary somewhat owing to those
Graham assured the visitors that the tion of Wichita and the business er from the west. It was so carried. conditions, but generally where a
city fully appreciated the honor men of the city to meet here March
Committee on weights and meas crew is furnished, including cook
shown in selecting it as the place for 1 9, 10 and 11, 1909.
ures:—“We, your committee on shack and coal, the following prices
their annual meeting, and expressed
A very interesting business ses weights and measures, respectfully shall be charged for threshing wheat:
the hope that the treatment they re sion of the Threshermen’s Associa recommend that the association adopt Not less than seven and one-half
ceived would make them willing to tion was held Wednesday afternoon the government standard of weights cents a bushel; when the farmer fur
return each year in the future.
at the New Auditorium for the pur and measures and we would discour nishes the coal, seven cents; when
J. L. Stevenson responded to the pose of effecting a permanent organ age the use of wagon box measures the farmer furnishes everything, four
addresses of welcome in a few appro ization to better advance the thresh as used by some threshermen.”
and one-half cents for wheat, two
priate and humorous words. He also ers’ interests and to secure more fa
Committee on roads and bridges: and one-half cents for oats and oth
spoke of the need of co-operation vorable legislation.
The following “We, your committee on purchasing er grains in proportion.”
among the threshermen in order to reports were made and adopted as and bridges, respectfully recommend
Amended so as to allow each coun
promote their interests.
read, with changes noted.
that this association place itself on ty organization to ﬁix its own prices.
B. B. Clark, of The American Thresh
erman, and E. C. Cadwell.
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AT THE TOLER AUDlTORlUM, TUESDAY EVENING.

Association will hold their annual
The ﬁrst annual convention of the meeting at Batavia, N. Y., May 14
secretary and treasurer of the threshermen to aid Mrs. King. R threshermen of Iowa will be held at and 15. This meeting should be well
Threshermen’s
Association,
were is intended to carry this case to the Des Moines, Iowa, Tuesday, Wednes attended by the New York brethren,
unanimously re-elected.
United States Supreme Court if nec day and Thursday, April 21, 22 and for much of interest and beneﬁt is to
Resolutions were passed thanking essary. This is a case in which sec 23, commencing at 7:30 p. m., at Y. come before the ' meeting.
t
i
each manufacturer and representa
retary Payne has been much inter M. C‘. A.Hall. (See following page.)
There were doings in Lansing March
The
Desv
Moines
Thresher
Club,
tive who has heretofore contributed ested; and he is to be congratulated
25 and 26, the dates of the Second
to the entertainment of threshermen; on the outcome of his eﬁorts in Mrs. which is composed mostly of the Annual Convention of the Michigan
also thanking the citizens of Wichi King ’s behalf.
branch managers located in that city, Threshermen’s Association. Like the
ta for their loyalty and generosity;
Thursday was spent in visiting the is progressing ﬁnely with its part of December meeting, this one was well
and the press of Wichita for the in machinery displays and for business; the program, and have prepared the attended, there being threshermen
terest shown.
and by night most of the thresher following program for Tuesday night: present from every part of the lower
E. C. Cadwell, of Halstead, presi

dent, and Tim Payne, of Oskaloosa,

A committee was appointed having
full power to arrange future meeting
places of the Association. This exec
utive committee consisted of E. C.
Cadwell, Halstead; Tim Payne, Os
kaloosa; Jerry Dunkleberger, New
ton; J. W. Williams, Tonkawa, Ok.;
A. Dietrick, Lahoma, 0k.
These
were instructed to give notice of
holding the annual meeting for the
year 1909 through the thresher press
not later than December ﬁrst next.
A most impressive feature of the
meeting was the introduction to the
convention of Mrs. Stella King, of
Lebo, whose husband, a thresherman,
was killed last February under his
engine, while crossing a defective
bridge. The case is now being pros
ecuted in the courts. Over one hun

dred dollars in cash and subscrip
tions of as much more were given by

Other Conventions.

Music by full orchestra.
men had returned to their homes en
Meeting called to order by J. A.
thusiastic over the success of the
Convention and with the expressed Gunn, president of the Des Moines
intention of being there next year Thresher Club.
Address of welcome by the Hon.
in greater force than ever.
Jerry
Sullivan of the Des Moines
At a meeting held the night of
March 21 by the local thresberrnen’s Commercial Club.
Responses by visitors.
association the business affairs of the
threshermen’s convention were closed

Music by orchestra.

Address to the threshermen of the
state by the Hon. A. B. Cummings,
At the close of the meeting the as governor of Iowa.
Announcements
for
following
sociation went in a body to the home
of Secretary B. M. Stone where they meetings Wednesday and Thursday,
presented him with a. ﬁne gold head committees, information, etc.
ed umbrella. He is leaving Wchita
Music by orchestra.
because of illness. Mr. Stone will
Adjournment.
* * *
locate permanently in New Mexico,
“By Order of the Committee,”
where he believes his health will be
very much beneﬁted by the climate. the New York State Threshermen’s
up for the year.

THE HUBER PLOWlNG EXHIBIT.

peninsula, and all very much in earn
est regarding organization.
The
daily sessions were devoted strictly
to business, there being held one pub
lic meeting Wednesday evening when
good speakers were present and a
fine meeting was held. At the second
day’s meeting much business was
disposed of. The election of oﬂicers
was held the old oﬂicers being re

elected by acclamation;

which was

good;
for
President Kohlmeyer
makes a good presiding officer, and

Secretary Chilson is indispensable.
Owing to the late dates The Review
does not print a full report of the
proceedings in this issue. It will ap
pear in the May Review, however,
where the meeting will be reported in
full.
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J’. A. GUNN, Pres.
Gould Balance Valve Co.

G. E. SMITH, V. Pres.
Huber Mfg. Co.

W. L. TRUEBLOOD, Sec'y.
M. Rumely Co.

A. E. WEST, Director.
Pt. Huron Machinery Co.

Officers and Directors of the Des Moines Thresher Club
Des Moines has long been a machinery center of especial
prominence in thresher lines. It is the distributing point for
a large and important territory. Therefore it is only natural
that men of marked ability in the machinery business are
found in the management of branches for the various thresh
er companies at this point. They are all men of experience
in machinery lines and well known in the thresher trade.

The birth of the “Thresher Club” of Des Moines is of
comparatively recent date, the membership of which com
prises the active managers of the threshing machinery busi
ness of Des Moines, and its purpose being the betterment of
conditions both for manufacturer and operator in that terri
tory.

The Review regrets lack of space to reproduce the por
traits of all the club members, but with pleasure presents on
this page those chosen by the full membership to direct the
club’s aﬁ'airs, and have charge of the ﬁrst annual convention
of Iowa threshermen which gathers at Des Moines April 21,
22 and 23.
That the convention will be a success has been assured

L. A. SMITH, Director.
Avery Mfg. Co.

from the start. The energy and interest of these oﬁicers guar
antees a meeting worth any thresherman’s time to attend.
The interest of these men and the thresher press is not a
selﬁsh interest—it is improved conditions for the thresherman
and thresher trade in whole for which they are working.
Let the threshermen of Iowa respond generously by their
presence and make this a rousing business convention.

A. Z. FLEMING, Treas.

Advance Thresher C0.

‘Convention at Des Moines, Iowa, April 21, 22 and 23

R. L. WOOD. Director.

CHAS DUKEHART, Director.

Sec-‘y Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder c0.
Dukehart Machine Co.

F. J. WOOD.
Pres. Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Co.

J. E. GRAHAM. Director.
J. 1. Case Thr. Mach. Co.
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Wood Bros.
Steel Feeder
Has stood the test in the ﬁeld for years. It
is modern in construction, up-to-date. It
stands in a class of its own. It has capaci
ty for the largest steam rigs, and can be ad
justed that close that it works satisfactory
on horse power rigs. We have a combina

tion of strong points in our Bundle Spread
er, Adjustable Feeding Forks, Removable

Band Knives, seared edge, Automatic Friction Governor, that cannot be
duplicated by other manufacturers. Our guarantee feed as much grain as
any other feeder made, we don’t care whose make it is, and run one-half

horse power easier. And why, because we deliver the straw lighter and
looser to the cylinder, and it requires less power for the cylinder to handle

it, threshing cleaner out of the head, giving the separator the best possible
chance to separate the grain from the straw. The Wood Bros. feeder will
When you buy a Wood Bros. feeder
you do not buy a feeder that will only handle bound wheat and oats and‘

handle all kinds of grain or seeds.

fall down on ﬂax. We positively guarantee it will handle all kinds of grain
or seed that you have to thresh.
We have pleased others. We can please you.
Wood Bros. Steel 801! I‘eeder Co.,
Stuttgart, hrkensss, December 18, 190'].
Des Moines, lows.
Gent1emen:—1n 1904 we bought a Wood Bros. steel self feeder. we have just ﬁnished our second season threshing rice, and we ere now commencing on
cow peas. Both kinds oi‘ rice are grown here, the Honduras which grows very rank, and the Is an which is short and ve
tough. I have
shock of Japan rice this season. I was really surprised the way your feeder handles rice, the Eylinder runs so smooth 31
r
it
does not slug. We must have a feeder here that will handle rice in all conditions, dry, damp, tough grass, green, loose, end
bundlee u
to 7 it. long.
Your feeder has fed same to our machine to our entire satisfaction under all conditions. The wood Bros. feeder is just the feeder.
The
in
the
rehe
hold the bundle and the band knives Just simply puiverise the ‘bundle to it loose
iiui‘i'y mess.
I we111d 1: M hesit st e t o compete with the old I. I . hand
doubt!!!‘
Thom".
feeder. Your feeder is just the thing for rice. Gould ssy more if there was

.. l... air-7.23.36...“

season:- ‘ILGGLII' I IOII.

Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Co.,
Union Ave. and Hickory , Kansas City, M0.
115 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo.

ﬁnite period. Therefore, there was
A New College.
There is a new kind of college in . only one conclusion, which was that
if the national government undertook
Washington down on 14th Street be
tween B and C Streets, back of the to facilitate and encourage the im
Department of‘ Agriculture and near

the bureau of engraving and print
ing, where our money and postage
stamps are made, says William E.

Curtis in the Record-Herald. It is a
modest institution, and, like most
other things that begin young, is un
pretentious and of limited dimen
sions.

But, nevertheless, it is doingr

good work and is turning out a group
of graduates every year thoroughly

trained to a profession that is entire
ly new and almost unique in the
United States,

although it haslex

Des Moines, Iowa

BRANCHES
I'erg'o, II‘. :0.
Lincoln, Neb.
l'lcasc mention The Review.

Boom 6, Ice-rd of Irene, Indienepohe, Ind.
226

1st Street I., Iinnespclie, Iinn.

engineering schools or to members of there is a great demand for them.
One is needed in every county and
upon a successful passing of the ex the local authorities are gradually
amination the student is tendered a becoming convinced that they pay
provement of the highways of this position as civil engineer student in their way not only by showing peo
country, its ﬁrst and most important the bureau at a salary of $50 per ple how to make better roads, but by
introducing various economies which
make the money go farther than
would be possible in the hands of in
experienced men. Some of the grad
uates of the school are now receiving
salaries of three and four thousand
dollars, so great is the demand for
them. The number of students is
limited because of the lack of money,
and it is hoped that Congress will
appreciate the importance of the col
lege and increase its facilities. The
the senior classes of such schools, and

isted for centuries of usefulness in
Europe.
The college I am talking about has
never been included in the list of ed
ucational institutions reported upon

present class come mostly from the

Middle West and are all graduates of
schools of engineering.

The way to

get into the college is to apply to the
civil service commission, Washington,
D. C., for circulars of instruction.

by the commissioner of education in

his annual publications, but its diplo
mas are recognized by public oﬁ‘i
The “Home Show” will open at
the Grand Central Palace, New
York, on May 2 and run for a week.

cials throughout the United States,
wherever an attempt is being made
to improve the roads and highways.

Soon after Secretary Wilson got

HON. A. B. CUMMINGS

.I. B. SULLIVAN

Gov. of Iowa

of Creslcn

As the name indicates, the show will

the good roads movement thoroughly

be devoted to the home, and to all

started he discovered that it would

things in the constructive, decorative
month and ﬁeld expenses. At the end and furnishing lines that pertain to
of one year he is given a certiﬁcate the home. A special eﬂ’ort is being
stating that he has completed the made to obtain the best and latest
devices and conveniences
The office of public roads has met graduate course. He may, however, electrical
the situation in an admirable man be retained in the service and pro for exhibition, and the application of
ner, so far as its means will permit, by mated to the position of assistant en electricity as used in a hundred ways
providing a one year course of grad gineer without further examination. in the up-to-date house will be fully
uate instruction in. highway engineer This course is divided into laboratory demonstrated. William Horwood is
ing. A competitive examination is instruction and practical ﬁeld work president of the Home Exhibits
Company, which has the exhibition
held. every year under the auspices of under trained engineers.
the civil service commission at Wash
There is room in this country for in charge; I‘. L. Wilfong is vice pres
ington, which is open to graduates of several thousand road engineers and ident; and G. C. Horwood, secretary.

PROMlNEN'l: SPEAKERS AT DES MOINES THRESHER CONVENTION.

be necessary to educate men to ban

dle it, and that it was of vital im
portance that the money appropri

ated for the improvement of roads
should be expended in an economical
and "a scientiﬁc manner.
He ar
gued that unscientiﬁc and defective
methods of road building would mean

not only a waste in the particular
case in point, but that theeffect
would result in retarding road build
ing there and elsewhere for an inde

duty was to furnish a supply of com
petent engineers to instruct and di
rect local officials in their work.
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AVERY SEPARATORS, E
lt’s Not What You Pay, but
What You Get tor Your

Money That Counts
There are-two ways of buying a machine.
You can either buy the cheapest in
price or you can buy the one where you get the most for your money, whether it
is the cheapest or the dearest in price.
Some men have bought the cheapest. ‘Most of them never will again.
have‘ usually-v found the machine to be even cheaper than the price.

They

."Most for your money" machines are the kind that may cost you a little more
to start with than the cheap ones. but after you get one of them you don't have
to worry about the big repair bills, the valuable threshing time lost because of
brglkdowns, “the kicks from your customers because of the delays. complaints be
dauseof grain in the straw. or have to hustle hard to pay for your machine be

fore it is worn out.

,

It pay! to get a "Most for your money" machine.

The Great Grain Saving
"Yellow Fellow”

Remember This--That You Get the
Most tor Your Money When

Threshcs on Canvas tn the Presence ot Witnesses
Saves 9 1; per cent oi the Grain.

You Get an Avery

A GREAT RECORD
CO" 01‘

A IECBI'I.‘

LETTER

PROM A!’

AVERY

OWIEI.

Cisco. 111., March 1B,

1908.
Avery Co.. Peoria. Ill.
Gentlemen:——-Last fall some of my customers questioned the grain saving abil
ity of my "Yellow Fellow," and there was no way out but to give it a fair and
honest test.
Accordingly, on the 3d of August, 1907, I threshed on canvas in the
presence of witnesses and when through found the wastage to be only one-twelfth
of one per cent.
This was convincing proof to my customers.
The following
parties are some of those who witnessed the test:
T. B. Asblll, Ace Dent. P. G.
Parr and C. Noecker, of Cisco, 111., and Jno. Merriman and J. A. Brennan, of Ar
genta, Ill.
Yours respectfully,
MORRIS AUGUSTUS.
lectures in the construction of the "Yellow I‘cllow" show that it is built Light
to be a Grain Saver
fact.

and. actual canvas tests in the ﬁeld

rovs this to be an actual

Some of the reasons w1_1v the "Yellow fellow" is I. Grain Saver or. as fol

10W. 1

THE AVERY "JOB TAKER” and MONEY MAKER
Does the kind of work that gets the big jobs and the long runs.
Wears long enough to pay for itself many times over before it is worn out.

The Record Beaten
After showing some "Victims of the Battles" with Jumbo Tool Steel Teeth in
the March number of the thresher papers, we received the following letter, which
explains itself:

Anthony, Kansas, March 10, 1908.
Avery Co., Peoria. Ill.
Gentlemeny-ln your ad‘ in The Review showing the different objects which
went through your separator. I believe I can beat any of them.
Some one of my
hands put a. box of tool
in the feeder when moving.
When the separator was
started, this box of tools passed into the cylinder.
These are some of the things
which went into the cylinder: One set of steehS wrenches, there being six of them
from five to ten inches long; l6-inch cold chisel, one spanner for Rumely engine.
one 12-inch Slttson pipe wrench. one l8-inch Bemis A’: Call combination wrench.
one steel wrench for Rumely engine used for setting out clutch.
This wrench is
17% inches long and weighs 5 lbs.
It has scars of 62 blows by teeth and is bent
one inch. The pipe wrenches were thrown away. I have had the smaller wrenches
straightened.
l have the big steel wrench Just as it was when taken out.
I have
mentioned only the larger parts which went through, as there was a gunny sack
containing bolts, taps and other things a. thresher carries.
Altogether there was
approximately 25 lbs. of iron and steel passed through the cylinder.
All the in
jury to cylinder was one bent tooth.
No others touched when cylinder was re
volved.
I have never been able to spring the teeth by slugging with damp or wet
grain.
Separator has exceeded my expectations in quantit
and quality of work.

First.—-In actual running inches the "Yellow Follow" has an open concave and
steel concave grate surface of 18 inches. At the rear of the cylinder is a 14-inch
grate and over the beater a 20-inch grate, making 52 inches of grate surface, the
whole width of the machine.
Second.—'l‘he 14-inch grate at the rear of the cylinder as well as the concaves,
are adjustable both front and rear.
In this adjustable grate you get all the
advantages of the so-called high stationary grate without its serious disadvanta
ges. With our adjustable grate, when threshing in wet grain, you can raise it in
front and let it down in the rear and thus prevent wrapping. In dry grain you can
raise the grate in the rear and let it down in front and thus thresh faster and
still thresh thoroughly.
An investigation of this adjustable grate will convince
iémlil that it plays an important part in the grain saving abilities of the "Yellow
e ow. ’
Third.—The 20-inch grate underneath the beater is a part of the straw table and
moves bac and forth with the straw table, while the beater constantly pounds the
grain through this moving grate.
You can easily see that this moving grate nat
urally enables the "Yellow Fellow‘ separator to handle more straw and separate
out more grain per hour than any machine where the whole gmte is stationary.

. E. HANSBARGER.

Ask Any "Yellow Fellow” Thrcsherman
About Jumbo Tool Steel Teeth

Fourth.—The I. X. L. Separating Device, which is furnished free with every
new "Yellow Fellow" separator, is the greatest device ever invented for tearing up
bunches of straw and getting out the grain.
It has six shafts, and the teeth on
each shaft strike-the straw once in each revolution, the gearing being so arranged
that the teeth point down at all times. That makes 750 times per minute that the
forks strike the straw. Each time they strike they draw the straw out 14 inches,
which makes a travel at that point of 700 feet per minute.
It is, consequently,
easy to see that the layer of straw must be very thin at this point and that the
grain that is left in it after it passes the cylinder and beater, cannot help but drop
tiaroggh because no bunches can pass the separating device without being torn in

s re s.
Every one of these four features is a practical grain saving feature.
These
features play an important part in getting the grain out of the heads and separat
ing it from the straw.
These features are some reasons why the Avery "Yellow
Fellow" separator, when put to an actual test in the field. proves itself able to
save such a large percentage of the grain that you might almost say it saves it
all because the wastage is only a small fraction of one per cent.

A Jumbo Tempered Tool Steel Cylinder

Tooth (3-4 Actual Size)

It‘ you wish to know more about the grain saving features of the “Yellow
Yellow" Separator, ASK A“ "YELLOW FELLOW" TB'BESEEBMAN ABOUT IT.

BRANCHES: Minneapolis, Kansas City,
Omaha, Des Moines, St. Louis, Indian
apolis, I Grand Forks, Fargo.

AVERY COMPANY, 259
Please mentit
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NGINES, STEAM PLOWS
Ask Any Owner of an
Avery About It
We have conﬁdence in Avery machines. We
are willing tor you to take the evidence
ol Avery owners. Ask about them.

Avery Return Flue Single Cylinder Engines
(Built in sizes 16, 20, 25 and 30 H. P.
The 25 and 30 H. P. sizes have Drop
Fire Boxes and are Straw Burners.)
The Avery Type of Return Flue Boilers should not be confounded with the
common styles of return ﬂue boilers.
Avery Return Flue Boilers possess an ex
ceptional advantage over all others in having Full Water Fronts which utilize the
great heat of the burning gases in the front ﬂre box, while with other return ﬂue
boilers this heat is expended in burning out the shell of the boiler or the protect
ing plates.
The testimony of owners of Avery Return Flue Engines everywhere
is always the same—that they are exceptionally economical in the use of both
fuel and water.
m YEAR OLD AVERY RETURN I'LUE ENGINE~NO NEW PLUES YET
ONT-Y P10! ‘15 TO '20 WORTH O1‘ EEPABS nnqumnn IN THE 9
WUBES PEOM 500 TO 600 POUNDS 0!‘ GOAL LESS PER DAY
‘rm m OTHER ENGINE 0P ANOTHER MAKE, IN DOING
SAME WORK.
“Your letter received some time ago.
In regard to the Avery engine bought of
you in 1899, will say that this engine is still in use.
\Ve have run it now nine
seasons and never put in a new ﬂue or ever expanded any.
I think that all the repairs we got for the engine would amount to, say, $15.00
to $20.00 worth in the nine seasons.
In regard to coal. will say that for a good day's work it takes from nine to
eleven hundred pounds per day.
We have another make of engine. too. and it
will take from five to six hundred pounds of coal more per day than the Avery
will doing the same work. The Avery engine is all right in every way.
Yours truly, T. C. MILLER.
Hampton. Iowa. November 25. 1907."

THE AVERY STEEL WATER TANK
The Water tank shown above is our regular Steel Water Tank with Front End
Coal Bunker, and is mounted on our Regular Water Tank Trucks.
This Tank has a water capacity of 375 gallons and we also build it full length,
but without Coal Bunker. having a water capacity of 475 gallons or a. little more
than 15 barrels.
Either style of Tank can be furnished with wood saddles for use on an ordinary
wagon gear. or complete with a. regular Avery Wagon Gear in place of the tank
trucks.
While an Avery Steel W'ater Tank is necessarily more expensive in its ﬁrst cost
than any wooden tank, a year or two of use is enough to convince anyone of the
fact that it is much less expensive in the end.
It is lighter to haul than any wa
ter soaked wooden tank. It is always ready for use.
It carries all the water you
put in it without leaking out a good part or it before you get to the machine, and
it will be good for many years after a wooden tank has rotted out.

The Great Avery
Steam Plow Outﬁt
(Consists of our 20,
22 or 30 H. P. Under

mounted Double Cylin
der Engine and the
.Avery 8 or 10 Gang
Steam Plow equipped
with stubble or breaker

bottoms.)
(Undermounted En
gines also

built in 18

H. P. size.)
Avery ‘Undermounted Eng-Ines are specially adapted for plowing purposes.
pulling strains on the boiler.

The boiler is mounted independently. hence engine is more durable because there are no
it is more powerful because you get a straight line pull from the cylinders through the gearing and back to the load.
The Avery Steam

The steering
wheel to
andthethree
levers
give the
engineer
control
faced carrying
Plow has a bridge ‘fussed 5 t e0 l t‘ mme an d is mounted on a. single wideIndividual
plows wheel.
are coupled
independently
frame,
allowing
each
plow toinstant
accommodate
of entire outtlt without leaving his position.
Plow has steam lift.
itself to uneven surfaces. Plows an even depth and any depth. Outﬁt travels backwards as easily as forwards. Plows square corners and makes quicker and shorter
Altogether it is the most durable, the most perfect handling and the best working steam plow outﬁt built.
turns.

Ifyou haven’t asked yet for that 1908 Avery Catalogue with Natural Color Photo

graphs of the Avery “Yellow Fellow” Separator and Steam Plow Outfit you’re
missing something that has pleased lots of Threshermen.
postal or letter today.

Iowa St., PEORIA,
The Review.

[I I

Better write that

EXPORTOFFICE: 2 Stone St., New York City.
.

JOBBINC HOUSES: Winnipeg, Denver, Ogden.
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Good Roads Progress.
Read This !
The following address, upon the
subject of dirt roads, was delivered
at the Crawford County Road Super
visors Convention at Meadville, Pa.,
recently. It was written by A. M.
Fuller, a prominent Meadville mer
chant and good roads advocate, and

Then Think What it Means

fall to a free outlet. The subsoil
ﬂow, springs in the road and sink
holes should be taken care of by un

derdrains.
'Early in the spring, after the frost
has left the ground and before the
roads have become perfectly dry, is

Positive

Lubri

will be found of interest as dealing the proper time to put all roads in

with the subject in a very thorough,
practical and enlightening manner:
It is not my purpose to exhaus
tively discuss the question of dirt

suitable condition for the season.
Another fault too common in this
section is that of placing sods in the

middle of the roadway. In order to
roads, but rather to call attention to properly crown the road it is neces
some methods which should have sary to remove the shoulders of the

place in the proper construction and
maintenance of our ordinary roads.
The building of macadarn and brick
roads with state aid will include in
the future but a small part of our
roads and the construction of these
roads will have the best engineering
skill.
The repair and maintenance of the
dirt road is therefore an important
matter and should more directly in
terest our supervisors than any oth

er feature of road making.
Of ﬁrst importance in the improve
ment of our present system is to make
the road tax a cash tax. The law of
1905 provides for so doing and it
rests with the townships to determine
whether the road tax shall be a work
tax or a cash tax. It is evident that
with a cash tax the road work in
each township can be done in a more
satisfactory way than at present and
with better results.

road, which are generally of heavy
sod. In placing this material on the
roads the sods at least should be re

moved.
It is required by law that the loose
stones on the roads shall be removed.
Too little attention is paid to this re
quirement. The law is as follows:
“The township supervisors and road
commissioners of the several town
ships within the commonwealth shall,
by contract or otherwise, remove and
take away the loose stones from the
traveled roads or highways, in such

townships at least once a month, dur
ing the months of May, June, Au
gust and October in each year.”

OF

COAL, POWER
and REPAIRS?
What is it worth to
you to absolutely
know you are get
~ring oil? Oil every turn of the wheel. No treacherous check valves.
No sight feed glass to break or freeze up. Cold weather has no effect
Feeds any kind of oil or graphite. Easy to attach-right or left hand:
drive. Releases the screw at any point of the downward movement of
the plunger, should obstruction occur and cannot break itself to pieces.
A lubricator that fails to do its work properly at all times is dear at any
price. Your engine might cut a VALVE by such failure. OURS CAN
NOT FAIL. Friction or cutting of valves is unheard of where the
Byington is used. It’s right, the price right and satisfaction guaranteed,
what more? WHY, WRITE TODAY FOR PRICES.

pervisors or road commissioners to

Byington Force Feed
Lubricator Company
A URORA

ILLINOIS

Have YOU
investigated?

METRﬂl’llLITAN

land owners and crops are grown in

what should serve as the ditches of
the road.

-

Please mention The Review.

Frequently the roadway,

or that portion used for travel, is
narrowed to a width of twenty feet

INJECTOR

or less. A narrow road can be kept
in repair very much more cheaply

MODEL X

than a wide road. A width of eigh
teen to twenty feet is sufficient for
most of our country roads.

Designed and constructed for
the deﬁnite purpose of giving
the Thrcshcrman a Traction
Engine Injector which over
comes the many faults of the
one he has been using, THIS
Injector ﬁlls a long felt want.

Narrow

roads, perfectly and evenly crowned,
are the roads which wear well, which

cost least to maintain, and which are
most serviceable throughout the en
tire year. In order, however, to se
cure proper drainage to the road the

ditches should not be interfered with
and farm crops should be ‘kept at a

the road drag.

Our present system of constructing proper distance from the center of
and repairing dirt roads is extremely the road.
defective. Permt me to point out a
All of our townships are now sup
few of these faults. Little attention plied with road scrapers, the most ef
is given to securing proper drainage; fective machine for the construction
this is the most important item in of dirt roads. I’ wish especially to
road making.
A good road must call attention to the road drag, to be
have drainage. This means that it used during the entire season after
will be properly crowned to shed wa the roads are worked and shaped with
ter to the side drains.

Does it Not Mean

SA VING

In

case of neglect or refusal of the su

carry out the provision of the ﬁrst
section of this act, shall forfeit and
pay for every such offense, neglect
or refusal a ﬁne or penalty not ex
ceeding $10, to be recovered by ac
tion of debt, in the name of the com
The law is as follows:
“Any
monwealth, before any justice of the
township may, by a majority vote of peace or alderman of the county, with
the electors thereof, at the February costs of suit. One-half of such ﬁne
municipal election, after thirty days, to go to the informer or prosecutor
prior notice thereof, change the sys and the other one-half to be applied
tem of taxation for working the pub to repairing the roads or highways
lic roads. Such election shall be au of the township.”
thorized by the court of quarter ses
Many of the country roads are be
sions, upon a petition of at least
ing
encroached upon. by adjoining
25 taxpayers of said township, and
any such township which shall have
abolished the work tax, shall annual
ly receive from the state ﬁfteen per
centum of the amount of the road tax
collected in said township.”
A township with a cash road tax
should be able to secure competent
supervision of its road work.
To
make dirt roads reasonably good at
all times of the year requires con
stant attention. The common, prac
tice of making the roads once a year
is not suﬁicient.
They should be
thoroughly worked once a year and
then be kept in as good condition as
possible with the occasional use of

cation

It will be kept the road scraper.

so smooth and free from rats that
water will not be impeded and held
on the surface of the roadway, but
will flow freely to the side drains.
The side drains must be drains, not
merely hollows, along the road side.
That is, they must have a regular

It is the IDEAL BOILER FEEDER for the Traction
Engine where severe and continuous service make
it essential that every part oi the equipment be in

eﬁicicnt working shape ALL THE TIME.
It has nothing about it to get out of order, and as its materials and
workmanship are THE BEST it never causes the slighest trouble.
It will go on where your other Injector came

oil without changing your piping.
Patent road drags

are sold at about $11 wholesale
price. In many parts of the country
the split-log-drag is used and may be
made at slight expense. In Illinois
they have a road drag law, provid

ing in part as follows: “Whereby
the commissioners of highways are

Investigate Now!

Write for a copy of the Threshermen’s Injector Booklet.

THE HAYDEN 8|. DERBY MFG. 60.
85-87-89 Liberty Street
NEW YORK CITY

22-24-26 So. Canal Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention The Review.
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authorized

to have earth roads 45°, the forward corner being at the
dragged at all seasons of the year outer edge of the road and the rear
whenever they may deem it beneﬁ corner at the center. The great value
cial to have such work done; and of these drags lies in the economy of

FORCE FEED

they may contract, a preference to construction and operation.
No
be given adjoining land owners, or skilled labor is required, and any
tenants, to have a given piece of road farm hand or teamster can operate
dragged at a rate not to exceed $1.00 them properly after a few hours’
per mile for each mile dragged, if trial. All that is necessary is a lit
such work is done during the months tle care and patience at ﬁrst until
of December, January, February or the team and driver get accustomed
March, and'not to exceed a rate of to the work.
75 cents per mile for each mile
The following points a1: -"\ be
dragged if such work is done during borne in mind in dragging a road:
other months of the year than afore
“Make a light drag, which is
said; provided, that the width re to be hauled over the road at an an
quired by the highway commissioner gle, so that a small amount of earth
to be dragged should
20 feet, if the width
permit;
provided,
dragging is done as

not be less than
of the road will
also, that the
nearly as prac

OIL PUMP
Simple
Positive
Durable
with

Warming

is pushed to the center of the road.”

Chamber

“Ride on the drag; do not walk. The
amount of earth that the drag will
carry along can be very considerably

ticable in accordance with the in controlled by the driver, accordingly,
structions of the highway commis as he stands near the cutting edge
sioner of the township.”
or away from it.” “Drag the road
I quote from a recent article in as soon after it has rained as possi
Good Roads Magazine, in reference ble, but not when the mud is in such
to the split-log-drag and its use in condition as to stick to the drag.”
road making.
‘ “Do not drag a dry road.” “Drag
“The deputy minister of public whenever possible at all seasons of
works of Toronto consented to award the year. If a road is dragged im
prizes in a split log drag competition. mediately before a cold spell it will
In the competition were forty en freeze in a smooth condition."
tries west of Toronto and twenty
"The best results from dragging
three east. This show show highly are obtained only by repeated appli
the road drag is considered in Can cations. In working or dragging the
roads in this manner, immediately
ada as a road making implement.”
“Any one who has carefully ob-7 after rains, it malkes it easier for the
served the work of a properly oper team and the roadbed becomes hard
ated split log drag throughout a sea er; from working in this manner
son will be convinced the earth road from year to year the roadbed be
townships can in no way spendl comes almost impervious to water.
money to such good advantage as by In the long dry times roads worked
paying a small sum per mile for with a drag in this manner do not
dragging the roads in this way.
have one-half the dust of those work

and Guage
Made by Same Builders as the

Celebrated Pickering Governor
and wnn Same Care

PICKERING GOVERNORS
are equipped with the patented

BALL RANGER
for Changing Speed

—— N0 EXTRA CHARGE——

@QPKKBRIN

PORTLAND. CONNECTICUTJZISA.

“It makes permanent the work of ed differently."

the grading machine and at the
same time keeps the earth roads in
the best possible condition.
“Earth roads which have been
graded by the use of the grading ma
chine, thereafter maintained by the
drag, and the drainage of the roads
improved as far as possible, will be
in the best possible condition for se
curing a coat of gravel or crushed

Please mention The Review.

“The drag can be made to achieve
its greatest usefulness only when a
thorough system is

established

for

dragging the earth roads of a town
ship. While these implements are so
cheaply made and so easily operated,
it will not do to expect that all farm

The Baler [or Business

ers will of their own good will at once
go out on the roads and keep them in

repair.

You want Big Capacity,
You want to keep it up day in and day out with no stops for re
pairs .

Supervisors will have to take

You want the smoothest and most compact bales,

stone when the time comes in any the matter up and a businesslike sys

township to secure more permanent tem must be introduced.
The following plan is recommend
“What is a split log drag! To ed:
make one is almost more simple than ' “First. That township supervisors
to describe it, for the implement is take tenders and let the job of drag
simplicity itself.
ging and keeping in good condition
“A log eight or nine feet long and sections of earth road throughout the
twelve inches in diameter is split in township; these sections not to ex
half. Use cedar, pine or basswood, ceed four miles in length, being pref
as oak is too heavy. The halves are erable two miles in length and not
parallel to one another, the edges less than one mile.”
down and ﬁat face to front. They
“Second. That each person taking

BUY THE 1908 OHIO
Equipped with automatic block dropper
that works without touching it with the hand.
Friction clutch pulley starting and stop
ping press instantly.
Feeder
that
runs
smooth and silent with no jar or jerk.
We also make one and two horse presses.
Catalogue Sent Free.

THE

OHIO CULTIVATOR

C0.

Box 200, Bellcvue, Ohlo

a contract he paid in cash the sum

sition, with three cross bars wedged of his tender, which will be a small
In discussing this with
into two-inch holes bored through the amount.
log. The wedges should be crosswise those who have used the drag
of the grain of the log, so as not to throughout the past year, it is found
split it. A diagonal cross brace is that an average of five dollars per
placed between the logs, at the lead mile would be an inducement to take
ing end, to stiffen the frame of the the work, in consideration, more es
drug. The distance from the face of pecially, of the benefits to the roads.
the back log to the face of the front This should pay for dragging the
log should be about three feet. The roads eight or ten times during the
lower front edge or toe of the drag year, or as often as required.”
“Third. The work of those using
should be protected by a strip of old
wagon tire or other piece of iron the drag should be inspected from
about a quarter of an inch thick and time to time by the supervisors of the
three or four feet long. This strip township road commissioners. When
person
operating
theor drag
of iron should be bolted to the front any
foundito
do inferior
work
to negis

log' and the head of the bolts counter
sunk.

I

You want to keep up your Rep. as an up-to-date machine man.
You want to get the most tor your money.

results.

are ﬁrmly braced together in this po

ovsanon
Conmmr.

The strip of iron should not lect the roads the work can be taken

be carried the entire length of the from him for the ensuing year.”
In conclusion, I think we must
front log. The chain hitch is at

tached in such a manner as to incline realize the necessity of ﬁrst adopt
the drag at the desired angle, say, ing the cash road tax system as pro

PERFECT GRAIN CLEAN IN

l

Can only be attained by the use of a ,
correctly constructed Grain Cleaning 1
Sieve

THE IDEAL
A Sieve that is adjustable to all
grains and seeds. Changing size of
mesh to suit diﬂcrent grains does not
affect the pitch of the wind blast—it
always remains the samc—insuring
sufficient blast and at the proper
angle-45 dcgrees—to do the best
cleaning.
We have a catalog and price list we ‘
wish to send you. Ask for it.
‘

Plymouth Manufacturing Co.,

-

Please mention The Review.

Plymouth, Ohio
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vided by the law of 1905 in all the
townships before we can expect a
marked improvement in the care and
maintenance of our dirt roads. Cam
bridge township, this county, I am in

April, 1908.

The BAKER Piston Vfalve
for Traction Engines insures a saving 0
er cent of ower over D slide valves

25

formed, will vote upon the adoption
of the cash road tax system at the

It Will Do

coming election in February.
The great improvement of some of

With this valve is introduced
for the ﬁrst time a spring
packing ring that will take
up every bit of wear and yet
work satisfactorily under all
conditions. My catalog de
scribes and illustrates fully,
and I will send it to any in
terested thresher-man for the
asking.

our public roads by the state high

Way department and the increasing
amount of paving in our cities and
boroughs tends to increase the desire
for better rural roads.

The introduction of the free deliv
ery system demands better roads
than we now have in all parts of the
country. Let us give this subject
careful consideration and good re
sults must follow.

LET ME TELL YOU MORE—ASK.

Aberdeen, S. D.

Wilfred Baker,

Please mention The Review.

which is a very good price if the logs
will make from two to three hundred
When We Work Our Tax Out on feet each; but if small it is hard to

the Road.

T is on YOUR Engine

The HANGOGK DILER

make a good day’s run.

East Minneapolis recently enter
Well, I think I have written enough
tained a good roads convention. The for the ﬁrst time, so, wishing The Re
St. Anthony Commercial Club was view and its many readers much suc
the place of meeting and the conven_ cess, I am,
W. B. Todd.
tion was a bummer. At the conven
Lentner, Missouri.
tion Major /George W. Cooley de
livered an address that was full of
Bigstick Bar Belt Dressing.
good things and at its close he lapsed
Perhaps the worst of the annoy
into verse, good enough to be re
peated. Here are the verses as tak ances incident to running any kind of
power outﬁt comes from slipping
en from the Minneapolis Star:
The machinery runs lame, and,
0h, our life was tough and tearful, and belts.
its toil was often fearful,
Al’lld gften we grew taint beneath the as the faulty belt often keeps still
ca ;

Practical, Reliable, Eco
nomical, Neat, Compact,
Durable, Positive, Cheap
What more do you wont?
An Oiler for Traction and Stationary
Engine work. one that is not bothered by

the thickest oi oil. All oil pumped
shows in sight teed. 0n the inside there
are no stuﬂin; boxel to pack and all
parts are positively fastened, so there is
nothing to Jar lose. We mean what we
say. Make us prove it.
Send for catalogue now.

about it, the trouble is hard to lo

But there came a glad vacation, and a
sweet alleviation.

When we used to work our tax out on
the road.
“Then we used to work our tax out
then we felt the Joys of leisure,
And we felt no more the prick of la
bor's good;
Then we shared the golden treasure of
sweet rest in fullest measureh
When we used to work our tax out on
the road.
There are sapient scars and sages who
predict in coming ages.

Life's traged

‘ ‘ Valveless Force Feed’ ’

of labor will be o'er.

And a glad, nil-ﬂedged millennium will
leap on the proscenium,
And we'll play, but never labor any

more.
But we look not in the future for that
happy halcyon hour
When we'll throw oi‘! every burden,
every load;
For our Eden burst in ﬂower, and we
dozed in leisure bower.
When we used to work our tax out on
the road.

Hancock Mfg.
company

cate. One remedy, not always the
good one, is to tighten the oﬁending
belt, but this means that more power
must be used to do the work. Anoth
er and better way is to keep the belts
soft and pliable, running them com
paratively loose and increase their
“pull” with a good belt dressing. C.
E. Scanlon, Joliet, 111., advertises
such a-dressing in this issue of The
Review, and wants our readers to
know of the good qualities of the Big
stick bar belt dressing made by him.
When writing about this please
mention The Threshermen’s Review.

774 E. Henry 8!.

charloﬂo, Michigan
Please mention The Review.

THE CHAFFIN
PATENT BELT GUIDE
For Steam and Gasoline Trac
tion Engines, also Portables.
We guarantee this Belt Guide
to hold your belt on against

The Gearless Russell.
When we used to work the tax out (if
I let the bottom facts out)
We had somnolent contentment and re

pose;
With no toil or work to cumher us, our
rest was sweet and slumberous,
Anld in deep, delicious dreaming did we

oze.
The

drowsiness

of

languid

rest

o'er

every man was creeping.
And in calm. serene content we all
threw down our load:
Careless of life's wail and weeping, ev
ery blessed man was sleeping,
When we used to work our tax out on
the road.

ANY side wind ANYWHERE.

The gearless wind stacker catalogue
of the Russell Wind Stacker Compa
ny, Indanapolis, Ind., comes to us
with its usual amount of illustrations,
affording ample evidence of its ease
of attachment to any make of sepa
rator, and full of explanations of its

Don ’t hesitate.

Write for our

new catalogue before you for
get it.
GOOD AGENTS WANTED

CHAFFIN MANUFACTURING

features that have made it so gen

erously popular throughout
the
thresher ﬁeld. Nearly all makes of
separators are shown in excellent
From Missouri.
views with the “Gearless” attached
Editor Review:—I have taken The and full instructions accompany each
Review for nearly a year, and think
cut for measurements by machine
it a good paper and very instructive.
owners to order for their particular
No man running machinery should
machine. This catalogue will be in
be without it.
teresting to every thresherman and
I own and operate a threshing ma

CO.

RIPON, WIS., U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.

saies and Harness
are sold direct from our
factory to the user. In buy
ing from us on save the dealer's
expenses an proﬁts. 35 Year: Sell

can be had by request for same, of
chine, 20 h. p. engine, 32x60 separa

the company at the above address and
tor. Have been threshing for eigh
mention
of this paper.
teen years in Missouri, Kansas, and

ing Direct is our record, and we
are today

North Dakota, and think I like Kan

sas a little the best, as there are not
many bridges there.. I‘ also own two

Extend Invitation.

saw mills, and have been in the busi Company, Des Moines, Iowa, request
ness for nineteen years. Have run The Threshermen’s Review to make
solid plate and inserted tooth saws. themselves at home at the Wood

I like the inserted tooth the best; as Bros. factory when attending

the

the saw gets no smaller. I do not Des Moines convention. There will
spring the teeth
with a monkey be something to see there and all are
wrench, as one brother writes, but I invited to call and get acquainted.

use the swedge just as one would on

a solid plate saw.

The Largest Manu
iacturers in the World

The Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder

When writing to our advertisers,

Sawing is getting scarce here. We you can do us a good turn by saying
have to saw a good many small logs. that you saw it in The Threshermen’s
We get $5 per thousand for sawing, Review. Will you do it?

No.31‘. LI era.
ht Extension
1‘
S
Price colnlliviehzrrigyl‘iggf

sumer exclusively.
We ship for exam
ination and approval, guaranteeing safe delivery.
No cost _to you if not satisﬁed as to style, qualit
m“
and price. Over 200 style 5 of Vehicles and
65 styles of Harness.
Send for new, &‘!e‘l\lllﬂ"l\h}v
>\t€v$"’> §
free catalogue.
ELKHART CARRIAGE &
‘
lo. 660. Camus-ﬂea Bum Illh limbo’.
HARNESS MFG. C0.
nyl- n-L
Bin. run: and um lplmllo an.

Double Fen
As good as sells for .85 more.

Send For
New, Free

71 ‘2b 4W

Elkh arl, Ind.

Primmcomplete,
,_
an ‘9.59,

Catalogue
Ph-nse mention The Review.
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We guarantee the Garden City
Self Feeder not to slug the cylin
der regardless of conditions of grain; allow no bundles to go into the
cylinder crossways regardless of how the bundles are pitched into the
carrier; to break no concaves or spikes, and to feed the separator to its
full capacity. If feeder will not bear out the above claims after a trial of
ﬁve days, the money or notes given for said feeder will be immediately
returned to the purchaser.

Is the Reason
for the increasing demand
and world wide popularity of

""’ Garden
City

You can afford to try such a feeder on such a proposition because you have nothing
to lose—we run all the risk. All you have to do is to give the feeder a fair field
test within the stated time, notify us if it fails to do your work and we will then
Order your feeder now, while we can give your order
keep our part of the agreement.
prompt attention. We ’ll be pretty busy later in the season.

PELLA STA GKER GUMPIINY,

ella, Iowa

Spokane, Wash.
Peiia Stacker Co.. 40 F}. Swan 51., Columbus. Ohio.
Garden

(‘ily

Feeder

Co..

Polio Stacker Co.. Room 5, Bd. 0! Trade Bldg" Indianapolis. Ind.
Pelin Stacker Co.. 880 N. First St.. Minneapolis, Minn.
Matt Sproui, Sparta. Ill.
Pei in Stacker Co.. 280-232 N. Phillips Ave" Sioux Falls. S. D
Sherwood & Shields, Wichita. Kansas.
Norfolk F. d:. E. Co.. Norfolk. Nobr.

C. E. Rogers, Harper, Kan.
H. C. Miller, Cherokee. In.
Bruno Mchy. Co . St. Charles. Io.

Please mention The Review.

Burning of Coal Without Smoke*
By D. T. RANDALL.

of ob‘iwtiombl \;
The prevention
smoke in the manufacturing and
business centers of large cities is a
problem that cannot be easily solved.
At present no city in which a consid
erable quantity of bituminous coal
is burned is free from smoke. The
cities of the East have avoided this
problem by a general use of the
smaller size of anthracite coal. For
this reason it is not surprising that
the greatest improvement in the
methods of burning bituminous coal
has been made in the Central and
Western States.
Stoves, ranges, house heating boil
ers and hot air furnaces are as a rule
intended for the use of anthracite
coal or coke. Whenever bituminous
coal is burned in such furnaces all
the principles of combustion are vio
lated and smoke results.

this country must depend on its bitu
minous coal for manufacturing, rail

road and power plant purposes.

This

al methods of burning bituminous
coal or continue to suffer from the
loss in economy and smoke resulting
from imperfect combustion.
There are three general methods of
utilizing coal-in steam boiler and
other

furnaces,

in

gas

producer

plants, and in by-product coke plants.
Of these, the last two methods are

readily operated to produce heat or
power without smoke, but at the pres
ent time such plants are not numer

ous and consume only a small portion
of the coal that is used in this coun
try.

It has been demonstrated at the

fuel testing plants of the Geological
Survey that bituminous coal of all

grades can be burned in a gas pro
ducer without smoke, generating a

gas which when used in a gas engine
The supply furnishes power with much greater

of anthracite coal is limited, and ex
cept for domesetic purposes such coal
is little used outside of the territory
adjacent to the mines. The larger
cities of the Eastern States, which
consume practically all the available
supply of the smaller sizes of anthra
cite coal for power and heating pur
poses, now ﬁnd it necessary to sup
plement this fuel with a considerable
tonnage of bituminous coal. Except
the power generated by waterfalls,
nearly all the heat and power used
in the United States are obtained
from the burning of coal. It is evi
dent, then, that for the most part

* The PFAHLER

means that we must improve our usu

economy than is usual
in steam
plants. With good grades of coal
mined in the Eastern States a horse
power can be generated with about
one pound of coal. One of the most
important facts in connection with
the gas producer plant is that, be
sides being smokeless, it will utilize
coals so high in ash as to be unsuita

ble for boiler furnaces.

The lignite

coals of the West are also particular

ly well adapted for use in the pro
ducer though they are considered
much inferior to bituminous coal for
boiler furnaces. About ﬁfty produc
er plants are now in operation in the
United States burning bituminous
‘Abstract from a bulletin of the coal. Interest in such plants is in
United States Geological Survey.
creasing, and many new ones are be

Oil Pump
This pump will feed any grade of oil, thick
or thin, and will feed in any kind of weather,
cold or warm. it has a force iced with a
strong and nicely proportioned
frame; it has a perfect adjustment
and positive feed; no sight feed
glass being necessary, avoiding
the trouble ofabroken glass, and
it has automatic stop which
throws it out of gear when the
oil is all fed out. when desired,
it can be fed by hand without
throwing it out of gear.
It at
taches nicely to any make of
engine.
It is guaranteed to
give absolute satisfaction.
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Spark Arresler

........ .......

Positively the only Spark Arrester that can be used with any

kind of fuel and not interfere with the draft. I Guarantee This.
It is cheaper to prevent a ﬁre than to pay for the damage.
The United States Spark Arrester can be attached to any make
of smoke stack. IT SAVES insurance. CONSTRUCTED
ESPECIALLY for Plow Engines and Threshing. Get ready
for

Spring breaking.

mission.

AGENTS

WANTED-Large com

WRITE WITH POSTAL CARD FOR PRICES.

, K. M. COLQUIOUN,

Box 859,

Minneapolis. MI...

Please mention The Review.

See our April Special, Page 65
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AND

BIG

TWINS OF THE

BIRDSELL
HULLER FAMILY

CLOVER
SPECIAL

I855 — 53 YEARS IN THE FIELD '— 1908

ARE OLDEST, LARGEST AND BEST
MOST PRACTICAL AND RELIABLE
REQUIRE LEAST POWER TO OPERATE
MOST PROFITABLE TO THRESHERMEN
CLEAN AND SAVE ALL THE SEED

Birds ll HFlers:
Write for Catalog
and Prices

BIRDSELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, South Bend, Indiana, U. S. A.

ing planned, ranging in capacity from
500 to 10,000 h. p. each.
That the coal supply is being wast_
ed in many ways is a fact that has
been frequently brought to the atten
.tion of the public. One waste re
sults from the ordinary methods of
manufacturing coke, in which all of
the gas from the coal is allowed to
escape into the air. This loss has
led to the installation of a few by
product coke plants in which coke is
‘made and the resulting gas is piped

.1. L. Gable.

j The GULLIICK Spark Arrester

Justus Liebig Gable, late manager
Nichols & Shepard Company, Minne
apolis branch, born March 9, 1858,
died March 7, 1908.

Challenge All comers for Safety, Durability, Draft Improving,

“Lee” Gable.
Economy and General Satisfaction.

as he was familiarly called by his in
l The Glare Acetylene
timates was born in Wayne County,

llanten Inside Flue Gutter I

Ohio, passed through the ordinary
Gas Headlight
schools and in due time was gradu
ated from the law department of the ; Gas Light Attachment
University of Michigan at Ann Ar-‘
for Kerosene Lamp
bor. Early in his career he became

Safety Tooth Catcher ,
Handy Tooth Straightener

Maplehay Belt Guide 1'

‘ Boss Cylinder Wrench
Maplehay Pump Attach
ment ‘

to points where fuel is needed and

there

consumed.

ALFALFA
SPECIAL

Other

Boss Draft Greator

valuable

products from the distillation of coal
are also obtained. These plants, fur

Write for catalogue of full
line and prices,

nishing both coke and gas as fuel,
constitute a considerable factor in
the prevention of smoke in the cities
near which they are located, as both
fuels are burned readily without
smoke for domestic purposes and for
manufacturing industries requiring
heat or power. The convenience and

, E. M. POPE,

Satisfaction
guaranteed l
always or money re‘
funded.

. . .

Watertown, S. D.l

Please mention The ‘Review.

YOU CAN EASILY MOVE THE HOOD IN ANY
DIRECTION DESIRED

cleanliness of these fuels will proba

bly lead to an increase of their pro
ducition and use.
It is reported that there are thirty
, by-product coke plants in this coun
try, with a total of more than 3,000

If you use Mosor’s Auto
mlﬂc Rope Winder and

y, -» /

Sol! lock.

ovens, using nearly 20,000 tons of

coal a day. It is estimated that these
plants manufacture daily more than
50,000,000 cubic feet of gas.

Prosperous Threshermen
George H. Gallagher, of Spokane, a
threshing machinery man, is delight
ed with the Yakima and Kittitas Val
leys and with good reason, says the
Yakima, Washington, Republic. He associated with the threshing machine
says prosperity is running rampant industry and for more than a quarter
there so far as he can ﬁnd out. He of a century has been untiring in his
furnishes his proof. In the past 20 zeal for the upbuilding of the busi
days he has sold more goods than he ness along lines which commended
has sold for the entire month of Feb him alike to the manufacturer, the
ruary in the past 15 years. Not only dealer and the threshermen.
Prominent among his public ef
that, but fruit buyers'are on hand
with the money. Mr. Gallagher had forts was his connection as secretary
never been through this way before. of the Northwestern Threshermen’s
A day or two ago he went to Ellens Association, which he helped to or
burg, where one of his men had sold ganize in Minneapolis in 1894.
He was at that time and had been
$3,600 worth of machinery a year ago,
the purchaser giving notes covering a for many years previous the honored
long period of time. One of the notes and trusted manager of Nichols &
was due so Mr. Gallagher hunted up Shepard

Company’s

Northwestern

his man and reminded him of it. As branch, and occupied the same posi
a result he gbt not only the cash for tion at the date of his untimely death,
the note due, but all the balance on which was caused by pneumonia re
sulting from a cold contracted while
the purchase.
in attendance as an active worker at

the Shriners’ circus.
When writing Review advertisers,
Mr. Gable had from his youth up
don 't forget to mention this paper.
been a consistent member of the

It simpliﬁes the action of the hood.
making its movement perfectly free
in anydirection desired. N0 rope to tangle. Can be at
tached to any wind stacker. when buying a new ma

,

'

chine Ul wind stackeninsist on having Meier's Auto

matic Rope Winder and Self Lock put on.

Send for more information to

MOSER & BAUMGAR‘I'NER, Berna. India-l
Please mention The Review.

BELT" Filed Mills
Spring release for burrs.
Vertical force iced keeps the burrs at
all times supplied.
Work done It slower speed and reducing oi cob
mostly by Knife and Shear LEAVES

Gaines Sta., Mich.
"I can grind 90 bushels
per hour on your No. 5 mill."
R. Sturgis.
(8 H. P. Steam Engine.)

THE GROUND FEED COOL.
BUILT FOR ENGINES 3 to 20 H. P.
Guaranteed capacity of 50 Ba. Ear Corn per

hour 70 lbs. to the bushel with 10 H. P.
Steam Engine.

Our Patent Reducing System-Revolving Knife-Head and Shear Blades
above fine grinding parls—is a revelation to those who
have used the Flat Burr Mills
We will exhibit at Des Moines, 1a.. Lincoln. Neb.. Columbus. 0.. Indianapolis. Ind.. and Springﬁeld,
Ill.. State Fairs. Write to-day tor free booklet. prices and free trial oiler.

SPARTAN MFG. C0,, 1010 Main Street, Pontiac. m
P. S.

We have Just moved into our laws new factory bulldtun here.
Please mention The Review
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Here You Are .'

Pich Out the Style of Connection That Fits the Piping on Your Engine

CHICAGO
IANQHGMHZ

Right and Left.
Leit and Back.
Back at Back.
Style, Left and Right.
The Thresherman Never %tlreations the Quality of the Chicago Automatic Injector. Its Superior Points are Many. In Service
Do you want our special injector catalog for threshermen.7
it Has ever Been Equaled.

THE OHIO INJECTOR COMPANY,

WADSWORTH, OHIO

129 Main Street,

The World's Greatest Injector Manulacturers

Methodist Episcopal church and was person for whom the threshing was
the treasurer of the church at Pros done, and a description of the land
pect Park from the organization of upon which the grain or seed was
the church till his decease. The Ma grown, or threshing done; unless the
sonic fraternity and the United Com person entitled to the lien shall ﬁle
mercial Travelers were glad to do such statement within the time afore
said, he shall be deemed to have
him honor.
At his funeral which was held waived his right thereto.
Sec. HT. Such lien shall obtain
Monday, March 9, the 50th anniver
sary of his birth, the church, the over and before all other liens or
lodges, the neighbors and friends to claims upon said grain or seed.
Sec. IV. Said lien may be fore
the number of-hundreds gathered at
his late residence all anxious to ren closed by sale of the property so cov
der the last tributes of respect and ered any time Within (6) months in
same manner provided by law for the
aﬁ'ection to his memory.
The
addresses
were
unusually foreclosing of chattel mortgages.
Sec. V. The person foreclosing
touching and the music by his breth
ren of the Masonic quartet was ﬁlled 'such lien shall be entitled to his rea
with spiritual uplift. At the ceme sonable costs and expense of fore
tery the services were in charge of closing the same.
Sec. VI. Any person selling or se
Minneapolis Lodge No. 19, F. A. M.
Besides his wife and an interesting creting or disposing of property cov
family of children Mr. Gable is sur ered by said lien, without the written
vived by his aged mother, one broth consent of the owner of such lien is
er and one sister. The name of his guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction thereof shall be punished
friends was legion.
“None knew him but to love him, in same manner as provided for dis
posal of chattel mortgage property.
None named him but to praise.”
See. VII. This Act shall take ef
In his death the threshermen of
the Northwest have lost a friend fect and be in force from and after
tried and true and whose name will its passage and approval.
long live in the memory of every one
with whom he came in contact as a Agricultural Machinery in Mexico
man who never betrayed a conﬁdence
Arthur B. Batman, special agent,
or did an act of which to be ashamed. writes to the New York Commercial
The Review unites with all in its that the state of Jalisco is rich agri
sympathy for the bereaved family culturally and has a leading position
and friends and commends to all the in the development of Western Mex
life and character of Mr. Gable as ico. The report continues:

one worthy in. every way of emula
tion.

The population
1,250,000.

is

approximately

Threshers Liens.
The Proposed Oklahoma Law.

bors, viz., Las Penas, Chamela and

havez-Any Puriﬁcacion. The varied conditions
owner or lessee of a threshing ma of climate and the remarkable fertil
chine who shall thresh grain or seed ity of the soil render it an unusually
for another, shall upon ﬁling state rich agricultural territory and offer
ment provided for in the next section a ﬁeld for great future development.
have
lien for
value orof seed
his ser
vices avupon
thethegrain
so The land is divided into large hacien
das, which are the property of Span
threshed, said lien to date from the, iards and native Mexicans. Guara
commencement of said threshing.
l lajara, the capital, with a population
Sec. II. Procedure to obtain lien: ‘of about 120,000, is the seat of these
—Any person entitled to a lien un wealthy haciendados, and has by far
der this chapter shall within thirty the greatest per capita wealth of any
days after the threshing is completed, city of the republic.
ﬁle in the oﬁice of the register of
There is at present a good market
deeds of the county in which the for American agricultural machinery
grain or seed was grown, or thresh and implements of all kinds, and I
ing done, a statement in writing, ver am told that the demand for these
iﬁed by oath, showing the amount and goods is constantly increasing. Al
quantity and kind of grain or seed though German and English goods
threshed, the price agreed upon for are found in competition in many in
threshing the same, the name of the stances, implements of American

.-. v»;

I.

\Vho

The Powell Patent _Gas Engine Lubricator

_,

- l/AKUIII

__

For Two Cycle Vacuum Back Stroke Gas Engines
No baﬁle plates of any kind-a direct actin lubricator which feeds as long
as your engine runs and stops when it stops. Tl'l‘he suction effect of the back
stroke of the piston head in two cycle vacuum back stroke type of gas engine
governs its action. q’l‘he ﬂow oi the oil is under perfect control at all times
with no back action from the cylinder to splash up the sight glass and no air or
4 gas pressure in the reservoirtocause leakage at the joints. Send for special
' circulars. Your dealer should have them in stock, it not. send your order to us.
LOOK FOR THE NAME.

THE WM. POWELL OO.
OINGINNI TI, 0.

NEW YORK {

254 Canal St.
95 Liberty St.

PHILADALPHIA, 518 Arch St.
BOSTON, High and Congress St.

Please mention The Review.

GALVANIZED STEEL
or Wood for
Hauling Water

WHICH
There is no room for argumcnh, Everything
ilvors the steel tank. You know it. So it's only
a question oi what steel tank. Now there is where

We Gull-anion
The Nnppanto

——;j= THE NAPPANEE
might surprise you.

M mu l no turel-no l

We want a chance to show you-that's all.
Get circulars and prices.

Brown Bros. Mfg. Co.

Write us now.
General
Modal-lots

Steel Tllk!

NAPPANEE, INDIANA

The state has a coastline

of about 300 miles on the Paciﬁc
Ocean in which there are three har

Sec.

&

The TRAVIS PATENT UNIVERSAL ROCKER GRATE
FOR ALL THRESHER ENGINES

may

Are you in need oi new GRATES this year?
Are you satisﬁed with those stationary
grates?

Can you ﬂre properly on them?
Can you keep them open satisfactorily?
Does your engine ﬁre hard?
is your engine too small for your work?
Are you wasting your coal for want of cir
culation?
is your coal bad? .
Do you want to use a cheaper grade?
Do your grates clog up with cinders?
Does your coal melt and run through your
grates?
Does your coal make ﬁne ashes?
Our GRATES have been found practical
and will avoid all your troubles.

Order early as we make each set to order
pendently ot the boiler.
Look at these GRATES
laying in this ﬁre box inde

. . . 4,7", J’

for make and size of engine.
Give exact length and width of ﬁre box
and ask for prices. on a postal card.

The, Ii. E. TRAVIS 00., Henry, III.
Please mention The Review.
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“No Trusts---No Catalogue Houses”

DE LAVAL
CREAM- SEPARATOR
AGENCIES

R

The De Laval Cream Separator is the best made, highest type, and most
proﬁtable piece of agricultural machinery in use today.

The De Laval agency in any community is the HALL-MARK of prestige
and responsibility for the man or concern holding it.
We want the best agencies obtainable in every locality where separators
can be sold. Where there is no De Laval agency already we want one of this
character. Where the present agency is not the best we are anxious to change
“ to the best.
There is credit, satisfaction and reasonable proﬁt in handling De Laval ma
chines. With the new line of mac hines 1908 must prove by far the most successful in the history of De Laval
sales. Many thousands of machines have already been sold since the ﬁrst of the year, and it is high time to
get to work in every locality.
Agency applications are cordially invited, and will be carefully considered as fast as the De Laval travel
ing representatives can get to them.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR COMPANY
General Oﬂlces :

i73-l77 William Street
MONTREAL

i213 & 1215 Filbert Street
PHILADELPHIA

74 Cortland! Street

14 d: 16 Princess Street
WINNIPEG

Drumm a Sacramento Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO

NEW YORK

107 First Street
PORTLAND. ORE.

42 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO

i'lense IAII'IILlOn 'l‘he itl-l‘

manufacture of every sort predomi-i the Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain,
nate everywhere. Sales of American is said to be 200 feet wide by 300
plows lead, notwithstanding the fact feet in. height. This would make it

As a matter of fact, however, this
wonderful implement, productive of
so much profit and convenience to the

about twice as high as Niagara, but
rather less than one~eleventh as wide,
and in no sense, therefore, can it be
considered a rival, since in cataracts
it is width, plus volume of water,
that counts.
There are plenty of higher falls in
the world than Niagara. Even Brit
ish Guiana itself can boast of one,
the Kaiteur, to wit, which is 740 feet
high. But then, the volume of water
ﬂowing over it is comparatively in
signiﬁcant.
The Yosemite Falls, in California,

dairy farmer, has from the very be
ginning, some twenty-ﬁve years ago,
reached its remarkable development

that our German competitors have in
troduced and tried to popularize here
a double-moulded board, and also a

gang plow.
The American made
plow, however, is said to give better
satisfaction in every way.
In threshing machinery the strong
est competition is with machines of
English manufacture, although here
again the American product leads in
sales, being better adapted to the
needs of the country. The American
machine is of lighter weight and sim

through constant evolution from one
stage of capacity, completeness of
separation,
lightness
of running,

durability, and general excellence
into another, always quite in ad
vance of the previous standard.
Hence it is a little less surprising
than would otherwise be the case to
note the many and novel changes
found in the new 1908 De Laval ma
chines, and still'less so perhaps from
pler construction than the English,
and therefore more readily kept in the highest in the world, descend the fact that the De Laval machines
repair by users who are not naturally 2,600 feet in what is practically one were ﬁrst in the beginning and their
of a mechanical turn of mind. Amer continuous leap. Yet the volume of makers have spared no effort or ex
ican made machines are also lower in water falling over them in a year, it pense to maintain their position in
has been computed, is considerably the separator trade.
price than the English.
less than that ﬂowing over Niagara
The new machines are the subject
,in a single day.

of much favorable comment by the

Niagara the Greatest.

And this same comparison holds experiment station and other authori
From time to time during the past good, in a. slightly greater or less de ties and are delighting may experi
100 years or more the world has been gree, with the other great cataracts enced users of separators, who are
startled by the news of discoveries in of the world. Niagara, in short, has coming to appreciate some of the
various parts of the world of mighty no rival, nor ever will have, in all diﬁ'iculties they have had to contend
waterfalls that are alleged by their human probability. The nearest to with before and some of the new fea
discoverers to rival or surpass Niag approach it are probably the Victo tures which it seems hard to be with
are. in point of size and volume of ria Falls, on the Zambesi; but even out once it is known that they can,
water. The latest “ﬁnd” of the kind these, although both higher and wid be had.
has been made in the hinterland of er, are far less stupendous as regards
British Guiana by the late Dr. Carl the actual waterfall.
We want good experience letters
Bovallius (curiously enough the
from our readers, illustrated with
same cable that brought to England
Important improvements in Cream
photographs “from life,” Where pos
the news of his discovery brought
Separators.
also that of his untimely death),
From the very general satisfaction sible. Send them in for publication.
Particularly will we appreciate
managing director of a rubber con derived from the use of the better
Gem known 35 the New Essequebo
Exploration Company.
The new giant cataract which has
been named Chamberlain Falls, after

; class cream separators for some years
it has seemed that the separator had

photos of engines doing unusual
“stunts” or at any new service. No

reached the point of practical per

matter about the size, so they are
clear prints.

fection.

"3 STROKE SELF FEED HAY PRESS”
(‘app

-

2 Men can run it.
Record. 8 tons in
one hour. Easy
d ra It. Smooth
- bales. will save
.- _ lt‘scost. Shipped
be; '0 on trial. SAMS
FACTION GUAR
ANTEED.

THE AUTO-FEDAN HAY PRESS CO.’

414 E. 10th St.. Topeka. Kans.. Branch Office. 1521
W. 12th Bt., Kansas City. Mo. Ask torCatalog 44.

Please mention The Review.

Ten Days’ Free Trial
allowed on every bicycle we sell
We Ship on Approval and trial
to anyone in U. S. and pupa; Us: fns'phl.
It you sre not satisﬁed with bicycle after
using it ten days don't pay a cent.

Factory Pr!!!” ﬁiy'é'i’l ‘I.’ 1
'

pair of tires from anyone at any prize until
you receive our latest Ar! claim of high
ﬁ- grade bicycles snrl sundries and lnm our sun

‘ > . 7"?" hmrd of prize: and Mum/m4: new njlrr.
,. .
H Dub 60'!’ a cent to write I postal
, and everything will be sent you FREE
‘,- by return mail. You will get much valuable
’-"
information. Do No! Wall; write it Howl
‘l'lrol. Col-tar Irlloo, single wheels.
pans. repairs and sundries sr lull] mun! )n'crr.

MEAD CYCLE CO., Do“. ‘I’ 240 Chicago
Please mention The Review.

Why So Sure?

FINE
NUT-TRY

'

it's made on the right plan. it
works right. It brings best re
suits to the beginner as well as
the experienced poultry raiser.

Bbe

Successful
is the nearest of all the out and out automatic
machines. both Incubator
and Broader. They can be
depended upon under all
COlldiliOllS to hatch the most

and brood them the best
100 pens standard (owls. ln
cnbstor and Poultry Catalog
"iii. Booklet “Proper Care
'
and Feeding Small Chicks,
Ducks aTurkeys," 10c. 50c poultry paper 1 your. 100.
Des llolnos lnoubllorco. Don 178 P00 IDIIICIJI.

Please mention The Review.

RE-BUIL'I'

TRAGTION ENGINES
From 10 to 21 H. P. of bestmskes. These machines
have been thoroughly rebuilt, in our own shops and
are ractically as
d as new. We olhr ﬂmn n s olol 1 low smooc- I ntorosted in . bor'oln wl'lbeior ist

Weber implement 00.’: 415 N. Main st, St. Louis.
Please mention The Review.
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i Dickey Oil Pump
Oils and Gasolinesli
for Traction Engines
In response to the invitation to ad
dress you on the subject of oils and
gasolines, I come to you with a very
fraternal feeling, inasmuch as I was
in time past variously connected with
certain lines of machine work. Since
that time, I have been constantly as
sociated with the use of or the speci
ﬁcations of a great variety of ma
chinery for mining or allied industrial
plants.
For these reasons, I have
had a good deal of practical experi
ence with the joys and the sorrows
met with in the sale or use of oils and
gasolines. In addition to this, it has
been my duty during the last few
years, under the oil inspection law of

Why pay double the Price, when you can buy the
“Dickey” absolutely guaranteed to do the work re
quired of it for one-half the cost of other pumps.
Testimonials furnished upon request. Every fault
in other pumps has been overcome in the Dickey.
Perfect workmanship, positive feed, simplicity,
durabiltiy, all are embodied in this wonderful little
pump.
Try one; it don‘tcost much and if not satisﬁed
we will either furnish you another pump or refund
your money.
Send your order in now, to be delivered when
ready, and you will then have your pump on time.

large air tight kettles, called retorts.
At a low temperature, certain vapors

are liberated from the oil and pass
through condensers-that is, long
tubes surrounded by cold water—-in
which operation these vapors con
dense to form several very light naph
thas and then gasoline. As the heat
ing proceeds, benzine and similar
products are in like manner driven

Uickg oiljum)

0E, condensed and collected, and then
illuminating oils of a still greater
density distill over and are collected

in other reservoirs; the illuminating
oils being separated shortly after the
separation of the benzine.

Circular sent upon application. Remember one
hnlf the coat, and the Pump Guaranteed.
Address,

,
DICKE Y MANUFACTURING COMPANY
, COLUMBUS,
INDIANA
Please, mention TheWReview.

By and ’

by heavier oils, suitable for lubricat
ing purposes, are distilled over as the
entiﬁc investigations of the oils and heat increases. These oils are some
gasolines sold in this state.
For times spoken of as parafﬁn oils. From
these reasons, I feel not only the im the heavier materials the substance
portance of this subject, but also the known as vaseline is produced, and
great difficulty in attempting to deal ﬁnally paraffin and other semi-solid
satisfactorily with it in the few mo wax‘like substances are obtained.
ments which can be allowed for its There is still left in the retort a res
idue of tarry substance, containing a
consideration.
I shall content myself with brieﬂy very great variety of compounds, and
calling your attention to some of the this is used for a large number of
fundamental facts and principles, to purposes. Of course, the illuminat
a few of the oils commonly employ ing oil is the chief constituent de
ed, and to some of the practical prob rived from most crude petroleum.
lems met with in the use of these The amount of illuminating oil ob
tained from a given quantity of crude
oils and gasolines.
petroleum may be greatly increased
Generally speaking, oils may be di by a process of reduction of the lu
vided into those derived from three
bricating oils known as cracking.
diﬁerent sources, namely:
those of
Thus the fractional distillation of
vegetable origin, those of animal ori
Pennsylvania petroleum, which ordi
gin and those of mineral origin. Veg
narily gives about 40 per cent. of il
etable oils are largely used for foods luminating oil and 25 per cent. of lu
and medicinal purposes.
There is, bricating oil, may, by this process of
however, a large class of the so-called cracking, be made to yield 75 per
drying oils (illustrated by linseed cent. of illuminating oil and about
and similar oils) which are exten
six per cent. of lubricating oil.
sively used for paints and varnishes.
Crude petroleum from diﬂerent lo
Vegetable oils are used to only a very
limited extent for lubricating pur calities varies so much in its composi
poses. Animal oils are used as foods, tion that a general statement as to
for manufacture of soap and similar its products has to be modiﬁed, de
. articles, for burning, for domestic pending upon the locality from which
it came. From Pennsylvania crude
and miscellaneous uses, and to a con
siderable extent for lubricating. petroleum, there is obtained the fol
North Dakota, to make extensive sci

Mineral oils are those derived from lowing

important

products,

is money making time for
the owners of the

Wolverine
Hay
Presses
and also a money saving
time for the customers, as
they get more hay in the
bales than by the use of
other balers. This i0 due
to the PATENT TEN
SION. an exclulive WOL

VERINE feature.

THE WDLIIHINE "Iv PRES,
has the only successful tying machine attachment
made. It does the work. Saves TIME, LABOR
and WIRE and does it better than you can by hand.

SEND FOR CATALOG

YPS'LANTI HAY PRESS 00., Ypsilanti, Michigan
Please mention The Review

PERFECT LUBRICATION
Means

INCREASED POWER
You can have both by using a HANSON positive feed
iubricator. Fill it with oil and the alarm will notify
you when in need of attention.

JOS. HANSON,

along

Ll N G
AND
BORING
MACHINERY

with a great many others; ﬁrst, the
naphtha distillate passing lighter than
ucts, such as gasoline and kerosene,
are used for burning or for lighting 60° Baume, amounting to about 15
purposes, while oils heavier than ker per cent. 'or 16 per cent. ; second, il
osene and gasoline are used for a luminating oil, passing over at be
tween 60” and 36° Baume, amounting
great variety of lubricants.
to 54 per cent. and 55 per cent.;
The oils which you as implement third, the lubricating oil distillate,

crude petroleum; and the light prod

dealers are particularly interested in
passing over at 36° to 23°, amounting

today are by far the larger portion of
them now derived from crude petrole
um and known as the mineral oils. We
shall, therefore, ﬁrst consider briefly
the character of this crude petroleum
and the methods of securing these
various products, ranging from gaso
line to the heaviest lubricants and
even to waxes and tars.
As the
crude petroleum comes from the well
it is a heavy brown ﬂuid, frequently
mixed with salt water. After stand
ing for a while the salt water sinks
to the bottom and may be drawn 0E.
The remaining crude oil now goes to
the reﬁnery, where it is heated in

to 16 per cent. or 18 per cent.; fourth,
paraﬂin

or

wax-like

substances

tarry

or

coky

for catahg write to

A.‘ '

substances

amounting to from ﬁve per cent. to
ten per cent. The ﬁrst naphtha dis
tillate is redistilled and divided into
several grades of light naphthas.
The lightest portion of this is again
redistilled and the products con
densed by passing through tubes sur
rounded
by ice
andcymogen,
salt, which
one
product
called
110°give
to
100° Baume, very volllatile, uged for
ice machines.
not Baume,
er pro largely
not is
rigoline,
100° to 90°
used as a local anesthetic.

‘Address by Prof. E. J. Babcock
delivered before the North Dakota
and Northwestern Minnesota Imple
ment Dealers’ Association, at the
convention held in Grand Forks, N.
D., inFebruary.

1 _ .

amounting to about 2 per cent; ﬁfth,
hard,

Inwood, Iowa.

Please mention The Review.

Gus Pech Foundry and Mfg. Co.

Thresher Supplies
A new stock of staple supplies, including everything needed about a threshing outﬁt.

Tank Pumps

MS and Greases

Luhncators

THE

A" Kinds of

Water Glasses

SOUTH BEND

Brass Goods

Another

0“ Pumps

portion is sometimes known as petroleum ether, 92° to 80° Baume, but

Injectors

more commonly called 88° gasoline.
It is used extensively for carbureting
air in the various gas machines. An
other portion, 74" to 80°, is used for

Monitor Well Auger.

Cor. 4th and Clark Sts., LA MARS. IOWA. U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.

C0~

Hose

valves

'
MillLSupplies
It": 10! Catalog.

THE SOUTH BEND SUPPLY CO.,

South Bend, Ind.

Please mention The Review.
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A Price to Match the Times
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gasoline engines, automobiles, etc.,
while still another portion, ordinary
gasoline, 60° to 74°, is used for
lamps, stoves, and similar purposes.
Benzine is an intermediate product
lying between low grade gasoline and
illuminating oil. The portion of the
original crude oil which was distilled
as burning oil is further treated so
as to divide it up into illuminating
oils of various grades. The heavy
oils derived from the crude distilla
tion are further reﬁned in the pres
ence of superheated steam and give a
variety of oils, principally known as
neutral oils, 38° to 32° Baume, used
as wool oil; spindle oil, 32° to 28°;
loom oils, 29° to 27°; engine oils,
27° to 23°; cylinder oils, 28° to 25°.
It will thus be seen that gasoline,
kerosene, and lubricating oils are ob
tained successively from the distilla
tion and redistillation of crude petro
leum under a gradually increasing
heat. As can be readily seen, it is
not an easy matter to keep all the
kerosene and heavy oils out of gas

gasoline engines. I‘ do not believe
that gasoline should be used by the
average person in stoves. It is too
dangerous.

Starrctt Speed Indicator No. I04

Oil should be used in its

stead. For this reason, I think thati
we
not burning
only require
not less‘l
thanShould
69° for
purposes,
butv

Price, postpaid, $l.00

gasoline sold for engines might well
be required to test between 73° and,
78° Baume. Such a provision would
aid wonderfully in giving a more

The Indicator may be run
at highest speed required,
without heating.
The
working parts are encased.
Dial has two rows of ﬁg

satisfactory gasoline for power pur
poses, especially in cold weather, and

ures, reading either right
or left as shaft may run.

would save many an exasperatingj
set-to with the much abused gasoline‘
engine and many an irreligious ex-‘
pression of feelings.
(The speaker here explained the‘
poor action of low grade gasoline on!
account of slow vaporization, the‘

rubber tips

Steel pointed spindle with
or both pointed and centered shafts. The 0 mark

may be instantly set at the starting point.
Sand for free Catalogue No. IBAB of Fine Tools
THE L. S. STARRETT CO.,

presence of heavy oil to gum the car- ‘
bureter and sparking apparatus and‘

the occasional presence of water.‘
Examples we‘re given as illustra

Wagon Tank

tions.)

By no nieans all of the trouble met:

The only wagon tank made with a Steel
" Truss support, having a rocking motion on
front bolster to take strain oil tank over
uneven roads. Upper deck for thresher
men’s fuel. Also Galvanized Steel Tanks
.\ for all purposes. Sold at right prices. A
' card to us brings you full particulars and

with in gasoline engines is the fault,

oline, or all of the gasoline or light of either the engine or the gasoline.
oils out of kerosene, or all of the lu I believe, from my own experience

bricating oils out of kerosene. These and observation, that fully one-half
facts are of the utmost importance, of the trouble is due to a lack of un
since to imperfect distillation is derstanding of the engine and the,
largely due our trouble with gaso
proper use of gasoline and, more
lines, kerosenes and even lubricating commonly, to carelessness and neglect
oils.
in attention to the engine. The man
Starting with gasoline, there are who handles a gasoline engine should
three typical grades met with in this not only endeavor to keep his face‘
state, namely:

the so-called “88

degrce” used in certain styles of gas
oline gas machines, such as the De
troit, the Matthews, etc., which pro
duce gas by vaporizing the gasoline
by pumping air through large gaso
line tanks.
This gasoline is very
light and volatile, and therefore too

Athol, Mass, U. S. A.

Please mention The Review.

interesting prices. Imitators will be prose
Patented May 10, 1904.

cuted to the full extent of the law.

PIDNEER MFR. 00., a“ 321. liddlchury, Ind.
Northwestern Agents, Sachse & Bunn, Cherokee, Iowa.
Kansas Agents, Wichita Supply Co.,
Wichita, Kansas. Port Huron Machinery Co., Des Moines. Iowa, Agents.

reasonably clean, but should also keep

his engine reasonably clean. All en
gines work more cheerfully if given a
little attention. This is particularly
true with a gasoline engine. It is no
doubt
temperamentally
sensitive.
Many people feed this delicate gaso
line engine not only with low grade:

‘\

llllE OTTAWA DUSTLESS CYLINDER llﬂllll SHELLER
Send for catalogue which tells you all about it and
how we have improved it
in the past ﬁfty years. We
make only the cylinder style

of Corn Shellers for horse or
steam power. The only Shel
ler made that will shell the
present soft corn and leave it
free from dirt and cob tips.

dangerous to be used for ordinary gasoline, but very commonly out of a l

purposes. The next grade is called
“74-degree,” and is kept for gasoline
engines, automobiles, etc. It is light
or and volatilizes much more readily
than the ordinary stove gasoline, but
not so readily as to be unsafe, as is
the “SS-degree” or gas machine prod
uct. It is the “74-degree” gasoline
that is wanted by the man who runs
an automobile or gasoline engine of
any kind. It works much more easi
ly and surely than the ordinary stove
gasoline, especially in cold weather.
My investigations lead me to believe
that a large per cent. of gasoline used
in gasoline engines and automobiles

ly drained out now and then to get
out all the old gasoline residue of
heavy stulf and water. There is of
ten more damage done to a gasoline‘
engine and more time consumed in its}
readjustment due to running it two

is not up to the 74° standard.

the engine has been running and there

tank in which there are the accumula- ‘
tions
this of
sensitive
days andorganism
months. refused
No wonder
to
work when thus abused. All gasoline

Manufactured by

engine reservoirs should be complete

KING & HAMILTON C0.
General Allents
OTTAWA. ILL.
PIONEER IMPLEMENT CO., Council Bluffs, Iowa

hours on such old tank sediment,

than with good gasoline for twenty
days. In a large engine (not so well
in a small one) kerosene in part can

be worked in with the gasoline if

The next grade of gasoline is that is enough gasoline used to keep up
the vaporization of the kerosene.
not be below 69° Baume. As this is This is occasionally practiced under
the only requirement in our state for an emergency, but I do not recom
gasoline, it has been easy to comply
mend it.
with and according to my investiga
In order to understand more fully
tions only about six per cent. fall be
the
effect of various important char
low the 69° requirement, and not
more than 10 per cent. of all kinds of acteristics of illuminating oils, it.
gasolines which I have tested during must be remembered that kerosene oil
the last two or three years have is only one of many products derived
reached 74°—that is, the grade which by distillation from mineral oil.l
should be had for automobiles and Crude petroleum is a very complex
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hydrocarbon mixture containing in
its unreﬁned state a very large num
ber of compounds, ranging from liq
uids converted into gases at a very

and this accounts frequently for
much of the poor light and foul odor
given off from the lamp. Burners
should be kept clean, wicks well

low temperature

trimmed, and, in large lamps espec

(much lower than

Please mention The Review.

The STUTZ
Steel

required to vaporize gasoline) to sol ially, the wick should be kept long
id, wax-like paraffines. Crude petro enough to consume all of the oil,
leum is subjected, as I have already since the practice of allowing an old
explained, to fractional distillation, residue to remain week after Week in
by which treatment the substances a lamp will invariably cause the wick
which vaporize at low temperatures to char and produce a bad odor, due
This tank is supported on the wagon bolsters by an angle-iron truss that
are distilled and collected and so the largely to the accumulation of heavy
positively relieves the tank of all strain.
Fuel box in front with shovel board.
process is continued till only a heavy, oils and the passage of these up the
In every way this is the strongest, completes: and most satisfactory engine
tar-like or almost solid substance re wick when the oil becomes low.
reader on she market.
mains. By this means, the natural
Correspondence with manufacturers and dealers in threlher supplies
From analyses and investigations‘
solicited.
petroleum is made to yield a variety which I have made during the past
Inquiries from threshermen promptly answered.
of products, many of which I have two years or more, I found that
Get Our Catalogue.
already mentioned, which are dis about 70 per cent. of the oils tested;
tilled over within certain ranges of fell below the requirements of our law
STAR TANK CO.,
Goshen, Indiana
temperature.
in one or more particulars. There
Western
Distributing
Point.
St.
Joseph.
Missouri.
The light hydrocarbons, such as are several tests required, and it is
Please mention The Review.
gasoline and benzine, distill at a low true in a large number of cases the‘
temperature; kerosene within higher failure was by only a small margin.
limits of temperature. Lubricating There was, however, still too large a
or heavy oils require a still higher per cent. of the oils tested which fell 1
NSIST on hav
SK TO SEE
temperature.
Now the uniformity decidedly below the requirements of ‘
ing your dealer
HANSEN ’S
and grade of an oil depend largely the law. It is apparent, however, that
show you the
NESNAH SEAL
upon the care and control of temper there has been an improvement in
Diamond H trade
gloves in the style
atures and distillation. Kerosene, or the grades marketed since our pres
mark, in red-it
speciallydesigned
illuminating oil, being distilled be ent law went into eﬁect. A large per
is your guarantee
for your needs. It
tween t.he gasoline on the one side cent. of the oils tested failed to pass
and appears only
is one of ourmost
on the genuine
popular gloves.
and the heavy lubricating oils on the the ﬂash test—that is, they were not
other, is very liable to ﬂuctuate in the up to the safety requirements in this
proportion of very light or heavy oils state. Between 15 and 20 per cent.1
it contains, and on these ﬂuctuations of the oils contained too large a per
depend very largely the safety and cent. of heavy oil, left as a residue af
illuminating power of the kerosene. ter heating to 570° F. Oil which is i
Kerosene of good quality should be left after distillation at this temper
very free from the light hydrocar ature is not of any value as an illu
ADE in all
bons, such as gasoline, benzine, etc., minant.
END 16c in
weights and
stamps for
as well as from the heavy hydrocar
As a result of the large amount of.
leathers, lined and
a rich leather
bons, such as lubricating oils and par
investigation which I have carried on
unlined, in glove,
Watch Fob with
af’fines. A very small amount of the in connection with the oil inspection,
mitten and gaunt
medallion in Oxi
light, volatile oils left in kerosene by
let styles, with
it is apparent that oils from the dif
dized Silver ﬁnish,
imperfect distillation or afterwards
and without riv
with your initial
ferent companies vary a good deal in
introduced in any way, renders the
ets. Thoroughly
handsomely en
quality and that none of the compa
oil dangerous, because of the fact
braced at every
ameled in blue.
nies shipThe
at all
times
a
uniform
grade
weak points seem to be
i
that these light, volatile oils vaporize
pointof strain and
Be sure to state
of oil.
wear, yet free
initial wanted.
at a low temperature and form an ex
common to all companies, despite the
from welts, scams
Send for one of
plosive mixture with air. The effect
repeated efforts made by representa
or extra thick
our handsome art
of a minute quantity of such by
tives of different companies to con
nesses in any part
catalogs in colors,
drocarbon as gasoline present in a
of palm or grip.
vince us that their particular oil is
free memoran
pint of oil can be readily seen by the
Smooth as velvet
dum book, and
always the best. All brands seem to
tendency in the oil to produce minia
inside. These
deserve inspection.
ture explosions or puffs. After much
gloves wear like
A few general statements before‘ \
careful investigation, oil has been
iron, yet are al
ways soft. They
generally considered unsafe which taking up the various lubricants. '
0. C. Hansen

Thresher

Hansen’s Working
GlOVeS. “Built Like a Hand”

2°33??? FREE

ﬂashes at less than 100° to 105° (110° Where two metal surfaces are in mo
is sometimes required). Our state tion and in contact there is consid
requirements have
been raised to erable absorption of energy and the
105°.
The ﬂash point means the surfaces therefore become more or
temperature at which a sufficient less heated and worn. To avoid this,
amount of inﬂammable vapor will the dry metals are never allowed to,‘
accumulate to ignite or explode when run in contact, but are separated by;
mixed with air. A well kept and a layer of some lubricant. The lu
properly burning kerosene lamp is bricant may be either solid or liquid.
not expected to heat in the reservoir It forms a layer between the moving
as high as 100°, and therefore oil surfaces so that they do not touch.

which ﬂashes at 105° is not consid
ered

dangerous.

Therefore, the friction depends much

more upon the nature of the lubri
cants than on that. of the surfaces.
When two well oiled surfaces are
made to slide one over the other, a
layer of oil adheres ﬁrmly to each
surface and the motion takes place,
not by the sliding of either surface,
but by the sliding of one layer of oil

Lamps are sometimes found in such
very bad condition or of such poor
construction that the reservoir may
reach 100° or more, in which case, of
course, it is dangerous, due to the
lamp, not necessarily to the oil. In
most families lamps are not given the
attention which they should have, upon another.

- l--—-_——_--u. '

never dry hard
and stiff no matter
how often they
are water soaked.

Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE
364 East Water St.
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The value of a lubricant depends
largely upon its viscosity or ﬂow. A
very ﬂuid liquid, such as water, hav
ing very little viscosity, would be‘

and at a low speed, lard, tallow and
the denser mineral greases may be
used either by themselves or with es
pecially heavy machinery by the ad
squeezed out between _two moving dition of graphite, and occasionally,
surfaces at a very moderate pressure. other lubricating substances.
For
It is of course necessary that the la
cylinder oils, mineral oils of medium
bricant, if a liquid, should cover the
surface of the metal. The most im grade (27 B. ﬂash 550) or those mixed
with small per cents. of animal or
portant points of a good lubricant
may be summed up as follows: It vegetable oils, such as tallow, rape
should have enough body to keep the seed, cotton seed, give the best re
surfaces between which it is used sults.
There is a great difference of opin
from coming in contact under the
ion
in regard to cylinder oils.
A
maximum load. It should have as
great a ﬂuidity as can be maintained good honest mineral oil body, with a
and yet have enough body. It should slight addition of the vegetable oils
give the least friction possible.
It named, I consider generally satisfac
should be free from a tendency to tory. Some engineers have very pe
wear or to gum by standing or usage. culiar notions in regard to cylinder
It should require a high temperature oils and some have no idea whatever
to vaporize and a low temperature to of propriety in this matter.
(The speaker illustrated this by
solidify. It should be free from grit
and other solid matter which is not reference to one man who attempted
helpful as a lubricant, and it should to use linseed oil on a gasoline engine
be especially adapted to the size of cylinder. Another illustration given
the machinery, the load and the was that of a cylinder oil used on a
large steamer. It was found on ex
character of work to be done.
As has already been stated, gener amination of the cylinder deposit that
ally speaking, the lighter oil that will a combination of vegetable and min
give suﬁicient body and otherwise eral oil in high proportion had been
meet with the requirements of the used, when the officers had supposed
particular machine is to be preferred. that only a pure mineral oil had been
It should, however, be borne in mind employed. The engineer added to
that the heat generated in running di this pure mineral oil on his own ac
minishes to a greater or less degree count some vegetable oil, because in
the viscosity or body, and therefore his opinion it would give a better
must be considered in adopting a In product. The action of the steam re
bricant. On account of this change sulted in the decomposition of the
in temperature, as well as the irreg vegetable oil and the formation of a
ularities of the journals, of pressure, very troublesome deposit.)
The following are some of the more
etc., a too thinly ﬂuid oil must ‘not be
chosen for practical purposes, espec common oils, their uses and adulter
ially on other than very light machin ants:
ery.
Sperm oil, used for light machin
Among the oils which possess high ery; adulterated with ﬁsh oils, veg
etable oils and mineral oils.

adhesion and low friction may be
mentioned the ﬁner grade mineral
oils, sperm oil, heats-foot oil, and lard
oil. If a good quality, they make
excellent lubricants for light machin
ery. Rape seed oil has also been
used considerably for such machin
ery. For medium service machinery
mineral oils of medium weight (25 to

oils for heavy machinery and cylin
der oils.
In a general way, it may be stated
that for most lubricating purposes
well selected, high grade mineral oils
are not only most commonly used but
most desirable.
The beneﬁts derived by modern civ
ilization from the heavy distillates of

THE HEGE EUREKA

Portable Saw Mills
As Easily Moved and Operated us a Threshinu Ma
chine.

Patents applied for.

petroleum for lubrication are hardly

second to those resulting from the in
troduction of the cheap, excellent and
safe light furnished from the illumi
ating portions of crude petroleum.
Whatever the faults of the large oil

corporations, it must be said to their
credit that they have worked out from
the crude petroleum a great variety
of remarkable and useful products,
and have also brought up to the pres
ent stage of efficiency our illuminat
ing oils. Only a few years ago kero-_
sene was poor in quality and decided
ly' dangerous.

'I’IIE "Iii EUREKA PORTABLE SAW IILI.
Not mounted, ready placed on cross ties for work.
It can be loaded on a common term wagon.

SeoIcuﬂbelow.

By continued and sys

tematic eﬂort, and by the outlay of
large sums of money in perfecting
methods of distillation, the compa
nies have been able to produce com
paratively safe oils, large quantities‘
of gasoline, a great variety of lubri
cating oils and scores of other useful
by-products. Of course, these things
have gone with the general progress

"I! IE8‘ HIIEIA PORTABLE SAI I'll
Loaded on common term wagon ready to more.

and the increase of knowledge due to

our scientiﬁc research. We have all
been beneﬁted by these products and
not the least to derive beneﬁt from
these by-products are the great oil
companies. I suspect that the by
products of some of the oil compa
nies vastly more than pay all the ex
penses of production of their entire
output of kerosene. You will notice
that I do not speak with absolute cer
tainty on this matter involving proﬁt,
as I am not a heavy stockholder in

Til! It!“ EUREKA POR'I'AlLE SAI IiLl.
Mounted on wheels. placed ready for belt. This mill
can be loaded. ready to move in ten minutes.

these oil companies.

All heavy mineral oils are by no
means good lubricants. The crude
petroleum from One district may sup
ply a magniﬁcent lubricant, while a
crude oil from another district may
contain large quantities of tarry sub
stances or asphalt, rendering it value
last.
less as a lubricant.
Rape seed, used ‘for medium or
By far the larger proportion of all
30 B. and ﬂash 400 to 450 F.). Lard
oil, whale oil, neats-foot oil, tallow heavy machinery; adulterated with mineral lubricants are produced by
and, under certain conditions, a few cotton seed and low grade mineral some phase of the reﬁning process,
vegetable oils may be used. For oils.
many by subjecting to steam re
machinery used under heavy pressure
Cotton seed is used somewhat in ﬁning. In the ﬁltering of cylinder
Nests-foot, used for medium weight
machinery; adulterated with rape
seed, cotton seed, mineral and other
oils.
Lard oil, used for medium weight
machinery; adulterated with same as

THE HERE EIIIEKAJDITABLE SAW IIILI.
Loaded Ready to Move. Write for Catalogue L.
MANUFACTURED BY

SALEM IRON WORKS,
wmsromsaum,
N. 0.. U. s. A.
Please write your name and address distinctly.
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For some time these mineral oils mineral oils. Castor and cotton seed
were slow to secure recognition, but oils are frequently used to mix with

stocks, it has been found that the

ﬁrst to come off do not stand the cold
test very well. Although they look
very pure, these ﬁltered cylinder oils
are usually of a poorer grade than
the unﬁltered stock from which they
are made. Dealers often prefer the
ﬁltered oil on account of its appear

after more careful examination and

the compounded oils, but I do not be

thorough testing their real value has

lieve on general principles in such
mixtures, as they are far more like
ly to gum and cause other trouble.
In the use of any lubricant a great
deal depends on the intelligence and
care of the engineer. ‘He should
have some conception of the tempera
ture and work of his machine before
he can decide what oil will give best
results. Many men, because of habit
or familiarity with a certain grade,
continue its use under greatly diifern
ent conditions without realizing that,

been brought out.

The leading manufacturers of lu
bricating oils are seeking now to
learn the special requirements for the
ance, but many experienced engi
principal types of machinery and are
neers have found the unﬁltered cylin
endeavoring to classify their products
der oil of greater value than the light so as to meet the need. In this man
er one. Of course, the coke, suspended ner, if dealers become familiar with
matter, etc., should have been re the character and grades of the oils
moved from the oil, but beyond that they will be enabled to select either
the tendency of light cylinder oils is the pure mineral or the compound
rather a. reduction of lubricating oils which are best adapted for the
properties than otherwise. The oil particular machinery they wish to they could obtain an oil far morel
gains something in its appearance, lubricate. Mineral lubricants are suitable in every respect at the same i
but it is at the sacriﬁce often of its used on most all kinds of machinery. or even less price.
lubricating properties. This is true In a general way, they are safe and
Many engineers will clamor for tal
both of cylinder and machine oils.

cheap, and I believe superior to most

There is quite a wide range of animal and vegetable oils. They have
high grade mineral lubricating oils a high ﬁre test and will resist a great
produced. Beside these, there are a amount of frictional heat before vap
orizing.
With all good grades of
number of so-called black oils, manu
factured for lubrication of railroad mineral oils the injurious eﬁect on
rolling stock and for heavy machin the metals of the bearings is decid
ery, where reasonable eiliciency and edly less than that of vegetable oils
cheapness are the principal require and generally much less than that of
ments.
These black oils are pro animal oils, since either of these are
duced in very much the same manner very liable to change by exposure to
as the other grades, but from differ air or by the frictional heat liberat
Now certain

ing in some cases organic acids, and

Ohio and Indiana sulphur bearing
oils are extensively used for the low
grade heavy lubricants and are com
monly known as “summer” and
“winter” black oils. The diﬁerence
between these two is simply a matter
of congealing point. These black
oils, being very heavy, are susceptible
to a great variation. The black oil
used on freight cars has a gravity of

in other cases, gumming the surface.
It is not to be inferred, however, that
animal and vegetable lubricants are
by any means driven from the mar
ket or that they are likely to be.
They have certain important uses and
will no doubt continue to be employed
for the purposes of lubrication, to a

ent stock and cuts.

29°

Baume, while

that known as

It is used for the manufacture of
axle grease, and is even heavy enough
for paving mixture with asphalt, used

cylinders.

FOR WIND STACKEBS
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largest machines.
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try it.
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more

No doubt a small amount
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of either tallow or neats-foot, (say 5
to 10 per cent) can be used without

BIGSTICK Bar B‘

detriment in a low pressure engine.
But even though an animal oil may
be used as a lubricant for steam cyl

inders, it must be kept in mind that
with high pressure steam there is a

Dresslr
Slopc Slipping, Increases Power.
Send for Circulars. Agents Wanted.
C. E. SCANLON,
JULIET, ll.l.lN(
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decomposition of animal oil which is
injurious to the cylinder and piston.
The decomposition of tallow produces

IDEAL .

glycerine and stearic acid, especial

ly if under high pressure. Stearie
acid readily attacks copper and its

THRESHER TAN]

alloys, and to a certain extent steel
and iron. It is thus easy to see why

steam cylinders and pistons are often
much corroded in engines where an
imal oil is used alone, or in consid
erable proportion with mineral oil.

certain extent, either alone or blend

“21° grease” stock is usually made
from Ohio crude and modiﬁed by
steam treatment to reach 21 Baume.

low or tallow compounds for steam

A New Hood

l

ed with mineral oils. Compounded
oils are very frequently used as lu
bricants for special purposes, but it
would be a dangerous undertaking to
attempt to formulate any scheme by
which the engineer could blend the
mineral and animal or vegetable oils.
In most cases, he would be fully as
liable to select exactly the Wrong
combination.
I have already mentioned the most
commonly used vegetable and animal
oils. When the best of these animal

in that case to soften the asphalt.
, There are few who fully realize the
high value of mineral lubricants as
compared with the vegetable and an
imal oils which were formerly exclu
sively used. The progress which has or vegetable oils are used in small
in recent years been made in the quantities, they are not likely to
manufacture of illuminating and in cause trouble and they may even add
bricating oils has been very marked. slightly to the wearing quality of the

Heavy machine oils may be compound
ed sometimes advantageously with 10

or 12 per cent of rape-seed, lard or
sperm oils. Light machine oils are
usually better without any mixture
unless it might be sperm oil in small
quantities in some cases. For very
heavy work graphite, soap-stone and

mica are sometimes added in powder
ed form to the oils as these solids, if
free from grit and sand, contain some
lubricating qualities of themselves,
and become helpful in bearing up un
der excessively heavy loads and slow
running machinery.
Greases which are solid or semi
solid oily substances, are now becom

An all steel tank made in 10,12 It

15 bbl. sizes from the best quality
16 guage steel.
They don't water soak and get hes‘
They don't freeze and burst. Th
don't dry out and warp. They do:

leak.

The "IDEAL" tor Threshermer
Write for catalogue and prices.

E. D. ETNYRE 8: C(
OREGON, ILLINOIS
Please mention The Review.
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ing very important lubricants for cer so on my own personal experience
tain types of machinery, especially and practice.
You remember that crude petrol
where the loads are moderately heavy
and the speed slow, as with wagons cum holds in solution most of these
and other heavy farm machinery. heavy lubricants. The lighter sub
Good greases are among the best and stances in crude petroleum, such as
most economical lubricants for cer gasoline and kerosene are the ready
tain purposes, if they are properly ap solvents of these heavy oils and
plied, but there is ofttimes some dif

greases.

ﬁculty in getting uniform and perfect
diﬁusion of the grease to all parts of
the bearings.
Rreases are prepared in a variety
of ways, but are commonly a kind of
insoluble soap in which the oil and

he so easily used to clean dirty or
gummed-up
machinery.
Kerosene

The "art Force Sight Feed
Mechanical 0" Pump
MODEL B.

MODEL B.

That is why kerosene may

may also be used to advantage to thin
down oil which may be on hand and
which is slightly too heavy for some

lighter work or which is too thick for

mineral matter are made to react so cold weather work. Care, however, is
as to form a jelly-like or semi-solid necessary that the smallest possible
mass, the hardness depending largely amount be used and it is not desir

upon the proportion of mineral oil able to use this on rapid moving ma
used. Under such grade of lubricants chinery where there may be danger
we have axle grease, engine grease, of generating much heat.
etc., in which the so-called lime soap

While I am giving this suggestion,

is blended with the mineral oil and I may add one or two others. The
these are sometimes also mixed with use of axle grease for coating plows,
lead oxide, ground mica or graphite, seeder blades and for similar purposes
if they are to be used for extra heavy would prevent too rapid destruction
of these implements and would keep
work.
From what has been said, it will them in a condition to be much more
readily appear that there is an end quickly put into the best of working
less variety of lubricants of good order when their use is needed the
quality, varying in character grad following season. Vegetable oils, such
ually from those suited to the use on as linseed and cotton seed, can be
light, high-speed machines to the used to advantage in coating the wood
heavy products ﬁt only for massive, work of machinery at the close of

slow moving machinery. It must be the season’s use. If a machine like
left with the dealer or consumer to a seeder or harvester is not protected,
select the oil which is best adapted and becomes rusted, it may be more
for the use of each machine. It pays, easily gotten into working order by

SINGLE FEED.

DOUBLE FEED.

“The most reliable and satisfactory method of lubricating.

“Specially designed for traction engines.
“Gives positive and uniform feed at all times.
“Feed can be easily, ﬁnely and accurately adjusted.
“Large sight feed glass,easily seen and will not cloud up.
“Indicator glass to show quantity of oil in pump.
“Provided with heating coil for use in cold weather.

“Will handle heavy or light oil.
“Construction is compact, strong and durable.
“Furnished in either single or double feed style.
“Fully guaranteed. “Write for catalog and prices.

however, in all cases to procure ﬁrst running it without its doing duty,

quality lubricants of whatever grade well oiled in kerosene, until the rust
is suited to the type of machinery. is rubbed oﬁ and runs out with the
This does not mean always the most kerosene, when the regular lubricant
expensive oil, but that which can be can be applied. Most farm machinery
procured from a responsible dealer or can also be made to run much more
manufacturer. It pays not only to use easily by occasional oiling well with
a lubricant of the right consistency kerosene, so as to clean away the

for your machinery, but to use good
quality material. Low grade oils sold
by irresponsible parties are liable to
be mixtures containing cheaper veg
etable oils or even mineral substances
injurious to the machinery, produc
tive of much less of power and cans
ing very unsatisfactory results. There
is far more to the study of the proper
selection and use of lubricants than
can be even hinted at in an address

gummy

accumulations

which

MANUFACTURED BY

BUFFALO,
new YORK

SHERWUUI] MANUFABTURING 00. ,
Please mention The Review.

The World’s Champion Adjus
table Sieves and Chaffers.

are

formed after running some time.
As I have stated, too much care can

not be exercised in selecting good

Known to all the thresher world to be the

quality of oil of proper grade adapted
only combined grain and seed sieve made that
to the kind of machine being used and will do the work satisfactory. Our adjustable shoe sieve and chatter

its work; but even this will not com

makes a combination unequaled.

With this combination you can handle

pensate for the lack of brains of the any grain or seeds thrcshed on any machine. Threshermen ordering new
operator and for poor treatment so machines should see that the Ditch Adjustable Sieve is written plainly in

commonly accorded to all kinds of ma their order. The original Ditch Adjustable works where all others fail.
chinery, especially to farm machinery. Beware of imitations. The best is the cheapest.
like this. It has been my aim to call How often are really good engines
Combined Screw Feed Expander and Cutler.
your attention to a few principles, condemned and bad things said of Boiler and Engine owners don't forget our Screw Feed Expander made
hoping thus to be helpful in aiding them and the people who sold them, either a plain roller or a combined cutter and expander. Indeed :1 mar
tool for engine own
in the selection and use of the oils simply because of the stupidity or laz velous
era. Write for catalogue
iness
of
some
fellow
who
allowed
them
and lubricants.
giving
explanation
and
There is, however, another phase to get all clogged and gummed up and prices.
of this discussion which one should then tried to make them keep going. Dllch Adjustable
not overlook. I refer to the poor We have come to the rescue of many
Sieve Co.
I
manner in which machinery is kept. a machine or engine objecting to go
Mansﬁeld,
Ohio
under
such
treatment.
I
don
't
blame
This is particularly true in the case

of farm machinery. Diiferent indi it. Any sensible piece of machinery
viduals handle this machinery; it is would refuse to work when subjected
done very hurriedly and often with to such abuse.

Most of the blame for poor results
little thought or knowledge of the
subject of lubrication. Beside this, should rest upon the users. My ex
farm machinery is allowed to become perience and observation lead me to
ﬁlled with dust and dirt so that the believe that the machines and ma

Please mention The Review.

Molwlncn MILLS
ARE THE RESULT of the greatest practical and
scientiﬁc mechanical minds in
iced mill construction.

grease becomes almost a solid mass; chinery men are not as bad as they

ofttimes mud and even weeds are are sometimes pictured.
ground into bearings and gears and
Go over all your machinery care
these machines are then forced into
use with a tremendous loss of power, fuly, examine every part—-especially
bad
results
generally, occasional those upon which there is the most
breaking of parts and a ﬁnal dissatis wear-ﬁnd what parts are needed to
faction with the machine and com put your ‘machine in good running
plaint either as to it or the quality of condition, then take your copy of The
the oil sold, when neither may be at Review and order from The Review 's
fault. In case machinery is found in advertisers the necessary parts or
such a condition, it is comparatively new appliances you wish. It is time

easy to clean it by the use of kero ly, important work, and your order is
same. This simple remedy is based sure to receive prompt attention at
not only on scientiﬁc principle but al this time.

Monarch Mills
have more improvements and
are more

carefull

constructed

of better materials than
other line.

any

OUR FREE
Complete and Illustrated

Catalogue will convince

any man that NO OTHER MILL EQUALS THE MONARCH.
BPROU'I',

WALDRON & 00., Box 273, llullcy, Pa.
Please mention The Review.
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We want to
I

send you the
greatest

of OILS and
GREASES
ever offered

Premium Price List
it is a special Threshermen’s Premium Price
List and we want every thresherrnan to get one

THIS-Eprice list contains prices in any quantity of any oil for any purpose required around a threshing
rig, from the ﬁnest engine cylinder oil to Axle Grease. Every brand is guaranteed and the guar
antee is backed by the largest oil reﬁners in the country, and the Only reﬁners selling direct from
reﬁnery to user. The prices are from 25 to 50 per cent lower than you can get the same oils for of any
other ﬁrm, and the quality—that’s what we guarantee. Quality is what counts in oils. There is so
much chance for “fak
'
ing H the ingredients
in lubricants, that the
e
'
average man ‘cannot
from the imitation.
detect
the genuine
Only a test by an ex
pert can discern the
oils. We are will
difference in many
Oils to a test, and
ing to submit our
if they are found to
contain anything not
mentioned in our guarantee we will refund your money. Look up the references given below and satisfy
yourself that we are reliable and will do as we advertise.
We employ no agents but sell entirely by mail. ‘The expense of keeping a force of agents out solicit

What it Means to You

ing orders is deducted from the usual selling price of the oils, and you are given the beneﬁt of these proﬁts,
in lower prices.
Write today for this premium price list.

Premiums include Jewelry, Clothing, Groceries and Tools.

PRODUCERS REFINING co., CHICAGO, ILL.
52 to 56 La Salle Street
ReferenceT-ﬂamilton National Bank, Chicago

Reference-The Threshermen’s Review, St. Joseph, Mich.
Please mention The Review.’

Locomotive Boiler Explosions.

again.

Of course, the space between

the tubes are all stopped up with
People generally have been won
scale,
but that does not matter, and
dering lately why so many locomotive
anyway they will clean it all out
boilers explode. Considering the care
that is taken with these boilers at the when she goes into the back shop.
The boilermaker has been around
railway roundhouses, it is really re
markable that so many give way and making a bluff at doing some caulk
ing and tinkering, but really she isn't
blow up.
as bad as some of the others and the
As every one knows, a. locomotive boilermaker is tired anyway, so he
boiler receives the very best of in lets ’er go ’til “next trip.”
telligent care from the hands of those
Of course, the dispatcher has been
whose duty it is to see to the repair howling for the engine ever since she
ing, washing out and ﬁring up of landed on the ash pit and by this
them. Bearing all this in mind, it is time the night roundhouse foreman
hard to understand why so many commences to take an interest. He
show signs of weakness. That every hunts up the man with the dope can,
one may know how carefully the boil who does the ﬁring up and tells him
er of a locomotive is looked after, I‘ to get a ﬁre in her and to hurry up.
will give a short account of the pro After putting about a ton of coal on
cess of putting an engine through the the grates, being careful to leave a
average roundhouse.

When an engine arrives on the ash
pit it is generally left standing for
some time with the blower on and the
ﬁre box door wide open. This does

nice clean space below the ﬂue sheet
and around the sides, he gets the
house blower, and after connecting
it up, turns it on. After this he
starts out to look for the ﬁre light

ing machine. When he ﬁnds it he
trary, it is good for it, ventilates it in discovers that there isn’t any gaso
fact. After the ﬁre has been knocked line in it, so he goes to the oil house
out the locomotive is run into the for some. All this time the blower
house. The engineer has been re has been howling up the stack. He
porting her washed out for several ﬁnally gets the ﬁre alight and then
trips, with the usual result, but this goes away to sleep in the cab of some
trip the boiler washing") brigade other scrap heap.
After the blower has been on
decide to wake up and take a whirl
at her. They take out all the plugs about half an hour'a little steam com
and allow a weak stream of ice cold mences to show on the gauge. The
water to dribble into the boiler. The ﬁre-up man wakes up, and as soon as
pump that supplies
the pressure he can, puts on the injector and ﬁlls
went to the had some months ago her up to the dome.
Some foolish persons, writing to
and they haven't had time to ﬁx it,
so there is no pressure. A little of scientiﬁc papers have said that this
the scale that has become dislodged would be injurious to the boiler, but
falls out and the plugs are put in it certainly can 't be, because it is al
not hurt the boiler at all; on the con

lowed in every roundhouse in the
country, and they wouldn’t stand for
it if it wasn’t all right.
When she gets steam enough on
her to take her out, the hostler comes
around and pulls the throttle wide
open. This don 't do a thing but send
a cloud of dirty water all over the
jacket.

as to sue or commit some other breach

of good form.
The whole thing is soon forgotten,
however,

and those entrusted with

this work go merrily on “ﬁxing”
other boilers in the same old way.—
Locomotive Firemen’s Magazine.

That doesn’t matter because

the ﬁreman has absolutely nothing to
do but wipe it off.
She stands
outside with no ﬁre in her to
speak of and with the blower on
until the crew arrives and takes
her to the train.
If it is in
winter they discover that the
roundhouse force have forgotten to
put on the heaters and various pipes
are frozen up. This is only a minor
matter, however, and they will have
plenty of time to thaw them out
while waiting in sidings out on the
road.
If she doesn't blow up this trip
she certainly ought to; but anyway
when she does go the worthy M. M.
is ﬁlled with holy horror and goes
around throwing out hints about
“low water,” and the newspaper
men are informed that this particu
lar boiler was in the very best of con
dition when she left the house. It’s
best to try and blame it on the crew,
because they are dead and can't an
swer.
Other oﬁicials of the company, who
don ’t know a boiler from a load of
hay, make veiled insinuations, such

as “Poor fellows, their carelessness
cost them their lives,” or "It’s too
bad they forgot the water.” It is
always a good thing to put up a good
strong bluﬁ, because some of the rel
atives might so far forget themselves

Keen Eyed Engineer.
An old engineer in the north of

England was getting his s'ght tested
by a doctor who lived in a house fac
ing a large park. The (lUL'tOI' used to
say to his patients, “Look over there
and tell me what you can see.’ ’ When
the engineer learned that his sight
was to be tested be arranged with his
son to take his bicycle half a mile
into the park and he oiling it. In due
time the old man was led to the win
dow, the doctor saying as usual:

"What do you see?”
The old man, peering out, said:
“I see a young man stooping beside
his bicycle.”
“Do you?” said the doctor. “I
don’t see anything at all.”
“Nonsense,” said the engineer.
“Why, he is oiling it.”
The doctor took up a pair of ﬁeld
glasses and plainly saw the same.
“Magniﬁcent sight!” he said.
The engineer is still drawing his
wages.—London Telegraph.

At this season of the year the
overhauling and inspection of your
machinery should be given attention.
You have the time now, and by so do
ing, and ordering any repairs needed
you will be ready to operate when
the busy season opens.

so

'

'

The Care of Farm Machinery.
By PROF. H. M. BAINER
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Good reasoning tells us that there
are but two times during the year

Professor of Farm Mechanics Colorado that farm machinery needs any spe
Agricultural College, Ft. Collins.
cial care. First, when it is in use.
The farmers of this country buy Second, when it is not in use.
annually over $100,000,000 worth of
One season without shelter will

farm machinery.

There is perhaps damage farm machinery more than

no other source of loss so great to the wear caused by its use during the
,them as that produced by the way season. The action of the weather

they care for this machinery. Ac
cording to statements made by dif

which will cause a rusting of the iron
and steel, as‘ well as the rotting of

ferent manufacturers, the farmer the wood parts, will seriously inter
would not- have to buy over one-half fere with the working of the machine
of this amount of machinery, provid when it is again put to use. By this

ing he took the proper care of it.

exposure, certain parts are very much

As a general rule, the prosperity weakened and the machine becomes

of a farmer may be estimated by the of shorter life.
way he cares for his machinery.
\Vhell the season ’s work with a
Poor care indicates shiftlessness, certain machine has been ﬁnished, it
waste, lack of energy, and the buying should be thoroughly cleaned and all
of more implements ill a short time. parts that are liable to rust should be
Good care, on the other hand, indi carefully wiped with oiled waste -or
cates prosperity, development, bank an oiled rag. It is a good idea to

deposits, and long-lived machinery. coat these parts with either tallow or
One of the ﬁrst essentials to the a good grade of axle grease.
handling of machinery is to thorough
After carefully putting away the
ly understand all parts and to be greased parts, the implement should

An engine gang must be strong.

able to adjust them for best work

one of the plows must pass over a ridge or into a ditch -

be stored in a shed of some kind,

ing conditions. By running a cer rather than he left in the open,
tain implement with one or more of
The farmer who takes proper care
its parts out of adjustment, there is of his implements not only houses
danger of damaging other parts by them and keeps them in good adjustthrowing unequal strain on them, be ment, but he paints them oceasionsides ruining the part which is not ally.
Paint closes all cracks and
adjusted.
keeps out the moisture. It not only

The draft of an implement is af- preserl'es the ‘Wood.-

bllt the

fected very much by its condition, A parts are beneﬁted as well.

It must be ﬂexible. Any

without affecting the level running of the other plows.
There must NOT be too many levers.
0
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It also

You can use ten, twelve or fourteen bottoms

more energy to pull it than one which ance-
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Before applylpg new ammo re-

‘

lever. I: you use ten gottoms

ed implements sometimes p111} twice move all old paint that ls likely to

’

this big engine gang

sure to
thisBe pancr

mention

o

was for Circular No. 7.

there will be but ﬁve leversto

as hard as they should, and in so do scale oﬁ and see that all parts are
ing not only wear out the horses, but thoroughly dry and clean.
at the same time do poor work at a

also now
lettersusing
from
men

10’ 12 or 14 Bottoms can be used
”‘3 conditions may re uire_n° trouble

~

full description

Has Steel Frame wlth Extensions so

dull plow requires about one-fourth gives the tools a much better appear-

is in ‘good condition. Poorly adjust-

Write
for our
,,
illustrated
/’ circular and

o

Work- Two men can handle
ggzgsggrgyinfoansctloéagg‘gi110‘
to raise plows in turning.

A good grade of carriage Paint will

loss of time, with damaging results give best satisfaction on farm impleto the machine.
ments. Two gallons of this paint
Another very important point in need not cost over $4.00 and will
caring for farm machinery is to prop cover all implements needingr paint
erly oil all working parts. It has on the average 160 acre farm each
been wisely said by O’Brien, that season. The paint may be applied
“Oil is the cheapest machinery we during slack times of the year at
have.” The farmer must not only very little cost for labor.

I’ v
.

De

Made only by
r
& C
e e
0.

Can _be hitched to any
tracuon engine

know how and where to oil every

moving part of his machine, but he
The Greatest Water Thorough
must oil it. The fact that some parts
fare on Two Continents.
need a great deal more oil than oth
St.
Clair River, connecting Lakes
ers must not be overlooked. Some
Huron
and St. Clair, and forming
parts that are handy will receive
more oil than is necessary, While oth part of Michigan’s eastern boundary,
er parts which are not so handy are is the greatest water thoroughfare in
the world.
neglected almost altogether.
During the late season of naviga
Sometimes oil holes will become
clogged with dirt, and while they may tion. 23 721 vessels passed through it
appear to be open, still do not con with a ,tonnage of 48,958,328, as corn:
vey the oil to the Wearing- parts; this pared with 24,077 vessels of 46,072,1906. This
shows that
.
.
will often result in serious damage. 668 tons in
I the lake
vessels
are of
growing
largerThe
as
gegﬂéiigzlsneg’egegrmgpggzggezi1:21;:
well
as the
volume
business.
because one or two oiling places had merchandise traffic of 1907
been entirely O‘verlooked' -
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The only Hood
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Of this total 40,966,143 tons rep- THE sounl BEND SPARK ARRESTER comma

of the machine, besides making it of resented iron ore, lumber and grain

P1P

from the Northwest, bound to Buffa-

soumtnii'lln' fl'fzlguRevipw

lase m0"

New machinery should be watched lo and other Lake Erie ports. of
The north
35,405,866
bound tons
traffic
were
represented
iron ore.
constantly to prevent the loss of bolts which
and small parts, as such parts will
work loose during the ﬁrst season’s 20,326,311 net tons, of which 1s,427,
use.

The for
bestGrain
Hood Separators
on the market.

i
'

Iron wearing on iron must be cov- zonsifcolliggé‘ed wltll 60,578,155 net
' ons or
.
lighter draft

1) y fl re .

See that your
newSpark
outﬁtAfru‘“
is equipped
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and
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"As A FORGE Pu",

Certain boxes or bearings may 212 net tons was coal from the mines

ﬁt too tightly, thus causing them to of Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Vir
heat, while others may need tighten ginia.
ing. There is nothing that will
.
.
_
shorten the life of farm machinery
A terrlble 110158 of thumpmg and

Every owner of farm implementn, traction
engines, gasoline engines and all kinds of
machinery, needs it. Hold the nozzle in the
proper place and press the plunger, the
pump does the rest. The most economical

l, '_

oiler made, as the oil is controlled by the

more than the carelessness of not stamping came from Bob ‘s room early
lieeplng
-

all

nuts.-

screws

and

lugs one
“Bmornin
bb ' g' bb ' ,,

11 d1.

h

I
I

tlght.
f
(:1 .‘v to_ >7“ 6: e _ 11s {Pot er:
I A wrench
H airs t
. should always be found rom owns
w at 1s avom g on

in connectlon with machines which up there?
are in operation, and it should be
“My shoes,” replied Bob.—Youth’s
used when necessary.
Companion.

.‘

k

operator at all times. Send for catalogue
-.
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ANYWHERE

hardware
and implement
dealers jobbcn,
of the
and
price list.
Sold by the leading

2 United States and Canada.
“Amunwnmtn By
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R. E. BLUOMER, Kaitllhurg, Ill.
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When you see the “glory of strength” and the “ oetry of motion” com
blned, you see the “Tigers and the way they are
geared for business.
0

O

p

THE TENACITY OF THE “TIGER” CLUTCH.

gears without undue twist or strain on the heavy counter-shaft.
This avoids counter-shaft troubles so common with most heavy

in taking hold, leaves no room for uncertainty about its action.

gear plowing engines.
TRUE GEARS FROM METAL-CUT PATTERNS.
The spur gear carries four steel bevel pinions. In Gaar-Scott
heavy-gear engines this

This is because the hub pinion of the clutch, cast together with

the .rigid arms, slips freely on the main-shaft at the touch of the
clutch lever and brings the faces of the large shoes in full and
even contact with the turned-out rim of the band wheel. Un

gear is ﬁve-inch face and
the master gear six-inch
face.
All pinions are
steel and provided with

like some other clutches, the “Tiger” knows when to let go, be

cause there are no loose joints, springs or other contraptions that
sometimes (usually in critical moments) fail to overcome the
centrifugal force of the shoes in contact with the band-wheel.

oilers.

Gaar-Scott trac

IT CLIMBS LIKE A TIGER.

tion gears are all made

The Gaar-Scott way of mounting the traction gears is the
most practical that long engineering practice and experience
have evolved, because it gives the most compact and convenient

true as can be, have per
fectly formed teeth, and

from metal-cut patterns,

the metal either in regu
la_r or special gears is of

uniform

high

quality

that guarantees long and

even wear.
THE
ECCENTRIC
SOLID-STEEL
SPINDLE.
The

self-oiling

steel

spindle may be removed
without

axle

disturbing

bracket.

heavy-gear

On

traction

the

all
en

gines this spindle is set
on an eccentric, or off of

center with its round
stub-axle and its circular
lug that always fit the

Illustrating the Friction Clutch, Heavy Traction axle bracket when turned
Gears, Steering Gear, Steel Drive Wheel and ' in any direction. If you
run an engine in work
Eccentric Self-oiling Steel Spindle.
that puts heavy traction
stress on the gears, you
know what this feature is
worth to your engine, as
the spindle may be turned to set closer to or farther from the
arrangement of the engine’s working parts, combines the great
counter-shaft pinion to allow for slight variation in size or
est strength with the least weight and puts the center of the
shrinkage of any new gear that may be substituted or wear in
engine's weight just far enough ahead of the drivers to give the
old gear.
strongest traction and at the same time hold the front end of the
engine to the ground for easy steering and make it climb like a
“Tiger.”
GAAR-SCOTT NEW STEEL DRIVERS
NO TWISTED COUNTER-SHAFTS.
There is a spur drive pinion at both ends of the counter
shaft, in this gearing, which give an even pull on both master

Have universal-steel-plate rims, steel spokes and the wide, ﬂat
steel braces give great strength and rigidity without unneces
sary weight.

These are only a few of the “Tiger ’s Stripes. ’ ’ Let us send you our 73d Annual Catalog, so you
can see them all and how they combine to produce the traction engine masterpieces of 1908.
WRITE US AT EITHERIOF THESE (PLACES

Columbus. Ohio.
Crowley, Louisiana.
Denver, Colorado.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Fargo. North Dakota.

Greenvlile, Ohio.
Houston, Texas.
Indianapolis. Indiana.
Kansas City, Mo.
Lansing, Michigan.

Lexington, Ky.

Lincoln.

Nebraska.

Logansport. lndiuna.
Madison, Wisconsin.
Minneapolis. Minn.
Nashville, Tennessee.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

l’coriu, Ill.
Portland, Oregon.
Regina, Sask.
‘Wichita. Kansas.
Winnipeg. Manitoba.

Richmond] Miami. 1'
Please mention The Review.
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"ROCKFORW’
ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE.
Guaranteed to Dealer and
Customer.

Don’t contract or buy until
you ﬁrst write for the

‘ROC KFOR D” proposi

atively equal value and the man who
claims a special, exclusive advantage
through a patent is either innocently

The Gasoline Engine
By E. L. OSBORNE.

tion.
Write us about our lobby, Neal,
Handy- - Hand Porlablc.

Note-—This is a part of a series of
articles intended to cover in a brief, ignorant, a fool or a fraud.
The countless builders and “inven
simple way the why and how of a gas
tors”
of gas engines have bought out
engine—to enable anyone to under
a
great
variety of designs—engines
stand its general principles and prac
standing up, lying down, on an angle,

655 $0 Wyman Si.

Rockford,
3 HORSE "ROCKFORD" FROST QUEEN

Illinois

Please mention The Review.

tical operation.
one, two, three, four and six cylinders
VARIOUS TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION.

and on up-all sorts of possible and

The gas engine is so simple in con
struction and operation and its de

many impossible constructions.
The possible and practical designs,
sign so easily changed to meet all have, however, covered all kinds of in
conditions of service that it is being ‘dustrial work from the lightest to the

adopted by every class of industry
needing motive power. Never has any
mechanical device grown so rapidly in
popular favor and commercial suc
cess.

heaviest.

It is these recognized stand

ard constructions with which this
series of articles has to do and in
which we believe all industrial inter

THE "LAMBERP’

Stationary, Portable
and Traction Gasoline

Writs us for de
scription and prices
and let us figure
on your needs.

ests are vitally interested.

We present illustrations, herewith,
Many hundreds of ﬁrms all over
our country are building gas engines showing some of the standard gas en
for the market. This is not referring gine designs. Fig. 1 shows the simp
list form of the gas engine (one ﬂy
wheel removed). It is shown here in
the vertical form but the reader will
understand that it may be made hori

I
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l
4' r l
/ -

a
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'

_'
,
viva
7 ,-.-

. >.
v" muss-r"

zontal with the same number of parts

and the same simplicity of operation.
Whether it be vertical or horizontal

ENGINE

You should own a “Lam‘
bert."
Because it is an
honest Engine. Because you
get your {oil money's worth.
Because for strength it has
no equal. Because itwilide
liver more power than you
bargained ior.
Because
it is easy to handle. Because
it is entirely sale. Because
it will run from mouth to
month and from year to
year with as
low repairs and
as little atten
tion as any en
gine on the
market.
Be
cause lt ls eco
nomical in fuel
1
consumption.
Because it is
reasonable in
price. Because
it is especially

Miriam HA8 8. aisouuriionr n.

to your interest
to own one.

Alllllltlln, Indiana

Please mention The Review.

is a matter of choice with the pur

chaser. This design has but one cylin
i der, piston, connecting rod and crank.

its operation was clearly described
and illustrated in the preceding arti
cle; as stated therein it gets one im
pulse in four strokes or two revolu

tions. This design is the pioneer gas
engine and its commercial achieve
ments led directly to other designs
and application of its principles. The
single cylinder design is even yet the
best educator and advance guard of
‘the industry but its advantages of

ﬁrst cost, upkeep, reliability, economy
and eiiiciency are all rapidly disap
pearing as will be made plain in later
articles.
to a multitude of shops that do more
Fig. 2 shows a twin cylinder design
or less work in an experimental way with the cranks opposed or 180 de
but to established manufacturers. It‘ grees apart. One piston goes up while
is now possible to buy, at moderate
,1
I
.
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\ //

cost, a practical, reliable gas engine

.
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suitable in design for any kind of
service.
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A lamentable and apparently un-,
avoidable feature of the rapid popu
lar adaption and
adoption of
the
gas
engine
is
what
we
might
call
Inventornania.
Hun
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little knowledge of the possibilities of
gas power and a very limited know

“Maurer,” the one that can skin anything that
was ever mounted on 4 wheels, in the line of a
Geared or Belt Power Baling Press, the one that
is backed by a Guarantee “that is a Guarantee,”
which speaks for itself and protects the pur
chaser. li you don’! believe it, try one. It will
cost you nothingifitdon‘tbear outallour claims;
we will then is e the press back and pay the
freight both ways and pay you well for the time
spent in the trial. Write for caialozund our Guarani".

THIS I". X. M. 00., T. R.

Spencer. Iowa

Please mention The Review.

OI'ILEN SAW GUIDE
No.iNer
Either Hand
No better on the marker.
investigate this before buy
ing.

Ohlon's Inserted
‘Tooth Saws
The sswe oi qusliiy.
our catalogue.

Get

It will save you money.

OI'ILEN SAW MPG. 00.. L. w. sermons. Gen. MgL, Golumbue. Ohio
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dreds of so called inventors, with a

s Only One
Good Ballng Press made and that islthe
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ledge of fundamental principles, are
making “improvements” by the score.
Probably ninety-nine per cent of these
“inventions” have no commercial
merit and the trouble, expense, priva
Fig. 2.
tion and disappointment this type of
'inventors bring to themselves and the other goes down. As each piston
families is indeed pitiful. It would must make four strokes to get an im
prevent much hardship, and bitter pulse it will be seen that this design
disappointment and would often save gives two impulses in one revolution
honor and manhood if the facts of of the crank shaft and none in the
gas engine “inventions” were gener next. If the cranks were on the same

Please mention The Review.

Sold with or with
out elevstor.
For

crushing

an d

grinding Ear-corn, Kaf
ﬁr-in-the-head, and all

kinds of grain.
Built in seven sizes,
from 2 to 25 h. p. and

ally known.

side of the shaft and the pistons trav

especially adapted for

The primary essential principles of
the gas engine are surprisingly old.
Its great commercial success of the
last few years has been due to minor
details of ignition and mechanical
construction. These details can be

eled up and down together the im
pulses could then be timed evenly or
one for each revoluiton. This, how
ever, makes it difficult to balance the

use with thresher en

worked out in numerous ways of rel

engine.

I

Fig. 3 illustrates the four cylinder
engine. In this design two pistons

gines.

B. N. P. BOWSHER
COMPANY,
SOUTH BEND.

INDIANA

Please mention The Review.
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are going up while the other two are
going down and one impulse is deliv

How Much
/
Does It
Cost?

ered for each half revolution of the
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How much does it cost to thresh
your grain, saw your wood, to run
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your pump, cream separator, churn,
feed grinder and many other machines
of the farm? The expense is very
small if you are using an International
Harvester Company gasoline engine,
but if you are running the various ma
chines by hand, horse or steam power,
the cost is excessive.
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.\\\\\\\\“\

crank shaft.

Wherein is the diﬁerence in ex
pense? To answer that question it is
only necessary to tell the gasoline
engine’s side of the story, and after you have made a comparison you will see the difference.

Two cranks are on one

side of the shaft, two on the other,
180 degrees apart.

Fig. 4 shows a two cylinder design
with cylinders and cranks both op
posed. This design gives an impulse
for each revolution of the crank shaft.
Besides the designs here illustrated
we also have three and six cylinder

i

The International Harvester Company gasoline engine is always ready to run-no steaming up. It re
quires very little fuel, no coal and wood or water to haul. It adjusts itself to the load it is carrying—does not
run away when the load is light. It requires very little attention-all that is necessary after his started is
to oil occasionally. No engineer is needed. You go about the work in hand and the engine is its own engi
It is simply constructed-any one can master its details. Very few parts to get out of order; in fact,
HCCI'.
it is O. K. in every respect. Those are a few of the points for comparison. There are many others which you
will ﬁnd in our beautifully illustrated catalogue. Now, make your comparison and you will decide that the In
ternational Harevster Company engine is the power you need.
These engines are made in the following sty les and sizes:
l-horse air cooled; vertical-—2 and 3-horse
power; horizontal, stationary and portable-4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20-horse power; traction-10, 12, 15, and 20
horse power; also sawing, spraying, pumping outﬁts and jacks.

gas engines in which the cranks are
120 degrees apart on the shaft. A
three cylinder engine gives an im
pulse each two-thirds of a revolution
while a six cylinder design gives an

The local agent will gladly give you all the information you wish concerning these engines, or, if you
prefer, write us direct for catalogue, lithographed hanger and booklet-“300 Years of Power Development.”

impulse for each one-third of a turn

INTERNA TIONAL HAR VESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA

of the crank shaft.
CHICA GO
We want to point out one feature in
the operation of all these standard de
signs that is worth keeping in mind. we can avoid increased resistances
We refer to the advantages gained
by the angular motion of the connect that would overhalance the advaning rod.
tage gained.
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I line E or half stroke.
GOES LIKZ .IXTY

While the
crank has traveled 21/2 inches, shown

~> ‘:::::::::::::$60

at D-E, the piston has traveled with

rapidly

increasing

speed

"

225/32

inches, shown at A-B, or 9/32 inches
more than the crank in the same
length of time. This is due to the
angle of the connecting rod with the
line of piston travel, shown in Fig. 6.

ILSON

I
orPumpm' ,
m
S» mchilld.eic.u?ill
ion.Ch
.ulnhMl.
TRIAL

.
-

Askforcaiabrsllsizes

GILSON MFG. co. m-rukst. mwummmu.
Please mention The Review.

Fig. 7 shows the stroke completed.
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The crank has traveled the last half
of the stroke, 21/; inches from E to

HIGH GRHDB MILLS

Although in the gas engine we gain
The peculiar angular motion of the
the important advantage of a direct connecting rod helps in securing this
application of the heat force against result; and incidentally it presents an
the piston, yet there is lost by radia advantage in the reciprocating gas
tion through the cylinder walls about engine perhaps not generally recog

Fullline oisizes. combining eﬂicieney with con

velienee of handling. The largest eombinatiﬂl 0‘
practical improvements. The mill is for your
traction engine.

lend ibr circulars to

Richmond "ssh. Works. Richmond, IM.,U.I.A.
Please mention The Review.

MAURICE
GAN DY
FOUNDER
OF THE

GENUINE
RED STITCHED
COTTON
DUCK
BELTING.

F, while the piston with rapidly de
creasing speed has traveled only
27/32 inches which is 9/32 inches less
than half stroke.

The connecting rod

in regaining a straight line position,
relative to the piston, lns eliminated
the angle shown in Fig. 6. This nec
essarily shortens the travel of the pis
nized. We have taken for illustra ton, in the last half of the crank
tion a motor with 5 inch bore and stroke E-F, and rapidly decreases the
piston speed to the end of its stroke.
stroke.
In Fig. 5 we show the piston at A, In the example given the piston trav
representing the beginning of the els but 9/16 of an inch in the last 40
quicker we can apply the force to stroke, and ready to deliver its power degrees of the crank ’s half stroke
the crank shaft the greater will be through the connecting rod to the E to F.
The advantages gained by the pe
the per cent of energy turned into crank shaft.
useful work; provided, of course, if
Fig. 6 shows the crank turned to culiarities in travel of the piston,
one-half of the total energy of the

fuel. The high heat pressure at the in
stant of complete ignition passes
through the cylinder walls very quick
ly. It follows therefore that the

It's a long
long time yet till
harvest. but none too
early to think about replatk
ing your worn out belt.
No
need to tell Threshermen that the
GANDY BED STI'I'OKED GOT
TO!’ DUCK BELT
is the best. They know nlreud that it is
made endless especially to meet eir needs.
that sun and rain can't harm it. that it doesn't
slip, thereby insuring regular rotations of the
cylinder, that it lasts long and costs little1-3 as much as leather. Our booklet
"Experience with Gandy"
is tree-send (or it. It tells how to save money

THE CANDY BELTING CO.
ems
“""°‘
BALTIMORE-MD .

April, 1908.
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caused by the angular motion of the a high per cent. of nitrogen fertilizer
and potassium sulphate and apply
In the ﬁrst half of the power them to an acre each, alongside the
stroke, crank travel D to E, (when acre manure. Be sure to have also
we have the high heat pressure and an acre not fertilized.
want to apply it quickly) there is an
To grow 100 bushels of corn per
extra and increasingly rapid travel of acre, get two good strong breed

connecting rod, may be stated thus:

the piston, A to B.
In the part of the crank travel E
to F, Fig. 7, the piston speed is de
creasing, its stroke shortened and

grains of corn to every 12% square
feet of ground. An occasional hill

with one stalk, and as many with
three is not a great objection. This
practically completed early, enabling can be accomplished by using a care
the exhaust valve to be opened 30 to fully graded seed corn, the small, thin
50 degrees before the crank reaches and large round grains having been
“dead” center as shown in Fig. 7.
removed-and preferably an edge
On the return stroke of crank, G drop planter carefully calibrated.
to H, Fig. 7, there is a short piston The planter should be tested before
travel C to B and slowly increasing planting time.
piston speed, favorable to the incom
The corn plant will not thrive
ing charge on the intake stroke.
among weeds nor in a hard, packed,
Then from H to I in the crank dry soil. The object of cultivation is
stroke there is an extra piston travel to keep the soil in proper condition
B to A in quick time, favorable to for the growth of the corn.
The
the momentum on the compression weeds will all get rooted up in prop
stroke.
erly cultivating the corn. It is not
A study of these movements of the so essential as to how deep or how
piston and connecting rod will show shallow or how often the corn is cul
the reader some peculiar advantages tivated as it is that it is cultivated
in the ordinary four cycle reciprocat when it needs it. Especially, after
ing gas engine. These advantages to every heavy rain the soil is packed
gether with the almost perfect balance and should be stirred as soon as dry
and very high speeds now being at enough. Cultivation must continue
tained in some designs makes it doubt~ during the whole growing season, and
ful if there is anything to be gained not stop with the “third” or
by a rotary engine if it should ever “fourth” time over.
prove to be a commercial success.
A hard, baked crust should never
Each of the standard designs we be allowed to form in the corn ﬁeld
have described, is peculiarly adapted until after the corn is in the roasting
by weight, balance, torque or turning ear. Shallow, close cultivation while
effort, range of speed, control, etc., to the corn is young, and deeper and
certain kinds of work. In succeeding farther from the hills as the corn gets
articles we will show the general older is the best practice.
characteristics of each type so the
However, if on account of unfavor
reader may judge what design of able weather the corn gets weedy,
motor is best suited to his work.
any kind of cultivation that destroys
the weeds most effectively is the best.
The kind and condition of the soil
Corn Field Profit.
must determine the kind of cultiva

IS ON ovsa

PENBERTHY

AUTOMATIC
l N JECTORSf.
A Perfect Restarting Automatic Boiler Feeder
Simple.
Reliable...
Durable.
Economical.
Sales Over 500,000 In 20 Years Speaks for Itself.
Bach Machine has to stand the following actual
boiler test before leaving the factory:
Start Low, as to 25 lbs steam on a 3 foot lift.

Work High, 165 to 170 lbs. steam on n 3 foot lil‘t.

But

They

Lltt Water, 20 to 23 feet on 60 to So lbs. steam.
Handle Hot Water, 125° to 130" at 60 to 80 lbs. steam.
rr5° to 120° at we lbs. steam.
95° to ra4° at us lbs. steam.

Do
It
we“

“ XL-96 ” EJECTOR
(A MARVEL or rowan."
A

Range of Possibilities

That Are

Seemingly

Unlimited.

USED BY THE FOLLOWING:

Creameries. Chemical Works, Mines. Tanneries, Brickyards. Gas Works, Paper
Mills, Well Diggers. Breweries. Distjllieries. M.. &c.
Semi for sample copypt March issue of the "Engineer Ar, Fireman" explaining
' Ejector Engineering, ’ ' tree for the asking.

PEN BERTHY INJECTOR COMPANY
Largest Manufacturers of Injectors in the World.

DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.
BRANCHES:

LONDON, ENGLAND:

CANADIAN FACTORY:

NEW YORK, W. H. WILCOX A: CO.
126 Chambers 8t. 23 Southworth St.. S. E.

WINDSOR, ONT.
Canada.

Please mention The Review.

The disc does best in one place,

How are You Fixed for I908?

the eagle claw in another, and the
two, three and four shovel gangs also
have their places. On good, clean,
well drained land the two row culti
vators can be used to great advant
age, while on rough, stumpy or stony
land, the two shovel spring trip gang
walking, or even the one-horse double

Wouldn't it be to your advantage to
use the belt that can be run in any
kind of weather, gives most traction
and lasts longest?

How to Grow 100 bu. of Com per Acre.
tor.

There are three elements in crop
production which can be controlled
by man to a large extent-—seed, soil
fertility, and cultivation. The sun
and showers cannot be controlled, but
as a rule God comes more nearly do
ing his part than man.
There are approximately 3,500 hills

-'I This: TraddMark

of corn on an acre, 31/2 feet each shovel, and the hoe must be resorted

way; so it will take only two ears
weighing one pound each, to the hill
to make 100 bushels to the acre. Just
two very moderate ears to the bill!
It is ridiculous that the average yield
of corn is down around 25 bushels.
The ﬁrst essential to the production
of 100 bushels of corn to the acre is
seed that has the power to produce
that amount, seed that is in the habit
of making big yields. Secure the
best seed available of the variety
suited to your locality.
Be certain
of the germinating power—that it
will not only sprout, but that it
sprouts strongly, and will be able to
make a strong, vigorous plant.

SAWYER BELTS meet these re

to. The essential need is to keep the
soil stirred up about the corn and the
weeds subdued.

quirements.

Hence, to grow 100 bushels of corn

to the acre, plant two grains of pure
bred seed from a grower whose corn
has been bred into the habit of yield
ing a one pound ear to every grain
planted and allow to grow to matu
rity.
If your land will not support such
blooded seed because you have been

SAWYER BELTING C0.
49 Lisbon Rd.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Please mention The Review.

The No-Choke Challers and Sieves

growing corn, wheat and oats for

and the

thirty to ﬁfty years, and have allowed
the manure to rot your barns down

Closz Adiu‘stable Chaﬂers and Sleves

—give the horses and cattle thrush

are the kind that please and satisfy the
threshermen and their customers. The
continuous channels with the special and
distinct form of meshes in the channels,
the close connection of the meshes, the
strong construction of the slats, which do
not bend out of shape, break or shake
loose, the convenience and positive lever
adjustment are indispensible features to
get the best results and are found only in
the Closz Adjustable Slaves.

Buy

your seed on the cob, unless you have
conﬁdence in the party you are buy
ing of.
It is not always safe to assume that
a poor soil is deﬁcient in a particular
element of plant food, but it can be
easily determined which is needed.
It will pay every farmer who cannot

Satisfaction guaranteed it

not misused.

and grease heel, soak into the well
and give the family malaria and ty
phoid-you must hunt up the dung

fork and go to work.
You must also rotate

the

corn,

wheat and oats with clover, alfalfa
and cow peas. The fertility of the
soil must be built up. Pure bred seed

grow 75 to 100 bushels of corn per corn will make good with fair treat

acre during favorable years to make ment, but it will not perform mira
the test. In a portion of a ﬁeld that cles.
is uniform as to soil, on one acre put
Weeds, wire worms, cut worms,
10 to 15 loads of good manure. Buy corn lice, etc., are nature’s warning
two or three hundred pounds each of to rotate our crops, or be rotated oif
a high per cent. phosphorus fertilizer, the face of the earth.

'

SECTIGNGI'CLO3X AMI/SMELL‘
Sift/E WI!!! INSIDE LEVEFANUSYHENT
.."'.\

The slcvc can be opened and closed in an in
slant and there is nothing about it to getout 0! order.
In short it Is the ﬁnest, strongest and in every way
the best adjustable sieve made.
Write for catalog and price list.

CLOSZ & HOWARD MFG. C0.
wrms'rsn CITY
IOWA
Please mention The Review.
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Recent Machinery Patents.

man, assignor of one-third to Sardi

No. 12,749 is a re-issue of a patent,
No. 758,480, for a land clearing ma
chine, issued to William M. Sey
mour, assignor of one-half interest
to Jno. P. Hume, both of Marshﬁeld,
Wis. It relates to improvements in
machines of that character designed
more particularly for “clearing”
land as in drawing or moving 'tree
stumps, logs, or other debris from
diﬁerent parts, say, of a field to a
common point, and providing for the

sas, is an improvement in hay bal
ers, for which the speciﬁcations make
no particular claims. A copy of the
speciﬁcation can be had by writing

April, 1908.

us M. Brewster, both of Troy, Kan

piling or superposing the same one

upon the other for burning or other
disposition.
No. 878,037 is a new and useful

the Commissioner of Patents, Wash
ington.
In No. 878,530 Andrew J. Inglis.

of Chicago, 111., has patented a wind
stacker improvement whereby the
fan receives its supply of air from
without the machine and thus avoids
the evil effects of violent air currents
within its interior. The fan being
located within the revolving drum,
the current of air induced thereby is
given an initial rotary or cyclonic
movement, which eﬁect will become
increased as it is pressed onward

April Cash Bargains
For Cash During April Only We Offer Our
Rebuilt Machinery at Special Prices.
The list below is only a part of what we have on hand.
Any other Rebuilt oocls in stock, during April only sold at
similar prices.
_
. Wil accept part cash and short time bankable
notes drawing interestsame as cash.
1 22»horse Undermounted Double Cylinder Star Tmctlon Engine. Wil-h Jack‘
eted boiler and cab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..8l,000.00
I-Han-l
I-F'v-I
Hn-l
lIH
w
p-n-n
r-l
- H-0F‘H F-IBHM H

20-horse Ilumeiy Trnction Engine, No.

3704,

with

friction

clutch . . . . . . . ..

925.00

203318?“ slntie Cylinder Star Traction Engine, with jacketed boiler and
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
18-horse Cour-Scott Traction Engine, No. 8393, with jacketed boiler,
friction clutch and cab . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
19-horse Return Flue Minneapolis Compound Traction Engine . . . . . . . . . . ..
IS-horse Return Flue Minneapolis Traction Engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
16-horse Undermountod Double Cylinder Star Traction Engine, steel gears.

implement in cob gates for corn
shellers invented by Andrew Her
man Berns and Herman Andrew through the drum and connecting
Berna, of Chebanse, Ill. It relates conduit, and for the purpose of a fur
more particularly to cob gates, or ther development of said eﬁect there
similar devices which are used in con may be secured to the inner surface
nection with corn shellers, to pre of the drum a series of spirally ar
vent the cobs from being discharged ranged blades.
before the corn has been thoroughly
As the straw is being operated upon
shelled from the same. In the pre by the surface of the feeding drum,
ferred form it is used in connection any grain that may have been car
with power shellers having cylindri ried over with it will be ﬁnally sepa
cal shelling cylinders which co-oper rated therefrom and, passing through

jacketed

boiler,

and

cab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

16-horse Double Cylinder Buffalo Pitts Traction Engine, with friction
clutch and cab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
l6-horse Port Huron Traction Engine, with friction clutch and cab . . . . . ..
16-horse Reeves Double Cylinder Simple Engine, practically as good as new
iﬂ-horse Advance Traction Engine, with good cleats, good gears. and
friction clutch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
16-horse Huber Traction Engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
16-horse Return Flue Minneapolis Traction Engine.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
16-horse Return Flue (Boar-Scott Traction Engine, Corliss type.
..
IG-horso Return I-‘luo Buﬂnlo Pitts Traction Engine . . . . . . . . . . ..
15-horse Single Cylinder Star Compound Trnction Enginc....
..
15-horse Gnu-Scott Compound Traction Engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
lishorse Star Traction Engine, latest style, used only about three weeks..
li-horse Roblnnon'Traotlon Engine. with friction clutch, cab, heavy gears,
ll-horse Return Flue Mlnncu lls Traction Engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
..
l2-horse Huber Traction Eng no, sound boiler, good gears, and cab. . .
..
12-horse Rurnely Traction Engine, sound boiler, and good in every way
..
‘ill-horse Guru-Scott, with friction clutch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
36x60 Illinois Special Separator with \Vlnd Stacker, steel axles and wheels,
self oiling cylinder boxes.

used

one season

only,

thoroughly rebuilt....

870.00
810.00
650.00
650.00
810.00

825.00
650.00
825.00
780.00
050.00
550.00
500.00
500.00
570.00
550.00
750.00
050.00
400.00
400.00
400.00
825.00
475.00

36x56 Illinois Special Separator with “'lnd Stacker, steel axles and \Vhf‘i'lll,

ate with suitable grate bar casings, the perforated bottom of the casing,

or the like, for shelling the corn. Its will be received by the grain trough
objects are to provide a simple and below, and from which it will be
eﬂicient device which will effectually transferred by the feed screw to the
regulate the discharge of the cobs, usual cleaning mechanism.
which will assist, to a certain extent,
No. 878,642 shows a lifting device
in ﬁnishing the shelling; which is or crane to be used in the nature of
automatic in its operation, in that it an attachment that may be quickly
will yield to allow the cobs to be and easily placed upon the traction
forced out and will close when few wheels of the engine, said device be
or no cobs are pressing against it, ing provided with a journal, or sup
and which may be adjusted for dif port, to which a supporting arm of
ferent kinds of corn.
the kind above described, may be at
No. 878,169, by Chester A. White tached to thereby dispense with the
horn, of Lawton, Iowa, contemplates necessity of reinforcing or bracing
certain new and useful improvements the engine platform. It is the idea
in automatic block indicators, which of Victor Landholm, of West Point,
may be attached to any type of bal Nebraska.
ing press, the invention being de
No. 878,880 is an improvement in
signed particularly for use in con hay presses, the invention of Jo
nection with baling presses to indi seph M. and Eddy C. Holderﬁeld, of
cate to the operator the successive Fogg, Tenn.
stages of completion of each bale, so
No. 878,882 is what Emmett W.
that he may determine what quantity Jones, of Burts, Va., claims is a
of the hay is necessary for the com new and useful improvement in pea
pletion of the bale, although it is threshers.
evident that the invention is equally
No. 879,150, by Louis Cutter, Bla
applicable to other and diversiﬁed den, Neb., relates to a combined corn
harvesting and husking machine, hav
uses.
No. 879,344, by Myron I. Wilson, ing an entrance mouth provided with
of Ohlman, 111., is also a hay press a ﬂaring portion and forming exten
device which seeks to provide a sions, gathering chains mounted in
simple and economical means in the said mouth for conveying the stalks

self oiling cylinder boxes, used one season only, thoroughly rebuilt‘.

.. . .

425.00

36" Bolioviile Separator, Great \Vestern Style, with Wind Stacker, rebuilt
and in excellent condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
36" Bolleville Separator, Colorado Special Style, with Wind Starker, thor

260.00

oupzhly

rebuilt

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

825.00

36x60 Colenn Separator with Geurlese Blower, l-lnwkeye Feeder, used one
season

only

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

400.00

32x52 American Separator with Snttiey Attached Stacker, lute style ma
chine, thoroughly rebuilt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
32x52 American Separator with Wind Stacker, late style machine, thor

$00.00

oughly

rebuilt

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

32x52 Amerimn Separator with Wind Stacker,
rebuilt and painted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32x62 Robinson Separator with Wind Stacker,
dition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32x48 Rumcly Separator with Wind Stacker,
chine
>4>n-~
H0-1
n-10‘II!I-‘p-l

sound and

good

in

every

. . . . . . . . . .

12 bar cylinder, thoroughly
. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
all parts in excellent con~
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .
Feeder and Wcighor, ma

way . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

32x48 Avery Separator with “'lnd Stacks, Feeder and “'elgher.
clans

separator

in

every

200.00
250.00

A first

respect . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

32x3} Mi‘nneupolis Separator with Wind Stacker, thoroughly rebuilt and re
p me
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
32x56 Illinois Special Separator with Wind Stacker, 15 bar cylinder, used
two seasons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
36" Rich Self Feeder, latest style governors, new knives and new web.
Feeder looks like new . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
36" I'm-Ions Self Feeder, used about two weeks. first class in every partic
ular

350.00

225.00

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . .

32" Rich Self Feeder, with latest style governors. new knives and new web

350.00

$75.00
800.00
85.00
75.00

85.00

32" Pnrsonn Soil Feeder, used two seasons, thoroughly rebuilt . . . . . . . . . . . . .

70.00

No. 2 Marseilles Cylinder Corn b‘hellcr, mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
16x18 Ohio Steam Hay Prose, latest style, used only about five weeks, good
an new . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
l0-roll Jnnnoy Husker nnd Shredder, with blower. in excellent condition.
B-roll Milwaukee Husker nnd Shredder, with blower, used one sealon.
8-roll Jnnnoy Husker and Shredder, used one season . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
l-roll McCormick lluukor, with blower, rebuilt and painted . . . . . . . . . .

200.00

Complete information sent on request.

288.00
200.00
275.00
200.00
75.00

Most of these goods are in our

warehouse here. You are welcome at any time.
Will show engines under steam if desired.

Come and see what you buy.

THREE REASONS FOR BUYING FROM US
We carry the largest stock. We do the best rebuilding.
We make the lowest price.

WEBER IMPLEMENT CO.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
Warehouses-"East St. Louis, Ill; Moberly, Mo.
Please mention The Review.

the nature of an attachment for hay back to the snapping and husking
presses for taking up the hay from rolls, which husk the corn, which is

the heater or plunger of a hay press,
actuated by the movement of the
beater or plunger whereby to inter
mittently move the bale to eject the
same, in such manner that the jerk
or hard pull on baling means, is
avoided and for making ready for
the beat or plunger coming so that
the plunger has nothing to do but
form the beat.

then transmitted by suitable mechan
ism into a hopper or other suitable
receptacle.
No. 879,663 is an improvement by
Daniel McIvor, of Humboldt, Minn,
upon that type of' spark arresters

Write for Specal Description
of 1 908 machine.

'1, M will‘ nu“

A few valuable improve—

which comprehend a wire gauze fun
nel connected by a goose-neck pipe to
a subjacent trap chamber; but such
devices as now constructed choke the

ments of special interest to
up-to-datc Threshermen.

No. 878,353 has for its object to draft when ﬁrst kindling the ﬁre.

provide means whereby a boiler tube
This invention is designed to pro
may be fastened in the tube sheets vide a spark arrester of this type
in such a. manner that leaking around which may be conveniently thrown
the joints from the contraction of back‘out of the way in kindling the
the tubes will be prevented, and fur fire, so that the draft may not be
ther, to provide a boiler tube having impeded, and be afterwards turned
means whereby the contraction and down again into operative position
expansion of the tube will be pre to restrain the sparks when the en
Furnished in sizeajlfrom 28 inch to 36
vented from breaking or injuring the glue is at work.
mch.
No. 879,040, by Frederick and.
same or any of the parts connected
therewith. It is the invention of Frank T. McInturf, of Mendota, Ill.,
Walter Allen Compton, Columbus, 0. relates to a combined corn harvester WEBER IMPLEIEN‘I' 00.,
No. 878,445, by Robert E. Zimmer and husker by means of which stand
Please mention

St. Louis, Mo.
The Review.

Apn'l, 1908.
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THETHRESHHRMHN'S REVIEW

The “Humming Bird”
A Small Separator with Capacity Equal to the Largest.

New Virginia, Iowa, January" 20, 1918.
Wood Bros. Self I‘eeder Co.,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Gentlemen :—I have been out threshing clover and got snowed under. Threshed the day that it snowed all day. The belt got wet but it stayed on and
the Humming Bird stayed right with it, and it run as nice as it it had been in a. bunch of flowers, and the little feeder would make the snow just iiy, and the
Humming Bird eat it up just like a lion. Since I have ﬁnished threshing snow and clover, I think your separator has got the wrong name. I never saw any
thing that would hold a candle to the Humming Bird. It has got lots of friends here and making more.
J’ust write to Mr. Barry Lyons at New ‘Virginia,
Iowa. Mr. Lyons is the hardest man that I have got to suit in Squaw Township, and you just bet the Humming Bird put him on the fence just like an owl,
he could not see any grain going over in the straw or riddle, and that just suited him. You have the ﬁnest little separator on wheels. Has all kinds of capac
ity to thresh fast and save the grain. The shoe handles all kinds of grain and seeds in splendid shape. It is the best all round separator that I have ever run.
or seen run in my experience as s. threshermen.
L. 1‘. HOYEB.

WOOD BROS. STEEL SELF FEEDER OO.,

Des Moines, Iowa

BRANCHES
‘Union Ave. and Hickory, Kansas City, M0.
115 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Room 6, Board of Trade, Indianapolis, Ind.
226 1st Street It, Minneapolis, Minn.

I'srgo, H. 1).
Lincoln, Neb.
Please mention The Review.

ing corn in the ﬁeld may be cut, the husking machine, the device of Wal
ears removed from the stalks, ‘and ter 0. Powell, assignor of one-half
such ears then husked.
to E. A. Eckert, both of Henderson,
No. 880,291 is an English inven Ky. It has reference to corn har~
tion, the device of Thomas John Gee, vesting and husking machines, and
of Chatter-is, England. It is a more particularly to devices of that
swinging feed elevator for corn shel class comprising a wheeled frame
lers and threshing machines, and the
invention relates to an improved con
struction of swinging elevator, sus
pended from an upper circular
framework, and designed for convey
ing corn, maize or any other class of

in the provision of two oppositely
disposed sets of snapping rolls so
disposed as to discharge the ears
onto a common elevator or belt
whence they are

conveyed

A Big Fire.
On Saturday morning, March 7, a
ﬁre was discovered in the paint shop
on the third floor of the building of

to the

the Hart Grain Weigher Company,

shucking rolls. By this arrangement,
it is possible for the machine to

at Peoria, 111., which gained such
quick headway that by seven o’clock
the factory and also the warehouse,
which was partially occupied by the
Nichols & Shepard Company and the

_——_|

International Harvester Company,
were burned to the ground; only

some of the walls being left standing.
The view herewith shows the com
pleteness of the destruction.
The Hart Grain Weigher Company
has for the present rented the large
warehouse just across the tracks
from the old plant, where there is
ample room, and where this season’s
output will be manufactured, and
from which they are already shipping

cereals from the ground level or from

the stack, and delivering the same to
the threshing cylinder of the ma

chine.
The elevator revolves on a central
pivot and has a circular motion by
which means it can feed the thresh
ing machine from either side and
also from the end of the same, the
elevator being also arranged to feed

in carload lots, and expect no great

the machine at varying heights eith
er from the ground level or from the

inconvenience or delay in getting out
the goods for this year’s trade. In

top of a stack, thereby securing a

the meantime the company will pro

great economy in time and labor.
To this end a fixed wheel shaped
framework is employed, upon whose

ceed to rebuild both buildings on
their own property, adding another
story, thus making them ﬁve stories
with basement.
The Review congratulates the Hart
Grain Weigher Company on its ener
gy and determination to continue in
the face of such a calamity as this,
and we bespeak for them the trade'
which they well deserve.

outer rim the elevator revolves by
means of guide rollers.
No. 880,442, by Kenneth M. Col

quhoun, of Owatonna, Minn., relates
to spark arresters applicable to the
smoke stacks of boilers generally,

HART GRAlN WEIGHER CO'S FACTORY BUlLDlNG,AFTER THF. FIRE.

carrying snapping and shucking rolls,
and endless belts for carrying the
snapped cars from the snapping rolls
No. 880,454 is a combined header to the shucking rolls, and from the
and thresher, the device of Frank S. latter to the wagon which usually
Holly and John C. Whitford, of follows directly behind the machine
Stockton, assignors to Daniel Best, in the passage of the latter through
the corn ﬁeld.
of San Leandro, Cal.
The especial improvements reside
No. 880,467 is a corn harvesting and

but particularly adapted for use on

threshing machine engines and where
lignite coal or straw is used for fuel.

shuck two rows of corn at the same
time, thus reducing by one-half the
time heretofore consumed.

A list of combinations of The Be
view and several of the leading publi
cations, and also several prize oﬁers
will be found in the advertising de
partment of this issue.

Forget it.
Church—I like to see a man who
can forget an injury.
Gotham-Well, there’s that neigh
bor of mine; he ’s suing the railroad
company for an injured leg, and every
once in a while he forgets to limp.

April, 1908.

Spark Arresters.
The chances of damage by ﬁre from
locomotive sparks are so great that
much pains have been taken by many
eminent locomotive constructors to
avoid the liability to damage of prop
erty from this source. It is conceded
to be a physical impossibility to en
tirely avoid this danger, inasmuch as
the production of sparks is one of the
inevitable circumstances arising from
the burning of any kind of wood or
coal under any condition. With a
forced draft such as is caused by the

intermittent blasts from locomotive

llll‘Lll

i: \ D.
'_h-_

illllllh
~'

The farmer who properly fertilizes,
tills and seeds his soil harvests big

crops every year. All three of these
are important, but the most important of all is proper fertilization.
Some of the farms

The need of better methods in fertilizing is seen in every farm section.

exhaust pipes, the spark producingr

that a few years ago were yielding big crops are now producing barely enough to pay the taxes.

causes are very great, and it will be
noted that the greater the power that
is used in propelling the locomotive,
the greater the production of sparks.
This is readily accounted for from
the fact that with a long valve travel
at a full pressure the steam is at a
higher degree of pressure when re’
leased than when the valve opening
is of less duration, and a limited
quantity is admitted to the cylinder.
Hence sparks are plentiful in start
ing heavy trains and in hill climbingr
and other severe work. The charac
ter of the fuel also is of much im
portance in spark producing; soft
coal being much more proliﬁc in that
regard than the harder kinds of coal.
Extensive experiments have demon
strated the fact that every kind of
spark arresting device has some de
terring eﬁect on the fuel combustion
and consequently on the generation
of steam. The problem therefore has
been one involving the highest de
gree of spark arresting quality while
looking towards the least retarding

What has caused this depleted condition of the soil? That question is easily answered. The
plant food elements which were taken from the soil when the crop was removed were not re
turned. If they were returned, it was not in the proper way.

eﬁect on combustion.

The deﬂector

sheet lends itself readily to the ini
tial stoppage of much of the ﬂying
particles

of unconsumed fuel that

are carried through the ﬂues by the
sudden rush of air caused by the
vacuum produced by each successive
blast from the exhaust pipe. The

The proper way to fertilize the soil is with manure, and it must be distributed with a manure
spreader. Manure cannot be correctly applied by the pitch-fork method, because it must be

thoroughly pulverized and equally distributed to be effective, that is, each particle of soil must
receive an equal share of the manure,—not a big chunk in one place and none at all in another.
Good manure spreaders like the I. H. C. will more than pay for themselves the ﬁrst season.
I. H. C. spreaders were designed and constructed to supply the demand for a machine that

would aid the farmer in growing big crops every year.
I. H. C. spreaders are made in three styles-Com King and Kemp 20th Century return apron
All three are made in a number of sizes.
These spreaders are light in draft and can be operated by any boy who can drive a team. If you
want to save your farm, get an I. H. C. spreader. Don’t wait, but see our local agent to-day.
He will give you full information concerning the spreader he handles and supply you with cat
alogue. If you prefer, write the home office for catalogue and other advertising matter.
machines and the Cloverleaf endless apron machine.

INTERNATIONAL HAR VESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
(INCORPORATED)
Please mention The Review.

The exact ﬁtting of the netting of
perforated metal around the steam
pipes and exhaust pipe is of the ut
most importance, as the great heat to
which the material is subjected, with
intermittent cooling, has the eﬁect of
warping and bulging the material in
a very short time, with the general
result that openings and fractures

lower until it took the general form

of a screen extending across the
smoke box near the center and below
the exhaust nozzle, which arrange
ment does awayvery largely with the
tendency to rust. A semi-circular
piece of netting in front completes
the device. This has been greatly im
proved upon by constructing the net
ting in the form of a hopper, being
attached to the deﬂector sheet by
pieces of angle iron and held on the
sides and front by angle iron strips.
The extended sloping sides of the
hopper shaped device not only pre
sents a more ready angle of entrance
for the escaping smoke and gases, but

The Review 935i’ 50c
Highest Award, St. Louis, 1904

It may be

stated that in general railroad prac
tice the smokebox should be carefully
examined every day. The ﬁnest ma
terials of which the spark arrester
can be constructed soon lose their
consistency and rapidly crystallize
and decay. Patchwork, like mending
an old garment with new cloth, has
the effect of creating new rents, and
there is perhaps no part of the mod
ern locomotive that is more liable to
serious fracture or distortion than
the spark arrester. It is to the cred
it of the leading railroads that, gen
erally speaking, the smokeboxes of
the locomotives are kept in good con

Gold and Silver Medals, Portland, i905

ASHLAND PUMPand HAY Tool. WORKS
-

creation of a cavity or receptacle in are constantly occurring.

the saddle or under the extended
front of the smoke box was a step in
the right direction, as the constantly
accumulating ashes and cinders ma
terially aifected the steaming of the
locomotive.
The use of wire netting in the ear
ly locomotives began in the smoke~
stack and gradually came lower and

U. S. A.

CHICAGO

A line without an

tollie Myers!‘

The MYERS

equal on the globe.

Low Down

BEST PUMP 0N LARIH.

Iﬂ-llk Pump.

Oil Polished
or Brass Lined
Cylinder.
Write for descrip
tive

circulars.

Reversible
Handle.

The
Brace
"aive Sent.

Right time to write
is Right now.
Ask your dealer for the most satisfactory line of Hand
and Wind Mill Force and Lift Pumps, House Pumps, Power
Pumps, Tank Pumps, Spray Pumps and Glass Valve Sent
Cylinders, Hay Unloaders, Forks, Slings, Pulleys, etc. Hay
Rack Clamps, Stay-on Door Hangers.

F. E. MYERS & BRO., Ashland, 0hi0.
Please mention The Review.

dition, but it is also true that many

of them are not as carefully watched
in this particular as they should be.
Referring again to the liability to
accident by sparks, it may be added
that while the devices in use have re
duced the danger to a low point, at
mospheric and climatic conditions
have much to do with the matter.
In continued warm, dry weather,
it also provides a much larger space and with moderately strong wind,
for the same purpose. It is an im sparks small enough to pass through
portant feature in the construction the spark arrester will ﬂy more than
of smokebox screens that the amount a hundred yards from the track and
of opening in the netting should at still retain some heat which might
least equal the area of the smoke kindle very inﬂammable substances.
stack. It is generally more. The The heaviest sparks do not pass over
opening in wire netting or perforated thirty yards from the track, and this
plates being generally more than may safely be called the danger line,
half of the entire surface of the ma beyond which it is doubtful if any
terial, a comparison between the disaster directly traceable to sparks
smokestack area and the area of the ever occurred-Railway and Locomo
tive Engineering.
netting can readily be made.

SUPPLIES
Before making up your order for supplies send for our 1908 catalogue.
Below we list a few of the bargains you will ﬁnd in same.
EXTRA 650 CYLINDER OIL in bbl. lots, 200 gal.
RED ENGINE OIL in bbl. lots,
2 inch Lap-welded Boiler Tubes,

—

2 inch Roller Tube Expander,

-

15c “
12%0 ft.
- $1.80

2 inch Presser Spring Tube Expander,
Grate Bars all styles,

—

-

4.00
-

BOILER COMPOUND, in 25 pound pails,

ﬂair

30 1b.

1.50

Engineer Supply 00.
Detroit, Michigan
Please mention The Review.
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The celebrated De Loach Mill
Set the Pace
. Your Own Lumber. , l‘l, We
World's \l)l‘' l Saw“assessment:
-0thers
do the

9&9

The

Now is the time to look up the’ placed in charge of this new branch
steam plowing proposition and to de of the Hart-Parr Company. Mr. W.
side on what shall be used with the H. Williams, sales manager of the
engine. Before making the ﬁnal de company, visited Portage La Prairie
cision look up the advertisement of the ﬁrst week in March and made all
Deere & Company, Moline, 111., and arrangements for the establishing of
see what an attractive proposition the new branch and the transfer of
they have to oifer. Then Write them the business from J. & E. Brown to
for full particulars, and get into the Hart-Parr Company’s Canadian
proﬁtable work for your engine. And branch.
when writing them, please say you
The Chapin Company, of Calgary,
saw it in The Threshermen’s Review. Alberta, will handle the Hart-Parr
engines in Alberta, and the Canadian
One of the most complete stocks'of branch of the Hart-Parr Company at
thresher and machinery supplies in Portage La Prairie will handle the
the country is to be found at the territory comprising Manitoba and
warehouses of M. M. Baker & Com Saskatchewan. Under this arrange
pany, Peoria, 111., whose supply cat ment the prospects for a large trade
alogue is now ready for distribution in Hart-Parr engines in Canada are
and will be sent for the asking. bright for the present year.

Standard
for20

.
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the other fellow, with
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and

The Threshermen’s School of En
gineering, with which many of our
readers are already favorably ac
quainted, has been, taken over entire
ly by its principal, Prof. D. D. Mayne

~

Can

.

‘amazes?

A 16-year-old

“v tléﬂnlegillsclrnl'gge
is‘; “amt is“
"r

r

.. _. J 7
,.

‘ Variable ‘il'ee'rir ind-fig;

Set Works, Automatic sis-(‘l Tri

'
ple! Dogs and Diamond Track produce
results 1m
lblB with other mills. l-wnvl lor
catalog of Saw ills upto 200 H. P" Sleum EnulnQ-i

a‘ '
‘ and Bﬁlli‘hl, Gasoline En nos, Portable (‘urn ulnl Feed
‘
Mills. Plum-N. Shingle
ills, “'ood Bun-u nnd Water
"
Wheels. Prom \& shipment and we wry the freight.

beLOACH MILL URG- OO" B0! 382
Please mention The Review.

BRIDGEPURT. ALA.

DON'T BE BOTHERED
with saw dust in your mill or portable outﬁt.
The Bemlller l-‘nn Blower
will take care oi it for you.
The BeMiller Fan-blower weighs 130
lbs. and the power required to run it is
scarcely noticeable; it is run with a. 2
or S-inch belt yet it is positively guar
anteed to blow the sawdust from 30
to 50 feet from the saw, in any direc~
tion desired, and the direction an be
changed at any time with less than 5
minutes labor.
In moving a portable mill all that is
necessary is to disconnect the saw dust
catcher, the suction and exhaust pipe.
No pit to dig. no saw dust to shovel
whatever. and always ready for busi
ness. Be sure and write for prices and
terms. For sale by
The Bunlller l llittar Fan Blower 00..
Butler. Ohio

“A Few Testimonials from Us

plug, from a wind stacker to a sieve who are considering the gasoline trac
or pulley. And what is more, they tion engine for the next purchase.
are a. good, square bunch that it is a It will be sent on writing to the
pleasure to deal with. If in need of Hart-Parr Company, Charles City,
supplies, see their catalogue;

.

.

.

drive belt to lace leather, from a ers” is the title of a Hart-Parr pam
traction engine complete to a fusible phlet that will be of interest to those

Iowa, mentioning The Threshermen’s

when writing for it kindly mention Review.
The Threshermen’s Review.

' ; Best They

' "

Years ;

Here will be found listed everything

the threshermen needs, from main

_

'

Please mention The Review.

Catalogue No. 9 of the Manzel
force and sight feed traction engine

oil pump very clearly illustrates and
describes the ﬁne oil pump made by
Manzel Bros., 315-319 Babcock St.,
Buffalo, N. Y. The pump shown is
of the School of Agriculture of the of the type in which the sight feed
University of Minnesota, he having glass is not under pressure, the pump
acquired the interest of The Ameri taking the oil therefrom and forcing
can Thresherman therein, and will it to the cylinder. It is a well made,
hereafter have entire control of the well designed pump that will ﬁnd
sure favor with those who make its
business.
This school of practical thresher acquaintance. You can get the cat
engineering is now entering its third alogue by writing to the above ad

Along the
New Line to
the Pacific
Coast
In the Dakotas and

Montana are offered
today the best op
portunities in Amer

year of usefulness, with very bright dress, mentioning The Threshermen’s
prospects for the coming year. In Review.
stead of holding its sessions at the
Heineke & Company, Springﬁeld,
State Fair grounds, as in former
years, the school this year will be 111., are sending out a. ﬁne catalogue
held at the University School of Ag of straw stackers and self feeders,

,

The makers of the Bigstick bar
belt dressing put out some very
strong claims for excellence for their
product, which should be read by ev
ery one troubled with unruly belts.
Better write them for their circular
descriptive of the dressing and see
what it will do. The maker is C. E.
Scanlon, of Joliet, Ill. Kindly men
tion‘The Threshermen’s Review when
writing to him.

Threshermen’s Review.

and upwards, and there are still

" thousands of
stead

lands

acres

of

available..

home
It’s

Ia

new country, and you can start out
there on an equal footing with others.
The productiveness of the soil has
been proved; rainfall is ample; the
climate is neither too cold nor too
warm; plenty of fuel-no coal famine

advantages that will be apparent to combination straw stacker and the
any one.
The graduates of this Rich and Langdon I'deal self feeders

made by them. The book is well writ
ten and ﬁnely illustrated and tells in
a most convincing way of the special
merits of these machines.
When
writing for it, kindly mention The

chant and workingman.
Land there sells at $10 an acre

iv,

riculture at St. Anthony Park, St. “Our Line.” The book is devoted
Paul. This change of place will be to describing the famous Sattley at
of greatest advantage to the school; tached straw stacker, the Heineke

school speak of it in the highest
terms; and The Review has no hesi
tancy in recommending it to its read
era.

ica for the farmer, mer

‘
l

in

winter;

markets are assured

for

your crops by the Paciﬁc Coast ex
tension of the

Chicago
The Hartley weigher, “The Twen
tieth Century Machine,” is the sub
ject of a neat little catalogue issued
by the C. J. Hartley Company, De
catur, Ill. All the prevailing types
are shown and some very good rea

Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway

sons are advanced why the Hartley

should be the buyer’s choice.

It will

be sent for the writing, mentioning

The Threshermen’s Review.
The
Hart-Parr
Company,
of Charles City, Iowa, have opened
“The Tiger Thresher Line” is the
a branch house of their own at Port subject of one of the haudsomest cat
age La Prairie, Manitoba, for the alogues of the season, issued by Gaar,
purpose of handling their business in Scott & Company, Richmond, Ind.:
Manitoba and Saskatchewan! which the seventy-third annual catalogue of
was formerly handled by J. & E. this old reliable concern. One fea
Brown, of Portage La Prairie. Mr. ture of this catalogue is the large
I. P. Porter, for three years in the number of ﬁne illustrations; every
employ of J'. & E. Brown, has been part of both engines and threshers

Daily trains are now being operated on this new line as far west as
Miles City, Montana. Between Miles City and Lombard-92 miles east
of Butte-service is daily except Sunday. Through sleeping cars,
dining cars (serving all meals) and coaches are ‘operated on this line
between St. Paul and Minneapolis and Miles City; coaches between
Miles City and Harlowton, and between Harlowtonand Lombard.
At l-Iarlowton connections are made for Moore, Lewlston and other
points in the Judith Basin.

Descriptive Folders, Maps, and Complete Information
Regarding Fares, Routes and Train Service, Free.
F. A. MILLER, Gmral Passenger Agent,

R. C. JONES. Michigan Passenger Agent,
212 Ihllstir lulldlnl. IIETIDIT.

cmcAsn.
Please mention The Review.
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‘Knight Makes the Mills
that saw the Nation’s lumber. The latest improvements in
SAW MILLING MACHINERY. Everything that will
make a better mill,one that will do better work and more of

it are features that MAKE Knight Mills.
We are Saw Mill Experts and KNOW what a mill

ought to do in order to be a money maker.
We also build Single Saw and Gang Edgers, Swing Saws and Knight’s Dogs
—in fact, just what you want, and can fill your order. Write us and lets get
acquainted.

The Knight Mfg. Company [,5 _
Ho. 1830 5. Market Street, Ganton, Ohio

us: ' --'

Please mention The Review.

Is
running full capacity, with orders,

being shown from actual photographs, wages, since the panic started.

“what’s inside ’er” being clearly
shown by sectional drawings of the
ﬁnest ‘kind.
With understandable
pictures and convincing text, this
makes a good catalogue and one that

MERICAN SAW MILL

booked, at present, suﬁ‘icient to keep

Variable Friction Feed

the plant going full capacity for near
ly two months. The Southern trade
of this concern has been built up at

1
‘

Ratchet Set Works, Quick Receder
Duplex Steel Dogs, Strong, Accurate and
Reliable, Best Material and Workman
_, ship. LIGHT RUNNING. Requires

every prospective buyer should See- a very rapid rate during the ‘past

When writing for it, please mention year.
The Threshermen’s Review.
The oil bill counts up during a

7 \ Little Power. Simple, Easy to Handle.

_
, _ v H I "4‘,

The 1908 catalogue of the Ditch season’s or a year’s use of the outfit,

Adjustable Sieve Company, Mans
ﬁeld, Ohio, is now ready for distri
bution and will be sent for the ask
ing.

The buyer who does not al

ready know about the makeup and
merits of these well known sieves
should see this catalogue, which not
only shows the sieves in detail but

and whatever will materially lessen
this large expense item ought to in
terest every thresherman.
Which
brings us to the matter of the Pre

helium. their”,

Won't Get Out of Order.
No. 1 mill with 46 inch saw, guaranteed
_ to out 2000 feet per day with 5 h. p.

1331mm“, ma nun. engme

RIFMCHLO’BIII. IIrqPh-Llford Word as" and 11nd Mme.
CATALOGUE SENT IREI.

"7 an” sired Back

a“ New ‘km,

ASK IOR I1‘.

AllElllliII SAW MILL lMlllllllEllY 00.,
Armis- in all large drier.

New York 0am, 6|5 Engineering Bldg.

Writ: ill/07 mantra/‘agent nnarzr! Iayou.

Please mention The Review.

mium Price List of the Producers
Reﬁning Company, 52-56 LaSalle
Street, Chicago, 111., advertisers of

long and honorable standing’ in The.

presents numerous testimonials from Threshermen’s Review.

Not only is
a
valuable
premium
offered
to every
satisﬁed users. The Ditch screw feed
tube expander and ﬂue cutter is also buyer, but the oil itself is of prime
shown and described. When writing quality, guaranteed by its reﬁners.
for this, please mention The Thresh These are the only reﬁners selling di
rect from reﬁnery to user, and the
ermen’s Review.

A Michi'ga n Lubricator'
;-.-»_-

g .r- __r-. gl?_
,
,
\
1

On your engine means Positive,
Economical, Systematic Lubrication
*the kind traction engine users demand.
The constant iar oi a traction en inc
does not ailect the working of MI
[
qan Lubricators.

i Get Our “PEPPER POD”

customer gets the beneﬁt of the sav

ll‘

ing.
Another quintette of beautiful cat
alogues just received are the McCor

Write today for this Premium

For Single Connection

Price List; and mention The Thresh

And Our “HOT STUFF”

ermen’s Review when writing.

mick, devoted to the O. K. line of

harvesting machinery;

the

Deering,

For Double Connection

This illustration shows one of the
Both guaranteed to keep the oil at scald
ing temperature in the most severe, cold
weather.

illustrative of the well known Deering
interesting

displays

shown

at

the

line; the Clover Leaf, a handsomely \Vichita convention; the Travis Uni
bound and printed catalogue of ma
nure Spreaders; the Corn King, an

i- We want you to have a copy of
our catalogue‘.

other manual of fertilizer distributors,

Free!

and one setting forth the merits of
Kemp ’s

20th

Century

MICHIGAN LUBRICATOR CO., DETROIT, MICH.

manure

Please mention The Review.

spreader. All are issued by the In
ternational Harvester Company of
Chicago, and should be seen by the versal Rocker grate, made by the G.
prospective purchaser in these lines. E. Travis Company, Henry, 111.; and
They will be sent for the asking, men their representatives received many
tioning The Threshermen’s Review.
orders for future shipment, and ﬁnd
their grates, wherever shown, adver
The Jacobson Machine Manufac tise themselves best; which shows
turing Company, of Warren, Pa., have that the threshermen appreciate their

recently established a southern oﬁice value. Owing to the high price of
at Atlanta, Ga, at which point they coal and the great amount used in
will carry a full stock of the line of our Western wheat ﬁelds, the saving
gas and gasoline engines manufac

with these grates is very great; and

tured by that concern; also a stock they further avoid the usual trouble
of repair parts. This business will of cleaning ﬁres when using station
be in charge of Mr. C. R. Morrison, ary grates, particularly on a hot day.
who has for some time been traveling It is so easy to give these grates a
representative of this concern in the shake and accomplish the required
This company is making
Southern states. The office and store results.
room is located at 676 Marietta St., rocker grates their specialty and
claim there is as much science in de
Atlanta, Ga.

This company is one of the con
cerns engaged in the manufacturing
of gas and gasoline engines that has
not experienced any slack up in the
orders received, nor volume of busi

signing a proper rocker grate as in
any other part of a thresher engine.

They are prepared to ﬁt their grates
to every make and size of engine.
When asking prices, state the size of
ness done.
The concern reports the ﬁre box and mention The
having laid 05 no men, nor reduced Threshermen’s Review.

We Build Other
Gtylee
We manufacture several styles of Wagon Tanks. ‘If interested we will be pleased to mail illustrated
price list upon application
We can save yo nfl’clght by being able to ship from either of our factories.
We also manufacture GALVANIZED STEEL TANKS FOR ALL PURPOSES. KELLY GALVA
NIZBD SI‘EEL CULVERTS. TANK HEATERS. FEED COOKERS. KELLY GLIDING SE‘I‘TEES. etc.
THE KELLY MFG- G0.,

15" Sycamore 8t,

WATBRLOO. IOWA

THE KELLY FOUNDRY & MACHINE 00., Ill Purl 8L.

GOSI‘IBH, IND.

Please mention The Review.

Mention this Paper when writing to Advertisers.
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One Day Without Electricity.

April, 1908.

carry their load, and it was not long

As one stands 'and watches the before the manager, general superin
electric machinery of a central sta tendent and all the other officials of
tion he little realizes the various the company were out in the engine
uses to which the current is put, room, all bent on ﬁnding out what
uses which enter into his everyday was the cause of the delay in start
life. Neither does he begin to know ing up the circuits. I was so ﬂustered
anything about the troubles which that I had forgotten all about the
beset the electrical engineer, or more absence of electricity, and it was well
correctly, perhaps, the station engi on toward night when I remembered
neer who has electrical machinery in that there was nothing doing in the
electrical line. After having tried
his charge.
It was only recently that, after every known method of getting the
having put in a hard day with buck generators to generate, and some that
ing generators and bal‘ky motors, I were not previously known, I‘ put on

permitted myself to relax for a time
and enjoy a little rest after supper,
expressing the heartfelt ,wish that
there would be no electricity for at
least twenty-four hours, so that I
might enjoy life for that length of
time, as did my forefathers.

my hat and coat and started for the
depot, determined that a cabman
should not get another $10 from me.
Arriving at the station I asked for
a ticket, but was informed that there
were no trains running, as the tele

Il

graph system had been out of order
His‘Satanic Majesty, with whom I all day and no one seemed to know

had been on rather familiar terms, if what was the matter.

Not knowing

I were to be judged according to the just what to do I turned into a news

language I had used during the day, store to get the evening paper, but
must have been near, as no sooner there was none, as the presses could
had my wish been expressed than the not be operated because there had
electric lights immediately went out not been any power available.
and left me in darkness.
From the strange sensation that
The next morning I was awakened, passed over me I knew that I was all
not by the electric bell as usual, but in and faintly managed to call for

AccoUHrIHe

by the maid, who had climbed up an ambulance to take me home, but

three flights of stairs for that pur

a passing policeman shouted that it

pose, and was therefore in no gentle would be impossible to get one as the
mood. Angry at the disturbance she patrol box was out of order and would

had made, I' jumped out of bed and
after groping in the dark for a time
ﬁnally found the electric light switch
and savagely giving the button a.
push was surprised to ﬁnd that there

was no current.

It was evident that

there was something wrong, and then

I happened to think of my wish that
for twenty-four hours there should
be no electricity. By this time it was
beginning to grow light and knowing
that I would be late at the plant, I

reached for the push button of the
electric bell to ring for water to
shave with, but nothing came of it.
Then I rushed out into the hall and
grabbed the receiver of the telephone
intending to ﬁnd out the reason why
my wants were not attended to, but
there was no response—and then I
remembered.
Hastily glancing at my watch I
rushed to the elevator, which is oper
ated by means of a motor, and pushed
the button, but just then I remem

not ring'in a call. An express wagon
driver ﬁnally took pity on me and
carried me home, and as I was so ex
hausted I‘ could not walk up to my
room I spent the rest of the night in
the janitor’s oi‘ﬁce.
'
The next morning His Satanic Ma
jesty appeared and wanted to know
if I wanted any more puritan days
and I yelled as loud as I could for
him to turn on the juice. In an in—
stant my body was seized with that
sensation produced when holding the
handles of a galvanic battery, and
as the strength of the current in
creased, I was twisted this way and
that until, unable to endure the tor
ture longer, I’ made one supreme ef
fort to release myself from contact

with the hundreds of seemingly live
wires. My eifort was successful, and
as I broke the power which was hold
ing me, I felt myself falling down—
down-and then came a shock that
shook the building. When I came to,
my wife said in a sarcastic voice: “1
think you had better come to bed,”
and as I picked myself up from the
ﬂoor I though so too, for my dream
had been rather exhausting in its
realism-Power.

bered again and started to walk down
stairs. All this time, minutes were
slipping by, and I was still miles
away from my plant. I hastened to
the street, and after waiting more
than ten minutes for a car, hap
pened to remember again that there
would be no electricity. I jumped
into an automobile which was stand The Man Who Does Not Adver
ing near, and after waking the chauf
tise.
four, I stated the necessity of my
The man who does not advertise
getting to my plant in a good sized because his grandfather did not, ought.
hustle. He just gave a grunt at be to wear knee breeches and a queue.
ing disturbed and murmured that
The man who does not advertise
there was nothing doing, as his igni
because it costs money, should quit
tion equipment would not work. 1'
paying rent for the same reason.
next tackled a cab driver, who hung
The man who does not advertise
me up for $10, and ﬁnally got to my
because he tried it and failed, should
plant.
After seeing that everything was throw away his cigar because the
in order for the day’s run I went light went out.
The man who does not adverties
downtownto get breakfast at a res
taurant, but there was no one to cook because he doesn’t know how him
it, because the cook lived out in the self, ought to stop eating because he
suburbs and as there were no cars can’t cook.
running he could not get into town.
The man who does not advertise

When I started up my engines and because somebody said it did not pay,
generators there was a time and no ought not to believe that the world is
mistake. I could not understand why round because the ancients said it
the generators would not pick up and was ﬂat-Indiana Retail Merchant.

~

The importance of records and keeping accounts is becoming more
and more appreciated by threshermen every day.
'i‘he thresher papers are encouraging it.
Thresher manufacturers recommend it.
The thresher conventions hear it.
Accounting in the threshing business is not so diiﬁcult and so
complicated as it might seem; every thresherman can do it for himself,
if he undertakes it, and; provides himself with the proper means»
The whole matter has been so simplified in a. special book for
thresher accounts that accounting is no longer to be dreaded by
threshermen.
The 'l'hresherrman's Account Book, published by The Threshermen's
Iii-view, is already in use by thousands of threshermen throughout the
United States and Canada, and they are buying it every year. but there
still remain others who are not using it, but who should.
We will explain it.
In the ﬁrst place, the book contains full printed instructions for the
use of the account book and those who follow the information and
suggestions contained in every copy. will not go wrong.
You are furnished a Cash Book in which to record the collection of
money from your customers and your business expenses.
You have a Time Book for listing the men in your employ and
keeping track of their time.
You have a. bill to present to your customer, showing the date of
your job, the number of bushels, kind of grain and the amount due you,
with line for your signature and receipt when the bill is paid.
You also have your own permanent record of this same Job.
Another exclusive feature and a. part of the year's book-keeping
overlooked by many is the "summary for the year." This is a. simpliﬁed
table for arriving at the proﬁt or loss in the year's threshing.
It is
an extremely simple matter to find out just what your success has been,
by the use of this table, and it is something that every thresherman
should know.
We have already put several thousand of these books into the
hands of threshermen during the present year, but there are as many
more who need them, and we take this space to call attention to'the
importance of the records furnished in this little book, which is
pocket size, leo'iu'ely bound in a waterproof cover, and sells for
mm-rrvr: 01217138 :1 copy, postage prepaid.
Orders can be ﬁlled promptly at this time, and in remitting, please
use the blank below, addressing the same plainly to

i The Threshermen’s Revie

W
'

ST. JOSEPH, MICI'L'
MAIL THIS COUPON Wl'l‘ll 25c.

Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The Threshermen's Review,
St. Joseph, Michigan.
Gentlemen:—
Herewlth, twenty-ﬁve cents for copy of The Threshermen's
Account Book as advertised in the April issue of your paper.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'l‘own . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

R.F.D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
If more than one book is desired, state number; remittance in pos
ta_l or express money orders, checks or stamps accepted.

i
I

|

’

April, 1908.
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Bouoht at Forced Sales from Manufacturers. It makes
us Headquarters for Thousands of Genuine Baroains
in Lumber amt lluildinu Sunnlies.

Save 30 t

60 Per Cent.

Buy Direct.

Building 8 u

Balustrade‘, Iarn Sash, lath Room Outllta, Ielma, loll-do of all
ulna, Building Paper, Casing, calling, cement. Flooring, Gable Orna
ments, Glaaa, Green House IatertalI Hardware, Heating Apparatus, Hal
Bed Saah,lmltatlen Irlok Siding,Jolata,Lathlng,Ianteleand Fire Places,
Moulding, Nelle, Paint. Pipe, Plumbing Material Porch Work, lleeilng,
soantllnglsheltlllng, ShinglesI Siding, Stair Work, Storm Wlndowa,
Studdlng, Timber, Water Supply 0utflta,Wlndaw Frames and SaaluWlre.

The Chicago Home Wrecking 0o. purchased

a! forced _

We save you money.

_l0,000,_000 feel of new lumber.

We are making special concessions to those who buy at once.
Our prices today are farlower than priceshave been for years.
Order now_for immediate or future use. Quick action will
save you big proﬁts. Remember prices elsewhere. which are
gen now high, are bouutti to gise. We can quote you 30 to
per cent etter prices ort e same lumber than can be

.

.

sold by your local dealer. We_guarantee every carload to be

wlsh m-

exactly as represented. Inspection of ourlnmber stockinvited.

what

lies of Ever

Kind.

live you can save money by supplying your building wants here.
We do not ﬁgure fancy prices. but quote ﬁgures that
command your patronage. Whether your order is large or
small we can save you money on it. Our tremendous busi
ness of millions of dollars annually is your best guarantee
of complete satisfaction of every fpurchase from us. In our
enormous stock of new lumber 0 every kind we have inst
what you need for every purpose. Don't buy a stick of
material until you get our prices. We offer
on everything
in the lumber and building supply line need _ _for residences.I

.

"- can ""Jlllll' Old-l‘ b] mail with Just

you want and guarantee you absolute satisfaction.

iuﬂ‘ﬁifﬁv‘ﬁliiigilliiiiidyili‘fiioi‘migéiiﬁﬁ liﬁilaseis ‘35 cm is “1* 1am“ dim‘ ‘0 mum" Mb" headmm" ‘2.23 ‘ll’i’éiiliiiﬁia $235.1‘? 1E“§ll2'.?‘l.‘.;‘;“il?;3“5r ‘ll 3.5.2’.
we say of it. Make your own selection and see it loaded.

in the woﬂd- we sell millions of feet mm‘mny-

It is not necessary to come to Chicago. however. unless you

ﬁlled from every part ofthe United States. No matter where you

orders

Lao Qul Parte Riverside Stock Farm.

ture ‘requiring lumber. at ‘from 30 to 60 per cent less
than

your local

dealers

or

lumber

yards.

ask

for

it.

Frankford, Ind., Feb. 18, 19%.

Madison. Minn. Jan. 14, 1908My car of lumber arrived yesterday and am
The carload of lumber I ordered of you, got here very much pleased with same_ 1 am 80",“ to build

31121856311313ilibgggzemwélrg nigggcéggbleltgﬁlmgéeclé a house later and you will be quite sure of the bill.
it. Three of the parties told me they would place Quite a few people who saw this lumber- 9am they
an order with you. I saved very nearly $200.00 on the were 801118 l0 Order 0! you.
carload.
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—T. B. MEAD.

silver Creek, Nob.. March 4, 1906.

Thanking you for better lumber

I am.

unloaded yesterday. We were pleased with it. Mr.
-

_

than expected,

—T. c CHAMBERS.
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v
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Architects Advice soon.

—DANA D. LITTLE.
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_
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VJ. M. HUGUNIN. Architects Advice

IMPORTANT! Send Us Your Lumber Bill For llur Estimate. IMPORTANT!
Make up a list of what you need. Send it to us for our pi ice.
If you are putting up a building of any kind whatsoeverlet us

no chances in dealing with the Chicago House Wrecking
Company. Whether for $1 or “0.000 your order will be ﬁlled

upon request. Write us for any information or advice you want
and we will have our staff of architects answer every inquiry

ﬁgure with you. DUI-"I608 'llklOlld’l' than “Ida.

carefully. Our lumber and supplies are guaranteed exactly

promptly. Our free book of plans is sent if you mention this

Have your carpenter or contractor send us your list of what

as represented.

il needed if he has Charge of YOU!‘ buildillﬂ- DOB‘! DEV QX-

yourself. get your neighbors to club in with you. By buying a

Our business deman 5 quick action.We must keep our stocks

orhitant prices to the lumber trust with their long line of
lumber yards all over the country. Don't let the local dealer
soak you with his heavy proﬁt. Remember: Chicago House
Wrecking Company buys millions of feet at a time under
circumstances of forced sales which mean sacriﬁced prices and
enables us to sell even as low as cost without loss. You take

carload you can save all kinds of money on freight charges.\\'e
have railroad trains running through our main warehouses and
buildings and can load a car to good advantage for you.You can
include in this same car, pipe. plumbing material, rooﬁng.wire,
fencing. furniture. hardware and merchandise of every kind.
We also furnish you building and barn plans absolutely free

moving. This means prompt shipment- no annoying delays.
Let us help you lay out your plans. We will relieve you of every
detail. Thatis what our Special Builder Service is for. Be sure
and send us your lumber bill for our estimate. Feel free to
write for anything you want to know along the line of building
and building supplies.
All questions cheerfully answered.
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of
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If you have no need for a whole carload
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paper.
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Etc
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all. Makes your building cooler in summer and warmer in winter. Will not taint rain-water. We are

, 3W _'

headquarters for rooﬁng. Our prices defy competition. Read our offer: Absolutely perfect.brand
new, No. 15 grade. semi-hardened Steel Rooﬁng and Siding per 100 sq. ft. 8 1.50- Each sheet 24 in.
wide and 24 in. long. Our prices on corrugated, like illustration, 22 in. wide and 24 in. long 8 1- 7B-

{Shed mslcle "ll-h $966131 Willie 18PM"! enamel: Nlcely ﬁl
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What items in this advertisement interest you the most‘!

. ~;\erythlns inl the diBllillilingl
Supply Link‘. “Oil! Y1K ight.

F. 0. 8. cm. Chicago. Also have in limit 1000 rql. of pure hull-1t rock
hood rooﬁng. bought by us at manufacturers’ sale. Put up twoto llva lengths

and hagvy hardware. ‘and us your lumber "
ler our .Illlll e. Ask for our new a ectal mill “
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Name .............................................

....

............................... ..

Town

NEW 500-PAGE CATALOG no.813FREE
Tilie Wonderful Bargain Book is last out and ready to be sent to you at once.

It is a book such

as every shrewd buyer must have. 500 ‘III.- with thousands of items of the very best merchandise and
“ supplies bought at Sheriffs’ and Receivers‘ Sales. It will pay you to keep it handy. its pages contain a full re
__ cord of what we still have on hand from the wonderful St. Louis Worlds’ Fair. Merchandise. machinery an
1 all plies. articles for everyone. You will ﬁnd it useful in the home, in the workshop or in the oﬂice. Write today.

all! out oeupen In corner. Fill in answers to questions. Sign your name and address in full an
mail to us.

County ....................

State .......

........

R. F. D. or P. O. Box ............. .................................... ............ ..
I saw this advertisement in The 'l‘hresberrnen‘s Review

Send me free of all cost your boo-Page Catalog.

We will send you our big Catalog Free upon receipt of coupon and answer all inquires promptly.

CIIICACII IIIIIISE WRECKIIIC CCIPAIIY. 35th and Iron Streets, CI'IICISC, ILL Address Chicago llouse Wreeliino Co.. Chicago, Ill.

April, 1908.
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P03 BALI-Illinois Special scparator.
36x56.
Peoria weigher and
blower;
run 30 days. All in excellent condition;
good as new.
Banazck Bros. Nashville.
Illinois.

1'03 SALE-—One 18 h. p. Minneapolis
return ﬂue engine. straw or coal.
Minneapolis
separator.
36x56.
Peoria
weigher. blower and Parsons feeder. In
good condition. $700.00.
Simpson 8:
Wood, Castle Rock. Minnesota.

ron SAI-Il—14-horse Giant engine; 36
x56 Advance separator with blower.
feeder and bugger in running order.
Price, $350.00.
Andrew Haala, Sleepy
Eye. Minnesota.

203 BALE-One set of wheels and ax
les. good for gasoline engine‘ trucks.
Price, $12.00. L. H. Empie. Box E. Bir
namwood, Wisconsin.

I'OB 8AI|E—Second-hand threshing ma
chinery—22-iiorse
Buffalo
Pitts;
20
horse Leader; iii-horse Pitts; 16-horse
Robinson; l6-horse Nichols & Shepard;
Iii-horse D. June; 15-horse Gear-Scott:
l5-horse J. I. Case; 14-horse Star; 12
horse Huber;
IO-horse
Russell;
10
horse Advance;
No. 1 Birdsell clover
huller; Reeves huller: 33-inch Peerless
separator;
32-inch Red River Special
and many others.
Write us for price.
The Banting Machine Co., 114-118 Su
perior St.. Toledo. Ohio.

THR ESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur
chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.
In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just

what their ad. will cost, we have decided to make a ﬂat rate of

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.
Signatures and addresses are counted as so many words and charged at the
above rate. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 31x48,) will be counted as
one word. Abbreviations and initials, each will be counted as one word.

P03 BALI-20 h. p. Reeves compound
engine, Reeves separator. Mammoth
cylinder. all up-to-date attachments.
C.
E. Anderson. La Porte. Indiana.

REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.
Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.
Anybody can use this department at these rates, whether MANU
FACTURER, DEALER or '.i HRESHERMAN.
No display can be given advertisements under this heading. It is useless
to request that cuts be run.
If that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad

P08 SALE 0: Tmll—-9xl2 stationary
reversible engine for 6-horse portable
or other machinery.
W. A. Krumpe,
Saxonburg. Pennsylvania.

vertising columns.

A mGAm——One 36x56 Huber separa
tor, complete.
Out 4 years.
$100.00.
One
15-horse rebuilt Recvos
engine.

$200.00.

One

Iii-horse

Huber

1'08. SALE-A postal card will bring
you bargain prices on endless Giant
red stitched belts for wood saws, feed
mills, clover hullers, etc.
We carry a
big stock of endless bolts: 60. 70. 80.
90, 100 feet up to 160 feet and from 6
to 10 inches wide and 4 or 5-ply.
Mil
ler Oil &- Supply Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.

rebuilt

engine, $400.00.
One 36x60 Advance
separator,
complete.
$300.00.
One
40-inch Parsons feeder, rebuilt. $35.00.
Cylinder oil from 20 to 30 cents per gal.
Engine oil from 10 to 20 cents per gal.
Agent for Rumely thresher.
Ottawa
shellers.
McVicker
gasoline
engines.
Steel weigher,
Garden
City
feeders.
John Schleich, 229 S. Water St., Peoria.

Illinois.
ALI-

_

203 8AI|E—\Vrite for our price list of
rebuilt
traction
engines,
threshers.
clover hullers and corn huskers.
Ken
ney Machinery Co., Indianapolis. Ind.

_

mnsnmmn

G111‘

I‘Oi 8AI|IB—2I’ h. p. compound Port Hu
ron engine. jacketed boiler. Monarch
two wheeled tender, 36x60 Port Huron
separator, feeder. weigher, blower and
fccdor extension;
12-bbl.
steel
tank.
pump and hose.
This machinery was
bought new in 1905.
G-hoie Marseilles
sheller. 22 ft. extension feed. run 100
days.
Nearly new drive belt. 150 feet
by 8-inch. Chas. A. Holz. Palisade. Neb.

WISE

Save oil agents commission of $5.00
to $10.00 on your orders for oils and
greases by buying direct from an old es
tablished reﬁnery.
Send postal card for
prices and samples.
Fairfax Reﬁning
Co.. Desk 7, Cleveland, Ohio.
BAEGWIS rebuilt clover hullers—
Birdsells, Matchless, Victors;
also
many threshers. traction engines. mills.
shredders. balers.
All defects made
good.
Painted
like
new.
Waranted.
Grahams Mfg. Co.. Carmi. Illinois.

I03 8AI-B—-We are the owners of the
original patterns for the Aultman Co..
Canton, Ohio, line of machinery, and are
making the repairs for Star engines.
American separators. etc.
Orders ﬁlled
promptly.
Scnd for new repair price
list.
The Engine & Machinery Co.. 920
So. Market St., Canton, Ohio.

3ABGAII8—Five second-hand automo
biles, $175.00 up.
Also ﬂvc second

hand lathes.

Send

for list.

Box 593.

Burlington, Vl’lslconsin.
2801821728" desires place with pic;
season.
References.
Address, "H..
Box 214. Springhill, Kansas.
POI SALB—-20 h. p. double cylindcr
Nichols 8: Shepard engine with cab
and jacket; 32x52 Red River Special scp
arator with feeder. weigher and Sattley
attached stacker; 150 feet 7-inch four
ply canvas belt.
This outﬁt. for all
practical purposes. is as good as new.
Engine used but a few months. sepa
rator two seasons. Cash price. $1,650.00.
M. M. Baker & Co., Peoria, Illinois.
I'Ol SAIL
or TRADE-One 15 h. p.
Blrdsail traction engine; one 12 h. p.
Rumely traction engine; one 33x50 New
Peerless separator. wind stacker. Par
sons feeder. Above in first class shape.
Address. Lock Box 9. Keytesville, Mo.
20! lAI-E—Port Huron medium porta

ble saw mill with trucks; one 54-inch
and one 40-inch solid tooth saw; Mlxter
No. 1 saw gummer; roller die swage;
one 32x48 Huber separator with weigh
cr, in line shape. Write for particulars
or come and see this machinery. Brow
er Bros. Mexico, Indiana.

-

P03 8AI|B—l2 h. p. Rumely engine;
36x58 J. 1. Case separator with feeder
and
straight
stacker:
Independent
stacker.
All in line shape. will sell
cheap.
Theo McCadc, Box 177, Ashton.
Illinois.
208 8LI|E—La.rge
gines.

separators,

line of
etc.

rebuilt

We

en

carry

203 BALI-16 h. p. Advance engine
and 30x44 separator with all attach
ments.
In good shape.
Also 17x22 Co
lumbia. hay press. nearly new.
John
Garrett. R. 2, Dowagiac, Michigan.

Fox sans-s h. p. rebuilt Nichols &
engine.

Box

202 BALE-Secondhand machinery10,000 feet capacity Geiser saw mill.
58-inch saw;
three head blocks:
24
feet carriage: 60 feet of ways; Birdsall
20-horse traction engine. on switch at
McGregory, Ark.
Almost good as new.
Owner was injured in railroad wreck
and must sell.
Address owner. Frank
J. Coulter, Iowa City, Iowa.

FOB sun-01153011‘): 1510. 4 sheller
with drags;
Jollet 6-hole

one 10 h. 10.;

one Sandwich No. 5; one
horse power or ,engine;

one Ottawa C.

G.'B.

Koontz, Streator. Illinois.

1'02 8AL2——Crosshead pump for Min
neapolis engine; cylinder. clover con
caves and I. X. L. separating device for
36x58 Case.
G. Ruisch, Alton. Iowa.

203 8ALB—36-inch
Parsons
feeder‘.
Ditch adjustable seive; Closz chait'cr.
All practically new.
J. F. Reed, Lith
opolis, Ohio.

203 IAI-Ii—33x48 Bidwell
separator,
side stacker. Dentier ba-gger. Lindsay
feeder.
Run 40 days.
$175.00 cash:
$300.00 to be paid to Bidwell Co.. Nov.
15, next.
Mark Sturgis. Byron. Mich.

POI. SAI-Hne Buffalo Pitts 18 h. p.
double engine: one Buffalo Pitts 36x
56 separator, wind stacker. feeder and
weigher: one American separator. 36x60.
attached stacker. feeder and weigher;
one Ottawa C corn sheller with drags.
nearly new. A. W. Dix. Buda. Illinois.

1'03 BAI-E—One 16 h. p. Russell com
pound traction engine. price $300.00:
also one No. 1 Birdsell clover huller.
with self feeder and blower. price $200.
All in good running order.
Box 451.
Wauseon. Ohio.

ron. SALE-46 h. p. Gear-Scott engine
with canopy top. Monarch
tender.
used 6 years. gearing good; one Pen
berthy injector; Hart oil pump; 32x54
Case separator with Peoria. weighcr.
Russell wind stacker.
Jumbo
teeth.
large concaves. belts good. All ready to
start up.
Address. R. W. Parkhurst,
Morgantown. Indiana.
POI- 8AI|B—Freese brick and tile mill:
revolving and conveyor cut offs; 2-in.
to 12-inch dies; one brick die; grinder.
perfect order: 16 h. p. Atlas engine and
20-horse boiler, used four years.
For
less than the engine and boiler would
cost.
Address, Albert Schriner. Wina
mac, Indiana.

203 SAI-E—One 16x18 Ann Arbor bal
er;
one 2% Western sheller. No. 1
condition.
Walter Jackson. R. 4, Can
ton. Illinois.
208 sax-240m; Gear-Scott separator
with attachments; one 2-inch Eclipse
governor. F. C. Stroker. Olnoy, M0.
IP08 BAI-E—33x50 rebuilt New Peerless
separator with or without either feed
er. weigher. or blower.
Also 2-inch
Pickering governor.
Luther Caldwell.
Rushviile. Indiana.

m saxfnéw-lnoh Nicholsfdis Shepard
blower. good as new.
Lena. “'isconsin.

ron SALE-A brand new 3 h. p. 4 cy
cle marine engine.
Never been taken
out of crate. Price. $60. Address. "Ma
rine." c/o The Threshermen's Review.
St. Joseph, Michigan.

ron sur:_1s h. .5. Nichols & Shepard
engine. good as new; cheap.
W. E.
Johnston. 403 Ravine Ave.. Peoria. Ill.

Poi isaiii: 'cn'nar_33x50 in; Peter:
less separator with blower and weigh
er.
Or will trade for 12-horse traction
engine.
J. L. Mowrey, R. l, Daleville.
Indiana.
ron SAL-4i h. p. engine, saw. rig and
corn crusher; all mounted on trucks.
Will sell cheap.
Write for particulars.
F]. E. Bevil, Bradford. Tennessee.
roi lAii-érOne 512x52 Nichols *8’: Shop
ard Red River Special separator.
defcld Bros.. Batesville, Indiana.

§on“mnn;4o acres Missouri land
for threshing outﬁt.
John Hulbert.
Shellcr. Illinois.

POI 8AIJ2—Im.plement and
harness
business in a good. live Nebraska
town.
Good reasons for selling.
Stock
will invoice about $5000.00.
No land
trades considered.
Address. A. F. Lube
lcy, Crofton. Knox Co.. Nebraska.
ron
SALE-—Two
Hancock
engine
gangs: one ten disc and one ﬂve disc.
Cheap for cash.
F. Rycroft. Greenﬁeld
Oklahoma.

POI BALE-—Glendale bugger. in run
ning order:
$7.00 takes it.
J. H.
Johnson. Lawler. Iowa.
ron SAI-Il—32 h. p. Case engine, three
4-gang John Deere plows. Everything
complete and up-to-date. ready to plow.
Elmer Pense. Watson, Sask., Canada.
2'03 SA£Ei—Two Pfahler oil pumps:
one %-inch injector;
one
lubricator.
Write, Ed. Klone, Bradshaw. Nebraska.
P03 SALE-One two wheeled Monarch
tender, used two seasons and O. K.
Price, $35.00.
William Burgess, R. 1.
Lincoln. Nebraska.
ron SALE—8 h. p. Gaar-Scott traction
engine; also hay press and Porter ear
corn crusher speeded to it.
J. I. Ma
son, Polo. Illinois.
208 8AI-E—Engine, separator and clo
ver huller.
In good repair and up-to
date rig.
For particulars. write, E. H.
Jones. Snover, Michigan.

202 SALE or TRADE-—One 10 h. p.
traction: one boiler. 42-inch diameter.
12 feet long; one center crank engine.
10x11; one Chandler & Taylor engine
10x12. Pulleys. saws. line shaft. Want
12 to 16 h. p. traction. J. W. Ray. Ome
ga. Ohio.
208 8ALE—Nlce
thoroughly
rebuilt.
modern, up-to-date automobiles. Some
rare bargains. Write for list. Address.
Robt. Holmes & Bros, Danville. Illinois.

2'08 SAI-II—24

boiler

ilues.

2561:5695

inches. new seamless steel, l‘lts Robin
son engine.
Will take half price.
Iron
work for McNamar medium saw mill.
price. $40.00.
49-inch solid tooth saw.
$25.00. 50-foot 9-inch B-ply endless belt
used about one month. good shape, price
$15.00.
Correspondence invited.
E. S.
Miller. Milford Center. Ohio.

ron ‘mun-Owen”; sheller: steel
tank with pump and hose;
sawing
rig with four saws: McCormick husker.
shredder; 12 h. p. Gear-Scott traction
engine: New Huber bean and buckwheat
thresher; this machine has run but a
few days. The above is all in good run
ning order. Will sell all for $500.00 as
I have no use for machinery.
Chan.
Raer. Mendon. Michigan.

203 SALE All.‘ SAOBII'IOE PBIOE—
Niagara Jr. 28x48 separator with wind
stacker. automatic weigher and bagger;
Wood Bros. steel self feeder; Minneap
olis 16 h. p. traction engine; B-roll Suc
cess husker and shredder with wind
stacker: Kansas City hav press; Light
ning 18 h. p. gasoline engine.
Address.
Lock Box 11. Plum City. Wisconsin.
1'0!- 8AI-E—One 36x58 steel J. I. Case
separator with all the latest improve
ments; only run two short seasons and
is in ﬁrst class condition.
Hellmioh &
Neinaber. R. R. 10, Greensburg. Ind.

ron sum

or

IXOELIGI-Quarter

section land for good threshing outﬁt
as part pay.
A. L. Veeder. New Wind
sor. Illinois.

ion" ammonia in...
straight

ﬂue

engine.

new

2'03 8m—Six traction engines of dif
ferent makes. from 25 h. p. to 10 h. p.:
in A No. 1 shape.
They are bargains.
Several separators of different makes
and all sizes.
Bargains.
H. A. Davis.
Box 173, Indianapolis. Indiana.

{on also‘... wru- i'nanzli good
Ottawa D sheller for a well drill.
L. Thomas, Minneola. Kansas.

‘Ml-horse
ﬂues.

oil

pump;
36x56 Nichols & Shepard Red
River Special separator. feeder. wind
stacker;
Peoria weigher,
adjustable
tongue: Caswell belt guide. canvas cov
er.
all belts complete. wagon,
tank.
pump, sleeping car, straw cart. Ri has
been run 145 days: is worth $1.4 0.00.

but will sell for $900.00.
203 lAI-E—Two
complete
threshing
outﬁts, 16 h. p. engines, Wood Bros.
feeders and weighers.
Cheap.
Terms
to
suit
purchaser.
O.
C.
Hosklns.
Brownsville. Illinois.

Also one 36

inch Parsons feeder used two years, all
in good shape.
$25.00.
Frank D. Mor

rill. Janesville. Minnesota._
POI lAIo!i—16-horse Stevens engine;
J. 1. Case separator. 32x54;
feeder.
Sattley stacker. welgher.
Above ma.
chincry in good shape.
Some one will

get aibargain.

Vi’. R. Walker. Windsor.

lllino s.
POI SALE-—One Maplebay wind stack
er in good repair for 60-inch machine.
G. C’. Stimpson, Dillon. Montana.

S.

1'03 BAI-E—One Case l2-bbl. steel wa
ter tank and trucks. $40.00: one Case
oil pump. $4.00; one Chatham fanning
mill with sacker. $20.00: one two-row
corn planter
with
drill
attachment.
$15.00.
V. L. Kirk. Robinson, Illinois.

vens engine with Gould balance valve.
new. 1905: 36x60 Stevens Queen separa
tor, Monarch feeder, Hartley weigher.
Russell blower. new, 1905; Stevens Big
Four shredder with feeder and Uncle
Tom's wind stacker. new, 1904:
one
l20'x8" Sawyer drive belt.
The above
has been well shedded and is guaran
teed to be in No. 1 running order.
Full
particulars and price by addressing, F.
L. Elcholtz Woosung. Ogle Co.. Illinois.

i'on sam—1s-horse
ron BALE-—A new 25 h. p. Russell gen
eral utility traction engine and two
hauling wagons.
Levi Lewis. Radnor.
Pennsylvania.

Ro

1'02. SALE GIEAP—One 18 h. p. Ste
ron SAI-II—25-h.
Minneapolis direct
ﬂue plow engine, run 45 days.
42x64
Avery separator, complete. run 125 days.
All in fine condition.
F‘. C. Wlrth. Ben
edict. Nebraska.

203 8AI|E—$50.00 will buy Advance
separator.
32x52. good shape, with
blower and feeder.
Jonathan Fruits.
\Vaynetown. Indiana.

C. W. Halsted.

a

full line of repairs for Frick, Robinson
and
Kelley
engines
and
separators.
Cartmell Machine Co.. St. Joseph, M0.

Shepard steam traction
774, Spencer. Iowa.

2'08 SAI-IB—22-horse double
cylinder
Buffalo Pitts engine. cab and Jacket;
36x70
Avery separator,
feeder. wind
stacker and telescope weigher; 18-horse
double Colean engine. cab and Jacket:
36x60 Colcan separator. feeder. weigher.
wind stacker. drive belt and mounted
tank. Goods are right. so are price and
terms.
H. H. John. Mattoon. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

208 SAI-B—A complete
rig
in good
shape.
Will do as much work as a
new one at very little over one-third
the price.
l8-horso Nichols 8; Shepard
engine with Parsons tender;
36-inch
Red
River
Special separator.
wind
stacker. Ruth feeder and extension. wag
on tank. pump and hose.
Complete for
81.150.00.
A. J. Grii‘feth. Hutchinson.
Kansas.

compound
Ad
vance engine; 36x60 Avery separator,
feeder. wagon loader. Sattley stacker.
mounted tank.
For terms write. E. B.
Thomas. Plano. Illinois.

P08 SALE 0: '.l.'lA.'DE—-One 10 h. p.
Springﬁeld traction engine; one 12 h
p. Case traction engine;

and wagon:

one No.

one water tank

8

Bowsher feed

mill; one drive belt.
If you have any
thing for sale or trade write at once and

list it. Costs nothing until sold.
Gnifhn. Letts, Iowa.

W. 8.

ron 8LI|E—15 h. p. compound Ault
man & Taylor engine and 30x46 Cham
pion
separator combined with
clover
huller. Woods feeder. Peoria weigher.
Russell gearloss blower.
Herbert 81
Rohrs, Millhousen. Decatur Co.. Ind.

none: :01: SALFCan trot a mile in
three minutes.

Price. $500.00.

C. C.

Butler, R. 3. Warrenton, Virginia.

in: aomr'rs 'wmn/n'Jro sell ra
zor paste.
Sample. 10 cents.
Murray, Racine. Wisconsin.

J.

H.

HEERY-GO-BOUID for
sale
or ex
change for threshing rig.
G. Keener.
Jr., Thompson. Ohio.

April, 1908.
NEARLY
NEW
four-hole
Marseilles WAR'I'ED-—To correspond with parties
in Kansas who want to hire an ex
sheller with swivel extension.
$175
cash.
Address, Ed. Bousselot. Bucna perienced, sober engineer on plow en
gine this season.
Good mechanic.
Ad
Vista. Iowa.
dress, Ray Shlpps, R. 7. Maryville. M0.
HEW REEVES rear steel water tank
and fuel bunker;
56-inch Maplebay WE WANT YOU to take a few sub
scriptions to The Review for us. You
blower;
36-inch Ruth feeder.
Blower
and feeder used one season. Jacob Dun can get them among your neighbors and
friends.
If you will do this we have a
kelberger. R. 1, Newton, Kansas.
good offer to make to you.
Address.
Threshermen’s
BEBUILT TKEESEING SIG!!! -— he Circulation Dept., The
27 h. p. Minneapolis compound return Review,‘ St. Joseph. Michigan.
ﬂue type. price $1,150:
one 19 h. p.
same make as above, price $700; one 12 WRITE for lowest prices on complete
assortment of engines. separators and
h. p.. same as above. but not compound.
price $260; one 16 h. p. Minnesota Gi attachments of leading makes.
All
ant, price $375; one 16 h. p. Huber. sizes.
Cascaden Mfg. Co.. Waterloo, Ia.
price $350: one 30 h. p. New Giant. com —Grand Forks. North Dakota.
pound return ﬂue, price $1,300; one 25
h. p. New Giant, simple return ﬂue. $600.00 BUYS 12 h. p. Aultman Taylor
price $1,300; one 18 h. p. Phoenix. price
traction engine: 32x50 New Century
8700; two 20 h. p. .l'. I. Case, straight separator. Parons feder, Peoria eleva
lZ-bbl.
ﬂue. price each, $750; one 22 h. p. doub tor. Sattley stacker attached;
le cylinder undermounted Star engine, galvanized steel tank on truck. complete
$1.150.
Discount for cash.
If above for service. Located near Oakland, Neb.
separator
engines are not just what you want, $75.00 buys 30x46 Russell
write me.
Can get almost any stand with Parsons feeder. Peoria elevator.
ard make. Address, T. L. Sykes, Engine wind stacker; now at Council Bluffs, Ia.
G. l‘). Chilstrom, Orion. Illinois.
& Boiler Works, Fargo, N. D.

Chesapeake
Stitched
Thrasher
Belling
Unsurpassed for strength. traction
power and durability.
Made from
the heaviest weight of duck.
All
goods fully guaranteed.
For sale by all reliable dealers.
Manufactured by

The ﬂhesapaake Belling Company
BEBUILT

AND

SECOND-HAND

Genuine "Myers"

EN

gines~We now have on hand and are
prepared to make reasonably prompt
shipment of the following engines:
32
h. p. Port Huron steel geared special
traction engine; 30-h. Port Huron trac
tion; 24-h. Port Huron traction; 21-h.
Port Huron stcel geared traction; 18-h.
Port Huron traction: 16-h. Port Huron
traction; l5-h. Port Huron traction; 14
h. Port Huron traction; 12-h. Port Hu
ron traction; 16-h. Gaar-Scott traction;
16-h. Aultman-Taylor traction:
16-h.
Star traction: 16-h. Huber traction; 16
h. Russeil'traction; 16-h. Peerless trac
tion:
15-h.
Advance
traction;
12-h.
Nichols & Shepard traction; 16-h. Bird
sall traction; 13-h. Nichols & Shepard
traction: 12-h. Rumeiy traction:
12-h.
Stevens traction: 12-h. Russell traction:
10-h. Port Huron traction.
We have a
full line of rebuilt Port Huron. Advance.
Nichols 8: Shepard. Rumely and Geiser
separators. clover hullers. bean thresh
ers. hay presses—in fact. anything in
the machinery line- rebuilt desired.
If
interested and want prices. write us.
Port Huron Engine & Thresher Co..
Port Huron. Mich.. U. S. A.

Low Down Tank Pumps
All know of the standard qualities of
-

Q

I

l/%,
k .0! If

“a

HYDRAULIC‘
bond for free catalogue
bud lull particulars.

f: mAnuiols.
RRISONAND
’

Don't break yonrbnck and kill your
horses with a high wheel ‘wagon

For comfort’! sake get an

make ynurold upon new at small

co>t~ Write loreomlogue. Itisi'noo.

Write for 1908 Supply Catalogue
Please mention The Review.

HYDRAULIC
PRESS MFC.C0.
llcpartmanti. ILGILEAD. iliilii - ~ _ . "1.’ Bit‘
Boom 124-1., 39 Cortlandi: St" New York.
Please mention The Review.

School of Traction

Engineering
At School of Agriculture
St. Anthony Park.
ST. PAUL, Illili.
One Month Commencing June 30

FOR SALHIBCULAB SAWS.
Gummed and hammered complete. ready to
run, good as new. in the following sizes:

Three 43 in. 9x12; two 50 in. 8x9; one 52
in. 8x9; one 54 in. 9110; two 56 in. 81:10;

Prof. Wm. Boss. Hesd‘ot

SALESMEN
WANTED — Good
live
agents to work the mill and thresher
trade for our strictly high grade lubri
cating oils. greases, belt dressings. boil
er compounds. etc.
Now is the time to
take orders for both immediate and fu
ture delivery. Write at once. The Mon
itor Oil Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.

terest you with prices on the following sup
plies. Rubber, leather. red stitched belting,
new

last.

saws,

"

pulleys.

We

emery

can

wheels.

Moore pumps, injectors, brass goods.
size snws have you to exchange?

rtment

oi Fum Mechanic‘, Agnc. Co . U. M.
will give the chief lectures on Steam En
gineering. Prof. P. S. Rose. Instructor
in
E. 'neerina. N. in
Dal.
A _ ne . Engineer
Col_.. will
giverixicflcciuret
G500

one 60 in. 8x10;
three 60 in. 9x10;
two
62 in. 8x10.
We guarantee the temper and

they

i

Electric Handy Wagon.

The only press ownrrlad n‘lqilﬁl
nod diploma at. World 9 Blur.

metal to be
all right.
it
you
want
bar
gains wrlteaoagquick while

B'UmmFOur 1908 supply catalogue
now ready—it is yours for the asking.
See it for lowest prices on belting.
saws. brass goods. etc., etc. Port Huron
Engine & Thresher Co.. Port Huron,
Michigan.

Please mention The Review.

l\» rl3 THRESHERMAN
.SAWYERAND
l MACHINISI

the “Myerﬂ pumps. For very close
No.
4 l 5Wrilo
N. Main
street,
St. Louisl Co..
Me.
price!
Weber
Implement

RECIPES — Household.
Medical
and
Trade.
Write your wants to J. E.
Barnum, Hutchinson. Kansas.

SPECIAL AUTOMOBILE BARGAINS >
$175.00 up; send for list.
Lathes at
bargain prices. gasoline engines, etc.
Ask for what you want. P. O. Box 693.
Burlington. Wisconsin.

Baltimore, Md.

z“

ing. Courses: StenrnTrection Engineering.
Stationary Engineering. Gasoline
gineerinq, Blachmilhing. Ample op
poriunity for practical worknnd fornctull
operationofenginelwillbe given. Licenses
and diploma: iaued to those who are
qualiﬁed. Send for Prospectun. _ _

in

lace,

‘What

D. D. MAYNE, Pnnupel.
THE MILLER OIL it SUPPLY 00.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

GREAT LITTLE BililK
Filll BUSINESS MEN
Goes down to first principles;
helps to success and nearly
every one can afford it at the
price offered here.

THRESHERMEN. I0'1'IcE—If you own
or are interested in a threshing outﬁt,
write us for agency contract for a de
vice needed by every thresher-man.
No
A little book called "As a Man Think
money or security required.
Hydraulic
Press Mfg. Co.. Dept. E, Mt. Gilead. O. eth." by James Allen, is winning its way
WmED—36V-inch7 Wood Bros feeder, into the hearts of more business men
than nearly any book going Just now.
The reason for the popularity of the
must be in good condition.
Banazek
little book among business men seems to
Bros. Nashville, Illinois.
be that it reveals some old and tried
WAI'I'ED-A pair of second-hand head principles in a new and practical way.
blocks, complete, to open 28-inch or In short, it shows the commercial value
more. S. Christensen, Mandan, N. D.
of those principles—how to apply them
tpf the problems oi.’ everyday business
WANTED. .TEBESBIERME1T—A postal 1 e.
card giving your name and post oﬂ‘lce
The book is not an exhaustive treatise
address.
We will send you samples by on the much written upon subject of the
mail of lubricating oils and greases free power of thought. It is suggestive rath
of charge and save you money.
Inde er than explanatory. which probably is
pendent Oil Co., Mansﬁeld. Ohio.
a further reason why business men are
especially enthusiastic over it.
WANTED—We want every reader of
George S. Parker, who makes and sells
The Review to get us one new sub the "Lucky Curvc" Fountain Pen. in
scriber.
He must be a man interested speaking of this book said:
"As a Man
in farm power machinery and he must Thinketh is one of the greatest little
pay the full subscription price, 50 cents. books for business men that I have ever
Send the subscription with the 50 cents read.
I bought a great many copies of
to us and we will extend your subscrip this book to give to my business friends
tion one year in advance.
Subscription and associates."
Dept.. The Threshermen’s Review, St.
Heretofore "As a Man Thinketh" has
Joseph, Michigan.
been sold, but it is now being given
away by The Sheldon School of Chicago.
WAI'I'ED—16 or iii-horse undermount The Sheldon School teaches the Science
ed engine. 40-inch Advance
feeder. of salesmanship by correspondence. The
also Perfection elevator.
Have 40-inch success of the School is attested by the
Nichols & Shepard feeder for sale. Lau
fact that 30,000 men, representing every
terbach Bros., Earlville. Illinois.
line oi’ business. have taken the Course.
You don't have to be actually engaged
WAITED-Position as engineer on a in selling goods in order to proﬁt by the
traction engine or in small stationary Sheldon Science.
salesmanship is 9. vi
plant; experienced. can deliver the goods tal principle. Every man has something
with any engine.
Address, Edward C. to sell, and the men who understand
Larson. R. No. 2. Ogdensburg. Wis.
and apply the principles of scientiﬁc
salesmanship. realize. success in life.
WAITED-Seccmi-hand Sattley attach
The Sheldon people say they are will
ed stacker. in good order. for 32x52 Ad ing to give this little book away because
vance separator. Ora. E. Stevens, Clare there is so much good Sheldon doctrine
mont. Minnesota.
in it, and anyone who reads it usually
warren-fro miy 20-horse traction e}; gets right in line for the work of The
Sheldon School.
gine.
Must be cheap for cash.
C. A.
However that may be, the fact re
Wiegner. Donnelison, Iowa.
mains that it you desire a. copy of "As
a Man Thinketh." and would also be in
$100.00 CASH will buy a New Sattley tercsted in seeing some literature on the
attached stacker.
We have four 52 Science of salesmanship Course. you can
inch and two 44-inch for immediate de get the book without charge by simply
livery.
Rebuilt machinery list mailed sending your name and address with re
on
request.
Address,
Diets
&
Co.. quest, to The Sheldon School, 1368 Re
Bloomington. Illinois.
public Buildlng. Chicago.

for Threshermen
You can handle grain all day with a Hanson

Glove and not make your hands sore. They fit
like a dress glove, and are softand flexible. No
hard places or seams where they will interfere

the seams and the ﬁnish.

with the fit and comfort ofthe wearer. Nothing
in the palm to make the hand sore and calloused.
For wear they are not equalled-for the wearing
quality is the chief aim from the selection of the
leather, the ﬁt of the glove, the reinforcement of
Made in all sizes.Regular price per pair $1.25.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
One pair of Gloves (postage prepaid)
With The Review )
one year Both for i

l.$l.l0

Orders for this combination will not be accepted after
May 1st, 1908.

Even though your subscription does not

expire for some time to come, we would suggest that you
take advantage of this special offer for it will not be made
again.

Address

The Threshermen’s Review
St. Joseph, Michigan

April, 1908.
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Science
of .

Th

h'

Plain Gas

Farm
Engines
d .

Engine
Sense

This book is made up entirely
from questions and answers

The

gasoline

engine
which have been taken from the

has been so rapidly per
The latest book devoted
exclusively to the threshing
business, treating fully upon
the operation, management
and care of threshing machin
cry; in two parts: Part I—
The Grain Separator; Part II
—Traction and Portable En
gines.
‘
The author of this book
was for many years a suc
cessful thresherman, and later
successfully
superintended
one of the largest thresher
manufacturing plants in the
country, and from a long
lifetime spent in close touch
with the threshing business,
he has secured information
that will be found of partic
ular value and interest to
every reader of this book.
Science of Threshing is
thoroughly indexed, giving .
ready reference to any sub
ject, and the book through
out is handled in a highly
pleasing, thorough and per
fectly practical way. Chap
ters of the book are as fol

How To Run

fected and has so many

The Engineer’s Guide

unquestioned advantages
that it is becoming a
great civilizing factor and

ILLUSTRATED

is already producing as

Them
A
simple,
practical
book for experts as well
as for amateurs, fully de
scribing every part of an
engine

and

boiler,

great’ and as wonderful
changes as were wrought

by the advent of the steam

and

giving full directions for
safe and economical man

engine. The primary prin

agement of both.

ation are so presented in
this book that young and
old alike can secure from

There

are several chapters on
farm engine economy: in
fact more information has
been crowded into the
pages of this book than
will be found in any simi
lar book.
Here are a few of the
titles of the chapters:

ciples of gas engine oper

it

an

Members,

Delivery

Mem

bers,
Feeding,
Operation,
The Blast, Belts, Babbitting
Boxes,

Lubrication,

Care of Boilers, Firing,
The Mechanism of the

Engine,

Setting Valves,

Whistle Signals, Handling
the Engine, Tests for Leaks,
Friction
and
Lubrication,
Winter Care.
This book is bound in
beautiful red cloth, and con
tains 192 pages-in every re

spect it is identical with the
average book that sells for
$1.50, but our price for
Science of Threshing, sent
postpaid anywhere in the
United States or Canada is
$1.00; with one year's sub
scription to The Thresher
men’s Review, $1.25.
We recommend this book
highly to every thresherman.

'I'HRHSHHRMIIN'S

Boilers.
The Simple Engine.

How to Manage a Boil
er.
How to Manage an En

gine.

St. Joseph,

Michigan

+

To those thousands of
threshermen
been

who

successfully

have
hand

gine.
Handling a Traction
Engine on the Road.
Points for the Young
Engineer.
Economy Running
Farm Engines.
Different Types of En
gines.
How to Run a Thresh

ing Machine.
Questions Asked Engi
neers When Applying for

a License.
Price per Copy $1.00
While They Last, This Book and

The

ling the steam engine and
steam power, this book
will be particularly val

uable in enabling them to
make a study of the gas
engine.
_©_

Threshermen’s
Review
One Year, Both for
ONE DOLLAR

The

Questions and Answers depart
ment of The Threshermen’s Re
view-it covers the most impor
tant points of especial interest
to threshermen that have been
asked and answered during a
period of about ﬁve years.
The name of the book indi
cates the character of its con
tents, as it is made up in full
in the form of answers to ques
tions, except that there is an
appendix of forty pages devoted
to Safety Appliances for the
traction engine-The Steam En
gine Indicator-The Compen
sating Gear-Horse Power, and
other equally important topics.
The especial value of this
book, aside from the fact that
it has been closely and carefully
edited with respect to the im
portance of the questions an
swered is in the thoroughness of
its index and the handy refer
ence it aﬁ'ords to troublesome
and perplexing questions which
engineers

frequently encounter

in their daily work.
The library of a thresherman
is necessarily limited in the
number of books directly relat
ing to his business, and the
great popularity of the Ques
tions and Answers department
in The Threshermen’s Review is
an indication that the brethren
of the trade are alive to those
things that pertain to their trade
and this book is already an
authority among threshermen
and will become more popular

The price of the book
in durably bound form, is

50 cents per copy, post
age prepaid; or with The
Review one year for 75
cents.

. Th reshermen ’s
THE LEADING JOURNAL OF
THRESHER MECHANICS

under

Buying an Engine.

The

Crew, Wasting Grain.
Part
II—Heat,
Latent
Heat, Combustion of Coal,
Properties of Steam, Satur
ated
Steam, The Boiler,
Boiler Feeders, Boiler Parts,

intelligent

standing and learn to suc
cessfully handle a gas en

lows:

Part I—Threshing, The
Separator, The Threshing
Members,
Grain
Cleaning

Traction Engine
Catechism

-_Q_
Address orders to

The
Threshermen 's

the more it is read.
The Traction Engine Cate
chism is bound in full cloth a
dark green shade, and contains
250 pages; sent postpaid on re
ceipt of price, to any thresher
man in the United States or
Canada for $1.00, or with a
year's subscription to
The
Threshermen’s Review, includ
ing the book, for $1.25. Address
orders to

Review

THE
THRESHHRMHNIS
REVIEW

The leading Journal
of Thresher Mechanic.

The Leading Journal
0! 'l'lu-eoher Meek-Ile

Review Co.
St. Joseph,
St. Joseph,

Michigan

Mich

St. Joseph,

Michigan

Money Making Saw Mill Machinery
1%

Heavy Saw Mill
A Portable Saw Mill of largest capacity, sold with or
without trucks. Instantly variable friction feed—largest range
of speeds. Large discs act as balance wheels and save Power.

Suitable for use with engines up to 75 H. P. (portable
rating.)
Mandrel boxes self oiling like those used on dynamos.
"1‘

Simple mechanism, a single lever controls all operations of the

mill.
Makes as good lumber as any stationary mill.

Rusher Saw Mill
The General Purpose Portable Mill.

Large enough for

work on the large jobs-yet not too large to be operated with
proﬁt on the small jobs.

Hundreds giving perfect satisfaction

to users in the State of Michigan alone.

Can cut as high as

ft. an hour, and can be operated successfully with a small
threshing engine.

Makes lumber true to scale.

Write us for addresses of people who have used them
and know, men whose experience with the Rusher Saw Mill
dates back six or seven year, and who have proved it in every
department of the saw mill business.

Light Saw Mill
Our smallest Portable Mill.
use.

Easy to set, easy to pull up.

Built especially for Portable
Can be moved from set to

set like a thresher.
Has the same variable friction feed as the Heavy Mill,
with balance wheels to save power.
Large enough to saw 1000 to 1500 ft. of lumber per hour
—small enough to be successfully operated in small timber with
an 8 or 10 H. P. Engine

Makes as good lumber as any portable saw mill.
A winter and spring money maker for the man with a
small thresher engine.

Edger
Every saw mill man that does medium or large job needs
an edger. It saves time and time is money to the saw mill man.
He can make better lumber and make it at less expense and
in less time.
The cost is small and the cost of operation is small.
The increase in proﬁts is large.
The Port Huron Edger is specially adapted for portable saw
mills.
1908 catalog New Ready

‘Port Huron Engine & Thresher Gempany,
PORT HURDN, MICHIGAN
Southwestern Port Huron Co., Peoria, Ill.
Port Huron Machinery Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Port Huron Engine & Thresher Co.. Flora. 1nd.

Northwestern Port Huron Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Port Huron Engine 81 Thresher Co., Nashville. Tenn.

Please mention The Review.

Wichita Port Huron Thresher Co.‘ Wichita, Kanv
Canadian Port Huron Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.
Foreign Trade Office, II Broadway, New York.

PLOWING WITH A TRACTION ENGINE

THE REEVES
is A
I
PRACTICAL AND
S U CCESSFU I.
PLOWING OUTFIT
WILL PLOW ANYTHING
ANYWH E R E
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Since the life of an engine depends on the durability or the boiler, it is of the utmost importance that
the buyer of an engine make no mistake about the style of boiler he is getting. There are good reasons to
account for the fact that the Huber engine will run continuously twenty or more years, and still be in good
working condition. In the ﬁrst place, we use nothing but the best boiler plate obtainable. From this the
outer shell is cut in one single piece. The seam is carefully and thoroughly riveted with a double row of
rivets, making a perfectly tight joint. As our form of construction does not require stay bolts to brace the
shell or ﬁre ﬁue, no part of the shell is drilled or punched full of holes to weaken the plate and hasten cor
rosion. There being nothing inside the boiler to interfere with the free circulation of the water, sediment
does not collect and cause burning out of any part of the boiler. Any lime or sediment naturally settles to
the bottom of the boiler, and there large hand hole plates permit its quick and easy removal. It is no trouble

I\ \
a .
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to clean the Huber boiler; and the cleaner it is kept, of course the longer it will last.

Another valuable feature is that our boiler is high mounted. This is possible because it is internally ﬁred,
the ﬁre being within the ﬁre ﬂue. Owing to this fact, we can make our rear axle straight and run it clear
through under the boiler. This makes a much stronger axle. Further, instead of the axle brackets being at
tached to the sides or end of the ﬁre box, straining the plates and making the boiler support the whole
weight, we place them BENEATH the boiler. Thus the entire weight is carried by the axle, as it should be.
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The construction of our engine throughout is in all respects equal to that of the boiler. Our spring
mounting is a valuable feature for threshing engines, protecting them from jar in running over the roads
and ﬁelds. Every part of the gearing is made just heavy enough to stand the hardest strains and still not
make any unnecessary weight. The cylinder and bed plate are cast in one piece and the cylinder and
guides bored at the same time. The engine can not get out of line, and cutting of the cylinder is prevented.
Our traction engine is short and compact, and every part necessary for the engineer to see or handle is in
easy reach from the platform.
Our Threshers for 1908 are worthy of special attention. They have every valuable feature that the pro
gressive thresherman could wish. We make a large diameter cylinder with heavy double bars, and the cylin
der and concave teeth have been found superior to any other teeth on the market. Our system of vibrating
racks gives the grain the greatest possible agitation while passing through the machine, separating all the
grain from the straw; and it is all delivered clean and whole to the measure. Grain threshed with a Huber
machine will always command the highest market price.
We ask an opportunity to ﬁgure with you on whatever you may need, engine, thresher, feeder, stacker,
weigher. loader, tank, etc. Ask for a copy of our "School for Threshermen" if you haven't one.
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THE THRESHERMEN'S REVIEW

-

dern Threshing
Demands Modern Methods and Machine
You can take an old separator and put a Self Feeder, Wind Stacker, Weigher and other modern at
tachments on it and make it look like an up-to-date threshing outfit. But looks isn't all there is to it in
threshing machines-the work is done on the inside. Any separator to successfully operate under present
conditions must be built under present methods of construction.
Large capacity, faster work and easy
running are qualities to be aimed at from the start.

The New Century Separator
is a modern, practical separator right up to the minute on all that's good in the way of improvements and modern ap
pliancest Built under the personal supervision of experts who have been years in the business and backed by a guar
antee of the A-T. Company to give satisfactory service. The principal of construction is correct, hence the per cent of
saving of the grain is the maximum.
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" _‘ AULTNAN-YAYLOR .

The Aultman- Taylor Engine
is a powerful, strongly built traction. The boiler is mounted on channel iron frame with heavy springs to carry weight
of boiler and machinery, thus relieving the boiler of all jars while traveling on the road. Has capacity ample for all
purposes required of a traction-threshing engine.
'
Write for Catalogue today.

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Mansfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.
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THE MONEY MAKING ENGINE

HART-FARR OIL COOLED'
GASOLINE TRACTION
EVERY OWNER OF A HART-PARR ENGINE IS USING IT FROM TWO TO SIX TIMES
AS MANY DAYS OF THE YEAR AS HE WOULD A STEAM TRACTION ENGINE SIMPLY
BECAUSE OF ITS GREATER CONVENIENCE.
THIS
MEANS
A
YEARLY
INCOME
FROM TWO TO SIX TIMES GREATER THAN WITH THE BEST STEAM OUTFIT, PROMPT
RETURNS
ON
MONEY
INVESTED,
AND
GREATER
SATISFACTION
GENERALLY.

The Great General Purpose Engine
The above illustration shows a fruitful source of revenue for the owner of a Hart-Parr gasoline traction.
There is a large amount of road work being done at the present time all over the country, as there is a dis
tinctive wave of the “good roads fever” spreading over all of the United States, especially in the central and

eastern parts.
Government reports have repeatedly recommended the traction engine for road purposes and the Hart-Parr
has been found especially well adapted to this work. It can be operated in any section, is always ready, and
there is no expense when not in actual operation.
THE PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER of a farm power should constantly bear in mind the various uses to
which an engine can be put and the convenience in its operation. The gasoline traction is complete within
itself. It carries its own fuel for a day’s run, can be operated miles from any water supply, and is strictly a
one man power. It can be used on roads or in ﬁelds where the steam traction can not go.
The one ideal power for both summer and winter use. USES KEROSENE AS WELL AS GASOLINE, and
will save you at least one-third of your fuel bill, a big item in a season’s run. Write for new illustrated cata
logue, just out.

Hart-Parr‘ Company, 224 Lawler St, Charles City, Iowa
Please mention The Review.
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_ Some Rare Metals

®

Most of the so-callcr “rare miner-' furnished about 40 tons, there were plates and projectiles. The percent- undoubtedly remain “rare” for some
3,500 tons produced during the year age of tungsten in tool steels varies time to come, is largely used for the

nls” have been known to the scien
tiﬁc world for a comparatively long
lime; but it is only a few years

since any of them have become of
importance in mechanics and the
arts.
Now, however, the names of
some of these minerals are, through

1905, with about half of this quanti- greatly, according to the special use
ty coming from Australia, about 820 for which they are intended, but
tons to the credit of the United tungsten always imparts to the steel

quantities used in

The greatest demand for the rarer
metals comes from the steel and al
lied industries, where manganese and
nickel and chrome alloys of steel are

And, as stated by Schaaf-,

Regclman, from whose ﬁne paper on

this subject in the Engineering Mag
azine we quote largely, the best qual
ities of steel are inadequate for mod
ern requirements; and the search for
alloying metals' that will render steel

from a rare into a common metal, as

its regular
scale is now
the whole
tungsten-ore

though
others than

the
the

metalurgical line are but small. Al—
though it is authoritatively stated
that the action of molybdenum in the
steel is from two to three times as
powerful as that of tungsten, techni
cal difficulties have opposed them~
selves to the production of pure
compounds at low cost; but as soon
as a constant and reliable supply of
the raw material shall be insured,
these difficulties will certainly be
overcome.
It is now used advantageously for
improving the steel for riﬂe barrels,
for large guns, for propeller shaft
forgings, and also for wire drawing,
as, if a certain proportion is added to
to the steel, this increases its elon
gation considerably and improves its
flexibility. Moreover, the manufac
ture of molybdenum steel is less com

ing.

lit for a greater variety of service has
resulted in new and highly satisfac
tory special service combinations.
Tungsten, or Wolfram, as it is
sometimes called, although unknown
to many, is on the verge of turning

but in

addition thereto it enjoys many and
varied applications in the chemical

States, and the rest from several Eu- the property of self-hardening in the and ceramic industries,

their use in manufactures, becoming
quite familiar; and a recapitulatiou
of some of them, with an indication
of their uses, makes interesting read

common.

same purposes as tungsten;

IN NORTH DAKOTA.

Courtesy Victor Thresher Co., Marlon.

ropcan localities, each of but little air after forging without necessitat
ing any of the usual methods of tem
importance.

production on a large
The chief use of tungsten is in the
an assured fact. While
world's production of manufacture of tungsten steel, and
concentrates during the this again is mostly used for high
year 1900 amounted to only about speed tools, magnet steels, and in Eu
150 tons, of which the United States lropean countries also for armor

plicated than that of tungsten steel,
and as soon as a regular production

of molybdenum ores can be relied
upon this metal will become of very
Molybdenum, which, in spite of the great importance.
widespread attention it has received
Australia is again. the chief pro
of late, still preserves all the char ducer of the orcs containing molyb
acteristics of a rare metal and will denum, and last year's output is es
pering.

-
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timated at about 70 tons.

While the sults are obtained in many cases by whitcr and the life of each lamp is at combined with other chemical compo
the alloying not only one of the above the same time increased so considera sitions, especially a nitrate of ceri
eastern part of Canada, produced named rare metals with steel, but by bly that, in view of all these advanl um, which is likewise extracted from
nearly the same tonnage. this ore is compounding them with nickel or ages, it would be more economical monazite sand, has practically been
of much lower percentage and conse, chromium, and tungsten-chromium to pay one dollar for a tantalum lamp the salvation of gas as an_illuminant
quently of smaller yield.
steel, tungsten-nickel-steel, molybde than to get the old carbon lamps for in. competition with other lighting
methods.
Vanadium and uranium are nearly num-chromium-steel, and other simi nothing.
American

continent,

especially

always named together as almost all

lar combinations are the result.

They

ores containing one metal also con

have many distinct features different
tain the other. Uranium, however, from an alloy of one of these metals
is used very little for steel harden with steel, and variations in the pro
ing purposes outside of the well portion of each constituent very often
known German steel foundry and gun produce surprising effects.

Tantalum is one of the hardest
substances known and its use for sci

The list of rare minerals which are
or will soon be of importance in our
entiﬁc instruments, where price stands commercial and industrial life is by
always second to accuracy and dura no means conﬁned to those enumerat

bility, will doubtless be developed ed above, but the study of the pecu
much sooner, inasmuch as tantalum liarities of those remaining would re
also resists the corrosive inﬂuence of quire a predilection for chemistry.

factory of Krupp at Essen, where the
Another rare metal, which has at
use of uranium has apparently passed tracted universal attention during acids and alkaline solutions in a. very Be it suliicient then to just name one
of the' rest, viz., lithium, well known
out of the experimental stage, but the last two years, while before it was remarkable degree.

where the knowledge of its applica
tion is guarded most jealously. Van

scarcely known outside of scientiﬁc

laboratories, is tantalum. It. was ﬁrst
adium, 0n the other hand, has been discovered and investigated in 1802
used in France and Sweden for many by a Swedish chemist, named Ekel
years for increasing the tensile berg, who, on account of the tantaliz

strength and toughness of steel, but
its high price has prohibited its ap
plication on a large scale.
The
French and German armorplate works
use an alloy of vanadium and nickel
and obtain excellent results and the
superiority of French automobiles is

One of the most striking experi

to everybody in the form of lithia

Four different
ments to demonstrate the hardness water and tablets.
of tantalum was, that for the purpose kinds of stone contain the element

of boring a hole through a sheet of lithium, also a metal, namely: lithi
pure tantalum metal, a diamond drill ophilite, lepidolite, spodumene, and
ing difficulties experienced in extract bore was used, revolving incessantly amblygonite; and while the ﬁrst
ing the metal from its ores, called it for three days and making 5,000 rev named forms whole mountain ranges
“tantalum,” deriving this name from olutions per minute, and the result in the United States, it is of no com
the ill-fated king Tantalus, well was a depression of less than 0.02 inch mercial value. Lepidolite and spod
known to students of Greek mythol
in the metal, but an entirely dull and umcnc are also found in comparative
ogy. Only two years ago was it smooth diamond.
ly large quantities, chieﬂy in Cali
found out by German scientists that
A number of other rare metals fornia and the Black Hills respective

BALlNG ALFALFA AT ALMENA, KAS

Courtesy Ann Arbor Machine Co., Ann Arbor, Mich.

said to be due to the liberal applica
It is noteworthy that the best re f and the light is so much brighter and
tion of vanadium steel in their con- what the discoverer thought to belhavc been tried for making ﬁlaments
tantalum was an alloy of it and a and, while some, like vanadium and
struction.
Uranium has been detected in more carbide, and more tantalizing efforts niobium, have proved to be failures,
than a dozen different minerals, which were necessary to produce this metal osmium (whose chief use in connec
are found in nearly all mountainous in its perfectly pure state; but thisl tion with iridium has hitherto been
countries of the globe, but the per success once being reached, the metal !in the manufacture of high grade
centage of the uranium is generally immediately became of such an im ‘ writing pens-fountain pens), has led
portance that it is now revolutioniz Ito. the creation of the osmium lamp,
too small to warrant extraction, and
ing at least one large industry, that which, however, is more of scientiﬁc
workable deposits of uranium min

of the manufacture of incandescent
lamps for electric lights. The Ger
ery of radium these uranium miner
man chemists, experimenting with this
als have become of special interest, unique metal, were connected with
as the percentage of uranium is in the well known ﬁrm of Siemens &
direct proportion to the radio-activity Halske, of Berlin, manufacturers of
of the mineral, and all other applica electrical machinery and apparatus,
tions of uranium metal and uranium and they thought this evolution of
salts, which latter are used to some such importance that they protected
erals are limited.

Since the discov

extent as color on porcelain and glass,

their process of extraction and util

than of commercial value.
There is another group of rare min
erals which is of the utmost import
ance

in

the

illuminating

industry,

containing the elements thorium, ceri
um, yttrium, zirconium and some oth
ers, and these minerals, on account of

their physical character, are general~
ly known under the name of “rare

earths.”
are overshadowed by the importance ization of the metal by more than two
Monazite, occurring in the form of
of uranium as the chief source of ra hundred patents in all civilized coun sand, is the only commercially devel
dium.
tries.
oped source of the metal thorium,
Titanium is unique among the met
The so-called tantalum lamp is an which, since its discovery in 1828, un
als used for steel alloying purposes, incandescent electric lamp with a ﬁli til about a decade ago, belonged to
as the raw material, i. e., ore con ment as in the ordinary incandescent I that class of rare metals whose exist
taining titanium, is most abundant; bulbs. The most salient features of ‘,ence was of consequence, rather
but the metal and its alloys are dis the tantalum lamp are that, while the in the higher range of chemical
tainctly rare, and while it is known ﬁlament is so arranged as to have a speculations than for industrial uses;
that titanium imparts to the steel total length of about two feet, with but the invention of the gas burner
most valuable properties, its applica out materially increasing the size of mantle, commonly called Welsbach
tion is still in its infancy, because the lamp, but half of the amount of ‘mantle, shifted it at once from this
the technical difficulties in an eco current is needed to produce a light class of' substances into that of pro
nomic production on a large scale of the same intensity as that of an ’ducts indispensable to our everyday
have not been overcome as yet.
ordinary lamp with a carbon ﬁlament, needs. The discovery of the illumi

nating power of thorium oxide, if
ly, and can be treated to advantage;

but amblygonite is distinctly a rare
mineral, unfortunately, since it is
the one containing the highest per

centage of lithia.

She Got a Seat.
The elevated

train was crowded,

says the New York Globe, mostly
with

standing women and

seated

men.
After leaving Twenty-third
Street one of the standing women, of.
self possessed bearing, leaned for
ward and remarked to a man:
“I think, sir, if several of these
gentlemen would move up a bit there
would be room for me to sit. Would
you move up a little, sir?” she added
to a sour visaged citizen behind a
newspaper who occupied an adjoining
seat.

“Sit? Where’s any place to sit?”
growled the sour faced one.

“What

do you want—to sit on my lap?”
“I don’t mind—really. It would
be better than standing, now, wouldn ’t
it?” she replied smiling quite so
ciable like.
The sour faced citizen gasped,
moved up and buried his face in his
paper.

The woman sat down.

May, 1908.
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Man, Horse, Automobile and the
Highways.

To the Threshermen of Iowa.

From the Lima Automobile Club,

of Lima, Ohio, there has come a lit
tle book on the

outer cover of which

is the title: “The Man, the Horse,
the Automobile, and the Highways ;”
inside the designation is “The High
ways and Road Etiquette.”
The
club states:
“This little book is

I give below a copy of Section 1571, as shown in the Supplement
to the Code published in 1907, and I wish every thresherman would
paste it in his hat and whenever he feels as though he had no inter
est in “The T'hreshermen’s Association of Iowa,” just read and
reﬂect that this same section has been in eﬂect in one form or an

things of this world, and aﬁord more
leisure to enjoy what we have. The
increased number of people who ride
over the country for either pleasure
or business, to say nothing of the
driving required by the great sys
tem of rural delivery which has so
recently
been
inaugurated,
have
created a pressing demand from one

the

other for twenty-ﬁve years, and if the threshermen do not go before
“the powers that be” as one man and demand its modiﬁcation, it
will remain in force for all time.

end of the country to the other for
a better grade of highways than have

‘old hoss’ which finds the ‘old pike’
a hard road to travel.” There is

There is quite a difference between Section 1571, governing
steam engines, and Section 157l-i, governing motor vehicles, which

roads will be built by the national

so much‘ common sense and timely

should not be.
“Section 1571.

sympathetically

dedicated

to

advice to automobilists that, in view
of the title page announcement of
“Copyrighted by
Everybody-No
Rights Reserved,” the text matter is
herewith reproduced with thanks to
the enterprising Ohio club:
The Lima Automobile Club here
with sends greetings of good fellow
ship to every owner of a horse in Al
len County, and during these long
winter evenings we wish to sit down
with you at your own comfortable
ﬁresides and chat over some of the
things which are of mutual interest
to the horse, the automobile and the
walker. There is no politics about
this, but it is full of good, practical
religion, for it has to do with the
prosperity, comfort, safety and hap
piness of everybody in the county,
and to facilitate this friendly inter
course let us lay aside all prejudice
' and be frank and honest to each oth
er, and see if we cannot establish
good, neighborly relations between
the users of the horse and the auto
mobile, based on the golden principle
that each has the same “free and

Whenever

any engine, driven in whole or in part by steam power, is being pr0<
pelled upon a public road, or is upon the same, the whistle thereof
shall not be blown, and those having it in charge shall stop it one
hundred yards distant from any person or persons with horses or
other stock in or upon the same, and at a greater distance away if
they exhibit fear on account thereof, until they shall have passed it,
and a competent person shall be kept one hundred yeards in ad~
vance of such engine to assist in any emergency arising from fright
ened animals and to prevent accidents. In crossing any bridge or
culvert in the public road, or plank street crossing in any city or
town, four sound, strong planks not less than twelve feet long, each
one foot wide and two inches thick, shall be used, by placing and
keeping continuously two of them under the wheels. A failure to
comply with either of the provisions of this section shall be a mis
demeanor, punished by imprisonment in the county jail not more
than thirty days, or by a ﬁne of not more than $100.00, and, in ad—
dition, all damages sustained may be recovered in a civil action
against the violator, and in no such case shall the county be liable
for personal injuries or for damages occurring to any engine or sep
arator. ”

- When. your local candidate for the legislature asks your support,
show him this section, and ask him where he stands, then vote ac
cordingly.

JAMES DEVIN,
Secretary-Treasurer, Threshermen’s Association of Iowa.

sell it-must haul it away to some
market where he could get a little
cash.
This necessitated wagons.
Wagons necessitated roads! So by
littles they were commenced. Trees
were cut;

soft spots were covered

with poles and split logs.

This gave

the “corduroy,” that served the pur

pose for the time being. But crops
increased, better roads were found
to be necessary in order to get the
products of the farm to market. All

night out on the road—stuck in the
mud half of the time-would not do
the thrifty farmers. They must have
roads that were more passable. So
they bridged and drained and dug
and scraped year after year as they
could spare the time from their farm
work, improving the worst places as
fast as possible with the facilities
then at hand; but the desire and ne
cessity for better roads grew faster
than the roads could be built. But
great things were accomplished, and
in due course of time a good system

but the counties will always be the
greatest promoters and builders of
good roads.
Some states are already spending

millions on their highways.
chusetts appropriated

Massa

$25,000,000 a

few years ago for that purpose and
now has many miles of beautiful
roads as smooth as asphalt pave
ment. All Europe abounds in ﬁne
roads; but they have been at it for
centuries and have learned the art
to perfection. It may take genera
tions to put all our roads in as good
condition as they are abroad, but we
have made the beginning, and each
year will doubtless show much pro
gress as a whole. Even California is
farther

advanced

in

road

building

than we are in Ohio.
Here is what Geo. W. Lattimer,
chairman of the Joint Good Roads
Committee of the Ohio State Board

of Commerce and the Ohio State
Grange has to say on the subject of
good roads in his recent report:
“The farther one studies and in

__—_v__——*_.\

vestigates this subject, the more he

equal rights” on the public highways

He must

‘Some

government and others by the states,
Steam Engines on Roads—~Pentlay.

of dirt roads was established through
which we all have had a hand in dc— out the‘ country.
Then came the de
veloping from the forest trail to the sire for more of the comforts, and
perfect pike.
some of the pleasures of life! The
The “perfect pike” is yet to come, “Old Studebaker Wagon, ’ ’ which
but its coming is assured and cannot had so well served the triple purpose
much longer be delayed. As long as of a pleasure(‘l) vehicle, a market
we were compelled to go on foot or wagon and a manure cart, would no
on horseback, we did not complain of longer do to carry the wife and
the trail. It was all we needed then. daughters to church on. Sunday. So
The “earliest settler” (ourvfathers the covered surrey made its appear
and grandfathers) was too busy with ance;
and later, with increasing
his as and grub-hoe in preparing a prosperity the “boys” must have
spot of ground on which to raise a their “top buggy” and trottingabred
few potatoes and a little corn for his horse for their own private use after
wife and babies, to spend his time on a week ’s hard work behind the plow.
the road; therefore it made little
Then the very plows themselves
diﬁ'erence to him whether it was good began to go on wheels-wheels for
or bad-or no road at all. But 10! everything I
the change! By and by he had a lit
tle surplus corn or wheat.

heretofore been dreamed of.

One

improvement

after

another

followed in rapid succession.
The
mower came. Then the horse drawn
and horse propelled threshing ma_
chine came along, asking for a more
solid roadbed. Then, as if by magic,
there appeared what we now know
was a veritable and monstrous auto
mobile threshing machine! It grew
and grew, bigger and bigger each year,
until it evolved into the enormous
traction engine of today, which goes
up and down over the face of the
earth, pulling a “train of trailers”
which ﬁlls the highways full of
wheels from one fence to the other,
and with the noise and steam enough

to scare the shoes off a horse less than
forty years old. But, nevertheless,
all this ' means real progress, and
must not be stopped!

It belongs to

the spirit of the times! The wheels
of progress should never be blocked,
whether shod with rubber or rough
shod with ribs of steel.

Progress

must have a fair ﬁeld and no favors.
Now to go back a little. The mud
dy, narrow, slippery dirt roads be

is convinced that it is one of the
came obsolete in a day, as it were,

and the great cry went up from ev
ery quarter: “Give us pikes-pikes!
Give us more pikes!” Twenty years
of incessant Work on pikes has ac
complished wonders. It is estimated
that in Allen County alone there
have already been built over 1,000
miles of pike roads.
Think how
many loads of stone that means~—mil
lions, perhaps. Then countthe wear

greatest
States.

problems

of the

United

It touches the welfare and

interest of more individuals than any
other one question that is before the
American public today. There is not
a man, woman or child, in the coun
try or city, that is not obliged to use
the roads.
“Owing to the extremely bad roads
of the present time, the farmer, who
and tear on wagons, horses and men, is the producer, is obliged to haul his
and count the cost in dollars if you product

can.

to

the

nearest

market

at

It is incalculable; but has all such time during the year as the roads
been done without a murmur.
Of are passable. This occurs within two
course, we still need more pikes, but or three months in the fall, after the
the important question which con harvest. This glut‘ and oversupply
fronts us today is not so much that makes the very lowest prices of the
of building new pikes as the care year for the producer, and the con
and maintenance of those already in sumer in the cities and centers of pop
existence! During the busy days of ulation is obliged to pay the very
new work, the old roads were scarce highest prices during the months of
ly given a thought, and many of bad weather. Good roads will elimi
them are now in sad need of atten~ nate such conditions so that the farm
tion. It is poor economy to allow a or can haul his product to the market
road to become entirely worn out, at any time during the year, whenev
and have to practically rebuild it. er the demand calls for it, and the
The “stitch in time” doctrine is consumer can buy whenever the goods
equally applicable to a. turnpike or a are wanted. Thus the producer will
pair of, socks. For a short time a be able to secure a better price for
new road (as roads have been built his product and the consumer pays
in the past) will improve by use; but lower prices for his necessities.
if not cared for a little each year it
“For years the United States and
will soon begin to go backwards. The state governments have been appro~
great aim in the past has been to see printing money for waterways, steam
how many miles of new pike could railroads and other means of commu
be added each year—the old ones nication, all of which are good, but
still serving to keep us out of the these questions become insigniﬁcant
mud, the purpose for which they of what good roads will bring to the
were originally built-so why com inhabitants of this country. Every
plain‘!
body should be interested in this
But the large crops and high prices question, and should urge Federal,
of all farm products for the past state ‘and county aid for improve
few years, together with the general ments which at this time are all vital
prosperity of the whole country, tend to the welfare of our country.”
to increase the desire for the good (To be continued in June number.)
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provision, at that; for we are less
liable to be promiscuous about hurt
ing other folks’ feelings when we
know for a certainty that they will
return the compliment.
Now, just why our Uncle Silas
should have wanted to bat us in the
ﬁrst place is something of a puzzle;
for, according to his own showing,

we didn't do anything. And it wasn’t
exactly

fair,

when

he

thought

he
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But be that as it may, he certainly
made the amends honorable at Des
Moines, and, being peacefully in
clined ourselves, a more harmonious
bunch than the thresher trade press
representatives at the Iowa meeting
it would have been hard to ﬁnd. And
the convention beneﬁted by it, as a
matter of course. In the meantime
the page opposite this had gone to

piste ﬁles oi this paper should remit

promptly upon receipt of notice of ex
piration.

press;

and, while we cannot retract

what is there stated nor characterize
Our Advertising rates will be made
it as other than fact, yet the very
known on application. To insure in
sertion copy (or advertisements must be
pleasant relations established at Des
in this oﬂlce on or before the 15th oi the
month preceding date of issue.
Moines make the publication thereof
q "This paper does not attempt to
not so agreeable as at ﬁrst appeared.
endorse opinions expressed in its
"correspondence" coiunins.,
However, like Uncle Silas’ April is
Entered as second-class matter at the
sue, the thing is done; the milk is
Post Oiilce at St. Joseph. Mich.
spilled. The best thing now for ev
erybody concerned is to forget it and
work together to place the business
of threshing on a higher and better
Second only to Wichita in point of plane, where operators of farm power
attendance and head and shoulders machinery can have remunerative
above them all from the standpoint prices for their work, with equal
of interest and earnestness of pur rights before the law, and roads and
pose displayed by those in attendance, bridges beﬁtting a noble and a nec
the First Annual Convention of the
essary calling.
threshermen of Iowa marks an epoch;
the dawning of a better day for the
The meeting of the Michigan
thousands in whose hands lies the Threshermen’s Association at Lans
ﬁnal and most necessary process in

the evolution of the wealth of the
commonwealth; that of preparing its
grain for the market.

For the abuses in the business,
whether in Iowa or in any other
state, are chargeable more to neglect
or indiﬁerence on the part of those
most directly interested than to any
other cause. Prices are at too low a
notch, the road and bridge laws with
reference to traction engine traffic
are absurdly unjust, and the thresher
men have been content to take mat
ters as they are instead of making a
united and determined effort to rem
edy these wrong conditions. But the
Iowa contingent are at last aroused;
and under the good leadership they
have elected they can obtain the re
lief the business sorely needs.
Will they do it’ Well, if indica
tions count for anything they will,
for a more "dead in earnest" bunch
never got together for organization.
Some were “from Missouri” and had
to be shown, but these became the
most enthusiastic of the lot. They
all went home determined to put in
their best eﬁorts for organization.
To the threshermen who stayed at
home we urge that they join hands
with the State Association for fulﬁll
ing the obect of its existence: bet
ter conditions in every phase of the
threshing business.
It is the most natural thing in the
world—it’s instinctive, perhaps-t0
reach out for the other fellow’s chin
when he has landed one near your
own solar plexus. You don’t wait
for any explanation; you don’t really
want any-at least not till your jab
has landed. Perhaps this is a wise

for publication, but an advertise
ment written by Mr. McRill and used
by him in the local papers to get
business.
It pays to advertise-if the adver

tising is so written as to appeal to
the people it is meant for. The cus
tomers addressed by Mr. McRill are
acquainted with the conditions and
will know whether he is discounting
his facts or not. If he is, his adver
tising is worse than useless; it will
weaken their conﬁdence in him. Oth
erwise it should attract favorable at
tention and prove proﬁtable for the
advertiser.
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some time and work to get attendance
for a ﬁrst meeting. But it is time
and work well spent. The Review has
very complete sets of constitutions
and by-laws for county organization.

which we shall be glad to furnish
free to threshermen wishing to pro
mote such associations.

Commenting on the action of the
Wichita threshermen with reference
to better roads and bridges, a Wich
its paper thinks it well worth while;
and that it suggests "an idea for
the progressive merchants of the
Southwest. The threshermen and a
half dozen other country interests
There is food for thought in the which have to use the public high
statement of Andrew Nolan, of Em ways a great deal are urging the
mett, at the Lansing meeting, an ab good roads question with all their
stract of which we publish in our might; would it not be a bright idea
report of the convention, and in the for the various merchants’ associa
letter from a New York brother tions of the Southwest to just join
hands with these various farmers’
printed in this issue. Both of them
organizations and go in for road im
have been threshing for years, and
provement in dead earnest? There
both have arrived at the same con
is nothing that would so increase the
clusion and through the same meth
trade of the local merchant like per

ods, that at present “standard” or
feet roads all along the line between
going rates there is no money in the
your lIOWl'l and the near by country
business. Both show their ﬁgures;
trade.”
and a correct analysis of them will
Why not? 'The threshermen’s as
show even less “proﬁt” than is in
sociation will certainly welcome all
dicated by them;
which is little
good co-operation in this cause, and
enough, goodness knows.
such will make the work easier in
There is one self-evident fact,
every way of accomplishment, for
which is that the thresher is a very
the associated effort of a good class
important and altogether indispensa
of business men would accomplish
ble link iii the chain of operations
much. We feel safe in asserting that
from the seeding of the grain to the
Secretary Tim Payne of Oskaloosa
selling of the crop. \Vithout the
will be glad to correspond with the
modern threshing outﬁt the present
officers of other. business associa
day grain grower would be in de
tions in Kansas with a view to co
spair; for only by its aid can the
operation in a. well directed eifort
mighty harvest be made ready for
for better roads and bridges.
ing was in many respects the most market. And yet, by reason of his
satisfactory meeting ever held by own ignorance, or timidity, or both,
A practical test of reinforced con
threshermen. There was a good and the man whose skilled labor and in
well attended public meeting Wednes vested capital are at the farmer's crete to determine whether it is safe
day evening, and the entertainment disposal for this purpose in many-by to remove the forms and supports,
provided by the Lansing bunch was far too many-instances does not was, according to Engineering News,
thoroughly appreciated all around. receive as much in return as the bum given by Mr. C. A. P. Turner, in the
But both entire days were devoted to blest of the hired help. And in ad course of an address to the North
the business of the meeting and most dition to this he is hampered and bar western Cement Products’ Associa
of the visitors were on hand all the ried by medieval road laws that are tion, at Chicago, Illinois. The speak
time. Much necessary business was a. shame and a disgrace to any en or said that it was diﬁicult to formu~
late a comprehensive rule, covering
satisfactorily disposed of and the lightened community.
discussions, participated in mostly by
The only remedy is a correct ad— the variable conditions entering into
the threshermen themselves, tended justment of prices and a change in the problem of the setting of con
to promote a better understanding of the objectionable laws. And the most crete, but it is easy to demand that
conditions throughout the state, and feasible and only apparent way of ac concrete not frozen shall he set suf
numerous
friendly
acquaintances complishing these things is through ﬁciently hard, so that, if tested by
were formed that will help in mak organization; concerted and vigorous driving a 20 penny wire spike into it,
ing still greater successes of future action. One thresherman, or two, or with an ordinary carpenter's ham
meetings. In President Kohlmeyer three, can make but little headway mer, the spike shall double up after
the association has a man who has in bettering road and bridge condi penetrating approximately one-inch,
proven a most worthy oﬁicer, entirely tions, although they might be a. pow and if the concrete is not sufficiently
competent for the business in hand; er in getting better prices. But let good to withstand this test, after
while Secretary Chilson is a man of the threshermen of a county or of a having had ample time to set, it is
rare ability for his oﬁ‘ice. In placing state, standing together as one man, not good enough to remain and do
the leadership in such efficient hands make their requests and they will business in a structure that may be
respect
and
attention. deemed safe.
the Michigan Association has already command
made a. long stride toward success. Then, too, the price question can be
What is now needed is faithful work settled and a. reasonable scale adopt
Apropos of the item in our last
and hearty co-operation from the ed with good show for its mainte issue relative to the volume of ship
membership—the rank and ﬁle-who nance.
ping passing through the St. Clair
have in their hands the success or
And Heaven knows threshermen and Detroit Rivers, the statement of
failure of the association. Now for are not inclined to be unreasonable. Machinery that the output of the
a long pull ‘and a strong pull and a. No man who sat in the convention at world ’s shipyards for the year 1907
pull altogether, and the next annual Lansing and heard this important sub was 1,930 vessels of over 100 tons
meeting will show the Michigan As ject discussed as it never had been dis displacement, with an aggregate of
sociation in the front rank of the cussed in any other meeting could do 3,099,299 tons, is of interest. The
State organizations.
anything but marvel at their extreme tonnage of the vessels built in the
unwillingness to boost the price be United States amounted to 474,675
An Illinois subscriber voices a pro yond what it is just and right that tons, which is 33,400 tons greater
than the output for the previous year.
test in this issue againstsuch a let they should have.
ter as was written by F. A. McRill,
We urge threshermen, as they val Of the total tonnage of the vessels
printed in the March number. He ue and respect their occupation, to built in this country, considerably
evidently has failed to note that this give this subject their careful, earn more than half was constructed for
is not a letter writsn to The Review est consideration.
Sure, it takes Great Lakes.
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That “Real” Meeting.
Editor's Note:—Thls aper has no liking for the public launderin of dirty linen. Therefore and believing that the interests of the threshermen would be furthered
thereby, we made no re erence whatever in our April issue to the “ riction’ at Wichita. But The American Thresherman has seen ﬁt to make an uncalled for and we
believe malicious attack on The Review in that connection. Hence the necessit for stating the facts, which follow.
We are content to leave judgment with the men
most interested: the prospective members of the Threshers' Association of the outhwest.

If anything could be more convinc

mitted by Mr. Clarke, the Wichita “real” “life preserver” We recom
tion on the following bit of philoso

interest of one thresher company
there would have been no “friction;”
neither do we believe that, so far as

phy from the pen of Fra Elbertus:

he is concerned, there would have

ing than the editorial pages of The representatives were sincere in their ‘rnend to Uncle Silas serious reﬂec

American Thresherman for April of
the truth of The Review’s oft-stated
contention that threshermen should
organize for themselves, by them
selves and without reference to manu
facturers or any one else, it has not
yet come to our notice; while as a
sample of insulting and outrageous
mendacity they would be hard to

equal. ‘
Now for the “real” facts regarding
the “friction” at \Vichita, and for
which there is but one person and

one only to blame: the Editor of The
American Thresherman.
Without regard to the original pro
poser or promoter of the Wichita

Convention or the objects thereof,
the fact remains that the branch
house managers in that city are the
ones who have, regardless of opposi
tion, perpetuated the meetings and
made them the unqualiﬁed successes
in point of attendance that they have
been from year to year. If they have
not been as successful from the
standpoint of association as they
might have been, the fault does not lie
with the representatives at Wichita.
Everything they could control has
been the threshermen’s while they
were there. They could have had a
convention hall for their business
meetings at any past convention just
as well as at the present one; and
Mr. Clarke’s activity could just as
well have been exercised at any con
vention in the past as now, had he
cared enough about the matter to do
so. That he did not is history, and
this serves to bring into still greater
relief his motive in “spreading his
pestilence" at Wichita in March.
What this motive was will presently
appear.
Now—and the Editor of The
American Thresherman admits the
sincerity of their belief in the mat
ter-the Wichita representatives be
lieve that business conditions will be
improved for them if the convention
were held a month earlier. Acting
upon this belief, they decided to hold
the meeting a month earlier, submit
ting their proposition to President
Cadwell and eliciting a favorable
reply from him. The date was then
set for March 3, 4 and 5; the time at
which the convention was held.
_ No sooner was the date made pub~
lic than a bowl arose in the editorial
sanctum of The American Thresher
man, permeating to the president and
secretary of the Association of the
Southwest and drifting across the
lake to be heard in the oﬁices of The
Threshermen’s Review; and this was
the manner of it: The sacred rights
of threshermen were being trampled
under foot; the palladium of their
liberties was about to be violated;

the manufacturers were in a horrid
conspiracy to set the date still ear
lier another year, and so on, year by
year, till the convention would be lit

belief that the meeting should be
held earlier, and that so far the rights
of the threshermen of the Southwest
were in no particular jeopardy be
cause of the change of date. That
should any further change be made
or any threatening action be taken
we would be prompt to safeguard our
constituents.
Still, Mr. Clarke in
sisted that We co-operate with him in
having the date restored to April;
and ﬁnally, at the suggestion of The
Review, it was agreed that action on
the part of the thresher press should
be deferred till the Kansas City Con
vention in January, when the matter
could be talked over with the Wichi
ta Association people who would be
present at that meeting.
At that conference the real pur»
pose of the opposition of the editor
of The American Thresherman was
developed: that the J. 1. Case Com

Just remember this:
Give out been any meetings differing from
courtesy, kindness, patience and good those that have been held in the past.
will, and you'll get them back with The opportunity has been his, ._ but
compound interest. The men who de he has never risen to it. But when the
serve to rank in Class A do not chew interests of a single favorite thresher
the lint and belliake about the small company are involved it is diﬂ’erent
misﬁts of life. To take what comes and the game is played regardless’, of
and forget the rest is wisdom. You threshermen or any one else.
‘If
can’t alford to roil your soul with threshermen are beneﬁted it is mere
small scraps. Fight on a big scale, ly incidental. We hope that there
or not at all. The folks who have will never again be occasion for of
trouble are always looking for troub fering the threshermen any more in
le—~and ﬁnd it. Smile, confound you! sults such as that implied in such
impudent perversion of their meet
Those of our readers who have ing to selﬁsh uses as was attempted
read Cervantes’ classic story of Don by Mr. Clarke at Wichita.
Quixote and his fantastic knight er
rantry will remember the peculiar
"Let one and all understand here
mania. which led him to don his home
and
now, once and for all, that The
made armor and, mounting his trus
American Thresherman never for
ty steed and accompanied by his
sook a friend nor turned its back
faithful Sancho Panza, ride across
pany objected to the early date be
upon a foe. This publication may
cause April was the most convenient the country to do ‘deeds of chivalry.
not be a ‘real threshermen’s paper,’
To
his
diseased
imagination
ordinary
time for that company to ship its us
but
it does not turn turtle. The Be
ual trainload of threshing machinery, every-day objects were giants or
view ‘turned turtle’ as usual; and
which stops at Wichita before being dragons; and acting under this de
they never lifted their voices in the
divided and sent to its ﬁnal destina lusion he would charge and do bat
threshermen’s behalf at Wichita, be
tle
with
about
everything
he
met
up
tion. Whereupon The Review refused
cause they were too big cowards to
to become a party to any manipula with. Trees, barns, fences, all look
do so.”—American Thresherman for
ed
alike
to
him,
and
all
were
made
tion of the convention dates in favor
April.
of any one company;
Mr. Clarke subjects of his grotesque prowess.
S07 Since Mr. Clarke goes back
abandoned his contention and the For was he not the sole representa
plan of the Case Company to have tive of the old chivalry, and was not seven years to make a “ Case”
the convention held at its own con the approval of his Dulcinea del To against The Review because it had a
stenographer to report a meeting for
venience was frustrated. This is how boso well worth his eﬁortsi
Reading the fulminations of the publication—a bit of enterprise by
The Threshermen’s Review "turned
turtle” at Kansas City; and if its editor of The American Thresher the way, that we have not yet be
man against the encroachments of come ashamed of—we will also hark
refusal to become a party to a con
temptible
piece of underhanded the manufacturers upon. the rights back a little, though not quite so far.
If “The American Thresherman
scheming is “turning turtle” we did of the threshermen of this country,
it. More than that, we are proud of and of his valiant purpose to do battle never forsook a friend," where was
until the dragon shall have been slain it when a real issue arose; when the
it.
But Mr. Clarke is not a cheerful and its trembling victims forever high oﬁicers of the Threshers’ Na
freed from its deadly grasp, we are tional Protective Association were
loser; and the outcome of the confer
ence at the Kansas City Convention vividly reminded of Cervantes’ errat swindling threshermen right and left
rankled; the more, perhaps, because ic knight and _his magniﬁcent ex with wild cat notes and wilder in
of the very apparent friendship ploits. And we can almost see Uncle competency, with no one to say them
cap-a-pie, clamped nay till The Threshermen’s Review
shown The Review by the Wichita Silas, armed
his
cur-vetting mustang, took its own life in its hands and
representatives. So he and his asso astride
ciates went to Wichita. determined to charging madly down the road at he “lifted its voice” and put an end to
“get even;” see the “Aunt Malin don’t know what and hitting at any the outrageous business’! Where was
da” cackle, particularly the last par thing that crosses his disordered vis The American Thresherman, we say.
agraph, in his April paper. And he ion, with but one thing clearly in It wasn’t anywhere and it printed
“mined” and countermined and mind: that at the end of the tourney nothing but abuse of the editor of
“resoluted” to his heart's content. there await him the smiles and ap The Threshermen’s Review for his
course in the matter.
We were
His entire effort was centered on proval of his Dulcinea del Casey.
However, the likeness is but a "knockers, not boosters,” and this
having that date restored, willy nil
ly. It made no diﬁerence that sev ﬂeeting one. To the worthy Don ev at a time when Editor Clarke would
eral Oklahoma brethren protested erything was real, even the charms not attend a county meeting of the
that it would be too late for them to of the dowdy wench whom he glori T. N. P. A. held in his own city, at
attend on account of spring work. tied as surpassing in grace the fair which The Review was present. Nev~
He had obtained control of the presi est of the grand dames of chivalry. er forsook a friend, forsooth! Let
dent and secretary of the association His jousts, to him, were real ones, it then explain its profound silence
and they were as wax in his hands. fought for the honor of his lady. But in that matter and during all that
Yes, The American Thresherman the cry set up by Mr. Clarke has no time. Why did not The American
"Resoluted the
resolutions,”
all real foundation, even in his own imag Thresherman lift up its voice in the
right; and that paper's swaggering ination. The facts do not support his threshermen’s behalf then, when it
assumption of credit relieves the claims. Every thresherman ever pres meant so much to them? Because it
Threshermen’s Association of the ent at a Wichita meeting knows that didn’t dare to. To do so and be mis
Southwest of the responsibility for a the earth and the fullness thereof ta'ken meant ﬁnal and complete dis
odds that The American
dirty piece of business.
For the were his, so far as in the power of aster;
Wichita Threshermen’s Association the machine men to give it to him. Thresherman did not dare take, even
The
were the hosts on that occasion; and Had the threshermen asked for a for its beloved threshermen.
And because it the contemptible ﬂings given them hall for a “real” meeting, had Mr. Review did dare.
by those assuming control of the after
Clarke asked for one for them, the dares ﬁght on real issues it has the
noon meeting, particularly the treat request would have been willingly conﬁdence of threshermen and every

crally dated out of existence. So in
sistent did Mr. Clarke become that
ﬁnally a conference between repre
sentatives of the thresher papers was ment accorded President Beat at that
held in December.
meeting, would have been of no credit
At this meeting The Review con-Ito the threshermen’s association.
tended that,-as later editorially ad
In conclusion and by wayof it

granted; a fact which no one knows one else in the'trade to a degree that

better than Mr. Clarke does. Had our worthy contemporary across the
there been no opposition to his lake cannot hope to attain until it
'
’
scheme to change dates solely in the changes its methods.
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are not fit for traction engines to go

Appreciative.

Editor Reviewz-I would not miss so I generally go around them.
Well, this is getting to be a long
half the price it costs for one year. letter and as it may find the waste

l_‘ __\‘\
‘I’
F,
\

one copy of your valuable paper for

//|' Qé)\;‘;:v.

“

over; but the country is pretty level

k

r2} v

THRESE RME

'

I loaned O. M. Bronstad, who has

\

basket instead of the press anyway.

tcnded my separator the two seasons I will close, wishing success to The
of 1906 and 1907, a couple of my old Review and all brother threshermen.
Reviews and he liked it so well he
O. C. Surley.
said he would send in his subscrip
R. 3. Valley Mills, Texas.

(fa

C

*

tion at once.

Well. as I never see any thing from
lhis part of the country I will send
a few words and try to tell how

my old copies so when something
turns up I can look them up and per

Courtesy F. A. Hulsebus, Deﬁance. la.

haps ﬁnd the very thing I want to
know
in the Questions and Answers.
as
good
as
new.
Inquiry:
What
Editor Reviewz-I thought I would
or from the experience of some other;
caused
the
metal
to
be
eaten
out
write you a few lines describing an
brother thresherman.
explosion which occured a few miles along the seam?
If
this
meets
the
eye
of
Mr.
Losh
The threshing season in this coun
from here last December.
While threshing for Mr. Henry and I haven’t got things right, I hope try is short. from 15 to 30 days run,‘
Hayes, and just before Starting up he will unlimber his pen and get into and very seldom as much as 30 days.‘
We get 10c for wheat and So for oats
at a new setting, the boiler gave way action and put things right.
Here’s hoping a good season for and furnish everything except fuel
and did the usual thing in the man
ner of scattering itself over adja all, and especially to the editor and and the farmer also has to take the.
grain away from the machine.
cent country; no one was killed at his paper.
\V.
H.
Waters.
My outﬁt consists of a 15 h. p.‘
the time, but one of the hands died
Berryton, Kansas.
compound Advance engine and 32x52v
a week afterward from injuries re
[We have referred this matter to Advance separator, with blower, Hart
ceived and the owner of the engine,
Mr. Peter Losh, was thrown from 50 the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspec ley weigher and Wood Bros. feeder,
to 70 feet from the engine, striking tion & Insurance Company, of Hart which I think makes a good rig, al
on his head and shoulders. I saw the ford, Conn, and quote them as fol though I don’t claim it is the only
thing, for I believe most anyone of
wreck two days after, and as near as lows:
“The action by which grooving is them will do good work if the right
I could ~ﬁnd out this is the manner
of it. The machine had just pulled often produced along lap joints is by man or men have hold of it. I claim
to a new setting and the engineer the slight bending of the plates and it depends on the separator more than
had just started to put on the drive the consequent continual opening up the engine whether the owner as well
belt when the boiler gave way. It is of a fresh surface of metal, such as as his customers are to be pleased or
not known how much steam was on, tends to disturb the ﬁber and open not and therefore it depends largeiy
but a few moments before the engi the pores, or derange the continuity upon the man who tends the separa
neer noticed 110 lbs.,_and had a of the particles so as to expose their tor, even if he isn't such an old ex
bright wood ﬁre and plenty of water, minute surface to the chemical ac perienced one, just so he is willing,
careful and watchful. As for myself,
so that low water is out of the ques tion of moisture.”—Editor.]
along the seam that gave way, was

An Explosion.

The engine was a —-—

crank and had been out about
years. The boiler parted along
longitudinal seam in the waist
tore loose from the throat sheet
front ﬂue sheet, leaving all but
or two lines in the flue sheets;

side

six
the
and
and
one
the

exploded sheet landed oﬁ to one side

of the engine 15 or 20 rods and was
nearly ﬂattened out; the other parts
of the engine were scattered over
three or four acres of ground.

*

Editor Reviewz-I enjoy reading
the live letters from thresherman, es
threshing is done in this part of the pecially C. T. Block’s letter in the
country. I‘ have just run my machine April Review, page 14, who gives us
two seasons; that is, I mean on my a few truths.
own hook. But I have worked at all
Your Questions and Answers de
the jobs around a threshing machine partment is worth the price of your
from cutting bands and hauling the paper.
half bushel on up. But still my ex‘ Now, I will send you a few facts,
perieuce is very limited. The Review also my picture.
I have threshed
is a great help to me and I save all with a 12 h. p. Stevens engine and

PULLlNG OUT.

tion.

*

' Food for Thought.

The

traction part of the engine was not
damaged very much and aside from
the boiler probably $150 will cover
the repairs; all this is of the usual
variety, but here is the curious part.
The lap seam of the waist on this
boiler, as in all these engines, is part
of the way up the side with the inside
edge of the lap pointing downward;
the boiler sheet gave way along the
edge of this lap as clean and close as
though it had been sheared and was
from one-eighth to one-fourth-inch
thickness as was shown by the bright
metal after the rupture; yet one-half

36x48 Bidwell grain separator 300
bushels of oats per hour.
Have
threshed all day with a Bidwell beau
separator with 400 lbs. of coal. Have
cleared $30.00 in a day above ex
penses.

Have begun threshing the

26th of July and threshed till Janu
ary, every day the weather would
permit.
But why boast of these
things. When I hear it I know the
work was not done as it ought to be.

On the other hand, I have been
through three good sized bridges;
had my engine tipped over; had my

grain separator slew around on ice
and tip over; had my bean separator

go 011' the side of a wharﬁng and tip
I hire the whole crew so I haven’t got bottom side up. Altogether it has
=l= * *
any special job myself, but just make not cost me $100.00 for breakages.
From Michigan.
myself useful where I am most need I have paid olT my help after the
Editor Review:-As my subscrip ed and I‘ most always run the engine fall’s run, and put over $1,000.00
tion expires with this month I en on the road when moving from place clear of expense in my pocket.
close 50 cents to renew; as I would to place. For when running an in
Now,- every word of this is true,
not like to miss a copy.
dependent outﬁt as we call it, the but why have it printed or even tell
I have threshed for 13 years, and owner of same has so many things to it to our neighbors. It does not help
expect to keep right on. I run a 20 tend to and see after that I have' us to get a living.
If I had not carried mail for Uncle
h. p. Port Huron compound engine, found it best to be free from any
Sam and had 30 acres of good land to
Advance separator, with wind stack special job.
Roads are pretty good in this coun help me out, I‘ would not have had a
er and bagging weigher, also a Port
Huron 10-roll husker; and in winter try although they could be a whole lot good living, say nothing about my
we run a Monarch Attrition 16-inch better; as a rule culverts and bridges family. Now I know what I am talk
mill, made by Sprout, Waldron'&
Company. Also a corn sheller and
two stands of elevators.

So you see

we keep the wheels going some.
One brother asked in the March
Review to hear from somebody that
had run the Port Huron huskers.

I

will say they are good, and the safest
husker I ever saw. Now I don’t
claim

to have the

best machinery

there is going, but it is as good. I
never saw a machine yet that could
not be just a little better in some
way; but I keep mine going just the
same and never mind the other fel
low. I get all the threshing I can do
while it lasts at my price, and would
not thresh any cheaper for my grand
father.
Well, this is getting long and I will

an inch from the lap the sheet was as
thick as ever and did not seem to be
pitted any; at the ﬁre box end the
metal was thickest and ‘gradually got
thinner till at the front ﬂue sheet I
could not see any clear metal at all
and I think that an eight penny nail
could have been punched through it.‘ close with best wishes for The Re
The erownsheet was in good shape view.
W. C. Morris.
and the rest of the boiler, except just
Fenwick, Michigan.

UREVlG 6r JACOBSON’S RIG.
Courtesy M. M. Urevlg, Cannon Fllli, 'Mlnn.
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UMELYi

I

Correct Construction---That’s Why

|
|
-

The grain is almost completely separated from the straw while passing through
the cylinder of any make of machine, but owing to faulty construction the straw and
grain are again thrown together back of the cylinder and remixed so thoroughly that
the entire work of separation must be done over. The RUMELY IDEAL begins at
the cylinder to keep apart every kernel that is separated from the straw. Notice the

|
l 95% srrlnmouwtmmsnancvuuntn
iI RUMELY
. A .\
hollow slots between the concaves which allow the grain to pass through as it is

hurled outward by the centrifugal force.

The chain rake that carries the straw upward moves over slotted openings which permit the grain to drop away from the straw onto the grain pan.
separation is greatly increased by the agitation of the ﬁrst beater. This is the reason why the Rumeiy Ideal is a GRAIN SAVER.

|
|
|

This early

ation. The boiler is the foundation of
the Traction Engine.
We build our own
boilers of the best materials obtainable by
the aid of skilled workmen. Our Patent
Sloping Firebox can be had only on the
Rumeiy Engine.
It insures large water
space and prevents the accumulation of mud
and sediment. Large hand holes admit the
entire arm up to the shoulder, and every
point around the ﬁrebox can be reached and
effectually cleaned. On account of its per
fect circulation the
RUMELY boiler

not only LAST LONGER but is the
EASIEST STEAMER.

Write for Our Catalog.
Every careful thresherman will look into the
merits of RUMELY goods before
buying elsewhere.

I

. RUMELY COMPANY,

.

Please mention The Review.

La'Porte, Ind.

.
'
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Don’t be a “One Horse” Thresherman
Who as soon as his little part of "Threshing the Nation's Grain" is completed
has to turn his hand to anything that he can get to do till the next threshing sea

son. It isn't economy nor it isn't practical. There are things you can do as soon
as the threshing season is over that will keep your engine busy and pay you
handsomely. Why not run a sawmill?

The BUCKEYE
PORTABLE SAW. MILL
Will “ﬁt" your engine. It is made especially to run with threshing or portable
engines, and will produce as many thousand feet per day as many of its larger
stationary competitors. Why? It’s built that way. The quality of work is not
excelled by any other mill, and the quantity depends upon the amount of work
you can get to it. Has accurate set works and all lumber is as near “true" as
can be attained. CATALOG T. GIVES DETAILS-ASK FOR IT.

I THE ENTERPRISE MFG’. CO., 1040 Main St., COL UMBIANA, OHIO =
Please mention The Review.

ing about, for I‘ keep books. Thresh
ing is something we don't work at

When I was 20 years old I did not
A Protest.
Editor Reviewz-Enclosed ﬁnd 50 have $1 to start but was chuck full of

cents to renew my subscription. I
You have got to keep at it until the thought when I read F. A. McRill’s
machine is worn out. I have a full letter on page 78 of the March num-.
rig in good repair, for which I would ber that I never would spend an
be glad to take ‘one-fourth what I other cent for the paper. For in
paid for it. I would now like to see stance, where he said that he could
the man that would dare make me an save every man his threshing bill. It is
offer. I‘ have self feeder and was told -. very strange the manufacturers only
it would pay me to hire table men. built that one separator that could
So I tried it for two years and found do such extraordinarily good work,
I could not thresh enough more to when their machines are all made af
make it pay. I have found in twen ter the same patterns, some as all
ty years’ experience that a man here manufacturers do. Again, he said he
in Wyoming County don’t want a had threshed in several counties. Now
by the day, or even by the year.

very heavy machine.
I need

a good man to take care of

separator, a good sized boy or man
to draw water, and myself to run the
engine and superintend things.
I have always had 2c for oats, 3c
for barley and wheat, 4c for rye, 5c
for beans with recleaner; board and
coal furnished by the farmer.
I‘ have threshed when the mercury
was below zero, and have found that
it does not pay to thresh after the
roads become rough.

days’ work, and

have

accumulated

Interest on

form is myself. My brother stands on
top of the separator to the right of ’

picture. Well as my letter is getting
rather lengthy for the ﬁrst one I
some guess I better close for this time.~

some property. I own 175 acres of
good farming land in this valley. I

have a good dairy

of

cows,

young stock horses and farming uten

If this does not hit the waste basket "

I will call again.
sils which I hire looked after.
Wishing the editor and brothers
I have a good Buffalo-Pitts thresh
Chas. M. Boehm.
ing rig. Have had others that did success.
Oakford, Ills.
just as good work. I cut ensilage
about one month before threshing.
Have wood saw to cut wood, and a
saw mill, portable, and work engine
on road two months in spring. I

*

_

*

*

A Small Engine.

3!‘‘

Editor Review:—You will please
ﬁnd enclosed money order for The
move some buildings, manage to keep Review.

about 25 to 30 days is the run in Kan

busy most of the time, and make

Threshing was poor here last fall. .'

sas,‘ why not do that in his own town.
It can’t be he is the only good man
in Kansas to work, if he is the best
one with his tongue. We have a few

some money. Pay cash for everything
I buy and save the discount. I send
you a picture of my rig working on
road; myself on the engine.
Black Creek, N. Y. Perry Westfall.

. The threshermen get 20 for oats, 3c '

of that kind here, not many.

for rye and wheat. We have some
bad bridges here, but they are rebuild- »

ing and making them of steel. 7
We don’t have very big engines
here, as the ground is too soft for
them. Some of the threshermen here
have used their engines in the grub- -

hing ﬁeld with good 'results. Some
have used their engine to break with.
We have quite a curiosity in this
country now, a six h. p. traction en
gine owned about six miles from here.
They run a wood saw and a corn husk
er with it.
As this is about all I can think of
I will close with best wishes to The

I know now

that I ought to have had one cent
more, at least, all around for thresh
ing, and will prove it to you by giv
ing you a balance sheet from my
books:
Paid for machinery and re
pairs, including 2 Bliz
zard ensilage cutters, in 20 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$5,174.82

Review.

I '

W. W. Holmes.
Bigﬂats, Wisconsin.
'
|l=

*

*

From Minnesota.

same . . . . . . . . .. 2,400.00

Paid for help . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,462.65

The one standing on the engine plat

Editor Reviewz-I have been an in- ‘
IN NEW YORK.

Courtesy Perry Westhll, Black Creek.

terested reader of your paper for
I am sort of a machinist myself.
Total

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$11,037.47

From lllinois.

several years; in fact since the ﬁrst ’

Am 63 years old and have run ma
Editor Reviewz-As it has been year it was published, I‘ think. Have
Rec’d for work during the
chinery ever since’ I was 20 years some time since my subscription ran run threshing machines for several
past 20 years . . . . . . . . ..$15,932.12 old. Have run saw mills from 2,000 out I thought I had better renew my
years. I ﬁnd the separator end the Paid out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11,037.47 feet capacity to 100,000 per day; al subscrption again, as I am getting
hardest to get good men for, men
ways had very good luck, and I know lonesome. I think The Review the that will keep the wheels turning all
Balance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,894.67 of others that have done just as well best paper of its kind published, as
the time. I have used the Pitts, Case, Have lost only $17.00 in poor ac or better than myself. Still I man it gives much valuable information.
Peerless, Advance and Avery separa
counts during the past twenty years. aged to satisfy my employers and so
My brother and I own and operate tors. All have good points. I think
No. of days worked, 1,600, which did they. I can ﬁle my own saws, or two Advance threshers, one 16 horse the Peerless the best straw separator
is $3.06 per day for myself, team and do the sawing, or take the engine and straw burner and one 15 horse com I ever run. The cleaning mechanism
take care of it. So can lots of other pound coal burner; both separators bothered me some, and at the time I
wagon.
men. I noticed in one of the back 32x52, wind stackers, and feeders. I used the machine the cylinder and
A man can earn more with his
numbers where some one claimed to think the Advance machinery as good teeth were not put up for hard use.
team and wagon drawing gravel on
saw I10 to‘ 12 thousand feet per day as any (but I will be reasonable and The Advance is a ﬁne machine for
the highway, and a good deal clean
with a 12 horse engine. When a man will not be like some of the brothers.) cleaning. I have found the Avery
er work.
claims that, he knows he is not tell There are others just as good. Thresh machine to give me the best satisfac
This is the ﬁrst time I have given ing the truth. I know just what a rig ing seasons in this neighborhood are
tion of any I‘ ever used. They are
any one an account of my business, of that kind can do; and there are lots getting very short; averaging about very simple, strongly built and han
and I only do so now that my friends of others who know. I can 't, see any 22 days. Wheat threshes for 4 cents; dy to run. They have wide belts and
may charge a living price for their use in one man thinking or talking oats 2 cents, timothy 25 cents. I nearly all have tighteners so can be
labor. The whistle is blowing, so I‘ that he is the only one or that he has send you under separate cover a photo run all fall without being laced. 'You '
will quit with best~wishes to The the only good rig. There are lots of of our rig, which we ran two years may think this strong, but can'show
Review.
good men and lots of good rigs in ago. The picture was taken with my you belts that have run two seasons
R. P. Capwell.
this country, and some poor ones. own camera, and ﬁnished by me. without lacing. I put my belts to
But they all get some work.
(Used in our February issue.-—Ed.) gether with rivets ‘and glue; and if I
Linden, Genesee Co., N. Y.
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Take a Look at This

While it is “Something New,”
yet it is not one of those “New
Things” which are destined to go to
the junk heap after a few days’ use.

THE SUPERIOR DISC FEEDER has come to stay and here
are a low of the reasons why:
IT IS SIMPLE

Having no complicated parts.

IT IS DURABLE—Nothing to get out of order.
EXTRA LONG CARRIER—Saving the help of at least two pitchers.
HAS CONTINUOUS ROTARY MOTION—Doing away with all crank

shafts and oscillating motion.
IT IS FIVE INCHES WIDER THAN THE SEPARATOR CYLINDER—

'

insuring ample distribution of grain before reaching cylinder.
IS INSTANTLY CHANGEABLE TO SUIT WET, DRY, HEAVY OR

LIGHT GRAIN, by means of lever on top.

HAJCS‘GIVEN SATISFAC

These and other reasons are treated more fully in a circular which we will send to anyone interested.
It is to your interest to investigate the working points of the Superior. WRITE TODAY.

TION FOR SIX YEARS
'WHEREVER USED.

The Salina Foundry & Mfg. Co., Salina, Kas.
Please mention The Review.

_ happen to ‘have, good luck and keep

sils, stove, etc.;

- them dry will run the fall out easy.
I have a cupboard on the rear of my
‘' separator about ﬁve feet wide, ﬁve
feet high and‘weighteeii inches deep,
with spring doors on it so the doors
are always shut whether one thinks

But have not used machine for two

of it or not. I ﬁnd it the best place
, for tools,‘ as it is always clean and

easy to get ‘at; vSome put the tool
Good

- box underecylinder in front.

place to get full of dirt and chaif,
A and, won’t hold
tools
enough to

sacks, blankets, etc.

A Good One From Illinois.

bottom.

I have also a small plow

making ditch four feet wide, three
feet deep.
am thinking of getting
a tile machine this spring, as there is
lots of work of this kind to be done
here. I have one job to start on that
is about 16 feet deep in one‘ place
and averages 10 feet deep for about

write again; and I will give you a
summary of three years’ work. The
years I have owned my Advance rig,

threshed in four different rings; put
in 63 days; talleyed 141,675 bushels;
booked $2,551.06.

This summary includes only rye,
I think this would be Wheat and oats threshing. Shredding,
a very proﬁtable business; but don’t shelling, road grading, house moving
know, as never tried it.
and wood sawing are not reckoned.

amount to much. ‘I changed machines one-half mile.
several times so as to get one that
-would save all the grain. It seemed
tome every time I saw another man

Well, I guess I had better bring These would add two-thirds as many
,- threshing that he was doing a better this long and rambling letter to a
days and nearly $400.
job than I could do.

So to satisfy

_ myself I would change separators,
but when I got to doing business and
put four men feeding nice and steady
would

turn

the

blower

railroad and still

in

the

threshing

business.
I read letters from some of the
brothers telling what they have earn
ed net in so many days. But if they
will stop and ﬁgure I think they will
see where they fall short; for there is
little money in threshing, with any
amount of

hardship.

Thanks

to

Providence there are no bridges in
South Dakota. Wishing success to
The Review and all brothers in the
biz for 1908.
A. T. Cottrell.
Lucas, S. D.
*

*

*

In the Saw Mill Business.

and lapping the bundles just about so.

I

No Bridges.

Editor Review :—I have moved to
years. I run a plow ditcher,'making
South Dakota, and want my Review
gressed the limits of your space allot
a ditch eight feet wide on top and
sent here, I don’t want to miss a
three feet deep, one foot wide in ed to each subscriber, thresherman, single copy. I am 20 miles from a
mill man or plowman, thought I would
Editor Review:—Not having trans

Editor Review: — I am in the
saw mill business and am think

around

against the wind or sideways with

ing of going
to Dakota
this
fall to run an engine. I have been in
the ﬁeld for 23 falls running the en

the wind and pull the cap up. Then
go out and stand on the plowing and
see the wheat come. It will come

gine exclusively, so I think I’ could

every time and on every machine;
and there will not be much diiference
between one machine and another, if

pass. I run the saw in'winter; have
sawed for 18 years. I like to read the

they are run right. The only thing
1'‘ would look for in buying a separa
tor is to get one that is built strong and
is simple and easy to keep in. repair,
vand has most of the working parts on

The Review. I had my troubles as
well as the rest at ﬁrst, but they are

the outside where they can be
easily. Get something thatwill
going all day long. That is the
way to make a cent. Some say

letters of some of the new sawyers in

over for me. I hammer my own saw
and make her run like a new one. I’

ﬁxed
keep
only
keep

I m

if.
.

11in itu NOIS.

going steady, even if you don ’t thresh
fast. I say, “keep her going steady
close. \Vhen I started out'I never
and hire men enough to give her all
expected to write at such length.‘ "
she will eat up all the time, but don’t
I hope The Review will go on for
throw the bundles in. crossways un
ever. I’ get lots of information out
less it is hailed grain or some loose
of its pages every time I openthem.‘ 1
light stuff that there is nothing in
anyway.

'

If your bundles are good

nice careful-job and not work a man
too hard will require two men on each

side of your feeder.

When the grain

is wet and tough keep all the men

there just the'same. They will have
just so much more time to get them in
straight.”
- At present I am engaged in the
ditching business; although I have a
-complete threshing‘ rig in my shed,
consisting of an Avery separator,

-

=l=

*

.J'

_ Courtesy Dan’l Longman, R. 2, Panda.

As to expenses, will not mention
them now, as it~might lose a sale for
some thresher company.
Will say,
however, that under-the supervision
of a good engineer and. a careful sep

'

*

_ A Little Old Timer.
Editor Review:—JVe

My rig has now passed its sixth
season; but I‘ regard it good for four

run- e310 or ﬁve

more.

I

think

that good

horse Advance engine. We have a
treatmentis as beneﬁcial to machin
saw rig of our own, also a clover hul
cry asto horses or any other stock;
ler. We have no thresher. We saw

about all winter and spring. We
farm some in the summer and bull
clover in the fall. ‘I can say this
about our engine, that it is one of the
best that ever run on the road. It is
18 years old and good for 10 years

see the saws must be in shape.

My favorite is a compound Port
Huron on Universal boiler or Russell

Fred Peasef‘ arator man, general satisfaction has
' jbeenigiveirto those concerned.

Belview, Minnesota.
and straight put them in one at a
time, heads ﬁrst, lap about one-half
of the bundle. To do this and do a

have a Kingsland & Ferguson double
mill, 52 lower and 42 upper saws, and
a 12 h. p. Gaar-Scott engine. The en
gine pulls it right along, so you can

and housing when not in use, and
painting and varnishing, are equally
important items.
In this territory we get 4 cents for
wheat, 2 cents for oats, 6 cents for

rye, 1- cent for shelling, 5 cents for
yet. I never would run any other shredding. I think, though, we ought
to be counted worthy a “raise of sal
42x64, 25 h. p. Gaar-Scott engine, make, and would advise anybody that

straw cart, coal cart, water tank and wants a good engine to buy an Ad ary,” aseverything else is higher;
wagon, cook shack and wagon, sleep vance. Wishing The Review and its materiah'provisions and labor.
W. F. Cline.
shack" and wagon, full set belts, ‘main readers success.
‘
Elaqsgolliﬁ,
belts double; full set cooking uten
Newberry, Ind. ,»
“mer, , I . Bismark, Ills.

the same.

Wishing The Review and brother
mill men and threshermen success.
Manhattan, Kansas. John Tryon.
=l=
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Will Try Iowa.
Editor Review:—I am still in the
threshing and saw milling business,
yet I have pulled my rig into the
shed; not that it was out standing
in the weather, but I have been
threshing cow peas, millet and ev
erything that came along, for I make
our machine earn enough to pay for
oil and shed and taxes.
We had a bad season for threshing
in this country, but still we made
more proﬁt in 1907. My brother and
myself own a full outﬁt, compound
engine and separator with all at
tachments, and I think it is a ﬁne
rig, for we never have to hunt jobs.
We have our route, too, which we
have threshed over for seven years,
and expect to keep it as long as we

May, 1906.
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Don’t These Look Good to You, Mr. Thresherman?
The Good Points of the Woods Bros. Engine
Stick Right Out Where You Can See Them.
Extralheavy, semi-steel gears. Mesh, pitch and clearance_just
right. Saxon spring cushion differential gear, best in use. Pillow
block bracket is extra large and heavy. Trunion bearings for
inter-mediate gear is securely bolted to this bracket. Five minutes
work and you can replace the Trunion bearings without remov
ing or touching a bolt in the boiler.

ri“‘_.'_
_"-|;

Wood Bros. New Reverse Gear
ls Par Excellence.
The Simplest and Most Complete Valve Reversing Gear made.
STRONG POINTS: Quick opening valve; Equal lead at all
points on the hook-up; overcomes Angularity of Connecting Rod;
Steam cut off equal when piston is same distance from either end
of cylinder, running under or over; Take up provided for all pins
and journals. No lost motion. Every one that has seen it pro
nounceIit the finest valve reversing gear ever placed on a traction
' engine. Must be seen to be appreciated.

WOOD BROS. STEEL SELF FE EDER COMPANY, Des Moines, Iowa
BRANCHES
Kansas City. Mo. . Union Ave. and Hickory.
Minneapolis, “XML, 126 3rd Ave., N.

St. Ionic. Mo., 117 Market. St.

Indianapolis, Ind.. Room 6 Board of Trade Bldg.
Fargo, North Dakota.

Lincoln. Icbr.

Please mention The Review.

are in the business and have this rig, engine, and we use our own team for
hauling water; so we cut the expense
do our customers. I expect to leave down. Besides we took good care of
old Illinois for a while, but I shall the rig.
not sell my rig yet till I see what 1‘
Last fall wheat ran about eight
can ﬁnd in other parts of the coun bushels to the acre and oats 25 to 35.
try. I am going out about the ﬁrst We have many a day threshed from
of March for about
a year 28 to 32 stacks a day, and got only
and see how I like it, and will tell from 500 to 600 bushels of wheat.
my brother threshermen later how
Iowa looks to me, although I do not
expect to run a thresher there. My
end of the rig is the engine.
We
for we know what we can do, and so

make ends meet; but the oth
ers, of course not all, but a number,
cut down to four and six and three
and ﬁve, paying their men more; and
as a consequence, they took nearly
two weeks’ run from us, beside giv
ing as lots of trouble collecting. Ev
ery farmer kicks because the other
fellows got their grain threshed for

were out 52 days threshing wheat

and oats, and 30 days threshing cow
peas, millet and clover—and corn;
for we thresh corn with our pea hul
lcr. My brother will run the saw
mill while I am gone, and the thresh

panies could do something to prevent
it in some way. I would like to hear
from others in this respect. I intend
to sell my rig the ﬁrst chance I get.
But I intend to keep with the thresh
ers, anyway, as I do lots of repairing
and intend to devote my tim emostly
to rebuilding machinery. I would
like to get a job running a plow en
gine during spring until July, and if
I sell, probably longer.
I attended the Clark School of
Traction Engineering last summer at
St. Paul and it is just ﬁne.
I will have to bring this to a close
or it will ﬁnd the waste basket.
Wishing all brother threshermen and
The Threshermen’s Review a success
ful year.
Joseph R. Jedlickn.

er in season.

ti‘lai'issa, Minnesota.

Herman A. Fromm.
Ramsey, Illinois.
*

*

I’. S.—~Enclosed please find $1.00

*

for arrears and advance.

Price Cutters.

you for this courtesy.
*

Editor Reviewz-I will give you

*

Not So Very Small.

some experience I encountered during

my threshing life.

*

I thank
J. R. J.

The greatest of

Editor Reviewz-l am not a sub

all the diﬂiculties we have run up

scriber to your paper, but have been

against is price cutters.
We have run machinery for six
years in Redwood County-Vesta—

reading a few copies handed
my neighbor and if you will
the ﬁfty cents I am sending
letter, I will gladly become

Minn.

We ﬁrst purchased a second
ON THE ROAD lN ONTARIO.

me by
accept
in this
a sub

Courtesy Bert McCsnn, Omlgh.

hand rig consisting of a 22 h. p.
Pitts engine and 40x62 Minneapolis We started out at three and nine; so much less. But we told them that
separator. We ran the separator two three cents for oats and nine cents we would not thresh for any less and
falls, and traded it for a new Minne for wheat. We pay our crew. Then we pulled in. One of the men that
apolis, same make; and the engine we had to pay $2.25 for men. Our threshed so cheap did not pay his
we traded oﬁ two years later for a competitors were after us to hold up men, and the company will have the
25 h. p. With this rig we can put the price, but meanwhile they were rig; the other fellows I‘ don’t know,
through as much straw as any one cutting down and paying their help but God knows they had to run he
threshing in our neighborhood; and $2.50 and $2.75. We ﬁnally changed hind.
Now, brother threshermen,
yet in the last two years we could our prices to four and eight; charg what can we do to keep the price up
not make any great fortune. My ing one cent more on oats and one and keep the price cutters away!
brother tends separator and I run the cent less on wheat. At this we could Seems to me that the thresher com

scriber.

I am a thresherman on a small
scale, and thought I would like to
write a letter for The Review. I‘ own
and operate the following machinery:
One 13 h. p. Buﬁalo Pitts engine; one

32x48 Westinghouse separator; one
18-inch Papec ensilage cutter with
blower elevator, and one Williams
Bros. well drilling outﬁt.
I had a nice run lasting thirteen
weeks. In that time I ﬁlled 20 silos

May, 1908.
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for which I received $1.50 per hour,
and threshed 25,000 bushels of wheat,
oats and buckwheat.

Fron the Turpentine Country.

Editor Review:-As I haven't
Moved 95 miles, seen anything from these diggings I

set 103 times, charging $3.50 for set
ting up, 20 for oats, 3c for buck
wheat and 4c for wheat.
Is there a paper printed pertaining
to well drilling‘! If there is I would
like to see it. John P. Goodcmote.
R. 2, Sardinia, N. Y.
[There is no paper that we ‘know
of devoted to well drilling.—Editor.]
=l= * a:

From Michigan.
Editor Revietvz-Your copy of The
Review has been received and I was
very much pleased with it. I am a
thresherman, and I also run a porta
ble mill. I have a 13-horse Reeves
engine and a Huber separator. I did
not do much threshing last season, for
grain was a failure.

I am well sat

isﬁed with the separator which I
purchased from the Huber Company
in 1906. She does good work and the
farmers are well satisﬁed.
When running the mill we average

will write a few lines. We don’t
have very much threshing in this
part of the country, but we have all
the timber we can saw. I run a 12
h. p. Frick engine, pulling a 54-inch
saw through logs that cut from two
to four hundred feet. I think the
Frick engine is equal to most any
kind of an engine. They are easy
steamers and will not get out of or
der with ordinary care. An engine

Automatic
lIlJQC‘tOI‘

will do twice the work with good

care. Boys, never let your engine
get gummed up with oil and ashes;
it only takes a few minutes each day
to wipe and clean your engine, and
it will pay you for tnore than double
the time.

,The Drip Cock of the

U. S. Injector
prevents suction pipe from getting hot; prevents

Monroe Woodin.
Beldon, North Carolina.

Jet from “liming up” when steam or check

***

valve leaks;prevents destruction of rubber hose
on traction engines by hot water, and if left

From Kansas.

open when not in use prevents freezing.
By Opening Drip Cock you can start with _ -_

Editor Revew:—Enclosed ﬁnd ﬁfty
about eight to nine thousand feet a cents for renewal of my suhscrpton.
day when the frost is out.

lower steam, and by leaving it open the injec

But when Well, I have never written a letter to

tor can be started even though check valve

we run below that there is something The ‘Review, but will- write a. few
lines, as I never see anything from
wrong.
Enclosed ﬁnd 50 cents for The Re this part of the country. I pulled
home the evening of January 29th,
view for one year.
after threshing ten straight days,
Christian Denstedt.
and have been threshing all winter.
Hale Lake, Michigan.
" I‘
. * >1: *
Have some to do yet. Am threshing
cane, kai’fir, millet and alfalfa.
From Pennsylvania.
I‘ am using small horse power outﬁt
‘_Editor Reviewz~Please ﬁnd en for this work.
Rough country and

leaks.

That DriptCock is also handy for drawing
hot water when injector is working, and enables
you to take hot water out of the suction pipe
on a long lift.

The U. S. Government, and over 300,000
engineers endorse the U. S. Automatic injec
tor as the best.
For more information and for free copy of our famous
Engineer’s Red Book, address

closed 50 cents for one year’s sub small jobs keeps me from using my
scription to be sent to F. A. Clark, steam rig.
Have threshed for 55

l

AMERICAN INJECTOR CO. l

Iowa, Pa.
different farmers this winter and
I‘ am only a new subscriber for have from 12 to 20 yet to thresh for.

Detroit, Mic/1., U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.

The Review, but I have been reading I expect to get done in time to start

it for several years and think it is
the best paper I ever read for farm
engineers. As I have been doing a
good deal of traction engineering, I
can get some good points out of your
paper.
My father and I have just bought
a 30 h. p. Geiser engine and a 12-14
inch gang plow of the same make;
but have not tried it yet. It’s the
ﬁrst plow outﬁt sold in the State of
Pennsylvania.
I will let you know later how it
works in this country. . ,
Peter J._Liechty.
Lake Charles, Pa.
.
*

*

with the rest of the boys in the
shock if there is a crop. I have the
only horse power outﬁt, in this coun
try and I know the country pretty
well, as I‘ thresh in four counties ev

PERFECT GRAIN CLEANING

ery winter. Some of the boys think
I am crazy for using a horse power

Can only be attained by the use of n
correctly constructed Groin Cleaning
Sieve—

machine, but I tell them I‘ am not as

crazy as I look. Well, I will close
for this time. Wshing The Review

THEIDEAL

and all brother threshermen success,
A Sieve that is adjustable to all

I remain,
.

Yours truly,
John H. Nelson.

grains and seeds.

Junction City, Kas. 420 W. 12th.
-

*

*

*

Changing size of

mesh to suit different grains does not

affect the pitch of the wind blast-it

*

always remains the same-insuring
suﬂ'icient blast and at the proper

A Little Rig.

angle-45 degrees-to

do the best

From Nebraska.

Editor Review :—As I have been
Editor Review:—-Enelosed please reading The Review for one year, and
ﬁnd $1.10 for one year’s subscrip think it a very good paper, and as I
tion to The Review and one pair of have never seen anything about Sulli
Sargent gloves, size 10.
van county, I will write a little about

cleaning.
We have a catalog and price list we
wish to send you. Ask for it.

Plymouth Manufacturing Co.,

My brother and I own a threshing it; but as I am'only a lad of 16, and
rig, bought last fall. Our neighbor haven’t had any experience, only with .
hood was hailed out; that is, the a 3 h. p. International gasoline engine.
corn; and very near all the small I think it is about the best engine

-

Plymouth, Ohio

Please mention The Review.

grain and what was left was shelled made.

out in the shock very bad. But we
I‘ had a. little trouble at ﬁrst start
went about six or seven miles south
and got a very nice run. The wheat ing my engine on a cold morning,’ but
and oats were good there.

We ﬁred I soon ﬁxed that all right.

The celebrated De Leach Mill

Now on

We a. cold morning I don’t try to start
threshed for 48 farmers. Of course, my engine. I simply go to the house
some of them did not have much and get enough boiling water to fill

The

-straw and had a ﬁreman along.

grain.

Those in the hailed district the water jacket; and after pouring

t». Saw Your Own Lumber

We Set the Pace

lor lumber is lumber nowailniﬂ.

it‘? 5311-1322334.‘gift“ m“
our hol p.

Standard
for 20

were very small jobs, most of them. it in she starts off as though the ther
About our rig. Will say that it is mometer stood at 90 in the shade. I

A 15-year-old
~

successfully.
Two hands out
5i Hllfeet lper day.
15 "(D mil s in use
,.__.->
tllt' world over.
Varin‘ilo Food. Friction
Set Works, A utonintio Steel Tri

a Minneapolis 26 h. p. double engine, wish some one else would try my plan
36x62 separator, which makes a very and let me know how they like it.
7

good outﬁt. We get 40 for wheat and
2c for oats.
Well, my letter is getting long, and
I will close, wishing The Revew the
best of success the year of 1908.
C. J. Ahlberg.

Overton, Nebraska.‘
R. 2, Overton, Nebraska.

I operate with this engine a Harder

,

..
.

separator, which was run by a 2 horse
tread power. I ran 42 minutes and
threshed out 92 bushels of oats with

.. .
Q

ple: Dogs and Diamond 'i‘rnolr

result‘ im miblc with other mills.

' catalog of Saw

ills u

roduoo

*nrl to:

to 21] H. l'.. Htmtm Engines

' and Boilers. Grwoline RI-IJFBN, Portable Corn and Feed
5

-<

_

Mills.

Planers.

Shingle

\\ heels.

ills. Wood Buws and

Weber

Promlpt shipment and we my the hill ht
DeLuACH mu.
no. 00.. Box 38, Bmnokron'r. ALA.

it, and I think it a. very good machine
for this place as our jobs run from
20 to 200 bushels. I get three cents
,for oats, 4 cents for buckwheat and

1‘ boycauoporoeo

, “

Please mention The Review.

May, 1908.

t8
rye and if they have less than 100 blower.

The other one is a 16 h. p.|
Stevens engine with straight line;
I also operate a pole saw. My saw 36x56 separator with some kind of
is only 21 inches, but I expect to blower.
I ilke the return line
run a 30 inch next year. I get about the best. We do not claim our rigs
25 cents a cord for sawing, and can are the best and only, but they suit
easily saw from 25 to 30 cords a day. us and the farmers also.
I have also run a No. 18 Ohio ensi
Well, we pulled out August 11 and
lage cutter for a farmer that had no pulled in October 18. We had a
power of his own. We ﬁlled his silo good long run; no rain to speak of.
one day sooner than ever before. I and no lost time. We get 1%0 per
got a littleahead of my story. The bushel for oats and barley, 4c for
wheat, 150 for timothy, 70 for ﬂax.
cutter had a '24 foot elevator.
My engine bothers me no more as We have up-to-date rigs and keep
them busy, too, but we did not make
I am acquainted with it.
I guess I will end my story. Wish a fortune like some our our brother
bushels I charge $3.00

ing The Review and its readers a suc

cessful 1908.
Harry Sturdvant.

threshermen do.
We have poor roads and rotten

bridges.

We also have old dinkeys

and price cutters to contend with.

l’arkston, N. Y.

is

and thereby mar the ﬂue
sheet when we can re
build your old expander
or sell you a new Com
billed Expander and
Cutter, or a cutter with
out expander at a reason
able price. Our ﬂue cut
ter will save you 100%
in cost of labor in reﬂu
ing an engine. Can take
out and put in ﬂues in a
night if necessary. Es
pecially adapted for
threshermen’s use. Write
for particulars and prices.
Pu. Pending.

Pat. Pending.

e

*

From lllinois.
Editor Review :—I have been a sub

I don 't see why the threshermen in
the State of Iowa do not get togeth
er like they do in other states to

STEBBINS & ZlLLGl'lT,

for, just by looking at the picture of

.

Fairmount, N. Dakota

Please mention The Review.

scriber to The Review for several make different laws, so as to protect
years and expect to continue a few them and their rigs.
Well, I guess I will close for this
years more. I'wish you would give a
description of the displays given on time. Will come again next season.
the ﬁrst page of The Review, as some With best wishes to The Review and
ofthe machinery the pictures are tak its readers.
Herington Bros.
en from are strangers in this country,
Mallard,
Iowa.
and are hard to tell what they are

.

The No-Ghoke Ghaffers and Sleeves
and the

Closz Adjustable Chaffers and sieves
are the threshermen’s favorite and the man
ufacturers‘ choice because time and experi
of
enceallhave
users.
proven
that tofor
thelarge
entirecapacity.
satisfaction
ﬁne

cleaning qualities.
and

reliability

durability,

under

all

i

5“"°”°"'-°“.‘W”$"5“
1 ‘._ "‘ﬁ‘
3

convenience

conditions

1 smzw’mww‘mlumm‘n

they

have no equal.
The continuous channels with the special
and distinct form of meshes in the chan
nels. the close connection oi.‘ the meshes. the
strong construction of the slats, which do
not bend out of shape. break or shake loose.
the convenient and oosltive lever adjust
ment are indispensable features to get the
best results and are found only in the 010's
Adjustable Slaves.
These features are not imaginary imita
tions. but the result of years of careful and
persistent study and experiments. They are
patented and controlled by us for the bene
ﬁt of our customers.
Have your machine furnished with our
line of chaffers and sieves and you will get
results and will not be disappointed. Write
for catalog.

.
.

_
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'

‘'

, I .

i

‘
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The results obtained from some
There is one on the cover of the interesting experiments undertaken
turf"
nil-L
January, 1908, number that looks like to ascertain the bursting strength of
a'nf Australian outﬁt, but I don 't malleable iron pipe ﬁttings, were pub
know. Just have to guess at it.
lished in Power some time ago.
- Would rather read a description of These experiments were undertaken
that kind of an engine than of some by the Pittsburg Valve & Fittings
American made rigs as I don ’t expect Company, and the tests were made
tb ‘ever get to seethat country.
on four-inch standard threaded mal
1'Wesley' Sargent.
leable iron tees, both black and gal
- Iiittleton, Ill.
Closz Adjustable Sieve.
vanized. The metal of all the lit
GLOSZ 8r HOWARD MFG. 00.
‘ . .‘ ‘
v_ _ *7 a a
mu
tings was one-fourth-inch thick on
Please mention The Review.
Webster City. Iowa.
‘the body portion. It was found that
From Illinois.
Editor
Review :—Enclosed
ﬁnd the average bursting pressure for
ﬁfty cents to pay one year's sub the black ﬁttings was 2,900 lbs. per
' scription. I think The Review is a square inch, and for the galvanized
- good paper.
ﬁttings 2,833 lbs. per square inch.
My father owns a Rumely outﬁt, The working pressure recommended
consisting of a 15 h. p. engine and by the manufacturers for these ﬁt
' 34x54 separator. The Rumely line tings is 150 lbs, giving thus a factor
f of machinery, is good. We have our of safety of about 19. One of the
: engine to a saw mill now. I am run interesting facts proved by these
ning the engine. The Rumely en experiments is that the galvanized
7 gines are good for sawing, threshing ﬁttings can stand practically the
Zor anything you put them at.
same pressures as the black, which is
I am 18 years old. I went with the contrary to the expressed belief of
separator last year. I have been in many users of malleable ﬁttings, who
. the threshing business one year, and have been very positive in their
‘corn shredding two years, and saw statements that galvanizing greatly
Our canvas stitched belts will not harden with age or in cold
milling about four months.
weakened the strength of the pipe,
weather, and “pull” better than any other.
The threshing season is very short because the dipping of the ﬁtting in
Ask your dealer.
,1 here. The average run is from 25 to a bath of molten zinc, and then sud
'30 days. We have the price cutters denly cooling it by immersing in
SAWYER BELTING CO., 49 Lisbon SL, Cleveland, 0.
here. The regular price is 40 for cold water, would have a tendency
Please mention The Review
wheat, 2c for oats, Go for timothy, to bring the castings back to the un
4c'1'or corn shredding. My father annealed state, making them hard
' and Lare thinking about buying a and brittle. That this theory is not
new rig. I would like to hear from correct is conclusively shown by
some of the brother threshermen as these tests. As compared with ex
to their opinion which is the most dur periments undertaken with cast iron
able machineryto buy.
tees, the strength of the malleable
. 7
Mason Walker.
ﬁttings is more than 50 per cent.
R. 2, Box 68, Burnt Prairie, I'll.
greater than that of cast iron ﬁttings, '
. * =0: 1:
In most cases the malleable ﬁttings
' l-las Two Rigs.
developed leakage through minute
Editor Review:—-Enclosed 50 cents “pin holes" at pressures ranging
to renew my subscription for one from 1,000 to 2,500 lbs. In no in
This tank is supported on the wagon bolsters by an angle-iron truss that
year. A little late, but better late stance were these pin holes visible
positively relieves the tank of all strain.
Fuel box in front with shovel board.
below a pressure of 1,000 lbs. with
than never.
In every way this is the strongest, completest and most satisfactory engine
Crops were poor in this part of the black ﬁttings, or below 2,000
tender on she market.
the country last year. Oats made lbs. ‘with the galvanized ﬁttings,
Correspondence with manufacturers and dealers in thresher supplies
from 20 to 30 bushels per acre. Som while two of the galvanized ﬁttings
solicited.
Inquiries from threshermen promptly answered.
from 20 to 30 bushels per acre. sustained a pressure of 2,500 lbs. be
Some —barley and a little wheat, but fore pin holes developed.
Get Our Catalogue.
It is
poor stuﬁ.
therefore evident that galvanizing is
Goshen, Indiana
STAR TANK CO.,
We own two rigs.
One is a com very effective in closing small imper
Western
Distributing
Point.
St.
Joseph.
Missouri.
plete Minneapolis, 18 h. p. return fections or pin holes in the malleable
Please mention The Review.
iﬂue gﬁﬁxﬁﬁ separator with gearless iropp,

The STUTZ
Steel
'Thresher
Tank

Ma» 1908'
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RSUNS FEEDER l
N0 BETTER ON EARTH

Governor Side of Feeder

"1‘:

If you are looking for a Self Feeder that is absolutely reliable beyond question,:one that you
know will do the work without a whole lot of grief, one that is perfectly governed and has stood the
test for many years in all kinds and conditions of grain and weather,

The Parsons is the Machine
If you have had experience you know this, and if new at the business just ask anycoldéthresherrhan.

Governed with Pickering
Governor.
Knives that never dull.
Adjustable in all work
ing parts.

Crank shaft motion
which assists in the
separation and tearing
apart of hard baked
bundles.
Sectional View.

."SUCCESS”§Husker and Shredder‘
Start talking now to your corn raising farmers who.are not familiar with the enormous saving in feed from the
use of shredded corn fodder.
.

‘~

State agricultural colleges and scientiﬁc farmers have tested the value of shredded fodder, and when properly

harvested declare that it is worth three-fourths as much as the grain.
When fodder is allowed to stand in the ﬁeld, from ﬁfty per cent. to ninety per cent. of its value is lost.

A little

education will make money for them and yourself, if you buy a “Success” Shredder to do their work.

One man writes: “I CLEARED $300 IN EIGHTEEN DAYS.”
Another: “I SHREDDED TWENTY-FIVE ACRES OF HEAVY IOWA CORN IN EIGHT HOURS."
Another: “THIRTY-FIVE ACRES IN THIRTEEN HOURS.”
Talk about capacity! THE “SUCCESS" SHREDDER IS “IT.” There is not another shredder on the market
that can keep in sight of it.
We not only have DOUBLED the capacity, but TREBLED and QUADRUPLED most other makes. That’s
not all—the quality of work is a special feature.

a,

Soft, nice feed, that stock will eat in preference to the best hay.

MANUFACTURERS OF
The Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder, The Ruth Band Cutter and Self Feeder, Hawkeye Band Cutter and
Self Feeder, Success Corn Husker and Shredder, Success Automatic Belt Guide, Success Ratchet Cylinder Wrench,

Buffalo Hay Press, Hawkeye Manure Spreader, Hawkeye Grain Grader, Hawkeye Automatic Hog Waterer.

IWrite us for our new catalog.

PARSONS BAND CUTTER & SELF FEEDER, C0.
Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.
P4180“ “WRITE M10. 60., Winnipeg, Canada, Sales Agent- tor Guilds.
‘Plvnsn mention The Review.
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' Feeding the Corn Plant.

NORTHWEST TllllESllEll Bil.

By PROF. ANDREW M. SOULE,
Recently of Virginia Agricultural College.

Northwest Thresher Company has a paid up
capital of $663,000.00 and a surplus of $392,000.00;
total worth above all liabilities ($055,000.00) One

The corn plant develops in a com gave an increase of 10.54 and 14.96
paratively short season. In order that bushels at a cost of 13 and 18 cents
it may do this successfully it has been a bushel respectively: ﬂoats at the
provided with a very vigorous root rate of 300 lbs. gave an increase of
system, so that it can gather large 5.59 bushels at a cost of 18 cents

supplieshof food from the soil in a a bushel.

Million Fifty-ﬁve Thousand Dollars.

Acid phosphate furnished

short space of time. But the root sys

the cheapest source of phosphorous,
tem is of no avail unless the plant and it was proﬁtable to use it at the
food is there in soluble form, so it rate of 300 pounds per acre.

can be readily taken up by the rootlets
Muriate of potash alone gave an in
of the plant and built into its tissues. crease of 16.75 bushels at a cost of 6
Think of a corn plant from 10 to 18 cents, and it was proﬁtable to use it
feet in height making its growth in at the rate of 50 pounds per acre.
from 90 to 110 days, and when we There was a loss with raw bone meal,
recognize the fact that this growth is and lime at the rate of one ton only
based largely on the plentiful supply gave an increase of 3.25 bushels. A
of four or ﬁve elements in the soil, it combination of acid phosphate and

enviable reputation of Northwest Threshing Ma
chinery wherever introduced, plus such improvements
as are naturally made from year to year to keep it in
the front rank.
Northwest Thresher Company has a complete
shop force, a complete ﬁeld force, a complete oﬂice
force, all full of vim, vigor and vivacity, enthusiastic
workers all, not a cold foot in the bunch.
This statement is published for the information
of those employees of our competitors who have been
worrying about our health and spreading derogatory
misinformation.

impresses us with the necessity of muriate of potash failed to give any
feeding the soil with those elements thing like as large yields as were ob
that are essential to the rapid develop tained from the use of larger amounts

ment of the plant.

of phosphorous and potash separately,

What are these necessary elements"? 3. result at variance with what would
First, there is nitrogen, which is re naturally be expected.

sponsible in a large measure for the
Where a complete fertilizer was
size obtained by the plant. When used at. the rate of 100 pounds nitrate
nitrogen is abundant the growth is of soda, 300 pounds acid phosphate
rapid and uniform, the leaves are of a
rich, dark green color and the gen
eral appearance of the plant is heal
thy. But strange as it may seem,
there are many types of soils, though
not fertilized all these years, where
the corn today makes a strong stalk
and has all the attributes of a healthy
plant. It is apparent, therefore, that

and 50 pounds muriate of potash an

increase of 16.30 bushels was obtain
ed at a cost of 33 cents. Where a
complete fertilizer was used at the

rate of 100 pounds of cotton-seed
meal. 150 pounds acid phosphate and
25 pounds muriate of potash the in

Northwest Thresher Co.

crease over no fertilizers was 19.52

bushels at a cost of 31 cents per
the land is not in need of nitrogen. bushel. These ﬁgures indicate that
When the stalk develops and an ear the addition of phosphates would be
fails to form, it ‘shows that some very advisable at the rate of 150 to 300
pounds per acre’ and that acid phos-

Stillwater, Minn.
Please mention The Review.

L

essential element of plant food that

has to do with the development of phate would seem to furnish this in
the grain and seed is deﬁcient in the the cheapest form. It also seems ad
soil. What can this element be? it visable to use muriate of potash in
is tnost likely to be phosphoric acid. moderate quantities.
What leads us to this conclusion’ll

Where liberal

' Engineer, Stop!

applications of complete fertilizers
Simply the fact that the chief func are used on land poorly supplied with
tion of acid phosphate, as found outl vegetable matter, a substantial in
by careful and accurate experiment-| crease may be anticipated. The facts
al investigation, is to assist in the de set forth should induce the farmer to
velopment of the grain, no matter use green crops freely to supply the
what its form and character may be. needed nitrogen and change the me

There is another essential element chanical and physical conditions of
the soil to one corresponding more
ﬁcient in the soil, though it is less nearly with the requirements of such
likely to be lacking than any of the a rapidly growing crop as corn
others. and that is potash. If the Farmer’s Year Book.

of plant food that is sometimes de

Read This!

Then Think What it Means

Positive

Lubri
cation

stem and leaf of the plant is not suf

Does it Not Mean

ﬁciently vigorous, and if there is a
plentiful supply of nitrogen and
Addresses Wanted.
phosphoric acid in the soil and still
Will be thankful to any brother
the ear does not develop well, it is
who will furnish us the address of the
probably due to the need of potash
following: A. Dittrick, S. S. Mead,
in the soil. This may be applied in
G. Clure, O. L. Degg.
the form of muriate of potash, which
The above brethren subscribed to ,
is one of the cheapest and most ef
the fund for prosecuting the case of
fective forms the farmer can eni
Mrs. King against Osage County
ploy.
and inadvertently neglected to write
in experiments conducted by the their address, and we want to keep
writer in clay upland soil; deﬁcient in track of every one who subscribed to
humus, it was observed that proﬁta the fund. While the boys at Wichita
ble returns were obtained on corn, subscribed liberally to this fund, we

S A VIN G OF
COAL, POWER
and REPAIRS?

from applications of both nitrate of
soda, cotton-seed meal and farmyard
manure. The good results obtained
with cotton-seed meal were no doubt
partly attributable to the 2%; per cent,

will still need some more;

so come

on, boys, with those dollars.

The

proceedings will all be published, so

What is it worth to
you to absolutely
know you are get
ting oil? Oil every turn of the wheel. No treacherous check valves.
No sight feed glass to break or freeze up. Cold weather has no effect
Feeds any kind of oil or graphite. Easy to attach-right or left hand
drive. Releases the screw at any point of the downward movement of
the plunger, should obstruction occur and cannot break itself to pieces.
A lubricator that fails to do its work properly at all times is dear at any
price. Your engine might cut a VALVE by such failure. OURS CAN
NOT FAIL. Friction or cutting of valves is unheard of where the
Byington is used. It's right, the price right and satisfaction guaranteed,
what more? WHY, WRITE TODAY FOR PRICES.

that you will know just what is done
with your monc'x.

Also we have nu

each of phosphoric acid and potash it merous applications from engineers
contained; a factor that should not and separator men, so that if any of
be overlooked in comparing it with you need anything of that kind write
nitrate of soda. Acid phosphate at us and we will keep a record of your
the rate of 150 and 300 pounds gave ‘application and can probably help

an increase of 9.16 and 18.53 bushelsf you.
‘ respectively, at a cost of 10 cents a‘

Address,
'l‘ini Payne, Sec’y,

Byington Force Feed Lubricator C0.
AURORA, ILLINOIS
Full Stock Carried and Distributed by
& Ordway, Winnipeg, Man.
& Ordway, Fargo, N. Dak.
& Ordway. “'atertown, S. Dak.

(‘rane Co.. Sioux City.
Crane Co.. Des Moines.
Crane Co.. OrnahiL

& Ordway. St. Paul, Minn.
Crane Co.. Kansas City.
(‘rane Co.. Oklahoma City, Okla.
Please mention The Review.

bushel; Thomas slag at the same rates

.

Northwest Thresher Company always has paid,
is now paying and always will pay one hundred cents
(r00 cts) on every dollar of its obligations.
Northwest Thresher Company is running its fac
tory full time, ten hours a day, building threshing ma
chinery to supply the demand for 1908. This ma
chinery is of the high quality that has earned the

Oskaloosa, Kansas.

May, 1908.
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“No Trusts---No Catalogue Houses”

.

DE LAVAL
CREAM SEPARATOR
AGENCIES
The new 1908 De Laval Cream Separators are sweeping all attempted competition before
them, and the sales to date are more than double what they have been in any previous year.

_De Laval Cream Separators have always been the best inl their line and are now better
in every way than ever before.
It has always been our aim thati De Iaval agents should be the best men in their localities
for the sale of cream separators, and these are the sort of agents we want in every community.
As a rule _we are so represented, with satisfaction to ourselves and pride and proﬁt to the
men who are handling our machines.
But therelare some territories where our agencies are not rreeting with tlze success they should, from one reason or another, and we

want betterfones in their stead}
,r
There are many other localities, in which a considerable number of separators should be sold, where there are as yet no De Laval
representatives.
E_
Applications for agencies are invited ard will receive as careful and prcmpt attention as the De Laval ﬁeld organization may be able
to give to them.

THE or LAVAL SEPARATOR COMPANY
42 E. Madison Street
CHICAGO

General Oﬂtces :

l73-l77 William,‘ Street
MONTREAL

1213 & 1215 Filbert Street
PHILADELPHIA

74 Cortlandt Street

14 a 16 Princess Street
WINNI‘PBG

Drumm & Sacramento Sta.
SAN FRANCISCO,

NEW YORK

107 First Street
PORTLAND. ORB.

'

The Iron Horse in
Woods.

the Maine

The steam log hauler is a new and
picturesque accessory to lumbering

operations in New England forests.
It can do the work of twenty horses,
and never gets tired. It can be driv
en

over rough

roads

without

any

track. Its noise scares game into
the next county, with the exception
of “King Moose.” who is inclined to

have an occasional bout with it.
log hauler has come to stay.

This
It has

passed from the experimental stage
to a strong and reliable machine, and
with intelligent care will make good
the claims of the inventor. It has
proved a gu'eat saving to lumber oper
ators and has opened

up territory

which otherwise would be unavaila
ble.

More log haulers are in use this

season than ever before.

Millions of

feet of lumber are being moved by

them in the woods of northern Maine
and New Hampshire and in Canada,
not only for moving logs, but for
transporting the stock in the white
birch districts to the mills which are

_m_c_ntlon The Rcyliw.

lot.” With the cab, stack, headlight, usually built in the fall, being made
dome, whistle and vigorous pulling, as level as possible, so that if the
the steam log hauler has many fea-. hauler can operate on bare ground
tures of the locomotivey and many there will be no trouble later on.

pilot from his seat, and was driv

cu away only when the engineer blew

the whistle and turned on the steam
hose.
There are several types of haulers
problems have arisen and been over-, Preparations are made for water for

come in producing a machine capable‘, the hauler and sprinkling tank sleds.
of working over hills and hollows of Sometimes it’s av handy brook or
a forest road many miles from a ma spring, otherwise it must be hauled
chine shop and at a. zero tempera 'on tank sleds. At the end of the
ture.
road a “Y” is built for turning the
From the “yard” to the “land train. In Piscataqnis and Penobscot,
ing” is where the hauler gets in its counties in Maine the haulers convey
work. It has also proven of great the logs to the forest mills, and also
value in opening up timber lands stock from the mills to the spool and
where there are no waterways near box shook factories. Occasionally a
enough to be reached by horses, ex? breakdown or mishap occurs, and it
cept perhaps by one trip a day. ‘is not ‘all smooth sailing for the
Here roads twenty-ﬁve or thirty miles steam haulers, but the margin in
long are built and several haulers put maintaining a. machine instead of
to work. Under ordinary conditions twenty horses and ten men is all in
a steam hauler will do the work of favor. of the machine.
twenty horses.

The steam outﬁt

on the market and under develop
ment. The endless lag traction seems
to be the most successful so far. A
Bangor man has invented one that

goes by a spiral cylinder traction-a
new idea.

There is also a machine

driven like a road roller, and experi
ments are now being made with one

to be driven by gasoline.—The Wood
worker.

From Indiana.
Editor RevieW:—Enclosed ﬁnd $1,
for which extend my subscription for

another year and send The Review to
the other address herewith.
The picturesque side of lumbering
I have been sawing up to the pres

costs about $8,000, while twenty good 2 loses nothing by the introduction of
horses and outﬁts will cost nearly the steam hauler. Hunters complain
$12,000. The hay and grain bill for of not being able to ﬁnd any game
twenty horses is large, while the haul within twenty‘ﬁve miles of a steam
or uses only one and one-half cords hauler road, and there’s no wonder.
of wood a day, which is previously The passing of a. hauler and its train
cut and piled at convenient placesv through the woods in the darkness of

ent time; have just ﬁnished up one
job. I have a Gaar-Scott mill, and
a 16 horse Huber, and I think the
Huber is all right. She is a daisy to

run a saw mill.
I have aHuber thresher, 36x60, and

I don’t think it can be beat for good
along the road, at very small ex a winter’s morning, with the ﬂashing work and grain saving Without bother.
‘ headlight, the spitting,
coughing, I have run it three years, and have
The hauler is simply a traction en pense.
gine, or small locomotive, adapted for
The crew of a hauler consists of wheezing exhaust, an occasional roar not paid out one cent for repairs.
making its way over forest roads the engineer, ﬁreman, pilot and per from the safety valve, a shriek of However, I will need some new knives
and drawing a train of sleds loaded haps a brakeman to look after the ‘ the whistle, the shrill creaking of for the feeder this year.
with logs or other stuﬁ. It lays its train. The wear and tear on harness ‘ half a dozen loaded sleds on the dry,
I also have a Gaar-Scott clover
Own track. The drivers are connect
is more than the average expense of Frosty snow, makes a. sight and sound huller; so you see that I am busy the
ed by a belt of “lags,” studded with the hauler, and where the hauler re that would scare any wild animal oﬁ year through.
spurs, upon which the whole weight quires only four men, the horses re the township in jig time-all but the
I think we threshers should get
of the machine rests. When steam is quire ten. The hauler can easily,han moose. They do not seem to know more for our work. considering what
applied “something has to come.” dle ﬁve sets of sleds, which are ar~ any fear, and there’s a good story machinery and repairs cost us. I’ will
The front of the machine rests on the ranged in a train and connected by‘ about a big bull moose that charged close, wishing the brethren success.
steering sled, is operated by a. wheel, heavy sticks to prevent crowding and a. hauler upon the Little Black
Champ Lerten.
and is easily controlled by the "pi allowing for turns. The roads are waters in Canada, driving the
Powers, Ind.

sawing spool bars, box material and
other products.
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The Michigan Threshermen’s Convention.
Permanent State Organization Perfected and Local Organization Work Begun.
The second state meeting of the helps Mr. Farmer to market his crops

Michigan Threshermen’s Association at the most convenient and oppor
was held in Lansing, March 25 and tune time and it enhances the value
26, as announced in our March is of his property.
“Quite a howl went up when the
sue.
The morning session on the
25th was well attended, most of the new road law was passed. They said
time being occupied in registering it was the automobile manufacturers’
Well, all I’ve got to
and visiting. The afternoon was de companies.
voted to a business session, opened say is, ‘If that is a fact, we certain
by President Kohlmeyer with an ly owe them a vote of thanks, for
able address on the needs and pur the work was certainly well done.’
poses of organization.
Said Mr. Now, let us put our shoulders to the

proved, following which J. R. Stone,-ciation with its reception at the
hands of the citizens, branch house
men and state oﬂicials at Lansing.
est work for local association with Mr. Kohlmeyer is a ready speaker

editor of The Threshermen’s Re
view, spoke on the necessity of earn

out which the state association would and his response was a credit to the
be of little value.

He urged thresh

organization he represents.

ermen to keep up the work of asso
Following a ﬁne musical selection
ciation, not depending upon the by the Alpha male quartet was to
state oﬁicers to do all the work.
have been an address by Prof. Clin
Mr. H. I. Croft, a thresherman who ton D. Smith whose bright speech
was “in” on most of the important was a feature of the December meet
discussions, expressed the opinion ing. He, however, was on his way to
wheel and help the good cause along, that local
organization would be Brazil to take up advanced work
Kohlmeyer:
most productive of results, although there and his place was ﬁlled by
“We have met pursuant of ad no matter who started it.
"Now if it is good for the auto the state association was necessary Prof. R. S. Shaw, his successor at M.
journment to perfect the organiza
tion to be known as the ‘Michigan mobiles. it is good for every one as beingr the guiding force in the A. C. After reading a greeting from
else, is it noti
work.
Thresher-s Association.’
Professor Smith to the threshermen,
“After we get these things settled.
B. B. Clarke, editor of The Amer which we print elsewhere, Mr. Shaw
“There is much to be done and it
is up to the threshers to do it, if we might take up the matter ‘of ican Thresherman, insisted upon the spoke at some length, giving an in
done. But let us be careful and weights and measures. There is such need of both state and local associa teresting discussion of the value of
make as few mistakes as possible.
a diversity of measures on Michigan tion. He also rightly contended that specialization in growing farm prod
“Let us begin at the right place machines today that the farmer hard the price question is a most import ucts.
and not expect too much at ﬁrst. All ly knows what to expect for a bushel ant one, and spoke of the possiblities
Hon. H. S. Earle, Michigan ’s ﬁery
good things come slowly and through unless he knows his man and ma in wise action regarding this and oth little highway commissioner and
plenty of hard Work.
.or important questions to come be prospective governor. held the at
chine.
"As to a lien law, I do not think fore the association.
“This universe, scientists tell us,
tention of the convention with a dis
was millions of years reaching the we need one very bad. Still it would
G. W. Ward, of Mason, Michigan, cussion of how to get better roads
state fit for the occupancy of man. do no harm for I believe that thresh gave a spirited address on the good and bridges. Mr. Earle is, as he de
“First: We need something in the bills in Michigan are more promptly of organization. Andrew Nolan, a serves to be. a prime favorite with
line of legislation to give us equal paid than in any other state in the wise Irishman from the center of Michigan threshermen, and his prac
rights on the highways and bridges Union. Still when we get around to Michigan '5 “Emerald Isle,” Emmett, tical talks on this subject, so full of
with other tax payers, as every ma. it, we might take the matter up for gave the most practical talk of the interest for them, always receive
chine has to go on the tax roll, no consideration.
convention.
Following is a brief their full attention and approval.
matter how poor; while every other
"In my opinion, the last and most memorandum from his records:
The ﬁnal program address by Prof.
citizen who uses the road is not a unimportant matter is the price and
The ﬁrst three years I had a part
tax payer. This makes class legisla price cutting. That is a matter that ner; the last twelve seasons had a C. E. Holmes, Superintendent of the
Michigan School for the Blind at
tion of the matter. Let me give you will take care of itself. If you un
full rig of my own. The whole num Lansing, was the gem of the evening.
dertake to make this a. labor organi ber of days the machine was in the
an example.
Of ﬁne presence and good address,
"Should an ordinary citizen break zation, its day of usefulness is over, belt was 798;
the whole amount
he
gave his hearers a grand win
through a bridge to the loss of life, for there is nothing a farmer fears earned was $12,095.00. The whole
of fraternity in its higher and
limb, or property, you would see or dispises so much as organized la
amount paid out was $8,055.78. holier aspect. This, followed hv sing
township otﬁcers on hand to settle at bor.
Whole amount over expenses is ing from the quartet, completed the
once, no matter what his load was,
“We must make farmers our $4,039.22. Average per day, $5.62.
whether six tons or sixteen tons. But friends. and might almost say, our Nothing was included in expenses regular program. following which
short speeches were made by L. A.
if it happens to be a poor thresher, chums, not our enemies.

So let us

they will just stand back, look wise be careful how we proceed.
and intimate that he had no business
“Now, there is just one thing more
there. Is this justice to the honest. before I close, i. e., keeping our busi
and hard working thresher? If so, ness to ourselves. Is it good policy
excuse me.”
to tell how much we make or lose?
Here Mr. Kohlmeyer presented and
“You never hear a business man
read tables of weights of traction or a banker boasting of what he is
engines of different weights and making. Why should we?
There
makes, showing conclusively that the are several good reasons for not do
bridges and culverts of this state are ing so. These stories have a tenden
practically barred to traction engines cy to get men into the business that

unless planks are used, and contin
uing, said:

do not understand it and that is
where we generally get the price cut

“Now, after this array of ﬁgures. ters from.

what are you going to do.

The law

“Now I have given you an outline

says the limit is six tons and tho of a few things we need and you can
manufacturers say they make no such count on me to the last ditch, to help
engine.
get them.”
“Now, I would recommend that

be amended or wiped off the statute

books I shall feel all the time and
money spent to accomplish this, well
invested.

“There is another matter which
concerns us, i. e., better roads and

Hardin and B. B. ‘.‘larke.
Thursday morning at nine o'clock
patrons when we were coming, while
on the road collecting, boarding me 1, the business sessions were resumed,
etc. All thrrshing has been done at the committee on Ways and Means
the standard price. except two small making the following report:
Your committee appointed on
jobs. The very StTl’ﬁtGSt economy has
been practiced in every detail in Ways and Means, suggest the fol
buying and operating; and no ma lowing: First, that each brother or
chinery disposed of until completely member give his name and address
to Secretary Chilson together with
worn out.
the
names and addresses of all
The foregoing was Mr. Nolan’;
threshermen
in this county as far as
text for a practical talk on price cut
'
ting and the necessity for raising the possible.
Second,
That
each
brother or mem
standard of prices. The “standard
price” Mr. Nolan refers to is that ber who wishes a local organization
regularly charged in his neighbor in this county leave his request be
fore leaving the city.
hood.
in painting and repairing. notifying

Thereupon followed a general dis_
Kohlmeyer's cussion, principally upon the question
address Mrs. Ferry, of the Histori~ of prices and how to raise or main
cal Society, spoke upon the work the tain them. Many good ideas were
department she represents in preserv elicited, and the talk served to show
ing articles of historical value. and that no arbitrary scale could be
of the aid ‘threshermen might give in adopted by the state organization.
this work by forwarding to the dc These must be arranged by the coun
partment such old time implements ty associations in conformity with
as come to their possession. As a existing conditions.
sample, Mrs. Ferry exhibited a good
The evening session was held ac
specimen of that primitive thresh cording to published program, as far
ing machine, the ﬂail. She concluded as possible. Owing to the absence of
with an invitation to the thresher Governor Warner. his place on the
men to later visit the exhibition program was well taken by Hon.
rooms of the society; a courtesy duly James V. Barry. Commissioner of
accepted and enjoyed by many of Insurance.
Mr. Barry is a witty.
the visitors.
forceful speaker and his \velcome was
Following

this grand body appoint a commit
tee on legislation to take care of
this matter at the next session of the
legislature, and if this one law can

for self and son, either in the ﬁeld,

President

Third, That the threshermen of the

State of Michigan proceed to organ
ize their respective counties accord
ing to the by-laws that have been and
may be hereafter adopted for their
government.

Fourth, That the oﬁice of state or
ganizer be created.
Fifth, That the

state

organizer

shall work directly under the super
vision of the officers of the state as
sociation, and shall report daily to
the secretary thereof, giving in de
tail the result of his work.
Sixth, That each brother desiring
_an organization in his county shall
report to the state secretary such
request, who in turn shall name the

better bridges.
“Every thresher knows that one
of his greatest troubles is along this
line. Many times it takes longer to
move over a bad road or go around a
poor bridge than it did to do the
work after he got there.
Next in order were the reports of sincere and earnest.
date for holding such meeting, but it
“Good roads not only help the the secretary and treasurer of the as
Responding, President Kohlmeyer shall be the duty of the threshermen
thresher but every one else.
It sociation, which were read and ap voiced the appreciation of the asso of said county to notify the thresh
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The Best Advertisement
An experience extending over more than sixty years teaches
us that the best advertisement on Earth is a well
pleased customer.

When a thresher pleases the thresherman it proves its merit
in many ways.
When a thresher pleases the farmer it proves its merit in all
ways.
The thresherman may get along with many shortcomings, but
the machine must get right results to please the farmer.
John Brogan, Farmer, of Garske, North Dakota, says:

“Robert Wallace threshed for me last fall with

your'machine and in the twenty years that l have been
farming here I never had as good a job done.
“Your machine is a clean thresher. I will have no
other machine thresh for me so long as I can get the
Red River Special. ’ ’

Mr. Brogan wants his work well done—so does every farmer.
It is the farmer's grain and time that is wasted.
When he ﬁnds a machine that will not waste them, he will

insist upon its use and will have no other thresh his grain.
For that reason the thresherman will proﬁt most from the
purchase of such a machine.
The Red River Special has proven itself to be the fastest
thresher and the best grain saver made.
It is the only thresher that has The Man Behind the Gun,

which separates ninety per cent. right at the cylinder.
It has in addition to this, all the separating capacity that any
other machine has all told.
ll you want the best and the biggest jobs get the Red River
Special.
The tarmer'will insist upon it because it does the best work.
There are reasons-

Write for our catalogue.

It gives them.

NICHOLS & SHEPARD Co., Battle CreekfiMich.
: Branches and Houses where Stocks of Machinery and Repairs are Carried
Madison. Wisconsin.
Fargo. North Dakota
Nuhville. Tennellee.
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Kansas City, Miuouri.
Lincoln, Nebralka.
Indianapolis. Indiana.
Minneapolis. Minneltote.
' Columbue, Ohio.
Peoria. Illinoie.
Regina. 581!Des Moinel. Iowa.
The George H. Gallagher Co.. Spokane. Washington
Keating Implement & Machine Co.. Dalian. Tex-l.

Please mention The Review.
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ermen.

The state secretary shall ap

point such committee as the case may

require and the by-laws of the asso
ciation permit.
Respectfully sub

Weber, New Bettendorf and
Columbus Farm Wagons.

mitted.

W. W. Weeks, Chairman.
James Winter,
Andrew Nolan,
Committee.
The committee on Resolutions re

ported as follows:

For sixty-three years the name “Weber” has been the best guarantee as to the quality

Resolved, That we extend to the

of a farm wagon. No other wagon is made better than the Weber—no other wagon is
made with so much care.

members of the State Board of Au
ditors, our sincere thanks for the use
of this hall, wherein our sessions have
been held, and to Mr. Bennett, super

The New Bettendorf is another wagon that is rapidly crowding to the front.

The world

is moving toward steel construction, and the New Bettendorf is designed to satisfy the de

intendent of the building, for the
many courtesies he has extended to

mand for steel wagons. It is never too wet or too dry for the New Bettendorf steel gears,
the strength, durability and carrying capacity of which remain the same, no matter what the
climatic conditions may be.

the delegates.
We also desire to extend to the
persons who contributed to our pro
gram last evening our appreciation
and thanks.

Columbus wagons are on the leading salesroom floors throughout the country.

running gear parts except the axles are the best quality of oak.
hickory.

We desire to go on record as heart
ily in favor of any and all properly
framed laws that will give to the

All the

The axles are select black

The gears are well ironed, the hounds being ironed full length on the bottom.

Any farmer who does not use any one of these wagons is cordially invited to consider
the Weber, New Bettendorf or Columbus, the very name of any one of which is a guarantee
of excellence and quality-they are the kind of wagons you like to have on your farm.

several counties in the state improved

roads and bridges, and especially do
we urge that a committee on legis
lation be appointed at this meeting
whose duty it shall be to frame a bill
to be introduced at the legislative

Any local agent will be pleased to give you full particulars and printed matter describ
ing these wagons—or if you prefer write us direct.

International Harvester Company of America

session next year, which will guar
antee
to
threshermen,
bridges

(Incorporated)

throughout the State of_Michigan,
that will safely carry threshing out
ﬁts of at least twenty tons weight.

CHICA GO

US. A.
Please mention The Review. ‘

We urge this, believing that it is

fair to all tax payers in the road dis
trict, insuring permanency and abso

lute safety to life and property.
Message
Mr. James Winter, on behalf of

of Dean Clinton D. have adopted the best rotation of
crops, when our farmers are trained
Smith to the Thrcshermen
in the sciences.
'
of Michigan.
Very possibly the third menace to

The American Thresherman, oﬁered
his services in the organization of
I made a solemn agreement with
ten counties, the association to pay his
President
Snyder to speak to you
expenses excepting salary. On mo
tion this otter was accepted and re March 25th. On that date I shall be

grain growing is the worst of the

trinity. The amount of hay shipped
from Michigan will astonish the un
quests for association preferred with at Ithaca, New York, on my way to initiated. I have no ﬁght with timothy
the state secretary, E. V. Chilson, New York City, and thence to Bra hay because it exhausts the soil, but
zil. Luckily, my successor in oﬂice, I do believe that when a section of
Lansing, will have attention.
Prof. H. S. Shaw, is entirely compe

tent to ﬁll my place and leave a wide duction, it means a distinct decline
margin to hang over the edge. I did in the quality of the farming there
intend to prepare a studied address carried on.
Hay growing is the
and, in fact, had laid the foundation sound of departing glory. It is the
$2.00 per annum, to he paid at the for it, when a cablegram called me
Ichabod on the banner. A thriving
time of joining said association.
out of the country much sooner than farming community feeds the hay
“As
county
associations
are I expected to go. The point I hoped
that grows, raises more grain, keeps
formed

the treasurer thereof shall to make was that the advent of
cial crops ought not to lessen
amount of grain to be threshed.
a sample, unless the beet sugar
tories shall succeed in making

forward to the secretary of the Mich
igan Threshermen’s Association $2.00
per capita per year. Holders of cer
tiﬁcates of membership in the state
organization shall not be included in

spe
the
As
fac
the

convention

was

adjourned

Slope Slipping, Increase- Power.
Send lor Circulars. Agents Wanted.

C. E. SCANLON,

RE-BUIL'I'

'TTIIICPITM’I' lﬁllEllllﬁi
From 10 to 22 H. P. of but makes. These machines
are racticnlly u

Weber Implement Co.. 415 N. Main at, St. Louis.
Please mention The Review.

Finally, I bid your association God
speed in its proposed work.

HIGH GRIDB MILLS
Full line oflizco. Oomhiniua emcicncy with con»
vcnienre of handling The largest com binauon of

I‘ hope

more

hope the farmers will grow more and

live stock,

d as new. I. 00hr than n a

elnl 7 low prim. 1 interested in . Inn-hi writei'or int.

igan.

distant when they will work the ruin
of the localities immediately about
them.
In Germany and France,
beets mean more

JOIJI'IT, ILLINOIS

more stock. This is my sole opposi
tion to the increasing of hay in Mich

methods of threshing, in machinery
and in all the details which go with
the successful operation of a thresh
ing machine. .011 the other hand, I

more live stock means a better diver

-

Please mention The Review.

farmers keep more stock as they that you will continue improving in

this per capita tax list of members.” grow more beets, the day is not far

At the afternoon session occurred
the election of officers, the old of
ﬁcers being re-elected by acclama
tion. A general discussion followed,
after which this most encouraging

Dressing
l

have been thoroughly rebuilt, in our own shops and

the country goes much into hay pro

It was voted to amend section 6 of
the by-laws to read as follows:
“The membership fee of this as
sociation shall be for each member

BIGSTICK B" Be"

practical improvements.

The

lull in for ye‘?

traction engine Bend for circular! to
Richmond Incl. Works. Richmond. IMLJIJA.
.

Please mention The Review.

better grain for your work.

for one siﬁed agriculture and that in turn
means more grain.
More kilos of

Fraternally, C. D. Smith.
year.
‘
Now the success of the association wheat are shipped out of the Aron
Lord Kelvin once showed that all
lies largely with the members. If dissements of France which produce
the oxygen in the atmosphere proba
the organization is to be perpetuated the beet sugar, than were shipped be
and strengthened, it must be at the fore that industry was introduced. bly came from the action of sunlight
cost of diligent and untiring ef Michigan can wisely follow the teach on plants. When the earth was a
fort on the part of the threshermen ings of these foreign experts. I am globe of hot liquid it contained no
of the state. We hope they are en looking therefore for more grain to vegetable fuel, and probably no free
couraged to go on with the work that thresh because of the'coming of the

oxygen.

.

Stitched
Pl

»'

llamas

' Thrasher
Belling

But as it cooled oﬂ plants

appeared on its surface, and these be
has been so well and happily begun, beets.
The second point I had hoped to gan to evolve oxygen through the me
and that the next state convention
will be formed in good measure of make was that the specialization in dium of the sunbeams. Upon the ox
delegates from county organizations. grain growing means larger crops ygen thus derived we depend for the
It will take work, but the goal is from a_ given area and therefore maintenance of life by breathing.

Unsurpassed for strength, traction
power and durability.
Made from
the heaviest weight of duck.
All
goods fully guaranteed.
For sale by all reliable dealers.

well worth striving for:
Better more grain and better grain to
The
decadence of wheat
prices, better road and bridge-laws, thresh.

Thu ,llhasapaake Belting company

Mlnul'lcturad by

better

conditions

threshermen.

generally

A place for every account and
for growing in Michigan is appalling. 1' every account in its place. The Be
look ,for a partial return when we view’s account book, 25 cents.‘

Baltimore, Md.
Please mention The ‘Review
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Russia’s Wheat Trade.
Features of the wheat trade of Rus
sia are described in Bulletin 65 of the
Bureau
Agriculture,
Rubinow,
of formerly
Statistics,
preparedofDepartment
bytheDr.Division
I. M.
of ‘

’

.
of Foreign Markets.
this bulletin in

Russia the export

the farmers of this country.
carried

.

I
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.

Q 0* '

'
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.361’

. r as.

This Hopper holds 5,000 pounds of cart
and rock and represents the weight con
stantly pressing on the back of a common

In 1904

“D” Slide Valve 5x8

the railways and inland waterways
Russia

V

According to

trade is of much greater importance
to the producers of grain than the
like trade in th_e United States is to

of

,7’
" "

14,414,000

short

amount, or 10,396,000 tons;

Why carry five thousand
pounds pressure on the back of
your valve in order to simply
seat the valve? Why wear out
your valve gear pulling and push
ing this load? Why not use a

with l25 pounds steam pressure

tons of grain, and the exports were
equivalent to 72 per cent. of this

This load is moved I00 feet
per minute.

and in

1902 also 72 per_cent. of the grain

EXAMPLE:

carried on Russian railways and in
land waterways was exported. In the

5"x8"= 40" Area

/

125 lbs.
United States the exports of grain
amounted to only 19.5 per cent. of the ‘

"200__
80
40

railway tonnage of grain in the ﬁs
cal year 1903 and 10.5 per cent. in

GOULD
BALANCE VAL

1904.
Among

the

comparatively

recent

and avoid friction and gain
power? Guaranteed to increase
the power of traction engines
using a common D valve from

changes in the organization of the
grain trade in Russia was the intro

duction of a. railway and state bank
credit system.

This system enables

persons with small capital to buy and
export tograin.
ﬁrms
either
foreign Exporting
importerhs or
buy sell
for

.

W - 7' '_ T ;

18 to 30 per cent Write for
catalogue. It I:ell a you w it y. '

.;

such importers on commission.

Gould

Balance

Besides the credit system, another

change has been the introduction of
the commission business in place‘ of

.
"

-' "

1 l‘

Company

,

Iowa
Kellogg,

direct purchase.
Exporting houses
act more and more as commission
agents for foreign importers; and
within recent years brokers have ap ity of the 89 elevators in Chicago in
peared who bring large producers 1906.

v

.

Please mention The Review.

per mile per 100 lbs.

The

third,

fourth and ﬁfth zones are successive

into direct communication with such
Importers of Russian wheat usually 1)’ longer and the rates Per mile suc
importers and act as agents in all buy according to sample. Soon after cessively lower until a distance of
complicated transactions. In general harvest samples of the crop justl'1,842 miles is reached. For all dis
practice, however, a number of mid gathered are sent to European mar
tances beyond this point, zones are:
dlemen stand between the Russian kets and standards of “fair average disregarded and a rate of 0.027 of one
wheat producer and the foreign con qualit‘r'” are made up for that com cent per mile per 100 lbs. is charged,
sumer.
mercial year. Dealing may be done the miles being counted from the
Perhaps the most important inﬂuence
on a basis of these standards, but the point of shipment to the destination.
which has helped to develop the com
mission business has been the credit importer often makes purchases ac , According to this formula the rate
advanced to grain shippers by the cording to individual samples sub charged for carrying grain 1,000
railways and the Imperial State mitted by the Russian exporter. miles on Russian railways would be
Bank.

Valve

-

A New Hood
FOR WIND STAOKEBB

The shipper may, under the These two methods of deﬁning the 33.78 cents per 100 lbs, and for 100

law of 1894, borrow from the Imperial quality of foreign grain, together with
Bank a sum equal to the full value of a third method, are thus described in
the shipment of grain. From 1888, contracts of the London Corn Trade
(1) Of fair average
when this credit was begun by the Association:

miles the rate would be 8.60 cents per
100 lbs.

There are some exceptions

in the application of the rate formu
la, notably in the case of shipments

state, to 1891 the amount advanced quality of the season’s shipments, at of grain from Siberia, the exception
on each shipment was limited to 60 time and place of shipment (called al rate in this case being higher than
per cent. of its value; and from 1891 “f. a. q.” terms); (2) at time and the regular rate.
to 1894 this limit was 80 per cent.
The loans under these laws were small
to 1893; but from 1893 to 1901, in
clusive, the Imperial State Bank
loaned annually from $15,000,000 to

Stacks perfectly all straw from the
largest machines.
Highly

recommendod

by

all

who

try it.
Puts straw right where you want it.
It solve! the stacking problem.
Write for full description.

BERNES BROS.
ommansn,
rLLmors

place of shipment about as per sealed
samples;

About one-third of the wheat ship
and (3) oﬂicial certiﬁcate ped in Russia during the twenty years

of inspection to be ﬁnal as to quality.
The last method is used for grain im
ported from the Atlantic ports of the
United States.
Most of the Russian railways are
owned by the government and the
rates charged are determined by law.
The legal formula for determining the

$38,000,000, and the railways advanc
ed on grain shipments from $6,000,
000 to $26,000,000 annually.
The ﬁrst public elevator in Russia
was erected in Eletz by the local gov
ernment authorities in 1888. The stor rate on grain is given in detail in the
age capacity of this elevator was bulletin under consideration.
There
about 240,000 bushels. In the follow are items of ﬁxed charge for all ship
ing year a large private elevator with ments and in addition. a rate is com
a storage capacity of 900,000 bushels puted upon a basis of distance.
was constructed in St. Petersburg.
The distance from the point of or
Since then the majority of the grain igin to the destination of a shipment
elevators in Russia have been built is divided into zones. and a ﬁxed rate
either by the railways or by the, gov per verst charged within each zone.
ernment for its railways. There were Beginning with the point of origin

Well

1884-1903 was carried on rivers and
canals; while the proportion of ﬂour

sent by these waterways increased
from 4.6 per cent. of the total ship
ments in 1884-1888 to 12.1 per cent.
in 1899-1903.
In 1903 there were
171,000,000 bushels of wheat carried

Drilling
Machinery
OUR MACHINES are built

to meet any conditions a.
low operating expense.

on railways and 63,000,000 bushels
carried on rivers and canals; of ﬂour

the railways handled 24,000,000 bar
rels and the waterways 7,000,000 bar

rels.

The

average

distance

over

which wheat was carried on Russian
rivers and canals in 1903 was 133
miles and in 1901 it was 171 miles:
and the average’ freight charges for

each of these years on all wheat car
ried on these waterways was 2.71 and

on January 1, 1900, under the control the ﬁrst zone, for export shipment,

3.04 cents per bushel, respectively.

of the Russian railways, 62 elevators extends 180 versts (119.32 miles),
with a combined storage capacity of and the rate Within this
zone is
11,200,000 bushels, and 198 ware 0.086 of one cent per mile per 100
houses capable of holding 14,300,000 lbs. The second zone extends to a
bushels. The total capacity of these point 228.04 miles from the point of
elevators and warehouses in 1900 was origin of the shipment, and the rate
only two-ﬁfths of the storage capac within this zone is 0.034 of one cent

The railway rates on exports for the

same distances, according to the for

They are Simple, Eiﬂcient. and can be equipped

with Churn Drill. Hollow Rod Tools or wil Rs

mula, were about 6.42 and 7.20 cents move a Core by Using a Diamond Bit or an? of the

per bushel, respectively;
and for
‘wheat shipments in internal trade the

coring systems. Built in sizes to drill ram 200
feet to 2000 feet. Run by 8mm, Gmﬁne or
IilectJic Motor, Arranged to be run by thresh
ing engine when desired.

railway
rates
were,
respectively,
about 5.06 and 6.04 cents per bushel.

EDWARD CHRISTMAN
MAW“.
OHIO
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Wheat in European Russia general would also add that we have a sys
ly moves southward to the Black or tem of experiments on methods of
Azot‘ sea, and is carried by rail, in cultivation, and these experiments
boats, and even by wagon. In 1900 will in time prove valuable. You
1904 more than 90 per cent. of the will understand that the station has
wheat exported from Russia was been rimning only ﬁve or six years,

‘llllW ABllllI THE LITTLE FlllKS?

shipped through ports on the Black and is not old enough yet to give deﬁ
nite results.
It takes time.
The ‘
and Azof seas.
Siberian wheat for the most part longer an experiment runs the more *
is carried westward by rail to Che valuable that experiment will be. '
linbinsk, whence three general routes One year doesn’t prove anything out '
may be followed. The cheapest rates in the short grass country, they have .

They are your joy,
your comfort,
your very life,
you shield
0 them from ev
ery danger.

You take the
them,
them, clothe
them, and are

obtained over a rail-and-water route such variable conditions. But a lot
from Cheliabinsk to the port of Arch of farmers out there are conducting

now planning

anbel, on the White Sea. The ex a little experiment station of their
ports of Siberian wheat from this own in this way. They have all con

on how to edu
cate them.

port in 1904 were 2,835,000 bushels. cluded that plowing is better than
If you knew of an open well on your lace and one of them should fall into it
The next export route in point of the old methods of discing and stub
you would feel guilt because you coul have prevented it had you acted in time. If
cheapness is also by rail and river bling-in their grain. It is safe to say
an other danger tireatened our family you would hastily guard againstit-the
and passes through St. Petersburg; this year more land was plowed out
onLy exception is lightning.
Iundreds of people are killed each year by lightning
and a third grain route from Chelia through Ellis County for wheat than anl thousands more are crippled for life just because they neglect to protect them
se ves.
binsk extends southward-also by any previous year. The farmers got
It is conceded that where pro .r Lightning Rods are properly erected there is
rail and river—to Rostov, on the Sea ahead of the experiment station. We ,
no danger to life and no loss oi)‘3 roperty—any authorit will tell you so, your
of Azof. The rate on wheat from are going to prove that to‘ them. An
encyclopedia, your proiemor, or t e editor of your best arm pa r.
Petropavlovsk, in western Siberia, to other experiment that we are runningr
on may never have considered the matter carefully or wit out getting any
St. Petersburg is equivalent to 32 is a rotation experiment which we authority on the subject have said, “There is nothing in it.” If that is true we
to send you some testimonials and some quotations from men who have
think is very valuable. We will try want
cents per bushel.
made these things a life study. Just drop us a line and we will send information
to see what results we can get from
corn raising by putting land every

that will be of value to on.
You owe it to yourse f and to your family to go to the bottom of the lightning
Of our wheat experiments, said C. fourth year in spring crops, and the rod question. It may mean life or death-and the loss of a home.
Just drop us a line and say you want to post up a little on the subject of
K. McLelland, superintendent of the other three years in wheat. These Lightning Rods and we will send free of charge some things of value to you.
Fort Hays Experiment Station before are run on seven acre plots.
Now is the time——ior now you have not rendered loss, and tomorrow may tell a
a meeting of the Kansas Stock Breed
\Vith corn we have done much ex 1 sad story

Some Kansas Experiments.

ers’ Association recently, I think pos perimenting. We have ,tested varie
sibly the most important is one we ties that are grown commonly here in
are conducting with manures. An the eastern part of the state with
author speaks of two types of suc the native varieties out there. We
cessful farmers: one who makes a have come to the 'eonclusion that your
success of farming, and puts every varieties here in the East are not
thing on the profit side of his ledger satisfactory in the West. At the corn
without putting anything back into show at Manhattan I saw no corn on
the bank; and there is another type exhibition that was of the varieties‘

DODI] & STRUTI'IERS,

,0,“

Makers of Lightning Rods that keep out the Lightning.
Please mention The Review.

School of Traction

Engineering
At School of Agriculture
St. Anthony Park.
ST. PAUL, IIKI.
One Month Commencing June 30

of successful farmer who not only which we grow. \Ve have what We
draws from his farm (considering his call the Pride of Saline out there, and
farm as a bank) but tends to keep it has done much better with us than
up his capital in that bank. We have the Kansas Sunﬂower, SilverMine, or

had many examples of successful
farmers in years gone by, but what.
have they left their children? They
have left some wornout lands down
there, but the other type of success
fnl farmer is the one Who keeps up
the fertility of his soil, and when he

DES MOINES

Prof. Wm. Boa. Head trig-rims!
of Penn Mechanics. Agric.

. U. M.

will give thechidlecmru on Sean En
gineerinl.

Pro‘. P. 5. Role. Instructor

in En 'neaina, N. Dal.

Cob, wil

any of the varieties you grow here in
the East. It is a white corn. The

zivcc ieflecturea in CI‘
iéiiaacounaéstenTraction

Ew
En,

ears, I should judge, about eight or

gineerinl. Blachmithing. Ampk op
portunity ior pnctiulworhnnd iofaetunl
operationolengineswillbegivcn. Lion-s
smlomssesndin‘uedp l0 Rhone who are

mom

nine inches long, and circumference
about six or seven inches. This year
was a very good corn year. It has
been considered out there that north

q

'

.

“swarms.

of

-

looped“.

D. D. MAYNE. Principal. ’

dies he leaves his children as good a of the Saline River is a corn country.

pi 108 of land, or better, than he had. but south of the Saline River corn
‘We have had a ‘naturally rich soil, was not thought to be proﬁtable, but

TI'IE

'but our question is, how to keep up gradually corn is being grown a lit

the fertility of this Soil. All out
through that country, it is true on
the experiment station as well as
other places, when a straw pile gets
in the way it does not take long to
burn it out. One of our experiments
has consisted in putting manure back
upon the wheat ﬁeld to see what re
sult we can obtain.
This has been
with two loads per acre, four loads

THE GANNUN OILER
HAS A FORCE PUMP

tle farther south, and this year corn

“ CANNON
OILER”

was grown, very successfully in Ellis
County.
With alfalfa, we have started a se

ries of experiments on discing, both
with the solid disc and what is known
as “alfalfa harrow.” Discing in the

and price list. Sold by the leading jobberl,
‘

fall, during the winter, in the spring.

after the ﬁrst cutting, second cutting,
and each cutting, to see what results

per acre, and six loads per acre. In can be obtained.
I realize that men are more inter
one set it is put on before plowing,

Every owner of farm implementl, traction
engines, gasoline engines and all kinds of
machinery, needs it. Hold the nozzle in the
proper place and press the plunger, the
pump does the rest. The most economical
oiler made. as the oil is controlled by the
operator at all times. Send for catalogue
hardware

and implement

dealers of the

" .:_ United States and Canada.
MANUFACTURED 8'

THE OIL
ANYWHERE

R. E. BLDDMER, Koliilhurg, Ill.
Please mention The Review.

in another set it is put on after the ested in what has been actually prov
wheat is seeded, and in another set en than what is under experiment.
it is put on during the winter. The and I hope at some later date I can
experiment has not run long enough iell you more of what we have actu

THE
NEW

AMERICAN SAW MILL
Variable Friction Feed

to determine exactly what We may ally proved. Before I leave wheat I
.ought to have spoken of the macaro
expect.
Another experiment, and one that ni wheat. Now, Mr. Carleton, of the
is very important out in that region, United States‘ Department, and oth

Ratchet Set Works, Quick Receder,
Duplex Steel Dogs, Strong, Accurate and
Reliable, Best Material and Workman~

.~_ 7 ship.

ers, claim that out through the west
to our satisfaction " that ern part of the state two-thirds of it

onstrated

early plowing has many advantages ‘ought to be in macaroni wheat in

LIGHT RUNNING.

Requires

"‘ Little Power. Sim le, Easy to Handle.

is time of plowing, and we have dem

Won't Get Out of

‘

g

d

|/

rder.

,

No. 1 mill with 46 inch saw, guaranteed

'

, ,.4i@ 7 to out 2000 feet per day with 5 h. p.

over later plowing. Last year, for stead of winter wheat, but at the ex
instance, from a plat that was plowed periment station we have not found it

up“cubiihriibiihmiiiﬁiiidnihi'iigiga‘i-i.PM mm’

about the ﬁrst of August, we obtained so. \Ve have not succeeded in doing
thirty-three bushels per acre, while anything with macaroni wheat. We

New York Oiiice, 6l5 Engineering Bldg.
lIEllllill 8"! Ape-1!:
MILL inlMBlllllEllY
60.,
all larrrt n'lizr. Wn‘u uI/or new» n/agmr mar”: rnyou.

upon the later plowings, the average
for the entire station was only about
eleven and twelve bushels per acre.
The farmers out there are becoming
thoroughly convinced that early
plowing is more

satisfactory.

I

have bought wheat out from in the
neighborhood of Hoxie, a. little farth
er west.

a. Alloldnnﬂ‘i‘rimmjloehlnnghth i||u..eng1ne- 0
H7 Hope Street, Ilackettstown, New Jersey.

Please mention The Review.

A gentleman out there has

made quite a success with macaroni
wheat, but we have not succeeded in
doing much with it.

The Review (ALLL'iSOc
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Paste This in Your Hal
OUR GUARANTEE 0N RU I‘H FEEDERS
The Ruth Feeder is guaranteed to feed any
make or size of Separator to its fullest
capacity without slugging the cylinder or
loosening a spike, and to do better feeding
than any feeder manufactured by any other
company.

Why do we make our guarantee so strong?
Because the RUTH has filled such a warranty
for years, then why not guarantee it to do what
experience has proven it will do?
Thresher! Seventy-two Days and Not a Loose Tooth.
Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder Co, Newton, In.
Randall, Kan. Dec. 7, 1906.
Gentlemen—-I have one of your Ruth Feeders which I have run to my entire satis>
faction, having threshecl seventy-two days and never knocked a single tooth the entire
season. and. to say the least for the Ruth, I consider them the best feeders made, as I
have used other makes of feeders but like the Ruth the best of them all. \Vc threshed
2,383 bushels of wheat in one day in headed grain.
Yours truly.
\V. 1. Carlton.

Parsons Band Guitar and Self Faerler Bo.
Newton, Iowa, U. 8. A.
PARSONS HAWKEYE MANUFACTURING CO. . Sales Agents for Canada. WINNIPBG, CAN.

Please mention The Rr~\i-»\\

the old-fashioned team of oxen, which place and punched out the combina ger Dobson. He says he will erase
Where Was It?
A New York autoist, who has just formerly had the ﬁeld to themselves. tion, abstracting all the coin the the word from the mat and take down
returned from a visit to Michigan. In the lumber woods the larger con safe held, which was about $35. The any mottoes on the wall that might
tells of a new use for automobiles,
says the Philadelphia Record.
“1
have seen automobiles used for many
different purposes, but to me the fun
niest use I ever saw was in Michigan
last week. There had been a heavy

are almost perfect for automobiling, ly carried out to the letter.

0. E. Bray, of Warsaw, and Nicho
las J. Mock, of Buﬁ’alo, have been ap

fall of light. dry snow the night be

being packed very hard.

pointed

fore and it did not pack very well.
A friend of mine took out his Drag
on runabout and drove over about
ﬁve miles of road, with two large

they freeze and by morning are al

tractors use automobiles to visit their safecrackers took the advice and also
different camps, which generally are the coin. When Manager C. H. Dob
far back in the woods. I noticed the son found the riﬂed safc he had to
care which these lnmbermen take in admit that the business precept he
building their snow roads and they had placed near by had been faithful
At night

But what hurt was the motto that

It seems that these

arrived at the camp I saw two other

kettle tracks are rather an old device machines which has been driven in
with the farmers, and in winter they by the contractor and his superin
use this method of breaking roads tendent.”
through the snow.

ln Receivers’ Hands.
receivers

hung on a side wall in plain view Thresher Company,
most smooth ice roads. Of course, in from the safe, placed there by Mana Company has been
driving over them you must use good ger Dobson himself. It was as fol culties for several
non-skid tires. I drove out to one of lows: “Smile, damn you.”
large additions it

kettles dragging behind the car. these lumber camps and I had ex
This must have tickled the safe
These gettles were ﬁlled with stones pected that the lnmbermen would be crackers. Particularly when they
and as they drawn alongr they left surprised to see an automobile so far thought how hard it would be for
two hard packed tracks, just right in the woods in winter, but when I the manager of the place to take his
for the teams.

be construed as a welcome to visiting
cracksmen.
'

In the summer

and fall these same kettles are used
Hard Lines.
HDo It Now," was the motto that
for making soap.
“The use of automobiles for break hung directly over the safe of the
ing snow roads seems to become more Aultman-Taylor Machinery Company
general each year.
The driver is in Portland, Oregon, a few nights
able to make a straighter track than arz'o. when safer-rockers entered the I

own advice when he discovered his

has made to its
plant; to the unusually large number

of machines it manufactured the past
year, and the crop conditions last sea

son, which cut down the sales and left
a large number of its machines on its

M Fans, lluplu Shah, Plrllll Separation,
lllaan Bobs, Light llraﬂ, Slow Spud.

Alwavs Best—Better Than Ever

‘- I

in ﬁnancial dit’ﬁ
months Owing to

loss the morning after the visit of hands.
A receivership was regarded as the
the robbers. That the motto brought
a grin. to the faces of the safccrack best method under which to operate
ers. whoever they may have been. until the surplus stock can be turned
into cash. which it is expected will. en
there is no denying.
Moreover. the mat at the door of able the stockholders to resume con
trol. Mr. Bray is the superintendent
the company’s office had
“Wel
come.” spelled out in big letters. in of the Warsaw-Wilkinson Company in
tufted ﬁber. That this did not mean Warsaw_ and will retain his connec
all it said is the admission of Mana
tion with that company.

“Wastarri' Field Portable Born Sheller
8mm of lmllaiurs and lmilations

for the Bidwell
of Batavia. The

LARGEST and BEST Field Port
able Corn Sheller in the World.

\

CAPACITIES
500:" 1500 Bu.
' per hour.

\

Strong, Durable,

‘ r and cleans can
clean.

‘up

Write for price list and W
tull description to

non mos.
PlPﬂRo YnPnHnv-v 'r‘ha Rnv‘pw'
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UliiiTHRESHERMEN'S ASSOC
or rlOWA
How this can be accom
plished the Des Moines Thresh
sell threshing machinery are mu er Club is willing to leave to your
tual; that your prosperity is our pros good judgment after due deliberation.
perity, and anything that you may do There are others here who will tell
crmcu of the State of Iowa
and the men who make and

at this meeting, or any act that you

If ever a body of men engaged in may perform for the beneﬁt of the
a good work had occasion for just man who operates the traction engine
pride in_the result of their endeavor, on the highways of this state, who
it is genial J. A. Gunn, big of soul threshes the grain of this state is also
and of stature, president; W. L. for the beneﬁt of every man connected
Trueblood, the energetic secretary with the threshing machine business.
to whose efforts much of the success
You are here for the purpose of
of the occasion is due. and the mem bettering your conditions, of taking
bers of the Des Moines Thresher such steps as are necessary to work
Club, composed for the most part of as a unit for the betterment of the
the thresher machinery and supply business by asking recognition in leg
men of the capital city, whose call to islation, and that you could get to
the threshermen of Iowa brought gether for the purpose of advising
about the ﬁrst business convention of one another to get a fair price for
threshermen ever held in the Hawk your labor and for the service of your
eye State, where was formed the nu

cleus of a state organization that bids
fair erc long to include every thresh
erman, of that great state.

you how.

Plans have been adopted

in other states that have been carried taxpayer?
into full force and effect and have re

Why are the bridges of

Iowa not built for the thresherman
as well as for the man who drives the
lighter load‘! I will tell you. You

sulted proﬁtably to the owners of
threshing machines.
No man has done more for the up are not acting as a. unit in asking for
building ofthe great State of Iowa your rights and your rights will
than the man who threshes its grain,

never be given until you are in posi

and no man has been more unfairly tion to ask for them and demand
treated by its legislative bodies. them.
Branded as a lawbreaker, he has been
A few years ago it was my privi
restricted by legislation so that he lege to witness the ﬁnal vote on the
has to carry his bridges with him; ﬂoor of the House of Representatives
(keep a man walking one hundred of the State of Iowa on a bill giving
yards ahead of his engine and, stop

the thresherman of Tom: a lien upon

highways of the grain they threshed until their
machines. The man who pledges his Iowa when a team is either one hun bill was paid. This bill did not im
credit and his honor in order that his dred yards ahead, or one hundred pose a hardship upon the farmer as
neighbor may get his grain threshed, yards behind. He is liable for all it gave him ample opportunity to pay
is entitled to receive just remunera damages that may occur while pulling his bill before the lien could be
tion for the service he performs for his rig over the road, and yet, the placed into effect. It did not impose
that neighbor.
No farmer has a very men who would exact these re a hardship upon the landlord as the
right to ask his neighbor to buy a quirements are the very men who are grain had to be threshed in order to
threshing machine in order that he equally as exacting in insisting that be marketable. It was fair and just;
may get his grain'threshed without the thresherman own an up-to-date yet it was killed because (as one

_ The opening day of the convention
dawned bright and clear; a precurs
or of the ideal weather that prevailed
during the entire session; and soon
from every train poured crowds of
threshermen intent on the business of paying that neighbor what his time is
worth. No threshing machine was
the day.
The ﬁrst day was spent making ever sold that did not cam its origi
the rounds of the branch and supply nal cost many times over provided
houses, and everywhere the visitors that every bushel of grain that passed
were in plenty of evidence. At 7:30 through the machine was properly
in the evening the meeting at the Y. tallied and paid for at a reasonable
M. C. A. Auditorium was called to or price, and there is no need of men
der by President Gunn of the Des who buy threshing machinery to op
crate it at a loss, or thresh the grain,
Moincs Thresher Club.
The ﬁrst evening meeting was opened for less money than what it can be
with prayer by Rev. 0. W. Fifer, proﬁtably threshed. You meet here
pastor of Grace Methodist Church, of at this convention to tell one another
Des Moines, following which Presi that you are not competitors, but
dent Gunn addressed the meeting as brother thresherman working shoul
der to shoulder, each of you doing
follows:
_ Threshermen of Iowa:—Thc Des your part to take care of the work in
Moines Thresher Club is very glad your respective neighborhoods. There
indeed to have you with us tonight as is plenty of work to do for every ma
our guests. The object of this meet chine. provided that each ma
ing is for the purpose of showing chine owner receives just compensa
you that the interests of the thresh tion for his services.

ping on the crowded

rig with. the biggest engine that he

member said, who was a landlord and

can run over the highway and the owned eight thousand acres of land
biggest separator he can buy in or in Iowa) that we had too many laws
der that he can get through thresh~

on our statute books already.

all have rights upon the public high
ways.
Even the automobile has

hundred new laws for others, but not

rights which every man, is compelled

one for the threshermen. This bill
was defeated notwithstanding the fact

to respect whether he wants to or

that efforts had been put forth by

not, but the

thresherman-‘5

rights several of the thresher concerns to ex
are restricted such as no other vehh‘ plain its need, and one of your mem
bers of the Des Moines Thresher
cle, object or being is hampered.
Why this discrimination? Why is Club worked two months in an effort
the man who runs the traction en to have it become a law. The editor
gine on the road thus segregated from of The American Thresherman made
the rest of citizenship and forced to three trips here from his home, ap
comply with obnoxious laws that nev-l peared before the Judiciary Commit
er ought to be on the statute books? tee and explained the needs of such
He pays taxes. Why are not his rights a bill for the beneﬁt of the threshing
The Landlord’s
on the ‘highways equal to any other machine operator.

“sit.

‘Q ;~ -'

{In

VA

Too

ing before dark and get away before many laws! Yet over seven hundred
supper. Live stock, teams of horses new laws have gone upon. our stat
and wagons, carriages and bicycles ute books since that time. Seven

I’

3
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4

I

‘
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Lien Law, that grasping and extor for its payment, and imposing hard

tionate law, which had kept many ships upon. himself that are needless.
good laws oﬁ our statute books, was simply to gratify the man who is most
responsible for the defeat of this beneﬁted by the thresherman’s sacri
meritorious legislation. The man who ﬁce?
wants you to thresh the grain of his
We trust that your actions at this
tenant and cares not whether you re meeting and in the year to come will

mimf
ﬁhANZEldnuE
mLPuMP
Model "D”

ceive your compensation or not is the be of such a nature that your appeals
will he heard, that your rights as tax
man who is responsible.
Only a few years ago a bill was in

Positive in

payers and property owners will be

Action j

troduced and passed the Judiciary respected, that your privileges as cit
Committee in both houses, making it izens may not be abridged when in

Convenient

a misdemeanor, punishable by a heavy the ﬁeld, not upon the highways, that

ﬁne for a traction engine to cross any you may receive just payment for
bridge, no matter how well it was con your labor and services, that your
structed nor how solid the ﬂoor, with credit may be established and you
out planking it. This bill also had a may be able to command the atten
clause releasing the county from all tion you are entitled to as a citizen
liability for damages for personal in~ of the commonwealth of the great
juries no matter how frail and rotten State of Iowa.
The visitors were welcomed to Des
the timbers in it might be nor how
well it might be planked; and it was Moines by Hon. Jerry Sullivan, of the
only through earnest eﬂiort on the Des Moines Commercial Club, in a
part of some of your alert members speech overﬂowing with good will to
of the legislature that this bill failed the visitors and extending a sincere
and hearty welcome to the thresher-'
to become a law.
One of the propositions you ought men of Iowa.
to seriously consider is the situation
In response .I. L. Stevenson, of The
with reference to bridges in the vari Threshermen’s Review, characteris
ous counties in which you reside. tically expressed the appreciation of
Today as the law stands on our stat the convention of its reception at the
ute books the board of county super hands of the Des Moines Thresher
visors ‘have the right to select whom (‘lab and the generous hospitality
they choose to let any bridge contract shown. B. B. Clarke, “Uncle Silas”

that may come under their supervis

of The American Threshermen, also
ion. In no case are they required to acknowledged the courtesies extended
let the contract to the lowest bidder, the visitors and dwelt on the neces
nor are they governed by any special sity for strong organization.
speciﬁcations regarding the construc
Owing to the serious illness of his
tion of the bridge. They can, if they little grandson Governor Cummings
see ﬁt so to do, build any design of was unable to be in attendance; and
bridge that the contractor and them it was with deepest regret that the

selves may agree upon. No person
has the right to question their author
ity. No engineer is required and
there is no law deﬁning the special
construction that they shall adopt. It
is wholly left to their good judgment.
There is no set of men who are as

to Operate
Durable in
Construction
FOR WARMING UlL

Positive
Because-It will feed regularly and positively in any kind of weather,
feeding any kind of oil -It will feed the exact amount your engine ro
quirc, no matter how fast or slow it is running—lt requires no attention.

Convenient
Because~The feed is always in sight from any part of the engine and is
very easily and accurately regulated without stopping or interfering with .
the engine in any way—lt can be used as a hand pump without disturb
ing the feed adjustment——The gauge glass shows you how much oil is in

the reservoir all the time-—All working parts are attached to the cover
and you can take the entire pump apart in onehalf minute's time if
necessary-—There are no stuﬁng boxes to pack.

Durable
Bocause—All material used in its construction is the best obtainable for
the particular purpose for which it is used-The entire pumping mechan

ism works in the oil—The pawls are made of drop-forged tool steel, and
hardened—-All bearings are wide-The sight glass is well protected by
the frame and it is almost impossible to break it—No liquids are used in
the sight glass and there is nothing to freeze, break or get out of order.

Full information in catalogue number nine.

Shall we send one?

convention learned of the death of
the little fellow during the ﬁrst day's

Manzel Bros. Company
“Oil Pump Specialists"
307-309 Babcock St.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

session. . Governor Cummings’ place

Please mention ll‘h Jiev ow.

on the program was ﬁlled by Hon. W.
H. Byers, attorney general for the
State of Iowa.

Mr. Byers knew

whereof he spoke, and his advice and
unrestricted and unhampered by leg suggestions were timely and valuable.
islation as the board of supervisors Of ﬁne voice and magnetic personal

are with reference to the design of ity, a gifted orator, Mr. Byers’ ad
the bridge that they shall construct. dress was the gem of the evening and

Do you then wonder that so many
have gone down with the load of a
traction engine, pinning the opera
tor so that he is either killed outright
or maimed for life?
Why not build bridges today of

it commanded the deepest attention

such construction and of such ma

Association of the Southwest, and by

of the large audience.
After music by the line orchestra

the evening meeting closed with talks
by E. C. Cadwell, of Halstead, Kau
sas, president of the Threshers’

terials that they shall stand for years visiting threshermen and others, ad
to come in place of building tempo

you when you‘ are not organized for ating short addresses were made by
your defense.
I further mention those present.
these things that you may know the

The committee on organization re
work that has been done for you by
some of the men who now compose ported in favor of Hon. J. C. Cot
the personnel

of the

Des

6

journing till 10:30 a. in. Wednesday,

for which time a business meeting
rary structures?
These are matters that deserve was announced.
your careful consideration. and no
At the Wednesday morning meet
man has more interest in a good ing the following were appointed a
bridge law than the men who operate committee on permanent organization:
threshing machinery.
Geo. C. Edwards. Ayrshire; Geo.
I mention these things at this time W. B. Baker. Villisca; I. N. Snook.
that you may know how easy it is for West Point; Milo Brown, Duncan.
legislation to impose hardships upon
While the committee was deliber

Moines trell. of Kingsley, as permanent chair

man, and James Devin, of Valley
Thresher Club; and while your inter
Junction, as permanent
secretary.
ests have been safeguarded to a cer
The nominations were conﬁrmed and

/ AND
WEIGHT

Measures, Registers and Bags.
A square deal for both thresherman and farmer is absolutely

secured through the use of

‘ The Dentlerz Bagger
No other machine takes so little room on the separator, none

tain extent, yet legislation would not

other is so easily reversible.

have imposed the hardships upon you in a stirring address of acceptance
that it has had you been equally as President Cottrell outlined the pur
alert and as mindful of your interest. poses of the meeting and conﬁrmed
Every representative. interest com the judgment of the nominating com
manding the amount of capital that mittee.

rator, and the cost is returned to you many times in the actual
saving' the machine affects. Don’t go to great expense for a

A committee of ﬁve on Constitution
you have to carry on your business,
meets and passes upon great questions and By-Laws was appointed as fol
that antagonize its interests. Why lows:
Jacob Freedman, Haverhill; F. F.
should you not do the same? Why

separator, or write now for new catalog fully describing it.

should a thresherman be bound to Slim-ii’, of Aurora; H. L. Swaggart,
buy his machinery. pledging his credit of New Providence; with president ‘

It will last just as long as the sepa

machine that will not do as much or as good work as THE
DENTLER.
qAny manufacturer can furnish it with their

The Dentler Bagger Company
Vicksburg

.

.

.
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“Lund’sj'Patent”
“Sageng’s Patent”
and Rate
het Cylinder Wrench
Adjustable Machine Tongue
are two articles that every Up-to-date Thresher should own.

In fact he cannot afford to be without them.

WeZare also sure that after you have
seen and tried both articles, you will
want them.

The illustrations here

with show their adapta
bility to the thresher
men's needs.

.-

SHOW.
OFFER III PRICE

coupon.
6*’

lmte

64

190a

Fnsaton Mfg. Co..
Merriam Park. (St. Paul)
Minnesota.
Gentlemen-Ties” send circu
tars describing “Smnz‘c Patent.“
Adjustable Machine Tongue and
.
'Lund‘s Potent“ Hatchet- Cylinder
' Wrench. together with your "Special Oder
and Special Price." as advertised in the

We will send you either---or both--- articles at a “SPECIAL PRICE,” subject to trial, use and
acceptance or return. Fill out Special Offer and Price Coupon and secure full information.

Fosston Manufacturing Company

30°

"

Mn)- Issue of The Threnherrnen‘n Review.

Merriam Park, (st. Paul)

-

Nam c

‘Minnesota

Address
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and secretary to report on a consti without even the persistent book ‘
tution and by-laws at the afternoon agent or the lightning rod man. the
business of farming would still re
meeting.
At this point Prof. J. B. Davidson, main the most independent life of all,
of the Iowa State College, was intro but without the rural carriers or
without the threshermen, conditions
duced and spoke regarding the work
would be considerably changed and
of the Iowa highway commissioner.
certain proﬁtable
after which Prof. T. H. McDonald,
crops would

state highway engineer and president
of the commission, addressed the
meeting.
His department is thor
oughly in accord with the sentiment
of the convention. and we take pleas

ure in printing most of his address
here.

__

ne

cessarily be left
uusown.
The rural car
rier spends more
time
than
the

thresher-man

on

the roads, but his
The state highway commission-is

loads

are

light

activity for.yourselves individually
and as an organization.

college at Ames. we began our work going into the details of the costly
in the belief that the roads were re experience that most of the counties
ceiving a large have had ,with the various common
amount of money forms of culverts and on which our
each year with policy is based, we may say that we
out
correspond are urging the counties to adopt the
ing results. After use of concrete and reinforced con
we examined the crete for their culverts and smaller
detailed ﬁnancial bridges up to twenty, thirty or even

“W118
many

and

1’ l‘ 0 m

forty foot spans, the limit being ﬁxed

counties

by local conditions such as availabk
material, character of foundations and

spent

con

and he can still

siderablc time in

come interested with you. to be rep
resented on your program and ‘to

make

studying

gress if

pro-

in the

counsel with you in devising ways late summer some

other such factors. and to build for
local the larger structures, well designed

conditions

many

in

steel bridges on concrete abutments

districts carried

and means of road and bridge im

road boss. cu
improvcment. You are one of two thusiastic
classes of men who by their work do rather than wise,
much to promote the welfare and has cultivated a
progress of an agricultural communi
few
miles
of

porary waterways by building more
permanent structures.

Four years ago when the General
It is along this line particularly
Assembly appointed the state highway that we wish to interest you and to
commission as a department of the secure your co-operation.
Without

glad to have the opportunity to be

fair

Siam

down to solid

foundations.

Having once determined the best

of the state, we
found that what type of bridge or culvert to adopt
we believed to be and build in any particular location,
true
was
only the counties and townships must then
true in a srcoud provide for its purchase and erection.
al‘y sense and Taking Greene County as an example,

ty such as is Iowa in which We are road in his disparticularly interested. For instance, tricl and left it
Profs. Davidson (at lcftland McDonald.
lhal lhe culverts
the rural carriers make possible cer in good condition
and the bridges
tain conditions now regarded as es‘ to
catch
and
hold
the
fall were
the
real
scape-goats
of
sential to the every day life of the ag rains; nor does he necessarily the
situation;
we
also
found

riculturist, and the threshermen make hold
his
life
cheap
when
he that
in many places not only
possible and proﬁtable certain activ drives across a rickety pile bridge were the bridge funds exhausted, but
ities essential to his pursuit of a suc or a steel span so light'that a man a fair proportion of the taxes nomi
cessful business.
on foot causes it to vibrate. In the nally levied for road purposes was
The threshermen and the rural car ﬁnal analysis you are the men for used for building the culverts and
riers are in a class by themselves in whom roads of the best kinds and bridges or for repairing the damage
this respect. No one else who trav types should be provided and for done by defective waterways. Since
els the roads and crosses the bridges whom bridges, designed for the loads that time We have given the most of
is so essential to the farmer. With which you impose taken as the cri our attention to this phase of the
out the itinerant peddler or vendor, terion. should be built. This being work; and we are now very sure the
farm life would still be pleasant and the truth. to promote such measures counties will never get value received
proﬁtable; without the patent medi for road and bridge improvement isl out of the road money until we have
cine quack. the tea and coffee wagons. a necessity and a legitimate ﬁeld for ended the continual expense of tem

we ﬁnd that their most satisfactory
results have been obtained by build
ing the smaller structures under the

supervision of a. competent foreman
and by letting the larger bridges to

contractors. This method. while per
haps open to some criticism, has been
productive of good results and there

is probably not another county in the
state that has as many structures as

uniformly safe' for the heavier trac
tion engines.

We have absolutely no laws gov
erning the construction of highway
bridges; which has resulted in a con
dition productive of everything but
good results. The bridge business of
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many counties is quite large and the judged that if they were built to car
taxes collected in the bridge funds of ry a 12 ton engine they would meet
all the counties of the state amounted all the needs of any traffic that might
in 1907 to about $2,000,000.00.

Most be developed during the next 20 to

of the business is handled by jobbers
who buy their bridges’ fabricated,
ready for erection, of the steel com
panies. The territory is so divided
up and so many questionable methods

od we should take into account in any

law that is passed. In addition to
the concentrated live load we use a

the ﬂoor
The present
the best bridge companies make no highway bridges are built very light
attempt to obtain county bridge con in the floor systems where they should
tracts and do not send representatives be the heaviest and we are attempt
to bridge lettings.
ing to change this condition.
We
We want to be plainly understood hope the threshermen. association will
that this statement is not a reﬂec help us in obtaining such conditions
tion on the honesty or good intent of and we would like to have the loads
the townships or county road oﬂicers. as set forth here thoroughly discussed
We believe in them and have ample by this convention so that they may
reasons for so doing; and the whole be changed if necessary to meet the
proposition is simply one of putting needs of the situation.
this kind of work on a business-like ENGINES FOR MOTIVE POWER IN ROAD
GRADING.
basis such as other states have found
The exist

stresses 25 per cent. in

ing conditions are such that some of beams and stringers.

it necessary to do.

THE GLARE ENGINE GAS HEADLIGHT
Makes night moving and threshing a pleasure. Steam plow men cannot get along without
them. They are moderate in price, simple, durable and inexpensive to operate.

30 years, which is the shortest peri

uniform live load of about S0 lbs. per
are used that little true competition square foot and increase the live

is secured in taking bids.

3!

Also Attachment
for converting
your old kerosene
Headlight into a
Gas Burner

Hanten Flue

Cutter
Maplebay Belt

‘,ﬂﬂig Guide
Gullick Spark

Maplebay

Arrester

Pump
Attachment

Handy Tooth

Straightener

Boss Cylinder
Wrench

Boss Draft
Creator, Etc.

Safety Tooth
Catcher

Every article fully guaranteed.
Nothing but satisfied customers everywhere
\VRlTE AT ONCE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

E. M. POPE,

WATERTOWN. SOUTH DAKOTA
Ptvus» lnvnLlOl'l The Review.

The improvement of the bridges is‘

The Indiana law governing bridge perhaps the most important subject:
contracts could with slight modiﬁca on which you are interested, but there
tion be well adapted to our I‘owa con seems to be developing a new ﬁeld for.
the use of traction engines as motive‘
ditions. Brieﬂy this law provides:
power for pulling road graders and
(1) That surveys, estimates, plans
other machinery. We would ask your
and speciﬁcations shall be prepared.
co-operation in giving this plan a’
adopted by the board of trustees and
fair exhaustive trial for if it is suc
ﬁled at the ethos of the county audi
cessful it will be possible to put the
tor 30 days prior to the letting of the
road work on a much better basis in
contract.
many ways. There is a practical
(2)

That each letting shall be ad

point involved here that this appeal

vertised and bids asked for six weeks to you as being true. In counties
prior to the letting of the contract. where an organized road gang is not
(3) That with the bid shall be maintained during the entire year,‘

The Baler [or Business
You want Big Capacity.

_

Youngest to keep it: up day in and day out with no stop! for re
1'5

You want the smoothest and most compact bales,
You want to keep up your Rep. as an up-to-date machine man.
You want to get the most for your money,

BUY THE 1908 OHIO
Equipped with automatic block dropper
that works without touching it with the hand.
Friction clutch pulley starting and stop

ping press instantly.

Feeder

that

runs

smooth and silent with no jar or jerk.
We also make one and two horse presses.

Catalogue Sent Frn.

ﬁled an affidavit specifying that the the farm teams must be relied upon

bid is competitive and is not based on to do most of the road work. This‘
any previous arrangement, that is a coupled with the fact that these teams
previous arrangement by which the are very busy at just the time when
bid is made non-competitive.
the road work is to be done, makes
(4) That an inspector shall be ap the necessity of developing some oth-‘
pointed by the board to carefully fol er power to do the work. The com
low the progress of the work and to mission in co-operation with the board
obtain a careful compliance with the of supervisors in Greene County willl

plans and speciﬁcations throughout.
Although this law contains a num
ber of other provisions. the essential
features are contained herein and the
passage of such a law in this state,
when once put upon a working basis.

build some demonstration earth roads
at Grand Junction beginning May 5,
and we will use at that time for one‘
section of road a traction engine and
an elevating grader.

The road men

from the adjoining township will be

would work a wonderful change in present and we hope that some of you‘

conditions as they now are.
'
who live in that vicinity will attend.‘
Accompanying this law should be We also expect to use traction en"
a provision specifying the loads that gines for part of our work at the
are to be carried by the bridges and road school at Waterloo beginning
for which they shall be designed. In August 10, and in working up these‘
this state the traﬁic conditions are demonstrations we would be guided to‘
sufficiently
that applicable
the same a certain extent by suggestions which
I general
law uniform
could be made

we might receive from such a meet-‘
to all sections and it would only be ing as this. We want and need your
necessary probably to specify, two co-operation in this work and we
classes of loadings for bridges, one pledge you our support in any legit-y

THE

OHIO CULTIVATOR

C0.

B0: 200, Iellevue, 0h].

Manufacturers’ 'Agents
Cherokee Mfg. Co.’s Goods

Sattloy Stackers, Machinery, Repairs

Well Drills, Angers and Well Supplies

Monarch Feeders and Tenders

Corn Shellers, Portable Elevators, Pow
ers and Feed Grinders
I‘ Pioneer Water Tank
.

Russell Wind Stackers

Adjustable Sieves
Madison-Kipp Oil Pumps
Feed Lubricators

Gas Engines, Stationary, Portable and
Traction

and

Force

Caswell Adjustable Belt Guides

Brass Goods and All Kinds of Thresher
Supplies and Repairs

Rebuilt Engines and Separators, Feed:

Minneapolis Threshing Machinery

Drive Belts, Dry Batteries, Oils and
Greases of all kinds

ers and Stackers

Heineke & C0.’s Goods

SACHSE, BUNN & COMPANY
201 South 5th St.

"1°"

CHEROKEE, IOW

New State No. 51
i’ i 7" Plcasejnentlon The’ Review.’

for the ﬁrst class roads and one for imate way to further the cause of
the second class roads, but the re

road and bridge improvement.

quirements of each class should be
Following
the following
Prof. McDonald
resolution’5 was
ad»
snﬁ‘iciently rigid to provide for any dress
load that could be reasonably ex
pected over the roads of that class. unanimously adopted:
Whereas, it is a well known and in
During the past year the highway
emnimssion has speciﬁed that the disputable fact that a large majority‘
bridges constructed under their plans of the bridges and culverts through
and speciﬁcations should be designed out the State of Iowa are in a dan-.
to carry a concentrated load consist gerous condition for the passage ofl

ing of a 12 ton engine on wheels, 11 the ordinary threshing outﬁts, which‘
foot centers, the back wheels carry fact places the lives of those who op-.
ing two~thirds of the load and the crate them in jeopardy every time‘
they have to run their engines over
front wheels one-third.
Before fixing this as a standard, said bridges and culverts, therefore
we entered into correspondence with be it
some of the leading manufacturers of
Resolved, That we approve the plan\

traction engines and road rollers and of a uniform bridge law presented be5
found that the 20 to 25 h. p, engines fore this convention by the Towel
would not weigh to exceed this ﬁgure. Highway Commission and that we in
Since the bridges are always designed struct our committee on legislation
with a

large factor of safety, we to co-operate with the committee iny

Highest Award, St. Louis, 1904

Gold and Silver Medals, Portland, 1905

ASIiLAND PUMP andllAY TOOL WORKS
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A line without
an equal on the

The mas
Low Down

globe.

Tank Pump.

Write

for
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clrcu-

lars.

Right

time
Right

The
to

write

Reversible
Handle.
Brass
Valve Seat.

is

now.

Ask your dealer for the most satisfactory line of Hand
and Wind Mill Force and Lift Pumps. Rouse Pumps,
Power Pumps, Tank Pumps, Spray Pumps and Glass
Valve Seat Cylinders.Hay Unloaders, Perks. Slings, Pulleys, etc.
Hay Back Clamps, Stay-on Door Hangers.

l". E. MYERS & Bll0., Ashland, (Me.
Please mention The Review.
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framing such a measure for presenta- congratulating those present on the
tion to the General Assembly at its success of the convention and assuring
next session.
the members that they will always be

Ever Have

Trouble

At the Wednesday afternoon meet cordially welcomed to Des Moines at
ing short talks were the order until future conventions. The association
the committee on organization re
ported with a constitution and by
laws for an association, which was
read and accepted and the constitu
tion and by-laws was then re-read by

sections and discussed, and ﬁnally
adopted almost as read. The princi
pal change being that the treasurer
give a surety bond for $1,000.00; the
premium for same to be paid by the
association.
After further discus
sion the
evening.

convention

adjourned

responded with a vote of thanks to

?

With Your injector

its entertainers, which was gracefully
acknowledged by President Gunn and
Secretary Trueblood. One of the con
eludingr features of the meeting was

a parting address from I. N. Smook,

The

of West Point, in which he urged

faithful work upon all the members,
and announced that, since there

{I ' Metropolitan

seemed to be no representation from

Des Moincs and Henry Counties he
till would do missionary work there. He

in e c t o r

expected, too, to give much time lat

The principal business of the even er on to his duties as member of the
ing session was the election of oﬂ'icers legislative committee.
His is the
for the ‘association, the rules being right idea; and we hope that all the
suspended and the chairman and sec membership will emulate him.
retary of the convention were unani
J. J. Brunkan, of Earlville, was
mously chosen as president and sec present as a delegate from the Wash
retary-treasurer
respectively, with ington County Association, and had a
H. F. Bierkamp, of Durant, vice pres good report to make from there, as
ident. A board of directors was also ,wcll as some good ideas for the con
elected comprising, with the president vention. After further discussion the
and secretary, J. W. Joyce, of Em convention adjourned sine die, or un
metsburg. J. W. Pugh, of Lenox,-and til its next regular meeting as pro
R. B. J. Ryan, of Oskaloosa. A com vided in the by-laws.
The afternoon of Thursday was
mittee on roads and highways and all;
other legislation was also appointed, spent by the remaining visitors in
consisting of Geo. Edwards, of A_vr-lvisitin;_r ihc vario'ns branch houses

Model X _
MODEL X

Was designed to take the place of the
Troublesome injector and eliminate its die
advantages---it accomplishes it and you don’t
have to change your piping to install it.

Write for Threshermen 's Injector Booklet.

The Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co.
85-87-89 Liberty Street

22-24-26 So. Canal Street

New York City

Chicago, Ill.
Please mention The Review.

LIGHTNING ‘PRESSES
BELT POWER AND HORSE POWER
THE LATEST
STEEL
BELT PRESS
SIMPLE, ALL
DURABLE
AND RAPID

8 end

'0' C.'.l°9

l0 HORSE POWER

GASOLINE
'rnac'rron

RUTH. THE CLEANER.
First page illustration ior program at Des Molnes.

shire, F. F. Sharif, of Aurora, Jacob and attending to other business while
Friedman, of Haverbill, I‘. N. Snook. in “the city;” but by night most of

FOR OPERATING

of West Point, and J. F. McClean, of them had departed and the big con

BELT PRESSES.

Wilton Junction.

AND HAULING

vention was over for another year.

And now a word to the Iowa thresh
After which the evening session
closed with further discussion and ermen who were not, but should have
signing of constitution and by-laws been, there. The Iowa Threshermen’s
and payment of membership fee and Association is an accomplished fact.
This evening meeting was a Its object is to secure mutual good,

CORN SHELLERS.
ETC.

KANSAS CITY HAY PRESS COMPANY
506 Mill Street

KANSAS CITY, MO.

dues.

good one, and most of the thresher protect mutual interests, promote har
men present became members of the mony, secure just and equitable laws
“for the protection of ourselves, our
Iowa Threshermen’s Association.
The ﬁnal meeting Thursday morn lives and property.” The present
ing was occupied with a discussion of membership comprises the majority of
those present at the meetings, and its
various subjects; among them the
officers are men well known in the
state and selected because of their

following:

What is a

Please mention The Review.

GALVANIZED STEEL
or Wood for

Hauling Water

reasonable price for {ﬁtness for their respective oﬁices.

threshing wheat, oats, barley, timo
thy, ﬂax, etc’! Ought threshermen
to furnish coal? Ought threshermen
to furnish pitchers‘! Should settlcment books he used‘!
If so, when
should
settlement
become
duc‘?
Should threshing accounts be paid at
the bank? What are the advantages

E'very thresherman in the state is

eligible to membership and can have’
van application blank furnished upon,
l application to the secretary-by maill
or otherwise.

The cost is small;—too

small to think seriously of when com
lpared to the beneﬁt to be had in or
ganization. Every thresherman in the

of weighers? Should We organize a state having an eye to the betterment
Threshermen’s Mutual Fire Insur of the business, should join and give
ance Company‘! What are the ad his hearty aid in making this associa
vantages of the wind stacker‘!
tion what it is intended to be: a
Toward the end of the session Sec

power for better laws, better prices,
retary Trueblood of the Des Moines better conditions generally in the busi

Thresher Club addressed the meeting, ness.

Will you do it?

There is no room ior argument.
Everything
iavors the steel tank. You know it So it's only
a question of what steel tank. Now there is where

We Guarantee
The Nnppanee

THE NAPPANEE
might surprise you.
Manulaelurere oi
Steel Tllkl

We want a chance to show you—ibat’e all.
Get circulars and prices.

Brown Bros. Mfg. Co.
NAPPANEE, INDIANA

Write us new.
General

Machinist.

&£__'
' _._.,

.
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HE MAPLEBAF

What
Are: Your
Ideas

ready to attach to your separator.

We also have an improved Tank Pump at
tachment, Belt Guide, Auto Tire Covers, Etc.
Write about what you want.

of the best combination of features

in aiwind stacker ?

How's This 2'
your name
No Straw Enters the Fan.

for

The lightest Running.
Don’t Break the Straw.
Interchangeable.
Largest ﬁapacity.
No Gears to Wear and Break.

complete
catalog,
which tells

more.

These are some of the features of the

1 908 Maplehay
that make it the stacker for the busy, up-to-date
thresherman, the man who is out for business. He
knows that the stacker end of his rig is right.

Maplehay Mtg. Gompany
Grookston, Minnesota
Please mention The Review.

9:00 p. m.-—Music by the Quartet. I

The New York Meeting.
A call has been issued for a meet

ing of the threshermen of New York
to be held at Batavia, May 14 and 15.
The threshermen of the Empire State
should not fail to turn out to this
meeting. It means much for them,
and they can not aﬁord to stay away.

The following program has been pre
pared and no pains will be spared to

make this meeting an unqualiﬁed suc

ker, of The American Thresherman.
11:30 a. m.—Address by the State

CESS

THURSDAY, MAY 14.

1:00 p.

m.—Gathering

Threshers at
Main Street.

the

(‘ourt

FRIDAY, MAY 15.
9:00 a. m.-—Reports of the Com
mittees, with Resolutions for Adop~
tion.
10:00 a. m.—“How the Organiza
tion Has Helped Me.” by the Thresh
ermen.
11:00 a. m.—Music by the Quartet.
11:15 a. m.-—“Handling a Thresh
ing Run for Proﬁt,” Mr. J. B. Par

of
the Organizer of New York. Mr. J'as.
House on ‘Vinter.
12:00—Music by Quartet and Song.

2:00 p. m.—Meeting called to order “ America.”
by the President for Organization.

Be sure to be there; and see that
2:15 p. m.-Address of Welcome by your name is on the threshermen’s
the Mayor of Batavin. Mr. H. M. register.
Johnson.

2:30 p. m.-Response‘ On behalf of
Light Commercial Mortality.
the Threshermen, Mr. O. E. Bray.
The business record of 1907 was
2:45 p. m.—Music by the Quartet.
truly remarkable. Money was dear.
3:00 p. m.—Appointment of Com
and credit more or less strained
mittees.
throughout the year.
After the
3:15 p. m.—Address, “In Union
March smash in stocks gloomy views
There Is Strength,” Dr. J. W. Le
prevailed at ﬁnancial headquarters.
Seur.
In
October occurred one of the most
4:00 p. m.——“United We Must Suc
violent
monetary shocks the country
reed,” by Members of the Associa
has even known.
tion.

in business, as reported by Brad
street’s, only seven-tenths of one per
cent. failed—the smallest proportion,
with the single exception of 1906, in

Everything for

Threshermen

Oils, Greases, Hose, Belting, Pack
twenty-seven years. Actual assets of
failed concerns amounted to 72.3 per ings, Babbitt, Brass Goods, Engine Trim
mings, etc. Quality light, Prices
cent. of total liabilities.
Reasonable, Service Prompt.

This is the highest proportion ever

We want your orders.

We can please

reported, comparing with an average you. Write today. Our stock is well
of little over 50 per cent. in the ﬁve assorted and complete.

preceding years. Already the West
inghouse companies—the most im
portant commercial failures of the
year-are well on the way to a sol

gﬁéérmlhcgldsuppy 60.
Des Moines. Iowa.

vent footing.
The commercial death rate was only

half that of 1893. Total liabilities
of concerns that failed, it is true.
were only 10 per cent. less. But the
total number of concerns in business
was 40 per cent. greater; and their
combined assets must have been at
least a 100 per cent. greater. No ex
act statement on that head is possi
ble; but bank deposits were 300 per

cent. greater in 1907 than in 1893.
Considering the trials of the year, the
business of the country, we should

lIu-tu-llate Belt lacing

lineman
ALL

=’

.

whims urmtp siur'n limit? ‘a. ,t;
FOUR INCH BELT

htEtltms

say, showed an inherent strength
that is encouraging.—Saturday Even
lAs it does not require an Expert
. ing Post.

| A Time and Labor Saver

Mechanic or Special Tools to make
Now, commercial
failures, meas
4:30 p. m.—Music by the Quartet.
a
good joint.
A Correction.
uscd by total liabilities involved.
5:00 p. m.—Adjourn.
SAMPLE BOX containing enough
In getting up our page of portraits
7:30 p. m.—Music by the Quartet. were thrice as great the average of
;to lace 14 inches of Belt, one-half
of
members
of
the
Des
Moines
the
ﬁve
preceding
years.
But
the
dif
7:45 p. m.—“State and County Or
. Detachable one-half Non-Detachable,
ganization,” Mr. B. B. Clarke, of fercnce is almost Wholly accounted Thresher Club/through a mistake of for 25¢. in stamps. POSTAGE PRE
our
compositor,
the
name
of
J.
E.
for
by
the
embarrassment
of
a
very
The American Thresherman.
PAID.
8:15 p. m.—Music by the Quartet. few big concerns, having plenty of Gardner, the gentlemanly manager of
Circular giving iilustrations, sizes and
the
Case
branch
was
printed
“J.
E.
good
assets,
but
caught
short
of
9:30 p. m.—“The Purpose of this
prices on application. Liberal discount to
Most of the visitors the trade.
Convention,” Mr. Joseph Stevenson, ready money. The number of con Graham.”
come that failed were only four per learned the difference, however, and
of The Threshermen’s Review.
Flexible Belt Lacing Co.
8:45 p. m.—Short Talks by the cent. above the average of the ﬁve we take pleasure in making this cor
Grand Rapids, Mich.
preceding years: and of all concerns I‘U‘llOll.
Threshermen.
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One of the Two IZ-year-old Avery Rigs 1

The Long La
The whole story in a few words.
If they weren’t built to last he couldn’t be running
his 12 and 13 years-old rigs yet.
If they weren't doing
good work he wouldn’t be threshing in the same locality
An Avery ll-year-old Engine and 7-year-olcl Separator, formerly owned by S. A.
Winch. Prosper, Minn.

all these years.

See illustration on next page, also letter below.

Entire Repair Bill for lt~year~old Engine and 7-year-old Separator only $40.00.

“The l2-horse Avery engine purchased from you in 1892 is still run
ning and is now owned by D. L. Bowman, of Burr Oak. I purchased a

“I am still running the two full rigs I bought of you in 1895

36x60 Avery separator of you in 1896 and ran the outﬁt until 1903, when

and 1896.

I sold it to Mr. Bowman. This outﬁt did the largest day's work of any

and my customers. I thresh in the same locality every year and
they run like new and thresh like the devil and I wouldn't run

machine in this part of the country, 2,800 bushels oats and 250 sacks of

succotash inside of ten hours. My repair bill for the outﬁt while I owned
it, eleven years for the engine and seven years for the separator, did not
exceed $40 for the entire time. A machine with this record must be well
made and of good material."—S. A. Winch, Prosper, Minn., October 1,
1907.

They have given the best of satisfaction both to me

them a minute if they didn’t.”—Chas. H. Fertier, Dover, Minn.,
September 29, 1907.

Remember-"We not what you pay, but
You get the most for your m

when You Get
An Avery “Yellow Fellow” Separator
You Get
An Avery no-slug Feeder with a Perfect Automatic Governor and a
Solid Canvas Carrier.

An Avery Heavy Cylinder ﬁlled with Jumbo Tool Steel Cylinder
Teeth.
A Long Concave and Grate Surface, adjustable both front and rear,
and extending back underneath the beater.
An I. X. L. Grain Saving Separating Device.
A Perfect Cleaning, no-cross-blast Shoe.

when You Get
An Avery Return Flue Single Cylinder Engi
You Get

J. B.’s Automatic Wind Stacker, with its Steel Fan Housing, New

An ‘Avery Scotch Marine Type, Return Flue Boiler

Style Hood and Direct Drive.
Steel Axles, Heavy Tongue, Avery Belt Winder, Wood Center Cylin

exceptional economy of these engines in the use of be

design) having a Full Water Front. This feature is 1

der Pulley, and all the other excellent features of the “Yellow
Fellow.”

You also get an engine that, as one thresherman e:
such a tough bunch of iron and steel he couldn't wee

Ask for aicatalog of the “Long Lasting and Most for Your Money” Avery’s. Special new Booklet, “Ask Any Owner
About It,” sent on request.
' ‘BRANCHES
'* ~ *
Minneapolis, Kansas City, Omaha, Des Moines, St.
Louis, Indianapolis, Grand Forks, Fargo.

i .

‘

2
’

0

Please ment in:

Mas-1M-
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ivned by Chas. H. Ferrier, Dover, Minn.

sting Avery’s
His neighbor thresherman has nearly worn out two
rigs of another make although his Avery's are in good
shape yet.
Avery rigs certainly earn their cost back many
times over before

are worn out,

The same rig shown on opposite page. Engine now lﬁ-years old and Separator lZ-years
old. Now owned by D. l... Bowman, Burr Oak, lowa. See letter below.

“I have two full Avery figs, run nine and ten falls, and they

run just as good as new.

Seealsoletter from Mr. Winch on oppogitegabﬁeil Engine now 16 years old and Separator l2 years

Never have to stop only for meals, a

.

o n

t m mama‘

Steady run from morning till noon and noon till dark.
.

My neigh_
.

"Five years ago I bought a second hand Avery outﬁt formerly owned
by Abe Winch, of Prosper, Minn. The engine had been run eleven years

bot threshe

The repair

when I bought it and the separator seven.

n has nearly worn out two other ﬁgs‘

bill_ does not amount to very much‘

I ran this machine three years

It cleans and saves the

then purchased a new Avery. I am still running the old machine as well

gram better than any other make I ever saw."—-E. R. BObSin.

as the new one and am well satisﬁed with Avery goods.”-D. L. Bowman,

Montour, 1a., October 28, 1907.

Burr Oak, Iowa, Oct. 1, 1907.

fwhat you get for your money that counts.
eney when you get an Avery.
,/ i
(Patented)

when You Get
An Avery Double Undermounted Engine
You Get
e

An Engine designed especially for extra heavy traction work. Boiler mounted Independent of Cylinders and
Gearing hence free from all Pulling Strains. Straight Line Pull from Engine Cylinders through the Gearing
and back to the Load hence increased power on the draw bar pull. All engine parts low down and easier to

our own special

Cab’

get at.
e reason for the

when You Get

1 fuel and water.

missed it, “was
it out."

Screw Shaft Guide. Inside Throttle. Springer Curved Block Reverse, Balanced Valves, Locomotive
-

An Avery Steam Plow
You Get
A Plow that will travel Backward as Easily as Forward. Turn Square Corners. Plow out the Corners of a

of an Avery

Fenced in Field and Take Water on the Run.

Steam Lift. Independent Plow Co'uplers. Large Coal Carrying

Capacity, Steel Frame.

1

A
O’

l‘he Review.

l
,

EXPORT OFFICE: 2 Stone Street, New York City.
Q

JOBBING HOUSES;

Winnipeg, Denver, Ogden.
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The Way to Make a Small Engine Large
is to buy

0VER Steam Balance
100% balanced
The only Steam Balance Slide Valve
ever invented that
balanced.

is 100 per cent
If you buy a Barn

grover Balance Valve you can
increase your power from 20 to
30 per cent.
The Barngrover

Balance Valve can be attached to any make of Steam Engine without going to the trouble
and expense of tearing the engine to pieces and shipping the cylinder to the factory to have
This is something that cannot be done with any
the port-face rescraped or redressed.
other make of Balance Slide Valve and guarantee a steam tight joint.
.,.7_-.

The llrllgrovor Balance Valve is the only Balance Slide Valve using a duplicate port-face, and indestructible packing between the polished port
i'ace and the port-face of the engine, thus making the only method ever invented to make an absolutely steam tight fit.
Remember, the Barngrover Balance Valve takes steam through the cover, as well as through the valve, this action makes a double quick opening and
insures great increase in power and great economy in fuel and water.
The Barngrover Balance Valve is the marvel of the age and the acme of perfection, and the only valve rm. ...ctured that has counter-bored cow is
which permit our specially designed, self expanding rings to over-travel the counter-bore, also absolutely preventing any wearing of shoulders which is al
ways the case where small, trappy. leaky, non-expanding rings are used. Sold on a Five Year's Guarantee. 1mm for our 1 908 catalogue.
Newton, Iowa. November 15. 1907.
Baxter. Iowa~ January 26. 1903.
Newton Balance Valve CO., Newton, Iowa.
Gentlemenz-We bought one of your Balance Slide Valves and run it
40 days this fall in a IZ-Horse Power Case Engine.
We consider it the
best improvement ever put on any engine.
We saved a. tank of water
every day.
We run and saved 5 to 8 bushels of coal per day. also a
large amount of oil and it gave us a. ‘big increase in power. We can truth
fully say that we believe it is balanced up to 100 per cent. and it takes
the jerk, wear and tear of! our valve gear.
We have set our reverse
lever between notches and run our engine a mile on the road pulling a
heavy load up hill with the lever in that position. We would recommend
that every threshermen and engine user buy one of your valves.
“"2
would not be without ours for ﬁve times what it cost us.
Yours truly.
OSTEN BROS.

1

Newton Balance Valve Co.. Newton. Iowa.
or Bteam Balance Slide Valve
Gent1emen:-—I have tested the
orse Power Rumely engine to my
recently purchased of you for my 12
The engine is much more economical in both flll'l
entire satisfaction.
and water and much stronger in power with the balance valve.
lam
sure the valve is balanced to 100 per cent. as there is no strain or jerk
My engine has been run 5 or 6 years
on the valve or reverse lever.
and I did not have to make one change in any part of it to make the at
The ports in my engine were badly worn.
tachmont oi’ the new valve.
But it was not necessary for me to replane, rescrape or touch them in any
way to get a steam tight ﬁt.
This I consider a very big advantage in
your valve over any other balance slide valve.
ADOLPH MEYER.
Yours truly.

NEWTON BALANCE VALVE CO., lifiiglé New ton, lowa
Please mention The Review.

Corn.
When

the

crop is the lowest ever known.

Spaniards

colonized

South America they ﬁercely sought
gold. The proliﬁc presence of maize
was to them utterly

unimportant.

Prescott relates that one time the cav
aliers ﬁxed their quarters in the pub
lic granaries, where they contemptu
ously trod and kicked the corn under

foot.

The talented historian further

relates the time came when the Span
ish gallants threw away their spoils

and sought corn for food, which be
came worth its weight in gold.

This

One

will operate the thresher itself.

The the

authority says: “The food value will change is made by a controlling le
probably not be more than half of a. ver and is almost instantaneous.
normal yield of mature corn on the Only one man is needed to handle the
same acreage.” As the year 1908 ad machine, entire control being had
vances the reports on corn do not from the operator's seat over the
change in character. There is an front trucks.
unending production of evidence jus
But the maker’s catalogue, which
tifying- the high prices.—E. W. Wag will be sent for the asking, mention
ing The Threshermen’s Review, de
ner.
scribes in detail all the advantages
\Ve illustrate on this page a new offered by this type of machine. It
Iowa combination:
Cook’s auto is a well printed and illustrated book
thresher; made by Herman Cook, 701 let that will interest prospective buy
Nebraska Street, Sioux City. Iowa. ers.
It consists of a modern thresher and

discovery of corn value by the early
adventurers was the forerunner of a
later world triumph by corn as a separator and a special gasoline en
foodstuff.
Corn has made a wonderful early
year advance.
In the long upturn

wheels.
Experiments
with
a leather belt about ﬁve inches wide
showed, in the middle of 'the belt,

charges of a positive potential of
13,000 volts, which gave sparks one

inch long.

The wheel which carried

the

was

strap

charged

negatively.

A one-inch spark is quite capable of
igniting the explosive mixtures of air
with inﬂammable gases or powders
that are produced in certain indus
tries. The electric charge increases

with the dryness of the belt and the
air. It appears to be independent of
the tension of the belt.

Ixperiments

have been made with bronze powder
Prof. Richter attributes many ex_ and other pulverized metals, which
ginc on the same trucks and forming plosious in factories to static electri are good conductors of electricity, as
a compact machine.
The construc
tion is such that the power can be

cal charges on swiftly running belts.
The electriﬁcation appears to be fa

substitutes for rosin for increasing

the adhesion between belt and wheel.
covering a gain of 15 cents to a top applied to the trucks ‘on the principle vored by the application of resinous These powders work well at ﬁrst, but
of around 68 cents the feature has of the automobile, for moving the substances to the belts for the pur soon drop oﬂ. The application of
been steadiness with practically nev thresher from place to place, or it pose of increasing their adhesion to glycerine, on the other hand, has giv
er a. break of more than 1%
cents.
There have been no
shakeouts of consequence. The
visible failed to increase. Cash

prices kept pace with the fu
tures. Bad curing weather was
permanent. Good com a rarity.

Finally—ﬁrst class seed corn is
scarce and the farmer must test

every ushe] before planting.
The taints of heredity are
thus present in corn. Nature
carries over her trouble from
1907 into 1908. Result—never
in corn history was an ,unplant
0d crop so much discussed.
Fourteen ears are required to
plant an acre. Each ear means
ﬁve bushels in the fall.
The food value of the 1907
\
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‘en good results. Owing to the hy
groscopic nature of glycerine, the
strap always remains moist and con
sequently a good conductor, so that
it cannot accumulate electric charges.

The glycerine should be absolutely
free from acid. The best results are
obtained with equal parts of water
and of the official glycerine of 28°
Baume.

The mixture is applied with

a sponge. The application of glyc
erine has the additional advantage of
keeping the belt in good condition
and lengthening its term of service.

Don’t take chances. Get a weigh
or with a reputation, and you

will save money in the end.
The ﬁrst cost is not the only
thing to consider. There

Our
Requires no attention from sepsmtor man
Guaranteed to keep the belt square on the cylin
der pulley. regurdless of the engine being in or
out of line or how hard the wind blows. It is
made of malleable iron. is very light and durable.
Keeps the edges 0! the belt from wearing. That.
is whnt saves the belt. Write for descriptive
circular and prices to

E. ii. GREGORY.

Sioux Falls. South Dakota

One pleasing feature of the meeting
was the closing of the branch houses

repairs, cause no

ing \Vedncsday morning.

A courtesy

the convention.
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delays and will last
as long as any separ
ator. We often receive
orders for repairs for
our machines that have

Warning.

FORCE FEED LUBRICATOR

been in constant use from
ten to twenty years. These

A positive, automatic lubricstor that has stood
title most severe tests under the most trying cou

ﬁeld, short life of the
machine, and many
other items that ﬁg
ure in ‘the cost.

a r c accu
rate, reliable,
need very few

during the time of the business meet
duly appreciated and acknowledged by

ition.
It is guaranteed to save
50 per centi oil dver a

are repairs, delays in the

machines

CONVENTION NOTES.

The undersigned have commenced
are the reasons why our ma

solid

in the United States Court

agnin‘st‘tthe manufacturers of a bal

sight feed in ricniur.

ance slide valve which we are ad

vised is an infringement of one of

chines are the threshcrmen’s fav
orite, and have been adopted and
used for many years by all the lead
ing threshing machine companies.

the Gould Patents, under which we

are operating.
All persons are

hereby

warned

against purchasing any
valves in’
fringing Patents owned by the Gould
Balance Valve Company, as purchas
ers and users of such valves render
themselves liable to an action for in

fringement.
Some people do not regard an in
E. BAUDER,

Sterling, Ill.

Please mention The Review.

SREAT LITTLE 800K
Fllli BUSINESS MEN

fringement suit as a serious matter
for the purchaser.
We have copied from the March 25,

1908, issue of the Des Moines Capital,
an article clearly showing the danger
of purchasing an infringing article.
Unless

Every Way You Look At

It,

The Hart Grain Weigher is

the purchaser or user is

fully protected by an indemnifying

Goes down to first principles; bond from an infringing manufac
helps to success and nearly turer he is certainly liable to have his
every one can afford it at the machine destroyed, and to pay such
damages for infringement as may be
price offered here.
declared against him.
A little book called "As a Man Think
FARMERS CAUGHT OH’ SEPAIATOB.
eth," by James Allen. is winning its way
into the hearts of more business men
than nearly any book going just now.
Ida
County
Agrlculturiltl
Informed
The reason for the popularity of the
Chicago Mail Order Purchase Is In
little book among business men seems to
fringsmsnt.
be that it reveals some old and tried
principles in a new and practical way.
In short. it shows the commercial value
(Special to the Capital.)
of those principles—how to apply them
IDA GROVE. 1A.. March 25.—A great
{pt the problems of everyday business
sensation was created here when be
e.
The book is not an exhaustive treatise tween sixty and seventy farmers in Ida
on the much written upon subject of the County received notice from the United
power of thought. it is suggestive rath State Circuit Court of Appeals to the
er than explanatory, which probably is effect that the. so-called Economy Cream
a further reason why business men are Separator they had purchased oi’ Sears.
Roebuck & Company. had been declared
especially enthusiastic over it.
George S. Parker. who makes and sells an infringement and they were restrain
The
the "Lucky Curve" Fountain Pen. in ed from using the separator.
speaking of this book said:
“As a Man farmers who have received notice have
Thinketh is one of the greatest little consulted lawyers as to what they had
books for business men that I have ever better do and the lawyers advised them
read.
I bought a. great many copies of to break up and sell the old separators
this book to give to my business friends as old iron and then come to town and
buy new ones.
and associates."
The mail order house has been re
Heretofore "As a. Man Thinketh" has
strained
from manufacturing and sell
been sold, but it is now being given
away by Tho Sheldon School of Chicago. ing any more of the separators. and
they
were
also forced to bring their
The Sheldon School teaches the Science
of salesmanship by correspondence. The books into court and show to whom they
The users are
success of the School is attested by the had sold the machines.
fact that 30.000 men. representing every now being notiﬁed that they must not
line oi’ business. have taken the Course. use them.

You don't have to be actually engaged
in selling goods in order to proﬁt by the

Sheldon Science.

salesmanship is a vi

tal principle. Every man has something
to sell. and the men who understand
and apply the principles of. scientiﬁc
salesmanship. realize success in life.
The Sheldon people say they are will
ing to give this little book away because
there is so much good Sheldon doctrine
in it. and anyone who reads it usually
gets right in line for the work of The

Sheldon School.
However that may be. the fact re
mains that if you desire a copy oi‘ "As
a Man Thinketh." and would also be in
terested in seeing some literature on the
cience oi’ salesmanship Course. you can
get the book without charge by simply
sending your name and address with re

flllPst. to The Sheldon School. 1368 Re
I“ h'lr‘ Building. Chicago.

The balance slide valves made by

the Gould Balance

Valve Company

are not only a success in use, but are

fully protected by broad patents.
Before purchasing any valve of
fered by any Company claiming to
make a balance valve, investigate the
matter fully yourselves, or full par
ticulars will be given by us on appli
cation.
Respectfully submitted.
Gould Balance Valve 00.,
Kellogg, Iowa.

SEND FOR CA TALOG

Hart Grain

Weigher Co.

Peoria, 111., U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.
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A Money Making Proposition
To every thresherman, or man owning an engine, we will send the facts and
ﬁgures whereby he may avail himself of an opportunity to better his position
and financial standing by the purchase of an

Ann Arbor Columbia Baler
In comparison with the threshing business, "Columbia" baling is far in the lead in the
matter of proﬁt.

Less outlay for outﬁt.

Less expense to run.

Less help, less every

Thls is the “Columbia" way—it's patented. That's why it's the “Only

thing but proﬁt.
Way." Let us send you the facts and ﬁgures in our catalog that you may “read up a
bit” on this modern money making proposition.

Write today.

ANN ARBOR MACHINE CO.,

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Please mention The Review.

by the engine.
be

Questions of
G. 0. M.

Is it better for
grates to keep

draft wide open
only enough to keep up steam‘!

theIShock. it evidently has been entirely
the broken off.

orl

3.—Will concentrated lye used to

engine

through

them.

the grates to preserve

The more air, the better for

the grates, but not so for the ﬁre.

and

two two

than at present, or will they answer
the purpose as well!
Perhaps you may be able to sug

gangs to keep them properly sepa
rated.
2.—I‘n the ordinary injector there

gest some remedy that will be sim
ple, cheap and etfective.

is power enough to deliver the water
at, say, 15 lbs. higher than the steam

A.—The IXL separating device
will help a separator when the means

pressure of the boiler, and it does

for breaking up the straw are deﬁ
cient. Fishbacks or risers properly
placed in the separator may do the

not matter where the water enters the

work of the IX L device.

However,

in placing either appliance in the sep

as fast as water can be condensed in

arator. care

its chamber. If the feed is not fast
enough. more condensing surface
should be added. This can be done

there is room enough between the sep
arating mechanism and the deck of

by increasing the length of the steam
pipe, or enlarging the condensingr

should

be

taken

that

the machine so as not to cause chok
ing.

Questions of Can you tell me what
What will be chamber of the lubricator.
0. B.
is the matter with my
the best way to couple the plows to
4.——You are using more oil than is
necessaryv for the average size trar- ‘
eccentric rods on my
the engine?
2.—W0uld an injector feed Water tion engine. If you find that it is \Voolf valve type of engine? They
into a boiler above the water line‘! necessary to use this much in order run, smooth and quiet while engine is
furrow gang plows.

A.——It is necessary to have the air‘
go

the chains and

boiler. It will go as readily into the
3.—The trouble you will have in water as into the steam part thereof.
using concentrated lye in your boil
3.—-A gravity lubricator will feed

2.—The piston. rod on engine broke er is that it will cause foaming. This
one morning when starting up. En- will prevent you from using too much.
gine had not made a revolution. Was
it water in cylinder that caused the Questions of I am going to plow
break‘?
W. W. K. next summer with an
break the water hurt a boiler any’!

A jocky stick should

placed between

The correct Way to ﬁre is to have a The velocity of the steam being equal
thin bed of coals all over the grate at dry feed pipes and delivery pipe,
surface and admit as small an could it work?
amount of air as possible. The min3.—I have 8. Swift single connec~
imum amount of air will preserve the|tion lubricator and when the engine

sure cylinder. it would be better to
put a lnbricator on each cylinder, and
thus put the oil where it is needed,

and in this way you can get along

running, but when I shut oﬁ the
steam and engine is slowing down they
will rattle pretty badly. What shall
I do with them?
2.—Wben my engine is pulling a

grates to a suﬁ‘icient degree if the is running on a good hard road and
ashes in the ash pan are kept fromlnot working much, it will not feed

with a lesser quantity.

heavy load it runs perfectly smooth

getting too close to the grate.

Question of
C. R. W.

ifast enough.

Is there anything wrong

2.—~A water shock has very likely with it‘?
broken the piston rod, yet the rod
~l.-My engine is a Woolf tandem
should be strong enough to stop the compound and I do not use the low
engine, should a great amount of wit-‘pressure oiler at all. I put ﬁve pints
ter get into the cylinder; or in casetof good cylinder oil through the lubri

to sufficiently lubricate the low pres

and quiet, but when pulling light
I am
not altogether
satisfied with the sepa
ration
done
on the
racks of my separator and have been

examining diﬁ’erent methods of in
creasing its efficiency.

The I X L sep

' loads I notice there is some clicking,
either in the steam chest or cylinder.

but I think that its in the steam chest.

Will you tell me where it is and how
to ﬁx it‘!
3.—\Vill you tell me what advant
age it will be to run water from in
jGCtOl‘ through heater and then to
boiler over running it from injector

of a slide valve engine, the piston rod'cator each day. Do you think this arating device is, I believe, one of the
should be strong enough to drive the'method is all right?
surest ways out of the difficult)‘, but
valve from its seat with the waterI A.—To pull gang plows with trac I‘ hate to spend the price of it if I
while the steam pressure on the valve. tion engine a beam of sufficient length can get out some other way. Could direct to boiler? \Vhich way is the
If the piston rod is undersize. the rod should be bolted to the draw bar, and I obtain results as good as the IX L most economical, and which injector
may have been partly broken forlchains hitched to each gang. so that by placing ﬁshbacks, or risers at in- t would you recommend, just common
some time, and with this last water they can be drawn in a straight line tervals so as to agitate the straw more automatic injector or Auto Positive

Knight Makes the Mills
that saw the Nation’s lumber. The latest improvements in‘
SAW MILLING MACHINERY. Everything that will
make a better mill,one that will do better work and more of

it are features that MAKE Knight Mills.
We are Saw Mill Experts and KNOW what a mill
ought to do in order to be a money maker.
We also build Single Saw and Gang Edgers, Swing Saws and Knight’s Dogs
—~in fact, just what you want, and can fill your order. Write us and lets get
acquainted.

The Knight Mfg. Company
No. 1830 8. Market. Street, Ganton, Ohio
Please mention The Review.
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BIRDSELL

BUYING IS A PLEASURE

THE WORLD’S BEST HULLER

When you get good returns on your investment.
You can not fail if you buy a “BIRDSELL,” 95%
of all the bullet owners in the world will testify to
that fact. We are the manufacturers of the cele

brated “BIG SIX’: Clover Huller and the “BIG
SEVEN” Alfalfa Huller. For clean work and ca
pacity they positively have no equal. Our catalog
tells more. You cannot afford to buy without
first getting our prices.

BIRDSELL .MFG. CO., SOUTH
IND, U.BEND,
S, A.
injector, such as built by Penbcrthy
Injector Company‘!
4.—l)o you think that steam disc
plows will work in stony and with
small roots some place land for break

A.—The ﬁre brick arch is quite an governor regulate the speed. If there the valve is proken there is nothing
advantaa'e for burning coal in a ﬁre~ is economy in this, what is the object; to do but to get a new one. However,
box boiler. It assists in burning the of automatic or Corliss valves‘?
valves very seldom break.
gases and also burns the smoke to a
great degree.

ing‘! Which plows are better for
stony land and will it be advisable to Question of

I am about to buy an

invest in steam plow in stony country‘!

engine and the ﬁrebox

O. A. G.

is warped quite badly.

¢A.—There is, no doubt, looseness in
the boxes in your valve gear which

The crown sheet has been sunk and

causes it to rattle.

longer stay bolts put in and engine

The only thing

to do is to take up this lost motion.

2.—This clicking of the- valve is

has been run this way I‘ don’t know
just how long. But the engine was

A.—The answer to J. K. in March
issue in the ninth line should read,
Questions of
“With the throttle.”
instead
of
H. T.
“With the reversing lever.”

Questions of \Vhat is wrong with a
L. G.
Penberthy
injector
when it blows steam
throng-h suction pipe to supply tank?
2.—\Vanted The Review to tell us

built in 1898 and is in ﬁne shape out something about where and what that
side
the ﬁrebox. Would you advise engine was used for which was shown
the compression is high. To overcome
heatingthe crown sheet red hot and on the front cover of the January is
this the engine should be hooked up
pushing
it back and putting in new sue.
when the load is light.
A.—\Vhen the steam blows through
stay bolts or would you run it in this
3.—The advantage in running the
the injector to supply tank it would
way?
feed water through a heater when an
A.—The bulging of the sheets in indicate that there is some foreign

If an automatic engine
gives 35 h, p. at 100
lbs. pressure. how much

will it give at 120, and also at 125
lbs. pressure‘?

-

2.—Wo'uld_ it make any difference
whether automatic or throttling gov
ernor?
13.-How much pressure will a tubu

common to slide valve engines when

injector is used, is that you get more

heat into the water by means of the
exhaust steam.

The water coming

from the injector is not as hot as the
exhaust steam will make it, and all
the heat you get by this means will

be gained.

Either type of the Pen

berthy injectors are good. The Au
tomatic injector is considered good
for a traction engine.

the ﬁrebox is, no doubt, caused by

see that the stay bolts are in good

condition, and if so, the boiler is as
safe in that respect as it ever was.
But extra care will be necessary to
keep the sunken part clear of sedi
ment.

best work in stony ground and where

The disc Question of
I‘. P.

plow will make rough work in break
ing, but perhaps will give you less

'

In your issue of March,
in answer to question
of J. K., you say there

trouble, especially if the roots and is no difference in economy whether

matter in the tubes of the injector. h. p. at 125 lbs.

2.—-The engine illustrated on the are equal.
January cover of The Review is man
3.—Rule for determining strength
ufactured by the Holt Manufactur of tubular boilers. Bursting pres

ing Company. of Stockton, California, sure equals tensile strength of plate
and is used for general ﬁeld work.
times thickness of plate times efficien
cy of rivet joint divided by one-half
Question of I want to ask you a the diameter of the boiler. The eﬂ‘i
J. J. 8.
question
about
a ciency of a butt joint, triple riveted,
steam valve.
In case is S6 8/10 per cent. Standard steel
the valve should break on a traction plate has 60,000 lbs. tensile strength.
engine how would you ﬁx it so as to One-half the diameter of the boiler in
prevent the shut down"! Could you this case is 27 inches; 5/16 of an inch

engine speed is governed by throttling
governor or by reverse lever. I sup explain it and give me more informa

stones are large.

A.~If an engine develops 35 h. p.

at 100 lbs. pressure, it will develop
42 h. p. at 120 lbs. pressure, and 43%.’;

low water in the boiler. It will not Take it apart and clean it out and it
2.—N0. 1 question will apply to
improve the boiler to hammer these will take the water if the suction pipe either throttling or automatic en
sheets back. The thing to do is to is in order.
gines, providing all other conditions

4.—The mouldboard plow will do the
roots are in the ground.

lar boiler carry, 54 inches diameter,
14 feet long, shell 5/16-inch, butt
joint, triple riveted?

pose you mean by hooking up or
Question of Is a brick arch in a changing the travel of valve. If this
J. E. M.‘
straight
ﬂue
steam is so. why not have valve set at a
burner of any beneﬁt ﬁxed amount of travel and only pro
or profit in burning coal‘?
vide a reversing- gear, and let the

tion about the steam valve“!
A.—We take it that you refer to
the slide valve in your engine. We
cannot; see how this valve can be
ﬁxed to prevent a shut down. After

equals .3125 and 5 is the factor of
safety required, so, therefore, 60,000

X.3125><.SS6+27=600 lbs., which is
the bursting pressure and this, divid
ed by 5 equals 120 lbs., the safe
working: pressure.

Tum

Every Thresherman in lowa
I Ought to read the account of the convention of threshermen at Des Moines, to be found in this issue, and then join the organiza

tion that was perfected on that occasion.
Those threshermen who couldn't be there can‘t feel one-half the real enthusiasm
, or see one-half the big things'that this association promises for every active operator, but he owes it to himself ﬁrst and then
‘ to ‘every thresher-man to send his $2.00 to the Secretary of the Association for membership and to do so at once.
, With the combined strength of a large membership this Association can accomplish anything.
You know how much 4,‘
ought to be done that has not been done in the interests of operators in the way of bridges, roads, liens, prices, etc.
This is your opportunity to provide for the betterment of the business all along the line.

This is your organization
and The Threshermen’s Review will vouch for the oﬁicers that have been elected.
The cost to you is but $1.00
a year for dues and $1.00 now additional for membership fee. You have the chance to be the greatest organiza
, tion of threshermen in the world. Will you, reader, help by joining now. Don’t put this oﬂ". Send your $2.00
5 to Secretary Devin at Valley Junction at once, with the coupon provided here, and receive your member

ship certiﬁcate without delay.

Join hands now.

Stick together and boost the business in Iowa.

Threshermen 7 of lowaﬂnly Eflogiblel

49
b

hum llovln.
Secretary,
Valley Junction, Ion

Dear strzﬁﬂerowtth l

is $2.00 for memberehlp fee and dues to the
Threshermen‘s Assoclation of Iowa, for which en
roll me and send membership
certiﬁcate to, Yours truly,

'
'
l
‘

May, 1908.
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Question of
E. H. -B.

valve.

I‘ am running a Russelll
engine.

which

has

The BAKER Piston Valve

a

Giddings
balanced
When a valve drops back off

i319‘.
for Traction Engines insures a saving of
“U25 er cent of power over Dslide valves

the seat does it not have a tendency

It ‘,W1 I Do

to leak steam‘l Would it not be a
good thing to drill a’ small hole

This on YOUR Engine

With this valve is introduced
for the ﬁrst time a spring
packing ring that will take
up every bit of wear and yet
work satisfactorily under all
conditions. My catalog de
scribes and illustrates fully,
and I will send it to any in
terested thresherman for the
asking.

through the valve so as to get steam

back of the valve to hold it up in
place’!
A.—In the Giddings valve there are

two brass plugs, one in the steam and
the other in the exhaust cavities.
The one in the steam has just half
the area of the one in the exhaust,

LET ME TELL YOU MORE-ASK.

thus making the steam in the steam
chest have just half the pressure of
that in the steam pipe. It sometimes

Wilfred Bakeng

Aberdeen, S. D.

Please mention The Review.

happens that these valves get to leak

ing steam, thereby reducing the pres hammering it over a shaft of the
sure in the steam chest. To remedy correct size and then reﬁtting the box.
this without refacing the valve, you Heating the crank pin box does not
can either enlarge the small hole in necessarily make it soft. However,
the steam pipe or reduce the large when brass is hardened by other
hole in the exhaust. In this way you means, it is made soft by heating.
will be able to maintain the correct You will have less trouble with your
pressure in the steam chest.
crank pin box if you line it with
babbitt. There will then be less ten
Questions of

I‘. G.

Is

it

ﬂue

any

sheet

beneﬁt

to

Concentrate
IYOUR PURCHASES
Let us send you our supply Cllllol.
Get our money saving proposition.

ALL OUR STOCK NEW AND FRESH.
S cuLAClcN
d 25 i

to tency to heat.

b
FLEXIBLE
STEEL
snYrgii l silloiiever
use any other.

Guaranteed

have

2.-—Your feeder has evidently got
grates closed air tight ten out of adjustment: very likely

six inches back from the ﬂue sheet?

The Aulcn Machinery Co.

22 W. Randolph St.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

the band cutter knives have slipped,

Please mention The Review.

2.—-Will a double rack separator and upon examination you can tell
clean grain any better than a single where they were before. If you can
one, and will the same machine clean not determine where they were lo
the grain if ﬁtted with a. single rack cated before. a few experiments in
in place of double rack?
shifting them will show you where‘
3.—If separator runs at 1,100 what they should be.
speed should fan run for best results‘!
3.-—The eccentric rods on a link
4.—How much opening should there valve gear should be of the same‘
be between slats in a single rack length. This is necessary in order to1
when an I‘XL device is used in ma_ have the same amount of lead on each
end of the valve, both on the forward
chine?
A.—The blank grate next to the and backward motion.

s.

Spark Arrester
No! the Cheapest but the Bcsl'

Positively the only Spark Arrester that can be used with any

kind of fuel and not interfere with the draft.

I Guarantee This.

It is cheaper to prevent a ﬁre than to pay for the damage.
The United States Spark Arrestcr can be attached to any make
of smoke stack. 1'!‘ SAVES insurance.
CONSTRUCTED
ESPECIALLY for Plow Engines and Threshing.
Get ready
for Spring breaking.
AGENTS WANTED—Large cc m
mission. WRITE WITH POSTAL CARD FOR PRICES.
I‘. M. COLQUHOUN,

Box 859,

Mlnncnpolls, Minn.

ﬂue Sheet is for the purpose of pre

venting cold air from rushing into

“liming ‘111.1.’“3... plif‘éimﬁie"

' THE CHAFHN

the ﬂues. However, this
can be
avoided by proper ﬁring, but it is a
between

a

locomotive

good thing for the average ﬁreman,
type of boiler and a universal type‘l
especially in burning wood.
2.——Some separators need a double

rack, while others do good work with
a single rack.

It depends altogether

PATENT BELT GUIDE

A.—The locomotive boiler is a fire
box boiler of the usual traction boil
er type. The universal boiler such
as is used in traction work is a boil
er that can be used either for burn-,
ing coal and wood or straw.

For Steam and Gasoline Trac-. _
tion Engines, also Portables.
\

on how the separator is constructed.
If the separator is short, a double
rack is required; if it is a long one,
the single rack will do equally as
well.
Question of

We guarantee this Belt Guide
to hold your belt on against
ANY side wind ANYWHERE.
Don’t hesitate. Write for our
new catalogue before you for

I have a Pickering gov
3.—We cannot tell how fast to run O. M. McC.
ernor and it has a‘
your fan, as‘ this depends on the size
thumb screw on top, to
and construction thereof.
regulate the speed, which works loose
4.—The opening of the slats in the and speeds the engine faster. How

get it.
GOOD :AGENTS WANTED

rack is determined by the angle of can I remedy it to have a steady pow
the slats and the motion of the rack. er?
The IXL device should not require
A.—l'f you remove the stem or:
any diﬁerence in the slats.
“thumb screw” you will ﬁnd cor
Questions of Will a crank pin box
J’. 8.
get softer after it has
been run hot, and how
can crank pin boxes be set tight
again in the form after they have
been run hot so they get too small in
the crank so they pound‘!
2.——What can be the trouble with :1
Parsons feeder that won ’t feed
weedy ﬂax into the cylinder when it
has been all right before‘!
3.—Don’t the eccentric arms on a
link reverse have to have exactly the
same length when the valve is set

rugations on the end thereof. These
may have become worn and by using
a three cornered ﬁle you can put

them in shape so that they will hold
on to the other corrugated piece.

CHAFFIN MANUFACTURING C0.
RIPON, Wl$., U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.

HE CONS TANTUAR

It
oi a traction engine does not aiiect the
working of Mlchlﬂlll Lubrlcstors.
The installation oi one on your cn inc
means Pollﬂvc, ileollollllctl, ys
tcmaéic Lubricllion~thc kind you dc
man .

may be there is something bent about
the stem which makes it bind in the
governor head, thereby allowing the
rzovernor to drag it around. Perhaps’
it is dry where the governor head rubs
against the stem.

For Single Connection

And Our “nor STUFF”
Questions of

Please explain through

A. E. P.

The Review as simple

For Double Connection
Both guaranteed to keep the oil at scald
ing temperature in the most severe, cold
weather

as you can how to set
A.—When the brass crank pin box the valves on a Reeves double cylin
The
becomes heated, it will change its der engine. not compound.

right?

shape, so that it will get loose in the valves are what they call the “D.”
2.—Would also like to know what
connecting rod and tight on the crank
pin. The best thing to do is to take kind of packing is used to pack the
Have noticed that
the box out of the connecting rod water gauge.
and re-form it. This can 'be done'by hemp will blow out and'into the glas:

“ We want you to have a copy of
I
our catalogue. Free!

MICHIGAN LUBRICATOR‘. CO., DETROIT, MlCl-l.
m

Please mention The Review.
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THH'I'HRESHHRMENS REVIEW

Here’s Another Man
Who uses an “IXL” Device. Bought it because he had trouble. Before he got the “IXL”
his beater would wind, his stacker would choke, couldn't get the grain out if be fed at the
fullest capacity. See what he says:
Alter pulling the "DH." In he had no bother. Dlll not slop.

Pays IOI' lllell

Racine, Wisconsin, March 30, 1908.
The Sattley Stacker Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.
Gentlemen:—As long as I have went threshing, we've always had more
or less trouble; especially. in wet or tough grain;
it we would hold the
straw back a. little so that the grain would get a better chance to fall
through, then the beater would wind or wrap every little while. and the
wind stacker would block just as often; and it we would leave the straw go
through without holding it back, then we could not get the grain out, and the
blower would block Just the same.
Last season I got your “IXL" Separating Device, and a. self-feeder, and
when threshing was over, we hardly knew that we were out threshing at all.
Vi’e did not stop a single time on account 01' the straw (wet or dry); what-_
ever got through the cylinder, never bothered us any more; and as I have
ﬁgured, we have threshed about 28% more than other years. and threshed it
just as clean and cleaner.
Of course. the self-feeder is a good thing too; but it it had not been for
your Separating Device, I am quite certain we would have had about the
same trouble as before.
From my experience, I would recommend your Separating Device to
every thresherman, for it pays tor itsol! in a short time, saves many a stop,
therefore saves time. saves grain, and increases the threshing capacity of
a machine at least 28%.
I think it is about the best investment a thresherman can make.
It the
people would only see the Device work. then I am certain there would be a
very few separators without one.
Thanking you for your promptness and kindness, I remain,
Yours truly.
(Signed) PAUL A. SMERCHECK.
Route No. 1, Box 68, Racine, Wisconsin.

This Man Says. It Increases the capacity About 28%.
This is only a sample of the many hundreds of testimonials we have. All of the users of the "IXL" ROTARY QEPA
RATING DEVICE say, it is the best thing ever placed in a threshing machine.
These are facts; we are not saying these things as original, we are repeating what the threshermen tell us.
We will send an "IXL” Rotary Separating Device on trial anywhere in the United States to a responsible thresherman.
Crops are going to be big; get in line quick, and prepare for it.
Write for prices, information, pattern, etc. Tell us what kind 0f a separator you have, and where you saw this Ad.

THESA'I'TLEY STAGKER GOMPANY
INDIANAPDLIS, INDIANA

301 American National Bank Bldg.
Please mention The Review.

while cleaning and blowing the water
out through the drain cock.
A.—-The eccentrics on a Reeves en
gine are keyed fast to the shaft, so
there is nothing to do 'but set the
valve on the stem. Place the engine
on dead center and give it about one
thirty-second of an inch lead. Turn

A Pressing Opinion.

i press men in this section of the coun

Editor Reviewz-I' forgot to tell try aim to make bales that will aver
you in my last letter that my crew, age 100 lbs, regardless of size of
which consisted of engineer, water chamber, arranging the weight with
hauler and two press men—of whom length of bale. I want to state fur
I was the principal—were all single ther that all hay in this section is
and ranged from 18 to 28 in regard sold by the ton and not by the bale.
As to the kind of a press to buy,- I‘
to age; and I am proud to say that
the engine to other dead center and there was not one of them chewed to
am not here to say. No doubt the
Sandwich of which the brother spoke
ascertain whether the lead is the bacco or drank whisky.
is
all right, but no doubt there are
same. If it is not, you can shift the
I am not like some of my brother
valve so that the lead will be equal press men who are all the time boast other makes just as good. For my
on each end.
ing of their big day’s work and for part. I do not think the Ohio (which
2.—A ring of soft rubber is used geting about their small ones.
In is advertised in this issue) can be
to pack the water gauge. These rings fact, I never try to see how big a best when it comes to strength, dura
can be procured from the same people day’s work I can do, but my aim is bility, ease and convenience of oper
handling the glass tubes.
to see how well I‘ can do it; and if ation, weight and compactness and
you intend to stay in the business last, but not least. the price, which is
Question of In testing an old boil there is just as much in having a very reasonable. It is needless to say
C. I‘. P.
er with a force pump, satisﬁed customer as there is in hav that I have an Ohio.
trying to ﬁnd the pres ing a big day '5 work to brag about.
There are quite a number of dif
sure it will stand, how can you tell
I beg leave to diﬂ’er from one of ferent makes of balers in this section
when the limit is reached?

I would The Review readers whose article ap

like to see a full explanation of this peared in the January number rela
subject in The Review, or if possible tive to the size and make of press to
would like to get a book that treats

ENSILAGE
CUTTER

BLIZZAB

with wind elevator, either mounted
or unmounted. Cuts hsy,straw,i’eed.
etc.

Elevsies to any height.

Strong.

durable, economical. Fully guaran
teed. send for new illustrated
catalogue FREE

-

4
i‘.
]

JOSEPH nlcx
AilillGULlllilAl. wunxs
B0195,

0snion,0.

Please mention The Review.

of the country and most of them do

good work.

I know of five power

presses besides a number of horse

balers within a radius of ﬁve miles of
18x20 is a more proﬁtable invest here, so you can imagine about how
ment than, a 14x18, for many reasons, much each of us get to do. I did not
it of pressure is reached in a boiler namely: that the diﬂ’erence in cost get started out with my outﬁt until
when the boiler bursts. The proper is very little. and they can be oper late, and consequently I had to go
way to test a boiler is to use a pres ated with the same number of hands. out of the neic‘hborhood in order to
sure equal to twice-its working pres takes very little more power to oper» get anything to do; as my brother
sure. When this pressure is reached. ate and the amount of hay that can press men had everything cleared up
the boiler should be examined to see be put through them is so much great around close; but I was not anyways
that there is no undue bulging on or that it makes quite an increase on sorry after I‘ once got away. for I
the ﬂat plates, also that the seams a man’s daily accounts.
Also, the was never treated better in my life.
are perfectly tight. This will insure wires for a hundred pound bale made and had more than I could do; I
the safety of the boiler at a working on a 16x18 do not have to be as long even baled in the snow when it was
pressure.
as for a 14x18. thus making- a saving so cold I almost froze my feet in or
A booklet ‘entitled. "The Traction in wire. And as to carrying I ﬁnd der to get things cleaned up. And
Engine Boiler—Its Design and Con that a 16x18 carries just as well as notwithstanding all that. had to pull
struction,” can be secured from The a 14x18: as I have carried both sizes. home on account of bad weather.
Threshermcn’s Review for the sunwiIVhile as to the light bales selling leaving several crops untouched. In
buy, as I find that a 16x19 or even an

on testing boilers?
A.—You can only tell when the lim

of ten cents.

limiter. I wish to state that nearly all

my round I covered a radius of per

llllwulﬂ PlliiP illlEil
Delivers Oil in ‘Any Position
at the First Stroke.
son SALE BY ALL DBALsRs.

MAPLE CITY MFG. C0.
607-13 South First Street
Monmouth, Ill.
Please mention The Review.

EVER Y YEAR ON YOUR
DRIVE BELT

YOU WILL SAVE $10 to $2
By using a

()aswell Belt Guide
If you doubt itjust write your name and address on a postal and mail to us and we will send you the proot by return mail.

Think 0! It, You pay $50 to $75 every three or lour years for a drive belt that would last ten years in a building. ,
You don’t have I0 do II, and we hold the secret. We can save you the price of a suit of clothes every year. Write
us today; right now. The price has been reduced. Live agents and dealers wanted. Address

CAS WELL BROS., Mfrs.

-
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-
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-

~ Cherokee, Iowa

Plonsc mention The Review.

hops 30 or 40 miles, with but one which is attached to the slide rests‘

PERFECT LUBRICATION

little break, which amounted to prac- and is set in motion by tightening a
tically nothing as far as dollars and l thumb screw. The tank in front

Means

cents are concerned and about which carries a good supply of water which

INCREASED POWER

I will tell you more in my next let- is heated before it is pumped into the

tell

boiler.

The engine is reversed and

You can have both by using a HANSON positive feed
lubricator. Fill it with oil and the alarm will notify
you when in need of attention.

Hoping to hear from others on the put into gear by means of levers.
subject of hay pressing, and wishing
A ﬁtting mate for the engine just
The Review untold success, I am,
described is the working model of a
separator made by D. H. Walker, R.
Vi’. E. Carleton.

R. 3, Belmont, Ohio.

34,

of

Pavilion,

N.

Y.

“"ith

J 05. HANSON,

lnwood, Iowa.

Please mention

The Review.

the

Powell Specialties and Staples
Are found listed and described in the second edition of our
catalog now being distributed.
It’ you have not received a copy, send us a postal NOW
while you think of it. It is the most valuable hand book for
power users ever oﬂ'ered. One customer writes, "I ﬂnd the
tables in the back of your catalog of daily service."
Powell Goods are Standard
for Quality and Service.
Your jobber should have them in stock-1t not, ask us who has.

THE WM. POWELL COMPANY
CINCINNATI, 0510
New York. 254 Canal St.

Boston, 239-245 Causeway St .
Philadelphia. 518 Arch St.

The World? Champi_on Ad:
Iustable Sleves and Chatter-'3

Vern Talbot and His Miniature Engine.

With us as pioneers of the adjustable sieves

A “Tom Thumb” Outfit.

stacker chute extended the separator
and chaﬂ'ers, the thoughtful threshermen has left
his verdict that we build the only successfulsieves
Master Vern Talbot of Olivet, measures over 5 feet in length. The ,
and chaﬂ'ers that will handle all kinds ofsecdsas well as the larger grains;
Mich., whose miniature traction en height is 18 inches at top of feeder. 4 the only combination that will work suocessiully in both end and side
gine was illustrated not long ago in The cylinder is 4 inches long, and shake shoe. ,Threshermen ordering new machines should see that the
The Threshermen’s Review. has since the balance of the separator 4Y1; Ditch Adjustable Sieve is written plainly in their orders. The original
, Ditch Adj ustablc Sieve works where all others fail. Fight shy of imita
been busy with another little engine inches wide.
tions.

along Huber lines which we show on

The best is the cheapest.

The machine has 8 belts. is made
Combined Screw Feed Flue Expander and Cutler.

this page. Comparison of the engine of basswood, pine and whitewood.
Boiler and engine owners take special notice of our combined screw
with the boy alongside will give a with all hearings in hard maple.
‘ feed expander and cutter, an indispensible tool for engine owners. The
It works perfectly and will thresh only combided tool of the kind on the market. Write for catalogue giv
good idea of the size of the machine.
The engine is 33 inches long, 20land separate heads of grain nicely.

ing full
. prices.

description

and

1 Ditch Adlustable
Sieve Co.
onto . I

l

'

I

‘W You See It Here
There is no guess work about the amount
being ted. All oil pumped shows in the
Sight Feed Glass. This is only one of
the exclusive features of the

Hancock
llalveloss Forco Feed

Oilcr
for use on Traction and Stationary
Engines. But this one alone will save
you more than double the purchase price
of the oiler in a season's run. Thick or
thin oil makes no difference with the
Hancock. 0n the inside there are no
stuﬂlng boxes to pack and all parts are
positively fastened, so there is nothinlz

inches high from ground to top of
The mechanism is a combination of
stack. The boiler is 7 inches in diam vibrator and raddle rake. The shoe
eter and the drive wheels ten inches and sieves are of galvanized sheet
in diameter. The cylinder is 1% by iron. The grain pan and mill are of

to jarlose. ASK FOR CATALOG.

11,4; inches.

The steam is controlled tin.
by a governor made from the hair
The whole is painted ruby red.
spring of a watch and is very sensi with green framework and yellow
tive. The boiler holds thirty pounds trucks. The lettering is red and yel

of steam and makes plenty of it. The low. This does not show plainly in
l
engine is provided with a pump the picture.

Hancock Mfg.
Company
774 E. Henry 81.

.

.

Charlotte, Michigan

7

Please mention The Review.
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' i' ' # "ietggassaswwna :
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Get our big 1908 catalog and
have all the facts before you for your
decision. This catalog shows every
part of the “ Tiger” from teeth to
tail and all the stripes between.

Nature's Queen of the May is
painting the growing fields of grain
the brightest green, and promising
albountiful harvest.
You can't choose wrong when you
choose the machinery that has

THREE —YEAR QUALITY
v

" distal,
Molina " r
our business and to "let their light shine" we
have published letters from a. number of them
in a. fifty-two page edition of "Tiger Truths."
just of! the press, every page illustrated with
a splendid collection of photographs from
home and foreign ﬁelds.
Let us send you a
copy, whether you want anything this year or
not. May be you want to see what your broth
er threshermen are doing with
‘

Don't you think the longest successful man
ufacturing record in the threshing machinery
line. is prett
good evidence that we have
never put in erior materials. slipshod work
manshlp or untried mechanical devices into
our machinery?
It takes satisﬁed customers
and lots oi‘ them to keep a big factory like
ours ﬂourishing for nearly three-quarters of a
century. Last year We added a larger number
to our list than any year in the history of

RECORD-MAKING GAAR-SCOTT OUTFIT

“4.- .

w

Write us at Richmond, lnd., or any of the following distributing points:
Fargo. North Dakota.

Columbus, Ohio.
Crowley. Louisiana.

Greenville. Ohio.

Denver, Colorado.

Houston, Texas.
Indianapolis. Indiana.

Des Moines. Iowa.

Kansas City, Mo.
Lansing. Michigan.
Logansport, Indiana.

Lexington, Ky.
Lincoln. Nebraska
Madison. Wisconsin.

Please mention The Review.

Minneapolis. Minn.
Nashville. Tennessee.

Portland. Oregon.
Regina, Saslr.

Oklahoma City. Okla.

Wichita, Kansas.

Peoria, 111.

Winnipeg.

Manitoba.
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Here You Are I

Pick Out the Style of Connection That Fits the Piping on Your Engine

CHICAGOMﬂQPiﬁH Zn-r

Right and Left.

Left and Back.

Style. Left and Right.

Left and Bottom.

Back and Back.

The Thresherman Never Questions the Quality of the Chicago Automatic Injector.

it Has Never Been Equaled.

THE OHIO INJECTOR COMPANY,

Its Superior Points are Many.
Do you want our special injector catalog for threshermen.7

129 Main Street,

In Service

WADSWORTH, OHIO

The World’s Greatest Injector Manulaeturers

A Quarter of a Century of Use

chanic Arts of the Massachusetts In- .

stitute of Technology at Boston, class
in] Life.
Wednesday evening, March 18th of 1879. Immediately after gradu
of the present year, completed the sting he took a position in the Pa-_
twenty-ﬁfth year of Professor James ciﬁc mills at Lawrence, Mass, where
W. Lawrence’s connection with the he remained until shortly before
He has now
faculty of the Colorado State Agri coming to Colorado.
cultural College. During all of this been at the head of the department
time he has been at the head of the of mechanical engineering for a quar
department of mechanical engineer ter of a century and knows personal
ing, having built up the department 1y every graduate of the agricultural
from small beginnings to its present
splendid proportions.

A brief description of the objects
and purposes of the department of
mechanical engineering, of which

with given, as taken from the annual
catalogue of the State Agricultural

".

just how much should be included in

halls of C. A. C. well established in and the equipment is of the very best.
their life ’s work, with homes of their care being taken when obtainingap
own and useful citizens, for Prof. paratus that each piece shall be of
Lawrence did not consider his. work the greatest usefulness for its pur
Colorado is forging ahead
done when he had instructed his stu pose.
dents in the use of tools. strength magniﬁcently along industrial lines.

rce on applic tion.

\ are u. lllln am". at. Loull, Io.
Please mention The Review.

A llmlutlon Buuntar That's lllghl

‘ $1.00

and with the development of the vast

Dlacountto

-' Do not guns or.
our speed.
{Tabor
Stop Buy
Io

DEALERS

tion Counter.

90 Saltlman Ava
IIIIDGEPOI’T, CONN.
Please mention The Review.

A NEW ONE
A

Screw

Feed

Flue Ex

pander and Gutter‘

A great labor saver. Saves time and
money in trips to repair shop. Has
advantages over other expanders and
cutters, in that it is operated entirely
by wrench-no hammer is used. No
uess work.

The

rooves in rolls will

natural resources within her borders
new industrial enterprises are spring

orm a bead on t e inside of tube,
which is a positive prooioi a periectiob.

ing up everywhere, while the older
ones are becoming more ﬁrmly estab
Prof. Lawrence is a typical New lished. With this industrial growth

Made in all sizes. 1% in. to 4 in.
sizes carried in stock.
Price oi2 in. Roller, 85.00

the 19th of March, 1893. From that
date the real history of the mechanical England gentleman—courteous, cou

comes a demand for men competent
He has been to solve the problems connected with

engineering department of the State siderate and thoughtful.
Agricultural College should prop aptly called “the gentleman of the
erly be written, for, although the de faculty.” He demonstrated his faith
partment had been established previ in the institution he has so long
ous to that time, it was a weak, puny served, by marrying the ﬁrst lady
affair, without suitable rooms, equip graduate of C. A. C., Miss Elizabeth
ment or adequate facilities for doing Coy, ’84, the wedding taking place
the work required and it had accom June 19, 1890.
plished but little of real value.
He is a member of the following

such enterprises. Young men from
this college are in many of these es

Cutter at small additional cost.
Other prices and circular upon application.

FERIYIK Iltlliiltl: 00.

This course prepares students for
the profession of mechanical

engi

nearing. It teaches the general prin
ciples of engineering and unites theo
retical work and practical research.
Instruction is imparted by means of

Favorite DoublHcting

Thresher Tank Pump
RECORD BREAKER FOR 1907
Fitted for both hose and iron pipe. Hus brass
valve seats and cylinder ollshed as smooth
as a gun barrel. Capacity Z‘Zbnrrols per minute.

In use the world over. Guamnteed the best tank
pump made.

Write for circular and prices.

BARNES MANUFACTURING CO.
600 North Main St.

preciated.

MANSFIELD, 0.

Please mention The Review.

tablishments, occupying positions of
trust and responsibility.

From that time, however, stimulated societies: American Society of Me
by the enthusiasm of Prof. Lawrence, chanical Engineers, Society for the text books, lectures. illustrations and
his genius for organizing, his skill as Promotion of Engineering Education, cxperiments in. testing materials. mu
a mechanic and his ability as an in
American Association for the Ad chines and motors.
structor, the department began to vancement of Sciences, The National
As ‘the course in mechanical engi
show signs of vitality and to grow Geographic Society. He is also a neering is, in part, designed to ena
and expand until it is today a lead member of the Masonic fraternity of ble the student to solve those probing factor in the educational forces this city and of the board of educa lems relating to the generation and
of the institution and a lasting mon tion. No man in the community is transmission of power and its appli
ument to Prof. Lawrence's zeal and more highly esteemed or’has a great cation to machines, much of his time
the progressive spirit and enterprise er number of genuine friends. Es is spent in the drawing room, work
of the State Board of Agriculture.
pecially is be highly regarded in so shops and experimental laboratory.
Professor James W.
Lawrence, cial, educational and church circles.
who is now dean of the department, where his influence is felt and ap
The Review account book will keep
is :1 graduate of the School of Me

gu’llDescrl rlonnnd

By Matt

l

and adaptability of materials and

.

ery, such as steam engines,_ machine

Some are heads of similar de

ment and courtly demeanor had as
how to ﬁt a-joint, but he constantly
strong an inﬂuence on the decision of
impressed
upon them, by precept
the board as his testimonials.
and example. the importance of char~
Prof. Lawrence entered upon his actor building as well.
duties as head of the department on

.‘

“"w: nU‘

College:
.
Mechanical engineering relates to
the construction and use of machin

partments in the agricultural colleges a course Hi mechanical engineering isl
Fort Collins and presented himself to
of other states, some have attained still largely a matter of the personal
the State Board of Agriculture as an
prominence as architects and others opinion of the one outlining the
applicant for the chair of mechanical
’
as contractors and builders.
They course.
engineering in the State Agricultural
The course as presented at the
are employed by railroads, manufac
College. He brought with him testi
turing establishments, sugar facto Colorado Agricultural College is such
monials of the highest character
ries, machine shops and various oth as is given at’ the best technical
touching his skill and ability, his
er important industries. He has lived schools of the United States. The in
scholarly attainments, and his repu
to see many who have gone out of the struction is intended to be thorough

tation as a gentleman in all that the
term implies. These were laid before
the board with the result that he was
employed to take charge of one of
the most important departments of
the institution. No doubt his excel
lent presence, his gentlemanly deport

4i‘

aw!” wean "curtain-r co.

Prof. Lawrence has been at the head
for a quarter of a, century, is here

college. Students who have had work tools, etc.
It would be impossible to draw
in his department are occupying po
sitions of responsibility and trust in hard and fast lines between the vari
various parts of the United States, ous branches of engineering and no
Hawaiian Islands and the
Philip one has yet attempted to do so. and

In March, 1883, a young man, fresh
from the class room of the School of
Mechanic Arts of the Massachusetts
pines.
Institute of Technology, arrived in

.

Mmﬂcld, Ollo

an accurate account of every job.
Please mention The Review.

'I'HE'I‘HRESHERMEN'S REVIEW

(6 E1386
Has No Cranks

Showing All the Outside
Working Parts

No
No
No
No
No
No

Showing Nothing in the

Eccentrics
Connecting Rods
Plungers
Stuffing Boxes
Valves
Packing Joints in its

Tank but the Oil Hole

entire construction

Which makes it the most simple, dur
able and positive Force Feed Oil Pump
made.

Eclipse Oil Pump ' C0.
46 Main Street

Vicksburg, Michigan
The Dallman & Cooper Supply Co.. Fond du Lac. Wis
Northwestern Sales Agents.
Wichita Supply Co.. Wichita. Kansas.
Southwestern Sales Agents.
Advance Packing & Supply Co.. 123 Franklin Street.
Chicago. Western Sales Agents.
The Banting Machine Co.. Toledo. Ohio.

Please mention The Review.

The Fireman at the Furnace*.

“The thing takes

These examples emphasize the facts

too much steam, and I shut it 05.”
By D. T. RANDALL.
The skill of the ﬁreman is the most Many other cases of willful neglect
important element in connection with have been observed.
furnace equipment. As a matter of
Very few ﬁremen can be induced to
fact, the personal element is the ﬁre regularly and frequently, because
greatest hindrance to progress in the it is easier to put in enough coal to
abatement of smoke. Both the own last twenty or thirty minutes at one

that the management of the boiler

the fireman said:

room

is

a

trained men

problem

for

" Genuine “M.Yers"
Low Down Tank Pumps
All know 0! the standard qualities oi’
the "Myers" pump‘s. For very close
price! write Weber Implement 00.,
' No. 4 I 5 N. Main street, St- Loule, llo.

properly

and that as the coal

burned is a considerable item of ex

lease mention The Review.

pense, averaging about 50 per cent.

of the cost of producing power. there‘

STAR

SAN
GUMMER.
MOIT DUHAILI

is more opportunity to save in the
er and the ﬁreman must be interested time and have little or nothing to do boiler room than in the engine room

to obtain the best results.

Intelli

gent supervision in the boiler room
to secure proper air admission and

care in ﬁring will result in the sav
ing of the losses due to smoke or un
consumed gases and to heating an ex
cessive amount of air.
At many
plants such supervision has reduced

PAYS

with any given equipment. The av
erage boiler room is a hot, dirty and
one instance the engineer took occa
otherwise unattractive place.
For
sion to measure the draft between
these reasons but little attention has
the grates before and after ﬁring on been paid to it by superintendents
a. down-draft furnace which had a and operating engineers in moderate
good draft. The draft before ﬁring sized plants. The boiler rooms are
was 0.35-inch of water, but after the managed for the most part by men
ﬁreman _had thrown on sixty-three hired not so much for what they know
in the interval between ﬁrings.

"St-16mm- lave

J.r.
may

comparatively

the

coke

and

ashes,

Please mention The Review.

Acetylene
Tracllon
lloadlighl

small

wages. There are, however, some me
chanical
appliances, such as lthc
chain grate. which leave but little to

the skill of the ﬁreman.
it "9

Traction Engineering.

.

.

300 Feet
0! Light

Best and Cheapeat Light in the Market. Runs
12 hours. Write for catalog and prices.

American Acetylene Stove Co..
Masonic Temple,
—
Minneapolis, Minn.
Please mention The Review.

MAURICE
CAN DY
FOUNDER
OF THE

GENUINE
RED STlTCHED
COTTON
DUCK
BELTING.

cently and found it thoroughly equip
ped in every way for teaching trac

tion engineering not only just the
manipulation of the engine in the
ﬁeld, but in making repairs upon the‘

engine 'such as riveting boilers, re
pairing tubes, grinding and setting?
TllllESlilNG TIMES
IRE TRYING TIMES

causing valves, making welds; in fact, giving

practical instruction in everything
pertaining to traction engineering.
It is not an uncommon experience
that on inspection the boiler tubes work.

smoke and wasting the coal.

for most belts, but not 'or n GANDY. our
RED STITCHED COTTON DUCK BELT
ING is es ecially adapted to out of door
service.
un or rain have no effect upon its
efficiency or durability, because it is abso
lutely waterproof, and yet cannot become
hard and dry. It 15 made endless for thrash.
crmen; and their appreciation is shown by our
large sales to them. Our free booklet--- ‘Ex
pcrlenceslwith Candy” tell; more. Send for it.

This course may be completed in‘
are found to be covered with scale on
one side and soot on the other. One three months at the nominal cost of
plant with nearly 4,000 h. p. had soot about $50.00 or $60.00.
required more than ten minutes to hanging from the surfaces of the
We would advise all interested in

join the two ends with wire for a tubes, and on inquiry it developed
temporary repair. In another plant that these tubes had not been cleaned
for a period of four ‘months, no clean
‘Abstract from a bulletin issued by ing having been done since the new
the Unitel States Geological Survey. master mechanic had taken charge.

asq-nmm.

IJAWHIPMJII

mu." on e eurpu 60.. manna-“nu. In

boiler room expert. and many of them of the engineer and ﬁreman. I have short course in traction engineering.
have chemists who make frequent found that men who use that means
We are pleased to refer such read
tests and investigations to determine had to be watched so continually and ers to page 57 where they will ﬁnd
the conditions favorable to the best reprimanded so much that I got out a small advertisement of the Traction
economy. The saving of only a small of patience with that sort of preven Engineering Course offered at the
percentage of the coal consumed will tion.”
Highland Park College of Engineer
make a handsome return for the cost
Diﬂicultics are also encountered ing, Des Moines, Iowa.
of the experimental work. There are with stokers.
One of the greatest
A representative of The Thresher
now in a few of our larger cities troubles is the tendency of the ﬁre
men 's Review visited this school re
competent engineers who are making

man to poke the ﬁres unnecessarily
instead of using or adjusting the at
tachments provided for feeding and
handling the coal. In many plants
where it is possible they will shovel
green coal into the stokers", instead
of feeding it through the hopper, and
take a bar and stir up the fresh coal

J-T

as for their ability to do hard work.

and they get

anal-My."

“Superior in may we ever “e432.

We receive a great many letters
all large power plants to employ a pends so much upon the individuality from our subscribers relative to a

with

null."
Hw"eel1:1’: -mi.o~hn.t-..

In

the coal bills by five to twenty per
cent., depending on the coal and the shovelfuls of cool the ﬂow of air was
so seriously retarded that the draft
methods formerly in use.
increased
to 0.62-inch.
Great vol
It is a generally conceded fact that
intelligent men trained in boiler room umes of smoke were given oﬁ, indi
practice could save 10 per cent. of eating this lack of air.
the fuel used in 50 per cent. of the
Prof. Benjamin, speaking of steam
plants of the United States, and that and air jets, expresses himself as fol
in another 25 per cent. of the plants lows: “It is a very eifective meth
such men could save ﬁve per cent. of od of smoke prevention, and is used
the fuel. It is the practice of nearly very largely in Cleveland; but it de

a specialty of supervising boiler
plants for a number of firms.
A few examples of carelessness and
indifference on the part of ﬁremen
will in a measure explain why many
persons are skeptical regarding the
value of mechanical stokers and oth
er smoke preventing devices.
At a plant which had a smoke pre
venting device, but which was smok
ing, the ﬁreman said a connecting
chain had been broken for several
days and he “didn't have time to
bother with it.” It would not have

FOR lTlll-F IN IO 04'.‘

W
‘I

(Gandy Belt Dressing adds the ﬁnal

traction engineering to write to High
land Park College, Des Moines, Iowa,
for a‘ catalogue giving full and com
plete information relative to this,
course.

‘

degree oi excellence to Gandy Belts. )

fTHE GANDY BELTING co.
A

IMOEMD.

Please mention The Review.
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m Hart Force sight Feed l
Good Roads Progress.

;
Mechanical 0" Pump
MODEL B.

How Does This Look (0 You?
Talking

about

his

MODEL B.

lis about twenty feet wide, and the bot-}

aspirations, ;tom rolled down as solid as it could
he made.

Then the excavated earth‘

“Good Roads” Earle recently said:

was thrown in by degrees, drenched

“There are going to be no cam
paign managers with me.

with water and rolled thoroughly, andl

There are

so on till the excavated earth was put
‘Earle Volunteers,’ and I am the
back. This rolling process is so rigid?
manager myself. The volunteers are
that the earth thrown out will not
numbered
consecutively
and
are
known by their numbers. They work
for me because they want to see a
housecleaning in the state oﬂ‘ices and
not because I am paying them any
thing. Like me, they are sick of see

nearly ﬁll the excavation, and to com-.
plete the ﬁlling up ample ditches are.
cut at the sides'of the road. the earth
‘thrown into the excavation and thor-l
oughly compacted with the roller.
The excavation is ﬁlled up to the: {

ing politicians placed in

ollice

be height desired for the roadway, and‘ \

cause of the good they have done for
thus the road consists of a body of?
the men who can give them appoint

ments.

earth nearly or quite two feet thick
They want men placed in of compacted as ﬁrmly as it is possiblci
SINGLE FEED.

ﬁce who will work for the interests of
for a roller to compact it.
Michigan and not for the interests of
Now, the theory is that if this road
the gang.
is thoroughly drained, so that it can
“Michigan has been a cow half a not be undermined by water, and is

mile long with teats all along under

DOUBLE FEED.

“The most reliable and satisfactory method of lubricating.
“Specially designed for traction engines.
“Gives positive and uniform feed at all times.

dressed down on the ‘top with a drag

neath, on her sides, on her back and whenever it is wet from rain it will

“Feed can be easily, ﬁnely and accurately adjusted.

all over her, and every politician has shed the water on the top and be a
asked to be given one of these teats permanently solid and smooth road
to milk. That is the kind of politician and one that can be constructed at

“Large sight feed glass,easily seen and will not cloud up.
“Indicator glass to show quantity of oil in pump.
“Provided with heating coil for use in cold weather.
“Will handle heavy or light oil.
“Construction is compact, strong and durable.

I have no use for and won’t have 'em moderate cost.
'
around the capitol when I am gover
nor. I will set the example for work,
and I expect every man to work just Convicts Should Make Good
Roads.
as hard as I do to make Michigan
the greatest state and the best govern By IRA M. COBE, President of Chicago Aulomo
bile Club.
ed state in the union.

l

Touring about

Chicago

;

“Furnished in either single or double feed style.
“Fully guaranteed. “Write for catalog and prices.
IANUFNCTUREIIJY ;

diﬁers in

“What are my chances‘! Why, I’ve
one respect from that near any other
got them scooped. I am as good as
‘large city in the country. The auto
elected now. Before long you’ll see:
mobilist desiring to go out for a Sun.
the great politicians of the state com
day, an afternoon or an evening run,
ing out for Earle. Every one of them

SHERWUUI] MANUFABTUNINB 00 I,
1

BUFFALO.
NEW YORK

Please mention The Review.

is absolutely at a loss for any satis
will want to be on the Winning side
factory point of destination. Through
and they ’ll all see that the people de
the spring, summer and autumn
mand a house cleaning and that I am
months the most pleasurable use to
the man who will give it to them. But
which the motor car can be put is to

they needn’t join my ranks because
take a spin of thirty or forty miles,
they expect me to do something for
put up for a few hours, or possibly‘
them. I’ll appoint men regardless of‘;over night, at some hotel or tavern inl
politics, but because of their etﬁciency. ‘‘a. shady and picturesque spot, discuss
It’s the men who will do the work a. good meal or two, and then return ,'
who will get the jobs and the best home.
i
men will get the best jobs.
With the exception of one hotel oni
“There won’t be any land commis the north shore, there is no resort an
sioner’s otﬁce with a great force of swering these needs within the limits‘
clerks to bleed the state when I am lOf the reasonable possibilities of a
through. I'll turn the lands all back day ’s trip. Out of New York, within
to the counties. There won’t be a an hour or two hours’ run, there are
great force of clerks in the auditor’s dozens of pleasant places suitable for
oﬁice, but just enough competent men an outing. This is also true of Boato handle the business. It’s house ton, Philadelphia and other large
cleaning the people want and the state: cities. Why is it that Chicago, sit?

needs and it’s a house cleaning the vnated on the shores of a great lake,‘
people and the state will get when and only a short distance from much‘

Earle is governor, and that will be picturesque scenery, bordering on
this term, for I’ve got them scooped several rivers, is wholly without such
and they know it.”

DIRECT l0 USER
SAVING Yllll
AGENTS PRUFIT
AND EXPENSES
Extra 650 Cylinder .Oil, barrel lots
Red Engine Oil in barrel lots
.
2 in. Lap-welded Steel Boiler Tubes

2 in. Roller Tube Expanders
2 in. Prosser Spring Tube Expanders
Grate Bars, all styles
Boiler Compound, in 2 5 pound pails .

accommodations for the automobil

ists?

‘

. The answer can be found in the

Roadmaking Tests.
wretched roads leading out of the city.
At Bement, Platt County, Missouri, The sharp contrast between road con
a roadmaking experiment is in prog~ ditions here and in the East must be
ress which will be watched with much personally observed to be understood

interest, says the Carrollton, Missouri, and appreciated. An afternoon ’s trip:
Gazette. It is conducted under the from New York to Sheepshead Bay,’
direction of the state highway com for example, a shore dinner there, and}
mission and is intended to demon a return‘ to the city by 10 o’clock in‘
strate the advantage of the highly the evening is as easy as it is pleasant. i
Imagine a shore trip to Elgin or Au-i
compacted earth as an element in the

permanency of the roads.

rora in the same time. Fancy the re

A stretch of road a half mile or
more in length was excavated to a
depth of twenty inches to two feet
and the earth was thrown out at the
side. Then an enormous steam rol

turn at night through the tire-deep
dust for a stretch, then over gravel
roads, covered for the most part with;

broken stone left to be crushed byi
passing
vehicles,
then
through
ler was put into this excavation, which stretches where the car threatens to

Send for our 1908 catalogue quoting net prices on Endless Drive Belts l
and other supplies.

,

Detroit Engineer Supply 00.5
Detroit, Michigan
Vil’lense rncntloniThe’ Review

\
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jump into the ditch at every moment.‘ movement in a small way, and to make
If rain comes up unexpectedly! NOE the cost, at ﬁrst, as little as possible.
description of this horror at night‘ This can be done in two ways: First,
over our country roads is necessary. by state aid, which will be difficult to
Every Chicago automobilist knows the obtain, for the reasons stated above
story by heart. He has plowed as applying to the situation as it ex
through the quagmire only too often. isted in Massachusetts;
second, by
All of the foregoing leads up to the the use of convict labor on the roads.
hackneyed subject of good roads. Un
There is every reason for advocat
til we get the roads we shall not get ing the use of convict labor. This la
the pleasure resorts, because the labor bor used on road building is not in
and risk of getting to them is too competition. with labor unions, and, in‘
great. But how shall we get what we addition thereto, it is cheap. The out
want in this connection? What prac door life is of beneﬁt to the convict.‘
tical way can be found to produce re and physical activity is likely to ben
sults?

Unfortunately roads cannot eﬁt his moral tone.
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Think of the Convenience
of an outfit like this!

It will deliver the Grain to wagon

box or bags at a distance from the separator which is
free from all dirt and dust, and also allow of the free
passage of teams between baggcr and separator. It is the

I have not at-§

be constructed with conversation and tempted to work out the details of the
statistics. If they could be the state hire of this class of labor for roadsi
would long since have been paved making purposes, but, generally speak
with macadam from Chicago to Cairo. ing, I would advocate making the
Every person who rides prefers a charge only high enough to cover the
good road to a poor one. The diffi cost of the laborer’s keep. It would
cult question is as to who shall stand be possible to obtain the road matc~
the initial cost. It, apparently, makes rial at a very low price, and the rail»
little diﬁerence how many ﬁgures are roads, I am told, will make freightv
presented to the farmer, showing in rates extremely low.
terest on the' cost of good roads on

‘

By taking advantage of every possi
one side of the balance sheet, and, on
bility in the way of reduction of cost:
the other side, the great saving to

and by building in ditferent sections
him in the reduction of the number about 100 miles of road, the advant
of horses necessary for his work, their
ages of good highways will become so
feed, and the other items in connec
apparent that other and diﬂ’crent
tion with their keep. To the average.

means of ﬁnancing further construc
man, unacquainted with business af
tion will receive the support of the
fairs, 25 cents a day for'a year looks
people throughout the state.
a great deal smaller than $25 in one

lump for the same period.
The

experience

in

Massachusetts

Hartley conveyor-Bagger
A 20th century attachment to the 20th Century Weigher

———Tlie Hartley. It is the Weigh-Every-Kernel kind
and is guaranteed. If you demand Clean, Accurate

Good Roads.

with good road laws is "ery illumi

United States Department of Agricul
nating. At the time that the statute
ture, Oﬁice of Public Roads.
was put in operation there was a tre_
No. 1. Series A.
mendous outcry from the cities which
We may recognize the value of

Weight—Absolute certainty that you are registering all

were taxed to pay their pro-rate. share hard and durable roads in all parts of
of the good roads fund, upon the the the country, but still the fact remains
ory that the good roads were for the that for a long time to come a major
country districts, who should pay the ity of the roads will be composed of
cost thereof.
As great an outcry earth. Furthermore, in about nine

C. J. HARTLEY COMPANY, Decatur, Ill.

the grain threshed-thcn The Hartley is your machine.
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Please mention The Review.

came from the country districts, which months out of the year. the earth
protested that they preferred to take road, if properly cared for, is reason
care of their own road situation, and ably satisfactory.

For many agricul

did not care to pay into the fund to tural districts it is the only road at
be raised "nder the statute for the present available. Hence, these com
purpose.
munities should set themselves seri
Notwithstanding the objections, the ously to work to learn the best meth

fund was collected, The general theo
ry of the statute was that the state
should pay part of the cost of the
new roads and the county a part, and
that the county was, thereafter. to
maintain the reconstructed highways.
It was freely predicted that none of

ods of maintaining earth roads and of
getting the maximum service from
them. Prosperity comes to the coun
try to a great extent through the pros

pcrity of the farmers.

This fact

strongly suggests the importance of

giving the earth road every possible
in its location,
the law. As the situation worked out, drainage. construction and maintain
a few counties in the state decided to ance.
the counties would take advantage of care and attention

take advantage of the act and con
An earth road composed of water
struct short stretches of macadam holding soil should be exposed to the

highway; and, shortly thereafter, the sun and air as freely as possible, as
advantages of the good roads became comparison between the shaded and
so apparent that the demands of the sunny portions of such a road will
rural communities upon the fund were easily indicate. This should be ac
such as to exhaust it completely, and complished by clearing a sufﬁcient
other and further funds have been amount

of trees and

SIMPLE and DURABLE
Write for Catalogue Showing

undergrowth

since provided. As a result, it is pos away from the road. It must be re
sible to cross from the eastern to the membered, however, that sandy and
western limits of the state, a distance gravclly roads require moisture, and
of between 200 and 300 miles. practi in these cases some shade should be
cally on the state highway, and all retained. Furthermore, trees are ben
through the commonwealth these high eﬁcial along river banks and on steep
ways are being constructed.
grades subject to washing.
There is reason to suppose that the
Drainage is one of the most import
situation in Illinois will diﬁer in no ant points to consider in connection
material respect from that in Massa with an earth road. The majority of
chusetts.
A good road in Illinois earth roads in all mountainous and
serves precisely the same purpose as hilly districts have too much drainage.
a similar highway in Massachusetts, Occasionally a road will be found with
and once the system is introduced the ﬁve ditches, three in the middle made
demands for a good road will exceed by the horses hoofs, and by wheels
the funds available for the purpose. of the vehicles and two on the side.
Therefore. as a practical measure. All well constructed earth roads are
something should be done to start the supposed " have no more than two

PIGKERINH
GOVERNORS
Za‘ePiCKERIN mm
Conmmr.
PORTLAND, CONNECTICUT. U.$.A.
Pit-W.
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THIS FEEDER
Will Increase the Measure

of Your Success in the
Threshing Business
There are a great many ways to go at it to decide what feeder will do your work, but the only safe way is
to select a machine that is—

Strongly backed by a responsible concern—— that is absolutely guaranteed by an agreement that
protects the buyer—that has made a record of perfectly satisfactory results in actual use-that
performs the required work with the least mechanical complications, and these essential require
ments are only answered by

THE GARDEN env snr FEEDER
We positively guarantee to do your feeding in the best possible manner or the whole cost of the trial is at
our expense.

You take no
chances in
accepting our
proposition. WRITE NOW!

. READ IT

We guarantee the Garden City
Self Feeder not to slug the cylin
der regardless of conditions of grain; allow no bundles to go into the
cylinder crossways regardless of how the bundles are pitched into the
carrier; to break no concaves or spikes, and to feed the separator to its
full capacity. If feeder will not bear out the above claims after a trial of
ﬁve days, the money or notes given for said feeder will be immediately
returned to the purchaser.

WE’RE PREPARED TO TAKE CARE
OF YOU.

‘PELLA sTA eKER ooMPANv, Pella, Iowa
Pella Stacker Co., Room 5, Bd. of Trade Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
l’ella Stacker Co., 330 N. First St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Pella Stacker Co., 230-232 N. Phillips Ave, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Sherwood Sr Shields, \Vichita, Kansas.

Garden City Feeder Co., Spokane, Wash.
C. E. Rogers, Harper, Kan.
l’clla Stacker Co., 40 E. Swan St., Columbus, Ohio.
H. C. Miller, Cherokee, Ia.
Matt Sproul, Sparta, Ill.
Bruns Mchy. Co., St. Charles, Mo.
Norfolk F. 81 M. Co., Norfolk, Nebr.
Please mention The Review.

ditches. one on each side of the trav
eled roadway.

holes will usually be satisfactory, and
Keep the water out of if sand enough he added, this clay will

the middle of the road by giving it a
crown or elevation in the center of

TV; inches above the top of the inner
slope of the ditch for a 20-foot road,

and where the hills are a little steep

The persistent and powerful ene
mies of earth roads are water and
cease to make mud. If the roadbed narrow tires, and the constant eﬁort
is composed of sand it can be im of the men in charge of the roads
proved by an application of clay.
should be to guard against their de
The rule for a serviceable earth structive efforts and remedy all dam
road, then, is as follows:
Make age as quickly as possible. The sim
ditches on each side and keep them ple implements which have been found

make the crown 10 inches. \Vith a
crown of about one inch to the foot open, haul sand and gravel upon sec

from the center to the sides, the
ditches which are often built across
the road on steep grades to deﬂect the
water will not be needed. Instead of
carrying water across the road in open
ditches, tile or concrete drain should.

tions needing this treatment; use a
road machine and a split log drug ju
diciously; follow the “stitch in

time” rule and give an earth road
the same careful attention you would
give your prize acre, factory or store,

if possible, be provided. They should and it will pay as large a proﬁt in
have suﬁicient capacity and fall to proportion to your individual outlay.
carry the maximum amount of water —Paris, Ky. Kentuckian Citizen.
that is expected to ﬂow throueh them
at any one time. The capacity in

creased in proportion to the fall or ' Some Hints on Road Building.
grade; for instanccflQ-inéh pipe laid
While American road builders are
on a one per cent. grade will carry
as capable of constructing good roads
1,800 gallons per minute, while the
same pipe laid on a two per' cent. as those of any country of the old
grade will carry 2.500 gallons per min
ute. Furthermore, a culvert laid flat
will soon ﬁll up, while one having a
good incline will keep itself clear.
In the maintainance of an earth

world, they have not been as loyally

supported as'thc men of those coun
tries in. maintaining the highways af~
ter completion,

and

the

deplorable

state of many hundred thousand miles

road. avoid the mistake of changing of road is thus accounted for.

the natural order of things. Natural
ly the soil is found on top and the
clay on the bottom. If this order of
things is reversed in constructing a
road. the result will be less satisfac
tory than if the soil be left at the top

(‘onnty

and township officials may at the out

lowed by a scraper or grader.

To

make wide, deep ditches nothing bet
ter than the ordinary drag scraper has
yet been devised. For hauls under

100 feet, or in making “ﬁlls” it is
especially serviceable. It is a mis
take, however, to attempt to handle

long haul material with this scraper,

to be of greatest'assistance in this as the wheel scraper is better adapted
work are the plow, the drag scraper, to such work. For hauls of more than
the wheel scraper, the road grader $00 feet a wagon should be used.

and the split log drag.
The machine most generally used in
With a sandy soil and a subsoil of road work is the grader or road ma
clay, or clay and gravel, deep plowing chine. This machine is especially use
so as to raise and mix the clay with ful in smoothing and crowning the
the surface soil and sand will prove road and in. opening ditches. A clay
beneﬁcial. The combination forms a subsoil under a thin coating of soil
sand-clay road at a triﬂing expense. should not be disturbed with a grader.
On the other hand, if the road be en

It is also a mistake to use a grader

tirely of sand a mistake will be made indiscriminately and to pull material
if it is plowed unless clay can be from ditches upon a sand-clay road.
added. Such plowing would merely
deepen the sand and at the same time

Not infrequently turf, soil and silt
from ditch bottoms are piled in the

break up the small amount of hard middle of the road in a ridge, making
material which may have mudholes a certainty. It is import
formed. If the subsoil is clay and ant in using a grader to avoid build-.
the surface scant in sand or gravel, ing up the road too much at one time.
plowing should not be resorted to, as A road gradually built up by frequent
it would result in a clay surface rath use of the grader will last better than
er than one of sand or gravel. A road if completed at one operation. The

surface

foreman must know not only what to

foreman frequently thinks his road

plow and what not to plow, but how must be high in the ﬁrst instance. He
road built, but they strenuously object and when to plow. If the road is of piles up material from ten inches to :1
when asked to rebuild the road that the kind which according to the above foot in depth only to learn, with the

set stand the expense of having a

has been allowed to go to ruin.
It is important that farmers learn

instructions should be plowed over its

whole width, the best method is to run
of the road, for soil makes a better of the beneﬁts to be derived from good the ﬁrst furrow in the middle of the
surface to a road than clay. If the earth roads; that county boards be road and work out to the sides, thus
road bed is largely clay to start with, impressed with the need of proper forming a crown. Results from such
it will be well to place sandy soil or maintenance of the same, and that plowing are greatest in the spring or

clean sand on top. A covering of six road builders and overseers learn how
to ten inches of sand upon clay that best to care for the roads in their
persists in breaking- up into deep mud , charge.

early summer.

.l arrival

of the ﬁrst rain, that he has
furnished the material for as many

inches of mud.

All material should

be brought up in thin layers, each lay

er well puddled and ﬁrmly packed by
roller or traﬂic before the next is
added.

A

common mistake is

to

In ditches a plow can be used to crown too high with the road machine
great advantage, but should .be fol

on a narrow road.

M ay, 1908.
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Supplies That Satisfy
We can show you hundreds of unsolic
ited letters like this.
These are better arguments than any
thing we can say in regard to the

quality of our Thresher and Machine
Supplies.

We Carry Large Stocks
and Make Prompt Shipments
It will pay every Thresherman to get
our 1908 Supply Catalogue, which will
be sent free on request.

REMEMBER
We don’t handle the cheapest, but can

save you money on the best.

M. M. Baker & Company
Harrison and Water Streets

Peoria

-

Illinois

Please mention The Review.

The split log drag should be used to
ﬁll in ruts and smooth the road when
not too badly washed.' The drag pos
sesses great merit and is so simple in
construction and operation that ev
ery farmer should have one. A spe
cial article will be published later tell
ing how to make use of the drag-Ot

lem we approached simultaneously.

Director Page of the Office of Pub
lic Roads of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture. who has received,
through the French ambassador, M.
Jusserand, an invitation to attend the
congress, was asked recently if the

experiment stations. Yet how much about the same acreage. It is such
agriculture as a whole, and the imple facts as these and the winning of
ment business incidentally, owes to stock prizes by the Iowa Agricultural

these institutions is a matter not of College, and the winning of corn
ten considered.
A prophet is not prizes by men who have been taught
without honor except in. his own coun to raise good corn by the university
try and one must give some time to extension courses of the agricultural

life of the highways was so seriously Eastern papers to get a proper per colleges which is making these insti
menaced as to justify a condemnation spective of what is going on in the tutions so popular.”
of the motor car and to warrant an ‘Nest. Recently a good many of the
And also, we may add, will make
international congress to discuss it.
Eastern papers and magazines have the proposed Omaha Corn Exposi
To Discuss Road Problems.
“Nobody who has made a study of written articles dealing with the ad tion the most valuable, interesting
For the purpose of bringing togeth the hard surface roads of this or any
vantages which have resulted from and instructive exhibition ever held.
er the leading road engineers of the other country would attempt to deny
the Western agricultural colleges and
world and securing their opinions of that the motor car is constantly short
have given. good examples of what the
The threshermen of Morgan Coun
the best methods to be used to build ening the life of such thoroughfares,”
results have been.
ty, Illinois, held a well attended
roads that will withstand the new ele said the director, “but that is no rea
“As an instance of what some of meeting at Jacksonville, April 11.
ment of automobile travel. and for son for the condemnation of the auto
preserving existing highways. an in-4 mobile. The arrival of this machine these statements tell the result of Geo. Caldwell, of Jacksonville, was
corn culture in Wisconsin is notable. appointed president pro tem, and
ternational congress has been called to
has created a new and unlooked for
meet in Paris, France, on October 11. condition. That means that the new Until very recently no one ever sus Sam Jones, of Murrayville, tempora
The congress will be under the patron condition must be studied and the pected Wisconsin of being within, the ry secretary. F. W. Baker, of The
age of the president of the French re ‘problems which have arisen must be corn belt; she was credited with lum Threshermen’s Review, was introduc
public.
and
civilized
countries solved. _It does not mean that be ber and dairy interests to an incon ed to the meeting and addressed
ceivable extent, but as a producer of them on the beneﬁts of organization;
throughout the world have been in

tumwa, Iowa, Courier.

cause the roads suffer through the ar
corn she was regarded as a negligible after which Jas. Winter. representa
~ rival of the'motor car the motor car
A comprehensive program has been shall pass in the interest of road pres factor. Yet so much has been done tive of The American Thresherman,
toward acclimizing corn which will gave one of his old time talks. After
drawn up, so that every phase of the
vited to send delegates.

ervation.

I regard the automobile as

mature in that latitude and so great some pro and con discussion it was
has been the increase in the annual resolved to organize; after which the
of civilization. and it has come to
yield that production during the past following otlicers were elected, obli
stay. It has created conditions de
few years has been very considerable. gated and installed:
manding the best thought of the high
As indicating what has been done in
Geo. G. Caldwell, 509 E. North
way engineers of the world. I see in
this direction it is interesting to Street. Jacksonville, president; J'no.
the solution nothing short of ideal
know that in 1902 the yield was only B. Jordan, Jacksonville, R. F. D. 7,
of various forms of locomotion on the dustless roads.”
23.20 bushels to the acre, ‘the next vice president; J. A. Waters, 1208
roads. while after this the question
year the ﬁgures were 29.3, in 1904 Park Place, Jacksonville, secretary
will be discussed as to the eﬁects of
various kinds of roads on vehicles. Value of Agricultural Experi this increased by .4 of a bushel, and and treasurer: John Sullivan, Pis
ments.
in 1905 jumped to 37.6 bushels. An gah, marshall;
This point is novel in connection with
Clarence Preston,
“It is almost like carrying coals to other great increase was shown in Jacksonville, inner guard.
any discussion on the roads question.
The president appointed Mr. Wal
but it will tend to bring automobile Newcastle." says an exchange. “to 1906, when the yield averaged 41.5
engineering in contact with road en say anything in a Western newspaper bushels to the acre, and the total pro ters a committee of one to procure a
gineers, and a better understanding about the advantages accruing to the duction of corn for that year was place for next meeting at Jackson
may he arrived at on the main points pursuit of agriculture from the main 20,000,000 bushels of shelled corn over ville April 25. to which time the
at issue when both sides of the prob tenance of agricultural colleges and and above the crop of 1901, and on meeting was adjourned.
road question will be covered. The
dust problem will come in for a great
deal of attention, and it is hoped that
the work may be considerably ad
vanced by the efforts of the congress.
Another section deals with the effect

an important factor in the upbuilding

.\la_\'. i008.
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How to Set the Slide Valve*.

the same for both ends of the strokc'

The ﬁrst thing to do in setting the
“D,” or ordinary slide valve, is to
ﬁnd the position of dead center for
both ends of the stroke of the en
gine. To do this, turn the engine by
hand until the crank is near the out

is to make a wedge of a piece of wood
and blacken it by placing it over a
candle ﬂame. Put this wedge in the
port when the engine is on center and

The Only Double Mill .
manufactured WITHOUT END FRICTION

and having SELF-SHARPENING BURRS.
RESULT, less power, greater capacity and finer
grinding.
Our catalog fully describes our
line. Send for it.

the black will come otf the wedge
where it comes in contact with the

CROWN POINT MFG. CO».
122 East Road
Crown Poll“, Ind.

end of its stroke (the crank end), but port and valve.

not quite to it.

Try the other end to'
see
if
the
wedge
goes down to ill!‘
Now, place a mark

l‘l"il.<~' nu-nliou The Review.

also one on the same mark.

on the crosshead;

guide directly opposite it.
Then,
with a center punch, make a mark Engineering Feats of the Ancients.
on the rim of the ﬂywheel in such a
There is not an engineer in the
position that another center punch world who will not admit that- the

801A with or with
out elevator.

mark can be made on the frame of marvelous accomplishments of the an
the engine directly opposite the mark cient egyptians in building the pyra

for crulhinar and

on the rim. This last mark must be mids is unparalleled by any modern
on some part of the engine frame, or engineering achievements.

g'rindinR‘

base, so it will not move with the

and

The pyramids of Gizeh, erected
more than ﬁve thousand years ago,
mark cannot be made satisfactorily
stand as the monuments of a departed

moving parts of the engine.

If a

on the frame because the frame is
too far from the rim of the ﬂywheel,
fasten a stick so it will stand near the
rim of the ﬂywheel upon which to
make the second center punch mark.

race.

Bar-corn.

Kaﬂlr-in-tho-hoad.
all

kind!

of

grain.
Built

in

seven

lizeeAx-om 2 to 25

These vast silent hulks of ma

sonry are objects of wonder and envy

h.p.

to the modern engineer.

ly adapted for use

The)‘ are

and

perfect in masonry, and some of them

with

contain blocks of stone weighing from

urinal.

olpccill

thresher

Ol

The ﬁrst arrangement is much bet

ter because the mark is there for all three to ﬁve hundred tons. The most
time and can be used for any number remarkable thing about the construc
of settings of the valve, while with tion of these pyramids is that the
the stick these marks can be of use stone of which they are built must

B. N. P. Bowshar
Company,
SOUIH BEND,

INDIANA.

have been brought hundreds of miles
only once.
across deserts and over mountains.
Again, turn the ﬂywheel by hand
Even with all the appliances of this
until the crank is past the dead cen

age. it would have been a well-nigh
ter and the mark on the crosshead is
impossible feat to transport this ma
again exactly even with the mark on
terial over the same routes the
the guide; then make another center
punch mark on the rim of the ﬂy Egyptians brought it with no ap
pliances whatever.
wheel

opposite

the mark

on

There seems every

the

Thus reason to believe that these ancient
we have two center punch marks on children of the Nile carried the im
the rim of the ﬂywheel. Now, di mense blocks of granite by hand or
vide the distance between these two horse-power.
frame, or stick, if it is used.

marks

accurately,

and

mark

this

on the genuine

popular gloves.

Hansen’s Working
GlOVES. “Built Like a Hand”

this pyramid
of the was
bulls.entered,
Some and
years
an ago
at- 1
its stroke. Repeat the operation for bodies
the other end of the stroke, thus
tempt to move the sarcophagi was
ﬁnding dead center for that end.
When ﬁnding the diﬂ’erent points made. It took a host of men with _

END 16c in
stamps for

ADE in all
weights and
leathers, lined and
unlined, in glove,
mitten and gaunt

modern appliances three weeks to if
move one of these granite cot’ﬁns one ;

a rich leather
Watch Fob with
medallion in Oxi

dized Silver ﬁnish,
with your initial
handsomely en

let styles, with

hundred and ﬁfty feet.

'

theThere
temple
areofsome
Baalbec.
monstrous
Syria;stones
and the,
in '

there usually are, the ﬂywheel will Peruvians had a method of trans-1
not be in its true position. For in porting immense stones which nowa- .
stance, suppose the engine is running
over, then before marking the cross
head and guide, turn the engine al
most to its dead center, then turn it
back a short distance so the slack in

SK TO SEE
HANSEN ‘S
NESNAH SEAL
gloves in the style
speciallydesigned
for your needs. It
is one of ourmost

In one place in Egypt there is an

point also with the center punch; immense pyramid in which are buried
then again, turn the ﬂywheel until the sacred bulls of the Egyptians.
this last center punch mark is oppo This ponderous tomb is divided into
site the one on the frame and the en separate alcoves, in which are solid ‘
gine is on dead center at that end of granite sarcophagi containing the

on the ﬂywheel, always turn the en
gine in the opposite direction to the
force of steam if it were acting on
the piston, for if this is not done,
and there are any loose bearings, and

NSIST on hav
ing your dealer
show you the
Diamond H trade
mark, in red——it
is your guarantee
and appears only

days would, if known, mean a fortune
to engineers.
Among the feats performed by the‘-_
Egyptians was that of erecting obe-H"
lisks weighing four hundred tons and ‘

the hearings ‘will be taken up in the over.

The Romans were also eminent

same direction it would be if the
engineers.

Near the temple of Baal- '

steam were acting on the piston. Do bec there lies a stone ready quarried}
the same thing in ﬁnding all points. teen
which feet
is seventy
square. feet
It long
weighs
and eleven
four-7
Having found both dead centers,

_

place the engine on one, then bring
hundred and thirty-ﬁve tons.

and without riv
cts. Thoroughly
braced at every
point ofstrain and
wear, yet free
from welts, scams
or extra thick
nesscs in any part
of palm or grip.
Smooth as velvet
inside. These
gloves wear like
iron, yet are al
ways soft. They
never dry hard
and stiff no matter
how often they
are water soaked.

ameled in blue.
Be sure to state

initial wanted.
Send for one of
our handsome art

catalogs in colors,
free memoran
dum book, and
howtoget

a PAIR

O. C. Hansen

Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE
364 East Water St.

the valve into position by slipping
the eccentric around the shaft 50 the
Big Machines.
port is open by the amount of lead
There are some pretty big wood
that is desired. Fasten the eccen
tric. turn the engine to the other working machines. says the Wood ,
dead center, and see if the lead is the worker, but they hardly compare in‘

same for both ends; if not, then di size with some of the big iron work
vide the difference by changing the ingr machines. For instance. a Pitts
eccentric and try again until the lead burg iron and steel making plant has
is the same for both ends.

a gigantic planer which handles great

It may be necessary to lengthen or slabs or beams of steel with less fuss‘
shorten the eccentric rod before the than an average carpenter makes in
planing a six-inch board. The total
valve is in the position desired.
is 845.000 lbs; the table isi
A good way to tell if the lead is weight
60 feet long with a stroke of 30 feet‘.l
‘By F. N. Langridge. Assistant. De height, 35 feet; between uprights, 14
partment of Mechanical Engineering, feet; driven by ﬁve electric motorsl
State Agricultural College, Fort Col aggregating 207 h. p.—suﬂicient pow
. i.~--.>\\‘I

lins. Colorado.

er to run a large factory.

i

-

Please mention The Review.
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At the Head oi the Procession
"O, the drums do beat, the band does play,
As far down the street we march, march away. ”
MR. BIGG from BIGGVILLE drifts in just in time to carry the banner and lead the parade
with a “Baker”-—The Little Engine with the Big Pull.

He has learned many things during the past few months, and now wishes to
state emphatically that Twentieth Century popularity rests upon solid merit.
The ONLY Engine in the world equipped with Patent Center Hung Reverse Valve

Gear, opening full port on three-eighths inch piston travel; the ONLY
Engine ﬁtted with LIVE STEAM Jacket around Cylinder, preventing condensa
tion; the ONLY Engine having Counter-Balanced Friction Clutch Shoes-these

and many other superior features uniting to yield the Largest Possible
amount of available, usable Power from the least expense for Fuel, Water,

Attendance and Repairs, making the “Baker” Twentieth Century beyond all
question The Strongest, Best and Cheapest Traction Engine on Earth.

THE A. D. BAKER COMPANY, SWANTON, OHIO
when You Buy a “Baker" Engine, you pay your Good
Money for POWER, not for mere paper rating.

That New Catalogue is Ready.
Want one? Yours for the Say so.
Please mention The Review.

I

'have been practically exterminated.
Guthrie, The area of wheat in Oklahoma this

Oklahoma Wheat Safe.

A press dispatch from
Okla, dated March 17, says:
Oklahoma wheat and oats are safe
from damage by the green bug this
season. This is the opinion of J. F.
Nicholson, botanist and entomologist
l
‘ at the United States Agricultural Ex
periment Station at Stillwater, after
a visit to the wheat belt of the old
Oklahoma portion of the state.
Prof. ‘Nicholson says that he found
a limited number of spring grain
aphidcs, but only a few specimens of
the genuine green bug.

year is 1,378,000 acres, as estimated

by the national Department of Agri

Practicalllas and llil inrine Hand Bonk

culture.

BROOKS

160 Pages illustrated

The Motor’s Wings.
The great car stopped, and the
driver leaned back and cleaned his‘
goggles.

This work gives full. and clear instructions on all points

.

relating to the care. maintenance and repair of Stationary.
Portable, Marine. Automobile Gas and Oil Engines. including
‘ ‘How to start." “How to stop, ’ ' ‘ ‘How to adjust." ‘ ‘How

to. repair.” "How to test an engine,” and has been written
with the intention of furnishing practical information regarding

“We made 80 miles an hour that
trip—made it easy,” he said. “Did
you ever stop to think how wonder

'

gas, gasoline and kerosene engines.
all technical matter‘as tar as possible has been avoided.
The information is given in a clear and practical manner.

fully the speed of motors has de

Per Copy, One Dollar.

veloped?

The para

“In ’94 in a famous Paris-Rouen
sites that destroy the green bug are race, the winning car, a three h. p.,
present _in untold numbers, and fully averaged 13 miles an hour. ‘Won
’60 per cent. of the spring aphides defull’ the world said.
have been parasitized. Farmers need
“In ’95, from Paris to Bordeaux
' not fear damage to their oats from and back, a 655 mile course, it was
.the green bugs, and may proceed thought impossible to beat the ’9-i
without hesitancy in sowing their record, but to his own amazement
crop.
Prof. Nicholson said that the winner did it. His average speed
_'\vl1'eat'was never .in better condition was 14.8 miles. Motor, four h. p.
; at this season of the year in Oklaho
“The Paris-Marseilles race of ’96
' ma. The acreage is smaller than at was another record breaker. Motor,
any other time in the last ﬁve or six six h. p. Average time, 15.5 miles
years.
an hour.
Last year the green bugs destroyed

about halfof the wheat crop and two

.thirds of the oats crop in Oklahoma
and the experience with the pest then
has caused some uneasiness over the

outcome of this year’s crop.

The

Practical Gas and Oil Engine Hand
Book and Gas Power, One Year, Both
for $1.00.

Gas Power Publishing Co., 223 Court Street, St. Joseph, Michigan
Please mention The Review.

Rocker Grates
Put Them in While You Walt
Don't stop your rig and all hands

to clean your ﬁre this fall.
These GRATES will cut your
CINDERS.

"In ’97, in the Nice-Monte Carlo

run, they got up a 17 mile speed.
“In ’98, from Paris to Bordeaux,
the speed was 21 miles.
“In ’99, from Paris to Amster
dam, they averaged 27.28 miles an

You can keep steam within two or
three pounds of the blowing off
point,.gaining two horse power.
Order early, everybody wants our
GRATES this year.

temperature last spring was too cold hour.

for the rapid development of the par
~asites that feed on the green bugs,
and yet not cold enough to prevent
the multipliﬁcation and ravages of
the green bugs. This season, on the
contrary, the parasites got an early
start, owing to the mild weather, and
the present indications are that they

“And so the speed development
has gone on until today your 200 h.
p. machines does a kilo at Ormond
in 19.4 seconds-that is to say, a
mile in 32.2 seconds-114.4 miles an

Throw away your poker, LIFE IS

SHORT.
Our 1908 Catalogue tells the rest.

\
Look at these GRATES

hour.

“Think of it! 13 miles an hour in
’94—114 miles an hour now.”

laying in this tire box inde
pendently of the boiler.
Please mention The Review.

Give length and width of your ﬁre

\ box for prices.

"'

The B. E. TRAVIS 00., Henry, III.

|

May, 1006.
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Recent Machinery Patents.
No. 878,725

No. 850,638, by Jonathan A. Dick
is concerned with aft)” assignor 0f One-fourth each to,
4

novel cleaning apparatus designed
primarily for use in corn shellers, but
which may, of course, be used in
other similar machinery. The claim
is for a novel construction and ar
rangement of the essential elements

William W. and Wallace B. Deni
son, all of Columbus, Indiana, relates

to lubricators for steam and hydro
carbon engines and the like and is

more particularly designed for use‘
where the lubricant is to be forced:
of such an apparatus whereby a short against pressure within the engine. '
No. 880,642 is the invention of‘
path is obtained between the win
nower fan and the exhaust fan, thus James G. Fairbanks, of Marion, Ohio,
obtaining a more direct and stronger and relates to valves for steam en
np-draft through the screens and gines and the like, and has for its!
material just as it falls from the principal object to provide valves of‘
sheller, and likewise economizing in simple construction, whereby the
the size and cost of the machine, direction of ﬂow of steam may be
while increasing its efficiency. Frank readily changed for the purpose of
Hall, Fairbury, Illinois, is the invent reversing the engine.
A further object of the invention
or, assignor to King & Hamilton
is to provide controlling and revers
Company, of Ottawa.
No. 878,874 is an oil burner in

vented by Clark S. Evans, of Oak
land, California, the object being to
provide a simple practical oil burn
er especially designed for use on 10
comotives or other places where there

is a variable draft due either from
starting or stopping the engine, or
from other causes.
No. 878,901 relates to threshing

ing valves so arranged as to permit
the use of ports or passages of short

Automatic Injectors
SURPASS ALL OTHERS 0N FARM ENGINES

HERE ARE A FEW REASONS:
THEY handle water as hot as it ever gets in tank.
THEY never break no matter how rough the road.
THEY have but three wearing parts to keep in order.
THEY have interchangeable parts, engineer makes his own repairs.

length and easy curvature, in order

um

to prevent waste of steam and reduc

tion of pressure.
A still further object of the inven

2(L-96” EJECTOR or SYPHON

tion, is to provide a reversing valve

chest

The Most Economical Liquid Elevator In Use.

and the cylinder, and so constructed
and arranged as not to impede the
mechanism and has for its object to How of steam, the valve being per

ITAWILL LIFT 25 FEET 0R LIFT 1 FOOT AND ELEVATE 1'25 FEET.

provide

a mechanism including

disposed

between

the

steam

a fectly balanced, so that it may be

USED SUCCESSFULLY m
Creameries, Chemical Works, Mines, Tanncries, Brickyards, Gas Works,
Paper Mills. Breweries, Distilleries, etc., etc.

series of easily moved when the direction of
teeth, the series being arranged for movement of the engine is to be re

concave

provided

with

independent adjustment and the con versed.
No. 880,680 by Christopher J. Mat
cave being arranged for bodily ad
justment with respect to the cylinder. thews, of Grand Rapids, Mich., has
It is the idea of John W. Shelbourn, reference to improvements in lubri
cators and is designed to provide a
of Grand Island, Nebraska.
No. 880,562 relates to superheaters means whereby grease may be ap
for steam, and has for its principal plied to a piston or valve rod exterior
object to provide a novel superheater to the steam packing and still be con
which is simple but effective in op fined to the rod so as to thoroughly
eration, and which is especially lubricate the same on its passage
adapted to be used in locomotive through the packing gland at the
boilers, although it may also be used end of the cylinder or valve box.
It is in the nature of an attach
in almost any type of boiler.
ment and includes a means whereby
In accordance with the invention
there is formed within the shell of the grease for lubrication may be
the boiler a superheating chamber fed to the piston or valve rod at any
which is so constructed that both time desired and so long as desired,
the entire device is adaptable to
hot products of combustion and the and
engines already installed, requiringv
'steam to

he superheated

can

Send In! catalog No. 23, showing our lull line at Water Gages, Gage Cocks,
Oil Cups, Grease Cups, Water Healers, Lubricalors. etc., etc.
Every engineer should read the “ENGINEER d: FIRBMAN."
sample copy.

Send name and address for free

Penberthy Injector Company
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF INJECTORS IN THE WORLD

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
»-~
NEW YORK.

IRA ncnas
.
126 Chambers iSt.

'
CANADIAN
FACTORY:

LONDON. ENG..
. W.H.WILLCOX&C0..
23 southwark st" s_ E_

WINDSOR. ONTARIO. CANADA

Pleaso mention The Review.

nu BllLlNll TIME
is money making time for
the owners of the

pass

from one end to the other thereof.
the hot products of combustion op
erating to superheat the steam dur
ing its passage through the super
heating chamber. In applying to a
locomotive boiler this chamber is

Wolverine
Hay

no change whatever in such engines.
and at the same time providingr them
with forced feed lubricators.

Presses

No. 880,693 is a cheap and man
and also a money saving
time for the customers, as
they get more hay in the
bales than by the use of
other bnlern. This in due
to the PATENT TEN
SION. an exclulive WOL
VERINB feature.

ageable burner for oil, designed by

Ernest H. Peabody, of New York
City, and it is intended for use in
placed within, the shell of the boiler
and preferably extend it from the furnaces, under boilers and the like.
No. 880,722 is a Saw mill attach
ﬁrebox to the smoke chamber. With
in the shell are either ﬁnes through ment devised by James H. Coy, of
which products of combustion pass Milford, Missouri, and is a support
from the ﬁrebox to the smoke cham~ ing,r device adapted to engage the bot

her, or steam pipes through which tom of the log or timber on the car
the steam passes. Where ﬂues are riage and steady the same as it is
used for conducting the products of carried past the saw.
combustion through the superheating
No. 880,800 illustrates object of
chamber the arrangement is such Alden J. Laidlaw, of’ Red Wing, Min
that the space within the chamber nesota, to provide a novel. eﬁicient
around the ﬁnes is ﬁlled with steam, and self binding press for baling of
which steam becomes superheated by hay, straw and similar materials in

THE WOLIIHINE HIV PRES‘
has the only successful tying machine attachment
made. It does the _work. Saves TIME, LABOR
and WIRE and does it better than you can by hand.

SEND FOR cl TILOII

YPSIUINTI HAY PRESS CO., Ypsilanti, Mlclllgan

ARE THE RESULT, oi the greatest practical and

the heat radiating from the ﬂues. general, and deliver the bales into
scientiﬁc
Where the steam pipes are

taken wagons if so desired;

Iced mill construction.

through the chamber, it is proposed pecially the object is to make such
to connect the chamber directly with press or machine adapted for baling

Monarch Mills

the ﬁrebox and smoke chamber so hay, straw, shavings, excelsior and
that the hot products of combustion the like materials into small bales
by passing through the chamber su to be used for fuel.
perheat the steam within the steam
No. 880,937 is the invention of

pipes. James McClellon, of Everett. Levi Thortvedt, of Glyndon. Minne
Massachusetts. is the patentee.
sota. and, according to the inventor,
No. 880,636 is the device of Pat it provides a very light yet simple
rick Deevy, of'Melrose, Iowa, and is form of ditching machine adapted to
an adjustable sole plate for plows, be drawn or driven by a steam or
whereby the life thereof may be pro other motor, and to provide the driv
longed and the plow caused to run ing shaft with a hoisting capstan,
evenly and the share caused to run and one or more drag capstans that

at a greater or less depth.

mechanical minds in

but more es

assist in the ﬁlling of the shovels or

have

more improvements

and

are more carefully constructed
OI better materias than any

other line.

DUI’ FREE
Complete and

Illustrated

Catalogue will convince

any man that NO OTHER MILL EQUAIS THE MONARCH.
&

can, .0] 273,

Please mention The Review.
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RUMELY
The Huller With the GREATEST CAPACITY’

The world's stores of clover seed are depleted, the price is high and the acreage great. There will be money
in clover hulling this year. The RUMELY Huller has the largest capacity and is aprofitable investment for the
thresherman. It is built of the best materials, SAVES and CLEANS the seed, which pleases the farmer and insures

a GOOD RUN.

Write to us for information.

M. RUMELY COMPANY,

-

La Porte, Indiana

Please mention The Review.

scrapers to be hoisted, which dragr Oldman, of Buffalo, New York, is the
inventor.

capstans are independent of the hoist
ing capstan.
Another purpose of the invention
is to provide a machine in connec
tion with which any form of scraper
may be employed, and to so con
struct the machine that it can be
used for ditching ground too soft to
be worked over by horses, and so that
a ditch can be dug to any desired

three forces to accomplish separa
tion, namely, centrifugal force, im

m LUBR|ICEI§
O F

A LL

Kl N D S -—

Ask for very low rices and our Free SUPPLY IOOK.
No. 881,217 is an automatic grain pact and pneumatic force. The un Weber
lmplemen Co. 415 N. Main st. St. Louis. No.
Please mention The ‘Review.
weigher, the invention of Geo. M. separated grain is ﬁrst subjected to
Baird, of Oklahoma, Oklahoma.
centrifugal force in suitable fan
No. 881,286 relates to improve cases provided and is then thrown or \
ments in the valve gears for steam expelled against a raddle which sep
engines shown and described in arates the straw from the granular
Can be made proﬁtable if the
United States letters patent to the material.
The granular material ‘
right kind of machinery tensed.
inventor, Abner D. Baker, of Swan passes through the raddle on to an
WI IIAII 'rlll lICI'l' IIID.
ton, Ohio, dated March 3, 1903, num incline baﬂle plate and a pneumatic
lend for catalogue.
bered 721,994, and is designed to fur current passes over the grain while BOOIIR &. BOIOHIR'I' Puss 0o.‘
depth.
:10 West Water 81.. ‘yuan, I. Y.
No. 881,053 is an improved bale nish means of accurate adjustment upon said plate and removes the
Please mention The Review.
tie, the device of a woman, Alice by means of which wear may be com chaff from the same while the grain
Osborne Brigance, of Narasota, Tex pensated for and by means of which descends along the plate and is re
as, and it comprises a band formed uniform lead and uniform port open covered. A series of slats is kept in
integrally with a fastening device to ings at each end of the valve stroke constant movement over the face of
secure the ends of the band together may be obtained when the engine is the raddle in order to keep the same
' free from accumulating material,
after the same has been placed running in either direction.
No. 881,292 is the device-of Arne consequently the face of the raddle is
around a bale.
No. 881,072, by Albert F. Helbling, H. Berg, of Clarkﬁeld, Minnesota, always clean and performs its func
tion properly in separating the grain
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, re and has reference to means for se
lates to a new and useful locomotive curing the teeth to the cylinder so from the straw. At the same time
boiler and consists in providing a that they cannot work loose, and the said slats carry the straw up and
maximum grate surface for the fire withal be readily removed when it convey the same away from the appa
ratus.
box and an increased heating surface is desired to do so.
No. 881,295 is an improvement by
No. 881,761, by Edwin G. Adams,
of the ﬁre tubes.
It further consists in providing a Chester Bradford, of Indianapolis, of Near Plain City, Ohio, relates to
combustion chamber between the Indiana, in. Swinging cross conveyors; corn husking machines, and has for
and it mainly consists in an improved its objects to produce a comparative
grate and the ﬁre tubes.
It further consists of means where Supporting and driving mechanism ly simple, inexpensive device of this
An all steel tank made in 10,12 and
by the ﬁre is prevented from coming for such a conveyor, and in the pecu character in which the corn will be
15 bbl. sizes from the best quality 6:
directly in contact with the tube liar form and construction of parts effectually husked without injury to
l6 guage steel.
sheet of the boiler and with the mud incident thereto.
the grains or ears, and one wherein
They don't water soak and get heavy.
No. 881,389 shows a belt fastener the stalks after passing through the
drain.
They don't freeze and burst. They
No. 881,143 relates to an improved invented by Andrew L. Eaton, of snapping rollers will be disintegrated
don't dry out and warp. They don't
device for replacing fusible plugs in New York City, which is calculated and shredded and the resultant de
leak.
steam boilers, and the object is to to provide a. simple and eﬁicient de corticated material discharged from
The "IDEAL" for lhmshammnv
provide means for cleaning the plug vice that will effect the object with the machine.
seat and inserting a new plug with out injury to the belt.
Write for catalogue and prices.
No. 881,422 has relation to grain
out drawing the ﬁre, in case the wa
To every Iowa thresherman we

IIIER MAKING

. IDEAL

THRESHER TANK

ter in the boiler should get low
enough to increase the heat suﬂicient

ly to melt the original plug.

separators or threshers, and the in

would say, get in

touch with the

vention, which is that of Marcus State Association. The secretary is
Edward Leonard, of Salina, Kansas, involves James Bevin, Valley Junction.

E. D. ETNYRE & CO.
OREGON, ILLINOIS
Please mention The Review.

May, 1908.
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The Gas Engine.
The Single Cylinder Type of Construction.
By E. L. OSBORNE.
It was a very natural thing that highest practical speed we can get
the ﬁrst gas engine should be made out of the piston (maximum practi
with a. single cylinder. The general cal number of revolutions of the en
purpose steam engine had but one gine per minute) the greater will be
cylinder; and for more than thirty the eﬁiciency of the machine. This
years after the primary principles highest practical piston speed is lim
of the gas engine were deﬁnitely es ited by the balance of the revolving
tablished the gas engine designer or rotating parts and by the resist
spent all his energy in developing the ing forces of the reciprocating parts,
single cylinder machine. While pro each separate and distinct from the
gress for many years was slow it other. Ordinarily three-ﬁfths of the
must be admitted that the single cyl connecting rod is counted as revolv
inder type has been brought to a high ing, two-ﬁfths reciprocating.
degree of eﬂ‘iciency.
It is easy to balance the revolving
parts on any engine.

Fig. 1 shows

the usual methods. A is a counter
weight secured to the cheeks of the
crank

throw

directly

opposite the

throw and revolving part of the con
necting rod. The dotted lines at D
show another

method

where

extra

weight is added to the ﬂywheel, also
directly opposite the weight to be bal
anced. The dotted lines at E indi
cate a third plan whereby some weight
is cored out of the ﬂywheels on the

side of the crank throw and connect
ing rod. The ﬁrst method is consid
erably more expensive, but it relieves
the crank shaft, keyways and ﬂy
wheels of considerable strain.
It is impossible to counteract the
reciprocating forces and herein we
ﬁnd the practical limit of piston
speed.

1

Six hundred feet per minute or 600
r. p. m. for an engine with six-inch
stroke has been found to be about the
Its action, or cycle, as described average limit of practical speed for
and illustrated in the ﬁrst article of the ordinary single cylinder machine.
this series, takes four strokes of the Suppose the piston and end of con
piston (two revolutions of the crank necting rod weighs 15 lbs. At an av
shaft) to get one impulse. There erage speed of 600 feet per minute
fore it is necessary to use large, this weight must be stopped and
.heavy ﬂywheels to receive and store started in the opposite direction 1,200
the energy of the power stroke. This times in a minute. Fortunately up
stored energy or momentum of the
big ﬂywheels keeps the engine run

ning and doing its work during the
other three strokes of the piston or
while the engine is scavenging, (driv
ing out the burned gases, taking in
a. new charge and compressing it.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the standard
types of single cylinder gas engines.
Fig. 1 is called a vertical engine,
Fig. 2, horizontal. Both are recipro
eating engines, because the piston, C,
and a part of the connecting rod
moves back and forth in a straight
line and must be stopped at each end
of the stroke and started in the op

Fig. 2.

to a certain point the reciprocating
force one way seems to oﬁset the
force in the other direction. The
lighter the reciprocating parts can be

posite direction. In Fig. 1 this recip
rocating movement of piston, C, and
end of connecting rod is up and down made the higher will be the possible
or in a vertical line; in Fig. 2, back practical speed of the machine.
and forth or in a horizontal line.
The gas engine gained’ a decided
In the preceding article the peculiar
point of advantage over the steam en
action of these reciprocating parts

was explained and illustrated.
It
was also explained that a very quick
application of the impulse or heat
force is. desirable and that the pecu
liar travel of the reciprocating piston
helps in securing this result. It will
readily be seen therefore that the

THE OLD WAY.

Note.-This is the third of a series
of articles intended to cover in a
brief, simple way the why and how of
a gas engine to enable any one to un
derstand its general principles and
practical operation.

gine by hitching the connecting rod
directly to the piston as shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. The heavy crosshead
and piston rod is thus left out, reduc
ing the mass of reciprocating weight
and thereby approaching the ideal
rotary movement.

In reality there is not much to
choose from between the vertical and
horizontal designs indicated by Figs.
1 and 2. Special claims are made for
each, but as both constructions give
excellent results in actual service it
becomes merely a. matter of personal

THE NEW WAY.
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preference with the buyer. The sin the bottom front. quadrant, and near
gle cylinder gas engine is adapted to cr the front, the slower the speed of
a great variety of stationary work of rotation.
the farm. shop and factory. The ac
The compromise ordinarily effeete-l
company-in;r illustrations showing the to enable the lubricant to enter, what
old and the new way of doin_\_r vari ever may be the direction of the loud
ous kinds of work are published b". inq. is the simple one of ﬁtting the
courtesy of the Waterloo Gasoline oil cup on the top of the bearing.
Engine (i'ompany and will. no doubt.
This seems almost the only thing to
be interesting' and instructive to do in the case of automatic lubriczr
many readers.
Because it can he tion. but it is the correct position only
started at a moment_’s notice at any when the resultant force upon the
time. is simple. safe and highly elli ,journal. due to gravity and cutting
cient. this type of machine has mad -,t'oree. etc.. acts nearly horizontally
:1 lield of usefulness for itself which .and t'iom front to rear.
it is filling in a most cli'ectivc way.
When the lubricant is supplied by
mechanical means at a ﬁxed rate and
at any required pressure. it must b.
Friction and Lubrication.
licd in at the points of greatest oil
[Abstract of paper read by Dr. J.
T. Nicolson before the Manchester. pressure in the bearing. \‘Vherc grav
England, Association of Engineers. ity is the more important load fac
tor. the region of greatest pressure
November 23. 1907.]

the laws of resistance when one solid
moves over another. Its chief aim is
to attempt to give some deﬁnite ideas

On
the other hand. when the force an the
shaft acts upward. the maximum oil
pressures occur in the front top quad
rant. To meet all contingencies. it

about the resistance oti'ercd to the rel

would appear on the whole best, in

May, 1908.

Portable

ENGINE

You
bertl‘should
Because
own it
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an

honest. Engine. Because you

Vlrltu fus for tie
scription and arises
and let us ltgura

get your full money's worth.

Because tor strength It has
lno equal. Because mrlllde
lvor more power
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bargained

for.

I! you

Because

it is easy to bundle. Because
it is entirely safe.

Because

it will run from month to
mouth and from year to
year with as
few re in and
as it e atten
tion as any on
giuo on the
market.
Be
cause it in coo
nomicnl in fuel
0 o u n n mption.

Because it ll
reasonable in
price.

Because

it: in especially
to your interest
to own one.
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ll. LAMBERT 6A8 &

BAStlllE mu 00f’.
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The present paper does not give lies in the rear bottom quadrant.

much attention to dry friction. or to

The Gelehraled De Loach Mill
SaworYour
Own Lumber
lumber in lumber uowednyn.

ative motion of lubricated surfaces, the case of forced lubrication. either
and, in particular, relates to journals to force the oil in at the bllt'li of the
and bearings as used in engineering bearing‘. well below the center. or
practice.
Experimental results ob
tained by Stribeck, Dettrnar. Hei
mann, Laschc and others, have been
utilized for framing rules which in
dicate that some views commonly

Best They

preferably to ﬁt three alternative
branches from the oil pressure supply

Can
.

pipe to the back. top and front. any

‘
Q *‘i'

length of the bearing should increase bearing, we have, so far, not alluded
w

in proportion to the speed, is shown to the nature or magnitude of the
frictional resistance experienced when
to be erroneous.
When one solid rubs upon another there is an abundant supply of lubri
without any lubricant, the resistance cant completely separating the for
offered to relative motion is due eith mcr from the latter, and preventing
er to actual abrasion or to molecular any metal-to-metal contact. It. is fre
interference between the two sur quently stated that “there is no fric‘
faces. Even though a metallic sur tion without abrasion,” or. in other
face may appear to be perfectly words, that unless two metals rub
smooth to the eye. its real condition, against each other, there can be no
if viewed with a powerful micro resistance due to relative motion..
scope, resembles that of a rugged This. however‘, is not the case. When
mountain system.
When one sur a ﬁlm of lubricant is interposed be
is‘
face is slid upon another. these sur tween two metallic surfaces, there of
l
a resistance to relative motion
faces exercise a resistingr force.
The friction of solids with no in these surfaces due to the shearing- or
bricant interposed has been found to transverse distortion of the oil film.
This resistance does not depend on
diminish as the temperature increases.

This is ‘due to the fact that abra

the load.

It is governed only by the,

sion is easier at high temperatures.
When some lubricant is placed be
tween moving' bodies. the valleys or
the uneven surfaces are leveled up,

and thc‘viscosity of the oil. i. e., the‘
kind of oil and its temperature (with;
which the viscosity greatly alters),

'

and it also gets greater the smaller
the thickness of the ﬁlm, so that it"

the shaft is a close ﬁt within its‘
bearing, the resistance to motion will
revolving slowly, even when abund be greater than if the ﬁt is an easy1
antly fed with oil, and indicate the one.
necessity for using measures to pre
There are very few cases in engi
serve a separating ﬁlm of oil between neering practice where a journal l'o
the shaft and bearing, and not to al tates with a uniform thickness of oil
low them to run in metallic contact. around it. and it is only at very hiab
This is more dillicult to accomplish speeds that this takes place. At mod
at slow than at. high speeds.
erate and low speeds. the shaft moves
The following rules for supplying‘ to one side an amount depending on
bearings with oil will give the best. the speed of the load, the eccentricity
results in practice: If the oil is fed for any given load becoming less, the
in by the ordinary cup and syphon, greater the speed. We have already
or by a ring or centrifugal method said that the frictional resistance de
of supply, it. should be made to flow pends on the thickness of the oil
onto the journal at the place where ﬁlm. Experiments have shown, how
the pressure is least. The oil should ever, that the thickening of the film
therefore be fed from a point situ on one side of the shaft is more than
ated in the top rear quadrant of the counteracted by the thinning of
hearing when the journal is loaded by the film on the other. so that. in gen
gravity only, and the point should be eral, the friction Izets greater when

further back the Slower the speed. the journal becomes more eccentric.
If the loadingr of the journal is prin
For speeds greater than at from 20
cipally due to force acting upward to 90 feet per minute, the tempera
apon it. the feed should be placed in ture of the oil ﬁlm also exerts its in

successfully.
siévlvjor- h‘nudn deui
.1 .
no
r ny.
I‘ 15.1'lllmilnln use
i. ’
the world over.
Ynrinble Food, Friction
. ' '
Set. Works. Automatic Steel Tri
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results
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of Saw
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"BURN BELT” Feed Mills
Spring release for burrs.
Vertical force feed keeps the burrs It
all times supplied.
Work done at slower speed and reducing oi cob
mostly by Knife and Shear LEAVES

THE GROUND FEED COOL.
BUILT FOR ENGINES 3 to 20 H. P.
Gaines Sta" Mich.
“I can grind 9o bushel!
per hour on your No. 5 mill.“

R. Sturg‘ln.

area of viscous fluid to be sheared;

A lﬁ-ycur old
‘ boy can operate

‘ .»

one of'which may be turned on at will
to suit the conditions of workine.
In describing: the prenomena oe»

held in regard to bearings are not cor
rect. In particular. the idea that the curring when a journal rotates in a

and the intensity of the molecular
action is diminished.
But great frictional losses con
stantly occur with rotating.7 shafts,

We Set thedoPace

(8 H. P. Steam Engine.)

Guaranteed capacity of 50 Ba. Ear Corn per
hour 70 lbs. to the bushel with 10 H. P.
Steam Engine.

Our Patent Reducing System —Revolving Knife-Head and Shear Blades
above fine grinding parts-is a revelation to those who
have used the Flat Burr Mills
We will exhibit at. Den Moines. 15., Lincoln. Nob.. Columbus. 0.. ludlnnnpolil. lnd.. and Sprluuﬂeld,
111.. State Fairs. Write 00-day for tree booklet. prince and free trial oiler.

SPARTAN MFG. CO., 1610 Maln Street, Pontiac, m
P. S.

We have inst moved tum our large new factory buildinn bore.
Pleas‘: mention The Review

Starrett Speed Indicator No. I04
Price, postpaid, $l. 00
The Indicator may be run

at highest speed required,
without heating.
Thc
working parts are encased.
Dial has two rows of ﬁg
ures, reading either right
or left as shaft may run.

rubber tips

Steel pointed spindle with
or both pointed and centered shafts. The 0 mark

may be instantly set at the starting point.
Sand for free Catalogue No. 18 AB of Fine Tools

THE L. s. STARRETT co.,
Please mention The Review.

Athol, Mass, U. s. A.
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ﬂuence.
This temperature rises
above that of the bearing, and its vis
cosity becomes reduced. The friction~
al resistance then increases less rap
idly than in exact proportion to the

A Good Way
t

speed. The faster the journal runs,
the more the temperature of the oil

ﬁlm rises above that of the bearing,
and the thinner or less viscous be
comes the oil. Thus, for speeds from
50 to 90 up to about 450 feet per

Cut Expenses

minute, the coefficient of friction is

It you have any use for power
is to purchase an I. H. C. gaso
line engine. It has been uni

proportional to the square root of the
speed for rubbing. For speeds be
tween 450 feet and 800 feet per min

versally demonstrated that the
I. H. C. saves time, labor and

ute,

the

frictionl

increases

more

slowly, and varies as the ﬁfth root of
the velocity. For speeds as high as
3.600 feet per minute and upward.
the inﬂuence of the speed disappears
altogether, and the conclusion is ar
rived at that for hearings of high
speed generators, for instance, driven
by steam turbines. whose rubbing

speeds are nearly a mile a minute, the
coeﬁicient of friction is the same,
whatever be the speed.
In endeavoring to apply the theo

money in every capacity it has
been used as a power producer.
This is due to the fact that the
I. H. C. engine embodies all that
is best in gasoline engine con
struction-not only the best ma
terials, but those which are best

adapted for the purpose of build
ing engines.
The engine is
practically self-balanccd-a most important feature to be considered in the durability and perfect running
order of a gasoline engine. The oiling facilities are such that proper lubrication is insured. The drive pulley
can be placed on either the right or left-hand side of the engine, making it convenient to run the engine in
any position
.
the purchaser desires. The engine is so simple in construction that an inexperienced mechanic
can easily remove or put on the cylinder head in case the valves need grinding.
I. H. C. engines may be equipped with skids or trucks so that they can be readily transported from one
place to another.
The International Harvester Company engines are made in the following styles and sizes:

retical explanations and the experi

l-horse air cooled.
2 and 3-H. P. Vertical.

mentally found formulas, the ques
tion arises: What is the proper pro

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20-H. P. horizontal (stationary and portable).
l0, 12, 15 and 20-H. P. traction.

portion of length to diameter, under
any given condition, as to load, speed
and kind of lubrication‘! According
to hitherto accepted rules, the length
of the bearing should increase with
the load and with the number of rev
olutions. The experiments and f0r~
mulas arrived at by the author, indi
cate, however, that the heat devel
oped in the bearing depends only
upon the rubbing velocity, and is quite
independent of the length of the
journal.

We cannot, therefore, hope

Also:

Spraying, sawing, pumping outﬁts and jacks.
The local agent will be glad to talk with you and demonstrate the money, time and labor-saving features
(if these engines, and give you all the information you wish. If you prefer, write us direct for catalogue,
lithographed hanger and booklet entitled “300 Years of Power Development."

INTERNA TIONAL HAR VES TER COMPANY OF AMERICA
(INCORPORATED)

CHICA GO

U.S.A.

nmv’TBuYGAisbLiuEelvolivEs
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UNTIL YOU INVEBTIGATE
"THE MASTER WORKMAN,"
a two-cylinder gasoline, kerosene or
alcohol engine, luporlor to any k'lizhmili‘
one-cylinder
engine;Vibration
revolutionizing
power.
its
weight
and
bulk
are half
that(.‘hlcugo.
ofalngle
Ii d IS OUR
l
ith
‘
E “Pl-4E
started.
PU! m-ttenliy
overcome.
Meagher
Cheaply
and
mounted
15th
on
St..,
any
wagon.
ltlznnenléginnadtxlg'ii
T818
FiF‘i‘Y-l-‘iPi‘ll
YEAR

1m to Buy-Loss to Run. Qu 1.~

to lower the temperature by lengthen engine. Dan '08 OAIAl-DGUI
ing the bearing. The heat generated
increases as fast as the area for dis
sipating it increases, and, although by at a very slow speed. \Vhat we have
lengthening the journal. the bearing here to guard against is the entire
pressure is diminished, the frictional collapse or tearing asunder of the ﬁlm
resistance and the heat generated are of lubricant, owing- to the slow speed
increased. On the other hand, we at which the bearing is being: worked;
know from experience that journals and when. once the tearing of the oil
must be made long for high speeds, ﬁlm begins, the journal is unable to
and the above calculations seem, atv bring up a fresh supply, owing to its
ﬁrst sight, to be in conﬂict with ac small surface speed.
cepted practice. The explanation of
Calculations and experiments show
this is as follows: \Vhile it is true that it is impossible to give the large
that the ﬁnal temperature to which dimensions to the front bearing- of a
the hearing will rise after a long run, heavy lathe that would be necessary
under a given load, and with a given to prevent the oil ﬁlm from being
lubricant depends only on the diam broken at such slow speeds; and, as
eter of the spindle and the speed of a matter of fact, lathe spindles turn
revolution, that is. only upon the ing at the slow speeds used for heavy
rubbing velocity, and not at all upon cuts inevitably run metal-to-mctal
the length of the journal. we have to with their bearings, giving rise to the
remember that if the ﬁnally attained high frictional resistance correspond
temperature be too high, the lubricant ing to the coeﬁ‘icient of friction of
will be squeezed out unless the hear 0.15 for greasy metals.
The work
ing pressure is low.
thus spent and wasted on friction and
Another conclusion arrived at by wear may amount to from 2 per cent.
these experiments, contrary to the to 10 per cent. of the total useful
From
view usually accepted, is that the work expended on cutting.
length of the bearingr must be greater, one-fourth to nine (according to size)
the slower the speed. This, howev horse power is, therefore, wasted on

00.. Mfr-u

Please mention The Review.

(

not at all due to high speeds of rota
tion of the spindle; and it is owing

'

to this that the elaborate arrange

GILSON

I

in a lathe headstock have to be pro

_ ‘

For Pumpm' . Cream

7 -> be [,Hl do“, Chum,

‘A; M‘.

vided.
It is impossible to give enough area
in the front bearing of a lathe head
stock to prevent metallic contact of

_ g_._ chines. etc. I’!!! TRIAL
7: 2"‘Askior catalog-all rim

journal

.

and

brass

at

the

slower

m1 Par: 5t. 20:2 wllliiilﬂ‘ll, Win.

BIG PROFIT

using a force pump, however, and in

jecting a stream of moderately heavy
oil into the hearing at the place where
the pressure is greatest, it is possible
to raise the journal oi? the brass even
when at rest. and to keep it ﬂoating

In sun-inc lumber with our in»
, \o-dute Sim Mills. Keep your
.
engine earning money

speeds, if dependence is placed upon
the lubricant being.‘ carried in by the
ordinary action of the shaft’s rota
tion, the supply bcing automatic. By

L

. ailthe year. Now lathe
time to buy whon_tt1a
T, . priceoflumberiulngh
Dop'tmiasthachnuceof
a life-time to get rich

Write fortreecataionno
B and prices.

R. R. HOWELLGICO- , Minneapolic,Minn.

Traction

Engineering

with a film of oil interposed between
itself and the bearing when in motion.

A full coum in traction engineering may be
com icted in three months. Courses begin May
12,
t. I, Nov. 24 and Jan. 4. Total expense
(or in tion, board, room, light, etc., $54.00.
Student! taught to repair engines, set valves,
handle engines in ﬁeld. Address

be that motion as~slow and the load as

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE oi ENGINEERING
Des Moines. Iowa

high as it may.
The chief distinction between the
modern and the older methods of lu
bricating bearings lies in that the oil

the speed, the greater difficulty has when the lathe is runningr at these the oil servingr the purpose not only
the shaft in dragging in its supply of slow rates with a heavy job between of lubrication, but of carrying away
oil to meetv the required demand, in centers. Even if the working pres the heat.

bearing pressure
it out, and conse
bearing pressure
be lower in order

GOES LIKE IIX‘I'Y
>
BELLS LIKISIX‘I'Y
’ BILLS FOR SIXTY

ments for adjustment of the spindle

is no longer supplied drop by drop, as
V er. is clearly correct. for the slower the friction of the front journal alone formerly. but in an abundant stream,

opposition to the
which is squeezing‘
quently the unit
should accordingly

\

sure is light. and the thrust on the
For high speed bearings. the princi
front journal is due to the standard ple most often adopted is that of the

an; enema ur. cam
nrmuuuc mess .
produces more cider from less
apples. and is a Dinner money
maker than any other press.

Sizes from 25 to 400 barrels
dnti . h‘lemnl'lvnporatoru.
App -: Butler Cookers. Gas»
ollno Enginemetc. Catalog
free.
MADE ONLY B!
The .Ilydruullc l’reu Mfg. (‘0.

‘ Dopartmlnt E.
IT. GILEAD. lllilli
Boom 124-1.. 39 Cortlandt St., New York
Please mention The Review.

out only, it can be shown that 2% “closed circuit,” that is, the oil is

per cent. of the useful work is spent used over and over again; after drop

to enable the journal to maintain its on friction on any size of lathe when ping oﬁ' the journal into a collecting
the speeds are so low as to squeeze reservoir, it is ﬁltered and used anew,
oil ﬁlm unbroken.
being automatically supplied to the
.One kind of hearing which presents out the oil ﬁlm.

3 STROKE SELF FEED it" PRESS
1 Man can run it
4..

.

,

ﬂlunlin nnchour

Eu draft
moot-h balm
Will nvc in con
Shipped on trial

We are here face to face with a
special conditions, and which is fre
quently met with and has to be dealt very serious loss of power, and a corl
with in practice. is that in which a respondingly large amount of wear of
journal has to run under a heavy load the spindle and in the front bearing,

journal at any suitable point. A cool
Baﬂlfncﬂon
Guaranteed
ing arrangement is sometimes ﬁtted THE AUTO-FEDAN HAY PRESS
(JO.
in the reservoir so as to remove the
T
Baum
heat from the oil, and consequentlyl
Ask for Cdwolue 44.
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Mr. Thresherman, We Guarantee You Satisfaction
If You Buy a

5.

m"

'

Wood Bros. Feeder

This Illustrates the way the Woods Famous Bundle spreader scatters
Stacked and Packed Bundles.
Mendota. Missouri. March ‘I. 1905
Wood Bros. Des Moines, Iowa.
_
I Gentlemen:—l like your little feeder.
My machine runs lighter with it than it did when feeding by hand.
lvrul. u
with six-horse Nichols & Shepard engine.
I threshed wet oats. and wet timothy and mowed hay.
It made no diLen-nce
-it fed it in all the same and my machine run steadier and with less trouble than it did with hand-feeders.
It is the
only feeder in this country and lots of people come to see it run. and some old threshers that had run machines and
helped run other feeders said the Wood's was the ﬁnest feeder and band cutter they ever saw.
Yours truly, GEORGE R. PERKINS.
A Modern steam threshing‘ outﬁt costs a large sum of money. and it behooves every 1111461161118 Purcbue! 0‘ I complete threshing outﬁt to thoroughly

consider the matter of selecting an outﬁt.

'I'he 82L!‘ I'EEDER is the most important part of an outfit.

If it does not feed properly, it wastes your customer's grain.

If it does not feed fast enough, it wastes your time. I,

The true principle in feeding a thrashing machine is in thoroughly separating tho bundles and

feeding evenly, and that is what the W001) sacs. s'rnnn snnr rnnnnn is noted for-

;

The Wood BIOI- steel Bel! reader has correct mechanical devices

which work automatically. and meet all of the above requirements. It takes something more than 5 31111519 “"19! and a I“ of 35nd Ill"! 90 DMIIM
satisfactory results. A few dollars in the ﬁrst cost of a feeder is a small item. and it ill a "1'! a“? mine!‘ t0 WM" the whole price of a feeder in one soa
son's run in time alone. A Wood Bros. I‘e-der will outwoar any Feeder made. It requires less repairs, and is three to five hundred pounds lighter in weight.
It will feed as much g'rain as any other feeder made. and run one-half B. I’. easier. You cannot miss it if you buy a WOOD BROS. I‘IBBDEB.

WOOD BROS. STEEL SELF FEEDER COMPANY, Des Moines, Iowa l
SEARCHES Z
7 _ Kansas Cify.
Union Ave.nnd Hickory.
Minneapolis. Minn. 126 3rd Ave. N.

St. Louis. Mm. 117 Market
Lincoln. Nebraska.

St.

Indianapolis. Ind.. Room 6. Bd. of Trade Bldg.

\

Fargo. North Dakota.

l

—————~————' annual‘. aonncms:
Garber & Garber, Harrisonburg. Va.
Keck. Gpnnerman & Co., Mt. Vernon. Ind.

\Vright Machine Co.. Peoria, Ill.
S. G. Shaw & Co., Denver, Colo.

B. D. Reed & Co., Allegheny City. Pa.
Shannahan & VVrlghtson, Easton, Md.

Please mention_:l_‘he Review.

also from the bearings. The system
of forced lubrication is also adopted
to a great extent. The oil is then, by
means of a pump or other suitable de
vice, pressed in between the rubbing

pressure, the length of the bearin:
can be very much diminished own
,for the slowest speeds, especially for
journals whose load and rotation di

The most common method of lubri
cation for horizontal journals run
ning at high speed is the ring-oiled
bearing, in which a loose ring, rest
ing on the shaft, turns with it, dip
ping into ‘the oil reservoir at the low
or side, and bring up the oil to the
top surfaces of the journal, from

ameter of the shaft. With such bean
ings there ought hardly to be any
wear at all. The system i< extensive
ly used in high speed steam engines

rection do not change. For such hoar
surfaces so that the journal ﬂoats on ings, the length need, in all prohabil~ .
ity, not be more than equal to the di
the heavy ﬁlm of lubricant.

where

it

ﬂows

over

into

the

LUNKENHEIMER
“JUNIOR” LUBRICATORS
THE 0 NL Y SINGLE
CONNECTION SIGHT
FEED LUBRICA TORS
GIVING SA TISFA C
TOR I’ RESUL TS

and gas engines.

John Spring.
FOR SMALL ENGINES,
PORTABLES AND STEAM
PUMPS.

John Spring, a stockholder and for‘

oil

grooves. No ribs or other projections many years a director and manager‘
should be ﬁtted on the rings, as such of the Harrison Machine Works,
arrangements produce a resistance to Belleville, Illinois, died at his homel
their passage through the oil bath, in Belleville, April 4, 1908, aged sixty
and bring them to a standstill. At years.
Mr. Spring was a man among men,
high speeds, the centrifugal force
renders the ﬂow of oil from the ring having a wide acquaintance and a
to the journal difficult, and scrapers large circle of friends who sorrow at
are used for diverting the oil into the his passing away. He was a genial
oil channels. These, however, should companion, a good entertainer, a. good
never touch the ring, as they will then citizen and a good neighbor. Out
side of his family, none will miss him
stop its motion.
so much as the oﬂice force of the Har
Self oiling bearings having rings
rison Machine Works of which he
fast on the shaft are not much used.
was so long an important part. His
The fast ring cannot stick, but it re
chair' is vacant; but so long as
quires a longer design of bearing. memory lasts and his name is men
The ring may act as a collar where tioned among his old friends and

CAN BE ATTACHED TO STEAM
PIPE OR CHEST.

NO coMPucA'TED
PA R TS
TO GET OUT OF ORDER.
Made in Sizes of ‘A. 56 and 56 Pints.
For Large Capacities Try

Lunkenheimer

"Senior ” Lubricators
Your local dealer should have
them. it not. write us.

end-wise motion is to be prevented; associates it will be with feelings of

but as such- motion is usuallylvan ad
love and respect for John Spring.
vantage, the ring should ordinarily be
attached to the shaft 80 that it can
slide on its key. , For high speeds, the
Don’t forget, when writing to ad
scraper may be used with fast rings, vertisers to mention that you saw it
to overcome the centrifugal force.

in

The Threshermen’s Review.

THE UNENIMER COMPANY
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE
ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES IN THE WORLD
GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS

It

By the use of a pump to force the will not be much trouble for you to do
oil drawn from the reservoir into the this, and it will be of-much advant
bearing, to the point of maximum age to us. Please do it.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
NEW YORK
oo—68 Fulton Street

BRANCHES

401
Please mention The Review.

LONDON, S. B.
35 Great Dover Stzsot
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Complete Your Outfit
Why don't you take the contract to bale your customers’ straw
at the same time that you contract to do his threshing? Get a

It‘ you had a neat, small and handy

device whereby you could belt your
engine alone, and do it quicker and
better than any four men could, with
out such a device, and do it under all
conditions for such work, you’d feel
like keeping it, wouldn’t you’!
If you saw any one else with such
a contrivance, you’d want one if you

A business that has been coming
along from year to year for the last
sis years is that of the Salina Foun
dry & Manufacturing Company, Sa

Whitman Hay Press
and belt it up to your engine after the threshing season is over
and turn some of the otherwise idle time of your engine into money.

lina, Kansas.
The Superior disc feeder manufac

tured by them, has been known local

ly and quite generally in‘ the South
west for the last half a dozen years,

could get it, wouldn’t you’!
during which time, it has made an
Well, you can ﬁnd out all about
excellent
reputation. There are new
such an attachment as this by writ

ing to the Chaﬁin Manufacturing
Company, Ripon, Wisconsin, asking
about it and mentioning The Thresh
ermen’s Review. This company also
catalogues the McCullough force sight
feed oil pump, for which much is
claimed and which is a very well
made and handsomely designed pump.
The Chaiﬁn Manufacturing Com
pany's catalogue describing these
things is a handsome book, well illus
trated and full of very ‘interesting
matter pertaining to these goods.

features introduced in this feeder,
and many points of superiority are
claimed for it.
The advertisement on another page
of this issue will show Review read
ers an illustration of the machine and

There is a great demand for Good Hay Balers, and new lines of work
for these machines are opening every year. Hay-—Straw—-Cornfodder and any
other bulky farm product that has to be stored in barns, opens up to you a ﬁeld
of great Money Making Possibilities. Will you accept the opportunity?

give them a very good general idea

of its appearance.

For full particu

lars, we recommend communication

with the manufacturers at the above
address, which will be gladly fur
nished on request, with mention of
The Threshermen’s Review.

A'tTreatise on
Modern Hay Bal
ing Machinery.

Write us today
for our Catalog-A

WHITMAN AGRIGULTURAI. oo., St. Louis, Mo.
OFFICE and FACTORY

E. D. WATKINS

6900 Broadway, St. Louis, 140., U. S. A.

N. Y. State Agent, Lima, N. Y.

l’lcnso mention The Review.

This cut was made from a photo
graph sent by Mr. \Vm. Fredricksen,
Jonsen, Florida. The truck is practi
cally a home product, with the excep
tion of the wheels, axles and trans
mission, which were built by the Elec
tric Wheel Company, Quincy, Illinois.
This company builds wheels and axles
suitable for any kind of a traction
track, also furnishes the trans
mission or the complete truck,
when desired, ready for mount
ing engine. In many cases they fur
nish the wheels and axles for convert
ing well drills and other kinds of
portable trucks into traction outﬁts.

The traction truck as shown above
has wheels 48 inches in diameter with
16-inch face.
Anyone interested can obtain full
information by addressing Eilectric
Wheel Company, Quincy, Illinois.

An automatic belt guide is an
nounced in this issue in a display ad
vertisement by E. H. Gregory, of Sioux
Falls, South Dakota.
A description of this belt guide
claims for it positive adjustment, sim
plicity, lightness and durability. The

governing lever of this guide is sulﬁ
ciently sensible to easily regulate the
angle of the pulley to the travel of
the belt. Even though the engine is
set out of line, this guide will keep
the belt running square on the pulley.
For full particulars write Mr.
Gregory at the above address and
mention this paper.

The old reliable Detroit Engineer

Special Supply Bargains

Supply Company, 12 Atwater Street,
Detroit, Michigan, are out with a new

1908 catalogue listing every kind of
threshers’ supplies—Engineers’ Bar
gains, they call them; and there cer
tainly are some surprising bargains
offered. Better get this, and when
writing for it, mention The Thresher

in everything needed by the thresherman.
Let us send you our price list of the staple

supplies; or make out a list of the supplies
you need and ask us to quote you bargain
prices.

men ’s Review.

A very convincing little catalogue
dealing with Garden City feeders
comes from the Pella Stacker Com—
pany, Pella, Ia. This stacker is sold
under a very positive guarantee which
is printed in the catalogue. There are
numerous illustrations which with the
description give a very clear idea of
the Garden City feeder, and numer
ous testimonials help to make this a
very strong catalogue.
It will be
sent for the asking, mentioning The
Threshermen’s Review.

It is NOT TOO
LATE’ now to
order your sup
plies, but THE
TIME IS GET
TING SHORT.

“Leaving the Bunch Behind” is the
attractive picture adorning the gold
embossed, 1908 catalogue cover of the
“oldest exclusive

bicycle

house in

America,” a copy of which has just
reached us. The catalogue is a work
of art and is brimful of valuable and
interesting matter for riders or those
thinking of buying wheels. It is well
worth getting and may be had by writ
ing the Mead Cycle Company, Dept.

TX 240, Chicago, with mention of The
Threshermen’s Review.
They also
send a wheel for 10 days’ free trial
and will engage live agents.

The early order receives prompt shipment,
while the stock is complete. We are pre
pared to ﬁll any order for any thresherman's
supplies now.

Excelsior Thresher Tooth Company
Dexter, Iowa
Please mention The Review.

May, 1908. i

No Thresherman
Can Run His Business Successfully
unless he keeps his accounts in good shape.
This can be done by using our

Threshermen’s Account Book
Little in size-"fits the pocket; little in price (only 25 cents)---fits the purse.
Now, Mr. Thresherman, when you can keep a complete record of your business on
an investment of 25 cents, why hesitate a moment?
Fill out order below and start the season right.
The Threshermen ’s Review,
St. Joseph, Michigan.
- Please find enclosed 25 cents for which send me at once one of your THRESH
ERMEN’S ACCOUNT BOOKS, and oblige,
'
Yours truly,

One of the ﬁnest thresher cata this reason differ in many essential more, is the sole and exclusive owner
iogues of the year comes from the points from others. These points and in the United States of the trade
Advance Thresher Company, Battle their advantages are well emphasized mark shown below used by it upon
Creek, Michigan, showing their com in the new catalogue which will be Rod Stitched Cotton Belting of its
plete line
of engines,
separators, sent for the asking, mentioning The manufacture and that all infringers
huskers, wind stackers, ho'rse powers, Threshermen’s Review.
of this mark as well as all users of
feeders, etc. The 1908 Advance en
the name “GANDY” applied to or
gine is a beauty, and the catalogue
~ The Rumely Annual for 1908 shows used in connection with the sale of
shows it in complete detail, from ﬁne the results of more than half a cen
photographs of every part. Special tury’s experience in the building of
mention is made of the Advance engines and threshing machinery, and
beater separator and its points of is the largest and most complete cat
merit, and the catalogue is one that alogue yet issued by this progressive
should meet with favorable attention concern. In addition to close and
from prospective buyers.
When well illustrated descriptions, tables
writing for it please mention The of dimensions are included so that
U. '- FAT. OFFICL
Threshermen’s Review.
every buyer may ﬁgure for himself. Stitched Cotton Belting Painted or
It is a good book showing a very at
“Twentieth Century” engines and tractive line. When writing for it
threshers form the subject of the please mention The Threshermen’s
handsome catalogue of The A. D. Review.
Baker Company, SWanton, Ohio. The

Dyed Red in imitation of the Gandy

Red Stitched Cotton Belting will be
most vigorously prosecuted.

Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

Low wheels, broad tires. No
living man can build a better.
Book on “Wheel Sense" i'ree.
Electric Iiml C0. Br 0 Quincy. III.

Well Machinery
Boring and Drilling Catalogue Free.

Cherokee Mfg. Co.
I04 E Cedar Street. CHEROKEE, IOWA, U. S. A.

Branch House, Devil's Lake, N. D.

200 Styles
of
Vehicles

Q21“ " Sold Direct
.'
from our

The Gandy Belting Company al
ready have a decree entered on the

book is beautifully illustrated, and

The new supply catalogue of the 18th of December, 1907, against the
the pictures help in making still more
Auten Machinery Company, 22-24 W. Weller Manufacturing Company, of
plain the plain reasons Why Baker
Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois, is Chicago.
engines are best. Especial attention
It was discovered that this Com
one of the catalogues that no thresh
is given the valve gear and driving
erman should miss. Therein is listed pany was selling Red Cotton Stitch
mechanism and the book shows a
a line of surprising extent in belting. ed Belting not made by the Gandy
very attractive proposition.
The
brass goods, lubricants, hose, tools of Belting Company and bearing no des
Baker separators show novelty in de
all kinds, in fact every manner of sup ignation of origin as and for Genuine
sign and both engine and separator
plies for the thresher-man. This com Gandy Belting, thereby injuring the
are unequivocally endorsed in testi
pany are also manufacturers’ agents Gandy Belting Company and deceiv
monials from very satisﬁed users,
for threshing machinery, traction and ing and injuring its customers.
which conclude the catalogue. When
Suit was at once brought with the
gasoline engines, corn hus-kers and
writing for it, please mention The
result
that U. S. Circuit Court for
shellers, saw mills and a full line of
Threshermen’s Review.
kindred machinery and supplies. Bet the Northern District of Illinois has
ter have this, and when writing for it adjudicated that the Gandy Belting
A book of Hart-Parr construction, please mention The Threshermen’s Company is the lawful and exclusive
showing every detail of the now well Review.
owner of its trade-marks and that
known Hart-Parr gasoline traction
these trade-marks have been infring
engine, forms the 1908 catalogue of
ed by the Weller Manufacturing
Warning.
the Hart-Parr Company, Charles City,
Company.
Iowa. These engines are especially
All persons are warned that the
The Gandy Belting Co.,
designed for traction service and for Gandy Belting Company, of Balti
Baltimore, Md., U. S. A.

a‘ 1L
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No. 889%. Fancy Car Plush Trimmed
Buggy \filll auto scat, fancy padded wing
dash. lukc gear and rubber tire. Price
complete. $18.00. As good a: sell: in:
.5 more.

Buy Direct From our

Factory
Saving all expenses and profit
i’ th
Ellihnrt lulglou and l'llrnolo hare licen agiddi‘rrlgcre
from our factory to the user {or 85 years. We are

The Larglsi Manufacturers In the World
selling to the consume
1 l l .
nomination and apprbv‘d’i? “125697;; :lnli’g {loof
livery. Locust to on if'no satisfied as to style
quality and price. ‘end for new lreeentnlog.
I

Elkhart Gurrla
&"
If 9 .
iikgiearblness

it???"
No- am. inn‘
Surrey with Canopy
top aPnd ﬁne auto
seats.
ricec 0 inpl a‘.
878.00.
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and we fit them all
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TI_\ nly ncer in theWorld manufacturin
Wmdstackers for any make or $126 of Separators

I KUSSBLLWIND STACKER C0.
INDIANAPOLIS

- .IND.
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iCanadians Would Conserve Ni
National Crop Report.
The Crop Reporting Board of the.

agara Falls.

The Aultman Engine & Thresher Co.

Bureau of Statistics ﬁnds, from re-‘
‘
ports of correspomlents and agents

of the bureau, that the quantity of
wheat in farmers’ hands on March
1, 1908, was 23.5 per cent., equiva
lent to 147,721,000 bushels, of last

t'anadians have become aroused to
,thc conviction that existing power
‘franchises still undeveloped form a
menace to the Falls of Niagara, and
the commissioners of Victoria Park
at Niagara recommend in their re

year’s crop, as compared with 28.1 port for 1907, just sent to the Onta
per cent., 206,644,000 bushels of the rio Legislature, that these charters
1906 crop on hand March 1, 1907, be nulliﬁed. The report says:
and 24.6 per cent., 155,268,000 bush
Impressed with the vital import
els, the average for the past ten

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Star Engines, American Separators and Repairs
BRANCH HOUSES
The AULTMAN ENGINE 67 TH RESHER C0.

SECURITY WAREHOUSE CO.
Minneapolis. Minn.
M. M. BAKER & CO.
Peoria lll.
WEBER IMPLEMENT CO.
St. Louis, Mo.

Lincoln, Nehr.
Mechnnicsburg, Pa.

AUTEN MACHINERY COMPANY
22-24 W. Randolph St.

Chicago, Ill.

ance of the subject, the commission

years of the quantity of the crop on
ers would again draw attention to the
hand March 1. It is estimated that
charters which have been granted by
about 58.0 per cent. of the crop will
the Parliament of Canada to several
be shipped out of the counties where
‘corporations

to

generate

OI'ILEN SHAW GUIDE
No.1Ner
Either Hand

power at

No better on the marker.
invcsrlpte this before buy

grown, as compared with 58.1 per
various points in the Niagara. dis
cent. of the 1906 crop, and 55.9 per
trict from water which at present
cent., the average for the past ten
flows through the Niagara River and
years, so shipped out.
‘over the Falls, for which charters
The quantity of corn in farmers’
have not up to the present time been

in.
Ohlon'o lnoortod
Iooth Saws
The saws of quality.
our catalogue.

hands on March 1, 1908, is estimated
proceeded with.
Wthout question
as 37.1 per cent., equivalent to 962,
the works already constructed by the

i

429,000 bushels of last year’s crop,
three companies operating on the Ca
as compared with 44.3 per cent., 1.,
tnadian side are of suﬂicient capacity
298,000,000
bushels,
of the
on
hand March
1, 1907,
and1906
39.4 crop
per 1to supply the demand for electricity

Ger

ab-‘Qmmﬂ‘ﬁ
. §
will rﬂ“c

I! will save you money.

Ol'll-BN SAW MPG. 00.. L. w. SEYMOUR. Gen. Mgr., Columbus, Ohio
Please mention The Review.

for lighting and power purposes for
cent., 882,707,000 bushels, the aver
Canadian uses for a great many years
age for the past ten years of the
to come.

SPARK ARRESTERS WIND STACKER

quantity of the crop on hand March
1.

As

It is estimated that about 18.0

per cent. of the crop will be shipped
out of counties where grown, as com

pared with 23.2 per cent. of the 1906
crop, and 19.7 per cent., the average
for the past ten years, so shipped

out.
The proportion of the
crop which is merchantable is
mated as 77.7 per cent. of the
crop, 89.1 per cent. of the 1906
and 84.2 as the average of the

total
esti
1907
crop,
past

the undeveloped

Write us for information and prices.
Give size oi‘ smoke stock on engine and
tube on Wind Stacker.

limit on their operations, so that the

THE SOUTH BEND SPARK ARRESTER CDIIPANY

menace they now present to the pres

sum! will. INDIANA
Please mention The Review.

ltional conference that may be held,

For Catalog write to
Monarch Rock Drill .

Gus i’ooh Foundry and Mfg. Co.
Cor. 4th and Clltk 81s., LEMARS. IOWA, U. 8. A.
BRANCH HOUSE-4101M. Sash, Canada.
Please mention The Review.
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The PFAHLER
W'HEAT.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

1908
. . . ..25
. . . . .88
. . . .. 7
. . . . .31
. . . ..26
. . . . .24
. . . ..22
. . . ..30
. . . ..25
. . . ..32
. . . . .22
. . . ..20
. . . ..26
.....23
. . . ..21
. . . . .11

United States ..23.5

1907
39
40
13
35
28
26
25
37
30
34
23
26
32
29
32
16
28.1

CORN.

IO-year.
av.
28
35
14
29
27
22
19
34
2B
30
21
22
29
26
20
16
24.5

1908
25
39
33
37
31
41
41
26
25
37
37
28
34
30
20
15

26.9

OATS

10-year.
1907
av.
1908
35
33
40
45
38
41
36
33
12
43
36
35
40
34
35
44
38
30
48
40
35
39
32
40
36
34
40
40
40
34
43
3t;
33
39
34
29
48
41
37
51
37
41
25
20
46
17
17
12
44.3

38.9

35.5

IO-year.
1907
av.
40
44
44
41
20
19
38
36
40
38
3O
30
35
36
43
42
43
42
43
37
38
34
39
36
45
40
49
45‘
53
47
15
15
39.8

37.1

According to the report of the re ‘,sion having organized or had connee<

cent town meeting in \Veare, N. H., it ltion with a municipal league for the
was voted to purchase six yoke of wide and extended distribution of
oxen for work on the roads. The electrical power from Niagara. On
good citizens of Weave are evidently tario expects much from this power
awake to the necessity for modern transmission, many places awaiting
roads, but where were the represent~ the coming of the current in order
atives of the manufacturers of hauL that new industries may be devel

Oil Pump
This pump will feed any grade of oil, thick
or thin, and will feed in any kind of weather,
cold or warm. It has a force iced with a
strong and nicely proportioned
frame; it has a perfect adjustment
and positive feed; no sight feed
glass being necessary, avoiding
the trouble of abrokcn glass, and
it has automatic stop which
throws it out of gear when the
oil is all fed out. When desired,
it can be fed by hand without
throwing it out of gear.
It at
taches nicely to any make of
engine.
It is guaranteed to

. give absolute satisfaction.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR.

THE NAPOLEON MFG. CO.
Napoleon, Ohio
Please mention The Review.

ing engines 7

The only Hood that will do what is
claimed for it.

;lli1\'il1;_" in view the uses of the waters
of Niagara for commercial purposes

lor for the limitation of such uses in
mated that about 28.0 per cent. of the ‘furtherance of the preservation of
crop will be shipped out of the coun the Falls.
This latter request of the com
ties where grown, as compared with
‘37.6 per cent., of the 1906 crop, and missioners to be represented at
27.4 per cent., the average for the ‘international conferences having a
bearing on, the preservation of
past ten years so shipped out.
The following table shows the per the falls is signiﬁcant, for up
centages of- last year's crops of to this time the province has
wheat, corn and oats on hand March been very pronounced in its position
1, in the principal grain producing that the development should not be
states, with comparisons:
checked, its Hydro-Electric Commis

New York . .
Pennsylvania
Texas . . . . . . .
Ohio . . . . . . . .
Michigan . . . .
Indiana
. . . . .
'Iliinols . . . . . .
\Visconsin
. .
Minnesota . . .
Iowa . . . . . . . .
Missouri , . . . .
Kansas . . . . .
Nebraska.
. . .
South Dakota
North Daktoa.
California . . .

f
G , S
or
raln cparators
The best Hood on the market.

he that your new outﬁt in cquippod
with a South Bend Spark Arrcltcr and
Wind Stacker Hood.

Falls that immediate steps should be
taken to cancel them, or to place a

ervation of the Falls as a great nat
ten years.
ural wonder may be removed. In this
The quantity of oats in farmers’ connection the commissioners would
hands on March 1, 1908, is estimated 2 strongly recommend that the gov
as 35.5 per cent., equivalent to 267, ernment of the Province of Ontario,
476,000 bushels, of last year's crop
being chieﬂy interested, should be of
as compared with 39.8 per cent., 384,
‘ﬁcially represented at any interna
50l,000 bushels, of the 1906 crop on
hand March 1, 1907, and 37.3 per
cent., 311,625,000 bushels, the av
erage of the past ten years of the
crop on hand March 1. It is esti

For Thresher and Mill Engine
smoke stacks. They catch all the
sparks and prevent a loss by ﬁre.

charters are

all without limitation as to the vol
lunie of power which may be devel
oped, and without restrictions as to
the quantity of water which may be
taken for such development, it is es
sential to the Safeguarding of the

[oped and thrive.

7
Monitor Well Auger.
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Defects in Threads for Steam
Tight Joints.
In a recent issue of the Valve
\Vorld attention is called to the fact
that defects in the tapered thread of
the joints of wrought iron and steel
pipe are not of so great consequence

.>

in obtaining a tight jointnas is or
dinarily assumed.

_/

The Crane Coin

pany, of Chicago, has endeaii'orcd to
show that the ideas held regarding

The l .

C. Hay ‘(Press

the placing of too much importance

on defects in the threads of pipe and
The I. H. C. is built to supply the demand for a small press.

It is made to facilitate the work

fittings, are erroneous, and this com

of baling and to make neat, c ompact and uniform bales.
pany has made some conclusive tests
on this subject. The results of these
tests seem to give evidence that the

Farmers who have had trouble with poorly baled hay will appreciate the I H. C. press. The
roller tucker makes a smooth fold on every charge so that when the bales come from the press

many small defects for‘ which pipe

they have smooth edges.

and ﬁttings are often rejected, are

The construction of the plunger in exerting tremendous pressure on the last half of the
stroke and the compound lever power arrangement give this press great compression power

entirely unimportant in regard to the
efficiency of the threaded joints for

without additional draft on the team.

making a. tight connection. One of
the common causes assigned for the

This is the reason why the I. H. 'C. hay press has won a reputation for being easy on the
horses.

rejection of pipe is that threads are

eight-inch pipe was threaded for a

The one-horse press is made with a 14x18-inch bale chamber and has an average capacity
The two-horse press is made with three sizes of bale chamber-14x18
inches, 16x18 inches and 17x22 inches, averaging in capacity from I0 to :5 tons per day.

distance of ‘ll/ft inches. This pipe was
then put in a lathe and the thread
was mutilated by titrning three cir

low, they are convenient for the operators. They can be set at any angle to the stack and run
with a small force of men. It will pay any farmer who raises hay to own one of these presses.

a triﬂe broken. To prove of how lit
tle consequence this is. apiece of

of 8 to 10 tons per day.

These presses are the pull power type, delivering the bale towards the power end.

Being

cular grooves, each 31/16 of an inch
Call on the local agent and inspect them.
H. C. a good hay press to ban dle.

wide, on the surface of the pipe,
thereby cutting away some of the
threads

entirely,

and

leaving

only

Write for information.

International Harvester Company of America

fragments of some of the other
threads. The tops of the remaining

(Incorporated )

threads werb then turned 01f, so that

U. S. A.

Chicago

they had a ﬂat surface on the top
1_/32-inch wide. At three places on
the circumference of the tapered
thread ﬂat spots were then ﬁled, one tors was inadequate for the work to
inch wide and
two inches
long. be performed, and applicants, with
'l'wenty-fivc grooves were then ﬁled few exceptions, were granted licenses,
in the thread of the pipe, and the of the grade for which they applied,
same number in the coupling, all
with little or no examination.
perpendicular to the direction of the
An engineer who held a ﬁrst. class
thread, and two-thirds of the depth
license,
desiring information about
of the thread. When this deliberate
condensers,
visited a condensing
mutilation was finished, the threads
were cleaned, and were thoroughly plant where the operating engineer
coated with a cement for making a on watch happened to hold a special
The visiting engineer
tight joint. in this case. “Crane” ce license only.
ment. The joint was then screwed up was treated politely and shown over
so that the lengthwise grooves did the plant, and was very carefully
not come opposite each other. The misinformed about every point upon
outer ends of the pipe and the coup which he inquired. A few days ‘af
ling were then plugged and the terward, the engineer narrated the
joint was tested to 425 lbs. air pres occurrence to the chief. The chief.
sure.
The joint was found to be
who often remarked that his own li
tight, and the same result followed a
cense came as a premium with a
hydraulic pressure test of 1,000 lbs.
pound of prunes, asked the engineer
per square inch. This test also indi why he acted as he did. The engi
cates of how little importance it real neer justiﬁed himself by saying that
ly is in taper threaded ﬁts if the tap “Jones” got his license without any

Please mention The Review.

The Bemiller Fan Blower
will Handle Your Sawdust For You
This our shows our style of setting blower on single mills where
there is no room on mandrel inside of frame for drive pulley to drive
blower. There are many mills where the main drive
pulley can be slipped out enough to put the blower drive
pulley between outside of frame and main drive pulley.
he blower can be shifted anywhere to suit the drive
pulley on mandrel. Can fit any single or double mill.
Write for prices and full particulars to

Bemlller & Ruler
Butler, Ohio
Please mention The Review.

Threshermen’s Wagon Tank
‘hr- saw
:0 .-.
‘~‘?'»""T""f‘_‘-“‘-\’*;-

~~<

‘'

eﬁort, while he had been put; through

joint should not be exactly the same. an inquisition and only succeeded in
In fact, in many cases, pipes are not getting a special because he did not
threaded with the same taper on the
apply while there was a. rush; and
outside as the taper of the tap used that “Jones” could go to studying
for threading the corresponding ﬁt
and dig out his knowledge for himself
ting on the inside, but nevertheless, as he had to. The chief slapped the
a steam or water tight joint is ef man on the back and said:
“By
fected, by screwing the component
George, Brown, you are right!
I‘
parts tightly into one another, and
never looked at it in that light before;
using some suitable compound to
but I see now that everything you,
make a tight joint.
tellanyone makes you know so much
less.”
The remark was not lost; the seed

The only wagon tank made with a Steel
Truss support, having a rocking motion on

front bolster to take strain 08 tank over
uneven roads. Upper deck for thresher
men's fuel. Also Galvanized Steel Tanks
for all purposes. Sold at right prices. A

er of the two components making the

Teaching Others.

Agents will ﬁnd the I.

‘

card to us brings you full particulars and
interesting prices. Imitatora will be prose
Patented May X0, 1904.

cuted to the full extent of the law.

PIDNEER Mrs. 00., mm. llliddlebury, Ind‘.
Northwestern Alenn, Sachs: 1:! Bunn. Cherokee. lown.

Kannls Agents, Wichita Supply Co.. Wichita. Kane“

Port Huron Machinery C0,, Des Moines. lows. Alents.

Southwestern Port Huron Co.. Peoria. lll.

TllE OTTAWA DUSTLESS CYLINDER BURN SHELLER
Send for catalogue which tells you all about it and
how we have improved it

in the past ﬁfty years. We
make only the cylinder style

An engineer was heard to say:

“I took root.

The chief and the assist
of Corn Shellers for horse or

do not pose as an instructor, nor ant have gone their separate waysl

do I care to be bothered by young en
gineers and ﬁremen who oﬁer to pay
me for instruction about valve
gears.” This reminds one, says Pow
er, of an incident which occurred
soon after the adoption. of the Massa
chusetts engineers’ license law. In
the beginning the number of inspec

steam power. The only Shel

and the conditions of both have im>
ler made that will shell the
proved, but no one

is today more‘
present soft corn and leave it

ready to assist an inquiring engineer,
free from dirt and cob tips.
than the former assistant, and he has
more than once been heard to say

that he has never learned so rapidly‘
as when trying to teach some onel
else.

Manufactured by

KING ‘& HAMILTON C0.
General Agents

OTTAWA. ILL.

PIONEER IlVlPLEMENT CO., Council Bluffs, Iowa
Please mention The Review.
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ron. SALE-One 16 h. p. Russell com
pound ‘traction engine. price $300.00:
also one No. 1 Birdsell clover huller.
with self feeder and blower. price $200.
All in good running order.
Box 451.
Wauseon. Ohio.

.

A15.»
AND

CHAN
“\_\‘l&;_ r

203 SALE CEEAP—-—One 18 h. p. Ste

- 5

THRESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur
chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.

In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just
what their ad. will cost, we have decided to make a ﬂat rate of

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.
Signatures and addresses are counted as so many words and charged at the
above rate. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 312448,) will be counted as
one word. Abbreviations and initials, each will be counted as one word.
REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.

Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.
Anybody can use this department at these rates, whether MANU
FACTURER, DEALER 0r THRESHERMAN.
No display can be given advertisements under this heading. It is useless
if that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad
to request that cuts be run.

vertising columns.

A

nanoamﬂs-rtm Appleton
R. I‘). Hurd. Box 72, R. 4.

Falls,

husker.
Chagrin

Ohio.

A

BABGAH-l‘Z-horse Huber engine;
14x18 Whitman steel hay press;
8
roll Janney corn husker.
All in good
running order.
Charley Gregory. Mon
rovia. Indiana.

1'03. SALE. ERGIIIiS-ZO h. p. Reeves
Rumely and Star; 16 h. p. Nichols &
Shepard,
Advance.
Avery, Gaar-Scott.
Port Huron. Buffalo Pitts and Huber:
15 h. p. Advance; 36x58 Case separator
and others. Write. M. J. Alleman, R. D.
Pcru. Illinois.

FOB
SALE-One
largest
size
Mar
seilles cylinder sheller. new.
Enclose
stamp for reply.
J. A. Wicke. Van
ALI- mans-am G121.‘ WISE~ Horne .Iowa.
Save oil agents commission of $5.00
to $10.00 on your orders for oils and 1'03 8ALIB—One 15 h. p. Frick rebuilt
greases by buying direct from an old
and reﬁued; one 12 h. p. Frick; one
established reﬁnery.
Send postal card 10 h. p. Advance; one 32x48 Advance
for prices and samples.
Fairfax Reﬁn
rebuilt feeder and Sattlcy stacker; one
ing Co., Desk 7, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rocvcs outﬁt: 16 h. p. engine, 40x63 re
built wind stacker; one. 16 h. p. Reeves
ATTEITIOI
TIBESnBnI—Are cross compound; one 15 h. p. 0. S. Kel
you going to buy a new separator? If ley. J. A. VVicke. Van Horne. Iowa.
so. I can offer you a. rare bargain.
l
have for sale seven brand new, "New ron.
8ALE—Six hundred foot water
Standard"
separators
equipped
with
well drilling machine with tools. For
Farmers Friend wind stackers and Sur
particulars inquire of Fred Haar. 1533
prise bagger and weigher.
These ma
Frccman St.. Toledo. Ohio.
chines I can offer at a price that is way roman-ion.» 33-inich Monarch an?
down: not much more than these ex
tra. attachments cost.
Write me today
feeder in good running order.
Price.
for full particular-s.
Robt. Thompson. $225.00 F. 0. B. Osborne. Ohio.
George
Box 93. Marinette. Wisconsin.
cy .

BARGAIIII'

COUNTER.

OI'PEBII'G-F I‘OB BAI-E—18 h. p.

Rebuilt Birdseli clover huller with
wind stacker and self feeder. $400.00.
Matchless. with wind stacker. $325.00.
Grahams Mfg. Co.. Carmi. Illinois.

BARGAINS. EIGmkOne Case 14 h.
p.; one 2% h. p. complete.
Want 20
h. p. engine.
Geo. H. Brennemann.
Hennepin. Illinois.
EIIGIUEEFDes-xircsr place ‘with iplow
for season. References. Address. “I-I,"
Box 214, Springhill. Kansas.

Robinson engine
with cab and Jacket. bought new in
1007. run 15 days: 36x58 Frick separa
tor. weigher and blower. run two short
scasons;
Birdseli clover hullcr. steel
water tank and wood saw. W. 0. Seeds.
R. 1. Grove City. Ohio.

POE 8ALE—33x50 rebuilt New Peer
less separator with or without either
feeder. weigher or blower.
Also 2-inch
Pickering governor.
Wanted. cab or
cab irons for 8x10 Frick engine.
Luth
er Caldwell. Rushville. Indiana.

vens engine with Gould balance valve.
new, 1905; 36x60 Stevens Queen separa
tor. Monarch fceder. Hartley weigher.
Russell blower. new. 1905: Stevens Big
Four shredder with feeder and Uncle
Tom's wind stacker, new. 1904;
one
120'x8” Sawyer drive belt.
The above
has been well shedded and is guaran
teed to be in No. 1 running order. Full
particulars and price by addressing. F.
L. Eicholtz. Woosung. Ogle Co.. Illinois.

ron. san:s_one engine lathe. ‘111M;
by i10 feet.
Illino s.

H. J. Liebig. Mascoutah.

1'03 SALE or TRADE-—Complete Case
outﬁt: 25 h. p. engine. 40x62 separa
tor.
For particulars write. W. J. Up
pendnhl. White. South Dakota.
,_
1
P03 SAI-E—16 h. p. engine simple Ad
vance outﬁt;
32x52 separator. fced
er and weigher. also hand feed attach
ment.
A bargain if taken soon. Frank
Zach. Prairie du Chien. Wisconsin.

:—_
P08 BAI-E—32 h. p. Case engine. three
4-gang John Deere plows. Everything
complete and up-to-date. ready to plow.
Elmer Pense. Watson, Sask., Canada.
1'03 8AI|ﬂ—We are the owners of the
original patterns for the Aultman Co..
Canton. Ohio. line of machinery, and are
making the repairs for Star engines.
American separators. etc.
Orders ﬁlled
promptly.
Send for new repair price
list.
The Engine 8.- Machinery Co.. 920
So. Market St.. Canton. Ohio.
‘
FOB SAI-Il—Large line of rebuilt en
gines. separators, etc.
We carry a
full line of repairs for Frick. Robinson
and Kellev engines
and
separators.
Cartmell Machine Co.. St. Joseph. Mo.
1'03 SALE-—One 36x58 steel J. I. Case
separator with all the latest improve
ments: only run two short seasons and
is in ﬁrst class condition.
Hellmich &
Ncinaber. R. R. 10. Greensburg. Indiana.
1'08 8AI|B—A brand new 3 h. p. 4 cy
cle marine engine.
Never been taken
out of crate.
Price. $60.00.
Address.
"Marine.” c/o The Threshcrmen‘s Re
view. St. Joseph. Michigan.
POI 8AI|S—A postal card will bring
you bargain prices on endless Giant
red stitched belts for wood saws. feed
mills. clover hullers. etc.
We carry a
big stock of endless belts: 60. 70, 80.
90. 100 feet up to 160 feet: and from 6
to 10 inches wide and 4 or 5-ply.
Mil
ler Oil & Supply Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.

ron BALB—44X68 Gaar-Scott separa
tor with blower. feeder. weigher.
In
ﬁne shape. paint good.
Price. $500.00
cash, or will trade for Minneapolis 40
x60. Must he ﬁrst class. John Vandre.
Earlville. Illinois.

20l- BAI-E—36x56 Red River Special
separator.
complete
with
Parsons
fer-der. blower and weigher; one 6-hole
Sandwich sheller.
These machines are
in good running order. always been
shcdded.
These machines are at Lucas.
Kansas.
Write me at Fountain. Colo
rndo.
H. W. Homan.

208 SAIIB—One Case 12-bbl. steel wa
ter tank and trucks, $40.00: one Case
oil pump. $4.00: one Chatham fanning
mill with sacker. $20.00; one two-row
corn
planter with drill
attachments.
$15.00.
V. L. Kirk. Robinson. Illinois.

8ALE—Nichols & Shepard 30-in.
foe-der in ﬁrst class order.
Address.
W'm. H. Frey. Bedford. Michigan.

P02 SALE-—Irnblemerit
and
harness
business in a good. live Nebraska.
town.
Good reasons for selling.
Stock
will invoice about $5,000.00.
No land
trades considered. Address. A. F. Lube
lcy. Crofton. Knox Co.. Nebraska.

P03
SALEvZB-IIOI‘SB
engine;
40x63
separator:
two i-gang John Deerc
plows. both stubble and sod bottoms. all
bought in 1905.
‘For sale at a bargain
for cash or will trade for 160 acres of
South Dakota land.
George Herring.
White Lake. South Dakota.

POI
lAI-2—Ava.lanche
weigher.
also
Uncle

elevator
and
Tom's
wind

stacker and Ditch adjustablesieve for
32x52 Stevens separator.
rcy. Daleville. Indiana.

Leroy

Mow

1'08 8AIJ2—16 h. p. Reeves engino. 1'08 BAI-Ii—0ne Reeves simple 25 h.
p. traction engine. steel gear. jacket
used one season. almost good as new;
10 h. p. Advance. in good shape; 16 h. and cab. plow hitch. Bought last April.
Will make price
n. Russell compound, in good shape: 13 run about 60 days.
Address.
h. p. Reeves engine; also Port Huron right to responsible parties.
saw mill. nearly new. with 80 ft. track. 0. E. Hoffman. Straughn. Indiana.
three head blocks: Three Rivers sepa
rator with all attachments. Reeves clo
FOB SALE-—One N0. 3 Ideal Duplex
ver huller with all attachments; 4-roll
feed mill. with sacking elevator.
A
McCormick husker. Will sell at a bar
snap
at
$45.00.
Address.
Box
88.
gain. Daniel J. Eas'h. Topeka. Indiana.
Hrownsdale. Minnesota.
1'03 SAI-E—12 h. p. Advance engine.
rebuilt. run one season: 28x50 Case
separator with feeder and blower. run
two short seasons.
Price.
complete.
31.000.00 cash.
Steel tank. pump and
hose. $40.00 extra. Owner moved away.
“'rite. Evans & Hutchins. Shubert. Neb.
1'03 8AI|E—-'l2x52 New Stevens sepa
rator with baggcr: 33x49 New Cham
pion. blower and bagger. Two bargains.
Write. Densmore & Hamblin. Perry. 0.
POI-

8AIlB——Thoroughly

rebuilt

P03
SAI-E—36x60
Colean
separator.
Hawkeye feeder.
Advance
weigher.
Maplcbay wind stacker.
New in 1907.
good as the best. 18 h. p. engine. doub
le cylinder Colean. new in 1905. Also a
complete crcamery outﬁt in good shape.
\Vill be sold cheap or trade for good
stallion. H. E. Scott. Franklin. Illinois.
POLI- SALB-One ii-roll Success corn
husker. almost new;
one Glendale
weighing bagger
in working
order.
Roht. Muirhead. Orchard Lake. Mich.

trac

1'08 SAI-E—Write for our price list of
rebuilt traction
engines.
threshers.
clover boilers and corn huskers.
Ken
ney Machinery Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.
P03 BALE-‘Nice.
thoroughly
rebuilt
modern. up-to-date automobiles. Some
rare bargains. Write for list. Address.
Robt. Holmes &' Bros. Danvillc. Illinois.

ron. sank-—m-mm Nichols is; shep'a’rd

Price.

$400.00.

Address.

J.

traction

engine

Schwarz & Son. 512-514 East Main St.. Good as new.
Belleville.

Illinois.

P03 SALE 0nAP—33x50 New Peer
less separator with blower and weigh
er.
Or will trade for l2-horse traction
engine.
J. L. Mowrey. R. 1. Dalevil'hz,
Indiana.

only

run

45

days.

Address. Box 969. Lin

coin. Nebraska.
ron SALE-Used automobiles. Get our
list before buying.
Runabouts and
touring cars from $250.00 up: great val
ues for your money.
Must sell quick.

M. M. Baker & Co.. Peoria. Illinois.

ron BAI-E—12 double bar cylinder for
32-inch Bellcville separator with con
caves for their large teeth.
In good
order. only used two seasons. $20.00.
Ditch adjustable. used one season. for
'Belleville Colorado Special 44x38. in
good order. $6.00.
Caswell belt guide
for Beileville separator. $5.00.
Louis
F‘rick, Jr.. Grayvlile. Illinois.
P03

SALE-We

have a.

specially

ﬁne

rebuilt 16 h. p. Stevens en ine that we
will sell for $700.00.
Dets 8: Co..
Bloomington. Illinois.

20l- BAI-E-One tank made of 54-inch
steel with reinforced
railing. suﬂi
cientiy large for dipping traction en
gine. Dimensions. 16 feet 2 inches long.
8 feet deep. 10 feet wide. Price, $130.00.
Inquire of Wm. H. Larkln. La. Porte,
Indiana.
-

20B 8AI-E—20 h. p. Reeves compound
engine, Reeves separator.
Mammoth
cylinder. all up-to-date attachments.
C.
E. Anderson. La Porte. Indiana.

er. used one season.
Irene. South Dakota.

C. W. Halsted.

Rn. sins-12 used automobiles.
Molinc automobiles.
Horne. Iowa.

POI

25 h.’

1155

J. A. Wicke. Van

stationary‘ en

gine and boiler.
Inquire of James
Laughridgc. Oskaloosa. Iowa.
20B BALB—Rebuilt enginw. separa
tors. hullers. burr mill. shingie mill.
Machines guaranteed.
Terms to suit
purchaser.
0. C. Hoskins. Brownsville.
Illinois.
1'03 8ALE—Buckeye saw mill: Big 6
Birdsell clover huller.
Used one sea
son.
Address, Lock Box 82. West Mil
ton. Ohio.
POI SALE-—All my creamery machin
ery.
In fair order. run three years.
One 16 h. p. engine; one 20 h. p. baler:
one 600 lb. churn;
three cream and
milk tanks:
scales. pumps. shafting.
cream separator:
everything that he
longs to ﬁrst class creamery.
All for
$500.00. if taken at once. Eugene Thein.
Clara City. Minnesota.

Sivert

Liabo.

ron 8ALE—32X48 Huber separator with
weigher. Excellent shape. price. $150.
Brower BI‘OSL, Mexico. Indiana.
203 8AI|B—10 h. p. gasoline runabout.
$250.00.
1% h. p. gasoline stationary
engine. complete. $35.00.
M. A. Wil

son. 949 N. 30 St.. Lincoln. Nebraska.
POI
8ALE—Avery
weigher. run 15
days;
I. X. L. separating device and
blower for 54-inch Avery. run four sea
sons.
L. C. Hard. Kemper. Illinois.
ron SALE-—Good as new Minneapolis
iii-horse straw burner engine; 82x52
separator with Minneapolis self feeder:
No. 1 weigher. wind stacker. belt. 160
feet S-inch. 4-ply: pump and hose; l0
hbl. wood tank.
Going out of business.
will sell cheap. M. & M. Nalewaja. De
lano. Minnesota.
I'OI- 8A.L8—16-horse Reeves
engine.
steel tank. 32x52 Nichols & Shepard
Red River Special separator. Birdseli
clover huller.
Machines have feeders
and blowers.
Write Chas. E. Garman.
Goshen. Indiana.
1'03 SALE—Gaar-Scott outﬁt:
18 h. p.
engine. 32x52 separator. complete. Jan
ncy 10-roll husker; 36x58 Case separa
tor with all attachments. Melkle Bros..
R. l. Merrimac. Wisconsin.
POI BAI-E—One 12 h. p. Leader trac
tion engine; one 16 h. p. Leader en
gine; one 16 h. p. Advance engine.
All
have cabs. friction clutch and oil pumps.
One 32x48 Advance separator; one 32x
52 high deck Advance separator; both
complete with feeders. weighers, wind
stnckers and no-choke selves.
These
goods are all in ﬁrst class shape. but will
sell any part or all at bargains.
L. R.
Frost. Greenﬁeld. Indiana.
1'08 8AI|2—15 h. p. compound Ault
man & Taylor engine and 30x46 Cham
ninn separator combined
with
clover
huller. Woods feeder. Peoria weigher.
Russell gearless blower.
Herbert &
Rohrs. Millhousen. Decatur Co.. Ind.
ron SAM-Everything in the supply
line for the thresherman and mill
man.
Send for our supply catalogue if
vou want to save money.
Kenney Ma
chinery Co.. Indianapolis. Indiana.
1'03 SALE-16 h. p. late pattern Hu
ber engine with plow gear and Par
sons tender; 32x54 Huber separator with
air stacker. Peoria weigher;
Monarch
feeder with extension feeder. water tank.
pump and hose; cook shack.
Bargain
price if taken soon is $1,800.00.
S. L.
Thomas. Minneola. Kansas.

ron SALE A'l.‘ 8AM PRICI
Niagara. Jr. 28x48 separator with wind
stacker. automatic weigher and bagger;
“'ood Bros. steel self feeder; Minneap
oils 16 h. p. traction engine; 8-roll Suc
cess husker and shredder with wind
stacker: Kansas City hay press; Light
ning 18 h. p. gasoline engine.
Address.
Lock Box 11. Plum City. Wisconsin.
.___

blower. good as new.
Lena. Wisconsin.

tion engine. but not altogether with ron BALE-17 h. p. Hart-Parr gasoline
paint.

W. G. Stone, North Ad

ron sun's-2345c}. Woods self feed

1'03 BALE or TBADE—One runabout
in ﬁne shape.
For traction engine or
stock.
H. H. Blackledge. New Wind
sor. Illinois.

1'03 SALE or TRADE 203 3015158

203 SALE-Complete thresher
outﬁt
in good repair. Russell engine. Amer
ican separator. A bargain. Address. L.
Box 15. Burlington. Kentucky.

good as new.
ams. Michigan.

_—___—L—_ﬁ

203- 8AI-2B—Second-hand machinery
10,000 feet capacity Geiser saw mill.
58-inch saw;
three head blocks;
24
feet carriage; 60 feet of ways; Birdsall
20-horse traction engine. on switch at
McGregory. Ark.
Almost good as new.
Owner was injured in railroad wreck
and must sell.
Address owner. Frank
J. Coulter. Iowa. City. Iowa.

203 SALE-$1.00 cash with order will
buy the best cloth bound. up-to-date
Young
Engineer's
Guide
published.
Plots 8: Co.. Bloomington. Illinois.

—Grain separator, blower and bag
ger.
Cheap.
F. R. Davenport, R. No.
3. Plainwnll. Michigan.

ron SALE-IZ-roli Safety husker and
30-inch Lindsay Bros. feeder. both

ii<

.

g_

..ﬁ___:._—

ron SALE 0H£AP—Foster adjustable
separator tongue; wood frame Glen
dale weigher.
Good condition.
W. I.
Wood. Glen Haven. Wisconsin.
POE lAIi£—Com'pliete Peerless thresh
ing outﬁt. also Sandwich steam hay
press. Weed Bros. Lanark. Ilinois.

1'08 SALE or TRADE

203

III-AID

One 30-horse Huber engine and 40x72
Minneapolis separator. feeder. weigher.
wind stacker. complete ready for the ﬁeld:
one 25-horse Coleen double engine. cab.
jacket. steel gearing. a regular contrac
tor engine:
40x63 Reeves separator.
feeder. weigher'. wind stacker. complete
rig. ready for work: one 20-horse single
cylinder Star. Jacket. full length cab. in
the best of condition:
one lo-horse
Rumely traction engine.
Will consid
er good. heavy horses in trade.
Have
good_reasons for selling this machinery.
If interested. write and will give full
description of machinery wanted. If not
interested. don't write.
Edward Gard.
Gochner. Nebraska.
.L‘k_i
:
ron. sax-r: or’r'niann-A
lot in
Koko

mo.

Address.

Kempton. Indiana.

Frank

Shuck.

R.

1.

May, 1908.
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r01 sax-1: or EXCHANGE ron. BELI- nnnonxr ENGINES-—We have the fol-[$33500 CASE-48mm complete Aultman
estatcgZO h. p. Port Huron engine,
nearly new;
Rumeiy separator with
feeder, Dentler bagger and plain stack
er; 12-roll Safety corn husker; Bui‘falo
Pitts bean huller; Sandwich hay press,
size 14x18. Above machinery all in good
repair and ready to run. Will sell any
piece separate, it necessary. C. G. War
ren, Hartford, Michigan.

lowing rebuilt engines which are all
in ﬁrst class shape, some of which are
practically new.
We also have other
sizes which we would be glad to furnish
you a list of upon application. To cus
tomers in territory tributary to Omaha,
where they purchaseengines, and the
order is accepted and goods delivered, we
will pay railroad tare.
One 20-horse
Buffalo Pitts double engine, 8900; one
I'OB SALE or TBADE—18-horse en
iii-horse Buffalo Pitts return ﬂue single
gine, 36x60 separator;
Advance rig engine, $540: one Ill-horse Rumeiy en
complete. everything read‘:r to go to gine, nearly new. $900;
one 30-horse
work; Sattley stacker for O-inch sepa
Buffalo
Pitts
special
double
engine,
rator, $50.00.
Have got to quit on ac
nearly new, $1.460; one 25-horse Buffalo
count of other business.
Box 252, Gar
Pitts return ﬂue single engine, nearly
rison, Iowa.
new. $1.300: one 16-h0rse Buffalo Pitts
——'—ﬁ
double engine, $750:
Lininger Imple
208
Russell
SALE
compound
or TRADE-One
traction engine
16 h. n ment Co.. Omaha, Nebraska.

& Taylor outﬁt: 12-horse engine. 30x
46 New Century separator with feeder.
wcigher and wind stacker, tank and
drive belt: all in good running order. ‘
Address, Frank Hanshaw, Liberal, Mo.

BLIPPER LAWN MUWER B0.
DIXON, ILLINOIS

MARINE AND STATIONARY
GASOLINE ENGINES

$100.00 CASE will buy a New Sattley
attached stacker.
We have four 52
inch and two 44-inch for immediate de
livery.
Rebuilt machinery list mailed
on request.
Address,
Diets &
Co.,

llloomington, Illinois.

5aw Milling ,
will be profitable when

good shape; one Huber separator 28x42 EEPAmkFor the Acorn force feed oil
with drag stacker, nearly new;
one
pump for sale. The G. E. Travis Co.
Dlsston inserted tooth saw, nearly new. Henry. Illinois.
Would trade engine or separator for
good portable engine of from 20 to 30 h. SECOND-HAND
ENGIIES—Threshcrs
p.
Edgar Fowler, R. 6. Salem. Ohio.
and saw mills.
Address. Geiser Mfg.
(‘0.. 16th and Spruce Sts., St. Louis. Mo.
I'OB SALE 01: TRADE-One 20 h. p. Ba _———__.'__7—_—"—"_ﬁ
ker engine, new, only threshed with it SPECIAL AUTOMOBILE EABGAINSH
last fall.
Guaranteed.
I will trade for
$175-00 up: send for list. Lathes at
16 or 18 h. p. double. Box 82, West Jet'
bargain prices, gasoline engines, etc.
ferson, Ohio.
Ask for what you want. P. O. -Box 593.
Burlington, Wisconsin.

203 SALE or TRADE-One 10

you use our

“Hustler” Saw Mills
THE MOWER
that will kill all the vocal in your lawns.
It you keep all the weeds cut IO they do not
go to seed, and cut your gun without
breaking the smell feeders of roots, the
grass becomes thick and weed- disappear.
The Clipper will do 11:.
SPOT GAS]! PRICES

h. p.

Springﬁeld traction engine; one 12 h.
p. Case traction engine: one water tank
and wagon:
one No. 8 Bowsher feed
mill; one drive belt.
If you have any
thing for sale or trade write at once and
list it. Costs nothing until sold. W. S.
Griﬂi‘in, Letts, Iowa.
FOR. SALE 01' TBAJDE—Outing launch
with 2 h. p. engine. model hull, all in
good order.
Will trade for runabout in
good order,. or what have you. Address.
Roy G. Hines, New Boston. Illinois.
EOE. $1.00 I WILL SEI-I|—Recipe to
make the best belt dressing and boil
er compound. The dressing I have made
and used for years and will not glaze
belt or pull oi‘! lagging. yet will keep
belt from slipping and can be made for
12 cents per quart, which will go farther
than 4 sticks of stick dressing.
The boil
er compound will stop leaky lines while
running.
Sample by mail. 10 cents.
C.
J. Zillgitt, Fairmount, North Dakota.

SUPPLIES-Our 1908 supply catalogue
now ready—it is yours for the asking.
See it for lowest prices on belting. saws.

brass goods, etc., etc.

Port Huron En

gine & Thresher Co., Port Huron, Mich.
‘I'ERESE‘EEMER, NOTICE-J1! you own
or are interested in a threshing outﬁt,
l'liE N0. 1 "HUSTLER" 5"! ML
write us for agency contract for a de
vice needed by every thresherman.
No shown above, can be taken up, moved several miles,
money or security required.
Hydraulic and be cutting again in less than a day. it is lur
Press Mfg. Co., Dept. E, Mt. Gilead, 0. nished “complete” ready for work. Our folder No.
18 tells all about it.
TOWN
PROPERTY
FOR
SALE
or
trsde—Nlce three room house in res
ident district in town of about 400 pop
ulation, ﬁne location. Want to trade as
part payment on farm.
Prefer South
Dakota.
Would consider other trades,
as it must go. For further information ,
address, Ross Kinton, Shubert, Richard
son Co.. Nebraska.

WANTED~VVe want every reader of
The Review to get us one new sub
scriber (not a renewal). He must be a
man interested in farm power machin
change for threshing rig.
G. Keener, ery and he must pay the full subscrip
Jr.. Thompson. Ohio.
tion price. 50 cents. Send the subscriF
tion with the 50 cents to us and we w ll
NOTICE TO TIBE8EEBMEH—A full extend your subscription one year in ad
vance.
Subscription Dept. The Thresh
line of Nichols & Shepard Co. thresh
ing machinery and the Birdsell clover ermen's Review, St. Joseph, Michigan.
hullers are in stock
t my wareroom. I
HEGE'S LOG BEAM SAW Mill.
take old machinery n exchange on new WARTED~16 or 18-horse undermount
is the ﬁnest Mill made lor pine and other long tim
and have a number of rebuilt engines,
ed engine. 40-inch Advance feeder. ber. Ask ioriolders 20 to 25 showing‘, six] styles.
' grain separator and clover hullers for also Perfection elevator.
Have 40-inch
sale.
Guaranteed in ﬁrst class working Nichols & Shepard feeder for sale. Lau They tell the story.
order and as nice as new. Robert Smith. terbach Bros, Earlville, Illinois.
Sidney. Ohio.

'msnmr-oo-nounn—ror sale or ex

‘WANTED-A good engineer for next
OI‘! 36158-1 I. Case separator with big
fall, wages $5.00. State age, national
cylinder. blower, weigher and Ruth ity and experience.
R. P. Johnson,
feeder, all in ﬁrst class condition ready Gwinner, North Dakota.
for work.
Two Marsh steam pumps,
size B. B.;
one Rumeiy separator in
very good shape.
Price, $75.00.
R. D. WAITED—T0 exchange even good Un
cle Tom's wind stacker for en ine ten
Vi'oodward. Glasco. Kansas.
dcr in fair condition.
H. P.
tullken,
Edwardsville. Illinois.
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For

32x54 Case, $40.00; Case wind stack
er, 62-inch, used 60 days, $65.00.
E. I.
Olson, Sacred Heart. Minnesota. or Jno.
Krost, Shattuc. Illinois.

WAI'I'ED—Agents to sell the Geiser
Mfg. Co.'s "The Peerless" threshing
machinery.
Also wanted the names of
prospective buyers.
For further infor
24"!5" DIXIE PLANER and MATCIIER.
mation apply to J. R. Krost, Jr.. Trav
PROTECT YOUR FAMILY-Home and eling Salesman. Shattuc. Illinois.
The Dixie Planer and Matcher has been on the
telephone with our "No Risk" light
.—_:1 market 15 years and not a single machine returned.
ning arresters. We guarantee your tel
wind
stacker This about tells the story of the durability and satis
ephones against lightning.
Thousands WAJlI'rE2lJ——Second-hand
in
good
order
for
30x46
Peerless sep factory work oi these machines. There is no better
of pleased customers. One farmer made
Used all over the world.
Jno. McCormick, R. 2, Box 39, Portable Planer made.
over $450.00 last two seasons besides arator.
Move it with your Mill and make the proﬁt, you now
farming.
Write for booklet and agents Evart, Michigan.
sy the Planing Mill man, by working your own
prices.
W. E. Ashby, Telephone Cut
umber. Write for our new catalogue M.
Out Co., 206 Square St.. Charlton. Iowa. WANTED, TRBESEEBMEN—-A postal
card giving your name and post office
MANUFACTURED BY
333ml.‘ TEBESEIIG EIGHES-One address. We will send you samples by
27 h. p. Minneapolis compound return mail of lubricating oils and greases free
of charge and save you money.
Inde
ﬂue type, price $1,150:
one 19 h. p‘ pendent
Oil Co., Mansﬁeld. Ohio.
same make as above, price $700; one 12
h. p., same as above. but not compound,
price $250; one 16 h. p. Minnesota Gi WE WANT YOU to take a. few sub
scriptions to The Review for us. You
ant, price $375;
one 16 h. p. Huber,
price $350‘, one 30 h. p. New Giant, com can get them among your neighbors and
if you will do this we have a
pound return ﬂue. price $1,300: one 25 friends.
Address.
h. p. New Giant, simple return ﬂue, good offer to make to you.
Dept., The
Threshermen’s
price $1.300; one 18 h. p. Phoenix, price Circulation
"X,
1
THE
--.ue_w:r_o'
mmnqua
'0‘?
$700; two 20 h. p. J. I. Case straight Review, St. Joseph, Michigan.

SALEM IRON WORKS
Winston-Salem, N. C., U. S. A.

FOB SALE-CIRCULAR SAWS.
Gummed and hammered complete, ready to
run. good as new, in the following sizes:
Three 43 in. 9112; two 60 in. 8x9; one 52
in. 8x9; one 54 in. 9110; two 56 in. 8x10;
one 60 in. 8:10; three 60 in. 8:10; two
62 in. 8x10. We guarantee the temper and
metal to be
.
aliright.
It
y o u
want
bar
gains write
quick while
they
last.
We can in
terest you with prices on the following lup
plies. Rubber, leather. red stitched belting,
new saws, pulleys, emery wheels, lace.
Moore pumps, injectors, brass goods. What
size saws have you to exchange?
THE MILLER OIL & SUPPLY 00.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

The Randolph Automatic Goupler
Does away with all trouble
in coupling up engine to
separator. water tank ,
plows or wagon. It couples
and uncouples automatically
and will not uncouple under
any load. A money IIIIOI
forlany ITIIILILSIII’I‘ZIVIII:

ﬂue, price each, $750; one 22 h. p. doub
le cylinder undermounted Star engine.
$1.150.
Discount for cash.
If above
on ines are not-just what you want.
wt to me. Can get almost any standard
make.
Address. T. L. Sykes, Engine &
Boiler Works. Fargo, North Dakota.

‘WRI'I.'E—F0r lowest prices on complete
assortment of engines, separators and
attachments of leading makes.
All
sizes. Cascaden Mfg. Co.. Waterloo. Ia.
—Grand Forks, North Dakota.

33am-1LII'ID
SEcOI'D-IAID EN’
glnes-—We now have on hand and are
prepared to make reasonably prompt
shipment of the i'ollowing'engines:
32
h. p. Port Huron steel geared special
traction engine: 30-h. Port Huron trac
tion: 24-h. Port Huron traction; 21-h.
Port Huron steel geared traction: 18-h.
Port Huron traction: 16-h. Port Huron

$50.00 GASE—Buys Fosston blower for
60 or 62-inch separator. used one sea
son.
Gus Anderson. Wells. Minnesota._

_¢

$900.00 TAKES THIS, A 8IA.‘P—P0rt
Huron 15-horse compound engine, lo
co.cab, jacketed boiler; 36x60 American
separator with feeder,
weigher
and
blower; Port Huron sheller with exten
traction: 15-h. Port Huron traction: 14 sion feeders: McCormick shredder with
blower;
12-bbl. mounted
tank
with
h. Port Huron traction: 12-h. Port Hu
Must sell to settle es
ron traction; 16-h. Gear-Scott traction: pump and hose.
tate.
C.
E.
Norris.
Walnut.
Kansas.
16-h. .Aultman-Taylor traction:
18-h.

Star traction: 16-h. Huber traction: 16
h. Russell traction: Iii-h. Peerless trac
tion;

15-h.

Advance

traction;

12-h.

$100.00 OASI—Buys 40x60 Leader sepa
rator with Parsons feeder, used one

Nichols 8: Snehard traction: iii-h. Bird season; Russell blower. in good shape;
sall traction: 18-h. Nichols 8: Shepard telescope weigher, in good shape. Will
traction: 12-h. Rumeiy traction: 12-h. sell attachment separate or trade for
Stevens traction: 12-h. Russell traction:
10-h. Port Huron traction.
We have a
full line of rebuilt Port Huron. Advance.
Nichols & Shepard, Rumeiy. and Geiser
separators. clover hullers. bean thresh
ers, hay nresses—in fact. anything in

the machinery line rebuilt desired.
interested

and

want

prices,

write

Port Huron Engine & Thresher
Port Huron. Mlch.. U. S. A.

"' 1i"I

you

engine gang plow.
Correspondence so
licited.
E. S. Miller, Milford Center, 0.

$700.00
CASE—-Buys
this
complete
threshing rig: 22 h. p. Gaar-Scott en
gine and tanks with 36x56 Advance sep
If arator. weighcr, Mapleboy blower and
us. new Great Western feeder.
Rig com

Co.. plete and ready to go in the ﬁeld.
Anderson, Wells, Minnesota.

Gus

‘._WRITE:FOR3~ CATALOG.'

RA NDOLPIHGOUPLER 80.,

Newton, Iowa

is Only One
Good Ballng Dress made and that is'the
“Maurer,” the one that can skin anything that
was ever mounted on 4 wheels, in the line of a
Geared or Belt Power Balinﬁ Press, the one that
is backed by a Guarantee “t at is a Guarantee,”

which speaks for itself and protects the pur
If you don't believe it, try one. it will
cost you nothingif it don’t bear out all our claims;
chaser.

we will then take the press back and pay the

freight both ways and pay you well for the time.
spent ill the trial. Write for catalog and our Guarani".

THE I‘. X. M. 00., T. R.
Please mention The Review.

Spencer, Iowa
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ENGINES and
THRESHERS

Buy the “Reliable” line and make money.
order insures early delivery.
WRITE

An early ,
}

FOR CATALOGUE.

ADVANCE THRESHER co.‘
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN
’ 4* Branches and Distributing Houses: *
Columbus.

Ohio.

Indian

lis. Indiana

Dallas,

exas.

Decatur. I

ois.

El Reno.

ahoma.

Crowley,

s Moines. Iowa.

Lincoln, Nebraska.
New York.

N.

nnealpolis.
Y.,

John

Son & C0

Dunn

MinnesotaToronto.

Fargo.

';
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North Dakota.

v

nsas City. Missouri.

Grand Forks. North Dakota.

ngmont.

Water-town. South Dakota

Madison.

Canada.

Abel Co.

Louisiana.

American

olorado.

scbnlin.
Winnipeg,

Sioux Falls, south Dakota.
Manitoba,

Abel Co.

ileasnwrnention The Review.
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Nashville.
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00.

Portland, Orego
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Louis.

Missouri.

kane. Washington.

IEENEl PORT HURON
Double Tandem Compound
4 Cylinders-"Only 2 Valves
- Sizes, 22 and 30 Horse Power

(We Waited---The “Other Fellows”
did the experimenting.)

52 per cent Grade---52 Feet Rise in 100 Feet.

“That’s goin’ some, aint it? ”
Picture made from photograph-no

.

{aka Compare grade with buildings
in background. Notice steering
chains hm straight down

No extra calks, lugs or spuds---_]ust the
'
___ ‘
'
regular engine did 1t easy, too.
1908 Catalog Now Ready

PORT HURON ENGINE & THRESHER CO., Port Huron, Mich.
Southwestern Port Huron

, P:

:a, 111.

Pen Huron Mact'nnery Co., es h
es, Iowa,
Port Huron Engine 8: Thresher Co‘, Flora, 1nd.

Northwe~teru Port Huron

Port Huron Engine & Thre

., Minneapolis:

er Co., Nashvi

Please mention The Review.

'nnl

Wichita Port Huron Thres

, Tenn.

Canadian Port
Foreign Trade

Co., Wichita. Kan.

ron Co , s ., Winnipeg, Man.
ce. 1! Broadway, New York.

ntvttcolco
\@
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" I Give a gold mine
_
1
(o evelfyThi’eshei’man
In their Reeves
‘‘
- Compound Separation’

In fact, THE REEVES COMPOUND

S'EPARATOR is better than a gold mine, for
the returns are certain. It comprises all that is
desired in an up-to-date thresher_ability to
thresh fast, thresh clean, save the grain and clean

it well. Besides, is built to stand abuse; has
great strength in all its parts and many valuable
features not found in any other thresher. It is
fully described in Catalog No. 32, which will
be sent free upon request. Write to-day to

‘REEVES
&
CO’
'MANUFAC’TURERJS OF THRESHING’ MACHINERY
COLUMBUS ' INDJANA

- O0

voL. xvu.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

NO. VI.

50 Cents A Year
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THRESHERS
MADE IN SIZES

V

22 x40
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36 x 60
40 x 66
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Notice the simplicity of the inside working parts.

Time is short now for making a decision in regard to the threshing machine that you will use this season.
We recommend that you avoid trouble for yourself, and at the same time have the reputation of doing the
best work in your neighborhood, by using nothing but the latest improved New Huber outﬁt. Many hun
dreds of threshermen have found our proposition a good one.
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The New Huber as built for 1908 is indeed an excellent machine, combining simplicity of construction
and operation with the greatest efficiency and capacity for work. No trouble, and almost no expense, to
keep the New Huber in perfect working order. This machine goes after the grain right, and gets it all out
of the straw without cracking it.
We not only have a very superior line of threshers; but also all the labor-saving and money-saving at
tachments; feeders for headed and for bundled grain; weighers, baggers, and wagon loaders, fully described
in our catalog.

We request the privilege of conferring with you regarding your thresher needs for this season.

The Huber Manufacturing Co.
“7&3.
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Marion, ()hio
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. Capacity Capagity Capacity
-that is the cry of every thresherman, and it's all right too, provided the other qualities of a perfect working separator are not neg
lected in the aim to produce increased capacity. In order to increase the capacity it is necessary to increase the proportions and

speed of every essential part; a larger concave and cylinder will increase the threshing capacity, but if the cleaning capacity re
mains the same, you can only do so much. The addition of a self feeder, wind stacker, weigher and wagon loader will perhaps
allow you to PUT MORE GRAIN THRU the SEPARATOR but they do not increase the separating and cleaning capacities
and much of the grain will go thru unthreshed.

The New Century Separator
is built to satisfy the most exacting demands for capacity.

Every part is in the proper proportion to insure the perfect cleaning

of all the grain you can feed to it. No grain in the stack is a trade mark of the NEW CENTURY. Look for the “Starved Roos
ter" on all New Century stacks.

If’, I“

‘I ‘7

L;

The Aultman- Taylor Engine
is a powerful, strongly built traction. The boiler is mounted on channel iron frame with heavy springs to carry weight of boiler
and machinery, thus relieving the boiler of all jars while traveling on the road. Has capacity ample for all purposes required of a
traction-threshing engine.

Write for Catalogue toe-lay

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Mansfield, ()hio, U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.
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During Threshing Time
There is but one engine that stands preeminently at the
head of the list and that is the
‘

ar

-

O

arr Gasoline
0

I rac 1011

No thresherman who has ever used one would return to steam power, and no farmer who ever had one on his
job would make a change.

Strong assertions but fully substantiated by ﬁve years of actual ﬁeld experience.

WE HAVE ALWAYS WANTED A ART-—PARF? ENGINE
SINCE WE FIRST HEARD OF THEMNOW WE HAVE
ONE AND ARE WELL SATISFIED.

A.E.0TT_ERBURN E SON, LIDGERWOOD, NJ)

The Great General Pilurpose Engine
AS A TIME SAVER-THE HART-PARR engine is ready to run the moment you reach it in the morning.
The engineer sleeps as long as the rest. There are no fines to clean, no ashes to rake out, no steam to get up
and no danger of frozen and bursted pipes.

No waiting to run down steam at night, no ﬁres to bank and no

boiler to clean. You can do an hour's work and be on the road while a steam engine is getting ready to start.
AS A MONEY MAKER—With a Hart-Parr you dispense with a ﬁreman, water boy, fuel boy, water and

fuel wagons, water and fuel teams.

It is strictly a one-man power.

Your fuel bill is cut at least one-third and

in many localities much more. The saving in wages and fuel generally equals the yearly proﬁt of the average
steam rig. With a Hart-Parr your expenses stop when the engine stops.
YOUR CUSTOMER’S FRIEND-The farmers are especially anxious to secure a Hart-Parr outﬁt, as it

means—fewer men to board, fewer teams to feed, no danger from ﬁre, quicker work. and, owing to lighter
weight, less damage to roads and grounds.

I

The Hart-Parr engine can travel over roads and bridges that the steam engine must go around, is always on
hand at the appointed time, is simple, reliable, practical and safe.

USES KEROSENE AS WELL AS GASOLINE
Write for Catalogue

Hart - Parr Company, 224 Lawler Street, Charles City, Iowa
Please mention The Review.
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CLASSIFIED BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Alfsli's Bullets
Aultman 8: Tavlor Machinery Co.
Birdsell Manufacturing Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
Attached Stacker-s
Heineke 8: Company.
Pella Stacker Company.

Engine Tenders
Parsons B. C‘. & S. F. Company.

Automobile Tire Cover-—
Maplebay

Manufacturing

Engine Headlights
American Acetylene Stove Company.
Deﬁance Lantern &- Stamping Co.
Ham Manufacturing Company. C. T.
Pope. E. M.

Beggars and. Weighers
Climax Machinery Company.
Dentler Bagger Company.
Hartley Company. C. J.
Hart Grain Weigher Company.

Balance Valves—
Gould Balance Valve Company.

Dick Agricultural Works. Jos.

Portable Engines
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Buffalo Pitts Company.
Enterprise Manufacturing Company.
Frick Company.
Gaar. Scott &— Company.
Geiser Manufacturing Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
International Harvester Company.
Port Huron E. 8: '1‘. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rockford Engine Works.

reed Mllls—
Bowsher. B. N. P. Company.
International Harvester Company.
Randolph Coupler Company.

Belting
Chesapeake Belting Company.
Gandy Belting Company.
Sawyer Belting Company.

Plus Gutters and Expander-P
Ditch Adiustable Sieve Company.
Fernynk Machine Company.
Pope. E. M.
Stchblns & Zillkitt.
Fire. InsuranceConnecticut Fire insurance Co.

Belt Dressing—

Scanlon. C. E.
Bell; Guides
Caswell Bros.
.
Maplebay Manufacturing Company.
Barsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Bolt Lsoing—
Auten Machinery Company.

The.

Gasoline Engines
I-l’art-Parr Company.
Tnternationnl Harvester Company.
‘Kansas Ciiv Hav Press Company.
Lambert. TI. Gas 11' Gasoline Eng. Co
Rockford Engine Works.
Temple Pump Company.
Gloves
Hansen Mfg. Company. 0. C.

Gaar. Scott 8: Company.
Geiser Manufacturing Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
.
Rumely. M. Company.
Wood Bros. S. S. F. Company.

Power Is! Presses
Ann Arbor Machine Company.
Auto-Fcdan Hav Press Company.
international Harvester Company.
Ohio Cultivator Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Sandwich Manufacturing Company.
Whitman Agricultural Company.
Ypsilanti Hay Press Company.
Publications
Gas Power Publishing Co.. The.
Threshermen's Review. The.

Spark Arr-esters
Pope. E. M.
South Bend Spark Arrester Company.
Stacker Ioods
Berns Bros.
South Bend Spark Arrester Company.
Supplies
Aultman Engine & Thresher Co. _
Detroit Engineer Supply Company.
Miller Oil & Supplv Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Tanks
Etnyre & Company. E.
Star Tank Company.

D.

Tsnk Pumps
Barnes Manufacturing
Myers. F. E. & Bro.

Company.

Thresher Teeth—
Avery Company.
Tooth Catcher
Pope. E. M.

Pulley Govorins‘—

Belt Holder
Chatfln Manufacturing Company.

Grain cleaner
Maplebay Manufacturing Company.

Boiler compound
Raymond, W. 8.

Hose 8trs.inors—
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.

Books
Gas Power Publishing Company.
Threshermen's Review. The.

Boring Machinery
Pech Foundry & Mfg. Co.. Gus.

Huskers and lhreddcrs—
Advance Thresher Company.
International Harvester Company.
Parsons B. C. 8- S. F. Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.

Cylinder Wrenches—
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.

Inleotors.

Lubricstors

and

Brass

Pit

tings
Clover Bullets
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Birdsell Manufacturing Company.
Champion Thresher Company.
Geiser Manufacturing Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. Company.

Corn Bullets
International Harvester Company.
King & Hamilton Company.
Port Huron E. 8: T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Union Iron Works.
cream Separators
De Laval Separator Company.
International Harvestcr Company.

American Injector Company.
l:iauder. E.
Byington Force Food Luhv-lcator Co.
Lunkenheimer Company. The.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Ohio Iniector Companv.
Penherthv Iniector Company.
Powell. The Wm Comnanv.
Standard Force Fecd Luhricaior Co.

Lawn Mowers—
Clipper Lawn Mower Company.
Manufacturers Agents
' Sachse. Bunn 8: Company.
Manure Sprouders—
International Harvester Company.
0ils—
Producers Reﬁning Company.

Ens'ino couplors—-

Randolph Coupler Company.
Engineering CollegeHighland Park College.

Engine Governors
Company.

Engine Grstos—
Travis Company. The G. E.

on cuk
Bloomer. R. E.
Maple City Mfg. Company.
Oil Cups-—
.»\merican Iniector Company.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Ohio Injector Company.
Penberthv Injector Company.
Powell. The Wm. Company.

Raymond. W. S.
Revolution Counters—
Grant Mfg. & Mach. Company.
Starrett Company. The L. S.
Eosd Dollars»
Port Huron E. &

Iullor readers and Stocks"
Aultmnn & Tavlor Machinery Co.
Birdsell Manufacturing Company.
Gaar. Scott & Company.

Cider Machinery
Boomer & Boschert Press Company.
Hydraulic Press Manufacturing Co.

Pickering Governor

Buffalo Pitts Compan .
Champion Thresher
ompany.
Frick Company.

Separating Device
Sattley Stacker Company.

Piston Valves
Baker, Wilfred.

Farm Wagons
intcrnational Harvester Company.
Elm-tric Wheel Company.

Sprout. Waldron & Company.
Boon Throsliors—
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Huber Manufacturing Company.

Folden. W. L.
Hanson. Joseph.
Manzel Bros. Company.
McCullough Mfg. Company. C. T.
Michigan Lubricaior Company.
Sherwood Manufacturing Company.
Pea Throshors—
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Huber Manufacturing Company.

Enciluge Cutters—
Company.

Oil Pumps-—

T. Company.

Sow Mills and Ssw Mill Supplies
American Saw Mill Machinery Co.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
De Loach Mill Mfg. Company.
Enterprise Manufacturing Company.
Frick Company.
Geiser Manufacturing Company.
Howell & Company. B. R.
Knight Manufacturing Company.
Miller Oil & Supply Company.
Ohlen Saw Manufacturing Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Richmond Machine Vi'orks.
Salem Iron Works.

Sawdust Blower
Bemiller & Bitter Fan Blower Co.
Self Poeders—
Avery Company.
Helneke & Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Lindsay Bros.
Parsons B. C. 8: S. F. Company.

Traction Engines—
Advance Thresher Company.
Aultman Engine 8: Thresher Co.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Company.
Buffalo Pitts Company.
Frick Company.
Gaar, Scott & Company.
Hart-Parr Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Geiser Manufacturing Company.
Kansas City Hay Press Company.

Lambert. U. Gas & Gasoline Eng. Co.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
Wood Bros. S. S. F. Company.
Traction Engine l'lows
Avery Company.
Lowell Steam Plow Company.
Reeves & Company.
Traction Ens‘lno Schools—
School of Traction Engineering.

Transportation
Chicago. Milwaukee 81 St. Paul Ry.
Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co.

Wagon Beds
Brown Bros. Mfg. Co.

Pella Stacker Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
Salina Foundry & Mfg. Company.
Wood Bros. 3. S. F. Company.

Biovss—
Closz & Howard Mfg. Company.
~
Ditch Adjustable Sieve Company.
Plymouth Manufacturing Company.
Sopsrstotl
Advance Thresher Company.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Company.
Aultman Engine & Thresher Co.

Wagon Tanks
Brown Bros. Mfg. Co.
Harry Steel Works. 0. K.
Pioneer Manufacturing Company.
Star Tank Company.
web Clip-—
La muth. John.
Well Drilling Machinsry
Christman. Edward.
_
Pech Foundry & Mfg. Company. Gus.
Wind Staokcrs
Maplebav Manufacturing Company.
Russell Wind Stacker Company.
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' . . Balanced Valves
L. J. WATSON

The valve in this case, it is to be
understood, is the main valve of the
engine which admits and exhausts the
steam to and from the respective ends

in the cylinder casting, one each of

the outside ones leading to its respec
tive end of the cylinder, the third and
central one leading into the open air.
thus forcing the
The valve seat, like the valve face,

that end of the cylinder, and at the also a top and a bottom). It‘ all sides
same time the cavity on the under were exposed to the pressure of the
side of the valve would form a junc steam the valve as a whole would be
tion between the other outside port

balanced, the pressure

exerted on

and the center one, thus allowing the each side being oifset by that on the
piston from one end of the cylinder was planed smooth so as to make a steam in the opposite end of the cyl opposite side.
to the other, alternately.
practically steam tight joint. The inder to escape to the open air.
It is to be observed, however, that
The term “balanced,” as herein valve and seat were enclosed by the
Steam pressure, like all ﬂuid pres only ﬁve of the six sides of this valve
used, means that the valve is bal
are exposed to the steam pressure, as
anced—practically ﬂoating-in the
the sixth or the bottom side fits snug
steam; or that the pressure of the
ly to the seat and shuts out the steam
steam in any direction is counteracted
from this surface.
by the same steam pressure in the
Thus it is that the top side of the
exact opposite direction, so that the
valve is exposed to the steam chest
pressure on one side, as we may ex
pressure, which is not neutralized or
of the cylinder;

press it, is neutralized by that on the
other and the valve is free to move
without any retarding- effect from the

balanced by a corresponding pressure

pressure.
“Then the steam engine was devel

of the steam to the square inch and
the number of square inches of sur
face the valve measures. If the valve
be ﬁve inches one way and eight

oped into a practical commercial ma

chine the valve generally used was
what has commonly been spoken of as
:1 “D” valve, so called from its sec

tional resemblance to this capital let
ter. In general terms it might be said
that this valve was a rectangular shap steam chest into which the steam sures, exerts an equal force in all di
ed block of cast iron having a cavity could be turned, or shut off from, by rections. As previously given in an
terminating at the surface, in its low a hand throttle, for starting or stop article on the steam gauge, the pres
sure is measured by the amount ex
er and face side, which side was ping the engine.
The ﬁrst of these valves used had erted upon one square inch of sur
planed smooth, the cavity (exha'ust
cavity) being centrally located there no lap or lead, and the slightest face as denoted by the steam gauge.
The Original “D” slide valves were
in. This valve was made to ﬁt over movement of the valve on the seat,
and slide backward and forward upon when in the center of its travel, not balanced in the steam. To make
the valve seat containing three ports would open one outside port to the this point clear let us consider that
or terminals of passage ways formed steam chest, thus admitting steam to this valve has six sides (four sides,

from beneath.

The amount of the

pressure depends upon the pressure

inches the other, it will contain forty

square inches of surface; and if the
steam chest pressure be 175 lbs. to
the square inch, the total pressure
upon the top (or back) of the valve,
crowding it against the seat, would be

7,000 lbs.

A valve 5"x8" as given in

this calculation is a size that might
be used on ordinary traction engines;

much larger sizes, of course, being
used on locomotives, stationary and
marine engines. Steam chest pres
sure of 175 lbs. would exist only when
the engine was being worked to its

'I'I‘IETHRBSHHRMHNS REVIEW
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full capacity, provided

the

boiler steam conduits may be, and general
ly are, arranged so the steam enters
from the outside of the valves. Lo
as is the case with locomotives and comotive throttle valves are almost
invariably of this kind.
marine engines.
The ﬁrst and lower seat for such a
This pressure or load on the back
of the valve, whatever it may be, will, valve, it will be seen, would have to
of course, make the valve move hard be made smaller in diameter, as the
er than it would if the load was not valve can be put in place only by
there. Just how much harder de passing the lower disc through the
pends upon the condition or smooth seat opening for the upper and larg
ness of the valve face and seat and er disc. The upper disc being larger
the lubrication of the surfaces, as and containing a greater amount of
surface than the lower one would
well as the amount of pressure.
consequently
be exposed to a greater
The harder a valve moves the more
power it requires to move it, the total pressure when seated.
greater the wear on the valve face
With the exception of this diﬂer
and seat, and the greater the strain ence, due to the odds in the size of
and wear it causes on the valve gear the respective discs of each valve (of
which there are four, an admission
providing the motion.
A general recognition of these facts and an exhaust for each end of the
has long engaged the attention and cylinder) the same would be perfect
stimulated the ingenuity of 'steam ly balanced, as the pressure upward
engineers, with the result that there on the lower disc would just equal
have been numerous devices designed that downward on the upper disc.
and patented to balance the valve, or With the small odds mentioned, how
in other words, numerous balanced ever, there is'a tendency of the valve
valves invented; some which were to remain closed after it seats; al
practical and some not, and of the though when raised it would be bal
many it can be said there are a few
which have been adopted by various
users andbuilders of engines, with
very satisfactory results, which has
proved beyond doubt that a good bal
anced valve is a decided improvement
over the old fashioned unbalanced
"1)” slide valve.
It has been said by good authorities
that“ of
it the
required
per
i cent.
initialabout
power ﬁfteen
developed
pressure be 175 lbs. and a throttling
governor used, or no governor at all,

The Utilization of Waste Product.

June, 1908.
the purchasing manufacturer who can.

One of the “pass words,” of mod

stock material in quantities may be

ern industry is: “Utilize waste prod

able to buy cheap, or the selling man
ufacturer can dispose of his waste at

ucts,” there being a tendency to en

an enhanced price owing to its scarc
idue, surplus, by-product or other ity. But when. the matter of freight
wastes connected with most present cost is the difficulty, it becomes a
moot question whether waste mate
day manufacturing concerns.
Thus, to quote a few examples from rial is a source of trouble and ex
general practice, a modern gas works pense or of proﬁt. In fact, it often
provides material for various chemi occurs that, instead of waste material
cal manufactures; a large number of having a selling value, the “pur
municipal electric light stations are chaser” (sic) requires to be paid to
combined with refuse destructors remove it, although the material is
where the waste and refuse of the itself a source of proﬁt to him.
district are utilized for fuel in the
So far, we have considered only the
boiler furnaces; cloth cuttings are cases where the manufacturer who
employed in the preparation of cer has waste to dispose of cannot deal
tain fabrics; scrap iron and metal with the material himself, but is de
turnings provide the best metal for pendent upon a dealer who can proﬁt

deavor to make good use of every res

castings; used paper and old rags are

ably take such material.

largely employed for the manufacture
In all the established sections of in
of the commoner qualities of paper dustry both parties to a deal of this
and cardboards; and so on one could kind are available unless geographical
go through every section of industry. location, transport diﬁiculties, and the
There are, however, several ways of like, minimize the proﬁts of the trans
looking at this subject from the pur action or render the disposal of waste
ly commercial standpoint, in some products a. matter of expense instead
cases not always favorable to the uni

of proﬁt.

But when only one part)"

to_ the deal is available-the manufac
turer having waste material to dis
pose of—it becomes a question how
the material is to be proﬁtably util

ized. Sometimes the principal proﬁt
lies in getting rid of the stuff, in
which case, unless the manufactory
concerned is in an isolated neighbor
hood and good dumping grounds are
available, the chances are that the
manufacturer would otherwise get
into difﬁculties with municipal or oth

by the engine to drive the valve if
it be unbalanced; which percentage

er authorities for fouling a river or

pressure of the steam crowding the

otherwise endangering public health.
or usurping public rights in some

valve to the seat.

way.

is .due in no small measure to the
Any one who has

statement, owing to the comparative

ease of reversing an engine having a
balanced valve, especially when there
is high pressure in the steam chest
and the valve not properly lubricated.
With locomotives having unbalanced
valves it sometimes necessitates the
shutting of the throttle in order to
book out the reverse when hauling a.
heavy train up grade, for under these
conditions the high pressures in the
chests causes so much frictional re
sistance to the shifting of the valves
as to make it impossible for the engi
neer to manipulate the lever without

shutting the steam off while making
the shift. There are but a very few
locomotives at the present time, how
ever, but what are equipped with bal
anced valves.
A great majority of the main
valves for steam engines are what
may be classed Slide valves, that is,
they slide on the surface of the valve
seat.
There are a few designs of slow
speed engines, however, such as are

sometimes used for
supplying water to
are equipped with
and fall, instead of
seats.

pumping engines
cities, etc., that
valves that rise
slide, upon their

Such valves are called poppet

valves.
They are formed of two
round discs joined by a centrally lo
cated stem or neck, each disc having
an independent seat, and are made in
a single casting. In closing, the faces

of both discs come in contact with
their respective seats at the same in

stant.

The seats are formed in that

part of the cylinder casting that may

be classed as the steam chest.

The

In such instances the man who

will remove the material is a benefac
tor, even if he has to be paid for do
ing so, and the selling party obtains
his “proﬁt,” because he can dispose
of the material with less cost to him
self than would be the case were the

had opportunity to handle engines
with and without balanced valves
can vouch for the veracity of this

lN KANSAS.

Courtesy W. H. Oils, Gretna.

anced, as it would be wholly snr-ll versal acceptance of “utilize waste
rounded by the steam when in this products” as an industrial axiom, al
latter position, and would require though as a rule there is no question
some external force to again close it. as to the advisability of making good

This force may be produced by aluse of everything; and in the fol
spring or by a “dashpot,” the latter lowing remarks the Writer brieﬂy dis
being generally employed.

cusses some aspects of this import

material of no use to any one.

The other alternative is to intro
duce a private plant for dealing with
one’s own waste material; and on a
large scale this may prove very pro
ﬁtable.

In fact, there are cases on

record where the industry introduced
in this way has created a market
for itself, and the new business has

However, as this type of valve is ant subject.
dwarfed the old. On the other hand,
but little used a further discussion
At the present time, after many it has occurred that the new business
of the same had perhaps better not years of the useful employment of has killed itself, owing to the fact
be undertaken.
trade waste, so many industries have that, as soon as waste material comes
In order that any design of bal been created or fostered as a result to be in request, this same material
anced valve be a practical success of this policy that it is very largely becomes valuable and proportionately
the following requirements must be possible for any manufacturer to dis costly-so much so, in some cases,
complied with: First, they must be pose of his waste or surplus material, that it ceases to be proﬁtable to util
practically steam tight; and, second whether large or small in quantity, on ize it at all.
This usually occurs
ly, the construction must be such as proﬁtable terms to a dealer or manu where the special plant demands more
will enable the parts forming the facturer whose business requires or material than the original business
steam tight joints to follow up their utilizes such material. When such is can supply and additional material
natural wear and thus maintain, to the case both parties are beneﬁted— has been purchased.
a great extent, their steam tight con the one proﬁtably gets rid of mate
A notable example of this state of
rial that he does not want and that is affairs is provided by the use of oil
dition.
An illustrated description of some only in his way, and the other obtains fuel on the Great Eastern Railway of
of the leading types of balanced slide material for his own work at a rea England. For many years a consid
valves will be given in a future is sonable rate. In many cases, how erable number of locomotives were
ever, the parties to such a mutually ﬁtted for oil burning; but instead of
sue of The Review.
proﬁtable arrangement are not so about a hundred of them being in
conveniently situated; either they are use, as was the case ﬁve or six years
If you have a good photograph of separated by considerable distances,
ago, they now total only about twen
your rig and would like to see it and freight charges seriously affect
ty. The reason is, that oil burning
printed in The Review without the proﬁt of the deal, or one party
was ﬁrst introduced by Mr. Holden
charge, send it along.
has more material to sell than the to utilize waste material from the
other can take, or the one requires plant used for supplying oil gas for
-Don’t believe all that you hear more material than he can obtain.
carriage lighting, owing to the fact
about your neighbor’s cut prices.
As a rule, the latter state of alfairs that the River Lea Conservancy ob
Perhaps he is listening to the same adjusts itself with time, and is some jected to the oﬁensive material being
sort of trash about you.
times actually more proﬁtable, for emptied into their waters. But a

June, 1908.
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very few engines could use all the

available material, so that the exteri
sion of oil burning required the pur
chase of material elsewhere. As a
result, what was originally waste
came to have a value, and the writer

understands that it is now cheaper
to use coal for the engines.
Similar cases can be quoted in con
nection with most industries where
the useful employment of waste prod
ucts has created an industry and, to
a large extent, defeated its own ends.
It is true that, in many instances, it
is still proﬁtable to carry on a waste
utilization plant, merely because the
material is got rid of; but in other
cases, especially if such a plant re
quires additional material to keep it
going, it may be a source of actual
loss after the ﬁrst two or three years.

ucts is inevitable as a feature of in
dustrial progress.

and the Ann Arbor Machine Compa

ny, of Ann Arbor, Michigan; his
(b) By its practice two purposes territory is Illinois for these two
lines of presses.
are served:
At this call it developed that Mr.
(1) Surplus and waste material is
Tallman is patentee and manufactur
utilized more or less proﬁtably.
er of an elevated three stroke self
(2) A new industry is created.
(c) The proﬁt, as regards disposal, feed press of his own. This press
has only a three-inch step for the
may arise from the same causes.
((1) The utilization of waste mate team. It is already in use in some
rial causes a demand therefor, and places and next year is expected to be
dealers or manufacturers arise who on the market generally.
will purchase, or remove at reasona~
ble cost, material that other manufac_ .

turers Wish to dispose of,-either with
proﬁt or at the least expense.
(e) If special and extensive plant

9
tory,” which includes Kansas and a
part of Oklahoma. Next to the coach
an engine and thresher was at work

siren whistle, which announced to the
natives for miles that the train was
in evidence.

E. J. Anderson, manager for the
Avery Company Kansas City branch,
accompanied

the

train,

also

Leroy

Page, of the C., B. & Q., over which
line the shipment was made. J. W.
Olson, traveling representative of the
Avery people, who has been with the
ﬁrm for twenty years, and is well

A South Dakota Meeting.

known in Peoria, arrived from Kan

June 17 and 18 have been adopted
as the dates, and Huron the place for
the state meeting of the South Da
kota Threshers’ Association.
Threshermen in this territory will

sas City the previous day with sev
eral deals and accompanied the tri
umphal progress of this sample of
Peoria’s industry.
The train was taken to the Union

is required for such utilization of
waste products, work on a fairly large
scale is generally necessary, and after
the ﬁrst period such utilization is only take notice; and they are urged to
As regards the introduction of new proﬁtable on ordinary business lines. allow no ordinary event to keep them
industries in the attempt to deal use
In conclusion, it must be said that, away from this meeting. Come ev
fully with waste products, it is usu before a manufacturer introduces a erybody and help make this one of
ally the ﬁrst manufacturers in the waste utilization process and plant, the successful meetings of the year.
ﬁeld who obtain most beneﬁt, for their it is not merely the present condition
followers have less opportunity for of affairs that has to be considered,
A Michigan Meeting
proﬁt, as the material employed has but the future has to be looked to
obtained commercial value by the carefully. If the serving of present
The threshermen of Clinton Coun
time they commence business, while purposes is all that is required, then ty met in St. Johns today and elect
the originators have obtained the best things may be conducted as may be ed the following ol'ﬁeers: President,
of the trade in the new product, and most convenient at the time; but it Wm. Mulder; secretary, B. C. Em
will keep it so long as they maintain is usually best for a waste utiliza ons; treasurer, E. L. Howe; organi

station the afternoon before leaving

where it was inspected by large num
bers of Peorians until leaving time
at 8 the following morning.
The train was routed-via Potts
town, Edwards, Oak Hill, Elmwood.
Yates City, Galesburg 12 m., Bush

nel, 1:30 p. m., Macomb 2:08 p. m.,
Camp Point 4:15 p. m., and arriving,r
at Quincy at 5:20 Thursday after
noon. It reached Kansas City at n‘
p. m. Friday.
The siren whistle aroused the usu

a

the quality and conduct their affairs lion industry to be conducted on its
in a businesslike and rational man own merits as a branch of the origi
nating business, or established as an
ner.
From the-foregoing remarks, for independent concern.—Cassiers' Mag
which no particular novelty is claim azine.
ed, and which only skirt the fringe of
our subject, it will be seen that the
Threshermen’s Meetings.
real proﬁtableness of the utilization
The
Minnesota Brotherhood of
of waste products is sometimes more
apparent than real, and, however dc Threshermen, whose secretary has his
sirable
as representing progress, oﬁice at Melrose, will hold its second
practice sometimes defeats its own annual meeting at Sauk Center, Min
ends, and what is intended to prove nesota, the third Thursday in June—
a source of proﬁt may, after a time, June 18th.
The threshermen of at least five
become a source of loss.
On the
whole, however, the utilization of counties make this their meeting
waste products is to be commended, place, and it is hoped and expected,
and may become the nucleus of a that a larger number than ever will
good business. Also it must be re gather again this year. Every thresh
membered that, although an industry erman in that territory should realize
of this kind may be started to pro that this is to be a business meeting,
vide a proﬁt that is only realized for for business that he is vitally inter
a short time, the proﬁt disappearing ested in. Be there and do your share
when the industry becomes general, for making better conditions and bet
on the other hand such industries be ter prices for this year’s threshing.
come staple, and new industries of It's your meeting and your business.
corresponding character arise in the Then attend to it.
course of time-maybe from the one
already introduced-to carry on the
A Call.
chain of progress.
Our subject may now be summar
At Shelbyville, Illinois, recently a.
ized, partly in connection with the Review representative had the pleas
above remarks and partly in combina ure of a call on Mr. H. M. Tallman,
tion with additional ideas:
representing the Admiral Hay Press
(a) The utilization of waste prod Company, of Kansas City, Missouri,

The train was
zer, Geo. Munroe; all of St. Johns, ul lively interest.
held at Maeomb for a little while on
for Wednesday, June 10, to be held account of a wreck, stopping almost
at the court house, St. Johns, Michi opposite the high school in that live

Michigan, anl called another meeting

gan.

Let every thresherman make

an eﬂ’ort to be present. On one point
they seemed to be unanimous, i. e.,
that prices for threshing must be
raised or they would be forced out of
business. Let other counties sit up
and take notice.
Respectfully yours,
Wm. Kohlmeyer,

ly burg; and during recess the entire
school gathered to listen to the mock

ing bird.
A number of cars had to be left
from the train load because of the
size of the train, the one as made up

being all the locomotive could handle.

Ten Years Old.

Pres. Mich. Threshers’ Assn.

Ellensburg, Wash, May 19, ’08.
Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Co.,

Avery Co.. Train of 20 Cars.
(See Photo Above.)

Des Moines, Iowa.
Gentlenien:—I bought a feeder of

There are spots where business de
you ten years ago at Waverly, I‘owa.
pression is not apparent, and one of
Shipped my rig out here three years
these is the Avery Company, of Peo
ria, Illinois, the energetic manufac ago. Want a few repairs to make the
feeder as good as new. Enclose a
turers of threshers,-thresher engines,
list of same. Please advise me cost
steam plows, etc. At 8 o’clock in
of same. and I will send you money
the morning of May 14 a ﬂag decked
order.
Truly yours.
train of twenty cars loaded with
threshers and engines to the value of
$75,000 pulled out from the Union
station and journeyed down to Kan
sas City, making the trip by daylight.
This immense shipment is not for
exhibition purposes, except as a side
issue, but goes to supply actual de
mands in what is known to the imple
ment trade as “Kansas City terri

S. A. Myers.

We are sorry to have to announce
that our supply of the book “The
Traction Engine Boiler” mentioned
in the Answers Department of our
last issue is entirely exhausted and

no more will be printed for the pres
ent.
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good comes from it, even though all over and come to some agreement for ing such measures as these, even
the participants do not join the asso a reasonable but proﬁtable price for though their neglect causes serious in

threshing. Some of your customers
ciation.
Good state organizations have been may “kick.” Then it’s up to you
formed in New York, in Michigan, to show them that the new price is
in Iowa and elsewhere. Let thresher not only just and reasonable, but
men recognize the good to be obtained that it is what you must have if you

jury to a large class of their constitu
ency. In fact the bridge question is
one that affects every farmer, wheth
er he be a ihresherman or not.

For

the threshing outﬁt is an absolute ru
thereby and join at once. The cost are to make any proﬁt on your work. ral necessity; and every hindrance to
is trifling. The beneﬁts are many.
its moving from farm to farm on the
The United States Geological Sur public highway is a hindrance to the
The people of the United States vey has been investigatingr the best work of making the nation’s grain
consumed last year about four hun methods of using thc coals -of the ready for market. \Vhy then should

PUBLISHED
THE FIRST 0?

United States, with reference to the

there be even the least delay in con

say nothing of the large quantities smoke nuisance, they report that the
of oil and gas and wood; and the to personal element is the most difficult
tal cost at the furnaces approximated obstacle to overcome in the ﬁght
two billion dollars.
against smoke. Study of the require
Speaking of possible substitutes ments and a desire to obtain good
for coal, the chief of the technologic results on the part of the ﬁreman will

sidering laws providing that these ne

dred ﬁfteen million tons of coal, to

EACH MONTH
BY

Ta: Tnnzsnrnunrs REVIEW 00.
(Incorporated)
St. Joseph, Michigan

IINIIIBIIPTIOI 50 GT‘. A YEAR Canadian and other foreiRn snbscrip»

tionl. $1.00 a year. postage paid.
Receipt of payment and month of ex
piration is shown by the date in the
address on wrapper.

‘l

Subscribers wishing to have com
plete ﬂies of this paper should remit
promptly upon receipt of notice of ex

piration.

branch of the U. S. Geological Sur

vey said that in his opinion there
will be in the near future a larger

cessitics shall have safe transport
over the creeks and rivers between
farm and farm? There is no good
rcason. But this incident is one more
to prove the necessity of what has
do more to abate this nuisance than been repeatedly urged of thresher
any other one inﬂuence.
men: that they take live interest in
Being principally the result of an matters pertaining to their business.
imperfect air supply, smoke can be That they spend a little time-and

use of running waters for power and
light development. There will also prevented by providing for suﬁ‘icient n1oney—jonrneying to their state cap
continue a diminishing development air and for its mixture with the gases itol when matters important to them
are up for consideration. A good del
of heat and power through the use in the furnace.

q Our Advertilinz rates will be made
known on application. To insure in
sertion copy for advertisements must be
in this oﬂlce on or before the 15th of the
month preceding date 0! issue.
Q‘Thll paper does not attempt to
endorse opinions expressed in its
"correspondence" columnl.

of wood.

In the New England, At

lantic and some of the middle North

\Vell designed furnaces may smoke cgation of threshermen in New York ’s
to a greater or less degree. depending capital city might have helped a
on the methods of the ﬁremen, the whole lot in getting the bill nndcr

ern states there will be some utiliza
tion of peat for similar purposes. A kind or size of the coal, and the rate
limited future use of alcohol made at which the coal is burned. They
q Entered u second-clan matter at the
from wood and burn products, for may be expected to give smokeless
Post om“ at St. Joseph, Mich.
heat and power purposes is probable, combustion when burning a suitable
but not certain. Petroleum and nat coal, except under the following un
ural gas will long continue as large favorable operating conditions:
1. When ﬁres are built, the fur
The writer of the ﬁrst letter in our local, but in a measure temporary,
nace not being heated to the required
department of Live Letters, ﬁnds contributors to the comforts and in
temperature the gases cool below
himself thankful to have pulled dustries of the nation.
iheir ignition point and escape un
But
the
fact
remains
that
the
fu
through, coming out even on expens
es and payments. He has also “tum ture growing scarcity of wood, gas burned.
2. When so much coal is burned
bled” to the cause of the trouble and and oil and the increasing cost of
proposes to remedy it another season mining the coal as the surface beds on the grate that it is impossible to
by asking higher prices for the work. are exhausted and the deeper ones supply sufficient air without frequent

must be reached will naturally in poking. This condition usually re
reason for past failure for, as he crease the aggregate expenditure for sults in so large a volume of gas from
says, “As our farmers do not ask us fuel even faster than the tonnage in the coal that it cannot be properly
to run at a loss it will be nobody’s creases. The enormous consumption of mixed with air and burned in the

He has no doubt whatever as to the

fault but our own if we do not make our fuel supply cannot continue for
wages with our machines.
I have ever; and a partial solution is that
been in the business now for many we learn to get greater efficiency out
years; and think I have farmer of our fuels, and use our greatest ef
friends that will stay with me if it fort against the enormous waste in

does cost them more money.
One this as in other of our national re
thing I‘ will say: I shall try to keep sources.
my machine up-to-date in every re

In his letter in this issue, “Figures
spect and do the best work possible;
and if a man is honest and treats From Old Illinois,” one subscriber
every man alike, with kindness, and gives some ﬁgures that are interest

is prompt in his contracts, it is no
trick for a man to succeed.”
That is, the man who runs his rig
on business principles need not look
for trouble in succeeding.

He is the

kind of man the farmer wants, and
is willing to pay a reasonable price

to. There is no need for such a man
to cut prices, and the thing probably
never seriously occurs to him. Our
subscriber presents in a matter-of
fact way an example that we com

mend to the brethren everywhere who
are not already doing likewise.
The next writer on the same page
hits another nail on the head when
he advocates organization. And, like
raising prices, the only way to organ
ize is to organize. Simple, but, judg

ing from the way threshermen shy
at it, not so easy as it looks. But it’s
the way, just the same.

Even an ex

change of views among a lot of
threshermen gathered together in
one place is of large beneﬁt to those

interested, to say nothing of the or
ganization that may be formed and
started growing. The very questions
that our correspondent brings up,

combustion chamber.

Get together and talk it

past

the

committee.

Men, you cannot afford to sit quietly

by and expect things will do them
selves for you. They will not. Get
into your state organization and help
make it. a power for your 'good.
Emerson Hough, discussing the
slanghler of the trees in Everybody’s,
ihinks that in ﬁfty years we shall

have whole states as bare as China.
The Appalachians will be stripped to
bedrock. The Rockies will send down
vast ﬂoods, which cannot be control

led.

The Canadiun forest north of

the Great Lakes will be swept away.

Our Middle West will be bare. The
Yazoo Delta will be ripped apari.

On reaching because no levee will be able to stand

the boiler surfaces it is cooled. com

the ﬂoods of those days.

We shall

and be living in crowded concrete houses.
and at double the rent we now pay.
3. When the rate of combustion is We shall make vehicles of steel, use
suddenly increased, as when more no wood on our farms. We shall pay
coal is added, and ﬁres are pokcd'to ten cents for a newspaper, ﬁfty cents
get up pressure in short time.
for a magazine, as much for a lead
4. _When ﬁres are checked by clos pencil.
Cotton will be immensely
ing doors or dampers, thus cutting higher. Beef will be the privilege of
off the air supply. Banked fires are the few.
Clothing will cost twice
bustion is arrested,
smoke result.

and

soot

ing, to say the least. His ﬁgures for diﬂicult to maintain and start up
both years do not indicate the num without smoke. Automatic dampers
ber of day’s run in each year, so that are frequently the cause of smoke
we cannot estimate the daily earn when not properly adjusted or de
illgs even on our snbscriber’s basis. signed.
Smoke of itself may not usually be
The only items he uses in his esti
mate are expense for hired help and any consequence coming from a trac
oil. Add to them interest on invest tion engine, except as it may indicate
ment and a reasonable depreciation unskilled or wasteful ﬁring. Study
charge—charge for wear out of the in this regard means saving all
rig—and his item of “cleared” will around; in coal, in grates and in
ﬁnes.
be changed to an item of loss.
The responsibility for the loss lies
A sample of the difficulty encoun
for the greater part with the thresh
crman himself. He is unable or un tered in getting favorable attention
willing to take the trouble—some to needed legislation will be found
times we think the latter-to ﬁgure in the experience of Assemblyman
out the cost of running a threshing Myron E. Eggleston, of Orleans
rig, either before buying or after. County. New York, with his bill to
Here is a reader of The Review, Amend the Highway Law of New
whose pages month after month have York relative to bridges, as told by
talked plainly and clearly on this sub him in his letter to the president of
ject, who leaves out the two largest the Threshermen’s Association of
items of daily expense in ﬁguring up New York, printed elsewhere in this
his proﬁts. His scale of prices also issue. We print the bill also, that
threshermen may see what was at
tells why there are no proﬁts.
There is just this much about it: tempted and was allowed to die in
threshermen generally must. raise committee.
This emphasizes what threshermen
their prices for their work, or they
will never get very far ahead. The who have attended state meetings al
best way to raise the price is just to ready knowi that state assemblies

and many others, are thoroughly dis
cussed at such meetings and much raise it.

consideration

and legislatures are chary of favor

what it costs today. Like Chinamen,
our children will rake the soil for fuel
or forage or food. We shall shiver
in a cold, and burn in a heat, never
before felt in this temperate zone,

meant by God as a comfortable grow
ing place for splendid human beings
—unless we wake up.
We have as yet no national policy
for preventing the calamities sure to

follow the rapid destruction of our
forests now in progress. But inter
est is being aroused, and ere long
we may hope to see large areas being
reforested through state and nation

al effort. Already something is be
ing done in this regard. Canada has
begun reforestation. Ohio furnishes
seeding trees to her citizens free and
plants them, the owner paying for
transportation and cost of labor only.
(‘onneciicnt furnishes trees at cost.

Kansas furnishes trees free.
Far be it from The Threshermen’s
Review to rake over the “late un

plcasantness” at Wichita any fur
ther; and our statement of facts in
May was a necessity, made so by the
misleading rant of The American

Thresherman in its April issue.

But

so long as our Madison contemporary
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continues its small inueudoes it must
It is not only from among threshexpect to hear the truth, however un- ermen that complaints go to manu-facturers regarding failure of ma
palatable.
“Whatever their position at Wich chinery to do the expected work, re
ita,” says the May American Thresh sulting in the sending of an expert
erman, it has “joined the army of only to ﬁnd that the trouble lies, not
boosters,” and congratulations are in with the machinery, but with the op
erator. Instances are numerous in
order.
In view of the facts stated in our other branches of the heavy ‘machin
April issue, the position of The ery trade, and from men who from
Threshermen’s Review was the right their qualiﬁcations should not make
one; and this paper has no apologies such mistakes. Commenting on sev

11

was introduced at Lansing authoriz- plement, went and did likewise.
ing the construction of a branch They’re doing it yet; not only in
prison

in

Keweenaw

County,

near Missouri, but in other states.

Lac La Belle, where the trap rock
supplies could be obtained, and in
quarrying and shipping which the
convicts would be employed.
The
measure was defeated, but the scrap
py little stat ehighway commission
or will not let it go at that, we may

rest assured.

We want good roads; and, where
to oﬁer to any one, and the A. T.’s eral such instances, The Iron Age feasible, hard roads are the only

charge in that regard was inspired by
something else than a decent regard
for the truth.
The Threshermen’s Review is not
a coward because it refuses to rec
ognize in every straw man that may
be set up by its contemporary 9. dead
ly enemy to the entire body of thresh
ermen of this country, and this paper
would lay itself open to aspersions of
another kind should it do so. This
paper's record in association mat
ters is clear. It has been an open
and consistent supporter of associa
tions of threshermen, by themselves
and for themselves, from the days of
the old Northwestern Association till
now, and has no intention. of chang
ing its policy in this regard, nor will
it use their conventions for the pro
motion of the interests of any but
the threshermen themselves.
The
threshermen of the Southwestr—and
elsewhere—ought to be quite capable
of arranging their own conventions,
without any “steering committee” to
‘resolute” for them. The Review has
always been a “booster” whenever
and wherever threshermen could be

beneﬁted; and it has championed
their cause when no other paper dared
or would do so. So much for our posi
tion at Wichita or anywhere else.
We do not willingly indulge in criti

says that in this connection it may
be stated that some machinery build
ers and dealers are altogether too
easy with their customers. They are
fearful of losing future orders. As

thing. That they are feasible has
been demonstrated by the miles of
state reward road already laid in this

customer is heard to comment on this
fact, relating his own experiences. A
product is sometimes “sized up” by

The sooner he goes at it the better.

and other states.

Mr. Earle’s project

Now, Mr. Thresherman, what is
the condition of the road in front of
your farm‘! If the drainage is all
right—this is the prime essential in
the making of any good road-but
the road is otherwise rough and poor,
you can make it unbelievably better
by the use of a drag. You may be
doing a little work that “doesn't
belong to you," that '5 true. But it
isn't much work, and your reward
will be in increased farm value, which
is substantial, and in having done
your share in a work necessary for
the comfortable pursuit of your call
mg.

to let our convicts prepare road met
a matter of fact, sound business a], thus keeping them out of competi
methods pay in dealings with buyers. tion with honest labor, is sensible,
Apropos of this voluntary road
A business man respects the house righteous and just. The convict can work, a Texas paper tells of a Gray
established on a basis of principles not be kept in idleness; here is use son County widow who outclasses
by which it stands. Occasionally a ful, wholesome work for him to do. some of her male neighbors in this

respect.
The Grayson widow owns a farm
The bad bridge question is one that and for a year she has been operating

the lax system of its manufacturer; in the main calls for legislation that a split log drag on the road adjoining
the presumption is created that this will undo the harm wrought in this re her farm, a distance of a mile. After
weakness extends to the manufactur
gard by other legislation; laws that every rain she has been out with a
ing department, and consequently to will un-make or change into good laws
drag and she points with pride to as
the goods.
The machine builder
the bad laws that are responsible for nice a piece of dirt road as there is
should always be quick to remedy de present conditions; and it is a ques to be found in the Southwest.
fects for which he is responsible, but tion for which the only apparent so
Would that there were more widows
resolute in refusing to meet expense lution is through organization of like her; it might have a tendency
for the cause of which he is not to threshermen.
to shame the men into getting busy
blame.
But there are other conditions of and emulating the example set.
travel that are bad, for which the
May there not be discovered some remedy is often in the hands of indi
If Representative Cochran has his
analogy between the customers cited vidual threshermen.
That is, bad way as provided in a bill recently in
in the foregoing and those of the roads. That’s the business of the troduced by him, the automobile will
threshermen?
How can the ma township or county, perhaps‘! But take its place as a part of our rural
chine owner who is trying to operate why haven’t the township or county mail service, which will be expanded
without any business principles, with attended to it. Roads are bad; and into a passenger and freight carrying
out any regular intelligently based everyone ﬁounders through them, system as well.
scale of prices, look for the respect hoping things will be different some ‘He proposes an appropriation of
of those for whom he works‘! Is he day, but no individual does anything sixty thousand dollars to start an ex
not “sized up” by the laxity of his to help.
perimental auto-post-coach service

cisms of this sort; still less willingly methods or the absence altogether of
Now the stone roads that our high for the coming year, on a number of
will we tamely submit to such wan them? Surely he is! The average way commissioners advocate are rural routes, to be determined by the
ton villiﬁcation as characterized our farmer knows well enough that the most desirable and, wherever state postmaster general.
contemporary ’s April editorial pages. men who do his threshing are not ad aid can be had, townships should be
These experiments, if the bill is en

equately paid. But they make the
price themselves, usually, and he is
no philanthropist. "If a man gets
what he asks, he is in luck,” is about
the way most of the farmers view the
the Baldwin Locomotive Works for matter.
Just read that quotation
the past year was 2,500 locomotives, again. It was written with reference‘
being an average of 71/2 locomotives to another class of machinery users,
daily,
representing approximately but doesn't it impress you, Mr.
$5,000,000.00 worth of business. Thresherman 7
And this was but one of many.
The National Convict Labor Good
In his letter in this issue Mr. F. Roads Association is the name of a
D. Enns, an old friend of The Re new organization recently incorpor
view, late of Minnesota but now of ated in Michigan, with its headquar
Idaho, writes quite entertainingly of ters at Grand Rapids, Michigan, with
the country and offers to give all in Horatio S. Earle, state highway com
Isaac B.
formation that he can to those who missioner, as president.
write him;—conditioned,
however, Potter, of New York, ﬁrst vice presi
dent, S. M. Becker, of Milwaukee,
that they send stamps for reply.
Which is certainly fair enough. second vice president, and C. A.
And in this connection and for the Wright, Hancock, Mich., third vice
beneﬁt of other writers to The Re president. The secretary is F. W.
view, some of whom have complained Boughton, of Grand Rapids.
The organization is formed for pro_
of receiving numerous letters asking
information but containing no return moting the building of good roads by
postage, we would suggest that when utilizing convict labor; a project that
one thresherman writes another for is a good one and very dear to the
information he should at least send a heart of Senator Earle. Mr. Wright
stamp for postage on the letter asked is also deeply interested in the move
ment and has given the matter a con
for.

An idea of what a vast amount of
business is done by the large ma
chine shops of the country may be
had from the fact that the output of

Such postage mounts up to a good
deal more than one realizes; more

than the average man should be asked

encouraged to build just as much
state reward road as they will vote
for.
The more the better. Such
roads are a credit to their builders
and add substantially to the value of
the adjoining farms.
But, under the most favorable con

acted into law, are to be made on
routes well graded and macadamized,
and are to start from post oﬁ‘ices at
or adjacent to a station on a railroad
or trolley line. It is to be a further
condition of this service that, for the
convenient collection and delivery of
merchandise and baggage and for the
shelter of travelers, the rural public
on the proposed experimental lines
shall provide post cabins satisfactory
to the postmaster general at points
on the highways near their respective

ditions, a long time must elapse be
fore hard roads will be generally
built, and in the meantime, what of
the roads we have? Why not go to
work, individually and collectively,
to make better roads of them. That
it can be done by assuming individual homes, the postman and the owners
responsibility for the state of the of the cabins to have duplicate keys.
It is proposed and so stated in the
road has been conclusively “shown”
by “the Gentleman From Missouri,” bill, that at least twice a day, mom
Mr. D. Ward King, whose road drag, ing and afternoon, at hours conven
a tool whose absurd simplicity is the ient to the public, two auto-post
only thing against it, has become a coaches equipped for the transport of
decided factor in the making over of merchandise, baggage and passengers
country roads, doing such good work shall make trips in opposite direc
as to receive oﬁicial recognition from tions from the same postoﬂice over
the same course. The speed capacity
the State of Iowa.
of each post-coach shall be at least
But it is the man behind—or on
the drag that is the most important one hundred miles per day, and the
factor. King’s drag was all right, carrying capacity of each coach shall
but it was King himself who went not be les than ten passengers and
onto the road with it and made it one thousand ﬁve hundred ‘pounds of
effective.
He asked no questions merchandise or baggage. A schedule
about an allowance on his road tax, of prices for fares has been arranged

siderable amount of study.
Two either; but went ahead for the good and if passed the bill will aﬁord an
years ago he submitted a proposition of the public and of himself. At the opportunity for ample trial of an am
to furnish trap rock in unlimited expenditure of a little effort be put pliﬁcation of the parcels post in fa

vored localities. And as the prime
for road building purposes, and at that of his next neighbor, nearer condition of the service is that of
suggestion
of
Commissioner town, in ﬁrst class shape. Not only good roads, such a movement is one
ters of interest. Do it! But don’t the
forget, if your letter calls for prompt Earle, who had made an extensive that, but others, being“shown”how more step toward universal good
investigation of the subject, a bill easy the work and effective the im roads.
reply, to enclose a stamp.

to pay.

We want to encourage our quantities to the State of Michigan the road between his own gate and

readers to write to each other on mat
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Is there any reason why we should teamsters $6.00, six fetchers $3.00
not have 4c per bushel and have pay each, ﬁreman $3.50, water team and
for every bushel we thresh‘!
The man-$7.00, two spike pitchers $3.50

each, and count the board $10.00 a
day.
Then we have a total expense
men to cut this throwing off out, and
-per day of $108.50, not counting oil
we can. afford to buy better coal, bet

only thing to do is for all thresher
W.

Will Raise Prices.
Editor Review :—Please

ﬁnd en

and breakage and wear on the rig.
ter oil, better repairs, run better ma
I did not make money last fall in
point of the union ought to be with chines, thresh a larger amount every threshing. Could not get help to run
the manufacturing companies, and I day, keep better men‘, he better steady and the class of workers or

closed the necessary ﬁfty cents to think it will be, for we all know there friends, give better satisfaction to our
make the best paper for a thresher are threshermen of today who are a customers, as well as do away with
man visit my humble home for the detriment to themselves, as well as the scrubs who try to thresh and are
machine company, farmers, thresher of no good to the machine, to the
next twelve months.
_,I\'e have pulled in for 1907, and as men, supply houses and who never thresherman, farmers, oil company,

we promised to let you know what will make it a success. Why? Be supply houses, as well as themselves.
we have done in the windnp will say, cause -here is one little point I wish
I can say I would like to see the
we had a blue prospect on the start, to say.
manufacturing companies and thresh
We threshed for one farmer this ermen all in one union, and .would
but we have threshed 45,000 bushels
of wheat with the little separator, season-of course, under the circum like to hear from you all. Also turn
and feel that after making our pay stances, we never get over So for out and do something. Push a good
ment in full, and have paid for all of wheat, 2c for oats, and furnish our
thing right to the front.
our help, that we are thankful. We own coal; this is out of the stack.
“I'll close, wishing The Review
have 0c for shock threshing and 6c Now we threshed his job for Be per
good
success for 1908.
bushel
for
wheat,
2c
per
bushel
for
from the stack, and ﬁnd that we will
Frank H. Brandes.
have to raise to 7c and 10c for 1908, oats. When we got through, he said:
R. 3, Glenville, Nebraska.
as labor is high, coal is higher than “I will pay you when I sell my
ever; and as I am a man that thinks
labor never is too high. and as our
farmers do not ask us to run at a

a poor working

man

myself.

tend to make money, we ought to

have a right to boss our own crew.
I also run a National No. 3 well
machine, but this country is not very
good for the well business.

Can't

keep me busy, but have to wait for
jobs.

I would like to hear from some
one experienced in a ﬂax mill, or I
to make it ready to ship to the twine
mills. I‘ would also like to hear from
farmers that make straw towing ma
chinery. If I could start a small

own if we do not make wages with

our machines.
I have been in the business now for
many years. and think I have farmer
friends that will stay with me even if

towing mill, I could use my engine
the year round.

Andrew Steen.
Adams, North Dakota.

One

*

thing I will say, I shall try to keep
my machine up-to-date in every re
spect and do the best work possible;
and if a man is honest and treats ev
ery man alike with kindness, and
is prompt in his contracts it is no
task for a man to succeed.

I have iny own teams.

but

Last fall I could not handle the
crew, but they could handle me to
perfection, and if we threshermen in

mean a mill to make ﬂax straw tow,

loss, it will be nobody ’s fault but our

it does cost them more money.

laboring men that visited North Da
kota wanted good pay and little
work. I am not against the working
class of people, but I like to see that
they earn their board. I am nothing

*

*

The Oregon Trail.
Editor Reviewz-As per your re
quest I will give you an idea of my

experience in threshing.
I have
threshed for about seven falls and I
like it very much. The ﬁrst time I

One man

was with a machine I was water man,

IN SOUTH DAKOTA.

runs the engine, one the separator

Courtesy John Tripp, Arlington.

the-next fall I was ﬁreman, and the
next fall I tended the machine, and
to act as foreman with the teams; wheat.” We said, “All right.” He
From North Dakota.
the last two years I was engineer.
and you ‘know that there must be told us hé did not know when that
Editor Review:—A few words from I got along very nicely; sometimes
some one to do the talking; and as would be, and at the same time told a brother thresherman and subscrib we had bad luck.
I do very well at that the boys let us that we did not overrun much on er to The Review.
I will tell you the little accident
me have the job. I‘ believe I am an the hundred. Well, it went on and
I live in Walsh County, North Da that happened to us last fall. As we
expert at talking so do not see why on and finally two months went by and kota, and have run a threshing out were pulling in the yard, we got a
I cannot hold my job.
we ran after him a time or two, and ﬁt for ten. years. I now run a 25 little too far off the road, and the
This date, December 31, 1907, ﬁnds then he tried to beat us 35 cents on horse straight ﬂue engine and a 36x hind wheel on the engine sunk clear
and one the water wagon, leaving me

us with a pretty good outlook for a coal bill which he had lost.

a good crop for 1908, and if the
green bugs and hessian ﬂy leave us
alone, and the grand old Review still
comes as of old, we will hope for the
best season’s run of our lives.
I have enjoyed all the letters from

Then 60 Niagara Second separator. I con
sider this a good rig when run right,
els on the hundred of wheat and and the most makes of threshing rigs
throw off about 10 bushels on the today will do good work when run
hundred on oats. We did not settle right.

to the hub, and we had a hard time

he wanted us to give about 10 bush

to get out. As it was about in the
act of going over, we took coal and
got out, but we had hard work of it.
We had to uncouple the engine and
according to his book, but settled ac
Crops were light here last fall. I dig it out so that it was vertical, and
cording to ours, when he said, “Well, put in 20 days. I charge 12c per then we put blocks and boards in the
brother threshermcn
and hope to that is the closest I ever have had to bushel for wheat, 200 for ﬂax, and To vertical hole so that we could get the
come again, and will say that you will settle on a thresher bill.”
What for oats and barley, and furnish ev engine on the level. Then we backed
always be on the right side of the would we have had left if we had set erything, board and crew. I run a up as close as we could to the ma
ledger if you keep up your subscrip tled according to his figures. This cook car and pay two girls $1.50 a chine and put a chain on the end of
tion to the grand old Review.
shows how he has been settling ‘his day each, engineer $6.00 a day, sepa the pole and pulled the machine out
F. P. Mercer & Sons. l threshing.
rator man $6.00, eight teams and and got started on the road again.
Conway Springs, Kansas.
Fl:

=l<

=l=

_ Wants Organization.
Editor

Review:—I

now

enclose

postot'fice money order for 50 cents
for nenewal.
I notice in your book, in regard to
threshers’ union. We have no union
here at present, but can say that I
think it would be one of the best
things we could have and think we
will have a union before the thresh

ing season opens up for 1908; at
least we all hope so. Every thresh
erman thinks it is just what we need.
The only way is to organize and hold
a meeting and all be there and make
it a success at once. There are many
threshermen who say it would be a
good thing. Then why not have a
good thing. push a good thing right to
the front. Of course, the starting

AN IOWA START.

Courtesy Morse Bros., Red Oak.

.__
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RUMELY E6001”;
A FEW VIEWS OF OUR GOODS
You must get our
catalog to see
more.

We

do

not

make

much fuss about them

or waste money try
ing to sell them. We
buy the best mate
rials, keep a steady
force of skilled work
men, study
the
needs of the thresh
ermen so as always
to have the leading
design.
That is all.

Honest construction
and honest
value.
Substantial
goods

made in

that

way

sell themselves.

THE BEST
DOUBLE
CYLINDER
ENGINE

M. RUMELY COMPANY, LA PORTE, INDIANA
BRANCH
OFFICES
Ind., 140 Capntol
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Looks Like a
Stationary Mill

‘a

THE COST OF A SA W MILL
is but little when you have the power necessary to run the mill. That's
why the proposition of running a saw mill between seasons appeals so strong
ly to threshermen, they have the engine to furnish the power, and there is no
other use to which you can put the engine, from which you can realize as much
proﬁt; and there Is prolll lu runnlng a saw mill.

9.

_ f The Buckeye Portable Saw Mill
As shown in the illustration is our Threshermen’s Special.

There is no

difference between the Buckeye Portable and the larger stationary mills, except
in the fact that it is portable. You can do the same accurate work and as
much of it as with a stationary mill, but at a less expense. The set works
are just as accurate and the feed just as positive. When the job of sawing is
ﬁnished you pull up and move, just the same as when threshing and with no
more trouble. Catalog T explains fully. Write for it.

CO., 1040 Main St., COLUMBIANA, OHIO

THE ENTERPRISE

Please mention The Review.

i This happened at a little swamp that
was along the road.
I am very much interested in The

Review, and see where other thresh

I think I will close for this time
for the readers of The Review will
think I am entirely crazy, being a
new member.

ermen are very much interested in it,
and I think any thresherman should

have this Paper, because he will ﬁnd
quite a lot of things that will be
quite beneﬁcial to him.
Looking over The Review I ﬁnd
that lots of threshermen say what
they can thresh in a day. I have
threshed some myself, but I could

not do a very big day's run, al
though we run steady all day long

J. J. Snorek.
Fort Stevens, Oregon.

judge it. First, I will say I‘ am not a
land agent, so you know that I don’t
make a penny on whoever locates here;
but I feel sorry for the poor people

won’t do here on account of the cold

nights; but good fruit grows here,
such as I have seen nowhere else,
not even in Europe, and California

who live in the East where the land can"? compare with these apples and
costs from $5090 to $10090 per acre, Prunes;

* * *
An Idaho Enthusiast.

and can ’t buy it, and here is the land

_

1

I W11] say further’ the land 15 a

just as good, if not better, and you little rolling, just enough for drain
stony,
age,
and
not
very
but there are
Editor
Review:-Please ﬁnd en can buy it with water right for $25.50
lots
of
sage
bushes
here
and
grass
is
per
acre,
and
whoever
wants
to,
can
draft
closed
$1.10 for which please
scarce because the large herds of cat
send The Review and gloves, No. 9, take a homestead besides. which land
tle
which
are
grazing
the
year
round
is
just
the
same
but
Without
water
by mail, and greatly oblige.
(without any shelter) eat the grass
that grows. For hay, we have to cut
grain or plant timothy with alfalfa,
etc., which makes good hay or feed,
yet whoever wants hay, can buy it
loose for $5.00, pressed $12.00 per

without a shut down.
The most we threshed in a day was
2,000 bushels and we were at it
steady. What I mean is we had a
good machine—we have the Huber
outﬁt and we have our machine in
number one shape. We do not let it
stand in' the rain over night.
We
have a canvas cover to cover it with,
and when we get through threshing,
we put it in a shed, and I‘ think that
every thresherman should do the
same. It don ’t cost much for a shed
or canvas, so I hope the threshermen
will take my advice. It keeps the ma
chine in good order, but not only
S. W. GLENN‘S RIG.
that, it keeps the machine just as if
it was new all the time.
1 think I‘ had better write a little right, and which is free; $16.00 for
And the best time to repair the
machine is in the morning, because more fully about this Idaho country, 160 acres-yes, that’s all. You can
you don ’t know what night may bring because last October I said a little live on it 14 months and prove up
forth, and it is a very good idea to about this~country in The Review, with $1.25 an acre and leave the
repair the machine at noon, when and had hundreds of letters to an land, or stay on the land ﬁve years
swer from the diﬁerent states in the and prove up with the cost of govern
you have a little time.
I also have a saw machine and Eli East as to what this country pro ment papers, which will be about
$25.00 on the whole 160 acres.
baler. That is a good press. It is duces.
This land produces good quality
Now, brother threshermen, I will
very easily operated. I also have a
Monarch feed mill. We do our own explain herewith in full what this winter and summer wheat and oats,
country is, as far as I can see and barley, speltz and rye. I guess corn
grinding.

ton, and haul it from nine to thirty
iive miles.
The wells are from 50 to 200 feet
in rock, at $2.00 to $2.50 per foot.
My well is 128 feet and I have plen
ty of good soft water.
Last year was the ﬁrst crops in

new land without irrigation, and the
yield was from 12 to 20 bushels No.
1 hard Turkey winter wheat, weighing
63 lbs. per bushel; oats yielded up to

35 bushels, weighing 46 lbs. per bush
e1.
I was the only one with a thresh
ing outﬁt here last year and threshed
ten days. For this year, I will get
my second separator here, which is
still in Minnesota. I have plenty of
engines here; one Minneapolis, one
22 h. p. Avery, one new 32 h. p.
Reeves plowing engine in connection
with four gangs of the Emerson 28
disc engine plows. I came here to do
custom work with the Reeves engine,
grabbing and plowing land, but last
year I did not have a chance to grub

The Lindsay Feeder
Get in touch with any manl'who
has

used the

Lindsay Feeder.

His testimony will astonish you.

——MADE

BY—

LINDSAY BROTHERS,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin

Inner knives pass between the spikes in rake tearing the straw completely apart.
Please mention -The Review.

._ .~-‘_
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It’s Here to Stay, Mr. Throsherman
—:‘1:r_ I

I; and you’refnot getting the boot for your money If you do not got

.THE:{SUPER|0R DISC FEEDER
HINT US 10 TELL YOU "MY?

LIST“!

IT IS SIMPLE-Having no complicated parts.
IT IS DURABLE-Nothing to get out of order.
EXTRA LONG CARRIER-Saving the help of at least two pitchers.
HAS CONTINUOUS ROTARY MOTION-Doing away with all crank
shafts and oscillating motion.
' IT IS FIVE INCHES WIDER THAN THE SEPARATOR CYLINDER
—Insur'mg ample distribution of grain before reaching cylinder.
IS INSTANTLY CHANGEABLE TO SUIT WET, DRY, HEAVY OR
LIGHT GRAIN, by means of lever on top.
Can you say this of YOUR feeder? You should know more
about this modern Disc Feeder, and upon receipt of your name and
address we will send circular fully describing it.

HAS GIVEN SATIS
FACTION FOR
SIX YEARS
WHEREVER USED.

The Selina Foundry & mg. 00., Sauna, “an”?
Please mention The Review.

and plow.

for me.

Then the season was short

When I was through build

ing house and barn, the winter start

ed in, but I‘ hope this year, with God ’s
will, that I can do some work with
my engines and earn some money.
The Reeves plowing engine costs
quite a little money, but I believe
there is no better, nor as good an en
gine made in the States, that is for
traction work. I tell you it’s a dan
dy.

This is my eighth kind of trac

tion engine I have bought and it
beats them all.
Of course, it is a
good thing that everybody does not
know this, for if they did, they

can’t be beat, and they cost no more
But I‘ must go back a little and hogs, and good furniture. You can
than the poor feeders which are no describe to you more fully this coun get cheap emigrant rates. I had ﬁve
feeders and only drag the straw in try. The big mountains are from 25 cars each heavily overloaded and
the cylinder.
Say, brothers, you to 150 miles from here, where the have two cars full in Minnesota yet
won’t believe me when I say that I snow stays all the year round. This which I think I will get here this
threshed two seasons and did not set you understand is what makes the year.
a wrench to the cylinder teeth in nights so cold. There is quite a lot
Brother threshermen, I think I
that time. You may laugh at me, but of timber and there are saw mills have now explained as far as I know
this is true;
so you see that the where we can get lumber and haul
and that you want to know; but in
Avery separator has good teeth, and it ourselves for $18.00 and $25.00 at
case you want more information,
is one of the strongest I know of. I American Falls, or the seasoned lum
write me, but don’t forget to put in
r
self-addressed stamped envelope, oth
erwise I‘ won’t answer your letter.
'You must remember it would cost me

a whole lot of money for stamps and

would all buy the Reeves, and make

envelopes.

the Reeves people too rich and they

American Falls lies on the Oregon
Short Line and is a growing city.
Last year it more than doubled it
self. And this year I understand
will build a smelter and machine fac

are rich now-even if they haven’t

got the money, they have the inven
tion.

I could tell you a whole lot more
about engines and experiments that
I have had in 25 years; but it is not
necessary to do so, then everybody
will be satisﬁed with the machine he
has-so was I‘ when I had them.

tory; brick and lime kilns are to be

started, and they are talking of
building an electric railroad through
this country up to Blackfoot, Idaho,
A HOOSIER SETTING.
Courtesy S. W. Glenn, Corydon, lad.

It is the same with self feeders.
There is a_ difference between feeder

have had mine since 1900, run it her, which comes in from the North
costs from $30.00 to
one of the ﬁrst feeders made, which as when I bought it.
$65.00, according to the grade and
Well, I think I‘ must shut oﬁ, as kind you want.
listed at $300.00, weighed over 1,600
lbs, that I used four seasons and you may think that I am just bluf
Horses are the same here as in the
was yet good. After that I‘ bought ﬁng, but you may think your way. East, and fairly good horses. Cows,
a second feeder and then two others, I have just told you a little of what good milch cows, at $65.00. Lumber
and feeder as man and man.

I had

eight seasons, and is today as good and West,

as the falls have plenty of power,
and have now two power plants in

operation. Therefore, they now call
the town the Power City of Idaho.
It is on the Snake River—a large riv

used it one and one-half seasons, and
then bought a Ruth for the Avery

er over 8,000 feet wide.
I‘ am going to close for this time,
as this letter is getting long. Next
I know, and you- do as you think best, wagons $120.00, buggies $125.00 to time I will try to send you pictures
and we will both be satisﬁed.
$150.00. All the farm tools are dear of plowing and grabbing with en
I am now getting too old to go out here, also hardware, and harness cost gines. So, wishing every thresher
man good success with his threshing
threshing, and my boys will take my a good price. Whoever wishes to set

separator, which I have yet, and it

place;

has done ﬁrst class feeding since
1901.
These two kind of feeders

health and satisfaction are the best bring his implement tools and binder
things to have in this world.
or header with him, also chickens and I

which were good feeders in straight

grain.

Then I bought an Avery and

yet I am very healthy, and tle in this country, would do well to

Knight Makes the Mills
that saw the Nation’s lumber. The latest improvements in

SAW MILLING MACHINERY.

Everything that will

make a better mill, one that will do better work and more of

it are features that MAKE Knight Mills.
We are Saw Mill Experts and KNOW what a mill
ought to do in order to be a money maker.
We also build Single Saw and Gang Edgers, Swing Saws and Knight's Dogs
—-in fact, just what you want, and can fill your order. Write us and lets get
acquainted .

The Knight Mfg. Company
No. 1830 6. Market Street, Ganton, Ohio
Please mention The Review.

this season, I am,
F. D. Enns.
American Falls, Idaho.
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hauling.

Hay Baling.

\Ve hauled

a carload

of

Editor Review:—I have been a‘grain 15 miles and on return ‘trip
reader of your valuable paper and brought 20 tons‘of coal on ordinary
I have never seen .anything'from this wagons and we made the trip each
part of the country.
. way in six hours, but it is so un
Now as to baling. My father an handy'to have so' many wagons.- I
I own and operate a baling outﬁt, would like to have two or three that
consisting of a 15 h. p. International I could haul a car of grain or coal on

THE

.

l. H. C. Hay Press?

gasoline traction engine, and an Eli at a trip.
With best- wishes to all brother
16x18 steel case belt power press.

This

outﬁt

we

purchased

threshermen and The Review, Ire
118W

main.

about ﬁve months ago.

W. R. Cope.
They are both giving the very best
Claude, Texas.
of satisfaction.
We bale from 1% to 3 tons per
hour with three hands to manage

*

*

'*

Fromlowa.

Editor, Review:—As threshing is
We use from 4 to 51/; gallons of all over here ‘and have heard noth
deodorized gasoline per day to run ing from this part of the country I
the baler, which costs us 131/2 cents thought I would write. We had a
press.

per gallon, delivered at our railroad pretty fair season, but not as good
as last year as the grain was light in
station.
weight. For threshing we get 20 for

I noticed in your March number
oats, 30 for barley, 40 for wheat, 150
where W. A. Krumpe of Pennsylvania
for timothy and $1.00 a bushel for
wants to hear the experience of some
clover.
press men, and what amount of gas

I do not ﬁnd it so much by

the time all expenses are counted off.
oline would be required to bale 2 The proceeds look often very small
tons per hour. I will say that we
for what we have invested and the
can bale two tons per hour with less
hardships we have to endure at times.
than one-half gallon of gasoline.
I do not agree with Wesley House
We have baled near 500 tons and halder, of Bluﬁton, Indiana, saying
have not put a penny‘ on engine for the old style small cylinder the best.
repairs yet, and only 90 cents on as I find by my experience the large
baler.
cylinder far superior to the small

1‘ never handled an engine before one. The large ones have come to
we purchased this outﬁt.
stay; as the cylinder is heavier it
We ﬁnd it no trouble to make runs steadier and separates the‘grain
bales in hay weighing from 100 to better from the straw at the start,
and does not slug as easy.
140 pounds.
I have owned ﬁve separators with
Getting rid of wood and water

hauling is a, very pleasing item to small cylinders ‘and three with large
the farmer who has baling done, and ones. I do most all of my repairing
and ﬁxing on the machines. Always
especally in zero weather.
We do not have to lose time every try to have it' in good trim before
morning in waiting for steam. There starting out, so we won’t have so
is no danger of ﬁre, as engine can be much ﬁxing after we get busy, unless
we happen to have a break down of
run in a barn without any danger.
some kind; as will happen to the
We do not use any one at engine
most ‘of us threshermen. We have
when baling.
'
not been as lucky as some of my
We have fairly good roads and brother threshermen that 'claim they
bridges, but our country is very hilly. run right along and never have any
Our press takes the lead wherever trouble or break down. They must
we go. There are several belt power surely have been born lucky as troub
presses in this country, but ours is le has often come to us when we
the only outﬁt operated by a gasoline least expect it, and we have tried to
engine.

Farmers who have had trouble with poorly baled hay
will appreciate the I. H. C. press. The roller tucker makes

a smooth fold on every charge so that when the bales come
from the press they have smooth edges.
The construction of the plunger in eicerting tremendous
pressure on the last half of the stroke and the compound

lever power arrangement give this press great compression
power without additional draft on the team.
This is the reason why the I. H. C. hay press has won a
reputation for being easy on the horses.
The one-horse press is made with a 14x18-inch bale
chamber and has an average capacity of 8 to to tons per
day. The two-horse press is made with three sizes of bale
chamber—14xr8 inches, 16x18 inches and 17x22 inches,
averaging in capacity from 10 to 15 tons per day.
These presses are the pull power type, delivering the
bale towards the power end. Being low, they are convenient
for the operators. They can be set at any angle to the stack
and run with a small force of men. It will pay any farmer
who raises hay to own one of these presses.
Call on the local agent and inspect them. Write for in
formation. Agents will ﬁnd the I. H. C. a good hay press
to handle.

International Harvester Company of America
(Incorporated)

CHICAGO,

-

‘

-

U. S. A.

Please mention The Review.

be on the lookout to prevent as much

Hoping to hear from some other as possible. But it has come to us
brother on the baling subject I will in spite of all; but we have always
close, wishing The Review and its got started as soon as possible again
even if we had to lose some of our
readers success.
beauty sleep.
Seymour Whipp.
Burlington, W. Va.
*

*

*

Interested in Heavy Duty En

The

v

'

I do not use anything but the ad

letters on steam plowing interest me justable sieves and chaﬁers for all
“very much.

I have just (February) seed and grain.

ﬁnished 200 acres in 'six days with
; 5 h. p. cross compound.‘ Reeves.

'“see that S. Swanson,
Can,., is a great

'
I have three complete rigs-one 16

I horse Huber engine, 36x58 separa

Hill, Sask., tor, Parsons feeder, Sattley attached
admirer

of the stacker and telescope weigher;

one

Iiwould like to know how 16-horse Minneapolis ‘engine, 40x62

long he has had his Reeves engine,
or how much he ‘has plowed with it.
I ‘would like to hear from users-of
the balance val'ves, especially Reeves
owners. It seems to me they ought.
to be the thing if they are what the
manufacturers claim.
Would also

a.

I have taken The Review ever since

me a pair of Sargent gloves, No. 811), ing machinery and they will all do
or 9. I could hardly get ‘along with— good work if properly handled.

out The Threshermen’s Review.

The Randolph Automatic Coupler

I. bought the ﬁrst Parsons feeder in
1898 of the Parsons people. I have

taken The American Thresherman
gines.
.
Editor Reviewz-Find enclosed $1 also. I like to read the letters‘ from
Every
for which you will please push my my neighbor threshermen.
subscription up one notch? and send thresherman has his choice of thresh- .

Reeves.

The I. H. C. is built to supply the demand-for a small
press. It is‘made to facilitate the work of baling and to
make neat, compact and uniform bales.

Minneapolis separator, Rich feeder,
Sattley attached stacker and Ameri
can weigher; one 16-horse Minne
apolis engine, 40x72 Minneapolis sep
arator,

Parsons

feeder,

American

weigher, Sattley attached stacker
with a 58-inch shute which I built
like to hear from makers of heavy myself to-ﬁt this large machine.
wagons suitable for traction engine
I had a 36x58 separator with all at

Does away with all trouble
in coupling up engine to
separator, water tank ,
plows or wagon. It couples

and uucouples automatically
and will not uncouple under
any vload. A money oovor
for any ‘l'hroohormln.
WRITEIFOR CATALOG.

RANDDLPH COUPLER 60.,

Newton, Iowa

Plvztse mention The Review.

Something Entirely
POWELL “TITAN”~...
.-.

LEVER THROTTLE VALI’ES
The Conslrucillon of these Valves is vastly superior to
all other makes because the disks. loosely coupled to links,
are brought to their position opposite the seats, and come
to a rest before any wedging friction is developed: the wedge
of the carrier then passes between the stud: of the stationery
disks and forces them firmly against their seals. in the re
verse movement of the lever, to unseat the disks, the w
is ﬁrst withdrawn from between them, whilethey are still at
rest the disks then collapse, and the further movement of the

carrier brings them to the position of "full opening" with
little or no labor to the operator, no matter how great the
pressure or how large the valve.

THE WM. POWELL CO.,
Engine and Boiler Room Specialists,

Brighton Station, CINCINNATI, 0. |

Please mention The Review.
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TheRich Self Feeder
It is warranted to feed any make
or size of separator to its full
capacity without slugging
the cylinder of the
separator.

’

I

r

’\_ I

‘

I. I

‘'

"

.

"We

‘

I‘

if‘xr

‘

SPRINGFIELD|HL

..
|

'

if’,

Because it has an Emergency Governor attached to the rear crank shaft, not based
upon speed, not based upon the volume of straw, but based solely upon the power
required to divide the grain and tear it apart. Set this governor to take what your
separator can handle and you will never choke or slug your cylinder.

TheFamous
Sattley Attached
Straw Stacker
The Sattley is unquestionably the most efficient and durable attached stacker ever

invented.
years.

Thousands of Sattley Stackers are in use and have been for the last nine

No Straw Stacker of the mechanical carrier type ever created such a good

impression as the Sattley.
Place your orders now before the rush of the season
and they will receive prompt and careful attention

Write for our New Catalogue and Get Acquainted with Our Line of Straw
Stackers and Self Feeders.

Heineke & Company, Springfield, 11]., Manufacturers
GENERAL AGENTS
Cedar Rapids Machine and Supply Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Weber Implement Co., St. Louis, Mo. Sachse 8t Bunn, Cherokee, Iowa.
The Auten Machinery Co., Chicago, Ill. Kenney Mach. Co., Indianapolis, Ind. M. M. Baker &Co., Peoria, III. John M. Brant Co., Bushnell, Ill.

Please mention The Review.
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er,
one sewing
stevedore
who piltelsellzlhe :Eéklnd
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tween 2 and 3 o’clock in the morn
ing, season 1905, at the place of one grain is measured here by the “fan
of our nearest neighbors.
All de ega," and some of the hands are paid
stroyed but the weigher. We ﬁxed accordingly. A “fanega” is 100 ki

it up and used it again on the new los, equal to 225 lbs. or 3% bushels.
separator I bought in place of the One dollar or peso is the price paid

REDUCED 30 I0 60 %
IF YOU EQUIP YOUR ENGINE WITH A

one burned.

for

If this letter does not ﬁnd the
waste basket I may come again. I
enclose 500 for my subscription to
The Review as I would not like to
miss a single copy. Wish it would
come twice a month instead of once.
Charles Bergin.
R. 1, Ida Grove, Iowa.

American gold.
The mechanic is paid a monthly

l=

1‘

=l=

threshing,

equivalent .to

85.4%

salary and a percentage upon the
number of fanegas threshed.
The
cook, night watch, engineer, ﬁreman,

water man and oiler, for separator,
are hired by the month. When the
pitchers work by the day they get
from four to 5 pesos per day.

In Argentina.

Will close for now. Am afraid I‘
I will try and tel you how thresh will get home too late to attend the
ing machines are run here.
The convention at Wichita, and if I miss
“boss” is what is here termed a this one it will be the ﬁrst.
“mechanica,” who has full charge
Fred Lamphere.
Tres Cuervas, Argentina.
of machine and hands and, if he is
*

well enough versed in the language—
and

hires

and

pays

*

From Kansas.

Spanish—contracts the work, collects
therefor,
hands.

*

the

Editor Review:—As my subscrip
tion expired with the February is
Of the machines here about 80 per sne, ﬁnd enclosed 500 for another
cent. are of English make, the bal year, as I do not wish to miss a num
ance American; the reason for the ber of your paper. '
I have been shelling corn most of
larger number of English machines
being, as I‘ am informed, that they the winter. Corn was not a large
were introduced earlier. They are crop. I run a 15 h. p. engine and a
considered more durable;
but it six-hole Deere &_ Mansur sheller.
takes more men to operate them, and Also have a plow for engine but have
they will do only about two-thirds no photo to send now.
as much work in a day that an Amer
Wheat last year was a poor crop
here, frost damaged it about half so
ican machine will.
Only the larger sized machines are threshing did not last long. Help
used here, 40 and 44-inch cylinder was high, so there was no money in
threshers, and engines 25 to 50 h. p. threshing.
Please do not miss sending the
Straw is the principal fuel used. The
grain is nearly always threshed from March number. as I missed the Wich~
the stack, and there is usually only ita convention, but do not want to
one stack in a setting.
But the miss reading about it in The Review.
J. W. Susank.
stacks are large, 150 to 200 feet long.
Hoisington, Kansas.
I have threshed one 350 feet long;
>1: * *
and ‘some have over 2,000 bushels of
From .loliet.
grain in them;
but you see the
Editor Review:—Enclosed is a
threshing is all from one side of the
machine; have made six sets at one money order for 50 cents for which
stack. The American machines all please send to Wm. Rodgers, R. No.
have recleaners. We commence work 3, Jolict, Illinois, The Threshermen’s
here at daylight and work until dark. Review
My father has been taking The Re
First have a light meal with coﬁee,
then stop at 8 for coﬂee again. Din view for a number of years, and I
ner( I) at noon, and mattee, a kind of think it is the best farm and thresh
herb tea which is considered very erman’s paper going.
I have become very interested in
healthy, at 4 p. m., and supperﬂ)
the live letters from live thresher
after the day's work is done.
The crew consists of, ﬁrst, mechan men so I thought I would write one
lo; a
emit-always
a man—wl1o and be classed among the live boys.
I am nineteen years old and have
cooks with straw. out of doors, in a
large kettle; a Waterman; a ﬁre
man; a night watch who washes the
engine at ‘night, raises steam in the
morning and wakes the cook at about
3 a. m.; and an engineer( 9) wl; ) ‘17m
probably oil most of the places 0 - the

run

the engine for four years.

I

like threshing very well for I think
it is fun. I would like to try thresh
ing in Dakota or Minnesota some
time just to see how it is like, I have
heard so much about it.

We own and operate a complete
engine. Of the ﬁve I have had if-is
season only one could start the en Advance outﬁt, Joliet cylinder corn
gine.

The others would throw the slieller, clover linller and saw mill.

belt every time; so I was always We ran a shredder last fall for a
obliged to be at the engine when it neighbor and got along ﬁrst rate.
The bridges are moderate here.
was started under the belt; and many
Some
poor ones. but we avoid them
a time I have wished for my good
old 32-horse Reeves at home; for as much as possible.
We have never broken through a
with a double engine they could save
bridge yet and never want to by the
many a run.
There are usually ten to fourteen looks of some of the pictures we have
pitchers. They have a “platforma” seen in The Review.
as it is called here, about 5x9 feet,

Oats and corn

{(Model “D”)
srmmm V,‘
ms missus on.

Your engine will also develops more power and will last longer, as
it will be oiled positively all the time, no matter what kind of oil you are
using or how cold or hot the weather may be.
Every Manzel Oil Pump pays for itself at least two or three times
every season, and will last as long as your engine.

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR THIS
‘If you don’t want to, but let us send you a pump on trial and then test
it out for yourself.

If it does not do all we say it will, or if you don't

like it for any reason whatever, send it back at our expense, and it won't
cost you one cent to make the test.
Shall we send you full
information P

NOTICE

INSIS T

All pumps for the
Southwest shipped from

St. Louis. All pumps’
for
the
Northwest
shipped from St. Paul.

Upon having a Manzel
Pump on your new en
gine
It won’t cost
you any more than if
equipped with a poor
oiler.

Manzel
Bros.

Co.

307-309 Babcoelr Stroot, Buﬂolo, New York

General Agent for Washington and Oregon,
J. J. LANGMACK, ALBANY, OREGON.
Please mention The Review.

PERFECT GRAIN CLEANING
Can only be attained by the use of a
correctly constructed Groin Cleaning
Sieve

THE IDEAL
A Sieve that is adjustable to all
grains and seeds. Changing size of
mesh to suit diﬂercnt grains does not
affect the pitch of the wind blast-it
always remains the lame-insuring
suiﬁcient blast and at the proper

angle-—45 degrees—to

Plymouth Manufacturing Co.,

-

LIGHTNING .PRESSES
BELT POWER AND HORSE POWER

Tar: urns-r ALL STEEL BELT PRESS

S,“ ‘0,. “"1”

SIMPLE, DURABLE AND RAPID

_—

10 HORSE POWER

GASOLINE
TRACTION
FOR OPERATING
AND HAULIIIG
BELT PRBSSES.
CORN SHELLERS,
ETC.

KANSAS CITY HAY PRESS COMPANY
506 Mill Street
KANSAS CITY. MO.
Please mention The Review.

sacks at the spout from the reclean

R. 3. Joliet. Illinois.

Plymouth, Ohio

Please mention The Review.

are the principal:

which is placed upon horses or scaf crops here. We get 11/-'_>c for oats, 10
folds as high as the feeder, between for corn and $1 per bushel for clo
.
the feeder and the stack. The grain ver.
As my letter is getting lengthy I
is ﬁrst pitched upon the platform,
where two men pass it on to the ma will close, hoping to see this in print,
chine. The grain is all sacked; three and success to The Review and its
Frank A. Rodgers.
men doing the work; one tending readers-

do the best

cleaning.
We have a catalog and price list we
wish to send you. Ask for it.

1908-
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Buﬂalo Pitts
Niagara Second Thresher

Look at the Exposed Part of the Above Cut
It Illustrates the “Reason Why” the Niagara Second Thresher has
no Equal for Threshing and Separating the Grain From the Straw.
Fll‘SI.—It has a scientiﬁcally constructed Double-bar Threshing Cylinder, carrying the strongest cylinder
teeth made.
.
Second.—It has a Separating Cylinder that stops the ﬂying grain, deﬂecting it down through the grates
and separating it immediately from the straw. We separate 95% of the grain at the cylinder.

Thll‘d.—The Most Important Reason Why threshermen should use the Niagara Second is, The Lower
Bolting Rack—f0und in no other machine—extends back over the shoe. This positively keeps the shoe
from loading.

FOIll'ul.—The Auxiliary Blast Fans throw a current of air through this Lower Bolting Rack carrying the
short straw and chaﬁ‘ out over the shoe; rough cleaning the grain and leaving only the ﬁnal cleaning

for the shoe.
FlﬂlL-The shoe is run with a Separate crank shaft giving it a positive motion.
SlXﬂI.-The Buffalo Pitts Niagara Second Thresher will run with less wind on the mill than any other
thresher built.

A Friendly Talk
You are going to pay your good money for a thresher. your judgment cannot help but tell you to buy
the Niagara Second. Give us your order and don’t let any one talk you into something you know yourself
that you do not want. The Niagara Second will please you and your customers and is more durable. Think
it over.

Buﬂalo Pills Co., Buﬂalo, N. Y., U. s. A.
PRINCIPAL AGENCIES WHERE MACHINERY CAN BE SEEN
M. M. Baker & Company. Peoria. Illinois
Banting MachineCompany. Toledo. Ohio

Minneapolis. Minnesota
Fargo. North Dakota.
Wichita. Kansas
Portland. Oregon
Houston. Texas
Spokane. Washington
Baker & Hamilton. Sanfrancisco. CaL; Los Angeles. CaL; Sacramento. Cal.

Please mention The Review.

Liniger Implement Go. . Omaha. Neb.
Madison. Wisconsin
~
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The‘I’EERLESS” Clover Huller
Has No Equal For

Efficiency, Capacity‘, Convenience and Durability
THE ONL Y HULLER THA T HAS AN A UTOMA TIC BLAST REG ULA TOR

i

Branches:
Kansas City, Mo.
Springﬁeld, M0.

St. Louis, Mo.
Fargo, N. D.
Minneapolis, Minn’ .
Indianapolil, Ind.
Toledo, 0.
Columbus, 0.
Louisville, Ky,
Nashville Tenn.
Williamsport, Pa.
Auburn, N. Y.

Trenton, N. J.

Seed commands goo d price-Present crop outlook splendid—Goocl money in hulling
FOR FULL INFORMATION AND PRICES ADDRESS

The Geiser Manufacturing Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
Please mention The Review.

American machinery have been very
Regarding the Wolff Reverse.
Editor ‘Review:—I see my time of small here this year owing to the ad
subscription is out so will remit 75c verse weather. There are a good few
for one year and a copy of Plain American threshers in Victoria now.
They are a good deal cheaper
Gas Engine Sense.
than
the English
machines, but
Now I see a great deal in your
magazine about the Woolﬁ reverse they do not last as long, neither
gear, questions as to why you cannot do the run so light as with the
get a. valve to run square- with this
gear. Now I have tried every way I
could think of to remedy this and I
would like to say that if there was a
way to raise or lower the reverse
shaft most of the trouble can be
overcome. I did help this by re

the American threshers have to be ﬁt costs more to buy, but it makes up
ted here with a side screen to take for it in the long run.
out the bits of broken straw caused
Wm. ‘S. Corbett.

by the spike cylinder.
I notice in The Review that the

gasoline engine is in universal use
in the U. S., but they are not used
here.

We have here the oil engine,

*

Valuable Information.
Editor Review:—As I have not
seen a letter from this part of Ne
braska I will try my hand. The last

the other pulley.
If you have trouble with cylinder

teeth see to it that your band knives
are cutting the bands, and put a re
tarder in your feeder, provided
hasn't got one.

engine is On either dead center the

it

I have owned three machines—one
Iowa and two Advance. Don’t own
any at present. To the users of the

block will remain on that side of the
shaft towards which it moves the far
thest, thus giving all the lead at one

Advance will say to you to use those

end of the cylinder, the ends chang

ing with direction of engine.
Ralph S. Palmer.
IN WISCONSIN.

Randolph, New York.

Courtesy Albert .lnnsch, Forest .lctn.

belt tighteners on fork belts spar
ingly. If you don’t you will break
fork teeth as the resistance of belts
will be greater than that of the teeth.

=i<

peg drums they break the straw
From the Antipodes.
up
too
much.
This
also
al
Editor Reviewz-Enclosed you will lows too much chaff to go on the
ﬁnd postal order for 4|2 (100 cents) sieves.
The English machines all

to keep The Review going for anoth
er year. I would not like to be with
out it now, and it gets better every
year.
While you in the U. S. no doubt
have a job to keep warm just_ now
(March 1) we are in the middle of
summer and harvest, too. Our ha'r
vest this year in most parts is light,

owing to drought.

*

not changed my mind about it yet.
I had two drive pulleys for my ma
chine, so when one cover came oil, it
was only a ﬁve minute job to slip on

main and reversing shafts too far
apart. One can readily see that if
the sliding block moves farther one
way than the other from the center
of the reverse shaft that when the

*

*

time I wrote you I said let the sash
cord pulley cover alone, and I have

running my main boxes, but these
Soon wear down again and bring the

*

Lilliman, Victoria, Australia.

but they all burn kerosene and in And to those who have the gcarless
my opinion are far ahead of the gas wind stacker, will say take that tine
oline engine, and I will try and ex 0E of fan head before the- wet straw
plain why.

Well, they are just as gathers on it, thus

throwing your

use breaker drums which break the economical as gasoline engines, just stacker out of balance, and almost
straw very little, run easy and do as convenient and the great trouble shaking it oif of the machine. You
not overcrowded the sieves.
The with batteries is avoided for they can’t clog the stacker. And if you
drums of these machines are from 4 use none whatever. The vaporizer of are short of power, take oﬁ two fans.
ft. 6 in. to 6 ft. in width and the

the engine is heated with a small one opposite the other, of course.

They lamp for a few minutes, then the
And if your stacker jumps take
also clean better than the American compression in the cylinder does the out the fan head and fans, shaft and
machines. They have three sets of rest. So the gasoline engine is not pulley and balance them; a gear
fans and a ﬁnal revolving screen in it. Also gasoline costs more here less should spin like a top.
The sales of which makes a perfect sample. All than kerosene, but a kerosene engine
And if you are in a windy country,
grain goes through sideways.

June, 1908.
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get a six-ply drive belt, 120 feet the other machine companies out ofI
long, instead of a four-ply 150 feet business, as so much idle labor might
long.
And if your cylinder boxes cause a panic.

run too warm, use cylinder oil on
Well, I will close at once
them. as hard oil is lacking in vis the waste basket department
cosity at a temperature of 175°.
H. H.
I will still farther say that the
Thurston, Nebraska.
P. S.—Since I wrote the
road tolsuccess in the threshing busi

Concentrate

and cut
..-_'¢'.'T‘.‘TIYOUR PURCHASES

short.

Gard.
Let us send you our supply catalog.
Get our money saving proposition.

above I
ALL OUR STOCK NEW AND FRESH.

ness is a narrow path and traveled witnessed a bad cyclone, came within

by few.

This is it in part-to start a mile of our house.

Swept a strip
Ev
erything in its path was a total
wreck.
Chickens were killed and
featherless; every rabbit or skunk
was skinned, that it passed over, steel

with get a standard make of machine, 200 yards wide by 12 miles long.

that is, right proportioned in every
way, with the right attachments all
the way through for the locality you
are in, with suﬁicient power to run
it.

Send 250 for sample box FLEXIBLE STEEL
LACING. You will never use any other.

Everything Guaranteed

The Aulcn Machinery Co.

22 W. Randolph St.

CHICAGO, munors

,

Please mention The Review.

And take care of it, shed it, barrows, binders, and wagons were

IT'S A

paint it when necessary. And wear it torn to shreds. The iron pump was
out clean, but make it last as long as pulled out of the well. Horses had
possible. And do a reasonable good broken legs and their sides torn open
job of threshing even if it takes a where timbers struck them.
little longer.
And when you are
H. H. G.
threshing wheat and can’t get the
white caps off, or barley and the
An Interesting Letter.
beards stay on, or ﬂax and the bolls
Albany, N. Y., May 12, 1908.
come out in, the wagon, just run your
Mr. Cole,
cylinder 9. little faster; but if on
Pres. Threshermen’s Assn. of the
the other hand, you are cracking the
State of New York,
wheat slow up a little. And I want
Holley, N. Y.

to ask if there are any of the read

Dear Sir:—Not hearing from you

ers that have ever threshed straw
as I expected, after meeting you in
piles over, either oats, wheat or bar
Albion, so that I might not be with
ley, when there seemed to be quite a
out your address, I have concluded
lot wasted the ﬁrst time, and if so,
that I will write you and address
how did it pan out the second time? Holley, N. Y., so that you may be
I also believe we ought to complain

THE
“ CANNON
OILER"

The spout cannot clog

Needed by every user of farm
implements, traction engines,
gasoline

engines, automobiles,

and all kinds of machinery.
MADE IN 4 SIZES.
Sold by Hardware and Implement Dealers.

THE OIL
ANYWHERE

Manufactured by

R. E. BLUUMER,

-

Keithsburg, III.

A NEW WEB CLIP

chines. And if they don’t do it, don’t
I do that that your association may
buy another of them; because so
know
that I made a great effort to
long as they make a larger per cent.

For Stacker and Feeder Webs
A simple device whereby the fastening means may be quickly
removed and secured in any position desired, without injuring,
defacing or weakening the belt. No more riveting-No more
broken belle. A time and money saver for threshermen.

get some sort of a bill before the
Good Roads Committee, so as to get
the question in debate, and thereby

For further particulars and prices, address

creating interest enough, and make it
appear plain enough that the strength
of bridges might be increased so as

That is why it never fails to

work.

as it is always full of oil. You
press the plunger-That's all.

able to get the letter and the bills
to the manufacturer of the faults and of which I enclose a number of cop
weak places in our machines, so they
ies, before the convention. which as
could remedy them in their new ma
I‘ remember occurs the 14th inst.

of proﬁt on repairs than they do on
the machinesthey are naturally a lit
tle slow about making everything sub
stantial.
But the engine is my favorite end
of the rig. One day last fall when
we were threshing, I Walked up on

Force Pump.

JOHN LAMUTH,

-

Lock Box 555, ALGONA, IDWA

to be in- a measure satisfactory to
your association.
'
the engine ‘to oil, as I had done prob
The
bill
as
printed
and enclosed,
ably a thousand time before, but this
while
it
has
a
condition
requiring the
time the bottom of my pants caught
on one of those set screws on main weight to be supported to equal 15
shaft that hold the valve gear and tons, and was the very least that I

wound them off of me in just about would consent to frame any‘ bill on;
two seconds, leaving only the waist the question of the width of tires,
band fast to me. Well, it did twist which appear extremely wide, was

me up a. little, but I crawled-down simply allowed to be put in the bill
and stopped the engine. The boys by me, so as to make it possible to

VDAILY

cut the pants otf the shaft and we get it out of committee.
In passing a bill the ﬁrst step to
went on threshing. But it did seem

llernon AIID Burma

consider is to get it out of committee;
without this being accomplished, no
er, there was a pair around in about matter whether the bill is good or
two hours that were only four sizes bad, satisfactory or unsatisfactory,

kind of funny to be running an en
gine Without any pants on.

day just the same.

The D. d B. Linc Steamers leave Detroit
week days 21 5:00p. m.. Sundays at 4:00 p. m.
(central time) and from Buifalo daily It 5:30

Howev

too big, but we threshed 90 acres that it

dies in committee.

p. in. (eastern time) reaching their destin
arion the next morning. Direct connection
with en rly morning trains.
Superior rer

Therefore,

And I want to while I was very well satisﬁed with

RAIL TICKETS AVAILABLE
ON SIEAMERS
All classes of ticket! sold reading

via Michigan Central. Wabash and
Grand Trunk railways

was gotten out of committee, bring
before your association and take the
matter up directly

with you,

and

between

Detroit and Buﬂ‘alo in clrher di
rcction will be accepted for unna
pormlion on D. it B. Linc Steamers.
send two ccm stamp for illustrated

unusual width, was for the purpose
of satisfying the committee so as to
get it out, with no other intention
than of amending it in various forms,
so as to then more nearly satisfy your

pamphlet and Map of Great Lakes.
Addmo, L. G. Lewlo, (LP-1., Detroit.

the check out of the check valve next
to throttle.
I see that lots of the boys seem to association, and with that in view my
think that all rigs are good if proper intention was to, as soon as the bill

ly handled, which in a measure is
true. But it is harder to handle
some than others; that is, it is hard
er to keep them running in running
order. And most every thresherman

Detroit 81 Buflalo Steamboat Co.

\ THE
NEW

AMERICAN SAW MILL

make such amendments as your asso
ciation thought proper and refer it
his machine back to the committee to have‘

can see things about
that should be made a little stronger, brought out for ﬁnal passage.
Now although the bill died in com
especially if he runs it until it gets

mittee. I think that the amount of
six to eight years old.
If I had a little more time I might work and agitation I‘ have done will
build a machine myself, like the won go a long ways toward assisting at
derfnl one horse shay. It would be another session and bringing about of
built in such a logical way that it some very satisfactory bill.
In looking back over my work in
_would keep running from day to day.
But then I would not like to put all this matter, I do not know of any

H >

vice and lowest rates between eastern and ‘
western states.
‘

say to you that if you haven't got the number of tons or tonnage that
an oil pump to get one, and then each bridge was to support, as stated
strain the oil through a wire misquito above, the admitting of the tires of

netting as it goes into pump and you
will not have any trouble. But the
———— oil pump works better with

senvrcs

BETWEEN

Variable Friction Feed
Ratchet Set Works, Quick Receder
Duplex Steel Dogs, Strong, Accurate and
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'

;

Rzliable,
Best Material
and
ship.
LIGHT
RUNNING.

T

Workman
Requires

vs

7

Little Power. Simple, Easy to Handle.
Won’t Get Out of Order.
No. 1 mill with 46 inch saw, guaranteed
> to out 2000 feet per day with 5 h. p.

a
.
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"P"Aears-rsawn-arcane.M
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thing that I have left undone; it is
a matter that is going to require a
great deal of aggressive work to
bring the good roads committee of
any session to realize the absolute

prived or to be improved wholly or
partly at state expense under the provisions of chapter one hundred and

7

~

7

W

—;-TT-|E—

'

ﬁfteen of the laws of eighteen hun
dred and ninety-eight, and theacts

l

Deﬁance HeadHnht

importance of such a vast increase amendatory thereto and supplemental
of strength required in the bridges as thereto, or under section twilve of

l0 INCH FITTED WITH ATTACHMENTS

will be satisfactory to the Thresher article seven of the constitution, or
men’s Association, and which is only any act in furtherance of its provis
ions. A person or corporation owingr
just and fair, and so necessary.
If there is anything in the future or operating a steam traction engine
that I can do, I‘ shall be pleased to which does not conform to the re
quirements or restrictions of this sec
do it for you.
Regretting that I have not accom tion shall thereby incur a penalty of
lished all that I desired to do and ﬁfty dollars for each such violaton.
wishing you better success the next
Sec. 2. This act shall take imme
session. I remain,
diate eifect.
Very respectfully yours,
Explanation-Matter in black face
Myron B. Eggleston,
is new; matter in brackets [ ] is old
Member of Assembly from Orleans law to be ommitted.

jgmmniﬁnnmnnlnmnnin ' "

‘

.- \

SILVER PLATED COP
PER REFLECTOR, REG

ULAR PATTERN ROUND
\VlCK BURNER.
Send for prices and full par
ticulars. It will mean a good
deal (0 you. PIT.

;

Deﬁance lantern & Stamping 0c.
Buchanan‘??? -

New Yolk

I

County.
Please mention The Review.

THE BILL.
State of New York. No. 2195.

In t.

1538.
In Assembly, April 9, 1908.

From Kansas.
Editor Review:—Having seen your
oi’fer and not knowing what the fate

'

J

*

The World's Champion Ad

of this might be, I will send in my
itlslable Sleves and Chaiiers
Introduced by Mr. Eggleston—(by list. I have been an interested read
unanimous consent)—read once and er of The Review for over a year and
Ti.re=hermen get busy. Crop Prospects
or.‘ great. The demand for Ditch Adjusta
referred to the Committee on. Inter could not do without it.
Sieves and Chaffers is greater than ever
nal Aﬁairs.
1 am not a threshermen, but expect before. l.lanufa.. r .1 rs isle
bu" them because they give the best re
AN ACT
to be m the market "1 a year 01' 50- sults in their use .frcs. Threshermen prefer them because they
To Amend the Highway Law. in re I would be very thankful to receive work where other. .. . ."T- -, are the only sieves and chaﬂ'ers
lation to Bridges and to Tires on catalogues and circulars fro all the that make a peii'er' r. mbin i: in to work in the shoe of a separa
tor. See that your -. 1'. “nc ‘whether new or old, is equipped with
Traction Engines.
diﬁ‘erent companies.
the Ditch AdjustaL.. Sieve ."ul Chaffer.

The Pepple of the State of New
York, represented in Senate and As

sembly, do enact as follows:

I am
much interested in steam
0nr Combined Screw Feed Flue Expander and Cutter.
plowing as I think it is the only way
Engine owners take special notice. It will do the work of three
to turn the soil where conditions are distinct tools. It will cut a ﬂue oﬂ' just inside the ﬂue sheet, and

Sec. 1. Section one hundred and favorable.
ﬁfty-four of chapter ﬁve hundred and
Wheat looks well here, barley fair;
sixty-eight of the laws of eighteen not much sown. The price here for
hundred and ninety, entitled, “An act threshing was 60 and the thresher

cut them off on the outside to the \roper length for beading. You
can change it in two minutes timt to a perfect expander and roll
your ﬁues. It saves time
and money.

Write for catalogue
in relation to highways, constituting men furnish coal. Barley and oats giving
full explanation.
chapter nineteen of the general were about the same. The season is
Dllch
Adjustable
laws,” is hereby amented to read as quite short owing to there being so
follows.

many

machines

in

the

business.

.

—. fr‘

Sieve Co‘.

§154. When town liable and when Twenty-ﬁve to thirty days is the av- §|Fn'n¢|d; it’éoPig
_
w
W "v
not liable for bridge breaking-No eragel
town shall be liable for any damage
Wish The Review and its readers
resulting to person or property, by
reason of the breaking of any bridge,
by transportation on the same, of

i
stationary

smi’zlsls'vanev Kalg‘gsrence Fmtm“
~l

*

Portable

*

any vehicle, machine or road engine
Pulling Trees.
and load, together weighing [foul-'11
Editor
Review:—You
will ﬁnd en
over ﬁfteen tons [or over]; but any
closed
money
order
for
60c
for which
owner of such vehicle or load, or oth
er person engaged in transporting or pleaseextend my subscription one year
driving the same over any bridge, and send me one account book. I
am a little slow in showing up, but I
shall be liable for all damages result
have been very busy sawing. I own
ing therefrom. All highway bridges
and operate a No. 2 Russell double
must be capable of sustaining a vehi

W
'

r i

and Traction Gasoline E N G I

'

*

W

r

g8; 'uhmggcpwu ‘It 'l'LllIl
.‘

mm us in Ir

use

I

m

honest Emma-Because you
get your full money's worth.
Because for strength it has

:crlptlon and prices
and lit us ilmm
on your nails.

no equal. Because it will do
liver more power thln you

bargained for.
Because
it is easy to handle. Because
it ll entirely sale. Because
it will run from mouth to
month and

from year to
,o-nr u 1th ‘I

few repairs and
as little atten
tion as any en

mill with 50-in. bottom and 30-in.

‘3.323%: is?

cle, machine or engine, with its load, top saws. I run this mill with a new
aggregating ﬁfteen tons or less in
Russell 15 h. p. engine with Univer
weight while in transit thereover;

. ggnaTcal 1: i3?

and the town in which a. bridge is lo sal boiler which stcams very easy on
cated which does not conform to this green slabs and furnishes plenty of
power. We average about 3,000 feet
requirement is liable to the person ag
per day. I also own a new Russell
grieved for all damages accruing
separator,
33x54, with 15-bar cylin
from a breakage of such bridge by
der, gearless stacker, weigher and
reason of such burden, provided, how
Ruth feeder. Small grain is lookingr
ever, that no such liability exists for
good
here now. We are having plen
breakage caused by the transpor
ty
of
rain.
tation of a steam traction engine un
I have been pulling trees for the
less such engine conforms to the re
township with my engine, mostly ash
quirements of section one hundred
and hedge from 3 to 8 inches through
and ilfty-ﬁve-a of this chapter.
and did not dig a bit; "‘Old Betsy”
Sec. 2.
Such chapter is hereby
just gave a couple of snorth and out
amended by adding there to, after sec
The
tion one hundred and ﬁfty ﬁve there came the tree, roots and all.
of, a new section to be section one board is after me now to pull the
hundred and ﬁfty-ﬁve-a thereof, to grader. but if nothing happens I‘ will
have sawing to keep me busy till
read as follows:
threshing time.
H. c. Prall.
Sec. 155-a. The wheels of all steam
Hollenberg
Kansas.
L’
*
*
*
traction engines, operated on the pub
lic highways, streets or bridges. shall
unquestionable.
have tires at least eighteen inches
“Let me see.” said she, “what is
wide if the engine weighs above eight
tons and not exceeding twelve tons. it you call these men who run auto
and twenty inches wide if above mobiles?”
“ Pardon me,” replied the gallant
twelve tons and not exceeding ﬁfteen
tons. Spiked tires shall not be used man, “I’m too much of a gentleman
on any traction engine while travers to tell you what I call them.”—Coast
ing any bridge or any highway im Seaman’s Journal.

consumption.

Because it ll
reasonable
in
price. Because
it is especially
to your interest

ninnnnm cnislcllcisc'unt encmc cc,

to own one.

~~1im~

Anderson, Indiana
Please mention The Review.

GALVANlZEDsSTEELil
or wood for
Hauling Water

WHICH
7
O _
There is no room lor argument.

Everything

we “mu-"m.

favors the steel tank. You know it. So it's only
I question of what steel tank. Now there is where

TM Nannnnu

THE NAPPANEE
might surprise you.

Mnnnlnelnrera 0!

We want a chance to show you-that's sll.

Brown Bros. Mfg, CO.

Write us now.
Grnernl
Muchlnllle

Steel 'l‘nnkl
NAPPANEE, INDIANA
Harrison Mach. Wks.. Belleville, Ill.
.zdedar Ra‘pids. Ia.
JOBBING HOUSES *
Cedar Rapids Mach’y & Supply Co.
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gupplies That isatisfy
We can show you hundreds of unsolic
ited letters like this.
These are better arguments than any
thing we can say in regard to the
quality of our Thresher and Machine
Supplies.

We Carry Large Stocks
and Make Prompt Shipments
It will pay every Thresherman to get
our 1908 Supply Catalogue, which will
be sent free on request.

REMEMBER
We don’t handle the cheapest, but can

save you money on the best.

Harrison and Water Streets

Peoria

Illinois

Please mention The Review.

Some Figuring from Old Illinois.

light oats

better

than

without

it.

am about Also have gear oiling attachment on

Editor Review:—As I
the only one that ever writes from
this corner to The Review I must
write a line. I did see one letter
from Fowler, Indiana, which is close
here; was glad to know there was
one live threshermen close to home;
will say thank you, Mr. Owens. The
old reliable paper always bids us we]
come.
Threshing here this last season was
enough to give a red man the blues.
I have threshed the same run for
ﬁve years, and am billed for the
same again this year—1908. Let me

give you some ﬁgures of my run in
Earnings of threshing, ’06, $692.79
Expense, hired help and oil 105.10
Cleared . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$587.69
Earnings of threshing, '07 $349.52

Why the Clover Fails.
It is no wonder that there are now

engine of my own make. Have Ma many poor stands of clover, because
son-Kipp force feed oil pump on my the oats and clover seeding is done
engine and I tell you it’s a. dandy with a rush, and only half done; the
with this attachment. I can use the oats are sown too thick and the clo
best valve oil on crank shaft and ver is given second consideration.
countershaft bearings, and then be
Farmers must not expect to sue
oil ahead at the end of the season
cced
with clover by any less careful
over the old style condensing oilers.
My engine has 18-inch drivers; I methods than those that insure suc
only wish they were 20 or 24; the cess in other lines of farming, and
that the farmer must think more of
wider driver is better for sand or
spongy places. If you have all the the clover than he does of the nurse
crop.
power in the state in, your engine and
In the exceptionally dry year of
the driver don ’t hold you are helpless
regarding your load. We found out 1891, when the clover plants oﬁ all
something about‘ the slipping of ordinary soil in Wisconsin died,
drivers this last fall on a house mov there was a ﬁne, thrifty stand upon
ing trip in which my engine and a strip of virgin soil where an old
rail fence had stood. An institute
three others were engaged.

CllWEll‘lllJLLlNG '
WILL BE PROFITABLE THIS YEAR
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE BEST & LIRGESTHUlLER

lFL-EMRUMELY CO. LA FORTE-IND.
IRE-BUILT

TRACTION ENGINES
From 10 to n H. P. of bestmnkee. These machines
have been thoroughly rebuilt, in our own shops and
are rsctieally as
as new. I. alter them nt 0 elnl y low prices. I interested in n hen-In writefor int

Weber Implement 00:. 415 N. Ileln at, St. Louis.
Please mention The Review.

MAURICE
GAN DY

FOUNDER
OF THE

GENUINE
are STITCHED
COTTON
DUCK

speaker drove ten miles to see it.

I tried ditching with my engine last All the neighboring ground would
Expense, hired help and oil.. 101.42 year through the growing season, and have grown clover ﬁfty years before
was completely successful; but as it that time, but the continual crop
Cleared. . . . . . f . . . . . . $238.10 rained every other day I did not get ping had exhausted the humus sup
With the same crew, with the same rich at it. Several morning I went ply from the soil, so that it did not
machine. For the same men in the to the engine and found it standing retain suﬂicient moisture for clover
_
same run on the same farms with the in water up to the ash pan. But I growth.
The trouble to get a stand of clo
same number of acres, under the am going to try it again this year.
same sun with the same expense and Boys, there never was a business in ver today results from farming the
amount of head work, $349.59 short. which all failed! Brace up and try land to death. It is exhausted of all
Now who is responsible for this loss‘! it again is the cry everywhere with its humus and hence unable to retain
Don ’t all speak at once. I have al business of 1907‘. It surely was an sufficient moisture for the young clo
ready heard one class of men say oif year. I am in debt about one ver plants in a dry time. It is the
they were not and they are builders third of the purchase price for my farmer's own fault and the trouble
and sellers of threshing machinery. rig, and if ever I live to get out of will become greater still if he does
The farmer furnishes everything here debt I‘ never expect to depend on the not change his methods. “We must
It’s put back into the soil as much plant
except machine men.
We get the weather or crops any more.
food as we take out, or we are sure
small sum of 1%c for oats, 3c for dangerous and uncertain.
to come to grief.”
wheat, 100 for timothy. My machine
Wishing success to The Review and
It takes good ground to grow clo
is small: 16 h. p. engine, 36x56 sepa
C. Wilson.
ver. The soil can be made so rich
rator. Have patent of my own on its readers.
that it can not help but grow clover.
Donovan, Illinois.
separator which enables me to save

SUMMER’S
COMING!
and with it. hlni work for threshing machines.
HOW ABOUT YOUR BELT‘!
NOW is the time to order n

HANDY RED STITCHEU COTTON DUCK BELT
Gzndy belts Ire made endlne especially lor three‘!
in service-they oullnll all other‘. Ind clinl lo the
pulley like I chliu to l sprocket. Thin ineurel "l
ulnr rotation of the cylinder and consequent] Hill

mil. our iree hoohlet—"Expeyiencu with dandy"
tell! what other threshermen think.

Sud TM it.

iAnolller mnrley sever-Candy Belt Drellin')

THE GANDY BELTING CO.
'57:“, BALTIMORE-MD.

/
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A man took a wornout timber farm
and by manuring it brought it up to
a point where it grows immense crops
of corn, oats and clover.
The farmer will never get his

ground to grow clover by selling the
crops from the farm and returning to
the land.

4| "in,"

“(4| Ii.

Even if the ground now

LWTTRQ'"; A

r .n .

grows clover well, it will not continue
to do so if the products are removed
from the land year after year. Even
the man who grows corn, oats and
clover in rotation, selling the prod
ucts and returning nothing to the
soil, is sure to come to a time when
he cannot grow clover. There is not
a farm in Illinois so rich in plant
food that it can stand such treatment.

This is true of the black prairie soil
as well as the others.
If we have good ground we will
have moisture, for ground is good in
proportion as it is supplied with hu
mus, and humus is the element that

will retain suﬁicient moisture in a
dry time to furnish water for growing
plants. The catch of clover does not
depend so much upon the preparation

of the seed bed as it does on the qual

THE LOWELL STEAM LIFT
r";

TWO-MAN TRACTION ENGINE PLOW

_

It requires but two men-Engineer and Fireman-to operate a LOWELL STEAM LIFT PLOW attached to a traction engine.
By means of a throttle on the engine the plows can be raised and lowered at will by the Fireman. Plow is attached to engine
by King Bolt Hitch, doing away with all troublesome couplings when attaching plows to the engine. These and many other
features make the LOWELL STEAM LIFT PLOW a Leader in all sections of the country.
Made In sizes 5, 6, 8, ‘I0 and 12 furrows, ‘I4 Inch Stubble or Breaker Bottoms.
can be attached to any Traction Engine.
WrIle lor Catalog.

LOWELL STEAM PLDW

comwvv,

-

ity of the soil and the sunshine.

-

Des Moines, Iowa

The ideal seed bed is not newly
plowed ground, because it is too

loose; it will dry out too readily. It
is not a good thing to plow the clo

ver ground in the spring, neither is
it necessary to work it with a disc
or cultivator. The best seed bed and
the one that has given the speaker

splendid results the past ﬁfteen years
is secured by sowing the clover seed
on corn ground, with oats as a nurse

crop, using a good grain drill for
both oats and clover, without any
previous preparation of the ground.

Or will the gardener oﬁer for sale end gate seeder and usually sows
plants that have been grown in the three or four bushels per acre, get
shade and expect to ﬁnd a market for ting a dense shade for the clover, a
them—little yellow spindling plants, lot of straw and small heads of oats.
made so for want of sunshine? One If a farmer wants good oats he must
plant grown in the sun is worth a use the same judgment in the amount
of seed sown that he does in planting
hundred grown in the shade.
But this is the very thing that corn. One head of oats with 100
many farmers do with their clover. grains is worth more than four heads
They grow it in the shade of a nurse with twenty-ﬁve grains each, because
crop that is sown too thick, and the they are larger and better grains,
result is small. tender spindling and less plant food is required to

Then harrow with a smoothing har plants. What the clover needs is the
how once or twice or any number of sunshine every day, from the time
times. There is no breaking of the that the seed is sown until the nurse
“water ladder” or drying out of the crop is removed.
The sunshine for the clover can be
soil.
'
Much of the trouble in getting clo secured by planting it with an early
ver started is due to the shade of the oat, like the Early Champion, which
nurse crop. It is a critical time for ripens from ten days to two weeks
the clover when the nurse crop is earlier than the late varieties. The
removed.

die from
it previ
the nurse
from the

ing of oats—not more than one bush
el per acre.

This may seem a very

small amount of seed, but the speak
er has found such a seeding very

good for the clover, and also that it
What would you think of the farm produces a fair crop of oats.
er who would plant his corn and then
The farmer is very particular to
put a shade over it if it were possi get a corn planter with which he can
ble, and compel it to grow for three drop exactly a certain number of
ground.

months in the shade; then in the mid kernels per hill, knowing that too
dle of the hottest weather, remove many stalks will reduce the yield.

that shade and then blame the corn But the farmer takes no such pains
plant because it dies?

with his oats seeding.

Ohio threshermen,

explains

itself;

and it looks as though a good time
was in store for all who attend.
Sidney, 0., May 25, 1908.

The Threshermen’s Review,
St. Joseph, Mich.

Dear Sirz-The threshermen of this
section of Ohio and their families
are all especially invited to come to
my grove on June 10, where we are

grow one stalk than for three.

going to hold a real old-time picnic.
The grove is located ﬁve miles south
yield of oats than the catch of clo
of Sidney on the Western‘ Ohio Rail
ver, and spoils the chance for clover way (Lindsay station). There will
by heavy seeding of oats.
Many be good music, speakers, boat riding,
farmers who use good judgment in ﬁshing and dancing for those who
planting com lose their heads when enjoy it. All who come should bring
they sow oats as a nurse crop for their baskets and stay for the en
Many a farmer thinks more of the

clover.

tire day.
Let every thresherman
come who possibly can; _none should
good. strong clover plants, such as stay at home on this day. Be sure
are needed to stand the heat of the and remember the day, June 10.
sun when the nurse crop is removed,
L. E. Steenrod.
if these plants are grown in the
R. F. D. No. 8.
dense shade resulting from a heavy
seeding of oats.
One thing we wish to impress on
If the drill is driven north and
south in sowing the seed. the sun our readers, and that is the good they
shines directly down on the young can do us by just saying in letters
clover in the middle of the day to our advertisers that they saw it in
when it exerts its great power.—Mr. The Review. Will you do it? It’s
C. D. Smith. in address before Illi no trouble to you. but it means a
It is an utter impossibility to grow

Much of the clover dies second help is to make a thin seed

at this time. It does not
lack of moisture, because
ously held its own while
crop was taking moisture

A Threshermen’s Picnic.
The following letter, of interest to

He uses an

nois Farmers’ Institute.

~n-ut deal to us.

Connecticut Fire Insurance [W
CF HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Traction Engines, Separators, Feeders,
Stackers, Weighers, Shredders, Corn Shellers, Hay
Insures

Presses, Clover Hullers, and any and all kinds of

Power Farm Machinery by a plan by which the
amount of insurance is graduated to correspond

with the number of seasons the machinery has been
in use; against loss or damage by Fire, Lightning,
Windstorm, Tornado and Cyclone, while in use,
transit and storage.
Also insures all kinds of

Farm Property and Live Stock.

WESTERN DEPARTMENT
g
\

iccncnv 5 UILlllNli, CHI cncc. Ill.

_\
Please mention The Review."
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Governor sidezof Feeder

if you are looking for a Self Feeder that is absolutely reliableibeyond question, one that you
know will do the work without a whole lot of grief, one that is perfectly governed and has stood the
test for many years in all kinds and conditions of grain and weather,

The Parsons is the Machine
if you have had experience you know this, and if new at the business just ask any old thresherman.

4

Governed with Pickering
' Governor.
Knives that never dull.
Adjustable in all work
ing parts.

Crank shaft motion
which assists in the
separation and tearing

apart of hard baked
bundles.
Sectional View.

The Parsons Dump Rack
Where these dump racks are used ﬁve teams have done better work than ten teams with the ordinary stationary
rack. The threshing machine is kept more steadily at work and every man and team is kept on the move, feeding the

machine to its full capacity every minute. It is this kind of work that makes money for the owner.
There is no loss of time driving up to the machine, getting ready to pitch and driving away again nor any ex
cuse for the pitchers to kill time getting on and off wagon and to work again. The team does not stand idle at the
machine while the load is being pitched OE.
With the old style stationary rack the loss of time occurs with each load not only to the team and pitchers but to
the entire threshing outﬁt. With our dump rack it is not necessary to stop the team at the machine, simply press
the foot lever while driving by and the load is left at any desired spot, not scattered but in a bunch, taking up very
little more space than the dump rack. The pitchers need not be disturbed as the load may be left at a different place
each alternate time and when our swinging elevator feeder is used the elevators-may be swung from load to load.

Send for special circular.

MANUFACTURERS OF
The Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder, The Ruth Band Cutter and Self Feeder, Hawkeye Band Cutter and

Self Feeder, Success Corn Husker and Shredder, Success Automatic Belt Guide, Success Ratchet Cylinder Wrench,
Buffalo Hay Press, Hawkeye Manure Spreader, Hawkeye Grain Grader, Hawkeye Automatic Hog Waterer.

Write us for our new catalog.

PARSONS BAND CUTTER & SELF FEEDER C0.
Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.
PLIBOII nwnrr: MIG. CO., wimp”. CM‘, Sun-“Ont. for Cm.
PlH‘lSl m~ nvion The Revlvw
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is Every Hay

Busy the Year ’Roun

Press Man

That’s where they have the advantage over the Thresherman. There’s practically no
end to the baling season, there are so many things to bale. Hay, Straw, Cornfodder and
all bulky farm products which are marketed, bring a better price and are transported
much easier when baled. The man with the baler is the busy man when the thresher
man is idle.

Ann Arbor Columbia

Baler Men Are the Busiest of All Baler Men

because the Ann Arbor is the fastest baler made. Runs of from 62 to 68 tons of
timothy hay in 10 hours prove this. Exclusive features such as our rigid con
struction, Ann Arbor Dropper, Ann Arbor Feeder and others make these enormous
runs possible. Everything works at just the right time, and never balks.
OUR CATALOG WILL INTEREST YOU—ASK FOR IT.

Ann Arbor Machine Co., Box 1204, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Please mention The Review.

The Batavia Meeting.

FRIDAY, MAY "WA- M-

Thursday and Friday. May 14 and
15, occurred the third annual conven

tion of the New York State Thresh
ers’ Protective Association at B‘ata
via, New York. A goodly number of and accepted; reading of the secre
threshermen were in attendance, and
the most intense interest prevailed

throughout the meetings.
The ﬁrst meeting, Thursday after

noon, was called to order by Presi

tary’s report from May 29, ’07, to

L. A. Hardin’s response was a good

A vote of shoulder. Mr. Batchellor, too, spoke
thanks was tendered to the secretary earnestly and encouragingly, compli

for the manner in which he had car
ried out his part of the work. Mo

ident, State Organizer James Winter
consented to act as chairman.

'

IDER MAKING
Can be made proﬁtable if the
right kind of machinery in and.

Will mail ’l‘lll luan'r KIID.
lend for catalogue.

Boo-n & BOIOHIRT Pans Co.,
talk throughout, straight from the

May 14, ‘08, adopted.

dent R. I. Cole, of the New York As
tion made and carried that all ac
sociation, at whose request State Or~ counts due the association be col
ganizer James Winter assumed the
lected at once. A lengthy discus
chairmanship of the meeting. Fol sion was held in regard to the man—
lowing is the program:
ner in which said notes and accounts
THURSDAY, MAY 14,2 P. M.
were to be collected, and it was de
Meeting called to order by Presi cided to turn all accounts over to the
dent R. J. Cole, at request of the pres thresher companies of whom said

Address of Welcome,
Batavia, H. M. Johnson.

Convention Notes.

Meeting called to order by Chair
We will be unable to get a por
man, report of various committees trait of Mr. Cole in time for use with
read and accepted. Reading of the this report. We hope to have it,
minutes of last year’s meetings read however. for another issue.

menting

the

threshermen

of

New

York on what they are accomplishing
in the way of organization.
The
Rochester Male
Quartet,
Messrs. H. Thomas, G. Walton, C.
Kingsbury, and H. L. Tracy, who
sang at the convention, was a most
delightful feature of the program.

37o Wont Water St. lyrleun. II. V.

Traci ion

Engineering

A full course in traction engineering may be
com leted in three months. Courses begin May
12, ept. 1, Nov. 24 and Jan. 4. Total expcnle
for tuition, board, room, light, etc., $54.00.
Students taught to repair cnglnemaet valves,
handle engines in ﬁeld. Address
HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE oi ENGINEERING
Des Moines. Iowa

Better singers can scarcely be found

A New Hood

anywhere.

FOR WIND sracma

Mayor of

Response to Address of Welcome‘
by L. A. Hardin, of the Russell Wind
Stacker Company.

Address by J. L. Stevenson, of The
Threshermen’s Review.
Music by the Quartet.
Address, “In Union There Is
Strength,” by Dr. J. W. LeSeur.
Address by Mr. B. B. Clarke, of
The American Thresherman, on the

subject of State and County Organi
zation.
Appointment

of

Committees

by

‘

BERNES BROS.
ormnansn,
nmom

Address by Mr. F. G. Batchellor, of

the Buffalo Pitts Company.
H. P. KELLOGG.

URl TRACY

Address by Uri Tracy, of the Frick threshers bought their machinery and
Uri Tracy, whose address was one
Company.
ask them to collect the same.
of the features of the convention, is
Music by the Threshermen’s Quar
The election of oﬁ‘icers resulted in one of the most wide-awake branch
tet.

,

try it.

Puts straw right where you want it.
It solve: the ltackinl problem.
Write for full delcription.

Chairman Winter.
Tenor Solo by Harry Thomas.
Address by J. B. Parker, “Hand
ling a Threshing Machine for Proﬁt.”

Short talk by James Winter.
Address
by
H.
N.
Bidwell, '
‘ ‘ Thresher Organization.”

Stackl perfectly all straw from the
lnrgen machines.
Highly recommended by all who

Well
Drilling
Machinery
OUR moms are
built
to
meet
any
condition
at
low
operating expense.

house managers of the state. He is
the Rochester manager for the Frick
Company, of Waynesboro, Pennsyl
vania. He is a veteran of twenty
years’ experience in the business—
been at it ever since he attained his
majority-and the time of day-or
logg,
Nunda,
N.
Y.
Short talk by Mr. B. B. Clarke.
Motion made and seconded that night—cuts no ﬁgure with him where l
Address by Secretary H. P. Kel
the next annual convention be held business is concerned. He ’s certainly
logg.
Short talks by the threshermen, as in Rochester, New York, beginning a “live wire,” and the Frick folks
follows:
George M. Jewett, Chris the last Wednesday in March, 1909; are to be congratulated on their New
Dilcher, President R. J. Cole, Thos. and a vote of thanks was tendered to York representative.
They are Simple, Emciant, and can be
equipped with Churn Drill. Hollow Bod
Slocum, B. L. Williams, J. A. Rose, of The Threshermen’s Review and The
Tool- or will Eemove a. core by thing a
the Huber Company; H. J. Guenther, American Thresherman for attending
Do you want experienced help for Diamond. Hit or any of the coring sys
Built in sizes to drill from 200
this convention and assisting to carry your outﬁt this year”! See the want tems.
Fred Root.
feet to 2.000 feet. Run by Steam. Galo
line or Electric Motor.
Arranged to be
on the same. After: which the best columns of this issue. Also for bar
Music by the Quartet.
run by threshing engine when desired.
Meeting adjourned until May 15, state meeting New York has had ad
bains
in
new
and
second-hand
ma
9M8.‘ m.
EDWARD CHRISTMAN
journed for the year.
chinery.
MASSILON,
OHIO. ,
the following:

President, R. J. Cole,

Meeting Adjourned.
Holley, N. Y.; vice presidents, James
THURSDAY EVENING, MAY 14, 7:30 P. M.
Winter, Stat'e organizer, Fred Root,
Meeting called to order by the
Brockport, J. P. Fotch, Batavia, Thos.
Chairman.
Slocum, Fairport, Geo. Nichols, Avon;
Address by J. L. Stevenson, “Pur
secretary
and treasurer, H. P. Kel
pose of this Convention.”

June, 1908.

.- The crop outlook indicates that the properly
equipped thresherman will have a prosperous year

ADVANCE

—the machine with

The largest grate surface.
The greatest capacity.
A cleaning mechanism that beats them all (adds one or two cents
more to the value of eace bushel of grain threshed.)
This is the machine thatworks the best because it is strong, dur
able and always ready to run.
WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

ADVANCE 'THRESH ER CO.
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN
Branches and Distributing Houses : *
("olumhusx Ohio.
Indianapolis. Indiana.
Dallas. Texas.
Lincoln. Nebraska.
New York. N. Y.. John
Son & Co.

Decatur. Illinois.
Crowley. Louisiana.
Far
. North Dakota.
Nashville, Tennessee.
El Reno, Oklahoma.
Kansas City. Missouri.
Gm
Forks. North Dakota.
Portland. Oregon.
Longmont. Colorado.
Des Moln ., Iowa.
VVatertown, South Dakota.
St. Louis, Missouri.
Minneapo ., Minnesota.
Madison, Vl’isc nsin.
Sio
Falls. South Dakota.
Spokane, Vvashington.
Dunn
Toronto, Canada, American
"innipeg. Manitoba,
merlcan
Regina, Manitoba. American
Abel Co.
Abel Co.
Abel (‘0.
Please mention The Review.
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Here’s Another Man
\Vho installed an "IXL” Rotary Separating Device in his machine last year.

He always had trouble before he used one.

He now says, that no

machine is complete without one. YOU OUGHT TO READ EVERY WORD OF HIS LETTER.
New Salem, No. Da.k.. Feb. 13. 1908.
The Sattley Stacker Co..
Indianapolis, Ind.
Dear Sirs:—In answer to your letter as to how I like my “IXIJ' Sepa
rating Device. I must say that it is impossible to get a separator that would
be complete without one. I have never had any trouble with it.
Before we
ordered one of your Separating Devices we had been troubled with the ma
chine carrying grain over with the straw.
You may crowd your Separator
for all it can take no matter in what condition the grain may be, wet or
dry. and the "IXL" will take care of the straw without choking or winding.
There are
and will spread the straw evenly over the whole straw rack.
no bunches of straw to be found after the straw leaves the Device. and it
comes out of the wind stacker pipe in one even stream.
I have crowded the
Separator all that I could. and on looking into the machine to see how the
Device was working. I have found fully a. foot of straw between the beater
but when it passed through the Device it was
and the Separating Device
I think that is
reduced so thin that I could see the grain-pan down below.
shaking the straw out plenty, and the kernels must‘ come out then.
As to how much power it takes to run the Device. I don't see any differ
once before putting it into the Separator or after; the engine don't notice
it.
I will say to brother threshermen if you have trouble with your ma
chine in carrying grain over with the straw. just get an "IXL" Separating
Device and your troubles will be over; it will increase your work and do a
better job. I would not be without one for double the price of it.
Yours truly.
JOHN F. KAHOVEC.
(Signed)
New Salem. No. Dak.

HERE ARE A FEW 'IHINGS THE “IXI. ” AGGIIMPLISHES:
_
First: It will enable you to thresh from 10 per cent to 25 per cent faster.
Second: It absolutely tears apart all bunches of straw. so that in threshing at the fullest capacity the straw racks can be seen through the “IXL" at
all times.
Third: It delivers the straw to the stacker in a thin even stream, and prevents it from choking.
Fourth: We guarantee that a machine equipped with it, will save 99% per cent of the loose grain from the straw.
Who would not pay the small price that we ask for it. to accomplish these results? There isn't a man running a threshing machine. who wouldn't
install one, it he was satisﬁed that we are telling the truth, and that in actual usage it proved to do all this.
We don't ask you to take our word for these things; try it yourself, and at our risk. W e will send an "IXL" Separating Device to any responsible
thresherman in the United States on ten days trial. If it don’t do as we say, you need not keep it. Could any-thing be fairer? Can you lose on this
proposition? Hurry up and write us. DON’T DELAY. Address

'I'HE SA'I'TLEY STAGKER COMPANY
301 American National Bank Bldg.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Please mention The Review.

of coal consumption to carry the ship
500 miles farther than the distance
tania.”
At the last meeting of the Institu from Quecnstown to Sandy Hook.
tion of Naval Architects :1 paper On the voyage referred to, the actual

‘- Coal Consumption of the “Lusi

amount of coal consumed for the en
‘ was presented by Mr. Thomas Bell

-. on the speed of the “Lusitania,” gines was 4,976 tons, while 18 tons
which made public, for the ﬁrst time, was comsumed in the galleys, etc. It
the fact concerning that much dis should be noted that the mean draft
cussed matter, the coal consumption of the ship was about 32 feet, and her
‘of the new turbine liners. In view of displacement about 36,000 tons. The
the great secrecy which has been weather throughout the trip is de
I maintained by the builders and own
ers of recent turbine driven ships.
and particularly those of large horse

power, it. is decidedly gratifying to
have. not only the matter of coal con

.sumption. but also all the principal
data of the performance of one of
. these ships. published for the beneﬁt
-ot' the profession. Among the vari
Ions tables given in the paper. the
.most valuable is the abstract of the
:cngine room log for the third voyage
west. from Queenstown to New York,

and other modern reﬁnements.

Mr.

Bell and those responsible for the

Means

on. having published these data, and
thereby set at rest the absurd ru
sumption on these big ships was so
great that they had, at times, diffi
culty in making port. Duringr the dis

cussion of the paper, the builders
both of the “Mauretania” and the
scribed as having been the average “Lusitania” expressed their conﬁ
mid-Atlantic winter weather. with deuce that when the working staﬁ had
strong winds and boisterous sea. become thoroughly conversant with
During the ﬁrst half of the voyage the ships, speeds equal to those ob
the mean speed was 24.65 knots; but tained on trial would be realized. un
a furious southwesterly ‘gale served der favorable weather conditions, on
to reduce the speed for the last twen the Atlantic passage. In this connec
ty-four hours below 23 knots, and to tion, it is interesting to note that on
bring down the mean average of the trial the “Lusitania” averaged 25.4
whole trip to 24.25 knots.
knots,-and the “Mauretania” 26.04
Of great interest, also, are the ﬁg knots over a course of 1,200 knots.

nearly every case exceeded by from

act is the art of designing fast steam
ships, as shown by the fact that the

Increased Power
.

mors, to the effect that the coal con

ures oﬁered by Mr. Bell of the data
Notwithstanding the ﬁnancial de
secured on the 1,200 mile trial.‘ The
pression
which prevailed during the
horse
power,
as
determined
by
the
~which commenced at noon, November
3 last. and ﬁnished off Sandy Hook shaft torsimeter, was 68,850. giving last months of the past year, the
-at 1:14 a. m. on November 8. The an average speed of 25.4 knots. The trade and industry of the United
,total distance run was 2,781 knots; total consumption of steam in the States during 1907 exceeded all pre
_‘lll€ time. 4 days, 18 hours, and 40 turbines in pounds per hour was vious records. According to a table
minutes'; the‘ longest day’s run 618 879,500, and the total consumption of of summaries issued by the Bureau
miles, and the average speed of the the auxiliaries was 116,500 pounds per of Statistics, the production of an
whole voyage. 24.25 ‘knots. The aver hour. The steam consumption of the thracite and coke pig iron in 1007 ex
age daily coal consumption for the turbines in pounds per horse power ceeded 25,315.000 tons. while in 1906
four complete days of about twenty hour was 12.77, and the total steam the ﬁgure was 24,808,000 tons. Ship
ments of all kinds of products in
ﬁvc hours each was 1,090 tons. Just consumption for all purposes was
here it is interesting to note how ex

Perfect Lubrication

Cunard ships are to be congratulated

14.46 lbs. per horse power hour. The
5 to 12 per cent. those of the previ~
coal consumption per horse power

ous year.
hour worked out at 1.43, including, of
Now, this
estimated coal consumption when the course, the auxiliaries.
Don't forget that we want good
designs were drawn up, was 1,100 consumption is about the same as “experience letters,” with or with
tons average per day. The total bun that of the high speed German liners. out photographs. We can always use
ker capacity of the “Lusitania” is using multiple expansion reciprocat good photographs. Send the picture
6.200 tons, or suﬁicient, at this rate ing engines, Howden’s forced draft, of your rig along.

You can have both by using a HANSON positive
teed lubricator. Fill it with oil and the alarm
will notify you when in need of attention.

JOS. HANSON,

Inwood, Iowa

Plcase mention The Review.

A NEW ONE
A Screw Feed Flue Expander and Butter

Ill

l *

CUTTER $5.00

Other Prices and
Circular
ilpol Application

A great labor saver. Saves time and
money in trips to repair shop.
Has
advantages over other expanders and
cutters. in that it is operated entire
ly by wrench-no hammer is used.
No guess work. The grooves in rolls
will form a. bead on the inside of
tube. which is a positive proof of a
perfect job. Made-in all sizes. 1% in.
to 4 in. sizes carried in stock.
For full particulars, write.

TIIE FERNYAK IIOIHNE 60..

MANSFIELD. 0.

‘ -----—' \r-I“
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.Questions of What
size
of
stay
J. H.
bolts will be necessary
in a boiler carrying
140 lbs. per square inch’! The stay
bolts to be four-inch pitch. Show
how the ﬁgure is calculated, also all
the figures.

closed in this one pipe, it will cause
the steam to pass from one end of
the cylinder to the other, thereby
wasting steam and robbing the en
gine of its proper compression and

also making more back pressure.

It

is a very poor way to run. an engine.

2.—If a vhlvc has one-eighth-inch
‘ lap how would you give it. more lap? Questionsof What is the weight of
3.—How would you measure a‘set

M. O. H.

21/;

cubic

feet

of

of dues? Vt’ould you measure the in
steam having a gauge
pressure of 61 lbs. per square inch?
side diameter or the outside‘!
2.—What is the volume of 41/1 lbs.
-'l.—H0w are steam and water
pipes measured. inside or outside?

'

weight of steam having a tempera

5.—Wbat is the difference between ture of 340°? Please answer these
isothermal and adiabatic lines of ex in your next paper if possible. No
pansion?

6.—Wl1at is the ﬁre line in a boil
er?

other volumes will do only the ones

given, and please work them in full.
A.—Onc cubic foot of saturated

A.—Four by four equals 16 inches, steam at 61 lbs. gauge pressure equals
which represents the area to be sup-I 0.177 lbs. (weight); 2% cubic feet
ported by each stay bolt; 140><16=' equals 0.4425 lbs.
2.—One pound (weight) of satur
2.240 lbs., the load on each stay bolt.
Seven thousand lbs. per square inch ated steam at 340° equals- 3.7 cubic

is a very safe load for wrought iron feet and 41/4 lbs. equals 15.72 cubic
stay bolts, so 2,240 divided by 7,000 feet.

equals 0.32 of an inch, which is about
21/32 of an inch in diameter and is Question of 1' would like to have
‘about the diameter of the bottom of W. W. K. some thresherman tell
the thread of a three-quarters-inch
me through The Review
stay bolt, which should be the proper what makes my separator crack
size for the conditions named.

wheat.

Bought

it

new,

and

after

A Traction Engine
is not Complete Without
A HAM Headlight
Ham's Headlight is designed
and built especially for Traction
Engines, it is made extra strong
to withstand the Jolting of the
engine.
To produce the largest
amount of light possible a Regu
iar Locomotive Headlight Style
oi’ burner is used, thus insuring a
steady bright ﬂame, and the draft
is so arranged that the ﬂame will
not smoke or blow out in the
strongest winds, or jar out in
passing over rough roads.
The
reﬂector is heavily Nickel Plated
and Silver Plated over the nickel,
and the result is a powerful re
l'iector that will project a. strong
volume of bright light.
-There are a great many cheap
inferior headlights being sold on
the reputation 01' the Ham Head
light, but, Remember our name
appears on every Headlight we
make. therefore when your deal
er shows you a Headlight and
tells you it‘s a Ham. look for the
name C. 'I‘. Ham Mfg. Co., and if
you do not ﬁnd it you can make
up your mind it's a. fraud, don’t buy it. but write to us and we will
see that you are supplied with a Genuine Ham Headlight.
It’ you want the best Specify ~and insist on Ham's. you run no
risk. as they are strictly guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

C. T. Ham Mfg. Co.

2.—To give a valve more steam lap, about three weeks’ work it cracked
fasten a‘ strip to the outside of the wheat badly.

137 Oak Street

A.—Sec that the cylinder and con
valve, making it longer. To increase
the inside or exhaust lap, fasten a cave teeth do not run too close at

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

any place. There should be the same
ity. Another way to do this is to get. amount of space on each side of ev
a new valve and make it larger in ery tooth, both cylinder and concave

strip to the inside of the exhaust cav

the places indicated above.
3.—The fines or tubes are meas
ured on the outside.
4.——Steam and water pi pcs are
measured on the inside.
5.—The isothermal expansion curve
is the curve of equal temperatures.
The adiabatic expansion curve is the
curve of no transmission of heat.

teeth.

One concave bar should be

reckoned at ﬁrst and all the teeth

l'l\'.|>-v mention 'i‘lii; lleyimv.

Writo for Specal Description

made to run correctly and then the

of 1908 machine.
vomit arm-1'5"”

other bars placed in. the machine and

A few valuable improve

adjusted. The cylinder should have
little or no end play. The boxes can
be adjusted so that the teeth in the
cylinder will run between the con

ments of special interest to
up-to-date Threshennen.

cave teeth without interfering with
6.—The ﬁre line of a boiler applies the required space to let the grain
Some of the teeth
especially to stationary or tubular pass through.
boilers, and is the limit line at which may have to be bent a little. With a
the fire or heat is allowed to get to little care this can be adjusted so
that all the teeth are in proper ad
the boiler.
justment.
When the grain is very
Questions of With
the engine Oll dry and brittle do not run the cylin
8. B. T.
dead center, can a der as fast as when the grain is
Woolif reverse gear be_ tough, and always keep the cylinder

set so that the valve will stand still full of unthreshed grain.

Furnished in sizes from 28 inch to 36
inch.

when you work the reverse lever?

2.—A stationary engine is piped Questionsof What makes an engine‘
from the cylinder cocks so that both
I‘. A. B.
pound louder when the
are connected to the same pipe lead
drain cock is open than
ing out doors. There is a valve on when it is shut‘?
this pipe so that it can be closed;
2.—What makes a 16 h. p. simple,
when the steam blows from one end return ﬂue engine prime as soon as
of the cylinder to the other. What the water gauge gets over half full‘!
harm will this arrangement do, be
A.—When the drain cocks of the‘
yond the loss of steam and power?
cylinder are opened there is a lack
A.—If, when the engine is on dead of compression, thus failing to stop
center, the valve rod does not stand the momentum of the piston, cross
still when reversing lever is pulled heads and connecting rods and there

backward and forward, this would
indicate that the pin in the upper end
of eccentric yoke is not central with
the reversing shaft. By having some
one work the reverse lever, while you
watch this pin and the reversing
shaft. you can readily determine
which way to move the reversing
shaft to get the desired results.

by causing more disturbance when
there is any looseness in the bearings
of an engine. You will ﬁnd by hook
ing up the valve gear of the engine,
that there will be less knocking when
the drain cocks are opened.' This
will increase

the

compression

and

thereby reduce your troubles.
2.—A boiler is very apt to prime

2.—If the cylinder cocks are left when the water is high, because there

open and the drain pipes are con

is less space for the steam to go from
nected to one pipe and the valve is the water. The normal height of the

WEBER IMPLEMENT 00.,

HID
OUR NEW BATALUB JUST ISSUED
Tells all about the latest Automatic "Ohio" Power Press. Explains
why you can get greater capacity with less labor on the "Ohio"
than you can with any other. Tells how the GEARING is constructed
to produce an action that is free from
all friction and wear.
Tells how the
FEEDER can be speeded up to 35
strokes a minute with absolutely no
jerk, Jar or noise.
Tells a whole lot more that is im
portant to know if you are interested
in Baling.
Copy mailed free on re

quest

The Ohio Cultivator 00.
Box 200 Bellcvue, Ohio
We also make one and two horse presses.

Please mention The Review.
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water is above the center line of the higher prices for the reason that, ow’

boiler and an increased height will ing to the increasing depth mining
narrow the water line.
will be continually more expensive
and more dangerous.
'
Question of
' W. A. I‘.

Please explain in de
tail the changes neces

ly large part of this waste is pre

In most European coal
sary to convert a Rus ventable.
sell wheat separator into a thresher producing countries coal waste has
been reduced to a minimum by the in
for red top and timothy seed.
A.—If the separator is not equip
ped with an adjustable sieve, a tim—
othy sieve must be placed in the shoe.
You can get full directions in the
matter by writing to Russell & Com
pany, Massillon, Ohio, their home of

Oil Pump

troduction of improved methods of
mining. In Vancouver, British Co

WITH

lumbia, I am told, 98 per cent. of the

PUSITIVE FEEU
BEAR DRIVEN and
WITHUUT IIIINTS

coal is mined.”
The technologic branch is now en

gaged in investigations looking to
ﬁce, or to Russell & Company, St. ward a reduction of the waste and al
Louis, Missouri, which is their near so a better utilization of the coal that

est branch oﬂice to your address.

Pickering

“It is believed that an increasing

is mined.

The success of the gov

ernment in the latter ﬁeld is told in a

bulletin issued by the survey on the .
work of the United States fuel’test
K. J.
little
wind
stacker.
ing plant, which until the early part
Can you tell me how
of 1907. was operated at St. Louis.
large the fan housing can be in diam
Coals from all over the country were
eter, and how wide, and how long and
tested in the steam engine and gas
wide the fans shall be, and how big
engine in order to determine‘ their
the hole can be in one side where it
efficiency. The results with the gas
draws the air and feed in, and how
engine were extremely gratifying.
big stacker pipe diameter?
This
Fifty-six different bituminous coals
shall be a vertical wind stacker for
were tested in the steam boiler and
a feed cutter, two knives, 13 inches
engine and gas producer and engine.
long feed rollers, speed of engine
Question of

Simple and Durable

I want to build me a

Write for our Complete Catalog
giving Details of Construction.

PICKERING GOVERNORS
ARE EQUIPPED WITH
BALL (Wide Range)

m

SPEED

and the ﬁgures show that on an aver~

‘

325 r. p. m., pulley on engine 20 inches

age it took nearly three times as much
diameter, pulley fan feed cutter
coal to produce a horse power in the
about 12 inches diameter and ﬁve h.
steam engine as in the gas engine.
p. engine.

CHANGER

The actual figures for the average
A.—-VVe do not know the quantity from all coals were, 1.57 lbs. of coal
of stock you have to deliver so can burned to produce one horse power

not advise you as to the size of blow for an hour in the gas engine and 4.45
er. We will, however, give you the lbs. in the steam engine. The best
dimensions of a standard blower for coal used produced a horse power per
a grain thresher stacker and you can
hour in the gas engine for less than
divide each dimension by the same
one pound of coal. while the steam
factor to give you about the size re
engine. used 2.41 lbs. or 2.43 times as
quired to handle the stock in ques
much as the gas engine.
tion. Outside diameter of case, 52
In ﬁve tests of lignites (an inferior
inches; eye of blower, 28 inches; di
ameter
of fan (four wing), 48 quality of coal found in the West).
inches; width of wings, 12 inches; the gas engine required 2.37 lbs. of
diameter of pipe, 14 inches. Now coal to produce a horse power ‘for an
you can divide these dimensions by hpur and 6.26 lbs. of coal for the
two or three or any other factor and steam engine.

the proportions will be correct.

ZQPICKBRIN 351$
PORTLAND. CONNECTICUT.USA.
Please mention The Review.

—— THRESHERMEN!
Do you ever Paint your Belts .7

The best result was

1.74 lbs. for the gas engine and 3.9

Sawyer Elastic Belt Paint-A

lbs. for the steam engine.

Preservative for Canvas Stitched
Thresher Belts. Put up in an air
tight non-leakable can—Always
ready for use.

Two remarkable tests were made
U. S. Survey Plans Coal Waste
on What is termed, “bone coal,” :1
Check.

coal that is so high in impurities that
The statement is made by the tech
nologic branch of the United States it is now being thrown away by the
Geological Survey, which is conduct mine operators as worthless. 'In one
ing experiments with fuels and build test on the gas engine, it took 2.15
ing materials, that more than 200, lbs. of this supposed worthless coal to

Sold by all Jobbers.
saun ron soon "1;"

000,000 tons of coal are wasted every produce a horse power for an hour.

year through improper mining meth This coal has 44 per cent. ash and
ods. This waste means a loss of more would be considered valueless as a
than $200,000,000, or enough coal to producer of power in a steam engine.

supply all needs in the United States Another sample of this coal produced
a. horse power for 1.68 lbs. This coal
for a period of six months.
.-outained
29 per cent. ash.
“In our investigations we ﬁnd that
Perhaps the most encouraging fea
in the mining operations of this
country, nearly one-half of the total ture of these tests is that the low
coal supply is left underground,” said ‘rrade fuels such as liguite and
J. A. Holmes, chief of the techuologic “bone” coal produced more power
branch. “This coal is left as pillars in the gas engine, ton for ton, than
to support the roof of the mines or did the best bituminous coal in the
because it is of inferior quality, only steam engine. This would indicate
the best part of the coal being re vast commercial possibilities for the
moved from many beds. The waste is Western part of the country, where
also due to the fact that the working the supply of high grade coal is inad
out of the lower beds of coal ﬁrst in equate and where there is a supera

SA WYER BEL TING CO.,
W

49 Lisbon Street

“IVER B-énc our a comp

“Hamill-IN? on"?

Cleveland,

Order one for your
engine and you will
ﬁnd it to be the best
and most useful at
tachment on your
rig, and the longer
you use it the better
you will like it.
Saves belts and pre
vents injuries.
One man does it

bundauce of the low grade fuel.

practicable the subsequent mining of
the adjacent higher coal beds.”
“I ﬁgure that advertising costs me

“We are skimming the cream of the a couple of thousand dollars a year
natural resources of the country. We more than I can aiford——”
“What are you talking about?
are using the best and cheapest of‘
our supplies. Each of the succeed You don’t advertise.”
ing generations will obtain its needed
“No, but the department stores do,
general supply, but each will pay and my wife has the bargain habit.”|

Ohio

The lihaﬁin Patent Traction Engine Belihnlder

some cases breaks and renders im

Then he says:

-

Please mention The Review.

all.
Write for free catalogue.

UNAFFIN MANUFACTURING 00.,

Hustling agents wanted

-

Iiipen, Wis" U. S. A.

June, 1908.
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Good Roads Progress.

. injector
Good Roads and Good Times-‘succeeds the crest, so in a few weeks
much of the car equipment that had
Bringing the Farmer and His
been so urgently in demand stands

Market Together.
idle on the storage tracks.
7
By Howard H. Gross, Chicago, Sec
What
say
the
men
who
have
this
rctary of Farmers’ Good Roads
League of Illinois, in The Saturday great problem to deal with in a prac
tical way‘! F. A. Delano, president
Evening Post.
of the Wabash Railway—a keen ob
“The schoolmaster and good roads server and a close student of all con
are the most important agencies to
ditions aﬁ'ecting railroad traﬁic—de~
advance civilization,” declared the
clares:

great Sumner, decades ago, in the
You have no idea to what extent
United States Senate.
The school
bad
roads atfect railway traffic. We
master has done his work so well
notice the ﬂuctuations of business
that his ﬁgure seems almost to ﬁll the
American horizon.
But the good from week to week. The falling off
roads are most conspicuous by their due to bad roads is often as high as
ﬁfty per cent. of the business re
absence.

ceived at a country station. In the
The common highways of our coun rush of the crop moving season the
try are the veins of commerce and railways are generally so swamped .
civilized intercourse, as the railroads
with business than an adequate equip
are the arteries. The greatest need
ment and prompt service is diﬁicult,
in this country today for its larger if not impossible.
ranks

any

other

ex

Convict Road Workers.

cept sound money and maintaining
This morning the actual work of
the public credit. I believe it is vast building the new state road will be
ly more important to the people than started in full swing, says the Trini
the Panama canal, the irrigation of dad, Colorado, Advertiser of May 13.
the semi-arid lands of the West, or Eighty-two convicts arrived at the

the Lakes-to-the-Gulf Waterway, es
sential as are these great enterprises.
The world’s food supply passes on
wagons over country roads~that tells
the story in a sentence. Any inter
ruption of traffic upon our roads af
fects market conditions, resulting in
an erratic and irregular delivery to
meet a constant and uniform demand.
The fact is that for a hundred years
the products of the farm have been
sold more upon conditions roads than
upon the requirements of the market.
The people now expect with each
recurring autumn, a money stringen
cy more or less acute. The enormous

cannot break the feed-as long as the suction pipe can touch

water the U. S. will do the work.

Try it.

Prove to yourself

you may have heretofore thought was the best.

It out

consideration

the Winds
Place a U. S. Automatic Injector on your boiler and for
get it. You can rest secure because it feeds automatically.
Turn the throttle and it begins working; jolting and jarring

that the U. S. Automatic is better by long odds than the one

social, educational and economic de

velopment is good roads.

Throw Boilr Worry to

camp from the penitentiary last even
ing and will be introduced to their
new occupation promptly at 8 o’clock
this morning.

THERE ARE MORE U. S. AUTOMATIC INJECTORS
IN USE ON TRACTION ENGINES THAN ALL OTHER
MAKES COMBINED.
_ The reason is because the U. 5. Automatic
is automatic-and every tlircsherman knows that

is the best reason ill the world.
FREE TO YOU-On request we will send you a copy of our

Engineer’s Red Book-a practical pocket reference for
steam boiler users-write for it today.

lAmerican Injector Co.,

Detroit, Mich.

'

Five teams will be put to work on
the more level stretches of the route _

with scrapers and dump wagons,
‘while the wheelbarrow gang and the
men that will wield the hammers will
go to the old quarry opposite Morley
station. ;That the men will work an
eight hour day is the object of Cap
tain Wiley, and they will start work

at 8 o’clock in the morning, take an
hour and a half for lunch and quit
at 5:30.

amount of currency required to move
the crops, amounting to over a hun

Several of the men have musical
instruments with them and they will
dred and ﬁfty million dollars, comes put in their hours of leisure very
all in a heap, upsets business condi much as would any gang of men hired
tions, demoralizes trade, advances in by the day to do similar work. A
terest rates and makes money tight. baseball diamond has been laid out
The late ﬁnancial unplensantness. and already two‘ teams have been or
the memory of which will linger with ganized to compete for the beneﬁt of
us for some time, certainly was large those that cannot play.
ly due to a feverish activity to move
Everything in the camp is new and
the crops to market before the sea

son of bad roads set in. This made a
violent drain upon the money centers
for the currency necessary to ﬁnance
this great transaction.
With ninety-two per cent. of all
the highways of the country unim
proved practically the entire crop is

clean and will he kept so.

The eighty convicts arrived here on
a special train over the Rio Grande

yesterday afternoon at 2:30 o’clock.
They were marched to the electric
street car station, where there was a
special car in waiting for them and

they were taken to Starkville, from
more or less subject to the vicissi where they walked to the convict
tudes of road conditions. It does not camp three miles distant, which was
seem to matter that only a small part in readiness to receive them, an ad
of the crop is needed for immediate vance guard having been sent here
use; to move it to market is imme some ten days ago to construct the
diate and imperative. The attempt camp. Warden Cleghorn was in per
to do in two or three months what sonal charge of the convicts and was
should extend over three times that assisted by Captain Wiley and Cap
period works always mischief, waste tain Blake. The trip from the peni
tentiary to the camp was uneventful.
and sometimes disaster.
It is impossible for the railways The large body of convicts were ob
to furnish the equipment to meet the jects of much curiosity to people here
excessive demand made upon them at and a large crowd congregated at
these times; confusion and disorder the depot to see the novel sight. The
follow. The wires from a. hundred convicts were all attired in plain blue

stations on the system are hot with suits and each man carried his own
messages calling for cars that cannot belongings.
be had. As the trough of the wave
A large tent is situated near the

Measures, Registers and Bags.
A square deal for both threshermen and farmer is absolutely
secured through the use of

The Dentler Bagger
No other machine takes so little room on the separator, none

other is so easily reversible.

It will last just as long as the sepa

rator. and the cost is returned to you many times in the actual
saving the machine aﬁ’ects. Don't go to great expense for a

machine that will not do as much or as good work as THE
DENTLER.
qlAny manufacturer can furnish it with their
separator, or write now for new catalog fully describing-it.

The Dentler Bagger Company
Vicksburg

.

.

.

Please mention The Review.

.

Michigan
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present road‘ and will be used
ofﬁce by Captain Willey and
keeper Hill, of Denver Fidelity
Across the arroya is the large

as an
Book
fame.
stable

tent and further away, across the
creekfis a small tent that will be
used as sleeping quarters for the men
that will stand night guard over the

camp. Back again, directly behind
the oﬁ'ice, is the cook tent and the
mess tent. All the conveniences pos

THIS ILLUSTRATION snows CLEARLY THE
POWER REQUIRED TO MOVE 5.000 LBs._;;oN ‘1A
BLOCK OF CAST IRON PRESSING ONAN'IRQN sim

v 3,35%, ,aw,,_.,g',‘wé,,gg
' M,"“
and r
and warm: the weigh! (onmmlly pn-muq on the back at : rommon

.

“D 'Shde Valve 5x8 ,
with I25 pound: 1mm
Thu loadperin mule.
rmvud I

/'
led

EXAMPLE:
5' l8'- ‘0' Area

sible have been furnished the cook,
who, by the way, is a cook, and can
put up as good a meal as the best,

and long tables will he provided for
the men to eat from. Then comes
the three bunk tents. These tents are
roomy and Hold twelve double bunks
each accommodating in all seventy-two
men. Another one of the bunk tents
will be erected as soon as possible.
Near the sleeping quarters of the men
is a tent placed close to the creek
that will be used as a. washing place

by all hands.

It will contain such

necessities as are required, and the

men will be compelled to keep them
It shows the power required to move a common slide valve 5x8
inches where it has to stop and start 500 times a minute.
It shows the power wasted by the engine in driving the valve which
should be utilized in increasing the power of the engine.‘ Use a
Gould Balance Valve, avoid friction on the valve and on the valve
gear and increase the power of your ‘engine from 18% to 30%. The
catalogue tells all about it. Send for it.
'

selves and their clothes in presenta
ble order.

Captain \Viley expects to accom
plish the completion of the road as
far as

Starkville before

fall,

and

there is no doubt that the men sent
here by Warden Cleghorn will he sat
isﬁed to remain and serve their sen
'tence in the open air. They will be
allowed such liberties as their con

zGould Balance ValveiiCo.

duct warrants and will under no cir

KELLOGG, IOWA

cumstances be mistreated by their
guards.
'
So with the crack of whips and the

n

Please mentloni'rl‘he Review.

ring of hammer on the stone, the act
ual work of construction is under

The BAKER Piston Valve

way and the new road will soon be
ready for the public.

for Traction Engines insures a saving o
cent of
poweron
overYOUR
Dslide valve:
It vilsiiier Do
This
Engine
Painting Galvanized Iron.
It is well known that ordinary
paints will not adhere for any length
of time to galvanized surfaces, un

With this valve is introduced
for the ﬁrst time a spring
packing ring that will take
up every bit of wear and yet
work satisfactorily under all
conditions. My catalog de
scribes and illustrates fully,
and I will send it to any in
rcrested threshermen‘ for the
asking.

less the surface has been exposed to

the weather for a long time-and
not always then. Galvanized mate
rials are usually dipped in a non

drying oil for the purpose of prevent‘
ing atmospheric corrosion, and this

LET ME TELL YOU MORE*ASK.

neither combines with paint, nor per

Wilfred Baker,

mits a bond between the surface and
,the paint. Even when this oil has
been removed, ordinary paints will
notnecessary
adhere totoiprepare
the zinc surface,
and by
it
is
the surface

Aberdeen, 5. D.

Please im-ntion The Review.

DON’TBUYGASOLINEENGINES
changing it to an oxide of zinc. Ex
posure to the weather does this nat
urally, but slowly. The same thing
may be accomplished in a short time,
says Machinery, by neutralizing the
oil by an acid. The acid also forms
a thin coating of zinc oxide, to which
certain paints adhere very well. A
very satisfactory wash for the pur
pose indicated consists of two ounces
each of copper chloride, copper ni

engine- mnmmnmouz.

his ' ‘nan-1.1‘. PU]!

00..

:

lows disappears within a few hours,
and is replaced by the gray appear
ance characteristic of zinc oxide, the

same as is seen after galvanized sur
faces have been exposed to the weath
Sold with or with

er for several months.

Red lead,
out elevator.

mixed with raw linseed oil and tur

trate and sal ammoniac, all dissolved pentine, half and half, will adhere

in one gallon of soft water. After
these are dissolved, add slowly two
ﬂuid ounces of crude hydrochloric
(muriatic) acid, and stir carefully.
Do not inhale the fumes. Of course,

“ UNTIL YOU INVESTIGATE
'{HE llvléisTEll WORKMAN,”

a wo-c
In gii'ieagtliazodlilrenbileity.
H , k rose ‘3)::
ltli weii‘ht and bulk are halt that of single cylinder engines,
wyith
alcohol engine, superior to any one-cylinder engine; revolutionizin power.
lgna to Buy-beau to Run. Qu ck'lf easily started. Vibration not call overcome.
henply mounted on any wagon. it is a combination portable. stationary or traction
m., lel'her and 15th St... Chicago. THIBISDUR l-‘ll-‘l‘Y-Fll-‘l‘li YEAR.
1

very well to this surface. This may
be followed by coats of any desired
paint. A preliminary wash of vine‘
gar, nine parts, and muriatic acid, one

part, is recommended. It is to be fol
the solution must be made and kept lowed by a priming coat of Prince ’s
in glass or earthenware jars or hot mineral brown, thinned with turpen

tles, not only to avoid corrosion of tine. Still another wash, consisting
the containing vessel, but to prevent of nothing but vinegar or another di
precipitation of the copper salts.'
lute acetic acid, is recommended as
Cover the surface to be painted giving satisfactory results in most
with this solution, using preferably, a cases. This, also, is to be followed
wide brush. The black appearance of by a priming coat of Prince ’s mineral
the surface which immediately fol brown, as above.

For

crashing

and

grinding Ear-corn, Kaf
ﬁr-in-the-head, ‘and all

kinds of grain. ‘\
Built in seven sizes,
from 2 to 2,5 h. p. ‘and

especially adapted 'for
use with t)hreaher~en
gines.

B. N. P. BOWSHER
COMPANY,
SOUTH BEND.
INDIANA
~ ~\‘_Piease mention The Review.
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ery Day Brings Added Evidel
are the "Do Business” 1\

It’s Not What You Pay but
What You Get for Your
Money That Counts

You get the most for your
money» when you get

- AN AVERY
Ask any owner of an Avery
aboutiL

Wyoming, Ia., March 28, 1908.
Avery Company, Peoria, 111.
Gentlemen:

The-outfit I recently bought through your Des
Moines house, consisting of a. 30 H.P. Double Under—
mounted Engine and a 10 bottom Avery Steam Plow, is a
great success.
The engine is a free steamer and also

a great puller and handles with perfect ease, and in
regard to the plow,

there is nothing to equal it.
Yours truly, John Jansen.

June, 1908.

me That Avery’s
Iaehines

The Avery Single Cylinder Return Flue Engine

(Bum In Sizes 12. 14. m. :0, 25 no so a. r.)
The Boiler on this Engine has a Full \Vater Front which greatly
increases the Heating Surface. The great heat of'the burning
gases in the Front Fire Box is all utilized in making steam. See

letter at left showing.Actua1 Economy of these Boilers.
These Engines are Built Compact and are noted as Long- Last

ers.
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The Avery “Yellow Fellow” Separator
Gives General All-around Satisfaction.

Has More New Improve

ments than any other. Here are a few of its Important Features:
No Slug Feeder; Jumbo Tool Steel Teeth; Long Adjustable Con

cave and Grate Surface;

IXL Separating Device;

No Cross

Blast Shoe; New Style Wind Stacker Hood; Avery Belt Guide;
Wood Lagged Cylinder Pulley; New Belt Winder, etc.

A “Yellow Fellow” will make you Money and Save your Cus
tomer's Grain.

The Avery Double Undermounted Engine and Steam Plow
Avery Undermounted Engines are designed especially for ex

tra heavy traction work. Their Undermounted Construction gives
them many points of superiority for such purposes-Increased Dur
ability, More Power, Greater Convenience of Handling.

The Avery Steam Plow Outﬁt does a First Class Job of Plow
ing. Handles Easily and Quickly. Backs up, Turns Square Cor
ners and Takes Water on the Run. An outﬁt that looks like it
would “Do Business” and that actually does it in the ﬁeld.

If you are in the market ask to have one of our representatives
stop and talk it over, or we will be pleased to see you at our fac
tory or at any of our branch houses.
_

We solicit your investigation of the Avery Line on the basis of
the merits of the machines which we build.
If you haven’t a 1908 Catalog, better ask for one.

AVERY COMPANY
PEORIA, ILL. v

259 Iowa Street
BRANCHES:

EXPORT OFFICE:

Minneapolis. Kansas City. Omaha. De:

2 Stone St., New York city.

Moines. 8t. Lou“. Indianapolis.
Grand Forks. Fargo.

J’OBIBING- HOUSES:
Winnipeg, Denver, Ogden.

Please mention The Review.
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Wide Tiresfor Iowa Roads.

'{The following bill has been pre

June, 1908.

a violation of this act or prevent the
payment of the rebate.

All acts or parts of acts

A Few Minutes Now Will Save You

cil Bluffs, and it will be presented to inconsistent with or in conﬂict with
this act are hereby repealed.
the next general assembly]

Money When You Are in the Field.

pared by Col. W. F. Baker, of Coun

Sec. 5.

An act to Encourage and Require
the use of Wagons with wide tires Speeding Automobiles Ruin Good

0”“
CHICAGO
the

Roads.

on Public Highways and to provide

for a Rebate of a. Portion of the

A two ton racing automobile mov
Road Tax to Persons using Wagons ing at something in excess of a mile
with tires not less than four inches a minute, while an impenetrable
in- width when hauling Heavy Loads cloud of fog-like rock dust hung to
on the Public Highways of this State horizon and marked the speeding
and to provide that after January 1, course of the big machine, was the
1913, a Penalty shall be imposed for sight witnessed by travelers on the
using wagons with narrow Tires, famous conduit road a dozen ‘miles
when hauling heavy loads on the from Washington on
Thursday,
Public Highways.
April 23.
Be it Enacted by the General As
The seemingly pronotmced viola
sembly of the State of Iowa:
tion of the speed ordinances was
Sec. 1. That all persons, who shall, countenanced by two of the Nation’s
prior to January 1, 1913, in good federal departments; agriculture and
faith use on the Public Roads of this war; however, the rushing motor car
State only wagons with tires not less having been pressed into requisition

than four inches in width for hauling

AUTOMATIC INJECTOR for
your traction or plowing engine

and fortify yourself against injec
tor troubles. The CHICAGO
will work under all conditions
found in

shall upon complying with the pro thoroughfare was placed at their dis
visions of section two of this act re posal by war department oﬁ‘icials.
ceive a rebate of one-fourth of as
While the racing car and others of
sessed highway tax which they have various weights and types made many
paid in money or labor for the year trips over the selected stretch of a

in which they have used only vehi mile and a half at varying rates of
cles with such wide tires for the con speed, from ﬁve to sixty-ﬁve miles
veying of such loads, provi. d that an hour, a corps _of skilled photog

It is made in five different styles
which adapts it for any pipe connec
tion.

THE CHICAGO EJECTOR
will fill your tank in a hurry

and deliver the water prac
tically cool. You know how
hot the water gets in your

tank when filled with your
old syphon. Besides you
get a first class brass strain
er with a Chicago Ejector, which is not furnished with other
makes. Remember this when ordering.

such rebate shall not exceed t. e sum raphers, equipped with the most mod
of' ﬁve dollars ($5.00) for any year, crn devices for photographing vehi

Write for our catalog describing our
full line of supplies for threshermen.

for any person.

cles at very high speeds, made accu
complying rate records of the various tests.
with the provision of Sec. One (1) of
It has long been known to highway
this act, who shall make and sub engineers that automobiles were rap
Any

person

scribe to an aﬁadavit to be ﬁled with
the township clerk of his township,
that he has for the‘
‘
"'ig cal
endar year, used 0. _, vehicles with
tires not less than four inches in
width

for

engineering.

by L. W. Page, director of the oﬁice

all loads transported by them, ex of public roads, and Dr. Allerton S.
ceeding one thousand (1,000) pounds (.Yushman, assistant director, in ma
in weight, exclusive of the vehicles, cadam highways, and the stretch of

Sec. 2.

traction

hauling

loads

THE OHIO INJECTOR COMPANY
129 S. Main St.

idly shortening the lives of the rock
surface roads of the world, and many

Wadsworth, Ohio

l‘li-ase mention The Review.

experiments have been made in the
past six or seven years to determine
the actual cause of the damage done.

rer'sesrprs

exceeding To understand how the soft broad

one
thousand (1,000) pounds in
weight, exclusive of the vehicle, on
the public highway of this' State, shall
receive payment out of the road fund.
by the township trustees of the town

l

Yes; and we are shipping them

1
l

out by the hundreds.

Will these Grates last like the
stationary grates I have used?
Yes; and much longer, our re
cords prove it.
Tell us how long they have been
on the market?
This is the ﬁfth year and they 1
have had a fair test.

assessed, levied and collected upon of which ﬁrst, Tresaugest of Limoges,
and later MacAdam of Ayr, worked

when giving such highways to the
world.

They reasoned that a road
How shall I measure my ﬁre box

surfaced with bits of stone would im

to get prices?
Measure the exact length and
width of the ﬁre box.
What are the main advantages
of the Rocker Grates?
Our catalog will tell you all

any one year, the sum of five (5) prove under wagon traﬂic because the

dollars for any person, and shall not
be paid for any year subsequent to
1912.
All township trustees and
township clerks are hereby author
ized to administer the oath contem
plated in this act.
Sec. 3. After January 1, 1913, it

hear so much about?

tires of the modern motor car can
work an. injury to a surface that not

only withstands, but improves under
the constant passing and repassing of
vehicles with iron tires, one must be
ship, of one-fourth of the road tax appraised brieﬂy of the theory on
said person located within such town
ship, if the trustees ﬁnd that the
averments of such affidavit are true.
Such payment shall not exceed for

l
Are these the Rocket Grates we

iron

tires

would

constantly

crush

the stones and form rock dust parti

cles; that those rock dust particles
would not merely ﬁll in all the inter
stices between the stones but would

form a surface dust hinder; the wet
tings and rollings tending to cement

This is the TRAVIS
PATENT UNIVER

SAL

R 0 CKER

GRATE made heavy and
ﬁrm, will last longer than
your stationary grates.

about them.

Drop us apostal

card.

The G. E. TRAVIS 60.,

Please mention The Review.

Henry, III.

shall be unlawful for any person to the dust into a shell-like surface and '
use on the public highways of this thus make the entire road one traiiic
state a wagon or vehicle having tires withstanding, water shedding mass.

less than four inches in width to con
vey loads which, exclusive of the ve

They reasoned well and wisely.
The macadam roads lived up to the

hicle, weigh more than one thousand theories of their inventors and im—
(1,000) pounds and any person who, proved with the passing years until
after January 1, 1913, uses on the the advent of the automobile. It was
public ‘highways of this State, a ve but a. short time after it came into

The celebrated De Leach Mill

“1°
World's

m sa‘tléaaqsatambs
lI Wes“
lhePace
“Wm
—0thers do the
if?dﬁl‘eﬁ‘l'éiigii'i’ffﬁm m“

hicle having tires less than four vogue that highway engineers in all
inches in, width to convey loads, civilized lands learned that a new
which exclusive of the vehicle weigh condition
was confronting them
more than one

, our help.

r. Best They
Can
‘

thousand

pounds, and
that
established
customs
shall be deemed guilty of a misde were being menaced. The troub
ineaor and upon the conviction there le was quickly traced to the au

x

of, shall be ﬁned not less than ﬁve tomobile and it was studied.

It was
dollars ($5.00) nor more than one soon noted that the soft rubber tire
hundred dollars ($100.00).
was the highway menace. It crushed
Sec. 4. The employment of a sled no rock itself and therefore contrib
having a runner the face of which is uted no quota of the needful surface
less than four inches in width, but (lust binder, while the tremendous
used only when the roads are covered tractive force of the rear wheels drew
with snow or ice, shall not be deemed

up the dust made by the iron tired

A 5-year-old

. boy can operate

‘

.
3. - ‘—i-ﬂ
‘
-.

M
"

i

.1
lllocannfnlly.
"a I! Two hands out
31¢ / BJXDfeet (‘r duy.
- 1 Y
-‘ 15.0mm] sin use
,7 _
rl ntheregdprli‘i‘ otvier.
n a
i e
, Btm-l
Til‘ Tri
on
Bet Works.
Automatic

llll'_X Dogs and Diamond Track

rosulh \m 'oanlble with other mills.
catalog of Sow. Illls u
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end for

to $0 H. P., Stonm En Inns

and Bollvru. (iumlme En 1195. Portable Corn and cod
lln, Plano . 00..
Shingle
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Wood flaws and A“
Water
In LUACK
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Box 382
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From Rosalia the line continues
wagons and sent it whirling away
through this fertile and well settled
over adjacent lands.
Those‘ who witnessed the experi country 20 miles to Palisade. There

Framing About a Weigher”

ments of Thursday near the National it reaches the shores of Rock Lake.

capital could not doubt for a moment The banks of the lake are rocky and

All thrcshcrmcn that own a “HARTLEY” weigher, baggcr

that the various road experts all over precipitous, excelling in beauty the

or wagon loader, will tell you the same thing. “HARTLEY

the world are correct in the opinion far-famed palisades of the Hudson.
that very rapidly driven automobiles
From Palisade the line follows the
are rapidly tearing up the surface of banks of the lake ﬁve and one-half
the macadam road, for not only were miles to the new town of Lavista, at
hugh clouds of dust lifted into the the foot of the lake; thence thirty-sev
air and blown oil’ the road, but care en miles through a country capable
ful examination showed that the ma of producing grain; but which has
terial under the wheel tracks of the hitherto not been developed for lack
machine were distinctly loosened and of railroad facilities. Six miles east
ravelled even during the short peri of Rolston the line passes over Cow
Creek on a. steel structure 1,405 feet
or] of these tests.
No such effects were noticeable af long. From Lind to the Columbia
ter the passing of iron tired vehi River at Beverly, seventy-three miles,
cles; the series of tests beginning the line passes through the new towns
with the passing of a horse drawn ve of Roxboro, Warden and Othello.
hicle.- This was photographed as it' The crossing of the Columbia River
moved along and also as the wagon is made on a bridge of ﬁfteen spans
tires passed a given mark. Then the of steel trusses, supported by massive
automobiles were sent over the concrete piers, the channel span being
course. The ﬁrst was a heavy weight placed so high a draw is unnecessary.
touring car moving at ﬁve miles an Twenty-ﬁve miles after leaving the
hour. A series of pictures was made Columbia River the line enters the
of that car on its many journeys at well-known Kittitas Valley, which is
varying rates of speed until its maxi irrigated by water drawn from the
mum of 45 miles an hour was at Yakima River.
The line passes
tained; Then the'work was taken up through a timbered country to Sno
by the huge racer, which tore down qualmie Pass, through the Cascade
the road ﬁrst at a speed of 50 miles Mountains, at an elevation of 3,010
an hour, then at 55, 60, and ﬁnally
feet. The Cedar River is then fol
at 65._ It fairly lifted the road sur lowed into Seattle. The line to Taco
facing material as it sped along, reg ma parallels the interurban.
ular ridges of rock dust rising in
Grading the whole length of the
front of the rear wheels and ﬂoating
away in blinding clouds. Other tests line is progressing rapidly with great
were made and other pictures taken ly increased forces, excellent progress
of the various types of heavy Limou is being made upon the tunnels, and
sine cars and run'abouts.
It was the Columbia River bridge and all
plainly noticeable and was comment lesser structures of the same charac
ed on that the automobiles when ter are in'a state of advancement
moving at the slow rates of speed which makes certain that they will be
equal to the speed made by horse ready when the grading is completed.
drawn vehicles made very little dust, Tracklaying on the coast will begin
the theory that fast speeding auto at Seattle and progress as rapidly

MACHINES ARE THE HANDIEST AND
BUILT, NO TROUBLE TO OPERATE."

mobiles are responsible for road sur
face destruction being pretty thor

STRONGEST‘

M../r

“HARTLEY” wcighers have made this reputation with the
threshermcn, by the work they are doing in- the ﬁeld.

Thousands of threshermen from every s‘fatc in the Union and
Canada, recommend “HARTLEY” weigilcrs to you, and you
should attach one this season to your c'ld separator or specify
“HARTLEY” with your new rig.

You will save enough time

in one season to pay for two or three wcighers.
We have branches in each state, write us. We will give
you address of nearest one and mail you catalog.

C. J. HARTLEY COMPANY, Decatur, Ill.
Please mention The Review;

U.
OFF.
PAT.
BEG.
B.

as the heavy work in the Cascade
Mountains
is
completed.—Chicago

oughly substantiated by these means. Examiner, April 7, 1908.

St. Paul Line to Gain Coast Soon
~— Line From Chicago to Sc
attle and Tacoma is Rush

ed with Record Speed.
By reason of an unusual spurt in
work representatives of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul road yesterday
said they expected to have the great

transcontinental line ﬁnished from
Chicago to Seattle and Tacoma next

Old Windmills the Best.
Within recent years .many wind
mills have been erected in Denmark
for various purposes, but principally
for the production of electrical ener
gy. The special studies of the effi
ciency of windmills which Danish en
gineers have been making have led to
the unexpected and surprising conclu
sion that the old-fashioned wind mill

spring.
with four large sails is a far more

Regular trains are now operated on efficient air engine than any of the
the new Paciﬁc Coast line as far as modern many bladed devices. The
Mobridge, Lemmon, Hettinger, Bow
experiments that have been made in
man and Marmarth, in the Dakotas;
Denmark prove that four surfaces
to Terry, Miles City, Musselshell and
are better than either a larger or a
llnrlowton, in Montana.

smaller number. A smaller number
Not in the history of roalroads has
fails to utilize the whole force of the
a line been constructed with such
wind and a large number produces
speed. The route from Butte to Seat
deﬂections
of the air current that di
tle and Tacoma, with towns, districts
minish
the
eﬁ‘iciency.
To give an idea
and engineering feats, was given out
of the power that can be obtained
yesterday.
from windmills it may be stated that
From Butte to Garrison, 53 miles,
a
wind mill having an aggregate sail
the line goes through the Deer Lodge
Then comes the valley of area of 500 square feet can develop
Hellgate River, the timber district. eight h. p. with a wind of 20 feet per
\Vest of St. Maries the road runs second, and 16 h. p. with a wind of
through the (‘oeur d’Alcne Indian res 26 feet per second. These wind veloc
ervation.
The well-known Palouse ities are very moderate and of com
Valley.

district is reached. This is one of the
richest grain and fruit belts of the
trans-Missouri country.
At Tekoa
the Oregon Short Line will be crossed

on a steel structure 1,000 feet long.

mon occurrence.

Penberthy Injector Co.
MANUFACTURERS

Detroit, Michigan,

-

_

_

U. S. A.

They correspond ap

proximately to numbers 4 and 5 of
Beaufort’s scale in which the most
violent winds are numbered 11 and
12.

Branches:
NEW YORK
LONDON, ENG.
Canadian Factory,
126 Chambers St.
W. H. Willcox & Co.
WXNDSOR,ONT.
Engineers-Send name for a sample of Engineer and Fireman.
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Farmers Who Advertise.
A 'New Hampshire farmer, who has

THE “PRACTICAL OIL PUMP”

picked up some good ideas about ad
vertising, puts them to use in, his own
business, and sends out postal cards

IS PRACTICAL IN EVERY SENSE OF THE WORD.

HERE ARE A FEW OF ITS PRACTICAL FEATURES:

Has only
two
working parts in its
pumping mechanism.
Has less than one-hall’ the working
parts of any pump on the market.
Pumps cold cylinder oil without the
aid of a. heating chamber.
Has a. safety valve to prevent excessive
pressure in the discharge pipe.
Has a sight feed that can't be beat.

like this:
MERRI'EMYO FARM
The Points, North Goshen P. 0., Mt.
Sunapee, N. H.
Offers this week, January 13-18, ’08
TO BUY.

Feed
regulation
unsurpassed.
I‘Vill
pump any amount desired from a
drop every four or ﬁve minutes to as
much as a gallon an hour.
Oils the engine every revolution.
Has no ratchet wheels, pawis. springs,
set screws. etc.
All wearing parts that affect the pump
ing are adjustable.

kind
If of
you
weather
are looking
and under
for aany
pump
and that
all eircumstansces,
will do it wo xget
k z- 13f;t "Practilldiaslfn
365 d
i
th 6 ye“,
1
i n lin“'

Pigs about four weeks old, $2 to $3.
Vi’rite for our new twenty-page catalog and explanation oi.’ our free trial oiler.
your oil pump troubles and we will explain to you how to get rid of them.

(.‘alves just dropped, mail us a card
if you expect one soon, $1 to $2.
Cows to come in, $15 to $30.

Tell us

McCullough Mtg. Co., 852253.. Minneapolis, Minn.
Please mention The Review.

Ycarlings, will pay cash or trade
hay, $6 to $12.
Hens, any kind, any'number, 10c rocky slopes and corners cut off by

lb.

ditches, creeks, or railroads will sus
TO SELL.

tain a. good growth of timber and be
Shouts, just right to put on ma come an important source of reve
nure, $4.50.
nue. Forest growth on steep slopes
Cockerels, that get big brown eggs, and river banks protects them from

$2.
'
erosion by heavy rains and freshets.
Ayrshire bull, 7 months old, full
The woodlot affords one of the best
blooded, $50.
.
opportunities for the practice of for
Hay in barns, $11.50; or delivered, estry. It is accessible enough to al
$13.50.
low of moderate cuttings at frequent
Single driving harness, in good intervals; its protection from tres
shape, $2. '

The Aultman Engine & Thresher Co.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Star Engines, American Separators and Repairs
' * BRANCH HOUSES 77*’ i e
The AULTMAN ENGINE $1 THRESHER CO.
SECURITY WAREHOUSE CO.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Mechnniesburg, Pl.

Minneapolis. Minn.
M. M. BAKER & CO.

AUTEN MACHINERY COMPANY
22-24 W. Randolph St.

P I III.
WEBER IMRLEMENT CO.

Chicago, Ill.

St. Louis, Mo.

pass, grazing and ﬁres does not re

Dean Bowman, Proprietor.
quire an elaborate scheme of defense;
George D. Mason, Manager.
and taxation is not so great a burden
He mails out ﬁfty to his nearby because the revenue in farm supplies
neighbors every Monday.

The post_ more than meets this item every year.

age is 50 cents and a local printer
charges $1 to make the changes week

THE nun nun

In Circular 138, recently issued by
the Forest Service and which can be

ly and print the ﬁfty cards. So at had free of the Forester at Washing
an expense of $1.50 the whole coun ton, the model woodlot and the pres
try round knows what he wants to ent condition of the woodlots of the
buy and has for sale.
Ohio Valley region are discussed.
Mr. Mason, the manager of the Suggestions are given as to uses of
“Merriemyo Farm,” claims that the the woodlot and its protection from
plan beats anything yet tried in the grazing, ﬁre and winds, and from in‘
way of advertising, and it is equal jury during cutting, and for the im
to attending a country auction or provement of typical woodlots of
town meeting, and spreads informa dense ﬁrst growths, of mature open
tion with better results.
stand, of dense young stand, and sap
Any business farmer might adopt ling thicket.
the idea of this Yankee and trade in
an improved way; and, Mr. Mason’s
A Great Land Opening.
word for it, the plan will add many
dollars to his
costs.

exchequer above its

GUARANTEE

W'ashington, D. C., Mar. 11, 1908.
A number of exceptional opportun

The Ruth Feeder is guaranteed to feed any make
or size of Separator to its fullest capacity without slug
ging the cylinder or loosening a spike, and to do better
feeding than any feeder manufactured by any other
company.

ities will be olfered this spring by
Suggestions to Woodlot Owners. the government for enterprising and
The woodlot is a very large factor intelligent farmers to secure choice
in the production of the raw mater farms on a dozen or more large irri
ial which supports the fourth great gation projects which are now near
est industry of the country. Although ing completion.v
the area of a single woodlot is small,
Owing to the rapid narrowing of the
the cuttings are more frequent than limits of the unoccupied public do
from the large timber tract and it is main, it is doubtful if these opportun
probable that the total amount of ities will ever occur again.
It is
timber produced by woodlots is great probable, therefore, that the west will
er than that produced by timber see one of the greatest inlluxes of
tracts.
homescekers in 1908 that has been
Not only this: a farm without a witnessed in many years.

Perfectly
Governed
with
Pickering
Governor

good woodlot is incomplete. Usually,
The great fertility and wonderful
not less than one-eighth of the acre~
crop
yields from irrigated lands, and
age of every farm should be devoted
exclusively to timber growing.
If the favorable terms the government
properly managed the woodlot -will oﬁ'ers settlers, warrants

the

belief

Argonia, Kan., Aug. 22, 1907.
Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder Company,

supply the farmer with posts, fuel that before the year closes not a sin
and building material, as suits his gle farm will be without its entryman.
convenience best. It may even fur‘ These farms are located in North Da
kota, Montana, Wyoming and Nevada.
nish some timber for market.
Again, the farm house should be .A letter addressed to The Statis

Newton, Iowa.

Gentlemen-I bought a Ruth Feeder of your agent at Milan, Kan.,
last spring. I have found it to be in every way what you claimed for
it.
I have had experience with several different feeders, and it beats
them all.

Last fall was a very wet fall, and we had lots of trouble

with our old feeder. We lost eleven teeth in one day, and had trouble
all the time. We run seven rows of concave teeth, and then could
not take wheat out as good as it should. We have never run more

tician, U. S. Reclamation Service,
stock grower, shielding the barnyard Washington, D. C., will secure full in
and feedlots will reduce the quan formation concerning the location,
protected from winds.

Impossible
to Slug
the
Separator
Cylinder

For the live

than four rows since we have had the Ruth, and have never lost a

tity of grain necessary to‘ fatten soil, climate, crop possibilities, and
stock, since less food will be required terms of disposal.
to keep up the animal heat in winter.

tooth. It feeds regular and even and does not slug the threshing
cylinder.
Yours respectfully,
W. M. WAGONER.

A belt of forest trees will greatly
reduce the danger of late frosts to

Parsons Band Guitar and Self Feeder 60.

We particularly want our readers
to send us their experience in steam
the fruit blossoms of an orchard.
The woodlot should occupy the plowing, saw milling and other spe
waste land not suitable for farm cial duty work for the traction on
crops.
Steep
hillsides,
ravines, gine. And if you have a good photo
Swamps,

sand

dunes,

creek

banks, graph we can use it.

Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.
PARSONS HAWKEYE MANUFACTURING CO. . Sales Agents for Canada, WINNIPBG, CAN.

l
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Frick Machinery

.w A

Eclipse Traction Engines-7 Sizes-10 to 25 H. P.
all equipped with Semi-Steel Gearing.

Engines especially intended for Heavy Duty Purposes-Hauling, Plowing, Grading,

etc., and ﬁtted with all Steel Gearing.
mounted.

All belt forward or backward, suitable for saw mill purposes.

Boiler independent

311A
Eclipse Portable Circular Saw Mills-5 Sizes
2,000 to 20,000 ft. capacity daily. Improved Variable Friction Feed, Rope Drive, Power Receder, Combination Gauge and Lum
ber R0ll—all latest improvements. Also Builders of Portable and Stationary Engines, Threshers and Wind Stackers.

Get Catalogue and Prices before ordering elsewhere.

FRICK COMPANY
‘Mm Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
BRANCH OFFICES
ROCHESTER. N. Y.. N0. 11 Caledonia. Ave.
PITTSBITRG. PA.. N0. 924 Fulton Bldg.
HARRISBURG, PA., N0. 400 N. Second St.
BALTIMORE, MD.

SALISBURY. N. C.
NASHVILLE, TENN.. NH. 501 Broad St.
COLUMBI‘S. 0.. N0. 490 N. High St.
81‘. LOI'IS. MO.. No. 511 Granite Bldg.

A." ANTA CA ‘No. Bl S0. Fursyth St.
‘
‘ ‘
‘ ' ' ' INO. 406 Century Bldg.
NEW YORK. N. Y.. No. 39 Cortlandt St.
CINCINNATI. O.. NO. 308 Nonve Bldg.

WINCHESTER, VA.
CHARLESTON, W. "A" Knnawhn Val. Bnk.Bl(lg.

DES MOTNTCS. IOWA.
ST. JOSEPH. MO.

DALLAS. TEXAS. N0. 360 Main St.
LOS ANGELFIS, (‘AL.. 613 H. W. Hellman Bldg.

Please mention The Review.
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>Multiple Cylinder Gas Engines.‘ ute this weight must be stopped and
By E. L. OSBORNE.
. g The preceding article of this series
‘stated that the practical speed limit
of‘ a gas engine is determined by the
(‘weight of the reciprocating parts; or
‘more accurately speaking, by the
‘forces exerted by the reciprocating
;weight. It was stated also that 600

started in the opposite direction 600
times per minute; giving us a good

idea of the reciprocating forces ex
erted.

Six hundred feet per minute

piston speed or 300 r. p. In. will be
too fast for this engine, while 1,500
feet per minute is readily attained
in the ﬁrst example. Hence we see it
is the reciprocating forces and not

feet per minute has been found to be
about the average limit of practical the number of feet per minute trav
lfpistou speed for single cylinder en eled by the piston that determines
gines. The weight and forces exerted the highest practical speed for an
‘by the reciprocating

parts

varies engine.

.greatly with different engine designs
The forces of the reciprocating
and sizes hence the number of feet‘ weight are transmitted through the
per minute traveled by the piston connecting rod to the crank shaft

does not indicate the possible prac

and bearings. Where the unit weight
of the reciprocating parts is heavy
the crank shaft must also be heavy
and of very strong, tough material.
A proportionate amount of friction

is set up in the bearings and beyond
a given point we ﬁnd excessive vibra
tion.
A central thought in engine design,
therefore. is to reduce the unit
weight of reciprocating parts, de
crease internal stresses and friction
and increase the piston speed or rev
olutions per minute within these
practical limits. To do this designers
have resorted

construction.

to multiple

cylinder

As a small gas engine

cylinder delivers nearly as high a
percentage of eﬁ‘iciency as a large
one, under equal conditions, there is

no serious objection here.
tical speed of an engine. For exam
The reduction in unit weight of re
ple, a single cylinder bicycle engine ciprocating parts is well illustrated
.with three-inch stroke, extremely by Fig. 1 in which we show two 25 h.
‘light piston and connecting rod, and p. pistons, the large one for a single
enclosed crank, with a good compres

cylinder engine, the other for a four
sion in the crank case to cushion the cylinder machine. The larger piston
crank end stroke of the piston, may weighs a little more than four times
be easily capable of 3,000 r. p. m., or as much as the small one. Two hun

TO CUT EXPENSES
if you have any use for power is to purchase an I. H. C. gasoline
engine.‘ It has been universally demonstrated that the I. H. C.
saves time, labor and money in every capacity it has been used as
a power producer. This is due to the fact that the I. H. C. engine
embodies all that is best in gasoline engine construction—not only
the best materials, but those which are best adapted for the purpose
of building engines. The engine is practically self-balanccd--a
most important feature to be considered in the durability and per
fect running order of a gasoline engine. The oiling facilities are
such that proper lubrication is insured. The drive pulley can be
placed _on either the right or left-hand side of the engine, making it
convenient to run the engine in any position the purchaser desires.

The engine is so simple in construction that an inexperienced
mechanic can easily remove or put on the cylinder head in case the
valves need grinding.
I. H. C. engines may be equipped with skids or trucks so that
they can be readily transported from one place to another.
The International Harvester Company engines are made in the
following styles and sizes:
l-horse air cooled.
2 and 3-H. P. Vertical.
bl 4), 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20-H. P. horizontal (stationary and porta
e.
10, 12, 15 and ZO-H. P. traction.
Also:

Spraying, sawing, pumping outﬁts and jacks.
The local agent will be glad to talk with you and demonstrate
the money, time and labor-saving features of these engines, and

give you all the information you wish. If you prefer, write us di
rect for catalogue, lithographed hanger and booklet entitled "300
Years of Power Development."

lnternational Harvester Company of America

1,500 feet per minute piston speed. dred and ﬁfty r. p. m. is a good speed
'\\’'e have the statement of one manu for the single cylinder engine; one
facturer that 4,000 r. p. m. or 2,000 thousand r. p. m. is easy for the four
feet per minute piston speed has been cylinder design. The reduction of

(INCORPORATED)

CHICAGO,

-

-

U. S. A.

f’lmise mention The Review.

ROCKFORQ‘ENGINE WORKS, °55§°T-R“§§¥A" Rockford, Ill.
RLINE
The
for
ELIABLE CONSUMER
DEALER
and

SEMI-HAND
PORTABLE
3 H. l’.
OPEN JACKET

pressed
Cleaning
Air
Outﬁt

Circular
for
WRITE
of
the

"Stationary
Com
Rockford"
SGauialr-afnltaetde.n

attained by his machine. The valves the unit weight of reciprocating parts
and port passages must, of course, be reduces in even greater ratio the in
very accurately designed, but the real ternal stresses, friction and vibra
secret of high practical speeds is the tion in a 25 h. p. machine.
light unit weight of the reciprocating
Fig. 2 is an illustration of the usu
' parts and the cushion for the end of al arrangement of the cranks and pis
the stroke. Now, take a single cylin tons of a four cylinder machine.
der engine with twelve-inch stroke. Sometimes the cranks are set 90°
'The piston, wrist pin and the recip apart, one on each quarter, but this
rocating end of the connecting rod arrangement makes the crank more
'will weigh 25 to 30 lbs. at least. At diﬁicult to manufacture, therefore
a piston speed of 600 feet per min more expensive, and nothing what
‘Note-This is the fourth of a ever is gained. In the usual arrange
series of articles intended to cover ment the two middle pistons travel
in a brief, simple way the why and together and the two end pistons like
how of a gas engine-to enable any wise, the two pairs of cranks being
one to understand its general princi timed so that one piston of each pair

ples and practical operation.

is taking a charge while the other is

Please mention The Review.

SPARK ARRESTERS
For Thresher and Mill Engine
smoke stacks. They catch all the
sparks and prevent a loss by ﬁre.

WIND STACKER
HOODS
for Grain Separators
The best Hood on the market.

Soc that your new outﬁt is equipped
with a South Bend Spark Arreater and

Wind Stacker Hood.
Write us for information and prices.

Give size of smoke stack on engine and
tube on Wind Stacker.

THE Slllll'll BEND SPARK ARRESTER COMPANY
SOUTH BEND, IIIIIAIIA
'
PlCHSO mention The Review.

The only Hood_ that will
_ do what is
claimed for it.

June 1908-
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WOOD BROS., ﬁ‘iméiiiid‘éi’tﬁt‘iﬁiilhi’i‘é'ii
“THE HUMMING BIRD”—Skeleton Cut.

OUR CLAIM—A Cylinder that is big enough to get the grain from the.head in Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, Illinois, Iowa, Indiana,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Colorado and the Dakotas, whether Turkey or Macaroni, headed or bound, because it has been tried and actually did the work.
A grate behind the cylinder that has more separating surface than all others, that absolutely will not choke or ﬁll up in wet or rotten grain, that has
as much agitation on the straw as any other part of the straw rack, that always keeps the cylinder CLEAN AND FREE FROM BACK LASI-IING.
A separating rack that has more action on the straw than any other,’ that carries the straw through rapidly without banking or bunching, with sep
arating capacity unequalled by any, that will stand more crowding, and put more straw through in the same length of time than any separating rack
built.
A separator that will set just as still running full motion empty as when loaded.
.
A shoe that will save the hulls from the lightest oats, and take out the. short weeds and is as good in timothy and flax as any other kind of grain.
WE CAN MAKE GOOD THE ABOVE CLAIM IF YOU GIVE US A CHANCE.
,-_-.

Wood Bros., 16, 18, 20 and 22 II. P. Engine.

Burns Coal, Wood or Straw—Cyllnder Side.

In design, proportion, strength and weight the new Wood Bros. Traction Engine is absolutely correct. STRONG POINTS: Boiler large enough
to furnish steam under any condition; powerful in the belt; best hill climber; ﬂat spoke steel wheels, extra wide; strong brackets; semi-steel gears;
our new reverse gear gives quick opening valve, uses steam economically and expansively, equal lead at all points on the hook-up, equal cut off of
steam on both ends of cylinder; valve travel full width of seat when hooked up, full travel over all 2 1-16 inches.
A perfect engine of the highest eﬂiciency. Get our prices before you buy.

WOOD BROS. STEEL SELF FEEDER COMPANY, Des Moines, Iowa
——__— BRANCHES: _——
Kansas City, 140.. Union Ave. and Hickory.
St. Louis. M0., 117 Market St.
Indianapolis. Ind.. Room 6, Bd. of Trade Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn, 126 3rd Ave. N.

Lincoln, Nebraska.

Fargo,

North

Dakota.

GENERAL AGENCIES:_—————
B. D. Reed 8: Co., Allegheny City. Pa.
Shannahan & Wrightson. Easton. Md.

Wright Machine Co.. Peoria, Ill.
S. G. Shaw & Co., Denver. Colo.
Please mention The Review.

Garber & Garber. Harrisonburg, Va.
Keck, Gonnerman & Co., Mt. Vernon. Ind.
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The Langdon hleal Sell Feeder
It is the only feeder which
has a high speeded KNIFE
CYLINDER
intermatched
with a slowly revolving retard

It embodies the only cor
rect idea how a successful
feeder should be constructed.

CI‘.

It is the only feeder in which
the retarder adjusts itself auto
matically to any overcharge of
damp, wet or grown-to-gether
material fed into the machine.

It positively will not slug
the separator in any kind or
condition of grain, but will
feed perfectly smooth and even
any make or size of separator
to its full capacity.

Write for Our New Catalogue.

Manufactured by HEINEKE & COMPANY, Springfield, Illinois
* GENERAL AGENTS

The Wlchlta Supply Co., Wichlta, Kansas

John F. Langdon, Wlchlta, Kansas

Please mention The Review.

ﬁring and all timed together so an

engines

may

have

heavy

internal

impulse is delivered for each half stresses. excessive friction and vibra
revolution of the crank shift. At tion. causing undue wear and proba
1,000 r. p. m., an easy speed for a bly a sudden collapse of working
25 h. p. machine, we thus have 2.00!) parts.
impulses per minute as against 125 in
Sometimes it is argued that a mul
the single cylinder machine. To avoid tiple cylinder engine is more com
excessive vibration the single cylin plicated—that in a four cylinder cn
der engine must be balanced for a gine, for example. there would be
given speed while the four cylinder four times the number of parts to get
machine if properly built is well bal out of order, four times the chances
anced for any speed up to the maxi
of trouble and possible disability.
mum limit.
Multiple cylinder en
gines are thus more ﬂexible and a
very close governor regulation is ca
sily obtained.
Fig. 3 shows a two cylinder op

in many cases a decided advantage in
economical operation is obtained.
Multiple cylinder gas engines are

easily adaptable to all kinds of work.
Owing to their light necessary weight
per horse power; their surprising flex
ibility; constant torque or turning
effort; accuracy of governor and pos
itive control. and the decreased

chances of total disability they are
especially suitable for traction and
marine work.

Throw rosin on their belts to pre
vent slipping-they cover their pul
leys with Washington's Superior
Canvas Pulley Covering. 10 sq. ft.,
with cement, brushes and scraper
for applying, $3.00.
wise Men don't put sal soda or
cheap compounds in their feed wa
t-ers, that cut out the boiler as well

as the scale-they use Challenge
Boiler Compound in brick form,

posed engine, a very common type of

which removes and prevents scale.
prevents corrosion of ﬁttings, pit

ting of iron and foaming of water
in boiler. Is handy and does not
waste. Six 2-lb. bricks in a box
(enough for 6 to 8 weeks in a trac
tion engine boiler), $2.00.
Some Supply Houses sell these;
if yours does not-—~don’t accept a
substitute—l will send direct upon
receipt of price.
WI so

"ll"

499 IEILS mm
Clllliliﬂ

Please mention The Review.

Fig. 3.

multiple cylinder construction. The
foregoing principles are found in this
type of construction, but not nearly

in so marked a degree as in the four

A four cylinder. 40 h. p. general purpose gas engine, especially suitable for traction and marine work. i
Weight 800 pounds, H00 impulses p:r minuic. Built lor any kind ol liquid or gas fuel. Very sensitive
governor control from no load (0 lull load; surprising ﬂexibility unde'r positive control; forced circulation ‘
and automatic lubrication.

cylinder machine.

It is frequently claimed that high We do not hear this argument very Port Huron Engine & Thresher‘
often now that the multiple cylinder
Company.
life in an engine. When the princi engine has shown what it can do.
The Port Huron Engine & Thresher
ples involved are understood it will Owing to the much better mechanical

speeds mean rapid wear and short

Company heads the world list of mak

be seen that this may or‘may not be

and impulse balance and greatly de
true. If the correct principles in de creased internal .stresscs the well ers of high grade engines and boilers,
sign and construction are held it is built multiple cylinder engine is less road making machinery and agricul
not true that a high speed engine liable to get out of order. As for ig tural and timber handling machines.
will wear out faster than a slow nition, a reliable system for a single Their list of most effective makes fills
several catalogues, and their sales in
speed machine. It is true that we
cylinder will be reliable for any num
Southern territory are large and con
have gained a quick application of the
ber of cylinders.
tinually increasing. Mr. J. C. Collins,
heat forces, consequent economy in
operation

and

a

greatly

reduced

It has been thought that multiple

weight per horse power developed. It cylinder construction increased the
depends on the design and mechani cost of the machine, but actual exper
cal construction and no rigid rules ience shows that this, too, is a rela

about the durability of high and slow tive question.

Southern sales manager. estimates
1907 business in his territory as larg
cr by far than that of any preceding
year, and the indications for 1908 are

In many cases the even better.

speed machines can he laid down. cost of multiple cylinder engines is
The writer has carefully examined found to be less. Much less material
high speed engines after a year of is used for a given strength and horse
strenuous service and found the power; the parts are much smaller
slightest trace of wear in the ma propot'liouulcly and are therefore

chines. On the other hand slow speed quickly and cheaply machined; and

If you believe in good

roads and want the best machinery
to make them; if you desire grain
cleaning and separating machinery;
if you haul or cut timber, write this
company for catalogue and price list.
—Nashvillc. Tennessee. 'l‘cunesean.

unwuun
Delivers oil in any position at
the First Stroke.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

MAPLE CITY MFG. CO.
60743 South First Street

Monmouth, lll.
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FIFTY-THREE YEARS
EXPERIENCE GOES
INTO EVERY
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‘Practical
The Birdsell has been used all over the world for many years. 95 per cent. of
all Hullsrs in use are of Birdsell melee, proving that they are practical and
satisfactory to the Farmer and Thresherman.

CLOVER AND ALFALFA HULLER

Keeer Bros., of Frankfort, lnd., writes: "we have owned one of your hullers
4 years, it gives satisfaction-1s for repairs we have not spent anything on it.'
C. H. Wright Downs. Kens., writesz-"l bought a Big Seven Birdsell
Alfalfa T‘luller, threshed 3298 bushels of alfalfa seed, got one dollar per bushel.
l threshed 98710 bushels in four hours for a man named Clichner 3 miles east of
Downs. I done the best worh of ﬁve different machines.’ '

The “Caterpillar” Tractor.
For some months past, says the

Scientiﬁc American, the British mili
tary authorities have been experi
menting with a new type of tractor

for the haulage of heavy vehicles
over rough and unstable ground.
This machine represents a new devel

traction engines of the ordinary type, vicinity of the Aldershot camp, the

the military department encouraged
the evolution of a new design of trac
tor, to which rugged conﬁguration of
the ground or unstable earth would
offer no impediment. The present
apparatus is the outcome of this in
vestigation. and it has proved re

results of which exceeded anticipa
tious. Owing to the success of these
experiments, the inventors built a
second oil engine propelled tractor,
developing some 20 h. p., and in order
to demonstrate the capabilities of the
gasoline motor in the same ﬁeld, con
structed a 30 to 35 h. p. motor car
with trailer. The latter two, though
of less horse power than that con
structed for the war office, present the

The beat her
dressing made
, increases Perm
Stops Slipping

B. E. SCINLON, ioiiet, Ill
Semi for circular
Please mention The Ravi-(aw.

A ‘ BLIZZAR curnzn
ENSILAGE
‘ with wind elevator. either mounted
or unmounted. (Jul-s hay.straw,!eed.
etc. Elcvaiesio any height. Strong.
durable, economical. Fully guaran

_ wed. Send for new illustrated
catalogue l‘ BEE

same features and perform the same
remarkable achievements as the more

powerfully equipped engine now in
use at Aldershot for the haulage of
heavy ﬁeld guns, baggage, and gener

al military stores.
The design of the engine is dis

closed in the accompanying illustra
tions.
An endless chain travels
mound driving wheels of substantial
steel construction and provided with
teeth on their periphery so as to form
enlarged sprockets.

The chain track

is provided on its outer surface with
a number of feet shod with rubber or
wooden treads tied together with in

termediate locking links, which ren
E'mks1 der the bottom portion of chain rig

opment in traction. Brieﬂy, its ob-' markably successful, hills,_
ject is to crawl over the ground, marshlh sandy and rough 5°11: ditches id so as to form an am- with a radius
there being a series of feet disposed and other obstacles being negotiated of about 19 ft_ Tl‘ll' links which ren
along the periphery of two heavy side with equal facility and at fair speed. dr-r the chain rigid when pressure is
chains passing over fore and aft
wheels.

As this chain revolves, the
Favorite Doubleacting
Thresher Tank Pump

feet are successively brought into
contact with the ground, thereby im
pelling the machine forward or back

RECORD BREAKER FOR 1907
Fitted for both hose and iron pipe. Has brass
valve seats and cylinder polished as smooth
as a gun barrel. Capacity 2'4 barrels erminute.

ward. Because of its peculiar move
ment, the soldiers at the Aldershot

In use the world over.
pump made.

Guaranteed

e bent tank

Write for circular and prices.

BARNES MANUFACTURING C0.

military center, where it is in opera
tion, promptly christened it the “cat
erpillar.”

600 North Moln SI.

Mansﬁeld, Ohio

Please mention The Review.

The engine is the invention of Mr.
David'Roberts, M.I‘.M.E., to whose

T h e ST E R L i N G
rnnc: FEED LUBRICATUR

courtesy we are indebted for the in

formation contained in this article
and accompanying illustrations.
It
was evolved as a result of the dim

A positive. automatic lubrlcator that has stood
the most severe tests under the most trying con
dition.
it is guaranteed to save
50 per cent in oil over a

culties encountered in transport op

sight fer-<1 lubrlcotor.

erations during

the South

African

war, where the heavy guns could be

hauled only by powerful traction en
gines, but the movements of which
were hampered by the absence of
suitable roads.

Much of the country

in which the military operations were

DETAIL SHOWING DESIGN OF FEET WITH lNTERLOCKlNC LINKS.

The engine acquired by the war exerted from

the outside make

it

conducted was either rough and bro

olﬁce develops about 40 h. p. The
wheels of the
motor is of the Hornsby double cyl
up to their ax
inder internal combustion heavy oil
extricated with
gullies and tor type. The military engineers sub

ﬂexible on the inside, so that it bends
ken or sandy. The
around the two sprocket wheels sit
traction engines sank
uated at either end of the arc. The
les. and were only
rear one of these is the driver, which,
difficulty. Numerous
the sprockets being engaged on the
mitted
the
chain
tractor
to
a
pro
rents also constituted a severe obsta
the engine _ by pulling
cle to progress. In view of this lim longed series of heavy trials in the links, propels
_
ited radius of action possible with sandy and swampy stretches in the at the chain, the latter being held to

E. BAUDER,

Sterling, Ill.

Please mention The Review.
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the ground by the weight, while the
weight carrying wheels pass over the
inside track. The upper part of the
chain pulled over by the driving

quickly drawn out by the chain trac
tor.

In order to demonstrate the ef

THE “DANDY”

ﬁciency of the chain track system it

self over the ordinary type of wheels,
wheel moves forward, and is guided two horses were harnessed to the

by the front sprocket wheel to form chain tractor, which represented a
a fresh and endless track.
The total weight of 3.75 tons, and with the
weight of the tractor being caq'ied engine gear disconnected to enable

A Force-Feed Lubricator at Sight-Feed Prices
Material, workmanship, Durability and
Efficiency Guaranteed

on the long curved inverted arch of the chain to travel freely, it was ea

the chain, the pressure on the ground sily hauled through the bog, neither
varies with its condition; and while the horses nor load showing any ten
on hard roads the pressure is less dency to become stalled, while the im
than with ordinary wheels, on soft print of the feet of the chain was
ground the weight is so distributed only about two inches. Subsequent
that it can travel with safety where ly, the engine of the tractor was re
draft animals may not venture. The connected, and with a. trailing load of
grip on the ground is vastly greater five tons attached,

the whole

was

than it is with ordinary wheels, so driven through the swamp, and vari
that great loads can’ be hauled over ous maneuvers executed in the soft
ground which has hitherto been im est part without imposing the slight
passable. The chain track has a re est strain upon the engine, thereby
dius which is equal to a wheel 38 feet testifying to the value of the chain
in diameter.
track system.

‘When it is required to turn, one of

The engine also displayed its unique

the chains is braked hard and the possibilities in the negotiation of ob
other allowed to travel.
stacles in its path. When an ordina-~
In the gasoline tractor the whole ry wheel meets such an obstruction.

weight of the vehicle is supported and
balanced on the two inner wheels,
midway between the end wheels and
engaging with the inner lower sur
face of the chain, there being two
suchv wheels on either side. The small

it has to lift itself together with the
whole of the superimposed weight.
In the case of this tractor, however,
the encountering of an obstacle sim

ply gives a slight inclination to the
chain track, which being raised forms
wheel mounted above these simply a bridge for the weight gradually to
takes the weight of the upper part of surmount.
the chain. In the larger oil tractor
Ditches, gullies, or fords can easi
built for the war oﬁ'ice three wheels ly be crossed therewith. The chain
are disposed on either side to fulfill tractor moves on until it reaches its
this end, but we understand that the critical point, the front overhanging
ﬁrst named arrangement has proved the ditch, when the forward feet
more satisfactory, and will be adopt

will thus be seen that steering is per

The working parts are all. excepting the driving
clutch, inclosed within the body of the lubricator,
operating in the oil thus protecting them from dust
and grit and undue wear.

No Pawls and Rachet Wheel to wear out
or give trouble.

Absolutely Noiseless
The clutch case encloses
all of its working parts,

protecting
them
from
dust and grit. The ad
justment of the quantity
of oil feed at each stroke

of the oil pump is of the
simplest kind, turning the
adjusting screw with the
thumb and ﬁnger to the

right or to the left in
creases or diminishes the
feed from maximum to

zero.

Can be Adjusted
While in Operation
A hand crank is pro
vided to operate it as a
hand pump when the en
gine is at rest or in mo
tion. The pump has dou
ble inlet and outlet valves
(steel balls seated in brass).
It will do as much and better service than any other force-feed lubri
cator on the market at any price.
Made in one and two quart single feed only. For further information
and prices write to

move gently on the farther side, and

ed in all future vehicles.
the rigid chain track forms a bridge
the
engine travels.
Steering is effected by a wheel over which
mounted in the usual manner, the ro Ditches which, owing to width and‘
tation of which in either direction depth, would be sufficient to bury the
operates the brakes controlling the front steering or rear driving wheels
movement of the chains.
For in of an ordinary traction engine,~can be
stance, if it is desired to turn to the easily and safely passed over.
In the case of crumbling dry clay
right, the steering wheel is revolved
in that direction as usual, and in so or soft slippery soil, owing to the ex
doing applies ‘the brake to the right tended surface of the chain track
hand side of the compensating gear, upon which the weight carrying wheels
the radius of the turn varying with rest, the tractor does not sink into the
the pressure exerted by the brake. It ground; while owing to its extended
fectly simple and eﬁective, and should
the vehicle be caught in unusually
difficult ground, it can easily extri
cate itself by a slewing or worming
action with the steering gear.
Owing to the increased area of the

and greater adhesion surface giving
enhanced purchase, considerable loads
can be transported over soft clay

and deserts, which would be impassa
ble by other means.
The engine has also remarkable hill

climbing capabilities, no matter what
surface brought to bear upon the the nature of the soil may be. In the
ground, not only is the weight distrib tests a bank of soft clay 20 feet in
uted over a larger area, but an in height, which when measured gave a
creased adhesion surface is secured. grade of 1 in 2, was mounted speedi
Consequently, even when passing over ly and without effort. Even snow and

Standard Force-Feed Lubricator Company
44 North Water Street

loads up to the full power of the en
gine up hills of 1 in 10 covered with
ice one inch in thickness without slip

ping or breaking the ice, and with
The experiments conducted with out any additional assistance in the
the vehicles have been especially se way of spikes, sand, or gravel to give
vere. In one trial a lorry loaded with improved adhesion, the tractor simply

three tons was hauled by ﬁve horses relying upon the grip provided by the
into a swamp. where the vehicle sank surfaces of its numerous feet.
to the axles, and from which position
For haulage purposes the manufac
the horses failed to extricate it. By turers have evolved a special chain
means of the tractor, however, the track for application to trailing ve
load was dragged out with ease. Sim hicles, the utilization of which facili
ilarly, a two wheeled vehicle laden tates the operations of the tractor it
with 1.5 tons was hauled into the self and enables high speeds to be
swamp by four horses, and, after maintained under the most ditl‘icult
sinking into the loose soil, it resisted circumstances. Arrangements are be
the efforts of the animals to withdraw ing made whereby the system can be
it, the horses themselves sinking to applied to gun carriages for ﬁeld op
a depth of two feet under the power erations. the weight of which pre
ful effort they exerted. In this in- cludes their being hauled through
stance similarly the vehicle was treacherous ground by the general

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Please mention The Review.

__|

THE CHAMPION GRAIN THRESHER
AND CLOVER HULLER
For THIRTY YEARS has given satisfaction to threshermen and their
customers by reason of its perfect work whether used as a grain
thresher, or as a CLOVER HULLER by the introduction of a separate
‘ clover hulling cylinder, which can be furnished separately for use
only in our machines. This one feature of our product saves you
threshermen the expense of purchase and maintenance of a separate
hulling machine.
Both our Plain and COMBINED CHAMPIONS are extremely
light and easy running, and IT’S UP TO YOU to get in touch with
us before you buy.

THE CHAMPION THRESHER COMPANY
Orrvllle
-

the softest soil, it does not sink to ice offer no impediment to its pro
gress, since it has hauled maximum

any depth, while at the same time,
even upon loose or slippery surfaces.
at ﬁrm purchase can. be obtained with
out the slightest tendency to slip or
skid.

June, 1908.

Please mention The lteview.

ljﬁl
Catches loose teeth, burrs, etc., and

prevents them from returning to the
Cylinder. This device is one which
will make you more money on your investment than anything
else you can put on your machine. The price of it complete is
$1.50 and it will save you four times that amount in saving break
downs and loss of time, every day it is in use. Think this over!

Write for catalogue and prices on full line of Thresher Spec
ialties such as Spark Arresters, Gas Headlight, Gas Attach
ments for your old Kerosene Headlights, Flue Cutters, etc.

E. M. POPE,
Watertown,

South Dakota.
Please mention The Review.

June, 1908.
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We also have an improved
Tank Pump Attachment,

Here are a Few Features

Belt Guide, Auto Tire Cov

OF THE MOST UP-TU-DATE WIND STAGKER
No Straw Enters the Fan.
The Lightest Running.
Interchangeable.

ers, Etc .
Write about
what you want.

Don’t Break the Straw.
Largest Capacity.
No Gears to Wear and Break.

These features are all embodied in the

1 908 MAPLEBAY
the stacker for the man who wants the best his money can buy. The stacker which
will take care of the straw just as fast as it can go through the separator. The
stacker that requires the least power. The stacker that makes the best stack.
ﬁDoes your stacker do this .7 Write for catalog which gives details.

The Maplehay Manfg. 00., Crookston, Minn.
Please mention The Review.
..

ing made to simplify the system of
animal traction by applying the prin
ciple to the wagon, since trials have

shown that horses can haul vehicles
thus equipped with far less exertion
than the ordinary wheeled types.
For the heaviest haulage work in
mountainous districts, such as the
transport of a 4.7 or 6-inch naval gun,
where the grade is in excess of 50
per cent. the system adopted is as fol

In

by Frick Company, \Vaynesboro, Pa., to make an engine notably economical
and is especially well adapted for this with fuel and water, also cost of
class of work. Its boiler is of the 10 maintenance.
comotive type with circulating water

s&‘;l"r"§§‘i‘s
Full Description and
Price on application.
we." IIFLEIIII'I’ 0°
4 I B N. Inln ‘moi, 5|. Louis. llo.

Mr. Uri Tracy, the sales manager
bottom, is mounted independent of the
of the company's Rochester oﬁice, re
engine proper, gear and ground run
ports an increasing demand and many
ning wheels, thus being relieved of

TIIE URIGINAI. MT. GILEAD - 3
HYDRAULIC PRESS . f i
produces more cider from less

all working strain and left free to sales.
Inquiries for descriptive catalogue
contract and expand without injury
to the connecting bolts.

The center addressed

to

Frick

apples. and is a bi lzer money
maker than any 0! mr press.
sizes from 25 to 400 barrels
dall . Steam Evaporators. -._.___.»_
App 0 liutler Cookers. llas- i w’iii l‘

Company,

lows: The tractor ﬁrst ascends the
slope, paying out meanwhile a steel

ollne Englnemeto. (‘nlaiog

"'

free.
MADE ONLY
BYMfg. (‘0.
The Hydraulic
l'rou

IA l

lllllll‘tlllllt E
IT. ‘llilll. UHID
. Boom 124-1.. 39 Gortlandt “,Iow York.
Please mention The Review.

cable to which the trailing vehicle is
attached. When the limit of the ca
ble is reached, the tractor is chocked
and the trailer hauled up behind by
means of the winding drum on the

Acetylene
lracllon
llaadllghl

tractor. The trailer is then chocked
in turn, and the tractor sent ahead
once more, chocked, and the trailer
hauled up a second step, this cycle
of operations being continued until

'J.

the summit of the grade is attained.
300 Feel

Traction Road Workers.

oi Light

Since the passage of certain New
‘ Best and Cheapest Light in the Market. Runs
in hours. Write tor catalog and prices.

York State laws encouraging good
roads, the traction engine has become

American Acetylene Stove Co.,
504 Masonic Temple,

pupular and useful in connection with
the road scraper or grader.
Lord Bros.. of Erieville, New
York, recently purchased for this pur

pose a 71/2x9-inch Eclipse traction en
glue.
The out below shows this
engine in operation drawing a scrap
er. The grade is quite noticeable, also
the heavy work being accomplished
can be seen from the amount of earth

being thrown up. The performance
of this engine was so satisfactory the
Lord Bros. immediately placed their
order for another of the same make.
The Eclipse traction engine is built

—

Minneapolis. Minn.

Please mention The Review.

crank engine admits of a well bal Waynesboro, Pa., will receive atten
anced
structure
throughout. both tion.

traction. wheels carrying about the
same Weight, and the front or guide
wheels always in position for service.
The gearing is designed so as not to
sacriﬁce power for speed, and is made
of semi-steel.
The amount of heating surface in

The House of Representatives has
passed- a bil authorizing the president
to accept the invitation for the United
States to participate in the exposi
tion at Tokio, Japan, in 1912. The
bill appropriates $1,500,000 and au

HIGH GRHDB MILLS
Full line ofsizoc. Combining otiicienoy with con
venience of handling The largest 00m binntion of

practical improvements. The Bill is for your

boiler per rated horse power-the ar thorizes the appointment of three
rangement of the gears and general commissioners-general, one at an an
mechanical construction—all combine nual salary of $8,000, and the other
two at $2,000 each, until the year of‘
the exposition, when it shall be $5,000
and a secretary at $5,000.
The April exports of merchandise

traction engine

Send for circular! to

Richmond Much. Works. Richmond. lnd.,U.8.l.
Please mention The Review.

from the United States were valued

at $133,470,333, as against $157,451,
781 for April, 1907. The merchan-f
dise imports in April were valued at
$87,481,258, as against $129,554,075
for April, 1907. The excess of ex
ports for April, this year, was $45,

989,075, against $27,897,706 for April.
1907.

For the ten months ending

with April, 1908, the excess of ex
ports was $613,560,325, as compared
with $412, 952,776 in the correspond- .
ing 10 months of the preceding ﬁscal

Unsurpassed for strength. traction
power and durability.
Made from
the heaviest weight of duck.
All
goods fully guaranteed.
For sale by all reliable dealers.

year.
Mlnuhloturod by

Don’t forget to send the photo of
your rig for Review illustration. It
costs you nothing but the picture.

lhl llhusapnaka Belling company
Baltimore, Md.
Please mention The Review.
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The Feeder That Feeds
Not Only

But Also

In Dry and Straight

In Wet, Tough, Tan

Grain under Perfect

gled, Stack Burnt, or

Working Conditions

Grain in any Condition

Q

FULL capacity running separator is the only paying separator in the ﬁeld today. There is Only one way to keep your separator on
a paying basis, and that is to feed it all it can stan(l—in a steady continuous stream. How do this? Hand feeding can't do it—it
requires untiring mechanical action. THE GARDEN CITY FEEDER will do it. There is no condition of grain under which a
feeder is ever called upon to work that the Garden City Feeder has not proven satisfactory.

There Is A Reason
The working parts, the principle of construction and everything entering into the make-u p are the result of careful thought and study
by men experienced in threshing machine manufacture. We guarantee every feeder with the following guarantee. Read it.

OUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee the Garden City Self Feeder not to slug the cylinder regardless of conditions of grain; allow no bundles to go into the
cylinder crossways regardless of how the bundles are pitched into the carrier; to break no concaves or spikes, and to feed the separator to
its full capacity. If feeder will not bear out the above claims after a trial of ﬁve days, the money or notes given for said feeder will be
immediately returned to the purchaser.

Write for Catalog

Pella Stacker Gompany, Pella, Iowa
Pella Stacker Co., Room 5, Bd. of Trade Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
Pella Stacker Co., 330 N. First St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Pella Stacker Co., 230-232 N. Phillips Ave., Sioux Falls, 5. D.
Sherwood & Shields, Wichita, Kansas.

i_

C. E. Rogers, Harper, Kan.
H. C. Miller, Cherokee, Ia.
Bruns Mchy. Co., St. Charles, Mo.
N ebr.

Please mention The Review.

Loss Resulting from Bad Weather.
Of course, every one is interested
in the weather, but few think how

much effect it has on trade.

Garden City Feeder Co., Spokane, Wash.
Pella Stacker Co., 40 E. Swan St., Columbus, Ohio.
Matt Sproul, Sparta, Ill.
Norfolk F. & M. Co., Norfolk,

In this

a number of diseases, so that their $22 for hemlock boards and $27 and
income is doubled. The underground $28 for cherry and basswood culls.
railways also have their income in Black walnut costs $115 a thousand
creased by rain and fog. Naturally, in Baltimore, an increase of 28 per
it is much more pleasant to be pro cent. since 1889. Redwood costs $35

connection the Dresdner Anzeiger
sums up, apparently from English 'tected from wind and wet than to sit in San Francisco, an increase of 46
sources, some ﬁgures concerning the on top of an omnibus and get soaked per cent. since 1886. In the Buffalo
cost of bad weather to those engaged through.
market white pine costs from $44 for
So Nature causes considerable ex N0. 1 barn, rough, to $111 for rough
in the different branches of trade.

When it rains, nearly all tradesmen penditure for man. She herself is a
complain of bad business, except the spendthrift, as in a storm she wastes
cigar dealers; the latter, however, giant forces. The storm that de
rub their hands with delight. The stroyed Galveston could have furnish
desire to make a bad day more endur ed the power given by all the steam
able by a. good cigar increases the engines of the world for years. A
takings of the cigar dealer by 15 per single thunderstorm would suﬁ'ice to
cent. That public house keepers in drive all the dynamos in existence,
the city have no cause for complaint, and the average value of a ﬂash of
lightning has been calculated as about
every one knows. Whoever hasany
thing to do in the street supplies him" $1,250.
self with umbrella and rain coat, and
these cost money. In nearly all other
increase in Price of Lumber.
shops the proprietors wait unavail
The Forest Service of the United
ingly for customers. Ladies especial States Department of Agriculture
ly have no great desire to shop in the has issued a table showing wholesale
rain. That means a considerable loss prices of various kinds of lumber on
of trade; it has been estimated that the ﬁrst of January each year since
the shops in the West End of Lon 1886 on the markets of New York,
don lose by a single rainy day $500, Baltimore, San Francisco, Buﬁ'alo,
000.
and the Yellow Pine Manufacturers’
Some kinds of merchandise are es Association. In New York the in
pecially sensitive to the influence of crease in price of basswood, yellow
the weather. Mutton and pork, for
instance, are spoiled by very strong
electric discharges; so that many a
butchers will lose $50 to $75 by a
thunder storm.
A real London fog is much more

expensive, by reason of its impene
trable darkness. For gas alone, Lon
don expends per day, when there is
a fog, $7,500 more than usual. The
apothecaries are pleased by such

weather, for the reason that it causes

uppers, 4x8 inches and up, the per
centages of increase since 1887 be

ing 88 for No. 1 cuts, rough, to 131
for each of the two classes above

named. The Yellow Pine Manufac
turers’ Association market reports
show prices of $17.50 for No. 2 com

Low Down Tank Pumps
‘
"
_

All know of the standard qualities of
the “Myer-s" pumps. For very close
price! Write Weber Implement Co..
No. 415 N. Main street, St. Louis, Me.

Please mention The Review.

LA FORTE
MADE FAMOUS
Y
ENGINES&

5. EPARATORS
Please mention The Review.

mon inch boards to $36.75 for A edge
grain ﬂooring, and increases ranging

from 30 per cent, for the former to
71 for the latter since 1894.
These facts show that the timber
industry must be properly protected
and nurtured on the one hand, and

on the other hand the growing ne
ccssity for other building materials.

There is an old saying,

“_The best is the cheapest”

Care of Paint Brushes.
‘Always clean a new brush before
putting it into paint. Work it brisk

ly back and forth through the hand
until most of the dust and loose bris

tles are out, soak in water until wet
poplar, some grades of spruce and through and then swing and shake
white ash common was over 100 per till dry.
cent., the last named being 122 per
For varnish and buggy paint the
cent. Birch, chestnut, cottonwood, brush must be more thoroughly clean
hard maple, white oak, yellow pop ed, until all loose hairs are out.
lar common hemlock and spruce, and Brushing it over sandpaper is good.
white ash, show 58 to 93 per cent. Wash out in turpentine, not water.
increase, cherry, 35 per cent., and When not in use keep suspended in
white cedar 7 per cent. First and the varnish. A brush that has be
second grade cherry now costs $105 come hard may be made soft as ever

a. thousand, ash $60, white oak $82,’ by boiling in linseed oil; taking care
yellow poplar $62, and so on down to that the oil does not take ﬁre.

We make the best Oil
Pump, and can give you
prices that will suit you.

If you doubt it write and
ﬁnd out all about it.

W. L. FOLDEN
Beatrice, Nebr.
Please mention The Review.
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The ()nly True Principle of
Separation=Beats it ()ut
‘

n

, HEN the average farmer wants his threshing done he simply goes
to the nearest machine, or takes up with the ﬁrst outﬁt that comes

along. Is he not at fault so long as he employs a threshing out
ﬁt in this way for any wasting of his grain which may be done
by a. machine less competent than could be obtained?

Why will it not be a proﬁtable thing for the farmer to investigate the
merits of threshing outﬁts? Did you ever stop to think that the majority of
threshers built depend upon the grain dropping out of the straw and chaff
simply because of its greater weight? Did it ever occur to you that there is
one threshing machine built that forcibly takes the grain out of the straw?
Nearly all of them depend upon shaking conveyors or raddles over which

the straw is expected to run in a sheet sufficiently thin that the grain will
readily drop out. There is one machine, however, which does not depend en
tirely upon the greater weight of the grain separating it from the straw and
that is the RED RIVER SPECIAL. It Beats the grain out, just as you
would do with a pitchfork, if you were conducted to a pile of intermingled
straw, chaff, and grain and requested to separate it, just as your father and

grandfathers did when they threshed with a flail; you would take up a forkful
at ﬁrst and toss it into the air and Beat it underneath with the fork severely
and keep it up until you had B e a te n all of the grain out of the straw; then
you would throw that forkful aside and take another, and when you had noth

ing left but the ﬁne chaff and grain, you would take it to a fanning mill and
clean it. You would not pitch the pile of intermingled straw, chaff, and grain
from one place on the barn floor to another, expecting the grain to drop out
on the way, neither would you jab the fork dovm into the pile of straw and
drag it along on the barn ﬁoor expecting the grain to all drop out, because

your judgment tells you that it would not.
as ﬁrst described.

You have got to BEAT it just

Now nearly all of the threshing machines built,—in fact, all of the thresh
ing machines built, except the RED RIVER SPECIAL,—rely wholly upon
the grain dropping out while the straw and chaff are being rapidly conducted
through the machine on ﬂat shaking conveyors or over raddles, or while it is

being pitched back through the machine with some forking apparatus; but
the RED RIVER SPECIAL goes to work the minute the grain passes
through the threshing cylinder, Bea ting the grain out of the straw just as
you would with the fork. First it drives the whole thing against the separating
grate at a rate of speed more than a mile a minute. The grate is open like
your fork was and the grain goes through. The check plate catches it and
compels it to drop onto the grain pan where it cannot be again intermingled
with the straw. The straw passes over the separating grate onto the sepa

rating shakers and their motion is such that the straw is continually tossed up
in the machine and beaten underneath just as you would with the fork until

the grain is all B ea ten out of it.
The RED RIVER SPECIAL is the only thresher made that thus forcibly
takes the grain out of the straw and chaff, and this is a matter that should be
ﬁrmly planted in the mind of every‘ farmer that he may know how he can get
his threshing done in the best possible and most effective way, and knowing
this, he has a right to demand that his threshing be done by the RED RIVER

SPECIAL, because he has a right to have his grain saved.

It is worth while

to every farmer to thoroughly investigate the work of the several threshing
machines in order that he may take advantage of that knowledge and get the
very best and most proﬁtable results for himself.

NICHOLS &‘ SHEPARD Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Branches and Houses where Stocks of Machinery and Repairs are Carried :
Madison. Wisconsin.
Y'Vinnipeg. Manitoba.
Indianapolis. Indiana.
Peoria. Illinois.
The George H. Gallagher Co., Spokane,

Fargo, North Dakota.
Kansas City. Missouri.
Minneapolis. Minnesota.
Regina. Sask.
Y-‘Vashington.

Please mention The Review.

Nashville, Tennessee.
Lincoln, Nebraska.
Columbus. Ohio.
Des Moines. Iowa.
Kcatinz Implement & Machine Co., Dallas. Texas.
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Recent Machinery Patents.

durable tank, with supply hose equip

No. 881,432 is a binding attachment ped with a novel form of screen, and
for baling presses, the invention of provided with a rear compartment or

George A. Miller of Tamaroa, Illi chamber adapted to contain a quan
nois. It is a binding attachment for tity of water for priming the pump,
baling presses, and more particularly and with a ﬁlling spout extendingy
that kind comprising a pair of nee vertically beyond the top of the tank
dles which carry the binding wire to prevent splashing when traveling.
No. 882,205 is a means for burning
through the compression chamber
oil devised by Thomas C. Mason, of
across the rear end of the bale.
No. 881,735 is the effort of Lewis Los Angeles, California, assignor to
H. Starrett, of Portland, Oregon, to Mason Smokeless Combustion. Com
produce
a comparatively simple, pany, Carson City, Nevada.
No. 882,247 is a locomotive valve
inexpensive spark arrester which
may
be
inexpensively
installed, invented by John Haase, of Ft. Mad
one whereby the sparks will be ef ison, Iowa. The invention particu
fectually arrested and precipitated larly contemplates the provision of a
into the spark receptacle, one where simple and inexpensive structure
in the hood may be adjusted as cir which will be thoroughly capable of
cumstances require, and one in which performing the function of the valve
the receptacle may be conveniently gears now in use.

drained and cleaned.
No. 881,839 is an improvement in
rotary governors for self feeders of
threshing machines, and it embodies
means for governing the quantity of

The invention re

HARRY’S i
v "

STEEL
THRESHER
TANKS

“\\§>\‘§ss\\\\\\\s\\\\~

, .

__

M’

ARE BETTER

I”

N0. 16 Gage Heads
No. 20 Gage Shell
Best Galvanized Steel
w‘ui MANUFACTURERS OF I

CORRUGATED STEEL ROAD CULVERTS
GRAIN BINS

ROOFING

HAY STACK COVERS

I

TROUGHS

FENCING

Wriie for Catalogue and PrIces.

O. K. Harry Steel Co., 3131-2339 Pawn si- SI. Louis, Mo.

sides further in a provision, in com
bination within said valve gear of a
novel adjustable element and novel

means for adjusting the same to se

cure a. longer or shorter stroke of the
straw fed to the threshing machine valve rod.
No. 882,420 has relation to sheets
by the conveyors and means whereby

Starrett Speed Indicator No. I04
Price, postpaid, $I.00

the straw conveyers'will be stopped adapted to be used upon fur
should a surplus amount of grain nace sides, doors and ﬁnes; and the
The Indicator may be run
at highest speed required,

ernor. It is the device of Geo. O. Ap

object is to provide a reinforcing
sheet of the character indicated,

which is dented or depressed in such

without

ple. of Bushton, Kansas.

come into engagement with the gov

No. 881,895 is a blow-out device for
boiler ﬁnes, the invention of Doug
Ias Brews, of Cleveland, Ohio. It is
a device adapted to be moved up and

down at the front of a boiler so as

a manner as to protect the stay bolts
from the ﬂame and also to add‘ rigid
ity to the sheet and to keep the same
from crackling. >
No. 882,456 is a combined boiler
and furnace, the invention of Will

to reach the ﬁnes therein successively
and to cleanse the same by blowing iam J. Ellis, of Andrews, North Caro<
steam under boiler pressure through him. The device is fully described in

the specifications for this number;
the ﬁnes.
No. 881.917 is the design of Wm. and it has some points of merit.
No. 882,466. by Edward B. Mar
E. Gannon, of McDavid, Florida, for
a steam engine governor. Speciﬁcal man and Levcrett Taylor, of Fuller
ly. the invention comprises an expan ton, Nebraska. This invention re
sible pulley made up of a plurality of lates to a corn husking machine, and
sections which are adapted to have the primary object is to provide an
belted connection with a shaft gov

effective apparatus of this character

erning mechanism, and so arranged which can travel across a ﬁeld of
that when a load comes upon a driv corn to strip the cars from the stalks
en shaft, the sections of the pulley of corn and afterward to husk or
may be made to contract, thereby re shuck said ears in a clean manner.
ducing its diameter. allowing the gov
ernor to slow down under the load.
and permit the engine to take full
steam without slowing down_

h-\d between the attachment and the ticularly to the husking rolls.
No. 882,734 also has reference to
thresher to which it is ﬁtted, said
The
appliance being so formed as to ad corn harvesters and huskers.
mit of the projecting parts being object of the invention is to provide
an apparatus of the character indi
ment for storing or transportation so cated which is adapted to be drawn
that the thresher with the attach over the ﬁeld and which is provided
ment in position may pass through with gathering rolls of peculiar con
the usual opening provided in an in struction which are adapted to re
closure or farm fence. Also to make ceive between them the stalks of corn
provision for adjustment of the band and which co-operate with each oth
cutting mechanism without Stopping er and adjacent side ribs for remov
foldcd to admit of compact arrange

to

improve

or left as shaft may run.

Steel pointed spindle with
rubber tips or both pointed and centered shafts. The 0 mark
may be instantly set at the starting point.
Sand for free Catalogue No. 18 AB of Fine Tool:

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.,

Athol, Masm, U. S. A.

Please mention The Review.

YOU
HEA R THEM
EVERYWHERE

that the husking mechanism is inde
pendent of the snapping mechanism,
and vice versa.

mann, of Hope. Kansas. It aims to device for husking green. corn.
No. 882,500 is an improvement in
devise an appliance of novel. struc
ture which will economize space and corn huskers by Frank A. Ingersoll,
material and enable a close ﬁt being of New York City. and relates par

No. 881,960 relates

LUNKENHEIMER
WHISTLES
PRODUCE THE MOST HARMONI
OUS, FAR REACHING TONES WITH
THE LEAST EXPENDITURE OF
STEAM OR AIR.
BELLS MADE OF A SPECIAL
BRONZE COMPOSITION CAST IN
ONE PIECE.
YOUR LOCAL DEALER SHOULD
HAVE THEM. IF NOT, ASK US.

THE

LUNKENHEIMER
COMPANY

ing the lower ears from the stalks.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE
ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES IN THE WORLD.
GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS,

The said rolls are journaled for rota

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

ments in grate constructions and has tion and at their rear ends are con
for its object to produce a support

ing bar so constructed that the dis

The

The machine, however, can be used so

No. 882,472 by Wm. J. Latchford.
No. 881,931 is a hand cutter and
feeder patented by Jerome H. Kauf of Chicago, Illinois, is an improved

the machine.

heating.

working parts are encased.
Dial has two rows of ﬁg
ures, reading either right

tinued into husking rolls which co
operate with cach other and adjacent

NEW YORK, 66-68 FuIIonSI.

BRANCHE${
LONDON. $.E. , 306ml Dove! SI.

tance between the grate bar seats husking rolls for removing llllSks
may be varied to accommodate the from the ears after they have been

different grates of coal. It is the in delivered to the said husking rolls.
vention of Chas. W. Rolin. assignor At the rear ends of the gathering
to himself and Horace E. Frick, of rolls a series of snapping elements is
journaled for rotation, which co-op
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
No. 882.098, invented by
John erate with the gathering rolls in re
('hial, of Lake Park. Minnesota, re moving the upper ears from the
lates to a water tank for traction en stalks. It is the invention of Irving
gines or the like. provides a strong, J. Ball, of Brock. Nebraska.

WRITE FOR
OUR ATTRACTIVE
'WHISTLE BOOKLET

.-_|_|_-__
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'I'HE'I'HRESHHRMEN'S REVIEW
What Grease is
to the Wagon,

A Caswell Belt Guide is to the Belt?
Saves Power—Saves wear and doubles its Life

IT WILL SAVE YOU $10.00 TO $25.00 EACH YEAR ON YOUR DRIVE BELT.
It will save vour power-save your money-save your time-save your belt—slve your labor.
YOU PAY FOR ONE WHETHER YOU HAVE IT OR NOT. *' w i "
We have the proof and will give it to you-Give us a chance by sending us your name. We
went live agents and dealers everywhere. It makes money for every man who touches it.
WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND PRICES WHICH HAVE BEEN REDUCED.

CAS WELL BROS., MFRS.,

CHEROKEE, IOWA
Please mention The Review.

l

No. 882,756 is an oil burning steam
boiler invented by Chas. A. Hammel,
of Los Angeles, California. This de—
vice designs complete combustion
within the ﬁre box, one means for
which is a plurality of burners ar

ing outﬁt are based on actual work
and on business principles. Some
may do better in breaking than this
record, but many do less.
Here I wish to‘name a few defects
in plowing engines. First, the axles

ranged so as to neutralize their force. are not strong enough and gear is
The crankshaft
No. 882,767 is the device of Mich_ not wide enough.
ael V. Moran and James S. Donohue. needs to be much stronger; for one
of Washington, D. C. The invention has no idea how much power it takesI
relates to devices for removing the I to Pull ten plows: b°tt°m_ Pat-tem: 1}

" MABHINEBY -

soot and other coloring matter from i haw seen “"9131 plowmg engmes'
discarded because of breaking down
the clouded smoke resulting from im
perfect combustion of the fuel in fur- most of the time- My advice to new‘
moves and stoves;

and accomplishes buyers

“mam”! "mu"
Monarch Rock orin.

Gus Pooh
Cor. m1 and cum
Foundry
8ts., LE mans.
and
IOWA, Mfg.
u. s. A. Co.

is to buy engines of very,

this desirable object by a novel meth heavy design and with steel gear, l BRANCH HOUSE--Rezina, Sask., Canada.
od of mixing steam or a liquid spray with modern boilers that will carry
with the smoke, causing a precipita 170 lbs. working steam pressure; for
tion of the coloring matter, and leav they are much more economical than ,
ing the uncolored gases to escape low pressure boilers, for in this way
you always have dry steam to workl
s
from the stack or chimney.
with.
i
No. 883,031. Here Germany and
Thos. Decker.
France combined in the persons of

'
Monitor Well Auger.

’ A ays Something To Bale.

R. 1. Faxon, Oklahoma.
Hugo Lentz, of Halensee, near Ber
lin, Germany, and Chas. Bellens, of
Neuilly-sur-Seine. France, to produce

a new and useful shifting eccentric.
This invention has for its object a
means for effecting the displacement
of machine parts by the direct con
tact of members appropriately tooth
ed or screw headed. It is known that

*

*

‘I:

t

Steam Farming in Louisiana.

' \\

Editor Review :HI will write a little in regard to steam
Louisiana. My father

Sig-4th.. . ‘Ir a’

farming in
and myself

l x
‘Y’. .>

bought a steam plowing outﬁt, consisting of a 30-horse Geiser engine
‘

and twelve 14 inch bottom plows. We
when two racks with teeth arranged have not done much plowing yet, for

obliquely to their length are in en
gagement, the movement of transla
tion imparted to one of them may be

for example, as the sheets of distrib
uting eccentrics, the frames of ma
chine tools and so forth.

row.

Will Try Iowa.

they make them. We did discingand

Whitman

We weighted the discs with‘

heavy weights and did better work

than can be done with teams, and atI
less expense.
1
After we had bought our outﬁt we

met with much discouragement. Peo
ple said that the soil in this country

would never hold up a 30 horse en
gine; some said that we had an ele
phant on our hands. Some thought
don’t see how you can give them for that we could go on the ﬁat places,
so little money, for they sell here but that the knolls would stop us.

for $1.25.

mvrsnn'no inc. co. Ir’ ")5?

baled, will be killed or injured by weather conditions; some one

harrowing with the engine. We pull
ducing a displacement of parts such four 7 foot discs and a 14 foot har

Editor Reviewz-As I‘ promised
you I would write you a. letter on
plowing, I will fulﬁll it. I also want
to thank you very much for those
gloves you sent me as a premium. I

,
"ﬁg",

or two products will afford more work for a Baling Machine
than a big crop of wheat will for a theshing machine. So the
safest investment you can make is a Hay Baler,!and that balcr a

tried the plow and it did the best of‘
work, but it is too heavy for this
country; but the engine is as good as

ter?“
i

There is never a year when all the farm products which are

it has been raining all winter tilll
about three weeks ago. Then wel

directly transformed into a movement
of translation of the other. The in
vention consists in the application of
this method of transmission for pro

I
“a
A741
i.

,‘
—<

\\

,

It is always ready. Minimum expense for operating and re
pairs; it is the Threshcrmen’s Baler.

I thank you again for But we go with our “elephant" where
the others go with their carts. I ﬁnd

them.
Plowing here in the big pastures that a large engine will go where a:

Write for further information.

is quite a feat, for the land is very 12 or 15 horse engine will go.
In reading the letters in The Review
I hard to plow, as it is hardpan soil.
The cost to run a 30 h. p. steam I see that nearly every engine owner.
lift outﬁt for ten hours is as follows: thinks that he owns the best engine
Engineer, $4; ﬁreman, $3; black that is made; but I will pull with any-.
smith, $4; water man, $3.50; coal, thing that I .have ever seen of the‘

Whitman Agricultural Company, Si. Louis, Missouri.
Office and Factory, 6900 Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.
E. D. Watkins, New York State Agent, Lima, New York.
Please mention The Review.

at $8 per ton, $16; oil, $1 ; breakage, same size of other makes; and I am

$2; board, $3; depreciation and in acquainted with plenty of other‘
terest, counting 1,095 days to wear makes.
Have you something to Sell or Trade?
\Vith best wishes to the editor and
out the outﬁt, $5; total. $41.50 for
I
Buy
a piece of second-hand machinery?
day’s running expenses. This ‘rig all Review readers, I am
Peter J. Leicht.
breaks an average of 25 acres per
Lake Charles, La.
day, at $2.25 per acre;
making
$56.25. Taking $41.50 for expense,
Write us a good letter telling aboutI
leaves $14.75 for daily proﬁt. And
there are at times bad breakdowns in that special work you did with your
this business that one should ﬁgure engine; how it was done and how
to lay _up cash for.
proﬁtable. Also send a photo of it,
These ﬁgures for running a plow if you have one.

Do you want to

I RY A W AN I AD.
Read the bargains offered in the Want, For Sale and Ex
change Department in this issue.
‘
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A Simple, Solid, Business i"
Like Outfit - A Money Maker i

Belt Power Press.
Capacity,
Motion Slow and

1-2 to 5 Tons per Hour.

An 8 H. P. Steam or Gasoline Engine runs largest
size to full capacity.

Powerful-—no rap
id or jerky move
ments.

Lined
throughout
with
heavy

Self Feeder Hand
les Large or Small
Charges.

Sheet
Steel.
Large

Block Dropper
Safe and Sure.

Feed
Opening.

"-

We also make Horse Power Presses.

Y, Sandwich, Illinois.
The Breakable Part as a Preven

tion of overload.

device, and there is less risk that the
device will be inoperative at the very
time when itsv action is most required.

a boiler that is fed with water that
causes foaming. for as the water has
particles in suspension, it is fair to

m LuBﬂllcflg
S —
glkFf0fAV:-l1L]0WK(Pl6lE0lDand
ourFree SUPPLY I001.

Weber lmplcmen o. 415 N. Main st, St. Louis. No.
In a contemporary we ﬁnd refer
Please mention The Review.
ence made to a design of hub for a In electrical work this principle has presume that these particles will be
chain wheel used in connection with been realized and acted upon, and the thrown to the surface of the water
some kind of hoisting apparatus. old-fashioned fuses, which were in, by the violent ebullition in the boiler.
DIXON, ILLINOIS
The design is shown in an accompa serted in circuits in order to prevent get a coating of oil, and then when
nying illustration. In order to pre overload, are being replaced by cir the boiler is cooled off, or shut down MARINE AND STATIONARY
GASOLINE ENGINES
cuit breakers.
The fuses, in fact, for the night, will sink to the bottom,
vent overload, and consequent break
ing of other parts of the machinery, correspond directly to the breakable carrying the oil with them and the
a safety device is applied in the form pin, and circuit breakers have their chances are that it will cause ‘a
of a pin, connecting the driving hub, direct counterpart in some kind of “drop” in the crown sheet.
At the mechanical engineering de
with the hub of the gear itself. As a lever arrangement in mechanical
will be understood, the gear, in design, which would automatically be partment of the Colorado Agricultur
stead of being keyed to the shaft, is thrown out of engagement in case of a1 College are samples of 7"ale from
a great many diﬂ'ereni
lnflers
loosely mounted, and the hub is too heavy load.—Machinery.
throughout the country; also ~_1-|
keyed to the shaft instead. This hub
Scale in Boilers.
ples of “drops” in crown sheet:
is connected to the chain wheel by
The principal compounds in water caused from oil. These are used in
a pin which is necked, the extent of
the reduction of the neck of the pin which form scale in boilers are cor the class room work, showing the
determining the amount of power bonate of lime, sulphate of lime, car students the eﬂfect of scale and oil.
There are quite a number of com
which may be safely transmitted. If bonate of magnesia, and sulphate of
panies throughout the country that
the apparatus is subjected ‘to an un magnesia. These compounds may oc
THE MOWER
usual strain, the pin will break, cur either singly, in combination, or make it their business to supply com
that will kill all the weeds in- your
leaving the wheel free, and thus pro; mixed with ﬁne sand, or mud, which pounds for any kind of water. If a lawns. If you keep all the weeds out so
they do not go to seed. and cut
our
venting‘the breakage of parts which settles in the bottom of the boiler as sample of water is sent to them, they grass
without breaking the small ced
will analyze the water and then send ers of roots. the grass becomes thick
sludge.
would cause serious accident.
weeds disappear.
The clipper will
The scale from the carbonate of the compound that should bensed. and
This scheme of applying a breaka
do it.
SPOT GAS! 231058.
lime
alone
is
not,
so
hard
as
the
scale
with
that
water.
ble part in machinery to prevent
Please mention The Review.
A boiler that has to use bad water.
overload and the breakage of more from the sulphate of lime and is eas
should be blown down every day and ‘
important portions, has been resort ier to remove from a boiler.
The sulphate of lime scale, when thoroughly cleaned every two or
ed to in several classes of work. It
is, however, one that can hardly be heated, gives oﬁ’ a strong sulphurous three weeks. After cleaning and be—
recommended as an extremely happy fume. In water containing sulphate fore reﬁlling the boiler it is a very
one. In the case of a pin for trans of lime, use caustic soda. This forms good thing to put in a gallon or two
mitting the power, the temptation of sulphate of soda. which is soluble, of coal oil. This will tend to keep
,.
the operator will always be, in case and hydrate of lime which falls to the scale down, and the coal oil is so I
the pin should break. to replace it the bottom of the tank in the form of light that it will do no harm to the
with one of stronger material, so as a powder.
boiler.
In water containing carbonate of
F. N. Langridge,
to prevent the annoyance due to fre
quent replacement.
In the case in lime, carbonate of magnesia, or sul Instructor, Department of Mechani
cal Engineering, Colorado Agricul
hand, there is, of course, an obvious phate of magnesia, use slacked lame
tural College, Fort Collins.
temptation, if the pin should break, or sal soda.
Organic matter in water will cause
to replace it immediately with an
other pin without taking time to neck foaming, as will alkaline water. For
The Watch as a Compass.
it down, in, which case the new pin water with organic matter in it use
\
An all steel tank made in 10,12 and
A few days ago I was standing by
may have a power of resistance about slacked lime or sal soda. and for al
15 bbl. sizes from. the best quality of
double that of the one broken, and kaline water blow down the boiler an American gentleman, when I ex
16 guage steel.
the original object of this safety de frequently ‘and carry the water line pressed a wish to know which point
They don't water soak and get heavy.
was north. He at once pulled out
vice would be lost. The ideal safety as low as possible.
They don’t freeze and burst. They
One often hears of oil being used his watch, looked at it and pointed, don't dry out and warp. They don’t
device is one which does not break
in the case of overload, but which is to stop foaming, but any one who to the north. I asked him whether
leak.
simply thrown out of action when knows the result if oil gets on the he had a compass attached to his
The "IDEAL" for Thresherman
“All watches,” he replied,‘
the load becomes too heavy, and crown sheet will never use it no mat watch.
Write for catalogue and prices.
which can be moved back into posi ter how badly the boiler may foam. “are compasses.” Then he explain
tion again by simply turning it like a Some will say that oil will ﬂoat, and ed to me how this was. Point the
E. D. ETNYRE & CO.
lever. In. such a case, there is no ' therefore will not get on the crown hour hand to the sun, and south is
OREGON, ILLINOIS
sheet; but though oil does ﬂoat in exactly half way between the hour l
temptation for the operator to pre
Please mention The
view.
vent the proper action of the safety water it will not do so very long in and the ﬁgure XII on the watch.‘

SUPPER LAWN lillWEll 00.

IDEAL

THRESHER TANK

,.
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Two Fans, iiuplor Shaka, Poriooi Separation,
iiioan iiobs, Lighi llrail, Slow Speed.

“Wosloro” Fioirl Poriaiilo Born Sheilor
Alwavs Best—Better Than Evel

LARGEST and BEST Field Port
able Corn Sheller in the World.

Y \

Bmro oi imilaiors and lmiiaiions
~'\
I

/

500

.

CAPACITIES
to 1500 la.
per hour.

Strong. Durable,
and cleans corn
clean.

,_ v» .
M

ixuo

Write for price list and
full description to

6) N
‘Please mr-ntion The Review.

'

‘

For instance, suppose that it is four
o’clock. Point the hand indicating
four to the sun and II on the watch
is'exactly south. Suppose that it is
eight o'clock, point the hand indicat
‘ing eight to the sun, and the ﬁgure
X on the watch is due south.

}

and the improvement of demand for say about luck.

food-stuffs caused the acreage under
culture to expand.
A high water
mark was again
reached in 1901,
My when 30,239,701 acres were sown in

American friend was quite surprised
that I did not know this.

lowest acreage in spring wheat sinccl
Let us look up authorities and see
The recovery of good times what wiser men than we are have to
188-1.

Thinking

that very possibly I was ignorant of
a thing that every one else knew, and
happening to meet Mr. Stanley. I
asked that eminent traveler whether

never knew

Addison says:

an early

Portable Saw Mills

(‘I

As Easily Moved and Operated as aThreshlng Ma
chino. Patents applied ior.

rising, hard

working, prudent man. careful of his

earnings, and strictly honest, who
complained of bad luck."
There is a great deal of nonsense
winter grain and 19,655,813 acres in
spring wheat. But this was not the uttered about hard work and its un
maximum for winter wheat, because failing result of success. It is not
in 1903 the crop rose to 32,510,000 the hardest workers in this world
that are the most successful. There
acres.
Meanwhile there has been an irreg

he was aware of this simple mode of ular course in the total area sown in
discovering the points of the compass. both kinds of wheat, and farm policy
He said that he had never heard of in wheat production seems to be at
it. I‘ presume, therefore, that the the parting of the ways.
world is in the same state of igno
At the maximum the United States
rance. Amalﬁ is proud of having has had as much as 50,000,000 acres
been the home of the inventor of under wheat. , The‘minimum has
the compass. I do not know what within 15 years been as .low as 34,
town boasts of my American friend 000,000 acres. But it is doubtful
as a citizen.
whether the same low ebb ~will ever
again be reached, certainly not un
der prices which have ruled during
Wheat Areas in Past Years.
North America is fortunate in hav the past seven years. As the mas
ing both 'winter and spring wheat tery of wheat growing becomes more
districts, says the Wall Street J'our complete, as it is more fully incor
nal. By the one it is possible to porated into the rotation system of
take advantage of the autumn and single cropping territory, it will ac
winter seasons for the crop, and by quire a ﬁxity of tenure calculated to

are a lot of round pegs in square‘
holes that work as hard if not harder
than do the pegs which ﬁt perfectly.
So fully is the fact of misplaced tal

We clip the following from Bas
the United States had 409,442.000
bushels of winter wheat and 224, set ’s Scrap Book:
645,000 bushels of spring wheat,
“VV‘hat is Luck‘? Is there an in

'l’liE HEGE EUREKA PORTABLE SAW ILL
Not mounted, read placed on cross ties for work.
It can be loads on a common farm wagon.
See out below.

ent recognized that a new word has
been given to the language. Vitoso
phy, according to Dr. Windsor. is the

science of extracting a round peg
from a square hole and inserting it in
a hole of the same general conforma
tion. The ladies of the Physiological

Institute have jotted that point down
in their note books. Luck comes in
to put a man in a place where he
._.._I

ﬁts, and hard work does the rest.
Vitosophy would seem to be a speci

Emerson says:

ble.

\

*

HIE HEGE EUREKA PORTABLE SAW I'll.
Loaded on common {arm wagon ready to move.

lie for bad luck.
There’s a lot of
wasted energy that boils no pot.
“Shallow men be

Dryden
says:
the other the spring and summer eliminate’ some of the variations lieve in luck.”
seasons are utilized. The result is which are now part of a pioneering “Lucky men are favorites of Heav
en.” An Arabian proverb reads:
that the wheat crop as a whole of stage in agriculture.
“Pitch a lucky man into the Nile, and
the United States and Canada is sel
he will come up with ﬁsh in his
dom called upon to bear the burden
month.” 'Now let us turn to the Bi
Luck,—Philosophy.
of an all-round shortage. Last year

making a total of 634,087,000 bush

THE HEGE EUREKA

1

\Ve ﬁnd in Ecclesiastes, 9:112l

“The race is not to the swift nor theI
THE IIEGE Elllﬂt PORTABLE SAW IILI.

battle to the strong. neither yet bread

Mnunted on wheels, placed ready for belt.

This mill

can be loaded. ready to more in ten minutes.

to the wise, nor yet riches to men or‘

telligence behind that guides and di understanding. nor yet favor to men
|rects it? We were sitting in a game of skill; but time and chance hap
These two crops show the greatest of ‘Preference’ a few nights ago. All
i
variation for a long period.
The were equally good players, but all peneth to them all.”
We
must
recognize
luck
as
a
force.
more constant in acreage is the win the luck ran to one hand and the
ter variety. The facts show that last lady so favored held the high cards Hard work and all that sort of thing
year the area of 28,132,000 acres was at every deal. We shuﬁled and cut produce the great results of the
even less than the area sown to win in every way but the course of luck world, but luck comes in once in a

els.

ter wheat as early as 1884, or 23 could not be turned. At last we pro while to turn the course of things for
years ago. In that year there were posed an exchange of hands before good or ill. Account for it’ Who
11,130,177 acres of spring wheat looking at the deal. We did so and can do so‘! There’s a lot of thingsi

sown, and last year the total was 17.

secured one of the gilt edged hands. we don ’t know.

'

079,000. The more variable factor of From that moment the luck left our
the two is Spring wheat.
Is the cost of operating a rig among
lady friend and came to us. What
The lowest acreage in the winter was it? There was method in it. It the things you don’t know? If you
wheat record for 23 years was in was not skill, for there were cards don’t, ﬁgure it out; interest on in
1895 when it had fallen to 22,609,322 which commanded results irrespec vestment, depreciation, and every
acres. That coincided also with the tive of skill.”
thing else. Then charge accordingly.l

'I’IIE llEiE EIIIEKA Hll'l'lllE 81' Hill.
Loaded Ready to Move.

Write (or Catalogue L.

MANUFACTURED BY

SALEM IRON WORKS,
WINSTON-SALEM.
N. 0.. U. S. A.
Please write your name and address distinctly.

phase mention The Review.
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Man, Horse, Automobile and the Highways.
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Engineer, Stop!

Continued from May.

Read This!
The subject is being agitated ev
erywhere. It is in the very air we
breathe, and, of course, good old A1
len County is not going to be the
least nor the last! We have abund
ance of good material.

hole” is soon developed, which we be
gin to avoid by turning to one side.
We keep edging away from it—one
wagon after another—until we ﬁnd

Positive

ourselves in the ditch, where a sec
Granite, only, ond hole is created, and then there is

is superior to our native limestone for
roadbeds or surface dressing. But we
require a little more scientiﬁc skill in
getting the best results from the ma
terial we have. It is a little crude in
these latter days, to pile down a load
of broken stone, leaving them practi
cally as they were dumped from the.

no escape and we must pull our load
through some way. We mutter a lit
tle and then “lam-up” the horses,
which must “grunt and

take

cation

it,”

Does it Not Mean
SA VIN C OF
COAL, POWER
and REPAIRS?

while they are nearly jerked oﬁ their
feet by the pole and neck yoke.
This kind of thing is repeated many

times over, in a greater or less degree
during a day ’s drive over a pike three

wagon, and expect to have even a pas
sable road under a year or two-and or four years old which has received
all of it at the expense of wornout no attention during that time. Wher

tires and jaded horse ﬂesh. And for
all this wear and tear you have at
best only three deep furrows to show
for it—two where the wheels have
run, and a sort of ”tow path"where

What is it worth to
you to absolutely
know you are got
ting oil? Oil every turn of the wheel. No treacherous check valves.
No sight feed glass to break or freeze up. Cold weather has no eﬂ‘eci:
Feeds any kind of oil or graphite. Easy to attach-right or left hand
drive. Releases the screw at any point of the downward movement of
the plunger, should obstruction occur and cannot break itself to pieces.
A lubricator that fails to do its work properly at all times is dear at any
price. Your engine might cut a VALVE by such failure. OURS CAN
NOT FAIL. Friction or cutting of valves in unheard of where the
Byington is used. It's right, the price right and satisfaction guaranteed,
what more? WHY, WRITE TODAY FOR PRICES.

ever a drain tile has been laid across
a road you will always ﬁnd a raise or
a hole, even though it has been in for
two or three years. Everybody sees
it and takes the “jolt,” but nobody

the horses have been. We certainly ﬁxes it, although it might be done in
have become too civilized to continue ten minutes, simply because it is no
such a barbarous method of construct body’s business.
ing a road.

Then Think' What it Means

It was the best that could

be done at one time; but now we have
steam machinery especially adapted
for the purpose, which leaves a new
road in proper condition to receive a
load of corn or a light top buggy.

For the same reason when you ap

proach a bridge you are compelled to
pull your load up a six or eight-inch
raise where the earth and plank come
together, and then you must “jump

Byington Force Feed Lubricator Co.
AURORA, ILLINOIS

off” at the other end of the bridge,

Now, while the Lima Automobile and practically the same thing is also
Club is deeply interested in the gen encountered at the numerous culvert

Full Stock Carried and Distributed by

eral subject of new road construction, crossings wherever you go. Because
and is doing everything possible to they have never been otherwise-—al

Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane

promote such work throughout the ways just exactly as you see them now

state, we feel like repeating that the
most vital question at this time is
that of properly caring for the roads
which are already built.
The most deadly enemy to good
roads is water! Try and keep in mind
this one fundamental thought, that

&
&
&
&

Ordway.
Ordway,
Ordway.
Ordway.

Winnipeg. Man.
Fargo, N. Dak.
Watertown. 8. Dnk.
St. Paul. Minn.

—everybody has grown to think them
all right, or at least they must be tol

Crane

Co.. Oklahoma. City, Okla.

Please mention The Review.

7 THE CONSTANT —JA
V

c ..

oi n traction engine does not aiiecr the
working oi Mlcilﬂlll Lubricnors.
The installation oi one on your on lne
means Positive, Economical. ya
temldtlc Lubrication-the kind you de

all other agencies put together! If form diﬁerent kinds of labor, but not
it were not for water a road once of we are often unavoidably subjected

good would always be good. Think to actual cruelty by their owners be
about this every time you drive over cause of the un-beastly roads over
a road, speak about it to everybody which they must travel. But, fortu
you meet. Keep insisting that more nately, with an automobile there is no
attention be given to the subject of occasion for compassion. It can be
keeping water from standing in pud sent regardless over the worst kind of
dles along the road.
It stands in roads without compunction, for a
pools only when there are holes for it “thing of steel” knows no pain and
to go into. No holes, no water! No can endure treatment without injury,
water, no mud! One shovelful of which would ruin the animal made of
gravel will ﬁll a small hole, and if all ﬂesh and blood, like ourselves.
the small holes are kept ﬁlled, there
Farmers are great spenders of men
will never be any large holes!
ey for every kind of “labor-saving”
You can ﬁll a thousand small holes devices, but “Good Roads” is a bet
for what it will cost to ﬁll ten large ter saver than any machine you ever
ones. In one case you will have a bought. The greater loads that can
perfect road all the time. In the oth be hauled, and the saving in wear and

But after a road has comforts

and the

obtained

are

Luann Co

l

-

‘ Get Our “PEPPER POD”
For Single Connection

DETROI T. MICH.
I

Our “HOT STUFF”

l

For Double Connection

CArALocu: N010

l
1
'

Both guaranteed to keep the oil at scald
ing temperature in the most severe, cold
weather.

We want you to have a copy of

our catalogue.

Free!

Please mention The Review.
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A The SmClosz Patent
No Choke and Adiustable Chaffers and sieves

advantages

been properly built it is an easy mat enough to make everybody a “good
ter to keep it so by watching for the road” enthusiast, and when once in
small depressions which always ap terested in the new order of things
pear in a new road, where little pools you will think of and talk of little
of water will accumulate after a rain. else until you have spread the gospel
They look so very innocent and harm of good roads from one end of the
less at ﬁrst; but the enemy—water— country to the other. The whole mat
is there and at work! It softens the ter rests with the users of the roads.
ground, and along comes a loaded They get what they demand, and no
team and forces out the water and more. If you protest against letting
some dirt with it—just a little-but the old pikes run down, the authori
the depression is made a little deeper ties will certainly inaugurate a bet

!

and will hold a little more water than

|

over all other makes of chaffers and sieves
is universally known and recognized by
all threshermen and manufacturers oi
threshing machines.
As a result nearly all makes of mach
ines are now being regularly equipped
with Closz patent Chail'ers and Sicves.
The Closz Adjustible Sieves have been
developed to such a degree oi periection
that no other make can compare with
them in handling all kinds of grain and
seeds under all conditions and in all makes
of machines.
~
when ordering new machines specify
the Closz Adjustable Sieve in your writ
ten order and do not allow having it sub
stituted with a cheap and inferior kind.
Write for catalog and price.

'
-:
srcmi~ or a on ADJUSTABLE
s/n/s toil’?! wmrj’trvn murmur
"n

'\

dirt with the water than it did the course, it will take some time to put
ﬁrst time, and by continuing the pro

them all in good shape, but ﬁnally

cess times enough a ﬁrst class “chuck

when they are gotten in order and

|

MICHIGAN LUBRICATOR CO., DETROIT, MICH.

additional

ter system of maintenance. Certain
before; and the big wagon, comes men should do nothing but look out
along again and “swishes” out more for and repair the old roads.
Of

mnn

MIC I'IIGAII

tear of horses. wagons and harness,

It is either holes or fresh stone the the time saved
year round!

Sioux City.
Des Moinel.
Omaha.
Kansas City.

erated as something that cannot be

changed, never realizing how fearful
ly abominable they really are!
The horse is rightfully an object of
great sympathy among a large por
water does more damage to roads than tion of the people who use him to per

er case you never had a good one.

Crane Co.,
Crane Co.,
Crane Co..
Crane Co.,

CLOSZ & HOWARD MFG. CO., Webster City, Iowa

ll
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There have been many epochs in ‘
are watched carefully, the cost in the
long run will be far less than by the road making in this country, each one
ﬁlling the necessity of the times when
present system—or lack of system
and a thousand times more satisfac in vogue. But nothing is ever ﬁnal!
There is always something better
tory to everbody.
A few suggestions about the proper ahead and we are every trying to
construction of a roadbed may not be grasp it. Old ways are constantly
yielding to the alluring promises of
amiss.
To begin with, the surface should the future, and you are continually
be made very crowning, for it imme discarding old agricultural imple
diately begins to ﬂatten by use, and ments and replacing them with the
continues to grow more and more so very latest inventions; and still the '
all the time if nothing is done to pre end is not in sight. Road improve
vent it. But it can be held in good ments will be no exception to the law
shape by occasional scraping.
The of evolution, and before any other dec
scraping will also do a great deal to ade rolls around there should be no
ward ﬁlling up the small depressions, better roads in the world than you
which are the real beginning of all will be riding over in Allen County.
trouble. But some new material must This is not uttered as a. prophecy, but
be carefully put in by hand where based upon the certainty that you
needed-not too much, as that will cannot change your natures, and will
create two holes where before there continue in the future as you have
was but one. Use more brains and done in the past.
We wish it to be most distinctly
less stone! A good read cannot be
made without hard thinking. Keep in and thoroughly understood that there
mind all the time that you are ﬁght is no intention whatever of trying to
ing water! You will notice that the convey the impression that there are
roads always remain in the best con no good roads in Allen County. That
dition on the grades where the water would be 'both unkind and untrue,
can easily run away, and you will also for there are many miles that are al
observe (after you become interested) most as perfect as they can possibly
that they always‘grow bad ﬁrst in the be. And it is that fact which fur
valleys and level places, and that it nishes the greatest encouragement to
is because the roadbeds are ﬂat, or push this work forward.

perhaps even hollowing with little
dams of sod up on the sides so that
the water stands there until it soaks
in or dries up, instead of running
away quickly, as it should, and would
if the surface was kept crowning and
the furrows kept from forming, which
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“No Trusts- No Catalogue Houses”

De Laval

Cream Separator
Agencies

If three

hundred rods out of a mile are good,
it seems only reasonable to suppose
that the other 20 rods can and should

be made just as good. Take a mile of
perfect road, if you please, and scoop
out a few hollows-make a hole or
two-put in a culvert, lay a tile

act as canals to conduct the water across the road-and see what has
happened. It has been transformed

down into the lowest part of the road,
where mud and destruction join hands
in their evil work.
Thousands of little culverts may be
found covered with loose or broken

into a really bad mile of road, and
still nine-tenths of the distance re
mains just as good as it was before;
The new 1908 De Laval Cream Separators are sweeping all
but, unfortunately, it is disconnected

planks. They are a fearful nuisance instead of continuous, as it should be
and a source of danger all the time. for a practical road to travel over.
Good intentions are visible behind
You must bring your horses to a prac
tical standstill before attempting to every move of the past, but after
cross with a load, and if the old fam summing it all up we discover that
ily horse is trotting along in a com the trouble rests upon the common
fortable mood, he must be "jerked fault of neglecting details, which in
up" to a slow walk until you are this case have been eclipsed by the
safely over the danger trap.

Along desire to do too much new work.

the valleys where the roads are level
Now, ﬁnally, after having the roads
is the very place where trotting properly built-on paper, at least
should not be interrupted. That is let us consider the etiquette of the
where the roads should be the very highways.
best instead of the very worst, as they
A little “frank and honest confes
always are.
sion” will be good for us all. Com
Either iron pipe, tile or stone or paratively speaking, the automobile
concrete arches should be substituted is a new thing on our country roads,
for every wooden covered culvert in and it is not strange that at first
existence, just as fast as possible, al there should have been a good deal
lowing the solid earth roadway to con of opposition to it by the drivers of
tinue along unbroken over them, but horses. The man at the wheel was
as they now are they are a menace to “green,” and often had diﬂiculty in
safe traveling and a relic of “old cor managing the thing as he should, and
duroy days,” and should no longer be the horses and drivers did not know
tolerated.
what in the world to expect, and both
We trust no apology is needed to sometimes nearly went into ﬁts at the
justify the sending forth of this little sight of the “red devils,” as they
messenger. Its mission is to promote were called; but both sides are fast
good fellowship and to draw attention becoming familiar with the thing,
towards the defects in our general and many horses do not see an auto
road system and to encourage mutual mobile any more. The time seems at
co-operation in working out some hand when there should be nothing
means of remedying the trouble. but good fellowship between the two
The question
There is nothing whatever deserving methods of travel.

attempted competition before them, and the sales to date are

more than double what they have been in any previous year.
De Laval Cream Separators have always been theibest in
their line and are now better in every way than ever before.

It has always been our aim that De Laval agents should be
the best men in their localities for the sale of cream separators,

and these are the sort of agents we want in every community.
As a rule we are so represented, with satisfaction to our

- selves and pride and proﬁt to the men who are handling our
machines.

But there are some territories where our agencies are not
meeting with the success they should, from one reason or an
other, and we want better ones in their stead.

There are many other localities, in which a considerable num
ber of separators should be sold, where there are as yet no De

Laval representatives.
Applications for agencies are invited and will receive as care
ful and prompt attention as the De Laval ﬁeld organization

may be able to give to them.

The De Laval Separator Co.

of censure or to complain about so far seems to hinge more on individual

as the past is concerned, but rather
everything to call forth the very high
est praise possible for what has been
accomplished. Our aim now is to try
and anticipate some of the needs of
the future and to provide for them in
accordance
with the demands of
ern civilization.
I mod

human nature than any universal de
sire to make an absolute lump con

42 E. Madison Street

173-177 William Street

CHICAGO

General 0'77"‘:

MONTREAL

demnation of both the man and the
machine.

Courteousness or “cussed

ness” may come from either side, ac
cording to the make-up of the men
themselves, regardless of which kind
of “animal” they drive. Practically

1213-1215 Filbert Street

_

PHILADELPHIA

165 167 Broadway

Drurnrn & Sacramento Sts.

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

14-16 Princess Street

WINNIPEG
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PORTLAND, OREG.
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all those who now own machines were and will be as soon as everybody ful—
horse owners before, and if they are ly understands how very necessary
discourteous now they were when it is that they do nothing else but

they drove the horse. Our nature is just turn to the right! Keep saying
not shifted as easily as that. Some it over to yourself—“turn to the
men, you know, always have great right.” Tell your wife and children
difficulty in being gentlemen at all about it. Warn them of the danger
times; some never succeed. And we of doing otherwise, and in a little

feel like asking the horsemen to make While it will become a ﬁxed habit for
a. distinction, and concede that a everybody to turn to the right. When
man could be a pretty decent sort of an automobile is coming up from be
a chap although he does ride in an hind and wants to pass. the driver
will blow his horn in good time to
automobile.
As sure as the wheels of progress give you warning. And in order that
continue to revolve, our ranks will be the automobile driver may know

The Bemillcr Fan Blower
Will Handle Your Sawdust For You
This cut shows our style of Selling blower on single mills where
there IS no room on mandrel inside 0 frame for drive pulley [0 drive
blower. There are many mills where the main drive
pulley can he slipped out enough to put the blower drive
pulley between outside of frame and main drive pulley.

he blower can be shifted anywhere to suit the drive
pulley on mandrel. Can fit any single or double mill.
Write for prices and full particulars l0

Bemlller & Rlller
Blower Company
Butler, 0M0
Please mention The Review.

recruited by the tens of thousands dead sure—that 'you have heard the
from the present owners of ,horses— horn, you should immediately pull
and what if you should happen to be your horse to the right. Then the
automobilist
understands
exactly
what you intend to do, and you may

one of them? It would not make you
had, would it“? Neither has it made
any of us worse than we were before
we changed (possibly some of us
might have always been bad).
To show how rapidly the automo
bile is coming into use, statistics
show that in 1904 there were sold
$24,000,000 Worth; in 1905, $42,000,
000; in 1906, $60,000,000; and this
year, $80,000,000 worth.

This is pret

feel perfectly secure that he will do
you no harm whatever, provided you

stick to the right side of the road!

Cherokee Mfg. Co.’s Goods

Sattlcy Stackers, Machinery, Repairs

It is one of the remarkable, but com
mon things, for the driver of a horse

Well Drills, Angers and Well Supplies

Monarch Feeders and Tenders

Corn Shellers, Portable Elevators, Pow

Russell Wind Stackers

to change his, or her, mind as to
which side of the road she (as it is
more often women who do it) had
better go, and will pull the horse ﬁrst

ty convincing that they will supplant one way and then the other, and
the horse for pleasure driving, the then when the automobilist thinks
same as the modern reaper and bind

the matter settled and begins to pass,

er has supplanted the “old cradle of she suddenly concludes that the oth
harvesting pur er side will be better after all. This

our fathers” for

poses.

Manufacturers’ Agents—_l
ers and Feed Grinders

Gas Engines, Stationary, Portable and
Traction

Adjustable Sieves
Madison-Kipp Oil Pumps and
Feed Lubricators
Caawell Adjustable Belt Guides

Brass Goods and All Kinds of Thresher
Supplies and Repairs

Rebuilt Engines and Separators, Feed
ers and Stackers

Minneapolis Threshing Machinery

Drive Belts, Dry Batteries, Oils and
Greases of all kinds

Pioneer Water Tank

Heineke & Co.’s Goods

Force

is a source of great danger!

Instruct every member of the fam
Every farm ily on that point. Let them all read
er will soon know how to manage a this little book. Warn them on leav
gasoline engine, and consequently ing home to be sure and keep to the
how to manage a simple automobile. right.
The Lima Automobile Club can
Eventually denatured alcohol will
take the place of gasoline.
The tions all their members on this point,
farmer will produce his own fuel; he and to be very careful when about to
will carry himself and his family meet a. horse, and if he is afraid, to
around in his alcohol automobile; he either turn out as far as possible or
will carry his goods to market or to stop his machine and lead the horse
the railroad station in the same way. past it. We do this many times in a
Now, under these circumstances, is day, for we want to be humane, de
it not best that all the information cent and courteous at all times; and
possible in relation to the etiquette above all, to cultivate your good-will
The gasoline engine is becoming a

SACl-lSE, BUNN & COMPANY

necessity on the farm.

and friendship, for we know that
from now on we have to travel the
fully observing all the rules it will same roads together, whether they be

of the road should be in the posses
sion of those who travel’! By care

greatly lessen the chance of accidents good or bad. We are far more anx
and make everybody smiling friends ious to avoid an accident than you can
possibly be. \Ve want to try to undo
as they passby.
Centuries ago, convenience
and the prejudice against us, instead of
custom decided what was the best aggravating it.
rule for vehicles to observe in pass
All automobilists are not members
ing each other; and later the cus of our club, and perhaps all mem
tom was enacted into a law declar bers do not always do as they should;
ing that we must “keep to the right,” but you may be sure that we do not
but through thoughtlessness there is sanction anything but true courtesy
a wonderful disregard of this rule by on the road, any more than you up
at least one-fourth of the people who prove of some “piggish” horseman
drive horses. They probably all know sticking to the middle of the road
what the law is, but do not quite and refusing to give an inch-mak

realize the great importance of la ing the automobile take to the ditch
although, as while he is deriding us with bad lan
a matter of fact, nothing could be guage as we go by. Of course, he is
more vital. The safety of every one an exception. But we are meeting
hangs on never deviating from the that kind every little while, and no
rule-not once, even—(except
by doubt some of the same kind of men

strict observance of it;

mutual consent for some good rea are driving automobiles, but we trust a
son).
When. two horses meet, at a that they also
are the exception.
walk, it makes little difference what That kind of men are devoid of all
they do. But with a trotting horse shame, but both sides must put up
and an automobile it is a very dif with them without lowering our
ferent matter. If both know, abso standard of good behavior to each
lutely, what the other fellow is go other. As before stated. it is all a
ing to do, they can pass without dan~ question of individual human nature.
ger; but if one driver is undecided And neither should be condemned as

as to what he had better do himself.
and also entirely ignorant as to what
the other one may do, there is like
l_v to be some pretty sharp “dodg
ing” when they come into close quar
ters—and there may be some swear
ing after the danger is all over with.
This could and should be remedied;

a class because of what
pill” may happen to do.
right ourselves!
Keep
keep to the right under

some “bad
Always be
right, and
all circum

stances, whether you meet some one

or some one wants to pass you from

201 South 5th St.

"1°"

CHEROKEE, IOWA

New State No. 51
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600i] FIELD FUR
PAYING INVESTMENTS
There is a good ﬁeld for paying investments in the
towns recently opened in the Dakotas, Montana, Ida
ho and Washington along the new line to the Paciﬁc
Coast.
Last fall Lemmon, Hettinger and Bowman were es

tablished on this new line in the Dakotas. Today each
has a population of over 500 and most branches of
business are represented.
Their development has
been phenomenal, but substantial.
Stores, hotels, and other lines of business are needed

in these towns and in others soon to be opened on the
Paciﬁc Coast extension of the

Chicago Milwaukee and St. Paul
Railway
Reeder, Haynes and Scranton, North Dakota, and Is

may, Montana, were opened in May.
Among the
towns to be opened in June and July are .\‘Iarmarth,
and Griﬂin, North Dakota, and Melstone, Roundup,
Mildred, Mussellshell and Lavina, Montana.

rapid development.
Take advantage of the opportunities now. You will
invest your money proﬁtably. A trip of inspection

through this new country will convince you that the
opportunities are there. Descriptive books, maps
and other information free for the asking.
F. A. MILLER,
General Passenger Agent
CHICAGO

R. C. JONES.
Michigan

There is but

Passenger Agent

2l2 Majestic Bldg.. DETROIT

behind-and do it promptly and nev

er change your mind!

Hotels,

stores of all kinds, professional men and others are
needed to build up these towns. They will witness
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one thing to remember-right! Turn ence with a threshing rig. By this
to the right—stick to the right-and time he decided he would put me in
you will always be right.

Trials of a Tenderfoot.
Editor Reviewz-For a starter I
wish to say The Review is my favor
ite among the several papers I take.
I don’t think a man looking for a
good paper for the least money
should go around it, not only the
threshermen, saw mill and plow men,

but the rest of the men who till the
soil for a living. For instance, what
better way could you get to hold in
check the inclination of the inexperi

enced buyer than to prove to him by
telling of your ups and downs and
giving a correct statement of your
seasons’ runs. There would be very
few who had a cup of cold water
thrown in their face, such as a few

charge of the engine and he would
take the separator and give me the
engine. I held the job down for a

half day’s threshing, then came a
move of thirty miles across a rough
hilly country to the next job. This
was something that I would not un
dertake again at.all; for I didu’t
realize the danger of turning two
green hands loose with an engine.
the owner having gone back to do
some collecting and left me and the
water man to make the move. Ar
riving safe we set for running the
next. morning and I didn’t get the

New Bettendorf
and Columbus

Farm Wagons

outfit lined good so we had some

For sixty-three years the name “Weber” has been the
best guarantee as to the quality of a farm wagon. No other
wagon is made better than the Weber—no other wagon is
made with so much care.

trouble getting the belt to stay on.
I noticed some half-inch holes
bored in the rim of the balance wheel.
I was having quite a time trying to

experiences, put on the belt one day when it had

of your troubles and
such ‘as remaining idle from one sea come oil’. I stuck a 1/2x8-inch bolt in
son for the reason that there is so one of the holes and hooked the belt
overv it. It took hold of the wheel
many more to do the work of your
and
just turned it on with all ease.
neighborhood than. there is work, that
I think that plan good. The work
some one is going to balance up his
soon played out and the owner pulled
accounts at the end of the year with
a loss, anywhere from ﬁve to twenty in a little town and left the rig stand
ing out in the weather for ten or
per cent. There he'stands with an
twelve months.
I think‘ he ﬁnally
account showing a loss tied to a
sold it to the company for half what
thresher rig costing anywhere from
$1,500 to $2,500. Wellfwhat is he he gave for it.

The New Bettendorf is another wagon that is rapidly
crowding to the front. The world is moving toward steel
construction, and the New Bettendorf is designed to satisfy

the demand for steel wagons. It is never too wet or too dry
for the New Bettendorf steel gears, the strength, durability

and carrying capacity of which remain the same, no matter
what the climatic conditions may be.
Columbus wagons are on the leading salesroorn floors
throughout the country. All the running gear parts except
the axles are the best quality of oak.‘ The axles are select
black hickory. The gears are well ironed, the hounds being
ironed full length on the bottom.
'

I quit, with the full intention of
going,t0 do‘! Do nothing but ham
mer along, cutting prices, doing oth buying a thresher, but at this junc
er underhanded work till he ﬁnally ture I saw an advertisement of The
Review and sent for a sample copy,
wears out or sells or is closed out by and‘v
subscribed for it and read some
a forced sale, with a. loss of all of

the money be invested.
=
Well, I will tell you some of my
experience in the threshing line. I
saw my ﬁrst and only steam thresher
in August, 1905. It was an Advance

of the letters telling of their ex
pense and losses and giving it in
plain ﬁgures, which took the wind out

Any farmer who does not use any one of these wagons
is cordially invited to consider the Weber, New Bcttendorf
or Columbus, the very name of any one of which is a guar

of my sails at once, and showed me

there was two sides to the question
The usual
by pitch custom here is for the raiser of the
for a few grain to furnish everything- and
at the sep board the hands, giving a tenth of
the straw the grain to get it threshed. The

antee of excellence and quality—they are the kind of wag
ons you like to have on your farm.

14 h. p. compound engine and 32x48 of running a thresher.

separator.

I commenced

ing up grain in the ﬁeld

days.

Then bagging grain

Any local agent will be pleased to give you full particu
lars and printed matter describing these wagons-—or if you
prefer write us direct.

arator, then working on
stack. While working on the straw owner of the rig I worked .with
stack I discovered that the separator threshed something near 4,200 bush

els of grain; but he told me he was
not going to make but little over ex
penses. He tried plowing but made
a failure from some cause. He could
and general roustabout. I was pro not pull six disc plows in medium
moted to roustabout and held that sandy old ground. I didn't go to see
position for a few days, when the him while he was trying to plow.
separator man quit. Here comes an
W'ell, I will close with telling you
other advance
to separator man. I am a natural lover of machinery.
Here comes my troubles. The sec I had rather go see a new plant that
ond day the belts began to slip and has been put in that I hadn’t seen
the boss gave me orders to put some ‘than to go to any circus that ever
“syrup” on the belts; so I proceed was. Well, all of you study up and
ed to stick up a lot, and in a few min ﬁgure out your expense of running
utes I had every belt on the machine your‘ thresher and write a letter giv
on the ground. Then I had to wipe ing us the advantage of your experi
and scrape the belts for some time ence.
was blowing over quite a lot of grain.
I had been working around the sepa
rator some eight or ten days when
two of the men quit-the engineer

before I got them to work.

Next I

International Harvester Company of America
(Incorporated)

CHICAGO,

‘

-

U. S. A.

-
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OI'ILEN SAW GUIDE
Eighth-Ties!“
No better on the market.
investigate this before buy
in].
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commenced to stop the grain, this by ful a future was it has had a past.
changing the wing boards, from blow
Earl McLane.
ing over. I soon had the tailings ele
Leaday, Coleman Co., Texas.
vator choked up and stopped us for a
few minutes, but I ﬁnally got it all
right.
All Des Moines autoists, proprie
I began. to increase the yield per tors of garages and especially the pri

The saws of quality.
our catalogue.

Get

\
TWMMM"‘_
“can” r “i \"

it will save you money.

OHLBH SAW MI‘G. 00.. 1.. w. sermons‘. Gen. Mgr., Golumbuo. Ohlo
Please mention The Review.

acre, till I increased it from eleven vate owners of motor cars, are show

and ﬁfteen to eighteen and twenty ing a keen interest in the agitation
I could not see for good roads led by the Greater
that on close examination of the dif Des Moines Company. With the Ft.
ferent patches of grain that one was Des Moines road, now sought by the
any better than the others.
boosters, secured, the autoists will
Probably I had better tell you that urge that’ the attention of the com
the man who owned the rig had just mittee be 'turnedrto general improve
bushels per acre.

bought it second hand at the com
mencement of the season and had
been acting as an advance agent of
his rig, and had not been at work
with the rig himself. So you see we
were about on an equal as'to experi

ments throughout the city.

Threshermen’s Wagon Tank
7

m‘

front bolster to take strain 05 tank over
uneven roads. Upper deck for thresher

men's fuel. Also Galvanized Steel Tanks
for all purposes. Sold at right prices. A
card to us brings you full particulars and

Boule

vard plans are in the minds of the
autoists and will‘ be presented to the

proper organizations in crystallized
form when
rives.

the opportune

time ar

The only wagon tank made with a Steel
Truss support, having a rocking motion on

Patented May 10, i904.

interesting prices. Imitators will be prose
outed to the full extent of the law.

PIDNEER MFG. 00., a" 327. llddlobury, Ind.
Northwestern Aientl, Sachs: E7 Bunn. Cherokee. lows.
Port Huron Machinery Co., Des Moines. lowl. Again.

Kansas AIHIIB, Wichit- Supply Co.. Wichita. Klnlis.
Southwestern Port Huron Co.. Peoria, lll.
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Some Advice.

of all work, and yet 1 like it. Whyi'

THE 0 llAWA DUSTLESS CYLINDER 00ml SHELLER

Editor Review:—Have been in I can’t tell. I have an Aultman
tending to write you for some time, Taylor saw mill; run it in the win
but never got at it. Have been read ter, but am always glad when har
ing some of the
boys’ letters; vest comes so I can rig up my sep
it made me think I ought to write arator.
Now, as to license. I think they
one myself. I think one ought to
write something that some one less are all right, but at the same time it
experienced would ﬁne useful. Now is only a graft. Let us say Smith
I think brag is not a nice word. I has run an engine for 20 years. Now,

Sand for catalogue which tells you all about it and
how we have improved it
in the past ﬁfty years. We
make only the cylinder style
of Corn Shcllers for horse or
steam power. The only Shel
ler made that will shell the

Q’

present soft corn and leave it

don’t know where it came from, experience is a good teacher. Smith
don’t care, but I don’t want it takes out license and keeps on run
around me; it has no value, there ning an engine. At the end of two

free from dirt and cob tips.
Manufactured by

KING & HAMILTON C0.
OTTAWAJLL.

years he must pay $1.00 for another
fore it is worthless.
I run a complete Buffalo Pitts rig, license. What for‘! He passed an
27 h. p. double engine, 41x66 sepa examination two years before; has
rator. Threshing was very poor here been running all the time since. He
last fall. I‘ threshed ten stacks of certainly hasn’t forgotten anything.
wheat, got 240 bushels; they were Now that is the part that don’t look
Now suppose that
not so large, but I think they were sensible to me.
about the average.

General Agents
PIONEER IMPLEMENT CO., Council Bluﬁs, Iowa

School of Traction
Engineering
Al School of Aﬁricnltnre
St. Anthony Park.
ST. PAUL, In".
One Month Commencing .Iune J0

Of course, it was the proper officer of your state
should appoint me to make you ac
quainted or go with you to see if

not all so bad as that, but there were
some even poorer than that. Then,
to make matters worse, we had con
siderable rain throughout the sea

Prat. Wm. Boss. Held 0‘

you knew the road to the next town.

“Ye go.

than!

at Fann Nlechanicl, Awic. Co . U. M.
will give the chic‘ lectures on Steam En
gineering. Prof. P. S. Role, Instructor
in En 'neen'nq. N. Duh.
Col_.. will
give c ieileclurea in Ca '12 Engines
ing. CourseszStmmTradionEngneennq,
Stationary Enli
'ng. Gm no‘ En
gineering. Blackmuthma. Ample op
porlunily for practiul work and ioradual
operstionoiengineswillbe dven. [402w
and diplomas iaued to those who In:
qualiﬁed. Send ‘or Prospedus.
_

I am satisﬁed you are capa

I believe this last fall was the ble of traveling that road without

son.
poorest all around run we thresher getting lost, and you pay me $1.00
men have had in Faribault County, and I give you a permit to travel
but we are all living and looking for that road for two years. You go over
that road once a week for two years,
better times next fall.
then (now here is where the graft
Now, in starting up in the fall, a
comes in) the law is afraid you have
threshermen should have his rig in
forgotten that road and says I must
good shape. If he is not able to put
examine you to see if you are capable
it in shape, hire a good man that
of ﬁnding your way on that road and
thoroughly understands. it. Above
I get $1.00 from you, and so on every
all, don’t crowd the machine. No
two years. As for the engine, it is
machine will do good work if it is
the same, practically speaking,as it
crowded. You could not take a six
was 20 years ago; all the difference
foot binder and out seven or eight
they will propel themselves now, then

D. D. MAYNE. Fri-upsi

ACTUAL IIAC‘I'ICI

NSIST on hav
ing your dealer
5how you the
Diamond H trade
mark, in red—it
is your guarantee
and appears only
on the genuine

SK TO SEE
HANSEN ’S
N ESNAl-I SEAL
gloves in the style
speciallydesigned
for your needs. It
is one of ourmost
popular gloves.

feet with it without leaving some of
they would not.

I am speaking of a

the grain in the ﬁeld. Just so
a separator; when you put
straw in it than it will handle,
bound to waste and not only

with
threshing engine. Now, I think that
more
after a man has learned to run an
it is
engine and has had experience and is
that,
found by the inspector to be safe to
but by overloading the separator
have the care of an engine, I think
some belt that is a triﬂe loose will

Hansen’s Working
GIQVeS. “Built Like a Hand”

that is sufficient as long as he makes .
ADE in all
weightsand
leathers, lined and
unlined, in glove,
mitten and gaunt

slip-the consequence, a lot of dirty

grain; probably a straw rack run
ning slow, grain going over in the
straw. Finally, belt slips oﬁ, then a
stop of twenty or thirty minutes.
What have you gained by crowding!
Nothing. The worst break down I
ever had was caused

by crowding.

Another point is in oiling.
Use
good oil. Don’t expect good results
from poor oil. For the last three
falls I have been using a graphite
oil. It is ﬁne for warm weather, but
I do not think it would be good in

cold weather. Oftimes you will see a
separator man running with a pail of
water and a box smoking. Now, it
does happen that something has got
ten into the oil hole and prevented
the oil from running in; but more
times it is from neglect.
I know
from experience you cannot go and

sit down in the shade and smoke. If
you do, take my word something will
happen. Stay close to your separa
tor; keep your eye on it all the time;

see that the pitchers are doing their
part; don’t forget that the cylinder
must be kept full of bundles; if it
is not you are losing money. It is al
most as bad not to give a separator
enough as it is to give it too much.
Bundles should be pitched into the

that his business. It is not right to
compel him to pay $1.00 every two
years.

It is not good common sense.

Will close by saying I have taken
The Threshermen’s Review for sev
eral years.

paper. I expect to take it as long as f
I can raise the price. Thanking you
for the interest you have taken in
our threshermen and wishing success
to all brother threshermen.
F. J. Spencer.
*

*

*

Wants Catalogs.
Editor Review:—Enclosed you will
ﬁnd money order for 50 cents for
which please extend my subscription
one year to your valuable paper, as

I do not wish to miss a single copy.
Although I am not in the threshing
business, but expect to be in the near
future. I have studied engineering
some, but will say I think the license
plan is all right, for a man that is
incompetent should not be allowed to

a rich leather

Watch Fob with
medallion in Oxi

let styles, with

I like it; think it a good _~ ‘.

Blue Earth, Minnesota.

END 160 in
stamps for

dizedSilverﬁnish,
with your initial
handsomely en
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and without riv
ets. Thoroughly
braced at every
point ofstrain and
wear, yet free
from welts, seams

initial wanted.

Send for one of

or extra thick

our handsomeart

nesses in any part
of palm or grip.
Smooth as velvet
inside. These
gloves wear like
iron, yet are al
ways soft. They
never dry hard
and stiff no matter
how often they
are water soaked.

catalogs in colors,
free memoran
dum book, and

2°11??? FREE
0. C. Hansen

Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE
364 East Water St.

run an engine.

I think that is why so many new
engines are condemned just for the
reason the man at that end does not

know it all by a good deal.
I would like to receive catalogues
feeder one after the other, head ﬁrst;
ofttimes you will see a feeder pitch from all the thresher companies, as
in three, four or ﬁve bundles at I like to keep posted and enjoy look
once, watch them go in then look ing over the progress that is being
around and laugh. That is no way to made in that line of business.
pitch. No machine can do good work
As my letter is getting a little long
fed that way.
for the first I will close wishing The
Now, something about myself. 'I Review and its readers a prosperous
am 45 years old. Twenty-four years year.
Lawrence Fulton.
of my life have been spent around a
Ash Valley, Kansas.
threshing machine. It is the dirtiest

A h'a-uud;

{5&

Please mention The Review:

When Writing Advertisers Please Mention
The Threshermen’s Review.
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Our Claim and Guarantee
i

We GUARANTEE our Feeder to feed any kind of grain in any condition; no matter how wet, stack burnt or mow burnt, packed and grown to
gether.

I,
‘1

COMPARE IT
——WITH OTHERS

We guarantee it to feed bound ﬂax, loose ﬂax, timothy, long, tangled or stack burnt oats better than the best man.

We guarantee it to feed kafﬁr corn, millet, rotten, brittle wheat straw, hf with less power than any other self feeder or the average hand feeder.
We guarantee it to feed your separator all the grain it will take care oeaded grain, when the stacks are grown green all over; “sheep-skins" that
will cover the whole carrier. We guarantee it to not slug your cylinder.
Can you ask for more? No doubt, like the Missourians, you will have to be shown, but with the little steel forks and Oscillating Bundle Spread
er, Perfect Acting Governor and Removable Serrated Rotary Band Knives to back us up, we are prepared to go into the ﬁeld and show you and prove
all that we claim.

We guarantee it to give you less bother than any feeder you have ever used. We
guarantee it to be the most durable. We guarantee less breakage. We guarantee sat
isfactory results.
We guarantee the capacity for all machines. We guarantee it to feed more grain
with less power than any other feeder made, WE DON'T CARE WHOSE MAKE.
We solicit correspondence from threshermen who intend to buy new feeders or
outﬁts.
Upton “'orks, Mich., Dec. 19, 1902.
Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Co.,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Gentlemt-n:—’l‘he Steel Self Feeder and Band
Cutler i purchased at‘ you last July is O. K. in
every respect.
I have run it 96 days the past
season, and it is as good as new.
It is the light
est feeder on the market.
It requires no more
power than hand feeders, feeds the grain the
whole width of the cylinder, regardless of how it
is pitched on the carrier.
It will feed more grain than any man, and do
it better all day long.
It has proved to be a
money maker for me the past season.
I am well
pleased with it and would not be without :1
\Vood‘s feeder. \‘Vishing you success. I am.
Yours truly, J. C. ARMSTRONG.

Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Co., Fargo, N. D.
Geutlemen:——-Four years ago I bought a separa<
tor with a Woods feeder attached.
I was afraid
to start out with it. not knowing its merits, but af
ter running that fall it gave me such satisfaction
that I applied for the agency. Since then I have
sold fourteen feeders in this locality. and can
conscientiously say that I never handled anything
in the shape of a feeder that gives the satisfac
tion and requires so few repairs as the Woods.
Would say to any one wanting a. feeder, “Buy
the Vi'oods, and you will make no mistake."
Yours truly, W. J. HEWITT.

This Illustrates the way the Woods famous Bundle Spreader Scatters
Stacked and Packed Bundles.

'J‘he Shannahan & Wrlghtson Hdw. Co..
Easton. Md.
Gentlemenz-The
Wood
Bros. steel
feeder purchased of you and attached
to a 33-h]. Advance Thresher will feed
grain wet or dry. tangled or straight.
and do it right.
We have certainly
tried it the past season and it is ready
to go right along. The governor works
to perfection and the beauty of it is it
never gets tired.
Yours very truly, E. P. MAHONEY.
Leeds. Md.. Feb. 12, 1908.

Ostrander, Minn. Feb. 11. 1908.
Gentlemen:—I bought one of your
feeders last fall.
Can say your feeder
is just what you recommended it to be
and more. too.
It is the third feeder l
have used and the only feeder worthy
the name Feeder.
Your band cutter is
all right.
it cuts them all.
The Bun
dle spreader works fine and the Feeder
forks make your feeder perfect.
Yours truly.
L. H. HORGARDEN.

Send for
Our Catalog

WOOD BROS. STEEL SELF FEEDER COMPANY, Des Moines, Iowa
BRANCHES
Kansas City. Mo. , Union Ave. and Hickory.
Minneapolis. lVl|nn.. I26 3rd Ave., N.
St. Louis, Mo, “7 Market St.

Indianapolis, Ind. , Rooms Board of Trade Bldg.
Lincoln. Nebr.
Fargo. North Dakota.

V GENERAL AGENCIES
B. D. Reed & Co. Allegheny City, Pa.
Keck, Gonnerman a Co., Mt. Vernon, 1nd,
Shannahan & Wrightson. Easton. Md.
Garber & Garber, Harrisonburg, Va.
Wright Machine 00.. Peoria. Ill.
S. G. Shaw and Co.. Denver. Colo.
South Texas implement and Transfer C0. , Houston, Texas

Please mention The Review.
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No Thresherman
Can Run His Business Successfully
unless he keeps his accounts in good shape.
This can be done by using our

Threshermen’s Account Book
I Little in size---fits the pocket; little in price (only 25 cents)---fits the purse.
Now, Mr. Thresherman, when you can keep a complete record of your business on
an investment of 25 cents, why hesitate a moment?
Fill out order below and start the season right.
The Threshermen ’s Review,
St. Joseph, Michigan.
Please find enclosed 25 cents for which send me at once one of your THRESH
ERMEN’S ACCOUNT BOOKS,'and oblige,
Yours truly,

THE

June, 1908.
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You Must Reduce the Friction
Or the Money Spent for Lubrication is Wasted
HE friction on any two parts is not the same, so to reduce the friction on any part of your
machine you must have an oil specially prepared for that part. Friction does not depend so
much upon the rubbing together of the metal parts as it does upon the body of the lubricant
used, for when the oiled surfaces are made to ‘slide one over the other, a layer of oil adheres
ﬁrmly to each surface and motion is produced not by the sliding of the surfaces of the metal’
bearings, but by the sliding of one layer of oil upon the other.- Then it will be seen that an

oil to properly lubricate any part of your machinery must be able to form a thin layer over
the metal parts and must contain nothing to cut the bearings or gum the surface.
quires a high grade mineral oil.

This re

Our Oils are made from selected Pennsylvania crude from which the best lubricating oils
are made, and we guarantee every product we sell to be equal to the same quality oil that
you pay other companies double the money for and if the oils do not bear out our claim we
will refund the purchase price of the oil.
We are only reﬁners selling direct from reﬁnery to consumer, and we want you to try
that method of buying your oils. To make it an object to you to change your method of buy
ing we offer valuable premiums on orders of sufficient quantity and upon application we will
send you our premium price list. See ad. , April issue, for particulars and write today.

PRODUCERS REFlNlNG CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
52 to 56 LA SALLE STREET
Reference-Hamilton National Bank, Chicago, Ill.

Reference-The Threshermen’s Review, St. Joseph, Mich.

Please mention The Review.

; the Union Transfer Company, Broad

‘ way, where a complete stock of plows
and repairs will be carried. It is
‘expected to care for all the North

stop the team at the machine. Sim
ply press the foot lever while driving
by and the load is left at any de
sired spot, not scattered but in a

west territory with a force of compe
tent salesmen traveling from Fargo.
' Prospective buyers should take note
Port Huron Supplies Catalogue, McCullough Manufacturing Company, v of this, and a postal to the Fargo
No. 15, .1908, just from the printers Minnesota. The “Practical” force branch will have careful attention.
is, like all its predecessors, full of and sight feed oil pump here shown ,
threshermen’s necessaries, listed at is one that attracted much favorable
Among the many conveniences for
attractive prices. Everything listed attention at the Wichita, Lansing: threshermen originated and made by
is also illustrated, and no pains have and Des Moines meetings. The book the Parsons Band
Cutter & Self
been spared regarding quality of the is well printed and illustrated and Feeder Company, Newton, Iowa, the
goods oﬂ'ei‘ed; so that the buyer is should be seen by those looking for latest is their new dump rack; a ma
assured of the best there is to be had a good pump. When writing for it, chine that should appeal to every
bunch, taking up very little more
space than the dump rack.
The
pitchers need not be disturbed as the
itself to many, and every thresher
load may be left at a diﬂ‘erent place
man should have one of these cata
On another page of this issue ap
each alternate time and when the
logues. It is a complete supply list, pears the illustrated headlight adver
swinging elevator feeder is used the
t'rom which can be checked what is tisement of the Deﬁance Lantern &
elevators may be swung from load to
needed. > When writing for it, men Stamping Company, of Rochester,
load.
tion The Threshermen’s Review.
New York.
It is much easier to stand on the
The season of road travel at all1
solid ground and pitch than on a
Every year the catalogue of the times of the day and night Will soon
soft load of grain, especially when a
Birdsell Manufacturing Company. bring forcibly upon threshermen the
nervous team is moving the Wagon
South Bend, Indiana, is a revelation need of such an article, and we sug- .
Where these dump racks, which forward and backward. The ques
gest
communication
with
the
above
in catalogues of clover hulling ma
will ﬁt any standard wagon, are used, tion of obtaining a good reliable
chinery and adjuncts. That for 1908 concern for their literature and par ﬁve teams have done better work than crew during the busy threshing sea
is a beautifully printed and illustrat ticulars regarding the Deﬁance light. ten teams with the ordinary station son is frequently a serious proposi
ed book, telling much about clover This is the standard size kerosene ary rack. The threshing machine tion. .The new dump rack helps to
and the reason why in clover hulling. light, with silver reﬂector and round is kept more steadily at work and solve that problem as it is a labor and
Naturally Birdsell machinery and wick burner, ﬁtted with attachments every man. and team is ‘kept on the man saver and if it has no other fea
methods are thoroughly
described, for smoke stack and dashboard.
move, feeding the machine to its full tures to recommend it this alone
and the result is a very handsome and
capacity every minute. It is this would convince any careful buyer
convincing book. When writing for
The Lowell Steam Plow Company, kind‘ of work that makes money for that the new dump rack is a splendid
at the most reasonable prices. The please mention The
cash discount feature will commend Review.

this please mention

men '5 Review.

The Thresher

Threshermen’s

of Des Moines, Iowa, makers of the

Lowell steam lift plows, have opened ‘
a branch house at Fargo, N. D., which 1
A ﬁne little catalogue of a reliable will be in charge of Mr. J. F. Shef 1
and beautifully made force feed oil ﬁeld. For the present Mr. Sheiiiield’s‘
pump has just reached as from the oﬂ‘ice and sample room will be with i

thresherman.

the owner.

With the old style stationary rack
the loss of time occurs with each load

investment.

There are many other good features
of this new dump rack that are well

not only to the team and pitchers but illustrated and described’ in the leaf
to the entire threshing outﬁt. With let issued by the manufacturers which
the dump rack it is not necessary to they will be pleased to send for thc
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HA RT

Every Way You

it,

Look At

The Hart Grain Weigher is
The Best

Don't take chances. Get a weigh
er with a reputation, and you

will save money in the end.
The ﬁrst cost is not the only
thing to consider. There

Our
machines

a r e accu
rate, reliable,
need very few
repairs, cause no
delays and will last
as long as any separ
ator. We often receive
orders for repairs for
our machines that have
been in constant use from
ten to twenty years. These
are the reasons why our ma
chines are the threshermen’s fav
orite, and have been adopted and
used for many years by all the lead
ing threshing machine companies.

are repairs, delays in the
ﬁeld, short life of the
machine, and many

other items that ﬁg
ure in the cost.

SEND FOR CATALOG

HA RT

Hart Grain Weigher Co.
PEORIA, lLL., U. S. A.

Please mention The Review.

asking.
please

And when writing ‘ for it,
mention

The

Among the new advertisements in

Threshermen '5 this issue is that of the Standard

Force Feed Lubricator Company, of
Rochester, New York. An examina
The man who cannot pick out a tion of the illustration in the adver
buggy or other vehicle to his liking iisement will show the general ap
from the great catalogue of the Elk pearance of this oiler, which is hand
hart Carriage
Harness Manufac somely finished in nickel.
The ﬁnish is not the main point
turing Company. of Elkhart, India
with the machine, however, for no
na, is a hard man to please.

Review.

-

Why Qut Out Flues in the Old Way
l,
i‘

Stebbin’s Black Jack Belt Dressing

pains is spared to make them efficient
Their 1908 book is an eye-opener
a handsome book of over 250 pages, and durable. The driving device is
every one of which contains a ﬁne il of the roller clutch design, having
lustration and accurate description three hardened rollers one-half-inch
of some of their numberless styles of long that are held in place so as to
sterling vehicles and harness. You act or grip instantly, and is fully as

will ﬁnd in it about every kind of reliable as any pawl and ratchet
rig you ever saw. The same is true wheel, and is less liable to get out of
order. It has been fully tried out
of harness.
and proved to be all right. It is
The Elkhart people have been do
ing business this way for 35 years. perfectly noiseless. The device for
controlling the amount of oil feed for
Making and selling direct to the peo
ple is an old story with them. each stroke of the pump plunger is
very simple, and can be changed eith
That's the secret of it all.
They
build and they sell direct to the user. er whle the engine is Working or
when it is not running. The lubrica
No jobber, no dealer, no agent, no
traveling expense, no commission, no tor is very compact and requires very
little space on the engine, is easily
storage.
attached, and is provided with a heat—
ing device for warming the oil in
The Blizzard ensilage cutter needs cold weather. The price is as low
no introduction to the average farm as is consistent with good construc
er, dairyman and cattle raiser. For tion and workmanship.
The high ﬁnish is, consistent with
many years the Jos. Dick Agricultur
al Works at Canton, Ohio, have been the quality of the goods; the mak
producing this cutter and many ers believing they are worth it, and

and thereby mar the flue sheet when we can rebuild
your old expander or sell you a new combined E!
pander and Cutter, or a. cutter without expander at
a reasonable price.
Our ﬂue cutter will save you
100% in cost of labor in reﬁning an engine. Can take
out and put in fines in a. night if necessary.
Es
pecially adapted for threshermen's use.
Write for
particulars and prices.

Pat. Pending.

Slipping of belts causes friction. therefore loss of
power, consequently you have to use more fuel and
W-‘IIGI‘.
W’e therefore ask you to use our Black Jack
Brand of Belt Dressing which is guaranteed to be
one of the best dressings on the market.
It will
save from 5 to 25% of your fuel and water.
Black
Jack Brand of Dressing will do the following:
Saves power; it makes Gandy belts equal rubber;
it increases the life of all belts 10%: it is a dressing
that is equally good on leather, rubber and Gandy
belts.
Saw mill men and threshermen after once tr ing
this dressing never try to get along without it.
nce
tried always used. To get all threshermen and saw
mill men to try this dressing we will send one quart
can by mail for 75 cents.

STEBBINS & ZILLGITT,

-

-

Fairmount, N. Dakota

In directing attention in this issue
to the advertisement of the Producers

BIG PROFIT
p

Reﬁning Company, 52-56 LaSallc
Street, Chicago, Illinois, the men

time to buy when the

who sell direct from reﬁner to con
sumer, eliminating the betwcen-man’s

proﬁts, giving goods of the highest
grade at alluring prices with a val
uable premium for measure, we are

just calling attention to the an
nouncement of a ﬁrm that has for

in euwma lumber with our up
_ lo-dmeSaw Mills. Keep your
I
engine earnlna money
allthe your. Nowiathu

//

._ BI'ICBOflIImbGI'lHhlQh.
‘ on'lmiasthechanoeo!
aide-time to at richv
Write I'm-tree ataloaue
B and prices.

R. a. HOWELL&CO.,Minneapolis,Minn.
Please mention The Review.

A Revolution Bouniar That’s Right

years been a Review advertiser, have
always delivered the goods as agreed

thousands
in and
use. elevatesiit
It cuts hay,
straw,
feed.areetc.,
to that any thresherman having a good and regarding whom and their meth
engine will like to have all of the ods we have yet to hear the ﬁrst
any height. It has a wind elevator trimmings in keeping with ‘it. Their word of complaint. They are good
and comes mounted or unmounted. motto is that the best is none too people to do business with, and The
It is strong, durable, economical and good for an up-to-date thresherman Review can recommend them in every
When writing them
is fully guaranteed. The new illus and their goods are made accordingly. particular.

.
Dilcount to
DEALERS

trated catalogue 96 is now ready and When writing about this, please men
will be sent to any address free.
tion The Threshermen’s Review.

90 Selllman 1m.

please say you saw their ad. in The
Threshermen’s Review.

\
$1.00
BY “all
Do not no. "
your speed. Buy
aTabor Stop Hm
tion Oounter.

The Grant Mfg. 6. Machine Co.

BRIDGEPORT. 0mm.

Please mention The Review.
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The Meaning of Millions.

This is the age of millions and mil
lionaires. A few centuries ago peo

'iThc—lla|-t Force Sightfl’ceil

14 cubic feet to the ton) can be illus
tl'nted by a cube having sides about
‘.141 l‘ect in length.

—\

ple though in hundreds of thousands.
but now one thinks in millions.

in the l'nited States the coal raised
If per amnun totals 350.822.1300 tons,

Mechanical Oil Pump

one studies political economy, ﬁnance. which are equal to a cube having sides

MODEL B.

MODEL B.

astronomy. the atomic theory. the 714 yards long; and in Germany the
age of the earth. the vibrations of’ quantity raised is 110,340.000 tons,
heat waves, bacteriology, or even the equivalent to a cube with sides 231
water supply of towns, one must think yards in length.
in millions. for each generation ol
tine million building bricks. if pilel
mankind must be trained to think oi|-,.m-,.ru||v 102.4118,- N, as to form n
‘1 llb‘llll‘l' scale than the pI‘evt‘llllLi-f 1100- cnhc, could be contained in one whose
eration, in order to make progress.
sides were 30.8 feet, or, say. 40 feet
If the national expenditure, taxes. ll ng, allowing 16 bricks to the cubic‘
and rates continue to increase annu- l'oot. laid without mortar, or‘a mill

ally in the future as they have don1 it n bricks can be depicted by a wall
in the past, the people of t‘uture gnu six feet l.i_'h. nine inches thick, and‘
crations will think in billions,.or iu'L’Ji llllllS long.
millions of millions.
In c rlillel'liolt with the study of as
in the l'nited States of America tionomy, it is ditlicult to realize the
and in France people already speakimcaning of millions of‘ miles, but
billions; but a billion in those some idea may be gathered from the
countries means a thousaml millions. 1 time that would be taken by an ex
ol'

One million persons collected to
gether into a crowd. with an allow
ance of three square feet per person,

SINGLE FEED.

press train, or the shot from a can
non, to con r celestial spaces.

“The most reliable and satisfactory method of lubricating.

The distance of the earth from the
sun is about 02,000,000 miles, and
light traveling at. the rate of 180,700
miles per second in vacuo, traverses
this distance in 31; minutes; but a

would cover an area of 08.8 acres—
say, 70 acres~or could be contained
in a square having sides 577.6 yards l
long; or, if one allows 18 inches per‘
person, standing shoulder to shoulder. railway train, going at a speed of 00 ‘t
one million people would extend a miles per hour, would take 175 years

distance of 204.1 miles, or from Lon

to reach the sun.

don to Alnwick.

The circumference of the ellipse
t‘orming the orbit of the earth round Y

The population of the County of
London amounts to 6,540,000, and al
lowing 18 inches per person. standing
shoulder to shoulder, it would form
a human wall 1.800 miles long; or
the whole population could be placed
on a area of 0.7 square mile, or on a

the sun is about; 577,700,000 miles in , ‘

length. and the earth covers this dis

‘l

equivalent to a square having sides
0.00 of a mile long.
Paris contains 2,714,000 persons,

“Specially designed for traction engines.
“Gives positive and uniform feed at all times.
“Feed can be easily, ﬁnely and accurately adjusted.
“Large sight feed glass,easi1y seen and will not cloud up.
“Indicator glass to show quantity of oil in pump.
“Provided with heating coil for use in cold weather.
“\Vill handle heavy or light oil.

“Construction is compact, strong and durable.
“Furnished in either single or double feed style.
“Fully guaranteed.

“Write for catalog and prices.

tance ‘in 30516], days, traveling at the ‘I,
rate

of

05,010

miles

an

1,008 miles per minute,

hour,

or

IAIIIHCTUREI) BY

or nearly

1.100 times as fast as a train going f

square having sides of 0.84 of a mile. at one mile per minute.
New York has a population of 3,
437,000, which would cover an area
of 0.37 of a square mile, which is

DOUBLE FEED.

Therefore.
a train traveling at this speed would“
require nearly 1,100 years to aecom- .
plish the journey round the earth's.
orbit.
The velocity of a ritle bullet is 1 1
about 2,130 feet per second. or 24.2

,SHEllWllllll MANUFACTURING 60 q
Please mention The Review.

who could be accommodated comfort; ntiles per minute. and that of the,
ably on 0.20 of a square mile, or 0.54 projectile weighing 330 lbs.. from a j‘ ,1
by 0.54 of a mile: and the people of t nick tiring 51-inch gun, is about 3,000 ,1 ‘
Berlin number 2.040.000 souls, who l'cet. per second. or 34 miles per min-'1
would cover an area of 0.22 of a|'lte. so that the velocity of the ealth
square mile. and could be eoutainedlis' 32.3 times as fast as the latter.
in a square. having sides 0.47 of a
A million gallons of water. weigh
ing- 8.0 lbs. per gallon, is equivalent"
mile in length.
The population of the l'nitcd King to 4.404.238 tons. and. allowing 30 en
dom consists of about 48,220,000 per bic. feet to the ton, this will be equal,
sons, and if an area of three square to a cube of water having sides 54.4
feet he allowed for each person to feet in length. or to a reservoir 120.7
stand on, this great crowd could be l‘eet square and 10 feet deep.
accommodated on an area of 4.02
The quantity of water used annual
square miles, equal to a square of ly for tires in the (‘ouuty ol’ London‘
2.15 by 2.15 miles; or, if standing amounts to 14,000,000 gallons. equiv
shoulder to shoulder would form a alent to 02,500 tons. Of this amount‘
human wall 12.280 miles in length, one-third is drawn direct from riv
which would extend half-way around ers. canals. and docks. and the re-‘
maiudcr from the water mains; the
the earth at the equator.
(lne million cubic yards of excava total of 14,000,000 is equal to a cube
tion is equivalent to a cube having having sides 131 feet square.
The total amount; of water used
sides ]00 yards long; or it may be
represented by a bank of earth meas annually in the ('ounty of London for
uring 1 yard square and 508.2 miles all purposes is 217,507,000 gallons,
equal in bulk to a cube having sides
in length.
The excavation in the construction nearly 3127 feet. long, or to a reser
of the ll'lanehcstcr ship canal amount voir 022 yards square and 10 l'eet.
ed to 54 llllllllllls of cubic yards, of deep.
.
The amount of liquor consumed an
which 12 millions consisted ol' red
sandstone rock.
The total of 54 nrally in the l'nited kingdom is as
millions could be depicted by a wall l'ollows: wine equal to 15,281,000,
' of material one yard square and 30. gallons, represented in volume by a
683 miles in length; as the circumfer cube having sides 135 feet. long; beer,
ence of the earth at the equator is equal to 1,270,828,000 gallons, equiv
about 24,884 miles, this wall ot’ e.\' alent to a cube with sides 588 feet
eavatcd material would be sullieient, in length; and spirits. equal to 44.
to form a girdle round the world; or 078.000 gallons. which would form a‘

it might be represented by a cube ot’ cube with sides 192 feet square.
eorpuscles.
One
million
blood
One million tons of rock (allowing (which are each about 1/3200—incb in

BUFFALO.
NEW YORK

is money making time for
the owners of the

Wolverine
Hay
Presses
and also a money saving
time for the customers. as
they get more hay in the
bales than by the use of
other bnlerl. This in due
to the PATENT TEN
SION. an cxclullvc WOL
VERINE lecture.

THE WIILVHINE "IV PRES‘
has the only successful tying machine attachment
made. It does the work. Saves TIME, LABOR
and WIRE and does it better than you can by hand.

‘IND FDR cl 'I'ILIIB

PRESS 00., Ypsilanti, Michigan

ARE THE RESULT; of the greatest practical and
scientiﬁc mechanical minds in
teed mill construction.

Monarch Mills
have more improvements and
are more careiull constructed
0t better materiai; than any
other line.

BUR FREE
Complete and Illustrated

Catalogue will convince

any ...’... that NO OTHER MILL EQUALS THE MONARCH.
SPROU'I',

WALDRDN l 00., Inn 21:, lluncy, Pa.

material having sides 37.8 yards long.

Please mention '1‘

Review.
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diameter), if laid in a row, touching tion that most men are differing on
one another, would cover a distance with more heat and prejudice pro
of 26 feet. and 1,000,000 bacteria and con than logic and candor.

(which are about 1/5MU-inch in
Doubtless they do not mean to load
length and l/gmm-inch in diameter), the whole responsibility for the swift
if laid lengthwise, end to end, would drop from prosperity to depression
extend to a distance of 16.66 feet; on the president. They must, as rail
but, if laid side by side, they would way men, be aware that the blighting
be 3.33 feet long.
crop of reckless and in all probabil
A gramme of street mud. which is ity conﬁscatory and voidable stati
equivalent to a small cube of earth legislation passed by pcnnyivbistlo
having
sides
onc-quarter-inch
in politicians bidding for the thought
length. contains about 79.000.000 bac less vote had a great deal to do with
teria, which, it‘ placed in a line. side their diﬂ‘iculties. In the south they
by side. would cover a length of are organizing to demand the repeal
250.74 feet._aud a gramme of earth ct' half bal'cd state laws that shrink
from a cultivated ﬁeld will contain the revenues and shake the credit on
about 11.000.000 bacteria. which. if which their wages depend. But they
laid side by side. would extend a dis have got the notion that the men at
the too set the ball of anti-business
tance of 36.60 feet.
In the Alpine mountains. no bacte agitation rolling. so as a short cut
ria, were found in 10,000,000 cubic explaration of the ditliculty they ("Ill
centimeters of air. which is equiva these thousands and thousands iol' idle
lent in size to a cube of seven feet cats and hundreds of dead locomo_
sides; but in the air of the streets of.‘ tives “Teddy bears.”—Milwankee
Paris 55,000 were found in the same Sentinel.
volume of air;

DIRECT TU USER
SAVING Ytlll
AGENTS PROFIT
AND EXPENSES
Extra 650 Cylinder Oil, barrel lots

2 in. Roller Tube Expanders

150 :1 Gal.
12%c 21 Ft.
$1.80
.
$4.00
So per lb.
$1.50

.

2 in. Prosser Spring Tube Expanders
Grate Bars, all styles
.
Boiler Compound, in 25 pound pails
2 in. Braided Jacket Suction Hose
2 in Beaver Wire Lined Suction Hose
Detroit Tank Pumps
.

while. in the rain wa

ter in Paris. 33,900,000 bacteria were
found in a cube having sides s"\'cn

20¢ :1 Ga].

Red Engine Oil in barrel lots
.
2 in. Lap-welded Steel Boiler Tubes

40c 21 Ft.

30¢ at Foot

/—-~

Cost of Preventing Boiler Scale.
Some time ago. says l’owcr. Arth

feet. in length.

This is equivalent to ur ll. Little. a Boston chemist. was

about 57 bacteria to one cubic inch called upon by a client
who con
—English Mechanic and World of trollcd a number of boihr plants. to
Science.
study the conditions therein with a
view to standardizing the methods of‘

“ Teddy Bears.”

preventingr boiler scale and reducing

Here is a. news item that fur
nishes the key to the recent popular
phrase: “The Pennsylvania has on
its railroad lines. east and west. 77.
000 idle cars. represent-in 1' an invest

the expense thercl'or. In seven mills
he found soda ash and'lu-roscnc in
use. either alone or in combination
with each other. while in three mills
a sumac compound was employed.
The price of the latter was ten cents
per pound. its approximate composi

ment of $7T.000.000.”

That seems to indicate why the
new term “Teddy bcars.” as applied
to idle cars and locomotives originat
ed with the employes of that road.
The men have tried to explain to
themselves why all these cars should
be put out of business. when a year
ago there was a car shortage and

shippers

were

clamoring

that

the

tion being:

ness reason apparent for a sudden

for
ex
on
the

Detroit, Michigan
Please imention The _Reviow.

(tannin). 7 per cent.
Another mill was using a special

compound costing only 2:"; cents per
nou'hd. with an approximate compo
sition of i4 per cent. of al‘iali. 5
per cent. of‘ insoluble matter.‘ and Fl
rer cent. of water and organic mat—
ter.
Still another mill
was using a
compound at 6 cents per pound. com
posed of 10 per cent. water. 53 per
cent. soda ash. 33 per cent. common
salt. 4 per cent. organic matter.

$1.300 per year for boiler compounds.
Those which were using only soda ash

found that in the case of’ a number
of mills there was a mistaken idea of
the use of a boiler compound. The

The STUTZ
Steel
Thresher
Put. Jan. ‘AR. ‘02.

This tank is supported on the wagon bolsters by an angle-iron truss that
positively relieves the tank of all strain.
Fuel box in front with shovel board.
In every way this is the strongest, completes! and most satisfactory engine
tender on she market.
Correspondence with manufacturers and dealers in thresher supplies
solicited.
Inquiries from threshermen promptly answered.
Get Our Catalogue.

STAR TANK CO.,

-

Gold

ASHLANl) PUMP and HAY TOOL WORKS
"

w

BEST PUMP 0N LARTN.

name stuck.

tions.

g

Y

A

line

without

The
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Low Down

an equal

the

globe.

Tank

"
Write

_
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matter in such condition that by fre
3.‘:

for

de~

scriptive

circu-

lars.

Right

A
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;

are right in their diagnosis is a ques We’ll give you full credit.

Pump.

orBrasII-ined
Cylinder.

Reversible
Handle.

The

.
,

time

"

Right now.
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write
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Ask your dealer for the most‘satisfactory line of Bond
and Wind M111 force and Li" Pumpl, Ron" Pumpl,
Power Pumps, Tank Pumps, Spray Pump! and 01.!"
Valve Seat Cylinder-runny Un1oadon.Porkl,8lingI.Pul
leys, etc. Buy Back Clamps, Stay-on Door Hinge".

If you have a good picture of

How far these rough and ready your rig or of your engine at any
reasoners in uniforms and overalls kind of work send or loan it to us.

mas

on POI-“had

.
I‘

The true method is. of course. to add
the soda ash in small quantity con
tinuously, keeping the precipitated

We want more good photographs,
from threshermen for Review illustra-‘

Silver Meilalsjliortland, 1905i’

Highest Award, St. Louis, 196i

m 0“ goul' “a tonic Myers’-

quently blowing it otT the boiler is
kept clean.

Goshen, Indiana

Western DlStilbLltlnil Point. St. Joseph. Missouri.
Please mention The Review.

methods employed in these
mills.
world,” finding their interests hit while diﬁ’ering somewhat in details.
by somebody somewhere went straight .were to add the soda ash once a week.

to the point and picked the man who
seemed to them the main noise and
the agitator in chief-the man in
\Vashington. Then some wit, an
Irish switchman as the story goes,
summed the whole thing up to the
satisfaction and general joy of the
boys by calling a group of idle loco
motives “Teddy bears.”
And the

a

Detroit Engineer Supply 00..

Water. 2R per cent.; in~

and kerosene \vcrc expending very
much less per horse power. although
practically the same water supply
tion. which was largely anti-railroad was provided.
The method of applying the soda
agitation and often sheer railroad
ash was investigated
and
it was
baiting. must- be to blame for it.

The popular instinct is always
a simple, concrete and personal
planation. So these railroad men
the “best managed railway in

and other supplies.

soluble matter. 0 per cent. sodium
carbonate. 43 per cent; sodium phos
phate. 13 per cent.: organic matter

roads must order at once thousands
of new cars rnd locomotives and in
vest millions in additional equip
ment.
The crops last season were
good: business seemed to be on a per
t'cctly secure and promising basis;
and yet suddenly and without appar~
ent legitimate business reasons the
wheels
of
traffic were suddenly
slowed down as if some unseen hand
it was found that all the mills in
the combination which used special
had put the brakes down hard.
So there being no legitimate busi compounds were expending nearly
change from a car shortage with em
ployment for all to a car surplus. the
road’s employes looked to politics.
and concluded that political agita

SERVICE
RECORD

F. E. MYERS & BRt).,-’§Ashlanil,i0hio.
Please mention The Review

Bra"
Volvo Boat.

June, 1908.

'I'HE'I'HKESHHKMENS REVIEW
ron SALE-A postal card will bring
you bargain prices on endless Giant
red stitched belts for wood saws. feed
mills, clover hullers. etc.
We carry a
big stock of endless belts: 60. 70. 80.
90. 100 feet up to 160 feet; and from 6
to 10 inches wide and 4 or B-ply.
Mil
ler Oil & Supply Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.
203 BAI-ii—-Buckeye saw mill; Big 6
Blrdsell clover huller.
Used one sea
son.
Address. Lock Box 82. West Mil
ton. Ohio.

-"

THRESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur

chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.
In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just
what their ad. will cost, we have decided to make a ﬂat rate of

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.
Signatures and addresses are counted as so many words and charged at the
above rate. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 31x48,) will be counted as
one word. Abbreviations and initials, each will be counted as one word.

ron SALE-—Wrlte
rebuilt
traction
clover hullers and
ney Machinery Co..

for our price list of
engines.
threshers.
corn huskers.
Ken
Indianapolis. Ind.

P03 SAI-E—Gaar-Scott outﬁt; 18 h. p.
engine. 32x52 separator. complete. Jan
ney l0-roll husker; 36x58 Case separa
tor with all attachments. Meikle Bros..
R. i. Merrimac. Wisconsin.

ron. sans-40 n. p.’ Case compound en
gine. in good condition.

Price. $400.

J. F. Sheﬂield. Fargo. North Dakota.
REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.

ron SALE-One Buffalo Pitts 18 h.

Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.

Anybody can use this department at these rates, whether MANU
FACTURER, DEALER or THRESHERMAN.
No display can be given advertisements under this heading.
It is useless
to request that cuts be run.
If that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad
vertising columns.

A BABGAI1T—6-roll
R. E. Hurd. Box
Falls. Ohio.

ALI-

Appleton
72. R. 4.

TKBESEIIBMEN

GET

husker.
Chagrin

I‘OB SALE Sattley stacker for 60-inch
Avery. John Probst. Alton. Iowa.

WISE

I'OB BALE-One
feeder used 15

Save oil agents commission of $5.00
to $10.00 on your orders for oils and
greases by buying direct from an old
established reﬁnery.
Send postal card
for prices and samples.
Inland Oil
Works Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
A'l' BABGAJIHS—-Extra well rebuilt and
repainted 82x64 Avery;
also 32x62
Fric . both with feeder. blower and
weigher.
Inquire. Reinhold Schmidt, R.
6. Watertown. Wisconsin.

au'romo'nmns. na'rnns_what price
will you pay?
Let us know your
wants. P. O. B. 593. Burlington, I'Vis.
BABGAIN~One Huber bugger run 20
days. ﬁt any machine.
$10.00 buys
it.
D. W. Oswalt. “'abash. Indiana.

COPPER. CABLE LIGHTNING BODS—
Made of soft copper. guaranteed 9R
per cent. pure.
Good agents wanted.
Send stamp for prices.
A. H. Tubbs.
Vl'hitewnter. W'isconsin.
FOR $1.00 I WILL BELL-—Recipe to
make the best belt dressing and boil
or compound. The dressing I have made
and used for years and will not glaze
belt or pull off lagging. yet will keep
belt from slipping and can be made for
12 cents per quart. which will go‘ far
ther than 4 sticks of stick dressing.
The boiler compound.will stop leaky
ﬁues while running.
Sample by mail.
:4) cents.
C. J. Zlllgitt. Fairmount, N.

203 8AI|Ii—The following parts to 12
15 h. p. Rumely engine: drive wheels.
nearly new lugs, axle and gears $35.00.
front axle with wheels $15.00. counter
shaft nearly new master pinion and gear
$10.00. link reverse $5.00. ilé-inch gov
ernor $6.00. lever throttle $2.00. crank
shaft $5.00. Eclipse. 18. traction engine
boiler. No. 1 condition. new tubes. $75.00;
Ecllps
cross head pump $5.00. whole
runnin
gear to Eclipse 10 h. p. traction,
28x120-inch
swing
engine
lathe.
lot
tools. $90.00.
Want large two or four
cylinder gasoline motor. Fred J. Webb.
Barker. Niagara Co.. N. Y.

I'OI SALE-Farm. 160 acres in grass.
nice house. yard. large barn. tenant
house 5 rooms. ﬁnest place in Jefferson
Co.. Illinois.
Will trade for smaller
farm. 40 or 80.
L. B. Hulbert. Sheller,
Illinois.

ron. sur3_42}s4

Avery

First check for $45.00 takes it.

Gus

tave Lade. Garner. Iowa.

D. A.

POI. BAI-E—-16 h. p. engine simple Ad
vance outﬁt;
32x52 separator. feed
er and weigher. also hand feed attach
ment. Rig is ﬁve years old. but run six
days only each last two years.
A bar
gain. if taken soon.
Frank Zach. Prai
rie du Chien. Wisconsin.
ron SALE-—i-horse Fairbanks gaso
lineengine; 2-hole Marseilles sheller
and Royal Blue food mill. good as new.
Price. $275.00.
Reason for selling. go
ing to Colorado.
R. M. Thrall. R. 23.
Hartford, South Dakota.
I'OB BAI-E—$I80.00 buys a 32x52 Ste
vens separator.
blower and bagger.
F‘. R. Davenport. R. 3. Plainwall. Mich.
engine with friction clutch. gearing,
ﬁnes. ﬁrebox in excellent
condition,

Clyde Welch. Joy. Ill.

_.,,,

j

~__i

,

ron SALE-One 36x60 Colean separa
tor with wind stacker. Hawkeye feed
or and Peoria. double tube wei her. Run
two seasons.
A bargain.
he Geiser
Mfg. Co.. Indianapolis. Indiana.

P03 BALE—VVe are the owners of the
original patterns for the Aultman Co..
Canton, Ohio. line of machinery. and are
making the repairs for Star engines.
American separators. etc.
Orders ﬁlled
promptly.
Send for new repair price
list. The Engine & Machinery Co.. 1174
Marion St.. Canton. Ohio.

203 SAI-E——33x49 Champion thresher.
hand feed. drag
stacker.
Surprise
weigher and bagger.
$220.00.
A bar
gain.
Only run about 25 days.
E. M.
Conrad. Coshocton. Ohio.
FOB SALE-33x50 rebuilt New Peerless
separator with blower and weigher.
Price. $200.00.
Will add Parsons feed
er for $50.00.
Luther Caldwell. Rush
ville. Indiana.
P03 BALE—One complete Nichols &
Shepard threshing rig;
iii-horse en
gine. 41x64 separator;
one Marseilles
corn sheller with drags.
Price. $400.00.
“'m. Feazel. W'ashburn. Illinois.
POE SAI-ﬂ—Complete Peerless outﬁt.
18 h. p. engine. 36x56 separator; also
16x20 Sandwich steam baler.
Weed
Bros.. Lanark. Illinois.
208 8ALE—Woolfe reverse and eccen
tric. used only 30 days on Huber 10
horse engine.
W. J. Shepard. Macon.

Nebraska.

'

‘

P08 SAI-E—Two 25 h. 0. Leader en
gines and Leader separators with at
tachments. Also several smaller engines
and
separators.
If interested write
Hayes
Thompson.
Attorney-at-Law.
Marion. Ohio.
1'03 SALE-16 h. p. Reeves engine.
used one season. almost new; 12 h. p.
Advance. good shape; 16 h. p. Russell
compound. rebuilt.
Will sell
cheap.
Daniel J. Eash. Topeka. Indiana.
I03. SAI-B—One 18 h. p. Colean en
gine;
one 36x60 Colean separator.
feeder. Russell blower.
Joseph Ford.
R. 28. Ottawa. Illinois.

POI. SAI-E—7%x10 Case traction en
gine. jacket and cab; 32x48 Campbell
thresher with blower. combined oat and

rye thresher with binder.

Rig in ﬁrst

class condition. always sheltered.
Miller. Slingerlands. New York.

C. V.

POI BAI-Ii—Good Minneapolis iS-horse
straw burner engine: 32x52 separator
with Minneapolis self
feeder:
No. l
wcigher. wind stacker. belt. 160 feet 8
ln.. i-ply; pump and hose: 10-bbl. wood
tank. A bargain for 81.000.00 cash. Go
ing out of business. M. & M. Nalewaja.
Delano. Minnesota
1'03 SALE CHEAP-One Ideal 4-in.
ﬁue cutter; one pipe stock with ad
justable dies from ‘yd-in. to 1-in. pipe:
one pine stock with adjustable dies
from llyﬁ-if‘l. to 2-in. pipe.
These tools
are just as good as new.
W. Q. Pfah
ler, Napoleon. Ohio.
POI- SAI-E-IZ h. p. Gaar»Scott engine.
good shape; 32x54 Port Huron sepa
rator. ﬁne condition: Closz & Howard
adjustable sieve for 52-in. separator.
(‘lay Nudd. La Harpe. Illinois.
208
SALE
CHEAP-Complete outﬁt
consisting of Reeves Iii-horse double
engine. Aultrnan-Taylor 32x50 separa'
tor with Wood Bros. feeder. Sattley
stacker complete and McCormick 8-roll
shredder.
All used
but one season.
Yi’rite or call.
Andrew A. Hoesly. c/o
Wm. Elchelkraut. New Glarus. Wis.

1'03. BALI: or EICEAIGE P08. BELL
estate— 20 h. p. Port Huron engine.
nearlv new:
Rumely separator with
feeder. Dentler bagger and plain stack
er: 12-r01l Safety corn husker: Buffalo
Pitts bean huller; Sandwich hav press
size 14x18. Above machinery all in good
repair and ready to run.
Will sell any
piece separate, if necessarv. C. G. War
ren. Hartford. Michigan.

ﬁnnnY-oo-nomm-_For Bale or ex:
change for threshing rig.
Jr.. Thompson. Ohio.

G. Keener.

NOTICE TO TERESEEBHEI—A full
line of Nichols & Shepard Co. thresh
ing machinery and the Birdsell clover
liullers are in stock at my wareroom. I
take old machinery in exchange on new
and have a number of rebuilt engines.
grain separators and clover hullers for
sale.
Guaranteed in ﬁrst class working
order and as nice as new.
Robert
Smith. Sidney. Ohio.

ONE YEAR. PISTON BOD PAOKIII'G—
Will stop leaks of steam, air or am>
monia.
Smoothes a. rough rod. keeps a
smooth rod smooth. Saves steam. troub
lo and profanity.
One full packing will
last a year or more without oil. grease
or attention except to tighten nuts oc
casionally.
One dollar per pound. in
cluding express or posta e. cash with
order.
Payne Machinery
xchange Co..
Elmira. New York.

on 54-128. OOHBIIA'I'IOI CASE at
tached stacker: one contractor's Case
tank for 12 or 15-horse engine. both in
good shape. Write for prices. Address.
Green Br0s.. Orient. Iowa.
PUZEIQEFWe have the largest varle:
ty in the world. Catalogue for stamp.
IFﬁvings. 192 Thatcher Place. Decatur.

mo s.
IEZBUII-‘l‘ EIG-mkWe have the fol
lowing rebuilt engines which are all
in ﬁrst class shape. some of which are
practically new.
We also have other
sizes which we would be glad to furnish
you a list of upon application.
To cus
tomers in territory tributary to Omaha.
where they purchase engines. and the
order is accepted and goods delivered.

we will pay railroad fare. One 20-horse
Buffalo Pitts double engine. 8900: one
iii-horse Buffalo Pitts return ﬂue single
engine. 8540; one 18-horse Rumely en
gine. nearly new. $900;
one 30-horse
Buffalo
Pitts
special
double
engine.
ncarly new. $1.460; one ZB-horse Buffa
lo Pitts return ﬂue single engine. near‘
ly new. $1.300;
one 16-horse Buffalo
Pitts double engine. $750. Lininger Im
plement Co.. Omaha. Nebraska.

IBIBBUII-‘l'

AID

SECOND-RAID 21l

gines—We now have on hand and are
prepared to make reasonably prompt
shipment of the following engines: 32
h. p. Port Huron stccl geared special
traction engine; 30-h. Port Huron trac
tion; 24-h. Port Huron traction: 21-h.
‘Port Huron steel geared traction; 18-h.
Port Huron traction: 16-.h Port Huron
traction; l5-h. Port Huron traction; 14
h. Port Huron Traction: ‘l2-h. Port I-Iu
ron traction; 16-h. Gear-Scott traction:
16-h. Aultman-Taylor
traction:
16-h.
Star traction; 16-h. Huber traction; 16
h. Russell traction; 16-h. Peerless trac
tion: 15-h. Advance traction: l2-h. Nich
ols & Shepard traction; 16-h. Blrdsall
traction: 13-h. Nichols & Shepard trac
tion; IZ-h. Rumely traction; 12-h. Ste
vens traction;
12-h. Russell traction:
1041. Port Huron traction.
We have a
full line of rebuilt Port Huron. Advance.
Nichols & Shepard. Rumely and Geiser
separators. clover hullers. bean thresh
ers, hay presses-in fact. anything in
the machinery lino rebuilt desired.
If
interested and want prices. write. us.
Port Huron Engine & Thresher Co..
Port Huron. Michigan. U. S. A.

BBB‘IJ’IL'I'

mnsmo

HIGHES

One 27 h. p. Minneapolis compound
return ﬁue type. price $1,150; one 19 h.
p. same make as above. price $700; one
12 h. p. same as above. but not com
pound, price $250: one 16 h. p. Minneso
ta. Giant. price $375; one 16 h. p. Huber.
price. $350; one 30 h. p. New Giant com
pound return ﬂue. price $1,300; one 25
h. p. New Giant. simple retnrn ﬁue.
price $1.300: one 18 h. p. Phoenix. price
8700; two 20 h. p. J. I. Case straight

flue. price each. 8750: one 22 h. p. doub
03 SALE or TRADE-40x60 Huber.

FOE SALE-—IZ h. p. Stevens engine in
ﬁrst class running order. Price. $300.00
1‘. o. h. Lincoln. William Burgess. R. 1.
Lincoln. Nebraska.

very

low prices.
Write, H. L. Wood. Sta
tion A. Kansas City. Missouri.

“2

P08 SALE-12 h. p. Huber traction;
two No. 1 Birdsoll clover hullers with
wind stackers and feeders; one 32-in.
Ruth;
two Parsons and one Garden
City sclf feeders. Stuart & Co., Mechan
icsburg. Pennsylvania.

:

36x56 American. wind stacker. weigh
er and feeder attached; engines from 4
to l6-horse; three touring cars: four
runabouts.
J. N. Britz. 148 S. LaSalle.
Aurora. Illinois.

le cylinder undermounted Star engine.
$1.150.
Discount for cash.
If above
engines are not just what you want.
write me. Can get almost any standard
make.
Address. T. L. Sykes. Engine &
Boiler Works. Fargo. North Dakota.

ﬁfsixiiiizs wazn'gaii feeder. used
one season.
Price. $100.00.
Llabo. Irene. South Dakota.

1'08. SAI-E—A large stock of second
hand engines. threshers and attach
mcnts. all makes and sizes.
Some good
second-hand feeders and stackers.
Tell
us what you want.
Dukehart Machin
ery Co.. Des Moines. Iowa.

SAi-E—Avalanche

elevator— and

weigher, also Uncle Tom's wind stack
er and Ditch adjustable sieve for 32x52
Stevens
separator.
Leroy
Mowrey.

Daieviiie. Indiana

engines.

ron sax-n. cess o61i-1-n_0... IB-h.

P03 BALE-Rebuilt

engine. 40x60 separator with self feed
cr. weigher and stacker in splendid con
dition.
Must be sold.
Price. $600.00
Chas. Mania. Kingsbury, Indiana.

tors. hullers. burr mill. shingle mill.
Machines guaranteed.
Terms to suit
rlilufchlascr.
O. C. Hosklns. Brownsville.

separa

208
BALE-28x46 low down Huber
thresher with wind stacker. used but
two seasons. guaranteed in good run
ning order.
For $275.00.
Must be sold
at once.
Paint looks good.
Thresher
men Write for prices‘on U. S. injectors.
canvas covers and Gandv belting.
H.
L. Frizzell, R. 9, Bloom. Maryland.

203 8ALE—Complete
thresher
outﬁt
in good repair. Russell engine. Amer
ica-n separator.
A bargain. Address. L.
Box 15. Burlington. Kentucky.

no S.

ron SALE—Massilon

and

SEOOID-EAII'D

Sivert

I'OB SALE-$1.00 cash with order will
buy the best cloth bound. up-to-date
Young
Engineer's
Guide
published.
Diets & Co.. Bloomington. Illinois.

203
ron. sans-10' hip-“Russell traction

P03 SALE-Nice.
thoroughly
rebuilt
modern, up-to-date automobiles. Some
rarc bargains. Write for list. Address.
Robt. Holmes & Bros. Danville. Illinois.

:

20R 8ALB—8x10 cylinder Star engine.
has friction clutch and cab;
36-in.
cylinder Belleville Standard separator.
blower. stacker: 36-in. Wood Bros. feed
or outﬁt, complete with all bolts; 7%
x10 Russell traction engine. machinery
in ﬁrst class order. Henry H. Boenker.
R. 5. Box 20. St. Charles. Missouri.

separator.

complete.
New. run 60 days.
Mayo, Benedict. Nebraska.

Price. $175.00.

40-inch
Minneapolis
days. good as new.

double engine; one Buffalo Pitts 36x 6
separator,
wind
stacker.
feeder and
weigher: one American separator. 36x60.
attached stacker. feeder and weigher;
one Ottawa C corn sheller with drags.
nearly new. A. W. Dix. Buda. Illinois.

soon mason-'1' EHGmS—-At

Stillwater

threshers. $40.00 each. Shredders. clo
ver hullers. Lohr, Elmore. Ohio.

203 BALI: or TRADE-One 16 h. p.
Russell compound traction engine in
good shape; one Huber separator 28x42
with drag stacker. nearly new;
one
Disston inserted tooth saw. nearly new.
Would trade engine or separator for
good portable engine of from 20 to 30
h. p.
Edgar Fowler. R. 6. Salem, Ohio.

ron. BALI: or r'nnanniheﬂrswh. p.
Challenge gasoline engine: one 12 h.
p. Stevens traction engine: one 36x54
Case separator. Parsons feeder. steel
loader, Sattley stacker;
one 21 h. p.
Northwest
double
cylinder compound
engine;
one
32x54 Avery
separator.
blower, feeder and weigher; one Case
Independent stacker:
one No. 8 Bow
sher mill. used 25 days; one 33x52 Gear
Scott separator. feeder and blower; one
36x56 Red River Special separator and
one 18 h. p. Nichols & Shepard engine,
run 35 days. trade for stock or land;
one 32x48 Minnesota Chief separator;
one 33x46 Massillon separator; one 20
h. p. Huber engine; one Advance High
weigher: one 36-in. Parsons feeder; one
12 h. p. Minneapolis engine: one Du
plex hay press: one No. ZI/QVVestern cyl
inder sheller. trade for tender or grind
er; one New Peerless 33x50 separator.
feeder. Pella stacker: one 12 h. p. Kel
lIy portable engine. W. S. Griﬂln. Letts.

owa.

'

BRGIIZS -— Thrashers

and saw mills.
Address. Geiser Mfg.
Co.. 16th and Spruce Sts.. St. Louis. Mo.

SIX-HOLE “38111112128 SHELL!!!
S-hole
equalized
Hercules
power.
Good running order. shelled 50.000 bus.
$300.00.
M. J. Diemer. Pontiac. Ill.
SUPPI-IIBFOur 1908 supply catalogue
now ready-it is yours for the asking.
See it for lowest prices on belting. saws.
brass goods. etc., etc.
Port Huron En~
gine & Thresher Co.. Port Huron. Mich.
MEIER“! I0'1'IOE—-If you own
or are interested in a. threshing outﬁt.
write us for agency contract for a de
vice needed by every thresherman.
No
money or security required.
Hvdraulic
Press Mfg. Co.. Dept. E. Mt. Gilead. O.
WAmD—Every thresherman to write
us and get our prices on shoulder
brace teeth. cylinder wrenches. coup
lcrs and belt guides. Excelsior Thresh
er Tooth Co.. Dexter. Iowa.

wamn—3'2-in. second-hand Ruth od
Woods self feeder.
roun. Minnesota.

J. E. Kubesh. Be

WAmD—One Moore BB and one BC
steam

price.

pump.

State

condition

and

John Greenberg. Ambia. Indiana.
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The undersigned
havi
WAmD—Position as traction engi
neer.
Am at present assistant of
commenced action in the
traction engineering at Highland Park
College.
Can do repairing.
References United States Court against the manu
furnished.
George Knapp. Highland facturers of a balance slide valve which
Park. Des Moines. Iowa.
we are advised is an infringement of
WAITED——25 h. p. boiler'andﬂ 10 or 12 one
of the Gould Patents, under which
h. p. gasoline engine.
H. L. Donner. we are operating.
Three Oaks. Michigan.
All persons are hereby warned against
purchasing any valves infringing Pat
WAI'IEMPosition by competent engi
neer with several years’ experience on ents owned by the Gould Balance Valve
threshing
outﬁt.
State
wages paid. Company, as purchasers and users of
Box 637, Clovis. New Mexico.
such valves render themselves liable to
WAI‘1'3D—Second-hand 16 or 18-horso an action for infringement.
undermounted engine. and 40-in. Ad
Some people do not regard an in
vance feeder.
For sale. 40-in. Nichols
& Shepard feeder.
Lauterbach Bros., fringemcnt suit as a serious matter for
the purchaser.
Earlville. Illinois.
Unless the purchaser or user is fully
‘WAI'l'llD-Position as traction engi protected by an indemnifying bond from
peer with good outﬁt this season.
20
years continuous practice.
.1’. A.. 921 an infringing manufacturer he is'cer
Haskell Axe. Kansas City. Kansas.
tainly liable to have his machine de
stroyed. and to pay such damages for
WAI'I'ED-A small separator. '24 to 30
in.
Give full description and price. infringement as may be declared against
Mowbray Bros. Garrison. Iowa.
him.
Should you he promised or guaranteed
WAmD—We want every reader of
The Review to get us one new sub protection. see to it that you have a
scriber (not a renewal).
He must be a bond issued in your favor for foui
man interested in farm power machin
times the amount of your purchase
ery and he must pay the full sub
scription price. 50 cents.
Send the sub signed by some responsible party. whom
scription with the 50 cents to us and you personally know. or by a Surety
we will extend your subscription one Company; for the bonds of the infring
year in advance.
Subscription Dept.,
The Threshermen’s Review. St. Joseph, ing manufacturer are no better than
Michigan.
their promises. and their promises will
*1
not protect you against either an in
WANTED-A position handling engine
coming season by a. sober young man. junction or accounting for damage.
“'e have copied from the March 25th.
6 years‘ experience.
Best of reference.
\l‘rite. H. B. Noder. R. R. No. 2.Box 31, 1908. issue of the Des Moines Capital.
Ethan. South Dakota.
an article showing the danger of pur
WANTED, mnsnnmnn-n postal chasing an infringing article:
card giving your name and post office FARMERS CAUGHT 0H SEPARATOB.
address.
We will send you samples by
mail of lubricating oils and greases free Ida County Agriculturists Informed Chi
of charge and save you money.
Inde
cago Mail Order Purchase is
pendent Oil (‘o.. Mansﬁeld. Ohio.
Infringement.
Special to the Capital.
WAmD—Second-hand
traction
en
Ida. Grove. 1a.. March 25.—A great
gine. separator and attachments: also sensation was created here when be
plowing engine.
Must be cheap.
State tween sixty and seventy farmers in Ida
condition it is in. how long run and low
County received notice from the United
est cash price.
John Holden. R. 5. States Circuit Court of appeals to the
Whitewater. Wisconsin.
effect that the so-called Economy Cream
Separator the-v had purchased of Sears.
WI: HAVE a specially ﬁnc rebuilt 20 Roebuck & Company. had been declared
h. p. traction engine with jacketed an infringement and they were restrain
boiler that will sell extremely low. ed from using the separator. The farm
Diets & Co.. Bioomington. Illinois.
ers who have received notice have con
sulted lawyers as to what they had bet
WmE—For lowest prices on complete ter do and the lawyers advised them to
assortment of engines. separators and break up and sell the old separators as
attachments of leading makes.
All old iron and then come to town and
sizes.
Cascaden Mfg. Co.. Waterloo. Ia1 buv new ones.
—Grand Forks. North Dakota.
The mail order house has been re
strained by the Court from manufactur
$200.00 CASH BUYS—16xiR Ann Arbor ing and selling any more of the separa
belt hay press.
Run two years and tors. and they were forced to bring their
good as new.
Walter Jackson. R. 4, books into court and show to whom they
Canton. Illinois.
had sold machines.
The users are now
being notiﬁed that they must not use
them.
Shepard engine tanks.
P. W. Shaw,
You can thus see what troubles comc
Zion City. Illinois.
to those who buy articles of infringing
manufacturers. even when the infring
FOB SALHI'RCULAB SAWS.
Gummed and hammered compioto. ready to ing parties are financially responsible.
run. good as new. in the following silos:
The balance slide valves made by tho
Three 43 in. 9x12: two 50 in. in’; one 6!
in. 8:9: one 64 in. 9:10: two 56 in. 8110; Gould Balance Valve Company are not
one 60 in. 8:10; three 60 in. 8x10: two only a success in use. but are fully pro
62 in. 8x10. We guarantee the temper and
metal to ho
.
oil rig ht. tected by broad patents.
Before purchasing any valve offered
I f
y o u
want
bar
gains writo
quick \hilo by any Company claiming to make a
they
last.
We can in
tersst you with prices on the following lup balanced valve. investigatn the matter
full
particulars
plios. Rubber. leather. rad stitched bolting. fully yourselves. or
now saws. pulleys. emery whooll. lacs. will be given by us on application.
Moors pumps. injoctoro. brass goods. What
Respectfully submitted.
silo saws have you to exchange?

$500.00 nwsloRtfpair or Nich(;ls_&

GOULD BALANCE VALVE Co..
Kellogg.

THE MILLER 01L I SUPPLY 00.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

mm

Don't break outback and kill you!I
horses with a high when wagon.

For comiurt's all" got an

Elnclrlo ilandy Wagon.
It will save you time and money.
so‘ of Electric Btu! Wheels will
rite i'orcatnioguo. ltiafm

is th__e Weigher for busy, up-to-date thresh
ermen, is the results obtained
from their use.

With a Climax on your machine you are sure
of accurate weight, accurate register of all grain
weighed and a complete saving of all grain
threshed—no grain clribbiccl to be swept up after
threshing. These facts are of mutual beneﬁt to
both the thresherman and the customer. The
ﬁrst gets pay for all the grain he threshes——by ac
curate weight and accurate register. The second
gets the full amount of grain threshed—-no loss
from weigher wastage.
Climax weighers are constructed of the very best ma
ieriol obtuinaibletrgathing being spared to make them

We make them in all styles and to ﬁt any make
of machine. Cut shows our standard No. l
weigher with wagon loading attachment.
Every weigher is guaranteed to do good WOl'lt,
and in case of failure, your money will be refund
ed. This is the ltincl of a proposition you're look
ing lor-your money's worth or-your money back.
We make the moét attractive prices-Ask us for them.

Ask for Catalogue 44.

our old I'lgon new at small

Climax Weigher

Capacity_-Durability-_Accuracy and Convenience.

THE AUTO-FEDAN HAY PRESS 00.

make

The best proof that a

the “CLIMAX” of quality from the standpoint of

I Man can run it
S ions in enchant
In draft
mooth bolls
Will on. its con
Shipped on trill
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

cost.

v V

Iowa.

3 STROKE SELF FEED ii" PIIESS

Topeka,

77

amine mun co.. will Mail.
U52; '1

Wm. some: I saw
IN

25

my!) voult
7: LONG

34 w WILL RIIN

\IINUYIS

You should see On!
IG‘IIMOI‘IIIIS from

. TIIRESIIERMAN

i

Send for Catalogue.

SAWYERAND

MAClilNlSl

CLIMAX MACHINERY COMPANY

ovary hints and

Canaan

GUARMI‘IEED

r171’,

PEORIAJLLINOIS. /

_

unwvnorusi

._ 5

HARRISON AND
WATE R STREETS

STIR SAW
GUMMERS
V uoutow
BLAS'I'JBAIEQZ
also
<

Indianapolis, Indiana
NOTICE:--Wc own the patterns and tools formerly belonging to The Pneumatic Elevator and
Weighcr Company, and can lurnish the “Avalanche" or Wind Weigher. upon order. either “Uni
versal" or “Dakota" style. It the uniform price of S l 25.00.
Pit-as‘

MILLER UIL ‘ SUPPLY 00., Indianapolis. Ii‘lﬂ.

Write for 1908 Supply Catalogue

“ution The Tit'YIQW.
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COMBINATION OFFE S
New and Old Subscribers May Avail Themselves of These Prices

The Ladies’ Thresher
_ World
Account
Book '
The best, brightest and most
practical woman’s magazine
published at 50 cents a year.

The most complete and satis
Our price, with The Review,

factory book to be had.

it

one year, both for
consists of a record book, for

Science

$0.75

yourself‘, a cash book, a time
book, and a receipt book, all
in one

of
Threshing

convenient,

pocket

For Threshermen
Regular Price, 25 cents, or

with The
year, for

Review,

one

$0.65

business, treating fully upon
operation,

management

chinery.
Regular Price, $1.00; with

$1.25

not make your hands sore.
and are soft and ﬂexible. No

hard places or seams where
they will interfere with the ﬁt
and comfort of the wearer.
Nothing in the palmto make
the hand sore and calloused.
For wear they are not equal
led-“For the wearing quality
is the chief aim from the se
lection of the leather, the ﬁt
of the glove, the reinforce
ment oﬁthe seams and the
ﬁnish. Made in all sizes.
Regular Price, $1.25; our
price including The Re
view, one year,

and care of threshing ma

The Review, one year, our
price for both,

You can handle grain all day

with a Hanson Glove and
They ﬁt like a dress glove,

The latest book devoted ex
clusively to the Threshing
the

Hanson Glove

size, durable bound book.

The

Traction Engine
Catechism
The name of the book indi
cates the character of its con

1 tents, as it is made up in full

$1.25

in the form of answers to
' questions, except that there

Plain

is an appendix of forty pages

Monthly
Power is commended by all
engineers to be the best tech

nical steam power paper pub
lished.
Regular Price, $1.00 per
year; our price for Power,
one year, and The Review,
one year,

$1.00‘

devoted to Safety Appliances
For the traction engine---The
Steam' Engine Indicator-~
The Compensating Gear-H orse Power, and other
equally important topics.

Gas Engine
- Sense

Regular Price, $1.00,- with

Regular Price, 50 cents,
with The Review, oneyear,
our price for both,

The Review, one year, our

price for both,

Is all that the name implies.

$0.75

$1.00

This book, with The Review,

one year, our price $1.00.

Address

THE’ THRESHERMEN’S REVIEW
St. Joseph, * g M 'ehigan

The World’s Greatest
‘ The Port Huron Rusher Thresher

Some other makes equal the Rusher in capacity or fast thresh
ing; some may equal it in separating grain from straw; but
no other make of thresher in the world equals the Rasher in
cleaning grain and seeds without waste.

It’s a job getter and a long laster.
It’s the best finished thresher on wheels
That’s enough, aint it .7

Our sixty-four page Book of Specifications Tells Why
Also about the largest and most complete line of heavy machin
ery, built by any one company, in your Uncle Samuel’s abiding
place.

Port Huron Engine and Thresher Co.
Port Huron, Michigan
Southwestern Port Huron Co.. Peoria, 111.

Northwestern Port Huron Cor.

Port Huron Mac hinery Co.. Des Moin as . In.
Port Huron Engine & Thresher Co.. Flora. Ind.

Port

nneapolis. Minn.

Hu re n Engin e & 'I‘ hres 1e.r Co..
Tenn.

Please mention The Review.

N ashvil 1e,

“'ichiln Port Huron Thresher Co.. Wichita Kan.

Canadian P r
Foreign Tr

Huron Co., Ltd.. Winnipeg, Man.
Ofﬂce, 11 Broadway, N. Y.

RE sicomug.
' "

f0
Give/each
eveiy'rhresherman
mine ‘e!

<

._

In fact, THE REEVES COMPOUND

S'EPARATOR is better than a gold mine, for
the returns are certain. It comprises all that is
desired in an up-to-date thresher_ability to
thresh fast, thresh clean, save the grain and clean
it well. Besides, is built to stand abuse; has
great strength in all its parts and many valuable
features not found in any other thresher. It is

fully described in Catalog No. 32, which will
be sent free upon request. Write to-day to

‘REEVES
&
(:0.
MANUFACTURERS OF THRESHING’ MACHINERY
COLUMBUS ' INDIANA
-Co.

.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
50 Cents A Year

VOL. XVII.
NO. VII.

GENERAL LIBRARY,
UNlv.oPmcu.
JUL 181908

JULY
I908
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The new ﬁat top separator shown has greatly increased capacity for handling straw; and there is ample sep
arating surface on the racks, so that what grain remains with the straw after passing the heaters is readily
shaken out before leaving the machine.
Grain threshed with a Huber machine is so well cleaned, and the kernels all unbroken, that it always brings
the highest prices. This means a great deal to the man who owns the grain, and makes a good reputation
for the man who owns the machine.
Our Feeder does ﬁne work in long or short straw, or headed grain. This is an attachment that every thresh
er ought to have. We are prepared to attach it to any make of machine. It will pay for itself in a good sea
son's run in wages saved, besides adding much to the life of the machine by its steady, uniform feeding.
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The Traction Engine shown is in every way of the same high merit and standard of construction as the
separator. Together they form the ideal threshing outﬁt. The rig that does the best work will get the best
jobs, and of course make the most money for its owner. By requiring little or no repairing, and keeping the
running expenses down to the minimum, it puts the threshing business on a paying basis, as it should be.
We have outﬁts on hand at our various distributing points, also at the factory, and can still take care of
orders requiring prompt shipment. We will be glad to send a man to talk the proposition over at your request.
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DOES QUALITY COUN
\

I ;\|
1 1

with you?

1 ‘
i ‘F '

Do you want the best your money can buy?

These are questions that

should meet with your consideration if you are thinking of going into the threshing
business, or are an “old one” at it and have to purchase a new outfit.

it.

An Aultman-Taylor Outﬁt
is a quality outﬁt. One that represents in Quality workmanship, Quality Construction, Quality
Service and Quality Dutput every dollar you have invested in it. The separator is built to suit the
maximum demands of any community, and the results obtained are highly satisfactory.
The engine is
made to run the separator under maximum load, and is not equaled as a tractor.
“an. W‘
an: '1

"'
_

mum

‘

‘

‘ I‘ I1
\

Ask also for “Kernels for the Starved

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR MACHINERY CO.,

| 1
x ,

I

Rooster,” a book of “New Century” Facts from 20th Century Threshermen.

“
I l

-

l

Lb;

Your inquiry for catalog will have our prompt attention.

‘ u ‘
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300 NORTH MAIN STREET, MANSFIELD, 01110, 0. s. A.
Ple8£e_llli‘llll()nV The Review.
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THE MODERN
FARM HORSE

‘ ‘THE HART-FARR OIL COOLED

GASOLINE TRACTION
HE ownership of a Hart-Parr Gasoline Traction makes the large farmer who raises consider
able grain, practically independent. He can do so many diiierent kinds of work with his en
gine, in fact, all of his heavy work, and do his threshing early, saving all his grain in perfect
condition.
After threshing comes shredding, shelling, baling, breaking, plowing, seeding, discing,
sawing, etc., all of which can be done with this all-purpose, general utility engine, cheaper, quicker and
I

better than with any other form of power. AS A POWER FOR CUSTOM WORK it stands
far in the lead. It is strictly a one-man power, requiring no water boy, wagon and team; no fuel boy,
wagon and team, and is the cheapest power known. No time is wasted waiting for steam and no fuel
is wasted when engine is not in actual operation.
N0 ﬂues to clean or leak, n0 grates to burn out,
no boiler to clean, no danger of ﬁres or damage from frost. Can be operated successfully on wet ﬁelds
without damage to ground by packing, etc., and can travel over roads and bridges where the steam
traction cannot go.
The Hart-Parr gasoline traction means a smaller threshing crew, less expense
for help and board, full hours, longer service and pleased customers.
Hundreds of Hart-Parr en
g'ines are now in constant use as hauling engines and for general construction work. County commis
sioners prefer them for making roads, grading, etc., as they can be operated independent of the wa
ter supply and at the least cost per hour.
Write for Catalog.
224 Lawler
Street,

Hart-Parr Company,
T

USES KEROSENE
GASOLINE

J
'

-

Charles City, la.

July. 1908-
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CLASSIFIED BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Alfalfa Innerv
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Birdsell Manufacturing Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
Attached Stacker!
Heineke & Company.

Oil Pump!

Engine Grate.
Travis Company. The G. E.
Engine Tenders
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Enailago Cutters
Dick Agricultural

Works.

Jos.

sllsﬂl'l and Weighs"
artley Company. C. J.
Hart Grain Weigher Company.

Farm wagons—
Electric Wheel Company.

Balance Valve.
Gould Balance Valve Company.

Peed Mills—
Bowsher. B. N. P. Company.
Randolph Coupler Company.
Sprout, \Valdron & Company.

Bonn Thresher!
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Huber Manufacturing Company.

rlue cunu.‘ and nxpmank

Belting
Chesapeake Belting Company.
Gandy Belting Company.
Sawyer Belting Company.
Bolt Drooling
Scanlon, C. E.

Ditch Adjustable Sieve Company.
Fernyak Machine Company.
Pope, E. M.
Stehbins & Zillgitt.

Separating Device

Pinon Valvel—
Baker, \Vilfred.

Soft Plug‘ Valve
linker, \Vilfred.

Portable
Aultman3

Spark Arresters~
Pope, E. M.
South Bend Spark Arrcster Company.

oo
Taylor
Machinery Co.

Buffalo Pitts Company.
Enterprise Manufacturing Company.
Gaar. Scott & Com any.
Huber Manufactur ng Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.

Fire Insurance
Connecticut Fire insurance Co.

Caswell Bros.
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Gregory. E. H.

Bolt Holder
Chaﬂln Manufacturing Company.
Hicks Bros.
Boiler 0ompou.nd—
Raymond, W. S.

Review.

Boring Machinery
Pech Foundry and Mfg.

The.

Gloven.
Hansen Mfg. Company, 0. C.
Morrison-Kicker, Mfg. Cor-weary.

Ann Arbor Machine Company.
Auto~Fcdan Hay Press Company.
Famous Manufacturing Company.
Ohio Cultivator Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Sandwich Manufacturing Company.
Ypsilanti Hay Press Company.
Publications
Th reshcrmen's Review, The.

Hole Strainerl—
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.

Pulley Covering
Rnymond, W. S.

Inner Feeders and. Btnokoro
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Birdsell Manufacturing Company.
Gaar, Scott & Company.

notary Harrow Attachment
Kramer Company. E. M.
Revolution Counteri
Grant Mfg. & Mach. Company.
Starrett Company. The L. S.

Co., Gus.
Bunkers and Shredder!
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Rosenthal Corn Husker Company.

Cylinder WrenchooParsons B. C. & S. F. Company.

Injectors,
ting-T

Road Rollers
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Saw Mills and Saw Mill Supplies

m

“n
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Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Birdsell Manufacturing Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
Corn Shelteri
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.

Union Iron Works.

Lnbricatorl and Brass
‘
‘
_

rit-

American saw Mm Machinery Co‘
Aultman & Taylor Machinery cu

Amedr cal}; 1mm“ “mm”

De Loach Mill Manufacturing Co.

Ba'“ er’

Enterprise Manufacturing Company.

'

Byington Force Feed Lubricator Co.
Lunkenheimer Company, The.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Ohio Injector Company.
Penberthy Injector Company.
Powell, The Wm. Company.

Howell & Company. R. R.
Miller Oil & Supply Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company:
Reeves & Company.
Richmond Machine Works.
Salem Iron ‘Works.

Standard Force Feed Lubricator Co.
Sawdust Blower
Bemiller & Bitter Fan Blower Co.

Lawn lower.
Clipper

Lawn

Mower

Company.

Self reader.
Brgine Couplers
andolph Coupler Company.
Engineering College
Highland Park College.

Manufacturers AgentsSachse, Bunn & Company.

011 Gino
Bloomer. R. E.
Maple City Mfg. Company.

Engine Governor.
Pickering Governor Company.

Oil Cool
Engine loodlighto
American Acetylene Stove Company.
Deﬁance Lantern & Stamping Co.
Ham Manufacturing Company, C. T.
Pope, E. M.

American Injector Company.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Ohio Injector Company.
Penberthy Injector Company.
Powell, The Wm. Company.

Sattley Stacker Company.

Stacker Hoods—
Berns Bros.
South Bend Spark Arrester Company.

Supplier

Gasoline Engines
Hart-Pzu'r Company.
Kansas City Hay Press Company.
Lambert, U. Gas & Gasoline Eng. Co.
Temple Pump Company.

Cider llachinory—
Boomer & Boschert Press Company.
Hydraulic Press Manufacturing Co.

Separator-l
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Company.
Buffalo Pitts Company.
Gaar. Scott & Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
\Vood Bros. S. S. F. Company.

Pea. Thresher-l
Aultmun & Taylor Machinery Co.
Huber Manufacturing Company.

Powor Boy Pronou

Bolt Guidel

Bookl
Threshermen's

Hanson, Joseph.
Manzel Bros. Company.
McCullough Mfg. Com(pany, C. T.
Michigan Lubricator ‘ompany.
Napoleon Mfg. Company.
Rains. J. H.
Sherwood Manufacturing Company.

Avery Company.
Heineke & Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Lindsay Bros.
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely, M. Company.
Wood Bros. S. S. F. Company.

Stoves

Cedar Rapids Mach'y & Supply Co.
Detroit Engineer Supply Company.
Miller Oil & Supply Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Tanke
Etnyre & Company. E. D.
Star Tank Company.
‘rank Pumps
Barnes Manufacturing
Myers. F. E. & Bro.

Company.

Thresher Toeth—
Avery Company.
Tooth catcher
Pope. E. M.
Traction 2
"
Aultman
Taylor Machinery‘ Co.
Avery Company. '
Buffalo Pitts Company.
Gaar. Scott & Company.
Hart-Parr Compan’y.
Huber Manufactur ng Company.

Kansas Citv Hay Press CompEany.
Lambert. U. Gas & Gasoline ng. Co.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
Wood Bros. S. S. F. Company.
Traction Engine Plowi
Avery Company.
Lowell Steam Plow Company.
Reeves & Company.
'.l.‘ranlnortntion—
Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co.
wagon Beds
Brown Bros. Mfg. Co.

Wagon ‘rank-F
Brown Bros. Mfg. Co.
Star Tank Company.
Well Drilling Machinery
Pech Foundry 8r. Mfg. Company. Gus.

Closz & Howard Mfg. Company.

Ditch Adjustable Sieve Company.
Plymouth Manufacturing Company.

wma Stacks“
Russell Wind Stacker Company.
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HOFlZOHlEil Stationary Engines, with ELOOHIIS' Patent Automatic Cut-off,

- {51

Unequaled for Economy and Durabilityl all sizes t’rom 30 to 200 horse power.

‘.

HORIZONTAL ENGIﬂES. with Slide Valve uni Adjulitable Cut-0E, 30’1Slzes, from 10 to 300 horse power.

.

‘

l‘

VERTICAL ENGINES for Grain Elevators. Railing Mills, 3a., with Automatic or Slide Valve Cut-oil’, from
'50 to 700 horse power.

‘

"1’ \Q: h we bltv’jngs mu 1l‘nitarnv-u for all of the above ruginus, nu nhull bu plowed to quote prior-v for my size or style desired!)
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AN OLD TIME “CATALOGUE."
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(About 1870)
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Heat and Power
There are many

terms

used in

treatises or articles on power appli
cation that are only partically un
derstood by those reading them, or
the meaning of which does not clear
ly appear from the connection in
which they are used; so that an ex
planation of some of them will not be
out of place in a paper devoted to the
interests of steam power users.
Heat is a form of energy resulting
from the motion of the particles of
which the heat giving body or sub

walls of the containing vessel, when
it is known as pressure. The “pres
sure” of steam in a boiler is simply
the heat or motion of the ﬁre commu
nicated to water and confined for
greater convenience

‘relation between them.

ale
Familiar ex

amples of this convertability may be
found in the case of the steam or gas

this,

212 degrees until the water is all

of use in the brakes are applied to a moving car,

steam engine. In the gasoline 'or oil resulting in the production of heat.
engine the heat energy is used di
There are two forms of heat; sen

corresponding to its temperature, is

subject of the tables familiar to al

most every reader of books pertain
ing to steam. It is just at the point
of either condensation or superheat
ing. That is, the slightest abstrac

tion of heat will cause a correspond—
ing condensation into water; and
the slightest addition of heat will
change the steam in a corresponding
degree from saturated to superheat
ed steam.

tent until the ions or particles sepa

Speciﬁc heat is a term also often

met with. But it is merely compar
ative; indicating the ratio between
the quantity of heat required to
warm that body one degree and the

as when water

changes to steam; or metal becomes
Sometimes the bodies af

quantity of heat required to warm

IN VIRGINIA.

cooling takes place—as when steam
water;

steam is latent heat; and it is called
the latent heat of steam.

known as saturated steam. This is
the steam whose properties are the

rate from their original mass and

or condenses to

The heat that enters the

water from boiling till it becomes

which it is formed and a pressure

and it may increase in force and ex

returns

boiled away.

Steam having a temperature cor

known to us as heat. Naturally this
movement is more or less forcible.

molten.

the instrument will stand at

responding to that of the Water from

bly small. The present conception of
them is that they move each separate
from the other; and the more ener
getic their movement the greater the
manifestation of the phenomenon

fected will return to their original
state when the motion subsides—when

but, although the

water goes on receiving heat after

engine already referred to, and in the
conversion of work into heat when

stance is composed; these particles
are called ions; and are unthinka

take another form;

grees Fahrenheit;

Courtesy Arthur Ziglcr, Wall Trap

or

rectly by quick combustion of the
the iron becomes hard again. Some
vaporized fuel at the instant it is
times the change becomes permanent,
as in the gases exhausted from a gas needed. Simply different methods of
oline or other liquid fuel engine. In getting the heat to the cylinder where
either case the power exerted by the its energy of motion can be utilized
multitude of moving particles is ex in doing work. Heat and mechanical
ceedingly great, and when conﬁned it work are convertible into each other;
is exerted with great force upon the and there is an exact and invariable

sible heat and latent heat. Sensible
heat is that of which we are sensible;
which aﬁects the thermometer. La
tent heat is that heat which does not
aﬂect the thermometer.
For in
stance, when water is boiled at at
mospheric pressure, a thermometer
placed in it would stand at 212 do

an equal weight of water of a certain
temperature one degree higher.
Quantities of heat are measured
by the unit of heat, which is rela

tively the same as the inch or the
foot used in measuring distances, or
the pound to measure weight. The
unit of heat, technically known as the
British thermal unit, is the amount of

July, 1908.
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heat necessary to raise the tempera
ture of one pound of distilled water
from 62° to 63° F.
.
Since there is an exact relation be
tween heat and work, an idea of this
relation can better be had by an un
derstanding of the unit of work. By
the term work is meant the overcom

a matter of estimate, since a boiler
that would furnish plenty of steam
for one engine, might be hard pressed
in performing the same service for
another of the same rated horse pow

steam and partly in the design of

Incrustation means

the boiler generating it; and the real
efficiency or measure of utility ofthe
boiler is deﬁned by the amount of wa
ter it can turn into steam in a cer

and scale is a familiar example of it.

er, but, as generally understood a tain length of time and the amount
horse power as applied to steam boil
of coal necessary for this work.
ers is 30 lbs. of feed water at a tem
Articles relating to boiler scale
perature of 100° F. transformed in
one hour into steam at 70 lbs. gauge most always contain references to

conductor over the heated surface of
the water, causing overheating and
burning of such surface. The best

ing of a resistance through space;
and the amount of work is measured
by the resistance overcome multiplied pressure, and this standard is doubt
by the distance through which it is less suﬁicient, because the same test
overcome; the resistance being meas will determine two things; ﬁrst, the
ured in pounds and the distance in steam making capacity of the boiler,
feet. So that a unit of work is speci and second, its evaporative eﬁicien
ﬁed in pounds and feet.
For in cy, and this is all that it is neces
stance, of a body weighing 10 lbs. is sary to know in determining the com_
But,
lifted through a height of ﬁve feet. mercial rating of boilers.
then the resistance, which is 10 lbs. Hawkins says, it is a fact that, with
multiplied by the distance through out an engine attached, there is no
which it is overcome, which in this such thing as calculating the horse
instance is 5 feet, is equal to 10><5= power of a boiler upon general prin
A well constructed engine
50 foot-pounds of work.
And the ciples.
unit of work is the work done in with a given pressure of steam upon
raising one pound through a vertical

height of one foot, and is called the
foot-pound. No reference is bad to
the time taken to do the work, for
the same amount of work is done,
whether it takes one minute or one

The reader should not confuse

the lack of the element of time here
with the unit of horse power; which
is the work necessary to raise 33,000
lbs. one foot high, or 33,000 foot
pounds, in one minute.
Now with reference to the relation
between the unit of heat and the unit
of work. Dr. Joule determined by ex
periment that one pound of water
was increased in temperature one de
gree by the work done on it during
the descent of 772 lbs. through one

foot; and a number of careful ex
periments led him to conclude that
one British thermal unit was equiva
lent to 772 foot-pounds of work. A

noted German engineer, by different
methods, ﬁxed the value at 774.5 foot
pounds; and Professor Rowland, of
Boston, with an apparatus similar

to Joule’s, but larger, arrived at 778
foot-pounds as the most probable val
ue of the mechanical equivalent; and

nearly all modern works on this sub
ject give this latter value;

although

many textbooks still give the value
as 772 foot-pounds.
In the preceding

paragraph we

spoke of horse power; and this is
the calculation as applied to engines.
Boiler horse power, however, is more
1‘

‘44-’ 1'4 1" I?

heat conducting power, any thick in
crustation being an effectual non

method of avoiding incrustation is
seiving and ﬁltering the water be

the like.

this is impracticable on a threshingr

The carbonate is an element such as outfit, and the next best thing is to
iron, sodium, etc., which forms a un
keep the boiler free from scale by
ion with carbonic acid. This acid, or use of a good dissolvent and frequent
what might be better termed a gas, washing out.
is found plentifully innature, prin
Alfalfa Palace is Planned.
cipally combined with lime and mag
nesia;

and in this state is —one of

the worst enemies to a boiler. Sul
phates are formed by the action of
sulphuric acid upon an element such
as sodium, magnesia, etc. Sulphate
of lime is a union of sulphuric acid

to boilers because of the probability
of their giving up their free acid,
which corrodcs the metal. Silica is the
principal part of lake sand and pure

IN NORTH DAKOTA.
day.

The danger here is from the lack of

the component parts of the scale, as fore it enters the boiler at all, but
carbonates, sulphates and

a piston of a given area and moving and lime, met with in nature as gyp
at a certain velocity in feet per min sum. Sulphates are also dangerous

ute, will always, and under all con
ditions, develop the same power so
long as the boiler is able to furnish
a sutiicient quantity of steam to keep

a coating over,

While “corn is king” alfalfa is
undoubtedly “queen” in the West
ern states and to his queen, Kingr

Corn is to build a palace in Omaha
which will be one of the special fea
tures of the National Corn Exposi
tion to be held December 9 to 19.
The

“Alfalfa

Palace” is being

planned by the directors of the corn
show because of the increasing inter

est in the crop and its growing im
portance as a food for cattle. The

Courtesy C. A. Roger, Bowdon.

white sand is silica itself. It is quite palace is to be built of bales of al
whether the steam is taken from a soluble, and owing to its abundance falfa and lined with exhibits of al
boiler rated at 60 h. p. or 30.
Valuable
and its solubility, it is found largely in falfa and other grasses.
This is not the case with the boil all waters and is present in all boil premiums are to be offered for the
er, for, as already stated, a boiler that er scale. Its principal danger is in best types of the alfalfa plant, and
might furnish a sufficient quantity of its attaching itself to the boiler plate many growers will secure hay presses
steam to work a certain type of en or tubes in the form of scale. Mag and machines for baling the alfalfa.
gine up to a stated horse power with nesia is a ﬁne chalky powder,’ taste
Much attention is to be given al
out forcing the ﬁre, might, with an less and odorless; well known to falfa at the National Corn Exposi
other style of engine, be required to most housekeepers. In feed water, tion as it is now recognized that it
be forced beyond the limits of safe it exists as an oxide or as a carbon is a necessary food for stock. The
ty or economy in order to generate ate.
This last is somewhat more best authorities have demonstrated
the same power and perform the same soluble in cold than hot water. Of that cattle cannot use to advantage
duty. Therefore, considering the va the incrusting salts, this carbonate of all the carbo-hydrates and oil in corn
rying conditions under which all magnesia is the most objectionable, without a protein ration. It is a
steam boilers are placed, there is no and in feed water that contains even waste to feed straight corn to stock
such thing as any reliable standard a small amount of it, can be expected in preparing them for market and the
rule for calculating the horse power to cause corrosion and pitting in the big packing houses are now paying
better prices for the stock fattened
of boilers; but only an approximate boiler.
one at the best. An evidence of this
There are two terms very common on a mixture of corn and alfalfa.
Then the mixture is cheaper. Few
is that any two engine builders are ly used in connection with steam boil
likely to send out the same size boil— ers, corrosion and incrustation. Cor feeders are still of the opinion that
ers with an engine of the same rated rosion is rusting or wasting away of they can afford to feed straight corn
usually apparent over worth 60 to 65 cents per bushel to
power. Experience has taught them the metal;
that to furnish steam suﬁicieut to the entire surface of the boiler and cattle for which they receive from
work their engines up to their rat is guarded against by careful clean $6.50 to $8.00 at the outside. For
ings, a certain sized boiler is required; ing and painting. It also occurs of this reason those interested in agri
and what might be considered, say, ten quite seriously at leaks in the culture are to secure exhibits and
20 h. p. by one manufacturer, might seams and at pipe joints in the boil give demonstrations of interest to
be considered ‘25 01' more by another, er. It can be controlled by proper every grower or feeder of alfalfa.
the difference being principally in painting and by careful attention to when the big palace is opened at
the economy of the engine in using leaks at any point, however small. Omaha in December.
up that pressure; and it matters not
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trash and causes a better union with

A System of Soil Culture
PROF. A. M. TENEYCK, in the industrialist.

the subsoil below, so that the capilla
ry water may be drawn up into the
surface soil, whereas, if a heavy coat
of stubble or manure plowed under
in this way is left without packing or
pulverizing, the furrow slice is apt to
dry out and the crop that is growing

So far as cultivation is concerned

there are three principal steps in the
conservation of soil moisture:

1. The soil must be loosend to a
considerable depth in order to pre
pare a. reservoir to receive the rain
and to carry the water downward in
to the soil. This is accomplished by
deep plowing or discing unplowed
lands.
2. The water
which is carried
downward into the subsoil must be

on the land may be injured by a
careless and shiftless methodsv of short interval of dry weather.
By setting the discs rather straight
farming which are yet too commonly
and
weighting the barrow, a disc har
practised by many farmers through
row may be used as a substitute for
out the West.
the subsurface packer, resulting in
Simple tillage, however, will not
a pulverizing and ﬁrming effect at
maintain the fertility of the soil. In
the bottom of the furrow slice.
fact, continuous cultivation, as pro
Very often, however, good plowing,
posed by Mr. Campbell, ought to ex
with the proper use of the common
haust the native fertility of soil more
barrow, may largely accomplish the
rapidly than may result'from less in
results required in preparing a proper
tensive culture.
It is the judgment of the writer, seed bed.
It is usually advisable to weight
after visiting the Pomeroy model

brought back again into the surface
soil where the seed is germinating farm at Hill City, Kansas, upon
which an intensive system of soil
and the roots are growing, and to ac
culture
has been carried out for the
complish this, a good connection
last six years, under the direct super
must be made between the furrow
vision of Mr. Campbell himself, that
slice and the subsoil, and this is the
purpose in the use of the surface the soil of this farm is already great
ly exhausted in fertility and will soon
packer.
'
become less productive than neigh
3. Finally, in order that the water boring land which has been less in
which is drawn up toward the surface tensively farmed, unless crop rota
by capillary action may not reach the tion and manuring to maintain soil
air and be wasted by evaporation, fertility are practised along thor
the upper two to four inches of soil ough culture.
must he kept mellow, in the form of

The greatest problem in Western

a soil mulch, which is accomplished
by frequent cultivation, and this is
applicable not only to corn. and other
intertilled crops, but also to wheat

agriculture today is not how to get
larger crops out of the soil for a few
years, but rather how to produce pay

ing crops every year-and at the same
time maintain the fertility and pro
Discing the land before plowing ductiveness of the land.
puts the soil of the furrow slice into
It is not necessary to have extra
better condition to reunite with the machinery in order to successfully
subsoil when the furrow is turned practise the system of culture out
over. The smooth, hard furrow bot lined above. The only implement re
tom, as left by the ordinary plow, is quired or recommended which is not
unfavorable to the proper union of in general use on every well equip
the furrow slice with the subsoil, in ped farm, is the subsurface packer.
order to cause a more complete un
The use of the packer is most es
ion of the furrow slice with subsoil. sential on late spring plowing when
the bottom of the furrow may be the purpose is to plant at once after
loosened by means of a shallow sub plowing. It is not so necessary to
soiling‘attachment to the plow.
use the subsurface packer on fall
Such a system of culture is intend plowing which is not intended to be
ed to favor the conservation of soil planted until the following spring.
moisture, and is thus especially but for sowing fall wheat, if the plow
adapted to regions where a limited ing preceds the sowing by a very
or irregular rainfall makes the most short interval, the subsurface pack
careful methods of soil culture neces er may be used very advantageously.
sary in_order to store and conserve
When the land is allowed to lie
the water in the soil and get the most for a considerable period after plow
use fom it in the production of crops. ing before the crop is planted, the
The principles stated above have settling of the soil, together with the
been known and practised more or cementing due to _rain, usually causes
less for a long time and are mostly the soil to repack and ﬁrm-up to a
included in what is known as the suﬁicient extent to make a good seed
“Campbell system of culture.” Mr. bed.
The subsurface packer is a hard
H. W. Campbell was among the early
apostles of “dry land farming” in running machine and it costs much
the West and perhaps done more to more to use it than it does to use the
call the attention. of Western farm common harrow or even the disc har
ers to the necessity and advantage of row. Thus at the Kansas Experiment
thorough cultivation of the soil than Station we have adopted the practice
of early plowing whenever it can be
any other investigator.

and other small grain crops.

The method of culture advocated by

Mr. Campbell is in fact simply good
tillage and thorough cultivation of
the soil at the right time, in the right
way, and in a systematic manner.
Good farming pays, everywhere.
The writer believes in the practica
bility of thorough tillage and good

cultivation on every farm, and the
increase in crops by such farming
will more than pay for the extra la

bor, and in a series of years should
leave our farms in a better state of
fertility and more capable of produc
ing crops than may result from the

done, in preferecne to subsurface
packing, using the harrow immedi

or ride the common straight tooth

9
face soil and keeping a mulch of mel
low soil in order to break the capil
lary movement of the Water and pre_
vent its evaporation is well recognized

by farmers generally, and is prac
ticed to a greater or less extent in
the cultivation of all kinds of crops.

After the crop is harvested the cul
tivation is not discontinued, but the
surface of the soil is loosened as soon

as possible after the crop is removed,
by the use of the discharrow, and
thus the soil is kept continually in a
condition to not only prevent the loss
of water already stored in the soil,

but also this same condition and mel
low surface favors the absorption of

rain and largely prevents the loss of
water by surface drainage.
The smooth, ﬁnely pulverized sur
face left by continuous light harrow
ing really defeats the purpose of the
cultivation, since soil in such condi

barrow in order to cause it to stir

tion will shed heavy rains, causing

and pulverize the soil deeper and

a waste of water which should have
been stored in the soil, and the surface
often becomes too ﬁne and compact,

prevent the “slicking” effect which
is apt to result from light harrowing.
Some types of soil can be plowed preventing the proper aeration of the
deeper than others, and the writer be soil and producing an unfavorable
lieves in deep plowing, at least every seed bed condition.

few years.

The deeper loosening of

Thus during the interval between

the soil not only takes a larger reser crops it is sometimes advisable to use
voir to catch the rain, but it gives the Acme or the disc barrow, in or
more room in which the soil bacteria dcr to keep the surface of the soil
may develop and prepare the plant open and mellow.
food.
The weed harrow or weeder is prob
It is known that certain bacteria in ably better adapted for harrowine.r
the soil have much to do with the wheat or other small grain than the
preparation of the food for plants, common straight tooth or slanting
and experiments have shown that tooth barrow. The weedcr is some
these bacteria are found largely in what objectionable on account of the
the surface six to nine inches of the wheels.
soil, or in that part of the soil which
When the ground is reasonably
is turned with the plow and stirred ﬁrm, the common harrow may be
with the cultivator; thus deep plow used without injury to the wheat.
ing favors the development of the
The writer questions whether it is
bacteria and the preparation of more necessary to continue the harrowing
available plant food than is the re after the wheat covers the ground
sult from shallow plowing.
well, unless heavy rains ﬁrm and pud
It may not be best to plow deep dle the soil, destroying the mulch of
every year; sometimes shallow plow
mellow earth. Usually this will not
ing will give better results, and occa occur.
sionally it is best not to plow at all.
In a single trial, wheat was har
The depth and frequency of plowing rowed when it stood ﬁve or six inches
will vary according to the nature of
the soil, a light or sandy soil requir
ing less depth of plowing and less
frequent plowing than a heavy, com
pact, clayey or “gumbo" soil.
This fact should be borne in mind,
that when the land is plowed deep, it

is necessary to reestablish the capil
lary connection of the soil with the

subsoil and prepare a good seed bed
by the methods described above, in

order that unfavorable results may
not occur from the deeper plowing.
Also, it is not advisable to plow
deeper than is usual practice, just

previous to planting. Rather, deep
plowing should be allowed to lie and
weather some time after plowing, be
fore planting.
In the ideal system of culture the
purpose is to keep a mellow soil mulch
on the surface of the land all of the

high and had stooled so as to nearly
cover the ground, and the mulch thus

produced was still in evidence at
harvest time. In this experiment the
ground was harrowed twice on the
same day. The yield of wheat on the
harrowed plot was on the average
three bushels per acre above that
from the ﬁeld adjacent, not harrowed.

This experiment, with others, was
carried at the North Dakota Experi
ment Station with spring wheat, and
it was observed that wheat harrowed
before it had stooled much was in
jured in stand and gave a lower yield
of grain than wheat not harrowed.
Wheat or other small grain may us
ually be harrowed without injury be
fore it comes up, but after the grain
is up it should not be harrowed un
til it has established

a good root

growth and made considerable top

'
time, not only during the growth of growth.
It
appears
that
even
with
winter
ately after plowing.
the crop but also in the interval be
wheat there may be some danger of
However, the principle involved in tween harvest and seeding time.
Thus after the crop is planted, the injury to the wheat if harrowed too
the use of the subsurface packer is
correct, and the lighter the soil and land is kept cultivated with the weed early in the spring, and the writer
the greater its tendency to remain er or barrow in order to break the would not, as a rule, advise to bar
loose and mellow the more necessary surface crust and conserve the soil row wheat in the fall.
Experiments in the harrowing of
becomes the use of the subsurface moisture, and following out the same
packer or similar implement, in or principle, the harrowing or work with wheat and in the practice of various
the weedcr is continued after the methods of culture for several crops
der to prepare a proper seed bed.
Also, in plowing under trash or ma grain or corn is up, and during the are being undertaken at the Fort
nure, subsurface packing, by pulver_ growing period frequent cultivation is Hays Branch Experiment Station and
also at the State Experiment Station
izing the bottom of the furrow slice, required for intertilled crops.
The principle of loosening the sur at Manhattan.
sifts the soil through the coarse
~_.4
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of ‘especial interest for them will be
made. At the headquarters, provis
ion will be made for the discussion
of questions in which they are inter
ested, the reception of new members
and the renewal of acquaintances
formed at the time of the ﬁrst con
vention of the association.
No formal meeting of the associa
tion will be held during the state
fair, the date of the next regular
meeting being next April, when it is
expected that a very large number of
Iowa threshermen will attend. In
Iowa there are about seven thousand
threshing outﬁts, and about seventeen
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ed under the auspices of the Des

G’This paper does not attempt to

Moines Thresher Club, and the asso

endorse opinions expressed in its
"correspondence" columns.
Entered as second-class matter st the
Post Oﬂce at St. Joseph. Mich.

ciation made Des Moines its regular

If you have decided on your pur

meeting place as the result of the
courteous treatment accorded the vis
itors by local people. It is this club.
too, that is “responsible” for the
proposed headquarters at the Des
Moines Fair, and its able president

chase for this season, it will be good and secretary,
business to get the order in as soon

Messrs.
Gunn and
Trueblood, may be depended upon to

as possible, so that when the thresh do their association justice.
ing season opens there will be noth
ing to wait for; no delay because of
At last it’s out. By means that
scarcity of cars, rush business or for would make interesting telling, and
any other reason.
This applies to lend comedy to Uncle Silas’ assump
everything, from a traction engine to tions of innocence of ways that are
a screwdriver; from a drive belt to
dark and tricks that are vain, he has
a copper rivet. Not only is every obtained an affidavit to some alleged
thing ready at threshing time, but. dark lantern methods pursued by
with early delivery, opportunity

ing strictly to his own business. He
does not start a quarrel; neither,
having “the courage _of his convic
tions,” will he side-track when an
argument does come up; all qualities

in which he has Si faded to a ﬁnish.
Then, again he is a good and use
ful friend of the farmer. Of course,
his gasoline tank will outsmell a

threshing wheat has been three cents
a bushel and the price for threshing
oats has been two cents a bushel.
The association unanimously agreed
to advance the threshing rates.
It

will cost the farmer four cents a
bushel this summer to get his wheat

threshed and two and one—half cents
for oats.
The combination is air
whole army of automobiles; but, like tight and bust-proof. The advanced
Uncle Silas’ billingsgate, it is his scale for threshing'goes.”
The foregoing, under the heading
only defence. And it is much the
most efficacious.
He’ll “Kill a “A Thresher Trust,” which appear
chicken” occasionally, but so will the ed in an Indiana paper two or three
other fellow, “and churn” besides. weeks ago, is a fair sample, proba-_
However, in the main his life is a bly, of the view of thresher-s’ organi
thousand men who own and operate round of usefulness to mankind; and zation that will in many instances be
when he is dead and gone_ his hide taken by the country press.
machinery.
Which suggests the advisability of
Good roads and bridges and busi goes to swell the account and, with
ness matters generally will be infor the gasoline evaporated, is used for the oﬁ‘icers of thresher associations
mally discussed by the thresher vis the adornment of human femininity, “getting there ﬁrst” with correct in—
itors at the time of the state fair, while his name is prostituted to the formation for the rural scribe, so that
and without doubt much will be ac use of mud slingers and billingsgate he will have no excuse for scare heads
and wrong presentment of facts. The
complished toward greatly increased artists of the Clarke type.
We suppose that we might retort press is the molder of public opinion,
membership and interest in the af
fairs of the association, and a huge by referring to Mr. Clarke as a coyo and it will help every way to see to
attendance next April.
The Town te; about as worthless and cowardly it that the reporters are accurately
Threshermen’s Association was form a creature as we know anything informed, at least.
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known on application.
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is

The Review editor some years ag0—
had to check over and see that no when he was not editor. nor stock
mistake has been made, or if any, to holder, but an employs of the maker
have them corrected before time to of the afiidavit; suﬁicient evidence
thresh. This has all be said by us of the value thereof. And reference
before, but it is timely now, and to this is Mr. Clark's only reply to
worth repeating.
this paper's request for news of
where he was at when, a real issue
In connection with the foregoing
needed attention.
is another matter, a practice that
That isn’t fair,

Brother

Clarke.

manufacturers and dealers say is sur

prisingly frequent: that of forgetting
to put name or address on the order.
This seems almost unbelievable; but
as a matter of fact a ‘number of in
telligent people do that very thing;

As a general thing thresherman don ’t
care anything about what Mr. James
R. Stone did or did not do to you or

your paper a few years ago.

But

they are interested in having your

about. But then, no coyote ever did
anything to us, and, besides,——

The

Hoosier

Basket

Brigade

What’s the use?

Threshing Club is the name of a

Speaking of ﬂirting with manufac

newly organized body of rural resi
dents, south of Hartford City, India~
us. There are sixteen members, and

turers, wonder if Uncle Silas remem

bers a bit of ﬂirtation he carried on it is the purpose of the club to as
“a. few years ago” with them in a sist one another in threshing. At the
letter urging them not to patronize close of harvest the members, their
this paper because it was telling families and invited friends will have
threshermen how to save money by a big jolliﬁcation at the home of one
taking advantage of cash discounts of the members.
'
in buying machinery
“Giving
The Pink Tea Threshing Club, or
away your discounts to thresher ganized two years ago among the
men” is what he called it. His “Rec farmers west of the same city, will
ord for fair and honest dealings!” be active this season. The father of
Bah!
the club and one of its most enthusi
astic members, is now a resident of
But what's the use!
Hartford City, but he will assist in
the threshing, the same as ever.
There is a suggestion here for the
Now a last word about the manu
facturer and the thresherman’s asso county associations of thresherme'n
ciation; although the whole conten that have been. organized during this
tion is so idiotic and so evidently and other years. The jolliﬁcation.
from ulterior motive as to be hardly with families and friends, might take
worth the while.
the form of an in-door celebration or
Let us supposc—although this will it might be deferred till summer, just
be far from the truth—that every before threshing starts—in the latter
thresher manufacturer in the coun case the meeting might begin with a
try is opposed to threshermen’s asso good business session, which would
ciations.
What difference does it come at a most opportune time; with
make one way or another? If the the jolliﬁcation afterward.
But in
thresherman 'wants to organize he any event these social sessions are
will do it; and no manufacturer on good things both for thresherman and
earth can even hinder him.

He does customer.

reason for not attending a county not need the manufacturer’s aid. He
meeting of T. N. P. A., held in your is better of without it. While, as a
not answered or no attention paid to
In this issue will be found an ex
own city, although you were in town matter of fact, every association of
the order. Sometimes, through the
tract from an article in the Engineer
at the time, and you ought to tell any note owes its existence to the
assistance of the postmaster, the re
ing Magazine which discusses the
them why. Of course, it won’t be manufacturer or his agents, yet there
ceiver of the order learns the address.
costs of production in some phases;
a pleasant confession to make, direct are associations of which little is
and which we print as an example of
But the trouble can be avoided by
ly on the heels of your “turning tur heard, organized solely through the
the necessity manufacturers ﬁnd of
remembering this very essential point
tle” fabrication, but you owe it to eiforts of threshermen
themselves knowing to the last degree What their
sign your letter, giving the address
yourself and your readers to “make and without any outside aid or
output costs, and the reasons there
also.
good.” And the next time you ﬁre “steering committees,” that are in
for, and for diﬁerent plans to this
your blunderbuss better see to it proportion quite as successful as the
Initial steps for the establishment
end for different kinds of business.
that the breechpin does not blow others; more so, in fact.
“And But it will' be seen that, es
of headquarters of the Iowa Thresh
out.
there ye ar-re,” as Mr. Dooley would pecially where there is competi
ermen’s Association at the Iowa State
Were we inclined to indulge in say. It’s poor business to try to tion, there is need for acareful
Fair in Des Moines next fall have
been taken by the oﬁicers of the as face-making and calling names, in make capital by encouraging dissen estimated table of costs; and the
sociation, though the fair is nearly stead of dealing out “real” facts, we sion between the manufacturer and greater the competition, the greater
two
months away.
Though the might have beaten Uncle Silas to it his customer. It’s worse than that; the need for accurate knowledge of
threshermen’s organization of Iowa in the matter of pole cat-ic referen it ’s fool business.
costs. As indicated, before a knowl
is still young, having been formed ces.
edge of actual cost is obtained, the
However, upon consideration we
only since last April, it now has a
“This afternoon by agreement the manufacturer or producer is uncer
membership of several hundred, and remember that the little animal owners of all the threshing machines tain regarding proﬁts. In fact, he
new members constantly are being whose name he uses with ma owned in Allen and counties border should have1 this information before
added to the list. It is anticipated licious intent does not possess ing on Allen County, met in the as deﬁnitely ﬁxing prices on his product.
that large numbers of the association many traits in common with Mr. sembly room of the court house and
This is as true with reference to
For Mephitis Mephitica formed an association behind closed the manufacture of threshing machin
members will be in Des Moines to at Clarke.
tend the state fair and consequently is
a good natured
little chap, doors. Forty men were present.
cry as with other goods; and there
arrangements to furnish something willing to live and let live, attend
“For several years the price for are few, if any, manufacturers in
and then wonder why their letter is
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this line who do not know just what
their product is costing to manufac
ture and to market; and who ﬁx their

prices accordingly.
some of them, for
do not receive the
their cost system.
And, as stated by

And even then
various reasons,
full beneﬁt of
the writer refer

red to, there is no business wherein

such a system could not be proﬁta
bly employed.

The only reason for

continued loss in any business is that
it is conducted without knowledge of
or regard to cost of production. If
the owner does not know what such
cost is, he should inform
himself.

This done it is not likely that he will
continue business further without ar
ranging for doing so proﬁtably, eith
er by a. reduction of cost of produc
tion or by an increased price, or both.
Failing of either, the only thing is to
go out of business; a. last resort that
the average man will not do unless
absolutely unable to remedy the
trouble.
The same rule should work with
the thresherman. He should know
exactly what it costs him for every
day of his threshing. Taking this in

pers are especially insistent in their are to be in the contest, and to credit
admiration of the King drag because the contestants for the time put in
of the work it is doing in those dragging on their road taxes.
states; and in the former state the
This progressive board has worked
board of supervisors of one county out a scheme that cannot fail to be
(Jefferson) has offered money prizes of very great beneﬁt to the roads of
aggregating $629.00 for the mainte their county.
Every farmer and
nance of Jefferson County highways farmer’s boy within miles of the fair
with the drag for ten months ending grounds will either learn the useful
March 1, 1909.
Divided
equally ness of the drag by taking part in
among the seventeen free rural deliv the contest or by seeing and driving
ery lines of the county, the amount over roads which his neighbors have
appropriated for each route is $37.00. made with it in the contest.
This amount is divided into ﬁrst,
It is to be hoped that many other
second and third prizes for the mile, organizations in this and other states
three-quarters, one-half and one will adopt this plan. With about a
quarter which is kept in best condi third or less of the money spent on
tion during the period named. Rural clay or loam roads in the state, they
carriers, who travel the routes daily, could be kept in ﬁrst class condition
are to be the judges, and they will by using the drag. There ought to
make daily markings on each piece of he such a drag on every mile of clay
road. The entries indicate a wide in or loam road in the state, and the
terest in this movement. People ap farmers using it after every rain.
pear to very generally agree that the
road drag does more work for less

money than any machine ever in
vented, and the probabilities are that
Jeﬂerson County will have nearly a
hundred miles of better highway the
coming year than she has ever had.
connection with the average number
But over in Missouri, as shown by
of bushels threshed per day, he will an editorial from the Council Bluffs
be in position to know the average Nonpareil, reprinted on another page
cost of threshing each bushel of of this issue, one lone farmer_sur
wheat or oats, and know it absolute prised a party of touring oiﬁeials
ly.

Knowing this, he can at once

with his accomplishment with a drag.

see whether he is getting more than And it is this Christian ’s quiet exam
cost for his work. If he is getting ple that we wish to commend to our
enough more, to make a reasonable readers. Such men as this, working
proﬁt for his investment, and decent quietly and without expectation of
wages for himself, well and good. reward other than that coming from
His business is on a satisfactory ba a knowledge of work well done, that
SIS.
are real public benefactors, while
But we are afraid that, when they they incidentally reap a large meas
come to ﬁgure up, the majority will ure for themselves. Which would
ﬁnd that they have not this cause for you rather have to your credit, his
congratulation; and that a careful mile of good road, or the “disagree
analysis of the ﬁgures will show that able” stretch at either end‘?
.
they are making but little, if any
thing, above expenses.
For these
there is the alternative of reducing

The call
expenses or raising prices; possibly brethren in
both. For the ratio must be changed written in
in some way or the operator faces the commentary
other and most uncomfortable alter

native of going out of business, per
haps after years of effort.
This last, however, seems hardly
necessary. The better thing is to‘set
the price at a living rate, and urge
your neighbors to do the same thing.
Not easy, you will say. But it's ea
sier than to work year after year,

through the entire season, wearing
out your good machinery, with noth—
ing but the experience to show for it.
Threshing is a most necessary oper

from one of the Iowa
this

issue

for planks,

good faith, is a telling

on the present law of
that state with respect to the plank

ing of bridges.
His speciﬁcations
call for enough timber to make a fair
sized wagon load of itself, say noth
ing of other matters the threshermen

must have with him while on the
road. We hope it will not be long
before Brother Bergin and others
like him will have no need for this
lumber yard accessory. It certainly
will not be long if the Iowa thresher
men do their whole duty in the prem
ises.

ation. Without the thresherman the
present day farmer would be in a
The split log drag is making itself
sad

plight indeed.

Then let the
popular

thresherman demand what is right
fully his. Not arrogantly, not apolo

II

in Wisconsin,

where the

Pierce County fair board recently
decided to offer a list of four sub
getically, but as man to man, let him
stantial prizes, the smallest of which
insist on having his rightful due.
is $8.00, for the best split log drag
exhibited at the fair. In awarding
We have had considerable to say in the prizes the judges are instructed
favor of the King road drag; princi to take into consideration the amount
pally because we believe it to be by of improvement which each drag has
long odds the cheapest and most ef accomplished on a stretch of road
fective road implement we have heard during the summer. The board is go
of, and because we also believe that ing to hold a meeting at which a mem
the thresherman farmer can with it ber of the highway division of the
do good and eﬁective work in a cause state geological survey at Madison
will instruct their contestants on how
in which he is most vitally interest
ed; that of good roads.
to make their drags, and how to use
We believe in the road drag be them. A pamphlet on the drag, issued
cause we are compelled to by the by the highway division, will be dis
mass of evidence in its favor that tributed at the same time.
has come and is continually coming
The fair board is urging the town
to our notice. Iowa and Texas pa oﬁicers to grade up the roads which

“His Master’s Voice.”
when the eagle screams.

cording to grade. Then he would not
suﬂer from such misrepresentations,
and the buyer would also be protect
ed, knowing from the stamp'just what
he is getting.
‘
By the time another issue of The
Review goes to press threshing will
have begun in the Eastern and Gen
tral states; and we hope that every

thresherman will know, before start
ing the season’s work, exactly what
it costs to thresh, and will have made

his charge accordingly.

It’s poor

business threshing for fun, and pay

ing besides for the privilege.

Don’t

be the one to start it.
Another thing that will be a neces

sity in this connection is a simple
but effective method of book-keeping;
of keeping track of every bit of out
lay and income during the season; of
the men’s time, and other items of

expense or outlay. Suppose you had
That's a book that was so carefully gotten

up as to tell you what each entry
should be, and

The Locomotive is very much of
the opinion that all boiler tubes
should be indelibly stamped at the
mills where they are made; so that
an inspection of such tubes, even,
when they have been in service for a
long time, would reveal their origin

and the degree of excellence ascribed
to them by their makers. Such
stamping would certainly be of ad

how

to make it.

\Vouldn’t you have it quick’ The
account book printed by The Thresh_
ermen’s Review is such a book, and
no good threshermen can afford to
be without one. But whatever the
method, don't run the rig hit or miss
this season. Know every minute just
what you are doing, and keep a relia
ble record of it.

The effect of good roads on farm
values is emphasized by statistics.
since the stamp would constitute at In Mississippi, for instance, farm
least an implied guarantee of the values have increased but 38 per cent.
grade of the tube, which he would in in ﬁve years. Mississippi is one of
sist be made to such standard; and the most backward states in the Un
vantage to the buyer of the tubes, as
well as to the manufacturer himself;

this would naturally tend to create ion in the building of good roads.

In

conﬁdence in and a demand for his Illinois, Which has built many miles
of improved highways, farm lands
product.
The gravity of the situation is em have increased in value 60 per cent.
phasized for The Locomotive by the in ﬁve years, almost twice as fast as
States which have
failure of a tube for a boiler insured in Mississippi.
adopted a program of making good,
by that company.
A four-inch tube ruptured in the hard roads, have invariably felt the
boiler referred to, and a new tube, lift-up. In counties where there are
represented to be of the ﬁrst quality, good roads the difference in the value
was purchased from a local and pre of a farm on an improved highway
sumably reputable dealer, to take its and one that is not is striking proof
place. The new tube was somewhat of what the investor thinks of con
too long, so that it was necessary to venience of access to town and mar
out about six inches off from one end ket.
of it, before it was set in the boiler.

While the cut was being made, the

Many railroads make a practice of

tube split apart at the weld for some rating their engines according to their
distance, and it was, of course. re condition or length of time out of the
jected at once. Examination of the shop. Thus, an engine newly over

end of the tube disclosed the fact hauled is rated 100 per cent. That is,
that the weld had been made by mere the engine is supposed to pull its full
ly butting the edges of the tube to tonnage rating. After the engine has
gether, without the slightest attempt had a predetermined length of ser
at scarﬁng.
vice and has become somewhat worn
This tube was bought for a ﬁrst and run down through continuous ser
class one, and was to be set in a vice, but not enough to justify taking
boiler carrying a working pressure into shop for an overhauling, the rat
of -50 lbs. to the square inch; and ing is reduced a certain percentage,
under these circumstances, it would say 10 per cent., as it is assumed that
have been some comfort to be able to this engine cannot handle the same
trace it with certainty to its maker, tonnage at the same speed as the
and see what he had to say about its newly overhauled engine. After the
being made with a butt weld, and engine has become further worn and
about its splitting apart when under weakened its tonnage rating is still
no stress except that due to the ac
tion of the cutting-oﬁ tool.

According to the representations
this tube came from a well-known
and highly reputable tube manufac
turing concern.
Probably this statement is wrong;

further reduced and it becomes, say,

a 75 per cent. engine.

In other

words, the engines are rated accord

ing to their general conditions.
Brother threshermau, what is the

rating of your engine‘l' If it is a 75

per cent-er otherwise than from
but there is also the presumption that long and faithful service, who has
it is correct. If wrong, then the man been to blame’! Considerate usage
ufacturer suffers from
neglect to counts as much with a traction eu

stamp every piece of his product ac

gine as it does with a horse.
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“coal on the ground” costs about
$5.50. We use about $4.25 worth
per day; oil, 75 cents. 'So the total

reading very well; but when harvest
time comes around and I get sight of

expense to the township is about $20
per day. The township boards the
ﬁreman, the rest board themselves.

\vhizzing by I get homesick and feel
like leaving the road and going where
I can hear the hum of the cylinder

the threshing machines

as

we

go

We use a Royal push grader, which and where the boys are always hap
is a good one, built by Smith & Sons py; for they don ’t have the worry
of Kansas City. We use our tank on their mind that the railroad man
behind the engine continuously; coal does.
Geo. W. Hatch.
on tank and on grader also. Then
we keep one tank on the roads, with

South Chicago, Ills.

*

*

*

one pump on each tank, so we can
transfer the water while the ﬁreman

From Sparta.

tank wagons are not very strong we
couple a % inch chain to engine,
running under tank to grader, and
through clevis on rear end of tank

I own and operate a. Keck-Gonner
man outﬁt, 18-horse engine, 36x60
separator and No. 3 Buckeye sawmill,
which makes a good rig.

Editor Review:—Please ﬁnd en
is oiling up; so we lose very little
closed 75 cents, for which send to
time.
the address herewith The Thresher
Last year we had a 15-horse en men's Review and Account Book. I
gine; this year we have a 15-horse
like The Review all right, and there
Peerless; both very good. I liked the is lots of good sound talk in it. A
ﬁrst engine for speed, but the Peer man can learn from the experiences
less has the pulling power. As most of others.

Defends McRill.
Editor Review:—Have been a read
er of The Review for several years

and like the paper ﬁne. Also the live
letters from live threshemen and
have never felt like stopping my pa
per, for the simple reason of read
ing a letter in the paper which did
not line up with my ideas in every
respect.
In the April number on page 14

you will ﬁnd a letter written by Mr.
\Vestfall wherein you will notice he
has been throwing stones at F. A.

all up in short pieces. The two teeth
couple pole.
'
we lost were lost the second day we
As we have had considerable rain
run, and we have not broke or lost
so far, we have sometimes got into
one since.
the ditch and have to uncouple to
Last fall, 1907, our repair bill on get out; but we get used to that. Our
the separator was 15 cents; which
daily travel is from 15 to 20 miles;
was for blower rope.
or 11/2 miles once over per day. Re
It is plain to see that. a machine member we pull the grader in hard
that needs so little repair is a steady pan -and gumbo when no 12 to 15
runner and a money saver for both
horses could do the work.

Besides,

the thresher and the farmer.
the heat of the sun has no eﬁect on
Before the Avery rigs were used
around here I thought it was a big
thing to run a half a day without a

the engine.
I guide and handle the thottle most

Now a few words in regard to
threshing. To make a success one

must be on the square; treat all
alike; one price for all; get to a
man ’s job on time, do it good, and get
away; keep the good will of your

customers and aim to keep it, and
you are all right.
With regard to the saw mill. Al
ways take your time in ﬁling and

dressing your saws. See that every
tooth is swaged alike, and you will
cut smooth lumber, and do it with

of the time. With regard to cost, I
separator; think at the foregoing ﬁgures the less power. I‘ have heard men say
but since we run our rig we have work is done very cheaply. As this “My saw never runs crooked.” Why ‘3
stop on account of the

McRill’s letter, just because he gave

a few pointers and good clear state
ments in regard to the threshing bus
iness in his part of the country. In
the ﬁrst place Mr. F. A. McRill did

not send this letter to The Review.
as it reads very plainly that it was
published in his home (county) pa

threshed two weeks without a stop letter is getting rather long I will

on account of the rig; and that is the close, wishing all Review readers a
way all the Averys run around here.
most prosperous season.
Now in regard to Mr. McRill be
St. Marys, Kas.
E. S. Durry.

ing handy with the tongue, as Mr.
Westfall calls it, does not prove that
his statements are not true.

As 1'

*

*

think it is easier for a man who does

ty strong to a fellow who has never
run a “Yellow Fellow” thresher, but

to run an Avery for yourself a short
time will convince you that Mr. Mc
Rill spoke the whole truth and noth
ing but the truth; and will also ﬁnd
that this did not happen to be the
only Avery rig that could do what he
claimed for his as all the Avery rigs
I know of are record smashers, and
grain savers, and

we have a few

Avery rigs around here that will al
so save a man his threshing bill over
lots of machines that are running
in this locality. That is true about
the Avery being the longest separat
or built. They are the best belted

they

have

never run one

*

a bushel for wheat and rye, and 2%

-

Gets Homesick.

per I suppose, and it was sent to The

Review editor by the Avery folks,
and I think this letter was well
worth printing space in The Review.
The statements that Mr. McRill
makes in his letter may sound pret

Because

long enough to give it a chance. The
man that never out a crooked line
never run a saw very long.
I furnish the hands and get 5 cents

Editor Reviewz-I have not been

good work to tell good about than it threshing any for the last two sea

is if he does poor work and then sons, but I like The Review as well
tries to boast about it, as it then as I ever did; and I think that, if
takes a little crooked talk to make everything is favorable, I may go
with a threshing machine again this
both ends meet.
Now, if a man wants to tackle Mr. fall. I think The Review is a great
McRill’s statements, why don’t he help to anyone interested in thresh
mention this one where he says he ing machinery, and I sometimes see
threshed a stack of clover which an article that is of great help to a
had been hulled with a clover huller railway man as well as a thresher;
three weeks before out of the wind and for that reson I intend to keep
row and had two big rains on it after The Review on my desk with the
it was hulled. The other' fellow got rest of the magazines.
I am working for the B. & O. rail
20 sacks and the “Yellow Fellow”
got 18 sacks; and the other fellow road; have been with this company
was a day doing it and the Avery for more than a year, and like railthree hours. Pretty good, isn’t it’!

cents for oats. Brother threshermen.
if you are going to thresh, get the
big cylinder, a good feeder and lots
of power, and you are all right. The

ﬁrst thing in starting up a new make
of machine is to ﬁnd out what it will
handle and do it right.

But as this is getting long I will
ring 0E, wishing the boys all suc
cess.

A. \V. Pillers.

Sparta, Ills.
*

*

*

A Comer.
Editor Review:—-As I have never

seen any letter from this county of
St. Clair, and I never get tired read

ing the live letters in The Review, so
I thought it proper to butt in. My

That does not seem unreasonable to
me at all for an Avery.

And I want to say that if anybody
wants a rig to do as good as Mr.

McRill’s, to buy an Avery as they
machines I have ever seen and that

includes the bulk of them. It does
not have a belt narrower than 4 inch
es; and the heavy part is driven from
both sides. Good belts are what
make a separator run steady if the

rest of the machine is built accord
ingly, which you will ﬁnd on an
Avery. You will also ﬁnd that the
Avery has the best cylinder teeth
made.

They are hand made, of tool

steel, which speaks for itself.
_
We have lost two teeth in three
falls, and threshed one fork, handle
and all, one S-inch alligator wrench,

will do as good as this one did if
properly run.
Yours truly,
G. H. Flag'l'nann.
Faulkton, S. D.
*

*

*

Road Grading.
Editor Review:—I see that you are
interested to the extent of a letter on
road grading. I will say that I am
a very poor scribe; but will do the
best I‘ can.
I myself do not own an engine; but
am employed by the township, which
hires an engine.

This and the ﬁre

one center board which had been re
paired with a. piece of old tire about
two feet long put around the upper
end of the board to keep it from

man are hired' by the day at $7.50 pei
day of ten hours; or 75 cents per
hour—as you may consider it. The
guider gets $2.20; water man and

splitting.

team, $3; man to handle grader, $2;

It cut that old buggy tire
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time may be lost ‘by l Rumely Engines, they last long knows what the Ruth Feeder is. Each
bundle is pulled out into a long thin
those
in
immediate enough to earn money for their own
band of straw and fed into the ma
ers
and
sometimes
their
children
as
need of an outﬁt.
chine evenly.
well.
Rumely‘ Double Geared
Rumely Clover HIIIIG'IB.
Rumely Ideal Separator.
Traction Engines. ‘
(‘auada and the European coun
The superiority of the Rumely tries have stringent laws that regu
The place to begin
building an engine is Ideal Separator is the only thing that late the sale of clover and alfalfa
with the boiler.
We will account for its remarkable rec
seed. Only the purest and best can
do that. We buy and ord during the last three years since be sold there.
All inferior grades
inspect the steel and it was put on the market. The num- ' and those mixed with noxious weeds
rivets. We have with ber sold has increased rapidly and are exported to the United States.
us a force of men who steadily and it is all in the design. At last our farmers are awakening
have done nothing but The correct principles of separation to the necessity of threshing their
build boilers the last are embodied in a machine that is own seed at home, and now they are
thirty-ﬁve years. We properly constructed of woods of the willing to pay from $10.00 to $11.00
ﬁnest ﬁber, and of the best metals.
Some people do not believe there is

and more per bushel for clover seed.

to take the heat into much in this. “Iron is iron,” they
the water instead of say. We do not. We know that in
allowing it to escape one place the soft cast iron with plen
through
the
smoke ty of silicon will give the best service.
stack.
Almost all In another place hard ﬂinty iron will
threshermen have resist the wear better. Then, again,
a plate of steel will stand the strains
heard of the pecu

gest in the history of the country.

put in plenty of stay
bolts and ﬁnes enough

A young man came into our office, liarity of our fire box by this time.

to my desk, a few days ago to buy a
separator.
We discussed our ma
chine. He listened with interest to
the description of the Rumely Ideal
Separator and the principles it em
bodies. When I' began to tell him
about the workmanship and the qual
ity of materials used by us, he re
marked, “You need not tell me that.

best.

In another place the malleable

It is so good that those who have the
Rumely SlopingSide Firebox tell

casting is needed to stand the knock

their neighbors about it and of the

case with which they can clean the

is required and the cylinder teeth
must be just right or they will bend

boiler.

or break.

One can reach his arm in up

to his shoulder to get the scale and
mud from every point of the water
space.
Our boilers are amply large.

For

I know Rumely goods. We have had the sake of saving a few dollars in
them atour house ever since I was a metal we are not willing to have our
child.
In 1857 my grandfather customers waste hundreds of dollars
bought his ﬁrst machine of M. Rume in fuel in forcing more than the right
ly, the founder of your plant. He op amount of steam from a boiler that
erated two outﬁts and, after his
is too small for the engine. We pre
death, my father purchased three.
for to provide from ﬁve to eight
This machine that I am getting will
horse-power more of heating surface
be the sixth Rumely separator owned
than is called for.

That saves fuel.

by our family. Six machines in ﬁfty- ’
Our cylinders are molded by two
one years! I know how they last, and
men who mold cylinders every day in
I‘ know what kind of work they do.
the year. Part of the machine work
You need not tell me about that.”
is performed by a man who does the
This ‘account tells the whole story.
same kind of work on the same ma
Rumely goods are good goods because
chine in the same place all the year
they are honestly made by a family
through. It is not piece work, and he
that does nothing but build engines
has time to do his work carefully and
and threshing machinery. We know
well. After working hours he takes
that no 'get-rich-quick methods will
his family of ﬁve little girls boating
succeed in the'long run. The integri
and ﬁshing on the lakes and looks

ing.

In the cylinder bars reﬁned iron

We have all of these, and

it is this we mean when we say we
have the right thing in the right

The present clover crop is the big
The demand for seed will be enor
mous and hence every one who is
awake will want his seed threshed.
Clover and alfalfa hulling is prof
itable work when done with the right

machine. It requires but a small en
gine for power and few men to oper
ate.
The majority of the boilers
bought are paid for at the end of the
ﬁrst season. This money is earned
by
the
machine
during
the
ﬁrst season of its operation.

from

being proﬁtable,

Aside

hulling

is

pleasant work, as it is done in the in
place.

vigorating atmosphere of the fall
Rumely Ideal Separators are so time.
constructed that immediately under
Owing to the delicate construction
the cylinder the straw passes over of the seed and the nature of its
openings and is carried up an incline growth, more care than given to the
by an endless chain rake. Through purchase of ordinary farm machinery
is necessary in the selection of a hul
the many large openings ninety-ﬁve
ler. Realizing the needs of this kind
per cent. of the grain drops through
of work we designed the Rumely
to the grain pan within a few feet of (‘lover and Alfalfa Huller. We ask
the .cylinder leaving but a small num parties who desire to thoroughly in
ber of kernels to be separated by the vestigate the huller they buy and
rest of the machine.

Nor do we stop

know its

advantages

as compared

at this point. We want our machine
to waste nothing, hence we build it

with other hullers, to write us for cat

broad and long. While moving to
ward the rear the straw is whipped

Hullers are made of the pattern hav

alog describing our hullers.

Rumely

ing stemming and rasp cylinder, and
from the bottom with vibrating ﬁn in two sizes. The Rumely Standard
gers that agitate it and cause the Hnller has 34" cylinder by 42" sepa
grain to pass through, but a nice bal rator, and the Rumely Special Hul
ance of one part against the other lcr has 40" cylinder and 56" separa
makes the machine steady. There is tor.
no jar or excessive vibration to inter
A catalog containing full descrip
fere
with
the
work
or
cause
undue
tion
and illustrations will be mailed
ty of our goods and our fair dealings
after his ﬁock of white leghorn chick
wear.
upon
request.
with our customers during the last
ens. l-lc comes back each morning
Leo M. Rumely,
Our
Gearless
Wind
Stackers
are
half century have earned us the repu
fresh for his task, his eyes are open made to do the work and every one
Sales Manager.
tation on which the success of our
and he bores the cylinder just right.
company is built. We prize it, and
To the quality of metal in our
we are determined to live up to it in
ADDRESS
gearing we pay special attention. It ‘
the future since we are always try
is of semi-steel containing an admix
ing to make our goods better and to
ture of boiler plate to make it tough
build them in the best possible way.
and strong so that the gears will nev

The season is fairly on. Already
the reapers are at work in the South
west leveling rows of grain and each
week the harvest will begin farther
north. . But little time is left for the
purchase of threshing machinery. We
still have catalogs for every one who
wants them, and they are worth get
ting, but in this ad. we are going to
tell a little more about our threshing
machinery than we ordinarily do in
the columns of this paper so‘ that no

or break or wear.

M. Rumely Company

W'c do not make

any money selling master gears for

LaPORTE, INDIANA
repairs, but our customers like Rume

ly Engines the better for that.
BBAICK OFFICES :

Our double gear Engines are con-'

veniently arranged so that they can
be operated without the 'waste of ef

fort. All parts are highly finished and
properly proportioned.’~
The brass
goods we get from the finest found

ries in the cou'IisfI‘ydIt liaysmto havc

FOND DU LAC. WISCONSIN.
TOLEDO, OHIO, 1412 Cherry_Street.
ST LOUIS, MISSOURI-408410 South Tenth St.
DES MOINES, IOWA.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA-——]40 Capitol Ave. 50.
LOGANSPORT. INDIANA.
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA.
KANSAS CITY. MO.—1222 IV. 11th St. (Station A).
MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA—32-i N0. 1st St.
GRAND FORKS. NORTH DAKOTA.
WICHITA. KANSAS.
DENVER, COLO.—S. G. Shaw & CO., Selling Agents.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO PLAN
PLAN ON A SAW MILL FOR NEXT WINTER
In every community there is more or less demand for a custom saw mill. One
that can be moved from place to place is in greater demand, as it reduces the cost
of producing the lumber to a great extent, as one move of the mill is much
cheaper than the hauling of many loads of logs several miles to the mill. You
command the same price for sawing in either case, but YOU GET MORE WORK.
That’s the point of advantage the

Buckeye Portable Variable Friction Feed Saw Mill
has over stationary mills.

When it's set, it looks like a stationary mill and there
is no difference in the quality or quantity of the work done. Accurate set works
insuring uniform and accurate output. Built in several sizes to run with engines
from 10 to 100 H. P.
CllaIogue ‘I Describing "use mills w ill be sent to any address

THE ENTERPRISE MFG. CO.,

w

father owns and operates a Harrison vices on other makes as well as on
outﬁt composed of a 14 h. p. Jumbo his. But I will say that the high
engine and a 36x57 Colorado Special drivers of a Jumbo engine are the
separator. In the fall and winter I stuff in the ﬁeld or on the road, and
and my father husk and shred corn the separator does good work for its
with an S-roll Janney shredder. Last simplicity. He has a Rich self feed
fall father bought an Ohio hay press. er on his separator which has given
So we would be busy with the engine satisfaction to all.
every day in the winter if the weath
The price charged for threshing is
er would allow it. The last few years 41/20 for wheat, 3c for oats, 20c a
the weather has been so bad in the shock for shredding corn, $1.20 a
winter that the roads were not in bushel for hulling clover, 9c for bal
condition to he traveled the greater ing straw or hay.
part of the time.

And as to the

bridges, we have quite a number of
small ones and a few large ones which

I surely would like to attend those
ing happens.
You probably have threshermen’s conventions, if they
seen my other letter in The Review. were not so far oil’, as there is noth
My neighbor and I were going to buy ing of that kind in this part of the
an outﬁt, but my neighbor got out state. Why, brother threshermen, we
of the notion, but I didn't. The ma ought to _be near each other, in or
chine companies sent me their cata der to do each other all the kindness
logues, for which I thank all of them that we can instead of running in
that sent me their catalogue. But 1 ahead of the other as I have heard of
eouldn’t buy of all of them. I don’t threshermen doing. \Vhy should this
say that I bought the best rig, as I be‘! We have our money invested in
think that part of the question is our machinery and there is nothing
hard to tell, as every thresherman in leaving threshing in a neighbor
Father also has a Birdsell clover seems to think he has the best ma hood to go to another place to head

huller and a new No. 7 Bowsher corn
crusher.

carried the outﬁts of this neighbor

Twenty thousand bushels wheat and
hood safely so far.
The engines
oats is considered a pretty fair run
range in size from 10 to 18 h. p.
of late years. And as to the price
with the exception of our new 20 h.
cutter, he is not a thing of the past
p. outﬁt just recently bought in a
yet, but is very little competition for
neighboring township.
any up-to-date thresherman.
Wheat averages about 20 bushels
I am 17 years of age, and take a
per acre. And 1,508 bushels a day
or 945 bushels for half a day as a

record for father’s machine in three
seasons with poor crops and the rainy

weather only allowing a small part
of the run to be in threshing condi
tion is holding its own with this part
of the country.

I see where a rig is run with suc
cess it is kept in good condition un
der the management of competent en

gineers and separator men and own.
ers. And a supply of tools with a
set of extra belts, so as to put on a
fresh sown one When one gets loose or

breaks.

And a few necessary repairs

on hand to save long delays when

time is worth money. I do not say
that father’s rig is the very best in
the world, because I see handy de

Columbiana, Ohio

keen interest

in machinery,

from

be in the business this season, if noth

chine.

No, brother threshermen, al

olI another machine.

One will lose

ways tell what ‘kind of a rig you very much time in my estimation.
have. I bought a 10 h. p. Star en Let us all remember the Golden Rule,
gine, 28x48 Reeves separator, with brother threshermen,
and
let the
hand feed attachments and drag farmers settle the question as to who
straw carrier. I also got a Reeves does their threshing. He has gath

automatic stacker, but can say more ered his grain in a bunch as he has
about it after the season is over to in lots of the country. He wants
maybe, as it is new business to me. all of it saved that one can save.
I am 23 years of age and just start

In regard to the book, Science of

I have hired Threshing, which The Review puts
which I seek to make the principal good hands, as I think a new begin out, it is fully worth the money and
occupation of my future. My father ner ought to have some one that every thresherman ought to have a
is a member of the U. B. of T.'s local knows more about the business than copy of it. I have read mine through
at Belleville. I think the thresher he does. Wages are $1.25 for a good and through and like it much. Bro
men’s organizations are necessary to separator man, $1.00 for a second ther threshermen, let us all read
help this class of people.
feeder, $1.50 for a water hauler, 01 books on machinery and be up with
William H. Schaefer.
that is what I give all of my hands. the times as near as possible. I am
R. No. 6, Belleville, Illinois.
as I tend the engine myself. As I with the threshing business as I am
have seen in a brother thresherman’s in ‘Christianity, don’t make a big
***
letter that in his country a thresher preparation and enjoy nothing. Now,
A Beginner.
man didn't know where he was go if we are going to be threshermen,
Editor Review:—I am still a read ing when he started, but if he had let us do all that lies in our power.
er of your valuable paper, which I lived a good life, he would go to the I will have to second the idea of M.
would be lost without. I only wish good land; if not some place else. I M. Pepper, whose letter I am re
that it would come oftener, as it think that all of us brother thresh ferring to, as mine is the same.
Now, as my letter is getting long,
seems a long while between the is ermen ought to be of the good people.
Wheat is looking ﬁne in this part I must ring oﬂ'.‘ soon. I would be
sues.
glad to hear from some brother who
\Vell, brother threshermen, I will of the country.
ing out as a greenhorn.

There ’s More Money_in Baling Hay, Straw,
Corn Fodder etc., than there is in Threshing. Why?
The season is longer--Practically no limit. You can
bale all winter, so far as the season is concerned.

THE ANN ARBOR COLUMBIA BALER
is the best machine of its class because it has the strongest and most effective feeder, and
because it has the heaviest and most powerful gearing. It has the greatest capacity be
cause it can be speeded higher than any other. It has the lowest average repair bills, by
actual ﬁgures. These are facts. Think them over, then write us for the proof and get in
touch with THE COLUMBIA-the necessary addition to any full threshing outﬁt.

Ann Arbor Machine Co.,

1024 Broadway, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Please mention The Review.
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The Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder
ls your safeguard against all danger of fail
ure in the-"proper feeding of your Separator
We GUARANTEE our Feeder to feed any kind of grain in any condition;
no matter how wet, stack burnt or mow burnt, packed and grown together.
We guarantee it to feed bound ﬂax, timothy, long, tangled or stack burnt oats

I‘
l

'

better than the best man.

We guarantee it to feed your separator all
the grain it will take care of with less power
than any other self feeder or the average hand
feeder.

We guarantee it to feed kaﬁir corn, millet,
rotten, brittle wheat straw, headed grain, when

the stacks are grown green all over; “sheep-

l

.

t- » ' _

'5' -a._,
skins" that will cover the whole carrier. We
guarantee it to not slug your cylinder. We guarantee less breakage. We guarantee satisfactory results.

We guarantee the capacity for all machines. We guarantee it to feed more grain with less power than
any other feeder made, WE DON'T CARE WHOSE MAKE. Can you ask more? Read what Mr. S. A.
Myers says about the Wood Bros. Feeder, in the June issue of The Threshermen’s Review:
TEN YEARS OLD.
Wood Bros. Steel Self Feeder Co. , Des Moines, Iowa.
Ellensburg, Wash, May 19, '08.
Gentlemen:—l_bought a feeder of you ten years ago at Waverly, Iowa. Shipped my rig out here three years ago.
Want a few repairs to make the feeder as good as new. Enclose a list of same. Please advise me cost of same, and
I will send you a money order.
Truly yours, S. A. MYERS.
This is the testimony of one of thchundreds of satisﬁed users. Why should you hesitate to buy a feeder with our Guarantee and with this 10
year record.
It_ is _a_ business propos1tron,_and as such your business judgment will decide in favor of the Wood Bros. Feeder, if you are looking
_
for Quality, Reliability and Years of Service. We solicit correspondence from threshermen who intend to buy new feeders or outﬁts.

WOOD BROSESTEEL SELFﬁFEEDER COMPANY,

DES MOINES, IA.
GENERAL AGENCIES

KusasClty. Mm. Union Ave. and Hickory 1|" wlndianapolis, 1nd. ,iRoom'ojBoud oﬁ'i‘rade Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn., 126 3rd Ave., N.
Lincoln. Nebr.
St. LouiIMo.. 117 Market St.
2 Fargo. Iorth Dakota]

B. D. Reed & Co., Allegheny City, Pa.
Keck, Gonnennan Ar 00. , Mt. Vernon, ind.
Shaun-ban a Wrightson, Baotou. Md.
Garberdi Guber. Harrisonburg, Va.
Wright Machine Co. . Peoria. ill.
8. G. Shaw & Co.. Denver, Colo.
South Texas Implement and Transfer 00., Houston, Texas
Please mention The Review.

is using a Reeves separator as re use two and three men with my ma
gards its working parts, and also the chine: Engineer, water hauler and
Star engine, as this is my last let greaser. Any advice that I could give
ter to The Review until after the my neighbor threshermen I would
season is over. August and Septem gladly do so, since I have made a
ber are our threshing months.
thorough study of machinery from a
If this escapes the waste basket, I boy, having had ﬁrst work in a ma
will come again. You will ﬁnd the chine shop.
blank in the April issue ﬁlled out for
B. F. Birdwell.
one account book for the season.
* * *
Wishing all the brother thresher
From California.
men a happy season, and The Review
the same.
Editor Review:—I see my sub
Ira G. Souers.
scription has run out so I will re
R. 2, Box 40, Bloomingville, O.
new, as I believe I would go crazy
*

*

*

if I didn’t get my paper.

It is a big

help to a person that makes thresh
Editor Review:—You will please ing and plowing his business.
I put in a 34 day harvest last sum
mail copies of your paper together
with subscription blank to the fol mer on the outside, as there wasn’t
lowing addresses. I think they will anything doing around home.
Then I plowed all fall at home and
no doubt subscribe for your paper.
I am very much pleased with the followed the tide water up with the
paper myself and the letters from the engine as close as we could without
different threshermen, since I have miring down. I plowed three months
been a thresherman myself for a steady, then the rains came and did
number of years and have owned as plowing up short; so I went down to
many as ten engines and am still in San Leandro to work in the shops

From Ky.

the business.
Seems/that when a
man once gets started it is a hard

matter for him to quit and I don’t
know of any business that a man
could get into that would make more
money for the capital invested. I
am like Brother R. T. Capwell, of

where they build the Best rigs and
worked until things got dry enough
up here for me to go to plowing
again. I have got in a month’s plow
ing and am going to get ready for

harvest now. If this dry 'spell keeps
up there won’t be anything to har

I know about vest as there hasn't been a drop of
what my machinery makes me, but I rain for six weeks; the north wind

Linden, New York.

have charged a little more per bushel, has been howling steady, and that

since I do not like to run anything at mud is the awfulest drying mud
a. losing proposition. I think about there ever was. The plains are all
7c for rye, 50 for wheat, 3c for oats, gone. The “plainers” are busy rus
10c for orchard grass, and $1.00 for tling their stock oﬁ t0 the high
clover seed is about a living price so mountains to get what little bunch
a man can keep his machinery. I grass that there will be.

The San Joaquin Valley has gone fore you are going to work. I was
up completely. Around Tracie there caught that way last year, but do not

ivn’t any green sod to be seen-

The: think it will happen again. Well, as

only thing that will stand a chancel this is getting lengthy I will ring off.
now is the tule land, as the water is
Roy Park.
only a foot under the surface. The
Tipton, Iowa.
old timers claim that this year will
*

*

*

be the dryest that ever was known.

It will certainly be hard on the farm
Wheat Harvest Near at Hand.
ers as they were drowned out com-l Editor Review:—This month will
pletely and this year they will bet mark great activity in, the wheat har
dried out.

I guess some of them will
vest in the far Southwest.

have to quit farming.

Of course,

'

it is too early to tell just what the
I think there will be rain before
yield
for Kansas and Oklahoma will
long though, I believe in live and
foot up in bushels, and reports of
hope.
Well, I am going to get a rig of such character would merely be
Nevertheless, the outlook
my own soon and go to it on my own guesses.
up
to
a
week
ago indicated a larger
book. as there is big money in
it. Three to three and one-half dol winter wheat crop than was harvested
lars per acre if weedy, $125.00 per last year. In the main, weather con
day for harvesting, $1.25 per acre ditions have proved favorable, al~
though there are
many instances
for plowing.
where lack of rain marred prospects
IVell, I will close.
more or less.
Carl M. Miller.
At one time last month it was
* =l= *
thought by many that certain big
Ready for Business.
speculators were endeavoring to cor
Editor Review:—As I was sending ner the market for May wheat. This
in a few new subscribers I will write belief was encouraged by the sharp
you a few lines. The oats and barley upturn in prices, and the decision of
many millers to accept wheat a lit
crop looks pretty good so far, and I
tle under the standard on spot con
think if nothing happens we will have
tracts. However, a corner did not
pretty good crops. I am ready to materialize. Export trade in wheat
start out as far as the separator is is running fairly generous, consider
concerned. I have it all overhauled ing the comparatively high prices
in good shape, and am overhauling that the grain has been commanding
my engine so as to be ready as soon on this side the Atlantic. The ﬂour
as the ﬁrst bundle is ready. I won trade is still featured by a rather
der how many of the rest of the moderate output. For the ﬁrst ten
boys are getting ready now‘! I think months of the crop report year ’O7
it is a good plan to get ready early ’08 shipments abroad of wheat ag
and not be crowded just the day be gregated 90,000,000 bushels which

l6.
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65,000,000'hauler, feeder, separator man and en

bushels the same period in '06-’07.

gineer.

Have also had about two

An item favorin g Western wheat y ears’ ex erience as second en 'neer
growers this year is the reduced in a large hotel; but contrary to

YOUR PROFITS ARE CUT

range of prices prevailing for binder most young men I don’t like station
twine.
Quotations for sisal and ary work at all. It is too monoto

at Three Points by not using a Caswell Belt Guide

standard manila are about one cent nous for me.

per pound under a year ago. Not
only dealers, but the various Western
state penitentiaries as well are quot
ing lower prim-s than prevailed last
season.
As my letter is getting rather long
I will close for this time, wishing The
Review success.

You Wear Belts

Now I am going to enter the crit
ic’s ﬁeld a little. I think some of the
boys are a little too much inclined
to tell of the big day’s threshing
they do, and say nothing about the
time it takes to move from one job to
another.

Making a money loss of $10 to $25 each '
year on drive belts.

You Lose Power
Causing unsteady motion, poor separa
tion, loss of time and fuel.

Now there are some farm

ers who do not realize what expense
John J. Snorek.
the thresherman is at, and when they
*
*
*
read these big stories they naturally
A Threshermen’s Real Helpmeet. think that the thresher is making
Editor Review :—-As it is the beauti money fast, whether he saves it or
ful summer time, I didn’t know but not. As a farmer once remarked,
what you would like to get a letter “The thresher’s money comes so

You Lose Time and Labor
Getting less grain threshed each day.

Your

Pulley

Cover

_/

Will Last

Three

Times as

Long

You actually lose money that you have already earned and you can stop
it by using a Caswell Belt Guide, guaranteed to do it and satisfy you.

from the great wheat ﬁelds of sunny easy, it goes easy when he gets to
‘
Kansas. They are looking ﬁne and town.”
We have a ﬁne prospect for a good}
promise a fair crop this season. ‘It

PLOWING, DISCING,
.
HARROWING and ROLLING

small grain crop here, and I some
times wish I had a rig of my own to
run; but maybe I can make more
'clear money by working for some1
one else. This part of the country is‘

Each requiring a separate covering of
the whole ﬁeld can all be done

AT ONE TIME

not overstocked with rigs, as I see

some

territories

are.

Wheat

is,

better seed bed than
the old four-time
over method. More
moisture will be re
tained in the soil for
the quick propoga
tion of the seed germ,
as the disc harrow
ing done by the

threshed for 40 and 4%(!, oats for 20

and 21/2C, the farmer furnishing the
fuel and board. The country is pret
ty fair
to pull
an to
outﬁt
over,
just
enough
bridges
break
the with
mo-

‘1".’v

notony on the road.
Wishing you success in the future.
as in the past, I‘ remain a constant
reader of The Review.

Kramer

Rotary Harrow
just as soon as the soil leaves the mould board, forms a mulch over the
surface of the soil. which retards evaporation and holds the moisture in

Jesse E. Cooper.

Richmond, Kansas.

the soil. You can attach this machine, as shown in illustration, to your plow,
whether sulky or gang plow. Write us for prices and further particulars.

***

THE E. M. KRAMER CO.,

A Kick.
Editor Review:—Threshing is poor
in this country, jobs are small. never

PAXTON, ILLINOIS

run over a thousand bushels, and sel
Mrs. C. E. Royce.

will only be a short time until hav
vest, and then will come the squeak
of the whistle, and the hum of the
cylinder will be music to the thresh
erman and the farmer’s car.
My husband has a Minneapolis

dom that. We get 20 for oats, 4c for
wheat, 5c for rye. The farmer fur
nishes everything, except three men
with the machine. Oats, wheat and

Lunkenheimer

rye are about all that is raised here.

Regrincling

Sometimes we ﬁnd a small job of

timothy, clover or buckwheat.
I have a full Huber rig, 12 h. p.
rig, 36x62 separator, 22 h. p. engine
and cook shack.

He has run his rig engine and 28x42 separator, also one

Valves

ﬁve seasons and it is still the pride Champion hay press 16x18. I do not
of the wheat ﬁeld. I preside over the say that this is the best outﬁt on
cook shack and get all supplies. Last earth, but the men that I work for
season when we were short of hands, are satisﬁed. I never lost a job yet
I ran the engine part of the time. It on account of the work I did, so I
being equipped with a Gould balance guess that the machine is all right.
valve, made it easily handled. It is I think some of these wind jammers
hard work while the threshing sea that are always telling of their big
son lasts, but it hardens up the mus day's work and how much they made,
cles and tones up the health like rus would tell some of us that know
ticating; but we have a good time nothing how they keep their machine
the rest of the year, especially at the in shape, how they get out of bad
great Wichita convention, where I mud holes, what kind of boiler com
pound they use, and such things, ev
met other threshermen’s wives._
ery
thresherman, especially them
Mr. Royce is now grading roads

Have been adopted by the lending
Traction Engine Builders because
at their great endurance and sup
eriority at design.

YOUiCAN MAKE YOUR OWN
REPAIRS WITHOUT COST.
NO: EXTRA PARTSIREQUIRED
Just a few minutes spent in re
grincling makes them as good
as new.

Ask the User I

selves, would be better olf, and they

with his engine.

Wishing the threshermen, thresher would not have to “holler” in a
'
men ’s wives and The Review a happy year or two about price cutters.
The
best
way
I
have
ever
found
to‘
and prosperous season, I remain,
Mrs. C. E. Royce.
Lock Box 581, Larned, Kansas.
*

*

*

get out of the mud was to take a

long chain and bolt it to the wheel‘
that was in, then take the other end

Your local dealer should have them, if not notify us.
l

Write for Catalog J.

ahead and stake it down good and

A Thresherman.
Editor Review:-—Enelosed please
ﬁnd 50c for which please send The
Review for one year to Charlie Coop
er. Gothenburg, Nebraska.

solid, lock your compensating gear,
and you will be surprised to see her
climb out. If both wheels are in, use

two chains. We have bad roads and
bridges here so that we quite often‘

I have taken The Review about get a chance to try something.
three years, and as a magazine for
Will close, wishing The Review and
both farmer and thresherman I think its readers much success.
-‘
it is hard to beat. I am a farmer, but
G. W. Barclay.
have threshed a few years as water‘ R. 2, New Galilee, Pa.

THE LUNKENHEIMER COMPANY
Largest Manufacturers of High Grade Engineering Specialties in the World.
GENERAL QFFICILS AND WORKS

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
NEW YORI{—66-6S Fulton Street

BRANCHES ; CHICAGO-Lake and Dearborn Sta.
LONDON, S. Iii-35 Great Dover St.

I

I7
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man settlement. I will keep account
and give you my experience noxi
nity will have no diﬂiculty in “plac fall. I‘ believe with the help of your
ing” the implement shown in our il valuable paper and account book and
lustration. The photo was sent us close attention to the business I will
by President Wm. Kohlmeyer, of the make a success of it.
Jas. A. Barber.
Michigan Association, who writes:

An Old Timer.

THE BAKER

The older members of the frater

Soft Plug Valve
No moir time lost on account of melt
ing out 0; soft plugs.
when the plug
melts the engineer closes the valve by
turning the hand wheel 12, so that pipe
11. shuts out the water and steam from
plug 7 in crown sheet;
then remove
cap 19 and drop soft metal plug 8 into
pipe hole 20.
Then replace cap 19 and
raise pipe 11 from plug 7 by turning

Versailles, Missouri.

*

a

*

Pope Valley Heard from Again.
Editor Review:—Your valuable pa

‘ hand wheel 12 so water in boiler can
cover soft metal plug 7. Only one minute
required to do the whole operation. and
not necessary to stop the work of the
engine.
Just think of the saving in
expense and loss of time by not having
to shut down for three to four hours
changing an old style soft plug. very
often having an awful hot and difﬂcult

per continues to reach us and the
last time we wrote made some men
tion about ﬁnding the game, but
there is no such letter in the book.
When it comes time to go our old cus
tomers say, “Well, old man, you

time to get they old pin:' out and s new
one put in.
Write for ‘311068 and fur
ther particulars.

must go, can't let you off.”
For 47 consecutive years I have
threshed and

“Made in
the time of
was brought
cle Andrew

ER, Aberdeen, South Dakota
INVENTOR

been called “Boss;”

this little nickname I do not particu
larly mind when everything goes well
—but when they go s'idewise, c'ross
wise and every other way but the
right way, just as soon be called
something else, and if there is a
the State of Ohio about
thresherman in the mundane sphere
the Mexican War and of which we are the inhabitants who
to Michigan by my un
does not have blue days, we would
Henderson in ‘1858 and

after his death, which occurred near—

Iy 20 years ago, it fell to me. This
is the kind of a machine I‘ began
with about 46 years ago in the mount
ains of Pennsylvania. Now I run an
up-to-date steam rig and when I get

——-THE—

Deﬁance Headﬁzhi
I0 IIIIII FITTED WITH ATTAIllIIlEIITS

be most pleased to hear from him.
Well. suppose I will have 30 years
more to thresh, providing I‘ reach
the century mark and have made up
my mind now to thresh for 30 years

STANDARD SIZE CASE,
SILVER PLATED COP
PER REFLECTOR. REG
ULAR PATTERN ROUND
WICK BURNER.

more, and then will probably be the
oldest thresherman in the known

Send for prices and full par

the engine home I will send you a
world. Any way, I‘ am not going to
picture of that too.
die as long as I can see any one else
“Weather very cold and wet, but
living.
wheat is looking good. Will average
People have to have some one to
90 per cent., should the weath
er turn warm and dry.

There will growl at and I have broad shoulders

be a large acreage of barley and oats and just as well growl at your cor
respondent as any one.
sown.”
Crops are shy with us owing to the
*
*
*

iiculars.

. iiailanca Lantern & Stamping iio.
iiochesior,

_ ll'illllllinlllliﬁlll

10 Inch Kerosene Hendlht

iiaw Yiiill

Please mention The Review.

continued drought and we have to sail
close to the wind, and is indeed sel

From Omro.
Editor Review:—Sending in my
subscription thought I would write a
few lines. You will ﬁnd 60 cents for
one year’s subscription and for one
account book.
Will tell you a little about the
Manzel Bros. oil pump. We pur
chased one last fall, and would not

dom we drop anchor. This Pope Val
ley is evidently among the last places

The Automatic ForcelIFeed

created and when the Creator had
ﬁnished the rest of the world he has

LUBRICATOR

ﬂung the mud from off his hands, and
took no pains whatever to smooth it
down. Well, I have not much time
for writing now, and if I live to

Requires no attention, no valves to open and
close. All you have to do is to keep oil in can,

take twenty-ﬁve dollars for it, and reach the century mark you may hear
be without one. The price of the from me again. Good bye.
pump is saved in one fall ‘s run. There
P. H. Palmer.
is no glass ﬁlled with water to look
Pope Valley.
after in cold weather, no hot plugs to
get your ﬁngers burnt on.
Don 't

=I=

*

it does the rest, feeds oil out and reﬁlls automatic

——’- ally. Noturning back to ﬁll by hand, will work
1 against any pressure you may have on your boiler.

=I=

Needs
no draining
in freezing
weather.
Nothing
I ' to
do after
it is once
connected.
Self reversing.

Editor Review:—Having received

have to look every ten minutes to see your sample copy of The Review and
if it is working. We had a different wanting to add another good paper
one that would work one day and to library I subscribe for your pa
balk the next two weeks.
per for which I enclose one dollar for
Frank Muscavitch.
which you will send me the “Farm
Box 72, R. 24, Omro, Wis.
Engines and How to Run Them,” and
*
*
*
The Review for one year. It always
From Missouri.
gives me pleasure to read the cor
Editor Review:—Enclosed

It will mean a good

deal to you.

Reﬁlls quickly.

Price $10. 00, Cash with Order.

J. H. RATNS,

please respondence columns of the thresher

ﬁnd my personal check for one dol
lar for which please send me two
Threshermen’s Account Books and
extend my time another year for The
Review, as my time expires in June
or July. I have been reading The
Review for about two years and I
don’t want to miss an issue.
I will run a thresher this season.
I have just bought a complete outﬁt,
second-hand, but it is a good rig
14 h. p. Peerless engine and 33x50

Beatrice, Nebr.

Why Cui Oui Flues in "re Old Way

papers, and I will say to the brother
who wants to know about a boiler.

and thereby mar the flue sheet when we can rebuild
your old expander or sell you a. new Oomblnod B!

that we have run different makes of

', pander and Cutter, or a. cutter without expander at
'1- a reasonable price.
Our ﬂue cutter will save you

presses around here and he cannot
make any mistake if he buys an Ely

100% in cost of labor in refining an engine. Can take
out and put in lines in a. night if necessary.
El
pecially adapted for threshermen‘s use.
Write for
; particulars and prices.

belt power baler. They will do ev
erything they claim it will do. 1

Stebbin's Black Jack Belt Dressing

would advise him to purchase a
16x18 as he can make bales average
"

from 85 to 100 lbs. of hay.
At present we own and operate a

16 h. p. Advance engine and an Eli
separator and Peerless saw rig.
I press which makes a nice rig. We
will saw every day until threshing are considered the ﬁnest and up-to
I have still got my stationary date balers around here. The main .
things about a baler are the smooth
I have a good wheat country to running gearing and the Audamic
thresh in. and got the run that the block placer and an Audamic condens
machine made last year, as it gave er'which is the greatest feature about
the best of satisfaction, in a Ger this machine, which is a self feeder.

Slipping of belts causes friction, therefore loss of
power. consequently you have to use more fuel and
water. We therefore ask you to use our Black Jack
Brand of Belt Dressing which is guaranteed to be
one of the best dressings on the market.
It will
save from 5 to 25% of your fuel and water. Black
Jack Brand of Dressing will do the following:
Saves power; it makes Gandy belts equal rubber;
it increases the life of all belts 10%; it is a. dressing
{)hiﬁt is equally good on leather, rubber and Gandy

e 5.

time.

rig at home.

7
"_

Saw mill men and threshermen after once tr ing
this dressing never try to get along without it.
nee
tried always used. To get all threshermen and saw
mill men to try this dressing we will send one quart
can by mail for 76 cents.

Stebbins & Zillgitt, Fairmount, N. Dakota
Pat. Pending.

18
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rW153 TERN FIELD PR TABLE CORN SHELLER
Made in 3 Sizes.

Capacity 500 to 2,000 Bushels per hour
Beware of Imitations

' Two Fans, Duplex Shake, Perfect Separation, Light Draft, Slow Speed.
any kind of Com, Separates and Cleans it Perfectly.

Shells

The No. 2A western is

guaranteed to be the Largest and Best Portable Corn Sheller in the World.
We have established an oﬁice and have on Exhibition :1 Complete Sheller and Drag at Corner South Water
and Chestnut Sts., Peoria,lll., where our representative, Mr. C. R. Overly, will be glad to showyou its merits

Note New Low down Drag; Strong, Simple, Durable, Heavy Sheet Steel Elevator;
Universal Drive runs at any angle. Write 10! prices and full description to

UNION IRON WORKS,

Please mention The Review.

It is the handiest press made today. saved in the cut is fully oﬁset by bad
It has a‘ measuring wheel which cuts.
makes every bale the same length and
If Mark Whiting, of Dodge Cen
I can make bales average within one ter, Minnesota, will have his track
to two pounds of each other. I can level and straight and his saw hung
make the ﬁnest looking bales you plumb, and give it one-fourth-inch
ever saw. Our average run last sea
lead in twenty feet, ﬁle his teeth
son was about. 18 tons a day. I will square on the backs and ﬁle the backs
be pleased to answer any one person

an all rotary device for the threshing
and separation of grain, thereby do
ing away with all reciprocating de
vices and saving a good percentage of
lost power.

As to the engine, I should hate to
even guess as to what means of pow

er the future has in store for us.

My father owns a complete Rume
low enough so that only the points
touch as the log feeds up, he will ly threshing outﬁt, bought new last

ally interested in balers.
Wishing every thresherman and quite likely ﬁnd his saw will cut
baler good luck and The Review suc straight, square lumber. Do not try
cess, I remain,
to force your saw either way with
your guide pins. Do not adjust your
Richard E. Day.
guide pins until your saw is at its
Jacksonville, Illinois.
*
* *
maximum speed. The Atkins saws
are as good as any.
Sawing.
Pratt & Pike.
Editor Review:‘—We are readers
of The Review and pass many pleas
ant moments reading the very inter
esting letters about threshing and
sawing.
We are threshermen and sawyers.
We use the standard makes of ma
chincry and saws. We never try to
delude ourselves or others by pre
tending to have our engines and saw
mills made to order. We use a 20 h.
p. simple Northwest engine and an

season, consisting of a 32x52 separa
tor and 16 h. p. engine, which is a
large rig for this country. Jobs are

small and we have a good many
bridges to cross. The bridges are
mostly iron structures and nearly all
are safe to cross on.
The crops here, excepting wheat,

DECA TUR, ILLINOIS
off and use only the injector.
A
great many engineers do not under—
stand the working principle of a
pump,

hence

when

trouble

begins

they do not know where to ﬁnd it.
I have been in Dakota two sea
sons running a thresher engine. It is
have so much trouble with leaky boil
er ﬂues. The ﬁring is usually done
with straw, and by somebody who has
very little idea about the damage
done by the uneven temperature in
the ﬁrebox brought about by unskill
ed ﬁring.
The traction engine is
surely a very much abused piece of
machinery.
R. S.'Martin.
Fulton, Indiana.
P. S.—Following is a question:—
Can you give the formula for bold
ing graphite in solution in water and
also in kerosene, and what per cent.

graphite should be used for cylinder
lubrication.

R. S. M.
*

*

5!‘

From Plaza.
Editor

Review:—Enclosed

draft for subscription

to

ﬁnd

The Re

We use four good men

view and Woman's World, which ex
pired with the last issue, and I don ’t
Want to miss a single copy, although
I am not in the threshing business
now. I put in sixteen falls threshing,
so you see I had my share of the busi
ness. During the sixteen years I had
two Huber threshing rigs, one 12 h.

at mill, and they are good men, too,

p. engine and one 16 h. p., and 32x54

yet we cannot out eight thousand feet

separator, with wind stacker and Hu

Aultman-Taylor

saw

mill,

and a

Rumsey circular saw. Our mill is a
heavy mill, opens 41 inches between
knees and saw. In every kind of tim
ber, excepting oak and ash, we run

on 1%-inch feed.
revolutions.

Speed of saw 500

in ten hours, much less eleven thous
and feet in one day. All our ma
chinery is in ﬁrst class condition and
the man who can out 30,000 feet per

ber Peerless, which made a good rig.
P. S.—We enclose you view of our were not very good last season. The
mill and camp, Rocky Bluﬁ in rear of wheat averaged about 13 bushels and
camp house and tent. If it is ﬁnished oats not much better.

Don ’t claim it was the best for there
are others as good if handled right.
I‘ must tell you there is lots of

week for us can draw his $5.00 per in time, shall send you view of mill
I‘ see that some threshermen seem steam plowing done here; some make
diam and board, besides we will be from another quarter.
P. & P.
to think that an engineer with a li
a success of steam plowing and oth
* * *
pleased to furnish him all the steam
cense is no good. But that can only ers fail, the same as in threshing.
and help he can use. W’e are in the
Editor Rcviewz-I have been a be possible where corruption exists Thought they were going to make
market for three men who can aver reader of your valuable paper for in the methods of obtaining the li dirt ﬂy, but made a mistake, they got
age ﬁve thousand‘ feet in ten hours.
several years but have never con cense. I have no license as I have plows too light for the heavy work
A saw should be tensioned for a tributed anything to its columns. I never been required to produce one in and sprung plows _all out of shape,
speed that your power is able to do not own any machinery, but have my experience, yet I am an advocate so they cannot do a job of plowing.
maintain in and out of the out.
always run my father’s engine since of a good license law.
Grain is coming ﬁne for we have
Do not try to lead your saw with I was a lad in my early teens. I am
I like the double engine best for plenty of rain in this far west, but it
your guide pins. They are simply of only 24 years old now, but I can see road work, but for threshing or oth is quite cool for this time of the
service to steady the saw until it a vast improvement in both engines er work in the belt I like the single year. Prospects are for a good crop.
enters the cut. It is better to have and separators as to strength and engine best. I think that the cross
I think I had better let some one
a saw “too open” or stiﬁ than to working capacity during my few head pump is the best boiler feeder else have a little space so will close,
have one that lacks tension.
years of experience.
for the traction engine, and yet wishing The Review and brother
An 8-9 gal'lg9,_56-lnch saw, is thin , It is my opinion that the separa no wonder that Dakota threshermen threshermen success.
enough. The slight gain in timber tor of the near future will consist of some engineers will take the pump
Plaza, N. D.
F. J. Spella.

_\_ ___..___,_-r_
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Do not Overlook the Essential Qualities of a
Good Weigher in Considering the Matter of Price
PRICE IS NOT THE ONLY CONSIDERATION.

Of course we are all “Look

ing for the Money,” and “A Dollar Saved is a Dollar Earned,” but the few dollars dif

ference between THE WEIGHER OF NATIONAL REPUTATION,

THE HART
and any of its less popular competitors is not saved in the long run. You want a Weigher with a record, and one
that is backed not only with a guarantee but by a responsible concern to whom you can apply from time to time
for advice regarding the operation of the machine and from whom any necessary repairs or parts can be secured
without delay.

Hart Grain Weighers are the Standard
'
of the World.
They lead in Durability, Reliability and Eﬂiciency and are built by men who KNOW
WEIGHERS and what they should do to successfully weigh and register the grain
threshed. The fact that your machine is equipped with a Hart Weighing Device is recom
mendation of your machine’s ability and your up-to-dateness as a thresherman. Your cus
tomer is assured of the most thorough and modern, and most accurate system of weighing
and registering the grain, ever invented.
The thresher companies are our agents and full information and sample machines may
be seen at their sales rooms and branch houses, or we will send complete information upon

request.

Hart Grain Weigher Company, Peoria, Illinois
Please mention The Review.
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South Dakota Meeting.

No Dust--No Dir?
Fully two hundred threshers from old horse power days and when wheat
all parts of the state were in Huron was worth 50 cents per bushel .and
Wednesday and Thursday, June 17 labor cheap. South Dakota thresh
and 18, to attend the annual mid-year ers do not expect to make unreason
meeting of the State Association of able demands of their customers, but
Threshers, whose meetings were held they do expect to ask for living
in the Commercial Club rooms in that prices.
After some more discussion along
city. The ﬁrst session was called to
order Wednesday afternoon by Mr. lines of general interest to threshers
Henzie, of the Nichols, Shepard Com and the election of .A. C. Pattee, the

pany, who acted as president pro tem.
The address of welcome of Presi
dent Rice of the Commercial Club was
replied to by Mr. Henzie and then
business was taken up. After ap

AWAY FROM PASSING TEAMS

dean of South Dakota threshers, as
state organizer, the convention ad
journed to meet in Huron again next
year during the month of June.
Threshers as well as dealers and

pointing committees on resolutions, salesmen present expressed 'them
legislation and ways and means, a selves as well satisﬁed with their vis
recess was taken until 8 p. In. Until it to the convention, and the belief

this time the delegates vspent their that next year would bring a much
time in looking the city over and be larger attendance.
coming acquainted and
inspecting
thresher exhibits.‘
, The delegates assembled

in the

evening and listened to a few inter
estingitalks made by those presnt,
among‘which was a talk by Mr. Stin
'son, of the Advance Thresher Com
pany, who advocated the policy of
effecting a

permanent

THE HARTLEY BAGGING ATTACHMENT

organization

for the threshers which would be of’
beneﬁt in various ways. The dele
gates were then entertained at a

Being out of the dirt and dust and not in the way of teams, it appeals 1
to up-to-date, busy threshermen as a necessary attachment to any

lunch served by the home threshers.

modern threshing outﬁt. It is just another of those handy Weighing
appliances which the name Hartley has made so popular. Specify “Hart

Thursday morning threshers pres
ent continued to examine and discuss
the various exhibits made by the fol
lowing
companies :
Minneapolis
Thresher Company, Nichols & Shep
ard Thresher Company,
Reeves

ley" when ordering-it is your guarantee of quality.
Write for Catalog.

C. J. Hartley Co.,

Decatur, 111. =

Thresher Company, Advance Thresh

er Company, Hart-Parr Engine Com
pany, Parsons Feeder Company, Gar
den City Feeder Company, Woodman
Straw Burner Company, and McCul
lough Manufacturing Company.
The J. I. Case Thresher Company,
Wood Bros, Aultman-Taylor and
Avery Company were also represent
ed without exhibits.
The convention was again called to
order at 1:30 p. m., with President
Lyons in the chair and with a strong
er attendance than the previous day.
State Engineer Lea addressed the
threshers on “Good Roads.” His
subject is of considerable interest to
the South Dakota threshers and was
closely followed by thoise present.
Mr. Lea was followed by Mr. Pattee,
Mr. Wier, Mr. Henzie and others on
good roads, good bridges and organi

LET'S TALK TANK
Ever have to stop and "cork up” to keep your old wood tank from
leaking? Why not get a steel tank-one that never needs "cot-king?"

Roy Overlcy.

i

The Union Iron Works, Decatur,
Illinois, makers of Western
corn

shellers, have

established

a show

The Nappanee

‘GI-‘sweeti-

‘~

w

room in Peoria, in the Colean Manu

facturing Company’s building at the
corner of South Water and Chestnut
Streets.
This office will be in charge of Ray
Overley, whose ability in this line,

together with the excellence of the
“Western”

machines offer

bright

prospects for- Union Iron Works
goods in Peoria and the teritory north

Round Bottom Special
3.“? r

Designed purposely
for threshermen,
does away with all
tank troubles.
Let
us talk to you fur
ther on this subject.
Ask us.

We Gllll'llllll
Tho Nlpplnoo

and west of the Illinois River, which

will be handled from Peoria.

BROWN BROS "F8. 00., Nappanoe, Indiana

zation.
The regular business session was

Not the Baker Valve.

then called to order and oﬂicers and

Kellogg, I‘owa, May 27, 1908.
committee reports asked for.
The Mr. Wilfred Baker,
secretary read his report which show
Aberdeen, S. D.
ed that the association had a bright

prospect before it and had been eco
nomically handled. He also address
ed the convention on its purposes and
needs. The committee on ways and

The World's Champion Ad
Iustable Sleves and Chaﬂers

Dear Sirz-We note the nature of

Threshermen get busy.

Crop Prospects

your inquiry and we beg to state that
are great. The demand for Ditch Adjusta
6
ble Sieves and Chaﬁers is greater than ever
we did not have you in mind when
we warned purchasers of infringing before. Manufacturers buy them because they give the best re
sults in their machines. Threshermen prefer them because they
valves to be careful where they plac work
where others -fail. They are the only sieves and chaffers

means made ‘some valuable sugges ed their orders. The concern we had that make a perfect combination to work in the shoe of a separa
tions, which were discussed and in mind was an entirely different tor. See that your machine whether new or old, is equipped with
adopted. The committee on legislm manufacturer, and we regret that the Ditch Adjustable Sieve and Chaﬁcr.

tion also presented some valuable the matter has caused you any an
ideas upon the need of thresher leg noyance.
islation. It is quite probable that
We are very glad indeed to know
the association will be represented be that you are doing a good business.
fore the next state legislature.
Inasmuch as you are manufacturing
But little was said on the question an entirely different article from the
of price though a number expressed one that we are selling, we do not
a determination to demand reasona know that your valve infringes us in
ble prices for their work. They real any way.
Yours very truly,
in that in most instances they are
Gould Balance Valve Co.,
not getting more than they did in the
J. A. Gunn, Treasurer.

our Comblncd Screw Feed Flue Expander and Cutter.

Engine owners take special notice. It will do the work of three
distinct tools. It will cut a ﬂue off just inside the flue sheet, and
cut them off on the outside to the proper length for beading. You
can change it in two minutes time to a perfect expander and roll
your Hues. It saves time
and money.
Write for catalogue
giving full explanation.

Ditch Adjustable
Sieve Co.
Mansﬁeld,

Ohlo

‘m
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If {You Need Anything in the Line of Thresher Supplies
Belting,
Cylinder Wrenches,
Lifting Jacks,
Oil Cups,

Belt Guides,
Tank Pumps,
Belt Dressing,

Suction Hose,

Headlights,
Governors,
Packing,
Graphite,

Boiler Compound,
I-X-L Separator Device
Sattley Stackers and Repairs,
Rich Feeders, Etc.

Steam Pumps,
Valves,
Lubricating Oils,
Engine Tools,

It will certainly pay you to send for our New Free Catalogue
which shows our complete line, including every kind of tool and material that a threshermen needs-and all at rock bottom prices.
No matter what you
want or when you want it—get our prices before on buy-nine times out of ten we can save you money and give you better qualityand bctteriservice.
SEND FOR OU CATALOG ANDiPRICES TODA Y---A postal request will bring them.

CEDARLRAPIDS MACHINERY AND SUPPLY CO.,
31 7 Third Avenue

Please mention The Review.

.

wan 3,
~ .
Questions of

R. A. W.

In answer to a ques

tion in the Traction
Engine
Catechism,
what is meant by the surface plate in
getting the true surface of a leaky

3.—The plug in the smoke box right
below the ﬂues on my engine has not
been opened for a long time and is
rusted tight. What is the best way

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

this and are unable to hold the cap,

and what kind and how much and.

then in addition to the paper liners where can I buy it? Perhaps this is
pour a little lead or babbitt metal in a recipe and you do not like to print
the stud or bolt holes, while the studs it, so I thought I would write and ﬁnd
or bolts are in position, and then

draw the cap ﬁrmly against the box
which will surely hold the cap. It
may take considerable coaxing to re
move the cap after the metal is pour
ed into the holes and should not be
resorted to unless the former plan
fails.

of getting it out? Is there any dan
slide valve‘!
get of burning the bottom row of
The Question of The gear on my en
2.—How bad does a slide valve or ﬂues by leaving the plug in‘!
O. 0. D.
gine does not run very
piston have to leak to do much harm! only hand holes for cleaning the boil
smooth; it makes the
A.—A surface plate is made of er are at the bottom of the water leg
boiler quiver, especially on a hard
and
above
the
crown
sheet.
metal, usually of cast iron, dressed to
pull; say on a turn in plowed ﬁeld
a true surface by planing and scrap
A.—If a valve in a pump has too
with tender and separator. I try to
ing. A dressing of paint or some much lift it may hammer out the
keep hearings in good shape, especial
other paste is put on the surface valve and the valve seat in time. but
ly countershaft bearings.
Is this
plate, the valve is then rubbed on the when the valve is tight the excessive
what. is called a “bowling” gear’
plate which causes the dressing to ad lift will not prevent the pump from
It certainly bowls for I can’t hear
here to the surface of the valve. The working, providing the lift is not so
myself talk when on the road. What
metal is then scraped oﬂ’ at the places great the valve cannot get back to its
is the cause of this bowling, and what
indicated by the barking of the paste seat without sticking fast by getting
can be done for it?
What eﬁect
.
and again rubbed on
the sur out of line.
would such a gear have on the boiler,
2.—Other causes for a pump failing
face plate. This is repeated until the
if any? I cannot keep a fine or stay
surface of the valve is true or until to work is improper packing, leaky
bolt in boiler tight. This is a new en
the valve shows a general bearing all valves, leak in suction pipe or a stop
gine with heavy plow gear.
Why
page in the suction pipe. These are
over its face.
should the company not look into
2.—When a valve leaks there is a the common causes for failure to
this matter; should they not make it
greater amount of water and fuel con pump water. Of course, too great a
right?
sumed and it should be ﬁxed. One lift or too long a draft for the size of
A.—All cast gearing make some
can test a valve by placing it in the suction pipe will also cause failure.
middle of its ports with the reverse
3.—The bottom row of lines will noise. If the gearing makes more
lever in the center notch so that the certainly burn out if the bottom of noise than is common, the pitch lines
engine will not run (the latter is only the cylinder of the boiler becomes of the teeth may not run together.
necessary in a double engine), turn filled with sediment. You can tell as That is, the gears are too close or too
on a full head of steam and see how to this, if a great amount of sediment far apart. This can be corrected by
much steam comes out of the exhaust collects in the bottom of the boiler moving or relining the shaft boxes.
around the ﬁre box you can be sure The gearing trouble has nothing to
pipe.
that it is only a question of time as do with staybolts and lines. The con
cern you bought your engine from will
Question Of For the last four years, to when your ﬂues will give trouble.
If the plug cannot be screwed out no doubt be glad to ﬁx the gearing if
J. W. B. after washing out my
it
can be cut out with a chisel and a it is a fault of theirs.
boiler, I would put one
quart of oil in same and then ﬁll new one put in. Care should be tak
with water. However, I have been en so as not to spoil the thread in Question of Will you please tell
H. B. 0.
me in the next Review
informed recently that this oil is the hole. However, this can be done.
how the rubber is pre
harmful to the boiler. If this be true
how, or in what does it effect same? Question of I have a side crank pared and applied in making endless
G. 0.
engine. I cannot keep rubber belts! I have a belt 1‘ want
A.—For some kind of sediment,
cap on pillow box from to make endless.
oil is said to be quite beneﬁcial and a
A.—Strips of sheet rubber are wrap
moderate amount of oil such as you moving when engine is running. Can
use cannot injure the boiler, although draw cap down tight with bolts, but ped around a canvass belt which is
an excessive amount used has been cap will keep moving. As the shaft woven endless. The rubber is then
found to be detrimental to the boiler. is not sprung can you tell me of any vulcanized in a special machine for
the purpose, which is kept to a cer
other cause?
A.—The best way to hold a cap on tain degree of heat. You cannot do
Questions of When
the crosshead
P. B. L.
pump valves are worn a bearing is to place liners of heavy this without this equipment and
some, and have a little paper or cardboard between the box knowledge of the business.
too much lift could this be the cause and the cap and draw the cap down
of the pump failing to work, even if solid against the box, having enough Quemion of How can I make com
paper between so that the shaft will
properly packed?
J'.H.L.
mon
babbitt
metal
2.—Please give some other causes turn freely when the cap is thus
harder?
Will copper
drawn to the box. If you have done melted in the babbitt make it hard,
of troubles on the crosshead pump.

out.

A.—There is no secret in the mak

ing of babbitt metal, but there is
quite a good deal of skill required.
Even large manufacturers of machin
ery do not mix their own babbitt, but

have it done by concerns who make it
a special business. However, in most
cases manufacturers have their own

formulas to which the metal is mixed
for their particular needs.

Babbitt metal cannot be made hot
enough to melt copper. but the copper
is ﬁrst melted and the antimony, lead

and tin is added as the case may be.
Copper melts at about 1.960 degrees.
Antimony melts at about 1,000 de

gres.

Lead melts at about 610 de

grees.

Tin melts at about 445 de

grees. There are many formJas. A
metal rich in tin is considered the
best.

Copper makes it hard and be

yond a certain degree does not im
prove its wearing qualities. Rab
bitt metal can be had at most any
hardware store.
Question of
J. D. '

Given two engines, one
a

single

simple,

the

other a double simple.
the piston area of the single being
equal to the combined area of both
pistons-in the double, the same pat
tern of valve in both, stroke valve
gear, cut-off, pressure and speed the

same, which will develop the most
energy at the ﬂywheel‘! How much
larger should the boiler of the double
be than that of the singlet
A.—In two engines, one a single
cylinder and the other a double, hav
ing a combined area to that of the
single cylinder, both being simple en
gines and all other conditions being
equal there will be no difference in
the efficiency or amount of energy at
the ﬂywheel.
One salesman will
claim his single cylinder engine will
give more power and is more economi
cal in fuel and water than a. double
cylinder engine of a similar size and
another salesman will claim the
same for his double cylinder engine
over a single cylinder engine. Now
it is possible for some single engines

to be better than some double en
gines and likewise some double en
gines to be better than some single
engines, owing to faulty construction
in either class of engine.

The single cylinder man will say
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The Manzel Improved Traction Engine Oil Pump Model “D”
will oil your engine Positively and Economically.

Showing

Single Feed Pump.

Pump taken apart
spectlon

for

Double Feed Pump for Double Cylinder ‘
Engines and Separator Boxes.

in

FOR SALE BY DEALERS EVERYWHERE. IF YOUR DEALER DOES NOT CARRY THEM HAVE HIM GET
ONE FOR YOU OR SEND YOUR ORDER DIRECT TO US. Do not Accept Anything but a “MANZEL.”
\

N. B.

We carry a large stock of Pumps

in warehouses at St. Paul and St. Louis and
can ship from either point.

SHALL WE
SEND YOU A
CATALOGUE?

All orders shipped same day received.

‘All Pumps for the Southwest shipped from
St. Louis and for the Northwest from St. Paul.
No Delay in Shipping.

Address all correspondence to

MANZEL BROTHERS CO., 307-309 Babcock Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.
“OIL PUMP SPECIALISTS”
General Agent for Oregon and Washington, J. J. LANGMACK, Albany, Oregon.
Please mention The Review.

there are twice as many parts to a
double cylinder and therefore more
friction.
The double cylinder man

will say there is twice as much pres
sure on the bearings of a single cyl
inder engine and a heavier ﬂywheel
and therefore more friction in the
single cylinder engine. The single
cylinder man will claim he can start

a day—$43,800,000 a year.

$188,675,000.

Total hard work is the greatest of all re
form agencies—its duty to the tax

These ﬁgures are only approximate.

payers to make prison labor remuner

The Census Bureau is rather slack in ative; to make it pay back some of
this matter. We have reason to be the taxpayers’ money.
lieve that our ﬁgures are much too
American needs nothing else today
low—but let them stand. It is suﬁi quite so urgently as it needs good
ciently enormous that the American roads. A million miles of good roads
people are paying $188,675,000 a year in America would add ten billions of
for the luxury of crime. Both the dollars to the value of American
army and navy of the United States farms, and would subtract at least a
cost only $178,000,000 a year. If we billion dollars a year from rents, and
had an army alone which cost $188, grocery and meat and milk bills, in
675,000 a year, what a bowl there our cities. We all pay big money for
would be about the taxes! Surely it the mud through which the farmer

a greater load on account of his large
area at the ﬁrst impulse and the
double cylinder man will say he can
start a greater load because he has
no dead point on his crank, and so
it goes. There are points of superi
ority in each engine, but in point of is time to consider what may be done drags his produce to market. Let it
“energy” or power both engines are in the way of return for this expend be the work of the states to build
iture on criminals.
roads, and let the prisoners be put to
equal
Of the 100,000 constantly in state work, building them—not hired out
prisons, about 85,000 are able-bodied to contractors, but, in this most val
The Cost of Criminals in the US. men. They are sentenced to hard la uable way, compelled to fulﬁll their
They can be made to pay back some of
the money.
There are about 150,000 sentences

a year to penitentiaries. It is proba
bly putting it below the ﬁgure to say
that these sentences cost-detectives,

bor.
out.

These sentences are not carried
For the most part they are kept

in comparative idleness, which ener
vates their bodies and vitiates their
minds and rots their moral natures;
which makes prisons the schools of
crime and vice, and sends prisoners
back into the world, at the expiration
of their sentences, to work corruption

police, courts, prosecution, detention,
transportation and all-$500 apiece, and prepare a greater harvest of
which is $75,000,000 a year to get the criminals.
criminals into prison. Averaging up
It is the duty of the state to carry
the short terms, these 150,000 give a out the sentence to hard labor. These
constant penitentiary population of men are not slaves because they are
about 100,000.
It costs about 75 criminals and prisoners. The state
cents a day, each, to keep them—$75, has not right to sell their labor, and
000 a day—$27,375,000 a year.
thus put them in competition with
There are about 850,000 commit honest labor; but it is the duty of the
ments a year to jails. These com state to fulﬁll the hard labor sentence
mitments cost, all told, perhaps $50

apiece-—$42,500,000.

Averaging the

short terms, we have a constant jail

population of some 200,000. They cost
about 60 cents a day, each-$120,000

sentences.

They, too, would have a chance to

pay back some of their cost.
All told, we ought to get 45,000.

000 days’ work in the year out of our
criminals.

That would build many

thousand miles of road. The work it
self would reform ten times as many
criminals as all other reform agencies
combined. It would greatly discour
age crime, if men knew that the hard
labor sentence meant what it said.
To wield a shovel on the road is very

different from sitting in a cell and
plotting mischief.
By the time we
had half the roads we really need,
this sort of reform and this sort of
discouragement would have greatly
reduced our prison population.
Sentimentalists object that the
sight of prisoners at work in public
would be unpleasant.

Well, the vast

part of their work would be in con
structing, not in repairing; and peo

Eighty-ﬁve
thousand
laborers,
working, as they could, 200 days in ple do not travel on roads while they
the year, would mean 17,000,000 days’ are being constructed. Few persons

work.

To oversee that work, and

would need to look upon the unpleas

ant spectacle—not as many as look
upon the unpleasantness of the crim
inal prosecutions whiich are directly
caused by the corrupting inﬂuence of
Of the 200,000 released, unregenerate criminals.

guard the workers, would give em
ployment to at least 15,000 honest la
borers.

But that is not all.

jail population, 175,000 are able-bod

ied men. They, also, should be put to
work on the roads. Of course, the
The premium list of the Iowa State
matter of transportation, from jails Fair and Exposition for 1908, held
to the place of labor and back, each August 20 to 28, oifers a large and
day, would be a problem; but prison varied list of inducements to com
camps are not impractical, and the petitors under the diﬁerent classiﬁ

matter of guarding would give work
to many more thousands of the unem
—its duty to the courts, as a meteing ployed. Also, it would be a whole
out of the punishment to which these some and useful discipline for our
men are condemned-its duty to the military organizations, which now
men, in making their punishment re play at soldiering, in comfortable and
formatory and not demoralizing; for safe quarters, at the public expense.

cations, which are many. In point of
offerings and variety of exhibits this
will be the largest and best exposition
yet held in Des Moines, and the
threshermen of the Hawkeye State

should not miss‘ it.

Stick a pin in at

these dates: August 20 to 28.
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5,000 0ther Men
USE THE “IXL” SEPARA TING DEVICE EVERY DAY THEY_THRESH. 5,000 of these
men Swear by it and say that it is the Greatest
Device ever made for Separating the Grain
from the Straw

Look Back
in your March, April, May
and June numbers and read
the testimonial letters.

Will increase the capacity of your separator
Will prevent your stacker choking
Will tear apart all bunches and bundles
Will save 993 per cent. of the loose grain from the straw
We guaranteeZit in every way sndl'we will send it anywhere inlthe United States to a responsible thresherman upon ten days
trial. Hurry up and write us. Ask for pattern showing how it looks in your machine. Tell us where you saw this ad. Address

'I'IIE 'SAT'I'LEY STAIZKER GIIMPANY
301 Amonoan National Bank Bldg.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

‘Please mention The Review.

trees, but is dug out of the ground. until sold. As wine improves with
It
was formed in trees and the earth age, so does varnish. except that there
Sixty years ago, when there were
few shops, says George Preston received it, because there was once is a limit in time for certain kinds.
no use for it by man. In the course At a certain stage it begins to lose its
Brown, writing in The Bookkeeper,
of nature’s evolutions many thous quality, and wise is the manufacturer
Detroit, April, the varnish manufac ands of years ago it crystallized, or who knows when it is at its best.”
turer traveled from town to town fossilized, and is now found in solid
The original use of varnish, Mr.
with horse and wagon, a big copper masses at varying depths below the Brown goes on to say, was to create
kettle and a supply of gum.
The surface of the earth. The substance a bright and shining surface. Shakes
customer was relied upon to furnish varies in color from a creamy white peare evidently thought it had no
oil and turpentine. A ﬁre was kin_ to a. deep brown and is often as clear other use when he said:
dled on the premises, the copper kettle as crystal, but brittle and rather ea
“Beauty doth varnish age, as if
set up over it, and the “cooking” sily crushed.
new-born
done in the open air. Few had use
“The best copal comes from New
And gives the crutch the cradle’s

must be so many varieties of this
beautiﬁer and preserver. It also ex
plains why the varnish manufacturer

Something About Varnish.

for varnish in those days except the
carriage makers, and they were sat
isﬁed because there was no better
product to be had this side of Eng

land.

who produces a good article must
have an intimate knowledge of woods
and metals. ”
I

l
l

They Were All Birds.

A current newspaper item is as fol
lows: “The wife of a Methodist
minister in West Virginia has been

married three times. Her maiden
name was Partridge; her ﬁrst hus
band was named Robin, her second

Sparrow, and the present one '5 name
used principally by varnish manufac
is Quayle.
There are two young
Robins, one Sparrow and three little
turers.
It is shipped direct from
Aukland in 200-lb. cases. After sort tion. It is applied to wood to prevent Quayles in the family. One grand
Zealand, and it is this product that is

infancy.”
A more practical purpose nowa
days, however. is that of preserva

Things are done differently ing as to color and size it is melted. decay and to metals to save them father was a Swami, and another was
This is done in copper kettles, which from oxidation. Says Mr. Brown:
a Jay. but he’s dead and is now a
They live on
hold about 150 gallons. and over 'a
“Open. your eyes on any product Bird of Paradise.
coke ﬁre. It requires 700° to 800° of manufacture, anywhere and at any Hawk Avenue, Eagleville, Canary Is
of heat to reduce the mass to a liquid time, and the ﬁrst thing they are lands, and the fellow who wrote this
or viscid state, and at the proper likely to see will be varnish. It is on article is a lyre bird and an interest
not be distinguishable at ﬁrst, time stage linseed oil is added. This mix your farm wagon and carriure and ing relative of the family.”
and wear will reveal the diﬂerence. ture is ‘cooked’ for a considerable your piano, on the books you read and
He writes:
time at a temperature of 500° to the drain pipes which carry waste
In the Portland cement industry,
“You may see your face reﬂected 600°. As with the breadmaker, this from your house to the sewer. Fruit Pennsylvania, with a production of
in the beautiful oak paneling of your lasts until the cook says ‘enough.’ cans are dipped in it and maps are 20.393965 barrels in 1907, valued at
library today but not next year, and Perhaps one of the secrets of the varnished to keep them clean. The $19,693,006, is the leading state by a
possibly not next week. After all, .1 manufacture lies here.
most common use is on wood, where large margin. New Jersey, with an
shining, or reﬂecting, surface is notv
“After the ‘cooking’ the mixture the beautifying and preservative output of 4,449,896 barrels, worth
the real test of a varnish. The ﬁnest is pumped through pipes to mixing qualities are combined. The use of $4,738,516, is second; Indiana, with a
house and furniture varnishing. com tanks, and turpentine is added. The natural woods for furniture and dec production of 3,782,841 barrels, val
pared with piano work, is dull. The purpose of this ingredient is that of orative purposes is made possible by ued at $4.757,860, is third; Michigan
gloss is rubbed off. The rubbing is thinning and drying; the oil ﬁlls the varnish. The exquisite graining of is fourth with an output of 3,572,668
carried to the extent of smoothness. pores of the material to which the oak and maple. which no art of man I barrels, valued at $4,384,731; and
but not to the extent of high polish. varnish is applied and protects it can reproduce, would soon disappear Kansas ﬁfth, with an output of 3.
“The principal ingredient of var against the deteriorating effects of air through decay if varnish did not shut 353.825 barrels, valued at $4,240,358.
These ﬁve states contributed almost
nish is a gum allied to the resin which and water. The next receptacle is out the always consuming oxygen.
“Furthermore, one kind of wood re three-fourths of the total production,
exudes from pine trees. It is known | the receiving tank, in which the var
speciﬁcally as copal and differs from nish is cured very much as wine is. quires a quality of varnish which an and none of the remaining states pro
the common resins in having become The ripe product is finally pumped to other does not, just as that for iron duced as much as 3.000,000 barrels
It is not scraped from the storage tanks, where it remains and wood diﬁer. This is why there during the year.
fossilized.
and on a larger scale today. In the
ﬁrst place, the writer tells us, mod
ern varnish is not an unvarying, com
monplace article.
There are many
kinds, and although their effects may
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Balanced Valves
L. J. WATSON

Part II.
In the ﬁrst part of this article, it
will be remembered, the statement
' was made that there was no pressure

underneath the valve to oﬁset that
on the top or back of same. While
in a general sense this is largely true,
it is not altogether so;

for at cer

tain positions of the valve travel, and
for short periods of time, there is
some pressure which tends to crowd
the valve away from its seat. The

amount is comparatively small, how
ever, and depends upon the size of
the steam ports in one case, and the
amount the valve may, at times, pro

ject beyond the valve seat, in anoth
er. To avoid confusion of ideas to
the beginner this pressure was at ﬁrst
ignored.
We have now reached a
stage, however, when. it must be ta

many people seem to believe that it steam at the lap joint of the outer of pressure as soon as the ring moves
is perfectly balanced. As far as dead ring when it has expanded in follow past the port, the result would be that
pressures upon the heads are con ing up the wear on itself and the while the ring would be nearly hal
cerned this is so; but the statement bushing. In the absence of said bull anced when over the port, it would be
is not strictly true except when the ring the steam would enter the open decidedly unbalanced as soon as it
valve has no packing rings, and in
which case it is called a “plug” pis
ton valve. If the valve is ﬁtted with
packing rings, the narrower the rings

ing at the joint on one edge, thence moved beyond the port, when the
pass under the lap and out through pressure behind would force it
the opening between the ends of the against the bushing, thereby greatly

ring on the opposite edge, into the increasing the force necessary to
are, the more nearly will the valve be exhaust cavity; besides, ‘live steam move it.
With these circumstances before
balanced. When narrow rings are pressure would be always under the
used, there are two at least used in ring crowding it out against the bush us it is somewhat an open question as

each piston, one at each edge; and ing.
with large valves three or more are
Just how well the use of a bull-ring
‘sometimes employed. With the use under a wide faced ring, may suc
of narrow rings it is found that the ceed in preventing leakage of steam
bridges of the steam ports wear fast at the joint. or the accumulation of
er than the solid surface of the bush pressure under the ring, is a matter
ing, owing to the lesser wearing sur (f some conjecture. and depends
face they possess; and consequently largely upon the workmanship.

under the rings.

While a plug piston valve (one
without rings) is perfectly balanced
when properly ﬁtted, the great diffi
culty of so ﬁtting it, and the con
stantly increasing leakage due to

wear, renders it practically unﬁt for
high steam pressures.
It can be said, however, that piston
valves, with either wide or narrow

ken into consideration.
Let us now suppose we place the

slide valve in such a position as to

rings, compare in practical eﬂiciency

cover one of the admission ports.
and that there is steam chest pressure

with the best balanced valves in use
to the present time.
Fig. 1 shows a sectional view of

in the cylinder. It may be easily un
derstood how the cylinder pressure
would be exerted against that part
of the valve free (bottom) covering

the port.

to whether there should be, or is,

steam chest pressure in the grooves

a wide ringed piston _valve equipped
with bull-rings, although it has no

bushing for a seat, the same being

Also if the valve be placed

so that one of its edges extend be
yond the valve seat; the surface of

formed by boring out the chest.

the face

class, the “Richardson” balanced
valve represents one of the oldest
designs.

Of the double faced ﬁat slide valve

so projecting would have

steam chest pressure against it.

Cylinder pressure against the un

A large percentage of the locomo

derside of the valve when the engine
is working on expansion will always
exist, as previously explained; but

ped with these valves.
Its construction may be easily un
derstood by refcring to the illustra

the valve traveling so as to project
over the seat may or may not take

1"”

place, the same depending upon the
design. and the travel of the valve if
it be adjustable.

Both these conditions (if the lat
ter exists) occur twice at each revo
lution, but continue only a part .of

tives in the l'nited States are equip

A\‘§\\\\\\\\\\\

tions, in which Fig. 2 represents a
longitudinal section and Fig. 2A a
transverse section through the center
of an ordinary locomotive steam chest
ﬁtted with this valve. Fig. 3 shows
a top view or plan of the valve, and

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
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Fig. 4 an elevation of one of the end
packing strips and spring.

the time.

In describing balanced slide valves
of the various numerous designs, the

writer has not attempted to give a
description of any but what contin
ued successful service would warrant

the supposition that they were ﬁt to
be considered as good balanced
valves. These may be classiﬁed as
follows: The piston valve. the doub
le faced ﬂat slide valve, and the sin
gle faced ﬁat slide valve.

The piston valve being one of the
ﬁrst forms of balanced valves used it
may be as well to consider it before
the others.

It is formed of two pis

tons joined by a centrally located
neck which is usually hollow. The
seat for it is of cylindrical form, and
is generally made in an independent
piece. called a bushing. which is
forced into a bored chamber (steam
chest) of the cylinder casting with

hydraulic or screw pressure.

The

Fig. 1.

In general form this valve is simi
At cut-off. when the ring just cov lar to the common “D” valve, the
after a time shoulders are formed at '
each end of the bridges which the ers the port. the outside face of the only alteration being in the provision
rings may catch against as they trav ring is subjected to the pressure in of means. in the form of grooves, for
cl over the ports. To overcome this the cylinder which may be, if not receiving the packing strips, p, p, p,
This p, and the addition of the balance
defect a single wide ring is sometimes quite, steam chest pressure.

used in each piston. which rings are I pressure on the outer face of the ring plate, A. It will be noticed in this
tends to force the ring to collapse or instance that the balance plate is

suﬁiciently wide to span and lap the
ports and thus produce minimum wear
on the bridges across the ports. Be

of the ring is in the “solid bore”

of the bushing at all times.

_

While this ‘advantage is in their fa

vor, their

width

may

cause

the

valve to be unbalanced to a consid

erable extent. and especially so af
ter wear has caused the ends of the
rings to spwad apart, and the rings
to get loose edgewise in the grooves.
Some manufacturers of wide ring

ed piston valves aim to make the

lar intervals. extend around the full

neatly as to allow of the natural ex
pansion for wear, and .still prevent

The relation of the

ports to each other is similar to that
for the “D” slide valve: although
the steam may be admitted at the
center and exhaust at the ends. which

rings ﬁt the edges of the grooves so

the steam from getting underneath
them (into the grooves). A second
ring. called a bull-ring, is used un
derneath the ﬁrst ring of each piston.

Fig. 2.

the ring does collapse, the steam will!
escape into the exhaust port'until itl
expands again, which would be as
soon as it uncovers the port.
If steam chest pressure gets intol

same as with the “D” valve.
The piston valve is always spoken
of as a balanced valve. and a great

sides to it. The use of the bull-ring
is intended to prevent leakage of

tributed

in

the

opposite

way

the

nglar space, S, Fig. 3, which space
equals in area the amount of surface
on the back of the valve that it is de
sired to relieve of excess of pressure.
As_all'eady poled these fmll' Packing

the groove back of the ring it would: stl'fps consl§t of two long" fmesv

always prevent the ring (.ouapsingl
The joints of the ﬁrst ring is of the from pressure of the cylinder; but asl
usual lap splice form. and the joint the pressure back of the ring (if it
of the bull-ring is located at opposite exists) remains constant whip, the‘

is usually the case, or it may be dis

bolted to the cover of the steam chest,

ends of the ring do not touch, or but these may be cast in a single
sides they cannot catch_ against the there is not pressure back of the ring piece. The packing strips are made
shoulders if they do form, as a part (in the groove) to counteract it. If in four sections. enclosing a rectan

ports are formed in it. which. with
the exception of the bridges at regu
circumference.

close up} and it may do so if the

which are simply rectangular pieces
of cast iron, while the two shorter
ones (see Fig. 4) have gibbed ends to

hold them in their place.
Beneath each packing strip a light
since the face is practically relievedl semi-elliptical spring is placed (see
pressure on the face of it does not.‘
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Governor SicleIof Feeder

If you are looking for a Self Feeder that is absolutely reliablezbeyond question, one that you
know will do the work without a whole lot of grief, one that is perfectly governed and has stood the
test for many years in all kinds and conditions of grain and weather,

The Parsons is the Machine
If you have had experience you knowlthis, and if new atl’ithe business just ask any old threshermgri.

Governed with Pickering
~ Governor.

Crank shaft motion
which assists in the

Knives that never dull.

separation and tearing
apart of .hard baked
bundles.

Adiustable in all work
ing parts.
Sectional View.

The Parsons Dump Rack
Where these dump racks are used ﬁve teams have done better work than ten teams with the ordinary stationar_
rack. The threshing machine is kept more steadily at work and every man and team is kept on the move, feeding the
machine to its full capacity every minute. It is this kind of work that makes money for the owner.
There is no loss of time driving up to the machine, getting ready to pitch and driving away again not any .
cuse for the pitchers to kill time getting on and off wagon and to work again. The team does not stand idle at "1'
machine while the load is being pitched 05.

With the old style stationary rack the loss of time occurs with each load not only to the team and pitchers but .
the entire threshing outﬁt. With our dump rack it is not necessary to stop the team at the machine, simply pres.
the foot lever while driving by and the load is left at any desired spot, not scattered but in a bunch, taking up Vet’,
little more space than the dump rack. The pitchers need not be disturbed as the load may be left at a different plan
each alternate time and when our swinging elevator feeder is used the elevators may be swung from load to load.
Send for special circular.

MANUFACTURERS OF
The Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder, The Ruth Band Cutter and Self Feeder, Hawkeye Band Cutter u

Self Feeder, Success Corn Husker and Shredder, Success Automatic Belt Guide, Success Ratchet Cylinder Wrenov
Buffalo Hay Press, Hawkeye Manure Spreader, Hawkeye Grain Grader, Hawkeye Automatic Hog Watcrer.

:Write us for our new catalog.

PARSONS BAND CUTTER & SELF FEEDER ' C0.
Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.
PAR-B088 nwxm MPG. 00., Winnipeg, Canada. Sales Agent- !or Canada.
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The llunneciicui Fire lnsuranrra 60.
0F IIAIITFURD, BUNIIEOTIBUT
Engines, Separators, Feeders,
Stackers, Weighers, Shredders, Corn Shellers, Hay
insures

Traction

Presses, Clover Hullers, and any and all kinds of
‘mi-J1;v
>41“a_

Power Farm Machinery by a plan by which the

\a\ 54)
\

amount of insurance is graduated to correspond
with the number of seasons the machinery has been

in use, against loss or damage by Fire, Lightning,
Windstorm, Tornado and Cyclone, while in use,
transit and storage.
Also insures all kinds of

Farm Property and Live Stock.
Address all Communications to

THE CONNECTICUT FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Western Department. Rookery Building

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
in, Fig. 4) which

holds

these strips be about as near perfectly balanced

back from the outer edges of the out
as was practically possible. owing to er rings to the extreme ends of the
the cylinder pressure underneath dur valve, the chest pressure is wholly
ing the periods of expansion, and the shut 01? from the back of the valve.
pressure under that portion of the As the valve in extreme travel very
valve face which projects beyond the often projects beyond the valve seat,
pressure of the steam chest.
The valve seat in the extremes of its trav this small amount of back surface ex
strips ﬁt the grooves free enough so el, as heretofore explained.
posed to the pressure of the chest is
they will drop into them of their own
Another type of double faced ﬂat necessary
to balance the upward

Auiylm

against the balance plate when the
steam is shut off. When the engine
is working, these‘ packing strips are
forced against the balance plate and‘
the inner sides of the grooves by the

Z
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Headlight
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Traction
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Best and Cheapest Light in the Market. lune
11 hours. Write ior catalog and prices.
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American Acetylene Stove Co.,
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504 Masonic Temple.

Minneapolis. Minn.
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Chesapeake
Fig.3

Fig. 2A.

weight, but are not made so loose as slide valve is represented in Fig. 5,

to chuck or rattle in them.

showing the Gould balanced valve.
Should the packing strips allow any The face of this valve is the same as
steam to leak by, it will not result in the ordinary “D” valve, but the
the accumulation of pressure on the back is turned in semi-circular form
space enclosed by them, as it is al and grooved for joint strips or half
lowed to escape into the exhaust cav rings, which rings ﬁt against a cov
ity through the small hole, h, in the er concaved to conform to the back
center of the top of the valve.
of the valve. The lower edges of the
In making these valves
grooves are cut ﬁrst and
strips inserted, after which
grooves are cut, the latter

the long
the long
the short
operation

trimming or jointing the ends of the
long packing strips; a neat and tight
joint between the meeting ends of
the packing strips being thus easily
produced.
It will be observed that each pack
ing strip has its own independent
place for wear against the balance

pressure on the valve face when it is
thus exposed.
By referring to Fig. 6, which
shows the valve turned upside down,
it will be seen that there are four
holes drilled in the face.
Two of
these holes extend to the grooves of

Thresher

Belling

the outer rings, and two to the spaces

between the respective pairs of rings.
cover rest against the valve seat, This arrangement provides cylinder
which supports the pressure on the pressure under the rings, and on the
back of the cover. Thus the valve back of the valve between the pairs
works between two faces, and, with of rings, so that the upward pres
the exception of those portions of the sure on the face of the valve is al

Unsurpassed for strength, traction
power and durability.
Made from

the heaviest weight of duck.

All

goods fully guaranteed.
For sale by all reliable dealers.
Mlnuhclurod by

Thu Iihasapnalre Belting company
Baltimore, Md.
Please mention The Review.
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plate, as they are so disposed that
each section in its travel does not

PACKINGRINGS
RAISED .

cross the line traversed by any other.

As the short packing strips travel in
directions with their length, while
the long ones travel in directions
crosswise of their length, it will be

IDEAL
THRESHER TANK

.
T

seen that the short strips will have a
much smaller amount of wearing sur
face on the balance plate than the

long one, and will consequently wear
into the balance plate the fastest.
But as the sections are independent
of each other, the respective sections
will simply follow up their own wear
so that any unevenness of their wear
ing will therefore not cause much
leakage. For this reason the Rich
ardson balanced valve will remain in
good condition much longer than a
great many other designs of balanced

double faced ﬂat slide valves.

An all steel tank made in 10, 12 and
i5 bbl. sizes from the best quality of
16 gulge steel.

They don't water soak and get heavy.

..._____.

COMMUNICATINGPORT FROM
YLINDER TO STEAM CHAMBER

‘ EX HAUS¥EAVFF>7"""m
;; 'TH ROUGPLIQ covers
STEAM CHAMBER TO BALANCE
r VALVE AGAINST PORT
1‘ PRESSURE ALSO SEAT RINGS

-

so'riiYFrTiT
. ’
VALVE sou
GEEVE
' l‘FAcE or VALVE]
PINS TO KEEP PACKING
‘RINGS IN PO SiTIONY, ’
.s

While this valve is but about 65
per cent balanced, it was supposed to

Fig. 5.

.
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than‘

They don’t freeze and burst. They
don't dry out and warp. They don't _
eak.

lTh0 "IDEAL" tor Thrasharmon
Write for catalogue and prices.

E. D. ETNYRE & CO. ‘
n4 . ._n__

OREGON, ILLINOIS
Please mention The Review.
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The Lindsay Feeder
Get in touch with any man who
has

used the

Lindsay: Feeder.

His testimony will astonish you.

—MADE

BY———

LINDSAY BROTHERS,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin

inner knives pass between the spikes in rake tearing the straw completely npurt_
Please mention The Review.

ways balanced by a downward pres! in far-away Tunis. The dealers in
sure on the back of the same amount; question understand English very

New Jersey (Interstate), Trenton.
September 28-October 2.
New York (state), Syracuse, Sep

well, and the manufacturers would
tember 14-19.
therefore have had no need to trans
the valve maintains a uniform bal late the hints into French. It is just 1
North Carolina,
ance.
Under these conditions the‘ this kind of thing that our German October 1217.
valve will never lift from the seat, competitors do not fail in and that,
North
Dakota
and during the periods of admission,
expansion, exhaust and compression,

l

Prominent Fairs for 1908.

October 12-17.
California

(state),

Sacramento.

\ August 29-September 5.

,
Fig. 6.
no matter how great the compression; i

and for this reason a much greater
amount of the surface of the back of
the valve can be relieved of steam
chest pressure than would otherwise‘

be possible.

Pennsylvania (Allentown), Allen
town, September 22-25.
South Carolina (state), Columbia,

tober 5-11.
Virginia (state), Richmond, Octo

sense this‘

valve cannot be said to be absolutely

balanced, yet it is practically so, and
it appears to be, so far as the writer
has been able to inform himself, the

most perfectly balanced slide valve
that has thus far been brought out;
and it is finding high favor with some ,
of the most prominent manufacturers

(interstate

Live

Stock),

Timonium, Sep
tember 1-5.
of a new American implement that, Maryland (Hagerstown), Hagers
had been ordered out by some enter town, October 13-16.
England), ‘
Massachusetts
(New
prising dealer, hoping to develop a
I was invited to witness the trial

trade in it, says Roland R. Dennis Worcester, September 7-11.
Michigan (state), Detroit, Septem
in a report from Tunis. The tool ar
structions as to setting it up proper

ber 3-11.
Michigan (west),

ly and tater I learned that the deal

September 14-18. '

er has never received a word of di
rections for using it. I know the
factory where the tool came from and
know it has a large staff or typewrit
ers and a splendid organization of
practical men. Hal an hour spent by

Minnesota (state), Hamline,
gust ‘Bl-September 5.

,

Grand

Rapids, ‘
Au

Missouri (state), Sedalia, October
3-9.
Montana (state), ‘Helena, Septem
ber 28-October 3.

Nebraska (state), Lincoln, August
to the “don’ts” and the “do’s” in 28-September 4.
New Hampshire (state), Concord,
working the‘ tool would have been in
valuable to their would-be customers September 7-10.

one of these men dictating hints 0s

MANSFIELD, 0.

Washington (state), North Yaki
ma. September 28-October 3.

Costly Neglect of an American. gust 31-September 4.
Maryland (state),
Manufacturer.
_

rived without one single line of in

lliE FERNYAKQIICIIINE 60..‘

ber 5-10.

ber 7-10.
Maine (central), Waterville, Au

(Continued in August.)

Saves time and

money in trips to repair shop.
Has
advantages over other expanders and
cutters, in that it is operated entire
ly by wrench—no hammer is used.
No guess work. The grooves in rolls
will form a. bead on the inside of
tube, which is a positive proof of a
perfectjob. Made in all sizes. 1% in.
to 4 in. sizes carried in stock.
For full particulars, write,

Texas (state), Dallas, October 17

Maine (state), Lewiston, Septem-‘

of threshing engines.

llthsr Prices and
Circular
llpon Application

November 1.
Utah (state), Salt Lake City, Oc

Washington (Interstate), Spokane,
October 5-10.
‘Nest Virginia (state), Wheeling,
Sioux City, September 7-12.
Kansas (state), Hutchinson, Sep ' September 7-11.
Wisconsin (state), Milwaukee, Sep
tember 14-19..
Kentucky (state), Louisville, Sep tember 7-11.
tember 14-19.
Kentucky (Blue Grass), Lexington, ‘
August 10-15.
Louisiana (state), Shreveport, No
vember 2-7.

ed.

technical

Bethlehem,

Illinois (state), Springﬁeld, Sep
tember 25-October 2.

Iowa

PRICE 0F 2 men
ROLLER All)
CUTTER $5.00
A great labor saver.

(state),

October 26-30.
South Dakota (state), Huron, Sep
tember 7-11.
Tennessee (state), Nashville, Sep
tember 21-26.

Iowa (state), Des Moines, August
20-28.

of shoulders that occurs with nar
row ringed piston valves, is prevent
a

Grand

Colorado (state), Pueblo, Septem-‘
ber 14-19.
Colorado (Industrial Exposition), ,
Denver, September 7-12.
Connecticut (Danbury), Danbury,
October 5-10.
Georgia (state), Atlanta, October
8-24.

Indiana (state), Indianapolis, Sep
As the rings (or half-rings) do not
travel over any ports, the formation , tember 7-11.

in

(state),

October 1-10.
Oregon (state), Salem, September

Alabama (state), Birmingham. Oc ‘ 14-19.
Pennsylvania
tober 9-17.
. Arkansas (state), Hot Springs, ‘\ September 1-4.

While

A Screw‘Feed Flue Expander and Butter
(state), Raleigh.

makes us severely and, should we not Forks, July 28-31.
add, justly criticised by foregn deal-.
Ohio (state), Columbus, August 31
ers, many of whom are most anxious September 4.
_
to make business connections with,
Oklahoma (state), Oklahoma City,
11S

A NEW ONE

v

The Praciial Oil Pump
I: guaranteed to pump any kind of cyl
inder oil in any degree of temperature no
matter how hot or how cold, and to per
fectly lubricate a traction engine of any
make or size, single, double or compound.
No ratchet wheels—no pawls-uo springs
—no eccentrics-no metal joint piungers—
nothing to break or get out of order
made adjustable in its working parts and
constructed to wear as long as the best en
gine ever made.
Saves _time—_saves oil—will more than
pay for itself in one season's use.
Absolutely reliable—will not work right
one day and refuse to work the next as
some oilers do, but can be relied u on '0
work each day alike.
Always rea y for
business no matter whether it is 40° below
zero or 90° in the shade.
Sight feed can be used both winter and
summer-—you can see just what the pum
is doing at all times-take out your watch
and count the dro s.
No water in the
glass—nothing to
reeze—no draining to
be done.
A novel feature that all threshermen ap»
preciate is the Cord Emergency Regulat
mg Device, which can be operated from the
footboard of the engine, same as a whistle
cord.
Don’t have to climb up and turn
a hand crank—just pull on the cord.
Write for Catalog and explanation of
our Free Trial "‘Ter.

McCullough Manf’g Company
Minneapolis, Minn.

R. J. COLE.
We are pleased to show our New York
readers the above portrait of their worthy
State President. He’s a live one, and
should have the hearty co-operation of
every thresherman in the Empire State.

Chicago glflcc, 69 N. Jeilemm Slreei.
\\ hen buying a new engine insist
~n it being equipped with a Prac
tical Oil Pump. It won't cost you
any more and it means much to rile
life of your engine.

July. lsms‘.
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What is Power? 0
\Vould you think that a boy could himself for another leap, he would
carry a thousand horse power engine still be exerting himself at his max
imum rate for only about one-ﬁfth

in his hands‘?

Yet that is what a boy does every of the time. The rest of the time he
time he goes shooting with a decent would be idle in the air, or else re
covering position for the next spring.
ly heavy gun.
Would you think that a boy could So his average rate of doing work
exert. in his own muscles, ﬁve 11. p.‘? would be only one-ﬁfth of ten h. p.
Yet that is about what a good stout

The’s a REAL Reason Why

or two h. p.

lad does every time he leaps a four
foot hurdle.

Yet even this diminished
would wind him so quickly that
But these are no reasons for assert- . taking a few hurdles he must
ing that a boy is stronger than a. and rest for several minutes.
horse, The horse itself can do some
It is the same way that a
“stunts” in the same line.

rate
after
stop

the U. S. Automatic Injector is the best and most practical water
feed for traction engines-it’s strictly and everlastingly aulc~
matic. The surest way to prove this is to put one on your boiler
and then see for yourself.
Rocky roads, steep hills, deep ruts, ditches or logs-— it's
all the same to the

hand

riﬂe, if it be a heavy one with a long

We have all watched a pair of cartridge, may exert several thousand
h. p. For each spell of its work lasts
ing it. in the early days of electric only four or ﬁve-thousandths of a sec
traction the care were equipped with ond. The amount of work which it
only ﬁve h. p. motors; for it was does is no more than the boy could
known that an electric motor of that do, give him time; but the rate at
size would work up to more than ﬁve which the gun does it is enormous.
h. p. upon demand, and it was also
Some of the automatic machine
known that no living horse could do guns, wherein the recoil of one explo
horses strain at a street car in start

a mechanical horse power continu
ously.

U. S. Automatic Injector
you can’t break the feed so long as the suction pipe, or hose, is
under water.
That’s why thousands of threshermen say “there’s only one
practical and everlastingly satisfactory injector for traction en
gines—thc U. S. Automatic.” You can prove this statement
for yourself—on your own boiler.

sion dn'ves out the empty cartridge,
reloads the gun and ﬁres it again

without outside aid, ﬁres 600 shots :1
minute. The sound is as if the dis
loads that two horses had handled charge were continuous. Yet the act
with ease! The power had to be in
ual work of getting the bullet. into
creased. and rose to 30 h. p. before motion really occupies only- about

But the ﬁve h. p. electric motors
were helpless with the same cars and

any satisfaction was had with four

one-twentieth of the time.

Buy from your dealer-insist on the _words
"I’. S. Automatic" stamped on the injector.

WRITE FOR THE ENGINEER’S RED BOOK
Sent free on request.

The rest

wheel cars of virtually the same size is consumed in getting the mechan
as had been handled by the two ism into operation and stopped again.
horses. and weighing not more than
50 per cent. more. The old car horses
must have been exerting something

American'lnjector Co., Detroit, Mich.

and the breech properly relocked for
the next discharge.

like 10 h. p. apiece when they started

So, if the rate of doing work. or
power, for a single discharge taken

their car.

by itself were, say, two thousand h.

What do all these paradoxes mean‘! p., the average rate would be only one!
What is a horse power, anyhow‘! If hundred h. p.; for during nineteen
a mechanical horse power is a gener twentieths of the time the power
ous measure of a live horse’s ability,
how is it that the latter can exert ten
mechanical h. p. upon demand‘!

making part of the action, that is.

in starting the car, nor the boy in

to sell engines at about the time this
nation was coming into existence.

The Chaffin Patent

jumping the hurdle maintains his out
put of power for long. Neither does
the gun when it projects its bullet.
For power is the rate of doing
work, and has nothing to do with the

during the seventeen-seventies.
At
that time most power production was‘
furnished by horses.
To be sure,
Newcomen steam engines had been at‘

amount of work done.

work for sixty years, but they could

For Steam and Gasoline Traction En
gines, also Portables.
We guarantee this Belt Guide to
hold your belt on against ANY wind
and incorrect aligning ANYWHERE,
and guarantee no man can pull the
belt of? with a stake or back into the
belt with a load and push it off.
Don't hesitate. Write for our new
catalogue before you forget it. Our
Belt Holder will do the work quicker

be very high, yet if not continued only pump water. Watt not only im
proved Newcomen’s pumping engine,
long little will be accomplished.
The boy jumping the hurdle ac

l

Belt and Wind Guide ,

the explosion, is idle.
We owe our deﬁnition of the horse
The secret is that neither the horse power to James \Vatt. Watt began

The rate may

.

and better than any 4 men.

Good Agents Wanted.

but he. soon made the ﬁrst steam en

CHAFFIN MANUFACTURING

complishes only the lifting of his gine which could _turn wheels.
weight by two or three feet, but he
Both sorts of engine had to com
does it in a very short space of time. pete with horses; so Watt needed a l
The hand riﬂe, in giving the bullet a measure of his engine’s power. He,
high muzzle velocity, does only about watched heavy brewery horses hoist
as much work as the boy would do in ing grain into a loft, and found that

C0.l

RIPON, W!S., U. S. A.
mentrloxn Thelevlew.

DRIVE BELTS FOR .THlQEVSHER RIGS
l

climbing Bunker Hill monument, or in
jumping a hundred hurdles.
But
whereas the boy would require min
utes to accomplish these tasks, the

gun gets the bullet up to speed in a

each horse lifted about a thousand

1
l

pounds twenty-two feet in a minute.
This amount of work he called twen
ty-two thousand foot pounds.
To give good measure he added 50

period of time measurable in thous
andths of a second. The rate of doing
the same amount of work is vastly
different.

er the rate of doing work which would

consider average rates of doing work,

pounds if continued for one second, or

:L:
l

i

accomplish thirty-three thousand foot
pounds of work if continued for a
We can see this better when we minute, or ﬁve hundred and ﬁfty foot

this rate for more than’a fraction of
a second. Even if he could go over
hurdle after hurdle, as fast as he
could touch the ground and gather

weights, which usually move slowly,

require little power.

A few horse

power at the pumps will lift forty

thousand tons of ﬂoating dry dock. ,

Sawyer Stitched Canvas Thresher Belts are now
being demanded by Threshermen who are willing to pay a

per cent. to this, calling a horse pow

rather than momentary rates.
1,980,000 foot pounds if continued
The boy jumping the gate actually for one hour.
does all the work of jumping in a
Power being merely the rate of do
fraction of a second. Therefore his ing work, great force does not count
momentary rate was, as we said, ten for so much as quick action, in pow
Derricks ' for
heavy
h. p. But the boy cannot maintain er rating.

is NOW A TlMELY TOPIC
little more for 0 Superior Article.
The Sawyer Belting Co. make more
Thresher Belts than any other two com
petitors with these as a specialty.

WE HAVE MADE GOOD

l

Our belts are now being used exclu
sively by the largest implement com
~ panics and successful threshermen every
where.
Ask for “Book B” telling all about them.

i Sar Belting Co., Cleveland, Ohio
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THE NIAGARA SECOND
SAVING GRAIN
Equipped with several styles of Stacker.
Unexcelled in Every Detail

Wonderful Separation

No Loading the Shoe

Perfect Cleaning

Unlimited Capacity

BUFFALO PITTS COMPANY, BUFFALO, NEW YORK
‘BRANCH

Buﬁalo Pitts Co., Fargo, N.
.
Buffalo Pitts Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
(Buffalo Pitts Co., Portland, Oregon.

HOUSES AND AGENCIES}

Buffalo ‘Pitts Co., \Vichita, Kansas.

M. M. Baker Co., Peoria, Ill.

Buﬁ'alo Pitts Co., Houston, Texas.

Baker 8: Hamilton, San Francisco, Ca].
Lininger Implement Co., Omaha, Neb.

Banting Machine Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Please mention The Review.

into the air; but the result is attain

with a battleship on board, many feet supply thirty lbs. of dry steam of

So an engine horse power, accom country in organizing associations to
seventy Tbs. pressure per hour, made plishing 1,980,000 foot pounds of protect their holdings from ﬁre. In

ed very slowly.

from feed water of one hundred de

A wood working shop, on. the other grees Fahrenheit; or one-half pound

work per hour, would develop heat, if the Pacific Northwest, the Washing
all consumed in friction, at the rate ton Forest Fire Association has just

hand, with its rapidly revolving saws of steam per second.
of 1,980,000—:—778=2,545 B. t. u. per
and planers, requires many times the
But these arbitrary conditions of hour. But the boiler horse power is
power which will suffice for a ma steam pressure and feed temperature 33,300 B. t. u., or thirteen times as
chine shop which works (but always soon ceased to be standard. And so great.
slowly) the hardest of irons. The re the boiler horse power was redeﬁned
In a plant where one horse power
cent advent of tungsten steel for as a rate of heat supply.
of boiler only just supplies one en
tools, permitting the speed of cut to
Heat is measured in terms of the gine horse power, for every thirteen
be tremendously increased, has revo amount of it required to raise one lb. heat units caught from the furnace
lutionized the demand for machine of water one degree F. in tempera by the boiler only one gets converted
shop power in a way which the in ture. This amount of heat is called into work in the engine.
crease in mere size of cut and weight one British thermal unit.
A single incident will illustrate the
of work never approached. Similar
So the new boiler horse power is importance of not confusing these
ly, an express passenger locomotive, deﬁned as the rate of heat supply two horse powers. A South American
gliding along on spider-like wheels, which would furnish 33,300 B. t. u. coﬁee planter was in the habit of
develops more power than a ponder per hour, or 555 B. t. u. per minute.
drying his coﬂee with air heated by
ous freight engine. A fast cruiser
These ﬁgures must not be confused the steam from a ﬁfteen horse power
requires eight times the power that with the engine horse power, or 33, boiler. But fuel was very expensive
a tramp freighter of the same ton 000 foot pounds per minute or 550 in the hills. There was a water pow
nage but of one-half the speed needs foot pounds per second.
er near by, however. and he had read
for its propulsion.
Now, work as we all know, turns of
hydro-electric
plants to
and
of
electric
heating. power
So he vwrote
New
Then there is quite another sort of readily into heat. The striking of a
horse power in use than this mechani match, the sparks from a brake shoe, York for prices upon a ﬁfteen horse
cal horse power of James Watt. This the warming of a bearing. show that. power hydro-electric plant with which
is the boiler horse power.
Heat and work are much the same to dry his coffee. His disappointment
Men needed a power rating, in things: relative motion between bodies. may be imagined when he discovered
Heat also turns readily into work. that a horse power was not a horse
course of time, for their boilers as
well as for their engines. But a boil as we see in the action of steam en power and that he must buy a two
hundred horse power Water wheel and
er does not supply work, and so its gines, gas engines, guns, etc.
The equivalence between the two is dynamo in order to get the same heat
output cannot be measured in rate of
foot pounds of work done. Instead. given by saying that one B. t. u. that he was drawing from his little
it supplies steam; or rather heat. So equals 778 foot pounds. That is to boiler. — Power.
say, the heat which will raise one
the boiler horse power was ﬁrst de
ﬁned in 1876 at the Centennial Ex pound of water one degree in tem
perature will, if all converted into Timber Owners Organize to Fight
position, almost exactly a century af
Fire.
ter Watt had deﬁned the engine horse work, raise the same quantity of wa
_One of the most important econom
power, as a rate of steam supply. ter 778 feet into the air. In other
Gauging it to suit the steam consump- - worls. the power going into waste in ic movements of the day about which
tion of a good steam engine of that Niagara Falls is sufficient to heat the the general public has yet learned lit
day, the boiler horse power was called , river by less than one-quarter of a tle is the concerted action of owners
of timber in different parts of the
the rate of steam making which would degree.

elected oﬁicers at Seattle and begun

work for the year with 3,000,000
acres under its care. The plans in
clude a system of patrol by rangers
resembling the work done by the
United States Forest
Service in
guarding against and extinguishing
ﬁres.
“
Organizations of similar kind and
for a like purpose, are at work in
Oregon and Idaho.
In the latter state, a portion of the expense is
‘borne by taxation and paid from the
state treasury. A YVestern railroad
company which holds large tracts of
timber has taken steps to guard its
property from ﬁre, and during the

short time that its plans have been in
operation, it has met with most en
couraging success.

Similar work is being done on the
other side of the continent. Forest
owners in Maine have gone to work
in the same systematic way to con
trol the forests’ great enemy, ﬁre.
Like organizations are found in oth
er parts of the country. showing how
fully it is now‘ realized that protec
tion against ﬁre is of the greatest
importance.

It is safe to say that ﬁres in this
country have destroyed more timber
than lumbermen have out.
When
timber was abundant. the waste
passed almost unnoticed, but now

that a scarcity is at hand and an act
ual wood famine threatens in

the

near future, the owners of forest
lands are waking up and taking ac
tion to save what is left.
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The “Do Business” 1
Whether its an Engine, Separator or Steam Plow that you are buying, if you want a machine that will
the field and start right off on the dot, a machine that will keep going with almost never a stop and wit
pairs, that is to say, if you want a machine that actually “Does the Business” you need an Avery “Yellov
It would be a good plan for you to make a little trip to our Factory or to one of our Branch Houses an
machines themselves. If you cannot come, write for a catalog and ask to have one of our travelers sto
see you. You can depend upon prompt action at our end of the line.

Rememl
it ’s not what y4
but what you;
your money
Counts.
You get the m
your money wk
get an A VERl
Ask any owm

an Avery abou

_

The Avery “Yellow Fellow" Separator.

Has features, which cause it to “Do the Business" in getting the grain out of the heads, separating it from the straw and thoroughly cleaning it.
Jumbo Tool Steel Teeth, the Avery Heavy Cylinder and the Long Concave and Grate Surface get the grain out of the heads; the Moving Grate underneath the B
I. X. L. Separating Device and the Long- Straw Racks thoroughly separate the grain from the straw;

while the No-Cross Blast Shoe is a Thorough Cleaner.

An Avery “Yellow Fellow” has more valuable and Handy features than any other separator built and is a Long Lester and a Money Maker.
(Built in all sizes from 22x36 to 42x70.)

Steam Pipew

Put on the Boiler and you
are ready to go.

a.

.4;

|
-- ,

The above illustration shows the Real Working Par
All the working parts of the Engine including Cylinders, Gearing, Shafting, Rear Axle, etc., are mounted on a Steel Fr:
Notice also the Straight Line Pull from the Engine Cylinders through the Gearing and back to the Plow Beams. A Straig
Steel Frame from the Engine Cylinders back to the Individual Plow Couplings. Three Levers and the Steering Wheel give th
The Avery Steam Plow Outﬁt Takes Water on the Run. Travels Backwards as Easily as Forwards, Turns Square Corn
ful Steam Plowing Outﬁt in Every Way.
(Avery Undermounted Engines are

IF YOU ARE IN THE MARKET, write (if in a hurry, phone or wire) for one of our Representatives, or call personally at our Factory
or one of our Branch or Jobbing Houses. Whether you are in the market or not, if you haven't one of our 1908 Catalogues, with
Natural Color Photographs, better ask for one. We are selling “DO BUSINESS” Machines and you will find us ready to “DO BUSINESS.”

July. 1908-
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The Avery Single Cylinder Return Flue Engines.
These Engines "Do the Business” under the Toughest Conditions. The Smaller Engines Fire Easily on Green Slabs, while the Straw

Burner Sizes will burn Damp and Rotten Straw that others cannot burn at all.

The Full Water Front in the Boilers of these Engines is the

Reason for their Easy Steaming Qualities and for their Great Economy in the use of both Fuel and Water.

They are built to stand an Extra Amount of Hard Usage and to “Do the Business.”
(Built in sizes 12, 14, 16, 20, 25, and 30 H. P.)

of the Avery Undermounted Engine and Steam Plow.
independent of the boiler.

This construction entirely relieves the boiler from all pulling strains.

\li

Line Pull always decreases the friction and increases the pulling power.

This is the only Steam Plow Outﬁt having a Connected

ngineer Instant Control over the Entire Outﬁt.
)doves Rapidly, Plows at a Uniform Depth and Almost Any Depth, is built to “Do the Business" and is a Thoroughly Success
,

_It in sizes 18, 20, 22 and 30 H. P. and the Avery Steam Plow with either 8 or 10 Gangs.)

AVERY COMPANY, 259 Iowa Street, PEORIA, ILL.
BRANCHES:

Minneapolis. Klnsas City, Omaha. Des Mo:'nes. St. Louis. Indianapolis. Grand Forks. Fargo.

EXPORT OFFICE:

ZStonc St.. N. Y. City.

JOBBING HOUSES:

Winnipeg. Denver. Ogden.

July, 1908.

A Simple, Solid, Business
Like Outfit - A Money Maker

SA NDWICH

Belt Power Press.
Capacity,2 1-2 to 5 Tons per Hour.
Motion Slow and
Powerful—no rap
id or jerky move
ments.

An 8 H. P. Steam or Gasoline Engine runs largest

size to full capacity.
Lined
throughout
with
heavy
Sheet
Steel.

Self Feeder Hand
les Large or Small
Charges.

Large
Feed
Opening.

Block Dropper
Safe and Sure.

Lever Brake. Extra Length Tying Chamber.
Wood or
we also make Horse Power Presses.

Steel Mountings.

SAND ‘WicHi

.T

ANUFA CTURING COMPANY, Sandwich, Illinois.
I

Comparison of Rules for Calcu-| Stay bolts, fastening,
lgle nuts.
lating the Strength of Steam
From the above data
Boilers.

screwed, sin
the working

The obect of this paper is to at-| pressure allowed on the shell in
tract the attention of engineers to pounds per square inch would be as
variations in the rules now in use given in Table I.
Table I.
for determining the strength of the
I. United States Board of
different parts which make up a

Supervising
Inspectors
steam boiler, with the hope that it
of Steam Vessels . . . . . ..139.0
may elicit a full discussion of the
I1". Lloyd’s Rules . . . . . . . . ..116.8
question whether or not it is desira
ble to prepare a set of standard rules III. Board of Trade . . . . . . . ..11l.0
IV. British Corporation .. . . .118.6
for strength.
V. Bureau Veritas . . . . . - . . .1108
Universal standards, based on sci
The difference is 28.2 lbs, or over
entiﬁc methods coupled with experi
ment and experience, are now being 25 per cent.
The ﬁrst rule makes no allowance
adopted with advantage by both engi

neering and commercial interests.
Engineers have accumulated sulﬁ

eient experience to predict with accu
racy results that can be expected.
Such predicitions as to strength of
boilers are foretold by calculations
founded on analytical science, with
constants supplied

for workmanship or proportions of
joints. The other four rules include
the percentage of strength of joint,

while the third rule has a slid
ing scale for workmanship, shop

methods and general design.
The working pressure allowed on
by_ experiment. the ﬂat heads in the steam space.

Engineering literature is rich with when not exposed to the hot gases.
records of these experiments, and the and when the stays are ﬁtted with

results obtained are in close enough double nuts and a washer on the out
side, riveted to head and of minimum
The author will not attempt a com thickness mentioned in the rule,
plete analysis of the rules in force. would be given in Table II‘.
Table II.
as most engineers are fully aware of
accord for all practical purposes.

the discrepancies, but will simply
compare a few rules for the sake of

illustration.
Data Assumed.
Type of boiler, Scotch.

I.

11'.

United States Board of
Supervising
Inspectors
of Steam Vessels . . . . . ..184.3

Lloyd's Rules

. . . . . . . ..128.0

III. Board of Trade . . . . . . . ..144.3
Mean diameter, 12 feet 7 inches: IV. British Corporation ....127.9
V. Bureau Veritas . . . . . . ..130.9
151 inches.
The diiference is 56.4 lbs, or over
Working steam pressure, 130 lbs.
44 per cent.
above atmosphere.
Material, steel.
Table
Material, tensile strength 60,000

lbs.
Thickness of shell, seven-eighths
inch.
Joints, longitudinal.
Double butt
straps of equal width, double riveted.

Part of Boiler.

Thickness of Shell. . . .ins.
Nearest

Joints, transverse, lapped
riveted.
Divets, material, steel.
Rivets, diameter, l-inch.

Rivets, pitch, 4 inches.

. . . . . . . . . . . - .

sequently the variation is largely due

to the value of the constant employed.
Taking the data as assumed, and
making the calculations for a work
ing pressure of 130 lbs, the results
for ‘the parts speciﬁed would be as

‘ THE omelm MT. cum - ,
\ uvmuuuc ragss _, >
produces more elder from
S5
apples, and is a bi ger money
maker than any ot or press.

Sizes from 25 to 400 barrels
dall . Steam Evaporators, App e Mutter (l0Ok8l'l,iiB8~

oline Engines, etc. Catalog

_

free.
ms ONLY BY
The llydrnullc‘ Prwio Mfg. Co.

7 ‘

given in Table III.

Certain essential details are not
provided for by some of the regula
tions, but are in others.

Department E,
III‘. GILEAIJ, DHIIJ
iBoom 124-1., 39 Cortland‘: St.,l’ow York.
1
Please mention The Review.

Some inﬂict

penalties for poor workmanship and
defective design, while others allow
the same pressure on the best as well ,
as the poorest boiler when made ‘
with the same material. Corrosion is

provided for by the addition of a
ﬁxed thickness to the calculated part
under some regulations, while in oth

HIGH GRHDB MILLS

ers it is included only in the general‘
factor of safety.
This factor of
safety necessarily diifers in all the‘
regulations.
The author is'not aware that there

Full line oflizoo. Combinlnr eﬂlcienoy with con
vonienre of handling The largest combination of
practical improvomonts. The mill is for your
incl-inn olline Bend for circular! to

Richmond Moot. Works. Richmond. lnd..U.8.A.

IDER MAKING

have been any more failures under
the regulations giving the minimum1
Can be modo proﬁtable it tho
right kind of machinery to mod.
.thickness than under those of the
WI IA‘. 'l‘I-II RIGII'I." ‘In
maximum. If the minimum is ample,
why use the maximum‘! If, under loud for catalogue.
8. BOIOHIRT Pnloo Q0.‘
the high pressures now maintained. B00!"
no that Water St., ayroouoo. I. Y.
the maximum is needed for
it not opportune to increase
mum‘? If the minimum is
then from Table III it will

safety, is
the mini
suﬂicient,
be appar

i

I,“

ent that under any one regulation the
boiler is not of equal strength
throughout its parts, nor is there the

same’allowance for the more rapid
corrosion of certain parts over others.
Thus, if the shell thickness under
regulation I. be correct, it is not nec

essary to have it as heavy as under
III.
II.

I.
United
States

Lloyd’s

S. I. S. V.

Rules

0.8229
27/32

0.5531

0.5531

III.
Board of

IV.
British
Corpor-

V.
Bureau

Trade

ation

Veritas

0.9594

1.0239

0.9532

1.0201}

31/32

1 1/32

31/32

1 1/32

0.5338

0.4842

double
Thickness of ﬂat surfaces,

screw staybolts, 8%" cen
ters, ﬁtted with nuts, ins
Nearest

. . . . . . . . . . . . . -

18/32

18/32‘

0.52232
17/32

17/32

15/32

21/16

2 1/16

2 1/16

Huwmm PU

urn

Delivers oil in any position at

Diameter, nearest 16th....

23/16

23/16

Flat heads, steam space thickness,
'17/32 is too thin, but for 13/32 pressure could be 151 lbs, or nearly 17%
three-foirrths-inch.
more than required.
Long stays, steel, bracing, 15 ins.
Long stays. fastening. double nuts,
The rules are not alike as to the
Regulations III. and V.. while the
thinnest washer allowed.
size and thickness of the minimum
staying of Regulations III. and V..
Stay bolts, spacing, 8% inches.
riveted washer mentioned, and con
are lighter than in Regulation I.

the First Stroke.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

MAPLE CITY MFG. CO.
607-13 South First Street.

Monmouth, Ill.
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It is the only feeder which
has a high speeded KNIFE

We furnish the Ideal Feed

er with Rotary Band Knife
CYLINDER

intermatched

or Crank Shaft in front as

with a slowly revolving retard

desired.

er.

It is the only feeder in which
the retarder adjusts itself auto

matically to any overcharge of

It positively will not slug
the separator in any kind or
condition of grain, but will
feed perfectly smooth and even

damp, wet or grown-to-gether

a ny

material fed into the machine.

to its full capacity.

make or size of separator

Write for Our New Catalogue.

Manufactured by HEINEKE & COMPANY, Springfield, Illinois
'* GENERAL AGENTS

The Wlchlta Supply 00;, Wlchlta, Kansas

John F. Langdon, Wlchlta, Kansas
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The above data and facts have been

our members, except for heating pur

taken from a paper read by Mr. H. poses, where the

pressure

carried

DeB. Parsons a few years ago be-v does not exceed 15 lbs. per square
fore the American Society of Mechan inch, and where the margin of
ical Engineers. Mr. Parsons is a con strength is very high.
sulting engineer who is recognized as
In regard to the tensile strength of
an authority on steam boiler con the metal, it is our custom to speci

ready at work when brought to us for
approval or to determine a pressure.

In the latter cases we have computed ‘
the permissible pressure by the Unii- \
ed States rule, and also the permissi

MADE FAMOUS BY

ble pressure considering the ﬁre box

am; I N as&
RlIMELY SEPARATORS

as a collapsible ﬂue.

If the sum of

struction. The wide variations and fy that the tests of coupons in the these two pressures, i. e. the pres-i
discrepancies between the various so sheets shall not be less than a cer sure which the ﬁre box will carry as‘
called standard rules for determin tain amount. usually 55,000 lbs. per a collapsible ﬂue, added to the stiffen
ing the size and strength of steam
boilers are just as great today as
they were at the time this paper was
written.
The worst offenders, the

square inch. nor more than a certain
amount, usually 65,000 lbs. persquare

ing eifect of the stays, was greater

inch.

the boilers desired to carry, we have 3
considered ourselves safe in allowing

We also specify that the elon

gation in eight inches shall not be

rules prescribed by the Supervising less than a given amount, usually 25
inspectors of the United States to 30 per cent., and that the phos
Steamboat Inspection Service, have phorus and sulphur shall not exceed
remained
practically
unchanged, certain limits, usually 0.035 per cent.
while foreign rules are continually These requirements represent the us
being modiﬁed as is deemed expedi ual mild steel speciﬁcations.
ent from experience.
“'e make no allowance for future
In the discussion brought out at corrosion in the design of the boil
the time Mr. Parsons’ paper was ers, except in so far as we use a low
er unit stress in designing than we
read. Mr. R. S. Hale, consulting en
gineer for the Mutual Boiler Insur consider safe, so that even with some
ance Company explained the practice

of this company in determining the
strength of boilers and showed how
their experience had brought out the

difficulty of

LA FORTE
Please mention The Review.

BIG PROFIT
'

than the pressure which the user ofl

that pressure, and have never had
any diﬂiculty.
‘
As will be seen from the above
statement, there would be great difli
culty in adopting any rules which
could take into account all the dif
ferent factors of ditfercnt qualities
of metal, different design of joints.
diﬂlerent grades of workmanship, dif

in sawing lumber with our up~
', io~dnte Saw Mills. heap your
engine earning money

alltho rear. Nowisthe
time to buy whou'the
, riceollumberishlgh.
\ on'tmilethechanceol
elite-time to at rich.
Writoi'orfree atalonuo
B and prices.

R- R- H OWELLGCO. , Minneapolia,Minn.
Please mention The Review.

A Revolution Gouniar That's Right

ferent allowances for corrosion, and
By "all

diﬁering services for which the boil Diacouiit \o
i Do not 300- .4
your weed. my
slight corrosion the boiler can still ers are to be used. At the same time DEALERS
a Tabor Stop Io
be run at the pressure for which it is full discussion of all these questions
iion Counter.
designed.
would be of great value to designers
The Grant Mfg. 4'. Machine Co.
In regard to stayed surfaces, we and insurers of boilers.
00 Soliimnn Ave.
BRIDGEPORT, ODIN.

establishing

a set of have two cases to consider. First, in
horizontal tubular boilers. In these
we stay the heads preferably with
plied to all conditions.
Taking up ﬁrst the question of the through and through rods of large
cylindrical shell (he said), I will re size, say of about two inches diame

the best rule as to strength of shells

MAURICE

is the one used by the board of trade.
as thestrength of joint is taken into

fer to the horiz’ontal return tubular

ter, with channel bars or angle bars

consideration, which, in my opinion,

boiler, as by far the great majority

riveted to the heads to stiffen them. is the only proper way to obtain the
On these rods we allow a stress of true strength of the shell. It is sur
9,000 lbs. per square inch.
prising that, with all the brains which
On the .ﬁre box of vertical tubular our government has at its commond.
boilers we have usually adopted the no one at Washington has had the
United States rule. This gives the sense to correct or revise the loose‘
highest pressure of any of the rules rule now in existence for determin
in common use, but even in large ing the strength of the shells.
boilers with the fire box six or seven
This rule is so old that you can al
feet in diameter, the ﬁrebox is, to a most see the gray hairs on it. It is

F'OUNDER
OF THE
GENUINE
RED STITCHED
COTTON
DUCK

standard rules which

could be ap

of boilers which come under our in

spection are of this type.
The factors covering the pressures

to be allowed on these boilers are
thickness of the plate. strength of the
metal, the efficiency of the joint, and
what may be called the moral fac

tors, such as the design of the boiler.
the workmanship during construction.
and the use to which the boiler is

certain extent, self-sustaining, so that

In. regard to the eﬂiciency of we have thought the rule gave ample
the joint, we always compute this margin, particularly as we know of
from the strength of the metal and very few cases of failure of boilers
of the rivets. We do not, however, at this point.
often ﬁnd it necessary in new boil
On small vertical tubular boilers, of
ers with butt-strapped joints to con
which we have quite a number under
sider particularly the strength of the inspection. even the United States
rivets in shear, since. if the joint is rule would require a very much larg
properly designed for a tight joint, er number of stays than is found
the rivets are us‘ally much stronger practically necessary. \Ve have had
than the plate. On lap joints this is occasion to design but very few small
not necessarily the case. but lap joint boilers of this type, as most of the
put.

boilers are now very seldom put in by

boilers under our inspection were al

Please mention The Review.

Mr. F. A. Scheﬂ‘ler commented as

follows:

Personally, I believe that
CAN DY

wrong in more ways than one, but I

call attention to the fact that 20 per?
cent. is not always the increase in
strength of the joint by double riv-l
eting. One can design a joint in
double riveting which will only in

HARD
SERVICE
these

days

consequently

crease the strength 10 per cent., or
which will increase it 30 per cent., it‘

the single riveted joint with which
it is compared is a bad one. Query:
Does the department allow 30 per,

cent. additional pressure for a triple
riveted joint‘!

On the other hand, the Board of

for

the

threshing

ma

chines and you need good belts.
GAND" RED STITCHED COTTON
DUCK BELTS
are noted for long life and good
service in the field.
No slippage.
even

rotation

cylinder

and

clean

to

the

Gandy.

buy

grain.
Our

of

It

the

pays

booklet.

“Experiences with Gandy” is toll of
letters from threshermen. Write for it.
(Gandy Belt Dressing main
tains the high standard set
by Gandy Belts.)

THE GANDY BELTING C0.
are , BALTIMORE — M o. ‘
Please mentioii The’ Review.
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Trade’s Rules for ﬂat surfaces is not Obtaining Actual Knowledge of
so conservative, and some of the oth
ers are better.

Prof. W. H. Spangler: It would
seem to me that this question is large
ly a question of insurance. As far as
the United States rules are concern
ed, they are those rules which must
be followed by vessels which are to be

the Costs of Production.

lleadquarters for Thresherman

Broadly speaking, it may be truth

fully said that every concern which

Full line of supplies and

pays dividends on its more or less

everything they need.
Prompt shipments, good
goods and right prices.

narrow margin of proﬁt from manu
facture needs a close knowledge of
production cost if the desire exists

to maintain the dividend-paying ba

used in the navigable waters of the sis, or perchance to increase the div
United States. If you are going to idends or the surplus.
There are managers who are not in
insure in a particular company, you

want to build what that particular the least interested in costs and from
their point of view one can quite
it is built. If you are willing to in agree with them. In the manufac
sure yourself, it seems to me you ture of new specialties which have
company is willing to insure after

should design as you know is right, if proved to be winners to the extent of
you do know. I am satisﬁed that the taxing the capacity of the manage

rules of 'the United States Supervis ment to its utmost to ﬁll orders and
ing Inspectors are far from being the take care of remittances, there is no
best rules for the building of boilers pressing need for a close knowledge
which can be devised; but those of of detail costs; later on, when the in
us who have had to deal with the for evitable “just as good as” appears

What do you think of our 1908
"ILLINOIS SPECIAL"
Sizes 28 to 36 inch. Write us today.

WEBER IMPLEIENI’ 00.,

eign insurance companies, and have and competition cuts into revenues,
kept track of their rules for years, the‘ subject of retrenching becomes
know that those rules are constantly live and factory costs are important.

YOU'LL MISS I'I'
If you don't buy I

When the buffalo roamed the plains
being modiﬁed by their experience,
while the United States rules are not. in countless numbers they were of

GULIJGK SPARK AIIIIES'I'ER

Therefore, if onewants to insure his ten slaughtered merely for their ton
boilers it seems to me it is nothing gues, to be used as counters to prove
more than sensible that he should prowess. In similar manner have
build his boilers as insurance compa vast tracks of timber been fright

The one that is right in principle, construction
and price. The one that does not clog, and

does arrest all of the sparks without interfering
with the draft of your engine.

fully abused and shamefully wasted

nies call for.
Mr. William Kent:

St. Louis, In.

In regard to

My Glare Acetylene Gas Headlight

that some slight need might be sup
plied, as for instance, the cutting of

the United States rules. I think they
shakes in the early pioneer days. A
have been condemned by every au
shake formerly was a rude form of
thority who has ever written on the
clapboard for building purposes, but

subject. They are known to be less
has developed into a split shingle
safe than any ‘other rules, and the
for making durable and artistic roofs.
foreign rules, the Board of Trade,
In early days shake makers made

and .lﬂachmonl Ior convorﬂng Kern
sann llnndllghln Into Gas Burners

are winners and you cannot afford to be without either one or the
other of them. WRITE AT ONCE for catalogue showing these and
my full line of Thresher Specialties.

E. II. POPE

Lloyd ’s, the Bureau Veritas and oth
camps in the sugar-pine belt and cut

ers are, as Prof. Spangler says, be
ing constantly modiﬁed by experi

as they pleased, felling tree after tree
in total ignorance of scientiﬁc prin

Watertown,

South Dakota.
Please mention The Review.

ence, while the United States rules
ciples underlying the proper choice.

are not modiﬁed by experience or
Only one tree in from six to ten su
‘ anything else. They have been con gar pines will split into shakes. The
demned by writers for the last twen
old pioneer way was to cut a tree
ty-ﬁve years, and they remain in the
down, saw a piece off, and try it; if

same old fossilized condition in
it was useless for the purpose it was
which they always have been, with
left to rot. The modern shake-maker

.AllD

the single exception known to me,
chooses a mature sugar pine with

that a few years ago the Board of Sn
thin homogeneous bark and “chips”
pervising

Inspectors

did

discover,
it high up; he studies the “twist”

twenty years after the people discov
cred it, that the neck form of test

and ﬁbre until he is satisﬁed it will
“work,” and then he fells it; thus

piece was not a good one for steel.
the resources of the timber tract are
I believe the rules still allow that
husbanded for use along other lines.
neck form for iron. Years ago it was
The wastefulness of the past is being
not good for either iron or steel, and
paid for in the present and will un_
the United States Board of Supervis
doubtedly be more highly paid for
ing Inspectors only four or ﬁve years
in the future. The cost is there, to
ago did ﬁnd out that it was not good
be absorbed somehow——and it must
for steel.
be absorbed; there is no alternative.
The experience of the insurance The parallel is drawn between the
companies of this country and the ex cases illustrated and the conditions
perience of foreign countries is that surrounding the production of many
boilers ought to be built about as public utilities and products, where a
these foreign rules lay down. And large degree of monopoly exists and
they do not diifer so much among the margin is suﬂ‘iciently large in the
themselves. For insetance, the work mind of the management to preclude
ing pressure allowed on the ﬁat heads. the necessity of ﬁner distinctions and
when not exposed to the hot gases. discriminations in the way of prime
and when the stays are ﬁtted with cost lessening; so the public pays the
double nuts and a, washer, etc., is freight and continues to smile and
127, the British Corporation, and look as pleasant as possible.
'
144, Board of Trade, the two ex
There are cases where the con
tremes, while the United States rules sumer pays for existing evils over
give 184 lbs. The working pressure which the management can exert no

allowed on the shell in pounds per possible inﬂuence. An instance in
square inch varies from 110 to 118 point is the making of ﬁre-brick; the
according to the foreign rules, while general run of labor is paid by piece
the United States rule gives 139 lbs. work, and throughout the Southern
So the United States rule is the only Ohio ﬁre-clay district there exists
one which ,is very far away. I think, an unwritten law that certain quan
if we want to build boilers. if we tities constitute a day’s work, depend
build them according to foreign rules ing on the operation, even though
or according to the rules of the Amer such allotment of work may be ﬁnish~
ican insurance companies. they will ed at 2 p. m., no amount of coaxing,
be all right-The Boiler Maker.
bribing or driving will suffice to in

For Catalog write to

Gus Pooh Foundry and Mfg. Co. ’ ‘"
Cor. 4th and Clark Sta. . LB MARS, IOWA, U. S. A.
BRANCH HOUSE-—Rczina, Sank" Clnldll.

ntconu;
m

Extra 650 Cylinder Oil, barrel lots . . . . . . . . . . ..20c a Gal.
Red Engine Oil in barrel lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..15c 3. Gal.
Z-in Lap-welded Steel Boiler Tubes . . . . . . . . . . .121/,c a Ft.
Z-in Roller Tube Expander-s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1.80
Boiler Compound, in 25 pound pails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1.50
2-in. Woven Jacket Suction Hose . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..40c a Ft.
2-in. Beaver Wire Lined Suction Hose . . . . . . . ..30c a Ft.
Detroit Tank Pumps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$5.50

Send for our 1908 catalogue quoting net prices on Endless Drive Belts
and other supplies.

Detroit Engineer Supply 00.
Detroit, Michigan
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If???’
duce the laborers to perform more burden in this particular work, and a
work, either of the same operation cost system is needed in a plant of
or a subsequent one; hence the vol

riosenthal

Cyclone

this character just as much as it is

needed in a machine shop; but most
emphatically the plans evolved for
the machine shop will not ﬁt the lens
grinding proposition.
Without doubt the greatest need
burden imposed by the curtailed pro for a well equipped cost department

ume of product of the individual
works hinges on the whims and ca
prices of the labor element, and the
selling price must be so ﬁxed as to
absorb the higher rate of expense

(Zorn Husker and Shredder

exists in plants where staple articles

duct.

It is a prevalent impression that are produced, where to a more or less
where labor is on a piece work basis large extent the selling price is ﬁxed
or on what is known as the contract by competition.
system, costs are known deﬁnitely.
Hog-packing industries are good
That is a serious mistake, which examples of this class, and are also
should be corrected as soon as possi good examples of what can be accom
ble in the minds of those who seek plished by counting the cost and mak
the truth. The case of the ﬁre-brick ing the best of the little items that
manufacturer is a very good example. to the casual observer would be
The piece workers may dally along thought of as waste. It has been well
all day with a small output and the said that nothing about the hog ex
consumption of an increased rate of cept the squeal, escapes proﬁt mak
burden of overhead expense, or again ing use. To the readers mind’ may
they may, and often do, take spurts come the question as to what relation
and clean up in a short space of time, ship that bears to a cost system. It
thus making it possible to save in bears a close relationship.
The

,
Grccnsburg, Ind, March ‘16, 1908.
Rosenthal Corn Husker Co., Milwaukee, \Vis.
Gcntlcmen:-——In regard to the Big Cyclone Corn Husker bought of yopr agent,
Hellmich 8: Nienaber, I wish to say that the Husker has ‘given perfect satisfaction. The
machine has great capacity; we husked the ﬁrst afternoon in about _ﬁve hours-640 bushels
of corn, in fact, it will take all that two men can pitch to the machine, and will shuck the
corn clean and will shell but very little. I have owned two other huskers before I bought
the Rosenthal, and I know that I have a machine that is ABSOLUTELY SAFE to feed,
and this is one thing that should be considered before buying a corn huskcr. The Rosen
thal is built for service, it is strong. simple and very easy _to_opcrate, and after the sea
son’s run I can't see that my machine shows any wear. \Vishmg you success in the bus
incss, I am,
Yours very truly,
George A. Logan.

power and other costs which are not bookkeeper records receipts and dis

ﬁxed in amount but which accrue as bursements of cash, also ‘purchases of
used. It is a. well-known fact that material and sales of product; per
piece workers work spasmodically iodically a statement is laid before

SamplcMachinc Can Be Seen After August First With The Following Agents:

and very often produce much less the manager, and with an accurate

Hcllmich 8: Nicnaber, Grccnsburg, Ind.
Marbaugh Bros, Montcrey, Ind.

Jacger 8: Bryant, _Gcnoa,_ Ohio.
E. G. Barker, Celina Ohio._

than their maximum capacity in or reﬂection of his aﬁ’airs he is enabled
der that the rate per unit be not re to direct his interests intellia'ently

Krieizbaum Bros, Huntington, Ind.

Doty & ‘Snyder, Athens, Mich.

\V. B. Schwalm, Logans ort, Ind.
Fred Rculc, LaFayctte, Ind.
Lebanon Hardward Co., Lebanon. Ind.
Dienneyer Ginz Co., South Bend, Ind.
The Farm Supply Co., Union City, Ind.
McNary 8i Ruark, Fillmore, Ind.

. A. Dillon _lr., Hudson, Mich.
cnj. Van Raalte._Holland, Mich.
Spauldin &_ Merritt, Ionia 'Mich.
Arnold
etrie, St. Cloud, Vi'is.
_
Whitewater Machinc_Co., Whitewater, Wis.
Hocsle & Klassy, hew (,larus, Wis._

duced on them.

_Time consumed on and know where gains are made and
piece work is, and should be a part losses sustained. A cost system'pre

of the records of any well organized sen'ts but another phase of the same
cost system. The premium system, husinesss, and incidentally to its op
whereby premiums and penalties are cration it discloses many leaks and
aﬁixed for operations of various char drips which sap proﬁts; it gives an
acter, does more to stimulate the accurate reﬂection of conditions. and
workmen to increased activity and if the management does not embrace
energy than any other plan of pay

ment under the ordinary run of con_
ditions obtaining in modern shop
practice. The secret is that the men
share more liberally in the beneﬁts

increased

volume

of

output.

which means ultimately one and the
same thing. The single item of sav
ing through the labor costs would
not make the plan an attractive one,

Ward

Wm. H. Patten, LaGran e, Ind.
Schafcr Hardware Co.,
ecatur, Ind.
“7. L. Maxwell & (‘0., Valparaiso, Ind.
I. C. Conwell, Xenia, Ohio.

S. A. McCoy. North freedom, “is.
Daniel Albrecht. Tiskilwa, Ill.
I". \Vehfmann, Goodenow, III.
Brown 8: Shoucr, Freeport, Ill.

amberson. Richland Center, Wis.

Write for Gilalog and Price.

ROSENTHAL CORN HUSKER O0.

all the opportunities atiorded, then
it is not getting full beneﬁt.
The
cost system does not operate physi

‘

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
.

Pleasimcntion 'l‘lie Review.VVVV A_

cally to cut down the cost of product
—it presents apparent needs just as

derived than under the ordinary soap ﬂoats and makes a mute appeal
piece-work system, and when they for assistance. The general books
come to a full realization of what it present certain possible needs of re
means are more keen to take advan trenchment as between the factory
tage of it. The great saving in costs and the outside world: the cost books
is made through the decreased bur present certain needs of retrench
den of overhead expense, and through ment within its own confines. '

the

Chas. Yentes, Wabash, Ind.

MICHIGAN LUBRICATORS
THE CONSTANT JAR
of a iruclion engine does not slice! the
working of Mlclllﬂal'l Lubricalors.
The installation of one on your an ine
means Poalllve, Economical, ys
tcmatic Lubrlcation—lhc kind you de
mand.

A cost system is not a fad any

Get Our “PEPPER POD”

more than astronomy is. but 21 sent
ous proposition representing an orig:
inal outlay of money and the reten

For Single Connection

And Our f‘HOT STUFF”

tion of someone who knows his bus

for the reason that the labor costs as iness in order to make the invest

For Double Connection

such are increased rather than de
creased.

ment pay.
The manufacturer may
come to a point where he makes up
The factory which produces but his mind to indulge in a cost sys
one article or one line of articles in tem. His probable needs are great
different sizes needs to know its cost er than he realizes. yet like buying
of production just as accurately as needed life insurance. if he has a
that factory which produces a bun strong inﬂuence brought to bear upon

Both guaranteed (0 keep the oil at scald‘
ing iempcraiurc in the mos! severe, cold
weather.

‘ We want you to have a copy of
our catalogue. Free!

MICHIGAN LUBRICATOR CO., DETROIT, MICI-I.
Please mention The Review.

dred diﬂ’erent articles; however. the

him constantly urging him on, he will

costs of the former

are naturally invariably weaken in his determina
more simple to evolve than those of tion through the machinations of dis
the latter, though that does not al eruntled employes who cite many
ways follow.

_,_____________‘.
THE nocnoki-i CHAFFERS
AND SIEVES
AND THE

fancied Wrongs as bugaboos against

CLOSZ ADJUSTABLE CHAFFERS'AND SIEVES

There are scarcely any two lines of any change in plan. In the installa
production which are precisely alike tion of a cost system it is a foregone
in so far as cost ﬁnding is concerned; conclusion that some points in the

a diﬁ‘icult cost proposition is that of plan are bound to need revision ac
the manufacturino of optical goods, cording to developments, and if the
where in the grinding of lenses flaws manager be one who is easily dis
are not discernible until after the couraged he would better delegate to
lens has been practically completed a strong-willed and enthusiastic sub

and polished; it frequently happens ordinate the authority to proceed with
that an eye-glass lens priced at one the work. and then himself keen
dollar will cost four dollars to grind. hands oil’ and look only for results.
by, reason of the several lenses that As a broad rule, the greatest need

may have to be ground before a per
fect one is produced. Possibly there
may be a second or third-grade out
let for the lenses condemned as ﬁrst

exists for a cost system

in

plants

i
l

where the labor element is diametri
i
cally opposed to it, as it means a‘

curtailment of privileges formerly en

class. and again possibly they may joyed and usually costly to the con
be absolutely worthless.- This waste cern both directly and indirectly.
Tingle!‘ ‘some conditions the refusal
constitutes the larger percentage of
Q

are the threshermen’s favorite and the man
ufacturers' choice because time and experi
ence have proven to the entire satisfaction
of all users. that for large capacity. ﬁne
cleaning qualities. durability. convenience i
and reliability under all conditions thiy
have no equal.
The continuous channels with the special
and distinct form of meshes in the chan
nels. the close connection of the meshes, the
strong construction of the slats. which do
rot bend out of shape, break or shake loose.
the convenient and positive lever adjust
ment are indispensable features to get the
best results and are found only in thecloﬂ
Adjustable Stem.
These features are not imaginary imita
tions. but the result of years of careful and
persistent study and experiments. They are
patented and controlled by us for the bene
fit of our customers.
Have your machine furnished with our
line of charters and sieves and you will get
results and will not be disappointed Write
for catalog.

CLOSZ & HOWARD MFG. CO.,

. _ _ H..
" .SiCTIONOFCLOSX non/stash, 4S
sin/E mp1 INSIDE'Lll/MWM_
_
' - v‘sw
.

Closz Adjustable Sieve.

Webster City, Iowa.

M
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of foremen or workmen to do cer

as a time saver.

tain things required of them will
seem to make it impossible to pro
ceed with an installation; such con
ditions will have to be speciﬁcally
treated, but in a number of cases

and back to town which took the
greater part of half a day in the
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The trip four miles

The "art Force Sight Food
Mechanical 0" Pump

making is now negotiated with the
automobile in an hour, and the piece

of broken machinery is thus quickly
which have come under my personal repaired. Truly the reasons why the
notice the dismissal of otherwise automobile will increase in favor

MODEL B.

MODEL B.

seemingly good foremen has had a with the farmer are manifold, and

salutary eﬁect_upon those concerned. given years of prosperity such as we
A foreman is not what might be have been enjoying. it is a safe bet
called “good” if he persistently that this means of local transporta
works at cross purposes with the tion will become more popular than
any other.—Nebraska Farmer.
management.
“'here a factory
plant
has
And that’s all right. Nothing can
grown from a small beginning to a do more to popularize the automo
large and distorted array of lean-tos bile with the farmer than to be sure
and additions, and the route of the that every hog that rides in one shall
product in its course of process be securely lashed on behind. It’s
through the factory is physically the ones that are free and in control
cumbersome, then a cost system will of the machine that do the mischief.
be just as cumbersome and will show
results which the management will
A True Christian.
refute. In cases of this kind the
A party of. oﬁicials of Buchanan
manager usually confesses to a know county,- Mo., while touring the coun—
ledge of high costs but is not in po ty recently in. search of something to
sition to know exact results. and he, do, were astonished to ﬁnd a mile of
doubts the real truth.
country road-dirt road-that was
In conclusion, the modern factory well kept. A farmer named Chris

SINGLE FEED.

“The most reliable and satisfactory method of lubricating.

“Specially designed for traction engines.
“Gives positive and uniform feed at all times.

and the ancient one both need a know tian, without any fuss or feathers,
ledge of costs; but no cure-all rem had been dragging this mile of road
edy can be applied to each in the and while at each end of it the ot’ﬁcq
same manner—careful and speciﬁc ials found roads that were disgrace-l
treatment is needed-The Engineer ful, the Christian road was dry and.
ing Magazine.
smooth as a race track and so hard
as to be impervious to water.

“Feed can be easily, ﬁnely and accurately adjusted.
“Large sight feed glass,easily seen and will not cloud up.
“Indicator glass to show quantity of oil in pump.
“Provided with heating coil for use in cold weather.

“Will handle heavy or light oil.
“Construction is compact, strong and durable.
“Furnished in either single or double feed style.

The public frequently hears of such
A very pleasing incident of recent incidents as this. and wonders why it

Pigs Ride in Autos in Nebraska.

date indicates the rapid progress of is. Disciples of road making on the
people living upon farms. and more drag system are constantly telling of
especially Nebraska farmers.
In the insigniﬁcant cost in cash and labor
certain sections of the eastern states entailed in maintaining good roads by

farm folk have not grasped the spir
it of living and working as is true of
the west. From such a section in
Ohio came a farmer to visit his Ne
braska relatives. Before coming he
inquired well into the safety that
would be insured him against the on

this method. and yet so few examples
of the (‘hfistian kind are to be found
that when a piece of road of the kind
is come across it excites astonishment,

DOUBLE FEED.

I

“Fully guaranteed.

“Write for catalog and prices.
MANUFACTURED BY

SHEIIWUCD MANUFACTURINC CU I,
Please mention The Review.

even on the part of county officials.

Is it because the inexpensive cost
of maintaining a road by dragging

slaught of Indians upon his arrival. has cheapened it in the eyes of those
Of course he was given every assur most bencﬁtted. the farmers, who will

Threshermen, Think This (Iver
There are more men
= '4 rm; n/mnqunc»
killed or injured in
_ , we‘:..
was; U
\ ..
' .
making coupling than
1A’?l,
any other way around
an outﬁt.
(You. may
be next.)
Send
in
your order at once for
a coupler and have it
come early, so you
can be ready on time.
Price $5.00 (guaran
teed). Address,

ance that the state militia always have none of it because of its cheap
looked out for the safety of visitors ness? or is it to be charged to inat

from the more civilized sections com

tention and slackness’l or is it because

So lack of concerted action within a pre
he came. and was. in fact, greatly dis scribed district fails to make the
appointed at the absence of the sav method general in its beneﬁts’!
Some progress has been made in
age red men. Even more was he sur
prised to see people working horses Pottawatomie county towards better
ing into the wilds of Nebraska.

instead of oxen.

BUFFALO.
NEW YORK

In his section no roads, but in comparison

with the

farmer owns more than one horse or miles of thoroughfare that should be
two oxen and the mode of convey treated systematically and scientiﬁ
ance is by means of a wagon or sled. cally, the distance covered by the ap
‘
Very few hogs are kept there. and plieation of right methods is small.
There must be some reason for such
these are almost wholly driven to
market, or if hauled at all, it is on inaction. Time was when the farm

RANDDLPH COUPLER G0. ,

UP TO DATE

Newton, Iowa

MEANS SUCCESS AND INCREASED PROFIT

I! you oporllo an UP TO DA TE Engine and sapurllor
II lhould be equipped with a

SUUTII BEND SPARK ARRESTED AND WIND STACKER
them

and

write

us

giving

measurement

of

the sled because they are so much er’s antipathy towards the denizens
more easily loaded thus. Well, imag of the cities would not permit his do
ine the overwhelming surprise of this ing anything for his own good even,

Stack on Engine and Tube on Wind Stacker.
The Best Hood on the market. .'.The only
Hood that will do what is claimed for it.

if it would in the slightest degree
braska farmer came dashing down beneﬁt the city man, but that time
the main street of the little town has long since passed. And yet no

Positive “'ARRANTEE.

Ohio gentleman when a thrifty Ne

ak

They will bring you success and arid to
your list of customers. Ask your dealer for

Spark Ari-eaters i'or Thresher, Mill. Holst
Sold with a.
ing and Railway
Engines.

MANUFACTURED IV -

TNE SDUTII BEND SPARK ARRESTER COMPANY.

South Bend. Indiana, 'u. s. A.

with a $40 pure bred boar securely one is more interested in or is to be

loaded on the rear end of-a stylish more beneﬁtted by good roads than
the farmer, but years of discussion
and
urging and pleading have failed
ment to some distant point where it
automobile.

The pig was for ship

would be used for swine improve
ment.

IT'S A

to interest any but a very few to the
extent of applying the simple. inex- -

THE
“ CANNON
OILER"

Western farmers are more up-to pensive and practical method of drag
date in their methods than those of ging-Council Bluffs. 1a., Nonpnriel.
the old eastern states. The impor
What are you doing with regard
tant fact illustrated is the practical
utility of the automobile upon the to your membership in your state as
farm. In the beginning farmers did sociation“! Now is just the time when
not take kindly to the automobile be it should *be most effective. What
cause it scared their horses. but the are you doing to make it so? You
horse is coming to think no more of might just as well try to lift your
this machine than of meeting a bi self by your boot straps as to hope
cycle. and the busy farmer is learn- for better conditions without work
ing the real value of the automobile ing‘ to get them.

‘Force Pump.
That is why it never fails to
work. The spout cannot clog
as it is always full of oil. You
‘ press the plunger-—That'c all.

Needed by every user of farm
implements, traction engines,
‘gasoline engines, automobiles,
and all kinds of machinery.

THE OIL
ANYWHERE

MADE IN 4 SIZES.
Sold by Hardware and implement Dealers.
Manufactured by

R. E. BLDDMER,

-

Keithshurg, I
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What Becomes of the Old Cannon.
The form and size of discarded old
cannon militate against their being
commonly utilized as a scrap mate
_ rial. The cost of handling and break
ing is so high as to prove prohibi

prepared molds.

The larger part of

these molds are for rolls.

After the

molten iron has cooled and thorough
ly hardened, the molds are removed

and the rolls are taken into a ma

chine shop, where all parts are turn
tive except to those engaged in the ed perfectly round, and they are

manufacture of a product which de then ready to be shipped to the roll
mands an especially high quality of ing mill where they perform their
material. To those so engaged, how active work on iron, steel, brass, cop
ever, says The Iron Age, the old can

largest and most successful of those apparently worthless cannon play a
whose product demands such mate very important part in our daily ex
rail ranks the Philadelphia Roll & istence and progress. Their life does

PnsmvE FEED
sun DRIVEN and ;_ -,
WllHllllT JUINTS

not even then end with the life of
the rolls of which they form a part.
for after these rolls are worn out or

broken they are sent back to the man~
as dies, gearing and general castings ufacturer, who again remelts them.

for which the quality of the mater with other high grade pig iron and
ial has to be of the highest grade. It some fresh pieces of cannon. They
is enabled to meet these requirements are again cast into new rolls, which
largely through the use of cannon, in their turn go out and perform the
the strength of which forms one of work of their predecessors, and this
the essential qualiﬁcations of its process will probably be continued as
Droduct.
The company thinks so long as any old cannon can be ob
highly of the quality of the material tained.
in these old cannon that it is con
stantly buying large quantities of
them, and whenever there is such a
100 Years Hence.
sale by the government it is in the
We predict, says the American
market for them.
Railway Critic, that a hundred years
_ The majority of these guns had been hence the clumsy device of locomo
cast at the _West Point foundry many tive engines will have been dispensed
years ago, and at the time of their with. Whatever power is employed
manufacture were the latest and to drive the trains of the next cen
strongest type of gun. After ﬁnish tury will certainly be conveyed to
ing they were subjected to a rigid in them from central power houses.
spection and some of them were sent The trains perhaps will not stop at
to old forts, while others were placed all. They will only slacken speed a
at points along the seaboard 'as coast little, but the platform will begin to
defense guns. All of them played an move as the train approaches and
important part in the history of our will run along beside it at the same
country. Their weights range from speed as the train, so that passen
‘15,000 to 50,000 lbs, the coast defense gers can get in and out as if the
guns being of the latter tyne. Some train were standing still. When all
conception of the size of these guns are aboard the doors will be closed
can be formed from the fact that altogether by the guard, and the plat
only one can be shipped on a modern form will reverse its motion and re
freight car. An illustration shows turn to its original position. With
one of the smaller guns suspended

WITH

per, nickel, silver and gold in all va

non discarded by the government are riety of shapes.
exceptionally valuable.
Among the
Thus these discarded, obsolete and

Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
This company manufactures cast iron
sand and chilled rolls and general
machinery for rolling mills, as well

Pickering
Oil Pump

trains traveling at quite 200 miles an

and also a rolling mill roll, which is hour, and certainly nothing
less
one of the company’s principal prod would satisfy the remoter suburban
ucts of which they are destined to ites of the next century, a passenger
form an essential part. The instance putting his head out of the Window
is also of interest as showing the would be blinded and suﬁocated. So
facilities provided by the Philadel the windows will be glazed, the oxy
phia Roll & Machine Company for genators and carbon dioxide absorb
handling heavy materials and prod ers in each carriage keeping the air
ucts in its yard.
sweet. and other suitable appliances
There
After the arrival of the guns at adjusting its temperature.
the works they are cut into pieces will be no such things as grade cross
weighing from 3,000 to 5,000 lbs. ings; whenever the road crosses the

Simple and Durable
Write for our Complete Catalog
giving Details of Construction.

PICKERING GOVERNORS
— ARE EQUIPPED WITH
BALL (vau- Range)

m

SPEED

‘ '

CHAN G ER

OVERNOR

COMPANY.
PORTLAND. CONNBCTICU'LUSA.
Please mention The Review.

Look For The Name
C. T. HAM MFG. CO.
when Buying a Headlight
The

name

Headlight
that

you

is

Ham
a

the

have

on

a

guarantee

best,

therefore

ordering
when
specify and insist on getting
HAM’S
IO-inch Traction
Headlight; don’t accept the

This cutting presents one of the many line there will be bridges provided
problems connected with the utili with endless moving tracks to carry
zation of the larger type guns, and passengers and vehicles across. Of

is performed in very large lathes of course, horses will long have vanish
especially heavy construction and ed from the land. Cities will be pro
strong design. The cuts are only ex vided with moving street ways al
tended a limited distance into the ma ways in action at two or more speeds,
terial, as it is dangerous to the ma

and we shall have learned how to hop

chine to make the cuts suﬂiciently on and off the lowest speed from the
deep to risk any chance of premature stationary pavement, and from one
breakage. After enough of these cuts speed to another without danger.
are made the gun is removed from the
lathe and taken to a large breaker of

the gravity type, where the gun is
broken into pieces corresponding to
the cuts previously made. They are
next loaded into large furnaces of
special construction and melted, to
gether with a proper quantity of high
grade charcoal iron.
This molten
mixture is drained into ladles which
are provided with suitable means for
pouring the metal.

The ladles are

The Toronto Exhibition.
The Canadian. National Exhibition,
held in Toronto, August 29 to Sep
tember 14, is mailing a beautifully

printed and illustrated prize list for
this year’s exhibition. Fifty thous
and dollars in premiums and prizes
are put up, and the competition, is
open to the world.

It will pay those

"just as good" kind and be
careful

of

the

headlight

without a name. A head
light that is not worth put
ting a name on is not worth
buying.
Remember our name ap
pears on every headlight we
make and you run no chan

ces when you buy one as
they are guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction. If your
dealer cannot supply you write to us and we will see
that you are supplied with a Genuine Ham Headlight.

C. T. Ham Mfg. Co.
137 Oak Street

interested to write for this hand

then raised by large electric traveling some prize list to J. O. Orr, mana
cranes and carried to the previously ger, City Hall, Toronto, Ontario.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Please mention The Review.
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THE “THRESHING TIGER’S STRIPES." EVERY ONE, FROM TEETH TO TAIL, STANDS FOR A POINT OF EXCELLENCE
IN THRESHING MACHINERY AND IS A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION AND PROFIT TO THE THRESHERMAN AND FARMER.
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Heavy iron sides, wide cylinder journals,
and an outside third bearing for cylinder
, shaft.

Unequaled Threshing and Grate Separating Capacity, and
the most perfect concave and grate adjustment.
Cylinder teeth are secured in double bars by spring lock
washer, have two threshing edges, and either teeth or cylin
der may be reversed.

A belt guide that will keep the drive belt
centered in line and won't wear, cut, or fray
the edges of your belt.

Immense 16 double-bar cylinder-30” from tip to tip of teeth—gives
large thresh, strong momentum and positive, steady motive power to all
rear parts of thresher. Will not slug or choke.

Double trussed, solid-steel axles; cannot warp, sag or break.
steel wheels—the strongest and lightest-running trucks made.

Also

The S-Way-crank
that
the
crankiest
of all aboutseparator
separating
andis sav-I
ing every grain out of the straw. Wide
straw racks, thorough agitation of the straw
and no "bunching" or carried over grain.

CAMPAIGN YEAR IS NOT BOTHERING US BUT WE ARE “HUMPING LIKE TIGERS” TO FILL RUSH ORDERS.
QUICK TO US AT RICHMOND, INDIANA, OR OUR NEAREST BRANCH HOUSE BELOW.

SEND YOURS

WE TRY TO KEEP IN STOCK A LINE OF

OUR SUPERB ENGINES, THRESHE‘RS AND ATTACHMENTS, AT THESE POINTS, FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Columbus,

Ohio.

Kansas City. Missouri.

Nashville.

Tennessee.

Crowley, Louisiana.

Lansing. Michigan.

Oklahoma City. Okla.

Denver. Colorado.
Des Moines. Iowa.
Fargo, North Dakota.
Greenville Ohio.
Houston, Texas.
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Logansport, Indiana.
Lexington. Kentucky.
Lincoln. Nebraska.
Madison, Wisconsin.
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Peoria. Illinois.
Portland. Oregon.
Regina. Sask.
Wichita. Kansas.
\Vinnlpeg, Manitoba.
Calgary, Alta.
Please mention The Review.
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Hardening Roads by Surface Ap
plication.
J. W. Howlrd, American Road Makers‘ Association.

The suppression of the dust of
roads has become a necessity from
both a hygienic and an economic stand

point.

Flying dust carries disease

germs which are a constant menace
Reg. U. 5. Pat. Off

to the public health, and it works in
calculable damage to food products
in transit, to crops, to real estate val
ues, besides entailing a constant loss
of road material.
The road dust

xL-96 '

For Farm Engines
AUTOMATIC
INJECTOR

problem is, therefore, receiving a
great deal of attention from engi

neers in all civilized countries.

Makers’ Association, Mr. J. W. How
ard outlined the various methods
which are used for hardening roads
by surface applications, and the fol

lowing abstracts are taken from his
paper.
.
"The following

are the

EJECTOR

At a

recent meeting of the American Road

5;

THIS injector has achieved. a world wide reputation
among farm engine users, on account of its perfect
automatic qualities, which are absolutely necessary on such
engines. They restart automatically and will stand any
amount of jar on rough roads. The water in tank can nev
er be heated beyond the power of the injector to handle it.
BUY A PENBERTHY AND SAVE TROUBLE.

EVERY owner of a farm engine must equip
his engine with a device for getting wa
ter into tank under extreme conditions. The
“XL-96” Ejector will lift water vertically 25
feet and will not heat it so but that the Pen
berthy Injector will handle it. THIS IS AN
IMPORTANT FEATURE.
Give them a
trial.

general

methods in use for reducing dust.
Each method more or less retains or

agglomerates the dust already formed
or prevents its formation:
“1.——Sprinkling roads with fresh

PENBERTHY INJECTOR CO., 367 Holden Ave. Detroit, Mich.
Largest Manuloeturerl ol Injectors In the World.
New York Branch:—l26 Chambers Street.
CANADIAN FACTORY:
London, Eng., Branch:—W. H. Wilcox 8; Co., 23 Southwark St., S. E.
Windsor, Ontario, Canada.

water.

“2.—Sprinkling
salt water.
“3.—Sprinkling
ture of water and
“4.—Sprinkling

roads with natural A few other roads in California were with sand, screenings or the material
sprinkled until about 1900, when the of the road. Oiling roads is a case
roads with mix use of its oils on roads rapidly ex where a little knowledge is danger
calcium chloride. tended from the many oil centers in ous, and where much knowledge and
that state, until today, oil is used for experience must be employed to se
roads with mix
suppressing dust and hardening lect suitable oils and to use them cor

ENSILAGE

BLIZZAR cum

with wind elevator. either mounted
or unmounted. Cuts llly,lill',l00d.
' etc. Elcvaiasio any height. Strong.
‘

durable, economical. l-‘ullyzunran'

_ wed. Send for how 111W
catalogue FBEE

ture of water and saponiﬁed oil.
roads, with varying success and fail

“5.——Impregnating roads with spe ure, in about 40 counties of Califor
cial crude oils.
nia to an extent of a little more than
“6.——Impregnating road surfaces 2,056 miles.
with special coal tar products.”
“Probably the best constructed
sprinkling with water is at best
only a temporary help, and, besides and maintained oiled road of Califor
being impossible on thousands of nia is the driveway of Golden Gate
miles of roads, when done continu Park near San Francisco. The oil
ously on short stretches it costs more when cold is between 14° and 16°
than any of the other methods. Salt Beaume. It was heated to about 300°
water is, of course, available only F. ; sprinkled while hot on. the road;
near the ocean. Its use gives rather men followed closely and stirred the
better results than that of fresh wa oil into the road with rakes. The
ter, because the salt accumulates on road, of course, was ﬁrst properly
the road and absorbs moisture. When graded and shaped. Its surface was

rectly.

“The use of coal tar and its prod
ucts as ingredients of pavements and
roads has been undertaken in many
ways for about ﬁfty years, but with
no success until quite recently. The
tarring of a macadam road means
sprinkling, painting or covering its

JOSEPH DICK
AGRICULTURAL WORKS
B0186,

OaniomO.

surface with a soft tar specially pre

pared'for that purpose, and which
will penetrate the macadam and make
it water proof and retard the forma
tion of mud and dust. A prepared
tar which is sufficiently fluid to lay
dust and penetrate the surface of
the macadam cannot be a binding

dry, however, the salt hurts the throat made smooth, then soaked with wa
material to hold together any portion
and eyes, ‘damages clothing and furni ter to loosen it. It was next well ‘
‘of
that macadam, except the ﬁnest
dried
to
a
depth
of
at
least
one
inch
ture, and has rather serious effects
and the oil applied as stated during particles and dust.
on the feet of horses.
“Specially prepared coal tar, by
sprinkling with a solution of cal warm dry weather. Repairs are con
cium chloride is related to sprinkling stantly made by promptly sweeping surface application on macadam to

with salt water, both methods being
based on the principle of a hygro
scopic salt. To produce the best re—
salts on macadam roads, about three
pounds of the salt are required per
gallon of water. In one case, good
results were obtained by sprinkling
three times the ﬁrst month and twice
each subsequent month at a total cost

out any little hole that forms, put
ting in a little oil, adding gravel and
stone dust to absorb the oil and tamp
ing until ﬁrm. The oil costs 72 cents
per barrel and 400 barrels per mile
of 16-foot road were ﬁrst applied.
Since then 300 barrels per mile have
been applied twice each year or 600
barrels per year.

The tendency is to

of about 10 cents per square yard. form into rats and a slight lowering

The calcium method is a temporary of the whole road surface. This last
help at a few places, but it is expen is caused by rain water working
sive and out of the question for gen through the surface and carrying away
eral use. The saponiﬁed oil method the road material from under the as
is used in Europe to a certain extent phaltic oil crust. Although expen
and there are several patented com sive, it is so important a drive out of
pounds on the market for this class San Francisco that it is worth all it
of work. But all these soapy com costs.
pounds are of doubtful value for use
“Road materials, which if wet,
in America where substances which would pack ﬁrmly under roller or
are durable and require attention only traﬂic and still remain slightly po
at long intervals must be used.
rous, are the materials which are the
“The application of certain oils to best for use by saturating with suit
roads practically began in California ably thick adhesive oils. Such oils
in 1894, when crude oil from the suppress

dust

and

harden

such

a

Summerland oil wells was used on the road. . Road materials of certain
Ortago Road ﬁve miles from Santa clays, earths and gravels which, when
Barbara. It was sprinkled to lay the wet, pack tight or bake in the sun
dust of the soft soil of the road. A and which pulverize into dust, must
slight hardening of the road was ob be either loosened up by harrowing
served from the repeated applications or otherwise made porous before be
of the thick maltha or asphaltic oil. ing oiled, and then must be covered

eliminate dust and make the macad
am waterproof and more durable,
ﬁrst succeeded in Melbourne, Aus
tralia, in 1886, where the experience
gained has been followed by constant
use ever since. Tar freed from wa
ter and very light oil and otherwise
improved is used. The macadam is
ﬁrst well bonded and consolidated,
then tarred and ﬁne stone screenings
are spread.
Coal tar products are

Requires no attention from separator man.
Guaranteed to keep the belt square on the cylin
der pulley. re rdless oi the engine being in or
out 01 line or ow hard the wind blows. It is
made of malleable iron. is very light and durable.
Keeps the edges of the bolt from wearing. That
is what saves the belt. Write] for descriptive
circular and prices to

E. ii. GREGORY. . . Slillll Fills. Smith Dakota
Please mention The Review.

suited to hard macadam and similar
roads, because it is not practical and
economical to use these products on
soft earth, clay and sand roads. The
cost would be too great, suﬁicient tar
is not available, it would not harden.
It is better and cheaper, where ob
tainable.

to

use

suitable

asphaltic

oils 0nd soft and absorbent roads.
“The Vendee District, France,
based on records begun in 1896, shows

as follows: One highway 20 feet
wide was tarred in the following
manner:

The macadam was put in

good condition, well rolled and used
by traffic for a month;

then thor

oughly cleaned by stiﬁ brooms, fol
lowed by ﬁne brooms. Hot tar was

Favorite om
Barnes Thresher Tank Pump
RECORD BREAKER FOR 1907
Fitted [or both hose and iron pipe. Has brass
valve cents and cylinder polished as smooth
as a min barrel. Capacity 2'»; barrels per minute.

In use the world over.

Guaranteed the host tank

spread over the macadam. It perco
lated down into the macadam, the

BARNES MANUFACTURING CO.
600 North Mlln SlMlllllleld, 0M0

work being done in warm weather

Please mention The Review.

pump made.

Write for circular and prices.

July, 1908.
with the road very dry.

It pene

trated one inch in four hours, and

one and two-thirds inches in twenty
four hours.
The ﬁrst tarring re-i
quired about 1.19 lbs. per square yard. .
Twelve hours after tarring each sec
tion, clean sand was spread.
The
surface was then rolled and opened to
traﬁic.

“One year later the operation was
repeated, using less tar, because the
road would absorb less; then every
second year thereafter. The road was
practically free from dust, its wear
was reduced to about one-half and
the total cost of the road in ten years

was 40.4 per cent. less than under the
old system of maintaining the road
in good condition with macadam only.
This was due principally to the fact
that

the

tar

saved

$1,430,

which

would have been paid out during the
ten years for extra crushed stone and

resurfacing, if the surface had not
been tarred at intervals as stated.
Tarring made it necessary to resur
face with stone only once, not twice,
as formerly.

Th

Low

Has King Bolt Hitch. Absolute control of Plows from engine platform. Only requires two men-engineer
and ﬁreman-to operate. Can be attached to any traction engine. Made in sizes 5, 6, 8 and 10 Furrows, 14
inch Stubble or Breaker Bottoms.

A second road in the

same district properly tarred costs

CO.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Des Moines, Iowa

23 per cent. less on a basis of four

teen consecutive years than if it had
been maintained with macadam only.
to unoiled roads can get no purchase

is in it, and the town takes care of

m

or suction power. Eventually all of
the rock roads in the East, at least,
must be oiled to save them from de
struction by motor cars.”
Mr. Hunt drove over about forty

the street problem, thus relieving the
township of some of the responsibili
ty. The one superintendent who is
working on the more capable lines is
Mr. Aden Sticknel and his example
may be followed by all road superin
tendents in this county.
The time, as all who have studied
the problem well know, to do grad
ing is in the spring of the year, as it
has time to settle before the rains
and frosts of winter soften it. An
other thing very essential to good
road making and to be put into eﬁect
by the Washington township man, is
the matter of surface grading. All
road builders know that if the surface
of the road is graded so as to shed

dressing made

“The work should be done in warm

hot and dry weather.

The macadam

should be ﬁrst swept clean and some
times washed, but should be‘allowed

to become perfectly dry to a depth of

at least one inch before applying the
miles of oiled boulevards and roads
tar product.
The tar should be
and was much impressed with what
spread under competent supervision.
he saw.
It should be allowed to stand and per

“Washington has nothing on Kan
colate for at least several hours after
sas City for parks and boulevards,”
being spread and then be covered
was his verdict.
preferably with sand or with uniform
ﬁne grained stone screenings, contain

ing no earthy matter or dirt. The
tar should be applied as hot as possi
ble at about 200° F. After the sand
or screenings have been spread, it is
best to wait several hours before
rolling with a steam roller. During
the rolling additional sand or screen
ings must be added if any tar
squeezes up through them. It is a
good plan to keep traiﬁc oiT of the fin

ished rolled road for a short time
after rolling.’ ’
'

Oil Only Can Save Hard Roads.
Oil is the only thing that will save
rock roads from the motor car. This
is the opinion of Conway B. Hunt,
engineer of the highways in the Dis
trict of Columbia.
Mr. Hunt went to Kansas City re
cently to inspect the boulevards and
roads that have been treated with oil
by the park board of that city.
“It may seem odd," he said, “that
an Eastern road man should come to

Road Making.
Highway Comissioner Riley Uses New
Method.

Highway Commissioner Stevens of
Riley Township has hit upon a novel
plan for road making, says the St.

Johns, Michigan, Republican.
He
hitches two road graders side by side
to a 25 h. p. traction engine, thus
scraping the road on either side at the
same time and rounding it higher in
the center for good drainage. A disc
barrow is also attached behind the
scrapers which cuts the sod in the
center of the road.
Mr. Stevens says he can scrape 12
to 14 miles of road in a day at a cost
of about $12.00. He also thinks that
a four or ﬁve ton roller to follow the
scraper would leave the road in still
better shape and make traveling with

a single rig much easier.

WM
M
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Stops Slipping

B. E. SCINLUI, ioliet. iii.
Semi for Circular
Please mention The nevi-aw.

Traction

Engineering

A full course in traction engineering may be
com ieted in three months. Courses begin Mly
l2, ept. 1, Nov. 24 and Jan. 4. Total expense
for tuition, board, room, light, etc., $54.00.
Students taught to repair englnemut vllyel,
handle engines in ﬁeld. Address
HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE 0| ENGINEERING
Des Moines, Iowa

A New Hood
FOB WIND lTAO'llI-l

the water as it falls, the road is a
good one, even before the ballast is
applied. Also that unless a surface
gradient is established that ballast is

Worth but little in the construction of
a durable road. '
A few days since the county com
missioners were out looking over the

Washington township work and were
highly pleased with the results ob
tained. In the spring of the year
with a farming community rushing in
a corn crop, it is diﬂicult and well
nigh impossible to get the necessary

Stacks perfectly all straw from the
large-t machine;
Highly recommended by all who

1

try n.

l

Puts straw ris'ht when you want it.

.

It solves the stacking problem.

‘

Write {or full description.

labor of men and teams to do the
work in the spring. It was thus un

BERNES BROS.
OHIBANSE,
LLDIOII

der the old law, but the new one

“Good seems to oﬂ’er a solution to that sit-‘

Roads” Earle is quoted as saying nation. The work tLere done accent
that the method in use in Riley is a uates it.

good one. The only criticism heard
a Western city for information about by The Republican is that the grad
modern methods of highway treat ers do not scrape wide enough——that
ment, but the fact of the matter is, they form a second gutter on each
Kansas City is away ahead of a great side of the highway, and that the
many other cities along this line. We road is a triﬂe too steep.
have oiled a few stretches of road in
Commissioner Stevens says that he
the District-of Columbia by hand would like to have the highway com
just for an experiment, but it remain missioners of other townships come
ed for Kansas City to show me the over and see his work and method
proper method to carry on this work. and oﬂer criticism.
“We are determined beyond ques
tion that the surface of a rock road
in Ohio.
is loosened and eventually ruined by
swift traveling motor cars. The De
The people of Washington Town
partment of Agriculture at Washing ship are rejoicing in the prospect of
ton has conducted a series of exper good roads in the near future, says
iments that prove this. The preven the Newark Tribune.
tive is to oil the roads. Then the
There are two road superintendents
rubber tires that cause the damage of the township, as the town of Utica

Superintendent Stickel has called
into play a steam road engine. With
it he plows up the roadside and draws
the heavy scraper which gives in one
or two times going over the desired

A Positive Automatic
Force Feed Lubricator
that has stood the most severe tests under the
most trying conditions.

THE STERLING
It is guaranteed to save
50 per cent in oil river a
light feed iubricamr.

shape to the road bed.

The steam plow and steam road
grader is now being used in other
parts of the county.

In every case

with the good eﬁects noted in Wash
ington township.
Small Grace viewed the new baby

with open scorn

and

indignation.

"Why, mama, you surely won’t keep

it‘!

You know you always exchange

damaged goods, and this one has no
teeth. no hair and its skin doesn’t ﬁt

atv all !”—Lippincott 's.

E. BAUDIR,

Sterling, Ill.

Please mention The Review.
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ls Planning Big Campaign.

The BAKER Piston Valve

Michigan State Highway Commis
sioner Earle is about to begin the
expenditure of about $11,000 in an

For Traction Engines insures a saving of
25 per cent. of power over D slide valves

educational campaign for good roads
in ﬁfty-seven different counties in the
state. Representatives of the depart
ment will be sent into each of the
counties to point out the advantages
of the county road system and urge
that the system be adopted at the
election next fall.
The automobile men of the state
are back of the commissioner in the

It w"! do this on YBUR Englno
With this valve is introduced for the ﬁrst time a
spring packing ring that will take up every bit of
wear and yet work satisfactorily under all condi
tions. My catalogue describes and illustrates ful
ly, and I will send it to any interested thresher man for the asking.

LET ME TELL YOU MORE-ASK.

propaganda for good roads, and it is

in reality their money which will be
used for the expenses of the cam
paign. The fund is made up of the
automobile license fees in the hands
of the secretary of state and the au
tomobile men and Commissioner
Earle claim the right to use the fund
under a section of the law which
says that after the expenses of col
lecting the license fee are paid the
surplus shall be applied to the furth
erance of good roads for the beneﬁt
of the state at large. Petitions are
now being circulated and signed gen

erally, it is stated, among automo
bile men, asking the commissioner to
use the money in this way.

In speaking of the matter Commis
sioner Earle said: “I expect that
some will say this fund provides for
the expense of an Earle machine in
the state, but I don 't know as I care,
if I succeed in inducing most of those
ﬁfty-seven counties to adopt the
county road system.

Last year ﬁf

ty-eight per cent. of the good roads
built were constructed by twenty-six

counties having the county road sys
tem and only forty-two per cent. in,
the ﬁfty-seven counties without sys
tem. This shows it is a good thing.

WILFREII BAKER
SOUTH II K01‘.
Please mention The Review.

to a surprisng circular issued by the

can be burned, but to effect its com

bustion efficiently the coal must be
separated from the true ash, either

by sifting or other wise.

As we un
men

The men I am going to send out will derstand the proposition of the
not only talk the good points of the who advocate the ash-burning
county system but they will circu pounds, however, it is not the
late the necessary petitions in the that has escaped combustion

townships, villages and cities to
bring the matter to a vote. It may
be called an Earle machine if they
want to, but it’s his machine for good
roads, not for Earle’s nomination for
governor.”

com
coal
that

cent; magnesia, 1 per cent; oxide of
manganese, a trace. An analysis of
Ohio bituminous coal ash gave, ap

Burning Ashes.
Every once in a while we hear of proximately, silica, 59 per cent;
compounds that are proposed appar alumina, 35 per cent; sesquioxide of
ently in all seriousness, for the pur iron, 2 per cent; lime, 1 per cent;
magnesia, 1 per cent;

potash

and

iency of a coal ﬁre, or even for enab soda, 1 per cent; phosphoric acid,
ling the ﬁre to be run successfully sulphuric acid, and combined sul
with ashes alone, or with ashes in phur, a trace of each.
An attempt to burn a mixture sim
combination with a relatively small
proportion of fresh coal. We have ilar to either of the foregoing is like
not taken notice of these compounds trying to burn a lot of quartz rock
in The Locomotive, because we have and clay. When we “burn” a thing,
felt that the proposition that real we merely cause the oxygen gas of
ashes can be burned, either with or the air to combine with it, the pro
without the admixture of coal. pro duction of heat being an incidental
vided they are ﬁrst sprinkled over result of the act of combination. But
with a small quantity of solution, is silica is the oxide of silicon, alumina
is the oxide of aluminum, lime is the
gineers of ﬁremen of experience. Our oxide of calcium, and magnesia is
attention has been called, however, the oxide of magnesium. Each of
too absurb to be discussed, among en

WILL BE PROFITABLE THIS YEAR
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE BEST A LARGEST MULLER

l
l

lranRunELY c0. wont-mo.)
Please mention The Review.

Saw Milling
will be profitable when

you use our

“Hustler” Saw Mills

and throw salt down the chimney, to
check the ﬂames. If the unburned
and more or less completely coked
fragments of coal that fall through
the grate of a modern ﬁre are raked

out of the ashes and returned to the
ﬁre, they will burn, of course, and
often with little or no ﬂame.

But by

they propose to burn, but the actual moistening the fragments with a salt
ash, which constitutes what is ordi solution, they may be made to burn
narily regarded as the incombustible with a considerable ﬂame, due prir
residue; and it is with this under cipally to the “sodium color” pro
standing that we are writing the duced by the volatization of the salt.
present article.
_
The addition of the salt does not

Barr, in his “Practical Treatise on
If the campaign is successful it is
pointed out it will be but a few years the Combustion of Coal,” gives sev
before the state is covered with a net— eral analyses of the true “ash” re
work of ﬁne roads, which will not sulting from the combustion of coal,
only be of great value to the dif —that is, of the part that remains
ferent localities in which the roads after the unburned coal that may be
In an
run, but will furnish good road run present has been removed.
ning for automobiles in every direc analysis of ash from Pennsylvania
tion and to every point, which is, of anthracite the composition was found
course, the reason the automobile to be, approximately, silica, 54 per
manufacturers are anxious the money cent; alumina, 37 per cent; sesquiox
ide of iron, 5 per cent; lime, 3 per
should be used in this way.

pose of greatly improving the eﬁ‘ic

these substances, in other words, has

already combined with all the oxygen
it can take up; and hence the ash
from which it now appears that the cannot be further burned, either by
said department has taken the mat the use of a compound, or otherwise.
ter very seriously; and this leads us
Salt is an almost universal con
to make the following remarks:
stituent of these so-called “ash-burn
Ashes always contain a certain ing” compounds, and we have no
amount of unburned coal, but, with doubt but that the inventors of the
good practice in the ﬁre-room, the compounds are deceived, by the color
proportion of unburned coal that is eifects produced when salt is thrown
present should be small. In several upon a ﬁre, into a belief that the com
analyses that lie before us, the bustion is greatly promoted by this
amount ranges from 9 per cent to 13 addition of the salt. This is not the
per cent, and we are of the opinion case, however. Our forefathers, burn
that in ordinary practice the propor ing wood in big open ﬁreplaces, were
tion will vary between 10 and 12 often troubled with chimney ﬁres
per cent. There is no doubt but that and the most approved procedure in
the unburned coal here referred to such cases was to go up on the roof
Department of Education of the city
of New York, recently made public,

TliE N0. 1 "HUSTLER" SAW IllL
shown above, can be taken up, moved several miles,
and be cutting again in less lhln a day. it is lur

nished "com lete" ready for work. Our [older No.
l8 tells all 1 out ll.

cause the evolution of more heat,
however, nor does it facilitate the‘
combustion.

Oxalic acid is also a common con
stituent of the more recent “ash
burning” compounds, and a year or
so ago the market price of oxalic acid

went up,
somewhat

coincidentally with the
extensive experimenting

that was done with them.

This led

to a. suggestion that the manufactur
ers of oxalic acid were at the bottom
of the matter. It would certainly be
an astute business move for them to

n'.-

\

liEGE'S LOG BEAM SAW MILL
is the linear Mill made lor pine and other long lim
ber. Ask for lolders 20 to 25 showing slxi styles.
They tell the story.

agitate the subject, and so increase
the sale of their product; but we re
gard this explanation as highly im
probable. We do not know just what
the action of oxalic acid is when
thrown into a, furnace. Some author
ities assert that when heated in this

way it gives rise to acetylene gas,
which would burn, of course, with a
brilliant ﬂame, and so lead to the be
lief that the combustion was acceler
ated in the furnace. Other good an

thorities deny that acetylene is pro
duced under such
The Locomotive.

circumstances.
_

Have you a photo of your outﬁt
that would look good in The Review?
Send it along. It ’ill cost you noth
ing.

24"!6" DIXIE PUNER Illd IITCIIER.
The Dixie Planer and Marcher has been on the
marker 15 years and not I single machine returned.
This about tells the story ol the durability and saris
iacrory work ol these machines. There is no better
Pornhle Planer made. Used I“ over the world.
Move it with your Mill and make the proﬁt, you now
ly the Planing Mill man, by working your own
umber. Write or our new catalogue M.

MANUFACTURED BY

SALEM IRON WORKS
Winston-Salem, N. C., U. S. A.
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The Largest Clock in the World. and yet they must keep time with the
The
So much has been said of the great precision of a chronometer.
Seth Thomas Clock Company, which
ﬁnd the largest clock in the world, is making this huge clock, guaran
one ’s ﬁrst impulse would be to look tees that the gigantic, unwieldy
hands, weighing together more than
for it among the cathedrals abroad.
half a ton, will not vary six seconds
A number of years ago, the Philadel
a week from the correct time, and it
phia City Hall clock with its 25-foot
is probable that even this accuracy
dials wrested the laurels from Lon
don’s Westminster clock, which has will be far exceeded.
The Colgate clock will be driven di
221,42-foot dials. Only the other day
rectly
by a mechanical clock train.
it was reported that a 25-foot dial
clocks of Europe, that if asked to

The clock mechanism comprises two
clock would be placed in the tower of
separate

the Metropolitan Life Building; and
now a new record has just been made
by the clock which surmounts Col
gate & Company's soap and perfume
factory at Jersey City. Not only is
this clock larger than any other in

movements;

one,

“time

train” or master clock, serves to
keep accurate time, while the other,

known as the remontoir train, is con
trolled by the time train, and acts
to drive the hands of the clock.
The advantage in having two sep
the world, but it has established a
arate
movements to drive the clock
class of its own, because its dial
area is more than twice as large as is that one acts as a relay for —the
other.
that of its nearest competitor.

The

remontoir

movement,

Pos

which drives the hands directly, is
sibly mention should be made of the
operated by a weight of over 1,100
great clock of Mechlin, Belgium,
lbs. This heavy weight should be
which is said to have a. dial of 87
enough to overcome any jar or vibra
feet diameter, but it is hardly fair
tion of the hands caused by a high
to make any comparison between this
wind. The time train or master clock
crude mechanism, with its single
is operated by a weight of but 600
hand to mark oif the hours, and the
lbs.,
and this permits a more delicate
perfect timepieces of today.
But
movement. In case of accident to
even the Mechlin clock is surpassed
the hands, if,~ for instance, they should
by the Colgate clock. The dial of
be frozen fast together, or if the
the latter measures 38 feet in diame
lights should need repairing, they
ter by day and 40 feet by night; that
could be stopped without disturbing
hour marks at night are set beyond the master clock, which would con
tinue to keep perfect time, and af
the periphery of the daytime dial,
is, the lights which serve for the

ter the repairs were made, the hands
and form a circle of 40 feet extreme
diameter.
Some conception of the enormous
proportions of this clock may be had
from the dimensions of the hands.
The hour hand measures 15 feet from
end to end and is 3 feet 10 inches at
its greatest width, while the minute
hand has an over-all dimension of
20
feet,640
andlbs.v
withEvery
its counterpoise
weighs
half-minute

could be reset to correspond with the

small dial of the master clock.
The pendulum of the clock is of
the compensating type. lThe steel
shaft carries a zinc cylinder, from the

Attention, Threshermen
A Force-Feed Lubricator Designed for You
We have remodeled The Dandy, furnishing it painted instead of nickle plated,

and offer it to you at greatly reduced prices. Material, workmanship, Dur
ability and Eﬂ'lciency Guaranteed.

The working parts are all, excepting the driving
clutch, inclosed within the body of the lubricator,

operating in the oil thus protecting them from dust
and grit and undue wear.
No Pawls and Rachet Wheel to wear out

or give trouble.

Absolutely Noiseless
The clutch case encloses
all of its working parts,

protecting

them

dust and grit.

from

The ad

justment of the quantity
of oil feed at each stroke

of the oil pump is of the
simplest kind, turning the
adjusting screw with the
thumb and ﬁnger to the

right or to the left in
creases or diminishes the
feed from maximum to

zero.

Can be Adjusted
While in Operation
A hand crank is pro
vided to operate it as a
hand pump when the en

gine is at rest or in mo
tion.

The pump has dou—

ble inlet and outlet valves
(steel balls seated in brass).
It will do as much and better service than any other force-feed lubri
cator on the market at any price.
_
Made in one and two quart single feed only. For further information
and prices write to

Standard Force-Feed Lubricator Company
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

44 North Water Street

Please mention The Review.

top of which the pendulum bob is
suspended. As the shaft increases in
length with a rise of temperature.

the zinc sleeve expands and raises
the pendulum bob sufficiently to com
pensate for expansion of the steel.
the tip of this hand moves 111/2 The top of the pendulum bob is hemi
inches, and in the course of a day it spherical, so as to prevent the accu
covers a distance of more than half mulation of dirt or particles, which
a mile. The hands are made of cop might disturb the weight and balance

Sold with or with
out elevator.
For

per sheet metal, secured to a brass of the pendulum.
The remontoir
frame and stiffened by means of brass movement serves to drive the shaft
trusswork. The copper sheathing is to which is coupled the shaft which
painted black with a sanded surface. runs up to the dial Works. 'The dial
so that there can be no reﬂection of works are placed directly behind the
light to confuse the observer in read dial, and consist of gearing necessary
ing the time. To lessen the wind to make the minute hand move twelve
pressure, the dial is made of 6-inch times as fast as the hour hand.
pine boards spaced three inches
apart. In place of numerals, cofﬁn
shaped strokes of black 51/2 feet long
are used. In large tower clocks it

kinds of grain.
Built in seven sizes,
from 2 to 25 h. p. and

especially adapted for
use with thresher en
gines.

Odd Notions of Mirrors.

B. N. P. BOWSI’IER
COMPANY,
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
Please mention The Review.

A Thresherman’s Talk with
Henry J. Thomas, Ashton, 111.
Q.

four candle power lamp, and at the impels some timid folk to conceal all
hour mark 96 candle power will be mirrors at night lest a glacc into one

used in red lanterns.

The hands will may reveal the devil. It is believed
among the simple folk that if a
corpse happen to be reﬂected in a
mirror there will follow soon another

contact rings.

with a candle an image of a husband

proportions. As the dial will not be
Are you doing any plowing with
incased in glass, the hands are ex your engine"! If so, send us a let
posed to all changes of the weather, ter telling about it. Also a photo.

Do you use the Travis Rock
er Grates?
Yes; and they do the work
first class.
Are they an advantage?
Yes: they save my coal pile,
and bad coal does not. bother
me. I just give them a. slight
shake
occasionally,
which
frees them. and Just think
what a pleasure it is on a. hot
day to use ‘them. instead of

using a poker and digging at

death in the family. All marriage
plied to these lamps by means of car able girls believe that if they enter a
bon brushes bearing against copper dark room at midnight of Halloween

The making of a large tower clock will appear in the mirror.
involves more of a problem than mere

and

ﬁr-in-the-head, and all

Numerous superstitions are con
is found unnecessary to use the usual nected with mirrors, says the New
Roman numerals, as they cannot be York Press. At a home wedding the
read at any great distance. It is bride and groom must stand before
probable that few persons who have one that has been garlended with
looked at the Westminster clock or ﬂowers. In death, if a child, the room
that at Philadelphia are aware that in which the corpse lies must have
the dials bear no numerals. At night the mirrors covered with white
the dial face will be illuminated by sheets; if an adult they must be
a ring of incandescent lamps. Each covered with black cloth. This su
minute mark will be indicated by a perstition was born out of that which

be outlined with electric lights, 40
four candle power lamps being used
on the minute hand, and 34 on the
hour hand. The current will be sup

crushing

grinding Ear-corn, Kaf

The Travis
Patent Unive rial
Rocker Grate.

my ﬁre, mixing it up with the
cinders and raking out un
burnt coke and coal.
Does your engine fire readily?
Yes: and I can keep a. steady
head of steam and gain about
two more H. P. and do not
stop the. entire outﬁt, while I
clean the ﬁre. but steam is
always ready. Give them the
length and width oi.I your fire
box and they will quote you
prices.

is The a. E. TRAVIS to. Henry, III. ,
Please mention The Review.

July, 1908.
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Stationary.

Portable

and Traction Gasoline

DENT
bitt metal is frequently cast in the
rough pillow blocks and rod ends

Gas Engine Bearings.
By E. L. OSBORNE.

Write us lor le
scripilon and prices
and let us ﬁgure
on your needs.

iiver more power than you

bargained for.
Because
it is easy to handle. Because
it is entirely eute. Became
it will run from mouth to
month and from year to
year with as
low repair‘ and
as little atten

then reamed or scraped and accu

Note-This is the ﬁfth of a series
of articles intended to cover in a
brief, simple way the why and how
of a gas engine-to enable anyone to
understand its general principles and

practical operation.
Previous articles have pointed out
the desirability of the lightest pos
sible practical weight of the recipro
cating parts in a gas engine to thus

gain the highest possible practical
speed.

rately ﬁtted to the shafts.
cases:

In all

oil channels for the correct

tion-sun! on.

distribution of the lubricant are necessary. An important point in operation is to keep dirt and foreign
matter out of these oil grooves or
channels.
Owing to more or less friction in
plain bearings and imperfections in
lubrication ithas been common prac

$23“? if?
cause it h ow
nomlcal in fuel
consumption.
Because it is
reasonable in
price. Became
it is especially
to your intemet
to own one.

>*<.,.

L landfill

a BASOLI EllBlllE oo.,

Do not fail to read the word tice to make gas engine bearings ad

practical; it includes a calculation
of the resistances which beyond a giv
en point will overbalance the advant
ages gained in higher speeds. We
have spoken of the resisting forces
of the reciprocating weight-the
force consumed in stopping and start
ing in the opposite direction the pis

ENGINE

You should own a "Lam
bert."- Because it ie an
honest Enzine. Becauae you
let your full money's worth.
Because (or strength it has
no equal. Because it willde

Anderson, Indiana

Please mention The Review.

jnstable. This is shown in Fig. 1 at
C. A number of thin shims or lin
ers are inserted

between

the two

parts of the bearing allowing the
bolts when under tension to clamp
the liners securely and allow the

Highest Award, St. Louis, 1904

Gold and Silver Medals, Portland, i905

ASi'iLAND PUMP and “AV TooLwoRKs
T“ on your “Bl lo'llie Myers!“

shaft to turn freely without shake or

play. The theory is that as the bear

A “B0
an

BLSTPIMPOII EARTH.

Without

m mg

on

Low Down

equal

the

globe.

rm Pump.

Write
acriptlve
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flight

The

Oil Poliabed
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cylinder.
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Handle.
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Ask your dealer for the most satisfactory line of me
and wind Mill Tome md m Pumps, Emile Pump‘,
Power Pumps, Tank Pumps. Spray Pumps and Ghee
Valve Beet Cylinders. Hay Unloedermrorke. ﬂungmrui
leyl, etc. Hay Back Clamps, Stay-on D00: more.

P. E. MYERS & Bll0., Ashland, 0hio.
Picnse mention The Review.

PERFECT GRAIN CLEANING
Can only be attained by the use of a
correctly constructed Grain Cleaning
Sieve——

ton, wrist pin and wrist end of the ing wears liners may be removed
connecting rod. This force as we thus readily securing the original
have stated increases with the speed adjustment. In actual practice, how
and is transmitted through the pis ever, there are numerous diﬂiculties
ton, connecting rod and crank shaft not clearly understood to many ope

to the bearings. In this article we rators. This is not surprising, how
wish to consider brieﬂy some of the ever, for the correct ﬁtting and ad
justment of a bearing is one of the
elementary principles of gas engine
most important jobs in factory work.
bearings, the eﬁect oi.’ the impulse
To scrape and shim a bearing until
and reciprocation forces, the care and
the revolving shaft will touch all
adjustment in service.
This is a parts alike (excepting a narrow
pretty big subject for a single arti space at the parting lines) and with
cle but it will be remembered that we out overheating friction, requires
are only trying to present brieﬂy pri considerable technical skill.
maiy principles of the why and how.
The average operator is not only
The central idea of a good hear excusably deficient in this sort of
ing is, of course, to transmit the im

knowledge

pulse pressure to the work with the
minimum friction loss and the least
possible wear of the shafts and bear
ing surfaces.
Bronze composi
tions and varying grades of babbitt

has also to contend with peculiari
ties of wear in service not always

and

experience,

but

quite well, and are not liable to
depends on which way the engine runs
crack under heavy blows as delivered
and the weight of the crank shaft
by large single cylinder gas engines.
and ﬂywheels. In the connecting rod
The steel shafts in bronze bearings
bearings the angle of the stress and
are, however, often subjected to more

wear depend on the direction of ro
wear than with good babbitt metal.
tation, length of stroke and length of
There is also more danger of “siez
the connecting rod. The dotted line.
ing” or “galling” which sometimes
A-A, Fig. 1, shows in an exagger

ruins both shaft and bearing. This
ated way the approximate line of
condition is invariably brought about
by lack of proper lubrication.
bearings

are

always

ma

chined and ﬁtted to machined pillow
blocks and connecting rod ends. Pmh

-

Plymouth, Ohio

Please mention The Review.

Powell Gas Engine
Lubricator

BOSON

The principle stress

and consequent wear in a gas engine
metal are most generally used for bearing is not distributed equally on
a bearing and is never in line with
plain bearings. The bronze bearing
the piston travel. The angle of the
metals are as a rule tough, resist wear
line of stress on the main bearings

Bronze

Plymouth Manufacturing Co.,

he

well considered by the designers of

his machine.

THE IDEAL
A Sieve that is adjustable to all
grains and seeds. Changing size of
mesh to suit diﬁereut grains does not
. affect the pitch of the wind blast-—it
always remains the same-insuring
auﬁicient blast and at the proper
angle-‘45 degrees—to do the beat
cleaning.
We have a catalog and price list we
wiah to send you. Ask for it.

Simple, yet eﬁicient construction. Built to
stand the jolts and jars of the explosive stroke '
of any make of gas engine. All arms being
cast with the body there are no screwed in
joints to rack loose and leak at a critical time.
The drop regulating stem is ﬁtted with our
well known signal lever feed. the reliable kind.
Lever up, feeding; lever down, stopped. Shut
05 valve D enables ﬁlling the cup while en
gine is in motion.
We are mailing the second edition of our No. 9
catalog.

We would like to send YOU a copy.

The Wm. Powell Co., Cincinnati, 0.
New York, 254 Canal St.
Philadelphia, 518 Arch St.
Boston, 239-45 Causeway St.

UNTIL YOU INVEBTIOATI
"THE MASTER WORKMAN,"

DON’TBUYGASOLINEENGINES .

........ ..

elconol engine, superior to any one-cylinder engine; revolutionizing power. its weight and bulk are half that oi’ single cylinder engines, with greater durability. Cosh
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toilun. Qu c kl'ii‘illi‘.
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started. Vibration
overcome.
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Wood Bros. Engine and Separator
Are Modern and Strictly Up-to-date
For efﬁciency and fast work they have no equal. Simpler and more
perfect in detail than all others. Cost no more than out of date machines.

OUR CLAIM-A Cylinder that is big enough to get the grain from the head in Oklahoma. Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Wis
consin, Minnesota, Colorado and the Dakotas, whether Turkey or Macarol'ni, headed or bound, because it has been tried and actually did the work.

A

grate behind the cylinder that has more separating surface than all others. A separating rack that has more action on the straw than any other, with
separating capacity unequalled by any, that will stand more crowding, and put more straw through in the same length of time than any separating rack
built. A shoe that will save the hulls from the lightest oats, and take out the short weeds and is as good in timothy and ﬂax as any other kind of grain.
WE CAN MAKE GOOD THE ABOVE CLAIM IF YOU GIVE US A CHANCE.

Wood Bros, 16, 18, 20 and 22 H. P.
Engine. Burns Goal, Wood or Straw
—Cylinder Side.

l

I
In design, proportion, strength and weight the new Wood Bros. Traction Engine is absolutely correct. .STRONG POINTS: Boiler large enough to
) furnish steam under any condition; powerful in the belt; best hill climber; ﬂat spoke steel wheels, extra wide; strong brackets; semi-steel gears; our new
reverse gear gives quick opening valve, uses steam economically and expansively, equal lead at all points on the hook-up. equal cut off of steam on both
ends of cylinder; valve travel full width of seat when hooked up, full travel over all 2 1-16 inches.
A perfect engine of the highest eﬂiciency. Get our pricees before you buy.

WOOD BROS. STEEL SELF FEEDER COMPANY, Des Moines, Iowa
————BBARCHES: ___
Kansas City. Mo.. Union Ave. and Hickory.
Minneapolis. Minn.. 126 3rd Ave. N.

St. Louis. M0" 117 Market St.
Lincoln. Nebraska.

Please _mentlon rl‘he Review.

Indianapolis. Ind., Room 6.Bd.of Trade Bldg.
Fargo, North Dakota.
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BIRDSELL=“that’s the name”
BIG

BIG
“SEVEN”

‘ISIXI!

CLOVER SPECIAL

ALFALFA SPECIAL

The Farmer demands a Huller
that cleans and saves
all the seed

Tho Throshcrmln wants the
Huller of greatest
capacity

THE

BIRDSELL
Factory

-

"BIRDSELL" FILLS

wrist bearing.

It will be seen that signers make no attempt to secure
adjustment for the wrist bearing, us

if liners, C, at the parting of the
crank bearing are removed the ad
justment will not be in line with the
direction of the wear. Add to this
the fact that with bronze bearings
especially, there will be a decided
wear on one side of the crank pin,

Branches

UTH BEND, mo.

wear in the crank bearing while B-B is sure to develop in greater or less
indicates the line of stress in the er degree. For this reason many de

BILL
- COLUMBUS OHIO
- INDIANAPOLI , IND.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
106 South Commercial Street,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
410 North I'llgh Street,

IVIF G. GO.

..

THE

28 Kentucky Avenue,
at { 1004
Santa Fe Street,

-

-

better distribution of pressure on the frictional resistance in this type of
bearings, more reliable and accurate bearing is given as one-eighth of one
lubricating devices and better com per cent. of the total load carried, as
positions of bearing metals for bush against three to ﬁve per cent. in

ing instead a plain sleeve bushing for ings has gone far toward realizing plain bearings.
the wrist end of the connecting rod the ideal in plair. bearings. A long
It has been thought that ball bear
as shown in Fig. 2. In passing we step in this direction was made ings were only suited for bicycles,
must not forget to emphasize the im through the process of die casting the
portance and value of a nut or cap late improved nickel babbitt and
This
screw retainer or locking device as white brass bearing metals.
process produces bearing bushings
without machiningr and with oil chan
nels, ﬁllets, retaining lugs, etc., cast

on_the bushing. This permits pro
duction at a comparatively low cost
while the accuracy in. moderate sizes
is within 0.001-inch each way. This
secures not only low ﬁrst cost, but
easy, cheap and correct replacement
in case of unusual wear or damage to

a bearing. We are indebted to the
F. W. Spacke Machine Company,
makers of these die cast bushings,
for the illustrations as shown in Fig.

sewing machines and other light ma.

A yet closer realization of the ideal
hearing has been reached through the
application of annular or radial ball

chines, but 'recent developments in
steels and processes of manufacture
shows the ball bearing readily capa
ble of very heavy duty. We are un
able to say just what is the present

bearings as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

limit in gas engine service, but know

5.

These illustrations are shown by of the successful equipment of 40 to
courtesy of the Hess-Bright Manu 60 h. p. multiple cylinder motors en
facturing Company, makers of the abling them to deliver a much greater

. 4

making it more or less oval, and we shown at D in Pig. 2. Many a good
see how easy it is for the novice to engine has been wrecked because a

bearing, and give a good idea of the

per cent. of indicated horse power to

principles involved and the mechani

get into trouble in trying to make an simple device of this kind was lack

cal construction.

the work. It has been thought that
this type of bearing is too expensive

The balls and ball

Some designers make ing. There is not much strain on the races are made of special steel, hard
the line of adjustment to practically crank bearing bolts while they re ened and very accurately ground to
correspond with the line of stress main in tension but as soon as they SlZO.
’
The races are annular rings of
and wear as illustrated in Fig. 2 by get loose there is danger of a gen
A-A. The same principle is also fre eral smashup that may call for a
quently applied to the design of main practically new machine.
or pillow block bearings. Fig. 3 rep
The sleeve hushed bearing is some—
adjustment.

for industrial purposes and only ser
viceable for pleasure purposes where
the user has money to throw away for
his own amusement. It would not

surprise the writer, however, to ﬁnd
an actual economy from a cold
blooded business standpoint. Any

times used for the end main bearings
where enclosed crank cases are em

ployed.

This form of bearing design

is shown in Fig. 4. If multiple cyl
inders and center bearings are used

the center bearing is made separable,
inserted and secured on a bridge in
the crank case machined with bore
same as ends of case.

The ideal bearing does not con
resents stress and wear on one side sider appreciable wear; for if the ma

of the wrist pin, indicated at E. If chine is to retain its utmost eﬁ‘iciency
the wrist pin hearing be made ad the original conditions must be main
justable as shown in Fig. 1, and the tained, and the operator must be re
adjustment is closed down on a ﬂat lieved of the diﬁ‘lculties and prob

tened pin, good results cannot be ex
pected and results may be disas

lems in adjustments which in so
Flg. 7
many cases he is not competent to
trous. Wrist pins are nearly always handle. This is especially desirable uniform cross section. The bearing way we intend to dig into the subject
hardened to prevent the ﬂattening so in the case of small units to be sold is self-contained with no provision a little deeper before long and hope
far as possible, but. if the pin is held for all kinds of small service and to for adjustment and no need of any. to be able to present some facts and
in a positive position by set screws, all kinds of users. Multiple cylinder The wear is said to be so slight that ﬁgures of general interest to users
cotter pin or some other scheme (as construction giving a larger number adjustment is not called for within and prospective users of gas engines
The | for industrial work.
isgenerally the case) the ﬂattening of lighter unit impulses and much the lifetime of the machine.
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This illustration shows clearly the power required to move 5.000
pounds
on a block of cast iron pressing on an iron surface.
It
shows the power required to move a. common slide valve 5x8 inches
where it has to stop and start 500 times a. minute.
It shows the
power wasted by the engine in driving the valve which should be
utilized in increasing the power of the engine.

lamiyprcairuonll'iebackollcommon

“D" Slide Valve 5x8
with 12S poundailum picnic /
ThuimdnrmvodlOOic-d’
permmutc.

and rock and represents the weight
constantly pressing on the back
of the cover of a

EXAMPLE:

lilllllll BALANCE VALVE 5x8
with 125 lbs. steam pres
sure. but as the valve
works beneath the

cover there is no
pressure on the
valve.
The lever will
rest between
notchemhus

lhowlng
no pres
sure.

The Difference costs power, fuel and wear. By using a GOULD BAL
ANCE VALVE on your engine you gain from 18 to 30 per cent. Our
catalogue tells all about it. Send for it.

GOULD BALANCE VALVE CO.
KELLOGG, IOWA

The above cut shows the power required to move
the Gould Balance Valve with 125 pounds pressure
in the steam chest or 5.000 pounds on the back of
the cover.
It can be moved with one hand instead
of four horses.

Please mentlonll‘heiReview.

Tests ol’ Riveted Joints.
With the present requirements of

plates and shapes of light section are not, dangerously in error when
will be impressed by the need of applied to the heaviest connections

large members for nearly every line

tests of joints built of much heavier

of steel construction, it becomes of
the utmost importance to reinvesti
gate the fundamental principles gov
erning such construction before they

plates than those of the old investi to believe that either new values
gations and with the further need of should be determined or the older
using not only larger rivets to cor conﬁrmed by sufficient range of ex
respond with those now generally perimental work to include the full
used in heavy work, but also greater size types now generally employed.
numbers in the joints to be investi
Public interest, at least that por
gated.
With joints of one or two tion of it with industrial or technical
rows of rivets, whether that joint be aﬂiliations, has been much stimulated
butt, lap or any other type, the dis during the past year or two by agita
tribution of the shearing stresses on tions designed to secure federal ap
the rivets or the tensile stresses in propriations or funds from other
the net sections of the plates must be quarters to be expended in full size
at least approximately uniform, elim tests of structural members.
No
inating any strong probability that work of this character can be consid
the maximum intensity of either kind ercd satisfactorily
comprehensive
will be substantially dili'erent from without including the breaking of full
the mean. That condition no longer size riveted joints with such complete

are applied

to members

greater dimensions.

of much

The results ob

now in use, there is sutiicient reason

tained in the past by loading compar
atively small members to failure, al
though in some cases few in number,
have formed in reality the entire em
pirical basis of structural design.
They have been of the highest value
and, in general, it may be considered
both rational and safe to reason from
the tests of small members to the de
sign of the largest now required, but
that is not by any means the whole
subject, even if the apprehensions holds, however, with three or four or records of attendant phenomena as to
created by the Quebec bridge failure more rows of rivets, which may easily solve all questions relating to the in
be disregarded.
The Engineering be required in a structural tension tensities and distribution of the ten
Record has already commented edi joint, to say nothing of the excessive sile, shearing and bearing stresses de
torially upon the need of tests of the grouping of rivets found in compres veloped in the various elements of the
largest steel compression members sion joints, and allowing for the fact joints.
It is of special importance, among
which can be broken in any testing that the latter are usually supposed
machine now existing, and all obser ' ly of such a character as to permit the other things, to determine the died
vations of that character applicable machined ends of plates and shapes of such unbalanced riveted connec
to compression members bear no less to abut. Finally, the thicker plates tions as that of a group of rivets
produce a proportionately greater through the long leg of an unequal
forcibly on riveted joints.
On the whole, a good many rivet bending of the rivets. This latter is legged angle both with and without
ed joints which maybe considered a most important consideration, for connecting lugs, and what may be
full size have been tested to destruc its inﬂuence in reducing the ultimate taken as the real net section in such
tion, the most of such investigation resistance of the joint is too compli cases and others where the group of
cated to permit its value vto be com
joint rivets is symmetrical about the
having been done at the Watertown
arsenal.
This work, however, was puted with any sensible degree of ac center line of the member, but with
performed a dozen or ﬁfteen years curacy.
the outer rows of rivets diminishing
The thinner plates not only leave in number nearly or quite to a point.
ago before riveted joints had as
sumed anything like the magnitude in the rolls at a sensibly lower tempera In the case of the tension ﬂange an
structural work which they now at ture than thick plates, but they also gles of a plate girder, when the riv
tain. A reference to the records of generally have more work put upon ets arestaggered so as to make the
these and other similar tests will them between the ingot and the ﬁnal net section the greatest practicable,
show at a glance the pressing need of pass between the rolls, both of these no designer can be certain as to the
an extension of that class of experi eifects tending to increase greatly the value of that net section. Practice is
mental work to joints of more nearly elastic limit and to some extent the by no means uniform in regard to
these various questions of design of
the proportions constantly employed ultimate resistance. A similar gener
in structural design of the present al observation, although of less force, riveted connections, although they are
day. The plates then used were, in may be applied to the smaller rivet of great importance as constituting
the main, much thinner than those
now required, and the prevailing di
ameter of rivets now employed is sel

in comparison with the larger. These
and other material considerations go

the main features of the particular

constructions in question. It is not
to show conclusively that while the possible to solve these questions of
dom found in the older tests. Any values determined by the older tests unsymmetrical arrangements of riv
one who has had occasion to test of joints may not be, and probably ets or of real net sections except by

THE HICKS
Traction Engine Bo“ Holder
Ind Guide llhwhmonl will hold your belt
and guide it to the middle of the wheel with
out wearing edges of the belt.
Write for Catalogue
Hicks Bros. Mfrs.
Montezuma. Iow

Please mention The Review.

Throw rosin on their belts to pre

vent slipping-they cover their pul
leys with Washington's Superior
Canvas Pulley Covering. 10 sq. ft,
with cement, brushes and scraper
for applying, $3.00.
wise Men don’t put sal soda or
cheap compounds in their iced wa
ters, that cut out the boiler as well
as the scale—they use Challenge
Boiler Compound in brick form,
which removes and prevents scale,

prevents corrosion of ﬁttings, pit
ting of iron and foaming of water
in boiler. Is handy and does not
waste. Six 2-lb. bricks in a box
(enough for 6 to 8 weeks in a trac
tion engine boiler), $2.00.
Some Supply Houses sell these;
if yours does not-don't accept a
substitute——l will send direct upon
receipt of price.

W. S. Raymond, lllln,

499 WELLS STREET

cmcm

Please mention The Review.
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full size tests with the dimensions ing time approaches. In about two
corresponding closely to those of act- weeks from the date of laying, the

lManufacturers’ Agents

l

ual work.
eggs hatch and the orange-yellow
As already indicated, the apparent young crawl actively about, soon

shear of rivets in joints as deter thrusting their tiny beaks into the
mined by test would naturally be ex

tender parts of the plants. and feed

pected to be sensibly different from
the ultimate shearing stress as de
termined for pure shear. The rivet
has been upset to ﬁll its hole in the
process of heading, but, what is of
more consequence, it is usually sub
jected to much bending unless the
plate is thin. There are at the pres

ing on the sap.

Soon after the eggs

begin hatching, adults, white eggs,

reddish

eggs,

and

orange-yellow

Cherokee Mfg. Co.’s Goods

Sattley Stackers, Machinery, Repairs

Well Drills, Angers and Well Supplies
Corn Shellers, Portable Elevators, Pow

Monarch Feeders and Tenders

ers and Feed Grinders

Adjustable Sieves

young may be found together in in

Pioneer Water Tank

fested ﬁelds.

Gas Engines, Stationary, Portable and

On the failure of food

through ripening of the grain, the

bugs of all ages set out on foot
to ﬁnd succulent plants suited to

' ent time not enough data to determine their taste, generally moving toward
what may properly be taken as the the adjacent corn ﬁelds. In the corn

working shear, with accuracy, in this ﬁeld they lay eggs for the generation
branch of structural design._ It is that, reaching maturity before cold
known well enough that when the riv weather, passes the winter as already
et 'is subjected to heavy bending,-its deschibed. The ehinch-bug requires,
resistance to apparent shear is ma under normal out-door conditions,

Russell Wind Stackers

Madison-Kipp Oil Pumps

Traction
Brass Goods and All Kinds of Thresher
Supplies and Repairs

Minneapolis Threshing Machinery
Heineke & Co.’s Goods

and

Force

Feed Lubricators
Caswell Adjustable Belt Guides
Rebuilt Engines and Separators, Feed
ers and Stackers
Drive Belts, Dry

Batteries, Oils and

Greases of all kinds

SACHSE, BUNN & COMPANY
201 South so. St.
PM"
CHEROKEE, IOWA
New State No. 51
Please mention The Review.

terially less than when such bending from 57 to 60 days to pass
is absent, but a suitable allowance for from freshly laid eggs to adults and
produces two generations each year.

thick plates has not yet been deter

Owing to favorable or unfavorable
mined. Nor again can any engineer
be confident of the value of rivets weather conditions and to the ab
which bind three or four or more cov sence or presence of natural enemies,
er plates to the ﬂange angles of a the chinch-bug is sometimes present in
plate girder, supposing that the rivets devastating hordes and sometimes so
fully ﬁll their holes. Although riv rare as to do no appreciable damage.
eted joints are constantly designed as The period of abundant chinch~bugs is
if every element of any given case always followed by a time when they
were completely known, few parts of are comparatively rare, and that in
a steel structure are in greater need its turn by another period of abun
of thorough experimental investiga dance.
Last- fall the great abundance of
tion.—The Engineering Record.
bugs and the serious nature of the
damage reported indicated that a pe

The Chlnch Bug.

certainly no riod of chinch-bug trouble was at
other species of the natural order to hand, and the reported injury to
“Few insects,

and

wheat and barley this spring has only
which this one belongs, have caused
served to strengthen the impression.
such enormous pecuniary losses as the
The heavy rains occurring just as the
ehinch-bugs. No other insect native to
hatching time have, however, destroy

the Western Hemisphere has spread
its devastating hordes over a wider ed many of the young, and if contin

The STUTZ
Steel

Thresher
Put. Jan. 28. '02.

This tank is supported on the wagon bolsters by an angle-iron truss that
positively relieves the tank of all strain.
Fuel box in front with shovel board.
In every way this is the strongest, completest and most satisfactory engine
tender on she market.
Correspondence with manufacturers and dealers in threoher supplies
solicited.
Inquiries from threshermen promptly answered.
Get Our Catalogue.

STAR TANK CO.,

Goshen, Indiana

Western Distributing Point, St. Joseph, Missouri.
Please mention The Review.

ued throughout the hatching period
area of country with more fatal ef

may do much to prevent later trouble.
fects to the staple grains of North

I

Parasitic fungi, thriving as they are
America than has this one. But for
under the unusual moisture and at
the extreme susceptibility of the very
tacking both adults and young, are
young to destruction by drenching
working toward the same end. Last
rains and to the less though not in
fall not less than 25 counties lying

is money making time for
the owners of the

significant
destructiveness
during
mainly within the eastern part of the
rainy seasons of ‘parasitic fungi’ on
wheat belt reported chinch-hugs in se
both adults and young, the practise
rious numbers, and this spring at
of raising grain year after year in

Wolverine

Hay

least twelve have reported the chinch

Presses

the same areas, as followed in the
hugs injuring the wheat. It is there
United States, would become alto
fore, probable that,unless the damp,
gether unproﬁtable.”'
During the
rainy weather continues throughout
last forty years it is probable that
the hatching season and parasitic
the chinch-bug has effected more dam
fungi take hold generally, the young
age to staple crops in Kansas than

and also I money saving
time for the customers, no

they get more hay in the
bales than by the use of

bugs will, with the hardening of in

other bnlcrl. This to due
to the PATENT TEN
SION. on cxcluoive WOL
VERINB feature.

fested wheat and other grains, march
into adjoining corn ﬁelds and do great

has the only successful tying machine nttnchment

can be charged to any other one in
sect.

The insect passes the winter as an harm.
Unfortunately, the present
adult bug in bunches of native knowledge of chinch-bug warfare
grasses, under leaves in woodlands shows there is no practicable method ‘
and hedgerows,

under

the

leaf of destroying the bugs in the wheat
save as nature herself, through the

sheaths of cornstalks, and under or
in rubbish generally wherever it can
ﬁnd shelter. ‘With the coming of fa
vorable spring weather the chinch-bug
emerges from winter quarters and
ﬂies away over wheat, barley, and

the

bases

and

roots

of

SEND FOR CATALOG

YPSILANTI HAY PRESS 00., Ypsilanti, Michigan
l‘li-ase mention The Review.

agency of dashing rains, destroys the
hatching young and encourages the

growth of parasitic fungi on young
and old.
There is, then, danger that in many
localities the chinch-bugs will march
from ripening wheat into nearby corn
ﬁelds, and the question is how to

rye ﬁelds and grass lands. Here it
settles to the ground and thrusting
its beak into the growing plants feeds
upon the ﬂowing sap (after its long prevent this disaster.
Fortunately,
winter fast).
Soon the female be many experiments have been per
gins to deposit eggs upon the soil, in formed along this line and an abund
cracks and crevices of the soil, and ance of data made available.
upon

THE Wall/DUNE HAY PRESS
made. It does the work. Saves TIME. LABOR
nnd WIRE and does it better than you can by hand.

\Vhen the bugs set out in search of

the plants. It is said that a female food the farmer can prevent them
may lay 500 eggs in a period of from from passing into his growing corn
ten days to two weeks. The eggs are or other grain by erecting and main
oval, about three-one-hundredths of taining barriers between
the ﬁeld
an inch long, pure white when laid, from which they come and the ﬁeld
but changing to reddish as the hatch toward which they are going. In
‘Bulletin No. 69, United States De general, there are two types of bar
partment of Agriculture. Bureau of riers—one, the dust line, especially
useful in dry weather, and the petro
Entomology.
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leum or tar line, especially ﬁtted for the corn field and their further pas
wet weather. The best type of dust sage vigorously disputed.
barrier may be constructed as fol
By careful attention and the ex
lows: plow a strip six to ten feet penditure of a reasonable amount of
wide between the infested ﬁeld and time and labor in view of the object
the ﬁeld to be protected; thoroughly to be gained, the enterprising farm
and deeply pulverize the strip with er can prevent the damage which
a disc barrow; then reduce the sur would otherwise be felt in his de
face to dust by dragging a brush or creased corn crop. Let those whose
other instrument over it;
drag a corn ﬁelds lie adjacent to bug in
short log eight or ten inches in diam fested wheat ﬁelds be on their guard.
The chinch-bug may be attacked to
eter, or a triangular trough made by
nailing two boards together and load advantage in its winter quarters, but
ing with stone, lengthwise along the that phase of the question will be
dusty strip as near as practicable to treated at another time.
'
T. J. Hcadley, Entomologist.
the infested side until a deep furrow
Kansas Experiment Station, in
has been made; dress up the sides with
a hoe so that no passageways may be Kansas Farmer.
left; dig postholes at least twelve

A_ Few Minutes Now will Save You

Money ‘When You Are in the Field.‘

0”"
the CHICAGO
AUTOMATIC INJECTOR for
your traction or plowing engine

and fortify yourself against iniec
tor troubles. The CHICAGO
will work under all conditions
found in traction engineering.

It is made in five different styles
which adapts it for any pipe connec
tion.

inches deep in the bottom of this fur

row at intervals of twenty feet.

The

A. R. Montgomery.

Alexis R. Montgomery, secretary
they may be destroyed by pouring of the Union Iron Works, Decatur,

bags will collect in these holes, where
kerosene upon them.

After a time Illinois, is dead.

The end came June

the slope of the furrow wall will be 2 after an illness lasting nearly six
lessened by the dragging down of the months.
Mr. Montgomery was born in
dust particles under the many per
sistent feet and a new furrow should Statesville, North Carolina, on Octo
be constructed in the same way, paral

ber 10, 1851.

without difﬁculty.
The petroleum or coal tar barrier

Pre

You know how

hot the water g€lS in your

tank when filled with your
old syphon. Besides you
get a first class brass strainor with a Chicago Ejector, which is not furnished with other
makes. Remember this when ordering.
Write for our catalog describing our
full line of supplies for threshermen.

THE OHIO INJECTOR COMPANY

pare a hard, smooth surface in any
one of three ways—-(1) by dragging a

129 S. Main St.

heavily loaded plank over a strip be
tween the infested ﬁeld and the one
to be protected; (2) by plowing a
back furrow and shaping it into a
smooth walled ridge with a furrow
along its summit by running over it

v\Nadsworth, Ohio

Please mention The Review.

LIGHTNING PRESSES

an inverted convex bottomed trough
of proper size; (3) by plowing a fur

BELT POWER AND HORSE POWER

THE LATEST
ALL sTEEL BELT PRESS
SIMPLE, DURABLE AND RAPID

row and cleaning out the soft dirt;
pour along the smooth

and deliver the water prac

tically cool.

He went to Illinois

lel to the old. This procedure should with his parents in 1867 and settled
be continued as long as the bugs keep
coming.
This dust barrier will work per
fectly so long as the ground can be
kept thoroughly dusty, but its use
fulness is destroyed by even a slight
rain, which hardens the surface and
allows the chin'ch-bugs to pass over

may be constructed as follows:

will fill your tank in a hurry

w

surface so

constructed a line of coal tar or crude
petroleum about three-fourths of an

10 HORSE POWER
Alexis R. Montgomery.

inch wide, and keep this fresh so that
the bags can ﬁnd no place to cross; near Hillsboro. He went to Decatur
dig postholes at intervals of twenty in 1873 and in 1875 he became book
feet along the infested side of the keeper for the Union Iron Works,
line. The bugs will not cross the line, ﬁlling that position until 1882. He
secretary-treasurer and
but will collect in the holes, where was made

GASOLINE
TRACTION
FOR OPERATING
AND HAULING
BELT PRESSES.

they may be destroyed by pouring general manager of the company in

CORN SHELLERS,

kerosene oil upon them. A man or 1884.
Mr. Montgomery went to Decatur
boy can guard 80 to 100 rods of such

ETC.

a barrier, but he must be in the ﬁeld a poor boy and he had come to he a

prosperous man and occupied a com
early and late.‘
It is not enough to know that these manding position in the _ business
barriers are effective and how they world. His life was an example of‘ a
are made.

The farmers must know

KANSAS CITY HAY PRESS COMPANY
506 Ml]! Sll'cel

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Please mention The Review.

man who had achieved success 'with

also when they should be constructed. out being removed from his fellow
This he can know with certainty only man, but brought closer to them. The
by careful observation of the chinch more means he had the more he did
for the welfare of the city and for
bugs. Ifthe wheat be free from
grass and weeds, the bugs are likely the welfare of those around him. He
has been numbered among the most

Starrctt Speed Indicator No. I04
Price, postpsid, $l.00

to leave as soon as it hardens, but if

it be full of grass and weeds, their prominent as well as prosperous cit
going may be long delayed. If he izens of Decatur.
finds the bugs very abundant, all ‘Mr. Montgomery made for- himself
preparations necessary to the con a most enviable and creditable rec
struction of barriers should be com ord. He was a self-made man, whose
pleted.
Then by keeping careful good fortune was not attributed to
watch he can tell when the insects luck, but resulted from earnest la
are beginning to move and should bor, careful management and dili
- lose no time in preparing the bar gence.
He was a man of genial nature,
riers. From this time forward he
must attend to the barriers until the lofty character, tender sympathy, de
bugs cease to come. Should they get votion to duty, courageous conviction
into the ﬁrst few rows before they and disinterested motives. Without

are noticed, the petroleum or tar line effort he was ever exercising a whole
barrier should be run between the some and widespread inﬂuence for
infested and non-infested parts of larger and better things.

The Indicator may be run
at highest speed required,

without heating.
The
working parts are encased.
Dial has two rows of ﬁg

ures, reading either right
or left as shaft may run.
Steel pointed spindle with

rubber tips or both pointed and centered shafts.
may be instantly set at the starting point.
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provement upon the apparatus de
and claimed in a patent
King, of Medina, N. D., and has for granted May 28, 1907, to this invent
its object to provide a machine of or, Emmet M. McMerry, of Marian
this nature which will be extremely na, Ark.

Recent Machinery Patents.

No. 882,763 is the device of Geo. scribed

simple and which will be constructed
to separate the loose grain from the
straw without the use of heaters or
other similarly operating mechanism.
No. 882,819 is a shock gatherer, the
invention of Martin Erickson and

No. 883,185 is an improvement in
belt guides invented by Samuel D.
Felsing, of

Crookston,

Minn., as- '

signor to the Maplebay Wind Stacker
Company. It seeks to provide an at

tachment which
may be suitably
John O. Jystad, Galesburg, N. D., and mounted on the threshing or other
relates to devices for gathering, load similar machine by which the belt

will be properly guided onto the
drive pulley of the machine, even
though the driving pulley of the en
gine may be somewhat out of line
with the pulley on the machine. The
attachment obviates the diﬁiculty of
power corn shellers, and consists placing the engine and machine exact
mainly in providing a swinging gate ly in line and furthermore prevents
or valve to automatically control the the lateral displacement of the belt
discharge of the cobs from the cylin by the wind.
No. 883,218 is a spark arrester de
der casing. It is the device of John
V. Stradley, Minneapolis, Minn., as signed by Nathaniel Martin, of Sea
signor to the Minneapolis Threshing forth, Minn, especially designed for
use on the stacks of threshing en
Machine Company.
ing and hauling grain shocks from
the ﬁeld and deliver them at the
threshing machine or other destina
tion.
No. 882,723 consists generally in an
improved corn shelling cylinder for

No. 882,896 is the device of a well

known designer of_threshing machin

No. 883,367 by Francis M. Wider

ery, Frank F. Landis, of Waynes

man, of Harrison, N. J., relates to im

boro, Pa., and aims to provide a proved cutting mechanism for corn
threshing machine wherein the great harvesters, the object of the inven
portion of the grain may be sepa tion being to provide elastic support

passing through the usual separating
mechanism, which may thereby be re
duced in length and number of parts
‘without reducing the capacity of the

for the

cutter and

which enables the
cutter to completely sever a stalk of
corn after starting without any verti
cal movement of the cutter, notwith

standing that rough ground may
machine or rendering its operation cause the harvester frame to move
vertically.
less effective.

No. 833,315 is an automatic releas
No. 882,955 is a grain separator by
John A. Newfeld, of Mountain Lake, ing device for gang plows, the inven

Minn.;

is TRUE TO NAME for
it is a PRESS, not a
PUMP and it will POS
ITIVELYFORCE into the steam
pipes any Lubricant, hot or cold,
thick or thin.
Nothing to

et out of order, a simple piston, wheel and axle, and screw,

together wit an automatic safety arrangement that will NEVER FAIL to
release the screw before the breaking point is reached.

gines.

rated from the straw at and near the ing mechanism
front end of the machine, without feeding devices

Byingion
‘
Luhricator
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No Valves, No water, No Class, No Warming Pipes, No
waste, No Repairs, Easy to Attach, Durable, Efficient,
Low Priced. Perfectly Simple—$imply Perfect.
The CHEAPEST and BEST Lubricator on the market today.
Prices. Testimonials Furnished. Fully Guaranteed.

Write for

Byington Force Feed Lubricator Co.

AURORA, ILLINOIS
Full Stock Carried and Distributed by
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane

&
&
&
&

Ordway,
Ordway.
Ordway,
Ordway,

and the inventor resides in tion of Michael Juyee, Jr., of Bur

Winnipeg, Man.
Crane Co., Sioux City.
Fargo, N. Dak.
Crane Co., Des Moines.
Watertown, S. Duk.
Crane Co., Omaha.
St. Paul. Minn.
Crane Co., Kansas City.
Crane C0.. Oklahota City, Okla.
Please mention The Review.

the provision of a separating ma dette, S. D. Instead of releasing one
chine of the celled or pocketed type plow, with the present invention,

in which the revolving inclined cyl
inder carries within its interior a
partitioned trough in which a pair of
screw conveyers are arranged, the
conveyors diifering in point of length

should any one of the gangs meet an
obstruction all of the gangs are si
multaneously released and maintain
their proper relative positions in the

Hi0

ground. The drafting means can then
so as to permit the longer to dis be moved back and reconnected with
charge the cockels, which lodge in all of the gang in a comparatively

UUR NEW CATALOG JUST ISSUED J

the smaller cells of the feed end of short period of time and the possibil
the cylinder and fall into the adja ity of one gang colliding with anoth
cent compartment of the trough, er is eliminated.
through the openings at the front or
No. 883,424 relates to attachments
discharge end of the cylinder, While for combined steam harvesters and

the wheat kernels which are dis separators, and the principal object
lodged from the larger cells and fall of the same is to provide simple and
into the forward compartment of the eﬁicient means for carrying the straw
trough, are discharged by the shorter from the discharge end of the ma
conveyer through a chute at the for
ward end of the cylinder, the wild
oats
being
likewise
discharged
through the above mentioned open
ing with the cookies.
No. 882,977 is a traveling thresher
by

Richard

Sylvester,

of Lindsay,

chine back to the engine, to be used
as fuel. It is the invention of Ben
jamin F. Rogers and Edward L.

Tells all about the latest Automatic "Ohio" Power Press. Explains
why you can get greater capacity with less labor on the "Ohio"
than you can with any other. Tells how the GEAR-DIG is constructed
to produce an action that is free from
all friction and wear.
Tells how the
I‘EEIDEB can be speeded up to 35
strokes a. minute with absolutely no
jerk, jar or noise.
Tells a whole lot more that is im
portant to know it you are interested
in Baling.
Copy mailed free on re
quest.

The Ohio Cultivator Co.
Box 200 Bellcvue, Ohio

Rucker, of Lewiston, Idaho.

We also make one and two horse presses.

No. 883,597, the invention of Gro

ver E., Charley and Rufus J. Weller,
of Hall’s Summit, Kansas, relates to

Ont., and it is based on the construc new and useful improvements in com
tion of the feeder and its location on bined corn harvesters and shockers.
the top of the separator whereby the
No. 883,602 is a feed water heating

entire weight of the separator will grate, having relation to that form of
be evenly balanced on both sides of grate bars that are made hollow, and
the axle of the traction wheels, and to
are so constructed and connected that
a sheaf carrier and elevator posi

the water supplied to the boiler may

tioned at the sides of the feeder to be fed there-through with the dual
receive the sheaves and evenly and
purpose of preserving the grate bar
continuously deliver them to the feed and assisting in the generation of
er carrier.
steam in the boiler.

The

S8‘; Ylour qwnblgumber
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No. 883,010 has for its object to

successfully.
TWO hands out
/ 5.01) 186'; L1‘ day.
151!” mil sin use
the world over.

It is the general purpose of the in
provide a traction engine drivingr
wheel with a series of tractor which vention, which is by Elon C. Willson,
are so mounted upon the wheel rim of Tillamook, Oregon, to simplify the

as to be automatically forced out be means for connecting the alternate
yond the rim of the wheel should the ends of the grate bars and at the
said wheel slip or spin in soft earth, same time enhance their efficiency.
mud or sand.
No. 883,791 is a spark arrester in
No. 883,145 relates to baling press vented by John E. Dempster, of
es; and is more particularly an im

Mayodan, N- (1, the design and an

A 15-year-old
boy can operate
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plication of which will be apparent clean. All beltdressing, dirt and
from the drawing.
grease, should be removed and kept
No. 884,013 by Joseph J. Gage, of off of the surface of the belt, and
Mansﬁeld, Ohio, has for its objects, there is just where the dividing line
ﬁrst, to provide means to lengthen lies. It is necessary at times to use
the life and durability of boiler fines something to make the belt soft and

July. 1909.

Make Your Hands Comioriable
See the

in locomotives; second, to prevent a pliable, and the miller has a choice
ofv vibration being
of a number of belt dressings that
imparted to the ﬂues when the engine will do this. It-should be something
is in motion, and thereby obviating that will ﬁll the pores of the leather,

certain amount

to a great extent the loosening of ‘and thus keep the leather soft, but
the ﬁnes in the ﬂue sheet next to the at the same time it must not be any
thing that will have a tendency to
fire box, and preventing leakage.
No. 884,352 has relation to road soften the belt to such an extent that
drags; and is the invention of Fitch it will stretch and become weak and
H. and Fred S. Beach, of Charlotte, rotten.
Mich. The object of the invention is
If the belt can be treated so that
to provide a road drag made up of a it will resemble a. razor strop to a
series of angular steel blades ar certain extent, it will be as nearly
ranged parallel to each other and perfect as it is possible to get it. Of
gradually decreasing in length from course, you have noticed the pull
the front blade to the rear blade. A that a razor strop seems to have on
plate is located transversely upon the the razor. That is the same effect
upper portions of the blades and is the belt should have on the pulley.

riveted to each blade and forms a
means for holding the blades togeth
er. Said plate is reinforced by angu
lar strips located upon its upper sur

If any compound or material is used
on the belt that adheres to the sur
face of the belt, it may cause the
belt ‘to pull ﬁercely for a time, but

face and at its ends and which may later, perhaps the following day, the

be used as runners when the imple
ment is turned. bottom side up for
transportation. A draft chain is at
tached to the front blade and is pro
vided at intervals with elongated
links to which a clevis may be at
tached for connecting the implement
with a single or doubletree. _

belt will not pull as well as before
the compound was applied. Then it
is necessary to make another appli
cation of the compound, and this
treatment must be kept up, each ap

plication adhering to the surface of
the belt, and at the same time catch

ing dust and dirt until the belt will
not do its work until a fresh appli
Care of Leather Belts in _Mills. cation is made of the compound. In
time, the belt then becomes so en- v
By G. Van Valltenbnrg in American Miller.
Shall we, or shall we not use belt crusted with dirt and belt dressing
dressing‘! This seems to be the only that the surface of the belt never
question .under discussion thus far. touches the pulley. When the belt

Openings.

r

(Patented)

_\Norking hard in the hot sun
is not always agreeable any

do is get

GRINNELL “RlST-FIT”
VENTILATED GLOVES
They have rows of tiny
vcntilations along the backs
and ﬁngers. These openings
are so small that no dirt or
dust can get through them
but still they are large
enough to admit a constant
flow of air. This air current

down inside and makes the
glove ﬁt right.
Grinneli Gloves are made of
famous ﬁre-proof“Reindeerc"
leather whichis so soft and pli
able you can do any work, es

evaporates the sweat as soon

amacliine just as well with
them on as with bare hands.
We have them unventilated
if desired.
Write for free
booklet. "Fifty Years of
Glove Making," with sample
of leather. It shows some of
the best styles and tells
about Grinnell Gloves.

pecially

as it is formed and instead of
that clammy feeling your
hands are perfectly comfort—
able.
You won’t ﬁnd this
feature on other gloves‘ or
the “RIST-FIT" either,
which keeps the cuff up, pre

vents

chaff

Free Offer

from

working

adjustments

around

Tiiese gloves ﬂt beet. feel best, please best and cost no more than you
must pay for common kinds.

Ask your dealer to show you a pair.

I! be

harm‘! them on hand send us his name . also your size and we will have him take a. stnck and
send along a pair for you FREE. It your dealer will not place an order we will send you a
pair. as above illustrated, postpald on receipt oi‘ ])l'lt'9“$l-50. or a pair of good, heavy
horeeiiide gauntlet gloves, ventilated or uuveutilated, for $1.00.

MORRISON-RICKER MANUFACTURING CO.
‘6 Bro-ll SII'OOl, GRINNELL, IOWA

I might add, “ When shall we use, is in such a condition, it does'not
and when shell we not use, belt dress matter if the belt is made of leather,
ing and for what purpose shall we canvas or rubber. One is as good as
the other, for it is not the belt that
use it‘!
'

Let us see if We can discover in
what condition a leather belt will do
the best work. In the ﬁrst place,
the belt should be endless. If this is
impossible, owing to 'the fact that

way. But when you have to
work with perspiring hands
In. sweat soaked gloves it is
mighty disagreeable.
You
can jUSt as well keep your
hands always cool, dry and
comfortable.
All you need

Please mention The Review.

adheres to the pulley, but it is a sur
face of foreign matter. This surface
is never as smooth as leather, and
does not have the pulling power of

leather.

I have used several different kinds
the belt does not’ run over an idler
or tightener, the belt should at least of belt dressing, and some of them at

have only one place where it is join
ed by lace. If the belt must be
made up from several pieces, these
pieces should be joined with glue.
Every imperfect place in a belt will
decrease the pulling power of the

ﬁrst seemed to be excellent. but af
ter a time, say several months, I‘havc
always found that my belts gave me

also rosin and cylinder oil mixed,

to join the belt with lace and make a
perfect joint.
If anyone does not agree with me
on this point, let him try a belt fas
tened with lace, on a dynamo. Ev

with the same result. When ﬁrst ap
plied, they are nearly all good, but
the after effect is not so pleasant.
The ﬂour miller will be bothered more
in keeping the surface of his belts
clean than in keeping them soft and
pliable. At any rate this has always
been, my experience. I have never
had the pleasure of working in a mill
that was not dusty, and it seems to
me that much of the dust gets on the
surface of the belt.
The plan that I am adopting at the
present time to keep my belts clean
and, at the same time, soft and plia

namo pulley it will show by a slight
ﬂicker in the lamps. It stands to
reason that if one laced joint de
creases the pulling power of a belt, a

number of laced joints will multiply
the trouble.
It is a simple matter to join pieces
of new belting with glue so that it
will require very close examination
to tell which is the joint made by ble, is as follows: First, I hold a
the miller and which is the one made clean feed- or burlap sack against the‘
at the factory, but if the leather is‘ surface of -the belt while it is run
part of an old belt, and is thorough ning, until all the loose dust seems to
ly saturated with dirt, grease and belt be removed from the belt. Then I
dressing, the job is much more difﬁ_ take a small piece of beef tallow and

SERVICE
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cult, and may require extreme care hold it lightly against the belt, being
and patience to make a successful careful that but a very little ad
heres to the belt. This keeps the belt
job.

ship. LIGHT RUNNING. Requires
Little Power. Simple. Easy to Handle.
L Won’t Get Out of Order.
No. 1 mill with 46 inch saw, guaranteed
' ‘to out 2000 feet per day with 5 h. p.
1pm mill. engine.
' '

After the belt is made asnearly soft and pliable, but even this very
perfect as it is possible to make it, it mild treatment, after a time, seems
should then, if not already so, be to cause a slight coating of dust to
made soft and pliable, and the sur adhere very tightly to the belt. “Then
face of the belt should be perfectly the belt. gets in what I call a dirty

v

BETWEEN

gummy kinds. I have used rosin, and

belt a great deal, and it is impossible

ery time the lace passes over the dy

DAILY

more trouble than when I was using
nothing. This applies to the sticky,

Bother lino.

Aim
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n auto
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World 0
Account
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Book
practical woman's

magazine

published at 50 cents a year.
Our price, with The Review,
one year, both for

The most complete and satis
factory book to be had. It
consists of a record book, for

$0.75

yourself, a cash book, a time

Science

book, and a receipt book, all
in one

of
Threshing

convenient,

pocket

For Threshermen

You can handle grain all day
one with a Hansen Glove and
not make your hands sore.

Regular Price, 25 cents, or
with

The

Review,

year, for
The latest book devoted ex
clusively to the Threshing

$0.6 5

business, treating fully upon
the operation, management
and care of threshing ma
chinery.
Regular Price, $1.00; with
The Review, one year, our
price for both,

fill...
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TractionffiEngine

$1.25

Hansen Glove

size, durable bound book.

Catechism
The name of the book indi

cates the character of its con
tents, as it is made up in full

They ﬁt like a dress glove,
and are soft and ﬂexible. No
hard places or seams where
they will interfere with the ﬁt
and comfort of the wearer.
Nothing in the palm to make
the hand sore and calloused.
For wear they are not equal
led—--for the wearing quality
is the chief aim from the se
lection of the leather, the ﬁt
of the glove, the reinforce
ment of the seams and the
ﬁnish. Made in all sizes.
Regular Price, $1.25, our
price including The Re
view, one year,

$1.25

in the form of answers to
questions, except that there

Plain

is an appendix of forty pages
Monthly

devoted to Satety Appliances
Power is commended by all
engineers to be the best tech

nical steam power paper pub
lished.
Regular Price, $1.00 per
year; 01"‘ Pﬁce for Power,
one year, and The Review,
one year,

$1.00

for the traction engine---The
Steam Engine Indicator-—
The Compensating Gear-—
Horse Power, and other
equally important topics.
Regular Price, $1.00; with
The Review, one year, our

price for both,

Gas Engine
Sense
Is all that the name implies.
Regular Price, 50 ‘sent-9:
with The Review, oneyear,
our price for both,

$0.75

$1.00

This book, with The Review,
one year, our price $1.00.

Address
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condition, I apply the beef tallow are unnecessary and may produce a
quite liberally as described above. dangerous infection.
Having stopped the bleeding, re
Then I take something with a sharp
edge, the corner of a stick will do, move the clots of blood and cut off
or even, at times, if the belt is end the ragged edges of muscles with
less, I sometimes take a piece of shears. A pan of antiseptic solution
hoop iron, and by holding it against should be provided. One of the best
the belt while running I thoroughly and cheapest antiseptics on the farm,
scrape the surface of the belt clean. good for man or beast, is creolin.
Following this I hold waste or a Add a teaspoonful of this to a pint of
clean ﬂour sack against the belt and water that has been boiled. Place
thus wipe it as clean as it is possible the knife, shears, etc., in, this solu
to get it. Sometimes after thus tion, and wash the hands before be
cleaning the belt I again apply a ginning. After having. cleaned out the
little more tallow, but not often, as wound, wash it thoroughly with the
usually the belt is soft and pliable antiseptic solution. See that there is
enough, from the tallow which en good drainage from the wound at the
tered the belt while cleaning it.
bottom. Do not allow it to start heal
I do not claim that tallow is the ing with a pocket that will hold pus.
only thing to use. Neither do I claim As it is practically impossible to
it is the best. Perhaps there may be keep a wound on a horse antiseptic,
many oils and patent belt dressings it is not advisable for the farmer to
which will have the same effect as tie up the wound; leave it exposed to
tallow, and no doubt some of them the air and apply the antiseptic wash
are better. I am sure, however, but several times a day. Three good an
few millers get more service and tiseptics are, corrosive sublimate.
greater pull out of their leather belts which can be purchased at the drug
than I do.
stores in tablets all ready for use;
The one point that I am trying to formalin is good, as is also a solu
impress in this article is this: What tion of boracic acid. After about a

GUARANTEE
The Ruth Feeder is guaranteed to feed any make
or size of Separator to its fullest capacity without slug
' g the cylinder or loosening a spike, and to do better
mding than any feeder manufactured by any other
company.

ever you use on your belts, do not week, it is well to change to dry
use anything that adheres to the dressing, a powder composed of equal

belts and causes a coating on them. parts of boracic acid and charcoal
Use something that will keep your and iodoform makes a very good dry
belts

soft, pliable,

and.

above all, dressing.
Clean, air slaked lime.
keep the surface of the belt clean.
powdered over the wound twice daily,

is very satisfactory. The so-called
“proud
ﬂesh” is only unhealthy gran
The Healing of Wounds.
Animals on the farm are continual ulation. It is seldom advisable for
ly being injured by accidents that the farmer to interfere with this con
happen in a thousand different ways.
Barb wire cuts are most frequent and

a word or two of advice as to the
proper treatment in the hands of far

mers will not be amiss. The ﬁrst thing
to gain a correct undestanding of a
sane and effective method of treating

wounds, says Geo. H. Glover, veteri
narian, Colorado Agricultural Col
lege, is to remember that nature does

the healing and that remedies applied '
are simply for the purpose of assist
ing nature. The right mental atti
tude in this respect will tendv to
eliminate a thousand and one nos

dition by using caustics; the results

are usually disastrous; better in this
case to call in a qualified veterinar
ian. If maggots should get into the
wound, a little turpentine or chloro
form will help bring them to the sur
face, where they may be picked out.
I did not mention. sewing up the
wound for the reason that in case of
the ragged barb wire cut, it is very
seldom worth while to do so.

A wound to heal properly must be
gotten perfectly clean and free from
germs from the start and then kept

clean. Remember that it is largely
trums which are tried in rapid suc a matter of keeping dangerous germs
cession in the belief that there is out and giving nature a chance. Too
somewhere, if it could only be found. much interference is often the cause
a speciﬁc remedy with magical influ of tardy healing of wounds.
ence to bring about the desired recov
The College Harvest Hand.
ery in a marvelous way. Mankind
has been diligently seeking such rem Mine eyes have seen the glory of the college
edies for thousands of years and is

still keeping up the search. It is time
that such a view of the situation,

which is based purely upon supersti
tion, should be eliminated and that

we get down to principles based upon
scientiﬁc research, and

instead

of

groping blindly in the dark seeking
the “where,” let us always be ready
inquire “why.”
The ordinary wound will heal of
itself is not interfered with. This in
terference may be from germ infec
tion, parasites or too much meddling

with various applications on the part
of man.

Now, let us suppose a case.

A horse has a badly

lacerated

from contact with a barb wire.

leg
The

ﬁrst thing to do, of course, would be
to stop the bleeding. This can be ac
complished by a tight bandage of
clean, white muslin, tied directly over

the wound or
bleeding artery
thread can be
needle and the

above it. Often the
will protrude, and a
run under it with a
artery ticrl. Do not

use ﬂour, dirt, or cobwebs or any

thing of that sort on the wound; they

harvest hand
I-Ie's working down in Kansas, with a dress
suit, understand,
And his patent leather dancing pumps and
pegtop pants are grand;
The hands are marching on.
He has left his Greek and Latin for the
harvest ﬁelds of toil
And he'll stand out in the sunlight and he'll
roast and fry and boil,

And his face will get all streaked and striped
with grimy Kansas soil;
The hands are marching on.
And Cholly carries with him, in his suitcase,
so they say,
A shirt with stiffened bosom and some socks
both rich and gay
And a lot of other togs and things to make

Impossible
to Slug
the
Separator

Governed

with
Pickering
Governor

Argonia, Kan., Aug. 22, 1907.
Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder Company,
Newton, Iowa.
Gentlemen-I bought a Ruth Feeder of your agent at Milan, Kan.,
last spring. I have found it to be in every way what you claimed for
it.
I have had experience with several different feeders, and it beats
them all. Last fall was a very wet fall, and we had lots of trouble
with our old feeder. We lost eleven teeth in one day, and had trouble
all the time. We run seven rows of concave teeth, and then could
not take wheat out as good as it should. We have never run more
than four rows since we have had the Ruth, and have never lost a
tooth. It feeds regular and even and does not slug the threshing
cylinder.
Yours respectfully,
W. M. WAGONER.

Parsons Band Butler and Self Feeder to.
Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.
PARSONS HAWKEYE MANUFACTURING 00.. Sales Agents for Canada, WINNIPEG, CAN.
Please mention The Review.

BELT
POWER

Champion

4-horse mounted power HAY PRESS, 6 strokes of plunger to
one round of horses. SIDE and END HITCH.
matic block dropper. 2 to 3 tons per hour. Can be
Write for special prices
run with small Gasoline Engine.
and terms on either of above machines.

East Chicago, Indiana

THE BEMILLER
FAN BLOWER

The hands are marching on.
And likely he has with him, in his handsome
dress suit case
Some ﬁne complexion lotion for to use upon
his face;
And doubtless on his night robes there are
ruffles trimmed with lace;
\
The hands are marching on.
They fear the yellow freckle and the thick
plebian tan
And want a silk umbrella over every toiling
And by
and by each one will want a cool
electric fan:
The hands are marching on.
—Chicago Chronicle.

Self feed auto

FAMOUS MANUFACTURING 00.
89 Chicago Ave.

a great array;

man,

Hay Press

Has condensing Hopper, Friction Clutches, Double
Steel Gears; only Self-Feeder that is independent of
plunger, and many other exclusive features.
3!.
6 (one per hour.

is especially manufactured to b
used on stationary and portable law

_

,
;
;
I

' l

mills and it is not: necessary to dls~
connect the blower from the mill
when rnovlnw from one set to sn
other. It is drirenwlthaiortilnch
belt and the power used is not
noticeable
It blows the sawdust
from some) feet in any direction
desired. Sold sublet-t to trial and
prlvllege of return if unsatisfactory.
Write at once for prices and terms.

__. It ',_ '
.

v

''

The Bemiller & Ritter
Fan Blower Co.
Butler, Ohio.
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Two men can run it.

Record, 3 tons in one hour.

Big Profits

Aulo-Fedan
Sumo! h holes. r-nsy [lay
4|I‘ltiLllIllilHllli
Press—'l'hree
in feed, free Stroke
trial 1

Bat'mg Hay

lllllllellnn ﬂlllrlllllQd. A ~k for l umlog l-l
Aulo-Fodln Hly Pro-o Co.,‘l'opoku, Klo

Or 1521 W. 12th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

A handsomely bound pocket manu
In Mr. Kellogg, with his wide ex
al of the Ohio hay press has just been perience in this territory, and his
prepared by the manufacturers, the consequent large acquaintance, the
Ohio Cultivator Company, of Belle Frick Company have a valuable ac
vue, Ohio. It shows the Ohio in its quisition.
The Threshermen’s Re
every aspect, and the many beautiful view compliments them thereon, and
illustrations are effectively set in wishes for Mr. Kellogg the large
pages of very clear description, mak measure of success his ability is
ing this a very interesting and attrac sure to win for him.
tive book of the hay press. When
writing for it, please mention The
The 1908 catalogue of the Michi
Threshermen’s Review.
gan State Agricultural Society is now
ready for distribution and will be
A very complete and attractive cat sent on application to I. H. Butter
alogue and price list of high grade ﬁeld, Detroit, Michigan. It is an 80
engineering specialties comes from page book of complete information
the Lnkenheimer Company, Cincinna

regarding Michigan's greatest fair,

Oil Pump
This pump will feed any grade of oil,
thick or thin, and will feed in any kind
of weather, cold or warm. .It has a force

feed with a strong and nicely proportion
ed frame; it has a perfect ad
justment

and

positive

feed;

no sight feed glass being nec
essary, avoiding the trouble
of a broken glass, and it has
automatic stop which throws
it out of gear when the oil
is all fed out. .When desir
ed,

valves, whistles, cocks, gauges, lubri ment.
Those interested in the big
cators, oil and grease cups, oil pumps fair, which will be held at Detroit
and everything else in the way of ﬁne September 3 to 11, should send for
engine trimmings. The book is pro this.

without throwing it out of
gear. .lt attaches nicely to
any make of engine. .It is
guaranteed to give absolute
satisfaction.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR.

fusely

illustrated

and

prices

are

When writing for it, please

mention The Threshermen’s Review.

Among

the

books

of

“Tiger

Truths,” books of facts and photo

K

The PFAHLER

ti, Ohio, makers of brass and iron with lists of prizes in every depart

quoted.

\

it

can be

fed by

-_ l

ii

I our! ;

hand

THE NAPOLEON MFG. CO.
Napoleon, Ohio

graphs from ﬁeld and furrow, sent
In another column of this issue will out by Gaar, Scott & Company, Rich
be noticed the advertising of the Me mond, Indiana, the one of Iowa is at
Cullough Manufacturing
Company, hand and presents very graphically a
507 Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minne

story of Gear-Scott

machinery

Please mention The Review.

in
SK TO SEE
HANSEN’S
NESNAH SEAL
gloves in the style
speciallydesigned
for your needs. It
is one of ourmost
popular gloves.

sota.

Some of the claims for this that state. Embellished with numer
pump are made in the advertisement. ous handsome threshing scenes in
and the very general satisfaction that the Hawkeye State, and ﬁlled to the
it has given wherever it has been in brim with testimonials from satis
troduced is further strong recom~ ﬁed owners of “Tiger” machinery,
mendation.
the book is well calculated to “show”
The catalogue of the makers fully even Missourians that the "Tiger”
describes the pump and gives readers line satisﬁes. When writing for it

NSIST on hav
ing your dealer
show you the
Diamond H trade
mark, in red-it
is your guarantee
and appears only
on the genuine

of The Threshermen’s Review a spe kindly mention The Threshermen’s
cial free trial oﬂt'er; in writing for Review.
same, address the company as above
and kindly mention this paper.
“Does Well Drilling Pay?” is the .
title of a very well written and con
Beginning with the July issue, the vincing booklet which is being sent
Engineer and Fireman, published by out by the Cyclone Drill Company,
the Penberthy Injector Company, of Orrville, Ohio, to men who contem

Hansen’s' Working

Detroit, Michigan, will be increased plate going into the well drilling
from 32 pages to an 80 page maga business. It gives facts and ﬁgures

zine, full of interesting and.instruc— relative to the business that are of '
tive matter of a mechanical nature. much interest to prospective buyers ,
A free sample copy will be mailed to of well machinery and shows them a -'
any reader of The Threshermen’s Re
view upon request at the above ad

writing for this kindly mention The

dress, mentioning this paper.

Threshermen’s Review.

basis on

which to ﬁgure.

When

The man who cuts ensilage should
When in the market for a force
investigate the possibilities of the feed lubricator threshermen will do
Blizzard ensilage cutter. This cut well to write to the Standard Force
ter has a wind elevator and cuts hay, Feed Lubricator Company, of Roch

straw, feed, etc. It elevates to any ester, N. Y., regarding their new style
height, is strong, durable and eco lubricator made especially to meet
nomical.
Each machine
is
fully the threshermen’s requisites. Their
guaranteed. Many thousand Blizzard “Dandy” lubricator is a highly ﬁn
machines are now in use and have ished, nickel plated machine of excel
been thoroughly tested for years. lent design and ﬁne workmanship,
The Blizzard cutter is made by the made especially for high class en
Joe. Dick Agricultural \Vorks, Can gine work; and their new design for
ton, Ohio, and their new illustrated the thresher trade embodies all these
catalogue 96 will be sent free to all ﬁne points of workmanship, but in
who write for it.
painted ﬁnish instead of nickel, and at
a much lower price. This is well
Harry P. Kellogg, who has been worth looking up; and when writ
with the Bidwell Thresher Company, ing about it you can favor us by

of Batavia, New York, for the past mentioning The Threshermen’s Re
six years, and one of the best known view.
traveling salesmen in New York
Bulletin No. 15 of the Engineering
State, has resigned his position with
the Bidwell Company, and has ac experiment station, “How to Burn
cepted a position tendered him by the Illinois Coal Without Smoke,” by L.
Frick Company, to travel in western P. Breckenridge. The ﬁrst edition of
New York from their branch office at this bulletin was published in Decem
ber, 1907, but on account of the large
Rochester.

Gloves. “Built Like a Hand”
ADE in all
weightsand
leathers, lined and
unlined, in glove,
mitten and gaunt
let styles, with
and without riv
ets. Thoroughly
braced at every
point of strain and
wear, yet free
from welts, seams
or extra thick
nesses in any part
of palm or grip.
Smooth as velvet
inside. These
gloves wear like
iron, yet are al
ways soft. They
never dry hard
and stiff no matter
how often they
are water soaked.

END 160 in
stamps for
a rich leather
Watch Fob with

medallion in Oxi
dized Silver ﬁnish,
with your initial
handsomely en
ameled in blue.
Be sure to state

initial wanted.
Send for one of
our handsome art
catalogs in colors,
free memoran
dum book, and

2°21??? FREE
0. C. Hansen

.Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE
364 East Water St.

July, 1908.
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P03 8AI|E—15 h. p. compound Case en
gine. run four seasons; 42x64 Avery
separator. run one season.
All in good
shape with tank. new belt and tools
complete, for $1,200.00 cash.
Will sell
separate. Tom Humphrey. Giltner, Neb.
Please mention The Review.

AND

GE DEPARTMENT .,

I\ EXC
“\‘w

‘

"'1 4f‘:

f;--

'

x.“

I08 BALE-22 h. p. double Minneapolis
engine; 36x60 Bonanza separator with
blower, feeder and weigher, all in good
running order.
Rolland W. Vulliet.
Highland. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

i,

1'03 SALE-—One 32-in. Advance feeder
with new knives and shaft. is in very
good condition. Wm. E. Walters, R. 3.
Ogden, Iowa.

THRESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur

chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.
In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just
what their ad. will cost, we have decided to make a ﬂat rate of

Please mention The Review.

203 SALE-Steam auto runabout and
one 6"x6" steam engine. cheap. H. J.
Liebig. Mascoutah. Illinois.

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.
Signatures and addresses are counted as so many words and charged at the
above rate. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 31x48,) will be counted as
one word.

Please mention The Review.

Abbreviations and initials, each will be counted as one word.

2'03 8AI|E—Gaar-Scott outﬁt; 18 h. p.
engine. 32x52 separator. complete. Jan
ney 10-roll husker; 36x58 Case separa
tor with all attachments.
Meikle Bros.
R. 1. Merrimac. Wisconsin.

REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.

Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.
Anybody can use this department at these rates, whether MANU

Please mention The Review.

FACTURER, DEALER or THRESHERMAN.

No display can be given advertisements under this heading. It is useless
to request that cuts be run.
If that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad

POI. 8ALB—One complete Nichols &
Shepard threshing rig; 15-horse en
gine, 41x64 separator:
one Marseilles
corn sheller with drags.
Price. $400.00.
Vi’m. Feazel. VVashburn. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

vertising columns.

ALL

THRESHER!!!’

GET

WISIB— P03

Save oil agents commission of $5.00
to $10.00 on your orders for oils and
greases by buying direct from an old
established reﬁnery.
Send postal card
for prices and samples.
Inland Oil
Works Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

a'r'i'mr'nou

'aimsxnniiiiin_ Are

you going to buy a new separator? If
so. I can offer you a rare bargain.
I
have for sale seven brand new "New
Standard“
separators
equipped
with
Farmers Friend wind slackers and Sur
prise bagger and welgher.
These ma
chines I can offer at a price that is way
down; not much more than these extra
attachments cost.
Write me today for
full particulars.
Robt. Thompson, Box
93, Marinette. Wisconsin.
Please mention The Review.
LUTOEGBIIIES. LATEEB—W’hat price
will you pay?
Let us know your

wants.

P. O. B. 593, Burlington. Wis.
Please mention The Review.

BABGAIHS-Rebuilt
clover
hullers.
warranted good as new.
Price much
less.
Some sold.
Working overtime to
supply demand.
Grahams
Mfg.
Co..
Carmi. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
BABGAIRS—One Star separator 32x48.

with

folding

stacker;

one Eagle

swinging stacker;
one No. 2 Birdsell
Monitor Jr. clover huller: one Milwau
kee corn husker and cutter.
J. Wilder
& Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
BAlGm—Complete outﬁt:
thresher.
huller. shredder. new belts. tank and
pump. Very cheap for cash. or will give
long time. Luthcr Hadley. Hadley, Ind.

Please mention The Review.
FOB 8ALE*One 36x52 Advance sepa
rator with feeder, wind stacker and

weigher.

Rebuilt and repainted.

A

bargain. if sold at once.
Kenney Ma
chinery Co.. Indianapolis. Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

P03 SAI-!:—No. 1 Birdsell hullcr. feed
er and blower.
Also Gear-Scott hull
er feeder. E. McFarland. Dunrelth. Ind.
Please mention The Review.
POI 8AI|E—16-horse Nichols & Shep
ard engine run seven seasons. IS-in.
ground wheels, in very good shape; 33
x50 Peerless separator. Ruth feeder and
-cxtension wind stacker. run two sea
sons. in ﬁrst class shape.
C. M. Len
nen, Lyons, Kansas.
Please mention The Review.

.SAI-E—Sattley stacker.
rebuilt.
new web.
Sent to ﬁt any machine
from 48 to 64.
Pricel $50.00.
Fred 1.
Prew. Clifton. Illinois.
'
Please mention The Review.

Please mention The Review.

I'OB SALE—16 h. p. Peerless engine
with full cab:
nearly new Aultman
& 'l‘aylor 32x50 Plain separator, steel
tank: new 120-ft. 7-in. 4-ply Gandy belt.
All in ﬁrst class shape.
R. M. New
comb. Pittsford. New York.
Please mention The Review.
1'03
SAI-E—Large stock of second
hand engines. threshers and attach
ments. most all makes- and sizes.
Some
good second-hand feeders and stackers.
Tell us what you want.
Dukehart Ma
chinery Co.. Des Moines, Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 SALE-46x20 modern
Sandwich
steam hay press. almost new. In ﬁrst
class order.
Bargain.
Nichols & Shep
ard Co., ‘Peoria, Ilinois.
Please mention The Review.
FiOBVWS‘AIIE—One Frick
engine,
17
horse;
Case separator, 36x58;
self feedcr; Washington weigher;
la attached stacker;
one Stevens
4 shredder: brick and tile plant.
machinerv in ﬁrst class condition.
.son for selling. death of partner.
Brown. Crawfordsville. Iowa.
Please mention The Review.

Case
Pel
Big
All
Rea.
T. J.

203 SALE-One 15 h. p. Reeves cross
compound engine; 32x52 Stevens vi
brator separator with Dentler baggcr.
Good shape. R. 1, Box 5. Orchard Lake.
Michigan.
Please mention The Review.
203 8ALE—Two large 12-roll Safety
shredders. rebuilt
with
latest im
provements and practically as good as
new.
On the bargain counter while
they are ours. Ask us to mail you free
a copy of our 1908 shredder catalogue.
Safety Shredder Co.. New Castle. Ind.
Please mention The Review.
203 SAI-E——2%h. p. automatic steam
engine and boiler. good as new. Burns
kerosene and is self regulating. This is
a ﬁne little engine and cheap at twice
what we ask.
Cost over $225.00.
Our
price. $60.00.
A postal will bring you
photo and full descripion.
McChesney
& Stude. Pipestone. Minnesota.
Please mention The Review.

203

ELI-P810000

will

buy

No.

1

Birdsell clover huller with all at
tachments. Feeder and hulling cylinder
nearly new.
All in running
order.
George W. Mowrey. Lawrence. Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

203 SAL‘E—One 21 h. p. Northwest
double cylinder engine, run 25 days‘.
one 32x54 Avery separator with atach
ments.
Ewalt Gurgle, R. 2, North
Freedom. Wisconsin.
Please mention The Review.

I'OB BAI-E—New Buffalo Pitts beaner
with self feeder. stone picker and
dust collector. Run 60 days. L. Mellen
dorf. Imlay City. Michigan.
Pleasc mention The Review.

I'OB BAI-E—One 16 h.
. Gaar-Scott
engine. class
in good condition.
Jules Gravelot. Chebanse, Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

:We can save you money on
canvas covers.
Send size you want
and ask for prices.
Kenney Machinery
Co.. Indianapolis. Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

208 SALE-Two "IXL" separating de
vices for 70-in. Avery. nearly new.
$35.00 each.
One 70-in. Avery wind

stackcr.

1902 style. $50.00.

W. L. Di

vet. 'Wahneton, North Dakota.
Please mention The Review.

-

POE 8ALB—12 h.

p. Huber

Please mention The Review.
203 SALE—One 36x56 Geiser separa~
tor with feeder. wind stacker and
wcighcr. l'sed only a short time. Looks
likc new and is as good as new. Geiscr
Mfg. ('70.. Indianapolis. Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 SALIB—Write for our price list of
rebuilt traction
engines.
thrcshers.
clover hullers and corn huskers.
Ken
ney Machinery 00.. Indianapolis. Ind.

203 BALB~We are the owners of the
original patterns for the Aultman Co..
Canton, Ohio. line of machinery. and are
making the repairs for
Star
engines.
American separators etc.
Orders ﬁlled
promptly.
Send for new repair price
list. The Engine & Machinery Co.. 1174
Marion St.. Canton. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

two No. 1 Birdsell clover hullers with
wind slackers and feeders: one 32-in.
Ruth;
two Parsons and one Garden
City self feeders. Stuart 8: Co.. Mechan

icsburg. Ohio.
P037 BALE-One mounted ensilage cut
ter: one McCormick 4-roll shredder;
one Scientiﬁc feed grinder mill:
one
Model A Glide automobile.
A. S. Mc
Donald. Trivoii. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

NOTICE-Anyone wanting a
traction
engineer
write
the
Department of
Traction Engineering.
Highland
Park
College. Des Moines. Iowa.

Please mention The Review.
NOTICE TO MBEBINII——A full
line of Nichols & Shepard Co. thresh
ing machinery and the Birdsell clover
hullers are in stock at my wareroom.
I
take old machinery in exchange on new
and have a number of rebuilt engines.
grain separators and clover hullers for
sale.
Guaranteed in ﬁrst class working
order and as nice as new. Robert Smith,
Sidney. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
OCIE YEAH. PIBTOII BOD PACIIIF
\Vill stop leaks of steam. air or am
monia.
Smoothes a rough rod. keeps a.
smooth rod smooth. Saves steam, troub
le and profanity.
One full packing will
last a year or more without oil. grease
or attention except to tighten nuts oc
casionally.
One dollar per pound, in
cluding express or postage. cash with
order.
Payne Machinery Exchange Co..
Elmira, New York.
Please mention The Review.

REBUII-T EII'GIIES—We have the fol
lowing rebuilt engines which are all
in ﬁrst class shape. some of which are
practically new.
We also have other
sizes which we would be glad to furnish
you a list of upon application. To cus
tomers in territory tributary to Omaha.
where they purchase engines. and the
order is accepted and goods delivered.
we will pay railroad fare. One ZO-horsc
Buffalo Pitts double engine. 8900: one
iii-horse Buffalo Pitts return ﬁue single
engine, 8540; one 18-horse Rumely en
gine. nearly new. $900;
one 30-horse
Buffalo
Pitts special
double engine
nearly new, $1.460: one 25-horse Buffa
lo Pitts return flue single engine, nearly
new. $1,300; one l6-horse Buffalo Pitts
double engine. $750.
Lininger Imple
ment Co.. Omaha. Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

1'08 SAI-E—Nice.
thoroughly
rebuilt
modern, up-to-date automobiles. Some
rare bargains. Write for list. Address.
Robt. Holmes & Br0s.. Danvilie. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
I'OB 8AI|E—A postal card will brim!
you bargain prices on endless Giant
red stitched belts for wood saws. feed
mills. clover hullers. etc.
We carry a
big stock of endless belts: 60. 70. 80.
90. 100 feet up to 160 feet; and from 6
to 10 inches wide and 4 or 5-ply.
Mil

ler Oil 8' Supply Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 SALE—Wooife reverse and eccen
tric. used only 30 days on I-Iuber 10
horse engine.
W. J. Shepard, Macon,
Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.
ron. SALE-New and used automobiles.
“'ill take good traction engine from 16
h. p. up as part pay. Write for our list
and let us know what you have to trade.
M. M. Baker & Co.. Peoria. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
203 SALE-484m

Nichols

blower. good as new.

&

Shepard

C. W. Halsted.

Lena. Wisconsin.
Please mention The Review.

203 SALE

GEEA.‘P—-One

Case

BEBUII-T AID SEOOID-ELID EI
gines-—\Ve now have on hand and are
prepared to make reasonably prompt
shipment of the following engines:
32
h. p. Port Huron steel geared special
traction engine; 30-h. Port Huron trac
tion; 24-h. Port Huron traction; 21-h.
Port Huron steel geared traction; 18-h.
Port Huron traction; 16-h. Port Huron
traction; 15-h. Port Huron traction; 14
h. Port Huron traction; 12-h. Port Hu
ron traction; 16-h. Gear-Scott traction;
16-h. Aultman-Taylor
traction;
16-h.
Star traction; l6-h. Huber traction; 16
h. Russell traction; 16-h. Peerless trac
tion; 15-h. Advance traction; 12-h. Nich
ols & Shepard traction; l6-h. Birdsall
traction; 13-h. Nichols & Shepard trac
tion; 12-h. Rumely traction; 12-h. Ste
vens traction;
12-h. Russell traction;
l0-h. Port Huron traction.
We have a
full line of rebuilt Port Huron. Advance.
Nichols & Shepard. Rumely and Geiser
separators. clover hullers, bean thresh
ers, hay presses-in fact. anything in
the machinery line rebuilt desired.
If
interested and want prices. write us.
Port Huron Engine & Thresher Co..
Port Huron. Michigan, U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.

“BUILT

1'03 SALE OEEAP—On time: one 20
h.
nearly new Reeves double cylin
der 5 mple traction engine. Water tank.
wagon. hose. new pump. wood saw and
frame on wheels.
Splendid condition.
George Drew. or Beaverton Bank. Bea
verton. Michigan.
Please mention The Review.

32-in.

feeder; one Parsons 32-in. feeder; one
Wood Bros. 32-in. feeder. J. N. Lauter
bur. Sidney, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
P08 BALE CEEAP~One No. 1 Reeves
saw mill, 54 inches. inserted tooth
blade.
Been used very little, just as
good as new.
Address. Frank H. Lar
sen. R. 1. Scandia. Kansas.
Please mention The Review.
ron BALE GEEAP—Advance 18 h. 3.
engine,
new front wheels. drivers.
axles and gearing.
In ﬁrst class run
ning order.
Also 32x48 Advance scou
rntor. blower and bagger. all in fine
Address, John '
condition, ready to run.
Watkins. Battle Creek. Michigan.
Please mention The Review.

traction;

Please mention The Review.
202 BALE—20-horse new style Case
engine. used two years.
Thoroughly
rebuilt and practically as good as new.
Also one ‘iii-horse Gear-Scott engine in
Al condition.
Numerous other makes
and sizes. 'Write us. Dukehart Machin
ery Co.. Des Moines. Iowa.

FOB SALE-One 36x60 Colean separa
tor with wind stacker. Hawkeye feed
or and Peoria double tube weigher. Run
two seasons.
A bargain.
The Geiser
Mfg. Co.. Indianapolis. Indiana.

MERRY-GO-BOUIID-For sale or ex
change for threshing rig.
G. Keener.
Jr., Thompson, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

POI BALE or TBADE-One 16 h. p.
Russell compound traction engine in
good shape; one Huber separator 28x42
with drag stacker, nearly new;
one
Disston inserted tooth saw. nearly new.
Would trade engine or separator for
good portable engine of from 20 to 30
h. p. Edgar Fowler, R. 6. Salem. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

‘P13283116

BIGIIEF

One 27 h. p. Minneapolis compound
return ﬂue type. price $1.150; one 19 h.
p. same make as above, price $700; one
12 h. p. same as above. but not com
pound. price 8250; one 16 h. p. Minneso
ta. Giant, price $375; one 16 h. p. Huber.
price $350; one 30 h. p. New Giant com
pound return ﬂue, price $1.300; one 25
h. p. New Giant. simple return ﬂue,
price $1.300;one 18 h. p. Phoenix, price
8700; two 20 h. p. J. I. Case straight
ﬂue. price each. 8750; one 22 h. p. doub
le cylinder undermountcd Star engine.
$1.150.
Discount for cash.
If above
engines are not just what you want.
write me. Can get almost any standard
make.
Address. T. L. Sykes, Engine &
Boiler Works. Fargo, North Dakota.
Please mention The Review.

8UPPLIE8—Our 1908 supply catalogue
now ready—it is yours for the asking.
See it for lowest prices on belting, saws.
brass goods. etc.. etc.
Port Huron En
gine & Thresher Co.. Port Huron, Mich.
Please mention The Review.
TIIIBTY-EOBSIi-Double undermount
ed Star engine. used six months with
15 plow outﬁt. both bottoms; 12-horse
W'eber gasoline engine; Sandwich cyl
inder corn sheller, used four months;
Lightning power hay press.
All new
and at almost your own price.
Write
ouick.
Osage Grain & Stock Farm,
Foraker. Oklahoma.
'
Please mention The Review.

'rnanz

sooﬁ'!_1n good farm for

second-hand threshing rig.
Give full
description in ﬁrst letter.
Frank Col
lins, 2436 Nicollet Ave.. Minneapolis.

Minnesota.

_

Please mention The Review.

GOING-For the small sum of $800.00
'rmsnnnmzz_oo you ever paint
your stitched drive belts?
We are
mixing a special elastic belt paint es
pccially for this purpose.
This is sold
by all best iohbers at £1.75 per gallon.
Send for book "B." Sawyer Belting Co..
Cleveland. Ohio.

Please mention The Review.

each. two complete Nichols & Shepard
threshing rigs.
One 20-horse engine,
40x60 separator;
one 16-horse engine.
32x54 separator.
Run 90 days, in very
good repair.
Must sell.
Reason. poor
health. Address. W. Mlllensifer. Platte
ville. Colorado.
Please mention The Review.

1'08 SAI-E—Buckeye saw mill; Big 6
Birdseil clover huller.
Used one sea
son.
Address, Lock Box 82, West Mil
ton, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

HERE IS A mGAm——For a man
needing a. husker: 10-roll Piano 1906.
Used very little, looks almost like new.
Cheap.
Lock Box 87, Sidney. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

or are interested in a threshing outﬁt.
write us for agency contract for a. de
vice needed by every thrcsherman.
No
money or security required.
Hydraulic
Press Mfg. Co.. Dept. E, Mt. Gilead. O.

I'OB SALE-14 h. p. Birdsall traction
engine. good repair. $200.00:
No. 8
Newcomb carpet loom, $30.00. Theo. V.
Kneale, Perry. Ohio.

THRESHER-MIR II'O'I'IOIi-If you own
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be left
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editlon of 10,000 copies has Just been

cHAMPmN SAW SWAGE /

“N01351:;

I

partly open for any length of time.

_ issued.
Secondly, the seating surface 15 kept
A few pages are devoted to the free from scale and grit by the ac
wmzn_'ro buy second-hand clover
combustion and the tion of the thin current of steam dis
huller. or will trade 36x56 Advance principles of
separator in good shape.
Lock Box 55. losses due to
smoking
chimneys, but charged over it as the disc is brought
Ambia, Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
the larger part of the bulletin relates home. Another function of this ring
is the prevention of waterhammer
WAITED—Cont1-actor's tank for 20 h. to the constructive features of those
p. Case engine.
L. A. Tinnes. Bird boiler settings and
which is caused by the sudden ad
furnaces
that
Island. Minnesota,
Please mention The Review.
have been found practically smoke mission of steam, for it will readily

wrhsrﬁsuzgw

JAl’glgkLéAllﬁ/g

work‘ gigs: 51mg?“ ‘35,5; £35,,’

WANTED-—To
huller feeder
chine that you
more.
Luther

buy that Birdsell clover
that is on that old ma
are not going to run any
Caldwell. Rushvllle. Ind.

Please mention The Review.
wmIID—I-Iusk frame for Reeves No.
1 saw mill. With or without mandrel.
August Nutsch, Morrowville. Kansas.
Please mention The Review.
WAH'I‘ED—2 or
ﬂ-horse
second-hand
gasoline engine of some good make.
Give description and price.
Albert
Jones. Stratford. Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
wanna-—mn of engineering in North
or South Dakota.
Many years
ex
perience with
engine.
J. W. Moody.
Woodhull. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
WANTED-—Second-hand
traction
en
gine. separator and attachments; also
plowing engine.
Must be cheap.
State
condition it is in. how long run and low
est cash price.
John Holden, R.
5.
Whitewater, Wisconsin.
Please mention The Review.
WAI'IED—Every thresherman to write
us and get our prices on shoulder
brace teeth. cylinder wrenches. coun
lers and belt guides. Excelsior Thresh
er Tooth Co., Dexter. Iowa.

9,, LONG
You should see our
testlmomau from

every state Ind
Canada:

GUARANTEED

\IAIIUFABTUIIIS'OF

STAR SAW (SUMMERS
- ‘no

a

.
HOLLOW BLAST oarrss,
IIILLEII OIL I SUPPLY 60.. Indianapolis. ind.

less in operation at the power plant
and in the experimental station at

the University of Illinois. The lead
ing dimensions of the settings and
furnaces are given and sectioned cuts

HANSON POSITIVE
FEED LUBRICATOR

show the general character of the set

tings. While the smokeless burning
of Illinois coals furnishes the main
discussion, the principles and meth

e"

ods explained apply equally well to

the burning of all kinds of soft coal.
A large number of copies already
distributed have been requested by

the smoke inspection departments of
many of our large American cities.

Copies of this bulletin may be ob
tained gratis upon application to the
Director, Engineering Experiment
Station, Urbana, Illinois.

A manufacturing company that
has been gradually spreading their

Automatic Stop, Automatic Alarm. Hardened
Pawls. Long Life.
"No! how Cheap, but
how Good" is our motto.

Please mention The Review.

products over the grain ﬁelds of the

J05. HANSON,

‘W’AI'T'ED-Wc want every reader of
The Review to get us one new sub
scriber. (not a. renewal). He must he a
man interested in farm power machin
cry and he must pay the full subscrip
tion price. 50 cents. Send the subscrip
tion with the 50 cents to us and we will
extend your subscription one year in
advance.
Subscription Department. The
Threshermen‘s Review. St. Joseph. Mich.

Mississippi Valley, and entire United
States, is the G. E. Travis Company,
Henry, Illinois.
‘
This company is sending out the
Travis patent universal rocker grates,

lnwood, Iowa

Please mention The Review.

be seen that no matter how quickly
the hand wheel may be operated, the
ﬂange will only permit the steam to
enter gradually. The seat, 13, is re

GLIPPER LIWII IIIIWEB Ill].
DIXON, ILLINOIS

MARINE AND STATIONARY
GASOLINE ENGINES

Please mention The Review.

'WLI'I'ED. mzssnznm—a postal
card giving your name and post office
address.
We will send you samples by
mail of lubricating oils and greases free
of charge and save you money.
Inde
pendent Oil C0.. Mansﬁeld. Ohio.
>

Please mention The Review.

w: WANT.‘ YOU to take a few sub
scriptions to The Review for us. You
can get them among your neighbors and
friends.
If you will do this we have a
good offer to make to you.
Address.
Circulation Dept. The Threshermen’s
Review. St. Joseph. Michigan.
Please mention The Review.

wru-

nTabrlHTu-t-rarF 22

h.

1907 kerosene plowing engine for
h. p. engine of same year and make.
H. Roseberry. Stella, Missouri.
Please mention The Review.

p.
17
C.

W‘BITE—For lowest prices on complete
assortment of engines. separators and
attachments oi.’ leading makes.
All
sizes. Cascaden Mfg. C0.. Waterloo. Ia.

—Grand Forks. North Dakota.
Please mention The Review.

LET US SEND YOU OUR BOOK
about good wheels and good wagons
that will save you a lot of work and
make you a lot of money—the

Electric Steel Wheels
—end. the—

Electric llamly Wagon
By every test. they are the best.
More than one and a quarter mill
ions sold.
Sookes united to the hub.
Can't work loose.
A set of our
wheels will make your old wagon
new.
Catalogue free.
ELECTRIC WHEEL C0.. Box 60.
Quincy, Ill.

newable, and can be removed from
the valve body by using a ﬁat bar to
where the grates are shown in the engage the lugs on the inside of the
The Lunkenheimer Company
boiler and their catalogue explains ring.
how time, labor and coal are saved by call particular attention to the fact
the use of them, and diﬁerent cuts that the seat may be rcground a
in their catalogue show the grates number of times before it is necessa
ry to renew it. Not only is the seat
open, partly open, closed and the un
derside with the connecting rod, renewable, but all of the other wear
which readily adjusts them in the ing parts, including the disc, can be
renewed if necessary. The hub is se
diiferent positions.
Any threshermen who uses a trac curely held to the body by means of
tion engine will be interested in their a union ring, owing to which it is
catalogue, which can be obtained by impossible for the hub and the body
writing to them at Henry, Illinois, to become corroded together, as the
where they have enlarged their fac thread which holds the union to the
tory to meet the increasing demands body is protected at all times from
of their trade. Kindly mention The the action of the steam, the joint be
Threshermen’s Review when Writing. ing made between the ﬂange on the
which are illustrated in their adver

tisement on page 43 of this issue,

hub and the neck of the body.

The Lunkenheimer Company, Cin
cinnati, Ohio, have designed the
valve shown in sectional view here

THE MOWER
that will kill all the weeds in your
lawns. It you keep all the weeds cut so
they do not go to seed. and cut your
grass without breaking the small feed
ers of roots. the grass becomes thick
and weeds disappear.
The Clipper will
do 11:.
SPOT GAS! PRICES.

This

connection also acts as a tie or bind
er in screwing over the body, and
tends to strengthen the valve.

The

stuﬂing box can be repacked under
with for the beneﬁt of the trade pre

ferring a renewable seat regrindin;r
valve. This valve diifers from the
Lunkenheimer regrinding valve only
in the construction of the disc and
FOB BALE-CIRCULAR SAWS.
Gumrned and hammered complete, ready to
run. good as new. in the following sizes:
Three 43 in. 0112; two 50 in. 819; one 52
in. 819; one 54 in. 9110; two 56 in. 8:10;
one 50 in. hit); three 80 in. 9110; two
61 in. 8110. We guarantee the temper and
metal to be
.
all ri‘h t.
II
you
want
bar
gains write
quick while
they
last.
"
We can in
terest you with prices on the following lup

pliel. Rubber, leather. red stitched belting.
new laws. pulleys. emery wheels. lace.
lloore pumps, injectors. bro." goods. What
size laws have you to exchange?
mm mm OIL I SUPPLY 00.,
Indhnnpolb, Indiana.

seat.

pressure when the valve is wide open,
as a shoulder on the stern, directly

above the threads forms a seat be
neath the stuﬁing box.
All valves
above the one-half-inch size, have a

The disc, 12, is provided with
gland follower in the stuﬁing box.

a projecting ring, which enters the
valve seat ring, 13. Its principal
function is the preservation of the
seat, which is accomplished in a two

The Lunkenheimer Company have
issued an attractive booklet describ
ing this new valve which they state

they will send to any one wishing a
First, as it enters the
cylindical part of the seat it deﬂects copy.
the current of steam from the seat
Don ’i; forget to mention The
ring face, thus preventing the wire
drawing which would otherwise oc Threshermen ’s Review when writ
cur. This feature is especially im ing to advertisers. It helps.
fold manner.

THRESI‘IERMAN
! ,SAWYE can.
. MACHINISZT
\ \PEORIAJLLIhOlS. , a
HARRISON AND
\ WATER STREETS
r>~.___
_\.\ \

Write for 1908 Supply Catalogue

July, 1908.

No Thresherman

Can Run His Business Successfully
unless he keeps his accounts in good shape.
This can be done by using our

Thresherman’s

Account

Book ‘

Little in size---fits the pocket; little in price (only 25 cents)---fits the purse.
Now, Mr. Thresherman, when you can keep a complete record of your business on
an investment of 25 cents, why hesitate a moment?
Fill out order below and start the season right.
The Threshermen’s Review,
~
St. Joseph, Michigan.
Please find enclosed 25 cents for which send me at once one ofyour THRESH
ERMEN’S ACCOUNT BOOKS, and oblige,
Yours truly,

many instances the care the vehicle
has received after it left the carriage
repository is entirely responsible for
the condition the wheels are in. The
By the Manager of the Mutual Wheel
Company, Moline, Illinois, in Imple length of time that the vehicle has
been used is not important. If the
ment Trade Review.
wheels are allowed to run with tires
The most importantpart of every
loose they will go to pieces in a very
horse vehicle is the wheels, and man
ufacturers of high grade vehicles of short time regardless of the quality
all kinds take great pains to get of the hickory used in their manufac
Loose Tires.

Practical Hints from a Wheelwright in
Regard to Wheels.

wheels made of good quality hickory
timber and manufactured by a wheel
factory that makes ﬁrst class wheels.
Great pains are also taken in the
handling of the wheels in the car
riage factory to see that they are
properly tired and have the proper

ture.

Loose tires are caused in diﬁerent
ways.
If a buggy is driven over
rough, rocky roads, in frozen ruts
and car tracks, the paint is scraped
olT the sides of the felloes and, as
soon as the wood is exposed at all,

amount of dish. In spite of all the moisture is absorbed. Hickory is not
pains and trouble that are taken, it a metal and swells when exposed to
has been our experience, from a good

many years of observation, that the
carriage maker has more complaints

from wheels than any one item in the
vehicles that he sells. It has also
been our observation that a very large
percentage of the troubles that users
of vehicles have with wheels is due
to causes for which neither the wheel
factory nor the carriage factory are
in any way to blame, these troubles
being due principally to mistreatment
of wheels through a. misunderstand

dampness and shrinks in extreme dry
ness the same as the wood in a wash

tub, only in a less degree.
This
swelling and shrinking of the felloes
is one cause of loose tires, and an

other and more important one is the
fact that steel tires on a set of wheels
will become lengthened from continu
ous pounding over rough roads and
the striking of stones and other ob
stacles. When a blacksmith tires a
set of wheels by hand and, through

of dish,” then the spokes commence
to get loose in the hub, and before
long the wheels are in a very bad
condition and the user may think that
he has received an inferior article,

has

months.

a

few

The buyer will say:

been

used

only

“A

good set of wheels should not get in

that condition in so short a time. Mr.
Blank has a cheap buggy that he

while the entire trouble is due to his bought nearly two years ago, and the
ignorance in not knowing how to take wheels are just as good as new.” Mr.
Blank probably took care of his rig
care of his buggy.
The tires on the wheels should be
tightened immediately as soon as they
show any indications of being loose,

and tried to dodge the stones in driv

ing'and if he saw that the tires were
getting loose had them reset right
away, also washed the wheels 05 and
and care should always be taken to
did not allow the mud to dry on the
see that the paint is not scraped 06
the felloes._ The conditions described felloes.
This article is prepared for the ben
refer particularly to wheels with
round edge steel tires. In vehicles with eﬁt of all users of vehicles, whether
rubber tires the process is exactly the high grade or low grade. Hickory
reverse, as the steel channel does not timber is getting very scarce and if
strike the ground
to any extent; the present rate of consumption con
therefore the tendency of all rubber tinues, wheels will have to he made
tired wheelsis to get more dish after of something else before a great many
the buggy has been in use for some years. The man who uses up three
length of time. The wise buyer of a sets of wheels, where one set would
vehicle will select the buggy with a have answered the purpose with prop
good amount of dish in the wheels if er care, is doing his part toward the
he wants a ﬂat tire job and very light destruction of the hickory in the
country.
Today all wheel factories
dish for a job with rubber tires.
are making their lowest grade wheels
Loose tires are probably the cause out of material which, a. few years
of more trouble and complaint both ago, was thrown away as worthless.
to the carriage manufacturer and the As wheel manufacturers it would per
carriage dealer than almost any oth haps appear to our interest to have
er one item in the vehicle, and if the as many sets of wheels used up as

miscalculation, ﬁnds that he has too
much dish in his wheels, he takes the users of buggies can be impressed
dish out by pounding on the tire with with the importance of keeping the
a heavy hammer, thus lengthening tires tight it will be a great advantage
When a set of
the tire.
The above mentioned to all concerned.
wheels “goes to pieces,” as a result
riod of time, and while these guaran pounding over rocks, etc., has exact
tees clearly state that they only ap ly the same effect, and usually where of loose tires, they very often give
ply when the vehicle has fair usage, the vehicle is submitted to this kind out all over; the felloes split and
the buyer of the vehicle often expects of use the tires will commence to get give down between joints; the spokes
new wheels under all conditions, if loose within a very short time, the ﬁrst split out in the miters and the wheels
the wheels have given out within the indication being that the wheels com
have the appearance of having been
period of the guaranty. In a. good mencc to straighten out or go “out used for years, when perhaps the ve
ing by the users of the vehicles.
It is generally customary for man
ufacturers of vehicles to guarantee
the wheels they use for a certain pe

hicle

possible, thus increasing our business

to that extent, but we prefer to look
at the question from a higher stand
point.

Don’t start this year without hav
ing the price arranged so that you 'll
have a fair, reasonable proﬁt to show
for it when the season is over.

II CLEANS THE GRAIN
“AS NO OTHER CAN”

Perhaps your machine will thresh grain faster than grain can be gotten to it.
Perhaps it will shake out and save the very last kernel, but if you can’t
make it clean the grain, it wont satisfy the Farmer, and you can’t fool him,
’cause he can see it---the dirt.

If your machine is not a good cleaner, it's not worth much to you or any
body else; you can’t get much for it, but you better trade it for a Rusher---one
that will clean, “ as no other can.’’

The Rusher beats ’em all for cleaning; it's just as good a grain saver as any
of ‘em and will thresh as fast.

It's a long laster---lots of malleables.
Our 64-page book of speciﬁcations tells all about it, and the largest and
most complete line of heavy machinery, built by any one company in this, or
any other country.
Have you got one?

Port Huron Engine and Thresher Co.
Port Huron, Michigan
S
it
re
P ‘t Hu‘on C0,.
Peoria.
Pan‘iggimrnMaginnenihco"
Des
Mom 111.
I Ia"
Wichita Port Huron T resher Co., W

ita. Kan.

‘
Foreign
Trade Oiﬁce, 24 State Street, New York

Northwestern
Huron Co., Mi n n eapo ii s , Mi nn .
Fargo’ NorthPort
Dakota‘

Cable Address. “RUSHER”

Canadian Port Huron CO., Ltd.. Winnipeg. Man.

Please mention The Review.
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In fact, THE REEVES COMPOUND

S'EPARATOR is better than a gold mine, for
the returns are certain. It comprises all that is
desired in an up-to-date thresher-ability to
thresh fast, thresh clean, save the grain and clean

it we'll. Besides, is built to stand abuse; has
great strength in all its parts and many valuable
features not found in any other thresher. It is
fully described in Catalog No. 32, which will
be sent free upon request. Write to-day to
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Any Thresherman who may have put off buying until the last minute. or who has tried his old outﬁt and
found that it will not stand up through the season, can still get a latest improved Huber Rig by acting
promptly.
It is not just luck that makes the users of Huber Threshing Machinery prosperous. It is that good judg
ment of theirs, manifested in buying the machines that do best work and most of it at least cost. Good judg
ment and industry make a combination that is bound to succeed. We are willing to back your judgment, in
giving us your order, by our most ample guarantee.
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In some parts of the country, the big industry is the raising of beans and peas.

The proper taking care of

mi\\‘
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these crops was a serious problem, until the advent of the Huber Bean and Pea Thresher.
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Now the matter is

settled to the entire satisfaction of the users of the machines and the owners of the crops they thresh. Beans
and peas are all separated from the pods and cleaned ready for the best market, and without cracking them.
We build these machines with the three-way, the hand-oscillating, and the wind stacker. .The special feed
er feeds the vines perfectly and picks out the rocks. We will be glad to send special circulars illustrating the
Bean and Pea Threshers, and giving the experiences of some who have used them. Write us for this literature
if you have beans or peas to thresh.
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IS THE SECRET OF FULL DAY RUNS
‘

l.

The A. & T. operators come out on the credit side at the end of the season because they are not compelled
4 to make frequent stops for repairs, which are expensive to both the thresher and his customer.
This is

proof of the high grade material and superior construction which enter into A. & T. Machinery.

The double-acting shaking
device sends the grain to
the weigher instead of the
straw pile. Ask for catalog.

|
CLOVER AND ALFALFA HULLERS {
-‘_>

have the greatest hulling
capacity and are money

thresherman’s
making additions
rig. to a

furnish constant power under
all conditions. They are built

to withstand the wear of ex
treme service, and their past
record is evidence of their su
perior qualities.

Your inquiry for catalog will have our prompt attention. Ask also for “Kernels for the Starved
Rooster,” a book of “New Century” Facts from 20th Century Threshermen.

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR MACHINERY CO.,
300 NORTH MAIN STREET, MANSFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.
Please menitiipiri The Review.
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THE GREAT GENERAL EEEEEWEI
THE HART=PARR GASOLINE TRACTION
The Hart-Parr is the only absolutely
satisfactory engine for winter use.
equalled

Un

for Shelling Corn, Sawing

Lumber, Grinding Feed, Making Roads,
Heavy Hauling, Hulling Peas, Clover,
Alfalfa, Beans etc., etc.

It is the ideal

engine for the farmer.

Bil-Bouled
Frost-Proof

No Water
to Fraeze

The Power
Cheapest
Known

No Waiting '
for Steam E

The Hart-Parr is ready at all times
whether for an hour’s run or a day's
work. May be set in the barn or other
building with perfect safety.
Makes
every month a working month. One
man can operate an entire outfit for or
dinary farm jobs. No engineer, no
fireman and no water boy. The most
economical engine from every stand
point. Will save over thirty-three and
one-third per-cent in the fuel bill alone.
Uses Kerosene as well as Gasoline.
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A ASK FOR CATALOGUE

A

A

AA

HART-FARR BUMPANY, 224 Lawler sE, Charles City, Ia
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Wind. Stackers
Russell Wind

Stacker Company.
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To trace the. history of the traction

tern, with the two cylinders of the per one in the plan in the illustra
tion was smaller than the opposite
one; the smaller being geared 21A to
1, for road work, and the other 1 to
21/2, for driving machinery; the en
hand; which is not the case, so far as wrought iron plate brackets attached gine being blocked up sov that the
American traction engines are con to the saddle plate of the boiler car drive wheel could be used as a ﬂy

engine in detail from its inception engine placed beneath the smoke box,
till now would far exceed the limits as was common with the railway en
of such an article as this, even were gines of that time; a not uncommon
there complete and authentic data at practice yet, for that matter. Two

cerned, at least. However, a better
record has been kept on the other
side of the water, and the evolution

of the English traction engine, the
prototypes of those now busy in ev
ery harvest ﬁeld in this broad land,

has been carefully traced and record
ed.

Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth,
the well known agricultural engineers
of Lincoln, England, to whom we are

indebted for much of this early his
tory of the traction engine, are of the
belief that the ﬁrst man to make a

“road
locomotive” for
drawing
heavy loads at a moderate speed was
Nathan Gough, of Saﬁord. This was
in 1830. Numerous steam carriages
for passenger service had been at

tempted before that; but the Gough
engine appears to have been the ﬁrst

intended for freight or agricultural
purposes. No particulars of this en
gine appear to have been preserved;

although its existence is well an
thenticated.
The next attempt at an engine for
purely agricultural purposes was ex
hibited at the Norwich show of the
Royal Agricultural Society, in 1849.
This is shown in Fig. 2 on the fol

ried the crank shaft, at the ends of wheel, the belt being run from it.

It

which spur wheels were keyed, each was a. small engine, the drive wheels

of which could be thrown into gear being 4 feet and the leading wheels

with corresponding gears ﬁxed to the 2 feet in diameter. There does not
driving wheels. It will be noticed appear to have been any steering
lowing page. It is not a recent type. that these pinions were of diﬁerent gear; although it was said that the
The boiler was of the locomotive pat sizes; the one on the right-the up engine traveled too quickly to be of

i?‘
57\
zi'i

any service.

It was rated at 41/2 h.

p., and the records indicate that it
developed that power on the brake.
What would now be regarded as
some odd types came out about this
time, designed with the idea of pre
venting loss of heat from the steam
cylinder. It will be remembered that
Trevethick placed cylinders of his
engine in the steam space in the boil
er during the ﬁrst years of the last
century; and, following this idea,
some of these early traction engines
were ﬁtted in the same manner, and
Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth
used a steam jacketed cylinder plac
ed inside the smoke box; a design
that they thought worth patenting.
About this time, too, (1850) systems
of portable railways for traction en
gines were invented, and one Birm
ingham builder made an engine de
signed with special reference to such
railways.
A little later (1856) an engine was
designed for special heavy service;
the drivers were ﬁtted with blades
for digging into the roads for a ﬁrm
er foothold. These wheels, like some

of quite recent design, had the blades
or lugs actuated by an eccentric so
they could clear themselves of soil
and be ready to enter the ground as
they came into position; but it prov
ed of such damage to the roads that
it was condemned by the authorities.
“Endless railway” engines, of
which the “caterpillar” tractor
shown on page 43 of our June issue
is the latest evolution, had been re

8
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peatedly suggested; and the Boydell the ﬁre box end of the boiler; and
engine of the late ’50’s was perhaps another feature was the use at this

the ﬁrst of this type. It is shown in time of spur gearing in place of the
Fig. 3, and, like the American trac chain drive in regular use on other
tions of a much later date, was a traction engines for some years af

wheel in front, the steersman stand

for a carriage to pass a traction en
ing on a sort of “pilot” built in gine, or turn back, directed atten
front, as on a locomotive, or from tion to the fact that “If the roads
behind as at present. A new pattern were so narrow as this, one would
two years later, by the same ﬁrm, think that inconvenience must also
shows much the same type, with full be felt when a large wagon loaded
toothed gear instead of an interpos with straw, or when a horse rake or
ed chain, and without a steam dome. drill, most of them wider that a trac
Some of these engines are still in ac
tive service.
For the next ﬁve years there ap

pears to have been much eﬁort spent
in the attempt to produce a more
perfect type of traction engine, and

some odd looking pieces of mechan
ism were the result.

Among other

things rubber tires were tried; but
their great cost prohibited their ex
tended use.

Besides, the rubber was

found to be a source of trouble in
many ways.

The repeated assurances

on the part of the rubber makers were
that the tires could not be aifected
by heat, moisture or cold, and were
extremely durable, yet, the schemes

proposed and patented for protecting
their surfaces were so numerous as to
cause the editor of Engineering to re
mark that, “considering how much
has been said concerning the everlast
ing properties of india rubber tires,

tione engine, has to be passed. These,
however, are not steam engines, and

the magistrates do not shy at them.
Instead of trying to make the traf
ﬁc accomodate or reduce itself to the
narrow roads, it would be much bet
gine on the public highway would ter to seek to get the roads made wid
naturally attract the attention of the er to suit the requirements of mod
road oﬁicials; and it is curious to ern traﬁic.”

it is curious so much ingenuity should
be expended in affording them pro
tection.”
The appearance of the traction en

Fig. 2.
It is said to have ter this time. About 1860 some makes
been a powerful hauling engine, but of traction engines were steered by
the “portable railway” feature was what was known as the pilot steer
a constant source of trouble; and af ing gear shown in Fig. 4.
Numerous types of traction engines
ter a considerable number of these
engines had been built in many in appeared about this time, most of
stances the Boydell wheels were re them odd looking from a present day
“horse guide.”

as’?
"2
1.3;,’

moved and others of more practical
design substituted.
Several other attempts at distinct
types of traction_engines were also
made, but non'en' were successful.

viewpoint, and others of much the
same appearance as those of today.

None seem to have been ﬁtted with
a compensating or diiferential gear,

It was about this period that Amer
note how comparatively little change
there has been in the attitude of these ican traction engine builders stepped
highwaymen. For the Engineer, in into the game; and the engine shown
1868, referring to Royal Show at in the frontispiece on our last issue
Leicester, remarked that “The trac is a fair sample of their product at
tion engine has done much; but as that time} and'it compared very fav
long as the beadle struts over the pub orably with the ' British machines.
lic thoroughfares, and is‘monarch of None of'thesgqtugines could have been
that: 'syizies
'ten"ho)rs_e*power.
In fact
all he surveys,’ it will be impossible more
the larger
‘are‘of comparatively

however, the different speed of the
About ‘1860, however, Messrs. Clay two drivers being neutralized by
ton and Shnttleworth built and mar means of keys or pins in the gear
keted an engine—shown in Fig. 1— ing. But about 1863 Clayton and
that has’ many of the important Shuttleworth made some traction en
points of the traction engine of to gines in which a chain connected the to introduce these almost perfect 10
day. In the ﬁrst place, the cylinder crank shaft with the countershaft, the comotives for farm use only.” Near recent introduction. It was at this
was steam jacketed and placed at the latter being run in adjustable bear ly ten years later, the same paper, re time, too, that an Indiana thresh
smoke box and of the boiler; a fea ings for taking up the slack. These marking on the various objections erman, very desirous of having a true
ture of modern English traction en engines were also ﬁtted with compen raised against traction engines at a tion engine; and being unable to ob
gine practice. Then the crank shaft sating gear on the countershaft; and meeting of local magistrates, where tain any deﬁnite'assurance from the
and-main axle were located toward the engine was steered through a it was stated that it was impossible
(Continued on page 66)
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Balanced Valves.
L. J. WATSON.
CONTINUED FROM JULY ISSUE.
cover, etc., with the cylinders, while‘ seat. The steam is, in this case, dis
Fig. 8 shows the low pressure cylin
tributed from above the valve.
der only.
Thus there are opposing forces
A study of the reading matter on which neutralize each other, as all
=these cuts will help to explain mat the component parts of the valve, as
ters. It will be noticed in one place previously deﬁned, are made in a
Fig. 8 shows an oblique perspective that it reads “live steam for govern single piece.
of the low pressure cylinder, in which O1‘. ” This is wrong, and should read
After the engine is started and
the steam chest forms a part of cyl “live steam FROM governor.”
when working under load, this valve
inder casting. On the upper side of l While the “Woolf” valve is made is thus practically balanced.
Of course, there is a greater
amount of surface on the back of the
low pressure valve than there is on
the faces of the high pressure valve
and the high pressure steam chest, as
we have classed it; but by reason of
the lesser pressure to the square inch
on the greater surface the total of
._ Low PRESS URE Cvuuucnlf
each of the opposing forces are about

The “Woolf” tandem compound
engine is equipped with a valve of
the single faced ﬁat slide class, a sec
tional view of same being shown in
Fig. 7, in its usual position in the
steam chest.

. H'iPazsseRrCnm

a

ends of the groove forming shoulders
that would catch the plug when the
reverse was hooked out and the valve
travel increased.
The writer has
seen valves where a hole had been
worn through the back of the valve
in this way.

For the foregoing rea

sons the spring only is now used be
hind this plug.
With this valve, howcver, the ten
dency to chatter only occurs when
starting, and when running with a lit

tle or no load, in which latter case
there is but very little pressure in
the low pressure steam chest.

About

the only time this happens is when
the engine is running down hill on
the road; so with the use of the plug
and spring the
chattering is but

equal.

slight.

When the throttle is ﬁrst opened
for starting a “Woolf” compound

“Woolf”

engine, and before the high pressure
cylinder has exhausted into the low

valve that the high pressure valve ad
mits steam from its center and ex
hausts it at the outsides, into the low

‘9:,

It is to be observed with

this cut is shown a raised circular
hearing which is planed ﬂat and
smooth, and at which place the gov
ernor is attached.
The valve seat, with ports,‘ is shown

in the bottom of steam chest. The
two ports on the right are for the
high pressure (or smaller) cylinder.
The square
opening on the left,

formed in an extension of the valve

compound

this

combination

pressure steam chest, the high pres
pressure steam chest, and that the
sure steam will kick the valve away
low pressure valve admits steam at
from the seat, as there is no pres
the outsides and exhausts it at its
of a single casting and is generally sure on the back of the valve to center, or in just the opposite order
The low pressure
spoken of as a single valve, it is in counteract it.
to the high pressure valve. As both
reality composed of three distinct steam chest will thus instantly be valves are formed in a single casting
parts, which, in order to explain ﬁlled with a pressure, which, in al and distribute steam to their respec
clearly, have been considered singly most the same instant, will force the tive pistons which are attached to the
and separately. These parts are as valve to its seat again with a quick same piston rod, consequently travel
follows:
A high pressure steam slap that is distinctly audible, and ing together as we may express it, it
chest, a high pressure valve; and a may be easily noticed. The same is necessary to cross the steam pas
thing may occur several times in
low pressure valve.
sage leading to the ends of the high
The high pressure steam chest is‘ rapid succession while getting fairly pressure cylinder, in order to make
faced smooth on the steam intake started, and while the walls of the the steam distribution to the respec
end, which end lifts over and slides chest and cylinder are not hot enough tive cylinder work in coincidence or
upon that portion of the valve seat to prevent sudden condensation of natural order with each other. By

seat, is the terminal of a passageway
for the incoming high pressure steam,
the opposite end of same being at the
governor connection, previously de extension through which the high
scribed. The three middle ports are pressure steam supply is admitted.

for the low pressure cylinder, the
center one of which is for the ﬁnal
exhaust.

The valve and piping shown on the
upper side of the cylinder is for ad
mitting and shutting off live steam

to the low pressure steam chest. By
admitting live (high pressure) steam
into the low pressure chest, where it
will act on the low pressure or larg

er piston, a much greater power will
be developed by the engine. When
working in this way there will he the
same steam pressure on both sides of

the high pressure piston that there is
against the driving side of the low
pressure piston, with the result that
the high pressure piston will be no
source of help to it, the low pressure
cylinder acting in substance as a mere
single cylinder, the same as in the

case of a simple engine.
For cases of emergency, however,

this is a convenient feature, but its
use is accompanied with loss of econ
omy due to compounding; and, be
sides, it destroys the balance of the
valve; and for said reasons should
never be used when possible to get

along without it.
The view we get of the “Woolf”

engine in Fig. 7 is one that would be
gotten if we were to cut Fig. 8
through the center in the direction of

of its length

and

up and down

through the steam chest, and look at

the steam, which latter results in
the expression “cross the steam pas
ﬂuctuating pressures. The valve can sages” as herein used it is to be un
While this so-called high pressure lift but a small distance from the derstood that the passages do not in
steam chest slides backward and for seat, however, as it is very close to tersect, but that the long ones pass
ward over the intake steam opening the steam chest cover. In lifting it by and around the other. Therefore
in the cylinder casting, it does not makes a noise by striking the steam it is that the steam port furthest
cut oﬁ the ﬁow of incoming steam, chest cover, and in seating a noise from the projecting end of the high
as the opening in these parts are is made as previously described, which pressure cylinder is the one for that
large enough to prevent the closing action, when repeating in rapid suc
end of the cylinder. This naturally
or choking of the opening at any and cession, has been called chattering.
involves a long passage and consider
With any kind of single valve, if able clearance space, and while the
all positions of the chest’s travel.
This chest arches and extends over the engine be working, whenever it
LIVE 5mm VALVE To
the low pressure valve, and joins the lifts from the seat there is an escap
Low Parssum: (lvuuouz
high pressure valve on the opposite ing of steam into the exhaust port or GRCAF
AUVAN IAGL
WHEN MORE
of same. The high pressure valve ports until it comes to the seat again. POWER
[5
slides over two ports, distributing With the valves described in this ar
ticle it may be said that practical
steam to the high pressure cylinder.
The low pressure valve is a com

loss from this cause is but slight;

mon “D” slide valve in every sense however, it is well that the same be
of the word, and the low pressure
ports are the same as with all such
valves.

understood.
To prevent this chattering, a small

plug or piston is ﬁtted in the steam
In arriving at the manner in which chest cover, as shown in Fig. 7. This
this valve, as a whole, is balanced, let plug has a coil spring behind it which
us ﬁrst note‘that the steam enters crowds it against the hack of the
that part of the valve that has been valve, with the object of holding the
considered as the high pressure steam valve to the seat. While same does
not preventr the chattering entirely
chest, from beneath it. Under these
circumstances the live steam pres it is a great help.
sure tends to crowd it away from the
Some manufacturers, for a while,
seat. So too does the live steam tend made provisions, for a while, for
to crowd that portion classed as the turning live steam in the space he
high pressure valve, away from its hind this plug, when the engine was
seat, as the steam is distributed from doing light work, to assist the spring.
beneath it also.
Owing to the indiscreet use of same,
With the low pressure valve, how it proved to be a source of trouble
ever, the case is reversed, as the low greater than the one sought to re
pressure steam (exhaust from the high move; as the steam was frequently

it where it had been cut in two. Of pressure cylinder) enters the low left on the whole time, and caused
course, Fig. 7 shows the valve, pis pressure steam chest where the pres so much pressure on the back of the
tons, piston rod, cylinder division sure of same comes on the top or back valve and face of the plug as to wear
head, metallic packing, steam chest of it, tending to crowd it toward the a groove in the back of the valve, the

opzui
SHOWING PORTJ
Ann VALVE- SEAT.
Fig. 8.

other passage for said cylinder is
nearly direct and much shorter, a
nearly equal clearance at this end of
the cylinder is provided to equalize
the other. Such a great proportion
of clearance in a simple or single
expansion engine would be extremely

wasteful; but with the high press
ure cylinder of a compound engine
(as it is in this case) it is quite dif
ferent, the clearance acting as a sort
of receiver, or storage for steam, be
tween the high and low pressure cyl
inders. As this steam is yet to be
used in the low pressure cylinder
(Continued on page 60)
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will give careful and eﬁicient service. cousins, judging from a recent ex
The trouble is that too many thresh change——The Agricultural Machinery
ermen have not made themselves fa Chronicle—which states that the

miliar with the business end of the wrongs of traction engine owners
job. That’s where the trouble lies. were very forcibly brought before
“Now,” he asks, “what are we the members of the Banﬁshire, Scot
going to do about it; keep on buying land, Road Board recently by one
new rigs and doing the work for of the owners, who urged that as
nothing, or get a fair price for our compared with the owners of motor
investment and our work? It is left cars they were unfairly treatedz-(l)
Threshermen’s Review, is Mr. L. H. for the threshermen of America to in regard to speed limit; (2) llIH'in':
to keep a man walking alongside 1h.
Roblee. He’s a good one, and de say.”
engine; and (3) beiig nut in the
serves well earned success.
deck for the oﬁ'cnccs of their em
It
must
be
that
when
the
good
Lord
In fact they are all good, dependa
ployes. It was p intcd out that the
ble men to meet; and The Review an denied revenge to human kind in the
Board could do nothing beyond br'ng
edict,
“Vengeance
is
mine,”
He
had
ticipates for them a good reception
ing the question before Parliament.
wherever they may be met. By their in mind the utter inability of the av

The
erage man to make right use of it. as legislation was required.
Nowhere is this truth better exempli Board agreed to approach local mem
bers of Parlinirent and rr'c that (l)
atives of this paper, and mighty good ﬁed than in the reports, already com
ing in from the threshing ﬁelds, of the speed limit should be three miles

faces ye shall know them; gentlemen
every one, duly authorized represent
fellows to meet.

the cowardly revenge that, because of
The Fair season is one of our op
real or fancied injuries, a few sneak‘
portunities, through our representa
ing rascals are taking on thresher
tives, to get into touch with the
men by hiding in the bundles to be
brethren. We cannot in many cases
threshed things calculated to wreck
know who they are. We want to get
the machinery and perhaps seriously
‘acquainted, and they can help by
injure the person of the threshermen
making themselves known. Do it and
who has been so unfortunate as to in
give us the beneﬁt of your person
cur the enmity of these villains.
al acquaintance; that’s what, in the

an hour in hurgs and four miles in
the country; (2) that the third man
should be allowed to have a seat on
the engine or wagons; and (3) that

Sometimes, because of the personal
popularity of the injured thresher
man, it is hard to assign any other
cause to some of these deviltries
than sheer malicious degeneracy.
Such creatures would commit mur
der did they but dare.
Certainly
they are not ﬁt to be at large. We

Commenting on this, the ('hronicle
thinks it thus probable that “the

persons of our Fair
there for.

Staff,

Everything considered,

we're

the June

meeting of the South Dakota Thresh
ers’ Association, held at Huron, was
among the most successful sessions of

employes and not owners should be
prosecuted

for

contravrnlions,

but

that the liability for any damage
done should not be shifted from the

owner.

liberty to attendants

to travel on

traction

accompanying

engines

or

mill (thresher) or wagons. will be ex

tended to Banﬁ’shirc, and. we trust.
in due course llll‘mmhmlt Scotland
generally.
The offence is certainly
page of portraits of Review Fair the kind ever held anywhere. VVith hope that some of them may be de of a triﬂing character when
the
Staﬁ Representatives, most of whom out any large advertising, but with a tected‘ and given the punishment boundary marks its committal. The

We take pleasure in directing the
attention of Review readers to our

will be recognized as old acquaintanc
es by many threshermen and machine
men, for the most of them have al
ready been seen at conventions and

great deal of earnest endeavor on they richly deserve.
danger is cheiﬁy to the attendants
the part of the oﬁicers of the asso
themselves, but the road work which
ciation a well attended and enthusi
is now undertaken ,by this traction
More
and
more
the
small
gasoline
astic meeting was pulled off and

engine is being pressed into service
on the various fair grounds represent much was done to get the operators as a much needed auxiliary to the
in
line
for
better
prices
and
better
ing this paper. They will be there
methods generally dur horse in the operation of the mo
again this year, as usual, and as many business

of the fairs will be held before the ing the season about to open. Thcy’re
next issue of The Threshermen’s Re dead in earnest up there, and it is
view will reach its readers, we take easy to predict a most gratifying
this opportunity of advising them of season for those who respect their
the fact; and, of urging them to make obligations and work for their own
known whenever they interests and the general good of the
meet a Review man. Our represent business._

themselves

atives are there for the purpose of

meeting all the old friends and mak
ing new ones. Step up and shake
hands with the boys; that is the

For a reasonable analysis of the
trouble with the threshermen we rec

ommend the letter of

power is one of the acquired things

which modern agriculture at present
demands. The early and late hours
dern harvester and binder. It does which is the lot of theyorker in this
all the work of operating the mechan connection excite our sympathy in
ism of the binder, leaving the horses his favor.
nothing to do but draw it through
“\Ve have long thought that the
the ﬁelds. The engine is a very de~ third attendant that traction owners.
sirable adjunct in any condition of were compelled to have was an unnec
grain or ﬁeld; but particularly when essary and unjust arrangement, when
wet weather has made the work more we compare it with the ‘ﬂying "
diﬁicult.
tractor, of 40 horse power, using the

public highway as a racing track,
The headquarters of the Des Moines with only one attendant, who is usu
A. Thresher Club at the Iowa State Fair, ally hooded and partially blindfolded.

one of the

principal thing they are there for. Minnesota brethren, Mr. Geo.
Dann, in this issue of The Review. August 20-28, will be splendidly lo

leaving in its wake a list of serious

Notice his ﬁgures.
His interest cated in nearly the exact center of the accidents. Traction traffic is credit
among the fraternity as “Steve,” charge is not enough, either; for he threshing machinery exhibit.
ed with the present bad state of the
will be there as a matter of course. has only ﬁgured one-quarter year’s
They will occupy a commodious roads, but that ought only to hasten
He has attended the fairs until it interest; but he has also
allowed tent and this will also be the head the evolution of the proper highway;
has become a habit, and is too well more than 10 per cent. for depreci quarters of the State Association of and to tax the traction owner or in
known to need further mention.
ﬁcers. New members to the organi any way, meantime, to increase the
ation, which evens his estimate up.
zation will be received here and old expenses in connection with the haul
F. W. Baker is another old timer
See, too, his comparison between
of The Review bunch and is well ac cost to farmer as compared with his ones are always welcome. This will age of threshing power would be to
quainted among the trade who will receipts in other days and those of be the best opportunity for every cause an additional burden on agri
attend the fairs this year. His greet last year, and say whether he is member to bring in one new member culture.”
ing is sincere and hearty, and he will wrong; and who is getting the little and swell the roll to twice its pres
The same old story told in a some
not be averse to talking subscrip end of the deal. Then don’t blame ent size before the next meeting.
what different way. But unless local
J.

L.

Stevenson,

better

known

tions or advertising should the mat

the farmer.

He has a right to get

ter come up.

his work done at the lowest possible
Who does not remember “Brown price; and without doubt, generally
ie,” the comical subscription getter speaking, he knows that he is getting
and accomplished musician! He has it done that way, and will neither
lost no ﬂesh since last be greeted the raise it so long as the operator ap
boys at the state fairs, nor has he pears satisﬁed, nor will he serious
gained any on that stutter. He is ly object when the price of threshing
another old timer who will ﬁnd many is placed at a point where it will
old acquaintance among,the visiting give the threshermen a reasonable
threshermen.

Another of the old guard is A. R.
Morford, whose friendly smile and
unfailing courtesy has made for him
many friends among Review readers.
His is a familiar face with many, and

he anticipates the renewal of old ac
quaintances during the fair season.

Occupying tents on each side of members of Parliament in that vicin
ity are more sensitive to “approach”
er papers, and the combined forces than their American compeers are,
of the three organizations will be there will be little doing. The big
there to warmly welcome every visit stick is the only thing, a fact that
the Thresher Club, will be the thresh

ing

threshermau,

and

together

“boost” for a better business, a big
ger association, and greater prosperi
ty for all in the thresher ﬁeld.

the operators in this country are wak
ing up to.

It is proper to urge the comparison
These United States are not unique between the rights accorded the “fly
involved.
in the matter of ill-calculated and ing tractor,” or speeding automobile.
Our correspondent hits the nail on oppressive laws governing the use on the public highways. and those
the head when he says that what the of threshing engines on the public given-or rather denied-the traction
modern thresherman needs is not highways. The engine men of Merry engine.
But this should not carry
cheap machine help, but better help England and Auld Scotia have trou with it any dislike for the more for
and a better price for his services. bles of their own and worse in de tunate automobilist. For as a mat
Wages are not too high for men that gree than those of their American ter of fact, like the bicycle enthusi
proﬁt for his investment and labor
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or three years ago that the limit had
been reached. The falling off in mer
ment. Nor need the fact that he is chandise imports due to the business
not entirely unselﬁsh in the work depression is responsible for the large
render us unduly critical of him. deﬁcit.
ast before him, he is a very impor
tant factor in the good roads move

Rather let him be welcomed as a
co-worker for better roads and bridg
es; for that is what he certainly is,
and rather an inﬂuential one at that.
There are a few of him who are in

A German ﬁrm has brought

out a

form of thin steel band for the pur
pose of replacing ordinary belt or
rope transmission;—a steel belt, in

fernal nuisances,

to say the least. short. It will run on either ordinary
But in the main the automobilist bare pulleys or on pulleys especially
takes no more than his rights; and faced for its use. Great saving in
the ranks are more and more being width and weight is claimed for it,
recruited from
the farmers, who a steel belt four inches wide and two
should be most deeply interested in hundrdths of an inch thick having
the good roads movement.
been successfully used to replace a
24-inch belt. The ends of the bands‘
Anent good roads, we call the at are joined by a special lock, having
tention of our Iowa readers to the its inner surface rounded to the radi
bulletin entitled Road and Bridge us of the smaller pulley. The band
Improvements for the Year 1907, does not stretch in use, so that the
which is practical and helpful. It pulley distances can be ﬁxed once for
This absence of
contains full and clear directions for all at the start.
the use and handling of road machin stretch also reduces the apparent slip
ery, particularly with reference to which occurs with ordinary belts,
the King road drag, how to make owing to the expansion of the belt
and use it, and how to manipulate whilst moving over the driven pulley
the steel grader. It also takes up and its compression while on the driv
the matter of proper drainage of the ing pulley. This slip is only about
Very
highways, preparatory to doing other 0.1%‘ with the steel bands.
road work, as well as the repairing high peripheral speeds are allowable
of wooden culverts and the construc with the new belts, and experiments
tion of steel bridges with concrete have been carried out at speeds up to
abutments.
The commission also 12,000 ft. per min., according to re
stands ready to furnish standard ports in the engineering press. Steel
plans and speciﬁcations for bridges “belting" should be a step forward
and culverts and to aid supervisors in power transmission, and apparent
and township trustees in all ways ly oﬁers many advantages over the
However,
that they can. This work is of espec material in present use.
is] interest to threshermen in the the new bands are not on the market
Hawkeye state, and they should avail as yet, and we will doubtless have to
themselves of the aid thus offered be satisﬁed with present methods for
whenever possible.

The Honorable Horatio seems to
have a stand in with the U. P. folks,
as witness the following from the

Ishpeming Iron Ore.
“Good Roads Earle” is a good
sounding title. There's as much hon
or, nearly, as in being governor.
There’s nothing better in Michigan
than its good roads, and if Mr. Earle
continues along as he has been going,
improving, and showing the people
how to make highways right, he will
have a lot of honor to his credit. For
Mr. Earle we can say he is a worker,
ﬁlling his position full to the very
top. He’s not afraid to speak his
mind or to get about the country in
the interest of the people. He also
has the right as a good American cit
izen to want to be governor. There's
no harm in that. It’s his privilege.
At the same time we want to see
some active man as commissioner of
the highways.
Our Uncle Samuel, as well as oth

II

steam used per brake horse power this one might have been avoided had
occurred for quadruples at a piston the victim but observed the rule nev
speed of 441 ft. per min.,_ triples at er to attempt the adjustment of mov
a piston speed of 474 ft. per min. ing machinery. In this case the belt
(3) The maximum economy piston which the man was trying to adjust
speed depends on several factors, the was not the immediate cause of the
exact inﬂuence of each of which re accident. But in ﬁxing the belt the
mains to be ascertained, but to a victim got caught in another moving
very large extent it is determined by part, and paid dearly for his care
the mechanical efﬁciency of the en lessness. Don't try it. You might '
gines. An increase in the value of succeed a dozen times. But again
the mechanical eﬁiciency will, other you might not; in which case your
things being unaltered, not only raise regret and that of your friends would

the economy absolutely, but will ad be deep and lasting.
vance the maximum economy point
on the scale of piston speed.
Power tells of an
(4) Both maximum power and

engineer

who

had had limited experience in steam
maximum economy piston speeds are
for the brake power considerably
lower than for the indicated power,
and therefore if the indicated horse
power were alone considered, the pis

ton speed of

maximum

electrical plants and was offered a po
sition in a street railway powerhouse
as chief engineer. The plant was not
large and the chief requirement was
to see that the men did their work

economy
and kept the engines and boilers in

would appear to be considerably high

er than it is in reality.

condition for safe and eﬂicient opera
tion. As a matter of fact, the duties
required

were

much

the

same

as

Alas, poor horse! If the Horseless those he was accustomed to:
Age reports the matter correctly the
city of Milwaukee will, in a short
time, use no horses for municipal pur
poses, except to draw ﬁre engines.

The city oﬂicials are convinced that
the automobile is so far in advance
of the horse in cost, maintenance,
and utility, that there is hardly any

After
due consideration, however, the po
sition was refused, solely because the
work was slightly diﬁerent from his
former work and he felt that he
would not be justiﬁed in shouldering
the responsibility.
Another instance is also cited, of

room for a comparison. Still, when an engineer who under about the same
it comes to real service the horse has circumstances made good; meeting
it over the auto yet, even in Milwau and solving the problems arising as
kee, where the ﬁre ﬁghting is done by they came; and the question is asked,
horse power as before; and the stock ‘How much bluﬁ is justiﬁedf” un
farm will remain good property for der such circumstances; and wheth
some time to come. But the auto is er either was justiﬁed in assuming
steadily coming to its own, too, and charge of the plant, when his doing
some time to come.
even the oppressed threshermen of so might have wrecked the machin
Kansas, some of them, anyway, get ery.
Some time ago a series of trials around in automobiles, and do not
Still another instance cited is that
were carried out on some experiment mind the expense.
'
of an ambitious engineer who wished
al engines in the engineering labora
to become a boiler inspector. He had
tory at an English (Armstrong) col
The automobile is a speedy ma a limited knowledge of matters per
lege, with the object of ascertain~ chine, even as compared with a 1000 taining to such a position. For in
ing by careful experiment the exact
motive: for the latter has the advan stance, in writing to Power, be pro
eﬁect upon the steam consumption
fcssed ignorance as to the method
tage of a special track and carefully

per brake horse power of running en

gines of ordinary design and propor_
tions at varying speeds of revolution.
ranging from the lowest up to the
highest practicable, nothing being al
tered throughout the series except
the resistance against which the en
gines were working. A second ob

maintained roadbed.
Riding in a
comfortable railroad car at sixty
miles an hour is exciting enough for
any but the seasoned traveler. But
what about sitting at the steering
wheel of an automobile going more
than twice as fast, with no rails or

employed by boiler inspectors in de
termining the allowable steam pres
sure to be carried by any particular

boiler. He did not know whether it
is essential to know the age of the
boiler, type of stays and method of

riveting the joints. He applied to
Power for help in this matter. Now
ing but the steering gear and the cool arises the question, was this man jus
head of the driver between him and tiﬁed in seeking such an appoint
annihilation, as was done by an Ital~ ment‘?
ian automobile expert on the Brook
In the latter instance it is our opin
lands track, London, one day last ion that he was not. Too much de
month. He drove for the distance of pends upon the experience and thor
ﬂanges to hold it to the track; noth

ject was to discover, if possible, the
maximum permissible
speeds
of
steam and exhaust in such engines,
with due regard to economy. This
last with a view to the determination

of the minimum sectional dimensions
of the steam and exhaust ports,
openings and passages, for adoption
in proposed engines of this type,
without entailing sacriﬁce of econo
my in working. Compound, triple

ers, has suﬁered some by the ﬂur and quadruple expansion marine en
ry at the beginning of the year. At gines were used, which brings the
the close of the ﬁscal year, June 30, tests considerably above the traction
the deﬁcit in the United States Treas engine classiﬁcation; but the results
ury for the 12 months was $59,655, will be of interest to the student en
992, as compared with a surplus one gineer. These were:
(1) For every reciprocating steam
year previous of more than $84,000.
000.
The receipts from all sources engine, when change in power is
in the past ﬁscal year were $763,000, brought about by change in piston
000. The disbursements were about speed. there is a certain limit of pis
$823,000,000, or $181,000,000 larger ton speed at which maximum power
than in the ﬁscal year 1907. The in is attained, and beyond which the
crease in. expenditure on account of power will fall as the speed is in
public works was $17,100,000, due creased. There is also a certain lim
largely to the Panama Canal con it of piston speed with which is asso
struction. The expenditures for pen ciated maximum economy of steam
sions have increased markedly, be used per horse power developed.
(2) For the engines and conditions
ing $14,600,000 over‘ the preceding
year, although it was predicted two of the trials, maximum economy in

23/4 miles at the rate of 120 miles per oughness of the man who is to decide
hour. This record does not include upon the safety or otherwise of a

the swiftest mile, however. Demo steam boiler, or the pressure it shall
geot, driving a car on Ormond beach. be allowed to carry, to permit of in
January, 1906, covered two miles in experienced and ignorant men work
584/5 seconds, or at the rate of ing in that capacity.
122.4 miles per hour. The best mile
In the other two instances, the
straightaway is held by Marriott,
driving a Stanley car one mile in question appears to be fairly answer
281/5 seconds. However, these are ed by the cases themselves. Lack of
racing records that the speding nuis conﬁdence is a. serious holdback to
ance cannot hope to attain over our any man, where demonstrated ability
rural roads; and the sooner he recon

indicates that the man has a right to

ciles himself to the fact and gets be conﬁdent, as appears to have been
down to safe and sane driving, the the case in the ﬁrst instance cited.
better for himself and every rea

sonable man who owns a machine.

Who can.‘ doubt that this man could
have done as well as the other but

for his own lack of conﬁdence. Over
conﬁdence is likely to bring disaster;
The ﬁrst moving belt accident of but the man who turns down the op
which we have heard this season hap portunities which come to him be
pened in California the last of June, cause he' cannot trust himself to
and resulted disastrously enough.
make good bars himself from all real
Like the majority of such accidents, progress in his chosen business.
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I don’t see how a thresherman can again, but I thought that a man
get along without The Review.
could make more money by owning
I have not seen anything from this his own rig, so I quit him three years
neck of the woods. I own and oper ago and came to Downs and started
ate a 12 h. p. Huber, 32x54 rig, with

\X

\

with my own rig.

all attachments, and have plenty of
I have threshed longer than the
power. I think it is one of the best rest of the machines in this country
rigs in this country.
and I am not rich either, but there is
We get 41/2c for wheat, 21/20 for about two men out of one hundred
oats, 3% for speltz and 250 for tim that will make money and save it
othy. Threshing has been very good with a threshing machine, where the
here this year. Wheat yielded from rest of them will wear out their life
30 to 40 bushels, and oats from 30 to and machine and not have anything
40.

IN KANSAS.

From Ohio.
Editor Review:-Enclosed you will
ﬁnd stamps for another year’s sub
scription for The Review. Now, if
the waste basket is full, I may stand

Courtesy W. H. Otis, Gretna

your pencil and commence ﬁguring
what your expenses are for this

year.

this: Engineer, $4.00 per day; sep
arator man, $4.00 per day; water

a chance to tell the boys what we hauler, $1.50 per day; and for the
pull on your rig at $2,500.00 at six

per cent. 011’, $150.00;

depreciation

I have threshed for eight seasons;
on machine $250.00;

and ﬁgure 40

days’ run and other expenses $100.00
pound engine and a separator of the
and see what you have made during
same make. We have to carry 175
your fall’s run. I ﬁgure that it will
Ibs. of steam to get power enough to
amount to about $900.00. Is this too
run a 27x43, with blower and weigh

er.
We get 2c for oats, 3c for wheat,
and furnish four men. Wheat 'is
fair, but oats are light.
I have run many of the leading ma
chines and engines. Some are bet
ter than others, but they will all
thresh.
Now, if this comes in print I may
write again when the season is over.
Wishing The Review another good
year.

F. E. Field.

R. 16, Everett, Ohio.
*

*

#

*

*

*

An Old Machine.

timothy 25c, buckwheat 10c. Now.
brother threshermen what proﬁt do
you get for your rig?
We own one-half interest in a rig,
complete, and it cost us $2,500.00,

and we have threshed oats for 2c.
barley 21/2c, wheat 4c, timothy 121/20.
up to this year; and we raised, as
about four or ﬁve others raised, to
these prices, oats 21/30, barley 3c,

wheat 50, timothy 15c. But there is
always some price cutters who even
thresh for 2, 4 and 121/2 cents, and

in order to get a little stock thresh
ing offer to do it for one-half cent
less than that. It is high time we
were Waking up and come to a living
price and do just as our merchants
and grocers; just stop, sit down with

I don’t want to get oﬁ of my story,
but will say that wheat looks very
nice at present here and is heading
now, but is awful short. Prospects
are for about 10 to 15 bushels per
acre just now.

Dear Editor, please ﬁnd enclosed
25 cents for one of your account

books, and if this letter don ’t hit the
willow basket, I will come on alfalfa
this fall.
C. H. Wright.
R. 2, Downs, Kansas.

high? If it is some one please ﬁgure
it out cheaper. If you do, you have
got to get help that don 't know any

thing about the business.

Of course,

everyone does not have to employ
engineers and separator men.
My

Editor Reviewz-I am a thresher
1' 1: *
man, and as I have been reading The
An Advance Enthusiast.
Review for the past four months and
Editor
Reviewz-I will write you
have not seen any letters from this
neck of the woods, I‘ will try and a few lines to let you know what we
write my ﬁrst letter, as I have a lit are doing. We run a 10 h. p. Ad
tle leisure time and it is quite amus vance engine; we run a saw rig of
ing to read different letters in regard our own and we have a clover huller.
to success with threshing machines. We have no threshing machine. We
saw about all winter and spring and
Now, in this country, most any man
farm
some in the summer and hull
can pay for a rig and have a pretty
clover
in the fall.
fair machine left to make the farm
Well, I can say this about our en
ers kick about the old machine. I
notice in your May number that gine, that it is one of the best en
there is an Avery machine still run gines that ever run over the roads.
ning that has been out twelve years. It is 18 years old and good for 10
Now I can tell one that will beat that. years yet. Never would run any oth

partner and I are both licensed engi
neers and we run our own rig and In 1890 Andrew Bell, of St. Marys,
take care of it and so, of course, we Pottawatomie County, Kansas, a
do not have so much expense.- We reader of your paper, -bought a B'uf
do not belong to the price cutters. falo Pitts Niagara separator, and he
When it comes to that we go to the has run it every fall, averaging vfrom
shed and let the other fellow have it. 90 to 120 days threshing each year,
I hope there will come a time when till three years ago, then he sold it
threshermen can come together and

er make.

I would advise everybody

that wants a good engine to buy an
Advance.
Wishing The Review and its read~
ers success.
Elza Jolliﬁ.
Newberry, Indiana.
***

to John Medly, at Paxico, Kansas,

agree on a price so that we can have and he has run it since then and is
At It 33 Years.
an equal standing with other bus ready to thresh with it this fall.
Editor Review:—I haven't notic iness. Bro. threshermen, it is a busi Now I won’t be like Mr. C. H. F., I
ed anything from this neck of the iness.
, will tell that it has several new shaft
ings and insides entirely new twice,
woods for some time, and as I am an
J. S. Colgin.
and his repairs the last three years
old time thresherman and have been
Earlham, Iowa.
he run it cost him $100.00 each time.
through the mill for 33 years I will
* * *
Now he made plenty of money with
try to write a few lines, but will not
A Huberite.
his machine. He cleared $1,000.00
give you for publishing my big day ’s
Editor Reviewz-I have been a each year. I‘ worked for him four
run nor how much I ever booked in
any one year. I have threshed for a reader of The Review for four years. teen seasons and can work for him,
good many thousands of dollars, but
have never got rich. Threshing ma
chinery is quite expensive and a man
has to thresh for almost nothing.
When I commenced threshing with
the old horse power I had to pay
about $650.00 for a threshing outﬁt.
We threshed oats for 30, barley 10c,

then.

They will run something like

are doing in Summit County.

we are now running a 16 h. p. com

I have threshed 45,000 bushels

of grain.
This is my ﬁrst letter to The Be
view so I guess I‘ will close for this
time, hoping to hear from some of
the other threshing brothers.
Wishing The Review and its read
ers success.
H. A. Markel.
Nebraska City, Nebraska.

For a Decade.
Editor Reviewz-As my subscrip
tion has expired and I don’t like to
miss a number, I enclose 50 cents to
renew it.

I had an accident four weeks ago
and had my right arm broken and

this is my left hand I am writing
with.
I have threshed for ten years. I
run a 22 h. p. Advance engine and
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L0
is THE
PROFITABLE
'e if WITH
RUMEH HULLER
When we began building Clover Hullers people smiled because they were bigger
than anything that had been on the market before. One of the old time thresher
salesmen, who had met Rumely goods in competition forty-ﬁve years ago, remark
ed, “That machine is like one of the early Rumely Separators with its huge hub as
thick as a man’s body in each of the wooden wheels. We used to joke and call it the
‘Dutch Separator,’ because everything was so thick and solid, but one thing I did no- ‘
tice in all the years when I sold machinery,” he added, “was that none of these ‘Dutch

Sgfparators’ were offered in trade. The men who had them did not want to trade them
0

.97

We started building l'lullers on generous lines, with ample separating area, large
cylinders and of strong materials. Others have followed in our lead, but we still
have by far the biggest machine with a capacity that exceeds any others. There is a
need for a big capacity with ample separating area because a thresherman wishes
to use all his power to do quick work and, at the same time, get all the seed out of
the straw without loss, hence the element of size is so important.
HULLERS

RUMELY :

it???
i a???‘ ‘if?
v is v A savage’???

RUMELY
HULLERS

LEAD

sgvisisislrisiaiv

LEAD

Notice the'graceful lines of this Machine

eieiéieisiefiéiéié

They Show that it is well proportioned.
The material is distributed where it is needed to meet the strains. It is not delicate

? 9
‘7i 9‘ ‘9 i ‘9 5
?$ 9 9 9 9 1

9 9 9 '9

like a toy, but a real machine for men who
want to do real work.

Address:

‘ 7

our hulling ‘cylinder is equipped with big

‘

our own shops and is case hardened in oil. The
hart: 33:15:
ffsligé vfé’a'itavi'iiig T'ii‘ﬁgﬁi
cavegbdow the hulling cylinder is arranged with

9

_ . “‘

RUMELY

,‘

tooth rasp.

' Y

\

IG-TOOTH RASP.

M. RUMELY COMPANY,

This rasp is made of reﬁned iron in

the special Rumely drop device, by which a for
eign body can be freed by one'movement of the
lever.

La Porte, Indiana

BRANCHES
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI-108 and 110 S. Tenth Street
INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA-140 Capitol Ave. South
LINCOLNI NEBRASKA
.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—1222 W. 11th St. (Station A)

GRAND FORKS. NORTH DAKOTA
MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA-324 N. First Street
WICHITA, KANSAS
‘
DENVER, COLO.-—S. G. Shaw & Co., Selling Agents

FOND DU LAC. WISCONSIN.
TOLEDO. OHIO—1412 Cherry Street.
DES MOINES. IOWA
LOGANSPORT. INDIANA
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Sawmill Outﬁts * '
Consisting of a perfect working variable feed sawmill, and a care- _
fully designed piston-valve high-pressure engine and boiler, built
purposely for the work, insure economical lumber manufacture.
You want a mill that can be mounted and made portable if neces
sary, and yet one that will do the same work-just as accurate and
as fast--as the larger, heavier stationary mills. The BUCKEYE

is that mill. It is the combination of economy and convenience.

The Buckeye Improved Variable Feed Mill. Solid Carriage.
For Engines from 10 to 100 h. p.

These, Mills can be run with any power
yet where the best results are desired and the mill made to
work to its full capacity, a power is required that will be

even and continuous regardless of the load.

This is only

possible with an engine that carries high enough pressure

to have the necessary power in reserve when needed.

Our

High Pressure, Center Crank, Portable, Piston Valve En

gine is built for this work and we recommend it for use in
sawmilling. It is always there with the power. Consult
with our experts.

Send for Catalogue T.
Our Portable High Pressure Special Sawmilling Engine-2o to 60 h. p.

THE ENTERPRISE MFG. CO., 1040 Main St, Columblana, Ohio
I run it charging a fair price and paying for
six years and never had a box re their rigs, too.
I just thought I
paired and it is good for six more. would guard against the price cut
The threshing season was short out ter in the event of his coming in our
here. I threshed 28 days and cleared midst. I put in 75 acres of good
$475.00. I think that is pretty good. wheat with my old 17 h. p. engine and
Wheat made from 7 to 20 bushels seven plows. If I do lose a portion
per acre.
of that dusty, hot, sweaty run after
I think I will have to close my let tough straw and muddy ﬁelds, across
ter for this time, with best wishes for some dangerous bridges, I will say
they are welcome to it. I will go
The Review.
J. H. Burger.
out and try the plows again and try
R. 1, Hildreth, Nebraska.
* * *
to multiply my acreage by at least

40x60 Advance separator.

it.

not hold any conversation with any
I have seen in your letters about one else. His duty and his mind
sawing lumber of all kinds. Who of must be on his work at all times
my brother threshermen could fur while at work. Never leave the en
nish me some sycamore or elm planks lgine unless there is some one there

used for crossing bridges.

I would that knows what the engine is. That
is how I ﬁrst got my experience. I
can take hold of an engine, take it
and six planks 8 feet, size 16 inches all to pieces and put it togeth
like to have six planks 16 feet, six
planks 14 feet, six planks 10 feet,
wide and 31/; inches thick.

two.

A Good Prospect.

larger next year.
Come, boys, let self. That’s~ how so many accidents
us make this wheel the next conven happen, having some other person do
tion one of the best ever known. It ’s your work. And see that the ﬁreman
all for us, it will be just as we make does his duty promptly.
He must

I‘ would be pleased to hear from
Will say my experience has taught
Editor Review:—Enclosed ‘you will
me the boys must hold up for each some of my brother threshermen who
ﬁnd the sum of 50 cents to renew my‘
other. My policy is to never try to can furnish these planks or at least
subscription for The Review, which
Charlie Bergin.
land a job which the other man has part of them.
has been out for some time. Will
Ida Grove, Iowa.
the promise of, but I will work for
say I am glad to get in line again
* >1= *
new and untaken jobs. neither would
with all the other readers. I like to
I take a job of sawing out a setting
Prosperous.
hear from the boys all over the ﬁeld.
that another saw mill man had staked
Editor Review:—I said I would let
I have added a 17 h. p. Frick en
off, but that is what some fellows
gine andv a seven bottom John Deere
you know more about my experience
did to me last winter. 'I was pretty
in threshing.
We all know what
gang plow to my outﬁt, this and a
mad,
saw mill, besides pulling a six hole
Joliet corn sheller, sometimes a four

roll McCormick shredder; also pull‘
ing hedge and buzzing wood occa
sionally, which keeps me pretty busy
the year round.

We

have

a

good

prespect

for

wheat this coming season, which will

not be very far off.

We had a good

crop last year, but so much rain and
such awful ﬂoods. After threshing

so much had grain last season, I con
cluded to raise the price on threshing
wheat from 4c last year to 5c for
this.

What is more, if I can’t get

that, I won't thresh at all. In some
sections they are bothered by price
cutters, but the threshermen in my
community
are
honorable
men.

but

I thought better

of it;

er again.

I have run a. traction en

gine for four years and never can
learn too much about it. There is
something new all the time.
I‘ am very much satisfied with The
Review. I would not drop that pa
per for anything, because it is a help

to everyone if he is interested in
farm machinery as much as I am. So
I will wish The Review success, and
that brother threshermen seeing this
letter will do as I have stated. This

threshing is, but there is only about

will be all for this time.
considered it as good riddance of bad
one-tenth of the threshermen that
rubbish.
J. J‘. Snorek.
know how to thresh and do good'work
Now, Mr. Editor, I don’t come at in threshing. In consequence. what
Fort Stevens, Oregon.
you very often. If this letter is too most of us should look at is to know
P. S.—I have a few words more
1on2’. don’t say anything‘ about it. the principal parts of a steam engine. that I want to say to The Thresher
If there is any good in it. publish it. \Ve all know what a steam engine is. men’s Review that will put light in
Walter Whitecatton.
It is an apparatus for converting your hearts.
Since I have been
heat into mechanical power.
threshing, I have cleared 8325.000 in
Silver Lake, Kansas.
*
*
*
The explanation that I can give for ﬁve years. Now that is the most
the care of an engine is this; get ac money I have ever made. I had very
Wants Bridge Planks.
quainted with its parts and see that little expense and I put my money in
Editor Review:—Having had the they are all 0. K. Keep the bear a bank. That's how I got a start.
pleasure to meet the editor at the ings well oiled and see that there is
J. J. S.
Iowa Threshermen’s Convention at no binding. Do not screw the nuts
Des Moines, came home from the con too tight; just screw them so that
vention well pleased with the mate they run freely. Never depend upon
rial in the spokes built in our wheel, another man to do your work for
and hope we will build it heavier and you; you must do that part for your

*

*

*

The Compound Cylinder.
Editor Reviewz-Not seeing any
thing from this immediate vicinity,
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‘ There’s More Money in Baling Hay,
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Straw, Corn Fodder, etc., than there is in Threshing.
The Season is Longer---practically

no limit.

You can bale all winter,

so far as the Season is concerned.

Is the best machine of its class because it has the strongest and most
effective feeder, and because it has the heaviest and most powerful

gearing. It has the greatest capacity because it can be speeded higher
than any other. It has the lowest average repair bills, by actual ﬁgures.
These are facts. Think them over, then write us for the proof and get
in touch with THE COLUMBIA—the necessary addition to any full
threshing outﬁt.

AnnmArbor Machine Co., 1204 Broadway, Ann Arbor, Mich.

will say that my father has ownedil don’t believe any of them made
Now my solution of this problem
With best wishes for you and all
lately a 10 h. p. compound Woolfl their fortune; but we hope this fall the “Boys” the coming season, I am is this; organize and stick to it, and
valve engine, one Eli 16x18 belt pow will be a better one for all of us.
you will get your price. If you can
Very truly yours,
er press, one Advance thresher and We think that the Massillon well de
not get all your neighbors to join
R.
R.
Gillingham.
a Reeves clover huller.
serves her title, “The Boss.” Well,

Baling hay and threshing is not thinking I have written enough. I will
entirely a success; the jobs being ring off.
small and long hauls, the business
Tedd. R. Strevell.
being cut up.
salt.

Threshing won’t buyi

The best baling we have done is
35 tons in nine hours;

the average

being about 15 tons.”

thresh for the union price anyway.

Accotink, Va.

Your opponent will either play out
*
*
*
or give in in a short time.
The Right ldea.
In regard to license will say that
Avoca. Mich.
I am in favor of them. Let the
Editor
Reviewz-Not
seeing
any
*
*
*
thing from these parts for some time threshermen and engineers take cor
respondence courses in some good
From Iowa.
I will write.
correspondence school, and they can
Editor Re'vie\v:—I‘ thought Iwould
IVheat is looking well at present,

write you a few lines to let you know and unless rust strikes it we can

qualitfy themselves in a short time.

that I am still alive and still a hope for a good yield. The acreage I‘ took the International School '5 me—
pound cylinder.
I know it saves thresher.
I own a 12 h. p. engine is short this time. There is a large chanical engineer's course and I
steam with 120 lbs. of steam. With and Nichols & Shepard Red River acreage of oats, which means a loss found it exceedingly helpful.
80 it does not, the steam being part Special separator, Hawkeye feeder, to the
I have a 12 h. p. Gear-Scott en
threshermen.
We thresh
ly condensed when it enters, there Peoria weigher and a straight stack wheat, oats, rye and barley for the gine, 28 in. Nichols & Shepard sepa
fore taking more water with it.
er. \Ve had a big run here last year. 12th bushel. Oats usually sell for rator, and a Wheland Machine Co.
Earl F. Warner.
We get 2c for oats, 10c for timothy, 40 cents, so you see we do not get saw mill. I ﬁnd this makes a very
Union City, Michigan.
50 for barley, Go for millet. There much for the work. We have small nice rig for this country.
I have
* *
*
is a big acreage of oats out here this crops here, seldom over more than been in the business 11 years and not ‘
I read a good deal about the com

A Michigan Opinion.

spring. Jobs are small here in com 300 bu. to the crop.
We have a
parison to some other states, but the rough country to move over and the

Editor Review:-I have just re
ceived my ﬁrst issue of your paper right man with a right kind of a rig farmer furnishes everything except
Well, I the operators of the rig. and they
and think it has no equal on the globe can make some money.
for an all around thresherman’s mag‘ guess this is all I will bother you often do not have enough help; and
azine. We run a 16 h. p. Russell with this time. Wishing all of my this makes it hard on the thresher
compound engine and 30x46 Massil brother threshermen a prosperous man. However. we are not bothered

lon Cyclone separator, with feeder year, I will close for this time.
F. H. Holmes.
and blower. We had a job of thresh
ing yet to do this spring from last

Allerton, Ia.

fall. Our engine is a fast traveler on
Will be Humming.
the road. She can run away from
any of them. The roads and bridges
Editor Review :—Thank you for re
are very good through this part. minding me of the time for renewal.
*

*

*

some of my experiences with both
saw and threshing.

with price cutters.
“'atertown, Tenn.
I notice in The Review some think
lthe manufacturers ought to control

the price.

If those same thresher

men were to go to a company and
wanted to buy a. rig and the company

should say all right, “we will sell

By you a rig if you will sign a forfeit.
a bushel all through; which is not the time this reaches you the cylin not to thresh for less than 4 cents,”
enough.
The
traction
engines der will probably be humming. We when 3 cents was the ruling price.
through here vary in power from 12 threshermen like to quietly “Re the throsherman would get mad and

The average price for threshing is 2c I enclose 50c for another year.

rich yet. However. I have managed
to live. I want a clover huller this
fall, there is a large amount-of clov
er here this time.
At some future time ‘I will give

*

*

W. D. Jones.
‘
*

Experienced.
Editor Review:—-I think The Be
view is as good a paper as a man can
read, as one sees all the questions
and answers from brother thresher
men. I have read many questions
from different men and think some
of them very good; these having been
regarding roads, bridges and some of
the laws of the country. I think our

h. p. to 20 h. p. We have some view” occasionally the work well tell the company that it was none of
bad hills here to climb. Last fall done, or see where we could have im their business what price they thresh
was a poor fall for threshing and proved on it.
brother threshermen should have a
ed for.

August, 1908.
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little more rights on the roads.
thresherman has a lot

A the life of a separator was longer by
to contend two years or more than it is today.

with, he has to stand the abuse of One of the three things, feeder, blow
the farmer and then get kicked off er or weigher are the parts that take
the thresher’s proﬁts the most and
some of the roads.
I used to run a threshing machine give the most trouble as a rule, and
but I will not state what kind it was. when we come to the other end of the
I used a 16 h. p. engine with 36x60 threshing rig of today, it costs just
separator with feeder and blower and about twice what the engine did to
Hart grain weigher. In my country do the same work 15 years ago. So
I had lots of sand to contend with. here we are with a rig at that time
I think the Avery Mfg. Co. have got costing about $1,700 or $1,800 and
about as good a machine as a man running from 50 to 100 days. We
can get. Of course there are others will say 60 days. Running of ma—
that are good, too, but the Avery chine was about as follows: engineer,
new engine I don 't think can be beat. $2.50; ﬁreman, $1.50; two feeders at
It makes a lot of difference who the $2.00 per day; tankman, $2.50 per
man is who has got a hold of it, for day; oil and lace leather say 50 cents
some men can get more out of an en per day, costing in help to run rig, if
gine than others. That is the way all was hired help, $11.00 per day.
with lots of machines. If they had And we received for threshing 4, 2

What You Want in a Hay Press is

CAPACITY CONVENIENCE
DURABlLlTY ‘ '
That is what you get in the

Dain Pull Power Hay Press
Being built on the PULL POWER plan it can be backed up to the
middle of a stack. All the hay can be baled at one setting. Takes less
mcn on the stack to pitch. Delivers the bales in front out of the dirt and
chaﬂ'. Bales can be tied without climbing over or running around Press.

a good man behind the gun it might and 8, so we can ﬁgure on earning
hit the spot. It is not the machine ’s about $30 per day through a good
fall run, and the grain was better
fault, but the man who runs it.
those
days than now, turned out bet
I have hadv a lot of experience with
machines, and have been at it ever ter straw. So we’ll say $30.00 per
Have han day for 60 days would be $1,800,

since I was 15 years old.

less hired help and oil, $11.00 per
dled machines for about 21 years
Payment of
and I don’t think that I know it all day, leaving $1,140.
$600
and
interest
on
$1,800
at 7%
yet. I have never studied very much
in books, but have taken mine all for three months, ﬁrst payment $31.

from experience, and think that is making in all for ﬁrst payment $631,
a good way for a man to learn his and wear and tear on rig for one
business. About a year ago I came year $300 or $1,800 for six years;
to a thresher and I stood and watch
ed him running his engine, and while
I was there his injector wouldn't
work, and he didn’t know how to
ﬁx it. There was nothing the matter

making in all, help, payment, inter
est and wear and tear on rig, per
year for six years $1,399, leaving a

net proﬁt of $500 per year.
This was for a live thresher in

with it, only he ran hot water through southwestern Minnesota at that time,
it and the injector would not work but that was ﬁfteen years ago and
on that account. So I said to him, things have changed some since that

"let me start it for you,” and he time.

The Dain Press has no pitman for the horses to step over. .It has no
toggle joints or other complicated, short lived, power losing conirivanccs.
It is simple, powerful, and consequently durable. No press can near ap
proach it for making neat, smooth, square ended bales, the ‘kind that pack
close in cars and bring highest price on the market. Its big hopper and
large feed opening make it easy to feed. Before buying a Hay Press be
sure to get our balcr catalog. It tells all about the many exclusive ad
vantages possessed only by the DAIN PULL POWER HAY PRESS.
Writefor it today.
We also make the Dain Pull Power Hay Press in One Horse Size.

DAlN MANUFACTURING COMPANY

The horse power is a thing of

said it would never work, as it never the past, we might

say, although

880 Vine Street,

Otturnwa, Iowa
Please mention The Review.

there may be a few used. There is
not many where there is much grain
raised.
So we have passed the space of ﬁf

Why Cut Out Flues in the Old Way

would work with hot water as well threshing conditions of that time
I‘ said, “Try it, and see with today or 1907. This was not
if it will,” so he tried it but it would a good crop, but was about the same
not work with the hot water.
Then as the past ﬁve or six years, so we

and thereby mar the ﬂue sheet when we can rebuild
>
your old expander or sell you a new combined. Ix
', pander and Guitar, or a cutter without expander at
a reasonable price.
Our iiuo cutter will save you
100% in cost of labor in roﬂuing an engine. Can take
out and put in due. in a night it necessary.
F4
.__ pecially adapted for threshermen‘. use.
Write for
particulars and prices.

had.

Well, I tried the injector with

cold water and it went right oﬁ.

I

told him that the water Was too hot
and he didn't know what to think of
it. He said he thought an injector teen years to 1907 and will compare
as cold.

he tried it with cold water and it will see how much proﬁt the thresh
went right away. That is the way er has left in the fall of 1907.
with many engineers in the country.
In the ﬁrst place we will buy a rig‘
I read a testimonial in The Review
of a man with a machine. I think
his ideas are all right; that is, a man
with a machine ought to carry a good

Stebbin’s Black Jack Belt Dressing
Slipping oi’ belts causes friction, therefore loss of
power, consequently you have to use more fuel and
water. We therefore ask you to use our Black Jack

with the same size cylinder, 36 inch,‘
with blower, feeder, weigher, for the

Brand of Belt Dressing which is guaranteed to be

sum of $1,100, but will the 12 h. p.‘
engine of ﬁfteen years ago run iti
log chain with him in case of mud No, we must have a twenty-two h.
or sand on his way. I used to do this p. at least, which will cost us about
with my machine and a man will $2,000, so our rig will cost $3,100
make money by so doing.
I hope at the least we could buy it for on
to hear from some of the brother time. Hired help is about as follows:

,.

‘31 Jack Brand of Dressing will do the following:
~
"
,
:
=

Saves power; it makes Gandy belts equal rubber;
it increases the life of all bolts 10%; it is a dressing
that is equally good on leather, rubber and Gandy
belts.
Saw mill men and threshermen after once t
I!‘
this dressing never try to get along without it.
nee

tried always used.
.

'

threshermen in The Review.

engineer, $5.00 per day; ﬁreman.
My letter is getting long so will $3.00 per day; water man and team,

one oi.’ the best dressings on the market.
It will
save from 5 to 25% of your fuel and water. Black

To get all threshermen and saw

mill men to try this dressing we will send one quart

can by mail for 75 cents.

Stebbim & Zillgitt, Fairmount, N. Dakota.
Pat. Pending.

close wishing The Review and its $5.00 per day, separator man, $5.00
readers much success.
Jas. G. Peterson.

Sheﬁield,Ill.
=l<

*

*

Some Figures.

per day. oil 50 cents, making hired

help and oil to run this improved rig
$18.50 per day. And today thirty

ONE DOLLAR A DAY SIAVED

days is a good long run, and the man

Will pay for itself in 60

that booked $35.00 per day the last
few falls was a live thresher. In this

days.

know

ance

what

to wheel out
Why not save

the expense and

Editor Review:—Wish you and part of the state, thirty days at $35.00
your readers a prosperous season for per day would be $1,050, less $555
1908.
May the threshing business start
on business principles for all time
to come, that this great business may
not be so looked down upon in the
future as it was in the past. Let us
go back about ﬁfteen years and see
if conditions were better or worse at
that time than at the present. In‘ the

You

it costs
sawdust.

annoy

by using

The Bemiller
Fan Blower

for oil and hired help would leave
$495. Interest an $3,100 for three
months, ﬁrst payment $54.00, and

Made especially for saw
mills. Can be adjusted
or disconnected qnlck
ly and will blow the
sawdust from 30 to 50
feet
in
any direction
desired.
Runs easily.

ﬁrst payment of $1,033, and wear and
tear on same for 6 years, $500 per
year, counting both
rigs run six

no

years; would cost for the ﬁrst three

extra.

power

requir

ed.
Will not clog or
choke up.
Sold subject to trial

years at the above ﬁgures $2,042
per year, and the next three years it
ﬁrst place at that time a 12 horse en would cost $555 per year without any
gine and a 36 inch cylinder was a repairs, and we will say the rig will

and privilege oi’ return
_ if not satisfactory.
“'ri to
for
catalogue

and

prices.

fair size rig, no blower or feeder or be worth what the repairs cost for
weigher, making separator cost about six years after it has run the six
$500.00 less than it does today and years. It would cost each year for

. The Bemiller & Ritter Fan Blower Co.

lButler, Ohio
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six years to run and pay for same, tion instead of only two. The fore
about $1,100 per year, so where is man and myself both spoke of it, but
our proﬁt now; it is on the wrong neither of us got onto the real cause,

side of the ledger.
Now what are we going to do about
it, keep On buying new rigs and do
ing the work for nothing or get a fair
price for investment and our work.
It is left for the threshermen of
America to say.
In 1895 farmers sold oats for 10
and 12 cents per bushel and paid 2
cents for threshing them, and 4 cents
for wheat and sold it for 40 cents.
In 1907 they paid the thresher 2
cents for oats and sold them for 45
cents per bushel and paid the thresh
er 3 cents for wheat and sold it for
$1.00 per bushel. And threshing bar
ley at the same as oats, in 1895 bar
ley sold for 18 and 20 cents and in
1907 sold at‘90 cents per bushel, and

17

though we were both considered pret

Attention, Threshermen

ty good about the principles and con
struction of the steam engine. But
when I read the question and answer

A Force-Feed Lubricatorwesignedlforz You.

in The Review, I could see at once
that this extra exhaust was caused by

steam blowing through the drain pipe,
and of course this would cause some
back pressure in the cylinders.

The “Dandy” Force Feed Lubricator
is the Best at Any Price

It was lucky we were not using

Material, Workman
ship, Durability
and Efficiency
Guaranteed.

more than half of the power of the

engine, or we might have found it
lacking in power from this back pres
sure.
Also when we were putting in this

Absolutely Positive
and Reliable

engine and boiler, I moved this 80 h.
p. boiler with my traction engine from

Simplest Kind of Ad
justment of Feed

the sidetrack to the mill, nearly half

a mile through the woods. The boil
Still er weighs about six tons. We made
the thresher does the farmers work a large skid, 16 feet long and ﬁve
for less money today than in 1895.
feet wide (which was about the size
I see some of the threshers blame of the boiler) and loaded the boiler
wages were up 20% over 1895.

No Ratchet Wheel
and Pawl to make
noise and wear out

the cut in proﬁts to high priced labor. onto the skid. Then we kept small
charge for their skids crosswise in under for the big
work according to what they have to skid to slide on, and found that the
pay. If wood or steel or labor go engine could handle it easily as long
up in the machine factories, the ma as the crosswise skids were kept un
chine man has to pay that raise. But der in good shape. So we got it on
most of the threshers have not busi the mill site and in position in ﬁve
ness enough about them to do so. hours from the time we started. Most
Wages are not too high for good of the men thought the engine would
machine men that will work and not move the boiler, and I was not
watch their part of the machinery. very sure of it myself until I made
The man that we used to feel 20 the ﬁrst pull. We used a pulley block

Why don’t they

years ago would not be any good to

day is running an up-to-date sepa
rator. What the thresher wants to
day is not cheap machine help, but
better help and a fair price for his
work to pay for these things, and he
is entitled to it, but as long as men

at ﬁrst so as to get a purchase on the
draft, but we found this was not nec
essary, so we took a very heavy ca

ble chain and hitched on direct.

Packed Pump, with
double inlet and out
let valves
Sold at popular prices
For further information and
prices write to

Standard Force-Feed Lubricator Company
44 North Water Street

Then when we got ready to raise
the smoke stack we used the engine

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Please mention The Review.

for that, ﬁrst raising a 50-foot gin
pole, then raising the stack by a pul
threshing at the price they can get,
ley block attached to the top of the
who is going to stop them is the pole and a long rope. The stack is
SAVES MONEY IN
question of today.
50 feet long and 34 inches in diame BIG CHUNKS,
Well I guess I will quit for this ter.
BECAUSE
time. If this does not see the waste
I expect to thresh this year a few It saves ‘1) to 90 min
utes time unloading
basket, I will come again.
miles from here in Green Lake Co.,
Want to keep on buying rigs and

lHrseilles Portable Grain Elevator andwagon Dump

Yours truly,

running on shares with a man who
Geo. A. Dann.
has a good separator and stacker, as
P. S. I have been in the threshing
I have a good engine (16 h. p., D. C.
business and have paid the price to Reeves), but no separator.
Prices
learn it as others have done and will
are fair and not many price cutters.
do.
Mostly 2c for oats and barley, the
**‘i
farmer furnishing all the help.

How He Found the Trouble.

Let us Show you
Why They Are
Superior to Others

every wagon. and all
manuaiiabor.
Think what that
meanste the man that
hires men and lPlinJH
and the man behind nu
"scoop" shovel.
It unloads the
largest wagons
in ‘Z to 5 min
utes.
Handles e a r
corn, w h e a t.
shelled c o r u.
an y kind ot
grain. s u g a r

Now, if you can use this letter or
or any_ A
_
please part of it, I shall be glad to have boots,
thing that can
' ' - ‘
handled with a “scoop." Two men can set it up or take it down. A boy can operate it. FURNISHED
ﬁnd money order for- the present you print it in your esteemed journal, be
MOUNTED ON TRUCKS WHEN DESIRED. Also with or without Horizontal Top-Conveyor, or Swiveled
Flexible-Telescoping Delivery Spout. We can furnish any length or style of outﬁt, to meet any require
year ’s subscription to The Review. I but if it is too long or uninteresting, lj'ﬂelllgg
We also make atull line of Hand and Power Corn Shellers. Horse Powers. Food Grinders. Pump
have taken The Review since its then let it go.
In . etc.
MARSEILLES
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, MARSEILLES, ILLINOIS
early days, some ﬁfteen years ago,
Harlan K. Nutting.
Branch Eouses and General Agencies at Principal Distributing Cities.
and have always been well satisﬁed
Germania, Wisconsin.
to pay the price of subscription, and
*
=i=
#
am sure The Review grows better and
From Missouri.
more interesting each year.
I noticed in the June number, in
Editor Review:—You notiﬁed me
the Questions and Answers Depart some time ago that my subscription
It delivers thick or thin oil, a drop or a tablespoonful at a time ac
ment, question of S. E. T. concerning had expired, but I‘ kept thinking I
cording to the pressure of the thumb on the piston. The ﬂow of oil is
l
piping from cylinder cocks, which would renew but didn’t take the time.
perfectly controllable at all times,
'
seemed to solve a problem concerning I like The Review and like to read
whether the spout is directed up
wards or downwards.
A slight
an 80 h. p. stationary engine which it, but I myself would like to pay a
THE
pressure of the thumb [delivers the
I helped to set up and run at Cay
Editor

Review:—Enclosed

FORCES THE OIL ANYWHERE

dollar a year and get the paper twice

oil in drops.

A heavier pressure

uga, Ashland Co., Wis., in a stave a month.
throws an even stream until the en
and heading mill. I piped the cylinder
tire contents of the can is exhaust
I am sending post office money or
drains so that there was only one
ed. With
der for one dollar for The Review
The Cannon Force Feed Oiler
valve to shut them both oﬂi, thinking
there is NO WASTE—-the oil goes
and the Engineer’s Guide.
this would be more convenient than
just where it is needed and NO
Well, I thought I would tell you
having two valves, and I never could
WHERE ELSE. No need to wipe
what
kind
of
a
rig
my
brother
and
I
up with a piece of waste after
see until I just read The Review that
Wadi
For handiness‘ com.eni_
the steam could blow through the own and operate. We have a 16'h.
p. undermounted Double Star engine
ence and economy YO_U need a
pipe to the other end of the cylinder and 31x49 Gaar-Scott separator, and
Cannon Force Feed 0115*
Ask
'
'
'
the Supply
man
for a "Cannon”
at each stroke.
a Knight
saw mill,
which
makes a
day
He has
a Supply
or ought to
to.
Now this engine when running had
good
rig‘
If
he
hasn't
write
me
direct.
a kind of double exhaust as though it
I will close for this time, wishing-l l
r
exhausted four times to each revolu

“ CANNON
OILER"

Manufactured
by
R. E, BLOOMER
ultimate,

I8
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BARKER FEEDER
FOR ALMOST NOTHING
We have a proposition to make to Threshermen who order a Barker Feeder from us that
will reduce the cost so it will fit nearly any pocketbook.
The Barker Feeder is
reliable and strictly
up to date.

_ We have arranged with Mr. John Barker, the inventor and original manufacturer of this well known feeder to continue the
manufacture and take entire charge of replacements and repairs, all of which can be had promptly.
OUR SPECIAL OFFER is good for a short time only, so drop us a line at once for proposition.
a lifetime to get a high grade feeder for almost nothing.

This is the opportunity of

THE H. C. WAITE AGENCY
CORNER 4th AND PRAIRIE STS.,

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
Please mention The Review.

l_

The Review and its readers a pros
perous year.
Hickory, Mo. M. F. Hamilton.

For 18 months this country has home of the gasoline and the steam
been fast ﬁlling up with homestead engine for plowing and threshing
ers, a great many of whom are from purposes. This has been a ranch coun
a
law
enacted
to
compel
states
and
the north and middle west, attracted try and has never been farmed much,
***
counties to put in bridges strong here, in most cases, by the opportun till last year, and then principally
Short But Newsy.
enough to carry threshing rigs with ity oﬂ'ered of getting a home from for forage crops and corn, but I am
Uncle Sam, and in others by the cli inclined to believe that the small
Chas Penton.
Editor Review:—-Enclosed please safety.
mate or perhaps a combination of grain crops would do well here.
Omaha, Nebr.
ﬁnd money amounting to $1.25 for a
, Fred H. Crain.
_vear’s subscription to The Review
Nara Vista, N. M.
and a year’s subscription to Gas

Power.

night or rainy days.

The thresher

man takes some very bad risks in
crossing bridges. There ought to be

*

I have been a reader of The

*

*

Review for two years.
I am no
thresher but I have three brothers
who have a 16 h. p. Huber engine,
and a 36x56 Minneapolis separator
with all attachments.
Threshing wasn’t very good here
last year. Oats only made from 36

heavy 25 h. p. traction engine of E.
\V. Colby’s saw mill outﬁt crashed

to ~10 bushels an acre.

down through, pinning Howard Her

Who Was To Blame?
The bridge

Minnesota, was the scene of a dis

tressing accident July 7, when the

They got 2

cents per bu. That is the ﬁrst year
they have threshed. They purchased

reid, the engineer, between the en_

gine and tender, killing him almost
instantly.
Mr. Colby states that on reaching
this bridge on the township line be
tween Martin and Clinton townships
and about three-fourths rods from the
Iowa state line, the engineer went
down ‘and himself inspected the
stringers, supports, etc., and thought
the bridge safe, which Mr. Colby also

the rig second hand and paid $500.00

for it.
Wm. Jno. Mack.
R. F. D. No. 1, Jolley, Ia.
>i<

*

=l<

An Opinion.
Editor Review:-—Regarding

near the Schellhouse

farm, ﬁve miles southeast of Hills,

trac

tion engineers, I hope the time will

did.

come in the near future when a man
must have a state license in order to

They, however, took the regular

precautions of laying down planking
Scene of Bridge Accident in Which the Engineer was Almost Instantly Killed.

run a traction engine. That is, a man
should have a thorough knowledge of

combustion, steam, and judgement of
the dangers and risk he runs if he

does not attend strictly to his busi
ness. Not long since I covered a
man’s ﬁre with dirt or soil; we found
water eight inches below crown sheet.

There is money in threshing if a man
is a hustler, and always ready while
daylight lasts.
Do your ﬁxing at

for the wheels to travel on;

but as

Courtesy E. N. Colby.

the drivers reached the middle of the
the two. The altitude here is about 14 or 16-foot structure, it suddenly
A Homesteader.
Editor Revie\v:—Please change the 41200 ft- and We hm'e a great deal broke in the center, dropping about
address of my Review from Augusta, of sunny weather, hence the name, seven feet into mud and water, the
111., to Nara Vista, N. M., as I am “The Land of Sunshine,” that has cab of the engine buckling back over
now located in this country, having been applied this country. We have the tender with the above- terrible
homesteaded 160 acres of government recently had a nice rain and also a results.
The bridge is said to be only two
land in Union County, N. W. of the snow which have put the ground in
or three years old; but on a road not
above town, which is an enterprising ﬁne shape for plowing.
I believe this country is the future much used.’
_voung town on the Rock Island.
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THE BOILER-FEEDER THAT
ALWAYS FEEDS
So long as there is water to feed the U. S. Automatic In
jector will keep your boiler supplied. It is positively aut
omatic. Operates at lower steam pressure and works to
higher than any other. 100 per cent. efﬁciency---and ab—

solutely no waste.

'

THE U. S. AUTOMATIC INJECTOR
saves work for the engineer--—saves money for the owner. You
can’t break the feed so long as the suction pipe or hose is under water.
That's why thousands of threshermen say “there’s only one prac
tical and everlastingly satisfactory injector for traction engines---the
U. S. Automatic.”
Used by over 300,000 engineers and adopted by
the U. S. Government.
WRITE FOR THE ENGINEERS RED BOOK.
steam user.

This book is invaluable to every

The information it contains is accurate, practical, dependable.

A

postal card will bring a copy to you free.
Buy from your dealer--insist on the words U. S. stamped on the Injector

American Injector Co.,

Detroit, Mich.
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The Outfit for Traction Plowing

The seeding of the new crop is now

completed and every man who has
any land left to break is hard at it.
As yet comparatively few of the

in the Canadian West.
The spring of 1908 ﬁnds the steam
plow gaining in popularity through

out the Canadian West. From the farmers of western Canada have ar
time of their ﬁrst introduction little rived at that stage when they have
more than three years ago, their rise no more land to break. If the old
Writing with reference to the hand

is about 3,100 feet above sea level,
some illustrations on this page, Mr. this is a great country for successful
J. N. Fiske, of Colby, Kansas, writes ly raising the hard winter wheat that
that, “Our Reeves engine pulling four the Northern millers are eager for
ﬁl/z-foot one way Hapgood
discs,
and from which they make their best
weighted with about 200 lbs. on each flour.
disc, followed by harrows and then
On account of the fact that good
three drills raking 26 feet wide, rep
resents our outﬁt in the ﬁeld, culti farm land can be obtained here from

vating, harrowing

and

drilling

90 $12.00 to $30.00 per acre, which can
be depended upon to yield an average

acres per day.”

homestead was broken up long ago
the chances are its owner has bought
another quarter and is busy bringing
it under the dominion of the plow

to favor has been rapid and there is
no evidence that the tide is anywhere
near the ﬂood. Of course there is,

and probably always will be, a class

and binder, so we can safely assume
that 90 per cent of the farmers of
the west will spend a few weeks

of scorners. Everything new has to
run the gauntlet of the sneers of that
class, but some of their number are
converts and some are silenced, if not
convinced, so that on the whole the
friends of the steam plow have rea
son to congratulate themselves on the

about now at the pleasant-though

hard—task of breaking. To do a lit
tle conservative ﬁguring here we ﬁnd
that, if the 150,000 farmers of the
three provinces average 10 acres of

increasing popularity of the new ag

breaking each, and they surely should,
another million and a half acres will

During the season of 1907 this of from 15 to 20 bushels per acre for ricultural power. Much, however, re
engine, with the LaCrosse disc plows, a term of years, it is readily under mains to be done. The battle of in
broke 2,800 acres of prairie, planting stood why so many steam plows are troduction is over, but the war for
about 700 acres of it at the time of now used in farming and is recom universal use is only begun.
.
breaking, to corn with planters fol mended by everyone who has become
About 300 steam plowing outﬁts
lowing the plows just ahead of the interested in the extensive raising of were in operation in western Canada‘
horrows.
wheat.
at the beginning of this year. Prob

be brought to a revenue producing

basis this summer.
plowing outﬁt and

In conclusion we wish to say that

admitting

that

they will plow for 20 clear days ex

FlKE8t HAYNES DlSClNG, HARROWlNG AND SEEDING.
This same engine prepared and
sowed to fall wheat in the fall of
1907. ﬁnishing December 10, over
4,000 acres and, at this writing, the

Taking an av

erage of 20 acres a day for each

ably this will not be a record year in

26 FT. Wins; 90 ACRES

clusive of all delays and breakdowns,

it will give us pleasure to answer in the sale of new machines, but large we get a season’s plowing for each
detail any requests that might be numbers will be sold and it is safe outﬁt of 400 acres on the average.
made by parties for further informa

to estimate that from $1,000,000 to Given suitable conditions some outﬁts
steam plowing have broken four or ﬁve times that
in Thomas County, Kansas.
machinery will be doing a notable quantity in the season, but these
Yours very truly,
share of the breaking during the next merely offset those who have worse
J. M. Fikc,
two months in the three provinces of luck. We have conﬁdence enough in
for Fike & Haynes.
Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta. the country and in the energy and
*
*
*
Of this machinery probably one-half ability of the steam plow agents to
Road Building Scheme.
will be operating in the, as yet almost believe that they will put out one
Another move to use the convicts virgin, province of Saskatchewan. hundred machines, poor year notwith
at the penitentiary in the making of Less than one per cent of this great standing. With 400 outﬁts at 400
a system of good roads has been start wheat province is as yet under the acres apiece, there should not be less
ed in Chicago.
At present in the plow and yet last year—a lean year than 150,000 acres standing to the
neighborhood of 200 convicts are used they call it—Saskatchewan contrib credit of the steam plowman of the
at the penitentiary at Joliet prepar uted 30,000,000 bushels of wheat to Canadian west before fall.
The
ing road materials for use in the the bread basket of the world. \Vhen amount might easily be much greater
state.
we consider that this province alone for the ﬁgures are conservative and
The promoters of the new move has 160,000,000 acres of land and, this is a land which has, in the past,
ment want the scope extended. At a as yet, less than 00,000 farmers it warranted optimistic ﬁguring. 150,
recent banquet at the Chicago Auto— requires no great amount of imag 000 acres or 10 per cent of the to
mobile Club a plan for building an ination to realize that here is a glori tal area broken will be a good record
ous ﬁeld for the development of the for 1600 men—which is the total num
entire system of good roads in Illi
ber required for the task. To break
steam plowing industry.
nois by convict labor was discussed.
the
90 per cent will be the task of a
What is stated here concerning
This discussion was followed by a

same engine is being used to thresh tion in regard to our wheat farming $1,250,000 worth of
out 1,000 acres of wheat raised last
year, which, on account of the heavy
fall of snow, was not threshed in De
cember as was intended.
With proper management we feel
that we will be able to prepare the

ground, beginning right in the bar
vest time and seed 6,000 acres to
wheat the coming fall and then do our

own

threshing getting

through in

fair season.
By carefully estimating the entire

cost per acre of both the breaking in
the spring and the seeding in the fall,
we are convinced that we can do this
work with the engine, which is a 32
h. p., at about half the cost for same
work done by horses and have tested
extensive farming sufficiently by
steam power‘ to prove to our entire
satisfaction that it is a success; and,
for this reason, as above stated, we

expect to seed 6,000
wheat this year.

acres

huge army of men and horses which

to fall decision to have attorneys draw up a Saskatchewan applies

bill to be presented to the legislature
The surface of Thomas County is embodying the ideas and plans advo
generally very level and our soil is cated. Every motorist in the state
a dark loam and works nice with all will be asked lo help push the mess
kinds of tools; and, as our altitude are.

with almost
equal force to Alberta and Manito

may easily number 50,000 or 60,000

ba, though neither of these provinces of the former and three or four times

!

is quite so well ﬁtted, naturally. for that number of the latter.
wheat farming as the center of the
And it is no foregone conclusion that
three sisters.
the men and horses will do a better
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quality of breaking on the average thought of putting four valuable Like a lot of men it could generate
than the “boilers” will. The quality horses-worth $1,000 in many cases more power than it could use and
of steam plowing improves year by —in the care of an ignorant man reminded one of some of these fel
year, while the quality of the other with a nervous fretful temper, how lows who fuss and fuss around the
kind tends to deteriorate as the quan~ ever well intentioned, is not comfort place and are always behind with
tity increases.
ing to the average man. He would their work because they haven't
So a little consideration of the sub prefer, could he ﬁnd such a thing, to weight enough mentally to make any
ject as it exists in the Canadian west pay an engineer a good salary and impression on their help. We tried
today will show that the coming sea buy an engine of some kind capable that outﬁt at a variety of tasks—

2!

The Man Behind the Plow.
There's been a lot to say about the man
behind the gun,
And folks have praised him highly for
the noble work he done;
He won a lot of honor for the land
where men are free—
It was him that sent the Spaniards
kitin' back across the sea.
But he's had his day of glory, had his
little spree. and now
There's another to be mentioned—he's
the man behind the plow.

son should see the steam plowman of doing the bulk of the work at pres

triumphant and the industry estab

ent devolving on the horses.

breaking, spring plowing and seed
The ing— and she was always the same,

lished more ﬁrmly than ever before. fact, too, that the present outﬁts have nearly, but not quite. Like the goat,
She could
The very fact that these big ma made good has raised in the smaller she was “all but(i)”
chines of a size and price prohibitive farmer’s heart hopes that the man draw one 14 inch plow in heavy
to the needs and purse of the average ufacturers will turn their attention breaking, beautifully, but couldn't
She could
farmer—are making good among the to him next and will build a machine quite manage a gang.
class to whose wants they cater, is of some kind suited to his needs and draw three bottoms nicely in shallow
attracting to the whole question of purse. His is the situation as it ex spring plowing but we ﬁgured she
farm motors a degree of interest ists here today, and a vast ﬁeld awaits must draw four to earn her board.
among thoughtful farmers all over the the men who introduce smaller, cheap One 22 vshoe drill and a set of har
country, that would have‘ been con er and lighter forms of farm mobiles, rows made a nice load for her, but
sidered impossible three years ago. A whether driven by steam, gasoline, it didn’t quite pay to have her run
This
change has come over the situation electricity, or alcohol. It is not dis ning around with that load.
since that time. Causes which were counting the work of the big outﬁts machine comes the nearest to solv
certainly at work then and which in the least, to say that they are not ing the problem of a cheap and handy
were even dimly seen have produced ﬁlling the whole bill. They were nev power of anything we have yet seen,

A battleshlp‘s a wonder and an army’:
mighty grand,
And warrin‘s a profession only heroes
understand;
There's something sort 0' thrillin‘ in a
ﬂag that's wavin' high,
And it makes you want to holler when
the boys go marchin' by;
But. when the shoutin's over and the
ﬂghtin's done, somehow
‘Va ﬁnd we're still dependin' on the
man behind the plow.

They sing about the glories of the man
behind the gun.
And the books are full of stories of the
wonders he has done:
The world has been made over by the
fearless ones who ﬁght;
Lands that used to be in darkness they
have opened to the light;
When God's children snarl the soldier
has to settle up the row,
And folks haven't time for thinkin' oi’
the man behind the plow.

>ER DAY; 2% MILES NORTH OF COLBY, KANSAS; SEPTEMBER 23, 1908.

results now and those results are all er meant to and never can do it. They and it is quite possible that it may
of a nature to force the intelligent meet the needs of the big farmer— be heard from again though it has
and thinking farmer to a study of
this question of a farm power. Take
the labor question for an example.
Certainly it is not so acute at the im
mediate present, but we all hope and

the man with over a section of land been hibernating for some time now.

—but they can never be sold, and stay
The directors of the Winnipeg
sold, to the half-section farmer, who Fair, which corresponds with the
forms the rank and ﬁle of the agri State fairs of The Thresherman’s Re
cultural army. The big outﬁts have view readers, are this year oﬁering
believe that is temporary. The labor served their turn in attracting atten three medals—a gold, a silver and a
question has become more and more tion to the possibilities of the ﬁeld, bronze, for the three best light agri
acute with each passing summer. The and they will continue to be in de cultural motors shown.
They are
ease- with which any hard working mand for work on large enterprises, making provision for a thorough test
man—and the woods are full of them but the next few years should see a of the capabilities of the diﬁerent
—can make a start for himself here great development and exploiting of machines exhibited and are judging
and now, has made it well nigh im smaller outﬁts.
from many diiferent standpoints, in
possible to obtain and keep for more
We had an outﬁt of this type on cluding the price f. o. b. \Vinnipeg.
than a few ﬂeeting months a really the farm two years ago for its trials Three judges will make the awards,
experienced man. Naturally, howev and it showed evidence of being a the three probably being—a college

er well he was used, he preferred to very useful machine.
break away for ‘himself and circum
stances have justiﬁed him in his de
cision. But the result on the farmer
is disheartening. It is tiresome and
monotonous to the average man to

With

In

all the pomp and splendor of an
army on parade,
through the awful darkness that
the smoke of battles made:
In the halls where jewels glitter and
where shoutin' men debate;
In the palaces where rulers deal honors
to the great,
There is not a. single person who'd be
doin' bizness now
Or have medals it’ it wasn't for the
man behind the plow.
And

\Ve’re buildin‘ mighty cities and we're
gainin‘ lofty heights;
We're a-winnin' lots of glory and we're
settin' things to rights;
the
Vi'e're showin‘ all creation how
world's affairs should run;
Future men‘ll gaze in wonder at the
things we have done.
And they'll overlook the teller, just the
same as we do now,
\Vho's the whole concern's foundation
—that's the man behind the plow.
—S. E. Kiser. in the Talisman.

some professor, a practical farmer and a

adaptation to the requirements of the
country (it was an English machine)
it should be heard from. Even at
that time it attracted considerable no
tice and much favorable comment
and inquiries have come to hand con

The Land of the Steam Plow.
mechanical engineer.
A great deal
Should anybody doubt the marvel
of interest centers upon this com
petition here. espeeially as it is the ous stories told about \Vestern Can
ﬁrst of its kind.

Nine machines are ada’s fertile prairies, the rapid de

entered, two coming all the way from relopment and settling up of the two

“break in” a greenhorn every sum
England. the remainder being of new provinces,Alberta and Saskatch
mer and it discourages good farming. cerning it ever since. By name the Canadian and American origin. The 'cwan, says John Glambeck, in Chi
The question of horse ﬂesh is an “Ivel Agricultural Motor,” it was a limit of weight when loaded with fuel Page News, let him take a trip this
other example. The rapid develop gasoline outﬁt, a two cylindered. wa and water is 14,000 pounds and the summer to some new district. just
ment of the country has caused a ter cooled. three wheeled affair, competition is open to any kind of opened up for settlement, then revis
great rise in the price of horses. Sim weighing only 3,000 pounds and de power. As I feel sure The Thresher it the same district three or four
ply the law of supply and demand

veloping 18 h. p.

The materials and man ’s Review readers will be inter

years hence.

He will he astonished

operating. The horse is the most del workmanship would have done credit ested in the result of such a test. I at the wonderful changes. This is es
icate of all sources of farm power to an automobile. but the machine hope to send an account of it to the pecially true of southern Alberta,
where the boundless prairies oﬁer no
when all is said and done, and the was “over-engined for its beam.” paper.
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The Only Perfect Bean and Pea Thresher

-

a ‘Q’?

BUFFALO PI'ITS BEAN AND PEA THRESHER AND CLEANER
These machines are equipped with our patented self feeder and stone extractor, dust collector, recleaner for polishing

‘

the beans, rubber rolls for' crushing hard lumps of clay, also straight and side stackers, or gearless wind stackers.
The purchaser may order any or all of the attachments as he desires.

BUFFALO PI'ITS COMPANY

Buffalo, New York

Please mention The Review.

obstacle to rapid development.

or eight-horse gang plow.
hind them and often adding a disc
But the steam plow is now coming harrow and seed drill, thus plowing
tune to visit the now famous fall into general use. It is a grand sight and seeding great stretches of land in
wheat districts of Claresholm, Nan to see these black monster engines one sweep.
The men who come here with a good
ton and High River.
I traveled rolling up and down the prairie, pull
horseback from Lethbridge to Cal ing from nine to eighteen plows be deal of money so that they can buy
Four years ago it was my good for

large tracts of land while it is cheap

and buy tools to farm it with are, of
course, the ones who generally get

rich quickest, but oftentimes a man
will succeed here on his “nerve” just

as quick.

gary, about thirty miles, east of the
Calgary-Edmonton railway, through

a district which at that time was a
perfect Winderness, inhabited only by
coyotes and gophers. At that time

Q

q.

that whole country was only consid
ered ﬁt for cattle raising and the good
people living along the railway shook
their heads when one asked what
chances there would be for raising
grain. They thought it was too far

from the

foothills

of the Rocky

Mountains and too dry.
About two weeks ago I had an op
portunity to drive over that very

same district from Gleichen to Leth
bridge and I‘ must confess that I was

highly astonished at what I saw.
Through township after township I
drove over good roads, past fenced

and cultivated farms, past substan
tial farm buildings, schools, post
ot‘ﬁces and stores. Waving ﬁelds of
grain, consisting of fall and spring
wheat, oats, barley and ﬂax, could be
seen in all directions, while horses
and cattle abound everywhere.

Everything out here is done on a
large scale—and the man who would
come here and try to farm with a
two-horse team would be considered
a curiosity. If a new settler cannot
afford a four-horse team he general-l

ly works out for some one else and
pays to have his land broken and his

crop put in.

A four-horse sulky

plow is about the smallest implement
used here; more common is the six

A FlNE PLOWING VISTA.

Courtesy Avery Co.
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As to the political future of this over the hay and another lot placed
great western country I do not know. on it. These sheets are homemade
The great majority of settlers here, and are usually good for a couple of
in southern Alberta, are Americans, years’ service. Take the widest un
but I don ’t think the sentiment is for bleached muslin in the market and
annexation.
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Neither do people have sew two widths together, making a

the feeling that they are immigrants sheet two feet larger all around than
into a new country. The fact of the the wagon bed.
Double stitch the
matter is, everybody here has just seam and take a rope (we used win
come here and considers himself just dow corn). sew it into a seam along

as good as anybody else.

Alfalfa in the Silo.

the edges.

At each corn and half

way between, thread on the rope four
ineh iron rings, sew them ﬁrmly to

The ﬁlling of silos with alfalfa will place. At the cutter a derrick pole
no doubt be occupying the attention with block and tackle lifts off the
of many of our readers, so that the
following
account
of
systematic
handling of alfalfa for the silo, as
prepared for the California. Cultiva

hay by having a rope run through the

rings to lift up the mass and swing in
down beside the machine; letting
loose of the rope in the rings on one
tor by Mrs. M. E. Shaman, of Fres side promptly empties the sheets of
no, should be very interesting and the hay.
suggestive.
The two men, one that tramps in
The placing of the men and teams the silo, the other that cuts, take
for this work will depend on the num turns about hourly, as well as the
ber of men employed and the number man that forks the hay over to the
of wagons, as well as the haul to the cutter. Now, if a gasoline engine is
silo. It works out better to have ex used, this man can be used to see that
tra capacity in the cutter and engine, it keeps going and does not have the
than to be overﬂush with men and belts slipping. The blowers to raise
horses in the ﬁeld. It is easy to shut the alfalfa or corn into the silo are
down the engine for a half or quarter used almost altogether. Yet there
day while the teams catch up with are several makes that fail on alfalfa.
their work. The alfalfa silage is bet My neighbors at Madera bought a

The P. & 0. Canton
Three Furrow
Experience has taught us that for the ston sections of
North Dakota and for the heavy prairie sod o the Cana
dian Northwest, or in other sections where soil condi
tions are such as to test the plows severely. an extra
heavy, strong and durable plow is
necessary.

in

The result has been the build
of our Heavy 3-l-‘urrow

P ow, in which we have made a
great stride forward. We guaran
tee it to be vastly stronger and
heavier than any other a-faarrow
plow on themarket. This plow will
stand a strain without injury that will pull any
other three furrow plow to
pieces.

Canton Engine Can a are
made in four sizes;
hree,

Four, Five and Six-Farrow,
with 12 and 14 inch bottomsI
any style.
We are the only manufac
turcrs of andb furrow plows

made cxc usively for use with
traction engines.

When small plows are pre
lerred. instead of the 4, 5 or
oiurrow sizes, the Canton

J-Furrow Plows, hitched
tandem, make a come

bination which cannot be equalled

‘

nywbere.

‘The front‘wheels are 25 inches in
diameter, with 5 inch lace. and with
_n |nch_bea_nngs. The rear wheel is 16
ches In diameter with a 4 inch lace. All
wheels have dust-proof boxes and corn

prcssion grease cups for hard oil. The axles
are 2 inches in diameter, the heaviest ever used.
The frame is strong and hcavy-braced, cross-braced and trussed, with

heavy castings, steel straps, large bolts and clamps-altogethcr the most sub
stantial
frame ever
onabove
a plow.
No engine gang p l ow appmac h Lb
~" th‘b C anion
for
strength.
Studyput
the
illustration.

-4;—- '. I'.
.‘,".‘l_ . .

= '-\

Write for our pamphlet entitled. “Plowing b Steam.” it fully describes the Can
~
ton Line of Engine Gang Flows. and gives much va uable information as to the capacity of the .
different sizes. the power required, etc.

Parlin & Orendorff Co.
Kane“ City
St. Louis

ghi‘i‘.‘

Canton, lllinoia

580%‘? he???“

DENTLER AUTOMATIC
Measure, Register and Bagger
As It is done in South Dakota, breaking sod and drilling to ﬂax at one operation. In old ground the
operator uses 4 6-disc gangs,—24 dlscs—plowlng about 60 acres per day. Courtesy A. D. Moore, Condor.

ten when ﬁlled in slower than when
rushed too fast. When I have ﬁlled
in 20 feet of silage in two days, I
have not had as good ensilage as
when I was four or ﬂve days having
the same amount of silo ﬁlled. The
slower ﬁlling gives time for even heat
ing of the contents rather than an

blower for alfalfa silage.

Fortunate

ly with a written guarantee that it
would work. When it did not he had
some redress. Otherwise he would
have today a useless piece of machin
ery on hand. The traveling tables
also rarely work well on

alfalfa;

this should be purchased with a writ

overheating of the lower portions of ten guarantee.
The ﬁrst silage I
the silage.
made was naturally corn; on this

Start to cut the alfalfa on Monday food stuﬂ the traveling table did ﬁne
afternoon, raking it into windrows work; two years later the same table
ﬁrst, and then into cocks. On Tues proved worthless on alfalfa.
In Fresno we ﬁnd that we have
day morning begin to haul to the
silo. The mowers are kept a half sweeter and lighter colored silage
day in advance of the hauling in. when we use plenty of water. The
The rakes follow the mowers right early cutting may have dew on it,
The reason for not hauling in then we do not use water; but in the
at once is that the alfalfa wilts, this summer cuttings water is essential as
softens the main stems and when they it ﬁlls every spot. When there are

along.

are cut up they are soft and pack no air spaces the silage is good; if
readily to place in the silo. It is the there are spaces that are dry then a
same in packing grapes for the mar white mold appears that is intensely
ket. If the stems are not wilted the bitter to taste, that the cows dislike

baskets arrive only half full at the extremely. We often mix in wheat
or barley straw with green alfalfa,

end of the journey. To every four
teams hauling, allow one extra man
to help load in the ﬁeld.
We load by hand from the cocks as
the hayloaders are thrown oﬁ by the

one load to six or seven; while this
may seem like weakening the feeding
value of the ensilage, yet the cows rel

A Dentler Automatic Measure, Register and Bagger will cor
rectly measure and account for every bushel threshed. It is ex
actly what threshers have needed for many years. It is honest to
both thresher and farmer (to earn what they get and get what
they earn). It is never in the way and always on the machine.

One man can change the Measure and Register from one side to
the other easily. It measures and registers every bushel correctly.

THERE ARE NO OTHERS LIKE IT

ish it and there is no dropping in the

checks in the alfalfa ﬁeld. Sheets are milk yield.
With us alfalfa heats hotter than
used on the wagons, two usually. The
ﬁrst one is placed on the wagon, the corn in the silo. We usually ﬁll the
hay forked on it and then when it silo half full, level it off and then lay
has about half the carrying capacity off the men until the ensilage cools
of the wagon, a second sheet is spread, down to 110°. This temperature is

Write for Complete Catalogue.

THE DENTLER BAGGER CO.
VICKSBURG, MICHIGAN
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taken two feet below the surface.
The silage if tramped down should

A Positive Automatic
Force Feed Luhricator

feet from the surface the silo should

be completely ﬁlled.
The mould
not settle over three feet in depth of forms over the top and makes an air

CHAMPION SAW SWABE /
w-LL SWAG! A SAW
m 25 mnurrs

USE IT
2ND YOUR
5.4 W WILL XIJN
FOUR 7!?‘153

‘Z3 LONG

You should see our

that has stood the most severe tests under the

ﬁfteen; by chalking a line around the
silo this can be tested, and if it set

tight sealing. Just as it used to do
in the big stone jars at grandmother ’s

It is guaranteed to save

tles more than that have the tramping

that held ﬁve gallons of strawberry

50 per- .w-m in oil over a
light fwd lubricator.

more carefully looked after.

preserves, the mould on top keeping

most trying conditions.

THE S TERLING

The

lesurnomals horn
every state and

Canauas

placing of the men each morning will the contents perfectly air tight.
sun sAw Gunman!’ .4

depend on the number of wagons at

work and the length of the haul.
When there is not a large amount of
alfalfa stacked at the machine
start the morning’s work, then it is
well to send out all the men to the

We have used three cutters.

Get

a guarantee signed that they will do
the work on alfalfa as well as on

corn.

n

E. BAUDER,

if there is to be good
slow, lazy start is a
better to make men
thing promptly even

Please mention The Review.

The ‘best bar
dressing made
lnclnsls Punt

'

‘
'
I}. E. SCAIILIIII, lollct, Ill.

'

forded; the ﬁrst was the old straw
and brush burning engine that I had
left from days of grain farm. Then
later a gasoline engine used for

mistake. It is er needed will be easily found out
start at some when you decide on the cutter and
if it is not of blower, but certainly not less than 20,

ter.

work of the 15 h. p. gasoline engine.

The Most Important Step.

can now employ a machine which

Farm life, says Gifford Pinchott,
national forester, has been enormous

will do such work well, rapidly,
economically and safely.

The machine referred to is not

, good men want leadership, not some
telephone, rural free delivery and road
Perhaps the improve
the work along by leading is better
ment of country roads is the most im
then by scolding at the poorness of
portant single forward step made for
the labor. Men like to work where

one crawling after them.

Pushing improvements.

the beneﬁt of the farmer during the

mlELY co, u Pour m0.

something is ﬁnished each day, where
they see the Work they have done

Please mention The Review.

HANSON POSITIVE
FEED LUBRICATOR

If .

last ﬁfty years, and what has been
done by no means is as complete as

grow upon their hands. The crew it should be.
we work with on a short haul is di
The improvement of communica
vided as follows: Engineer, feed
tion in all directions will do an enor
man at cutter, man inside the silo,
one helper at cutter, two mowers, who

also do the raking, four teamsters

and children and bringing him and

in the ﬁeld can be doubled by putting

them into the kind of touch they
ought to have with the great move

ments of public opinion and the great
In this country there is a direct co
into
relation between illiteracy and the
ele
care of the roads.
Whenever the
gal

This iron is made with sloping sides
ensilagc to the sides and against the
walls of silo. Here it is tramped ﬁrm

BLIPPEII LAWII IIIIWEH 00.
DIXON, ILLINOIS

character of the ground is such that
roads are easily made and the road
system is good there children get to
school and literacy is high.
In early days the condition of edu
cation in a community depended upon
the facility with which roads could

ly into place, always keeping the
edges raised several feet above the
be constructed.
center in ﬁlling it.
There is no
The entension of good roads is be
weight or covering required. After
ing and should be supplemented by
the silo is full the top is leveled and
the construction of trolley systems
well tramped,thcn 25 buckets of wa
and by the adoption of the parcels
ter are poured over the top.
post. Few things could do more to
No salt is used in ensilage making.
help the farmer keep in touch with
I presume that it is here that failures
great centers of thought and popula
so often come, from not understand

MARINE AND STATIONARY ing the “why.”
GASOLINE ENGINES

overcome all of the important ob
jections which have been made
chines, including the awful danger
to the hands and arms of the feed
The principal advantages of this
new huskcr-shredder of interest to
owners of corn are as follows:

problems of the day.

and is large enough to throw the cut

Inwood, Iowa

past two years in several diﬁerent
states, that it has devices which

can

vanized iron that acts as a spreader.

Please mention The Review.

doubt, through experience with a
large number sold and used in the

er men.

on an extra man to load and one for

J08. HANSON,

an experiment, but has been de
veloped during several years past;
and it was demonstrated beyond

to corn husking and shredding ma
mous deal of good not only in adding
to the value of the farmer’s crop, but
in brightening the lives of his wife

that also haul the load, one extra man
in the ﬁeld to help load. This force

continuous raking; eight wagons
be kept going all the while.
The ensilage as it is delivered
the silo from either a blower or
vator strikes a circular piece of

Automatic Stop. Automatic Alarm. Hardened
Pawls. Long Life.
"Not how cheap, but
how Good" is our motto.

Farmers should now raise and
harvest or cut more corn for husk
ing and shredding by machinery
than they have raised and harvest
ed in former years, because they

success in handling men is to move; ly advanced of late by the use of the

WILL BE PROFITABLF. THIS YEAR
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE BEST ‘ LARGEST HULLER

Farmers Should Now Raise and
Harvest More Corn for Husk
ing by Machinery, and
Shredding for Fodder.

for I am not at all satisﬁed with the

ter to help them out, shutting down
the engine for a time. The secret of

CIDVERIIULLING

CORN HUSKING
AND SHREDDING

much account, than to have them loi

If at any time the ﬁeld crew falls
Stan: Slipping
Sand ior Circular behind, send the men from the cut

Please‘ mention The Review.

OIL ‘ SUPPLY 60., Indianapolis, Ind.

The traveling tables may not

off with a good swing in the morning pumping from irrigation wells has
work done. The been the power. The amount of pow

Sterling, III.

Better Fodder.

First,

and

rating before instead of after
shredding; by shredding the hnsks
as well as the stalks; and by tak

ing out of the fodder practically
all of the shelled corn, soft ears,

broken nubbins and dirt or snow;
thus making the fodder cleaner,

dryer, and much less liable to heat
and spoil.

adoption of this system, which has
done so much for rural population in

that made by other shredders.

life more easy and pleasant than the

it

has

devices

which provide for as good work

Not in the Game.

as possible. What occurs next? Heat.
It may be fermentation or it may be

At a recent party in Harlem several

bacteria. If the learned professors
are not yet agreed as to the exact
cause let us be satisﬁed with working

games were played. Having exhaust
ed this form of amusement, the host
proposed something out of the or
dinary.

cay as long as kept from the air.

Less shelling.

Second,

results. Carbonic acid gas is formed
He said: “I will give $5 to the lady
and oxygen is expelled by the heat
ing. The contents are cooked by their or gentleman who can make the fun
own heat and rendered sterile to de niest face.”
THE MOWER

important

ments for making better fodder
than can be made by any other
Husker-Shredder.
Better fodder is made by sepa

to the air. Now, we cut up the corn
other countries.‘
or alfalfa into small pieces and ﬁll
them in from the top, tramping it
closely to exclude as much of the air

most

among the improvements of inter
est to the corn owner, this ma
chine has devices and arrange

Rats and mice are much less
likely to live in and spoil the fod
der made by this machine than

tion or save his time and make his
A silo is merely A

large can; it must have tight sides
and tight bottom, only the top is open

that will kill all the weeds in your
lawns. If you keep all the weeds out so
they do not go to seed, and cut
our
grass without breaking the small
oed
ers of roots. the grass become. thick
and weeds disappear.
'1'!“ Clipper will
do 11:.
SPOT CASH PRICES.
Plvnsc mention The Review,

"

work nor the blowers carry alfalfa
that are perfect on corn. We have

ﬁeld the ﬁrst thing and hustle the used whatever power the ranch af
loads on the wagons; let the second
wagon in take the cutter, engineer
and tramper, and then let them go to
work. A silo crew must be started

AND

HOLLOW BLAST calms

in husking as by other machines,
but with less shelling of kernels
from the ears.
Safety and Less Men.
Third.

it

has the only Band

Cutter and Feeder furnished with
a Husker-Shredder.
The Feeder
does away with the danger in feed
ing, and it also saves two or three

Looking around carefully, examin
ing their faces closely, he ﬁnally gave

men’s time and their board.

The silo is usually ﬁlled a little

more than half full and then let

the prize to Mrs. Jones, who was sit‘

Port Huron.”

stand a couple of days to settle;
when the heat on the bare arm can

ting way over near the window.

Port Huron Engine & Thresher
Co., Port Huron, Mich.

be readily borne in the ensilage two

“Why!” she exclaimed, “I was
n’t playing at all.”

This

machine is called “The

It is made by the
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Advance Machinery
I

Our customers ALL say that Advance Machinery will

do MORE and BETTER WORK than their neighbors’
machines of the same sizes and proportions, working un
der the same conditions and on the same jobs.

Look our machines over closely and inspect all their good points be

fore buying.

They STICK OUT so prominently you can’t miss

them and you will at once recognize their superior qualities.

Send

for catalogue.

Advance Thresher Co.
Battle Creek, Michigan
Branches and Distributing Houses:
Columbu . Ohio.
Indianap 5, Indiana.

De
El

tur, Illinois.
eno. Oklahoma.

Crowley, Loui i na.
Kansas City. A ssouri.

Fargo, North Dakota.
Grand Fork . North Dakota.

Nashville.

Tennessee.

Portl and, Oregon.
Dallas, Texas.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Longmont, Colorado.
Watertown.
outh Dakota.
St. Louis, Missouri.
Lincoln, Nebraska.
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Madison. “'isconsin.
Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
Spokane, Washington.
New York. N. Y., John Dunn
Toronto, Canada. American
Winnipeg, Manitoba, American
Regina. Manitoba, American
Son 8: Co.
Abel Co.
Abel Co.
Abel Co.

Please mention The’ Reiyiew.
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THE
THRESHERMEN'S
REVIEW
ST. JOSEPH, MICH.

FOR THE STATE FAIRS
OF 1908.
F. W. BAKER.

J. B. COATES.
L. H. ROBLEE.
J. L. STEVENSONv
"The Reﬂew Man."

THESE MEN are all “Old
the made
Reviews
Staff.Reliables"
They on
have
the

ii‘

\
\‘l

fair schedule for us before and
will be on hand this year. As
far as possible they have been
assigned to the same fairs as in
previous years so that they

can again meet their old
friends.
Look for the man with The
Review.
Subscription Price,

50c per year.
A. R. MORFORD.
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THE SURVIVAL ofthe FITTEST‘
and we fit them all
~W00D or steel-with the

GEARLESSRU

on];~ wbrNer in the worldmanufacturing
Wmdstackers for any make or we of Separators

RUSSBLLWIND STACKER (‘0.
INDIANAPOLIS

—

IND.
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H-IANDLING HOT WATER WITH ‘YOUR INJECTOR
The hot water problem is one that causes much concern with every thresherman.

WE HAVE SOL VED THE DIFFICULTY IN TWO WAYS
is especially built and constructed to operate high temperatures of feed water in addi—
tion to working with high pressures of steam. These are only added features in addi
tion to its simple construction and ease of operation. Does not “buck” or “break"
when engine is traveling over rough bumpy roads. THE CHICAGO EJECTOR de
livers the water cooler to your engine tank than any other jet on the market. This
makes it easy for the injector to handle.
Au injector that will handle hot water; an ejector that
THE TWO REMEDIES:
delivers the water practically cold.
Mr. Thresherman: Does this Interest you? Send for free catalog, 72 pages.

THE OHIO INJECTORTCOMPANY
THE WORLD'S GREATEST INJECTOR MANUFACTURERS

L WADSWORTH

OHIO, U. S. A.

129 SOUTH MAIN ST.
Please mention The Review.
n

Efficiency as 2 Basis for Opera
tion and Wages.
Mr. Harrington Emerson, in a ﬁne

A heavier-than-air

ﬂight

of

23 of design, wastes of eﬂ’ort, wastes
due to crude organization and admin

0 W T0 BA 88! ‘I’

istration-4n a word, wastes due to
ineﬁiciency. The ﬁeld is the largest

0R one dollar I will tell you how to
run a good box every time. Deseri

miles is the limit thus far attained
by man; but most of Nature’s visi

paper in The Engineering Magazine, ble creatures, from the midge to the
discusses at length eﬂiciency as a has heavy swan, revel in mechanical
From swans to humming
is for operation and wages; compar ﬂight.
ing the eﬁiciency of Nature’s opera birds. innumerable. feathered crea
tions with the inefficiency of man's. tures ﬂy every spring from the trop
Because of its interesting compari- . ics to the Arctic circle, every autumn
sons and deductions, we abstract from Arctic circle back to tropics,
‘largely from it the following.
Nature’s operations are character

while some of them ﬂy from Arctic to
Antarctic.

To attain the high eﬂiciency of
ized by marvelous efficiency and by
lavish prodigality. Man is a child stored energy of the ﬁsh, the high me
of Nature as to prodigality, but not chanical emciency of the bird, the
as to efficiency. If it had happened high lighting efficiency of the ﬁre ﬂy,
the other way-if he had followed is not an ethical or ﬁnancial or so
an engineering
Nature’s lead as to eﬂiciency, but cial problem, but
had taken up parsimony as a distinct problem, and to the engineering pro
ly human virtue-the human race fession, rather than to any other,
would have become wealthy beyond must we look for salvation from our
distinctly human ills, so grievously
conception.
Most political economists have and pathetically great.
preached parsimony, not eﬁiciency.
Ineﬂiciency, principally of adminis
As parsimony is not one of Nature’s tration, is alone responsible for the
teachings and as eﬂiciency is, it long bread line of able bodied men,
would be better to aim at eﬁiciency which during this winter, spring and
ﬁrst and leave parsimony to the gen summer
honors Mr. Fleischman’s
erations to follow, who will be forced generosity, but disgraces New York
to make a virtue of necessity.
City. Ineﬂ‘iciency, principally of ad
The eﬂiciency of Nature’s opera
ministration, is alone responsible for
tions is seen on every side.
the 700 starving children, fed daily
There is Nature’s pump, which at the East side schools in New York.
draws ‘up the water from the surface
For every mouth that comes into
of the ocean to a vast height, carries this world, there are two hands, two
it thousands of miles and deposits feet; and, if each set of hands and
it on mountain tops and over plains. feet does not have an organized
No reciprocating parts, no valve slip, brain to direct it, there are occasion

lions,

and richest into which any worker
was ever turned; because so little is

cuts and

formula that

IT

aid the experienced and instruct inex
p eriencecl. No need of havin trouble
running babbit when
I tell you ow.
Address

being done, because there is so much
Pony Glnlhor

-

Roocborry, Idaho

to do.

Very few, outside

of those

who

have made special investigations, re

—___————
__——_—___.

THE HEGE EUREKA

alize how very low the average eﬁi
ciency of endeavor is, even in a high

Portable Saw Mills

ly civilized country like the United

As Easily Moved and Operated as a Threshing Ma
chine. Patent-s applied for.

States.

Everywhere we see brilliant

results; rarely can anyone follow the
losses between result and initial sup

Ply
We can assume the ﬁre ﬂy to have

attained 100 per cent. standard; not
absolute, but a standard that engi

neers might expect ultimately to at
tain. That the ﬁre fly is 1,000 times
as efficient in combined economy and
production is scarcely believable, yet
a rough analysis of ﬁre ﬂy light and
of bulb light from coal will show
this to be the case.
The ﬁre ﬂy’s source of light is the

II! I“! cum mmu SII ILL
_
Not mounted. read placed on cross ties (or work
It can be loads on a common i'arm wagon.
Soc cut below.

hydrocarbons contained in what it
has eaten. Man's source of light is
the hydrocarbons in coal.

The ﬁre ﬂy finds its food with
about the same facility that it ﬁnds
the oxygen it breathes. Man ﬁnds
oxygen without expense. but there are
enormous wastes between coal in
mine and coal entering furnace door.
Of coal owned in ground, half the

‘.

IIIE IIEGE HIRE“ Plll'l'lll! SAW I'll.
bonded on common farm wagon ready to move.

no lost motion, no frictional resis

ally great. creative and organizing
minds, whose province, whether they
know it or not, ought to be to enable
height to which it is lifted, prodigal the hands and feet to forestall bread
as to distance transported, but as a lines and infant starvation.
pump proposition a perfect heat cy
When one considers such products
‘cle.
of engineering knowledge and skill
tance, no pipe lines. Prodigal in the
amount sucked up, prodigal in the

There is Nature’s storage battery

in muscular reserve.

as a ﬁrst class ocean steamer, with

A salmon will

its perfection of design, its perfection
enter the Rhine from the sea, cease of machinery, its perfection of line
feeding after entering fresh water; and staﬂ organization; or when one
he will swim up stream 500 miles, in considers a modern New York office
exceptional cases stay at the headwa building, the Hudson Terminal for in
ters for 17 months, and then, not hav stance, where one ﬁnds without any
ing lost much weight. will swim to futile or inept talk, discussion, or
sea again.
An oil engine may reach 30 per

legislation, a harmonious and smooth
working combination and aggregation

cent of thermal eﬂ‘iciency, but the of intense individualism, intense so-‘
salmon, .assuming his whole weight

seams are not mined but ruined, and

at best 75 per cent is recovered from
the seams that are mined. This re
duces the mined coal to 37.5 per cent
of the total coal destroyed in mining.
In furnace, boiler, engine and gener
ator at best only 10 per cent of coal

energy appears as electrical energy.
The ﬁre ﬂy’s conversion of hydrocar-'
\.

bon into energy is on a basis of 40
per cent.
Of the electrical energy
only 5 per cent is recovered as lumin

cialism.
intense
communism—and
even intense anarchy, since all the
tenants come and go as they please—

cﬁ‘iciency.

one realizes that it is to engineer-ins‘ of 1 per cent.

The salmon uses stored, not therm
:11, energy.

knowledge and

one must

can be loaded. ready to more in ten minutiae.

ous energy.
From supply to light emitted the
ﬁro ﬂy shows a continued use, trans
formation and luminous eﬁiciency of
100 multiplied by 0.40.multiplied by
|0.30, equals 30 per cent. Man shows
37.5 multiplied by 0.70 multiplied by
0.10 multiplied by 0.05, equals

to be pure oil, stores at least several
hundred per cent more than thermal

practice

TIIE "ESE EUREKA PIIIAIII 85' IM
Mounted on wheels. placed ready for bait. This mill

0.013125 per cent. or a little over 1,;

The ﬁre ﬂy is more

than 200 times as ef’ﬁcienct..

look for redemption

from existing
The ﬁre ﬂy eﬁects two further very
.
great economies; it ﬂashes its light on
It is distinctly the business of the ly for the time actually needed and it

The ﬁre-ﬂy, the glow worm, the evils.

Tlli BEBE EUREKA POI'I'AILE SAW IILI.
Loaded Ready to Move.

Write for Catalogue L,

MANUFACTURED BY
phosphorescent jelly ﬁsh, show a far
SALEM IRON WORKS,
higher light eﬁiciency than has ever engineer to lessen the waste-wastes also ﬂashes it for the beneﬁt of eyes
WINSTON-SALEM,
a. c.. U. s. A.
been reached even by vacuum lamps. of material, wastes of friction, wastes made exceedingly sensitive by dark
Please write your name and address distinctly.
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ness. These economies we need not
consider for ordinary working illum
ination, although both of them are
very effectively used in the theatre
and in biograph exhibitions.
Man usually produces ten times as

spots, his well considered opinion be
ing that $0.04 was reasonably attain~

able.
On another transcontinental
road, repair costs per mile were drop_
ped from $01374 to $0.08 by per-1

sistent effort, but when the efforts
much light as is needed and wastes were relaxed expenses immediately

They should have
90 per cent of it. The ﬁre ﬂy produc rose to $0.17.
ing light with one-two-hundredth come down to $0.06. Eastern and
part of the hydrocarbon used current southern roads, with their small en-t
ly by man. gets along with one-two gines, better coals, and better wa

_ thousandth of the light used by man.
If any human activity is followed
out from initial reservoirs to ﬁnal at
tainments, a similar sequence of loss
es will be found—losses gauged not

BUY YOUR WlFE A WASHER
She deserves it. Her health and strength are too valuable to be thrown
away over a tub.
It’s economy too—it will pay for itself in the saving of soap, to say noth
ing of the time on Monday morning. Ask to see the White Washer—the
best machine in the world. Let us send you the name of the dealer nearest
you who handles it and we will send you Laundry Lessons, our little book
about washing and ironing. It's free for the asking.

WHITE LILY MFG. COMPANY
1556 Rockingham Road

Davenport, Iowa

ters, are not to imagine that they will
show any higher cﬂ‘iciency. They are
on the whole worse.
Coal wastes on railroads are al
most as bad as labor and material

American Direct Acting Steam Baling Press
Most Powerful and Rapid Baler on the Market for:4

HIV, STRA W, EXCELSIDR, sun VING8, ETC.

wastes. On a very large railroad sys-=
by any ideal or unattainable stan

dard, but by what is being continu tem, fuel charged per 1,000 tons of
train weight per mile averaged 260;
ously accomplished all around us.
Not only are occurring wastes more pounds; yet actual tests where all
ﬂagrant that is generally admitted, coal used was weighed, showed a con

sumption between terminals of only
but it is also not realized that very

hard and extremely exhausting work 80 pounds.

This actual consumption
could be doubled, be made 160
The ﬁre ﬂy works comfortably; the pounds, yet this standard be only 60
miner and furnace stoker do not. Re per cent of the actual wasteful ex
cently on the ﬁrst of the hot sum penditure.
Mr. F. W. Taylor, who has given
mer days, I stood on the charging
twenty-five
years to the minute and
ﬂoor of an iron foundry in the mid
dle west. It was a foundry far fam scientiﬁc study of inefficiency, and
is not an evidence of eﬂiciencey.

Takes up very little room. Easily moved-can be mounted on wheels
when desired. May be connected direct to any Boiler, or Traction or
Portable Engine by pipe or Steam hose. Write for descriptive circu
lar and prices.
American Saw I"! Machlnery 00. "run" 8:..- llackoﬂolown, N. J.
New York ("1100,1585 Mud-an Tormlnal IMI.

Three who as an incidental consequence de

ed for its advanced methods.

veloped high-speed steels, thus speaks
men,

weary,

haggard,

worn

to

limit of human endurance,
throwing the pig, scrap, and
into the cupalo, yet in spite of
exertions they were working

tne

were of it.
“That the ﬁrst-class man can do in
coke
their most cases from two to four times as
with much as is done on an average, is

only 33 per cent. efficiency. Three known to but few and is realized by
days before we had observed two those only who have made a thorough
men, with less fatigue and effort, and scientiﬁc study of the possibili

~~

v

.

FM“
7W.

__.-—_-- ._-__‘_b-__——
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charge a cupalo twice as large. What ties of men.
“This enormous diﬂerence exists
caused the 67 per cent inefficiency!
in
all of the trades and branches of
The tracks for the cars bringing up
the supplies of pig, scrap and coke, labor investigated, and this covers
were so located as to the single cu a large ﬁeld, as the writer together
palo door, that three men were re with several of his friends have been
quired to charge. One lifted a pig engaged. with more than usual oppor
from the car, passed it to his compan tunities, for twenty years past, in
ion who swung it to the third man careful and systematically studying
who threw it into the cupalo. This this subject. It must be distinctly

had been going on for twenty years. understood that in referring to possi
bilities, the writer does not mean
what a ﬁrst-class man can do on a

GUARANTEE

spurt or when overexerting himself,

for 9 or 10 hours per day is not a to his health, and become happier and
hardship if they are interested in thrive under.”

The Ruth Feeder is guaranteed to feed any make
or size of Separator to its fullest capacity without slug
' g the cylinder or loosening a spike, and to do better
Foaling than any feeder manufactured by any other
company.

The United States and State agri
their work, or if, in the larger inter
est of the community, they work eﬂi cultural bureaus have determined
ciently; but to work desperately hard similar inefficiencies in farming op—
for many hours at dirty, hot and erations. The land was there, the

Perfectly Governed with Pickering Governor.

At the other foundry, there were two
cupalo doors, the car came up so that
each man unloaded, with minimum
eﬂort, directly from car into cupalo.

but what a good man can keep up for

That men should work very hard a. long term of years without injury

rough work, yet‘waste 67 per cent of effort was there; but owing to poor
the time and effort, is unpardonable. preparation of soil, poor planting,
It is not because men do not work poor cultivation, the net results in
hard but because they are poorly di such great ‘staples as cotton, wheat
rected and work under adverse con and corn, have been less than half

of what proper methods with the
ditions that their efficiency is low.
Railroad repair shops throughout same climatic conditions, land and
the country do not show 50 per cent men, have since realized.
efficiency on an average, as regards

In consequence of general shop in

slugging of Separator.
will not Loosen a Tooth in a Season's Run.

IMPROVED SEPARATOR’S WORK.
Holland, Manitoba, Jan. 28, 1907.
Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder Company,
Newton, Iowa.

Dear Sirs:—l like the Ruth Feeder I bought of you last
fall. I am very much pleased with it, indeed, and only
wish I had got one long ago. I would have no other
feeder on my separator, which has done better work than

it did before I used the Ruth.
Yours truly,

T. BUDD.

cipline, are largely neglected; and in

stead an immense amount of time is

operation inefficiency consumed acquiring quantities of in
causes, locomotive re formation of very low absolute or ul
western railroads, run timate value.
Ineﬁiciency is not a local evil. It
$0.12 a mile: yet a
most eﬁicient superintendent of mo extends through the whole of Amer
tive power on a large transcontinen ican life—extends through the whole
The
tal road succeeded in dropping to industrial life of the world.
$0.05 and had only touched the high (‘hinese coolie. who as a daily task
efficiency and
due to similar
pair costs. on
from $0.08 to

Running Retarder Prevents Absolutely any

The agricultural stations and Mr.
Luther Burbank. combined, have been

either materials or labor.
In a big locomotive shop, a care doing for agriculrurr what Mr. Tay
ful study of the machines which had lor and his disciples have been doing
been in operation for 20 years show for the machine shops.
In our whole educational system
ed that the location of 75 per cent
of them would have. to be changed, there is the same inefficiency. Years
so as to facilitate orderly, effective are given to study, yet better results
and economical progress of work have been attained in months. In
from one to the other. This and American schools the two main ob
other eliminations of wastes doubled jects of education, amenities and dis
the output, with less labor cost.

Rapidly Running Feeder Cylinder and Slow

Parsons Band Butter and Self Faedar to.
Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.
PARSONS HAWKBYE MANUFACTURING CO. , Sales Agents for Canada. WINNIPBG. MAN.
Please mention The Review.
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carries 100 pounds 27 miles for $0.27,

H

and then to keep it warm if possible.
Several years ago I had charge of
is industrious and hardworking, but
not more ineﬁicient than the Ameri a plant where one of the engine rooms
can railroad which moves a freight was so cold in the winter that it was
car an average of 23 miles a day, the impossible to get the lubricators to

send

cars at best, averaging only half loads feed. I therefore made covers of thin

"Relndt-el'B" Leather and

sheet iron in shape like a cylinder
By a very inefficient use of his closed at the top end and large enough
brain and muscles, the coolie carries in diameter to slip over the lubricat

per mile.

for

Sample

of

B oo k l e t :
“50 Y e a r s
of Glove

making."

the maximum load a maximum dis or and leave one-half inch air space
tance for a minimum price.
The between the lubricator and cover. The
American railroad by the most ad

vanced

engineering

and

cover was about two inches longer

industrial than the lubricator.

I cut a slot in

methods carries an absurdly small net the top and one in the side to allow
load for an absurdly small distance the cover to slide over the connect
ing pipes, and I had no further trou
at an unnecessarily high cost.

ble with those lubricators.
In tabulating inefficiencies it is not
assumed that it is a human ideal to

Regarding the quantity of oil re
quired in a cylinder, it depends upon
work hard all the time and to spend
the style of engine, piston, speed and
nothing.
condition of steam. A large hori

The unit is the man.

If he elects

Your hands need air. You know
_
how damp and sweaty they get in or
dmary, thick, air-tight gloves. That's because
the millions of little pores can’t breathe as Na
ture intended. But in Grinnell “Rist-Fit” Venti
lated Gloves your hands are always cool and
comfortable. The backs of these gloves have rows of tiny openings just
large enough so the air can flow in freely and dry the sweat, but too
small to let in _a particle of dust or dirt. So you can work your hardest
under a scorching sun and never know you have gloves on.

zontal engine, using fairly dry steam
and can manage it, he can live in a
at 125 pounds pressure will certainly

tub, bask in the sun, and curtail his
require less oil than they would if
eﬁorts and wants to a minimum. If
the same engine were vertical and
he elects, he can work hard for days,
running under the same condi
weeks or months, and in short and ri
tions. So also medium or small size
otrous extravagance spend all he has
engines running at a moderate speed
accumulated. The ﬁre ﬂy probably is
require less oil than they would if
chargeable with both extremes, but
they were running at a speed of 250
what is expected is that the man shall

or 300 r. p. m. with a high steam
emulate the ﬁre ﬂy in working effi
ciently when he does work.
Each nation has its own ideals, and
the readiness with which the new
ideal of efficiency can be assimilat
ed and made eﬁective, will depend

pressure.

A good rule to follow is to

observe the working of the valves. If

there is not enough cylinder oil being
supplied, the valves, no matter what
kind they are, whether slide, Corliss,
piston or any other kind, will soon
on psycological rather than physical
show it by working hard and stiff,

and mental traits.
causing the eccentric rod to shake
The Japanese can equip their mills
and tremble and very often causing
with American machinery and work
the eccentric to run hot. Moreover,
on American materials. If in addi
if the cut-off is regulated by an isoch
tion Japanese men are more quick to
ronal or shaft governor, the speed
assimilate or to develop best methods,
of the engine will vary considerably
then indeed will the European and
because the additional friction of the
American, in the long run, lose.

Grinnell “ Rist-Fit ”‘ Ventilated
Gloves
can’t get soggy and stick to your hand.

Then, the "Rist-Fit" feature is

an advantage you can't get on other gloves. It insures perfect ﬁt, keeps
the cuff from sagging and prevents chat? and dirt from working down
into the glove. Grinnell Gloves are all made of chrome “Reindeere” or
Coltskin leather, so ﬂexible you can do the most particular job around a
machine ‘or anywhere without needing to take them off. Made without
the ventilation if desired. These gloves ﬁt best, feel best, please best
and cost no more than you must pay for common kinds.
FREE OFFER—If your dealer doesn't carry Grinnell Gloves
send us his name, your size, and we will send you a pair free
with ﬁrst order received from him.

If not obtainable, how

ever, we will send a pair postpaid, as illustrated, heavy or
light weight, on receipt of price, $1.50; or a pair of our Horse
hide

Gauntlet Gloves, ventilated

or unventilated,

for $1.00.

MORRISON-RICKER MFG. CO.
46 BROAD STREET

GRINNELL, IOWA

valves and eccentric prevents the gov
ernor from working quickly.

The Lubrication of Steam Engines
The proper lubrication of the bear
ings and moving parts of steam en

N LUBRICATORS

A watchful and wide awake engineer
will be able to decide for himself how

many drops per minute of cylinder oil
gines is a subject which greatly inter he should supply to his engine. The

- J- 4

THE CONSTANT JAR

amount of oil required on the guides

,
‘

of l traction engine does not affect the
working of Michigan Lubrlcltors.
The installation of one on your en ine

ests the engineer, and especially so

MICHIGAN
CAI'OR

A

I

when he is on watch and his engine depends a great deal upon whether
is furnishing power for hundreds of
machines, and where a shut-down
means a great loss to his employer.
An engine running up ‘to speed, no
matter whether it is a slow, medium
or high speed engine, needs and should
have constant attention from the man
in charge.
The temperature of the air in the

or over. It is a well known fact that

uiiailiumtwma

men

=I'id you de

.

‘ Get Our “PEPPER POD”

there is much more friction on the
: For Single Connection

bottom guide of an engine which runs

over than there is on the under run
ning engine, because in addition to
the dead weight carried by the bot
tom shoe of the cross head, both the
push and pull through the medium of
engine room has a great deal to do the connecting rod have a tendency to
with the proper feeding of the oil press the cross head down hard onto
from the cups. If sight feed cups the bottom guide. Consequently the
are used, and the temperature of the bottom guide in this class of engines
room is 90 degrees when the feed is needs the most oil.
regulated, and if, on the next day
Some engine builders seem to imag
the weather should turn cool and the ine that all that is necessary in the
windows be left open too long, al way of an oiling device for the guides
lowing the temperature of the engine is to place a single oil cup on the top
room to drop to 60 degrees, the oil in guide, and trust to luck for the bot
the cups will become thick and will tom one to get what oil it needs. A
not feed fast enough, and the result much better way is to drill through
very often is a hot bearing just when the bottom guide about midway of
you are not looking for it. The same the stroke, tap in a three-eights-inch
applies to cylinder lubricaiors also, nipple in the under side of the guide
because, although they are connect- and run a pipe from that to some
ed to the steam pipe, yet the oil on convenient point higher than the

them will become chilled if the tem- guide.
perature of the room is allowed to get
Attach an oil cup to it, and the oil
too low, and consequently they will will then be deposited where it will
not feed properly.
do the most good, and the bottom

Various methods have been suggest- "058 h'ead 51?“ will Cate!‘ the lug‘

ed for making cylinder lubricators er Portion of It on Its bearlng surface
feed properly, but in my experience
For crank pins, and wrist pins, a
I have always found that the best good quality of cup grease will give
method, and the one that never fails, better results for the money expend
is to have the cylinder oil well warm- ed, than oil will.
'

ed up when it is ﬁlled into the cup,

means Poolllve, Economleal, ys
temléic Lubrlcstior-the

the engine (if horizontal) runs under

For pillow blocks and other heavy

. i And Our “HOT STUFF”
For Double Connection
Both guaranteed to keep the oil it could
ing temperature in the most severe, cold
weather.

CATALOGUI‘. No.l0

'

, We want you to have a copy of
our catalogue. Free!
l

MICHIGAN LUBRICATOR CO., DETROIT, MlCH.
Please mention The Review.

THE CLOSZ PATENT NO-CHOKE CHAFFERS AND SIEVES
AND THE

CLOSZ ADJUSTABLE CHAFFERS AND SlEVES
are the kind that pleases and satis

ﬁes the threshermen and their cus- ,

~ '
'

is'é'rpo'wo'raosr Ami/sum:
s/rvs worms/pawn ,wusmnr
' -

s

tomers.
They are universally
known and recognized as the only ;
thoroughly reliable and in every
way the most convenient and dura- ble chaffers and sieves made. This
is the verdict of every thresherman
who uses them.
If you are not using them your- ,

self try them

and

be convinced.

Write for our catalog and price list.
Closz Adjustable Sieve.

CLOSZ & HOWARD MFG. CO.,

Webster City, Iowa

_IL
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hearings I have always made it a leading cities the decrease amounted
point to allow enough oil to feed onto 1to 25.8 per cent.
the bearings to keep up a good cir
Dispatches to Dun’s Review from
c'ulation, or in other words, the fresh branch offices of R. G. Dun & ComU'
oil going in on top of the bearing pears a large decrease in comparison
should continuously force the spent with the volume of business in the

You know these
things to be true
concerning the

oil out at the bottom where it can pany, indicate further progress in thel
be caught in drip pans, ﬁltered and right direction, especially as to that
used over again.

number of hands

I would not advise the use of ﬁl

employed

mills and factories.

GOULD
BALANCE
VAL VE

in the

Boston reports

tered oil on engine bearings, but if it that manufacturing plants are re
is properly ﬁltered it may be used suming and there is further improve

with safety on shafting and other ma
chinery.

ment in the industrial situation and
outlook. Many cotton mills in New

England now run full time, and the
I am not an advocate of the waste
leather industry is more active. Trade
ful, or excessive use of oil, but I
is well maintained at Portland, Me.,

claim that it is better to keep all
of the wearing surfaces of an engine although there is still a disposition to
operate conservatively.
Wholesale
well lubricated than it is to squeeze
dry goods and commission houses at
the oil down too ﬁne, and ﬁnally have
Philadelphia report business improv
a pillow block to re-babbitt, or a
cylinder to bore out as a result of too
much economy in the use of oil.
And now a word to young engineers.
Do not depend too much upon patent
grease cups, and automatic oiling de
vices, but make it a rule to go around
your engine at least every twenty

ing;

inquiries increase in the iron

and steel industry, but building per

and collections are irregular.

Wholesale lines at Baltimore are
seasonably quiet, although there are
spect all the bearings, and then you indications of improvement, especial- .
are pretty certain to be on the safe 1y as to plans for the larger employ
side.
ment of labor. Collections are bet
If you ﬁnd a pillow block beginning ter, although still somewhat bac’k—
to warm up, give it a liberal dose of ward. Louisville reports that orders
cylinder oil. If that does not help it for future delivery give evidence of
after a few applications you had bet a return of better conditions, crop
ter stop and investigate before it is prospects are encouraging and collec
too late.
.
tions fair; Atlanta reports fair or
If the valves are not getting enough ders for future delivery, retail trade

cylinder oil you 'will discover it by good and no complaints as to pay
laying your hand on the eccentric ments. Trade shows little improve

strap, or on the rod, and note the in ment at New Orleans and collections
continue slow. Crop reports are gen
Finally, in doubtful cases, always erally favorable, but country mer
take the safe course.—The Interna chants are hampered for ready capi
tional Steam Engineer.
tal. St. Louis reports a large increase

creased trembling.

in industrial

Improvement continues in commer
cial channels, increased manufactur

activity,

at retall

a ve?

You know that thousands of satisﬁed threshermen write that they
would not take out the valve for four times its cost?
You know that the best threshermen of America are going to the ex
pense of equipping their engines with this valve and are universally
satisﬁed with the expense incurred?
AND KNOWING THESE THINGS WHY SHOULD YOU NOT
EQUIP YOUR ENGINE WITH THE GOULD BALANCE VALVE?
A postal card brings all the information to your door and tells you
THE EASY WAY TO GET A VALVE AND THE EASY WAY TO
PAY FOR IT. There is yet time in 1908 to equip your engine with a
Gould Balance Valve. It can be equipped in the ﬁeld without loss of
time. Address

Gould Balance Valve Co., Kellogg, la.

action among business men and manu
facturers is doing much torestore con

ﬁdence. Stormy weather in the vicin
ity of Kansas City has reduced mail

Pickering
Oil Pump
“"7"
'

quickly re ity increases slowly, although ease in
undertakings
the money market
and orders
encourages
are placed
new

spond to the larger pay rolls. Sum
mer goods sold more freely as the more freely. Mail orders are large
temperature rose and retail trade has
had the further stimulus of many from the interior for fall and winter
bargain sales to reduce stocks. Mer goods, the combination of good crop
cantile collections are also more prospects and high prices for grain
prompt and conﬁdence grows strong making the outlook bright in agri

er as the crops advance toward ma
turity with no more serious handicap
than excessive moisture in some sec
tions. While the ﬁrst week in June
compares favorably with any previ

cultural sections. Seasonable weath
er helps retail trade at Cincinnati,
which shows marked improvement.
and wholesale dry goods houses re

Posltlve

.

.

FOR

_
i

Durability
and Service
WRITE

FOR

CATALOGUE

PICKERING GOVERNORS
Getting His Own Back.
ARE EQUIPPED WITH

An iron worker, having had the
mercial failures $3,677,971 larger, but worst of an argument with a friend,

the defaulted indebtedness was much
smaller than in any previous month
this year. Foreign commerce at this
port alone for the latest week showed
a gain of $5,674,302 in exports, and
a 'loss of $529,207 in imports as com

J.
4_

- AND
-

port increased sales.

ous week this year, there still ap

same week of 1907. Railroad earn
ings in May were 21.6 per cent. less
than last year, and liabilities of com

'

You know that three of the prominent thresher manufacturers of Amer
ica found it necessary to adopt the valve?
You know that these manufacturers welcome it as an article that they
have been 10 \king for?
You know that these manufacturers are willing to go to a large ex
pense in orde: to equip their engines with this valve?
You know that it has caused all engine manufacturers to admit that
31:1 engine of the future will not be complete without a Balance

and general

trade is steadily growing, concerted

ing activity and seasonable weather order business, but wholesale trade
being the dominant inﬂuences of the
and collections continue fair.
past week, says American Industries.
Trade at Chicago responds to more
In all leading industries there is less
idle machinery and staple lines of settled weather but industrial activmerchandise

the back of your valve?

You know that the valve increases the power of your engine from 18 to
30 per cent?
Yon know that it saves coal and water?
You know that it saves your valve gear?
You know that it prevents priming and foaming from affecting your en

gine while using bad water?
mits are about half as large as a

year ago and competition is keen.
Little change is noted at Pittsburg.
orders being chieﬂy to ﬁll out stocks,

minutes while it is running and in

Improvement in Business Condi
tions.

You know that your common ‘D’ slide valve has a load of from four to
six thousand pounds on the back of the valve?
You know that it takes some of the power of your engine to move this
enormous load?
You know that the Gould Balance Valve takes all of this load from off

decided to get even with him.
Waiting, therefore, until his enemy
had retired to rest one night, he ap
proached his street door and knocked

loudly in order to wake him.

Opening the bedroom window, the
pared with the movements a year other hurriedly inquired . what the
ago.
Securities advanced sharply noise was all about.
“\Vhy,” replied the outside one,
early in the week. but most of the
gain was subsequently lost, although “one of your windows is wide open.”
“\Vhich one?”
money continued easy and the outgo
“IVhy, the one
you have your
of gold was checked.
Bank ex

‘head through,” chuckled the other, as
changes at New York for ﬁve days Ihe
went away satisﬁed with the suc
were 17.5 per cent. less than in the
full week last year, while at other cess of his plot.—Illustrated Bits.

B ALL (will. mm)

SPEED
CHANGER
No Extra
C h 8. l' g e

ZhePIC

OVERNOR
COMPANY.
PORTLAND. CONNECTICUT. U.S.A.
Please mwntlnn The Review.
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er and velocity of the steam through
the steam tube.
There is then a rapidly moving jet
a bilge pump. Operated by compres of steam leaving the outlet end of
By F. O’LEARY, in “Steam.”
sed air, the ejector may be used for the tube, E, and rushing into the inlet
Against this
many purposes such as for creating end of the tube, F.
vacuum in tanks and pipes and for moving jet the air in the suction pipe
Of the-many devices which are dred appliances, something of its han
and in the chamber of the ejector is
exhausting air and gases.
used in connection with steam en diness of installation, and ‘economy
With water pressure as its power, being pressed by its own weight, the
gineering, there is perhaps no other of maintenance of operation may be
it may be employed to drain and ele effect of this being to cause a fric
instrument which adapts itself to so judged.
tion by which the air is entrained ‘and
To describe the uses to which the
many uses as the ejector. When it
exhausted from the suction pipe and
is considered that such a mechanical ejector may be put, would overreach
carried through the combining tube
device, capable of lifting 10,000 gal the space allotted to this article, but
out of the ejector.
‘when
\\‘u
say
that
the
ejector
may
lons of water from sixteen feet be
floor,

as

in

creameries,

lanndries,

chemical works, and the like. Fig. 4
shows how an ejector may be used as

Ejector Engineering.

be attached to milk

By the weight of the atmosphere
on its surface, the water into which

ing machines as a
vacuum producer, or

suction pipe extends is then forced

into the vacuum in this pipe and into
to

an

intake

pipe
the ejector around tubes, E and F,

draining a marsh, we
give a fair idea of its
range of service, as
well as the delicate
and rough usages to

and is pressed

against the

jet of

steam, by which it is entrained and
forced into the combining tube, F.
In the passage through this tube,

the steam’s action is to force the wa

which it adapts itself.
ter; the water’s action is to condense
the steam, and as the combining tube
is so constructed as to give every me

This will convey to

the thoughtful engi
neer many uses to
which the ejector is
applicable. We might
say there is not a
manufacturing plant,
mine, water works
boat. dairy or chemi
cal works, in which
Flg. 1.

chanical aid, on leaving the outlet
end of the combining tube, a solid,
swiftly moving jet of water is enter
ing the delivery pipe, forceful enough
to reach a height of one hundred to
one hundred and fifty feet though
working with only ordinary steam

pressure.

this instrument could

low its position, and at the same time not be proﬁtably installed.
elevating this quantity, plus the
A use of the ejector so simple as to
weight of steam used and condensed escape suggestion is shown in Fig. 1.
in the operation, forty feet above its
position in one hour’s time, may be

packed in a box eighteen inches long
by twelve inches deep by twelve inch
es wide. one may well wonder at the

A represents a water tank in the
basement of a factory, hotel, or oth
er place having steam power. It is
wished to have hot water on ﬂoors
above. The ejector is connected to
steam pipe B, at suction pipe C, and

vate sewers, raise water and refuse
from cellars, closets, baths and other
places that are below the sewer level.
It is to be noted that the ejector may
be operated by steam, air, or water.

B, is a valve F. In suction pipe C is
a valve G.
To raise water from tank A, open
valves F and G. Water is then lift
ed by the ejector and delivered to

to be done; generally steam is the
most consistent and economical oper
ating medium. What the ejector will
accomplish when operated by water,
it will accomplish more satisfactorily
with steam. Therefore, water pres
sure would not usually be employed
when steam pressure is available.
Operated by air, the ejector could not
be used to lift or elevate water or
other liquids.
Steam could not be
used as efficiently as air to exhaust

marvelous power concentrated in so
small an article.
delivery pipe D at E.
The ejector is constructed as a cas
ing having steam suction, and deliv

ery pipe connections, into which cas

That we may know something of
the eﬁiciency and economy of opera
tion of this instrument, we will let
the following table
explain itself.
This is computed from an actual test,

In advising the application of these
In steam pipe powers it is well to consider the work

the laundry tub H. By throttling the
valves. water as hot or as cool as
desired, may be obtained.
This
‘scheme may extend from ﬂoor to ﬂoor
by having an ejector on each ﬂoor
so connected that the ejector below
will deliver to the one above.

Fig. 2 shows an ejector as used in gases.
a mine. By the location of the ejec
To describe the operation of the

the water being weighed as taken and
delivered.

Size of ejector-No. 5.
Pipe connections-Steam, l in.;
suction. 11;’; in.; delivery. 1% in.

tor in this out we observe that it is
working from a very short lift and
ejecting the water from the mine
principally by elevating. This sug
gests that the location of the ejec
tor is determined by the work it is
desired to perform.
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Work to be done by the ejector in
the most economical manner usually
requires that the instrument be con
nected as closely as possible to the
work, as 2,000 gallons of Water can
be elevated 20 feet with the use of
less weight of steam, than it can be ejector we will refer to the sectional
lifted 20 feet, and again 25 feet are diagram, Fig. 5. In this,lA repre
the limit to which water may be lifted sents the casing; B the steam connec
by an ejector, while with moderate tion; and D the delivery connection;
steam pressure the ejector will ele E is the-steam tube, and F the com
vate water 125 feet. There are con bining tube. Steam enters the ejec
ditions where the most economical re tor through the steam tube, E, which
sults may be obtained by connecting tube is constructed with an inletting
the ejector so that it accomplishes its and outletting taper, which tapers
work partly by lift and partly by ele meet a straight bore at a certain
vating.
ing are rigidly ﬁxed the two operat
ing parts, being the steam tube and
the delivery tube. Being, therefore.
free from valves, cams, pistons, stuf

ﬁng. boxes and other complicating
parts found in pumps, rams, and kin

Conditions also exist where point in the tube.

the ejector cannot be installed so as
to elevate, but may be used to work
entirely by lifting, as in drive wells
of small bore.

‘a

In
“\\W\ms\\\\ass.

/,////)///

l/I/

Steam pressure—60 lbs.

Lift—8 ft.
Elevation-20 ft.
No. gallons per hour-4.950.

No. lbs. water delivered per —lb. of
steam used-31.
Heat added in the operation—28°

F.
Vacuum produced in inches of mer
cury-25 in.

The inletting ta

per concentrates and aids the veloc
ity of the steam through the bore.
The outletting taper permits an ex
pansion which serves to get the steam
Fig. 3 shows the ejector as used in out of the bore as rapidly as possible.
the movement of liquids from ﬂoor to This construction gives a mechanical

When at your state fair, and “tak
ing in” the various shows and ex
hibits be sure to look up The Review.
Our representatives will be glad to
meet you and get acquainted, wheth
er you are a subscriber or not.
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What Kind of Oil
Do You Use on Your Outfit?‘
Are you interested in a proposition whereby you can
HIS is not a "get rich quick” scheme,

save 25 to 50 per cent. on your oil bills, and still have
better oils?

If you are, answer this advertisement.

nor we haven't any gold bricks to sell

,

you, but we do want to sell you all your

We know we can save
you qnoney and will furnish you better
lubricating oils.

oils than you are now paying twice the

prices for.
We employ no agents oi any kind---YOU get the benefit of their profits and commissions
in lower prices and better oils. You order direct from us (we are reﬁners) direct by mail. We ship at
once by freight. ii the goods are not as represented, return them to us. Every oil we sell is guaranteed to

I

he made from the finest premium Pennsylvania stoclt, compounded with pure acidless lard oil, castor oil,

sperm oil or neatsioot oil, depending upon the purpose for which the oil is intended and if you do not find
them better in every way than those‘ior which you have paid twice as much they may he returned at our ex

l

pense for freight both ways, and we will refund your money promptly.

HERE ARE A FEW casn wrrn onnm PnIcEs
Franklin Cylinder Oil . . . . .
Perfection Cylinder Oil . . .
Mars Red Engine Oil . . . . .
Magnetic Red Engine Oil.

.
.
.
.

. .21c-Equal to any 35c oil on the market.
..27c—The kind you have paid 45c for.
. .l3c—Equal to any 20c oil or. the market.
. .15c-Finest Red Engine Oil made.

Heavy Harvester Oil . . .
Lard Castor Oil . . . . . . . .
Opposition Castor Oil . .
Jupiter Gas Engine Oil .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

NOTE—The above prices are in barrels(52 gals.) and half barrels (3o gals.)
ln 5 and 10 gallon cans add so per gallon extra.
5 gallon cans 50c. and 10 gallon cans 75c.

.
.
.
.

..18c—Heavy as Castor, but not stringy.
..16c—Better than others sell for 25¢.
. .l4c—Equal to that usually sold for 20c.
. .20c-Finest on the market at any price.

|

Barrels are frie; half barrels are charged at 75¢ each

REFEREMIES ita‘E-iht‘t’éﬁtili’tbt Stti‘eﬁéﬁ'. 2a». Mid.

PRODUCERS REFINING COMPANY, 52 lo 56 La Salle Street, CHICAGO \

J

Write for our Free Premium List.
Please mention The Rev!‘ w.

Weight of Crushed Stone.

Western Settlers Facing Trouble.

foot of the solid stone (or its speci

It is not likely that any settler
would care to undertake the responsi
vice and lease it out for fencing and bility of taking a family upon a home

In the west they are very m't-h
stirred up over the proposition to

The University of Illinois Engi
neering Experiment Station has re gives for_diﬁerent sizes of crushed
cently issued Bulletin No. 23, “Voids, stone the coefficients by which to mul take from the unreserved, unappro
Settlement and'Weight of Crushed tiply either the weight of a cubic priated public domain reserved for
Stone,” by Ira 0. Baker.

cy” any big cattle-magnate may lease
and fence up for ten years as much
as 10,000 acres; his friend may lease
next door to him 10,000 more, and an
other friend the next, and so on.

kakee, all in Illinois. All the results
are summarized in a table which

This bulle

settlers a vast area of 300.000.000

ﬁc gravity) to get the weight of a acres and place it in the forest ser

tin gives the results of some experi
cubic yard of the crushed stone at the
ments to determine the proportion of

also after being transported different
distances. Crushed stone is usually

crusher and also at the destination, ' grazing for the big cattle barons and
for stone from the three different others whose interetss are being
quarries. This elaborate table is sum crowded by encroachments of the
marized in the following statement: homesteaders.
This would shut out settlers from
The mean coefficient by which to mul
tiply the weight of a cubic foot of a pretty big strip of country-well,
solid limestone to obtain the weight equivalent to an area 200 miles wide
of a cubic yard of crushed limestone and over 2,000 miles long. This land
is as follows:
is not included in the lands concerned
For 1/2-in. screenings . . . . . . . . . . ..15.5 in the regulation of streams or
For 1/2-in. to 2-in stone . . . . . . . ..14.6 conservation of timber supply. This
For 2-in. to 3-in. stone . . . . . . . . . .15.2 vast area has never been included in

nominally bought and sold by volume
but really by weight, since in ordinary

For trap rock the corresponding the forest reserves; it is part of the
coeﬂicients are as follows:
public domain awaiting settlement.

voids in crushed stone loaded by var

ious methods in cars and in wagons,
to ﬁnd the amount of settlement dur
ing transportation in wagons and in

cars and also to obtain the relation
between the weight of a unit of vol

ume of the solid stone and that of
the same volume of crushed stone im
mediately after being loaded in var
ious wavs, into cars and wagons, and

stead within such an enclosure; his
life would be a sultry one at best.
But the settler is not likely to have
this opportunity, for if the leasehold
has had one penny over $100 spent on
it by the cattle owner (which amount
is easily covered by the fence), the

lessee has a right to debar the settler
from entering.
This movement is, in elfect, a plan
to “corner” the forage of and with—
draw from settlement a domain larger
than the combined areas of Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois.

Pennsylvania. New

For 1/;;-in. screenings . . . . . . . . . . . .14.6
The agricultural lands of the public York, all of the New England States,
For 1/2-in. to 11/2-in. stone . . . . . . .13.5 domain belong not to the people of
and nearly all of the Soirthern States.
a cubic yard of crushed stone is as
For ll/z-in. to 3-in. stone . . . . . . . .13.!) the west alone; they belong to the
—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
sumed and the number of yards in
Copies of this bulletin may be ob citizens of every state in the Union.
a shipment is obtained by dividing
tained gratis upon application to the Anybody may go out there, take up a
the total weight by the assumed
Director,
Engineering
Experiment homestead of 160 acres, and make a
The Iowa Duroc swine breeders
weight of a cubic yard: and yet there
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
home in the manner the law speci have
subscribed
about
$2,500.00
seem to have been almost no experi
L. P. Breckenridge.
ﬁes.
worth of thoroughbred Duroc swine
ments made to determine the actual
June 25, 1908.
The act of June 4, 1897, which sets as special premiums to Iowa corn
weight of a cubic yard of crushed
Engineering Experimmt Station. aside timbered areas and mountain growers who win prizes on their
stone under any particular condition.
University of Illinois
watersheds for forest reserves speci grains at the National Corn Exposi
Apparently the only experiments
Urbana, Illinois.
ﬁcally and distinctly forbade the in tion to be held in Omaha next De
heretofore made upon this general
cluding of lands good only for other cember. This means 72 head of ﬁne
subject are a few brief ones upon
The Review will be represented at purposes. The idea was that the in hogs will be well distributed over the
trap rock, conducted by Mr. Mc
Clintock, lately president of the Mass seventeen of the leading fairs this terest of the settlers should have the State of Iowa as it is unlikely the
achusetts Highway Commission. An season, and subscribers, threshermen ﬁrst consideration. Land unavailable farmers of any one section will win

commercial transactions the weight of

account of his experiments is pre-' and anyone interested in The
sented and discussed in this bulletin, are cordially invited to call
but the main features are an elaborate Review representative at our
series of tests upon crushed lime at any of these fairs. Let's
stone from Chester, Joliet and Kan-

quainted.

Review for timber protection or reforestation
on The or for conserving the How of streams
exhibit was to be kept open for farms and
get ac homes and communities.
Under the proposed “leasing poli

all the premiums.

Breeders of thor

oughbred hogs in Webster County,
Nebraska, have also oﬁered several

hundred dollars worth of swine for
special Nebraska prizes.
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We will Give Away

Absolutely Free of All Cost

()ne Garden City Feeder

At each of the Following State Fairs, During the Season of 1908:
Des Moines, Iowa

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Indianapolis, Indiana

Lincoln, Nebraska

Columbus, Ohio

Huron, South Dakota

Springfield, lllionis

Detroit, Michigan

Wisconsin

»On the grounds at our exhibit at each of the above named Fairs, we will have a special register, in
which every Thresherman, owning an outﬁt, is cordially asked to register his name and ad

dress. Opposite his name will be a number, duplicate of which will be kept by us, and one given to the
Thresherman. Upon the last day of the fair, at an appointed time, a drawing will be made and the
Feeder will be given to the Thresherman holding the lucky number. You are not asked to pay one cent
for a chance on this feeder, nor will there be anything offered for sale with tickets on the feeder as an
I inducement to get you to buy. All that will be necessary is for you to register your name at our Exhibit
and you will stand an equal chance with every other thresherman who attends the Fair and registers.

The Garden City Feeder
needs no introduction to any up-to-date thresherman, for its years of constant satisfactory service are known wherever threshing is done.
It is the one feeder sold on a GUARANTEE to feed and feed right OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED. You can know that after once ad
justing it to suit the grain at hand, that your feeder troubles are at an end. It feeds the bundles any way they may be pitched on the car
rier without slugging the separator. (This is a part of the Guarantee). Its action is perfectly automatic, being regulated by simple speed
and straw governors. .You are insured of a full capacity running separator-the only paying kind-if your feeder is a GARDEN CITY. No
waiting for the feeder, it is always ready and always feeding.

——-——————-——~——~—— Our Guarantee

"

a

We guarantee the Garden City Self Feeder not to slug the cylinder regardless of conditions of grain; allow no bundles to go into the
cylinder crossways regardless of how the bundles are pitched into the carrier; to break no concaves or spikes, and to feed the separator to

its full capacity. If feeder will not bear out the above claim after a trial of ﬁve days, the money or notes given for said feeder will be
immediately returned to the purchaser.

Be sure to register and get a chance on this feeder at your State Fair.

Pella Stacker Gompany, Fella, lowa
Pella Stacker Co., Room 5, Bd. of Trade Bldg" Indianapolis, Ind.
Pella Stacker Co., 330 N. First St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Pella Stacker Co., 230-232 N. Phillips Ave., Sioux Falls, S. D.
Sherwood & Shields, \Vichita, Kansas.

Garden City Feeder Co., Spokane, Wash.
Pella Stacker Co., 40 E. Swan St., Columbus, Ohio.
Matt Sproul, Sparta, Ill.
Norfolk F. & M. Co.. Norfolk,

C. E. R0 ers, Harper, Kan.
H. C. Mi ler. Cherokee, Ia.
Bruns Mchy. Co., St. Charles, Mo.
Nebr.

August, 1908.

The Only Double Mill
manufactured WITHOUT END FRICTION
and having SELF-SHARPENING BURRS.
RESULT, less power, grezier capacity and finer
Our catalog fully describes our
grinding.
line. Send for it.
CROWN POINT MFG. CO.,

Saw Milling.
Editor Review :——I will try to write ond hand mill which I set up and run
for him till threshing, while he ran
quested. I am not an old hand at the his old mill a part of the time. Both

Crown Polnl, Ind.

122 But Road

something about saw milling as re

business, as supposed. I am only 22 mills are Garr-Scott Company ’s make.
years old, but commenced pretty The old one has a belt feed, while the
When
young. I began studying machinery other has a variable feed.

when I was 14 years old. I began threshing time came I worked at that
reading The Review at the same time, after which I went to sawing for the
and have kept it up ever since, though same man again. I ran the one mill
I have not been a subscriber quite that all the winter, then I bought a half
long. I studied nearly a year before interest in a well drilling outﬁt. Ran
I worked much.
I would read a that a while, went back to sawing, and
while and then go to the saw mill am now in a general repair shop.
The portable saw mill is a success
about half a mile away, which was
run by one of our neighbors, and if handled right. Any good sensible
would watch things go and help a man can soon learn to saw, if he will

PLEASANT THOUGHTS

THE BEST OF THE ARTS

little once in a while as the boys did take an interest in it. One of the
most of the running of the mill; and main things is to get the mill set in
by so doing

I learned

more and good shape.

If you get your frame

set solid and your track level or
learned faster.
I always liked the engine a little square with the saw, then give the saw
one-sixteenth
to
one-half
the best; so at ﬁrst I learned the en from

Mr. S. W. Myers and His Wife, Bella
oi Ls Mollie, Iowa

gine, then the separator, and then the inch lead, and then keep the saw in
saw mill. I can handle any part of good shape, you won’t have much
Some one whose name we do not
recall is the author of this senti

ment: “The pleasantest things in
people 's
lives
are
pleasant

loose tangled fodder around the

thoughts, and the best of the Arts
is the art of so living as to have
as many as possible of them.”

could put it on to the feeder.”
I would not have any other make

The lines of the faces pictured

above tell us of strengths develop
ed during the conquering of difﬁ
cnlties; and the lights tell us of
success in the practice of the best
of arts. They are faces which are
good to look at and pleasant
thoughts come to you while you

examine them.
The fact ‘that this reading mat
ter is to include business or some
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advertising cannot destroy the
pleasant thoughts which came to

the writer before he knew any
thing about Mr; and ‘Mrs. Myers

and while he ﬁrst looked at the

SAVING lN KANSAS.
Courtesy Prnl & Pike, Fall River.

the threshing rig and do anything trouble. The saw should be kept
about the saw mill. I have run both round and the teeth kept swaged and
stationary and portable mills which tiled straight across. The back of the
teeth should be watched and kept
my father bought.
We have a 36 h. p. stationary en ﬁled down just so it won’t rub. This
gine, the engine being separate from can be found by laying a- straight
the boiler.

I controlled the engine edge on top of the teeth.

The throat

original photograph, viewed these
pleasant faces and read on the
photograph these attractive words:
Bella, La Moille,
Iowa,
Des

Moines.

'

After reading some words of

business from La Moille and Des
Moines, the “machine man” re

with a butterﬂy valve and a lever or under side of the teeth should be
which I had fastened to the corners filed back, so as to line out about two
of the saw frame. The mill was a sin thirds the distance from the center of

ceived the impulse to mix pleasure
with business by giving expression
here to some of the pleasant

gle saw made by the Aultman-Taylor the saw. If the saw is kept in this
Company, with variable friction feed, shape it will pull easy and run good.

he ﬁrst saw this picture.

which is all right. The kind of tim
ber I sawed with this mill was mostly
pine and poplar; although I sawed
some chestnut, hickory and oak. This
was while I was in Tennessee.

In running your saw, run it fast
enough till it runs true. Before start
ing see that the saw has the right
amount of lead; then set the guide so

that the saw will run just as it is

Three years ago the latter part of when not running; but don’t get the

February I got a couple of sprains pins too tight.

Then speed the saw

that laid me up for nearly four up till it runs true, then try it. If
months. The 18th of May I‘ came the saw beats in the center, line it in

back to Indiana, where I have been
ever since. I began running an en
gine; an Advance. I ran it through
threshing and then we got a clover

the log a little by screwing up the
guide some.

If this don’t stop the

heating, run it a little slower or
enough so that it don’t heat;
huller and I ran that through hulling. don ’t run it too slow or it will
I attended to both ends, which kept at the rim. If you do this and

lift; also bound fodder, two big bun

dles at a time; and we cleaned up
machine

as

fast as four men

but a Port Huron Shredder with a
self feeder.

Some Unpleasant Thoughts"_.
“There

are

several

important

points to be considered in making
the purchase of a Corn Husker

Shredder.
all is:

The most important of

Is it safe?

There is noth

ing else that is as valuable as Hu
man life.
There is no money
standard that can measure Human
sufferings. ’ ’
“The number of lives lost, and
the amount of suifering caused, by
the use of corn husker-shredders
cannot be estimated in dollars and
cents. Hundreds of men have lost
their lives or their arms or their
hands in operating these machines;
so numerous have been the aci
dents that several states have in
troduced laws against the Murder
ous Corn Shredder.”
“The only Corn Husker-Shred
der that has a complete Band Cut

ter and‘Self-Feeder is the Port Hu
ron. Even if it were inferior in
other respects, then, the Port Hu

thoughts which came to him when

ron would be entitled to the pref
So much

to sentiment, and now to business.

erence because
safety.”

of

its absolute

A. E. West, Manager of Port
Huron Machinery Co., Des Moines,
writes that Mr. Myers is one of the
best farmers and one of the most

the Port Huron Shredder Catalog.
On the back cover of this isue of

The above matter is quoted from

The Review you will ﬁnd pictures

influential men in Marshall Coun

of users of this machine and testi

ty, Iou‘n.

From a letter written by Mr.

mony in favor of its Band Cutter
and Feeder.
James Loughridge,

Myers, in response to an ordinary
request by mail for information

Oskaloosa, Iowa, says that it is a
wonder.
Albert Simon, Altura,

regarding his experience with his

Minn., says it does away with the
danger
of people losing their

slow
but
heat
keep

Port Huron Husker-Shredder, the
following quotations are taken:

me busy.
everything in good shape you won’t
Then I borrowed a saw mill and have much trouble. I have never let

“It takes the fodder as fast as
two good men care to pitch it in

sawed a barn bill, and then ran the a saw get the best of me yet. I have
shredder the rest of the fall.
run two saws that men who were said
failed to
The winter was so bad I didn’t do to be good Sawyers had
anything till spring; in March I went make go, and they ran as nice as any
to work for the man I borrowed the body’s saw. I have to run out off
mill of in the fall. He bought a sec saws that were twisted all out Of

the feeder; and it does a better
job of feeding thanrcan be done by

“It works fine; every one here
is well pleased with it.”

hand. We fed from the sides and
very heavy fodder in armfuls as
large as a big strong man could

hands and arms.
J. S. Coglin,
Earlham, Iowa, says regarding the
Port Huron Husker-Shredder, that

the engineer don ‘t have to be al
ways watching to stop to take some
one out of the rolls with a hand
torn to pieces.
Fred Klossner,

Klossner, Minn., says that the
Self-Feeder on the machine is
worth alone $300.00.
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Wood Bros. Engine and Separator
are the simplest and most perfectbuilt. There is less machinery to get out of order and wear out.
sign, and mathematically correct in proportion and size of parts.

Strong and substantially made, perfect in de

Wood Bros. New Traction Engine

Built in 16, 18, 20 and 22 horse power. Burn coal, wood or straw.
most perfect acting valve in use. It saves coal and water.

Powerful in the belt or on the road.

Our new valve gear is the simplest and

i woouanos
; 4 gmﬂi‘lllni
‘

.u-nun-on.

The HUMMING BIRD Separator is a smooth, light running, well balanced machine. .Has few working parts. Rotary motion throughout. A
fast thresher, a splendid cleaner, and guaranteed to handle all kinds of grain or seeds, and do perfect work. “Just a little better than the best,” is our
motto, and we have made good.
Just a word about Feeders. The Wood Bros. Steel Feeder will do perfect work in all kinds of grain. Scores of threshermen who have used other
feeders claim that the Wood Bros. Feeder should not be compared with other makes, that the Wood Bros. Feeder really feeds, and is the only self
feeder worthy of the name of feeder.
We will exhibit our full line at all the principal State Fairs this year. Threshermen are invited to come and see us.

WO0D BROS. STEEL SELF FEEDER COMPANY, Des Moines, Iowa
BIAIC'EES: ——_——
{Kansas City, Mo., Union Ave. and Hickory.

St. Louis. M0.. 117 Market St.

Indianapolis. Ind., Room 6, Bd. of Trade Bldg.

Minneapolis. Minn., 126 8rd Ave. N.

Lincoln, Nebraska.

Fargo, North Dakota.

Please mention The Review.
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/ Single or Double Balers

1'/

Self Feeding
Automatic

Ran my Double Press four seasons with no expense for re
A better money maker than a threshing machine.
Ullin, 111., December 7. 1907.
J. L. COLEMAN.

pairs.

You have the only steam baler on the market.

I have run

my single press three
years and paid $2.10
for repairs.
It is an
easy
matter to
run
three tons through an
hour.

S. B. WILKIN,
Dec.23.'07., Hillsboro,0.

Nothing to compare
with your presses.
JOSEPH BELL.
Bishopville, S. C.

CATALOGUE F R E E

ROBINSON & COMPANY

RICHMOND, INDIANX

200 Main Street

‘shape, and straightened them up till the hands what piece to put in, and 2,000 to 4,000 feet; some barn pat~
they ran as nice as ever. In most in that way everything was put to the terns, 8,000 to 26,000 feet. I sawed a
places where there is not a great proper place, with no extra work as bill for the Odd Fellows building as
amount of timber and where people is generally the case where nobody sociation of 32,000 feet, delivered to
have
to
haul
their
timber points out the right pieces. As to them. The greater part was syca
a
good
distance,
they
would the best mill to buy, that would have more, 20 and 22 feet long, and I re
rather pay more for their sawing and to be determined by the purchaser; as ceived $2.00 to $2.50 per hundred feet.
get it done at home. Take a thresh some would think one make was the Since than I have sawed 80,000 feet
erman that has a good engine, from 14 best, while another would think an for 50 cents per hundred feet, cus
h. p. on up, he can make a good many other the best.
tom sawing, and I have just moved
dollars by having a good mill. He can
VVell, I will quit at this for this again and set up my mill to do custom
move around and set it down for from time, as some who will read this will sawing for farmers. I saw from 50.
twelve thousand feet and up. It don’t say he don’t know as much as he 000 to 150,000 in a set.
Logs are
'pay to set for any less. It takes thinks he does.
mostly small, making 60 to 80 feet
In writing this I have left out on an average. In setting a mill be
from four to ﬁve men to run the mill.
The engineer, the sawyer, log turner nearly all my experience with thresh sure and get saw frame and head
and two otfbearers. One oﬁbearer can ing, clover hulling and shredding and bloek level and track in line with
then shovel the sawdust. With this keeping everything in repair. I near saw.
I first get track
perfectly
many hands a. man can saw from six ly always do all the belt lacing on straight, and then take a tape line,
to ten thousand feet of lumber per whatever machine I am with and also fasten to back end of saw frame and
day, owing to the kind of lumber and do most of the fussing or overhaiil pass along log side of saw back 15
timber, and the way the hands move ing the machine, which is a very im feet from cutting edge of saw. Give
around, with from 14 to 16 h. p. en portant thing; and should be done it one-eighth-inch lead; that is, if
gine.
properly.
your blocks are one-half in. from
A. E. Pickett.
saw;
let top be three-eighths-inch
I have sawed logs from four feet
Winchester, Indiana.
from point of block. Now keep your
long to 50 feet long. Sawing long
*
*
=l=
saw gummed out from one inch to one
timber is a hard, slow job, as some
times it springs so bad you can hard
Editor Review:-—I do not own a and one-half-inch deep, and have
lly do anything with it. In sawing threshing rig, but I like to read their plenty of swedge, a scant one-fourth
long timber always saw the hollow letters. I do own a saw mill, complete inch for 91:10. Don ‘t let the backs of
side of the log ﬁrst, as this will spring outﬁt, and have run it all the time for teeth get higher than cutting edge.
it straight. In sawing long logs, if eleven years and have only raised four Do the most of ﬁling on the under

‘the log is big enough, run two or crops of corn in that time. I raised side of tooth, and you will never have
'1
three lines on the hollow side before and gathered 1,200 bushels of corn any trouble.
I could not do without The Review.
turning. Then turn the log and take last year. But I don ’t think I will
off the slab on the opposite side. ever farm again, as I can make more Be sure and let me know before my
time is out.
Then turn again and run a light line running machinery.
Jas. A. Barber.
on the opposite side, and so on till you
I have a 30 h. p. vertical boiler and
make the last line on what was the a 25 h. p. engine.

The engine is of

back side in the beginning. Of course the plain slide valve type, built by
you can saw on all sides of the log, Chandler & Taylor. It sits on block
as you turn if it comes any handier, about six feet from the boiler and
always sawing on the opposite side never shakes about while sawing.
each time from which you sawed be My saw is 56-inch, 9x10 gauge with
‘fore.
52 teeth. I run carriage at 11/2-inch
As to the best mill to buy, that de feed to the revolution of saw; run

Versailles, Missouri.
*

*

*

Editor Review :——I have been very

MADE FAMOUS BY

awsmesnt
SEPARATORS
Please mention The Review.

Difference in Fodder Made

by Different Husker
Shredder.
It is claimed by the manufac

turers that the Port Huron Husk
er-Shredder makes better fodder
than do others, because it has a
regular _threshing cylinder with
concave teeth instead of knives,
and does more bruising and tearing

of the stalks, or less cutting into
sharp edged pieces; that this ma
chine leaves the fodder in better
condition for feeding, as well as
in better condition for handling,
and that the fodder is more easily
masticated and better relished by
animals.

Further claims for ‘the Port
Huron are that it’ shreds the
husks as other machines do not;

and that practically all of the
broken nubbins, worthless ears,
and kernels, that would damage

the fodder are‘taken out, leaving
it cleaner and making it less like
ly that mice and rats will live‘ in
the fodder and spoil it.

busy since February 1 and will be
The back cover of this issue of
until the middle of June. There is
no great fortune in sawing lumber,
but a person can make a little money

if he hustles. Last year we had about
pends on where it is to be run. In saw 500 revolutions per minute, and half as much to saw as this year, and
still we have raised our pricev for
places where timber is scarce and the it never dodges from anything.
I
jobs small, a mounted mill would be have a patent ratchet, patent dog and sawing from $4.50 and $5.00 to $5.00
the handiest, and a little the quickest.
to get around with; although it don ’t
take long to move and set up the un
mounted mill. It takes longer to dig
the sawdust pit than anything else

lLA POR'I'E

patent swedge that cost $40.00, ‘and and $5.50 per thousand feet, while
do my own setting of blocks, sawing some of the neighboring saws are

about 3,000 feet on an average ‘of sawing- for $4.00 and $4.50 per thous

eight hours per day with two hands; and; one man who was sawing for
one to ﬁre and one to olfbear and turn this last mentioned price went bust
‘about setting the unmounted mill. the largest logs.
I turn the small ed.
After your pit is done it only takes ones and they are most all small.
One farmer asked why we could
hbout an hour to ﬁnish setting, if you
I saw a part of the time for stock, not saw for the same price. I told

know what piece goes in ﬁrst. I ﬁrst buying timber, taking the bill him if we could not make a little
most generally stood back and told and ﬁlling it, mostly house patterns, money we would soon quit the biz.

The Review includes some photo
graphs of users and quotations

from their letters.

F. E. Denning,

Jonesville, Mich., says that farm

.ers who‘have had fodder chopped
up and slitted have come to the
conclusion that fodder handled
nicely is what they want, and that
the Port Huron does it.
Len
Brown, Yale, Mich., says that the

shredded stalks can’t be better.
Robert Habich, Redﬁeld, Ia.., says
that it makes the best fodder he
ever saw. C. D. Kaylor, DeGraﬁ,
Ohio, says that it puts the fodder
in extra good shape.
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'IWEIS TERN FIELD * PORT BLE CORN SHELLERl
‘

“I

Capacity SOIOIISeZfZgOSZSsSheIs per hour

Beware of Imrtations

Two Fans, Duplex Shake, Perfect Separation, Light Draft, Slow Speed.
any kind of Com, Separates and Cleans it Perfectly.

Shells
The No. 2A Western is

guaranteed to be the Largest and Best Portable Corn Sheller in the World.
We have established an ofﬁce and have on Exhibition 1 Complete Sheller and Drag at Corner South Water
and Chestnut Sts., Peoria, 111., where our representative, Mr. C. R. Overly, will be glad to show you its merits

Note New Low down Drag; Strong, Simple, Durable, Heavy Sheet Steel Elevator;
Universal Drive runs at any angle. Write for prices and full description to

UNION IRON WORKS,

Please mention The Review.

Sawing lumber in the winter is a had barely got out of sight when the
very poor business, but after March whistle broke oﬁ. That plug would
15, it goes pretty well, or after the have stood 150 lbs. pressure, as it
frost gets out of the logs.

swelled on the inside of the boiler.

er to firing and block setting, and
have sawed some.
I will tell you about our wheat

threshing season later.

We are get

I wish you all a prosperous year ti'ng ready now. Have got the ma
neapolis engine and Advance saw, and a good crop of grain.
chine in the ﬁeld and set ready for
style E, with one 36-inch inserted
business.
August Burth.
tooth and one 52 inch solid tooth
Whitehall, Wisconsin.
Jas. Joyce, Jr.
saw; and we saw from $2,000 to
Sikeston, Missouri.
*
=l=
*
*
=l=
*
5,000 feet per day; it all depends on
Editor Review :—We have a 20 h.
what size and length of logs you have p. Rumely simple engine and a De
Editor Review:—IVe wish to say
to cut.
Loach No. 2 mill, rigged with cut-01f to the thresherman and farmer we
If we had the right kind of logs and side edger saws. We swing a 58 have had experience in saw mill work
and made timbers we could saw 10, inch Ohlen big saw and 30-inch top for over eight years. Have used both
000 feet in a day, but 5,000 makes a saw. The engine seems to pull load direct and return line boilers. But
man scratch in the kind of timber we with case, even when the saws are all truly, I would advise any prospec
have here. We have to pay $1.50 a crowded.
Never had any kinks in tive buyer to try the Avery.
We use the Standard Gaar-Scott
day for two men to help us and 15 saws yet. We saw mostly for home
We have a 19 h. p. compound Min

cents a meal for our board.
trade, although we ship some occa
Our fuel is furnished by whoever sionally. \Ve saw mostly gum, cy
has timber to saw. We burn green
slabs, and can hold steam pretty easy.
But we take dry wood if a man has
it, as it only takes about half as much
dry wood to keep up steam as it does
with green slabs.
I had a little experience while mov
ing from one job to another this win
ter. A year ago this spring I got a
large whistle and put it on the engine
on a T pipe with the one I had on,
and the two together made a heavy
weight; so when I pulled through
sand
the
engine
trembled
and
shook those whistlespretty hard; I
noticed steam leaking at the base, but
did not pay much attention to that

mill, and it is very good, and a 20 h.

p. Avery engine. We saw. with three
press and maple and average about men, from 4,000 to 6,000 feet per day
8,000 feet a day. We can saw nearly 10 hours. With four men we saw
any kind of bill stuff, such as bridge from 5,000 to 10,000 feet per day, ow
and barn patterns and house pat ing to kind of timber; that is, size.
terns. \Ve don’t have many heavy Timber in this locality is getting
slabs to handle, except from crooked thinned out. “To buy and sell; we

1 class Belting, in every
5 way as good as it cut
/ to your order from full

/
‘/ Sign the Coupon below
i and we will mail you Cata
loguc "A" which tells you
_ how to buy good belt cheap.
Supplies and tools oi every nature
by Engineers and Threshermen.
rcquir

B. F. GUM? COMPANY
THE MILI- SUPPLY HOUSE

51-53 So. Canal St.. CHICAGO
Sin lhil, tell our and mail today

M-u me can." "A" Thruha‘Suppl'm

logs. We saw a very thin slab from do not ship. We get rid of all our
the cypress logs, and the next slab timber in our own and adjoining
will be an inch board, probably the counties; mostly bridge timber. Our
right length for a picket. three or prices for lumber, according to quali

four feet long. We cut the ends off ty, run from 80 cents to $3.00 per
the right length, then we rip it on the 100 feet. We get 50 cents per 100
edger into three-inch strips which feet for doing custom sawing.
We are busy most of the time saw
make excellent pickets for yard or
garden fence. Customers use three ing, except when threshing, shelling

We would just as
feet for yard and four feet for gar or shredding.
den, and we have a big sale for them. much think of farming without a
until, on last move over the frozen So you see we get nearly all there is wagon as to be in the machine busi
ground and ice the leak became. worse. in a log. All of the other slabs with ness without a saw mill. It gives us
I told my partner I guessed the whis bark on them we make into wood, and
tles were coming 01?.
He said he cut it to suit the trade; as it makes
thought they were all right, but he fine steam wood when dry, and it, like
wanted to cut across and go to the the pickets, has a big sale. It takes

By Mail
Do not IUII M
your lpeed. Buy
a Tabor Stop lo

“0- Oountol.

employment and work for one of our

engines during the winter.
Shafer Bros.
Idaville, Indiana.
*

*

The Grant Mfg. 6. Machine 0o.
00 hlllman m.
emnaironr. can.
Please mention The Review.

*

mill, as we were only about a mile nine men to operate the mill, and
and a quarter from it, so I told him keeps them busy, too, for we have a

Editor Review:-—I don’t suppose

I could get along all right, and he sawyer that knows his business from
went. Well, I got along about 20 rods end to end. You might think I am an

you hear from this part of the coun
try very often. I will write you a
few lines to let you know what I am

cum

ENSILAGE
GUTTEBS

and the whistles broke off. I had old one at the business but I’m not
about 125 lbs. pressure. I had them old myself, only 19, but my father doing.
wired to the feed pipe so they could
not fall off, and I kept right on
going until the steam got down to 25
lbs. Then I stopped and took the
wood plug I had made for the pur

pose from a good grade of dry pine,
and drove it into the hole and wired
it down and steamed up and resum
ed the move. My partner laughed at

has had a threshing machine of some
description from the old “ground

hog" up to the present time, which
consists of the engine we saw with
and a Peerless separator. You see I
have been around machinery of some

I own a Port Huron portable saw
mill all through. The-engine is one of
their 24 h. p. compound; the latest
style traction engine, and Rusher mill.
I am sawing now, and my cut each
day amounts to $28.00. My expenses

kind and am pretty well experienced are $12.00. I have about a million
for a youngster. We have had the and a quarter to out where I am now
mill about three years and I have and in the spring I will move about
me when I got to the mill, for he done everything from sawdust wheel eight miles from here, to where I have I

WI‘he Complete

Machine." Don't buy an

ensilage cutter nmilyou have read our catalog.
IAISAI-IILKIISIIII (20., '0 Highland Av... Ian“. l1.
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It is simple.
Well designed.
The gearing is com
pact, of the right pitch
and of special metal.
Friction reduced to the
minimum.

Easy cleaning Rumely
Patented Sloping Side
Firebox. f’
The Engine is well bal
anced and the weight
properly distributed be
tween the front and rear
wheels.
No brackets to tear out
the sides of the boilers.

One heavy straight rear
axle.
'
Economical valve mo
tion to save fuel
water.

If

‘

and

RUMELY IDEAL SEPARATORS Wee -~
We want you to see the inside of our goods, for they are well made.

M. RUMELY COMPANY,

La Porte, Indiana

three million to cut for the same man.

engineers.

I am well satisﬁed with a portable
saw mill, especially the Port Huron

ing what he is doing when he takes make it.
hold of an engine, but if I were going
Threshing is not very progressive
to hire an engineer I would hire a here, for we have no roads nor bridges
man with experience every time. I that are worth anything, and crops
don’t care what kind of a license he are small and far apart. Sawing is
holds for I have seen men who might getting down to small sets and small

make.

If they are handled right a

man can make a lot of money with

I believe in a man know

Ask forlcatalogue.

of the heads knows what to do to

Marvin's Special Truck
and loader.
I‘or Loading, Un
loading and ‘.l'ra-nn
portation of Com
Extension
Sheller
Conveyor.

them. I bought this outﬁt last fall,
and paid the cash for it. But it was
all made with a Port Huron outﬁt. I get a license in a little while, but who logs, feed grinding is had also; for
sold my old'one and bought this new
one.
John E. Wright.
Millersburg, Michigan.
*

*

*

Editor Review :—I am 18 years
old and have been a reader of The
Review for two yearsand do not
want to miss a single copy.

I have been ﬁring for my father.
We own and operate a 10 h. p. N. &
S. engine and a Heilman saw rig with

"The Shellerman’n
Friend.”

52-inch saw.
Our logs are. mostly
black oak and water oak, with some

white oak and hickory and elm.

- “

We

saw on an average 3,000 feet per day;
we can beat this if we have good logs
to saw.
My father does the head sawing
and my brother sets the blocks and we

hire an oﬂ'bearer who costs us a dol
lar a day. I do the ﬁring. We have
threshed the past seasons, but guess
we will miss this year, because we can

1st.
There are no chains to dis
connect. no trouble of chains kinking
and catching. no joints to unjoint
and joint up, No Lifting‘ to do, and
corn conveyors are always ready for
operation.
It is a Time saver and 8.
Labor saver and a Money maker.
2nd.
A small boy can unload for
ty or ﬁfty feet of corn conveyors and
have them ready for operation quick
er and easier than four men can
where conveyors are to be unloaded.
jointed up and put in position by
hand.
We want every man that runs a
corn sheller to write for our 1908
'09 catalogue.
inuilt by

THE MARI/IN MFG. COMPANY

make more money sawing, and ‘there

208 So. I'irst St.,
EI- PASO, ILL.
See it at the State Pair.

are plenty 'of machines to do the work.

We move our

mill about

in the

summer and fall, and then move back
home to saw and grind feed. We have
a set of Nordyke & Marmon’s buhrs,
which I think are the best there is;
they are good enough for me. We get
$4.00 per thousand for sawing, 20 for
oats, 40 for wheat and rye, and 110
per bushel for grass seed.

IN ILLINOIS.

could not really run an engine in a we had a Wet season last year, and
hundred years.

Traction

Engineering

I would hate to have corn was down on the ground and

such a one try to run an engine of half rotted.‘
We are thinking of
mine, even free of'charge.
swapping our engine for a larger one.
' Where we need the good man is at Wishing The Review and its readers
the separator; a man that, when the a happy and prosperous year.
I have seen some talk about licensed cylinder does not knock the grain out MeLeansboro, III.
C. W. Robertson.

A full course in traction engineering may be
com leted in three months. Courlel begin May
12, ept. 1, Nov. 24 and .Inn. 4. Total expenle

for tuition, board, room, light, etc., $54.00.
Students taught to repair engines, let valves,
handle engines in ﬁeld. Addreu

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE oi BHGIIIBIRIIIG
Des Moines. Iowa

l\
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WHY AVERY STEAM PLOW
FIRST: YOU GET AN ENGINE BUILT FOR THE PURPOSE. When you get an Avery Undermounted Engine, you do not get an
ordinary threshing engine built over and called by the name of a Steam Plowing Engine. Figure it out for yourself. The ﬁrst engines built were
portable styles with the cylinders mounted on the boilers, because that was the easiest way to carry them around. Then brackets were attached
to the boiler and gears put on, because that was the most convenient way to build it over into a traction engine. Then the demand grew for an
engine for plowing and manufacturers began building the same engine with a larger boiler, heavier gearing, brackets, etc., and called them plow

ing engines, but this fact still remains, that top mounted engines were originally built only for delivering power on the flywheel and their use as
1

traction engines has been entirely a matter of convenience and not a principle of construction.

.

.

With the Undermounted Engine it is entirely different. When you get an underrnounted engine you get an engine designed ﬁrst of all for
delivering power on the draw bar pull, and that is what you need for steam plowing-pulling power, not belt power—and since you need pulling
power, answer this question to yourself before you buy an engine for steam plowing: Is it best to get an engine actually built for delivering

power or a built-over threshing engine built for delivering belt power.

if in a hurry to buy any machinery wire, 1
house. We will do business quick. In a1
showing the Avery Steam Plow Outfit an
colors.

The Avery “Yellow Fellow” Separator. ‘

BRANCHES: Mlnneapolis.l<ansa.s City, Omaha, Des Moines,St.I.ouis.Indianapolis. Grand Forks,I

The ﬁrst reports of the Season are “ ‘Yellow Fellows’ doing ﬁne work

and lots of it.”
They are going to break some records this year in bushels threshed,

' I

grain saved and proﬁts made.

.

Hadn’t you better _be one of the 1'ecord breaker proﬁt makers, when
the season ends?

’
.

_—-_——-——

August, 1908.

ALWAYS
ON THE
MOVE.
TAKES WATER

n15 ARE wnwvms
I
:

SECOND:

YOU GET A STEAM PLOW BUILT FOR THE ENGINE. The main frame of the Avery Steam Plow is connected directly

with two channel steel angle bars, which form the main frame work of the engine. There is a direct continuous steel connection from the engine
cylinders to the plow beams. The plow frame is trussed and is strong enough to withstand the heaviest strains of plowing.

-_~

THIRD:

YOU GET A REAL STEAM PLOW OUTFIT that handles as though it were one piece of machinery.

Three levers, (throttle

lever, reverse lever and steam hoist lever), together with the steering wheel, give the engineer instant control over the entire ouﬁt. The plow is
I

mounted on a single carrying wheel connected directly by rods and chains with the screw shaft steering device on the engine, allowing the engi
neer to back up, turn square corners, handle the outﬁt quickly and go just where he wants to go.
REMEMBER THIS, THAT WHEN YOU GET AN AVERY YOU
GET A REAL STEAM PLOW OUTFIT-AN ENGINE BUILT FOR
THE PURPOSE, A PLOW BUILT FOR THE ENGINE.

phone or call at our factory or any branch
my case better write for complete catalog
d “Yellow Fellow” Separator in natural
”

259 Iowa 811-, Peoria 111.
lrgo,

EXPORT OFFICE: ZStone stun. Y. City. 103mm; nousns; Winnipeg, Denver. Ogden.

! See Us at the Fairs

The Avery Single Cylinder Engines.
Unexcelled for threshing and ordinary traction work. 25 and 30 h. p.
sizes are splendid Straw Burners. Outclasses all others for easy ﬁring
and economy in the use of both fuel and water.
'
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The Yield as Reported in the Exchanges.

*Rosenthal (Big Cyclone
Earn Husker and Shredder

agree on that, but it will be a big one,
Indiana.
Wheat threshing in full sway in unless another series of rain sets in.
“The rains also have had a bad
\Varrick County. The quality is not
up to the standard and the yield av effect on corn. There is more weedy
The crop corn this year than for several sea

erages 14 bushels an acre.

in general will not equal last year’s sons. Many farmers have found it
crop, being 15 to 20 per cent. under. simply impossible to get into the
Seventy-seven cents is paid by local ﬁelds for the second cultivation.”
dealers.

Montgomery County farmers are
completing the harvest of a big clover
crop, the best in the county in sever
:11 years.
The timothy hay crop,
which will soon be cut, is also above
the average. Little wheat has been

,

Webberville, Mich, Dec, 16, 1907.

ROSENTHAL CORN HUSKER CO.,

cut in the county. Corn in. Mont
gomery County is looking ﬁne and
prospects for a good crop this fall
seem bright.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Gentlemen—Everybody that has seen my machine run says itis the best
husker they ever saw. On Friday, Dec. 13, the other machines around
here were laid o-ﬁ‘ because the stalks were frozen so hard they could not
get them through the rolls, but the Big Cyclone sung a merry tune all
day long; it certainly is a dandy.
Yours truly,
GAYLORD JOSLIN.

.I. F. SEARL, Yale, Guthrie County, lows.

I Know I Am Not Going to be

Threshing in Posey County has
just started. The millers of Mt.

Carried

Home

to My

Wife

Vernon expect a good quality of grain

With My Hand and Arm

this year and fully up to the stand

Torn Off.

Sample Machine Can Be Seen After August First With The Following Agents:
llellmich & Nienaber, Greensburg, Ind.
Jaeger & Bryant, Genoa, Ohio.
Marbaugh Bros., Monterey, Ind.
E. G. Barker, Celina Ohio.
Kriegbaum Bros., Huntington, Ind.
Doty & Snyder, Athens, Mich.

‘ W-

ard of former years.

The yield will

probably be lightto fair.

Several

crops have been threshed during the

week off good land west of Mt. Ver

Searl, Yale, Guthrie County, 1a.,
asking him some questions regard

i

land

ing his experience with the Port

will
ed by him Ill 1907.

probably

make

a

better

showing.

Farmers say the average will be 8 to
15 bushels an acre.

Diermeyer Ginz Co., South Bend, Ind.

Arnold

He responded July 22nd, 1908,

sending a photograph from which
wrote a letter.
If other than an excellent ma
chine had been furnished no one
could get such a good man as Mr.

l

_

VVhitewater' Machine Co., Whitewater, WIS.
Hoesle & Klassy, New Glarus, Wis._
Ward amberson, Richland Center,_Wis.
S. A. McCoy, North Freedom, Wis.
Daniel Albrecht, Tislrilwa, Ill.
F. \Vehrmann, Goodenow, I11.
Brown & Shouer, Freeport, Ill.
Co. \Vautoma. Wise.

RUSENTHAI. CORN HUSKER 00.
- MILWAUKEE, wlsconlsnv
Please mention The Raview.

Searl to respond with a photograph

*__l

The Travis Patent
Universal Rocker Grates ‘

of his wife and himself, and with

such a letter as the one written to
a decade.
On account of the recent

& Merritt, Ionia Mich.
etrie, St. Cloud, Wis.

Write for catalog and Price.

the above picture was made, and

The wheat average in Fayette
(‘onnty this year is not so large as in
former years, but the crop is far bet
ter, as to quality, than is usual. The
grains are large and solid, and there
have been fewer complaints than in

enj. Van l'taalte, Holland, Mich.

Spauldin

The Farm Supply Co., Union City, Ind.

Huron Husker-Shredder purchas

Higher class

. A. Dillon Jr., Hudson, Mich.

nd.

Lebanon Hardward Co., Lebanon, Ind.
McNary 8: Ruark, Fillmore, Incl.
Chas. Yentes, Wabash, Ind.
Wm. H. Patten, LaGrange, Ind.
Schafer Hardware Co., Decatur, Ind.
\V. L. Maxwell & Co., Valparaiso, Ind.
I. C. Conwell. Xenia, Ohio.
\Vautomu Implement

non, which made about 20 bushels to

the acre.

- Schwalm. Lvsans on. Ind-

Fred Reule, LaFayette,

A letter was written to J. F.

Port Huron Machinery Co., Des
barish

tendency of the market, it is expect

Moines, Iowa, from which the fol

Handle bad coal without diffi
culty and use less of it.

lowing quotations are taken :—

ed that farmers will await a stronger

demand from millers and shippers

Keep a steady head of steam.

“As to the Feeder, it will feed
as a man can’t on account of fod

Do not stop your rig to clean your
grates.
Stationary grates cause you

before parting with their crop.

der being too dry. The fodder here
is a terror to handle.

From Alexandria it is reported
that, while the acreage of wheat is a
little smaller

than last

year, the

quality of the grain is excellent, and
a good yield is anticipated.
The
oats crop is shorter than usual, and
rather weedy, as a result of the wet

weather which prevailed at planting
time.
Kansas.
The Hutchinson News of June 16
reported that—

“Fully ﬁve hundred harvesting ma
chines, and possibly more, are hum

wing in Reno County today.

They

are not working in all the ﬁelds and

they will not out many of the ﬁelds
in which they are working entirely,
for the effects of the hard rains of
last week are still felt.

“They are harvested in patches, a
few acres of higher or sloping ground
here and a few there. .There are
some ﬁelds that the machines will
not be able to enter until the middle
of the week and a few that cannot be

entered until the last of the week per
haps. But if the weather remains
fair all week, Reno County will yet
show wheat crops of enormous size,

in spite of the Hessian ﬂy, the chinch
bug and the too abundant moisture.
It will not be a full crop, all farmers

The hand

feed men just simply had to quit,

more trouble than the ballance of
the outfit.

could not get fodder in the ma
chine at all; not so with the Port
Huron.”
“That is not the only satisfac
tion a Port Huron shredder man

has; he knows that he is not go
ing to be taken home to his wife
and family with his hands and
arms all ground up by getting into
the snapping rolls. If a man gets
his hands into the snapping rolls
of
a
Port
Huron
Shredder
he has more hand than he needs
and therefore should have them
off ”

The Travis
Patent Universal
Rocker Grate.

Our grates are the BEST on the
market.
Give length and width of your ,
ﬁre box and ask for prices.

F,
G. E. TRAVIS c0.
lﬂenry
"I.
Please mention The Review.

l—Convert Your Old Kerosene Head?‘

light Into a Perfect Gas Burning Light ‘

“As for husking clean, I can
take my Port Huron and husk as
clean as hand shuckers do.”

“As to the amount shelled, that
all depends on the men putting
fodder into the feeder; put fodder

in butt ﬁrst and it Won’t/shell over
three pushels per hundred.” .
“The shelled corn can be sepa
rated from the fodder, all taken
out with a Port Huron if the ma
chine is set and run as it should
be.”
“The shredding is perfect; the
fodder is more in the condition of
wild hay than corn fodder.”

The cut shows my Glare Genera
tor and Attachment as it looks in
the average kerosene Headlight.
There is furnished with dis Attach
ment a Generator, Reflector, Burn
er, Gas Bag, Connecting Tube, and
all parts necessary for fastening
Attachment to Headlight and Gen
erator to any make of engine.
Write for catalogue and prices on line of Thresher Specialties
consisting of Spark Arresters, Headlights, Flue Cutters, Tooth

Straighteners and Catchers, Belt Guides, Pump Attachments, Etc.

E. M. POPE, WATERTOWN,

SOUTH DAKOTA
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would not be the truth. Some places
no wheat was raised at all last sea

.

son. He simply bases his estimate
on the average throughout his terri
In Rooks
~ tory for the— two years.
County the people are talking of a
bumper yield, and from what we can
learn, the yield will be better than in,

2,"

WHAT I10 YOU SAY?
Several hundred thousand farmers any that

the beat investmen : they ever made Ill
when they bought an

Electric “a'tt'igon '
Low wheelmwidetlrea; enrywork. light drift.
We'll sell you a set or the beat Ilrel wheel!
made for your old “Ron. Spoke united with
hub
nranteed no! to break nor work loose
Bond or our catalogue and save money.
ILIOTRIG WNIIL 00¢ lo! '0 -Qulnny, Ill

Osborne County because they got rain

Latest in Engine
THE GARDNER
wide Range Governor

sooner than we did. The yield here
is going to be very satisfactory and
will not fall much short of the 15

varation accomplished while engine is

bushel mark.

running and without disturbing regula

Permits of an almost unlimited speed

tion in the least.

John C. Myers Weds.
More Important to
have a Band Cut
ter and Feeder with
a Husker than
with a Thresher.
Other Important

John C. Myers, son of Mr. F. E.
Myers. the well known pump maker
of Ashland, Ohio, was married at
Cheboygan, Mich., June 17, to Miss

Alice S. Mould, a prominent young
society woman of that city.

An extension provided

when desired so can control from engi
neer's cab.. Rugged, reliable and steady.
Adapted for every make of engine.

THE GARDNER COMPANY

Quincy, lll.

Mr. and

Mrs. Myers sailed June 27 for a long
c. L. Merritt

Points.
trip abroad.

Tania.
Tama County, In.

A machine must certainly have
truly great merit to get from such
a good man as C. L. Merritt of

Tama, Iowa, such a good report
as that contained in the follow
ing letter. It was written in July,
1908, a busy time; and it came

simply in response to a request for
a fair statement of facts.
Don’t make the mistake of buy
ing a Husker-Shredder before
thoroughly investigating
“The
Port

serves

Huron”—it

careful

certainly

consideration,

de

at

least.
Tama, Iowa, July 8, 1908.
Port Huron Machinery Co.,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Dear Sirsz-In regard to the
Husker-Shredder will say I have
husked 1500 bu. in one day. I can
shred 15 to 25 acres per day. I
did not shred less than 15 acres
any day that we worked a day,
eight hours per day.

Have work

ed in corn that made 30 bu. per
acre. I averaged about 20 acres
every day I worked.
The husking is far better than
it would be done by hand; there

One for the Road Drag.
One of the best pieces of road in
this section, says the Dallas Center,

Iowa, Times, is the mile along Will
Schman’s, the smoothness of which
ends at the section corner north of
the Sehman place. It generally has a

ence to the shredder how wet or

how dry; I can shred when it IS
so wet it will not keep, or when
it is so dry they cannot handle it
without breaking it up and losing
it in the ﬁeld.
_
I do not think if every gram of
corn was taken from the mo'w there
would be one bu. to every thous
and bu. husked.
I do not think it will average
one bu. shelled to 100 bu. husked
when the fodder is dry; perhaps
a very little over when it 15 wet
and the machine is fed very fast

SINGLE FEED

mobiles as well as

other

vehicles.

odd times, and if the day ’s work takes

all of his time, he goes over the road
at night. But in any event it goes
through the dragging process after
each rain before the ground has hard

ened.

Early in the spring this same

road was badly cut by the heavy loads
of corn that were hauled over it, but

the constant use of the drag has ob
literated the ruts and has converted
that mile into a veritable boulevard.
There are other good roads in this vi
cinity, but this is one of the fair ex

amples of the accomplishments of the
King drag.

is to be held at Omaha December 9 to
19.
Some ﬁne pianos are offered in the

Of JUST THE RIGHT QUANTITY
In JUST THE RIGHT PLACE
At JUST THE RIGHT TIME.
A DISCHARGE OF OIL AT EACH AND EVERY
STROKE OF THE ENGINE.
Has all the desirable and necessary features, making it in all

respects the Best and most Satisfactory.
Write for descriptive catalog—full information and prices.
Manufactured by

' Sherwood Manuiacturing Co.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

premium list which will be out with

in a short time showing $50,000.00 in
valuable prizes to be‘awarded to ex
hibitors. One of the pianos offered
worth $600.00.

Also, I want to say, that. I did

THAT REQUIRES an automatic, positive, reliable and uni
form feed of oil

The" “HART” OIL PUMP gives just such a feed.

is a. “baby” grand of the best make

not leave one job but that they
asked me to do their work this
year. No one with a Port Huron'

PERFECT LUBRICATION means the greatest amount of
lubrication with the least quantity of oil.

‘Pianos for the Lodges.
Lodges, literary clubs, women ’s aid
societies, auxiliary organizations of
churches or any regularly organized
body will have an opportunity to win
a ﬁne piano by entering the competi
tion in the industrial department of
the National Corn Exposition which

The shelled corn is perfectly
clean no matter how much dirt or
snow is in the fodder.
The Feeder is a dandy. No two
men could feed as much fodder
and do it as well as the feeder
will. No one need get hurt with
the Port Huron, as it is impos
sible to get to the rolls or even
near them when the machine is m
operation. I would not thmk of
buying a shredder without a self
feeder and band cutter.
would
feeder than a shredder.

DOUBLE FEED

Will keeps this mile in perfect condi
tion with a King drag. He does it at

and bundles lapped a great deal.

rather buy a separator without a

Automatic Force Sight Feed
“MODEL B”
Special Traction Engine Type

boulevard-like surface, and conse—
quently is a great attraction for auto

is not more than one ear to the

bu. with any husks on.
The condition of the fodder or
Stover, the farmers all say it is the
best shape for feeding they ever
saw. It does not make any differ

The “Hart” Oil Pump

mom LOOK!

The rules governing this- contest
Threshermen
are not strict.

The managers say

they want to see corn and grain in
art more than ever before.
They
want sofa pillows to have big ears of
yellow corn or sheaves of wheat on

them instead of Chinese dragons or
pictures of the Niagara Falls, worked

by Western girls who have neither
been to China nor heard the falls
near Buﬁalo.
On such works of art they will
give 60 points of the 100 necessary to

win a piano.

The other 40 points

shredder need to look_for work;

will be awarded on corn and grain

get one job and they will look for
you.
(Signed) C. L. Merritt.

assortments which must be exhibited
by the lodges entering the competi

You can get 1-3 more

corn through your ma
chine if it is loaded with
Erskine’s Portable Der
rick. Saves time and mon
ey. See it at the Ohio
For particulars and pric
es write to

The Erskine Portable
Derrick C0.
Madison Mlllo

Ohio

Please mention The Review.

tion.
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“YES” and “NO”
Question of

C. I‘. H.

why the “All-Rotary” Principle of

How would you go It may be there is some foreign sub
about balancingr a dou stance in some of thepipes or valves.
ble

crank

DEERE Shellers makes them Superior.
Answered both ways.

compound This can be cleaned out by blowing

steam through lubricator.
A.—Here is a formula for ﬁguring
3.—Five pints of good cylinder oil
the counterbalance for an engine:
is more than is required for a large
3XBXR
traction engine. Both cylinders of
some compound engines are oiled
‘V:

engine?

4X1)

from the high pressure cylinder.

It

B denotes the combined weight of may take more oil in the way above
the crank pin and the unbalanced mentioned than to have a lubricator
part of the crank which holds the on both cylinders and by using a
crank pin, the piston, piston
rod, very moderate amount in the low
pressure cylinder.
crosshead and connecting rod.

P denotes the radius in inches -of
the center of gravity of the counter Question of How shall I attach an
J. J. S.
indicator to my engine‘?
weight.
R denotes the length of the crank
A.—In some cases the cylinder of

in inches, one-half of the weight of the engine has a one-half-inch pipe
the arm of the valve gear which is hole in each end, to which the indi
connected to the connecting rod and cator is connected. A three-‘way cock
the next arm which connects thereto being placed in the middle of the

pipe connection, and the indicator be
should be added B.
The weight of diiferent parts can ing connected thereto. The indicator
be taken off the engine and weighed sometimes is provided with a reduc
and parts which cannot be taken off ing motion so that the full stroke of
can be estimated. Cast iron weighs the engine can be applied. In case

26/100 lbs. per cubic inch and steel there is no reducing motion. on the
indicator, one has to be made and
="V100 lbs. per cubic foot.

Shaking Shoe
Great Vibration
Clogging Sieve
Dirty Corn
Dead Centers
Low Speed

; NO!

"All-rotary” Motion
High Speed
Long Life
Great Capacity
Light Draft
Clean Corn

l YES!

DEERE “All-rotary” Motion Power Shellers are built in 2, 4 and 6
hole sizes, Geared or Belted, Mounted or Down.
SWEEP POWERS, from 2 to 12 Horse.
FARMERS SHELLERS, in three sizes, from 2 Hole Hand to 2
Hole Power. with Self Feeders and Cob Stackers.

LARGE POWER SHELLERS can be furnished with-Swivel Ex
tension Feeders, Right Angle Belt Attachments, and all other up-to
date features._
NO TIN OIL TUBES to leak and choke up, but instead,

DUST PROOF oil cups and threaded tubes that carry the oil right
to the bearing. Many other points you should know about, whether

placed on the frame of the engine.
you are in the market now or not.

Question of
0. E. 8.

The most common form is the pendu
In this a stand is fas
tened
to
the
frame
above the guides
is

Will you please tell
lum reducer.
me through your next

issue

if kerosene

of the engine and a. pendulum swung.r

Post yourself on
for our complete
“why" of DEERE
Mailed FREE. Be

modern
Sheller
sheller
sure to

shellers by dropping us a line and asking
and Power catalogue. The "how” and
construction, fully and clearly explained.
mention this paper.

good to use in a boiler, and how much

from the stand, say, 18 inches or two

to use per horse power‘!

A.—Ker0sene may be a good thing feet long. The loose end of the pend
for your boiler. It depends on what ulum being connected to the crcsshead

Deere & Mansur Co.,

Moline Ill.

kind of water you are using.
It of the engine and the indicator cord
would be impossible for us to advise attached to the pendulum at a point

you as to the virtue of oil or the near the top, so as to give the re
quantity thereof.
Your best plan quired stroke to the cord and which
would be to send a sample of the wa will give the necessary motion to the
ter most common to your section, to drum of the indicator.
a manufacturer of boiler compound.
The Dearborn Drug Company, of Chi Questions of Is not a traction en
J'. S.
gine of the return ﬂue
cago, Illinois, do a business of this

boiler type more apt to
kind. They will analyze the water
prime
and
work
water through the
and recommend a compound suitable
engine than the direct ﬂue boiler‘!
Also, when you have enough water to
cover the ﬁre ﬂue and tubes, that is,

to your water.

Questions of

W. W. K.

Would an. injector feed just enough to make it safe working
water into a boiler order, say, probably about three

above the water line? inches over the ﬁre ﬂue, isn’t there
The velocity of the steam being equal less steam space in the return ﬂue
at dry feed pipe and delivery pipe, boiler than in direct ﬂue boiler?
could it work‘!
2.—At any of the threshermen con
2.—I have a Swift single connec ventions at Wichita did they have
tion lubricator and when the engine any engine contest, and what make of
is running on a good hard road and engine was awarded the credit?
not working much it will not feed
3.—With everything under the
fast enough.
Is there anything same condition, what per cent. of fuel
and water will the return ﬂue type
wrong with it‘!
3.—My engine is a Woolf tandem hold over the direct ﬂue boiler? Al
compound and I do not use the low so, will it give more power than the
pressure oiler at all. I‘ put ﬁve pints latterl
A.—A well designed boiler of eith
of good cylinder oil through the lu
bricator each day. Dd you think this er type, namely, a return ﬂue or a di
rect ﬂue should be equal in point of
method all right‘!
A.—An injector will deliver water furnishing dry steam. A poorly de
into the boiler above the water line signed boiler of either type will foam
about as well as below. It does not or prime with the least provocation,
make any difference in the working yet the best of boilers do foam when
of the injector whether the water is the conditions are against them.
delivered into the steam or into the There should be ample steam space
and sufficient space for sediment and

water.

2.—If all the openings in the lubri the boiler should have ample heating
cator are free from obstructions it surface for the work done so as not
should work whether
smooth or rough road.

it is on a to overtax the boiler.
2.—When there are contests at con
The lubrica

BUR NEW CATALOG JUST ISSUED
Tells all about the latest Automatic "Ohio" Power Press. Explains
why you can get greater capacity with less labor on the "Ohio"
than you can with any other. Tells how the GEAR-HG is constructed
to produce an action that is free from
all friction and wear.
Tells how thr
I'EEDEB can be speeded up to 35
strokes a. minute with absolutely no
jerk, jar or noise.
Tells a whole lot more that is im
portant to know if you are interested
in Ballng.
Copy mailed free on re
quest.

'

The Ohio Cultivator Co.
Box 200 Bellcvue, Ohlo
We also make one and two horse presses.

Starrett Speed Indicator No. I04
Price, Postpaid, $|.00
The Indicator may be run
at highest speed required,
without heating.
The
working parts are encased.

Dial has two rows of ﬁg
ures, reading either right
or left as shaft may run.

Steel pointed spindle with
rubber tips or both pointed and centered shafts. The 0 mark
may be instantly set at the starting point.
Sand for free Catalogue No. 18 AB of Fine Tools

tor will feed as fast as it can con

ventions and fairs they are reported
dense the water and can get it in The Threshermen’s Review.
through the passages provided for it.
3.—There should be no diil'erence

THE L. S. STARRETT co.,
Please mention The Review.

Athol, Mass., U. S. A.
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Double Satisfaction
is yours with the use of Helmet Oil in Helmet Cups.
Helmet Oil is a pure, solid oil, has a high melting
point. There are no bearings on a threshing outﬁt
which run too fast for Helmet Oil. Ordinarily oils

liquefy and run but Helmet Oil stays where it
should, lubricating the surface properly. .Helmet
Oil can be used in any style of compression cup.
The Helmet cup manufactured by us, is especially
recommended because it is constructed to keep out
mud and dust from entering and coming in con
tact with bearings. .Can be used in any position
above, below or anywhere in the most convenient
position. To ﬁll Helmet cup, remove and ﬁll cap.
No poking oil into box with stick.
We want to get into personal communication
with threshermen on this subject of lubrication, for
we know we can put the lubricating of your outﬁt

on a paying and money saving basis.
Write us today.

Chas l-l. Besly & Company
15 to 21 S. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.
Ari-IIIIIIIII-IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII-IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII-IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
between the two types of boilers, Question of Please
explain
the longer if it is oiled. and if so, what
A.—A
h. p. engine is as a rule
when they are both correctly de
used to pull twelve 14-inch plows,
C. A. J.
correct way of setting kind of oil?
4.—Is a wire rope better than ma
signed. However, some -of each type
the valve to a. Woolf
yet in some kinds of soil this engine
are very inferior to some others. The gear.
can only draw eight 14-inch plows.
Should the reverse lever be nila for such purposes?
A.—Linseed oil evaporates too fast In the easiest plowing land an 18 h.
economy is a matter of heating sur unhooked while setting the valve‘!
face, grate surface. arrangement of
A.—To set a Woolf valve gear the to be of any beneﬁt to a belt. Ani ‘p. engine could not make a success of
tubes and other points, and the cor eccentric is ﬁrst set. It ’s location on mal fat or lard oil is the best. Ma
pulling twelve 14-inch plows. In easy
rect proportions can be found in both the crank shaft is opposite the crank chine oil would be better than lin land it might be able to draw six
plows, but if it is a common thresh
pin. To assure the correct setting of seed oil.
types of boiler.
2.—A separator should be set lev
the eccentric, the engine is placed on
dead center. this brings the slide el to do the best work. A good plan
Questions of I have a 32x52 Rume
is to use plenty of blast to keep the
M. C. K.
ly separator with Ruth back at end of eccentric yoke, cen
tral with the reversing shaft,~and chaff lifted from the sieve, of course

feeder,

which

I

pull

with a 15 h. p. Rumely engine. Last while pulling the reverse lever back
ward and forward the valve rod will
season I bought a new Gandy drive
not move. if eccentric is accurately
belt. 4-ply, 8 inches by 150 feet. I
ran it about two weeks. when it set. After the eccentric is thus set
broke straight across while under a and fastened all there is then to do
is to divide the lead between both

steady pull at threshing.

It was sent

of the engine will not stand up to
this kind of work. A plowing en
chalf and straw is left on the sieve, gine has to be built especially strong
it will carry grain with it.
for this work.
3.—If the wheels over which the
2.—We cannot understand what
rope runs is too small for the rope, you mean by “jolting motion.” Per
not too much.

However, if too much

then some kind of lubrication might ‘haps you mean an unsteady motion
caused by
the governor called a

the be a beneﬁt. We would suggest that
valve on the valve rod. The reverse you work graphite into the rope by
made that I had given it too hard a
lever can be any place while the untwisting it and getting the lubri
pull. What is your opinion’l
valve
is set. The reach rod or the cant around the strands of the rope.
2.—Can you tell me which is the
rod connecting the reverse lever to Oil might do some good, common ma
best paint for the smoke box‘!
chine oil might do; anything to keep
3.—How can
I keep my boiler the reversing shaft should be set to
the rope from chaﬁng.
make
the
cut-off
equal
on
the
for
jacket from rusting? It is covered
ends of the valve by

moving

back for repair, when the claim was

with Russia iron.

ward and backward motion;

or an

“hunting governor.” This may be
due to tight packing, a governor
valve which is too tight in the seat
or something that is too tight or dry
about the governor.

4.-A wire rope will-not do well

if the wheels on which it runs are
A.—All woven belts are not Gandy other way of putting it, set it so that
The strands thereof
the engine will not run‘ when. the re very small.
belts. some are imitations and look
like the real thing.

ing engine, it will not pull even six
plows very successfully as the gearing
and the balance of the traction part

will break.
The Gandy belt verse lever is in the center notch.

is made by the Gandy Company and This can be very easily adjusted and
the case will suggest which way to Questions of How big an engine do
is not liable to break as you say
move it if it is not correctly set.
J. J. 8.
you think it will take
yours did.
to pull twelve 14-inch
2.—Coal tar is most commonly used

When the Thresher Comes.
In a recent issue the Jackson, Mich,
Patriot suggested that farmers form

organizations of threshing.

it

is

well to have a number of men help in

threshing who are congenial.

\Vhen

the thresher comes into the neighbor

Questions of Is linseed oil good for plows; do you think that 18-horse
to paint boilers.
belts? I mean leather will be enough?
3.—Oily waste or cloth is a good B. W. H.
2.—My engine has a jolting motion
belts.
.thing to rub a boiler jacket with.

hood all know the routine and all help
stays with the machine while it is in

2.—Should the sieves inv a Nichols when it starts. We can run it all
This should be done almost daily to
keep it clean and in good condition. & Shepard separator be higher be right, but I don’t like that jolting.
This is the way they keep locomo hind than in front? Will more grain Do you think this may be caused by
tives looking well.
Painting the go over when they are lower behind leakage in the valve. or a shifted ec
centric, or is it in the exhaust pipe?
jacket will keep it from rusting, but than in front”!
I
have examined the steam valve and
3.—Do
you
think
that
a
manila
will spoil the beauty of a Russia
rope used on a hay stacker will last it seems O. K.
iron jacket.

boobies and dolts about a threshing

that vicinity.
job.

There is no room for

The man who shirks should be

given a chance to join another ring.
Do not put this matter off, says the
Patriot. It is not too early to form

your organization
rush.

now

before

the
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any one interested to enquire for it.
The fair will be held September 25

The Dallas Fair.

The twenty-third annual meet of
to October 2, and will be one of the
the State Fair of Texas at Dallas,
“big ones” of the year.
Texas, will begin October 17 and last

until November 1, inclusive. For this
fair the association is now expend
ing the sum of $105,000.00 for per
manent improvements.
For the coming fair $50,000.00
will be offered in stakes and purses

_

The sixth annual event of the In
terstate Live Stock Fair Association.
which will be held at Woodlawn

Park, Sioux City, Iowa, September 7
to 12, promises to be the largest and
ﬁnest this association has yet held.
in the race department, and nearly
Greater inducements in all depart
$40,000.00 in the agricultural, tex
ments are held out, and this fair de
tile, live stock, poultry and other de
serves a large attendance.
'partments of the fair.
Phinney’s
United States Military Band has been
Indiana, which gave the world a
secured to play three programs daily
chase for the big money at the ﬁrst
in the music hall during the entire
corp show held in Chicago, seems de
sixteen days of the meet. In addi

termined to win place at the National
tion to the hand there will be an ce
_tette of famous singers engaged by

Prof. Phinney in New York, and sev
eral vaudeville of the ﬁnest character.

Corn Exposition to be held in Oma
ha, December 9 to 10. The Indiana
grain dealers are so conﬁdent of suc

cess that they are coming to Omaha
The entertainment in the music hall

will be free to the patrons of the

with the corn growers on a special
train, while many Indiana business

fair.

men have offered special premiums
At the present time conditions in for those who bring trophies back to

Texas

are

exceedingly

promising.
the Hoosier state.

The small grain crop of the state is

SAW M I L
e] l\’IA(-‘;I‘lINERYv

already made and harvested and the

The ‘Wisconsin State Fair will live
greatest corn crop in the history of up to its motto “Forward” in its
the state is also made. East Texas
next exposition, September 7 to II.
shipped more fruit and vegetables to The farmers of the state don’t know
the Eastern and Northern markets of “hard times,” and crop indica
than any time since this great indus~ tions are excellent. \Ve are offering
try begun, and the good prices se nearly $70,000.00 in prizes, and with
cured has put money into the pock increased facilities for handling ex
ets of the farmers of that section. hibits. and the people, it is expected

6%KN1 ole-1'1"‘ MFG. C0.
@@C£NT0N.O.@@§

Cotton never looked better and the
the fair of 1903 to be a record break
yield promises to be in keeping with er.
—-—-—
former years. On the Gulf Coast re
Warehouse
Burned.
ports indicate that the rice yield will
The Buffalo Pitts Company ’s ware
he surprisingly large and this in ad
dition to the money secured for the house at 1629 First Street North, Min
truck and fruit crops of that section neapolis. was struck by lightning
makes the Lone Star State more pros June 28 and completely destroyed by
perous than many other sections of the tire which followed. The loss was
the country. With money in the pock $17,000.00. H. K. Westphal owned
ets of the agriculturists of the state. the building and the blacksmith shop
the fair management is optimistic next door, which was also destroyed,
Neither
and those who know predict thr with a loss of $1,000.00.
d
d
greatest meet in the history of the bllrllliléllg was insured.
1 ware
louse The
was lightning,
woo en itanis
association.
- burned
rapidly.

The otiicers of the fair are:

E. J. believed, ﬁrst struck a tree. and then

Kiest, president; Royal A. Ferris, glanced into the warehouse. A high
first vice president; J. C. Duke, sec wind was blowing at the time, and the

The Celebrated De Loach Mill
The

, sa‘gYloulr q‘Yn'Lumb‘el-m

gods a sd
‘an ar ‘ 7
I0l'20 *r
Years "

we set the Pace

ormyugmrcgnmg
ter have M‘
gl‘ilrggllligrlellfovif'kvilltiliorw
i

__,OteBrs
est

' ‘
\

ond vice president; J. B. Adoue,
treasurer; Sydney Smith, secretary, fire department did effective work in
and Ben E. Cabell, assistant secre
tary.
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keeping the ﬂames from surrounding
property. Sixteen separators and one
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and Boilers. Gasoline En: nest Portable

The Illinois

State Fair premium mass of old iron. The loss on them
list is now ready and will be sent. to was covered by insurance.

.

‘m and Food

‘
Mills. Plnnenl. Shingle Mills. Wood Sun and
Wheels. Prom t shipment. and ‘e -\-\y t‘ e "Ni ht

DeLUiLCH MILL £15“. 00.. B98 m
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Water

’ORT. ALL

"inactive Finis" roR 1'95 8.
STATE

Location 01‘ Pair

Date of Fair

SECRETARY

nnnazss

Illinois

Springﬁeld

S1-pt.25-Oct.2

J. K. Dlcklrson

Springﬁeld

Indiana

Indianapolis

Sept. 7-11

Chas.

Indianapolis

Downing

Iowa

Des Moines

Aug. 20-28

J. C.

Iowa

Sioux City

Sept. 7-12

F. L. Wirick

Simpson

Des

Sioux City

Moines

Kansas
Maryland

Hutchinson
Hagerstown

Oct.
Sept.13-16
14-19

Dan
A. L. H.Sponsler
Staley

Hagerstown
Hutchinson

Maryland

Timonium

Sept. 1-5

Jas. S. Nussear

Lutherville

Michigan

Detroit

Sept. 3-11

I. H. Butterfield

Detroit

W.

Grand

Sept. 14-18

E. D. Conger

Grand

Sedalia
Hemline

Michigan

Rapids

L I

H

N
“y

THE

SIMPLE‘ DURABLB AND RAPID

“y
w

10 HORSE POWER
Rapids

Missouri
Minnesota

Sedalia
Hemline

Oct.
Aug. 51-!)
til-Sept. 4

J.
C. T.
N. Stinson
Cosgrove

Nebraska
New Jersey

Lincoln
Trenton

Aug.
Sept. til-Sept.
28-30
-i

W.
M, R. Mellor
Margerun

Lincoln
Trenton

S. C. Shaver

Syracuse

R q
TFOR OPERATING

New York

Syracuse

Sept. 14-19

North

Fargo

July 20-25

Ohio

Columbus

Sept. 1-4

T. L. Calvert

Columbus

CORN SKBLLBRS,

Pennsylvania

Allentown

Sept. 22-25

H. Ii. Schall

Allentown

ETC.

Pennsylvania

Williamsgrove

Aug. 24-29

R. H. Thomas

Mechanicshurg

Pennsylvania
So. Dakota

Texas

York
Huron

Dallas

Sept.
Oct. 5-9
7-11

Oct. i7-Nov. 1

John
C. N. McIlvaine
H. Rutter

Sidney Smith

York
Huron

'
Vi iseonsin

Milwaukee

Sept. 7-11

John M. True

Madison

Dakota

AND HAULIIG

Fargo

Dallas

BBL'I‘ PRESSES.

506 Mn‘ sn'cﬂ

KANSAS an’ Mo‘
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TDon’t Buy an Imitation
When you can get The Parsons, “The Genuine”

Governor Side of Feeder

The Parsons was the first in the field and has been first ever since. It has seen scores of so-called feeders
come and go, and will be a leader when some others are forgotten

WHY?

Because it is made right
Because it is made good
Because it has made good

Governed with Pickering
3 Governor.

Crank shaft motion
which assists in the

Knives that never dull.

separation and tearing
apart of hard baked
bundles.

Adjustable in all working
parts.
Sectional View.

The Parsons Dump Rack
Where these dump racks are used ﬁve teams have done better work than ten teams with the ordinary stationary
rack. The threshing machine is kept more steadily at work and every man and team is kept on the move, feeding the

machine to its full capacity every minute. It is this kind of work that makes money for the owner.
There is no loss of time driving up to the machine, getting ready to pitch and driving away again nor any ex
cuse for the pitchers to kill time getting on and off wagon and to work again. The team does not stand idle at the
machine while the load is being ‘pitched off.
With the old style stationary rack the loss of time occurs with each load not only to the team and pitchers but to
the entire threshing outﬁt. With our dump rack it is not necessary to stop the team at the machine, simply press
the foot lever while driving by and the load is left at any desired spot, not scattered but in a bunch, taking up very
little more space than the dump rack. The pitchers need not be disturbed as the load may be left at a different place
each alternate time and when our swinging elevator feeder is used the elevators may be swung from load to load.
Send for special circular.
"MANUFACTURERS OF
The Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder,
Success Ratchet Cylinder Wrench,
The Ruth Band Cutter and Self Feeder,

Hawkeye Band Cutter and Self Feeder,
Success Corn Husker and Shredder,
Success Automatic Belt Guide,

Buffalo Hay Press,

Hawkeye Manure Spreader,
Hawkeye Grain Grader,

Hawkeye Automatic Hog Waterer.

Write us for our new catalog.

PARSONS BAND CUTTER & SELF FEEDER C0.
Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.
PARSONS IIAW'KEYE MFG. CO., “'lnnlpeg, Caundn, Sales Agents for Canada.

L_

Please mention The Review.
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The Operating Steam Engineer. Take a good machinist, show him the
There were things said of him at few simple things that are necessary
the recent meeing of the American for him to do and charge him to leave
Society of Mechanical Engineers the engine alone otherwise. You can
which will not add to the self esteem make a better attendant in two weeks
of the operating steam engineer, says out of a machinist who has never
Power. One of the .papers presented seen an engine before than out of a
dealt with some tests of small high man who has run a steam engine all

The Hartley Weigher
The best that a thorough working force of experts and mechanics in the
Weighing business can produce. There is nothing more than is needed
and nothing needed left out.

speed engines, made after they had his life.”
Another case of laborer, and a bad
been running for some time, and
without any attempt to put them into one.
The gas engine is on trial for its
test condition. They showed that the
engines were using two or three life. It has demonstrated its superior
times as much steam as such engines eﬁiciency from the fuel point of view.
are commonly supposed to require. and the costly period of experimenta
Most of the engines had balanced
valves with adjustable cover plates,
and in the discussion of the paper it
was very seriously questioned wheth

tion is drawing toward that of stand
ardization and lower ﬁrst cost; bat
the buying public needs assurance of
its dependability. An interrupted ser

er it paid to expend so much brain

vice may easily oﬁset a fifty per cent.

work upon the design and so much saving in the coal bill. The demand
money upon the construction of re is for men who know as much about
ﬁnements which depended for their the processes involved in the gas pro
successful operation upon a. set of ducer as a first class steam engineer
men who did not understand and knows about boiler practice, for men
who can select a plant adapted to the
could not appreciate them.

To the

onlooker ‘the discussion work that it is to perform and make

would have appeared to have been it do that work dependably and con
anything but complimentary to the tinuously as well as economically.
operating engineer. As a matter of There are such men, men who have
fact the operating engineer was not studied the gas engine from the oper‘
involved.
The adjustment and the ative point of view, who have studied
keeping up to its work of a balance the principles involved, have learned
plate is one of the simpler details of the essentials of eﬁective operation,
an engineer's job. A man who could who understand the requirements and
not only adjust such a plate, but tell limitations of the producer and the
when it needed adjustment and keep mechanism of the engine, who are ac
the engine up to its initial efficiency, quainted with the crotchets of the

has no claim to be called an engi outﬁt, capable of quickly diagnosing
trouble and applying the- proper rem
edy, wise in the ways of the appara
tus and competent to foresee and head
olf difficulty. Such men would have
turned many of the failures which
of suc stand charged to the record of the gas
men in engine into abundant and assuring suc
engines cesses. It is the cheapest kind of
not as short sighted policy to discourage the

neer. The trouble is that the pur
chasers of such engines do not put
them in charge of engineers, but of
laborers. We do not know where the
tests in question were made, but we

venture to say without fear
cessful contradiction that the
responsible charge of these

The present demand for labor saving devices and machinery has promp
ted the manufacture of the attachment here shown:

THE HARTLEY BAGGING ATTACHMENT
It enables you to put the grain into wagon box or bin and still leave
room for the free passage of teams under the conveyor, close to the sepa
rator. It also is used for "long distance” bagging of the grain, it being
at a distance from the separator which is entirely free from all dirt and
dust of the machine. Is a convenience like this worth any thing to you?
If so, ask us for further particulars.

C. I. Hartley Co.,

i

were considered as laborers,
responsible heads of departments; development of men like these by
that they had discharged all the duty putting expensive installations of gas
that was expected of them when they
kept the engine turning over the re
quisite number of hours per day; that
they were held in no way responsible
for the steam consumed, and would

'

Lunkenheimer

power producing apparatus into the

charge of men whose only qualiﬁca

Regrinding

tions for the job are the ability to
handle tools, for which they will have
no use, and a two weeks’ instruction

get no credit if they saved a half of course under an erecting man.
it;

Decatur, 111.

Valves

that instead of being expected to

keep the engine up to the mark, they

Has Started Suit.

would, in most instances, be repri
manded for taking it apart; that in

Robert D. Westgate has started
suit against the township of Adrian
for the recovery of $1,000.00 damages.
The declaration states that on Sep
tember 9, 1907, as the farmer was
driving his thresher over the “dry”
bridge in the above named township
the bridge broke, letting the heavy

stead of being paid for the overtime
necessary for such inspection and ad
justment while the engine is out of

Have been adopted by the leading
Traction Engine Builders became
of their great endurance and sup
eriority at design.

YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN
REPAIRS WITHOUT COST.
NO EXTRA PARTS REQUIRED

service, or, better, a salary which
would encourage such out-of-hours
service, the men are paid less than
their fellow laborers receive for lay machine fall, damaging it greatly.

ing bricks in a row and pasting them

Just a few minutes spent in re

together with mortar.
There are plenty of good steam en

grinding makes them as good
as new.

gineers to be had. \Ve will supply
Mr. Engine Builder or Mr. Engine
Buyer with men who will keep their

F

‘4%

3 Earned Price of

machines up to the best efficiency,
and at the same time will get the best

Machine the

out of the boiler pumps and entire

I First Season.
Your local dealer should have them, if not notify us.
Write for Catalog J.

system, but not for two dollars a day.
C. D. Yarger

It is not fair that the craftsman
ship of the steam engineer should be
thrown into disrepute because men
employ laborers and dub them “en

gineers.”
Another left handed compliment to
the steam engine runner was handed
out in the session of the Gas Power

Section when one of the participants
delivered himself of the dictum that
“If you want a man to take care of
a gas engine, don ’t take a steam engi
neer. He has too much to unlearn.

Ask‘ the User

MISICDB' Iowa
Massena, 121., July 22, ’08.

Port Huron Machinery Co.,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Geutlemen:—l purchased one of
your shredders last year and book
ed a little more than the price of
the machine in one season.
The farmers are pleased with its
work and from feeder to blower it
certainly is a success.
I run it with a l2-horse engine.

THE LUNKENHEIMER COMPANY
Largest Manufacturers at High Grade Engineering Specialties in the World.
GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS I

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
HR\NCHES

Yours very truly,

C. D. Yarger.

NFHV YORK—66-68 Fulton Street
CHICAGO—Lake and Dearborn Streets
LONDON. S. E.—35 Great Dover St.

.
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Among the most important of these
properties are the faculty of con
The editor of London Electricity
densing aqueous vapor, of being de

What is Electricity?

says:
Electrical engineers are very often flected by a magnetic ﬁeld, and of
twitted by non-technical people with traversing material obstacles. When
the poles of an electric machine are
the fact that they cannot deﬁne what
separated,
the particles of dissociated
electricity is. It seems to the out
matter
are
emitted in the form of
sider an extraordinary
thing that
eﬁlnvia.
Let
the poles, on the other
electricians who work with a some

"You PUT THE CORN ON THE FEEDER
AND THE MACHINE DOES THE REST"

thing which they can calculate and hand, he brought nearer together;
at once the contrary electric parti
measure with absolute precision are

A little cles attract each other and condense
into a small number of lines. They
sufficient to

unable to deﬁne its nature.
thought,

however,

is

then form those cracking sparks, the

show that electricity is not the only
discovery of which places in the
thing which is incapable of deﬁni
tion. If, for instance, we attempt to hands of mortals the power to engen
der the lightning which, formerly,
deﬁne what iron is, or in fact what
was held to be one of the most jeal
anything is which is in common use,
ously
guarded attributes of the gods.
we see at once that our deﬁnitions

These particles, when the electrical
are merely deﬁnitions of what these
various objects can do, or the uses to
which they can be put. Thus, if we
deﬁne lead as a soft white metal.
which can be bent cold into various
shapes, which can be cast in moulds,
and whose melting point is a certain

tension is raised to several thousand

volts, are able. as I have often dem
onstrated, to pass visibly through
matter.

When,

therefore,

we see

sparks produced by an electrical ma
chine, we really are witnessing the
dissociation of matter.
Electricity,

value, we do not say what lead is, we

simply deﬁne its properties, and be

whatever form it may take, has no
other origin but this. The gigantic

yond that we cannot go. As a mat
commercial
ter of fact, we can deﬁne electricity

dynamos,

equally

with

the small experimental machines used
in terms of its properties and capa
in laboratories, serve to dissociate
bilities with much greater precision
than we can deﬁne most other things, matter, and to do this alone. The

The Large 12-Roll Safety

electric current which provides us
but what it really is, up to the pres
with light and transmits our thoughts
ent remains a mystery.
through continents and oceans is pro
In the February number of the
vided by the dissociation of matter.
Grand Magazine, Dr. Gustave Le Bon
Even after having read this state
essays to deﬁne speciﬁcally what elec

is the best and safest shredder on the market. It will do more
work in dry and crooked corn—wi1l come nearer running all the

tricity is, and for this purpose discus ment, I am a little in doubt as to
ses at some length the electronic the whether Dr. Le Bon has really suc
ory of matter. It is very difficult to ceeded in deﬁning electricity, or
describe any scientiﬁc phenomena in whether he has merely deﬁned again
popular language which the average its method of production. He tells
reader can understand. The simplest us that the dissociation of atoms re
inscription in Hebrew would be unin sults in the liberation of a form of
telligible to any man who was not electricity; but after all, this does
familiar with the Hebrew language. not tell us what electricity is. Nor
Similarly. no matter how simply a am I‘ convinced yet whether the fric
scientiﬁc process may be described, tion between two bodies rubbed to
the description is very largely unin gethe;~ is caused by the latent electric
telligihle to one who is not conversant ity in the bodies, or whether the elec
with scientiﬁc terminology. Dr. Le tricity is the result of the friction.
Bou, however, has succeeded in put It seems to me, therefore, that all
ting his views into the clearest and these attempts to deﬁne electricity
simplest possible language, and has or similar forces are more or less

time—will need fewer repairs-will last 1onger—and will please
you and your customers better than any other make.
If interested ask us to send you an illustrated catalog.

SAFETY SHREDDER CO. .
NE W CASTLE,

INDIANA
Please mention The Review.
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given an intelligible account of what attempts to deﬁne the undeﬁnable and

to know the unknowable-Telegraph
is now understood by electricity.
Lest I should detract from the Age.
simplicity of the author’s explanation,
I give the following quotation from
Sheaves of Grain Wanted.
his article:
From the number of county, state
From the most remote ages it has
been known that if a stick of resin and interstate agricultural shows to
be rubbed, electricity is the conse be held this fall, it is evident that
quence. The rubbing of a body is a large amount of grain will he
thus a source of electricity. Whence wanted in the sheaf and farmers who
comes this electricity?
How does are cutting or getting ready to bar
rubbing produce electricity? Until vest their small graiu, might do well
quite recently it was impossible to to save out a. few sheaves.

\

'
I ,
,1
l

Requires no attention, no valves to open and
close. All you have to do is to keep oil in can,
it does the rest, feeds oil out and reﬁlls automatic
ally. No turning back to ﬁll by hand, will work
against any pressure you may have on your boiler.
Will feed any kind of oil, winter or summer.
Needs no draining in freezing weather. Nothing
to do after it is once connected. Self reversing.
Reﬁlls quickly.

Price $10.00, Cash with Order.

Beatrice, Nebr.

J. H. RAINS,

This grain will not only he wanted
give an answer to either of these
questions. The theory of the dissocia for exhibition purposes, but for deco
tion of matter now furnishes us with rations at the fairs and corn shows.
an explanation.

The plain explanation is that when
we rub a body, what actually hap
pens is that its atoms are partially
dissociated, and some of the energy
they contain is liberated in the form
of electricity.

At the National Corn Exposition to

be held at Omaha it will not be nec
essary to have a whole sheaf of oats.
wheat or other grain such as the self
binders make, in order to quality.
According to the rules bundles three

inches in diameter, which show the

How, now, may we prove that elec

type and character of the straw as
tricity results from the dissociation well as the head and grain, will make
it possible for the judges to deter
of matter‘!

Ours can be run slack and not
slip when cold same as in warm
weather,
cessful

mine more intelligently the value of
the grain.

antee.

bundles before the grain is out than
after it is shocked. The farmers in

ly the same properties as the parti

many counties are looking after these

It is easier to gather such

cles emanating from bodies sponta prize sheaves and will not feed all
neously radia-active. such as radium, of their small grain through the
lthreshers at the ﬁrst opportunity.
uranium and thorium.
'

Canvas

Drive

Belt for heavy and continuous
use.

The demonstration of this is quite
simple. We ﬁnd that the eﬁ‘luvia
emitted by the poles of an electric
machine in rotation possess identical

and is the most suc
Stitched

Every belt sold under guar
Book “B” sent for postal.

SAWYEB BELTINB ﬂllllPMlY
Please mention The Review.
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By SAMUEL H. LEA, State Engineer of South Dakota.

Address delivered at the Conven haul over them and in efforts to im
tion of the South Dakota Threshers’ prove their condition.
Association, Huron, S. D., June 18th
A common practice in our Western
1908.
country is to conﬁne' the location of

Mr President, Ladies and Gentle

roads at tive per cent, where such a
grade can be obtained without ex

all and must of necessity continue

for payment of damage to abutting

districts.

for some time to be the road used
cessive cost for cutting and ﬁlling and by the mass of the people in country

Good Roads.

men i—

August, 1908.

property. In mountainous regions a
Of the so-called hard roads the
steeper grade is sometimes necessary leading types are stone or macadam,
but, even in such cases, it is not de gravel and shell roads. For ordinary
sirable to exceed six per cent or six
highways it has been shown by ex
feet in 100 feet for roads of any im
perience that a stone
portance.

The speaker located a road

surface need

not be more than from 12 to 16 feet

the highways rigidly to section lines.

on a six per cent grade over a ridge wide if properly supported against
in the Black Hills. After the road
spreading at the sides. The modern
was completed it was found that a

This practice has many commenda

horse could be‘ driven in a trot up

ble features but is open to serious grade from bottom to top.
I know of no subject of greater
objections in

localities where

the

general importance to the people of

Under

previous conditions it was diﬁ'icult

practice is to make the macadam sur
face as thin as possible, but with suf
ficient body to stay in place, the the
ory being that the macadam is only
wearing surface.
A thickness of

country is rolling or broken. In the for a team to haul an empty wagon
neighboring state of Iowa, for exam over the ridge on the old road.
maintenance of our public roads.
three inches after rolling is the least
ple, there are more roads that have
An important feature in the main
Agriculture is the paramount indus
steeper grades than are found in the tenance of a good road is good and depth of macadam that is practicable,
try in South Dakota and the farmer
mountainous republic of Switzerland. suﬁicient drainage, and good drain and a depth of six inches after roll
is vitally interested in the matter of
Straight roads are always desirable age is essential and necessary wheth ing is as much as will usually be re
good roads. It is hardly necessary
and ‘should be had wherever practica er the road is a dirt road or is con quired if the foundation is suitable.
to discuss here the beneﬁts to be de
‘ble, but in hilly countries it is better structed of the most expensive road It is important to have a good foun
rived from good roads since we all
to obtain easy grades even at the ex material. It is necessary for the sur dation, preferably composed of por
realize that such beneﬁts are sub
ous material and suﬂiciently strong
pense of directness of route.
face water to drain from the road
stantial and lasting. Good roads les
to
sustain any load likely to come
It is equally important in locat way as rapidly as possible into the
sen the expense of hauling, make
upon it.
'
ing
a
road
to
have
it
on
dry,
ﬁrm
side
ditches
or
gutters
with
which
traﬁic possible in all seasons, facil
In
many
localities
where stone for
itate rural mail delivery and inci ground, rather than in a swamp or every well constructed road is pro
road
building
is
not
available, there
marshy
place.
In
such
cases
straight
vided. The road surface should be
dentally add to the value of farm
this state than the improvement and

ness should be secondary to suita crowned or rounded up toward the
lands and farm products.
bility of location. A road laid out center with a fall of from one-half
The diﬁerence between good and
in natural, graceful curves, avoiding inch to one inch to the foot from the
bad roads means much to residents of

rural districts.

Good roads have a

as much as practicable both high and center to the sides, thus causing the

are gravel deposits which can be used

to advantage for road material. Riv
er gravel, which is composed mainly
of rounded, water worn pebbles, is

not suitable for surfacing roads. In
ferior qualities of gravel are some

low places, and conforming to the water to run off the roadway leav
money value to farmers that is evi
lay of the land, is preferrable to the ing it dry and hard. It is of the
dent not only in the lessened expense
one which runs straight from point utmost importance that no water be

times used for foundations, but where

produces the best results under var

proper grade; ordinarily an excava

of hauling produce and merchandise,
to point with steep grades to ascend allowed to flow across the surface of it is necessary to use such material it
but also in the enhanced value of real
and descend, and which necessitates a roadway and ample provision should is well to mix just enough sandy or
estate by making the farms more ac
lighter loads for the same tractive be made for sub-drainage as well as clayey loam with it to bind the ma
cessible and aﬁording free intercom
power. As a rule, in a hilly country, surface drainage.
Suitable culverts terial together. For the wearing sur
munication. From a social and edu
the roads go around the hills rather and bridges must be maintained to face or the top layer the pebbles
cational-standpoint, in making for
than over them, keeping as nearly as carry 05 all water from the vicinity should be comparatively clean, hard,
comfort, convenience and social in
possible to a grade contour. In many and prevent it from reaching the angular and tough so that they will
tcrconrse, good roads in any commun
readily consolidate and will not be
such cases the apparent increase in roadway.
In marshy places sub
ity are found to pay handsome div
distance is not so great as it would drains should be constructed, leading easily pulverized by the impact of
idends.
They
seem, for the distance over the top of to some convenient waterway, and so traﬁic into dust and mud.
People generally are coming to re the hill is often nearly as much as arranged as to keep the foundation should be coarse, varying in size from
alize that road building and main that around it, when measured over of the road as dry as possible. In half an inch to an inch and a half.
tenance should receive more atten the surface of the ground.
The best gravel for road building
order to have a good road it is neces
tion than has formerly been the case.
The gradient or rate of rise and fall sary that water should not be allowed stands perpendicular in the bank;
The best of American agriculture and is an essential factor to be considered to attack the substructure from be that is, when the pit has been open
of the American people demand the in locating a road. No matter how low. This is especially true in cold ed up, the material stands compact
construction of good roads and it is
smooth and regular the surface may climates where, if water is allowed and ﬁrm and cannot be dislodged ex
undoubtedly true that money wisely be, the load that can be drawn by a to stand in the structure, the whole cept by the use of a pick. and when
expended for such a purpose is sure
horse over a road will be materially roadway is liable to be broken up it gives away falls in solid masses.
to yield good returns.
smaller on a steep grade than on a and destroyed by frost and the wheels Such material usually contains tough,
Road buildingshould be carried on level. Assuming the standard haul of vehicles. If there be springs in angular gravel. and may be placed on
in accordance with certain general ing eﬁiciency with a given motive the soil which might destroy the sta a properly prepared roadbed without
principles which have been evolved power to be obtained on a level road, bility of the road, they should be tap further treatment.
from practice and experience, show only four-ﬁfths of the load can be ped and the water carried under or
In constructing a gravel road the
ing the method of procedure which hauled on a grade of 2 feet in 100 along the side until it can be turned roadbed should be ﬁrst brought to the
feet, and a grade of 10 feet in 100 away in some side channel.
The material used and the methods
employed in the construction of good
roads will necessarily vary according
to the money and materials available

ious conditions. The essential fea feet only one-fourth of the load can
tures determining the character of a be hauled.
A serious objection to
road are: location, grades, drainage. steep grades is the danger in going
With these properly looked after it down with a heavy load, especially in
is possible to build and maintain a winter or when the surface becomes
good road with any good road mater covered with ice or slippery soil.
ial, but without them no road will be Steep grades allow storm water to
good.

The matter of the location of pub
lic roads is too often neglected or left
to ignorant or inexperienced persons.
Skill and technical knowledge are re
quired in road building in order to

wash down the road surface at a rap

id rate, Washing out gaps and car
hrying away the surface material.
The cost of hauling over a road is

tion is then made to the depth of
eight to ten inches, varying in width
with the requirements of traffic. The

surface of the roadbed should have a.
fall from the center to the sides the
more populous communities in the same as that to be given the ﬁnished
Eastern states macadam roads are road, and should be thoroughly rolled
favored as being the best and most and
consolidated until perfectly
for the purpose.

In the richer and

desirable type of good roads for
dense traffic. These require the use

smooth and ﬁrm. A layer of gravek
not thicker than six inches should
then be spread evenly over the pre
pared roadbed. Next a roller should

of crushed stones, but many impor
tant thoroughfares are surfaced with
ness of the surface and the steepness gravel, slag, shells and other hard be used, or if this can not be had,
achieve satisfactory results, just as of the grade. It is one and a half materials suitable for road metal. In the road may be thrown open to
in any other important work. Many times as expensive to haul over a many localities, where no hard ma traffic until it becomes fairly well
of our principal roads were origin road having a ﬁve per cent grade, and terials are available, roads are con consolidated. If the gravel is too dry
generally determined by the rough

ally laid out with but little atten three times as much over one having
tion to general topography, and in a 10 per cent grade, as on a level
many cases they followed old trails road. In practice, however, a road
or ran along the boundary lines of that is perfectly level throughout its
farms regardless of grades or direc length is seldom found and since it
tion. This is generally true in the is desirable to have some standard
older states of the east where most for comparison, it is important to
of the original ~roads remain today know what is a good limit of grade
where they were located years ago, for a public highway. In this coun'
and where untold labor, expense and try it is considered good practice to
energy have been wasted in trying to ﬁx the maximum grade for important

structed of sand and clay or of burnt
clay with excellent results.

All of these forms of roads are ex
pensive, however, and, on this account
are beyond the reach of the more
thinly settled sections. Great pro
gress has undoubtedly been made in
the improvement of roads in many lo~
calities by surfacing with some road
metal of approved quality. The im

to consolidate easily.

it should be

kept moist by sprinkling.

As soon

as the ﬁrst layer has been properly
consolidated a second and, if neces
sary a third layer, each about six

inches thick, is spread on and treated‘.
in the same manner until the road
is built up to the required thickness
and cross section.
In many places in this state there
proved road, however, is the base of are large areas covered with gumbo
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ADVANCEHUSKER

iSHREDDERSZIZ.
, IF any thresherman is looking for ONE machine that
will prove a money maker and add more to his
profits than any other---he should investigate the Ad
vance Husker-Shredder. No Jfarmer can afford to feed
hay when he can shred his cornstalks. It is very easy

to Work up a money making run with a machine that
is simple and easily managed, that has capacity, and
that will run every day and is not a constant source of

expense {or repairs.

No thresherman in the great corn

helt can afford to be without one.

Send for catalogue.

ADVANCE THRESHERCQ.
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN
Branches and Distributing Houses :
Columbus. Ohio.
Indianapolis. Indiana.
.
las. Texas.
>
ncoln. Nebraska.
New Yor . N. Y..

Decatur.
nois.
El
eno.
lahoma
Des
oines. Iowa.
Minneapolis.
innes ta.
John Dunn
ront . Canada.

on & Co.

Abel Co.

Crowley. Louisiana.
Fargo. North Da 0 a.
Nashville. Tennessee.
Kansas City. Missouri.
Grand Forks. Nor
Dakota.
rtland, Oregon.
Longmont. Colorado.
“'atertown. South Dakota.
. Louis.
lssouri.
Madison, Wisconsin.
Sioux Falls. South Dakota_
Spokane.
ashington.
American
Winnipeg. Manitoba, American
Regina. Manitoba. American

Abel Co.

Abel Co.
‘A
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or clays of a peculiarly plastic‘ and
sticky variety.

These clays may be

The‘ ForBAKER
Piston Valve
Traction Engines insures a'saving of I

burned so as not only to destroy their
plastic qualities but also, as far as
possible to form hard, brick like
lumps capable of sustaining traﬁic.
The
road is ﬁrst plowed up
from side to side; furrows are then

25 per cent. of power over D slide valves

it will do this on YOUR Engine
With this valve is introduced for the ﬁrst time a
spring packing ring that will take up every bit of
wear and yet work satisfactorily under all condi
tions. My catalogue describes and illustrates ful
ly, and I will send it to any interested thresherman for the asking.
LET ME TELL YOU, MORE-ASK.

dug across the road about four feet
apart and extending through and be
yond the width to be burned. A bot

aa...

tom course of wood is laid longitud
inally, so as to form a series of slues
in which the ﬁring is started. An
other layer of wood is then thrown

across this lower one in crib forma
tion, with spaces left

between

in

which lumps of clap are piled. Then
a third course of wood is laid parallel
to the ﬁrst, and each opening and
crack ﬁlled with brush, chips, bark,

WILFRED BAKER

SOUTH DAKOTA
small sticks, or other combustible ma
terial. A deep covering of clay is
ﬁnally placed on top, and the whole subsoil, the clay surface should be
is then tamped and rounded oﬁ so plowed and harrowed to a depth of
that the heat will be held in the ﬁnes about four inches and then cover

Please mention The Review.

"llllllN BELT" Faed Mills

as long as possible. The ﬁre is then ed with six or eight inches of sand.
started and allowed to burn until the Upon the completion of the mixing
combustible material is consumed. Af and puddling the road should be

Spring release for burrs.
Vertical force teed keeps the burrs at

all times supplied.

ter the burned surface is suﬂiciently shaped while it is still soft enough
cooled to permit working it is smooth to be properly ﬁnished with a scrap
ed down to form a proper crown and er, and at the same time stiﬂ enough
rolled. The sub grade is burned as to pack well under the roller or under

Work done at slower speed and reducing oi cob
mostly by Knife and Sheer LEAVES

THE GROUND FEED COOL.
BUILT FOR ENGINES 3 to 20 H. P.

the action of trai’ﬁc.

well as the material above.
Natural sand clay roads may fre

quently
the soil
of sand

country

In many sections of the country

be found in localities where there are no convenient deposits of
contains the right proportion rock, gravel or other hard substances
and clay. In sections of the with which to build durable roads
where the prevailing subsoil and on account of the excessive cost

is composed entirely of clay or, on
the other hand, is of an extremely
sandy character, these materials may
be properly mixed so as to overcome

of such material where it is trans

ported from a distance, the majority
of our public highways are necessari

best sand clay road is one in which ous drainage and a well rounded,
the wearing surface is composed of smooth, hard surface are necessary.
grains of sand in contact in such a Unless a road is properly drained and
way that the voids or angular spaces the drains kept continually open for
between the grains are entirely ﬁlled carrying away surplus water it will
be impossible to keep the surface in
with clay, which acts as a binder.
If natural drainage does not exist, good condition; and unless a ﬁrm

artiﬁcial methods must be used.

The

If the land is dry and the sand deep
enough to absorb quickly the heavi
est rains, no special attention need

be given to drainage or sand clay

“I can grind 90 bushels
per hour on your No. 5 mill."
R. Sturgis.
(8 H. P. Steam Engine.)

Guaranteed capacity of 50 Bu. Ear Corn per
hour 70 lbs. to the bushel with 10 H. P.
Steam Engine.

Our Patent Reducing $ystem—Revolving Knife-Head and Shear Blades
above fine grinding parts—is a revelation to those who
have used the Flat Burr Mills
We will exhibit at Des Moineo. 1a.. Lincoln. Neb.. Columbus. 0.. Indinnlpolll. Ind. and Springﬁeld.
111., State Fairs. Write today for tree booklet. prime and tree trill odor.

SPARTAN MFG. CO., 1010 Main sneer. Ponﬂle. m.

ly earth roads.

The intrinsic value of a system
the objectionable features of each,
provided the material to be added is of highways to any community is bas
conveniently available.
Sand clay ed on two fundamental principles;
roads are well adapted for light traf proper construction and continual
ﬁe and, when the cheapness of this maintenance. In the construction of
kind of construction is considered it a road good foundations and drain
will be seen that for certain locali age are essential and in maintaining
ties it is preferable to macadam. The a road in proper condition continu

best natural drainage is usually found
upon a loose gravel or sandy soil.

‘Guinea 811.. Mich.

P. S.

We have inst moved into our large new menu hulldinsl here.
Please mention The Review.
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The World's Champion Ad
justable Slaves and Chaﬂers
.;\-woow.'v.- wn uv¢

Threshermen get busy. Crop Prospects
are great. The demand for Ditch Adjusta
ble Sieves and Chaﬂers is greater than ever
before. Manufacturers buy them because they give the best re
sults in their machines. Threshermen prefer them because they
work where others fail. They are the only sieves and chaﬂers
that make a perfect combination to work in the shoe of a separa
tor. See that your machine whether new or old, is equipped with
the Ditch Adjustable Sieve and ,Chaﬁer.
our Combined Screw Feed Flue Expander and Cutter.

Engine owners take special notice. It will do the work of three
foundation is provided, the surface distinct tools. It will cut a fine off just inside the ﬁne sheet, and
of the road will soon become rough cut them off on the outside to the proper length for beading. You
can change it in two minutes time to a perfect expander and roll
and irregular, causing expense, an your ﬁnes. It saves time
.
noyance and danger.
and money.
Write for catalogue
In the construction of a new road
giving full explanation.
through an open country the usual
custom has been to excavate ditches Ditch Adjustable

with the road grader, and throw all
er crown to the surface of the ﬁn the material into the center of the
ished road. The roadbed should ﬁrst roadway, thus making what is often
be crowned as nearly as possible to called a turnpike. The objection to
the form desired in the ﬁnished road. this method is that the most impor
If the clay is to be placed upon sand, tant part of the roadbed, the founda
it will be found more economical to tion, is composed largely of soft ma
crown ﬁrst a section of the road near terial which does not easily become

roads other than to provide the prop

Sieve Co.‘
Mlnllldld,

0M0

Highest Award. St. Louis. 1904

Gold and Silver Medals. Portland. i905

ASI‘ILAND PUMP and l‘lAY TOOL WORKS
n

A better way would
The ﬁrst consolidated.
load of clay is dumped on this pre be to remove entirely all sod from the
pared section at the point nearest portions excavated and use it for
the clay bed, each succeeding load ﬁlling in the low places where it can

est the source of the clay.

A line without
an equal on the
globe.

“on. gom'llntto'lliefdgersl
BESTPUMPON uRTn.

,_

>

on Polished
orBrnnLined

Write

thus being hauled over the preceed be covered with a least three feet of
ing. The materiels should not be mix earth. After the sod is removed the

sand is to be placed upon a clay foot or two above the original sur

for

oeriptive

um.
ed in the dry state, but, on the other road grader can be properly used for
hand, they should be thoroughly mix carrying up the earth into the road
ed and puddled with water. The sur way, and the entire roadbed is form
face should then be covered with a ed of solid material which in its fu
few inches of sand and plowed and ture settlement is compacted uniform
harrowed thoroughly by means of a ly, and will be less likely to develop
turning plow and a disk barrow. In soft spots, as would be the case if
cases where the plowing and harrow sod is thrown into it indiscriminate
ing are considered too expensive the ly. On a level or nearly level prair
mixing may be left to traffic. If the ie the roadbed should be built up a

I» m
Low Down
‘rank Pump.

de-

cirou-

°'
3

time

to write

in

Right now.

most satisfactory linootmd

and Wind I!!! Force and Lift MI, Ionic m.

rower run I, Tank Pump], Spray Pump. and Gho
Yaln loot
linden, my Unicode". rot-unanno
leyn. etc.

mil‘lllbld

The run:

'

Ask your dealer for the

Cylinder.

In, Book Clamps. Stay-on Door mil

P. E. MYERS & BBO.,'.',Ashland, 0hi0.
Please mention The Review.
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The Law of the Road.

from the center of the roadway to
Most threshermen are interested
the ditches and the crown of the
just now in the law of the road and
road should be sufficient to allow the

“No Trusts—No Catalogue Houses”

'

I

water from rainfalls to be quickly their rights thereon; and for their
beneﬁt we give below a summary of
carried oﬁ.
the road laws of different states.
A good road in order to stay good

must be properly

maintained

and

kept in good condition. A very im
portant _feature of proper mainte

California.
Nothing

contained

in

this

act

shall, except the provisions of subdi
nance is that of keeping the ruts out
visions 3, 4 and 5 of Section 3 and
by continual raking or dragging. subdivision 1 of Section 4, apply to
\Vherever ruts are allowed to remain
motorcycles,

bicycles,

traction

gines or road rollers; these subdivis
ions read as follows:

roadbed and result in chuck holes in
Subdivision 3.

Upon

Cream Separator

en

they will hold water from every rain,

which, unless removed will soften the

You Can Sweep the

approach

jurious alike to the team, the wagon
ing a person walking in the roadway
and the driver.
The process of dragging, smooth of a public highway, or a horse or
ing and planing the road with one of horses, or other live stock being rid
the numerous styles of road drags den, led or driven thereon, a person
now happily coming into use in many operating a motor vehicle shall give
localities, is so simple and inexpen reasonable warning of its approach,
sive that there is no excuse for al and use every reasonable precaution
lowing any road to become rough and to insure the safety of such person
rutty through neglect. > The split log or animal, and, in the case of horses
drag was ﬁrst brought to the general or other live stock, to prevent fright
notice of the public by D. Ward King ening the same.

Field with a
De Laval Agency
As a good indication of what may be accomplished with an agency
for the Improved De Laval Cream Separators, we call attention to what
one De Laval agency in Wisconsin has done so far this year. Up to
June 1st 32 farmers in this agent's territory bought cream separators;

of Missouri, who had previously used
Subdivision 4. A person operating
one for several years on the roads ad a motor vehicle shall, at request or
jacent to his home. Although drags on signal by putting up the hand,
of many diﬁerent styles have been from a person riding, leading or driv
used for years, none seem to have ing a restive horse or horses, or oth-_
impressed the road users with their er live stock, bring such motor vehi

utility and economy as the King split
log drag. It is easily and cheaply
constructed and consists of the two
halves of a ten or twelve-inch log
eight feet long, framed together af

cle immediately to a stop, and, if
traveling in the opposite direction,
remain stationary so long as may be

reasonable to allow such horse or ani

mal to pass, and, if traveling in the
ter the manner of a wood rack and same direction, use reasonable cau

drawn with the split faces to the tion in thereafter passing such horse
front along each side of the road at or animal; provided that, in case
an angle of 45 degrees to ‘the line of such horse or animal appears badly
the road, thus drawing the earth to frightened or the person operating
ward the center. Drags should be such motor vehicle is requested to
used just after rains or continued do so, such person shall cause the mo
wet weather to smooth the earth sur tor of such vehicle to cease running

face and prevent ruts from forming so long as shall be reasonably neces
to hold the water. During a visit sary to prevent accident and insure
to the cast a few months ago the safety to others.

speaker saw a good illustration of
Subdivision 5.

In case of accident

the beneﬁt to ordinary dirt roads
or injury to a person or property on
from the use of road drags. It was

after a long rainy spell and on one the public highways, due to the oper
ation thereon of a motor vehicle, the
section of road the conditions were
person operating such vehicle shall
the same as are usually found on
stop, and, upon request of a. person
country roads after heavy rains.
injured, or any person present, give
Teams without loads had diﬂ'iculty
in travelling even at a walk. An such person his name and address,
and, if not the owner, the name and

other section of road in the same vi
cinity had been worked with a road address of such owner.
Sec. 4. Subdivision 1.
drag which preserved the rounded
section, ﬁlled the ruts and allowed
the water to run off. There was no
mud on this section and teams were
driven at a trot. The roads were or

Whenever

a person operating a motor vehicle

shall meet on a public highway any
other person riding or driving a horse

or horses or other live stock, or any
dinary farm roads of black loam, with other vehicle, the person so operating
such motor vehicle shall reasonably
some clay in places.
Good roads are daily becoming turn the same to the right of the cen
more and more appreciated by every ter of such highway so as to pass
one. It is gratifying to realize that without interference. Any such per

the people are waking up to the fact son so operating

a motor

vehicle,

that good roads, are next to good mor shall, on overtaking any such horse,
als, the most potent factor for good live stock or other vehicle pass on the
left ‘side thereof, and the rider or
citizenship.
driver of such horse, live stock or

Flossie is six years old. “Mam other vehicles shall as soon as practi
ma,” she asked one day, “if I get cable, turn to the right so as to allow

31 of them purchased De Laval machines, notwithstanding that 8 other
agencies for that many competing separators were on the scene hot af
ter the business. Like instances of a clean swept ﬁeld by De Laval ma
chines may be found in every other section of the country this year.
The new 1908 De Laval machines are simply so overwhelmingly su
perior to anything else in the shape of a cream separator that they are
sweeping all attempted competition before them and sales today are
more than double what they have been in any previous year. As a rule,
the De Laval line is represented by the best men in their localities for the
sale of cream separators and these are the sort of agents we want in
every community.
There are, however, some territories where our agencies are not
meeting with the success they should for one reason or another and we
want better ones in their stead.
There are many other localities in which a considerable number of
separators should be sold and where there are as yet no De Laval rep
resentatives.
Applications for agencies are invited and will receive as careful and
prompt attention as the De Laval ﬁeld organization may be able to give
it. May we hear from you?

married will I have a husband like free passage on the left. Any such
person so operating a motor vehicle
pa,”

shall at the intersection of public
“Yes,” replied the mother, with a
smile.
“And if I don 't get married will I
have to be an old maid, like Aunt
Kate?”
“Yes. Flossie.”
“Mamma,” she said after a short
pause, “it’s a tough world for us
women, ain’t it?”

highways, keep to the right of the in

The De Laval Separator Co.

tersection of the centers of such high
ways when turning to the right and
pass to the right of such intersection

42 E. Madison St.
CHIGAGO

General Oﬁces

173-177 VVllllam St.
MONTREAL

Nothing in

1213PItIILADELPHeIllt
s 1215 Filb t St.

165467 Broadway

14 ‘s wlNiiiiiiids
16 Pl
St.

this subdivision shall, however, be
construed as limiting the meaning or
effect of the provision of section three

Drumm & Sacramento Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO

NEW YORK

when turning to the left.

.

of this act.

10? First St.
PORTLAND, ORE.
ﬁ_—1
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A simple, Solid, Business it?‘

*‘

SANDWICH

Like Outfit -A Money Maker - i

Belt Power Press.
Capacity,2 I-2 to 5 Tons per Hour.
An 8 H. P. Steam or Gasoline Engine runs largest
size to full capacity.

Motion Slow and
Powerful-no rap
id or jerky move
ments.

Lined
throughout
with

Self Feeder Hand
les Large or Small
Charges.

heavy

Sheet
Steel.

Block Dropper
Safe and Sure.

Large
Feed
Opening.

‘til

@I -’* @éAN Dwain
J

,6

r?‘

,.

'
Lever Brake. E’xtra Length Tying Chamber.
Wood or
We also make Horse Power Presses.

Steel Mountings.
I

CY, Sandwich, Illinois.
_—
Sec. 4. Any owner of a steam en-I
Colorado.
I than $100.00, and, in addition, all
it shall be the duty of all] damages sustained may be recovered gine who, by himself, agent or em
persons. associations and corporations | in a civil action against the violator, ployee, violates the provisions of sec
operating steam threshing machines and in no such case shall the count} tions “one” or “two” of this act,
or vehicles, or using the public roads be liable for personal injuries or from shall be deemed guilty of a misde
for transporting such machines. or damage occurring to any engine or meanor and, upon conviction, thereof,
other heavy machinery, to use a suffi separator.
shall, for each offence, be ﬁned not
cient number of heavy planks, wher
Iowa has no boiler inspection or ii less than $10.00 nor more than $50.00,
ever necessary. to protect all side cense law.
to be recovered before any court of
walks, bridges, culverts and cause
competent jurisdiction, and shall also
Illinois.
ways from being broken by said steam
Sec. 1. It shall be the duty of per be liable for all damages that may be
threshing machines, or other heavy sons in charge of any steam engine sustained by persons or property by
machinery, in passing over the same. being propelled over the highways of reason of his failing to comply with
‘Sec. 2. If any person, association . this state, wholly or in part by steam the provisions of this act; and for a
or corporation shall purposely destroy power, to stop said engine whenever violation of section three (3) of this
or injure any sidewalk, bridge, cul they meet any person or persons go act, the owner of said engine shall be
vert or causeway, or remove any of ing in the opposite direction on said liable for all damages resulting to
the timber or plank thereof, or 0b highway with horses or other animals, said bridge or culvert by reason of
struct the same, he shall forfeit a until said horses or other animals his failure to comply with the re
sum of not less than one hundred shall have passed by; and said en quirements of said section, together
dollars; nor more than three hun gine shall be stopped when it is one with the cost of prosecution.
dred dollars; and shall be liable for hundred (100) yards distant from
There is no general law in this
all damages occasioned thereby and said horse or other animals and soon state relating to the inspection of
for all necessary costs for rebuilding er in case said horses or other ani steam boilers.
Municipalities are,
or repairing the same. And all for mals become frightened at said engine however, empowered to adopt ordi
feitures and sums of money recovered before arriving at said distance. The nances in this regard.
See. 1.

under this act shall be turned into owner or driver of said engine shall
the county road fund.

Iowa.
Sec. 1511.

Steam

Engines

on
Roads—Penalty.—VVhen any engine
driven in whole or in part by steam
power is being propelled upon a pub

lic road, or is upon the same, the
whistle thereof shall not be blown,
and those having it in charge shall
stop it one hundred yards distance
from any person or persons with
horses or other stock in or upon the
same, and at a greater distance away
if they exhibit fear on account there
of, until they shall have passed it,
and a competent person shall be kept
one hundred yards in advance of
such engine to assist in any emergen

said engine while on the public high

cy arising from frightened animals. way.

notion engine.

lend ibr cirrulnrl to

Richmond lllol. Work‘. Richmond. lnd..il.l.l.
Please mention The Review.

Kansas.

also keep a good trusty man not less
Roads; Steam Engines.—All pel
than ﬁfty (50) nor more than two sons owning, controlling, operating or
hundred (200) yards in advance of managing steam threshing machines,
said engine, to assist in controlling saw mills, or steam traction engines
any horses or other animals being of any kind. in moving the same over
driven or used on said highway, until the public highways are required to
said horses or other animals shall lay down planks not less than one
have passed by said engine; and it foot wide, three inches in thickness
shall be the duty of the man thus and of suiﬁcient length on the floor of
sent in advance to use all reasonable all bridges and culverts situate on the
public highway, while crossing the
care and diligence to prevent the oc

currence of any accidents which
might result in case said horses or
other animals become frightened at
said steam engine.
Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful for
any person to blow the whistle of

HIGH GRHDB MILLS
Full line of sizes. Combining oiﬁcicnoy with con
vnienco or handling. The largest combinntiln of
nctlul improvements. The mill is for your

Requires no attention from separator man

Guaranteed to keo the belt square on the cylin
der pulley.
one of the engine being in or
out or line or ow hard the wind blows. It is
made of malleable iron. is very light and durable.
Koo
edgesthe
of the
irom wearing.
That
in
wheatthesaves
belt.beltWritel
for .descriptive
circular and prices to

E. ii. GREGORY,

. .

Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Please mention The Review.

same, for the wheels of said engine
of any kind to run on while crossing
such bridge or culvert:
Provided,

That, this section shall not apply to
any machine or engine not exceeding
one ton in weight.

Shut off Steam.—All persons own
ing, controlling, operating or manag

and to prevent accidents. In cross
Sec. 3. It shall be unlawful for any ing steam traction engines of any
ing any bridge or culvert in the pub person to drive a steam engine over kind, in moving the same along the
lic road, or plank street crossing in any bridge or culvert, on any public public highway are required on meet
any city or town, four sound strong highway in this state, without using ing any person or persons in vehicles
planks not less than twelve feet long,

one foot wide and two inches thick,
shall be used, by placing continuous
ly two of them‘ under the wheels.

A

four sound, strong planks. each to be of any kind, drawn by horses, mules,
no less than'twelve feet long, one or other animals, to turn to the

foot wide and two inches thick; two right, giving them as much of the
of said planks to be kept continuous

highway as possible and then shut

failure to comply with either of the ly under the wheels of said engine ting off the steam and come to a halt
provisions of this section shall be a. while crossing said bridge or culvert. at the distance of one hundred yards
misdemeanor, punishable by imprison

(This section

repealed by Bill ap

from the person or persons so met.

ment in the county jail not more than proved May 17, 1907, and in force and to remain with the steam down
thirty days, or by a ﬁne of not more

July 1, 1907.)

and halted until said person or per

Barnes

Favorite Double-acting
Thresher Tank Pump

REGORD BREAKER FOR 1907
Fitted for both hose and iron pipe. Has brass
valve nests and cylinder ollshed as smooth
as u gun barrel. Capacity? barrels per minute.
In use the world over. Guaranteed the best tank
pump made. Write for circular and prices.
BARNES MANUFACTURING CO.
600 North Main SI.
Mmlleld, 0M0
Please mention The Review.

-\ ugust, 1908.

THH'I'HRESIERMEN'S REVIEW

THE JANNEY CORN HUSKER-SHREDDER
Simple in principle. eliicieut and durable in service. A
money maker. Requires little power lo operate. Quickly
Cul shows Husker
sel ior operation and easily moved.
ready to move.

If you are about to buy a Husker
and Shredder, consider the following
points : The Janney is constructed of
steel and malleable iron,rnaking it com
pact yet strong in all its parts. Its ca
pacity is unlimited.
Equipped with

Shelled Corn Bagger, Feeder and spe
cial Fodder Wind Stacker—rnaking a
machine suitable for handling corn in
the proper manner.

Catalogues and special information
will be gladly furnished.
All rights have been purchased and
all machines are now manufactured by

V

4'

the

,1‘
/

KENNEY MACHINERY COMPA N

‘
'

Indianapo

.
'
~ ,'.~'

Indiana

‘Please mention The Review.

sons have passed at a distance of one machine, corn mill, cane mill, saw mill
hundred yards from the place of halt or engine not exceeding one ton in
ing on said highway:
Provided: weight. (R. S. 1889, See. 992.)
That nothing in this section shall pre
vent any one drawing the same by
team or teams without making the

Michigan.

lating any of the provisions of this
act shall be deemed guilty of a mis
demeanor, and upon conviction there
of shall be punished by a ﬁne not ex
ceeding twenty-ﬁve dollars, or by im

village, town or city attach a team
thereto for the purpose of assisting
in drawing the same.
Misdemeanor.—~Any person or per
sons violating the provisions of this
act shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor. and shall upon conviction
therefor be ﬁned a sum of not less
than ﬁve dollars nor more than two
hundred dollars for each offense.
Kentucky.

Portable

Engine:

Operating

on

Highway.—Any person using, operat
ing or moving any traction or porta
ble engine on or along any highway

or private passway or lane in this
state, that is moved in whole or in
part by steam power, shall send, and

servants, agent or employee, to allow the provisions of this act shall also
the same to stand upon any bridge be liable for all damages sustained
or culvert in anv highway for taking thereby by any person or persons
a supply of water, or other purpose; traveling upon or using said highway
and it shall be unlawful to permit or with horses or other domestic animals,
use the same to pass over, through or to be recovered in an action of tres
upon any public highway, road or pass on the case.

street, unless such owner, owners,
(5546) See. 4. This act shall not
agent, servants, or employee shall apply to railroads.
send before the same a person of ma
ture age, at least ten rods in advance
and not more than forty rods (ex
cept in incorporated cities and vil
lages such persons shall be not less
than four and not more than ten rods
in advance) to notify and warn per
sons traveling or using said highway,
road or street with horses or other

Minnesota.

Traction Engine—Bridges.—

Every owner, engineer, or other per

son in charge of a traction engine,
before taking such engine across a
culvert or bridge, shall place extra
planking thereon for the protection

trolling, operating or managing son shall carry and use plank suﬁi
threshing machines, cane mills, corn cient to plank all crosswalks.
mills, saw mills and engines of any . (5544) See. 2. Any person or per

A Screw’Feed Flue Expander and Cutter

PRICE OF 2 mon
ROLLER All]
CUTTER $5.00

Other Price: and
Circular
Upon Application
Saves time and

money in trips to repair shop.

Hal

advantages over other expanders and
cutters, in that it is operated entire
ly by wrench—no hammer is used.
No guess work. The grooves in rolls
will form a bead on the inside of
tube, which is a positive proof of a
perfection. Made lnall sizes. 1% in.
to 4 in. sizes carried in stock.
Good Live Agents Wanted.
For full particulars, write,

TllE FERNYIK MACHINE CO.,

MANSFIELD. 0.

the expense of repairing the same;
Provided: The amount so paid by
him shall not exceed ﬁfty dollars.
Such sum may be recovered in a civil
action against the owner.

1265.

Traction

Engine-Whistle,

etc. Every engineer, ‘owner or other
person in charge of a traction engine
propelled along a road, who shall

tion shall be ﬁned not less than ten ‘engine to be immediately shut OE blow or permit the whistle of
nor more than ﬁfty dollars for each and to render such assistance as will engine to be blown within ﬁve
enable such team or teams of horses
offense.
or
other domestic animals to pass in dred feet of a team passing on
Sec. 5200.
Persons Moving En
highway, if the team can be seen
and at night such person
- safety;
shall carry a red light; and such per

A NEW ONE

A great labor saver.

1264.

of the same, and neglect to do so
domestic animals, of the approach of shall render him liable for one-half

such carriage, vehicle or engine. And
keep at least two hundred yards in upon the approach of any person or
advance of said engine, a messenger, persons with horse or horses, or oth
whose duty it shall be to warn all er domestic animals from behind or in
persons of its approach, and render front, said owner or owners, agent,
such assistance as shall be necessary servants or employee of such steam
to secure the safety of all such per vehicle, carriage or engine having the
sons; and any person failing to com same in charge, shall cause the same
ply with the provisions of this sec to be stopped and the steam of such

gines. etc., to Protect Bridges and
Culverts-All persons owning, con

Can be made proﬁt-able if the
right kind of machinery il need.

WI nu I'll! luol'r IIIII.
loud for eat-lone.
prisonment
in
the
county
jail
not
ex
Sec. 1. It shall be unlawful for
a, Booonnr Pun 0o.
any person, company or corporation ceeding ﬁfteen days, or by both such Boo-n
:10 West later it. Oynuu. I. Y.

halt or halts above referred to.
Village or City.—Any person or owning or controlling any carriage, ﬁne and imprisonment, in the discre
persons owning, controlling, operat vehicle. traction or other vehicle pro tion- of the court. Any person, com
ing or managing any steam traction pelled by steam, by themselves, their pany or corporation violating any of
engine shall, in passing through any

IIIER MAKING

such
hun

such
from

the position of such engine. or who
shall not stop the same at least one

hundred feet before meeting a horse
or team traveling on such road, un
less on a side hill where such stop

‘kind, are required in moving the sons who, while traveling upon the page might expose the ﬁues of the en
same over the public highways to lay public- highways of this state with a gine and cause an explosion, shall be
down planks not less than one foot steam engine, steam \vagom or other guilty of a misdemeanor.
wide, three inches in thickness and of vehicle which is, in whole or in part,
Minnesota has also an engineers’
sufficient length, on the floors of all being worked, run or operated by
license
and boiler inspection
law,
steam,
or
to
which
a
steam
whistle
is
bridges and culverts situate on the
public highway, while crossing the attached, shall blow or sound, or which is as follows:
same, for the wheels of said thresh cause to be blown or sounded, any
2180. Every owner or manager of
ing machines. corn mills, cane mills, steam whistle while so traveling upon a steam boiler shall allow inspectors
saw mills and engines of any kind to the public highways of this state, full access to the same; and every
run on: Provided: That mills. saw shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
engineer operating the same shall as
mills and engines of any threshing
sist the inspector on the examination
(5545)
See. 3. Any person vio

uuwuun
Delivers oil in any position at
the First Stroke.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

MAPLE CITY MFG. CO.
607-13 South First Street

Monmouth, Ill.

August, 1908.

'I'HE'I‘HRESHERMENS REVIEW

eder
It is the only feeder which

We'furnish the Ideal Feed
er with Rotary Band Knife

has a high speeded KNIFE

or Crank Shaft in front as

CYLINDER
intermatched
with a slowly revolving retard

desired.

er.
It positively will not slug
the separator in any kind or

It is the only feeder in which
the retarder adjusts itself auto

condition

of

grain,

but

will

matically to any overcharge of

feed perfectly smooth and even

damp, wet or grown-to-gether

any make or size of separator

material fed into the machine.

to its full capacity.

Write for Our New Catalogue.

Manufactured by HEINEKE & GDMPANY, Springfield, Illinois
GENERAL AGENTS

John F. Llngdon, Wlchlta, Kansas

Tho Wlchlta Supply 00., Wichita, Kansas
Please mention The Review.

and point out any known defect in the yards from the place of halting on
boilers or machinery in his'charge. said highway.
Sec. 5202. Any person or persons
No person shall be intrusted with the
operation of any steam boiler or violating the provisions of the two
steam machinery who has not received preceding sections shall be guilty of
a license so to act, which license shall misdemeanor, and shall upon convic
berenewed biennially. Every person tion thereof be ﬁned in a sum not less
who shall violate any provision of than ﬁve dollars nor more than one
this section shall be guilty of a mis hundred and ﬁfty dollars.

Sold with or with
out elevator.
For

crushing

and

grinding Ear-corn, Kaf
ﬁr-in-the-head, and all

demeanor, and punished by a ﬁne of

North Dakota.
kinds of grain.

Has no state laws regulating trac
not less than ten dollars nor more
than ﬁfty dollars. " ' ' The in tion engine. No boiler inspection or
spector shall be entitled to a fee of license .law.
Oklahoma.
three dollars fob; the_.inspection of
(6126) Sec. 55. It shall be unlaw
each boiler and its steam connections.
The fee for an engineer’s license, and ful for any person or persons to cross
for each biennial (every two years) or attempt to cross any bridge or cul
renewal, shall be one dollar;
which vert in this territory with any steam
shall accompany :the application.
engine without ﬁrst placing on any
such bridge or culvert two boards or
Missouri
planks for the wheels of any such en

Built in seven sizes,
from Z to 25 h. p. and

especially adapted for
use with thresher en
gines.

B. N. P. BOWSHER
COMPANY,
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
-*—\PIBRIB mention The Rnviaw

Sec. 5200. All persons owning, con gine to run upon. Said boards or
trolling or operating or managing planks to be not less than two inches
threshing machines, cane mills, corn in thickness and twelve inches wide.
(6127)
Sec. 56. Any person or
mills, saw mills, and steam engines

of any kind are required, in moving persons causing any damage to any

Milwaukee Corn Husker

such bridge or culvert caused by any
the same over the public highways, to
lay down planks not less than one violation of this act, shall be liable
foot wide, three inches in thickness to the road district for any and all
and of sufficient length, on the ﬂoors damage to such bridge of which said
of all bridges and culverts situate on bridge or culvert is situated.

and Fodder Shredder or Cutter with Blower,
Corn Separator and Bagger, Steel Gears.

(6128) See. 57. Any person or
the public highways, while crossing
the same, for the wheels of said persons violating any of the provisions
threshing machines, corn mills, cane of this act, shall be liable to a ﬁne of

Write today for Catalog.

mills, saw mills, and engines of any not less than twenty nor more than
kind to run on; Provided: That this ﬁfty dollars, upon complaint being
section shall not apply to any thresh made before any justice of the peace
ing machine, corn mill, cane mill, saw of the township in which bridge or

mill or engine not exceeding one ton culvert is situated.
Ohio.
in weight.
Has no laws relative to the use of ,

Sec. 5102.
All persons owning, traction engines on highways. .
controlling, operating or managing
The state has a law providing for a
threshing machines, cane mills, corn license for stationary boilers and en

mills, saw mills, reaping machines, gines of more than 30 h. p.
mowing machines and_ steam engines

of any kind are required. in moving
the same along the public highways,

on meeting any person or persons on
horses, mules or other animals, to

Wisconsin.
The owner or owners of any steam
engine, or any person who shall cause
such an engine to be propelled or;
used along or upon any public high
way in any townshall be liable for

shut off the steam and come to a halt
at a. distance of one hundred yards all damages that may be cause there
from the place on the highway where by to such highway, or any sluice-‘j
the said person or persons on horses, way, culvert or bridge thereon, or to
mules or other animals, or in vehicles any person or corporation by reason
of any kind. are met, and to remain of the propelling or otherwise moving
with the steam down and halted until or using the same upon any such high
said person or persons shall have way in the following cases.
passed at a distance of one hundred
l.—When such an engine with its

i

Husks Corn Clean and Makes Feed Worth Double that-of any
Other Machine
The “Milwaukee” with_sensible safeguards is the safest, stron est, easiest to
operate and best husker made. Our 2, 4 and 6 roll machines for ind vidual farmers
or farmer companies and our 8 and 12 roll machines for large threshermen.
,

l

MANUFACTURED BY

I Milwaukee Hay Tool Co.,

‘

Milwaukee, Wis.

Please mention The Review.

August, 1908.
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Establlohod 1885
'.

Unlurpueed for strength, traction
power and durability.
Made from

the heavieot. weight of duck.
goods

All

fully guaranteed.

For sale by all reliable dealers.
lllnullolund by

Th0 Bhosapnke Belting company
Baltimore, Md.
Please mention The Review.

Would not run a
MADE IN SIZES 5,6, 8 AND l0 FURROWS, 14 INCH STUBBLE OR BREAKER BOTTOMS
Has King Bolt Hitch. Absolute control of Plows from engine platform. Only requires two men---engineer and ﬁre
men---to operate. Can be attached to any traction engine and is the most practical of any Steam Plow now in use.
Theirjincreasing use and general satisfaction is proof positive of their superiority.

‘ Shredder without a
Band Cutter

"I:

L0

and Feeder

Writs for catalog

ELL s can now o'o"'.,‘

Des Moines, Iowa
I

Fifteen Minutes

k M. QiBdrtlett
equipments and attachments and
whatever it may be moving upon
the highway, shall weigh more than

ten tons, exclusive of the animals by
which it is moved, if it is so moved.

any sum not exceeding ﬁve dollars.
such person so in advance
Sec. 2. The fact that the law is

than thirty rods in advance of such

engine;

shall, upon meeting any person riding
or driving any animal or animals and

now inadequate to protect the public

bridges and culverts upon public
desiring to pass such engine, signal the roads and highways, and streets and

2.—-When any such engine shall be person in charge thereof to stop the alleys of incorporated towns and
set up or used within the limits of same, and the person in charge of cities, from injury and destruction by
any such highway, or for other pur such engine shall, immediately upon persons transporting and carrying
pose than to be propelled or otherwise being made aware of the signal, stop over
said
bridges and culverts,
the engine and, together with the per traction engines and separators,
moved along or upon it.
3.—When any such engine shall be son so in advance thereof, render all creates an emergency and an impera
left unattended within the limits of assistance possible to enable the per tive public necessity requiring the
any highway.
__
son riding or driving to pass such en suspension of the Constitutional rule
4.—-When any such engine shall be gine in safety. Every violation of requiring bills to be read on three
in such highway whether standing or this section shall be punishable by im several days, and said rule shall take
‘moving and the person in charge prisonment in the county jail not more eﬁect and be in force from and after
shall not signal and stop it when it is than twenty days or by ﬁne not ex its passage.
(Passed March 27,
approached within ﬁfteen rods in ceeding ﬁfteen dollars nor less than 1907.)
either direction by any team or any ﬁve dollars.

person riding or driving any animal,
and desiring to pass such engine, or
when the person or persons in charge

of such engine shall neglect or refuse
to render all proper assistance within

An Act to amend Title 13, Chapter
1 of the Penal Code of the State of
Texas, by adding thereto Article 482a
providing the manner in which trac

EASTERN THRESHEIMEN
ATTENTION
We save you MONEY
Save you TIME
Save you FREIGHTS
Sell

as low as an

and furnish

-

Be it enacted by the Legislature of

Water Tanks,
Pumps, Hose.
Belts, Flues,
and
Engine

Everything in
this line.
A. fine stock of rebuilt Threshers and
Engines at cost prices.

BOWEN 8i QUIGK

way, sluiceway, culvert

It is claimed for the Port Huron
Husker-Shredder Catalog that it

bridge

adding thereto the following:

Arti

llllun-n, N. Y.

Further, it is the only Husker
Shredder which separates the
shelled corn from the fodder be
fore shredding. It makes better

fodder than do others and wastes
less corn.

M. C. Bartlett, of Marshalltown,
Iowa, is well known to be a reli
able man.

What he says in the

following letter deserves careful

is the best ever published in this
line. It includes thirty pictures

commence an action against the own

of men who are users of that ma

any public road or highway, or any

er thereof or against any other who street or alley in any incorporated
propels or causes such an engine to town or city, any traction engine with

be propelled or otherwise moved along lugs on the wheels thereof and to car
or upon any such highway, _in the ry or transport over any such public
name of and for the beneﬁt of such bridge or culvert, any traction engine,
town, the amount of which, when col or separator, without having ﬁrst
lected, shall be paid to the town treas provided and placed in position skids
urer and be credited to the highway upon which the wheels of said trac
tax fund.
tion engine or separator shall be run,
Sec. 4399. No person shall cause which said skids shall be not less
any steam engine to be propelled or than three inches thick, twelve inches

It is a simple response to a

simple request.
Marshalltown, Iowa, July 6, 1908.
Port Huron Machinery Co.,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Dear Sir:—ln answer to your let

ter of the 3rd will say that I am
well satisﬁed with the Shredder.
We can shred anywhere from 10
to 20 acres per day, according to
the fodder and the kind of help
I

have.

I

ﬁnd that the pitchers

have a. great deal to do with the
amount of work done. I shredded
one day last fall 9 acres of good
fodder in 5% hours.
Can husk
about 1000 bu. per day according
It leaves the fodder in ﬁrst class
condition and puts but very little
corn in fodder.
It does a ﬁne job of husking;

chine; addresses and reports of
many more users; and unusually

complete speciﬁcations.

llllll

BLIZZAR

susluies

cumsn

with wind elevator, either mounted
or unmounted. Cuts humtrlwJoed.
etc. Eu-vaios to any height. Strona.
durable, economical. Full, guaran
teed. Send to: new illustrated
catalogue FREE

in width, and sixteen feet in length,

and any person violating the provis
ions of this Article shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be ﬁned in

nial.

to yield of corn.

therein shall be damaged by any such cle 4828.. It shall be unlawful for
‘engine as is described in the ﬁrst or any person to transport or carry over
ﬁfth subdivisions of this section, may any public bridge or culvert upon

hauled upon or over any highway in
the night time without causing some
person carrying a good clear lantern,
giving a strong, clear red light, to go
and be at least twenty and not more

Husker-Shredder

catalogue house

the State of Texas: Sec. 1. That Ti
The chairman of the supervisors of tle 13, Chapter 1 of the Penal Code of
any town in which any public high the State of Texas, be amended by
or

only

has a complete feeder.
Also it is the only husker which
has double snapping rolls. It shells
much less corn than do others.

ood Goods.

ley in any incorporated town or city,

and providing a penalty for the viola
planks, at least two inches thick and tion thereof; and declaring an emer
‘ twelve inches wide, so that the engine gency.
wheels shall rest thereon in crossing
such bridge or culvert.

The

which has a band cutter and feed
er is “The Port Huron,” no other

consideration by buyers in this
line; it is not a common testimo

Texas.

their power to enable such team or tion engines and separators shall be
person to pass in safety.
transported or carried over any public
5.—\\'l1en the person in charge of bridge or culvert upon any public
any steam engine shall neglect to road or highway, or any street or al
span any bridge or culvert, before
crossing the same, with hardwood

611 S. 12th Ave.
Marshalltown, In.

'

JOSEPH DICK
AGRICULTURAL WORKS
Box 96, 0anton,0.

much cleaner than most of men.
I do not think that in dry corn
it will shell more than 2 or 3 pecks
to the 100 bu.
In regard to the feeder, will say
that it is the only system of feed
ing. It certainly is a labor saver'
and safe. I would not run a shred
der without a feeder ﬁfteen min
utes. If the fodder is properly
placed in feeder the machine will
run all day without a stop.
If
a man loses an arm in your ma
chine it is through mere careless
ness.
I will send you my photo, which

was taken several years ago, but
think it will answer the purpose,
trusting you to return it in good
condition.
I remain,

Yours truly,

(Signed) M. C. Bartlett.

August. 1908.

CLEAR VIEW

Aceiylen Traction Headlight
Adapted to any traction engine.
Generates gas as required.
Simple in construction, and easy to operate.
Runs 12 hours with one charge.
With ample guarantee.

with a good
rough

fields and

light
bad

this

you

can move at night over

roads.

Write for catalogue.

giving the superior points 0!

lamp.

AMERICAN AGETYLEIE STiJVE 00.
504 Masonic Temple
MINNEAPOLIS, mmi.
01f entirely. The pressure required
Balanced Valves.
to hold it to the seat would be much
(Continued from page 9.)
where the work can be gotten out of less than the amount it would be sub
it, it is not wasted as it would be in jected to if the steam chest cover was
a simple engine.
The clearance on and working pressure was in the
spaces of the low pressure cylinder chest.

WANTED: The names and addresses of

any Purchasers of Newton Balance Valves.

By working,r pressure is meant

are, however, no greater than that of the pressure in the engine on the de
any ordinary single valve engine of livery side of the governor valve;
the same cylinder dimensions.
As which valve is the means of regulat
these conditions are brought about by ing said pressure to the quantity of

OKWIG & LANE,

the method resorted to for balancing resistance, and thus maintaining uni
the valve, the attempt to explain them form speed.
If we had some practical device
here cannot be considered altogether
for holding this valve to the seat with
out of place.
The manner in which this “Woolf” just sufficient force to keep it from
valve is balanced, being ﬂat and sin lifting we would have in this valve a
gle faced as it is, is quite unique, steam chest and valve as well.
The original U. S. patent on this
and one which compounding makes
valve anticipates the use of a semi
possible.

PATENT LAWYERS,

FIFTY-SIX YEARS BUILDING SAWS
THAT STAND TO EVERY TEST
We make the only
saw upon which you

can depend in all
kinds of weather.
0 h l e n ’ s Inserted
Tooth Saws espe
cially desirable.
Write for catalog
and lumber scale.”

The nearest approach to an equal, ellipitical spring attached to the
in a single faced ﬂat slide valve for steam chest cover and pressing
)4)’.

Can be At
tached to Any

Fig.

DES MOINES, IA.

The liigi Time in Harrow
To get the best re
sults. is
while
the
ground is still moist
from plowing.
By
the old method this
is
impossible,
but

.

with the
KRAMER ROTARY
HARROW ATTACH
MENT

a simple engine, is one known as the against the back of the valve for
“Giddings” valve. a longitudinal holding same to the seat, or assist
section of same being shown in Fig. ing in so doing; although the spring,
for some reason, has not been made
9.
In attempting to ﬁgure out the way use of in practice.
However, as there must be a pres
this valve is balanced We can consid
er it as a valve and steam chest com sure from some source on the back
bined; although it is termed in prac of the valve to hold it to the seat, the
tice a valve only. It is contained in means of producing it has been by en
a regular chest like any ordinary closing the valve in the usual steam
valve, which is essential to its opera chest, and when the steam is turned

as
illustrated
here
with,
you
do
both
plowing and harrow
ing at the same time.
with the same power
and with the same ex
pense. Does thislnter
est you. Mr. Plow
man’!
Every
trip
- around the ﬁeld saved.
means time and mon
ey saved. seed Lucas-1i
or, and better crops.
Send for circular to

on the valve will be forced away from
the seat, allowing a pressure to accu

THE E. M. KRAMER COMPANY, Paxton, 111., U. S. A.

tions.
as a
valve
easily

The purpose of considering it
combination steam chest and
is to make the explanation as
understood as possible.

mulate in the chest suﬁ‘icient to force

Please mention The Review.

it back to the seat again. The time
By referring to Fig. 9 it is to be required for it to do this is but the
seen that the steam enters, and is dis merest fraction of a second, and the
tributed to the cylinder, from the un distance the valve lifts from the
der side of the valve entirely. If the seat is but a triﬂe. As often as the

i—-THE——

steam chest cover be removed and steam chest pressure on the back of
the engine turned a full revolution the valve amounts to less than that
there would be no apparent uncover underneath it, the action will be re
ing of the ports. and in setting this peated.
In starting. such a valve will chat
valve the relation of ports to the valve

have to be indicated by marks made
on them.
Suppose now we leave the steam
chest cover oﬁ' and attempt to let the
valve act as the steam chest and
valve, as suggested heretofore, and
turn on the steam. The result would
be that the valve would be forced

Deﬁance Headlirhl'
l0 lNBl-l FITTED WITH ATTABHMENTS
STANDARD SIZE CASE,
SILVER PLATED COP
PER REFLECTOR, REG
ULAR PATTERN ROUND
WICK BURNER.

ter considerably, and may occasional
ly be heard doing it when working un
der either a heavy or a light load.
The greatest objection to chatter
ing might be considered the disagree

able noise produced;

for the num

Send for prices and full par

ber of these valves in use and the
length of time they have been em
away from its seat. the steam escape, ployed, proves without doubt that
and the engine would not move. But they are quite easy running and sat
if we were to hold the valve up to isfactory.
A study of the illustration. Fig. 9
the seat by some means that would
allow it to move in its natural path, will show how the valve is divided

ticulars. It will mean a good
deal to you.

Deﬁance Lantern & Stamping to.
Rochester,
10 inch Kerosene Headlight

it would run with the chest cover left into compartments. a live steam cav

l

New York

Please mention The Review.

August, 1908.
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THE'I‘HRESHHRLEN'S REVIEW
You Won't if You Buy a 20th Century
A. D. BAKER Engineand Thresher.

DON’T co WRONG

BEST
BYFeeders
TEST AT
THEBetter
FAIRSThan Ever. I
Wood Bros.
Steel
Selling
Send for Sixteen Reasons Why You Should Use One.
LIVE AGENTS WANTED

CATALOGS CHEERFULLY FURNISHED

THE WRIGHT MACH, . CO.,

116-118 Fulton St. Peoria, Ill.

GENERAL AGENTS

ity (the previously supposed steam gles to those of the face rings.

The
chest) and two exhaust cavities. The object of these joint rings and the‘

live steam cavity is still further di

Thresherman, Think This Over

form of their lap splice is to pre

There are more men
killed or injured in
makin
coupling than
any otmetr wf; around

RANDOLPH I
i ’ ‘I'HK
unique
vqyv

vided into three compartments for vent leakage of steam through the‘

- anion. a

producing what is called multiple openings between the ends of the face 1
port openings, or two openings which rings when they expand in following
take at the same time for the admis up natural wear.
sion of steam to the respective ends

an on

Fig. 10 shows one of these valves

of the cylinder. However as this fea
ture has no bearing on the balance
of the valve a discussion of its claim
ed advantages would be out of place
here.
A leaky valve would not lessen the
tendency to chatter, as might be sup
posed,

RANDOLPH COUPLER 60.,

Fig. ll.

with one of the pistons assembled, and i I 3
the

ter
ton

BOSON

Simple, yet eﬁicient construction. Built to
stand the jolts and jars of the explosive stroke
of any make of gas engine. All arms being
cast with the body there are no screwed in
joints to rack loose and leak at a critical time.
The drop regulating stem is ﬁtted with our
well known signal lever feed, the reliable kind.
Lever up, feeding; lever down, stopped. Shut
off valve D enables ﬁlling the cup while engine is in motion.

two ﬂanges and the cen
head of the opposite pis-l
partly taken apart.
Fig. 11‘

shows the rings of the second piston. 1
pressure is, so far as the writer has The joint rings are not shown sepa

been able to observe, left dependent
upon the lifting of the valve for sup
plying it.
In theory, this valve does not ap
pear to be as near to perfection as
does the “Woolf” compound valve,
although in practice it seems to have

Newton, Iowa

Powell Gas Engine
Lubricator:

for while this would allow

some steam to leak from the live
steam cavity into the chest, at the
same time it would allow it to leak
out again into the exhaust cavities,
so that the one effect would be offset
by the other.
Providing a hand valve for turning
live steam into the chest would re
sult in either too much or too little
pressure in the chest, so the chest

on may

be next.)
Send
in
your order at once for
a coupler and have it
come earl , so you
can be rea y on time.
Price $5.00 (guaran
teed). Address.

‘

‘
1
‘

We are mailing the second edition of our No. 9
catalog. We would like to lend YOU a copy.

rately, but one of them may be no-‘

The Wm. Powell Co., Cincinnati, 0.

ticed at the outer edge of the narrow
ring, covering the opening at the‘
splice. The outer edge of the widei

New York, 254 Canal St.
Philadelphia. 518 Arch St.
Boston. 239-45 Causeway St.

ring also has the same kind of a joint '

ring, as before mentioned, but the il- ‘
lustratiou does not show it.
It will be seen that the inner edge“? ‘7
“made good.”
Singleface'd ﬂat slide valves that of the narrow ring has a short exten- ;
are balanced are naturally cheaper to sion of reduced diameter, over which

build than are piston valves or doub the wide ring laps, thus preventing,
le faced ﬂat slide valves. They are the tendency of the narrow ring to?‘
much cheaper to keep in repair, also, wear shoulders on the bridges of the}
and this advantage seems to be in ports, as it travels over them.
Cylinder pressure is prevented from
their favor.
A new and improved design of pis squeezing or collapsing the wide ring‘ \
ton valve has recently been brought by the same pressure which enters:
out by one Wilfred Baker, of Aberq the cut in the wide ring, thus fur-'1l

,
i

‘
,

Look For The‘ Name
C. T. HAM MFG. CO.
when Buying aéHeadlight
The

name

Headlight
that you

Ham

is
have

a

on

a

guarantee

the

best,

therefore when ordering
specify and insist on getting
HAM’S

Io-inch

Traction

Headlight; don’t accept the
“just as good" kind and be
Fig. 10

nishing a pressure back of the ringil‘
deen, South Dakota. This valve, like
nearly all piston valves, is formed of (in the groove) to balance that on the
two pistons joined by a centrally lo face of the ring. The joint rings pre- j
cated neck. Each piston is composed vent said cylinder pressure from leak- I
of seven pieces, which may be deﬁned ing into the exhaust cavity, and like-“
as follows: An' inner and an outer wise prevent steam chest pressure‘
ﬂange, the same screwing onto the from getting under the ring, evenii
central joining neck; a center head after the rings expand in following.
wear.pressure, however, gets under i
(or solid ring), which ﬁts loosely over upChest
the center neck, for the ﬂanges to
tighten against so as to not pinch the a part of the narrow ring, but this is,:

‘

careful

of

the

without a name.
\
1'

.

headlight

A head

light that is not worth put
ting a name on is not worth
buying.
Remember our name ap
pears on every headlight we
make and you run no chan

ces when you buy one as
they are guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

one narrow packing ring, and‘ a joint

If your
dealer cannot supply you write to us and we will see
that you are supplied with a Genuine Ham Headlight.

the advantages of either the wide or ‘
Both the wide and narrow rings narrow ringed piston valves of the or
have inward extending ﬂanges which dinary sort, and to have overcome the ‘

C. T. l-lam Mfg. Co.

edges of the rings too hard when said desirable to insure perfect seating of.
ﬂanges are tightened; one wide and theThis
rings.
design appears to possess alli;
ring for each.

form shoulders for the previously objections that have been cited against‘
mentioned joint rings to seat against. them. The writer can see no reason‘.
The joint rings are parted on one side why this construction of piston valve“
and their meeting ends have lap spli may not be a decided improvement in
ces, the lap being formed at right an valves of its class.

137 Oak Street

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Pleas‘- mention The Review.

'
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"Rockford" Girl
The engine that

“Rockfortf' Girl
Address
Dept. Ho. 9.

A prize for any

young

ROCKFORD ENGINE WORKS, Rockford, Illinois

will please you.

man
AGENCIES
Thomllnson-Mideke CO., Oklahoma City, Okla.
E. M. Adams. Jr., Co.. Dallas. Texas.
The Blcknell Mtg. & Supply Co.. Janesvllle. Wis.
Midland Supply Co.. Minneapolis. Minn.
Peru Plow & Implement Co.. Council Bluffs. Iowa.
Sherwood & Shields, Wichita. Kansas.
Orr Bros., (‘edar Rapids. Minn.
L. S. Houston Co., Greensboro. N. C.
Szymanski & Max. Union, Mo.
E. W. Fowler, Lodi. Cal.
Luthy 8: Co.. Peoria. Ill.
W. N. Phillips 8: Bros. .Royston. Ga.
Monarch Machinery Co.. New York City.

I

O
O

Satisfaction and Fair Treatment Guaranteed to Every Customer.

X
11
"Rockford" Girl
The

from

3 to 30 h. p.
Any Style.
Water tank

Frost

O
I]

"Rockford" Girl

from

for Cream Separators.
Pumps. Churns etc.

6 to 25 h. p.
...- ,.a>'\,,_

Q

01'

open jacket. “Rockford" Sawing Rigs with Water Tank or Open Jacket Engines.
Write us about our STATIONARY COMPRESSED AIR CLEANING OUTFITS.
Please mention The Review.

dinary oils will gum the bearings,
stick the rings in the grooves of the

' " GASOLINE
DENT -

piston, leave carbon deposits on the

Rler Agents Wanted
/

~

in eac town to ride and exhibit

‘I

19:? medic].

'

B"

'

Gas

Engine Lubrication And practical application of the theory. the bearing surfaces.
Failure to realize and maintain the
Lubricating Devices.
To the great improvements in the

Note.—This is the sixth of a. series
of articles intended

to cover in a

brief, simple way the why and how
of a gas engine-to enable any one
to understand its general principles

theoretical or ideal conditions in ac
design and eﬁ’ective working of lubri
tual service is due to the use of a
poor lubricant, poor ﬁtting of the
bearing or failure to continuously
feed a suitable oil and thus uniformly
maintain the ﬁlm between the metal

er.

1909 models

'0 '9 3

7

allot bestmskss

git/'01.

ndnokl:

m as
-' lvvddrnelmnnu

,
"8'18

Great Faeto "Ole
‘W'IIIOII
IP01
.

I .0
MI
11:! dcpael. m as 1rd!“ and silo.

TEI DAYS‘ "in ms.
Tires. coaster-brakes,
. rt
psirssnd sundrles.hslfususl
buy till you get ourcuslogsssd

see.
no‘
. Write-en.

MEAD CYCLE O0" Deptfl~ 140 Chicago

SHELLING OF CORN BY
HUSKER-SHREDDERS
An important objection by own

and practical operation.
surfaces.
A good gas engine oil should have
The correct and continuous lubri
cation of the machine when running a high ﬁre test. comparatively light
is of the utmost impor

ers of corn to work done by nearly
every make of husker-shredder is
the large percentage of kernels

tance in the successful op

ing machine.

eration of a. gas engine.

It is claimed for the Port Huron
Husker-Shredder that it shells less

Strange to say it is one
of the things frequently
neglected by the user, and
often not duly considered

by the designer and build
er of such machines. The
material and workmanship

shelled from the ears by the husk

Fig. 2

corn than does any other make of

il lI l l l l l ml l l l

mt. “

eating devices is due much of the
success of the modern gas engine.

'1

il l l l l- l l

_

I’; §.\\\\\\\\\\~

Formerly, in machine construction, an

oil hole, slightly countersunk and
about the size of an eight penny nail
was considered suiﬁcient for a plain
bearing. Through this little hole, ex

in a gas engine may be

of the best; the timing of
the valves and ignition,

posed to dust and gritty matter, the

\\\\\

the compression for the
fuel gas used, the cooling

.QA/ / / / /I/ / /J‘$

system employed-every
thing else may be right

l:

for producing the best re
sults but if the lubrica
tion is not complete, uniform and continuous while
the engine is running, all

,. \\\'\\\-N :N§\\.
nul -Is“

mus-um

in
, i.
r

operator was expected to oil the bear
ing. This duty was attended to at
uncertain intervals and in a very un
certain manner. Generally the result
was about like the way the 01d darkey
oiled the buggy.

When asked if he

had finished the job, Sam

replied,

\\ \\\\\Q\\\§§'\\\\ =

/’/

\

l/I/l/l/l/Ik/

“Yes, Massa, I done greased it all

ober, ’cept where do wheels go on an’

\\\\

the care and accuracy in
\“

other respects will be of
little use.

The best pos

‘u i

l//I -»
.

sible job of machining and
ﬁtting of a hearing or the
piston, rings and cylinder
needs a good lubricant to
complete its eﬁectiveness
in operation.
A good lubricant forms

and

bearing,

or

separate until after shredding, and
consequently send into the mow a

large part of the shelled corn, it
is more difficult to tell how much
they do shell.

duly considered the importance of

found in an advertisement in this
issue of The Review and in the
(‘ompany’s Catalog.

operator’s carelessness.
Fig. 1 represents a. very ordinary
method of lubrication, so ordinary in

Photographs of

users of the Port Huron and quo
tations from their reports will be

F. E. Slutz, North Industry,
Ohio, says that the machine husks
very fast and does not shell much
corn, from two to ﬁve bushels per
hour.

a thin, tough ﬁlm between
the metal surfaces of the
shaft

husker-shredder because it has
double snapping rolls, much more
room for stalks and less crowding
and shelling of cars than possible
with a machine having a single
set of snapping rolls.
Further, it is claimed for this
machine that because of the fact
that it saves or keeps out of the
fodder all of the shelled corn, you
can always tell about how much
shelling the Port Huron is doing;
that with machines which do not

I couldn’t get dem off.”
That is
about the way some gas engines look,
partly because the designer has not
lubrication "where do wheels go on”
and nowhere else, partly due to the

between

the piston, rings and cylinder pre
venting excessive friction, abrasion
and destruction of the metal surfaces
that would otherwise result. In the
case of the piston, rings and cylin
der the oil ﬁlm also helps to hold the

body and be capable of practically
complete evaporation. Sometimes an
oil cheaper in price will be used to
save a little in running expense but

economy of this kind is dear in the
end, A good gas engine oil, used spar,
ing and regularlyas it should be used,

compression pressure and force of is not expensive and nobody can aﬁord
the impulse. Theoretically as long as to use an inferior oil on a good ma
the oil ﬁlm is maintained there will chine. Fh‘equently the common grades fact that the little extra expense for
be no wear. The results obtained by of oil are used because a good gas better devices is money well spent.
some of the late improved oiling de engine oil is not at hand but this As already intimated the central
vices show the importance of a close, [should be avoided if possible. Or idea in a good oiling device is to

is

or Sleds!

with Coaster-Brakes and Puncture-Freddy‘.
1006 l 1901 Iudsls
7 t.

head of the piston and valves and
walls of the compression chamber,
and will cause a disagreeable smoke
at the exhaust, besides the undue
friction and rapid deterioration of

all:

‘In.

J. J. and L. A. Stevens. Ousted,
Mich, say that if the corn is good
and the ears large it will not shell
to exceed three of four bushels per
hundred bushels, but if it is nub~

bins, it shells more, say ﬁve or six
bushels per hundred bushels.
Henry Tille. Gibonsburg, Ohio.
says that the corn shelled easy this
season, but it did not shell more
than four to six bushels to the
hundred bushels.
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ave All Your Com Cre
Every corn grower should save all his corn crop-not

one-half of it. When using the corn binder to harvest the
crop and the husker and shredder to shred the stalks and
husks into stover, the farmer will save not only the ears,
but also the stalks, leaves and husks, which when shred
ed make feed equal to timothy hay.
The progressive farmer can readily understand the

many advantages accruing from the use of the corn bind
er and the husker and shredder.

When the corn is gath

ered by hand and the stalks allowed to stand in the ﬁeld
about one-half the corn crop is wasted, because the cat

tle will not eat the corn stalks standing in the ﬁeld-the
stalks, leaves and husks must be shredded if they are to

be utilized as feed.
Corn fodder really has very little feeding value if it
is allowed to stand uncut in the ﬁeld until after the work

of husking is over.
this respect.

Corn is like timothy and clover in

The best meadow would be worth little

if allowed to stand uncut for months to bleach and rot
in the sun, winds and rain. Timothy must be cut just at
the right time before/it gets too ripe in order to make

good hay.

Exactly the same rule applies to com.

If

cut at the right time before it gets too ripe and shredded
into stover the nutritious juices remain in the stalk and
when shredded makes excellent feed which analysis has

shown to be practically equal to timothy hay.

If the

corn stands too long it dries up and becomes woody and
unpalatable; therefore it is necessary to use machines
to handle the corn crop if the full feeding value is to be

gotten out of both the ears and stalks.
There are four excellent com binders on the market—

the

Deer-ing,

Milwaukee,

McCormick and

Osborne.

These machines have demonstrated their worth, and can
be depended upon to harvest your corn‘crop.
The three huskers and shredders to which we direct
your attention are the Deering, McCormick and Plano—
excellent machines that enable the corn grower to double
the value of his corn crop.

If you wish to save all of your corn crop instead of
one-half of it, call on the International local dealer, who

will be pleased to point out the many advantages of
handling the corn crop in the modern way.

International Harvester Company, of America
(INCORPORATED)
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

August, 1908.
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The Rope is Al

1 my fans noon A TTA GHMENT
l Moser’s Automatic

Threshe rmcn
, using wind smokers
have more or less
trouble with the
operation of the "

i Rope Winder

1 and Self

hood.

'

ways Tight

,.

"

The rope

gets
tangled
or
caught in s 0 me

1 part of the machin- .
cry. This device
. 1 does away with all
these troubles, and
makes the move
ment of the hood
in the desired di
rection a simple matter, and when buying a new machine, insist
on having this improvent furnished with machine.

MOSER & BA UMGIIRTNER,

Send for circulars‘
of information and
prices.

Berna, Indiana l

Please mention The M'Reyvlew.

secure sparingly suﬁicient and con- pressure to the wrist bearing.
It it is necessary to provide a good ﬁl
tinuous feed of the lubricant to the will be understood that this plan re— ter and to renew the oil supply at in

bearings and cylinder walls.

A very quires an oil tight crank case.

The tervals.

A gauge glass is provided

common and eﬁective method of ac continuous drippings from the bear for the oil base or tank to show the
complishing this,is to use a force ings are sprayed by the revolving supply of oil at any time.
Fig. 6 illustrates the oiling system
feed device with enough feeds and oil cranks thus lubricating the pistons
tubes for each bearing and cylinder and rings, cams and other working used by the Form Machine & Foundry
of the machine. The oil pump, tank parts enclosed by the crank case. Fig. Co., in their marine engines. Pres
and feeds for regulating the amount [4 in the preceding article of this ser sure in the oil tank, automatically
of oil used are usually combined and ies shows an improved application maintained, forces the oil to the sight
the complete device secured to some of the same plan. In this case the feeds where the supply for each bear
part of the engine. The pump for pump and small amount of piping ing is regulated and delivered through

forcing the oil to each bearing and needed is entirely enclosed by the oil
cylinder is positively driven by the tank which forms the bottom of the
engine; the lubrication thus starts crank case.
The oil is injected
and stops with the action of the ma through drilled openings in the crank
chine. The illustrations Figs. 2 and shaft at the center of the two inside
3 showing this type of lubricator main bearings instead of piping the

BIG PROFIT
In tiuwlnﬂ lumber with our up
; to-dute Saw Mills. Keep your

individual feeds and tubes.
The splash system of lubrication
indicated by A in Fig. 1, was formerly
much used. Tts eﬁectiveness, how

ever, depends on a uniform supply of
oil in which the crank may dip at
are furnished by courtesy of McCord discharge of the pump outside of the. each revolution.
Experience has
I_—___

engine eornlng money
all the year. Now is the

I

time to buy whon_tho
iriceollumberlshlgh.

“g

‘1
""
i.
"%t
'

on’tmissthechanceol
a life-time to at rich.
Write fortroediitalormo
B and prices.

R. R. HOWELL&CO. , MinneapolimMinu.

i Well Machinery
]

Boring and Drilling Cat-lone Free.

Cherokee Mtg. Co.
104 E Cedar Street. CHEROKEE. IOWA, U. S. A.
Branch House, Devil's Lake, N. D.

The Only Husker-Shredder
Having a Band Cutter
and Feeder.

I/'

ml

It is claimed for the Port Huron
Husker-Shredder that it is the on
ly one having a Band Cutter and

.811;"1-'_hmm_nw_.

Feeder; that this complete feeder
is the only real Safety; that it also
saves two men’s time. The suc
cess of this machine has been dem

onstrated during several seasons
past, and numerous users speak
highly of it. Photographs of some
of the users and quotations from
their letters will be found on the
back cover of this issue of The
Review and in the Port Huron
Husker-Shredder Catalog.

D
{a

s]

'\

V
'."l!:71/21g1£;up_

Fig. 4.

& Company, makers of lubrica- crank case and into the end of the shown that it is practically impossi-‘
tors and radiators. There are many crank shaft as shown here in Fig. 4. ble to maintain this constant level of
Fig. 5 shows a system whereby the the oil supply. At times there may
types of force feed lubricators on
the market all holding the same gen oil, carried in the bottom of the crank be too much oil; at other times not
eral principles worked out in varying case, is pumped into a reservoir above enough.
Owing to this fault the
details of design and mechanical con
struction. The fact that force feed
lubrication has come into general use
is the best evidence of its value in gas
engine design and operation.
The objection to the accessory oil
pump and multiple force feeds is the
mechanical complication and numer

the cylinders; from thence
it ﬂows by gravity through

lead pipes to the main
bearings of the engine and
enters drilled openings in

the crank shaft; the slight
head pressure of the oil
in the reservoir together
ous tubes and connections necessary with the centrifugal ac
for leading the oil feed to the various tion of the moving cranks

bearings and to the cylinders.

Some distributes the oil through

notable attempts have been made to the drilled crank shaft to
secure positive, continuous lubrication the crank ‘bearings.
As

without the objections of the acces

with plans shown in Fig.

in Grinding is the difference in the
cost of power and amount of work
done —that’s

sory oil pump as noted.

where

MARTIN’S

Fig. 4 re

4 and 4 in preceding arti
presents a system whereby the oil is cle the continuous. uni

GRINDERS beat them all.

forced into the end of the drilled form drippings from the
crank shaft. Small feed openings are bearings are sprayed by

We want (0 send you all our lree catalogue
which shows Grinders for all kinds of power
also our Combination Eur Corn Grinder. and
we will help you to make some money.

provided in the center of each main

the revolving cranks. thoroughly lubri-lsplash system is now rarely used ex

and crank hearing. The connecting cating all other working parts within eepting in connecno" with other
rod is also provided with a small oil the oil tight case. In all these systems more dependable means of lubrica
tube that leads the Oil under light where the oil is used over and over tion.

MARTIN MFG. COMPANY
Box 245 ST. LOUIS PARK, MlNN.
(Suburb ol Minneapolis.)

August, 1908.
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Largest Grain Weigher Factory in the World
What does this mean to you
when you conclude to buy a

Grain Weigher?

HIS YEAR has been an exceedingly

It means that when you buy a
Hart, back of your purchase
stands

the

safest,

surest

and

strongest guarantee that you can
possibly
get—something
that
stands as a positive evidence its
product must be the best, some

thing that proves beyond question
its product must be superior to all
others or the largest factory in
the world would not have become
necessary to ﬁll the demand.
The growth,

Do not let low prices blind you,
do not take chances.

success,

reputa

tion and size of the business that
stands back of your purchase is
absolute proof that the article
you buy is of true merit and
worth.

The bigger the business, the

unfortunate one for us.
At the beginning of the season our fac
tory was destroyed by fire, then one of the
remaining walls of the old building was
blown in, killing one man and injuring several
others and then just recently we had to move
somewhat unexpectedly from the factory
quarters which we have occupied since the
fire.
We are now located in our new building
and we hope have seen the end of our trou
bles. Our building is larger and we have in
creased facilities for getting out grain weigh
ers.
Our customers have been very good to
us during our trouble and we are grateful to
them for their patience and consideration.

In

buying

a

grain weigher

these are the vital points to con
sider:

Which grain weigher is

the

most accurate?

Which grain weigher is the
most reliable?
Which grain weigher is the
most durable?

Which grain weigher causes no
delays?

In buying a Hart you get the
product of the most skillful grain

weigher builders; the most prac
tical machine that genius can de

vise; the highest type of perfec
tion that money and brains can
produce; the result of years of con

centration and determination to
produce the best grain weigher
in the world.
Get a Hart Grain Weigher and
you will never regret it.

safer your purchase and the bet
ter the guarantee back of it.

HART GRAIN WEIGHER COMPANY
PEORIA, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

August. 1908.
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As stated the central idea of cor-‘is a subject that is receiving much

rect lubrication is to supply a good careful and proﬁtable study by gas
engine designers as the numerous im

proved devices will indicate. Good
lubrication will not make a good en
gine out of a poorly built machine;
but a good engine needs correct lubri
cation to insure long life and relia

$9087.00 Net Profit
IN 140 DAYS AND NIGHTS
DRILLING WELLS

ble, satisfactory operation.

Some Traction Engine History.
(Continued from page 8)

manufacturer that his order could be
ﬁlled in time for the season ’s thresh
ing, decided to make one for himself.
The result has already been fully de
scribed in these pages. but further
lubricant sparingly and continuous reference to them will be of interest
ly while the engine is in operation. It here. He already had a little “plain”
8 h. p. engine, and this he decided
to transform into a traction engine

with one of our machines is the record of one of our customers.
Let us send you copy of his letter and see what he says about
the business, also sample copy of “THE DRILL HOLE” the

embodying numerous ideas he had in
mind. He went to work, designing

CAPACITY

and proportioning the new parts him

It is Important in the
Husker-Shredder.

self and having them made at a lo
cal machine shop and foundry, and

In the early days of the husk

in a few weeks was ready to give it
it’s “trying out.” The completed

iug and shredding machine, sev
eral years ago, corn husking and

engine was, under the circumstances,
a marvel of ingenuity and workman

shredding machines gave users
more trouble in operating than do

ship. We show it at Fig. 5, with the
builder at the throttle. It embodied

several different makes nowadays;

and in the early days the impor

about everything that can be found
on a modern traction and, by a very

you a “COMPLETE ADVERTISING PLAN” for well drillers

tant objection to this class of ma

simple and ingenious arrangement it

that will boost your business.

chines was found in the fact that

could be instantly arranged for horse
guiding whenever necessary. The old
ball and lever were removed from the
safety valve and a very simple and
effective
arrangement
substituted,

others, it will do the same for you.

they lacked capacity suﬂicient to

give owners of machines who op
erate for pay by the bushel or acre

reasonable earnings and proﬁts.
It is now generally ‘conceded that
to make reasonable earnings the
thresherman who operates a husk

er-shredder

only drillers paper published and it is free.

which was far

simpler

and more

It had a very well designed and con

structed friction clutch that in some re
spects is superior to those now in gen

tions as does the Port Huron E.
& T._ Co. This company's cata
log
includes
such
claims

as

the

following-“In

good

corn the Port Huron can husk
1500 bushels in a ten hour day and
do it well. When conditions are
less favorable, less amount will be

husked.

The majority of our cus

tomers husk from 15 to 25 acres
a day.”
Quotations from letters from
users
are
also
given.
A

Williamson, Delavan. Wis, says,
“I husked 1500 bushels in one day.
I husked for Thomas James 4,025

bushels in three

days.”

Fred

Klossner & Co., Klossner, Minn.,

say, “We have shredder on John
A. Johnson’s farm in ﬂve hours
about 600 bushels.” Harpstrite
Bros, Moweaqua, 111..
“It will

It costs three cents a head

to get your customers and it gets them.

Send to day for FREE

SAMPLE OUTFIT.

THE CYCLONE DRILL COMPANY
OREVILLE, OI-IIO.

gine in our last month’s frontispiece.

outﬁt must have a

The manufacturers generally do
not furnish in their catalog and
warranties such deﬁnite and re
liable information and speciﬁca

It is making business hum for

graceful than that shown on the en

large capacity machine to enable

him to operate at a proﬁt.

We will also send

eral use; something that probably no

other traction engine had ever’ been.
Although
he had probably
never
heard of a spring to cushion the jolts
the steering chain must necessarily be
subjected to,—he certainly had never

seen such a thing in use or pictured—
he put them on his engine as a mat
ter of course.

But this was an isolated and per
sonal instance; and for several years
to come the traction engine was to re
main at practically the same stage of
development; looking much as it does
today, but small, horse guided, and
without the reﬁnements of design,

PRESERVO
Waterproofs Stack and Thresher Govoro
Prevents mildew or rotting in any climate.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND PRIOEO 15!

W. B. ROBBSON

particularly in the valve movement,
that characterizes
traction engine.

the present day

However, the old “horse guide”
engine with its maximum of ten horse

Will not crack, scale, freeeze

or stick. Old covers painted with PRESERVO are made as good as new.
Endorsed by U. S. Government and used by Barnum & Bailey and all
large circus people.
Don’t throw away your old stack covers-patch them and paint them
with PRESERVO. It will make them better than new ones without it.
Use light canvas. Heavy canvas is worn out by pulling and hauling.
PRESERVO prevents the canvas from wearing by permeating it with a
waxy ﬁller that prevents friction.
Paint your old covers with it and they will be better than new ones
without it.

MANUFACTURER

PORT HURON

MICHIGAN

Please mention The Review.

power could not keep pace with the
rapid development of agriculture, call

Mounnon Muss

ing for more speedy handling and
greater power to operate the rapidly

evolving grain separator with its num

ARE THE RESULT; oi the grcstest practical and
scientiﬁc mechanical minds in
feed mill construction.

Dunbar, Galesburg, Ill., says “We

erous labor saving attachments, and
the latest development of the trac
tion engine is familiar to most thresh

never think of having less than
six teams, and from that to eight,
hauling out of the ﬁeld. The sec

ermen. A long stride from the tiny
engines of Clayton and Shuttleworth,
Fowler and other English makers

have more improvements and

ond day I ran it we ran through

and Buﬁalo Pitts, Aultman-Taylor,
and other pioneers in the business in

easy handle 400 shocks a day, if
you have plenty of help."

Harry

10 acres in four hours—14 loads
of corn, 30 bus. to the load.” Hen
ry A. Griese, Ashton, 111., says,

Monarch Mills
are more csrefull

this country. What a pity that pub
lic sentiment in both countries with

“The capacity of this machine is

reference to the traction engine on‘

something great, as we have shred
ed 131,43 acres of heavy corn in
three hours. and didn’t intend to
break a record or show what we
could do.’ ’

the road has not kept pace.
world does move,

But the

threshermen are

waking and will demand from their
public servants the recognition as yet
never accorded because never insist
ed upon.

constructed

of better mstcri s thsn
other line.

any

OUR HIE
Complete snd Illustrated
4'

I I

'y

Catalogue will convince

any mines NO OTHER MILL EQUALS THE MONARCH.
i

on.’ .0!

Please mention '1‘

Re

1.

PI.
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The Great “lXL” Picker
The only Device which positively tears apart all bunches.
The only Device which increases and then diminishes the travel of the straw.
The only Device that combs the straw out.
The only Device that works the straw through from top to bottom.
The only Device that will save 99;s per cent. of the loose grain.

“lt Saves all the Grain”
More than 5,000 in use.
More than15000 Customers are Satisfied.
YouIought to try one. You need it.
We send it anywhere in the United States to responsible threshennen
on ten days trial. You can't loose on the proposition.
Write us
quick and tell us the make of separator you have and where you saw
this ad.
Address

THE SATTLEY STACKER COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

301 American National Bank Building

l

The Natural Wealth of the Land has land enough to give us all a al examination of the country that try has been brought under cultiva
farm.”
“agriculture as an independent in tion. We should therefore, in the
and its Conservation.*
dustry,
able in itself to support a same time, have raised proportionate
We now return to the only remain
Equally threatening is the change
ing resource of man upon this earth, in quality. There are two Ways in community, does not exist in the hilly ly the yield of our principal crops
per acre; because the yield of old
which is the soil itself. How are we which the productive power of the parts of New England.”
The same process of deterioration lands, if properly treated, tends to
caring for that, and what possibilities earth is lessened; ﬁrst by erosion and
does it hold out to the people of the sweeping away of the fertile sur is effecting the farm lands of western increase rather than diminish. The
New York, Ohio and Indiana. Where year 1906 was one of large crops and
future support? \Ve are only begin face into streams and thence to the
ning to feel the pressure upon the sea, and second by exhaustion prices of farms should rise by in can scarcely be taken as a standard.
land. The whole interor of this conti through wrong methods of cu'ltiva crease of population. in many places We produced, for example, more corn
nent, aggregating more than 500,000, tion. The former process has gone they are falling. Between 1880 and that year than had ever been grown
000 acres, has been occupied by set far. Thousands of acres in the East 1900 the land values of Ohio shrank in the United States in a single year
Oﬁicial investigation of before.

But the average yield per

tleis within the last 50 years.

$60,000,000.

is there left for the next 50 years‘?

two counties in central New York acre was less than it was in 1872.

What and South have been made unﬁt for
tillage. North Carolina was, a cen
Excluding arid and irrigable areas, tury ago, one of the great agriculturv
the latter limited by nature, and barely al states of the country and one of
enough of which could be made habit the wealthiest. Today as you ride
able in each year to furnish a farm through the South you see every
for each immigrant family. the case where land gullied by torrential rains,
stands as follows: In 1906 the total red and yellow clay banks exposed
unappropriated public lands in the where once were fertile ﬁelds; and
United States consisted of 792,000, agriculture reduced because its main

000 acres. Of this area the divisons support has been washed away. Mil
of Alaska, Arizona, California, Col lions of acres, in places to the extent
orado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New of one-tenth of the entire arable area,
Mexico and Wyoming contained have been so injured that no industry
195,700,000 acres of surveyed and and no care can restore them.

disclosed a condition of agricultural

We are barely keeping the acre pro

decay. In one, land was for sale for
about the cost of improvements and
150 vacant houses were counted in
a limited area. In the other, the pop
ulation in 1905 was nearly 4000 less

duct stationary. The average wheat
crop of the country now ranges from
12% bushels in ordinary years to 15
bushels per acre in the best seasons.
And so it is on. down the line.
than in 1855.
But the fact of soil waste becomes
Practically identical soil conditions startlingly evident when we examine
exist in Maryland and Virginia, the record of some states where sin
where lands sell at from $10 to $30 gle cropping and other agricultural
an acre. In a hearing before an in abuses have been prevalent.
Take
dustrial commission the chief of the the case of wheat, the mainstay of
Bureau of Soils of the Department single crop abuse. Many of us can
of Agriculture said: “One of the remember when New York was the
most important causes of deteriora great wheat producing state of the
tion, and I think I should put this union. The average yield of wheat

500,000,000 acres of unsurveyed land.
Far more ruinous, because univer
Little of Alaska is ﬁtted for general
sal and continuing in its eﬁ’ects, is
agriculture, while practically all of
the process of soil exhaustion. It is ﬁrst of all, is the method and system
the rest is semi-arid land, available
only for grazing or irrigation. We creeping over the land from East to of agriculture that prevails through
have, subtracting these totals, 50,000, West. The abandoned farms that are out these states. Unquestionably the
000 acres of surveyed and 36,500,000 now the playthingg of the city’s rich soil has been abused.” The richest
or the game preserves of patrons of region of the West is no more exempt
acres of unsurveyed land as our ac
sport,bear witness to the melancholy than New England or the South. The
tual remaining stock. And 21,000,000
change.
New Hampshire. Vermont, soil of the ‘Vest is being reduced in
acres were disposed of in 1007. How
long will the remainder last‘! No northern New York, show long lists agricultural potency by exactly the
longer can we say that “I'ucle Sam of them. In western Massachusetts, same processes which have driven the

per acre in New York for the last
10 years was about 18 bushels. For

the ﬁrst ﬁve years of that 10-year
period it was 18.4 bushels and for the

last ﬁve 17.4 bushels.

In the farther

West, Kansas takes high rank as a

wheat producer.
per

acre

for

Its average yield

the, same

10

years

14.16 bushels. For the ﬁrst ﬁve of
which once supported a ﬂourishing farmer of the East, with all his ad those years it was 15.14 and for the
"From an address delivered
by agriculture, farm properties are now vantage of nenrness to markets. from last ﬁve 13.18. Up in the Northwest,
the ﬁeld.
James J. Hill at the Governors’ Con for sale for half the cost of the im
Minnesota wheat has made a name all
Professor Carver of
ference at the White House. Wash provements.
Within the last 40 years a great over the world. Her average yield
Harvard has declared after a person
part of the richest land in the coun per acre for the same 10 years years
ington, D. C., May 13 to 15, 1908.
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was 12.96 bushels.

For the ﬁrst ﬁve mean soil

impoverishment;

present

years it was 13.12 and for the last returns at the cost of future loss; the

ﬁve 12.18. We perceive here the work

exhaustion of the land, exactly as

ing of a uniform law, independent of the animal system is enfeebled by

location, soil or climate. It is the lack of proper nourishment.
law of a diminishing return due to
Our agricultural lands have been
soil destruction. Apply this to the abused in two principal ways; ﬁrst,

Every Minute Counts When
Threshing

country at large and it reduces agri by single cropping, and, second, by
culture to the condition of a bank neglecting fertilzation. It is fortun

Dont waste any time fooling around: with

whose depositors are steadily draw ate for us that nature is slow to an

an unreliable Oiling Device but send for a

ing out more money than they put in. ger, and that we may arrest the con

What is true in. this instance is sequence of this ruinous policy before
In all parts of the
In no other important country in the United States, with only isolated ex
world, with the exception of Russia, ceptions, the system of tillage has
is the industry that must be the foun been to select the crop which would
dation of every state at so low an ebb bring in most money at the current
as in our own. According to the last market rate to plant that year after
census, the average annual product year, and to move on to virgin ﬁelds
true of our agriculture as a whole. it is too late.

Manzel Traction Engine Oil Pump
at the first}sign:of trouble.

They areIguar-i

anteed to overcome all lubrication troubles.

per acre of the farms of the whole as soon as the old farm rebelled by

United States was worth 11.38.

It is lowering the quality and quantity of
It is still the practice, al
soil is though diversiﬁcation of industry

little more than a respectable rental its return.

in communities

where

the

Pumps for the

properly cared for and made to give and rotation of crops have been urg

Southwest

a reasonable return for cultivation. ed for nearly a century and are today
There were but two states in the taught in every agricultural college in
union whose total value of farm pro this country. The demonstration of
ducts was over $30 per acre of im the evils of single cropping is mathe
proved land. The great state of Illi matical in its completeness. At the
nois gave but $12.48 and Minnesota experiment station of the Agricultur
showed only $8.74. No discrimina al College of the University of Min
tion attaches to these ﬁgures, where nesota they have maintained 44 ex
all are so much at fault. Nature has perimental plots of ground, adjoining
given to us the most valuable posses one another, and ‘as nearly identical
sion ever committed to man. It can in soil, cultivation and care as scien
never be duplicated, because there is tiﬁc handling can make them. On
none like it upon the face of the these have been tried and compared
earth. And we are racking and im diﬁ'erent methods of crop rotation
poverishing it exactly as we are fell and fertilization, together with sys
ing the forests and riflingr the mines. tems of single cropping. The results
Our soil, once the envy of every of 10 years’ experiments are now

shipped from

other country, the attraction which available. On a tract of ground sown
draws millons of immigrants across continuously for 10 years to wheat,

the seas, gave an average yield for
the whole United States during the
10 years beginning with 1896 of 13.5
bushels of wheat per acre. Austria
and Hungary each produced over 17
bushels per acre, France 19.8, Ger
many 27.6 and the United Kingdom
32.2 bushels per acre. For the same
decade our average yield of oats was

the average yield per acre for the ﬁrst
ﬁve years was 20.22 bushels and for
the next ﬁve 16.92 bushels. Where
corn was grown continuously on one
plot, while on the plot beside it corn
was planted but once in ﬁve years in
a system of rotation,

the

St. Louis
and for the
Northwest
from St. Paul

FDR WARNING OIL’

For sale by all up to date dealers.

MANZEL BROTHERS COMPANY
{307-3091Babcock St., Buffalo, N. Y.
_
GeneralZAgenﬁfor Washington and Oregon---J. J. Langmack, Albany, Orego n
Please mention The Review.

Two men can run it.

Smooth hillr-s, easy ilrnftmutomntlcfaod , free tinl. ‘r

nnllshcllon gunrlnlood. Ask {or cntnlOQ 44
Aulo-Fodnn "-1 Pros. Co., Topokl, Ill.
_Or 1521 W. 12th street, Kansas City, Mo. '~

average

than high, the ears small and the grains

quality elsewhere, and
shows a. tendency to
the situation becomes
robbing the soil, in an

1‘

yield of the latter for the two years

For barley the ﬁgures are 25, against for the ﬁrst ﬁve and 11.1 bushels for
33 and 34.6; for rye, 15.4, against 24 the second of these years, an average
for Germany and 26 for Ireland. In of 16 bushels. The diﬁerence in av
the United Kingdom and Denmark a erage of these two plots was 32.2
yield of more than 30 bushels of bushels, or twice the total yield of
wheat per acre has been the average the ground exhausted by the single
crop system. The corn grown at the
for the past ﬁve years.
When the most fertile land in the end of the 10 years was hardly hip
that of poorer
this low yield
steady decline,
clear. We are

Record, 3 tons in one hour.

Big Profits Aulo-Fedan ﬂay Press—'l‘hrce Stroke
Bal'mg Hay

it was under corn was 48.2 bushels
less than 30 bushels, while Germany per acre. The plot where corn only
produced 46 and Great Britain 42. was grown gave 20.8 bushels per acre

world produces so much less

if your dealer does

not carry them, have him get one for you, or send your
order direct to us. Address all correspondence to

light, but the cost of cultivation re
mained the same. And the same is

UP TO DATE

IEAIS SUCCESS All] INCREASED PROFIT

II’ you apart“ Ill UP ‘I'D IIITE Elwin. Ind lop-"lo!
ll lhould In 'ﬂll'pl“ with I

SilllTll BEND SPARK AHRESTER All] Willi STAGKEllTllli
They will bring you success and add to
your list of customers.

them
Stuck
The
Hood

‘k.
g.

Ask your dealer for

and write us giving measurement 0!
on Engine and Tube on Wind Stacker.
Best Hood on the mar-ken. .The only
that will do what is claimed for iL

Spark Arrolters tor Thresher. Mill, Hoist

ing and Railway Engines.
Positive WARRANTEE.

‘a

Sold

with

5

IAIUFACTIIIEII IY

THE SOUTILBEND SPARK ARRESTER COMPANY,

South Bend, Indiana,

.8. A.

true of every other grain or growth

when raised continuously on land un

eﬁ’ort to get the largest cash returns fertilized.

IEW MARSEILLES BUSTLESS iiYllllllEll lilllill SHELLEBS

We frequently hear it said that the
from each acre of ground in the
POSITIVELY GUARANTEED
shortest possible time and with the reduction in yield is due to the wear Made In Sovorli Silos, both
to shell either shucked or unshucked
.
corn faster with less power in pro
r
‘
Stationary
&
Portable
Styles
ing
out
of
the
soil
as
if
it
was
a
gar
least possible labor. This soil is not
tion to capacity: take the corn 0 the
cobs cleaner: clean both echo and corn
mere dead matter, subject to any sort ment to be destroyed by the wearing.
SEND FOR CATALOG
more perfectly: do less crushing or
grinding 0!’ corn
of treatment with impunity. Chemi The fact is that soils either increase
or robe and save
n larger per cent
cally, it contains elements which must or maintain their productivity indef
of the corn than
be present in certain proportions for initely under proper cultivation. If
any other cylin
der similar on
the support of vegetation. Physical the earth, the great mother of human
the market.
ly, it is made up of matter which and animal life, is to “wear out,”
supplies the principal plant food. what is to become of the race?
This food, with its chemical constit
The two remedies are as well as:
uents in proper admixture, is far certained as is the evil. Rotation of
nished by the decomposition of or crops and the use of fertilizers act as
mails "and and Povnr Corn Shallots,
ganic matter and the disintegration tonics upon the soil. We might ex We
liom Powers, Full Grinders. Purtahls Els
of mineral matter that proceed to pand our resources and add billions valors and Wagon Dumps, Pump lacks. Grain
gether. Whatever disturbs either fac of dollars to our national wealth by , [isvlior lacllinsry and Supplies.
SPEAKS FOR I'I‘SELF
Gainesville. Texas, May 12. 1MB.
Mﬂr. Co.. Marseilles. Ill.
tor of the process, whatever takes out conserving soil resources, instead of Marseilles
Gentlemen:——we purchased the ﬁrst Shnck Corn Sheiler you ever made, some eighteen or twenty years
azo.
Since
then
we
have
bought
twelve
or
fifteen
of
them.
representing
every
improvement. and expect h)
of the soil an excessive amount of exhausting them as we have the for buy several more this season. We have bought one or more oi about every other
make and think we are
one or more of the chemical elements (‘StS and the COIltBIltS 0f the mines. competent judges of such machinery. Your Shellers husk and shell the corn of!’ the cob more thoroughly:
save it more completely: clean both the shelled corn and the cob! more perioctly: requires less power in
upon which plant growth depends, For there is good authority for the proportion to capacity: are more durably constructed and cost less. loss 0! time and cost of repairs con
sidered. than any sheller we have ever used. We have thrown out every other kind 0! Corn Sheller
ends in sterility. Any agricultural assertion that the farmer could take we ever bought and have replaced them with yours.
REEL & SON, By J. Z. Keel.
methods that move in this direction from the same area of ground in four Marseilles Mfg. Co., IARSEILLES. Ill
Inlet llolsos uni General Agencies It Principal Distributing one;
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Just as Good as a ﬁaar=Scott Thresher
That is what Threshermen say who run a Gaar-Scott Clover I-IuIIer.
We want to send you our special clover huller catalog and give you positive proof that they are right.
standard for half-a-century and you will not have to go far to see one and ﬁnd out all about it.

Gaar-Scott Hullers have been

In our improved Clover Huller, the recleaner sets well back out of the dust and dirt stirred up by getting the stock to the feeder.
The tailings elevator puts the tailings directly into the hulling cylinder so that they do not have to be again separated from the straw.
This greatly increases the capacity of the huller.
The threshing and hulling cylinders and the teeth are of the right pattern and construction to GET OUT ALL THE SEED under all
conditions of the clover stock.
And best of all, the fanning mill and recleaner deliver THE MOST THOROUGHLY SCREENED SEED with the least possible
waste and insure the highest market price for the seed.
Nobody kicks on paying well for hulling seed that brings the present high prices and good proﬁts.

The man who buys a RELIABLE

huller and runs it in a good location is pretty sure to pay for it this fall as the crop is a “bumper-J’,
From what users of Gear-Scott Hullers tell us,
we are sure that everywhere you inquire, you will
get reports like the letter printed below.

“I have been running clover hullers for the last
ten seasons and this season bought one of your new
hullers which has given me better satisfaction than
any other huller I have ever used.~ Mr. A. A. Mur
ray, a prominent clover raiser of Wadena county,
had another make of huller thresh his clover
straw and the ﬁrst time got 12 bushels of seed. He
thought there was something wrong and the huller
ran the stock all through again, the second time
getting 4 bushels.

Then Mr. Murray got me to run

the stock through my huller for the third hulling
and I got 5 bushels of seed after the other huller
"‘ had hulled it twice.
I am also operating one of
your 18 horse engines and 31x49 separators, which
operate in ﬁne shape."
W. R. PLAUTZ.
Hewitt. Minn, December 7, 1907.

When you run up to the Fair at any of the places below, don’t fail to drop in our branch house. You are welcome to make it headquar
ters. Our men will be glad to show you “all the stripes on the Tiger,” whether you are interested in clover hullers, threshers, saw mills,
portable engines, traction engines or our latest patterns of steam plowing engines.
Gaar, Scott & Co., Columbus, Ohio, 50 Vine Street.

Gaar, Scott 8: 50., Minneapolis, Minnesota, 610-12 First Street North.

Gaar, Scott & Co., Crowley, Louisiana.

Gaar, Scott 8: Co., Nashville, Tennessee, 526 Broadway.

Gaar, Scott & Co., Denver, Colorado, 1416-18 Wazee Street.

Gaar, Scott & Co., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 15-17 East California St.

Gaar,
Gaar,
Gaar,
Gaar,
Gaar,
Gaar,

Gaar,
Gaar,
Gaar,
Gaar,
Gaar,
Gaar,

Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott

&
&
&
&
&
&

Co.,
Co.,
Co.,
Co.,
Co.,
Co.,

Des Moines, Iowa, 319 East Fourth Street.
Fargo, North Dakota.
GreenviIIe, Ohio.
Indianapolis, Indiana, 120-124 Kentucky Avenue.
Kansas City, Missouri. 1004 Santa Fe Street.
Lansing, Michigan, 630 Michigan Avenue.

Gaar, Scott & Co., Lexington, Kentucky, 530-32 West Short Street.

Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott
Scott

&
&
&
&
&
&

Co.,
Co.,
Co.,
Co.,
Co.,
Co.,

Peoria, Illinois, 219-223 South Water Street.
Portland, Oregon, 344 Hawthorne Avenue.
Wichita, Kansas, corner Wichita and English Streets.
Calgary, Alberta.
Regina, Saskatchewan.
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Moses P. Johnson, St. Louis, Missouri, 715-17 North Second Street.

Gaar, Scott & Co., Lincoln, Nebraska, 326-330 North Enghth Street.

Geo. E. Duis. Grand Forks, North Dakota.

Gaar, Scott 81 Co., Logansport, Indiana, 126 Sixth Street.
Gaar, Scott & Co., Madison, Wisconsin.

John M. Brant Co.. Bushnell, Illinois.
E. A. Bullock, Norfolk, Nebraska.

Gaar, Scott, 8: Co., Houston, Texas, corner Nance and Maury Streets.

IF YOUR OLD ETHRESHING MACHINERY
SHAPE TO FILL RUSH ORDERS FOR THE

“BUCKS,” REMEMBER WE ARE IN GOOD
DEPENDABLE KIND.

Richmondjniliana.

August. 1903.

The Lindsay Feeder
Get in touch with any man who
has

used the: Lindsay} Feeder.

His testimony will astonish you.

—— MADE

BY.—

LINDSAY BROTHERS,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin
>

_vears’ grain crops out. of a total of

seven years as much as

the

whole

seven now give him; leaving the pro
ducts of the other three years when

the land is rested from grain as a
clean proﬁt due to better methods.
He can do far more than that by

joining stock raising with grain rais
ing. Nature has provided the cattle
to go with the land. There is as much
money in live stock as there is in
grain. Looked at in any way, there
is money in live stock; money for

dairy products, money for beef, mon
ey for the annual increase, and most
money of all for the next year’s crop
when every particle of manure is
saved and applied to the land.

Inner knives pass between the spikes in rake tearing the straw completely apart

Please mention The Review.

and because of its relationship to our own. uses, and we shall cease to be an
future. Nearly 36 per cent. of our exporter of grain. There is still some
people are engaged directly in agri room in Canada, but it will soon be
culture. But all the rest depend upon ﬁlled. The relief will be but tempo-2
it. In the last analysis, commerce, rary. Our own people, whose mineral
manufactures, our home market, every resources will by that time have great
form of activity runs back to the ly diminished, must ﬁnd themselves
bounty of the earth by which every thrown back upon the soil for a liv
worker, skilled and unskilled, must ing. If continued abuse of the land
be fed and by which his wages are should mark the next 50 years as itl
ultimately paid. The farm products has the last. what must be our out
of the United States in 1906 were look?
valued at $6,794,000,000 and in 1907
Even the unintelligent are now
at $7,412,000,000. All of our vast coming to understand that we cannot ,
domestic commerce, equal in value to look to our foreign trade for reliefl
the foreign trade of all the nations from future embarrassment. Our to
combined, is supported and paid for tal exports, about one-fourth in val
by the land. Of our farm areas only ue of the products of our farms, con

one-half is improved. It does not sist to the extent of more than 70‘
really extensive farming, such as is produce one-half of what it could be per cent. of articles grown on the soil
done by market gardeners with high made to yield; not by some complex or directly sustained by it, such as
proﬁt, or such culture as in France. system of intensive culture, but mere live stock, or made from soil prod
in Holland, in Belgium and in the ly by ordinary care and industry in acts. such as ﬂour. Of all the mate
Island of Jersey produces ﬁnancial telligently applied. It is the capital rials used in manufacture in this
returns per acre that seem almost be upon which alone we can‘ draw country, 42 per cent. are furnished by
yond belief. What our people have through all the future, but the the soil. We shall have less and less
to do is to cover less ground, culti amount of the draft that will be hon of this agricultural wealth to part
vate smaller farms so as to make the ored depends upon the care and intel with as population increases. And as .
most of them, instead of getting ligence given to its cultivation. Were to enlarging greatly our sale of man
scant and uncertain yield from sev
any statesman to show us how to add ufactured products in the world ’s
eral hundred acres, and raise produc $7,000,000,000 annually to our for markets. it is mostly a dream. We
tively by intelligent treatment to eign trade, it would be the sensation cannot ﬁnally compete there, except
twice or three times its present level. of the hour. The way to do this in in a few selected lines, without a ma
There is more money in this sys agriculture is open. Our share in the terial lowering of ‘the wage scale at,
tem. The net proﬁt from an acre of increase would not be the percentage home and a change in the national,
wheat on rundown soils is very small; of proﬁt allowed by successful trad standard of living which our people,
consequently decreasing the acreage ing, but the entire capital sum. On are not ready to accept without a;
of wheat under certain conditions the other side stands the fact that the struggle. When capital cannot ﬁnd a ,
will not materially decrease proﬁts. unappropriated area suited to farm proﬁt there will be no money for the,
Here are some reliable estimates. purposes is almost gone, and that we payrolls of an unproﬁtable business.
The price of wheat is given from the have been for the last century reduc Doubtless as we grow we shall buyl
United States Department of Agri ing the producing power of the coun more and sell more; but our main.
culture Year Book, average for 10 try. Nowhere in the range of na dependence half a century ahead
tional purposes is the reward for con must be upon ourselves. The na
‘_VGHI‘SZ
cost
of proNet
servation of a national resource so tion can no more escape the opera
Yield.—
Market duction. proﬁt
ample. Nowhere is the penalty of tion of that law than can the man.
Bu. per Price
value
lncludor
acre.
per bu. per acre. ing rent. loss. neglect so threatening.
It is time to set our house in order.
20 . . . . . .$0.638
$12.76
$7.89
$4.87
16 . . . . . . .638
10.21
7.89
2.32
By the ﬁxed rate of increase in the
Not only the economic but the po
12 . . . . . . .638
7.66
7.89
-—- .23
litical future is involved. No people‘
10 . . . . . . .638
6.38
7.89
—l.51 past, we must count upon a popula
8 . . . . . . .638
5.10
7.89
—2.79 tion of over 200,000,000 in the United ever felt the want of work or the
From the above table it will be States in the year 1950. The annual pinch of poverty for a long time with
seen that as large a net proﬁt is real increase from natural growth is about out reaching out violent hands‘
ized from one crop of 20 bushels per 11,143 per cent. each year. Adding for against their political institutions,be
acre as from two crops of 16 bushels; immigration only 750.000 a year, lieving that they might ﬁnd in a
and that a 12-bushel crop or less which is less than. three-quarters of change some relief from their dis
We need not consider at present

yields a net loss. It is a safe con the figures reached in recent years,
clusion that 75 acres of land, grow we shall have about 130,000.000 peo
ing a crop of clover every fourth ple in 1925. and at least 200,000,000

tress.

Although there have been mo

ments of such restlessness in our
country, the trial has never been so

proﬁt by the middle of the century. Where severe or so prolonged as to put us to
than will 100 acres sown to grain con are they to go, how are they to be the test. It is interesting that one of
tinually. A small ﬁeld of 8 acres of employed, how fed, how enabled to the ablest men in England during the
clover in the Red River Valley last earn a living wage‘! The pressure of last century, a historian of high mer
year yielded 42 bushels, worth over all the nations upon the waste places it. a statesman who saw active ser-.
$60, per acre. from the sale of seed. of the earth grows more intense as the vice, and a profound student of men
I have dwelt upon the conservation last of them are occupied. We are and things, put on record his pro-,

year, will yield a larger

net

of farm resources because of the com

approaching the point where all our

phecy of such a future ordeal.

Writ

manding importance of this industry wheat product will be needed for our ing to an American correspondent 50,

A New Hoodﬁ
FOB WIND STACK!"

Stack. perfectly all lu'nw from tho
large-t machines.
Highly recommended by all who
try it.

Pull straw right where you will it.
It solves the nackin: problem.
Write for full dolcrlptlol.

BERNES BROS.
OIIEBANBE,

-

nmou

K

The Praclial Oil Pump
1: guaranteed to pump any kind of cyl
inder oil in any degree of temperature no
matter how hot or how cold, and to per
fcctly lubricate a traction engine of any
make or size, single, double or compound.

No ratchet whccls—no pawls-—no springs
—no ecccnlrics—no metal joint plunger:
nothing to break or get out of order—
made adjustable in its working parts and
constructed to wear as long as the best en
gine ever made.
Saves timbsaves oil—will more than
pay for itself in one season’: use.
Absolutely rcliable—will not work right
one day and refuse to work the next as
some oilers do, but can be relied u on to
work each day alike.
Always rea y for
business no matter whether it is 40° below
_ zero or 90° in the shade.

Sight feed can be used both winter and
summer-you can see just what the pump
is doing at all times-take out your watc
and count the dro .
No water in the
glass—nothing to
reezhno draining to
be done.
A novel feature that all threshermen np~
preciatc is the Cord Emergency Regulat
mg Device, which can be operated from the
footboard of the engine, same as a whistle
cord.
Don't have to climb up and turn
a hand crank—just pull on the cord.
\Vrite for Catalog and explanation of
our Free Trial Offer.

McCullough Manf’g Company
Minneapolis, Minn.
Chicago oliicc, 69 N. Jeﬂerson Street.

When buying a new en 'ne insist
on it being equipped wit
a Prac
tical Oil Pump. It won't cost you
any more and it means much to the
life of your engine.
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SPECIAL

Facicry, South Bend, Ind.

BRANCHES
98 Kentucky Ave.. Indianapolis. Ind.
410 N. High 51.. Columbus. Ohio

I004 Santa Fe St, Kansas City. M0.
106 Commercial St. Saint Louis; Mo.

years ago, Lord Macaulay used these ‘ political
name.
words:

As long as you have a boundless
extent of fertile and unoccupied land
your laboring population will be
found more at ease than the laboring
population of the Old World; but
the time will come when wages will
be as low and will ﬂuctuate as much
with you as they do with us. Then
your institutions will be brought to
the test.

Distress everywhere makes

the laborer mutinous and discontented
and inclines him to listen with eager
ness to agitators who tell him that it
is a. monstrous iniquity that one man
should have a million and another

‘

economy

worthy

of

the ‘ the

people’s mind, their determina

tion and their hope.

It cannot be in

I have endeavored to outline some corporated in our practical life by
of the principal issues at stake in the the dictum of any individual or any
better conservation of our national ofﬁcer of nation or state in his oiii-|
resources, and especially that one cial capacity. It needs the co-opera
about which all the others revolve, tion of all the inﬂuences, the help of
and by whose fortunes we shall event every voice, the commendation of na
ually stand or fall—the land itself. tion and state that has been the
They are for us quite literally the is strength and inspiration of every
sues of national existence. The era worthy work on American soil for 120
of unlimited expansion on every side, years. We return, for our gathering
of having but to reach out and seize in council and for our plan of action
any desired good, ready provided for for the future, to the model given us
us by the hand that laid the founda~ by the fathers. State and nation are
tions of the earth, is drawing to a represented here, without jealousy
or any ambition of superiority on
close.
either side, to apply to the considera
The ﬁrst task, it seems to me, must

LINER AD. IT
in THE REVIEW’S
LINER AD. DEPARTMENT

ATTENTION
Tl-IRESHERS

cannot get a full meal. " ' The
day will come when the'multitudes of be to force home the facts of the sit tion of our future, such co-operation
people none of whom has had more uation into the public consciousness; as that out of which this nation was
than half a breakfast or expects to to make men realize their duty to born and by which it has won to

have more than half a dinner, will
choose a legislature. Is it possible to
doubt what sort of legislature will be
chosen? ' " ' There will be, 1‘
fear, spoliation. The spoliation will

ward coming generations exactly as
the father feels it a duty to see that
his children do not suffer want. In
a democracy this is a ﬁrst essential.
In other forms of government one or

worthy manhood.

Reviving the spir

Quit fighting ﬂies and mosquitoes
and trying to sleep nights under
your machine. Get an Enterprise
Tent-Cot, sleep soundly and get
up rested. You can’t work if you
dont sleep. Ask the Review man
about this Tent-Cot or write to

it of the days that created our Con~

stitution, the days that carried us
through civil conﬂict, the spirit by
which all our enduring work in the

increase the distress;
the distress two great men may have power to world has been wrought, taking
will produce fresh spoliation. " " correct mistakes and to put in mo thought as Washington and Lincoln

tion wise policies that centuries do took thought, only for the highest
ish. Either some Caesar or Napoleon not unsettle. A part of the price of good of all the people, we may, as a
will seize the reins of government self government is the acceptance of result of the deliberations held and
with a strong band or your republic that high office and imperative duty the conclusions reached here today
will be as fearfully plundered and as a whole by the people themselves. give new meaning to our future;
laid Waste by barbarians in the twen They must know, they must weigh. new luster to the ideal of a republic
shape
tieth century as the Roman Empire they must act. Only as they form of living federated states;
anew
the
fortunes
of
this
country
and
in the ﬁfth.
and give eﬁect to wise decisions can
We need not accept this gloomy the nation go forward.
And we enlarge the borders of hope for all
picture too literally, but we have been should not be here today were it not mankind.
already suﬁiciently warned to prevent that the principle of a conservation
us from dismissing the subject as un of national resources as the foremost
America Uses Many Barrels.
worthy of attention. Every nation and controlling policy of the United
Upwards of 150,000,000 barrels and
ﬁnds its hour of peril when there is States henceforth’is coming to be

ENTERPRISE BED CO.

Either civilization or liberty will per

no longer free access to the land, or seen by many, and must be heartily

when the land will no longer support accepted by all, as the ﬁrst condition
the people. Disturbances within are not only of continued material pros
more to be feared than attacks from perity, but also of the perpetuation
without.
Our government is built of free institutions and a government
upon the assumption of a fairly intel by the people. The work now being
ligent people, conservatively ruling done by the Department of Agricul
their passions, with power to change ture and the agricultural colleges of
their institutions when such change is the various states furnishes a broad
generally desired. It would not be and intelligent foundation upon which
strange if they should in their desire to build up a new era of national
for change attempt to pull down the progress and prosperity. It calls for
pillars of their national temple. Far a wise, generous and continuing poli
may this day be from us. But since cy on the part of both Federal and
the unnecessary destruction of our State governments.
land will bring new conditions of dan
If this patriotic gospel is to make
ger, its conservation, its improve headway, it must be by just such or
ment to the highest point of produc ganized missionary work as is today
tivity promised by scientiﬁc intelli begun. It cannot go on and conquer
gence and practical experiment, ap if imposed from without. It must
pears to be a ﬁrst command of any come to represent the ﬁxed idea of

Hammond, Indiana
lll.la.
BRANCHES‘,_Ch'cago,
Dairenpori,

'

Price $9.00 and its worth every
cent of the money.

I

circular packages are manufactured
in the United States annually. Few

people, except those whose business it
is to know, realize the extensiveness
of the cooperage industry in this

country.

The heaviest demand comes

from the cement business; the ﬂour
business ranks next, closely followed
by sugar. Containers for fence sta

Tl-IBSHERMEN

ples, bolts, nuts, nails, and packages

How about
they

for roasted coffee, spices, crockery,
fruits and vegetables, follow in the

order named, while glass manufac
turers. baking powder companies, liq

uor distillers, and candy, tobacco and
cheese packers are big users of bar
rels. The demand for barrels for mo
lasses, oil, lard and pork is also enor

mous, while dry paint, glue, snuﬁ, oat
meal, screws, castings and general
hardwood articles annually increase
the demand on the cooperage supply.

your belts?

crack-Jose

their

Do

pliabil

ity and wear out quicker than
they should? You're using the
wrong kind.
GANDY RED
STITCHED COTTON
DUCK
BELTS are made endless es
pecially for your business. and

they outlast several imitation
red
stitched
belts,—llkewise
are vastly superior to rubber.
Booklet,
"Experiences
with
Gandy,"
free
on
request.
(Gandy Belt Dressing adds the
ﬂnal degree of excellence to
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tables, with a determined steam pres

Patents.

sure in the boiler, and such tempera~

Threshermen's Engine Tender and Steel Tanks for All Purposes

No. 886,362 is a ﬂue scraper, the in
tures and such pressures should al
vention of Edward F. Fletcher, of

Worcester, Mass.
Its construction
will be apparent from the illustra
tion.
No. 886,368 is a sight feed lubrica

The only Wagon Tank made with
steel truss support having rocking mo
tion on front bolster taking twist and
strain off tank over uneven roads, and
the only practical one made for haul
Sold right and
, ing water and fuel.
“ guaranteed. A card to us brings you
full particulars and what hundreds of
satisﬁed customers say.

ways be reasonably consistent, oth
erwise a condition, perhaps not indi
cated by the pressure gauge, is lia
ble to ensue and cause an explosion.

No. 886,986 is a baling press in

tor of the condensing, sight feed
vented by Eugene W. Kelsey, of Col
type, invented by Clarence B. and lierville, Tenn. Many claims of mer

Frederick W. Hodges, of Detroit, it are made for this press which space
Mich. This is an improvement on does not permit giving here.
their former patent, No. 752,554.
No. 887,024, by Andrew M. Ander
No. 886,376 is a novel device of Vic son and Cornelius Queswell, assign
tor Landholn, Westport, Neb.

a" 327,

PIDNEHI MFG. CO.,

IIIDDIIIURY, IND.

Bowen a Quick Auburn, N. Y., Southwestern Port Huron Co., Peoria, Ill. Port Huron Machinery
Co.. Des Moines, Iowa. Sachse 8L Bunn, Cherokee, Iowa. Wichita Supply Co., Wichita, Kan.

The ors to Idaho National Harvester Co.,

object is to provide a simple, durable all of Moscow, Idaho. The principal
and inexpensive device that may be object of the invention is to provide
quickly and easily attached to or de novel means for distributing air un
tached from an ordinary traction en der pressure over a large area into
gine whereby the power from the which the threshed grain is deposited.
traction engine may be utilized in Another object is to provide means
driving fence posts and in stretching for holding the straw after the grain

and holding fence wire so that it may has been threshed so that it will not
be attached to the posts after they commingle in very large quantities
are driven.
with the grain separated therefrom.
No. 886,402 relates. to reciprocat
No. 887,036 is a sight feed condens
ing pistons operated by ﬂuid and its ing lubricator wherein, instead of tu
object is to provide means whereby bular glasses and a vertical bowl, are
the piston reciprocating in the cyl used solid panels or pieces of glass
inder can be brought to rest or re and a horizontal oil bowl. It is the
versed in its motion at the end of its invention of Frank W. Edwards, Lo
stroke without shock or jar. It con gansport, Ind., assignor to the Chica
sists in the check valve shown at the go Lubricator Co., Chicago, Ill.
upper part of the cylinder heads,
No. 887,278 contemplates improve
which secure air cushions at each end ments in apparatus for regulating
of the cylinder. It is the invention of the draft in locomotive boiler fur
Otto S. Pike, Maiden, Mass., assignor naces, and the invention has for its
to American Pneumatic Service Co., primary object an improved locomo

BETWEEN

llmen' Allll Bu FFILO
The D. a B. Line Steamers leave Detroit
week days at 5:009. m.. Sundays at 4:00p. m.

(central time) and from Buffalo daily at 5:30
p. m. (easterntime) reaching their destin
ation the next morning. Direct con TTCCTTOTII
Superior rer
with early morning trains.

"

’

vice and lowest mes between eastern and
WCBICm Stiles

I'TAIL TICKETS AVAILABLE
ON STEAHERS
All classes of tickets sold reading

vil Michigan Central. Wabash and
Grand

Trunk railways

i,

between

Detroit and Buffalo in either di
rection will be accepted [or trans

of Dover, Del.

tive draft regulator which will dis

No. 886,590 is the invention of Gus

tribute the heat from the furnace or
tav Elbel, of Erfurt, Germany;
it ﬁre box evenly through the ﬂues of
relates to locomotive and other boil the boiler, thereby eﬂecting the gen
ers, and has for its object blast or eration of steam very quickly and at
exhaust apparatus for use in connec a lower degree of heat _in the ﬁre box,
tion with the same as means for in doing away with the necessity of a
ducing and maintaining the draft ﬁerce or excessive ﬁre to heat several
through the combustion chamber and ﬂues owing to the fact that the prod
ﬂues, also to prevent the escape of ucts of combustion pass through only
sparks from the smoke stack.
several ﬂues, and thereby effecting
No. 886,872 by John Sanders, of economies in the consumption of the
Dundee, Texas, relates more particu solid or liquid fuel employed, as well
larly to that class of threshing ma as resulting in lengthening the life

porniion on D. A B. Line Steamers.
Send two CCnl. stump for illustrated
pamphlet and Map of Great lakes.
Address, L. G. lnwll, G.P.A., Detroit

Detroit h Bul‘lalo Steamboat Co.
PHILIP H. IICIIILLAII, lIlCl-Pllll-

A- L DC

,JUSTAF. If“
‘or its equivalent in postal or ex
press money order or stamps, is
all that is requiretLjnd
What
My cents
added rig,
to the
price
oleismodern
threshing
so spent thatit make!

chines, in which fan mechanism is of the boiler fines, for the reason that
employed for threshing out the grain each ﬂue will accomplish its required

work with the ﬁre lower than would
The principal object is to provide otherwise be the case.
an
exceedingly simple
structure,
No. 887,303, by John B. Bartholo

from the straw.

I

threshing more proﬁtable and more interesting. The
trades of to-dny are so skillhillymselme
ly I brick-layer, a cheese ma lier, an engineer or a Wall Street ﬁnancier tries:

which is very rapid and effective in mew, of Peoria, 111., is an improve
' operation, is light in weight, elimi ment in traction engines that has for
nates the necessity of the usual cyl its object to provide a belt support
inder and heater, and reduces the ing and guiding mechanism of such a
friction on the bearings and the nature that the front ground wheels
amount of power necessary to drive can be so arranged as to provide a
the machine.
'
wide base of support for the engine
No. 886,873 is an improvement in at the front end and for the belt
traction wheels, or rather wheels for moving to and from the crankshaft
motor vehicles, the device of Carl H. or ﬂywheel without danger of con

Schmidt,

of

Unteriirkheim,

Stutt tact with the ground wheel.

This

gart, Germany, intended to adapt opens the ﬁeld to the designer to place
such vehicles to agricultural purpos his crankshaft and ﬂywheel or band

wheel as low as he desires and to ar
es, as plowing and the like.
No. 886,945 relates to improve range the ground wheels as far back
ments in safety valves for steam boil as he deems advisable and as far
ers, the main object of the invention out from the central vertical plane
being to provide a valve controlled of the engine as he sees ﬁt.
No. 887,360 is a straw stacker in
by the temperature as it exists in the
ordinary operation of steam boilers, vented by Henry P. Voth and Edward

and utilizing a thermostat or the ex Siebrasse, of Featherstone town
pansion of metal as the operating me ship, Goodhue Co., Minn. The idea
dium, whereby the escape of steam is to separate dust and dirt from the
or gases from the boiler is permitted straw and the device will be clearly
when the temperature in generation understood upon reference to the en
reached a determined degree or an in graying.
consistent condition of temperature
No. 887,410 is a mechanism, de
exists to obviate all liability of ex vised by Wm. P. Mathews, of Ker
plosion. It is designed to operate on nersville, N. C., constructed to drive
the principle that a certain tempera, a traction engine at either of two
ture should exist, in accordance with speeds, a sleeve being revolubly
established thermo dynamics steam mounted on the driving shaft and pro

to do without the particular paper or papers devoted to his interests.
There should not he a rig owner in this country who is unwilling to invest
the amount of ﬁfty cents-triﬂing u to the comparative investment in his business-Tor a full
year's subscription to the leading journal of thresher mechanics-The Threshermen'l Review, of

St. Joseph, Mich.
No issue of this paper ever failed to have some thing of interest to every thresherman-that is,
threshermen of the kind that are in earnest in their business and seeking to make it produce the
best proﬁt.
Turn through any issue-how abundant the material is ofspeciul interest to every thresnermln—
Take those opening articles-—whel thresherman has not experienced many troubles-ind here
are suggestions and pointers that unit keep you out of these dlihculties in the future
Good Roads news-bud roads are costing threshermen of America thousands upon thousands of
dollars every year—-_
Letters from Live Thrgshermen-the correspondence of brothers of the business-who can fail

to profit from the knowledge of fellow tradesmen —
Trlction Plowing—!he great new buszness yet in its infancy
Questions nriTAhswers-operutor's problems answered by a successful, practical expert

Wmeps you fully posted on what brethren in the trade are doing everywhere
to improve their conditions.
Well Drilling-a work so many threshermen ar e doing, yet about which so little is primed
Saw Milling—A live subject for threshermen-treated at greater length-more practically and
interestingly in this paper than any other.
All this focussed on and directly relating to the threshing rig and its operator-—in! in addition
for full measure and 1 little more-an abundance ol’ threshing illustrations. ,
These features are a part of the regular issue. Who w;ll dispute that there is bench! in the read
ing, and a safeguard to his investmient in a thoughtful consideration of every issue of this paper.
You can be your owniggﬁe. Mull us ﬁfty cents-the year's subscription pricHnd if you have
not secured full satisfaction through the term of your subscription, you are fully welcome to
the return of‘your money and willget it on request. What could be more liberal, and more fair?
Use the subscription blank below and you get the full year of twelve big numbers.
Write to

The Threshermen’s Review

Date
The Threshermen’s Review

St. Joseph, Mich.

Sl. loscpii.
Gen\lemen:---

Mich.

,

Enclosed ﬁnd ﬁﬂy rents luv a lull year‘: subscription

with the understanding \hu! ume will unturned ill
urn din-lished,
Yours truly,

August, 1908-
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vided with a clutch for causing it to taries of the Great Kanawha which

Champron Pith Hay Press

rotate with the shaft, and two gears empties into the Ohio about 300 miles
from Pittsburg. It is one of the larg
ported on the sleeve and provided est and most valuable bodies of hard
with a sliding key for causing either wood timber remaining in the Appa
lachian region. Many of the mount
gear to rotate with the sleeve.
No. 887,555, by Halbert C. Wallace, ain_ ranges which cross the tract, are
of different size being revolubly sup

Has condensing Hopper, Friction Clutches, Double

Steel Gears; only Self-Feeder that is independent of
plunger, and many other exclusive features.
6 ions per hour.

GHA MP‘UN 4—l10rse mounted power HAY PRESS, 6 strokes of plunger to

of McPherson, Kan., has for its ob from 3,000 to 4,000 feet high, and
ject a simple and novel device for covered to their summits with rich

one round of horses. SIDE and END HITCH.
2 to 3 tons per hour. Can be
run with small Gasoline Engine.
Write for special prices

use in connection with self feeders forests.

matic block dropper.

North of this tract, but drained by
of threshing machines to insure that
the bundles of grain or other thresh the same streams, lies another hold
able product shall be straightened ing of 129,000 acres, recently se

and terms on either of above rigging; _‘

with many

patches of

Self feed auto

:_ 1",. v__

FAMDUS MTNUFACTURING 00.

out and fed endwise to the concaves cured by a pulp company. This is
covered with spruce and hemlock,
of the threshing cylinder.
No. 887,580 is a screening or sepa

East Chicago, Indiana

89 chlcllgo Ave.

hardwoods.

rating apparatus whereby all for Development of the property, it is
eign matter and substance, such as said, will begin in the immediate fu
wild onions and cheat is thoroughly ture. The two bodies of land, lying
separated from wheat and the like, in the same region, aggregate more
thus thoroughly cleaning said wheat than 500 square miles of primeval
and leaving it in a high grade condi forest about to be turned into mar

LL DRILL mo
‘it:
a‘

i‘

tion for milling or market purposes. ketable products.
The stripping of the forest cover
It is the invention of John L. Black
from a region so large and so mount
and Leo Kipping, of St. Louis, M0.
No. 887,635, by David Hendershot, ainous will be watched with interest
of Cumberland, Md., relates to bal by those who study the eﬁect of the

primary object is to provide a press more than four feet annually.

AND

l

a murmur - 5‘

ing presses, especially adapted for soil cover on stream ﬂow. The rain
baling hay by hand power and its fall over the region is very heavy-—

For Catalog writs to

Snow

of simple and inexpensive construc-‘‘six feet deep on the timbered mount

Gus Pech Foundry and Mfg. Co.

tion adapted to be easily operated by [ains, while not usual, is an occasion
‘al occurrence. Fire is sure to follow
a Windlass.

Cor. 4th and Clark Sts., LE MARS, IOWA. U. S. A.
BRANCH HOUSE-Regina, Sask., Canada.

Monitor Well Auger.

No. 887,893 is a spark arrester de the usual methods of lumbering, and
signed by Peter M. and Cecil M. unless this region is more fortunate
Wiekstrum, of Lincoln, Neb., the ob

than most lumber-ed tracts in that

ject of which is to provide means part of the Appalachian plateau,
whereby the products of combustion many of the summits and sides of
while passing through

the

NSIST on hav
ing your dealer
show you the
Diamond H trade
mark, in red-it
is your guarantee
and appears only
on the genuine

outlet the mountains will be laid bare down

stack of a furnace may be given a to the soil and rocks.
whirling motion so that all heavy par

The rainfall

and melted snow, which are now re

ticles embodied therein will be thrown tarded by the forests, will then pour
beyond the wall of the stack by cen down the naked slopes and cause de
trifugal force while the gaseous prod structive ﬂoods in the lower streams

ucts which maintain a central posi and low water will follow.
West Virginia is one of the states
tion within the stack are free to pass
which has taken no measures to pro
out in the usual manner.
No. 887,908 is a dust guard espe tect its valleys from ﬂoods by pre
cially designed for use on traction en serving the forests on the mountains.
gines to exclude dust from the ma Its woods are being cut and burned
chinery and the operator thereof. It more rapidly perhaps than those of
is the invention of Carl P. Barby, of any other state, and this in face of

Sheyenne, N. D.

the fact, that it is by nature a forest

No. 887,935, by Warren A. Green
law, of Melrose Highlands, Mass, re

state, with soils and situations suited

lates to devices for cleaning

that class of tube cleaners which util A little protection against ﬁre, the
izes steam or some similar gas under leaving of small trees to form the fu

GlOV6S. “Built LikeaHand”

'_

high pressure for blowing out from ture forest, and provision for repro
the tube the soot or other residue ac duction by means of seed trees, are _
simple measures, but they would mean
cumulated therein.
No. 887,944 is a throttle valve for all the difference between wasted hill- _‘
locomotives and similar mechanism, sides and well stocked forests, ripe Ff, _

designed by James W. Kennedy, of for the ax. A few years would bring f;
Burke, N. Y.

handsome returns from the invest- ,J- "

No. 888,273 is an engine piston de
signed by Joseph E. Thompson, of

ment.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Threshermen Should Take Trade l‘
Papers.

What is said to be the largest sin
gle sale of timberland in the history
of West Virginia has been made by
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Com
pany to a corporation which will at
once begin development. The pur

Editor

please

tion to your valuable paper.

I think

every thresherman in

country

the

ought to take some paper in their in
terest.

The crops look good here so far.
Wheat is almost ready to cut. W'e
have good roads here and good

chasing company has mills at Ridge
way and at Camden-on-the-Gauley, bridges, but I don’t think we get

within reach of the tract.

’

ADE in all
weights and
leathers, lined and
unlined, in glove,
mitten and gaunt
let styles, with
and without riv
ets. Thoroughly
braced at every
point ofstrain and
wear, yet free
from welts,seams
or extra thick
nesses in any part
of palm or grip.
Smooth as velvet
inside. These
gloves wear like

Review:—Enclosed

The com enough for our work.

We get 20 for

bined capacity of its mills is 350,000 oats, 40 for wheat and 20c for timo
feet a day. Two million dollars is thy. We all have good rigs here and
the reported price paid for 200,000 try to keep them in good running or
acres of hardwood, chieﬂy virgin for der at all times.
est, containing yellow poplar, cherry,
I haven’t much time to write at
oak, maple, birch, ash and many oth present, so will close wishing The
er valuable woods.
Review and all threshermen good
The land lies in a mountainous re luck.
L. M. Montgomery.
gion drained by northeastern tribu
R. 3, Roseville, Illinois.

popular gloves.

,

tubes of boilers and particularly to have woods of immense value always.

ﬁnd 50 cents for a year’s subscrip

SK TO SEE
HANSEN’S
NESNAH SEAL
gloves in the style
speciallydesignod
for your needs. It
is one of ourmost

Hansen’s Working

to almost all eastern timber trees.
the It might perpetuate its forests and

Big Timberland Transaction in
West Virginia.

31.

iron, yet are al
ways soft. They
never dry hard
and stiff no matter
how often they
are water soaked.

END 160 in
stamps for
a rich leather
Watch Fob with
medallion in Oxi

dizedSilverﬁnish,
with your initial
handsomely en
ameled in blue.
Be sure to state
initial wanted.

Send for one of
our handsome art

catalogs in colors,
free memoran

dum book, and

2%??? FREE
0. C. Hansen
Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE
364 East Water St.

August, 1908.

THH'I'HRHSHHRMHNS REVIEW
" I8 Horse
Pulling

25 Tuns

'THE tlllhi‘ti'i PULL

Yields the Greatest Traction Efficiency
per rated Horse Power of any

Engine in the World

MR. BIGG FROM BIGGVILLE

Asks every Thresherman and every other Man interested in Economical
Power to meet him at the Big State Fairs this Fall. He'll be glad to show
every Doubting Thomas all he has learned about the “Baker" Twentieth

Engine with the Perfect Reverse Gear and Balanced Valve; the ONLY Century Engines-the ONLY Engine with Live Steam-Jacket; the ONLY
Engine that opens Full Port on Three-eighths-Inch piston travel; THE EN
GINE that yields the largest possible, available, usable horse-power at th
e lowest possible expense for fuel, water, attendance and repairs. THE EN
GINE THAT IS POSITIVELY WITHOUT A RIVAL WORTH CO
NSIDERING.

Twentieth Century Valve Gear now in use on the Big Railroads.
Had our New Catalog?

A. D.

Better write for it NOW.
SWANTON, 01110.,

Did “He Go Through the Fan,” being fed into the machine. The ma~
pade the cash. now i don ’t want no
chine was located on the farm of more of yore printed letters i wont
Henry Girhardt, east of town, and stan sich from no house i am ﬁfty
evidently two young rabbits had bur six year ole the last of next comin
rowed their way into the sheaf of jinuwary and the fast man has got
death. Two years ago he lost his left wheat, for it was loaded into the wag to put my back on the ground yit. i
arm in a corn shredder. Although on and then pitched onto the table may not have as mutch larnin in
fate is against him he still follows of the machine before the young cot gramma as you got buit i can wimp
ton tails made
their appearance. you or enny uther dam yanky that
this line of work as his vocation.
As is the custom with machine men, They jumped off the table and es wants to try ritin me a printed let
he was clad in overalls and jacket. caped, possibly not knowing the dan ter.”

Daniel Heugel was the principal in
a singular accident while threshing
near Richland, Indiana, July 9, which
resulted in a narrow escape from

THE GRIGINAL MT. GILEAD '.
HYDRAULIC PRESS
produces more cider from less
apples, and is a bigger money
maker than any other press.

Sizes from 26 to 400 barrels
dail . Steam Evsporators.
App e Butler Cookers. Gas
oline Engines. etc. Catalog
tree.
ms ONLY 8'!
The llydrllllle Prom! Mfg. (‘0.

4

nepamnlnt E.
IT. GILEAD. Ullil]
Boom 124-1‘... 39 Cortlandt St., New York
Please mention The Review.

He looks after the separator. He was ger they were in.
walking near the cyclone fan which

Alfalfa Fed Cattle Wanted.

was running at the rate of 1,300 revo

insulted By “Printed” Letter.

lutions per minute when he stopped
to turn an oil cup. The wind blew his

According to the American Press
man, 21 Cincinnati commission house,

When a train load of cattle sold
in Omaha last week for $20,000, be
ing exactly $8.00 per hundred pounds

empty sleeve into the fan.
which had informed a customer that for every steer on board, the buyers
Before he could realize his situa his order taken by a traveling sales for the South Omaha packing houses
tion he was standing in the burning man could not be filled unless pay said, "They were among the ﬁnest
sunshine with only his shoes and a ment was made in advance, received
ever brought to this market and were
small piece of his sleeve to protect the following letter from the buyer: fattened on a mixture of corn and al
him, badly bruised and bleeding. He
“Jentelemu—I want you to under falfa.”
was stripped of his clothes in an in stand sur that I ain’t no dam fool
The great packers have recognized
stant so completely that all he can when i bort that Bill from that read
that the alfalfa fed cattle are of su
remember is several jolts against the Headed Agent of yores he tole me perior quality and are doing all that
side of the machine.
that you sent him all the way from they can to encourage feeders to
Several saw the accident.
His cyncynita to git that order. I thot mix the great proteid food with corn
clothes sailed over the stack like rac he wus lying and i told him i bort all in such proportion as will enable the
ing airships. All rushed to his assist my goods from the jersey and he tole stock to utilize all the carbo-hydrates
ance and when he was found to be not

seriously injured they turned it into
a joke and refused to get him clothes.
Finally he wrapped himself in wheat
sacks and made his way to the little
town of Richland where he secured
new clothes and had his wounds dress

me he sold the jersey and would sell
me just like he sole the jersey. now

and oil in the corn.

These they can

at All Times

if Run Right.

aialiilviifiﬁgu, No. 1.
Don ’t make the mistake of buy
ing a Husker-Shredder before in

vestigating “The Port Huron.”
There are several truly important
dilferences between this machine
and other huskers. The differences
are much greater than
in
the
thresher line; for instance, it is
the only husker having a complete

feeder, the only one with a band
cutter and feeder.

not use without waste unless a pro

you writes me a printed letter and tein ration is given as a neutralizer.
sez if I send you the monney you will
To encourage feeders to take'up
send me the goods. i recon you will. the balanced ration as the best for

Arcadia, Iowa, July 11, 1908.
Port Huron Machinery Co.,

most enney durn fool ud do that. i
would not mind a Bit send in the

Dear Sir:——In regard to testi
monial will say as follows;
In good dry fodder, the Shred
der will handle 12 acres of a good

cattle, the packers are to have exhib

its at the National Corn Exposition
This is the ﬁrst accident of this munny and risk gittin the goods but to be held in Omaha next December,
kind to happen in this part of the when i recollect how you and yore and will show in the cuts of meat
state since the new improvement has agent done me i refuse to do it if'you the superiority of that from alfalfa
been added to the threshers.
would of treted me right and rit me corn fed steers. It will be one of the
Another peculiar accident with the letters in ritin and not of sent me most interesting exhibits ever shown
threshing machine took place in the that newspaper printed letter like i at any exposition and the expense
afternoon when two young rabbits was a dam fool and could not read will be entirely paid by the pack
were rescued just as the wheat was ritin i would a tuck the goods and ers.
ed.

"Does Good Work

Des Moines, Iowa.

stand hill corn.
However, if drill
corn and thicker, it shredds a little
less.
It takes about the same amount

of help as a good sized thresher.
It does clean, good work at all
times, if run right.
(Signed) I. F. Wessling.

August, 1908.

A neat and complete little cata upon request. It is a boon to the
logue has just reached us from the camper or out-door sleeper and

Star Manufacturing Co., New Lexing
ton, Ohio, fully describing the “Star”
line of feed mills. Free for the ask
ing.

should be a welcome addition to the
thresherman’s outﬁt.
No ﬂies or
mosquitoes can disturb the sleeper,
and it can be erected or taken down

in 15 seconds; while its weight is
We are in receipt of a catalogue is less than 30 lbs. When writing to
sued by B. F. Gump Co., 51-53 Canal the makers about this, kindly men
Street, Chicago, Illinois, illustrating tion The Threshermen’s Review.
and describing a complete line of
thresher supplies. They are an old
Threshermen interested in the prop
and responsible concern and thresh er and economical lubrication of their
ermen will make no mistake in writ outﬁts, should not fail to read the
ing for catalogue A and mention The advertisement of Chas. H. Besly &
Threshermen’s Review when doing so. Company on another page in this is
sue. The merits of Helmet oil and
The L. S. Starrett Company, of Helmet oil cups are brieﬂy outlined
Athol, Mass, makers of ﬁne tools an and an invitation to threshermen and
nounce that it has opened a ware power owners in general is extended

We carry one of the most complete line of the above goods and are
in a position to ﬁll orders promptly. Following are a few of our prices.
Extra 650 Cylinder Oil, barrel lots . . . . . . . . . . ..20c a Gal.
Red Engine Oil in barrel lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..15c 3. Gal.
2-in Lap-welded Steel Boiler Tubes . . . . . . . . . “121/30 a Ft.
2-in Roller Tube Expander-s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l.80
Boiler Compound, in 25 pound pails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1.50
2-in. Woven Jacket Suction Hose . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..40c at Ft.
2-in. Beaver Wire Lined Suction Hose . . . . . . . ..30c a Ft.
Detroit Tank Pumps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$5.50
Send for our 1908 catalogue quoting net prices on Endless Drive Belts and other supplies.

DETRUIT ENGINEER SUPPLY 00.
Detroit, Michigan

house at 36 and 37 Upper Thames to write the company and get litera
Street, London, E. C., and will here ture containing full and complete in
after carry its ﬁne mechanical tools, formation on the lubrication question.
hack saws, steel tapes, etc., in stock When writing mention The Thresh
''
at that place. The London branch ennen’s Review.

Please mention The Review.

Gasoline, Kerosene and Alcohol
“5m”

Producer GasIand Gas

will execute orders, render invoices
and receive payments, and their cat

alogues, with sterling prices, and dis
count sheets may be obtained at the
above address. The London branch
will be in charge of Mr. E. P. Barrus.

liphsJr.

‘

--,__§,

,

.l

FLINCHBAUGH MFG. co., York, Penn.

stantial freight saving will be eﬁect
ed in all Eastern shipments, and with
the increased shipping facilities in

The Star Feed Grinders
-

their new location, can make better
time in all directions.
‘

for Gas or Steam Power. Made in sizes
for 2 h. p. up. .Grind Ear Corn or any
kind of small grain and make the best
quality of I‘eed. .Bead This:
New Lexington. Ohio, Oct. 19. 1907.
‘ Gcntlemen:—
,_
I have used one of your Star Mills
‘‘ No. 4 for several years, and do custom
grinding for farmers. and I consider it
the best all-round Feed Grinder that
I ever saw.
I can make teed cheaper
than I could by using Crusher and
St on e Buhrs.
Yours truly,
J. H. MARTIN.

I‘I Ntwu'llk'ﬁr

'

0M0‘. V‘

,

Our readers will please bear in
A beautiful catalogue of horizontal
gas engines comes from Fairbanks, mind the new location in communi‘
Morse & Co., Chicago, Illinois, show eating with the above conrei'n and
ing their well-known engi'nes ﬁtted for thus avoid delay.
almost any kind or grade of liquid
One of the very successful power
fuel, or for natural, illuminating or
producer gas. Every detail is fully hay presses has been the Columbia,
described and illustrated, and much manufactured by the Ann Arbor Ma

general information regarding the gas
engine is included. When writing for
this, kindly mention The Thresher
men ’s Review.

to say for them that they are par

ticularly anxious to put their catalog

mentioning The Review .
The latest and most unique thing
in the way of a cot bed that has come

to our notice is the Enterprise tent

Manufacturers’ Agents
Cherokee Mfg. Co.’s Goods
well Drills, Angers and Well Supplies
Corn Shellers, Portable Elevators, Pow
ers and Feed Grinders
Pioneer Water Tank

Gas Engines, Stationary, Portable and
Traction

Brass Goods and All Kinds of Thresher
Supplies and Repairs

This is a guaranteed

article that should be in the tool
box sure. Write the maker about it,

If they satisfy 3. Miller who does
custom grinding, they will satisfy you.
Ask us for Booklet that tells all
about them
The Star Mfg". Co.. New Lexington, Ohio.

chine Co. of Ann Arbor, Michigan,
and The Review has been requested

in the hands of every reader of this
Another catalogue from the same paper. They desire to familiarize all
source is specially dedicated to the users of balers with the particular
same company’s vertical engines, and features of their machine, which are
it is a mate to the one just noticed in fully described in theis catalog.
its clear and vivid presentation of its
Whether or not you are in the mar
subject.
ket, there will be matters of interest
in this book for you to read.
About the most aggravating troub
Their advertisement is contained in
le that can bother the threshermen is this issue, showing the press men
a slipping belt; and in this connec tioned and all communications should
tion we direct the attention of our be addressed to the company as giv
readers to the Big Stick bar belt en above, mentioning this paper.
dressing made _by C. E. Seabury, of

Joliet, Illinois.

Our line consists of eighty dif
ferent styles and sizes of Gas.
Producer Gas. Gasoline. Kero
sene and Alcohol Engines. Made
in Stationaries 1% to 100
h. p. Portable 1% to 20
h. p.
Hoisting Engines
1% to 10.
Traction En
gines 1%, 4. 6. 9. 12 h, p.
single cylinder, 12. 16.
20, 25. 35. 50 h. p. double
cylinder.
The above is
the most complete line of
gas engines ever offered
to the
general
public.
Write for further information and catlog.

mail will reach them at 1521 ‘Vest
12th St., of that city. This concern
was formerly located at Topeka, Kan,

A ﬁne hay press catalogue comes and doing a substantial business, but
from the Dain Manufacturing Co., have increased their capacity by three
Ottomwa, Iowa, makers of the ﬁrst times the former size in the new lo
full circle hay press built without a cation and will be able hereafter to
pitman. Full descriptions, well illus give their friends and customers much
trated, make this a most interesting better service than formerly, on ac
and attractive catalogue; and the count of the increased facilities. Sub

prospective baler man will do well to
investigate it. When Writing for the
catalogue kindly mention The Thresh:
ermen’s Review.

,

The oiiice and factory of the Auto
Fedan Hay Press Co. will hereafter
be at Kansas City, Missouri, and all

“Don’t make the mistake of
buying a husker-shredder before
thoroughly investigating the latest
model of the Port Huron.” This
is a quotation from the Port Huron
E. & T. Co.’s advertisement in
this issue.

Minneapolis Threshing Machinery

Hoineke & Co.’s Goods

Settley Stackors, Machinery, Repairs
Monarch Feeders and Tenders
Russell Wind Stackers

Adjustable Sieves
Madison-Kipp Oil Pumps and Force
Feed Lubricators
Caswell Adjustable Belt Guides
Rebuilt Engines and Separators, Feed
ers and Stackers
Drive Belts, Dry Batteries, Oils and
Greases of all kinds

SACHSE, BUNN & COMPANY
201 South 5th St.

PM“

CHEROKEE, IOWA

New State No. 51
Please mention The Review.

cot, made by the Enterprise Bed Co.,

Hammond, Ind.

This unique and en

ticing comfort should be seen to be

appreciated; and the makers will be
glad to “show” any of_ our readers

Wu“
nleonoi engine. superior to any one-cylinder engine; revolntioniling power. its welt t and bulk no hall that of Magic cylinder engines, with greater durability. Costa
h- toBuy-Leu to Run. Qu 0 kl ensil started. Vlb tion rncticnll overcome. ‘hanply mounted on any wagon. it is n combination portable. stationary or traction

angina. IIID IOI (humeral

'flln 'l‘muwn P111: 00..

fro" leaner and 16th 81..., Chicago. T1115 lBOUE FIFTY-FIFTH YEAR.

August, 1908-
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HERCULES
HERCULES, AH HERCULES
“l Salute You Because You are a King."

The new wonder in, Road Locomotives or Traction Engines;.complete, compact and correct in all its appointments.

steam plowing, hauling, grading and all other kinds of hard service, this Engine stands alone, in a class by itself.
speciﬁcations of its extraordinary construction, capacity, power and durability.

For

Write us for

It is the Peerless “Peerless.”

BRANCHES:

BRANCHES '

Kansas City, Mo.
Springﬁeld, MO.

Columbus, O.
Louisville, Ky.
Nashville, Tenn.

St. Louis, Mo.

Fargo, N. D.
VVilliamsport, Pa.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Auburn, N. Y.
Trenton, N. J.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Toledo, 0.

STEAM PLOWING
We are the pioneers in Steam Plowing in America, and for the past twenty years have blazed the way, and lead the proces

sion in this fertile ﬁeld of opportunity and achievement.

Our new Steam Plowing Outﬁt is just built the best we know how at

every point and it’s great.

Write for the big catalogue, testimonials, speciﬁcations and the price.

It’s bully good stuff.

ADDRESS

THE GEISER MFG. COMPANY,
Please mention The Review.

Waynesboro, Pa.
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Implements and Utensils of Old.

hood shocmakers, who

went

from

Back in Doyleston, Pa., lives one house to house and stayed at each
H. C. Mercer, a ﬁne scholar and gen long enough to “sew up the family.”
tleman who has enjoyed the fad of They were called “cat-whippers,”
collecting and preserving the tools and were treated with great consid
and utensils used by our forefathers. eration by their hosts. The Wooden
He has lectured upon the subject and
by means of lantern slides gives a
vivid idea of the progress which has
been made in recent years. A news

The Chaffin Paieni
Bell and Wind Guide

lasts were shown on the screen, each

For Steam and Gasoline Traction En
gines, also Portables.
We guarantee this Belt Guide to
hold your belt on against ANY wind
and incorrect aligning ANYWHERE,
and guarantee no man can pull th
belt off with a stake or back into the
belt with a load and push it 06.
Don't hesitate. Write for our new
catalogue before you forget it. Our
Belt Holder will do the work quicker
and better than any 4 men.
Good Agents Wanted.

member of the family having his own
last, a straight one (there were no

rights and lefts).

And then there was the family lan
paper account of one of his lectures
tern,
made of tin and looking like a
delivered in Philadelphia proves de
cidedly interesting. Mr. Mercer, who tall oil can of the present day. ,It
is an archaeologist, traced the origin
of many of these tools to the nation
from which they were brought, and
pointed out those which were distinc
tively American. A large majority of
them had remained unchanged, from
the days of the Romans down to
about 1820 or 1830, when, from some
cause, not clearly ascertained, the
rapid development of domestic imple
ments commenced, and has continued
with unparalleled rapidity until now.

was punched full of small holes, close
together, usually in patterns.
In
side a short piece of‘ candle made a

light something less than a Philadel
phia gaslight and something greater

CHAFFIN MANUFACTURING Co.,

Ithan a lightning bug, and by the aid
of this the farmer fed his stock and
milked his cows early in the morning
and night in the winter, or went into
his corn house cellar to get his hard
cider. The candle moulds in which
he utilized his tallow in an improved
To those who had seen and even used method of making candles, better
the implements shown, it seemed al than the tollow dips which he used to

most incredible that so few speci
mens yet remain in the country, so
completely have many of them disap
peared.

RIPON, WiS., u. s. A.

THE BAKER

Soft Plug Valve

make by lifting the cotton wicks in
and out of the melted tallow on a

cold day, was illustrated by an odd
set shown on the table of specimens.
in great variety, all with a hook at
the top by which you could hang

them on the back of a chair.
It is difficult for this generation to
understand how our grandfathers got

along without matches, but a tinder
box in the hands of Mr. Mercer made

succeeded the sickles and were in it very plain. A small square tin box
turn driven out by the reaping ma with a false lid, in which was some
chine; hewing axes for squaring tim tinder (scraped rags or the pith of
ber, frows for splitting shingles, and rotten wood, punk), a piece of steel
axes of various patterns. The batch and a. ﬂint made up the equipment.

i

Please mention The Review.

Two of the old wooden mouldboard And then the candlesticks were shown
plows are in the collection, and the
objection raised by the farmers that
the new iron plows “poisoned the
land” seem ridiculous enough today.
The collection contained grain sick
les quite unlike the grass hooks now
in use; scythes, grain cradles, which

l

_

No more time lost on account of melt
ing out of soft plugs.
When the plug
melts the engineer closes the valve by
turning the hand wheel 12, so that pipe
11, shuts out the water and steam from
plug 7 in crown sheet;
then remove
cap 19 and drop soft metal plug 8 into
pipe hole 20.
Then replace cap 19 and
raise pipe 11 from plug 7 by turning
hand wheel 12 so water in boiler can
cover soft metal plug 7. Only one min
ute required to do the whole operation.
and not necessary to stop the work of
the engine. Just think of the saving in
expense and loss of time by not having
to shut down for three to four hours
changing an old style soft plug‘, very
often having an awful hot and diﬂlcult
time to get the old plug out and a. new
one put in.
Write for prices and fur
ther particulars.
'

WILFRED BAKER Aberdeen, South Dakota
INVENTOR

et, Mr. Mercer said, was a purely The cover was taken off, the steel was
At ﬁrst a small struck a downward blow by the ﬂint

American invention.

ax, then its poll was made into a and the bright spot fell on the punk,

hammer and claw, the three tools be which was then coaxed into a ﬂame
ing exclusively used in many Euro and the candle was lighted from it.
When out of dry tinder the people
pean countries.
'
Coming to culinary apparatus, Mr. borrowed ﬁre from the hearth of a
Mercer showed the old ﬁreplace, with neighbor a mile away, bringing the
its trammels and pothooks for hang
ing the pots over the wood ﬁre on the
hearth;
the long legged
skillets,
which stood over the ﬁre; the crane
from which the pots were hung, and
which could swing oif the ﬁre when
desired; the old tongs, the Dutch

hickory coals home covered by ashes.

Mr. Mercer had on

exhibition

a

large number of lamps, running back

in a series from the earliest kerosene
lamp back through the fluid (turpen
the hanging oil lamps of Italy and

very marked. Specimens of illumi
nated handwriting done by the Ger

skilled in the art of spinning the ﬂax art of manuscript illumination which
and the wool and weaving it into received its deathblow on the inven
cloth, plain, in stripes or plaids, col tion of printing. It lingered among
ored with their own hands and made the Mennonites of Bedminter and

into shape, the ﬂix wheel for spin

size book.

JUST WHAT YllU’VE BEEN lllllKlllB Hill
j Here is what this little book will do for you.
In the form for recording the weights of baled hay, the weights are
once recorded under heading “Weight of Bales" and thereafter checked,
; in place of each time repeating the operation of writing down the weight
There are 20 columns opposite the column headed “Weight of Bales."
If the ﬁrst bale you get weighs 125 lbs, this weight is recorded in the ﬁrst .
column under "Weight of Bales;" opposite, in the column headed “1" f
you place a check mark (\/), which designates that one bale has been
passed of that weight. Each succeeding bale of the same weight is
checked in the same way until the 20 bales are checked, when another

man schoolmasters in the country
school houses were shown, some of
sheep. Every good farmer had the them of great beauty. They were the
implements for dressing the flax, and survival, in the early portion of this
the females of the household were century in America, of the mediacval

by them into serviceable garments.
These implements were shown
in
great variety; the ﬂax break for
breaking up the outer husk of the
plant, the swinglc for heating it off
the ﬁber, the hitchel for combing it

all bales pressed. A record for the
Pressman, the Shipper and the Cus- f
tomer, all in one neatly bound pocket

tine and alcohol), whale oil, lard oil,

oven, surrounded by hot embers for Holland, to the fat lamps of the pre
baking bread. Then another photo historic ﬂint workers of England,
graph showed the good housewife probably the oldest lamps in the
making apple pie out under a tree, world.
where her two big iron kettles were
Mingled with the implements and
hung from a crotch and cross piece, utensils of American and English
and partially surrounded by a stone origin were those brought here by the
early Dutch and German settlers of
barrier against the wind.
It is within the memory of many eastern Pennsylvania, and the distin
when nearly all the everyday clothing guishing characteristics of each were
of the farming community was made
on the farm, the linen being produced
from ﬂax grown in the ﬁelds and the
woolen sheared from the backs of the

l
" a iayl’i'alcra ;

Here
It
ls.
A complete record and account of

Clumstead until about 1840.

Mr. Mercer said that the domestic
animals of this country, the sheep,
cow, dog, etc., were imported; that
the native anamals were never do
mesticated, although we had the big
horn sheep, the buffalo and other

ning, the quill wheel for winding it, hardy animals which would, no doubt,
and the hand looms for weaving. with proper cultivation, have been

Shoemaking was done by neighbor superior in many respects to those we

line of the same weight may be started. Bales of other weights are simi
larly handled; for instance, the second bale weighs 135 lbs, procedure is
exactly the same-weight inserted under "Weight of Bales" and checked
in column "1.” All bales of irregular weights are placed in “Miscellane
ous” column, to the right, as for instance exceptionally light bales when
press is started, and occasional heavy bales.
I
The form provides for bales of ten different weights. Ordinarily this
number will not be required and there will be ample room on each sheet
for more than one line of the average run of weight.
When the table is even full, 10 lines and 20 bales each, the weight in

tons can be computed quickly, by adding the column at the left headed
"Weight of Bales" and pointing oﬁ‘ two places.
The form is equally well adapted for the use of buyers and shippers
as for use of press men.

Send postpaid upon receipt of price

20 cents per copy
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have. The Indians had domesticated
A Dental Demonstrator.
“Mammy” had been suffering tor
the wolf, from which our dogs have
descended. He forgot to say that the tures with the toothache, but she was
great American turkey is an excep afraid of New York dentists. Down
tion to this sweeping arraignment.

in Virginia the colored folk believe
that doctors roam about after dark,
trying to catch people to out up. A

Earle’s Good Roads Campaign.

pickaninny can be scared into good

During the past few days, says a behavior by the

mere

when he hopes to be nominated for take an’ hooked them tongs onto my
governor, the work will be vigorous tooth an’ he says: ‘Good thing you

The details concern

DON’ T FORGE T
Byingion

got so bad that she consented to have

ing full details as to the methods to the tooth out. Her mistress tells of
be adopted to bring about the county the old negro’s experience with a
road system, which Mr. Earle is anx “painless dentist.”
“Did it hurt?” I asked, when she
ious to have adopted here.
Mr.
Earle ’s good roads campaign has been came home.
“Lan’, no, ehile, ,7 she said. “I
launched in earnest and from now
suttinly
am glad I went to him. He
until the primaries in September,

ly prosecuted.

ENGINEER,

whisper of

Calumet, Michigan, paper, several “night doctor.” Mammy could not
thousand circulars have been sent to be persuaded that dentists were not
Houghton County by State Highway “night doctors,” but at last the pain
Commissioner Horatio S. Earle, giv

79

didn’t go to Doctor Jones down stairs.

ing the county road adoption as out This is the way he pulls teeth!’
“The he gave a powerful yank, and
lined in Mr.‘ Earle’s circular, are as
I let out a screech.
follows:

Force Feed

Lubricator
is TRUE TO NAME for
it is 0 PRESS, not a
PUMP and it will POS
ITIVEL YFORCE into the steam
pipes any Lubricant, hot or cold,
thick or thin.

“ ‘Huh!’ he says. ‘I rec’on you
“When ten or more freeholders in better be glad you ain’t got Doc
each township, village and city in a Jones workin’ on your jaw. An’ Doc
county sign county road petitions Smith ain’t no better. This is the
which are handed to the board of su way he pulls teeth!”
pervisors, the board must submit the
“With that he shows me how Doc
question of adopting the system to Smith would ’a’ done me, and I lets
the voters of the county, not later out another screech.
than at the next general election. If
“ ‘An’ now,’ he says, ‘I’m going
a majority of those voting thereon, to ’monstrate my own method of sub

Nothing to or out of order, a simple piston, wheel and axle, and screw,
together wit an automatic safety arrangement that will NEVER FAIL to
release the screw before the breaking point is reached.

vote, “Yes,” then the system is straction.’
adopted. The next move is for the
“An’ he gives that tooth just a
supervisors to decide—
little twis’, easy as can be, an’ out
“First, how many county road it comes. Never hurt amite. My lan’,
commissioners there shall be, not to chile, I suttinly am glad I didn’t go
exceed three;
second, what their to none of them other doctors.”
compensation shall be; third, to ap New York Press. _

Byington Force Feed Lubricator Co.

point the commissioners.

No Valves, No water, No Class, No Warming Pipes, No
waste, No Repairs, Easy to Attach, Durable, Efficient,
Low Priced. Perfectly Simple—Simply Perfect.
The CHEAPEST and BEST Lubricator on the market today.
Prices. Testimonials Furnished. Fully Guaranteed.

A URORA, ILLINOIS
Full Stock Carried and Distributed by
Crane & Ordway, Winnipeg, Man.

Crane
Crane
Crane 8: Ordway, Watertown. S. Dak.
Crane
Crane & Ordway, St. Paul. Minn.
Crane
Crane Co., Oklahota City, Okla.
Please mention The Review.

Crane & Ordway. Fargo, N. Dak.

“The commissioners must meet on Judges for Fairs and Corn Shows
Announcement has been made by
or before October 1 each year and de
cide which roads should be built and the agricultural colleges of several
corn
how much tax should be levied for Western states, that expert
county roads, not to exceed two dol judges will circuit out this fall, and
lars on each one thousand dollars of attend many county fairs and corn
assessed valuation, and hand their shows, judging the exhibits and ad
determination to the board of super vising the growers what corn will be
visors. The board of supervisors has most likely to win at the National
the veto power, so the road board Corn Exposition.

have to make such recommendations

Write for

Co.,
Co.,
Co.,
Co.,

Sioux City.
Des Moines.
Omaha.
Kansas City.

“HARD TO
SEPARATE”

It has frequently been diﬂ‘icult to

as will suit the supervisors, or fail secure judges who were competent,
to get the tax spread. The tax is col and this has discouraged many corn
lected in December. Then the county shows, but the instructors of the ag
road commissioners can lay out their ricultural colleges have volunteered

MR. 8: MRS. M. F. BUCHANAN

work and begin early the next spring their services, and will make many

Lsmoni, Decatur County, lows

to build the state reward road. No small shows possible.
Farmers have discovered that the
real work can be done in counties
not now under the system until 1910. best types of corn do not contain
fourteen lbs. of cobs to the bushel,
“I am going to secure the petitions
and the grower who has 1,000 or

M. F. Buchanan & Sons, of La
moni, Decatur County, Iowa, are
owners of the Square Deal Duroc

if possible in every county in the
2,000 bushels of corn to spare, shells
state not now under the system, ﬁfty
it and keeps the cobs for fuel. He
seven in all, so that all will vote on
sells the corn shelled at 56 lbs. to the
its adoption at the April election,

est herd headers in southern Iowa.

bushel instead of 70 lbs. on the cob,
1909. My authority for doing this
and ﬁnds that he actually markets
comes from section 11 of Act No. 196,
more bushels. This makes large corn
P. A. 1905, known as the Motor Ve

shellers in demand in every neighbor
hood. A sheller large enough to be
fees paid says: ‘Provided, That the
used by half a dozen neighboring
surplus shall be applied to the fur
farmers is oifered for club exhibits
thering of good roads for the beneﬁt
at the National Corn Exposition. To
of the state at large.’ And as the
qualify in the competition for this

Ranch, they have the largest herd

“We can easily take care of 20
acres per day of 50 bushel per

of hogs and three of the great

acre corn.”

Because of his experience and

prominence in the feeding of live
stock, what Mr. Buchanan says re
garding machinery in that line de

serves special notice.

hicle Act, which in referring to the

counties under the county road sys
corn sheller worth $400.00, there must

tem are building four times as much
be five exhibits of ten ears each in
good road as counties not under it, I
the club assortment. As the grain
believe I am carrying out the intent
and implement dealers have signiﬁed
of the law in pursuing this plan.”

their desire to aid in winning these
Of the ﬁfteen counties in the up corn shellers, one of the ﬁve exhibit
per peninsula nine have already ors may buy the ten ears of corn.
adopted the good roads system. Those
Some of the dealers are arranging
that have not are Gogebic, Ontona local contests. The judges from the

gon, Houghton, Keweenaw, School agricultural colleges will attend and
craft and Mackinac.
Seventeen judge this corn. The best exhibits
counties in the lower peninsula also will be sent to the national show to
have the system in effect.
compete for the big premiums.

'“We found the shredder to be
what you claimed for it.”

In response to letters only, with

“The husking is better than we
get it done by hand.”
“You can shred to any degree
of ﬁneness you wish. _I would not
have fodder cut in short pieces as

some shredders do.”

out personal solicitations or urg
“The amount of corn that goes
ing, the Port Huron Machinery Co.,
of Des Moines, Iowa, has received

from Mr. Buchanan letters relat
ing to experience with his Port
Huron
Husker-Shredder,
from
which letters the following quota
tions are made.
Mr. Buchanan

writes, July 8, 1908:
“Will gladly comply with your
wish in regard to your shredder, as

I can do so with a clear conscience.
Will send photo under separate

cover; if you cannot get me away
from my wife, put us both in as
we are hard to separate.”

over in the fodder is all in your
own management. If you control

the machine right, it will not
amount to anything.”
“You will probably get from
two to ﬁve bushels of shelled corn
per hundred bushels.”
“The feeder is perfect.
It
saves two men; and there is not
one bit of danger of losing arms,
as all you have to do is to throw
the bundles on the feeder.”
“ It should have been named
The Only Shredder.”

l
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ron. SAI-E—One 16 h. p. Gaar-Scott
engine, class "G." in good condition.
Jules Gravelot, Chebanse, Illinois.

‘'4 i)?
'\ ya‘:
ylh'i‘
ii‘
. M ,f‘"

208 SAI-E—-New Ford four
cylinder
runabout.
Never been used.
Good
reason for selling.
Geo. K. Bartlett.
Box 967, Lincoln, Nebraska.

1

POE. BAEE—John Deere 8-roll
corn
husker and shredder.
Mounted with
blower.
Will be sold cheap
Nearly
new. A. M. Etheridge, Quincy, Mich.

THRESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur
chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.
In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just

what their ad. will cost, we have decided to make a ﬂat rate of

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.
Signatures and addresses are counted as so many words and charged at the
above rates. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 31x48.) will be counted as
one word.

Abbreviations and initials, each will be counted as one word.
REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.

Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.
Anybody can use this department at these rates, whether MANU
FACTURER, DEALER or THRESHERMAN.
No display can be given advertisements under this heading.
It is useless
to request that cuts be run.
If that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad
vertising columns.

$200.00 BUYS-—l0 h. p. return ﬂue ﬁre
box boiler Gaar-Scott engine, in good
running order.
Herman Hitritter, Boy
dcn. Iowa.

I‘OB SALE-Steam auto runabout and
one 6"x6”stea.m engine, cheap.
H. J.
Licbig. Mascoutah. Illinois.
I‘

you pay‘!
Let us know your
P. O. Box 593, Burlington, Wis.

1'03 8AI-E—160 acres timbered land in
Polk County, Texas. $10.00 per acre.
C. A. Pedersen. Spring, Texas.

BAEGAIIII'8—l6-horse
Rumely
engine.
36x56
Advance
separator,
feeder.
weigher, wind stacker. belt. $450.00; 12
horse Springﬁeld engine, 3150; 40-inch
Parsons feeder, $25.00;
Ottawa corn
sheller.
Agent M. Rumely Co., Otta
wa shellers, Garden City feeders, Mau
rer balers. oil, grease
and
supplies.
Jno. C. Schleich, Threshing Machinery
and Machine Supplies. 229 8. Water St.,
Peoria, Illinois.

1'03 BALE-One 30 h. p. undermounted
Avery engine;
one 10
plow
gang
equipped with 14-inch breaker bottom.
Also engine tender and tank and every
thing all complete to make a ﬁrst class
outﬁt.
Been used about twenty days.
Outﬁt can be seen at Stratton, Colo. For
further information as to price, etc.,
write Oaks & Babcock. Hartford. 8. D.
Please mention The Review.

will
wants.

BABGAJIS—One Star separator 32x48.
with folding
stacker;
one
Eagle
swinging stacker;
one No. 2 Blrdsell
Monitor Jr. clover huller; one Milwau
kee corn husker and cutter.
J. Wilder
& Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

COPPER

CABLE

momma

RODS

—Made of soft copper guaranteed 98
per cent. pure.
Good agents wanted.
Send stamps for prices.
A. II. Tubbs,
\Vhitewater, Wis.
DI'L'CKIIG mom
ron.
SALE
Consisting of 8-ft. plow making ditch
3 feet deep: 4-ft. plow making ditch 3
feet deep: 2 capstans and 4,000 feet %
inch plow steel wire rope.
Address,
Fred Pease. Belview, Minnesota.
EVEEY TEBESHERMEI should have
an outﬁt of Washington's Superior
canvas pulley covering. Brushes, scrap
or with canvas and cement for cover
ing 10 square feet. $3.00.
Saves many
times this amount in one season.
Lib
oral terms to agents. Write today. W.
S. Raymond. Mfg.. 499 Wells St., Chi
cago, Illinois.
ron SALE or TBADE—In a good
threshing rig 80 acres of good farm
land. 65 acres in crop.
S. Erickson,
England. Minnesota.
.
ron BAI-E—One Frick engine, 17 h. p.:
(‘ase separator, 36x58; Case self feed
er:
Washington welgher;
Pclla at
tached stacker: one Stevens Big Four
shredder: brick and tile plant.
All ma
chinery in ﬁrst class condition. Reason
for selling. death of partner.
T. J.
Brown, Crawfordsvllle. Iowa.

or TBADE—One 16 h. p.

Russell compound traction engine in
good shape: one Huber separator 28x42
with drag stacker, nearly new:
one
Disston inserted tooth saw, nearly new.
\Vould trade engine or separator for
good portable engine of from 20 to 30 h.
p.
Edgar Fowler, R. 6, Salem, Ohio.
POI M—W6 are the owners of the
original patterns for the Aultman Co.,
Canton, Ohio. line of machinery, and are
making the repairs for Star engines,
American separators. etc.
Orders ﬁlled
promptly.
Send for new repair price
list. The Engine 8: Machinery Co., 1174
Marion St., Canton, Ohio.
2'08- BAI-E CHEAP-Advance 18 h. p.
engine. new front wheels. drivers. ax
les and gearing.
In ﬁrst class running
order.
Also 32x48 Advance separator,
blower and bagger. all in ﬁne condition,
ready to run.
Address. John \Vatkins,
Battle Creek. Michigan.

a

1'0! SAI-E—New and used automobiles.
17 HORSE Frick traction, one Frick No.
\Vill take good traction engine from 16
1 saw mill cook shack, tank, extra good
h. p. up as part pay. Write for our list
set of tools, new belt. Outﬁt bought in i and let us know what you have to trade.
May, 1907, in extra good order.
Will
M. M. Baker & Co., Peoria. Illinois.
sell reasonable if sold soon.
Lower &
Gerber, Baltic, Ohio.
POE BALE-Northwest 32-inch cylin
der feeder, weigher and blower, in
$1,400.00 BUYS complete threshing out
good order. At half price. Frank Hen
ﬁt. 12-horse Case engine, with cab dricks. Upland. Nebraska.
and tender. 30x48 Advance shaker sepa
rator, with feeder, weigher and wind P03 SALE-IO-roll Big Four Stevens
stacker, drive belt and mounted steel
shredder, with feeder and wind stack
tank.
Outﬁt is in ﬁne shape.
Bought
er; nearly new.
Price. $200.00.
Henry
June 1, 1907. Run about 40 days. Must
Griesie, Ashton, Illinois.
sell at once.
Frank Hanshaw, Liberal,
Missouri.
1'03 8ALE—-Threshing outﬁt complete;
18 h. p. Westinghouse engine. 36x54
Separator with gearless
stacker
and
$100.00 EAC'E—-Takes two
McCormick
bagger and water tank; all in ﬁrst class
Little Giant corn shredders.
Good as
new.
Grahams Mfg. Co., Carmi, Ill.
shape.
A. H. Bldwell, R. F. D. 4, Al
bion, New York.
$245.00 CASE—Buys
rebuilt
Birdsell
I'OB
SALE-One four screw cider press;
clover huller with new teeth, rasps,
sieves, belts; painted, striped and let
mill, elevator, vats. tanks. casks. ﬁve
tered just like new.
Wind stacker and
revolving vinegar generators.
14 h. p.
self feeder, extra. $150. Grahams Mfg.
Port Huron engine; Rumely Ideal sepa
Co., Carmi. Illinois.
rator, run 25 days.
Either can be
bought separate.
Ed. Naeher. Edwards
$5.00 BUYS-Good pair of Nichols & ville, Illinois.
Shepard engine tanks.
P. W. Shaw.
Zion City, Illinois.
203
BALE-84011
Keystone
husker,
nearly new.
Bargain.
George Shep
825.00 CASE BUYS-Loco full length
ard, Hartford. Michigan.
canopy cab for 16-horse Advance en
gine.
$5.00 buys second-hand 2-lnch
POI, SAI-E—20 h. p. Rockford traction
Eclipse governor, complete.
C. H. Dar
gasoline engine, 32-inch Belle City
noll. Stanford, Illinois.
separator with Quintus feeder and 24
ft. swing stacker attached;
used 50
ALL TIBESIEBMEI
GE'I.‘ 'WIBE—
days:
in good
condition.
Henry
Save oil agents commission of $5.00
Schmertman, R. No. 1, Freeport, Ill.
to $10.00 on your orders for oils and
greases by buying direct from an old
20B
8AI|E—8-roll
Advance
husker,
established reﬁnery.
Send postal card
Gaar-Scott
new, $350.00;
12 h.
.
for prices and samples.
Inland Oil
traction engine. $150.00.
S. W. Trau
Vi’orks Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
ger. Plymouth, Ohio.

au'rouonmns. I-A'l‘iE8—What price

POE SALE

POE SAI-E—We have several rebuilt
and second-hand corn huskcrs of dif
ferent makes. Write for list and prices.
Kenney
Machinery
Co.,
Indianapolis,
Indiana.
I'OI SALE-16x20
modern
Sandwich
steam hay press. almost new.
In ﬁrst
class order.
Bargain.
Nichols & Shep
ard Co.. Peoria. Illinois.
FOB 8ALE—New Buffalo Pitts beaner
with self feeder, stone picker and dust
collector.
Run 60 days.
L. Mellendorf.
imlay City, Michigan.
208 SALE CHEAP-Reeves i6-horse
simple engine with tender, and 33x56
separator with all attachments; all in
good shape.
John Groth, Jr.. Sterling,
Kansas.
203. SALE 0: TRADE 1'03 LAID
Reeves 25-horse
plow
engine. com
plete: twelve 14-inch stubble and break
er bottoms;
40x63 Reeves separator.
complete;
also hauling tank.
A bar
gain if taken soon.
E.
W.
Houser.
Trenton. Nebraska.
P03
SALE-BIG
3A3GA1IB-—Eli'
gines-—-Two 20 h. p. Nichols & Shep
ard traction engines on very easy terms.
no money needed. if good security is
given.
Engines in ﬁrst class working
order, all ready for threshing or saw
ing;
all ﬁtted up: both inspected at
120 lbs. pressure. Write at once or call
and see. W. N. King, Waverly, Minn.
1'03 SAI-E-——Minncarpolis 10-horse en
gine, Marseilles G-hole sheller, with
32 ft. drag. nearly new.
F. L. Struck
man. Tobias, Nebraska.

P03 SALE CEEA.P-—One No. 1 Reeves
saw mill. 54 inches. inserted tooth
blade.
Been used very little, just as
good as new.
Address. Frank H. Lar
sen, R. l. Scandia. Kansas.
208 SALE—48-in>ch Nichols & Shepard
blower, good as new.
C. W. Halsted.
Lena, Wisconsin.
rebuilt
1'03 8AI-E—Nice, thoroughly
modern, up-to-date automobiles. Some
rare bargains.
Write for list. Address,
Robt. Holmes & Bros., Danville, Illinois.
P03 8ALE—A postal card will bring
you bargain prices on endless Giant
red stitched belts for wood saws, feed
mills, clover hullers, etc.
We carry a
big stock of endless belts:
60. 70, 80,
90. 100 feet up to 160 feet; and from 6
to 10 inches wide and 4 or 5-ply. Mil
ler Oil & Supply Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
1'03 SAI-E—Birdsell huller, No. 1 size,
with new feeder and new rasps. Price

$200.00 F. O. B. cars West Milton, 0.
A. G. Eldemiller.
1'03 SALE—18 h. p. 1908 gasoline, gen
tlemen's roadster, $350.00.
14 h. p.
double cylinder steam automobile en
gine, $50.00.
Also boiler, etc., cheap.
M. A. Wilson, 951 N. 30th St., Lincoln.
Nebraska.
POI BALE—20-horse Buffalo Pitts en
gine, IB-horse Frlck, 13-horse Gaar
Scott.
Other makes and sizes.
Write
us before buying anything in the sec
ond-hand line.
It will pay you.
Duke
hart Mach. Co.. Des Moines, Iowa.
1'03 SALE—One Reeves 15 h. p. com
pound engine. 32x52 New Stevens sep
arator with Dentler bagger.
One Suc
cess corn husker
and
Westinghouse
bean thresher.
R. F. D. No. 1, Box 5.
Orchard Lake. Michigan.
P03 8ALE—One l2-horse Aultmsn 8r.
Taylor
engine, one 12-horse
Leader
engine, one 12-horse Huber engine, one
l4-horse compound Advance engine, one
10-horse Russell engine.
These are all
in running condition and will be sold at
your own ﬁgures to close them out.
Write for particulars.
J. W. Young.
Columbus. Ohio.
HUS’! BEIJ- DDIIEDIATEI-Y—0ne 32
Case engine, same as new, equipped
with throt- 4 gang Deere plows.
Elmer
Pense, Vi'atson. Sask.. Canada.
NOTICE.
TEBESEIBHEI-You will
save money by using the Perfection
suction strainer.
It
is guaranteed
to
draw water from any stream with sandy
or muddy bottom. without drawing any
sand or mud. Send for circulars. Agts.
wanted.
Ira Brindle. Waynesboro, Pa.

ONE ‘YEAR P181301!’ 301) PACKING
\Vill stop leaks of steam. air or am
monia.
Smoothes a. rough rod. keeps a
smooth rod smooth. Saves steam. troub
le and profanity. One full packing will
last a year or more without oil. grease
or attention except to tighten nuts occa
sionally.
One dollar per pound. includ
ing express or postage, cash with or
der.
Payne Machinery Exchange Co..
Elmira. New York.

I-EBUIET

mnsnnn

EEBUILT AID SECOND-RAID EI
gines—\Ve now have on hand and are
prepared to make reasonably prompt
shipments of the following engines:: 32
h. p. Port Huron steel geared special
traction engine; 30-h. Port Huron trac
tion; > 24-h. Port Huron traction; 21-h.
Port Huron steel geared traction; l8-h.
Port Huron traction; 16-h. Port Huron
traction; 15-h. Port Huron traction; 14
h. Port Huron traction; l2-h. Port Hu
ron traction; 16-h. Gaar-Scott traction;
16-h. Aultman-Taylor traction;
i6-h.
Star traction; iii-h. Huber traction; 16
h. Russell traction; 16-h. Peerless trac
tion; 15-h. Advance traction: 12-h. Nich
ols & Shepard traction; 16-h. Birdsall
traction; 13-h. Nichols & Shepard trac
tion; l2-h. Rumely traction; 12-h. Ste
vens traction;
l2-h. Russel traction;
10-h. Port Huron traction.
We have a
full line of rebuilt Port Huron, Advance.
Nichols & Shepard. Rumely and Geiser
separators. clover hullers, bean thresh
ers, hay presses-——in fact, anything in
the machinery line rebuilt desired.
If
interested and want prices, write us.
Port Huron Engine
8: Thresher Co.,
Port Huron, Michigan, U. S. A.

BEBUII-il.‘ TRACTION EIGIIES-One
16-horse Buffalo Pitts. double engine.
$750; one iii-horse Buffalo Pitts. return
ﬂue engine, $475; one 25-horse Buffalo
Pitts, return ﬂue engine. nearly new.
$1,200; one iii-horse Buffalo Pitts, sin
gle engine, 8750; one 14-horse Buffalo
Pitts, double engine, $650; one 30-horse
Buffalo Pitts. double on ine,
$1.250.
maha. Neb.
Lininger Implement Co.,
B‘UPPLIEFOur i908 supply catalogue
now ready-it is yours for the asking.
See it forlowest prices on belting, saws.
brass goods, etc., etc.
Port Huron En
gine & Thresher Co., Port Huron, Mich.
‘I‘EBESREBS-Write for circular. Pat
ented ﬂue header, self guiding.
Tin
m-s Machine Shop, Bird Island, Minn.
TEN DOLLARS A DAY-—Steady work
for bright. hustling young thresher
man with own team.
All threshermen
must buy oils, greases, etc. Now is the
time to take orders for next year's de
livery.
Our line is the largest, prices
the lowest and goods the best that can
be made. Write‘at once for terms, sam
ple
case,
etc. Fairfax
Reﬁning
Co..

Cleveland. Ohio.
TEAJDE
EQUITY-In good farm for
second-hand threshing rig.
Give full
description in ﬁrst letter.
Frank Col
lins, 2436 Nicollet Ave, Minneapolis.
Minnesota.
TEBESEEBMEI I0'1'ICE—If you own
or are interested in a threshing outﬁt.
write us for agency contract for a de
vice needed by every thresherman.
No
money or security required.
Hydraulic
Press Mfg. Co., Dept. E, Mt. Gilead. O.
Tm'rY-E0lSE-—Double
undermount
ed Star engine. used six months with
15 plow outﬁt, both bottoms: 12-horse
‘Vebcr gasoline engine; Sandwich cyl
inder corn sheiler. used four months;
Lightning power hay press.
All new
and at almost your own price.
Write
quick.
Osage Grain & Stock Farm.
Foraker, Oklahoma.
collectiori
WANTED—An experienced
manager.
Must be acquainted with
thresher trade; good Judge of credits
and possessed of some legal knowl
References and bond required.
edge.
Address,
Edward A. Rumely, c/o M.
Rumely Co., InPorte, Indiana.
WAITED—10,00’0
more
threshermen
can make money by using and selling
my pulley covering.
boiler
compound
and other money saving
necessities.
Write for particulars today.
W. S.
Raymond, Mfg., 499 Wells St., Chicago,
Illinois.
WAITED—Position as engineer in Da
kotas.
Nine years‘ experience.
Have
ﬁrst class Minnesota license.
Can give
good reference.
State wages.
George
Bley, R. 2, Curlew. Iowa.
WAITED—22-h. double cylinder Avery
plow
engine
and
plows,
or other
makes.
Cosh.
Second-hand.
Presley
B. Price. R. R. No. 1, Butler, Mo.

THREE

SECOND-RAID

Birdsell

clo

ver huliers for sale. All in ﬁrst class
condition. Good price and terms.
J. C.
Conwell. Xenia, Ohio.
WAI'IED—Young men for ﬁremen and
brakemen: instruct you at home by
mail.
We assist in securing employ
ment. For free information send stamp
to National Railway Training School.
Inc., 376 Robert St., (Room 294), St.
Paul. Minnesota.
WAI'1'ED—Every thresherman to write
us and get our prices on shoulder
brace teeth. cylinder wrenches. coup

lers and belt guides. Excelsior Thresh
EII‘GIIE8—— er Tooth Co., Dexter, Iowa.

One 27 h. p. Minneapolis compound
return ﬂue type. price. $1.150; one 19 h. WANTED-Position as engineer. with a
p. same make as above. price $700: one
threshing‘ rig.
Eight years‘ experi
12 h. p. same as above. but not com
once. Wm. Bockhous. Frazee, Minn.
pound. price 8250: one 16 h. p. Minneso
ta Giant. price $375; one 16 h. p. Huber,
wmr. TRADE-Hart-Parr 22-horse 1907
price $350; one 30 h. p. New Giant com
kerosene plowing engine for I'll-horse
pound return ﬁue. price $1,300: one 25
Will
h. p. New Giant. simple return ﬂue. engine of same year and make.
Drlce $1.300: one 18 h. p. Phoenix. price sell engine, or take plowing contract.
C.
H.
Roseberry.
Stella.
Missouri.
$700: two 20 h. n. J. I. Case straight
ﬂue. price each, $750; one 22 h. p. doub
le cvlinder undermounted Star engine, WE WAIT YOU to take a. few sub
scriptions to The Review for us.
You
$1.150.
Discount for cash.
If above
engines are not just what you want, can get them among your neighbors and
friends.
If
you
will
do
this
we
have
a
write me. Can get almost any standard
Address.
make.
Address. T. L. Sykes. Engine & good offer to make to you.
Circulation Dept" The Threshermen‘s
Roller Works, Fargo. North Dakota.
Review. St. Joseph, Michigan.
Please mention The Review.

August, 1908.
mlt—For lowest prices on complete
assortment of engines, separators and
attachments of leading makes. All sizes.
Cascaden Mfg. Co., Waterloo, Iowa
Grand Forks, North Dakota.

New York Threshermen’s‘: Holi

WANTED, mnsrmn1m1l—A postal
card giving your name and post office
address.
\Ve will send you samples by
mail of lubricating oils and greases free
of charge, and save you money.
Inde
pendent Oil Co., Mansfield, Ohio.

Monroe County Council No. 3 of the

WARTED—We want every reader of
The Review to get us one new sub
scrlbcr. (not a renewal). He must be a.
man interested in farm power machin
ery and he must pay the full subscrip
tion price. 50 cents. Send the subscrip
tion with the 50 cents to us and we will
extend your subscription one year in
advance.
Subscription Department, The
Threshermen’s Review, St. Joseph, Mich.
.Plcase mention The Review.
WAI'I‘ZD-Second-hand
traction
en—
gine, separator and attachments: also
plowing engine.
Must be cheaip.
State
condition it is in, how long run and
lowest cash price.
John Holden, R. 5,
\Vhitewater, Wisconsin.
Please mention The Review.
Please mention The Review.
wAmD—I-Iusk frame for Reeves No.
1 saw mill. With or without mandrel.
August Nutsch, Morrowville, Kansas.
Please mention The Review.
wAlI'TBD——Man
competent
to
take
charge of sales and collections
at
home office of threshing machine fac
tory; also, branch house manager. Ad
dross. A 100, c/o The
Threshermen’s
Review, St. Joseph, Michigan.
Please mention The Review.
WAITED—Job of engineering in North
or South Dakota. Eight years‘ exper
ience with engines.
.1’. L. Pace, Bour
bon. Missouri.

day.
The ﬁrst Annual Outing

of the

New York Threshermen’s Protective
Association was held at Seneca Park,
Rochester, N. Y., Saturday, July 11.
It was one of the most enpoyable

events of the season and will be re
membered by the many threshermen,
their wives and children who were in
attendance, as being one of the most
pleasant and enjoyable events of

their life time.

All of the various

races, namely: the Egg Race, the
Water Race, the Three-Legged Race,

the Children’s Race, the Ladies’ Wa
ter Race were ﬁlled with many start

ers, as well as several special races
which were not on the program. In
fact it took the entire day to com

The Brown Adjustable ~ Wagon

plete the program, making it a full
day of pleasure from early till late.
The prizes which were won were of

Can be instantly changed from a grain tight bed to wood or ma
nure bed, a stock, fodder or hay rack. The above illustration shows

great value, amounting to several hun
dred dollars.

The success of this meeting was
largely due to the Sec’y. and Trees.
of the Monroe Council No. 3, Mr.
Geo. M. Jewett of Adams Basin, N.

Y., who left nothing undone to com

Please mention The Review.

plete the program and to show the
WILL

TBADE—Good

1907

Columbia

motorcycle for 5 h. p. Gasoline
gine.
Fred Hlllman. Lytton, Iowa.
Please mention The Review.

en

Made of the Best Selected Yellow Pine with Braces of
the Best Steel.
THE NAPPANEE STEEL THRESHER TANK is
built for the purpose.
Ask Us for Catalogug

threshermen of New York State the
time of their lives.

I'Ol SALE-CIRCULAR SAWS.
Gummed
and
hammered
complete,
ready to run, good as new, in the follow
ing sizes: Three 43” 9x12; two 50" 8x9;
one 52" 8x9; one 54" 9x10; two 56" 8x10;
one 60" 8x10; three 60" 9x10; two 62"
8x10.
We guarantee the temper and
metal to be
all
right.
If
you
want
bar
gains writ
quick while
they
last.
we can in
terest you with prices on the following
supplies.
Rubber, leather, red stitched
belting,
new
saws,
pulleys,
emery
wheels, lace, Moore pumps, injectors,
brass goods,
“"hat size saws have you
to exchange?

. one side lowered for husking corn or loading other farm products.

M. RUMELY CO.,
1412 Cherry St., Toledo, Ohio,
invite visitors to the G. A. R. En
campment in that city, to call at

BROWN BROS.
MFG. CO.
NAPPA NEE
IND.
We Guarm. as
The Nlppanoa

their office where they will be

welcome at all times.

T33 III-LEI 011'. s SUPPLY 00.,
Indianapolis,

Indiana.

is IT SAFE?
An unusually attractive and con

The Husker-Shredder and the

vincing
advertisement will
be
found on the inside of the back

Feeder.

cover of this issue of The Review.

“There are several important
points to be considered in making
the purchase of :1 Corn Husker
Shredder. The most important of
all of these is:-I8 it Safe?
“There is nothing else that is

It is devoted to the Port Huron
Husker-Shredder

and

includes

many pictures of users of that ma
chine; also quotations from reports

by users relative to their experi
ence with it in the ﬁeld

as valuable as Human Life.”

"f! M

7.

"There is no money standard

d Engines
that can measure Human Suﬁer
ings.”
“The number of lives lost, and

the amount of suffering caused, by
the use of husker-shredders can
not be estimated in dollars and
cents.
Hundreds of men have
lost their lives or their arms or

a,‘ .
‘311-.

i

i

D

itaD‘

their hands in operating these ma
.. ,r-r

{x
i..

it i’
‘it

.i

\ﬂ

\ '5‘

._

‘J,

/

l'i'l

AND
i
7

‘

ﬁrﬂe

chines; so numerous have been the
accidents that several states have
introduced laws against the Mur
derous Corn Shredder.”
“The only Corn Husker-Shredder
that has a complete Band Cutter

‘M
‘A’,

and Self Feeder is the Port Hur

)

on.

TilRESliERMAN
SAWYERAND-

;
"t
.1 MACHINIST
\_

;\ PEORIAJLLINOIS. ~
\

A wonderful improvement in Friction reeds and Gig-Back.
Back motion of
carriage three times as fast as any other in the market,
Friction Clutch
reed, causing all the feed gearing to stand still while backing; great saving
in power and wear. Write for circulars and prices; furnished free upon ap
piicaiion.
Also Spring Tooth Barrows, Hay Bakes, Cultivators, Corn Plant
ers, Shallots, etc. Mention this paper.
m BENCH 8a DBOMGOI-D 00., Manufacturers, YORK, PA.

HARRISONAND ,
, WATER STREETS

Steel

Thresher

Even if it were inferior in

other respects, then, the Port Hur
on would be entitled to the pref
erence because of its absolute
safety.”

The above matter is quoted from
the Port Huron Shredder Cata
log. On the back cover of this issue

of The Review you will ﬁnd pic
tures of the users of this machine
and testimony in favor of its
Band Cutter and Feeder.

Write for 1908 Supply Catalogue

The STUTZ

This tank is supported on the wagon bolsters by an angle-iron truss that
positively relieves the tank of all strain.
Fuel box in front with shovel board.
In every way this is the strongest, completes! and most satisfactory engine
tender on she market.
Correspondence with manufacturers and dealers in thresher supplies
solicited.
Inquiries from threshermen promptly answered.
Get Our Catalogue.

STAR TANK CO.,

Goshcn, Indiana

Western Distributing Point, St. Joseph, Missouri.
Please mention The Review.
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START YOUR RUN
With an Account Book
in Your Pocket.
There is absolutely nothing complicated or difﬁcult to under
stand about this method of keeping a record of your work.
in the ﬁrst place you have a TIME BOOK to list the men you
are hiring; their time and amounts due them.

_

Collections and expenses are fully provided for in the portion of this book under the heading of

“CASH.”
Every job you thresh is accounted for both in a record for yourself, kept in the book, and a state
ment of same is furnished your customer showing exact date of job, number of bushels threshed,
kind of grain, price per bushel and total amount due you for the job. If the amount is paid this state
ment is receipted. If not the customer has his bill for the work and there is no chance of a dispute
in the future as to the amount.
All these particulars are better described right in each copy of the book in a full page telling fully
just how to use it to the very best advantage.
There is no other way as simple and accurate as this is in which to put your business on a good
systematic basis.
Mail your order at once and have a copy ready for the ﬁrst job.

PRICE IS 25c A: COPY
YOU CAN ORDER ON THIS BLANK.
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1908
The Threshermen’s Review,
St. Joseph, Michigan
GENTLEMEN‘.

O 0000000
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Enclosed is 25 cents for copy of your Threshermen's Account
Book, which please send by return mail to
Yours truly,

‘0000000

lf Moren'l'hanyoynle Book is Desired, State Number.
Write Your Name and FullAddreu PlainLy.
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The 0nlyllusker=Shredder
A

'i‘he self-feeder is a
That
does
dandy.
away with all the dan
ger

much attention.

|

chine has

‘

.

Its work

given

of

general

nary

31 Loughridge,

_

‘I a m e a

Oskaloosa,

‘I

threshing

chine.—Aibert

Ia.

the feeder and it does the

machme

rest-

$300.00.

The

engineer d‘m'l

have

is

worth

the
alone

It feeds good and

to be always watch
ing to stop to take some

saves

two

about

$4.00

one out of the rolls with a

ing

men's

time,

a day,

board-Fred

or

includ
Klossner

ma
hand torn to pieces.——J. S.

Simon,

Altura. Minn.
Albert

The self-feeder on

losing

running 11" Ordi

than

..

suuhfaction‘

people

“'orth $800.00.

Just place ‘he fodder 0“

Q,"

their hands and arms.
Not any more danger

The ma.

is complete.

Does the Rest.

No Danger.

cutter has been a wonder
to all, and has attracted

ing

hzTinga Band Cutter and Feeder

\Vonder.

'l‘he self-feeder and band

This complete feeder is the
only real safely; also it
saves iwo mens' time.

Coigin.

Earlham,

Klossnor,

Minn.

la.

Fred.

Simon.

Klossner

lt Separates BEFORE shredding, and it shreds the husks too. it
takes out corn and refuse; less mice live in the fodder and spoil it.
i

Just

Enough

Farmers
it chopped
have come
sion
that

bruising
die

to

nicely

that

Bruising.
have

Better

had

it

up and slitted.
to the concluJust
enough

make
is

it

Just

Than

shreds

4

Others.

fodder

Nice Fodder.
The fodder is left in very
nice condition as it is well
shredded and blown in the
mow.—F. E. Siutz. North
Industry, 0.

and

lots of it in a day, too,
and does beam. work

han-

than

what

any

know

gfz'onwzrggs ailtldomexpogt

Shredder

of’,

been

and

with

four

I

have

,

other

,7

I

,5 . "
____
F.

E.

.,

E.

.“

Mich.

Denning,

Jonesville,

makes-_G-

D-

Mu‘mch’

~

G.

D.

It does
shredding

a fine Job of
the f0dd0l‘.—-F.

H.

Oskaloosa,

Harri.

hetter.-—Len

;

It puts the fodder in ex

"a
good
shape._(;_
D_
Kaylor' De Graft" Ohlm

Ia.

Brown,

It
ﬁrst

Yale,

Mich.
F.

Muench

E.

Fodder.

lt makes the best fod
der I ever saw.—Robt. Ha.
blch, Redﬂeld, Ia.

Shredded stocks can’t be

__

Ogden, Ia.

Denning

The Best

puts

the

class

fodder

in

condition.—G.

W. Dunbar, Henderson, Ill.
Robt.

Slutz

Habich

The Port Huron
The Only Complete Husker-Shredder
LARGE CAPACITY-Two ( 2) sets of
snapping rolls; ten long husking rolls.
money maker.

A

The Shelled Corn is less, and it is saved and cleaned better than by others
The

machine shells very "'

,-

c ,. U‘.

i

'. J

\ little corn.——-Henry
Rollingstone
Minn

It

The corn shelled easy

.

>

~--I this

‘

Maus,
:

' -"
'
'
'
‘JV
I never saw one before
_ pf that
handled
such large
" acorn.
I raised corn ears

|

1Q!‘

c

'<

'

season’

but

it

not shell more
than
l[our to Six bushels to
., I ‘he hundred bushe|s__
._ Henry
Tine‘ Gibsom

this fodder
year 15 15iTK'hQS
long
,, and
feet high

a t)urg'

—A.
:_ “eh;

did

'

..

shells

H

IV. C

It

‘ takes a good machine to
handle such fodden-YV. C.
Reedera Reeder. Ottawa, Ohio.

not

K.
ly

shell

'Fille

Delavan,

the

shelled

Delavan
'

is after-

We

wards more easily and. bet

.

A.

shelled

fodder.—VVm.

The corn is more easiseparated
from
the
stalks and

the

corn,

and separating it from the

corn het‘ore shredding is O.

m u c h
c o r n .—Perry
“'esterlund, Orion. Ill.
lii'lll')‘

It does a Yer‘. clean job ‘

grain.

cleaning

Separating

Om 0'

does

least

“Williamson,

whole

e _ and 2 inches at butt and it

the

Bellman.

wig
"

have

shelled

as

low

as three bushels to the one

ter cleaned.—-J. P. Ritzen
. thaler & Son, Prairie View,
III.

Williamson

hundred.—F.
Jonesville,
‘Wm.

E.

Denning.

Mich.

Bellman

@ Don’t make the mistake of buying a Husker-Shredder before thoroughly investigating the latest model of the Port
'
Huron.
Write to users. “Write us.”

,.V
I
4|

l
Harvey James,
Ypsilanti, Mich.

Mann Harrington,
Marshall. Mich.

Robt. Harrington.
Marshall. Mich.

Vii’.

Houseknecht.

Jonesville,

The Port Huron Husker-Shredder Catalog must be seen
to be appreciated-it is the best book ever published in this
line. It includes thirty pictures of men who are users of
the Port Huron Husker-Shredder; addresses and reports of
many more users; and more complete speciﬁcations than
i furnished by other manufacturers.

‘

“Write Us.”

Mich.

R.” A. liarpstrite,
Mow eaqua, Ill.

L. S.

.
V

i.,)

.1
Harpstrlte,
,
.

Moweaqua,

. If

Ill.

L

G.

V

E.

Muench.
‘
"
W,

Ogden.

Ia_

.~

W.
'
A. Price.
a
Revere,

Mo.

Aiken Muench,
Ogden, Ia.

PORT HURON ENGINE & THRESHER COMPANY
NASHVILLE TENN.
PORT HURON, MlCH. FLORA, lND.
Port Huron Machinery Company, Des Moines Iowa
Southwestern Port Huron Company, Peoria, Illinois
Northwestern Port Huron Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
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REEVES FLEXIBLE FRAl‘lE STEAM

.Lm ENGINE GANG PLOW
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Before buying a plowing outﬁt,

7

be sure that

you investigate the
REEVES. It is the only
real practical, durable
and dependable plowing
outﬁt made; it will plow
anything any where. The
test of time has demon- -- '_
strated it to be superior
to any plowing outﬁt on

the market today. There
are more REEVES
Flexible Frame Steam
Lift Engine Gang Plows
sold and used than all
others combined.

,1‘

:1» 1.“,

,,

o.

‘a.(W'fn
The above rear view of REEVES Plow illustrates forcibly the flexibility of the frame and of the plows
to accommodate themselves-to irregular surfacesRaa it will be noted that the plowing is upon a.
ridge depressed‘e‘harply to the left. The above plowing was done in gumbo sod in Western Kansas.
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Rear view of the REEVES Plow. showing plows set level ready to go into the ground.
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She would substantiate all we say; but our many customers. who plow
with the REEVES speal< for her and will tell you all about it. Their
statements are positive facts. based upon actual plowing experience.
-- We have books full of them of which we shall be glad to send you a
copy upon request.
Don‘t neglect to send for one. it contains pointers
on plowing that will become very useful to you and start you on a
Do not overlook to send for this book
poiitable money making basis.
before you invest your money in a plowing outfit.
Remember the old

saying--“A Stitch in Time Saves Nine.“ save the nine and write to
~ today,

'

RE EVES & COMPANY
COLUMBUS , IND ., U . S . A.
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On the well regulated farms, they are ﬁnding use for traction engines all the year round. The
rapid development of agriculture requires a power that will do the most and the best work and with the
least expense. This is as true of plowing as of any other part of the farm work.
We claim that for this work, there is no power more effective and more economical than the en
gine shown here, the New Huber Plow Engine. This is mounted on the very latest improved return
ﬂue boiler, powerful and safe. There is much satisfaction in handling one of our engines. The results
in the amount of effective steam power produced from the small quantity of fuel consumed are very
gratifying to the engineer. Then with all the massive strength and great power of the Huber Engine,
there are no complicated parts to cause trouble. or require the services of an expert engineer to operate
it. The outﬁt is compact, so mounted that it will turn round in a very small space, and every part that
the engineer needs to touch or to see, in working on the road or in the ﬁeld, is of easy access without
leaving his place on the platform.
The strain on the gearing and drive wheels of an engine plowing is very great. We have kept this
fact in mind in designing and building the plow engine, and ample tests have proven that it is able to
withstand all the strain that may be put upon it. The plow hitch is connected to the rear axle, so that
all the pull is from the axle and not from the boiler shell or the platform. For heavy hauling on the
roads, or for road grading, excavating and other hard work, this Huber Engine will be found a money
saver in many ways. It will be well worth while for you to not only ask for full information about this
engine, but to let us arrange for a personal interview and explain fully the details of its construction.

The Plow Engine is one part of our business. We have engines equally as good for other
For threshing, nothing excells our regular traction engine. It runs the outﬁt in the ﬁeld in
manner, and hauls it wherever you wish it to go.
Our Threshers have some valuable new features for 1908. Many details of their design
struction are given in our new book, “School for Threshermen,” which we send free to those
for it. Read it and get the latest information on Engines and Threshing Machinery.

purposes.
a perfect
and con
who ask

Station 3

Marion, ()hio

..-—_l

IS THE SECRET OF FULL DAY RUNS
The A. & T. operators come out on the credit side at the end of the season because they are not compelled
to make frequent stops for repairs, which are expensive to both the thresher and his customer.
This is
proof of the high grade material and superior construction which enter into A. & T. Machinery.

The double-acting shaking
device sends the grain to
_ the weigher instead of the

straw pile. Ask for catalog.

have the greatest hulling
capacity and are money

making additions to a
thresherman’s rig.

furnish constant power under

all conditions. They are built
to withstand the wear of ex
treme service, and their past
record is evidence of their su
perior qualities.

Your inquiry for catalog will have our prompt attention.
Ask also for “Kernels for the Starved
Rooster,” a book of “New Century” Facts from 20th Century Threshermen.

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR MACHINERY CO.,
300 NORTH MAIN STREET, MANSFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.
Please’ mentlorr g’llhe Review.

September, 1908.
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HART-FARR

Oil Cooled
Gasoline

TRACTION

til

Does the Work of Twenty Horses and Five Men

'

()ne of the most vital questions before the farmers of the West is--“ How shall I get my fall plowing done
before it freezes up? " The solution is plain. A Hart-Parr gasoline traction does the work of many horses
and many men, does it quicker, does it easier, and does it at the proper time. The owner of a Hart-Parr gets
his plowing done before it freezes and is ready to seed the ﬁrst thing in the spring-using his engine for the
Another point.

The owner of a Hart-Parr does his threshing early in the fall and immediately goes to

plowing so that he kills the noxious weeds, keeps his ground cleaner and raises a larger crop.

'__I

The Hart-Parr has solved the labor problem for hundreds of farmers the past year, it can do the same for
you. No stables, horses to feed and men to keep. No 'expense when not in use. Absolutely frost proof.
Uses Kerosene as well as gasoline.

I

Write for Catalogue

l.

HART-FARR COMPANY, 224 Lawler St., :CHARLES CITY, lowA l
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Oil Pumps

Alfalfa Hullers
Auitman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Rumely, M. Company.
Birdsell Manufacturing Company.

I‘s-rm Wagons
Electric Wheel Company.

Bangers and Weighers
Hart Grain Weigher Company.

Peed Grinders
Crown Point Manufacturing Company.
Martin Manufacturing Company.
Spartan Manufacturing Company.

Balance Valves—
Gould Balance Valve Company.

International

Harvester

Company.

Peed Mills
Bowsher, B. N. P. Company.
Sprout, Waldron & Company.

Been Thresher-h
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Buffalo Pitts Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.

Portable Derrick—
Erskine Portable

Gloves —

Bell: Guides
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Gregory. E. H.

Hansen Mfg. Company. 0. C.
Morrison-Ricker Manufacturing

Co.

Books
Threshermen‘s Review, The.

Hose Strainers
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.

Boring Machinery
Pech Foundry & Mfg. Co., Gus.

Bullet readers and Stacker.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Birdsell Manufacturing Company.

Older Machinery
Boomer 8.: Boschert Press Company.
, Hydraulic Press Manufacturing Co.

\

Clover Hullers
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Birdsell Manufacturing Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely, M. Company.
Corn Shellcrs
Deere & Mansur Compan .
international Harvester
ompany.
Port Huron E. & '1‘. Company.
Joliet Mfg. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Union Iron Works.

s-—

Lubricetors

and

Press

cylinder Wrenchel-—
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company .

Pit

Co.

Bond Boilers
Port Huron E. & T. Company.

Sew Mills and Saw Mill Supplies
Co.

Dodd & Struthers.
0lls—
Besly,

Ensilage Gutters
Gehi Bros. Mfg. Company.

H. Company.

‘

Ham Manufacturing Company. C. '1.
Pope. E. M.

Engine Tenders
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Co.

Chas.

Oil Cans
Boomer. R. E.
Maple City Manufacturing Company.

Oil Gulls
American Injector Company.
Besiy. Company. Chas. H.
Michi an Lubricator Company.
Ohio njector Company.
Penberthy Injector Company.
Powell, The Wm. Company.

Grant Mfg. & Mach. Company.
Starrett Company, The L. S.

-

Lightning B0ﬂl—
Engine Governors
Gardner Company. The.
Pickering Governor Company.

The.

Iotary Barrow Attachment
Kramer Company, E. M.

Revolution counters
'

Manufacturers Agents
Sachse, Bunn & Company.

Engin
ering Park_College.
College
Higloiland

Portable Engines
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Buffalo Pitts Company.
Enterprise Manufacturing Company.
Frick Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.

Publications
Threshermen's Review.

.

American Injector Company.
Bauder. E.
Bvington Force Feed Lubricator
Lunkenheimer Company. The.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Ohio Injector Company.
Penberth
Injector Company.
Powell.
ompany. The Wm.
Standard Force Feed Lubricator

Company.

Power Hay Presses
American Saw Mill Machinery Co.
Ann Arbor Machine
Com any.
Auto-Feedan Hay Press
ompany.
Dain Manufacturing Company.
Famous Manufacturing Company.
F. X. M. Company, T. R.
Little Giant Hay Press Company.
Ohio Cultivator Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Sandwich Manufacturing Company.

Huskers and. Shredders
Advance Thresher Company.
Appleton Manufacturing Company.
Kenney Machiner
Company.
Milwaukee Hay
001 Company.
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Rosenthai Corn Husker Company.
Safety Shredder Company.
Injectors,

Cream Separator.
De Laval Cream Separator Co.

Engine Grates
Travis Company, The G. E.

Separators
Advance Thresher Company.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Compan .
Buffalo Pitts
ompany.
Frick Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
Soft Plug Valve
Baker, Wilfred.

Derrick

Portable Elevator and Wagon Damp
Marseiiles Manufacturing Company.

Gasoline Engines
Hart-Parr Company.
International Harvester Company.
Kansas City Hay Press Company.
Temple Purmp Company.

Scanion, C. E.

Engine Headlights-

‘

Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Buffalo Pitts Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.

Slowes
Closz & Howard Mfg. Company.
Ditch Adjustable Sieve Company.

Baker. Wilfred.

Bolt Dressing

\

Pea Threshors~

Piston Valves—

Plus cutters snd 2x
ers
Ditch Adjustable
ieve Company.
Fernyak Machine Company.
Pope, E. M.

Bolting
Chesapeake Belting Company.
Gandy Belting Company.
Sawyer Belting Company.

iii ll‘.

Hanson, Joseph.
Manzel Bros. Com‘ any.
McCullough Mfg.
ompany. C. T.
Michigan Lubricator Company.
Rains, J. H.
Sherwood Manufacturing Company.

American Saw Mill Machinery Co.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
DeLoach Mill Manufacturin
Co.
Enterprise Manufacturing
ompany.
Frick Com any.
Howell &
ompany. R. R.
Miller Oil & Supp’; Company.
Port Huron E. &
. Company.
Reeves 8: Company.
Richmond Machine Works.
Salem Iron Works.

Spark Amsters
Pope. E. M.
South Bend Spark Arrester Co.
Stacker Hoods
South Bend Spark Arrester Company.
Supplies
Chicago House Wrecking Company.
Miller Oil & Supply Company.
Port Huron E. & '1‘. Company.
'l'anks—
Star Tank

Company.

Tank Pam
Myers,
. E. & Bro.
Thresher Teeth
Avery Company.
'Iooth catcher
Pope, E. M.
Traction Engines
Advance Thresher Company.
Aultman 8: Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Company.
Buffalo Pitts Company.
Frick Company.
Hart-Parr Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Kansas City Hay Press Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company. .
Reeves & Company.
Rumely. M. Company.
Traction Sin
0 Plows—
Aultman ' Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Company.
Frick Company.
Lowell Steam Plow Company.
Reeves & Company.
Trans'p0rtation—
Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co.

Wagon ‘ranks
Star Tank Company.

Washing Machines
Sawdust Blowers—
Bemiller &\Ritter Fan Blower Co.
Self Peoders—
Avery Company.
Huber Manufacturing Company.
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company.
Port Huron E. & T. Company.
Reeves & Company.
Rumely, M. Company.

\Vhite Lily Manufacturing Co.
Waterproof Paint-—
Robeson, W. B.
Well Drilling Machinery
Pech Foundry & Mfg. Co.. Gus.
Wind Stackers—
Russel “’ind Stacker Company.

.00 $33.82 2:022:85 ~$2.500
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Corn Growing Methods.
Our fathers dropped the corn in that the stalks, husks and leaves are
the hill by hand and covered it with worth nearly as much to a growing
a hoe. In fact we do not have to go critter for food as is the ear of corn
back to the past generation to ﬁnd taken from it.
Our father studied corn methods
those who have planted corn this way
and cultivated it with a single horse by getting up at daylight and work
plow, it still being in vogue in some ing until ‘dark. He was satisﬁed if
he made enough to keep his hard
sections of the country where the
acreage is small. The harvesting of
the corn is also done by hand yet,
either by ﬁrst cutting with a hand
corn knife and shocking, after which
it is husked by hand, and the fodder
fed with the stalks whole; or husking

press which is spreading corn knowl arities that need to be understood
edge in a way that is bearing fruit. to get best results. All this must be
Journals published in the interest of worked out by each grower, for him
the farmer now reach him regularly. self, to suit his surrounding conditions,
They are read, too, and knowledge to select the proper variety of corn
so gained is put to practical test and and use best methods in growing and
made use of.
harvesting. What would suit one 10
The U. S. Agricultural Department cality might be entirely wrong for an
other.
Increased returns pay well
for close study and investigation. It
has been found by experience

before it is fully matured. If left
standing until the corn has fully rip
ened the stalks and leaves are more

it by hand from the standing stalks.
Methods have changed, however,
from the old hand work style to that
of the more expeditious plan of the
use of the automatic machinery, such
as horse corn planters, and riding cul

tivators.

woody and not relished as well by the
stock. The ear does not seem to be
less valuable out early, but on the
contrary makes better ﬂavored bread

than if fully ripened.

In harvesting too, the use

shredded than if left standing and
husked in the old way.

are green.
Bind into rather small
bundles, as they cure better and are
easier handled, and fed to the shred

shocked and cured it is run through
a husking and shredding machine
which automatically cleans the ears
free of husks, and reduces the remain

der when small.

working family and send the oldest
boy away to school.

lines of corn growing.

The boy has

been to school and has come back

fodder left after the ear is severed to the farm and is making corn grow

lect.

He has found on investigating

Set the bundles into

shocks soon as cut, as the green fod
der deteriorates rapidly laying on the
damp ground in warm weather. Af
is also doing a good work along the ter the corn is fully dried, run through

ing foliage and stalks to a homogen
ous mass, making a good stock food.

proﬁts that he cannot atford to neg

The best time

to cut is when the kernels begin to
harden and while the stalk and leaves

the use of the corn binder and bound
into convenient bundles. After it is

from the stalk, is a factor in farm

Taken as a

stock food the crop, as a whole, will
give much better results out early and

of late improved machinery comes
into use and shows a greater saving
over old methods than in the planting
and growing.
The corn is cut by

The wide-a-wake farmer is setting
up and taking notice that at the pres
ent prices of grain and meat, the corn

and

tests that the fodder is much more
nutritious if it is out rather green,

a husker and shredder. Have the ma

The variety of corn should be se chine adjusted to shred the fodder
lected to best suit the particular soil well, keeping in mind that bruising

ing a scientiﬁc profession that ranks and climate in which it is to be grown,
well with any of the professions, and keeping in view both the ear and fod
thanks to the agricultural college and der. Each variety has its own peculi

and tearing apart is better than sharp
cutting into small pieces.
If the
shredder shells much corn it should

September, 1908.
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be well separated frdm the fodder be
fore going into the mow, as the ker
nels are liable to ferment and spoil
the fodder if not perfectly dry.
Shredders are now made of large
capacity so that a crew of men and
teams can gather and mow a large
amount per day at small cost. The
machine being automatic in its work
requires but few men to operate it.

land in the best possible condition,

unselected varieties collected from ears almost at sight. They may 11 I
farmers all over the state. These be able to give their reasons, but the
farmers began'to try a little of the fact remains that their selection is
the best feature is its increased proﬁts seed. It came true and gave them so ﬁnal. There are many men that I
much greater yields per acre than un know personally who can do this to
to the grower.
The green cut fodder makes an improved seed that whole neighbor day, who have done it years in suc
excellent food for milk cows or grow hoods where yellow corn was raised cession and who I pray will be spared
ing young stock. _If cut at the proper adopted this seed. Later it spread to to do it for years to come. They are

being free of stalks and litter is much
easier prepared for the next crop; but

time when green, and cured without

mould or heating and shredded in a

One or two nice features of this proper manner, stock fed on it will
plan is that it requires so little hand keep in a healthy thriving condition,
work and can be done in so expedi

and show much better results than

tious a manner and it also leaves the if fed the over ripened fodder.

other states, until now I will hazard our natural corn breeders.
The more people who become inter

a guess that it is the most widely
grown variety of corn on earth.
Where it has been grown the in
creased yields have enabled more
boys and girls to go to school, and

ested in this subject in a natural
manner, the greater number of corn
breeders will be developed. Like oth

er vocations, many farmers might be
colleges. come corn breeders, if but their at
Why, I‘ remember in 1895 when I en~ tention is drawn to the subject and
tered the Illinois College of Agricul the dormant faculty of breeding
ﬁnally to the agricultural

Improving Corn by Seed Selection.

ture, as I remember it, there were judgment aroused.

only two boys studying agriculture,
“hayseeds” the other boys called us.
While I haven’t the exact ﬁgures at
In reply to your letter and in fulﬁll 1848 seed which was a cross between hand just at this moment, I think
ing my promise of last October, I the Ohio and Illinois seed. He plant Prof. Davenport will‘bear me out in
beg leave to submit the following ed his ﬁeld with this hybrid seed the a statement that last year a thousand
very brief article on the improvement following year, and continued to students in this same college were
of corn by seed selection. While I plant and select from this strain his studying agriculture. Just how many
am writing this article on the spur seed until the present day.
were ﬁrst
interested
in studying
of the moment, I want to present to
The wonderful thing about it all farming through corn and corn judg
By A. D. SHAMEL.

your readers as brieﬂy as possible my to me is this: The hybrid Mr. Reid
idea of the productive line of work in selected was intermediate in many
corn breeding and some of the re ways so far as I could learn between
quisites for successful practical corn the Ohio and the Illinois varieties,
breeding.
and it was certainly providential that

In the ﬁrst place I don’t believe
that all corn growers can become corn

I would like to go further and de
scribe some of the important new
commercial varieties of tobacco I
have been able to produce in the last
ﬁve years. And to illustrate my point

‘by reference to other practical work
in other lines of breeding, I will men
tion only one. Out in California lives
a man, of little artiﬁcial education,

who is a benefactor to mankind.

1'

refer to Luther Burbank, perhaps the
ly and indirectly one-half of them pre-eminent example in the country
ing I don ’t know, but I‘ believe direct

were.
I have mentioned some of the mag

today of the natural breeder.
A great American said not very

niﬁcent direct and indirect results of long ago, “He who makes two blades
of grass grow where one grew before
is a real benefactor of mankind,” or

words to that eﬁect. We are just. be

breeders in the true sense of the
word, any more than that all men can
become musicians, lawyers, doctors,
editors or become successful in other
highly specialized professions. I be

ginning to realize the full meaning

of this phrase.
I believe that nearly every young
farmer can in some way contribute to
this beneﬁcial work, if started along
the right line. Such work contrib

lieve that the ability to develop im
proved breeds of corn, is as much a
gift, as the ability to paint a beauti
ful picture, write an inspiring book,

utes not only to our own welfare,

plead successfully at‘ law, or to diag

mentally, morally and physically, but
to the prosperity of ourselves and the

nose disease.

nation.

Further, I don’t be

lieve that even a large majority of
farmers can become successful corn
breeders, any more, in fact, than this
proportion of live stock feeders

Grain Dealers Interested.

The grain dealers of the country are
lined up in support of the National
Corn Exposition to be held at Omaha,

and growers can become successful
breeders of cattle, horses or other
breeds of stock.

December 9 to 19. No class of per
sons associated with the grain grow
ing industry, from the farm to the

I beg leave to offer in support of
my belief the fact that all of our
great varieties of corn, so far as I
know, have been developed by such
men as J. S. Lorning, J. L. Reid, Jas.
Riley, E. E. Closter, J. H. Coolidge,

Josiah Crosley, and other men of this Mr. Reid selected this type and con the work of Mr. Reid in corn breed
character, plain farmers with no or tinued to select it for over ﬁfty ing. If I had space I could also tell
at least in. the usual sense of the years. This, I say, was a gift of Mr. the story of Mr. Riley and his varie
word no scientiﬁc training. However, Reid, that faculty that enabled him ties of corn, and their contribution to
they had that judgment born of ex to pick out this new type with no pre agriculture. And so on with many
perience that enabled them to pick vious experience but simply that others I could name and give deﬁnite
out almost intuitively the best ears judgment, intuition. call it what you histories from ﬁrst hand knowl

consumer, is more elated over the con
stantly developing prospects of an im
mense show than these men, whose
business it is to take the grain from
the farmer and turn it into the chan
nels of commercial trade.

The grain dealer is an important
factor in this great industry; his time
and money are employed in pushing
the grain forward to the manufacturer.
The miller, the wholesale dealer, are

years close personal association.

each performing a service in the line
of commercial trade that educates to
From a close personal study of an appreciation of the eﬂort that the
some of these great corn breeders I National Corn Exposition is making
will say again that they had that gift for better grain, from which better
of corn breeding, and that a study of ﬂour and better food products can
the results of their work will con be manufactured.

moved overland in a prairie schooner ness to have the opportunity of study

for corn breeding.

of corn every year for planting.

Let us consider for a moment the

will, born in him.

Now what has this variety meant

history of one or two of these famous to the corn growing industry? I will
varieties, as I learned them from the try to tell you some things it has

breeders themselves through several meant. Fortunately for me, I be
came acquainted with Mr. Reid in
In 1847 Mr. J. F. Reid and family 1896, and I was enabled by his kind

from southern Ohio to central Illi ing with him in his corn crib and seed
nois. He settled near what is now house, his method of selecting seed
Delevan, Tazewell

County,

Illinois.

Naturally he brought seed corn with
him to this new country and in the
following spring he planted this Ohio
grown seed. Owing to heavy rains
after planting and a lack of drainage
he secured a poor stand. He then
hunted around until he found a neigh
bor who had in hand a. supply of a

small cared early corn.

With this

edge.

vince anyone of the tremendous ﬁeld
A great deal has been written and

said about methods of corn breeding
corn.
Later when I organized the the past ﬁve or six years. I believe
Illinois Seed Corn Breeders’ Associa they have their place, principally as
tion and the course in corn judging a means of training the judgment of
at the Illinois University in 1898 I the breeder. At the same time too
had still further opportunities to great dependence on any of these
come in close contact with Mr. Reid ‘will mean failure, as has been demon
as member of the Corn Breeders’ As strated in the past few years from a
sociation, and as an attendant at my practical standpoint.
What is needed is men whose judg
course in corn judging for several
ment has been trained so that they
years.
When tested at the'Illinnis and don’t have to weigh, measure or
other state experiment stations in the otherwise test an ear of corn in their

Viola, Wis, R. F. D. No. 2,
July 27, 1908.
The Threshermen’s Review,

St. Joseph, Mich.
Please ﬁnd enclosed 50 cents for
which send me two of your acmunt
books. They are the only thing as I
used them last year.
Yours truly,
Ed. Muller.

See us at the Fairs.

Call at The

Review’s Headquarters and get ae
quainted with our representatives.

Garden. Hopkins or early variety he
replantcd his ﬁeld.
They will be looking for you. We
Naturally he obtained in the seed early 90's Mr. Reid ’s corn was found ‘process ofv selection, but who can pick want to meet every thresherman at
picked from this ﬁeld in the~fall .of to outyield by a remarkable margin, iout the best types, and ﬁnally the best tending the Fairs.
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of the soil are reduced to the mini

9
Grand Champion of their

breeding,r

Commerical Corn Breeding.

mum. The very next row to this vig block, yielding 91 and 90 bushels re
orous and high yielding row of corn spectively and from each of these, seed
may represent the opposite extreme; was selected. From car 24, we have

A Lecture by E. D. Funk, of Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, lll.

poor germination, weakly, perhaps of ﬁve cars whose yield the following

Luther Burbank speaks of “Plant and animal breeding lie almost identi
breeding as the intelligent applica cally in parallel lines.

pale green color throughout the season year were respectively 123, 93, 118,
and giving a small yield. Notes and 117 and 137 bushels per acre. Of the
observations are taken of these dif ﬁve ears from No. 120, three were lo
ferent rows of corn during the grow cated in one breeding block and two
ing season. Previous to the time of in another and all ﬁve ears proved to
polenization, all tassels of weak and be champions in both blocks.

tion of the forces of the human mind,

Corn

being

an

open

pollenated

in guiding the inherent life-forces of plant, the person undertaking com~
plants into useful directions.”
inercial corn breeding must of ne barren stalks are ‘removed to prevent
Only within the last few years has

it become known that some of our
most common grains were suscepti
ble of many changes, both physical
and chemical by the aid of the plant
breeder. It is my desire tonight to
endeavor to show to you that it is pos

sible and practial to increase both
the yield and chemical value of maize
or what is more commonly known as

Indian corn. The average yield of
corn throughout the leading corn
states for the last eight or ten years,

has been in the neighborhood of 28
to 29 bushels per acre. Were we
able to increase the yield only one
kernel for every car grown, it would
mean more than 3,000,000 bushels.
The increase of one bushel per acre
would mean 90,000,000 bushels more
corn in the farmer ’s cribs throughout
the United States each year. We have

cessity have his ﬁelds and breeding

blocks isolated from other ﬁelds of fertilizing the more vigorous plants. of corn within this particular vari
inferior or different varieties of corn, All cars and rows bear individual ely where we have proven its inherent
that the pollen from his neighbor’s numbers which are recorded in a book power of not only reproducing itself
ﬁeld, may not blow over to his breed especially prepared for this purpose. but with tendencies to larger yields
ing corn and in a day, destroy years Each row is husked separately and and better progeny than the original.
of labor. Granting that our ﬁelds are the corn weighed. By this means, we lrVe need to sight but a few instances
isolated, the corn breeders’ fear of secure the yield per acre of the prog as parallels in animal breeding. The
crossing with some other variety is eny of each mother plant. From a famous Duke of Airdrie was a noted
given number of rows yielding the sire and grandsire to which many
not wholly at rest.
highest rate of production, thus show short horn breeders are proud to re
In some way a little pollen is car
ing their mother ears to have the
ried long distances either by birds highest producing power, are saved fer in the pedigree of their stock even
to this day and yet he died some thir
or bees, or by the pollen grains ﬂoat
the best corn as mother ears for the
ing in the air, and as a result we next year ’s breeding plot. From these ty years ago; the Grove Third of the
sometimes ﬁnd a white grain in our same best rows, seed is also saved for Hereford breed of cattle; Chief Tec
pure bred yellow corn or a yellow larger ﬁelds of from ﬁve to ten acres umech of Poland China fame; these
grain creeping into the white varie which we call multiplying plots, the were producers possessed of great
powers,
establishing
ties. An ear of corn is like every oth yields of which are also carefully not transmitting
strains or families in their respec
er work of nature.
ed. The yields of the mother plants,
There are no two exactly alike. followed by the multiplying plot and tive breeds.
Again you all know of the Ameri
Yet it is found that within varieties then the larger ﬁelds, become the per
there exist certain strains or fami formance record of the strains of can race horse, the trotter, everyone

evidence from corn growers to say lies. That is ears that when planted,
nothing of our own experience, that possess the inherent qualities of pro
they have increased the yield ﬁve, and ducing other cars of the same charac
in many cases, ten or more bushels per teristics as the mother ear. Fortu
acre by careful selection of pure bred nately for all concerned, Providence
seed corn.
has been the guiding ﬁgure in the
The immensity of the possibilities happy-go-lucky way of seed corn se
and of the actual ﬁgures already ob lection by the American farmer in the
tained, leads us to meditate for a few past. and it is through the survival
minutes on what commercial corn of the ﬁttest that we have cars which
breeding means to the American peo are capable of escaping the early
ple.

While it is known that corn can

frost

or

withstanding

the

severe

and
be grown to a greater or less extent drought, the drenching rains
in every state in the Union, the fact heavy winds and insects and that we
remair-s that the area for practical
corn production is limited, and with
in that territory called the corn belt
of the United States, which produces

are blessed with the remarkably good
corn that we have today.

The breeding of corn is simple.

It

is not easy, or a lazy man’s task, and

today, eighty per cent of the entire one should he possessed of original
output of the world's supply of corn, ideas and powers of close observa
there are no} longer cheap government

lands for settlement or sale. Prac
tically all is under cultivation. We
have about reached our limit of the
possibilities in corn production in this

tion, but there are few secrets to dis
close. It is simply the carrying out

of nature’s own methods, and in ad
dition keeping a record of each ,in
dividual plant or set of plants result

country as far as new and undevelop ing from certain ears. By selection, we
ed territory is concerned.
At the are enabled to increase certain desira
same time the demand for this pro ble qualities, through the tendency
duct is rapidly increasing every year. of each succeeding generation to be

Today there are no less than one hun
dred articles of commerce manufac

come more uniform and ﬁxed in its

certainty to reproduce these qualities.
tured from our common Indian corn We have found, after a series of many
and its plant, and the inventive gen years, by planting the kernels of corn
ius of the American people is adding from a given ear in a single row, that
daily to this list. One manufacturing that row of growing plants will in
company. alone in this country con variably have an individuality in a
sumes the enormous sum of 50 million more or less degree throughout the
bushels per year. The foreign de season in contrast with other rows
mand during the last eight years has similarly planted. It may be that

increased from 50 million to 74 mil this particular row will germinate al
lion in 1903. This does not include most perfectly, the young plants will
the exporting of corn in the form push up through the soft earth and
of beef, pork and mutton to

for

Is there any question as to the
the pollen from the inferior stalks relative value of this family or strain

in a few days outgrow the neighbor

eign markets. We are thus led to ing rows completely. The'chances
believe that the time of low prices are, there will be a marked contrast
for market corn has also passed, and all through the season and at gath
now in the interest of the 3,000,000 ering time, this row of corn outyields
farms in the United States, on which all others in the ﬁeld. The ears are
corn is the main factor of produce, of uniform size and there are few
comes the corn breeder of today, ap nubbins. Yet in the selection of the
plying to his vocation, many of the original ears for planting, was with
rules and laws discovered by other the greatest care to have them all as
nearly uniform as possible and the
plant and animal breeders.
Experience and observation, up to treatment throughout the season for
the present time, teaches us to believe each row is identically the same. The
that the principal factors in plant chances for any variation in fertility

of the great record breakers which
corn, the same as the individual track has a traceable pedigree goes back to

record of his' progeny becomes the the one original sire Hamiltonian. I
record of the trotting horse.
am told he was one of the most com
Our small ﬁelds of one to ﬁve acres mon looking horses and hitory tells
where intensive work and the single us that it was by a mere haphazard
row system is carried on, we call chance that he was kept as a breed
breeding blocks. That is, we plant er. This leads me to say that the
as many ﬁeld rows as we have seed uninitiated corn breeder is in danger

ears, the kernels from a single car
being planted in each row and that
an ear may qualify and be good
enough to be planted in a breeding
block, it is subjected to a physical
as well as chemical examination, the
standard of excellency depending on
the object sought in the individual
selection of the mother ear, and it
must always be equivalent to or bet
ter than the previous generation. The

of being led astray on the question
of fancy exhibition corn with too
much use of the score card without a
performance record.

For all ﬁne

looking high scoring corn is not high
yielding producers. “Corn breeding
is not to get more typical beauty of
ear or type or maybe a few big ears
and the rest nubbins, but it is to pro

duce corn that will increase the av
erage acreage yield per acre of this

result for the ﬁrst few generations, country from 28 or 29 bushels to an
while we may have large yields, com amount that will justify the labor
and expense of raising an acre of corn
posed of all sorts and sizes of cars
hybrids from many hundreds of moth and that farmers have a right to hope
er plants—we may ﬁnd comparative for.”

ly few ears equalling or excelling the

Yield per acre is the unit, the all

mother car. But these are the ears essential point in which the farmer
selected for future propagation and is most interested. The score card.
after the type is once ﬁxed, we may the corn shows and the competitive
expect a reasonable uniformity in the corn judging are all good and have

progeny of succeeding generations.
their place in awakening the interest
Let us follow the progeny of a high to better and more proﬁtable corn
yielding and grand champion mother raising, but corn breeding is to be
car into the second or third genera judged not by idealism, but by facts
tion. In the spring of 1901, in con and the commercial corn breeder
nection with several thousand other should not allow himself to become
cars of corn, all gathered and select
ed with the unmost care, a certain
ear whose record number shows as

all absorbed in ideal ears, unless they

can show for themselves, by authenti
cated records, their prepotent powers

No. 12 A yielded at the rate of 64 of reproduction. Comparatively few
That year being an grand sweep stake animals in the live
exceedingly dry year, the yield of 64 stock ring are sure breeders of high
bushels was considered quite large merit, yet this fact is too often a sec
when we took into account the aver ondary thought. Dr. Webber of the
age yield under ﬁeld conditions for Department of Agriculture says: “It
that year. Following the high stan does not matter to the practical grow
dard and rigid selection in the seed, er of corn whether the ear is well
only two ears were found which could ﬁlledat tip and butt; what they
bushels per acre.

quality as good or better'than the
mother ear. These two cars were giv

should strive for is an increased yield

per acre and if one plant produces
en the numbers 24 and 120 of this more corn than another, even if the
variety of corn and they were planted ear is not as well ﬁlled at the tip.
in individual rows—not side by side, it would not matter from a practical
but along with other pedigreed ears standpoint. It is very important in
of high merit, in two separate ﬁelds. the matter of plant breeding, to stick
(Continued on page 47)
Both of these cars proved to be the
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ly approaches the estimate for this we hope that he can win out on ev issue, goes to show that it is not
year.
ery one of them.
The time is at always hard to get a reasonable price
Speaking of the unfavorable com hand when threshermen are assert
for the work, if one goes at it in
ments that have appeared because ing‘ and being accorded their rights; earnest. That $2.00 raise, if it did
high ﬁgures predicted earlier in the and such examples as this ought to not‘ mean the difference between suc
season, apparently demonstrating that encourage them to continued eifort in cess and near failure, certainly does
the indicated results are not satisfac every direction for the improvement mean a great deal to the thresher
tory to general trade interests, the of the business.
men in that particular part of On
Iron Age thinks that such a conclu
tario, as it would to many, very many
sion does not appear to be warranted.
Readers of our correspondence col
threshermen in the States. Honestly,
When the wheat and corn crops
come so close to the largest produc
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umns cannot help being impressed
with the uniform modesty of our let

now, what would such a raise mean
to you? Have you tried to get it‘?

tion ever attained, affording a very ter writers, and their willing admis
comfortable surplus over domestic sion-that they do not know it all, yet.
“If this don’t hit the ashpit, I will
requirements, that should be a cause Great minds evidently run in the same
tell some more next time,” says an
of rejoicing. Those whose interests channels; for according to a corres other writer in this issue who tells
lie close to the prosperity of the pondent of the Engineering News, the
grain growing sections feel assured of greatest inventor and engineer of the

aggravatingly little

this

time;

and

in the same breath he calls for good

a substantial basis for the coming nineteenth century, whose inventions
yarns
year’s business, and this is of cheer

have spread over the civilized world,

ful portent to the rest of the country. once said to him:

from brother threshermen.
Why didn’t he, while he was about it,

“If people knew tell a good “yarn” or two himself?

If the outcome of the cotton crop how little I know, they wouldn’t come
should show as good a proportionate to me for advice.” Think of a. law
yield the south would be well favor yer or doctor or a “man of aﬁairs,”
ed and another set of great business whatever that may mean, comments
interests will be beneﬁted. The west Machinery, making such an admission
ern farmer and the southern plant to a client. Does the experience and
er will be liberal buyers of not only training of the engineer, which con

It would have been just as acceptable

to the rest of our readers as theirs
are to him.
And no man in the thresher busi
ness can complain of any lack of
things to write about, and write en

tertainingly, if he is so minded. Who
stantly forces him to honestly deal has not had experiences that make
ﬁc of the railroads will be measurably with the laws of nature which under
good telling afterward‘il And why
increased, possibly again approach lie all his work, produce a type of
q Entered u second-class matter at the
not tell them to a larger audience?
Post Oillce at st. Joseph. Mich.
ing the volume of normal times. Short man that is more honest, simply on
Of particular interest to other
crops in Europe promise a demand for account of his technical training and
threshermen would be, not how well
our grain surplus at a very satis the inﬂuence of the work to which he pleased you are with your machin
factory price. When these expecta devotes himself 9
ery, but what you are doing with it.
I“
It no doubt does. Men are crea What you have learned by experience
Earlier in the season, when the tions are realized all branches of trade
tures of habit to a large extent, and of the best ways of doing things, and
promise was great, predictions for a will feel a quickening impulse.
the
exact training that evolves the why. If you are a saw mill man,
bumper crop for this year were free
ly made and glowing

necessities but of luxuries.

The traf

expectations

It is reported that more than 3,000
were indulged in; whichtmakes the boys in Mississippi are now engaged
Government report on the condition in corn raising contests, and will be
of grain crops, issued August 7, of awarded at the Mississippi State Fair
unusual interest. And while there is in November. “According to reports
a possibility of bad weather condi I have received, boys’ corn clubs were
tions intervening to change these es organized in 23 counties at the begin
timates, yet in all human probability ning of the farming year, says Com
they will not be materially so chang missioner Blakeslee, “and at the No
ed.
The preliminary returns indi vember fair I expect to see the ﬁnest
cate a yield of winter wheat of about exhibit of corn ever shown in a. South
14.3 bushels per acre, as compared ern State. The prizes to be awarded
with 14.6, the ﬁnal estimate of last to the winners are exceptionally liber
year’s crop.

successful engineer may reasonably
be expected to exercise a large inﬂu
ence over all his thoughts and actions,

tell what you have found to be the
best way of caring for your saws; of

handling the logs from yard to car
and induce the habit of care in word riage; of the best and most economi
and deed.
cal ways of making the cuts; of dis

The letter of A. C. Blake in this
issue of The Review contains much
food for thought, and may to some
extent explain why some threshermen
fail to make—or save—money. One
has only, when on the train, to notice
—in fact, he can not help seeing, the

posal of by-products or “waste”; and
many other things that will occur to
the practical saw mill man.
If experienced in steam plowing,
there are endless subjects for discus

sion.

The best plows for diﬁerent

soils and conditions; the best manner
of hitching and operating them; the
advantages over plowing with hors

many, far too many, threshing rigs
will arrange a select exhibit to send that are out in the barnyard or ﬁeld, es; the cost of doing the work; the
to Omaha and compete with the best exposed to rains and sun, and so get average daily acreage; improvements
corn raisers of the world.” Missis ting more real “wear” and rack than over present methods, suggested by
sippi is a large corn growing state, the years of reasonable use would have experience; the feasability of harrow
Harvest of annual production ranging from 13 given them. And their owners, no
ing and seeding when plowing. There
1907
to 19 million bushels from 1866 to doubt, ready to knock the business, are many things of interest in this
1906, with ﬁve years in that interval sure that no one can make any mon connection to be discussed, and to the
when the yield exceeded 211/2 million ey out of it. Sure! The man that beneﬁt of everyone concerned.
409,412,000
bushels, the maximum being 26,624, is too shiftless to take care of his
The same is true in every branch of
400 and 26,655,296 bushels in 1869 machinery is too shiftless to take care farm engine work, from threshing to
28,132,000
and 1870. In 1896 the yield was 24, of his customer. But he should have feed grinding; from sawing to plow
no kick coming if he reaps the natur ing. With this in mind, we ought to
881,416 bushels.

The report makes the al, and after the awards are made we

following showing of indicated har
vests for August 1st this year as com
pared with last year's harvest:
August,
1908
Winter wheat:
Bushels
. . . . . .. 425,940,000
Acreage
. .. ....
29,751,000

Spring wheat:
Bushels
. . . . . .. 249,711,000
Acreage
. . . . . ..
17,710,000
Total Wheat:
Bushels
. . . . . .. 675,651,000
Acreage
...... .
47,461,000

al, the inevitable reward of his lazi
224,645,000

Of great interest to threshermen is ness.
When will some threshermen learn
a decision recently rendered by a lo
17,079,000
that they must work and take care
cal justice at Fort Branch, Indiana,
against Evans Boren, a farmer, for of their machinery if they hope to
Success in any business,
violation of contract, in favor of succeed‘!

634,087,000

whether running
James Wright and son.

that Wright and son had a threshing
outﬁt
and contracted with a number
Corn:
of
farmers
in that vicinity to thresh
Bushels
their wheat.
However, after the
. . . . . . 2,716,000,000 2,592,320,000
Wrights
had
threshed
one or two
Acreage
45,211,000

farms,
. . . . . ..

100,996,000

Boren_

and

a

factory

or a

It appears

several

others

bushels; the largest crop ever grown
in this country; while the crop of

1898, 675,148,705 bushels most near

above. Won’t you do your share to
make the Live Letters department the

most interesting and valuable part
of the papers to come? Do it now.

This applies, not only to care in the

handling and starting of machinery,

jumped their contracts and had an but it extends to methods of secur
Reference to the statistics shows other thresher do their work, alleging ing and doing the work and in know
that the estimated corn crop for this that the work of the Wrights was not ing absolutely what the charge there
year has never been exceeded but satisfactory. The Wrights won out fore should be in order to realize a
once—in 1906, with 2,927,416,091 in the suit which followed, being fair proﬁt. Too many are trying to

was exceeded in 1901 with 748,460,218

per, instead of the kind quoted from

threshing outﬁt is only the result of
hard work combined with good busi
The letter in this issue from a Mex
ness methods; the application of ra
ican reader-or rather an American
tional system to the work in hand.
who is now living in Mexico, paints a

99,931,000

bushels; the next largest being that awarded judgment for $33 against Bo
for 1905, 2,707,993 bushels. The prom ren, which was at the rate of three
ise for this year for the wheat crop cents a bushel for the wheat, the con

have some mighty good letters for
publication in early issues of this pa

very alluring picture of life in the
southern republic; and our corres
pondent is apparently more than sat

isﬁed with conditions there. No doubt
his letter will cause some inquiry
among our readers who will ﬁnd the
picture very attractive.

get along by guess; and these must

adopt the other courses or remain
the failures that are a reproach to
'
tract rate. Wright, it is said, will now the business.
proceed
to
ﬁle
suits
against
others who jumped their con
Incidentally the last paragraph of
tracts with him; and if he does Bert. McCann’s letter, also in this

However, there is a ﬂy in the oint
ment ; for our correspondent says that

it is not the country for the poor man
or the man without some ready mon

ey; and it is these that the other con
ditions will appeal to the most; for

the man with a little ready money can
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usually ﬁnd attractive opportunities to shout something that no one could
Aside from the certain economy in
for the expenditure of his energy and understand.
Everyone in the depot keeping machinery and appliances in
his cash right at home. But the Mex rushed out upon the platform and ﬁrst class condition, the risk that has
ican picture looks good, and no doubt Earle soon had a crowd of 200 or 300 to be run in operating defective ma
some of our readers will be inclined people whom he began to address.
chinery should be a strong incentive
to see it for themselves.
“Tom,” the one-legged depot mas toward keeping things in good or
ter, was strictly on the job, however. der, and knowing that everything is
The Beneﬁt and Pension plans of Hastily shutting the gate through safe and tight. Still, there are those
the International Harvester C0., just which he was letting the people out who will, either through ignorance or
announced reﬂect great credit upon to their trains, he rushed over to carelessness or averice, allow the
where Earle was speaking.
plant or its appointments to get into
the management of that company.
“Here!” he shouted. “Git out 0’ a run down state which passes unno
Every employee is eligible to pro
tection both of the Beneﬁt and Pension this. You can’t sell none of your ticed or ignored until something lets
fund-and as an inducement to them darned old patent medicines around go and some one is more or less seri
ously hurt.
to join, the company oﬂiers extreme here. Now, git!”
“By gum, you can arrest me if you
Such indifference is more than
ly liberal contributions to these funds
For,
for increased percentage of the em want to, but I'm going to make a thoughtless, it is criminal.
ployees becoming members. The pur speech just the same,” returned however careless a man be for his
own safety, however willing he may
poses of the company are highly com Earle.
“Tom” showed a disposition to mix be to assume risk for himself, he has
mendable in this undertaking and the
well conceived plans already laid it with the prospective governor, but no right to do so, nor to endanger oth
upon learning who the speaker was, ers because of his own recklessness.
promise full success.
Earle was allowed to ﬁnish in peace; Probably such people are amenable
and so ended an amusing episode.
to the law if it were to be invoked;
We- print on another page of this
The little commissioner is very but nobody cares to interfere in such
issue a few items from the country much in earnest in his intention if
instances and almost without excep
press telling of the social features elected to give the people of the state tion these reckless criminals are al
that have distinguished the wind-up of Michigan the most businesslike ad
lowed to continue endangering every
of the season with several “thresh ministration they have had from a
life in their vicinity.
ing rings.” But the following from governor for many years. A thor
Shooﬂy Corner, which is in the state
of Indiana, goes to indicate that even
a threshing ring may leave some
thing to be desired, although the ac
tual threshermen seem to have had

It seems as though there is no

of a warm square meal, why not all

of the hands be treated likewise.”
We hope the protest was effective,
and that hereafter all hands will get
share and share alike, from toast to

pre.
In making up the article “Ejector

Engineering,” in our August issue the

editorial department of this paper
with practically the same “story,”
minus the illustrations; and the prob
ability is that this favor has been ex

tended to others beside us. In this
last the Idaho farmer is hailed as hav
ing, at one swoop, arrived in the same

class with Luther Burbank as a bene
factor of humanity and the agricultur
ists in particular.

But alas for human endeavor!
Commenting editorially on this wheat,
which it had brieﬂy described in a
preceding issue, the American Miller
prints a letter from Prof. Knorr of

the State Agricultural College of Col
orado wherein the professor states
that “Last spring we obtained from

this farmer several ounces of this
seed. We concluded that this was
nothing more than the so-called ‘Sev

en Headed’ wheat, therefore we plant
ed it alongside that variety. Now
that the grain is heading out, we
ﬁnd that our inference was correct.

There is a law in this state (Mich

politics, but Earle’s election will not partnership or corporation to sell or
oﬂfer for sale or use within the State
of Michigan any corn hnsker not safe
got the little end of it.
A dispatch from Okadache, Okla— guarded by an automatic feeder or
“The threshing club met last Sat homa, to the Cincinnati Enquirer, other safety device that shall compel
urday night and organized for an states that the Threshers’ Trust in the person or persons operating it to
other year. The club is all right if Oklahoma may result in a farmers’ stand at a reasonably safe distance
they would leave out the old dinner union, the wheat growers returning from the snapping rolls; and designed
bucket and feed the hands as hereto— to the old-fashioned ﬂail, unless the etfectually to protect the person or
sociability in a neighborhood where
they vote against feeding their neigh
bors and friends when they do your
work. If the machine men are worthy

correspondent has also

The quality of this grain is very in
ferior, and from the miller’s stand
where the leaks are and how to stop igan), smuggled through last year, point the growing of it should be dis
them, and has the grit and will to do which should be better known, which couraged.”
it. This paper does not dabble with makes it unlawful for any person,
In the News Notes published by

ough business man himself, he knows

no reason to object.
This time it be politics; it will be business.
seems to have been the farmers who

fore.

and under extra conditions above that.
Evidently wishing to give the glori
ous news the widest circulation,
this
favored the i

this college this wheat gets a thor
ough

grueling _from

the

pen

of

Prof. W. H. Olin, Agronomist of the
experiment station there, in which he
says, among other things, “I am pain
ed to know that some unscrupulous
persons are seeking to deceive our in

dustrious farmers, desiring better
milling wheat, by foisting upon them
price charged for threshing wheat is persons operating the same from bod the so-called ‘Alaska Wheat’ as a
ily injury while engaged in such opera superior milling wheat of high yield
lowered.
The threshers are demanding 10 tion. The penalty for non-compliance ing quality.
“Through the courtesy of Mr. Hal
cents per bushel, the farmers to fur is $100 ﬁne, or 90 days imprisonment,
sey C. Rhoadcs, of Denver, Professor
nish everything.
The farmers are or both.
Knorr and myself have been privileg
threatening to ﬂail their grain out on
“A Miracle In Wheat,” is now be ed to make a study of this wheat in
the barn ﬂoor rather than to pay the
ing exploited by a Mr. Oscar F. Day, the ﬁeld. We seeded it by the side
alleged exhorbitant price.
whose card indicates that he is a spe of known Egyptian, or Seven Headed
Probably the condition is not at all
cial correspondent located at Minne wheat, and have studied both wheats
as serious as this correspondent indi
apolis, Minn.
Under the heading from germination to maturity. The
cates, if it exists at all. But the item
quoted there appears a very alluring two wheats are absolutely identical.
serves to emphasize the advisability
illustarted article in the Saturday After harvest we will make the mill
of the operators getting busy and fur
Evening Post, telling of the wondrous ing test of both wheats and publish
nishing the news themselves whenever

credit line should have mentioned that
ﬁnd of an aged Idaho farmer, Abra
there seems any possibility of such
Mr. O’Leary is the mechanical ex
ham Adams, who in 1903 went to
reports becoming current. Few thresh
pert of the Penberthy Injector Com
Alaska to try his fortunes. Disap
ermen want more than really belongs’
pany, Detroit, Mich., as was done in
pointed in his prospecting trip he
to them, and such reports should not
the original article. The ﬁne illustra
turned his attention to exploring, and
go uncorrected, particularly when they
tions for this article were also through
found many beautiful bays, sweeps
the kindness of this company, and The appear in neighborhood papers. There of timber and meadows with juicy
is
not
and
there
never
has
been
any
Review takes pleasure in acknowl
grasses. But, strangest of all, lodged
edging same.
This came properly “Thresher Trust,” anywhere; and in a nook, under a protecting rock,

a bulletin on the full results.

“Suﬁice to say now, Egyptian, Sev
en Headed, Mummy, or Alaska wheat

(the various names by which is it
known) is a soft spring wheat, not de
sirable to Colorado millers, and where

grown to any appreciable extent in
this state, will be discounted or dock

’with the publication of the article; any reports to that effect are but was a familiar looking patch which ed in price by Colorado millers. In
stead of being a very desirable wheat
ﬁgments of reportorial fancy, that
but in the absence of the editor this
upon investigation proved to be
for milling purposes, it is quite the
will
work
harm
to
the
business
if
not
courtesy was overlooked.
wheat, growing far from any human
reverse, since it has high starch con
corrected.
hand that could have planted it. He
tent and low gluten content of poor
looked for heads; but the wild game
Horatio S. Earle, Michigan's hard
quality. Farmers are Warned to avoid
In case of dangerously low water had beaten him to it, and he was just this wheat as they would a pestilence.
working State Highway Commission
er and most logical candidate for with a hot ﬁre the ﬁrst thought is to
governor, is making a canvas of the get that ﬁre out; and instances have
state, often speaking from the_back been known, ending disastrously, of
end of the brain but meeting with men throwing pails of water into the
a good reception everywhere-usual ﬁre box. The right way is to cover
ly. Sometimes, however, a bit of com the ﬁre, and damp or wet earth or
edy springs up, as was the case in ashes is the best thing to do it with.
Jackson recently, when he was mis Any attempt to rake out the ﬁre
taken for a patent medicine vendor will make matters worse; for this
and ordered from the union depot by stirs up the ﬁre and makes it burn
“Tom,” the all powerful depotmas the more furiously, exactly as any

about to give up when, oh joy!

He

other poking would. It is better not
ter.
Earle arrived on his “cannon ball to let the water get low; and ordi
campaign.” There were a large num nary care and watchfulness will pre
ber of people standing on the plat vent this. But when the thing dbes
form waiting for trains. The guberna happen, smother the ﬁre; do not at
torial candidate was accompanied by tempt to draw it or to put vit out
a man with a megaphone, who began with water.
’

So much for the latest “discovery”
plans.
Sowing from year to year,
getting a wonderful yield every time, in improved wheat. Undoubtedly an
he has now, according to Mr. Day, a enormous yielder, it is the reverse of
wheat that is of equal milling qual a good milling wheat; facts that are
ity ‘with the best blue stem, and that worth remembering when tempted to
under ordinary soil conditions will plant largely in the hope of a proﬁt
yield two hundred bushels to the acre, able yield.

“When professor Knorr and my
among self have completed the milling,
wheat heads it was, and he brought it sponge and baking contest, using De
away with him to his ranch in Idaho, ﬁance, our best spring wheat as the
where, keeping his discovery to him unit standard of value, we shall do

discovered one head of wheat almost
intact.

A very

leviathan

self, he planted his discovery and was
startled with the marvellous result;
still keeping his own counsel, he be
gan to dream, and the next spring set

all we can to interest, the U. S. De

about materializing his

covery of a new wheat.”

hopes and

partmcnt of Agriculture

in taking

steps to protect farmers from being
imposed upon by this so-called dis
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‘Ne did several jobs in January. I
had two very good hands to help me
and we got along ﬁne.
Had good
luck with out machinery.
We did
nothing but thresh during the whole
time. We couldn't do anything more
than we did. I put the threshing up
1/2 cent a bushel, both wheat, oats
and rye. There was one that stuck
to me and that was a neighbor thresh
er. There were four new rigs came

in‘within four miles of me.

They

charged wheat 21/2 cents, oats 1%
cents and rye 3 cents. I charged oats
2 cents, wheat 3 cents, rye 31/2. One
of the rigs went back to the company.
The other three are here yet. They

are no good here, the farmers don’t
want them. We have lots of ma
chines here. I have a good rig, the
double Star engine and the New Peer
less thresher. I will have all I can
do this year if nothing happens.
35 H. P. Compound Engine; (Oil Burner) Haulln Largest Combined Harvester, Header Cutting 34 it.
swath. Also supplying Steam [0 run Harvester
lchlnery. On Ranch of Albert Wahl, Near Chico,
Butte Co., Calif.

I will close by Wishing all threshers
and the Editor good luck.
D. A. Derr.

A Word for the Engineer.
interested in them. I have gone with
Editor Review :—~I have never seen a rig some but have a lot to learn
anything from York county among yet. The power is my end of the
your letters from live threshermen work. My step-father and I own a

*

*

Valuable Kinks for Threshers.

Editor Review :—Will write a few
lines just to let you know I like the
Review ﬁrst rate, and couldn’t get
along without it.
I had a fair run this past season

so thought I would write, and tell 16 h. p. \Vestinghouse engine, a Cham
how the people are threshing around pion steel frame hay press, 17x22,
and an 8 h. p. Erie engine, an Eli
here.
I have a small rig but I am not steel frame hay press, 17x22, and a
done threshing yet, as I sold my rig 2 h. p. hay press. We get from $1.00
and bought another.
We threshed to $2.00 per ton, and press from two so I won’t complain. My outﬁt con
24263 bu. of wheat, 2789 rye, and to four tons per hour. We were out sists of a 12 h. p. Stevens engine, a
6017 oats. We get 314 cents for wheat till December 24 and then we did 36x54 separator with Parsons feeder
and Sattley stacker, which makes a
and rye, and 2 cents for oats. I not get through.
good
rig.
‘Vell,
Mr.
Editor,
I
have
never
seen
had a new Peerless 24x36 machine
Mr. S. O. B. asks why he can’t
and a 12 h. p. Peerless engine with much in The Review from old Penn
a Wood Bros. steel self feeder. These sylvania, but we thresh, press hay and keep ﬁre over night in his-engine. Of
are all right to do the work and will saw just the same as you do out west course The Review’s man explained
feed better than any man can feed. or down south, and if this misses the
I do not get The Review, but my waste basket I may come again when

why he cannot do this; but I will tell

Mr. S. O. B. how he can keep ﬁre
over night in his engine. My engine
engineer, Mr. A. H. Mickley gets it. I have more time.
\Vishing The Review and all its has an open bottom ﬁre box and to
He says he likes it very much, and it
keep ﬁre over night I just cover up
is the best paper published for the readers success for 1908, I am,
the smoke stack by putting a board
H. D. P.
price of only 50 cents a year. He
can handle an engine in every respect

and I would not part with him, for
when I am not with the machine it

goes the same as if I am with the
boys. He is a hustler with the en
gine and will not run it till every

thing is knocked to pieces. Mr. Mick
ley has worked for me during the

past seven years, and he certainly is
a good man with the rig. The engine
I had I ran three years and it ran

nicer when I sold it than when I
got it out of the shop.

We have plen

ty of bad roads and bridges to both

Kanes Mills, Pa.
*

*

over the top of it.
*

I have had three diﬂerent makes of
separators but that which I now have
Editor Review :—Please ﬁnd $1.00 is the best of the three. I like to
enclosed to pay for one new subscrip thresh only I wish we could get bet
tion to The Review. It is through ter prices for our work. We have
me that you got this man to sub very poor roads and bridges around
scribe for your paper. I would like this country. I seldom plank a bridge
you to send me one of your books, or culvert as long as its safe.
Farm Engines & How to Run Them
I wish someone would tell me if its
or Science of Threshing, if you think true that a thresherman can ’t collect
I deserve having one.
his money from a farmer he has
I will tell you about our threshing. threshed for, after he has moved the
Raised His Price.

Last fall we started threshing on July machine from that farmer's place.—
er with.‘ Have work with the engine 15th and run until after New Years. ‘(Not true.—Ed.)
most of the year sawing and crush
ing stone.

I must close, wishing The Review
success.
Geo. W. Smith.

York City, Pa.

0

a

*

Has Three Hay Presses.

Editor R.eview:—As my subscrip
tion has expired I will renew it as I

don’t want to miss a single copy.
Enclosed please ﬁnd $1.25 for which

send me your oﬁer No. 7, The Engi
neer and The_Review for one year.

I saw this offer in the January Re
view.

I should have sent my sub

scription sooner but have been away
from home and have been very busy,
but will try to be more prompt next

time.

I have been a reader of The

Review for three years and I think
that a man that owns machinery or
is connected with it in any way should

not. be without this paper.
I am not an owner of a rig but am

square and fasten it with the largest
size

of

metal

belt

lacing,

and

you will be surprised how long it
will hold, until the belt tears out. If
you have a belt on'your separator
which breaks the lace leather easy, try

some of this steel lacing and you
won’t be troubled again. It is a good
idea to keep assorted sizes of this
steel lacing on hand for its very handy
sometimes.
As I think I’ve said enough for

this time, I’ll close, wishing The Re
view and brother threshers lots of

success and good times.
Frank J. Stebritz. '
Bancroft, Iowa.
*

*

=l¢

Short.

Editor Review :—As I haven’t seen
anything from this part I will try and
let your subscribers know what I am
doing.

‘

Pard and I own an Avery rig 20 h.
p., 36x60 separator.

Newville, Pa.
*

If your main drive belt should hap
pen to break just cut the ends oﬁ

\Ve have had

good luck this year. Have good roads
and bridges here.
Wheat did not
turn out very good last year, but we
threshed more than any of our neigh

bors. The wheat this year looks good.
F. L. Rudisill.
Bayard, Kans.
*

Editor

*

*

A California Boy.
Review:—Enclosed

please

ﬁnd $1.00 for which send The Thresh
ermen’s Review and Gas Power for

one year.
I will tell you a few things about
my father’s rig. My father and Mr.
W. F. Howell, of Grimes, a hard
ware merchant, are interested togeth

er.

They own a Daniel Best made in

San Leandro, Calif. There are two
makes in this state, one is the Best

and the other is the Holt Bros. We
did not have a very long run this
summer on account of the high wa
ter we had last winter. We use our
engine for plowing but not to much
extent. They do ﬁne plowing. When
we plow we pull four four-gang 12

inch plows, and sometimes ﬁve. Our
engine is 50 h. p. The later improved
engines are all 110 h. p.

We harvest

from 60 to 75 acres of grain
in one day, and thresh from
1,000 to 2,000 bushels per day.
The new machines, Bests and Holts,

are made with a steam steering gear.
The Best is run by cogs having an
equalizing gear. The Holts are driv

'I'HHTIIRESHHRMHNS REVIEW
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Steam Plowing
is a problem of getting as much pullout of every pound of coal as possible. Think
of the millions of acres of land in this broad country that are turned every. spring and
every fall—think of the thousands and millions of furrows stretching across the ﬁelds

and of the power- required to draw the numbcrless plows over these courses, and
you will realize that plowing is essentially a problem of power production. Facto
ries and mills used to be operated by water power, and some of them by horse-pow
er and animal treadmills, but as the need for power grew the Steam Engine displac
ed all other agents. To get as much power as possible out of every pound of coal
the following requirements must be met:
1

3

Combustion must be perfect. That means
all the coal must be burned and none of it
pass away in the form of ﬁne particles of
carbon through the smoke stack.
Firing
must be even. .Not too much must be thrown

on at one time, and the ﬁrebox of the engine
must

have

the

right

shape

so

that

every

thing will be burned down and the intensest
heat generated. .Rumely Engines are famous
for their ﬁrebox shapes.

The Engine must have the right kind of
valve motion; i. e., it must feed the steam so

as to get as much expansion as possible.
cutoﬂ' and intake must begin at the
point or the Engine will work against
and cancel part of its power.
Rumely
cator cards show that the double ported

The
right
itself
indi
valve

Min-tor (ieur “1th Lugs for Bruce Arms to Tire
Through

5
The drive wheels must be strong and broad

and grip the earth with a ﬁrm hold so as not
to lose the power by slippage. Rumely drive
wheels are made of steel with flat spokes and
have a wide face and large diameter.
6
The strains on a Plowing Engine are enor
mous. It must stand the work for break
downs are dangerous and costly and cause
trouble and delays. The design of the Rumely
Engine puts every pound of metal where it is

with link motion economizes steam and saves

fuel and water.

Every pound of steam is

made to push ‘the crankshaft as hard and as
2

far as possible.

The area of the ﬁrebox and the fines must
be so large that the heat that is generated
can pass from the gases into the water. The
heating surface must be great enough.
That
is why a large engine mounted on an under
sized boiler is a poor investment. Rumely
boilers are built on generous lines and the
heating surface is from 5 h. p. to 8 h. p. in
excess of the rated requirements.

4
Power must be carried from the crank
shaft through the gearing to the drive wheels
without undue loss by friction. The gearing
of the Rumely Plowing Engine is of the right
pitch and of a special metal that wears smooth.
Friction is reduced to the minimum.

needed to meet the strains and the metals used
are of the ﬁnest cast iron, steel and semi-steel
of our own formula. We do not make our mon

ey selling repairs.

We want you to see the inside of our goods, for they are well made.

M. RUMELY COMPANY,
on by two chains, one running from
each end of the crank shaft. I run
a gasoline engine, pumping water.

Sometimes I run the big engine, but
not very often. I am 15 years old,
and will ﬁnish school this year. Our

I do all the pump

ing water and keep the engine in re
pair. No one else has ever had to
touch it.

Carroll E. Morris.
Grimes, Calif.
*

*

*

From Delaware.
Editor Review :—Your notice

at

hand so I enclose $1.00 and you will
kindly book me up two notches. I
run a farm of 150 acres and do some
threshing, run a saw mill in the win

ter, and cut stove wood for my neigh
bors. My rig consists of a 14 h. p.
A. 86 T. compound engine, and 32x48
' A. & T. separator with all attach
ments, but I shall take olf the feeder

Ask for catalogue.

La Porte, Indiana

We have a number of different are small and far apart. For millet My aim is to make a record for those
makes of machines here, but I ﬁnd we get 10 cents per bushel. The jobs good old N. & S. people, providing the
they are all good enough in good are same as kaﬂir corn, few and far green bug doesn’t head us off. We
hands, as far as work is concerned. apart.
like it in Old Missouri and if there is
I myself like to thresh and always any better goods than N. & S. I will
It is only human nature for every
man to have the best rig on the road. look forward to threshing time.
have to be shown.
Wishing you success, I am,
I always carry a good chain with me,‘
You will ﬁnd enclosed money for

engine is a Foos four horse power
gasoline. We pull a 21/2 inch pump, and when I get in the sand and foun
forcing water up into a tank 30 feet. der I cut loose and get my engine on
The engine is a ﬁne make of engine and good footing on the other side of
has hardly cost us a cent in three the road, if possible, and hook to the
years for repairs.

which the 'l‘ractlon_l’o\\'er In Transmitted.

chain and go on about my business.

Harry Fetrow.
Attica, Kans.

‘

*

*

a:

From Missouri.

Editor Review :——I own one-half in

If this is worthy of a place in The terest in a N. S. rig, 20 h. p., double,
Review, let her go.
36x56 separator. This is the third en
B. Z. Deputy.

gine of this make I have owned and
Lincoln, Delaware.
two of their separators.
*
*
*
I think these goods are all 0. K.
From Kansas.
We run this rig for everything there
Editor Review :—I received your is in it. I have been in the business
welcome letter yesterday and also the 20 years and I ﬁnd that this business
questions, which I answered to the is like everything else, a ‘man must
best of my knowledge.
put his shoulder to the wheel and go
I am a reader of your paper and am after it. A man has no time to sit

always glad to get it. I look forward
to the coming of it every month. It
has helped me to see what is going

on in the other sections of the coun
try. I do not own a machine yet but
may get one before long.

I am

to lighten my load, as I have a good young yet, so I have a good deal of
load for a 16 h. p. If some of the time.
.
brothers who have such light engines
I have run stationary engines some
as 12 to 14 h. p. and 36x56 separators but like to get hold of a traction en
and all attachments had to thresh long gine and make vher mind.
, “.7
Thrashers here get 7 cents“ for
straw Where the east wind came di

two new subscriptions. I will send
you more names when I get to see
the parties. Your paper should be

with every thresherman.

It is ﬁne.

John. R. Dreyer.

Lexington, Mo.
1: *

=|=

From Ohio.

Editor Review :——As I have not
heard anything from this part of the

country I thought I would write my
experiences in threshing. My father
owns a Huber 16 h. p. engine, and
also 30x52 separator, Birdsell clover
huller, Ohio hay baler, McCormick
corn husker, Massilon 30x46 separat
under the shade trees and tell tales or. I think we have good outﬁts. \Ve
if he wants to make money, and above charge 3 cents for wheat and rye,
all, he should be able to handle eith 2 cents for oats, 20 cents for timothy,
er and of the rig, keep up his rig in 80 cents for clover seed, $1.00 an
good shape. My motto is, never to let hour husking corn, $4.00 per thousand
a man beat me threshing, never make for sawing, which I think makes a
a farmer mad, never fall out with fair price. I have been threshing
my men. If they don ’t suit me, sim for about six years, the first three
ply give them their time and don’t ar years I ran the blower. the last year
gue with them. I can always get I have been running the engine. I
plenty of help and plenty of work. ﬁnd if we want to make a success of

Last season was a bad one with us. threshing we must have an up-to
We had ‘too much rain and our Wheat dale outfit, and know how to keep
was very poor. At present our crop everything in repair and be able to do
blow so much about big runs and
damage their own business. I aim to of the help, coal and board all of- the looks‘ very ﬁne. Last season we thresh your own repairing. Wheat was pret
keep my machine in good order, and men, usually from 8 to 170,;with an ed in Bay and Carrol counties in ty good here last year, averaging
give good service, and when a man outﬁt, so you see a thresherman does the river bottom, the most desirable about 20 bushels per acre, oats 25,
says he wants the man who will do not make much. Our run is from 30 place I ever struck. If nothing hap clover seed about 2 bushels per acre.
I will close for this time wishing
this work the cheapest I tell him to to 40 days. In winter there is some pens to the crop we will have a ﬁne
get the other fellow as I treat all kat'ﬁr corn and millet. For kaﬁir corn run this summer. We furnish all The Review and its readers success.
rect

alike.

from the seas they would not

wheat, 3 to 4 cents for oats,‘about
the same for barley, and furnish all

we get 5 cents per bushel, but jobs

the help and get 10 cents a bushel.

C. C. Nirode.
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Short Threshing Seasons
Need Not Worry You
You can have ‘as long a season as you like.

busy :2 months of the year.

You can keep your engine

You can make money during the time you

otherwise would be spending your earnings, by the purchase of a

BUCKEYE PORTABLE SAW MILL
made to run with a threshing engine.

Does just as good work, just as

much of it, and just as fast as any of the larger, more cumbersome, sta

tionary mills, and it costs much less. Accurate set works and modern in
r

_

.q;',_._

all its appliances and improvements.

,'

Catalog T tells you more about these saw mills and is yours for the

.. ._ ~--— 7- -..=b...i

asking.

THE ErnaRPRISE' M

‘5&0.’

1040 Main St., Columbiana, Ohio

roads are too narrow for any size do the best work, thresh the longest, poor starved fatherless rooster that
adorns the sides of the little machine.
been a of a traction engine to travel on, es and make the biggest records.
reader of The Review for one year pecially in wet weather. There are
Henry Maddox
I have beenin this vicinity since
and have been in the threshing busi- no price cutters in our neighborhood. 1883; in that time there has been 15
R. F. D. No. 1, Crestline, Kas.
Will Raise Price.

Editor Review:—I

have

ness for three years.

records broken here.

the best paper for threshermen.

went broke, the machines broke to the
No Trouble.
shed and shop to be rebuilt, and from
Editor Review :—I received notice
this experience some of the letters in the March Review that my sub
sound ﬁshey to me. I have been stay scription expires with the April num
ing with one company since 1892 and ber, and to enclose 50 cents for renew
have a plain simple little machine el, but in looking over The Review
30x46, wind stacker and wcigher. see that your price for Canadian sub!
There are no guns in it, or bull dogs scribers is $1.00 per year, so I hardiy

I think it is My two brothers and I own and op
I erate a Dederick parallel joint hay
own and operate a double Star engine press No. 0, so you can see that we
16 h. p. under-mounted and a 36x60 are busy eleven months of the year.
American separator with Rich feed I do not like to praise our machinery.
er, Sattley stacker and wagon loader. I would rather let the machinery do
I also have a No. 6 Birdsell clover that part. We have pressed 18 tons
huller and a N0. 5 dustless Sandwich 833 lbs. of hay in 101/2 hours. We
cylinder corn sheller. I have had get a dollar a ton in the summer and

good success. No break downs to 90 cents in the winter.
Wishing you success, we are,
speak of. We have good roads and
fairly good bridges. I have charged
Duesler Bros.
D. F. D. No. 3, Fort Plain, N. Y.
1%; cents for oats but this year will
*
*
=l=
charge 2 cents. I charge 4 cents for
wheat and 25 cents for timothy. I
From New Work.
always have all the jobs I can get
Editor Review :—I have been taking
around to. My rig is good enough.
The Review for one year and am well
Wishing The Review success, I am, pleased with it. I think it is the

Wm. Bryngelson.

best magazine for farm power users.
I have been running farm machin

il=

ery for about 20 years and still I

Dunbar, Ia.
*

*

Not in the Ash Pit.

*

The parties

*

*

or any other ferocious beasts of any know which you want as Canadian
kind. No hay rakes, no revolving postage on magazines has gone back
barrows, no pitch forks, or any other to the old price as before the raise.
contrivances, and it does good work
Am enclosing $2.00 and want The
and gives satisfaction. Now don’t be Review and The Engineer as far as
amazed and stand with your hands
that pays. You can let me know if
over your heads, mouth open and
this is O. K. Also from your premi
eyes blared, and wonder and say that
ums given with The Review cannot
fellow has no machine, for I have. It tell whether Canadians are entitled
runs so steady and makes such little
to them or not, as you do not say. I
noise you would not know it if you am more than pleased with The Re
weren’t right at it. Keep quiet; I
view.

can learn something, by taking The will give you a hint what it is and
We had a very successful season
Editor Review :—Will send in my Review. Dear Editor, please tell the don’t say any more. You have the
in
1907, and got the $2.00 raise with
renewal for another year, as I have brother threshermen I am in favor best and yours takes the least power,
missed one copy, February, which of joining them. I am running an less water and fuel. The more con out any trouble.
Bert McCann.
please send me.
Enclosed find 50 I. H. C. gasoline engine, an eight trivances the more power, the more
Omagh,
Ont,
Can.
cents in payment for same.
horse power. I have been talking power the more fuel and water. Why,
*
*
*
I would like to hear some good with my friends about The Review.

there is not as much luxury in my

yarns from the brother threshermen. I will want to make some changes in machine, but I think that in a ma
I have been in the business for 10 or the near future.
chine there is no place for them; I
12 years and don’t know everything

yet, but if I take The Review for
another year I think I can learn some

thing.

Fred H. Dyer.
Box 10, Jerome, N. Y.
*

*

‘F

want them on the table at meal time.

My rig consists of a 16 ,h.

What They Call Him.
other- Brother Threshermen.
Here
Editor Review :—I am back in Kan they call me that Dam Old Maddox.
sas again, still in the saw mill and I cannot tell why, I am no price cut
rig.
threshing business. Have put in 30 ter. I thresh wheat 31/2 cents, oats
If this don’t hit the ash pit will years of it.
21/2 cents, and furnish nothing, while
tell some more next time.
I read some of the letters and they others thresh for 2, 3 and 2. Cannot
Yours with best regards.
sound like patent medicine testimon see what it is they don’t like. Some
J. E. Neill.
ials. They all have the best machine, times I have thought it might be that
Nortonville, Kans.
*

Editor Review :—I enclose 50 cents

for a new subscription to The Re

I notice that the threshermen writ view. I subscribed for your valuable
ing letters to The Review call each paper last fall, while attending the

p. Avery engine and a 31x49 Gaar
Scott separator, which makes a ﬁne

*

A Fair Subscriber.

State Fair at Lincoln and like to
read the live letters from other thresh
ermen, as I am one of them.
I run a 16 11. p. Huber engine and
32x54 Huber separator with self feed
er, wcigher and blower, complete. I
ﬁnd it a very satisfactory outﬁt for

this country.

I had 65 days run last

*

His Only Kick.
Editor Review:—I have sent you

the price for renewal of my subscrip
tion and now I will send you a few
lines from old New York state. I
have been a reader of your paper for
several years and like it very much,

especially the correspondence col
umn. I own a third interest in a
New Birdsall outﬁt, consisting of a

15 h. p. engine and a 32x48 separator,
and with this rig we get a bite while
our brother thresherman gets a warm
meal. We get 2% cents a bushel for
oats, 5 cents for wheat, 5 cents for

barley, 5 cents for buckwheat and 5
cents for speltz. We have fairly good

roads and bridges in this country.
The only kick I have is that the

IN OKLAHOMA.

Courtesy Alpha Ward.
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TISouble Your Earnings

Success Husker and Shredder
You wouldn’t keep your horse in the barn if you had work
for him to do, but you do that very trick with your engine.

When you are through threshing, hook on to a SUCCESS
,HUSKER AND SHREDDER, then look at your bank
account---you pay for the machine in one season and it will
be a dividend payer every year afterward.

We can

"Show You” —
why our machine will earn from two to four dollars where
any other make will earn one dollar.
This is no Fairy Tale.

We can ‘deliver the goods.

Write us today.

MANUFACTURERS OF
The Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder,
The Ruth Band Cutter and Self Feeder,

Success Ratchet Cylinder Wrench,
Buffalo Hay Press,

Hawkeye Band Cutter and Self Feeder,

Success Corn. Husker and Shredder,
Success Automatic Belt Guide,

Parsons Dump Rack,

Hawkeye Grain Grader,
Hawkeye Automatic Hog Waterer.

PARSONS BAND CU'ITER & SELF FEEDER C0.
Newton. Iowa, U. S. A.
Phase mention The Review.

m rnarsnmmnns
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fall so you may know the machine was 40 days. Our repair bill was only
not untested. And when I tell you $1.00 for spikes for cylinder. The
that farmers have oﬂered me their spikes broke because a fork went
jobs next fall you will know the work , through the machine.
I also run a Port Huron husker and
was satisfactory.
The wheat crop was good, running shredder, and can say that the feed

September, 1908.

Every Minute Counts when
Threshing

from 18 to 35 bushels to the acre. Oats er on the Port Huron shredder is all
Chas. Leonard.
was a poor crop, making only 10 bush 0. K.
*

els per acre.
Wishing The Review success, I am,

J. A. Broman.
York, Nebr.

*

Dont waste any time fooling around with
an unreliable oiling Device but send for a

*

From lowa.

Editor

Review :—You

will please

find enclosed $1.00 for two year ’s sub
*

*

*

scription to The Review and a copy
of Science of Threshing.
Editor Review :—I enclose 50 cents
We had a poor yield of oats in this

_Manzel Traction Engine Oil Pump

Brief.

for which please send me The Re part of the country last year.
view one year and one Account Book.
My brother-in-law and I own an
Wheat and oats were poor last year, Advance outﬁt, and the farmers have
in this part of Oklahoma. We have a no complaint to make on our work.
ﬁne prospect for wheat and oats this They have told us that we do better

year.

I am in threshing

at the first sign of trouble. They are guar
anteed to overcome all lubrication troubles.

business. work than is being done with other

Own a Reeves engine and separator makes of machines, but that is not
and like them very much. Have been for us to say. We keep our rig in
in the threshing business three sea good shape and try to make the farm

sons.
Wishing The Review and its read
ers success.
Levi Shively.
R. F. D. No. 2, Cloudchief, Okla.
*

*

‘F

Busy.

Pumps for the
Southwest

er twice glad, that is, we like to get

shipped from

to a job, commence and keep going till
we are through and get out of there
to the next job. and so on until we

St. Louis
and for the

are through. ‘We do nearly all our
own repairing and have never owned

from St. Paul

Northwest

Editor Review:—Enclosed please a new separator yet, but have got
ﬁnd $1.00 for which send me The Re second hand and rebuilt them, and
FDR WARMING OIL

For sale by all up to date dealers.

If your dealer does

not carry them, have him get one for you, or send your
order direct to us. Address all correspondence to

MANZEL BROTHERS COMPANY
307-309 Babcock St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Please mention The Review.

"You PUT THE CORN ON THE FEEDER
AND THE MACHINE DOES THE REST"

IN THE PAINT CREEK VALLEY, SOUTHERN OHIO.

Courtesy C. E. Glue".

view and The Engineer for one year.
I do not want to miss a single copy
of the paper. It is ﬁne and only wish
it would come twice a month in place

have brought them into the ﬁeld look
ing as good as new. If a man is not
economic enough to keep his machine
in running order he had better go out

of once.

of the business for it will not pay
We have been
in the threshing business for about
ten years, but are learning yet, and
learn some new points every fall. Have
the price cutters here, but don’t pay
any attention to them, for we get all

We operate a full Reeves outﬁt. him to have it done.
Thresh, shell corn, grind feed and do
anything that comes along. We have
the price cutters here, but they do
not amount to much. They hurt themselves more than anybody else.

Well, I guess I had better ring off we can do anyway.
and if this does not hit the waste keep our rig in
basket I will come again.
ﬁrst class work,
Wishing The Review success, I am, body alike. By
-A. C. Johnson.
gained territory
*

doing this we have
every fall, and have

made friends that like to take us by

Gothenburg, Nebr.
*

Our motto is to

good shape and do
and to treat every

*

the hand when we meet them. .Wish

Editor Review:——Enclosed please ing you success, I remain.
ﬁnd money order for 50 cents for
Chelsea, Ia.
A. C. Blake.
* * =l=
which send me The Review for one
year.

I like The Review very much,

and think all threshermen or any
one interested in machinery should

read The Review.
I help to run a Port Huron rig
which consists of a 16 h. p. engine,
and 33x54 inch Rusher wind stack

Lots of Moving.

Editor Review:—Enclosed please
ﬁnd 50 cents for a year’s subscrip
tion to The Review, as I cannot get
along without it.
I own no threshing rig but I run an
engine for another man. It doesn’t
pay to keep a rig here. Threshing

er, Peoria weigher.
I think this
makes a very good rig, and it is al lasts from 14 to 16 days.

Oats have
ways hungry for grain. Crops were been poor for the last two years. Last
very poor around here last year. year oats made 22 to 28 pounds to the
Wheat
making
We
to the acre,
andfrom
oats 415to to1030bushels
bush-I bushel. The jobs are small.
thresh from one to two jobs a day
els to the acre. We get 4 cents for and that makes lots of moving around.
wheat and rye. and 2 cents for oats Cord shredding pays better. We gen

and barley.

Our run is from 30 to erally get from 40 to 45 days but the

The Large 12-R0Il Safety
is the best and safest shredder on the market.

It will do more

work in dry and crooked corn—will come nearer running all the
time—will need fewer repairs-will last longer-and will please
you and your customers better than any other make.
If interested ask us to send you an illustrated catalog.

SAFETY SHREDDER CO.
NE W CASTLE,

INDIANA
Please mentlon The Review.

d_-_-—__
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“1 Saved This in One Season”
Just on My Oil Bills Alone --- and Not Including
the Enormous Saving of Time and Repairs
This is the experience of hundreds of threshermen who have changed from
the ordinary grades of oil used, to Helmet Oil-standard grade and guaran
teed quality. It is especially adapted for use on threshing outﬁts from the fact
that it is a solid oil and will not run, no matter how many revolutions the
bearings may be making. Your machine is always well lubricated, because
of its constancy in retaining its solid form. Fluid oils feed too fast when the
bearings become warm and not fast enough on bearings which do
not revolve at a sufficient speed to generate the necessary heat to
warm the oil. The bearing runs dry-cuts out and you have to
stop to rebabbitt the box or in some cases buy a new shaft. Hel
met Oil in Helmet Cups or in any pressure cup, is always in
perfect condition whether hot or cold weather, or on slow or rap
idly revolving bearings. It requires a minimum of attendance

when used in our special Helmet Cups, one turn of the cap a day
being sufﬁcient to insure perfect lubrication of most any bearing.

ASK YOUR DEALER OR
WRITE US FOR PRICES
\
z\

%3;

>

>

'

v

_

‘HI, “wait no‘.

LLM .* A01

gigging:

M4!‘-v .

A. r; ‘930%

CHARLES H. BESLY
& COMPANY
15-21 South Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Q‘. _~
“l

MAKERS OF

HELMET OIL AND HELMET CUPS
-—_—_~—————______———
l

corn was soft last year, so it had to
stand in the ﬁeld as is was used. I

night, all the year around, and if af
ter the ﬁrst crop of corn is taken

the climate is warm with plenty of

The shredder is a enormous crop of weeds grow with
amazing rapidity, so that it is cheap
J. Ryan.
er to grow a crop of some kind than
to clear your land all over again.
*
*

ly making the interior of the entire

run a 16 h. p. engine and a Gaar-Scott
separator, 33x54.
Big 4,-10 roll.
Huntley, Ill.
*

Mexico.

Editor Review:—It gives me great

pleasure to communicate

with

my

friends about St. Joseph and give

them an account of a part of the
world little known to them.
The
life of a farmer in this country is so

different from anything conceived of
in your neighborhood
cult to make oneself
rather believed. For
are no seasons here

that it is ditii
understood or
instance, there
only perpetual

Prices here for all kinds of farm
products are as good if not better
than in the States. All kinds of
tropical fruit can be had for the ask
ing.
Bananas are a wonderfully
paying crop and are very easily grown
and are in great demand both for the
local and foreign markets. They re
quire little or no cultivation after

wards burned.

Another singular thing to a north
ern farmer is that crops are continu
ous here. When the corn crop is
harvested another can be immediately
planted, in fact it is no rare thing for
three crops of corn to be raised on

the same ground in one year.
In my own experience I have rais
ed two crops of corn and one of to
bacco in the same year on the same
land. The reason for this is that veg
etation is constantly growing day and

0115,5198

" ‘ " "‘““ ‘ ' “" "
republic a lofty tableland with a cool
climate and little rain.
The bases of the foothills are the
best.
From where I am plenty of
snow can be seen any day in the year
on the mountains, while orange trees
grow luxuriantly anywhere about
here.
Yours truly,

c. E. SCAHLUN, Milt, Ill.

Traction

*

=i=

VThe bestmade
a;
dressing
Increases Power

' Sinus Slipping
5M1 tor Circular

Engineering

A in" course in traction engineering Elk“
corn ieted in three months. Courses begin :7
12, e t. l, Nov. 24 and Jan. 4. Toni expense
lar to tion, board, room, light, erc., $54.00.
Student: taught to repair engi nee. let valves,
handle engine. in field. Address

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE oi BNGINBIRIIG
Des Moines, lawn

C. E. Sturtevant.
*

Hard Luck.

Editor

Review:—Enclosed

please

lIiEii MAKING

quently net from two to four hundred scription to your most valuable pa

can be made proﬁtable if the

dollars per acre.

per.

not the country for a poor man.
must have a little capital;

right kind of machinery hue‘.
wl IAII: 'l‘lll mcn'r IIID,

I‘ have only been a subscriber

for a year but think the paper is

lend for catalogue.

worth many times the cost.

Boo-In @ BOIOHIRT Prune 0...
I have been with a machine seven
falls but can learn many things yet.
Have owned an interest in a rig for
three falls. Have a 10 h. p. N. & S.

engine, 28x40 N. & S. separator, with

no Wed In" 8%.. lyric-a, I. I.

CHAMPION SAW SWABE /
WILL swam: A SAW
III 28 IIHUYKS

Hart grain weigher and bagger, and

a gearless Russell stacker, which
makes a good rig for this country.
We have lots of sand hills and poor

land that will grow ten crops of al
vested by pulling off the ears leaving falfa a year. At the same time, it is bridges here.

after

‘i

ﬁnd 50 cents for another year’s sub

they are started and growers fre

foot and in due time the crop is har

are

f "7):" L

rain.
From sixty to one hundred
from the soil the land stands idle an miles back the country rises abrupt

I have had some experience with
spring. You can plant corn on any the irrigated lands in Washington
day in the year, Christmas, New and California, but results here are
Year’s or the Fourth of July and still more wonderful without irriga
raise a big crop.
tion. There is ‘no country in the
Plowing and harrowing for a corn world that offers the public such in
crop is unnecessary. The land must dueements and opportunities as Mex
be cleared of’ a dense growth of veg ico. Land can be obtained absolute
etation and the planting is done with ly free, as rich and productive as
a sharp stick and a stamp of the there is in any place in the world;

the stalks stand which

-

.
as: 1'!
arm) vomr
u w WILL aim
roux 7mm
2: ram;

You should see our
lnslrmomala irorn
every state and

Cannon

Most all of the jobs

He are small, so a small rig pays best.
All!

at least Our engine smashed through a bridge

from six hundred to one thousand last fall, broke it some, but no one
dollars; as clearing and planting on was hurt. We lost three-quarters of
Ithis land with soil from ten to ﬁfteen a day getting it out of the creek.
‘ feed deep is no joke.
We get 21/2 cents per bu, for oats,
I‘ would advise any one who wishes 4 cents for wheat and rye, and 5
information about Mexico and free cents for peas. The grain was so
land to write to Senor Elisha D. Ely, poor last fall that there was no mon
Tuxtepee, Mexico, who will answer ey in threshing.
any letters addressed to him.
As this is my ﬁrst letter I will ring
It depends entirely in what part of oﬁ’, wishing The Review and all its
Mexico you are in as to the climate readers success. E. C. Teegarden.
and rainfall. Along the east coast
R. F. D. No. 3, Petoskey, Mich.

‘..-_:

_

.

‘ éigogtbw BLASTGBATES

rumors SUPPLY

60., Indianapolis. Ind.

rur omamu MT. muzrn >
urnruuuc rnrss produces more cider from less
apples. and la a bi ger money
maker than any at or press.

Sizes from 25 to 400 barrels
dull . Steam Evaporators,
A p e Butter Cookers. (las
ol ne En lnee.etc. Catalog
tree.
3 ONLY BY
The Hydraulic Preu Mf‘. (‘0.

uopamnn E.

II. ilLElii, lJiiiD

Boom 124-1., 89 Cortland‘ ltqIow York

Please mention The Review.
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A KNIGHT MILL

is king of the woods. They outclaas others in Quality and
Quantity of work and are leaders in Fast Clean Sawing.

Threshermen are especially interested in Knight Mills because of the adaptability of Knight Saw Milling to their present occu
All they have to furnish is the mill, hook it up to their engine and you’re sawing. There’s work and plenty of it-and
Knight Saw Mill Men are especially busy, for Knight Mills are favorites where true, clean and quick work is desired.
We also build Single Saw and Gang Edgers, Swing Saws and Knight’s Dogs---in fact, just what you want, and can fill your
order. Write and lets get acquainted.
pation.

The Knight Manufacturing Co., No. 1830 S. Market St., Canton, Ohio
Please mention The Review.

Editor Review:—I thought I would
write a little spasm concerning saw
milling; as I have had quite a good
year's subscription to The Review.
Well I must say I am very much ly lot of experience for a man of my
interested in reading letters from age. I have not only owned and op
brother threshermen and saw mill erated a mill but have seen a great
men. I have been in the threshing many mills in different parts of the
business twenty-ﬁve seasons and I United States. I have seen a variety
have had quite a bit of experience, of feed mills, belt, friction, variable
but learn some new ideas every year. friction, steam cylinder (known as
This season of the year I am mostly shotgun carriage), twin engine and
interested in the saw mill business. cable, all of which were a success to
I have had a saw mill for fourteen some extent if properly handled. I
years and I sometimes think I have have seen several kinds and makes of
had all the bad luck that a man saws, including solid, circular, in
Editor Review :—-Enclosed ﬁnd 50
cents for which please send me a

Saw Milling.
Editor Review:—-As I have not tle besides the convenience of ﬁring.
written you for some time I thought As to the engine I don’t see where
I would try and write a few lines. it would make any diﬁ'erence whether
We have ﬁnished sawing. Sawed it was on or oﬁ the boiler.
150,000 feet. I don’t know as we
I enjoy reading The Review better
learned anything of importance that than any paper I have ever taken,
most saw mill don ’t know already,

and I have learned some very good

but for beginners the main thing to points from it since I subscribed. I
do is set everything perfectly in line, am very much interested in the gas
then fasten it perfectly solid so noth engine department at present and let could have, but when I look around at.
others I ﬁnd they have ups and downs
ing can slip, then for soft wood give us talk more about the separator.
inv the sawing business also. I sold
her plenty of set. Swedge her out as
I see in a late issue where one
much as you can.

Then give her a man turned every other one of his
little more and you have got it all. concaves backward. I have tried that

The worst trouble with beginners is plan and think it is good.
they don’t use the swedge enough.

that is for soft wood.

The worst

my ﬁrst mill outﬁt which consisted ting from two to three thousand to
of a Massillon mill and 16 h. p. center one hundred and twenty-ﬁve thousand
crank Star engine. and this made a feet a day; a very ﬁne sight was a

nice outﬁt.

I now have a medium mill in Sand Point, Idaho, three band

trouble with most machines nowadays

saws with teeth on either side, which
Hard wood is to keep them from carrying the mill with 36 ft. canriage and three cut a board or slab every time the
head block with Knights patent dogs.

does not require as much.

Another grain over in the straw, usually caus

important thing is to get the cor ed by crowding. Give the machine
rect speed for the saw you are using. time and it will do good work if in
Most people run the saw too fast. good shape.
' J. E. Wesley.
I think I take exception to Bro.
Mulhall, Ok.
W. W. Pepper. His letter smells too
*
*
.
much of the Standard Oil Company.
I don ’t think because a man has mon
Editor Review :—-I read all the live
ey he should try and crowd out the
poorer class, as he wrote in his letter

in answer to Bro. L. H. Empire’s
question. I don ’t see Why his engine
won’t work all right as he proposes

to ﬁxe it.

serted tooth circular, rip, crosscut,
miter, scroll and band, with mills
to correspond. I have seen mills cut

However. the boiler plate

on the waist of most engines is a
great deal thicker than the plates ex

log passed the saw going forward or
a 6x9x10 engine, making a 16 h. p..

back, using “shotgun” carriages. I
have helped operate shingle mills,
which I consider a very dangerous
machine. My father has owned and
operated portable mills for more than
ton saw. which I believe are as good
twenty-ﬁve years. He has one solid
as any, but. still I have some trouble
tooth saw that has cut over 340,000
in going when the logs are frozen;

which I like very well. Very econom
ical in fuel, using but 20 barrels of
water per day. I have one 50 inch
and one 56 inch inserted tooth Can

letters in your paper from thresh
the saws are apt to lead one way
ermen and saw men, and wish to or the other. There are a great many
say that I have a Rumely outﬁt
things that may cause trouble in the
through and through, and I think no winter. I ﬁnd most of the trouble by
one can beat me in threshing.
freezing and mill being out of line.
I have seen all kinds of questions
I mostly saw 40,000 with one set of
and answers but have never seen any
thing regarding saw dust. I have a teeth. I break some tooth holders

feet;

a

good

part of

which was

shellbark hickory and oak, and is in
A1 shape yet. I ﬁnd it takes a great
deal of care to operate a saw success

fully. I consider a portable mill :1
proﬁtable piece of machinery for a
thresherman if there is timber in his
locality in paying quantities. Hop

posed to the ﬁre in the ﬁre box, but big pile of saw dust, mostly from oak Once in 8 While when the logs a"hing to hear from other threshermen
as he could use much longer and big wood. What use can I make of it? frozen. I must say I use a saw dust and mill owners, I beg to remain. a
elevator, which I made and I like it brother threshermen.
Jos. F. Gerlach.
ger wood and if his boiler is in good
North Industry, 0 F. E. Slutz.
St. Johns, Mich.
Percy, Iowa.
J. D. West.
condition I think he would gain a lit

September, 1908.
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THE ADVNCE
Corn Husker - Shredder
An advance in the manufacture of Com Handling Machinery. The ma
chine for the man whose customers are particular about the way their work
is done---customers that demand modern machinery.
The Tbresherman in the Great Corn Belt who has not purchased a
Husker-Shredder is missing his greatest opportunity of making money.
Corn raisers everywhere acknowledge the importance of Shredded Fodder
and the demand for Husker-Shredders is becoming greater each year.

...
,_-____-__

. ~—-

~

.\*,‘:»I‘\.\fe~

'

‘g'gﬁgeﬁﬁr hues->- .\
‘My

There’s N0 Limit
to the amount of work in this particular branch of the threshing bus
iness. Your Shredder’s capacity is the only limiting feature. Advance
Husker-Shredders have great capacity---it only being limited to the amount
of corn fed to it in an even steady manner. it will keep your men busy
getting enough corn to it. Made in 8 and 12 roll sizes. A perfectly
safe and reliable feeding attachment-——No danger of getting into the rolls.
Write for “Husker-Shredder" Catalogue.

ADVANCE THRESH ER CO.
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN
Branches and Distributing House: :
Columbus, Ohio.

Indianapolis. Indiana.
Dallas. Texas.
Lincoln. Nebraska.
New York,

N.

Y.,

John

Son 0. Co.

Decatur. Illinois.
El Reno. Oklahoma.
Des Moin . Iowa.
Miuneapo , Minnesota.
Toronto. Canada.
Dunn

Abel Co.

Crowley, Louisiana.
Far
. North Dakota.
Nashville, Tennessee.
Kansas City, Missouri.
Gra
Forks, North Dakota.
Portland. Oregon.
Longmont, Colorado.
Watertown. South Dakota.
St. Louis. Missouri.
Spokane, Washington.
Madison. Wisconsin.
Slo
Falls. South Dakota.
American
Winnipeg. Manitoba.
meriean
Regina. Saskatchewan, A merican

,

Abel Co.

Abel Co.

September, 1908.
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A Letter For You,

Mr. Engineer ,-:-. I
Question of
‘R. I. 0.

I noticed on examining the sulphate of lime although a cer
my piston which has tain amount of soda ash will soften
sprung rings that they the latter if the amount of this solid
do not meet at the ends. Does not in the water is known. It is impos
the steam blow through at that point sible to prescribe for the water if
and should they not be made so that the amount and kind of solids are
there is no space at the ends?
not known. The only correct way of
A.—Sprung piston rings should be treating water is to have a chemist
placed in the piston so that the cut or analyze it and recommend a‘compound
open space is at the bottom, and as the that will do the work. Not only is it
piston usually rests on the bottom of necessary to have the right kind of
but to know the amount
the cylinder the joint at the ends of ingredients
to use.
I

the rings is broken and a tight pis

of the piston.

Pitts engine..I have
it attached ahead of
the throttle and it
feeds both cylinders
entirely satisfactory.
I have worked it
when the thermome

Can you give me a re
celpt
.for a good belt;
dressmg
f0!‘
leathel

A.—A great many people think
A. L. S.
jector on my traction they know how to make a good belt
boiler and put the de dressing. This accounts for some poor
livery into the lower part of the ﬁre ones on the market. Here is one that
I put an additional in

box. An expert who was sent by the is well recommended. Melt a pound of
builder of the engine claims that this beeswax in a gallon of neatsfoot oil by
is the cause of the ﬁrebox sheets bulg a gentle heat. The most convenient
ing between the staybolts. He put the way to secure a good mixture is to
pipe into the front part of the boil melt the beeswax ﬁrst, then add the oil
The stay bolts have not given any slowly, stirring it constantly until it is
more trouble. Did the location of thoroughly mixed.——-Machinery.

er.

the feed water pipe really bulge the
‘sheets and make the staybolts leak Question of
I“ o‘ 8'

,

ter stood at twenty
below zero and ex

I have

used every type of lubricator

belts‘?

and if so, how could this be‘!
A.—If the injector would force wa

for about three years on a double cylinder Buffalo

perienced no trouble.

ton may be had in this way. To in
sure the open space of the rings being
at the bottom, there should be a pin Question of
put in the ring groove at the bottom J‘ A‘ R"

Question of

:
‘

I have used the Byington Force Feed Lubricator

on the market and ﬁnd the
BYINGTON THE BEST
OF ALL.
I have
never
bought
one cent’s
worth
of
repairs for it and can cheerfully recom
mend it to all engineers. A check-valve
pump would

not

be considered by me

now.

Oscar I. Evans.
Plano, Ill. '

If you have lubricator troubles it is your own fault for the Byingtou
can be obtained from any dealer or from us at so low a price that you
will be surprised.

Byington Force FeecI Lubricator Co.‘
AURORA, ILLINOIS
Full Stock Carried and Distributed by I

Can ﬁles be sharpened
after they become worn- 4
f

so’

how

can

'
It

be

Crane dz Ordway Co., “'innipeg,
Crane
& Ordway. Fargo, N. Dak.

Man.

(“rune Co.. Sioux City.

Crane Co., Des Moines.

Crane
S. Dnk.
Crane &
& Ordway,
Ordway, “'atertown,
St. Paul, Minn.

Crane Co.,
Crane
Co., Omaha.
Kansas City.

Crane Co., Oklahoma City. Okla.

I. w. Scott & Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.

'ter into the boiler continuously the
done?
sheets would not bulge neither would
—the staybolts leak, but no doubt the
injector was made to force the water
in the boiler at intervals and since
the feed water is much below the tem
perature of the boiler the sheets were
‘made to expand and contract while
under pressure and this continual

A.—Here is a scheme of Mr. R. B.
Casey of Schenectady, N. Y.——Dissolve
four ounces of saleratus in one quart

The Travis Patent
Universal Rocker Grate

of water and boil the ﬁles in it for
half an hour, wash and dry them.

Have ready in a glass or stoneware
vessel one quart of rain water to
the which four ounces of best sulphuric

Guaranteed to handle bad coal
without diﬂiculty.
‘

and these proportions for any amount
used. Immerse the ﬁles in this pre

Will keep a steady head of
steam.

'change in temperature causes
sheets to bulge little by little until acid has been slowly added, keeping
the staybolts
leak.

Question of

J. H. L.

become

loosened

Your stationary grates cause

paration, then wash them clean. Dry
quickly’ and cover with a little sweet
What shall I add to bab
oil. Coarse ﬁles should remain in the
bitt metal to make it diluted sulphuric acid for about twelve

you more trouble than the bal

ance of the entire outﬁt.
Investigate our rocker grates,
we will teach you how to ﬁre
your engine and will be a pleas
ure and not a burden. Drop a
postal card to

harder, and where can
hours, though from six to eight hours

I buy it? The ordinary babbitt is too
soft for the bearings in my engine.
‘It pushes out of the sides of boxes.
‘I have bought the best I can buy and
it is too soft. Will copper make it

is enough for ﬁne ones. Files may
be recut three times by this process
and the liquors may be used at diﬁer
ent times if desired. The ingredients
named can be had at a drug store.

harder‘!

-

A.—Antimony is_ used to harden
common or cheap babbitt and copper Question of I would like to ask as
for good babbitt. More antimony M. L. L.
to a certain engine
added to common babbitt will make
which has but 23 fines
it more brittle and would likely do it or tubes being a 12 horse boiler and
no good. The way babbitt metal con rated 12 horse engine. Will it not be
, taining copper is made is, the cop

You
can
install
them while in the
ﬁeld and without
tools

Give length and width
or your
prices.

tire

box,

for
.

G. E. TRAVIS 00.
Henry
I".

Please mention The Review.

lar a Day Save

a hard steamer”! The tubes are 2 inch;

Will pay for itself in 60
days. You know what it
costs to wheel out saw
dust. Why not save the
expense
and annoyance
by using

per is ﬁrst melted in a crucible and and could there be any more tubes
the other metals are added to the cop put in, as there is plenty of room.ll
per, which requires skill and neces
A.—If you can get more tubes in
sary equipment to do it correctly.
the boiler it may help, providing the
Your best plan would be to buy a cop
grate surface is not too small. The
per hardened metal mixed to with
tube area should be 1/6 to 1/7 of the

The Bemiller Fan Blower
Made especially for saw
mills. Can be adjusted or
disconnected quickly and

stand a heavy pressure.
grate surface for bituminous coal. If
there are too many tubes the gases
Question of Can you give me a good are apt to select the passage of least
L. T. 8.
compound or the best resistance, which ‘will be the top rows
way to get scale out of of tubes and rob the lower tubes; thus
a boiler. The scale was caused from making the lower tubes of little or

the use of lime and magnesia water. no value. However, on close examina
A.—There are two kinds of lime in tion of both of the tube sheets, you
water, namely carbonate and sulphate may —ﬁnd that you cannot get any

of lime. The carbonate of lime and more tubes in the boiler as this is
the magnesia are easier to treat than sometimes deceiving.

will

blow

the

sawdust

from 30 to 50 feet in any
direction desired.
Runs
easily, no extra power re

quired.

Will not clog or

choke up.

.

The Bemiller, & Ritter Fan Blower Co.
Butler, Ohio.

Sold, subject to trial and
privilege of return if not
satisfactory.
Write for our new cata
logue and prices.

September, 1908.
Question of Please give me the in
H. W. L.
gredients and proportion
necessary to make a
good leather belt cement.

A.—Cemcnt for leather belt. In an
ordinary glue pot soak overnight a
pound of good ﬁsh glue in a pint of,
cold water.

Heat this up, stirring

until completely dissolved.

Then add

one ounce of dry white lead.

DEERE

SHELLERS

A few of the main points in the construction of DEERE POWER SHEL
I-EBS: Iron sides; self feeder; continuous force feed; heavy drive chains;
stationary rod separator; parallil tilting elevator; auger conveyor; dust proof
oil cups; jointed crane cob stacker; steel trucks; heavy mountings; snap
couplings; right angle belt attachment.

When

the mixture has been again thorough
ly stirred and is nearly cool, add one
ounce of grain alcohol and stir it well.
Heat up the cement again when it is
this year, and lots of hard
I
work for the threshing ma- ' '
chine,

so

be sure

are made
endless especially
for threshermen, and are con

to

threshing

he

the

best

tor

service.

Waterproof. weatherproof and al
most "wearproot." Long-lived, true
running, non-slipping, they com
bine the good features of all others.
Send for our booklet. "Experiences

with a Gandy," its right in yourline.
(Another

the lap freshly and smoothly out, and

your belt is

good.
GANDY
RED
STITCHED
COTTON DUCK BELTS
ceded

wanted for use. In the use of this
cement care should be taken to have

money

saver»

as clean as possible.
The cement
should be evenly spread with a brush
over both surfaces and the surfaces
placed in contact as quickly as possi
ble, and on each side of the lapped
belt should be placed a previously
warmed board and the whole clamped
together for an hour or two according
to the width of the belt, its thickness

Gandy Belt Dressing.)

and the amount of strain it will have
to stand.

This cement can be made

in large quantities by observing the
same proportions and when cool it
may be cut up into small pieces and
kept in a good condition in a fruit jar

HANSON POSITIVE
FEED LUBRICATOR

tightly closed.

When it is wanted it

will not be necessary to heat up more

than is wanted for the job in hand.
Question of

My engine has a knock

3am: Two-non: SELF-FEED GEABED SKILLED, IO. 99.
Should be run at a speed of 700 to 800 revolutions per minute. Capacity,
40 to 80 bushels per hour.
Can be furnished with sacking elevator if desired, or without either ele
vator or cob stacker.
Same'machlne can be furnished with pulley for belt.
With wagon box elevator and horse power connection. A handy rig that
no farmer should be without.
With the help usually employed on the ordi
nary farm, the corn can be shelled out for feeding or market without waiting
for the large custom machine and the amount saved will soon repay the
amount invested.

P. 0. R.

in the cylinder. 1 took
the cylinder head oil
and ﬁnd nothing out of order. When
the engine is running the piston rod
moves up and down with each revo
lution so much so that it also moves
the stuﬂing box gland. Could this be
the cause of my trouble and what can
I do to ﬁx it‘!

A.—Your trouble

is very

likely

Where you think it is and is caused

by the crosshead being to high or
Automatic Stop. Automatic Alarm. Hardened
Pnwls, Long Life.
"No! how cheap, but
how Good" is our motto.

J08. HANSON,

Inwood, Iowa

too low, very likely it is too low. You
can readily see which way to move
the crosshead to make the piston (rod

Please mention The Review.

A ilovoiuiion Bounior ihai's iligili

run true. When the rod does not
run true with the cylinder and guides
it lifts the piston up at one part of
the stroke and drops it at another and
thus causing undue wear and the

knock which is annoying.

-

Do not [no- it
your Ipeed. Buy

a'l‘sbor Stop Io~
tion Oouutor.
._.~_"

It sometimes happens that some
thing loose about the valve causes-a
knock and it may be well to examine
the valve if the knock continues af
ter you have adjusted the crosshead.

Tho Grant Mfg. do Machine Co.
'0 Stillman Mo.
IIIDGEPORT. coma
Please mention The Review.

Question of
A. I‘. G.

Which is the best for a
sawmill, a simple or a
compound engine‘!

.

A.—A simple engine will give you
the best service in a sawmill. Com
pound engines are used for economy

and as this is not a factor of impor
tance in a saw mill, the simple en
gine will be just as good in that re
HIGH GRHDB Ml LLS
a‘.

Full line of sins. Combining ‘mm-‘y with con»
valence of handling. The largest combination 0i
tactical improvements.

Thu

mill is for your

motion on no. land for circulars to
Richmond on. Works. Richmond, Inl,,ii.l.l.

lT’S ON PAGE 56
That bargain your looking

spect. There is another point in which
the simple engine gives better service
than the compound, that is, in “pick
ing up a load,” or in- other words
when the log stripes the saw, the
steam is ﬁrst admitted to the high
pressure cylinder by the governor and

the engine does not get full power un
til‘ the receiver gets its required pres
sure from the high pressure cylinder.
The consequence is the speed is reduc~

for. Its among the liner ads.
on that page.

There are also

many other things oﬁered
for sale, and not a few wants
are also there.

LOOK IT UP

ed and has to be regained by the en
gine while the saw is starting into

MOUNTED BELT SELLER, POUR AID SIX-HOLE.
If you have a. seven-horse power gasoline engine buy a four-hole.
Ifan
eight-horse power engine buy a six-hole and do custom work thus giving
added employment for your engine which pays. .
An iron side sheller without a sieve.
Notice our hanging spring chain
Right anble belt attachment, snap pulley and dust
tightener on cob stacker.
proof oil cups.
Speed of balance wheel shaft. 1.000 revolutions per minute.
Capacity: Four-hole, 175 to 250 bushels per hour; Six-hole, 250 to 400 bush
els per hour.
we make powers from 2 to 14 horse sizes to run all sizes of shells".

DEERE CORN SIIELLERS
Designed to meet the requirements in this particular ﬁeld, the DEERE

CORN SHELLERS have been on the market many years, and by long
usage have been provcn to be the best and most satisfactory shellers ever

produced. They are of the type known as the “picker wheel,” differing
from the cylinder type in that they handle each car of corn separately,
applying just the required number of parts in contact and employing only
the power needed to perform the service of shelling in each case. By the
“picker wheel” process as used in the Deere, the cob is released the mo
ment the corn is removed. No adjustment is necessary for applying the
required power to large or small cars, while other types of ‘shellcrs,
when adjusted for small cars invariably subject the large ones to extra
and needless scrubbing and grinding, increasing the power to operate,

breaking the cobs in small pieces, and making it more diﬁicult for the
cleaning and separating mechanism to properly perfect its work.

In the

Deere, the cobs are left whole and in desirable condition for fuel, while
the corn thus shelled is left more perfect in the grain itself. All who have
operated the Deere Shellcrs, concede that they are perfect in the separa
tion and cleaning of the corn, and that. too. even when the condition of
the corn shelled is unfavorable. The DEERE SHELLERS are furnished
in all sizes, from one-hole to six-hole, and any size can be furnished

the log. The simple engine gets its full

either mounted or down.
Send for complete catalogue-—frcc.

power direct from the boiler and us
soon as the log strikes the saw the en

DEERE & MANSUR C0.,- Moline, Illinois

gine can'at‘ once respond with full
power.

'
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LAST month we showed the Appleton 8-Roll Husker

“ready for business.”

This month we show the

same machine “ready for the road,” knowing that the
compact, portable load it makes when being moved from

place to place will be instantly appreciated. To change
from “ready for the road” to “ready for business” is the
work of a few minutes.

WE GUARANTEE

that size for size
and under the same

conditions as to power and speed applied,
conditions of corn, etc.

The Appleton
Corn Husker
will do more and better work than any

other, to be simpler of construction, easi
er and safer to feed, and to require less
power for successful operation.

WE unhesitatingly recommend the App leton 8-Roll
Husker to be the most proﬁtable size for custom
work and to be capable of making more net money for
the operator in a season’s run than anything larger.
We make a, 4 and 6-roll sizes also.
SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET.

APPLETON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
85 Fargo Street

Batavia, [H., U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.

d I r.‘
'i'Ti-"f_

internal combustion type, using for
fuel either gasoline or kerosene.
The following is a list of the mo-1

BIG PROFIT
ln sawing lumber with our up
ttMiMOSBI Mills. Keep your
.
engine earning money

alltho your. New isthe

lors that took part in the trials: The

DEPARTMENT

Winnipeg Agricultural Motor Contest.
A. BURNESS GREIG, in Gas Power.

The long spoken of and anxiously
awaited trials of light farm motors

‘held during the progress of the Win
nipeg Industrial Exposition, have by

consent of all who witnessed the tests
shown that thelgasoline motor for gen
eral farm purposes has more than

International Harvester Co. of Amer-k

ica, with three of their motors, a 15,
20 and 40 h. p.; Kinnard-Haines Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn. ; Transit Thresher
tor was what it was claimed to be, Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; Marshall

time to buy when_t.bo
f- I Bl2C00flumb6I'ishlgh.
,
n’tinlastheebanoeoi

a life-time to not rich.
Write for free Cat-alone
B and prices.

I. R- HOWELL‘CO- , Minneapolis, Minn

viz. :——the motive power for the farm. Sons & Co., Gainsborough, Eng; The
The United States Department of Universal Motor Syndicate, Regina,
Agriculture was represented by Mr.

L. E. Ellis who came especially to

Sask., Canada.
The only limit in connection with

study the farm motor problem. Many the competition was that of the weight
English ﬁrms also sen out experts 1 which was not to exceed 14,000 lbs.,
to witness the tests and all were well fuel and water included, and by the
pleased and left with note books full rules all motors were to be on the
of information gleaned during the ground July 10th, on which date they

Ghcsapatka
Stitched __

Unlurplued for strength. traction
power and durability.
Made from
the heaviest weight of duck.
All

Ioodo fully Iuarantood.
For lalo by ll] reliable doolorl.
Manufactured by

Thu Chesapeake Belling company
Baltimore, Md.
Please mention The Review.

I.

EGIBEP.

‘ passed the experimental stage, nor is
it the toy designated by many.
The interest manifested in the com
petition was beyond all expectations.
' Farmers, manufacturers, merchants
and others poured into Winnipeg from
all parts of Canada,’ as well as special

The Kinnard-Haines.

trials.

Several remarked, “We’ll be

were to be weighed. This was car
ried out upon one of the city weight
Of the nine motors entered for com scales, a certiﬁcte from the weigh
petition seven turned up to do bat master being accepted by the associ
tle. From the United States were ation and competitors, both of whom
ﬁve, whilst of English make there had representatives during the weigh
were two. I would not wish to sug mg.

in at the next ﬁght.”

PROFITS
in Grinding is the difference in the
cost of power and amount of work
done—that’s where MARTIN'S
GRINDERS beat them all.

The Transl t.

I representatives from all quarters of
. the globe, to see, believe and be con

, vinced that the light agricultural m0

The Marshall.

Herewith is a short description of
it, but all motors entered and taking each of the competing motors.
part in the competition were of the
(Continued on page 39)

gest that the steam men “ﬂunked”

We want to lend you all our free catalogue
which show! Grinders lor all kinds ol power
also our Combination Ear Corn Grinder, an
we will help you to make some money.

MARTIN MFG. COMPANY
Box 245 ST. LOUIS PARK, MlNN.
(Suburb of Minneapolis.)

September, 1908.
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THH'I'HRESHERMIINS REVIEW

Buffalo Pitts Bean and Pea Thresher and Cleaner

These machines can be equipped with our patented selt feeder and stone extractor, dust collector,
recleaner for polishing the beans, rubber rolls tor crushing hard lumps of clay, alsostraight and
side carrier stackers, or gearless wind stackers. The purchaser may order any or all of the
attachments as he desires.

BUFFALO PlTTS COMPANY
Indiana Threshing Rigs Celebrate.

The Stony Creek Threshing Com
pany ﬁnished its year’s work last
night at the Link Gurten farm, Lou

Wertz’s machine having
work.

done

the

There are nine men in the

joined to make threshing easy and
quickly done.
Ice cream and cake and other lux
uries were done justice to thoroughly

during the reunion and it proved a

very gay aﬁair.
this challenge:

to produce another

evening the women in the company

with as many pretty girls or eligible

threshing

ring

served ice cream and cake on the bachelors as does our ring and are
lawn. Many friends of the families ready for them to come on. now or at
in the company were present. Ar any time.”-—-Wabash Plaindealer.
rangements were made for the mem

The “Mudocks threshing ring” of

lies to picnic at Coy’s Ford, August
14.~—Anderson, Ind., Herald.

Washington township, Carroll Co.,
met Tuesday night and settled up the
diﬁ‘erence in their exchange of help,

This morning at the hour of 2
o’clock the threshing season in the
Foster's branch community was cel
ebrated southwest of the city with
dancing and music by two ﬁddles and
an organ. There were about sixty

paying their thresher cash for his

present and while the coon dogs
howled their music to the stars, the

of ice cream and a big supply of
home made cake. The members of
the company are Milton Harless, B.
C. Ring, Clarence Gustin, William
Preston, Milton Ring, D. F. Orebaugh,

Mr. Talmage gave Jesse Sears, Albert Preston, Albert
“We defy the world

company. There was a big supper
and following the supper later in the

bers of the company and their fami

Buffalo, New York

work.

They reorganized for next year
and have everything ready. The wo
men present after the business was
transacted supplied ice cream
cake-Logansport Journal.

Swartz, Franklin Michaels, Frank
Harmeson, Forrest Garris, Glen Cul
liper. Charles Needler, John Hess,
Charles Lee and James S\vinford.——
Anderson Herald.

360 of oats, “Nan” Wilson coming

second largest with 908 of wheat and
142 of rye.

The crop has averaged

well. The machine is a modern one
and is the pride of the neighborhood.
At the Swindell home, four miles

east of the city, an all day threshing
circle celebration was held today and
at the Edward Ferguson home, south
of the city two miles, one was enjoyed

last night. These aﬁairs are sup
planting the old time barn raisings,

log rollings, and other gatherings and
The “Wilson, Circle,” in which A. are fully as much enjoyed.—Anderson
L. W‘ilson’s machine does the work, Herald.
came together this afternoon at the

beautiful grove of Bud Pickard, two
After-Cultivation of Com.

miles northeast of the city, and ate
ice cream and cake and drank lemon

I have a device for use in the corn

ade, playing games, renewing friend ﬁeld after the corn is too large to
ships and having a good time. Those plow that perhaps some of your read
present with their
families were ers have never seen or thought of. It
Messrs. and Mesdames Joe Beatson, is simply a mowing machine wheel

and

William Hupp, David Beatson, Bert with a seat fastened on it and a sin
Clock, Will King,
Gilbert
Clock, gletree fastened on to one of the
George Hart, Alva Jarrett, Ed. Jar spokes with a chain or wire, and a boy
The North Liberty threshing ring rett, William Maxwell, Bud Pickard, can ride it. Hitch a horse to it, let
met at John McBeth’s last Thursday William Doolin, John Fox, Nate Hall, the boy ride on the seat and drive
to settle up. Grain threshed for the Alva Johnson, A. L. Wilson, Glen through the corn ﬁeld after each rain
ring by Bible & Clarridge was wheat’ Beckwith, Mrs. Mary Woods and as soon as the corn is dry enough to

“Virginia Reel” and “Guinea in
the Straw” was kept busy for several
hours. Previous to the dancing ice
cream and cake and other farm eat
ing were enjoyed. The company had 5,320 bushels, oats 1,053 bushels, daughter, Miss Grace, Miss Mamie
one of the biggest yields of any com
Ladies and children accompanied the Jarrett, Miss Nettie Vogel, Mrs. Mol
pany in Madison Coun.ty.—Muncie men and all had a good social time, lie Jarrett, Mrs. Sallie Silvey, Ora
Blade.
with ice cream and cake as refersh
Scott, John Pickard, Kenneth Schwinn
Members of Kunse threshing ring ments. There were 52 present in all. and Dolph Stephenson. Three big
met at the home of Bert Talmage, —Monticello Herald.
tubs of ice cream furnished by Mr.
Tuesday, where they spent the entire
A. L. Wilson, disappeared, together
day celebrating the ending of work
The B. C. Ring Threshing Compa with a big half-barrel of lemonade,
and the arrival of the time to spend ny, south of Anderson on the Brown and cake galore, furnished by the la
the money made in the harvest in street pike, settled its year's business dies. Settlements had all been made
play.
at the Waggy school house last night previously and there was no business
There were 106 present, including at a. big meeting. The members of to detract attention. There are about
18 families. That number of farmers the company and their families were 20 members in the circle, A. L. Wil
are members of the ring, which has present and they consumed 15 gallons son having 928 bushels of wheat and

crumble.
The wheel is round and pushes the
ﬁne dirt toward the rows, leaving the

ground level, and kills all the young
grass and weeds. It is to the corn
ﬁeld what the road drag is to the
roads. It has been used by one of my
neighbors for several years. and he
raises from ﬁve to twenty bushels per

acre more than is raised by his neigh
bors. I think it is the ﬁnest thing 1
have ever seen used in a corn ﬁeld if
properly used-J. J. Johnson, in

Wallace ’s Farmer.
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headed grain 7 pitchers are busy to wide and averaging 20 acres per day,
keep her running nicely.
Plowing using a 26 h. p. Huber engine, and
makes me sweat. We have plowed plowing 6 inches deep. Amount of
2400 acres with our engine and will coal used from 1500 to 2000 lbs. per
day, at a cost of $3.50 per ton.
go to plowing soon again.
There are several outﬁts in this Amount of coal used . . . . . . . . ..$3.50
county, four Reeves, one Huber, and Engineer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.50
some small threshing engines that do Fireman and plow tender . . . . .. 2.00
3.00
plowing. We get $2.50 per acre for Water boy and coal hauler. . .
and most
plowing, harrowing and dragging. We Oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75

A Subscribers Idea for a Plowing Engine. doubt are the strongest
Editor Review :—-Yours at hand economical engines on the market to
asking for a letter for publication on dav.”

use LaCrosse disc plows in gangs of

six. We pull four gangs on sod six
steam plowing with traction engine,
I have been doing some breaking inches deep with ease, and cut 17
the kind of engine and plows that the last two years, and I use the
are the most successful for plowing. Geiser 30 h. p. double, pulling 12 feet. Thirty acres is a good average
for our outﬁt. It takes 125 lbs. of
In regard to‘plowing with traction 14 inch plows, which is four more
engine the ﬁrst thing to look to is than‘ my neighbors handled with the mine run coal per acre of sod. How
ever, one of the‘ Reeves agents said it
the engine. It should be big enough 32 h. p. Reeves. I can pull the 12
took a full grown man to run an
so that it can pull enough plows, cut plows four inches deep in sod up a
outﬁt;
well, I weigh 160, am 5 feet
a furrow wider than the engine, so 25 or 30 per cent grade with ease.
9
inches
and wear a No. 9—that’s al
that the drive wheel can be kept on Now I am not writing an ad for
most full grown, isn’t it’?
solid ground.
Geiscr, nor am I trying to down the
I had lots of trouble with oil
Second-It should have good wide Reeves, but I want to say to Mr.
traction wheels, say 36 or 40 inches Swanson that “"erily there are oth pumps so we tried lubricators. They
wide, so as to prevent slipping of ers,” and the man that thinks he were worse and we at last got a Man
drivers, as_ the large wheel will dig has “the only” is almost sure to get zel oil pump and it stopped my trou
ble. They are the thing for a busy
in and not slip as easy as the nar fooled.
We have numerous others
engineer. The Independent steam pump
row one.
here and each one is ofgcourse “the
Third-It should have an extra best,” but I beileve for strength and is a ﬁne thing. We had some trou
heavy gearing so as to stand the hard etﬁciency my Geiser is hard to beat. ble with a leaky throttle and tried
wear and strain that is continued on
them.

Fourth.—It should be a double en
gine so as to start a heavy load slow

ly and easily.
Fifth.—It should be a cross com

I average from 25 to 30 acres per
day. Have broke 35 per day and
could average that if coal and wa
ter were not so hard to get.
The wheat crop here has been light.
for two years, but we are hoping for

pound so as to use the steam twice,

a good crop this year.
'
as an engine used for plowing is al
I will close wishing The Review suc
ways under heavy load, propelling cess.
itself and pulling its plows, which it
A. S. Claar.
exhausts at a very high pressure. By

Rexford, Kans.

using the compound the steam is used
*

*

*

the second time and this gets all of

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$11.75
Cost per acre, 60 cents.

I think plowing with steam is a
success if you have your engine and

have plenty of fall plowing to do.
I have been a reader of The Review
for seven years and haven’t thought
of stopping it yet.

Theo. Stimpert.
Punola, Ill.
*

*

*

Cooking for Threshers.

Writing to the Missouri Valley
Farmer a farmer’s wife gives the
following hints for making threshing
day easier for the housewife.

The day before you are to thresh
bake your pies and cakes, gather in

the “Pendiry balance” throttle and

all your vegetables and fruits, get

it is a ﬁne one. We are going to get
a set of Gould balance valves and see
if they are what they claim for them.
As this is getting rather long I

put the vegetables in cold water. They
will be fresher and more crisp than if

them ready to put on the stove and

gathered the day they are to be used.
will say in conclusion that the Reeves Cold slaw and potato salad can also

engine is a good puller, well made and be made the day before and set in a
economical in fuel and water. They cool place. Grind the coﬁee the day
are improving on them and will keep before, allowing one tablespoonful to
up with some of the others all right. each person. When coffee is made
The disc is the plow, we would not have plenty of boiling water so you
take a mouldboard plow as a precious can easily make a little more if
needed. Beef is the best meat to
gift.

serve. Allow about one pound for
Editor Review :—As I have been
the expansion out of the steam before
With best wishes to The Review, I
each
man and a few pounds extra so
running
an
engine
for
18
months
and
it is exhausted, and this you will un
am,
you will be sure to have plenty. Put
darstand makes the compound a fuel been a reader of The Review for some
Geo. N. Gromer, Jr.
on vegetables early so they will have
saver, and the harder you pull it the years I will tell you a few things
R. F. D. No. 1, Hugo, Colo.
plenty of time to cook. If done be
about plowing.
better it works.
fore you are ready for them set on
I am 15 years old. My father and
‘I:
*
*
Sixth.——The gearing should have an
oil trough so it can be run in oil and
water constantly.
'

brother own a Reeves 32 h. p. cross
compound plow engine, Reeves 36x60
compound separator with all attach
ments, and four gangs of LaCrosse

back of range where they will keep
Editor Review :—In reply to your hot. Boil your potatoes in the beef
letter of recent date, saying you had broth. Have the vegetables seasoned,

Seventh-It should not be an un
received photograph of plowing out
derrnounted engine. It is too much
ﬁt, and wanted me to write you what
in the dirt for plowing and should disc plows. I am the engineer. I
it cost per acre for plowing.
have an extra heavy axle and counter do my own ﬁring and will say that the
The photo was a snapshot taken
Reeves
is
an
easy
steamer
under
all
shaft. Should be mounted on back
end of boiler with extra heavy bear conditions. I can keep up steam by Arthur Longman, my neighbor’s

cream in the pitchers, butter on plates,
pie, cake and bread cut and set aside
out of the wind where it can be got

ten quickly when needed. Put a glass
of water or milk at each plate. Lay
aside all style. Have plenty of good,
boy,
as
we
were
plowing
in
the
ﬁeld.
when
she
is
at
160
lbs.
and
the
plows
ings.
In the ﬁrst place it takes a good substantial food well cooked and sea
Now, as my letter is getting very down 10 inches, and the very hardest
engine, and the next best thing is to soned.
get a good man to run it, if you want
to do much plowing. I use three men
J. M. Strauch, a Review subscriber
for plowing, one man to run the en living near Alva, Oklahoma, writes
gine, one to ﬁre and tend plows, and The Review that prospects are good for
We threshed 210 bushels of wheat a water boy to haul water and coal. wheat this year. He has a Buffalo
in 20 minutes and done it right. In I use 8 14-inch plows, cutting 10 feet Pitts outﬁt and expects a good run.

long I will tell you about my rig sod, with the engine wide open and
and what it is. I have a 32 h. p. slowing down from the extreme load.
Reeves new model and the plows are I like the cross compound and they
of four section and are high Private are easy to keep up. Threshing is a
disc plows, which makes one of the snap for the engine man.

best rigs for this country. I can
plow, harrow and drill from 40 to 50
acres per day, and can break from
35 to 45 acres of raw sod per day.

It will take 100 lbs. of coal per acre
in sod and from 75 to 80 lbs. per
acre in stubble land. In my experi
ence the steam plow is a success in
this country, and has come to stay.

I will close for this time, wishinar
The Review much success.
W. C. Brown.
Brewster, Kans.
*

*

*

Editor Review :—I have just been
reading your February issue and
thought I would write you a few lines.

I have been taking The Review for
about 12 years, and think it one of
the best papers published.
I was somewhat amused by the let
ter, or what we might term a Reeves
ad., in one issue by S. Swanson. He
says, “We are pulling more plows
than anyone around here. but we have
the Reeves which, of course, without

AN AULTMAN & TAYLOR ENGINE HAULING ROAD GRADER AND PLOW.
Courtesy L. A. Walker, Onnrlo, Ore.
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YOUR SUCCESS ASSURED
WITH “ECLIPSE” MACHINERY

TRACTION

Circulating Water Bottom Boiler
Center Crank
Boiler Independent Mounted

“LANDIS
”

Ample Heating Surface
ENGINE

Belted Forward or Backward
Detachable Engine Platform
Guide Wheels Always Down

Closed Threshing Cylinder
Double Paced Cylinder Teeth
Patent Separating Grate

Tailiﬂgs Hullel' Ind EICVBIOI'
THRESH ER

Gravity Cleaner (Sieveless)
Cell Straw Racks
Farmer’s Friend Wind Stacker

Catalogue and
Prices on

Application

l

‘ FRICK COMPANY, E0!“ "like and Factory Waynesboro, Pa.
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Malleable Iron Casrings.*
sess the tensile strength nor ductili
I__
Malleable iron is melted in the rev ty of iron melted in the reverbera
THE CLOSZIPATENT NO-CHOKE CHAFFERS AND SIEVIL?l
erberatory furnace, the open hearth tory or open hearth furnace, due part
AND THE
furnace and the cupola. The rever ly to the higher carbon and sulphur
CLOSZ ADJUSTABLE C H AFFERS AND SIEVES
beratory furnace is the most exten caused by the metal being in contact
sively used, about 85 per cent. of the with the fuel. This feature is rath
are the kind that pleases and satis
‘_ ,ssqlalv can oiymvfiqg‘u
entire output of the United States er an advantage than otherwise, as
ﬁes the threshermen and their cus
1 SIEVE W113’ INQI was‘ ' 44mm” ,
being melted by this process. But most of the product of cupola melted
tomers.
They are universally
'a-._
little change has been made in this iron consists of pipe ﬁttings—cast
known and recognized as the only
"_r,_r...‘,wpv-_n
type of furnace since its adoption ings that are not subjected to any
thoroughly reliable and in every
by the earlier manufacturers, beyond great stress or shock. These castings‘
r-Fwr'V-YT’ ‘I
’
way the most convenient and dura
a marked increase in capacity. Pri are threaded, and a strong, tough
is the
ble
chaﬁ‘ers
verdictand
of sieves
every made.
thresherman
This
or to about 1885 the standard fur malleable iron does not cut a clean.
nace was one of ﬁve tons capacity. smooth thread, but rather will rou'gh
who uses them.
This has been increased from time up under the cutting tool.
"p. -pr,
to time,‘ until at the present time we
The annealing process for mallea
If you are not using'them your
have furnaces of 25 and 30 tons ca~ ble castings differs from that of steel
self try them and be convinced.
pacity, though furnaces of from 10 castings in that in the case of steel
Write for our catalog and price list.
to 15 tons capacity are the most pop when recalescence, or the reﬁnin':
Closz Adjustable Sieve.
ular, and give more uniform results temperature has been safely reached.
than those of larger capacity.
it is needless or rather unwise to pro
CLOSZ &ZHOWARD MFG. CO.,
Webster City, Iowa
The adoption of the open hearth long the heat, while in malleable iron
furnace for malleable iron dates back the annealing process has at this pe
about ﬁfteen years.
This type of riod but begun. This heat must be
furnace is now used largely and suc maintained for from two to four
cessfully in this district, more than days, depending upon the thickness
v

I. _

. y i"

I

I l

V

MICHIGAN LUBRICATOR

50 per cent. of the malleable iron of the sections of the castings 'under
made by the open hearth furnace be treatment and the compactness with

ing produced in the Pittsburg dis
trict. This success, which has not
always followed the introduction of
this furnace in the malleable foundry,
can be attributed to the local famil
iarity with this type of furnace from
its extensive use in our steel mills.
The open hearth furnace has'many
advantages over the reverberatory
furnace, especially where the output
is large, and orders guarantee a long,
steady run, the chief advantages be
ing cost of repairs and period of op

THE CONSTANT JARS
0! a traction engine does not elect the
working of Michigan Lubrlcaiors.
The installation of one on your en lne
means Polillve, Economical, yu
(emetic Lubrle-niom-lbe ‘ad you de
mand.

which the castings or annealing boxes
are placed in the furnace.

The an

nealing temperature, 1,550° to 1,600°
F., is, however, not absolutely essen

tial to thoroughly anneal malleable

Get Our “PEPPER POD”

iron. This can be accomplished at a
temperature as. low as 1,300°, but the

For Single Connection

And Our “HOT STUFF”

time required will be at least twice

For Double Connection

that'of the higher temperature.
There are but few concerns ‘en
gaged in the business for any consid—

{1' Both guaranteed to keep the all n scald
Xing temperature in the most severe, cold
weather

erable time with whom there has not
been tried out the process of anneal
ing without surrounding the castings
with a packing material. but the
heavy scale formed on the castings
and their general unsightly appear
ance, together with a refusal of ac

We want you to have a copy of
our catalogue. Free !

eration. A run of 300 to 400 heats
without the loss of a single day for
repairs is not uncommon. Then will
come a shutdown of a week’s dura
tion for minor repairs and cleaning
out, putting the furnace in condition ceptance on the part of the customer.
for another like run. This long, un soon convinces the experimenter of
interrupted run, to the operator of the folly of continuing the process.
the reverberatory furnace, when cus Malleable castings can be annealed
tomers are calling for deliveries, and without the aid of any packing mate—

MICHIGAN LUBRICATOR CO.,
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

i'llllllN BELT” FBBll Mills
Spring release for burri

who at the most can get but a week rial and still preserve their appear

of uninterrupted service, or 12 to 18
beats from his furnace, seems like the
dawn of the millennium.
After 1,200 or more heats the open
hearth furnace will

Vertical force teed keeps the burrs at
all times supplied.

ance, and without the formation of
scale by ‘placing them in an airtight
receptacle excluded from

Work done at slower speed and reducing oi cob
mostly by Knife and Shear LEAVES

the ﬂame

and gases in the furnace; however.

THE GROUND FEED COOL.

need a general as economy of production is the ob

BUILT FOR ENGINES 3 to 20 H. P.
Gaines 51s., Mich.

repair requiring four or ﬁve weeks, jective point sought, this process has
and here in the length of time re nothing to commend it.
quired to make these repairs is where
Until recent years the material in

the reverberatory furnace has the ad which castings were packed for an
vantage, it being a not uncommon nealing was composed of hammer and
practice during a busy season to re rolling mill scale, turnings. borings,
build the side walls, repair bridge etc. This was treated with a solution
walls and put in an entirely new bot of sal-ammoniac or muriatic acid to

tom with the loss of one or at most form a heavy coating of oxide. This
two days’ time. During a very busy method has, however, been nearly su
season these repairs are frequently perseded by the use of slag.

made on Sunday, thus avoiding the
loss of a working day. Moreover,
the reverberatory furnace can be
charged within a few hours after
these repairs are completed, while
the open hearth furnace requires as

“1 can grind 90 bushels
per hour on your No. 5 mill."
R. Sturgis.
(8 H. P. Steam Engine.)

Guaranteed capacity of 50 BI. Ear Corn per
hour 70 lbs. to the bushel with 10 H. P.
Steam Engine.

Our Patent Reducing System-Revolving Knife-Head and Shear Blades
above fine grinding parfs—is a revelation to those who
have used the Flat Burr Mills
We will exhibit at Des Moines. 1a.. Lincoln. Neb.. Columbus.‘ 0.. Inﬁll-DIDOUI. 1nd. and sprinl'ﬂall,
IlL, State Fain. Write to-day for iron booklet. prices and {no trial oﬁer.

SPARTAN MFG. CO., 1010 Main stun, mu“. m
P. S.

We have inst moved in” our large new iamr! huilduwe here.
Please mention The Review.

The slag:

that is skimmed from the bath of the
melting furnace, when ground to pea

size and smaller in a tumbling barrel.
makes an excellent packing material.
Care should be taken to cool this slag

with water as it is being skimmed.

many days to be brought to the re from‘ the melting furnace, it being
quired temperature before receiving the custom in some foundries to use
the charge.
|old sand with which to deaden the
A heat of iron, after being melted ‘heat. Better results can be obtained
and brought to the proper condition from this slag in the annealing fur

LIGHTNING PRESSES
BELT POWER AND HORSE POWER
THE LATEST ALL STEEL BELT PRESS
SIMPLE, DURABLE AND mm

Send lor Catalog

10 HORSE POWER

for casting, can be held in the open nace if kept quite free from sand and

hearth furnace without injury for a
much longer period than in the rev

dirt.
FOR OPERATING

Many malleable foundries in thel

erberatory furnace, not being sub vicinity of blast furnaces
where]
jected to the intense oxidizing ﬂame granulated slag can be had at a small

AND HAULIIIG
BELT PRBSSES.

of the latter, especially that produc

cost, use this for annealing, it being

CORN SHELLERS .

ed by the use of the top blast.
Cupola melted iron does not pos
“A paper read by C. H. Gale be
fore the Pittsburg Foundrymen’s As
sociation.

probably the most economical. Fire
sand and ﬁre clay are also used, ﬁre

ETC.

sand

being

an

excellent

material

where the castings are very light and
of intricate shape.

Such castings,

KANSAS CITY HAY PRESS COMPANY
506 Mill Street

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Please mention The Review
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when packed in sand, will retain their steel, but at the expense of the malle
shape, even though the furnace be ability of the product. The writer
overheated.

This sand, however, de

teriorates very rapidly if not re

Agents Wanted For 1909*

has seen malleable test bars having a
tensile strength of between 60,000

and 70,000 lbs. per square inch, but
out the addition of new sand gave the the ductility and ability to resist
following results: First and second shocks of these bars were not equal
times of using gave good, well an to those of bars breaking at 40,000
nealed castings;
third and fourth to 45,000 lbs. per square inch.
times of using gave castings with a
It was formerly the general belief
fair anneal, but showed a tendency that the strength of malleable iron
to weakness; ﬁfth time showed a was largely in the white skin always
still weaker casting, while the sixth found on this material, but it has fre
and seventh times the sand was used quently been demonstrated that the
produced castings of but little more removal of the skin does not propor
strength than the original hard iron, tionately lessen. the strength of the
.and they had to be returned for re casting.
annealing.
After the seventh time
The process of annealing is one of
of using the sand resembled a heavy conversion of carbon, there being
newed.

Experiments conducted with

wood ash.
practically no change in

the other

The theory of oxidizing the scale elements. The carbon in the original
and borings that was adhered to so cast state is all in the combined form
long was that the castings would be this being converted by the heat

J

come decarbonized by the oxygen in treatment to graphite. This graph
the
packing
material
combined itic-carbon, however, diﬁers from that

with

the

the

carbon
large

in

THE BAKER

cast present in pig iron or gray iron cast
of ings, a difference that is readily no
iron oxide in the furnace slag, about ticed by the chemist. Instead of be
50 per cent., being the principle that ing present in crystals or grains dis
ﬁrst led to its substitution for scale tributed throughout the metal, it pre
and borings, but that the presence of sents itself in an amorphous state.
a large percentage of this oxide is extending through the metal in mi
7 not essential is proved by the results nute ﬁliaments.
'
obtained when annealing with mate
ings,

the

percentage

Soft Plug Valve
No more time lost on account of melt
ing out of soft plugs.
When the plug
melts the engineer closes the valve by
turning the hand wheel 12, so that pipe
11. shuts out the water and steam from
plug 7 in crown sheet:
then remove
cap 19 and drop soft metal plug 8 into
pipe hole 20.
Then replace cap 19 and
raise pipe 11 from plug 7 by turning
hand wheel 12 so water in boiler can
cover soft metal plug 7. Only one min
ute required to do the whole operation.
and not necessary to ate
the work of
the engine. Just think 0 the saving in
expense and loss of time by not having
to shut down for three to four hours
changing an old style soft plug, very
often having an awful hot and diﬂicult
time to get the old plug out and a new
one put in.
Write for prices and fur
ther particulars.

Besides the conversion of carbon,
rials containing little or no oxide.

there is also a partial elimination of
Many malleable foundries where carbon, the loss being greatest in the
scale and borings are still used have white skin, the carbon content of
discontinued the oxidizing of this ma which will vary from 0.10 to 0.20,
terial with sal-ammoniac or acids.
while the interior of the casting will
The physical characteristic that have a total carbon of about two per
gives malleable iron its greatest val cent. The percentage of loss of car
ue, and wherein it diﬁers from gray bon is, however, not constant, vary

7

.

iron. lies In its ability to resist shocks ing with the material with which the
and an increased tensile strength. castings are packed for annealing.
The degree of malleability‘in light With a carbonaceous material, as
and heavy castings varies. In a light coke, the carbon loss is less than with
casting one-fourth-inch thick and slag or scale, while castings annealed
less, it means a soft, pliable condition in coke have a higher sulphur con
and the ability to withstand consider tent than before annealing, due to the
SAVES MONEY IN

WlLFRED BAKER, Aberdeen, South Dakota
INVENTOR

Marseilles Portable Grain Elevator .nWagon Dump

able

distortion

without

fracture, absorption of this element from the BIG CHUNKS

while in the heavy sections, one-half coke.
inch and over, it means the ability
The following analysis will give a
to resist shocks without bendingr or
good
average of the changes in the
breaking.
elements during the annealing pro
The tensile strength of malleable
cess, slag and coke being used:
iron varies with the thickness of the
Hard iron: Si., 0.63; 8., 0.043;
metal, the lighter sections having a
greater strength per square inch than P., 0.147; Mn., 0.21;
the heavier sections. This fact is G.C., Trace.

C. C., 2.54:

BECAUSE
It saves 'l) to
utes

time

' < '-

ill min

unloading

\

Let 118 Show you

,

Why They Are

"

\

Superior to Others

every wagon. and all
manual labor.
Think what that
meauste the man that
hires men and teams
and the man behind the
"scoop" shovel.
It unloads the
largest

wnitons

in 2 to 5 min
um.

now being' recognized by engineers

Annealed in slag:
Si., 0.61; 8.,
and at least one Eastern railroad, 0.049; P., 0.145; Mn., 0.21; C. C.,
which requires its malleable castings 0.24; G. C., 1.65.
made in accordance 'with speciﬁca
Annealed in coke: Si., 0.61; 8.,
tions, designates the tensile strength 0.065; P., 0.150; Mn., 0.21; C.C.,
desired in its castings to be as fol 0.25; G. C., 2.00.

Handles on r
corn. w h e u t.
shelled c o r n.
any

kind

of

grain. s u I a r
beets. or anY~
thing

that. run

__

be handled with a scoop." Two men can set it up ‘or take it down. A boy can operate it. FURNISHED
MOUNTED 0N TRUCKS wu EN DESIRED. Also with or without Horimntal Top-Conveyor. or Swiveled
ll'loxibles'l‘elescoping Deiive r; Spout. We can furnish any length or style of outﬁt. to meet any require
ment. We also make ufull line of Hand and Power Corn shellers. Horse Powers, Feed Grinders. Pump
Jacks. etc.

lows:
Sections three-eighths-inch
The casting of direct malleable MARSEILLES MANUFACTURING COMPANY, MARSEILLES, ILLINOIS
thick or less should have a tensile
Branch Houses and General Agencies at Principal Distributing Cities.
iron, thus eliminating the tedious and
strength of not less than 40,000 lbs.
expensive annealing process, is a very
per square inch;

those of three

alluring proposition to the manufac
turer, but despite the best eﬁorts of
not less than 38,000 lbs. per square
the founder and metallurgist it; still
inch. and those over three-fourths

eighths to three-fourths-inch

thick

remains an iridescent dream, holding
inch not less than 36,000 lbs.

per

in abeyance the fame and fortune of
square inch. In recent tests along
its discoverer until the solution of
these lines, test bars‘ﬁve-eighths and
its fellow problem, the conversion of

Sold with or with
out elevator.
For

crushing

an d

seven-eighths-inch in. diameter were
iron into gold.

made in the same mold and poured
from the same ladle, thus insuring
equality of metal, and annealed to
gether.

grinding Ear-corn, Kaf

ﬁr-in-the-head, and all
kinds of grain.
To Distinguish iron and Steel Pipe.

The average tensile strength
Built in seven sizes,

Iron and steel pipe may be readily
of five pairs of bars 50 treated, rep
resenting ﬁve heats, was:
ﬁve distinguished by a ﬂattening test. ac

from Z to 25 h. p. and

lbs. per cording to statements made at the

especially adapted for

eighths-inch

bars,

45,095

square inch; severi-eighths-inch bars. meeting of the American Society of
41.316 lbs. per square inch. Average Heating and Ventilating Engineers.
elongation in six inches: ﬁve-eighths Soft steel'pipe, cut in very short

use with thresher en
gines.

while

B. N. P. BDWSIIEI
COMPANY,

A very high tensile strength can be wrought iron pipe usually fractures at
obtained approaching that of cast two or more places when flattened.

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
"—_~Plenue mention The RIvlP'.

inch bars, 5.3 per cent;
seven
eighths-inch bars, 4.2 per cent.

lengths or rings, ﬂattens smoothly and

evenly

without

breaking,
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CLOVER SPECIAL

ALFALFA SPECIAL

We can fill all

Get Your Order to

Orders the Same
Day they are Received
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BIRDSELL MFG. CO.
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Factory
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A Real Angel of Death.
We have always hated the ﬂy, any

how, upon instinct. The mere sound
of his irritating “Buzz-buzz-zz!”
awakens at once all of our most un

christian feelings, while the touch of
his tickling feet upon our face or
shining crown stirs us to murderous

fury.

So utterly out of all propor

tion to any apparent injury that he

could inﬂict upon us is this feeling
that we have really been inclined to
be ashamed of it and to take our
selves to task for harboring such

Profitable This Year

N

-

SOUTH BEND, IND.

not properly protected, feeding upon
the discharges
from earlier cases

John Y. Culyer.

410 North High Street, Columbus. Ohio.
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Kansas City.
Missouri.
106 South Commercial Street. St. Louis, Mo.

28 Kentucky Avenue,
{1004 Santa Fe Street.

Last summer it

made a systematic study of the ﬂies
which were thrown out into the lat swarming along the river front of
rines or regulation trenches for camp lower New York, especially at the
sanitation, and then promptly return points near where sewers empty into
ing to crawl over milk, butter, fruit the river.
The results were really
and other food in the unscreened appalling. Not only were ﬂies caught
cooking tents and upon unprotected in specially prepared traps along the
water front found to be simply load
mess tables.
Just to put the possibility of this ed with the germs of ﬁlth and dis
form of carrying contagion beyond. ease (one of them having the stag

doubt ﬂies were allowed to feed upon gering burden of over 100,000 bac
waste materials inoculated with dif teria clustered over his tiny body),
ferent kinds of bacteria, and then
gelatine plates were Spread where

vengeful feelings toward so tiny and

harmless a creature. It has become a they could alight upon them. These
plates were then taken and placed in
point of minor morals and of saint
ly pride with us not merely to re an incubator, and in from twenty
four to forty-eight hours they devel
frain from killing a ﬂy, but even to
oped a most beautiful network of
rescue him tenderly from a milky or
herringbone and polka dot patterns,
watery grave in cup or dish.
But now, in the fullness of time, formed of colonies of bacteria, the
seeds of which had been deposited by
comes science to prove that our dead

but on obtaining from the health de
partment of the city its report of the
cases of deaths from typhoid and oth
er intestinal diseases, particularly
the so-called “summer diarrhoea”
of children, it was found that these
cases formed (while scattered more
or less all over the city) a most un
mistakable belt or zone all around
the water front at the lower end of

_ly enmity‘ was right, after all, and the feet of the ﬁlthy ﬂy. The ﬂy is the city, covering just about the belt
our sentimental good-heartedness mis the original “pattern” or ribbon which the short ﬂying ﬂy would
range over.
taken. Sanitary science denounces landscape gardner.
This
startled
the
bacteriological
Further examination showed an
.sfh'e
ﬂy of
as the
one pestilence
of the mostandimportant
*imgI-Qls
spread world, and within the next ﬁve years other deadly parallel, and that was
ers’of diseasesaid demands its exter a score of similar investigations were that the number of these diseases in
mination. What is urged is, not that carried out on both sides of the At creased step by step with the in

he should-hekilled, but

prevented

from coming into existence at all.
Fortunately with the demand has
come the discovery of the means by
which it could be carried out to 'the
letter. - While sanitarians had for
some/decades been looking upon the
ﬂy with the eye of suspicion as a
creature that lives and moves and has
its being and origin in dirt and only
in dirt, the ﬁrst convincing object
lesson that we had of his real deadli
ness was in the outbreak of typhoid

lantic. always with the same result
that wherever waste material was ex
posed ‘containing the germs either of

creasing number of ﬂies, though, of
course, a week or so later, and de

simple putrefaction or of disease.
ﬂies would swarm about and on it
and spread contagion to everything
that a ﬂy could alight upon for from
200 to 600 yards in all directions

ﬂies subsided. As the deaths from
this class of diseases were more than

round about.
Casual ﬂies, passing about in shops
and kitchens, around garbage bar
rels, stable yards, were caught at

random and examined, and practical
l_v every one of them discovered car

ble number carried germs of some of
our most dangerous diseases. This is

E. II. GIEGBRY, . . Sioux Falls, South Dakota

A NEW ONE
A Screw‘Feed Flue Expander and Cutter

clined in, the fall when the plague of

seven thousand in the Borough of
Manhattan

last

summer—and

it

would be safe to attribute half of
these to the agency of ﬂies—it will
be seen what a deadly record we
have to keep with Musca domestica.
In short, the
evidence is over

PRICE 0F 2 INCH

noun Alli)
CUTTER $5.00

other Prleas‘aoil

l._

qgicimular'q

"- -- P‘

A great labor saver.

Upon Application

Save. time and

money in trips to repair shop.

No guess work.

The grooves in rolls

will form a bead on the inside of
tube. which is a positive proof of a
perfect Job. Made in all sizes. 1% in.
to 4 in. sizes carried in stock.
Good Live Agents Wanted.
For full particulars, write,

TilE FERNYAK IIACIIINE 00..

—how?

A Positive Automatic

Fortunately, the answer is

forthcoming. It is entirely within
inable in the way of food supplies
our
power. In fact, he depends upon
an
old
story
now,
and
time
and
again
available in abundance, thousands of
our boys in khaki, nearly ten times as ﬂies have been found carrying genus us and our ﬁlthiness and carelessness
many as were killed in the ﬁeld and of tuberculosis picked up by them for his very existence.
“A man's foes shall be they‘ of
at the front during the entire cam from the sputum, of typhoid, of diph
his
own household,” is good science
theria,
of
blood
poisoning,
and
in
the
paign.
as well as Scripture. The ﬂy is a
After the war was over a commis Orient of plague and of cholera. In
sion of medical experts was appoint short, if there is any ﬁlth or disease domestic animal, a household pet,
whether we are proud to acknowledge
ed to study and report upon the going the ﬂy will go into it and
him or not. With some of our do
spread
it
abroad.
cause, and which was practically
One of the most interesting of re mestic animals it is a question wheth
unanimous in declaring that the prin
cipal ‘agency in the spread of this dis cent demonstrations of the deadly ac er we adopted them into the family
graceful pestilence-the greatest mil tivities of the ﬂy was that furnished or they adopted us into theirs. There
itary blunder of our arms in the last by that admirable and public spirit is no doubt about the ﬂy. He did

Hal

advantages over other expander: and
cutters, in that it is operated entire
ly by wrench-no hammer is used.

whelming.
He has been indicted,
faithfully and conscientiously tried

among our soldiers in the home camps
‘during the Spanish-American War. ried bacteria of some sort upon his and found guilty. The sentence is
Here dies on our own soil, in a health hairy legs and feet, and a considera extermination. The only question is
ful climate, with every resource imag

Requires no attention from separator man
Guaranteed to keep the belt square on the cylin
der pulley. ream-dices of the engine being in or
out 0! line or how hard the wind blows. It is
made 0! malleable iron, is very light and durable.
Keoglbthe edges of the belt from ﬂaring. That
is w
saves the belt. Write) for :descriptive
circular and prices to

MANSFIELD. 0.

Force Feed lubricator
thnt has stood the most severe tests under the
most trying conditions.

THE STERLING
It is guaranteed to save
m ~er cent in oil (were
eight teed lubricator.

half century-was due to the plague ed body, the New York Committee the adopting with enthusiasm, and
we submitted to the relation with pas
of ﬂies which swarmed in all camps on the Pollution of State Waters, of
which Edward Hatch, Jr., is chair
‘From paper by Woods Hutchin
son, A. M., M. D., in The Weekly Ga
zette.

sive disgust until within the last two

or three years. Of course, it is prob
pont Morgan, Dr. Albert Vander ably that Musca domestica existed
Veer, Dr. Daniel D. Jackson and even before civilization did, but in

man, having as his associates J. Pier

E. BAUDER,

Sterling, Ill.

Please mention The Review.
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oming will tell you that ten or ﬁfteen
carious way, much as did the famous years ago they could kill a sheep for
potato bug upon the leaves of a sol mutton, hang up the carcass in a cool,
anaceous plant in eastern Colorado, dry place and cut oif a panful of
to spread like a pestilence all over chops each day until all the desirable
the civilized world as soon as a new parts of the carcass were used up
food plant of the same family, the without the meat spoiling or tainting
potato, was presented to him by civil in the slightest degree.
ization and cannot exist away from
They can do the same things now
insigniﬁcant numbers and in a pre

Pickering
Oil Pump

human homes and outbuildings. He adays if they take the precaution to
is a winged punishment which our tie up the carcass in a clean gunny

WITH

own dirt, carelessness and neglect sack or bag of mosquito netting and
have brought upon us.
keep it free from blowﬁies. Other
This is a grave indictment, but it wise it becomes ‘a mass of carrion
has its cheering side. If we have within two or three days. One herd
created him we can exterminate him. er told me with a grim chuckle how
And this is precisely what modern he had got even with his boss, who
.civilization is going to do within thelwas stingy in the matter of camp
next two decades. All the advantageslsupplies and had twice refused to
of this campaign are on our side. send him a gunny sack in which to
Unlike the mosquito, that carries ma tie up his carcasses of mutton.
laria and yellow fever, which breeds
“But he didn’t save anythin' by
in natural pools and swamps; or the it, for I Wasn’t goin’ to eat ﬂy-blown .
tsetse ﬂy, which spreads the ghastly meat, so I jest killed a fresh sheep
sleeping sickness, and breeds in vege every day. And didn’t he storm when
tation along the edge of rivers and in he came up to count the bunch at
perilous places like the mouths of the end of the season! But he
crocodiles, the ﬂy breeds with touch couldn't do nothin’, fer he hadn’t

Gear Drive
AND

Positive Feed

Durability
and Service
WRITE

FOR

CATALQGUE

PICKERING GOVERNORS
— ARE EQUIPPED WITH

ing conﬁdence in our kind-hearted given me no other meat, and I was

BALL (Wldl Range)

ﬁlthiness, under our very eaves. All entitled to all the mutton that I
we have to do to render his existence needed fer my own use.”
impossible is to clean up our own
Man ’s refuse or that of his domes
door yards and stable yards.
tic animals is absolutely necessary to
_ Every step that we take toward ex the development of the ﬂy. The im
terminating him is well worth the portant and most hopeful practical
triﬂing trouble and expense that it point is that it is not the mere scat
costs, for the sake of our comfort, tering and littering about of refuse

SPEED
CHAN GER
No Extra

our noses, our self-respect and even that breeds him, but its accumulation
our aesthetic sense.
in masses, receptacles, vaults or bins,
We have so long been accustomed Moreover, these piles must be left
to expect ﬂies in summer as a feature undisturbed for from ten days to
of the season as regularly and inev three weeks, as this is the time which

itably as frost in October that we
may ﬁnd it hard at ﬁrst to believe
how absolutely and completely the ﬂy
is a product of civilization and its un
tidiness.‘
There are, of course. a score of
other ﬂies, some of which resemble

OVERNOR

CbMPm
PORTLAND. CONNBCTICUTJISJL

it takes the ﬂy to go through his va
rious stages of egg, larva, or maggot,
and chrysalis and batch the complete

Please mention The Review.

insect.
The keynote of the campaign is to

destroy the breeding places of the
ﬂy. It is perfectly idle to endeavor
the house ﬂy quite closely. But when to kill him after he has been hatched,
we talk of ﬂies about a house or on by insect powder, fumes and vapors,

The Gelebraled DeLoach Mill

food, or in the spread of disease, we and, least of all, sticky, disgusting
refer to one species. and one only, ﬂy paper. All of these measures are

The

Saw Your Own Lumber

the Musca domestica, the “ﬂy do about as effective as Mrs. Parting
mestic,” in 90 to 95 per cent. of the ton’s broom against the tides of the
cases. The other 10 per cent. will Atlantic. Even the careful screening
be nearly all “bluebottles” or “blow of doors and windows is at best only
ﬂies” (calliphora). Those of us who a mitigation of the pest and one of
have ever lived upon the frontier or those half-way measures which prob
camped out in regions far from civ ably does almost as much harm by
ilization will be able to realize this lulling us into a sense of security and
more readily, as We can recall that feeling of indifference to the exist
temporary camps which were a mile ence of ﬂy breeding places all around
or more away from any house and us as it does good by partially ex

Standard

World's

We Set the Pace
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the other fellow, with
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Variable Feed. Friction
Bet Works. Automatic Sci-c1 Tri
' plex Dogs and Diamond Track produce
7
results imilmlble with other mills. Send for
’ catalog of Saw ills hip to Z10 H. P , toum ltnuines
“'

vand Boilers. Gasoline HIM: nee. Portable
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lasted less than a week were compar

cluding the pests.
The one form in which it is really
Similarly. frontier districts. and beneﬁcial and necessary is in the
particularly
mountainous
regions, careful protection of milk and meat,
may by good fortune remain entirely vegetables, groceries and food mate

atively free from ﬂies.

free from this pest for months, or rials of alll sorts. The practical results
even years, after the arrival of the of all those methods of attempting to
ﬁrst settlers. The ability to dry or kill ﬂies by ﬂy ﬂippers, ﬂy traps
“jerk” venison, beef or mutton, of colored tissue paper, etc., may

simply by cutting it into strips and be summed up in. the ancient proverb
hanging it in the open air, without that “where you kill one fly two will
salt. pepper or other preservative, come to his funeral,” in the sense
was absolutely dependent upon the that whatever measure of apparent
absence of both the domestic ﬂy and success may attend them will simply
the bluebottle or big “blowﬂy.” render us more indifferent and apa
Wherever these have penetrated, the thetic in regard'to ﬁlthy and undesir
regions in the West and Southwest able elements in our sanitary sur
which used to rely

upon

this

sun roundings.

The mere presence of

dried venison or beef as the principal ﬂies is a disgrace-like that of other
staple of their provision for hunting insects not mentioned by name in po
and exploring trips ﬁnd it now ut lite society.
terly impossible to cure meat in this
“N0 quarter!” should be the
manner. as it becomes a swarming watchword of the campaign, and it
mass of maggots within forty-eight would be better still to adopt the rule
hours.
The sheep borders in the of action attributed to General Cus
ranges of Idaho, Montana and Wy

ter, that “there should be one more

Thresher
This tank is supported on the wagon bolsters by an angle-iron truss that
positively relieves the tank of all strain.
Fuel box in front with shovel board.
In every way this is the strongest, completest and most satisfactory engine
tender on she market.
Correspondence with manufacturers and dealers in thresher supplies
solicited.
Inquiries from threshermen promptly answered.
Get Our Catalogue.

STAR TANK CO.,

-

Goshen, Indiana

Western Distributing Point. St. Joseph. Missouri.
Please mention The Review
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HAT’S the thing that sells machines-—that’s the thing that keeps a man buying
the same machine again and again---that’s the thing that makes him recom

mend it to others---the Actual Results which the machine accomplishes.
Of course---claims alone will sell some goods---even poor goods---for

a while---but just the same---no matter how strong claims are made---if these claims are
not supported by the Actual Results---and you have bought that kind of a machine-—
you’ll be buying a machine of another make next time.
And that’s why so many men are buying Avery’s---they are tired of machines with
nothing but claims behind them and are looking for a machine with a Record of Re
sults behind it, and they find it in an Avery.

Watch the Avery’s in the Field
They are making some great records right now. We don’t ask you to buy an Avery
on claims. Find out what they are actually doing and we’ll be glad to let that decide
the matter.
_
'

Some early reports of Actual Results for the season of 1908 are given on the next
page. Read them and if you want the best machine---get a machine with a Record of.
Results behind it, and all we ask is---INVESTIGATE THE RESULTS, THAT

OTHERS GET WITH AN AVERY.

Do You Want an Engine or Separator Yet This Year?
Do You Want a Steam Plow for Fall Plowing?
Or Do You Want to Begin to Investigate for Next Year?
If you do, write today for our large 64 page catalogue with natural color photo

graphs or call at our home office or any of our Branch Houses.

_

Be Sure to See ‘
Us at the Fairs
BRANCHES:

Minneapolis, Kansas City, Omaha, Des Moines, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Gral
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A 1908 RECORD OF RESULTS WITH AN AVERY SINGLE CYLINDER RETURN FLUE ENGINE AND “YELLOW FELLOW"
SEPARATOR 12 YEARS OLD.
Faribault, l\Iinn., August 10, 1908.

Avery Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Gentlemen:—-How is this for a twelve year old Avery Outﬁt? For the ﬁrst ﬁve days of the season of 1908—Number of bushels threshed,
10,909, and is running like a top. Guess I will not have to buy another rig for twelve years more, for the old fellow is getting better every
year.
Yours truly,
David Purfeerst.

A 1908 RECORD OF RESULTS WITH AN AVERY UNDERMOUNTED DOUBLE CYLINDER ENGINE.
Camden, Indiana, July 21, 1908.
Avery Company,
Dear Sirs:—We, the Wheeling ring, purchased of your agent, Mr. Brower of Flora, Indiana, a complete Avery outﬁt, consisting of an
18 h. p. double undermounted engine, 32x54 separator, and water tank mounted, The rig is satisfactory in every respect, and as to the en
gine will say. it is a hummer, simple in construction and handy to operate in every respect, and would say to anyone contemplating buying
a rig, do not listen to the stories of other agents about the belt dragging on the ground and about the engine catching all the dirt. The belt
gives no trouble to keep it off the ground, and we have the cleanest engine and boiler in the country. And to prove what I say, come and
see us and be convinced, and other engine builders quit your kicking the Avery undermounted engine, and put in your time trying to ﬁgure
out how you can build a better one, for the undermounted engine has come to stay.

Yours truly,

James D. Zartman, Pres.
John F. Bone, Sec'y.

'
‘. John Zinn,
Purchasing Comm.
D. 0. Cook,
Willis E. Kirkpatrick

A 1908 RECORD OF RESULTS WITH AN AVERY STEAM PLOW OUTFIT.
“We are now plowing 30 acres in ten hours easily with about 2,000 lbs. of coal and we are much pleased with its operation.”
_

This is an extract from a letter dated July 20, 1908, in regard to the Avery Steam Plow Outﬁt, written by the Desert Improvement Com
pany of American Falls, Idaho, to the Deseret Implement Company, of Ogden, Utah, Jobbers of Avery Machinery.
'

ANY, 259 Iowa Street
Forks, Fargo.

EXPORT OFFICE:

2 Stone St., N. Y. City.

JOBBING HOUSES:

Winnipeg, Denver, Ogden.
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Indian war—and then, no more In

dians.” The heavy mass infantry
ﬁghting in the campaign should be
against the breeding places of the ﬂy.
These are, ﬁrst and foremost, and
also second, third and fourth, in or

der of importance, heaps, bins ‘or
masses of horse manure. These, both
by the abundance of decaying veget
able matter which they contain, the
favorite food of the maggots or lar

.

behind in the cracks of the boards or
in the soil soaked by garbage. Gar
bage cans must, of course, also be

THRESIﬁ’KMEN, TAKE NOTICE
Our factory !

scalded out thoroughly at least once
a week, and the addition of a little
coal oil, crude petroleum or creosote

Practical 0" Pump
New

will make the cleaning more effec
tive and act as an additional discour
ager of both the hatching and the de
position of eggs.
-

absolutely

A

ered with material which will retain
that moisture and allow decay to take
place, make admirable breeding
places of muscae.
Third, the old

screened and made ﬂy tight and pro
vided with a swing door, through
which the manure is thrown. This

in

course

0! erection.

pretty

good

Well,

record

perhaps

for
we

an
had

article
better

that

has

leave

only

that

for

you to decide; but it it means anything at all, it is this.
that the Practical Oil Pump makes good wherever and
whenever used. and we make no claims for it that we do
not fully substantiate.
Now then, men, it’s up to you, it you are tired of ex
perimenting and tooling around with a. worthless,'unre
liable oiling device, just write today for our twenty page

prohibited, and, indeed.

vegetable refuse, sweepings or rags removal or cleaning is thoroughly
have been mixed;
ordinary rags. done, twice a month; or the manure
dressmakers’ scraps or lint swept up should be thrown into large boxes or
from ﬂoors, if moistened and cov small rooms which are thoroughly

building

been on the market about two years, and what does it

district, or the

fourth, accumulations of garbage, in usually are, but the law is not always
including dust bins or ash barrels in enforced.
The former should be
which even small amounts of garbage, cleaned out once a week, or where the

factory

Shipping pumps to all parts 01' the United States and
Canada.
Letters oi’ praise pouring in from satisfied customers
all over the country.
i"

signify?

In the suburban

running night and day to keep up with

the ever lncreamng demand (or the

vae, and by the heat which they gen small town, the principal source of
erate in the process of decay, are danger will be from stables and pig
ideal steam heated nurseries for the pens. The latter should be, of course,

breeding of the ﬂy. Second, or rather

September, 190_8.

catalog and it will tell you how to forever put an end to
your lubricating troubles.

llcGUlLOUGH MANUFACTURING co.
cilia“ om“, 69 u. 1mm," 5|,

2632-2634 Ceniral Ave., Minneapolis, Minn., U. S. A.

American Direct Acting Steam Balin g Press
Most Powerful and Rapid Baler on the Market for:
llll Y, STRI W, EXCEL‘IOR, sun VINE‘, ETC.

involves a little initial expense, but
fashioned vault, where this is allowed is well worth it to the horse owner
to exist, and where garbage and oth himself, to say nothing of his neigh
er refuse are mixed with the excre bors if only in protecting his horses

ta. Solid masses or accumulations of from the greatest plague of the year,
human excreta, or of cow manure annoyance by ﬂies. Where removal
which has little or no straw in it, are or screening doesn’t seem to be feas
not suitable breeding places for ﬂies, ible, watering down of the manure
and hence fortunately relatively free heap once a week with a solution of
from danger in this regard.

ordinary white arsenic or Paris green,

Now, how can these hotbeds of pes
tilence be attacked‘! This will, of
course, vary with the locality and
with the density of the population. In

a teaspoonful to the gallon, or sprink»
ling the pile so as to give a slight

bloom to the surface, with either of
these dry, will kill 90 per cent. of all

larger cities, having adequate sani the eggs deposited.
tary laws and properly equipped
This is more objectionable than the
health oﬂicers, the principal weapon other methods, inasmuch as it in
is to insist upon the removal of all volves a certain amount of risk of
garbage daily, or at least twice a poisoning. But this is slight and is

week, and the carting away of all ac practically conﬁned to the possibility
cumulations of stable manure, manu of cattle on the farm to which the
facturing refuse, ashes or other accu manure is hauled getting at it and
mulations of dust—which are almost eating some of the less spoiled straw
certain to contain traces of garbage, or hay in the mass. It doesn't de
rags, fruit cans or other traces of stroy its value as fertilizer in any
organic matter which will. aiford the way. In fact, as is well known, a
ﬂy a suitable nest to lay her eggs in spray of about one-ﬁfth of this
—preferably once a week, or at the strength is directly used upon apples
most every two weeks. .The reason and other fruit to prevent the devel»
for insisting upon this is that, as has opment of the codlin moth or apple
already been stated, the house ﬂy lays worm with few or no injurious results
her eggs in moist and decaying organ to those eating the apples.
ic
matter,
preferably
vegetable.
I'f vaults are permitted to exist in
These hatch in from four to twelve the suburbs they should be sprinkled
hours, according to temperature, giv once a week with either the solution
ing rise to the well-known yellowish or the dry powder of arsenic as de
white

“skippers”

or

“maggots” scribed.

l: "in

‘a ﬁg“ J

Takes up. very little
when desired. May
Portable Engine by
lar and prices.
lmorlcan Saw I"!

Machinery Co. 117r|on st..- lhckoﬂllown, N. d.

How York Dillon, 1585 "when funllnll Bldg.

v Buy Your Wife a Washer
She deserves it. Her health and strength are too valum
ble to be thrown away over a. tub.
It's economy, too—it will pay for itself in the saving
of soap,

send you

the

name of the dealer nearest

you who handles it and we will send you laundry Les
about

washing

and

ironing.

It's

White Lily Mtg. Company
1556 Roeklngnm Road

Davenport, In.

The Star Feed Grinders
for Gas or Steam Powocr. Made in Ill”
for 2 h. p. up. .Grind Ear Corn or any
kind of small grain and make the belt
quality of Peed. .Eead This:
New Lexington, Ohio. Oct. 19, 1907.
Gentlemen:
I have used one of your Star Mills
No. 4 for several years, and do custom
grinding for farmers. and I consider it
the best all-round Feed Grinder that
I ever saw.
I can make feed cheaper
than I could by using Crusher and
Stone Buhrs.
Yours truly,
J. H. MARTIN.
If they satisfy 9. Miller who does
custom grinding, they will satisfy you.
Ask us for Booklet that tells all
about them
The Stu- Mfg. Co., New Lexington. Ohio.

themselves in a brown chrysalis-like privy vaultare one of their favorite

Starrett Speed lndicatoriNo. I04
Price, Postpaid, $1. 00
The Indicator may be run
at highest speed required,
without heating.
The

source of danger to dwellings every villages, the open country or camps,
week or ten days, there is little dan where no public sanitary precautions

working parts are encased.

ger of the ﬂy being able to continue are taken, the best methods are, ﬁrst,
its racial existence.
to see that the garbage and swill are
As a matter of additional precau emptied at least every other day,
sprinkle the boxes or valuts in which they are fed are kept at least two
stable manure is allowed to accumu hundred yards away from the house
late and theground where garbage in summer time, and that the places
cans stand with a solution of arsenic, where the garbage or swill cans stand
about two teaspoonfuls to the gallon. are moistened down once a week with
This will prevent the development of an arsenic solution. Both pigpens
any eggs which may have been left. and chicken yards are fruitful sources

Let us

sous, our little book
free for the asking.

from four to seven days these encase feed there, as the contents of the

tion, however, it would be well to that the hogs and chickens to which

to say nothing of the time on Monday morning.

Ask to see the White Washer-—the best machine in the
world.

This is not so much to pre

grown ﬂies, ready to mate and lay so eifective in the spread of typhoid
eggs within twenty-four hours.
and summer diarrhoeas, transferring
Altogether it will be seen the cycle the bacilli from the stools of one case
takes at least seven to ten days, and to the milk, vegetables or other food
frequently ﬁfteen to twenty. so that, to be eaten by the next.
The ﬂy
if these accumulations of ﬁlth are re breeds in dirt, feeds on ﬁlth and plays
moved, either to be destroyed or de over our food and faces.
posited where they will not be a
Last of all, in regions like small

-.

room. Easily moved-can be munted n wheels
be connected direct to any Boiler, or Traction or
pipe or Steam hose. Write for descriptive circu

(larvae) about a half-inch in length. vent ﬂies breeding in them as it is to
After living and feeding actively poison them when they attempt to‘

shell and go into the pupae stage for and most highly relished foods. It is
from four to ten days. At the end on account of this charming habit
of this time they emerge as full and preference of theirs that they are

. q

rlh’l'i- '

Dial has two rows of ﬁg
ures, reading either right

or left as shaft may run.
Steel pointed spindle with
rubber tips or both pointed and centered shafts. The 0 mark
may be instantly set at the starting point.
Sand for free Catalogue No. 18 A B of Fine Tools

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.,
Plem mention Tho Review.

Athol, Mesa, U. S. A.

of ﬂy production, but must for
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Some Fires.

IEW MARSEILLES iillSTLESS liYLliiilEii lllliiil SHELLEBS

present, probably, be regarded as nec

Damage to the amount of about
essary evils, to be reduced merely 20 $5,000 was done by ﬁre on the \V. A.
their lowest minimum by keeping Raymond ranch, four miles northeast
them at a proper distance from the of Walla Walla, Wash, Two settings
house and by thoroughly raking over of threshed 'wheat, comprising more
and cleaning up their surfaces, burn than 1,000 sacks, were consumed and
ing any unused refuse and sprinkling the separator, derrick wagon and feed
the ground with creosote, crude pe racks of the threshing outﬁt of Geo.
troleum or kerosene at least once a McGuire were destroyed.
The ﬁre
week. Chicken yards are not such resulted from an. explosion caused by
sources of infection as pigpens, for smut, and the engine and water wag~
the reason that the chickens are ex on were the only part of the outﬁt
ceeding fond of the larvae or mag saved. Some standing grain was de
gots, and will scratch for them ener stroyed. Hard work on the part of

getically in any ﬁlth breeding places
to which they have access.
Where in such communities or
camps the garbage cannot be removed

the threshing crew and the residents
of that part of the country was all
that saved much more grain from be
ing burned.

at least every other day, or there is
no available ﬁlth eating animal to

POSITIVELY GUARANTEED
to shell either shucked or unshncked

Made in Several Sizes, both
Stationary & Portable Styles

YVhile threshing wheat near Shel

which it can be fed, a simple but ef byville, Ind., Alexander Tindall and
fective plan is to dig a trench at a Arthur Bone had two wagons on the

corn faster with less power in pro or

tionto capacity: take the corn 0 the
cobs cleaner: clean both cabs and earn

SEND FDR CATALOG

more perfectly; do

less crushing or
grinding 0! corn

or robe and save
a larger per cent
0! the corn than
any other cylin
der sheiler on
the market.

We mail ilsnri and Power Corn Sheliors.
ilorss Pnvrsrs, Fmi Grinders, Portable Ell- m
mars anri Wagon llumnx. Pump lacks, Grain‘,
Elevator Machinery and Sunpllls.
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
Marseilles Mil. Oo.. Marseilles. Ill.
Gainesville. Texas, May 12. 1908.
Gentlemen:—-We purchased the first Shnck Oorn Sheller you ever made. some eighteen or twenty years
ago. Since then we have bought twelve or ﬁfteen or them. representing every improvement. and expect to
buy several more this season. We have bought one or more of about every other make and think we are
competent Judges of such machinery. Your Sheilers husk and shell the corn oi! the cob more thoroughly;
save it more completely: clean both the shelled corn And the cohs more periectly; requires less power in
proportion to capacity: are more durably constructed and cost less. loss of time and cost 0! repairs
sidered. than any sheller we have ever used. We hovel thrown out every other kind 0! Corn Sh
we ever bought and have replaced them with yours.
KEEL & SON, By J. Z. Kee

Mlrneiilon Mfg. Co., IARSHLLES. ill.

lunch iiossu ul Ronni Aussie: at Principal Distributing Cilia

distance of 100 feet or more from the ground, both loaded with Wheat, which
house, throw these waste materials caught ﬁre from sparks from the en

into it, springling them thoroughly gine and were consumed.
The
twice a week with either a‘solution thresher narrowly escaped destruc
or the powdered arsenic, and cover tion. The horses were badly burned
over daily with a thin coating of the before rescue.

earth which has been taken out of
the trench. When the trench is ﬁlled

On Friday last week, says the As

to within six inches of the surface, tor, Ill., Searchlight, in the Flatt
sprinkle on a couple of handfuls of Woods neighborhood sparks from the
arsenic, shovel over the remaining engine set ﬁre to the hay in the barn

soil and nature will take care of the loft and destroyed the barn and con
rest.

The use of the arsenic will pre

vent the development of maggots and
the daily coating with earth will ab
sorb objectionable odors.
The only drawback to this method
is that it involves some risk of poi
soning prowling dogs, cats and other
animals that make the round of the
garbage dumps. But this, from a
sanitary point of view, is rather a
blessing in disguise than otherwise,
for animals of this ﬁlthy habit are a
constant menace to the health and
comfort of the community, dragging

tents, 24 tons of hay, some imple
ments, etc., were destroyed. Some in
surance was carried, but as the en_
gine was set too near the barn it may

Manufacturers’ Agents
Cherokee Mfg. Co.’s Goods

Ssttlcy Stsckers, Machinery, Repairs

Well Ddlls, Angers and Well Supplies

Monarch Feeders and Tenders

Corn Shcllers, Portable Elevators, Pow
ers and Feed Grinders

Russell Wind Stsckers

Pioneer Water Tank

Gas Engines, Stationary, Portable and
Traction

Brass Goods and All Kinds of Thresher

Adjustable Sieves
Madison-Kipp Oil Pumps and Force
Feed Lubricstors
Csswell Adjustable Belt Guides
Rebuilt Engines and Separators, Feed
ers and Stsckers

Supplies and Repairs

Drive Bolts, Dry Batteries, Oils and
Greases of all kinds

Minneapolis Threshing Machinery
Heineke & Co.’s Goods

be impossible to collect it.
The Clarksville, Ky., Leaf-Chroni
cle says. “The thresher owned by

SACHSE, BUNN & COMPANY
201 South 5th St.

Wes Smith, of the Fifth district,
which was destroyed by ﬁre Thurs
day night was evidently of incendia
ry origin. The thresher was on the
farm of J. T. Morrison. A new piece
old bones and pieces of decayed meat of belting was taken off of the ma

PHONE
New State No. 51
Please mention The Review.

and offal all over the gardensv and chine and laid aside by the “ﬁre
grounds, burying them just suﬁicient bug,” but just why he desired to save
ly deep to furnish a lovely breeding that and destroy the machine is hard
place for ﬂies and then leaving them. to understand. A thorough investi

That this is far from being a mere gation failed to disclose any clue
counsel of perfection can be heartily which might lead to the arrest of the
Mr. Smith is a
attested by scores of sanatoria, sum guilty parties.
mer camps, summer hotels, villages staunch member of the association
and suburban districts which have and can give no reason for such ac
put the plan into operation, and as a tion against him.

The loss will be

consequence been practically rid of about $500.”
ﬂies and all the pestilences which
follow in their train. When it is re
A large barn on the farm of Sher
membered that the ﬂy is now known man Fawcett, a threshcrman living
to be actively engaged in the spread about half a mile southwest of Paint
of typhoid, tuberculosis, diphtheria, ersville, Ohio, was completely de
scarlet fever, blood poisoning, plague stroyed by ﬁre, caused by a bolt of

BETWEEN

iimou Arm Burma
The D. .t B. Linc Steamers leave Detroit
week days at 5:00p. m.. Sundays at 4:00 p. m.

(central time) and from Bull’alo daily at 5:30
p. m. (castcrntimc) reaching their destin
ntion the i'iCXl morning. Direct connections “ *
Superior ser
‘VCS‘CH‘I IK‘IICS

RAIL TICKETS AVAILABLE
ON STEANIERS
All classes of tickets cold reading

and inﬂuenza, and to be the principal lightning which struck it.

Although

rin Michigan Central. Wabash and
Grand

Trunk railways

bcrwecn

agent concerned-as shown by the the rain fell in torrents, it had no ef

Detroit and Buffalo in either di

report of Dr. Daniel D. Jackson in fect upon the blaze, which rapidly
his study of ﬂies along the water spread throughout the structure and

rcction will be acccprcd for trans
porrzsrion on D. (‘I 8. Line Steamers.
Send rwo Ccnt stamp for illustrated
pamphlet and Map of Great Lakes.
Address, L U- Lewll, G.P.A., Detroit

front last summer in the conveyance
of intestinal diseases of infancy and
childhood, which claim 5,000 or more
victims in New York every summer

cut off every effort to save it.

Twelve

tons of new hay had been put into the
mow of the barn that afternoon, and
it was burned, along with 175 bushels

Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co.
rmuP N. ICMILLAN, VICEPREL

A. A. scrim", ﬁts. Ian.

M

—it will be seen how well worth of corn, a number of farm implements
while is the small amount of expense and one horse valued at about $200.00.
and care and cleanliness which is nec There was one other horse in the sta<

'
BELT
Champron
POWER
Hay Press

essary to rid us of his presence. All ble, but it was taken out in safety.
of these precautions would be amply A number of hogs, which were in a
rewarded by simply getting rid of the shed adjoining the barn, were also
buzzing, biting,
speck
depositing saved.
sleep disturbing, baldness punishing
The blaze was seen for several miles

ﬂy even were he as innocent as a babe around and all the neighbors of Mr.
unborn of the dissemination of Fawcett turned out and rendered
plagues and pestilences.
what assistance was in their power.
The loss will amount to $2000.00 or
While at the fair look up that new
machine or that diﬁerent make of $3,000.00. There was no insurance on
machine you read about in The Be the building and only $300.00 insur
ance was carried on the contents.
view.

;,

Has condensing Hopper, Friction Clutches, Double
Steel Gears; only Self-Feeder that is independent of

5;’ plunger, and many other exclusive features.
'

3 l.

6 tons per hour.

4-horse detached power HIV PRESS, 6 strokes of plunger to
_-—-—— oneround of horses. SIDE and END HITCH. Self feed auto
matic block dropper. 2 lo 3 tons porhour. Can be
run with small Gasoline Engine. Write for special prices
and terms on either of above machines.

FAMOUS MANUFAGTURING G0.
89 Chicago Ave.

East ﬁhlcago, Indiana
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ltask.

True the amount required is

colossal, but it can be very easily pro

Good Roads.

duced without any appreciable bur

Abstract of Speech of Howard H. Cross at Grand Rapids Convention.

ty years will build the roads. No
country in the world is or ever was

den.

vision according to speciﬁcations sub
mitted to and approved by the Unit
ed States Department of Agriculture.

The economies eﬁ’ected in twen— The money to be paid out on certiﬁ_
cates of the proper state otiicers, set

so well able to ﬁnance this transac

ting forth that the respective improve
ments have been completed, stating

tion.

the cost thereof and that 75 per cent

In speaking upon the question of now given way. The new and true
Let us take a glimpse of the nation of the expenses had been paid by the
National Aid as a supplement to State conception is that the roads are pub al debts and interest charges of a few state and local authorities.
Aid in road building, Mr. Howard H. lic property and it is the duty of the of the leading nations and compare
The following shows approximate
Gross, secretary of the Farmers’ Hood whole public to look after its own. them with our own country making ly the amount certain states would
Road League of Illinois, said in part This has crystalized in what is known

as follows:
“The need for good roads is uni
versal. It is the one thing needed
above all others for the social and
economic advancement of America to
fulﬁll its high destiny. No part of

the comparison on a per capita basis.
Let us see how much of debt stands
Another misconception that has against each individual in the several
been responsible for the waste of un countries, and the annual interest they

receive in the apportionment:

as state aid in road building.

told millions upon the highways was

must pay.

that anybody could build roads, while
the facts are that anybody cannot do

The debt of

the earth is so richly blessed with all it. By reasor of this millions of mon
material blessings as our own land. ey was squandered by misdirected ef
Here civilization must work out its fort with no substantial beneﬁt for the
greatest problems and here it should outlay. It is not necessary to say to
reach its highest and most perfect de this audience that it requires engi
velopment. Wheresoever the Ameri neering skill plus experience plus

can may travel he is always proud of equipment if good resultsyare to be
his country and his ﬂag‘, his humilia had in road building.

France . . . . . .
Great Britain.
Germany . . . .
Italy . . . . . . . .
Spain . . . . . . .
Australia . . . .
United States

Pennsylvania having 4.6%
total road mileage would
receive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9,200,000
8.4%‘ of population. . . . .16,800,000

Per cap. An. int.
. . . .$144.00. . .
. . . . 88.83. . .
. . . . 49.00. . .
. . . . 82.00.. .
. . . . 98.00. . .
. . . . 278.00. . .
. . . . 11.11

.$6.05
$26,000,000
. 3.47 New York with 3.7% mile
. 2.00
age and 9.1% population 25,600,000
. 3.89 Illinois with 4.4% mileage
. 3.72
and 6.6% population... 22,000,000
.1089 Ohio with 3% mileage and
.29
5.5% population . . . . . .. 17,000,000

The above figures are more eloquent
than words. Ten years ago the na

Michigan with 3.2% mile
age and 3.1% population 12,600,000

that of all countries of the world ing the adoption of state aid in six tional debt of the United States was
our public roads are the worst, while teen states within the last few years $15.55 per capita and the interest
we are the best able of any country have made great progress. State aid charge 54 cents. This great reduction
to build roads.
is good; it is a great and necessary is due largely to the increased popula
Good roads are found practically forward step, but it is not enough. The tion.
If the government were to issue
everywhere in Great Britain, Conti time has come to treat the subject
nental Europe, and even in far oﬁ upon its broadest lines. It is not only $400,000,000 of two per cent bonds

Kansas with 5%‘ mileage
and 2% population... . 14,000,000

tion comes when he is forced to admit

The apostles of good roads in secur

Australia and New Zealand the road a state but a national question.

and use the proceeds in aiding road

builder has done his work well. Even
The reasons for national aid in road
in Brazil, Argentine and other South building may be brieﬂy stated:
American countries are to be found
The Federal government has author
many highly improved and well cared ity to do so under the Constitution.
for highways.
It was so held in the earlier years of
The query arises, “Why is this so, our national life; it has acted upon
and why are the people most noted this authority and thus established a
for both enterprise and extravagance precedent. The plan of national road
so far behind the rest of the world?” building is world wide and a success
As an advertiser says: “There is a ful plan. It is the only one that has
reason.” It lies in certain miscon ever solved the question as all Euro
ceptions that have obtained in this pean and other countries will tesify.
country from the ﬁrst. Among those Here we have a world precedent as
we may name the following:
well as a local one.

building it would place the debt per
capita almost exactly where it was

The public roads are regarded purely
as a local matter ; a subject relegated by
law and common consent to the small
unit of the township or the smaller
one of the road district. That the
condition of the highways in any 10
cality affected only the local territory
and was no concern of the great mass
of people the country over. In the
earlier days before the advent of rail

roads

this

ten years ago, and would increase
the interest charge from 29 cents to
39 cents per person per year. These
bonds would be eagerly taken by

banks as a basis of circulation and
would give us a much needed increase
in the volume of currency. The inter
est charge to carry the bonds would
be $8,000,000 per year. Against this
should be set the economy in the rural

mail service which by reason of good

roads will be at least $7,000,000 per
year, leaving a net charge of $1,000,
over forty per cent of these highways 000 or a fraction over one cent per
person per year. As the Federal gov
for rural mail delivery. So it has
ernment is now taxing us' for all pur
both use and need for good roads. The
Again, the Federal government uses

cost of rural mail ‘service is now about poses at the rate of $10.00 per capi
ta we may assume the added penny
‘ $35,000,000 per year over generally
would not be felt.

A tax of eight

Only the main highways should be

considered in the ﬁrst campaign for
good roads.
Of Michigan ’s 69,000
miles of public highways not more
than 25,000 may be regarded as main
roads. The sum of $12,600,000 would
give to Michigan over $500 per mile as

national aid in road building upon
these highways.
Not having the exact figures for
Michigan at hand, let me point out
what state and national aid would do
for Illinois, in a campaign covering
ten years and during which $60,000;

000 should be expended upon the high
ways. Take as an illustration an av
erage farm in central Illinois where
the property is valued at from $100.00
to $150.00 per acre. The aggregate

annual tax to liquidate the Federal,
the state and the local bond tax for
the highest amount of bonds that can
be issued under the Consitution, at
the highest rate of interest allowed by

law would be approximately ten cents
per acre per year and no more, and
this expenditure will thoroughly and

bad,' and at all times over roads that
are nearly impassable.
Those in cents per person per year would pay permanently improve all the mail
charge and in a position to know, esti the interest and would provide asink highways of the state and connect ev
mate that with universally good roads ing fund that would retire the bonds ery community from Cairo to Galena
at maturity.
with a complete system of smooth,
conception was largely the cost of performing the service
Let us assume the Federal govern

true; there was little or no commerce
between the states; there were no
great, broad market reports ﬂashed
daily from one end of the country to
the other; each locality bought and

sold upon its needs.

would be reduced at least twenty per
cent and the quality of the service ment should be wise enough and pro

hard and delightful roads, and would
add to the value of farm property at

gressive enough to authorize an issue least ﬁve times the amount of taxes
of $400,000.000 of bonds as fast as imposed upon farms to build the roads
a waste and unnecessary expense of the funds were required. How should and usher in a higher and better civi
at least $7,000,000 per year, which is the proceeds be used? May I suggest lization, and would be the greatest

would be greatly increased .In oth

er words the bad road conditions cause

paid by all the people upon the one a plan that to me seems fair and
The conditions have changed and
practicable.
item of rural delivery.
this change necessitates a new concep
The proceeds of the bond issue to be
The government statisticans esti
tion as to the importance of the high
rated onvthe
among the
states
follows:
mate that the extra cost due pro
One-half
basis
of as
population

good that under God could possibly
come to that great commonwealth.

ways. Now food products are ship
A Terse Question.
to bad roads of moving .the
ped thousands of miles from where
At a dinner during the recent Epis—
three
principal
crops
to mar and one-half on the basis of highway
they are produced and proper distri ket:
mileage. Thus thi thickly populated copal convention at Richmond a
corn, wheat and cotton
bution is one of the great questions
is over $50,000,000 per year. It is ul states would have the advantage in young lady sitting near the Bishop of
of the age.
So perfect and wide
tra-conservative to say that the mon the ﬁrst distribution, while the more London said to him:
spread has become the system of dis

ey loss by bad roads entails a waste sparcely settled states would gain in
with no compensating beneﬁt of ap the latter. An examination will show
upon conditions covering not only the
proximately $180,000,000 per year. the plan is'equitable.
entire country but in fact the whole
Many estimate the amount at several
A condition of the issue should be
world. As matters now stand, the
times this enormous sum. We may that each of the several states in or
cost and facility of transportation fairly say that with good roads gener der to receive its pro rate. should raise
over country roads are of prime im
ally throughout the country, the re within ten years say $3.00 for every
portance . Thus the local question has
sulting economy measured in money $1.00 to be drawn from the national
become a national one.
alone would be at least $2.00 per year treasury. The proceeds of the bond
Another misconception was that the for every person in the land.
issue to be expended upon the main
country roads belonged to the farmer
It may be said that the enormous highways used for rural mail delivery
—it was his duty to build and main sum of money required to build good and in no event to exceed 25 per cent

f‘B‘ishop, I wish you would set my

tribution that prices rise and fall

mind at rest as to the similarity or
dissimilarity between your country
and ours on one point. Does the but
terﬂy because the tomato can?”

The bishop laughed heartily at this
vivacious sally.

Not so a young Eng

lishman of his party who, after din
ner, sought his host.
“I want to know, you know,” said
he, “about that joke of Miss B.’s.

She ahsked if butter ﬂew because to

tain them. After prevailing for one roads would bankrupt the country. of the cost of the improvements. The mahtoes could. Please tell me what
hundred and ﬁfty years this idea has That would be an almost impossible work to be done under state super the point is.”—Lippincott’s.
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Culverts.
By W. O. Hotchklss, Mldison, Wis.

The BAKER Piston Valve

For many years we have been
swearing at our poor roads-each one

For Traction Engines insures a saving of
25 per cent. of power over D slide valves

of us wondering why somebody else
didn’t get busy and improve them.

It will do this on YOUR Engine

We have drawn unfavorable compar

isons with the roads of Europe and
then excused ourselves by saying
that we are a new country, and oth
er excuses are called up when that
one doesn't seem to go.
The whole truth of the matter is
that we are just beginning to wake
up and ﬁnd out that it isn’t the oth—
er fellow who has been to blame for
our roads, but ourselves. \Ve are be
ginning to see that unless each one
of us take a personal interest and
do something that nothing much is
likely to he done. We have gone on
trying to work with the highway sys'

With this valve is introduced for the ﬁrst time a
spring packing ring that will take up every bit of
wear and yet work satisfactorily under all condi
tions. My catalogue describes and illustrates ful
ly, and I will send it to any interested thresher-man for the asking.

LET ME TELL YOU MORE-ASK.

WILFRED BAKER
SOUTH IIIKOTI
Please mention The Review.

tem of the Middle Ages handed down
through our New England ancestors
a century after other progressive

countries had discarded it.

We have

been trying to ﬁt square pegs into
round holes without success and only
in recent years have we begun to get
sense enough to know that are must
Whittle the peg down to ﬁt the hole.

nau’rnuraAsounzuvamzs
.,

for they will freeze or crack, nor
close to the road surface where wheels

will cut ‘them. .-Ir6n culverts should
be used only when it is necessary to

It is really surprising that until put in a small culvert close to the
the last few years even ordinarily road surface and for places where
intelligent people have not known water will stand.

even the most simple principles of
road building.
It is about the ﬁrst and most im
portant of these principles that I
want to talk on today. Your High
way. Commissioner. Horatio S. Earle,
has expressed it very tersely, “Get

The best material to build culverts
of is concrete. Many towns in Mich
igan and Wisconsin are blessed with

used for culverts.

can saw their own lumber at an ex
pense of not over $10 a thousand

board feet.

In any other place a

wooden culvert is just a case of that
square peg in the round hole.
A proper aim in all expenditure of
money is to get something perman
ent. \Vhen we buy a pair of shoes
we are willing to pay a little more for
a pair that will wear well. lVhen we

craft. The writer has two injectors
that take water out of a tank, and
one that is fed directly from the

yond it, where it was covered by
earth several feet deep.

There was a

weak spot in this pipe, and as heat
expanded it more than it did the rust
and corrosion which lined it, the pipe

lent opportunity to observe the dif

failed and allowed the hot water to
run out until attention was called to

ference in operation.

the matter by a puddle of hot water

street main, thus affording an excel
Where a tank

from which steam ascended.

the reservoir or any other foreign
matter is detected before it is sent

pipe was taken out and a new one put

it to the proper thickness. The dif to the boilers. and by installing a
ﬁculty is to get started to building small injector this muddy water can
them.
be discharged into the sewer until the
In order to present arguments to supply becomes clear again. This is
our people over in Wisconsin to show a much better plan than to ﬁnd it
them why they should build more con baked on the shell and tubes in the

job is not excessive, there was no
good reason for the so called acci
dent. In order to guard against such
carelessness in the future, a swing
check valve ought to be installed in
the supply pipe, to prevent steam

crete culverts, we got to studying the form of scale.
cost of the various forms of cul
An injector is more reliable
verts and figuring how long they taking water from a tank than
would last. We arranged the results supplied directly from the
of this study in the table given.
main, for if faucets in other

KIND

l

SHAPE

build a barn we put a solid founda
tion under it at an increased expense, Wooden box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..| Square
if we can afford it, because it will
last longer than a barn built on the
ground, and we feel we are getting
our money’s worth.
The public are better able to afford
to buy lasting things than individuals

I ing back into the water supply pipe,

Operating Injectors.

The average visitor to an engine instead of sending water into the boil
room cannot understand the object in ers.
using a barrel or a tank to receive wa- l
In a certain plant the ﬁreman at
ter from a street main, and then tak- l tempted to start a direct connected
ing it out by means of an injector injector, but for some reason that was
and feeding it into a battery of boil
not plain, steam was allowed to ﬁll
ers. This is not surprising, but when the water pipes and was forced into
a visiting engineer cannot see the ad them until the cold water meter was
vantage of the plan it would seem thoroughly heated, also the pipe be

is used, the presence of sediment from

It should be used

are forty miles from a railroad and

ﬁn" Meagher and 16th 8|... , chlcago. ‘I315 18 OUR FlFTY-FIFI‘H YEAR.

abundant gravel that is often times that there is still a chance for the dif
right at the site waiting to be used. fusion of useful knowledge among the

It is surprisingly simple and easy and
cheap to build small concrete culverts
the water 0E. out and away.” I
when you once get used to it. It
want to talk about culverts.
isn't a very great undertaking to
Culverts are made of many ma
make a square box the size of the wa
terials. There are wood, tile. con
terway you want, dig a trench, put
crete. steel and cast iron. Each ma
in six inches of concrete, lay the box
terial has its proper place in culvert
on the bottom you have made and
making even wood can properly be
shove] your concrete around and over
in those back woods towns where they '

UNTIL YOU INVESTIGATI
"THE MASTER WORKMAN,”

a two-cylinder gasoline, kerosene C
nlconoi engine, superior to nnfclgne-cylindeglengine ;‘ mvoaitionizing power.
its weight and bulk are hall! that of single cylinder engines, with grants:- durability. O0"
l- touy
B-LeutR.
mounQu‘ l hen-2H Ell-LE
a rted.
’ PUIIPPOO
rn on rncticnll overcome. Cheaply mounted unnny wagon. it is n combination portable, ntntlonlry or M

Concrete box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Cast iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Cast iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Cast iron . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vitriﬁed tile . . . . . . . . . .
Corrugated steel . . . . . .
are for the simple reason that all of Circular concr'ete . . . . .
us are richer than any one or‘ us. In
This table is worth

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

..
..
..
..|

SIZE

' 15"
Square
15"
Semi-circle \ 16"
Triangular
18"
Oval Sides
Round
18"
Round
18"
Round
18"
Round
18”

The old

in, and although the cost of such a

from heating the water, but if an un
when
when
street

successful attempt is made to start
an injector that is connected in this

parts

common sense enough to know wheth
er it is delivering water or not, the
only remedy seems to be for him to

way, and the ﬁreman does not have

0051‘

C°s‘Y:‘:f_s‘°°

$16.80
40.
57.90
65.25

$252.
40.
97.80
112.50

boilers, when search will be made for
the cause of the trouble. Another ev

166.80
42.
196.
35.

presented when such a discovery is
made, and although the injector and
all the pipes near it are‘ as hot as
steam can make them, the ﬁreman at

wait until he must have water in his
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
so.

92.40
42.
50.40
35.

idence of ignorance along this line is

tempts to start the boiler feeder with
careful study. of the building are opened suddenly,

building culverts we want to get them but I will only take the time to call the reduction of water pressure caus

out running water through it to the

in so they will stay; we
manent improvements.
The only materials that
culverts that will not rust
stone, tile and concrete.

waste until the injector is cold enough
to condense the steam that is deliv
ered to it.
One day the writer was taking wa
ter out of the tank previously men

want per
we use for
or rot are
If we put

wood in it is only a question of a
very few years with the poor lumber

we get nowadays before the culvert
will have to be replaced. If we use
metal culverts it'is just the same as
with wood, only the time it takes them
to rust out is longer than it takes the

wooden ones to go. But there are
places where metal culverts should

your attention to the last column,
“Cost to keep up 100 years.”
In
this column it is assumed that a Wood
en culvert will last seven years, a
cast iron pipe ﬁfty, a corrugated steel
pipe twenty, tile 100 and concrete 100.
These allowances are generous to
everything but the tile and concrete.
If concrete is well laid it is just as
good for 500 years as for 100, but
even with these allowances concrete
is the cheapest material by far when
length of life is considered.

es the injector to “kick,” which does
not happen when taking water from

a tank. The latter plan is also con
venient for use in dissolving and feed
ing a compound for removing scale.
\Vhen a new assistant engineer or

a ﬁreman who is not familiar with
the machinery attempts to start eith
er of these injectors, be generally fails

to deliver water'into the boilers. If
steam blows back into the tank he
discovers it at once and ﬁnds a rem

edy, but if he fails to properly start

the direct connected injector he does
perhaps be used in preference to any
See us at the Fairs. Call at The not notice the fault, but goes away
others.
Review ’s Headquarters and get ac and attends to other duties until hot
Tile culverts should not be used quainted with our representatives. water coming to the cold water fau
when the water willstand in them They will be looking for you.
cets informs him that steam is blow

tioned and sending it to the boilers
when suddenly the injector “kicked”
and apparently the water commenced
to boil, although.there was no evi

dence of heat in it. As the injectors
were in perfect order and the water
supply pipe was not interrupted, I
shut the steam valve and began to
think’over the situation, endeavoring
to recall what had been done that day

that could possibly cause the failure.
Remembering that steam was raised

that morning in one of the boilers
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which had been laid 05 for several and Vermont have been the only re
days, the cause of the trouble was no liable producers of oats, Maine ’s pro
longer a mystery. The air that was duction in 1906 being larger by over
in this boiler above the water line a million bushels than in 1866; but
was discharged into the main header, Vermont has lost, though much less
and when some of it came to the in in proportion than the other New
jector the supply of water to the England states.
boilers suddenly ceased, as an ordi
Of the middle Atlantic states New
nary injector cannot be operated with
York and Pennsylvania continue to
air (even if it is hot), and when the
be as good producers as in the ’60’s
air was blown into the tank it caused
(1866 having been an exceptionally
violent agitation of the water. or in
good year in this part of the country),
other words it appeared to boil with
but New Jersey and Delaware have
out much heat. “Then the air was re
steadily lost ground. So have Mary
moved from the steam pipe, there was
land and Virginia, but West Virginia
no more trouble from this source.
and the Carolinas are doing better
There is one point in favor of con
now than in the ’60’s. Georgia saw
necting an injector directly to the

water pipe, as in that' case it will

LOOK! LOOK!
‘threshermen
You can get 1-3 more
com through your ma
chine if it is loaded with
Erskine’s Portable Der
rick. Saves time and mon
ey. See it at the Ohio
For particulars and pric
es write to

The Erskine Portable
Derrick Co.

her best oats yields in the ’70’s and
’80’s. Florida’s crop reached its best

deliver more water to the boilers than
estate between 1880 and 1898, having
when drawing from a tank. On this
in 1887 reached its maximum of 761,
account it is a good idea to use an
000 bushels, but since then has never
other valve or two, also a few feet

more of pipe and thus be able to take
water direct or draw it from a tank
at pleasure.——Power.

Oats for Forty Years.
In 1866

Pennsylvania

and

New

York contended for the leadership in
the United States
oats, Pennsylvania

as producers of
winning with a

yield of 54,954,560 bushels

against

Mndlson Mllll

0M0

Please mentlon_The Review.

exceeded 434,506 bushels, reported in
1902.
Illinois
and
Iowa
are
the
only states that have passed the 100
million-bushel record. Illinois did that
first in 1883 and since has exceeded
that ﬁgure no less than fourteen
times, the maximum yield having been
153,450,423 bushels in 1902. Iowa has
produced over 100 million bushels no
less than twelve times, her maximum

FOLDEN’S AUTOMATIC
OIL PUMP
Requires no attention, no valves to open and
close. All you have to do is to keep oil in can,
it does the rest, feeds oil out and reﬁlls automatic
ally. No turning back to ﬁll by hand, will work
‘ against any pressure you may have on your boiler.
Will feed any kind of oil, winter or summer.
' Needs no draining in freezing weather. Nothing
to do after it is once connected. Self reversing.
Reﬁlls quickly.

54,029,350 bushels by New York. Ill
yield being 182,967,338 bushels in
inois the same year stood third on
the list, with a yield of 30,054,370 1895. This is the record yield of all
bushels, and Ohio fourth with a yield the states.
The great oat producers now (those
of 22,187,420 bushels. The total yield
of the country then was 268,141,077 that passed the 40-million-bushel mark
bushels on 8,864,219 acres (average in 1906, say) are New York, Ohio,
30.2 bushels), with an average farm Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wiscon
sin, Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota.
price of 35.1 cents per bushel.
Forty years later (1906), says the South Dakota and Nebraska.—Ameri
compilation by Chas. C. Clark, associ can Elevator and Grain Trade.

Write for Price.

J. H. RAINS,

Beatrice, Nebr.

ate statistican of the Bureau of Sta

tistics (Bulletin 58), Pennsylvania’s
What He Was Afraid of.

yield, which reached its
(59,900,000
bushels)
had
fallen
to
but
bushels
and
New
40,233,784 bushels, while

maximum
“Rastus,” said the neighbor, “I’d
in
1867,
31,816,496 like to borrow that mule of yours.”
“Goodness sakes, boss,” was the
York
to
Iowa had rejoiner, “I'd like to ’commodate
stepped into ﬁrst place with 140,770, you; but I’s had some ’sperience wif

000 bushels to her credit and Illinois de law. If a man is ’sponsible foh
into second place with 107,763,500 de acts of his agent, an’ I was to
bushels. Nebraska, which in 1866 lend dat mule out, it wouldn't be no

Look For The Name
C. T. HAM MFG. CO.
when Buying a Headlight

produced but 450,138 bushels, in 1906 time befo’ I was arrested for assas

was in third place with a yield of 72,
275,000 bushels and Indiana fourth
with 50,196,000 bushels.
Pennsylvania remained the leader
in 1867, 1868, and 1869, but in 1870

sination.”—Washington Star.
Difference in Ducks.

Colonel Fulton G. Berry, 9. Califor—

gave place to Illinois with 38,502,000 nia capitalist, has a small farm near
bushels against 34,289,000 bushels in Fresno, Cal., where vegetables and
Pennsylvania. Illinois then remain poultry are sent to him in town for

ed the ﬁrst producer until 1890 when his personal use. A Chinese foreman
‘a tremendous drop in production, from is in charge of the place. Recently
145,364,000 bushels in 1889 to 70, Mr. Berry visited the farm in ques
821,000 bushels (loss of over 50 per tion and inquired of his Chinese fore
cent) gave Iowa a chance to come in man: “Sing, whole lot ducks; what
as the leader for the ﬁrst time with a for no catchem eggs?”
“Mister Blelly.” explained Sing,
yield of 71,397,000 bushels.
Illinois
regained her place in 1891 only to “too muchee man duck; sixty-tlee
lose it to Iowa in 1893 and 1895-98, man duck, two cow duck. Man duck

since which time these two states have him no lay egg.”
divided the prestige of leadership
quite equally.
Well Supplied.
In 1866 only thirty-two states re
Singleton-41 suppose your wife has
ported a yield of oats. Florida (18, a lot of will power.
759 bushels) and Louisiana (89,377
\Vedderly—Yes; but she has a lot

bushels) contending for the “booby
prize.” In 1906 every state and terri more won’t power.—Columbus Dis
patch.
tory in the Union reported a crop, Ar
izona (31,442 bushels), Delaware (95,
991 bushels), and Rhode Island (46,

997 bushels) alone falling under the

A Patriotic Monkey.
A monkey named Limbo, kept as

100,000 bushel mark. The total yield a pet in a house in Bath Beach, N.
in 1906 had increased to 964,904,522 Y., obtained possession of a piece of
bushels, or nearly 360 per cent of the lighted punk, July 4, and with it ig
nited a lot of ﬁreworks. The loss was
production of 1866.
Of the New England states Maine $3,000.00 and the monkey.

The name
Headlight is
that

you

Ham on a
a guarantee

have

the

best,

therefore when ordering
specify and insist on getting
HAM'S ro-inch Traction
Headlight; don’t accept the
I‘just as good" kind and be
careful

of

the

headlight

without a name.

A head

light that is not worth put
ting a name on is not worth
buying.
Remember our name ap

pears on every headlight we
make and you run no chan
ces when you buy one as
they are guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

If your

dealer cannot supply you write to us and we will see

that you are supplied with a Genuine Ham Headlight.

C. T. Ham Mfg. Co.
137 Oak Street

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Please mention The Review.
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These Need Not Have Happened.

Harry Staley had his left foot bad

Coughed Up its “lnnards".
John Bohlander returned yesterday
Two men can run 1;,

ly lacerated and crushed by getting it from Spring Lake, where he and his
caught in the cylinder of a threshing family enjoyed a week’s ﬁshing trip.
machine southeast of Lafayette, Ind., Mr. Bohlander also assisted with the
where he was assisting in threshing threshing on his farm there Tuesday
wheat. But for the prompt action of and witnessed the wrecking of his
his father, Jack _Staley, he would have thresher. One of the slats on the car
been ground to pieces.
rier went into the machine and took
Harry was on top of the machine, the others with it. Then the blower
and while trying to regulate the feed began to spout fragments of machin
er slipped and fell. His father seized ery and kindling wood, the display
him and held him, but the heel of his resembling a volcanic eruption. About
left foot was caught by the cylinder. all of the “in’ards” of the machine
The ﬂesh was torn from the bone and were wrecked and it will thresh no
So reports the
the laceration extended above the an more for a while.
kle. The bones in his heel were crush Pekin correspondent of the Peoria,
ed.
111., Star.
He was taken to his home and given
medical attention. The injury is quite
Merely Accidental.
serious and may result in the loss
While threshing wheat a few days
of his foot, although everything possi ago on the farm of C. W. Wolf near

ble is being done to save it.

Orion, a load of wheat that was being
pitched oﬁ took ﬁre, and while the

Jasper Harrold had his left hand wheat was blazing the load was driv
badly lacerated while threshing in Un en to the engine and the ﬁre extin
ion township, near Columbia City, Ind. guished by the use of the hose. The
Mr. Harrold, who operates the engine, result of the threshing was satisfac
attempted to correct some diﬁiculty tory. 625 bushels of wheat being se
with the separator’s cylinder when cured from twenty-ﬁve acres.-—Gosh
the engine starting up caused the ac en, Ind., News-Times.
cident. His injuries were dressed by
Dr. C. L. Couder.

Record, 3 tons in one hour.

Big Profits Aulo-Fedan Hay Press—Tl1ree Stroke
Bal'mg l-lay

Smooth holes, a-nsy draiLnutoinntic feed, (rcctrlal, '.
lotlollotlon gulrnnloodH'nk fwri-ntulog A!
_-~-' . "I- ‘i
Auto-Fad!" Nay Pro-n Co.,Topolll, Kan.
_--‘
Or 15:]. W. 12th Street. Kansas City, Mo. ~ a.».' 1

llighost Award, St. Louis, 1904

Gold and Silver Medals, Portland, i905

ASHLAND PUMP and HAY TOOL WORKS
molyourlkltollielligersl'
DBTPIHPON EARTH.
, \

1! o
onA .qé‘a
:nithod‘.t
‘10b0-

tho “I

Low
Down
‘l‘lnl Pump.

011 ran-m
orBranLined

Write

for

lcriptive

do-

cirou-

Cylinder.
lover-ﬂu.
Indie.

laro.

Tho Riﬂlt
Bml

time

to write to

Valve loot.

Right now.
Ask your dealer for the moat latilfactory line of It!‘
and wind mm l'oroo and am My‘, Iollo Pomp‘.
Power Pmn a, ‘rank Pumps, lpm Pump. and Gill!

Valve Seat
123:, etc.

under-0,811 unloadm,rorkl,llllll.hl
Ray Book Clamps, ltay-on Door Inton

F. E. MYERS & BBO, Ashland, 0hi0.
Please mention The Review.

This was in Indiana.

The threshing outﬁt of Thrasher &
Before the eyes of his frantic moth Thrasher, owned by Benjamin Thrash
er, who was unable to assist him, little er of Huntington and Earl Thrasher
seven year old Goebel Bailey, son of Roanoke, had a narrow escape
of Bandorn Bailey of Mason, Ohio, from a severe disaster at a private
met a horrible death at noon under bridge over Calf creek. near Roanoke,
the wheels of a threshing machine.
on the Wolverton farm, about six
The little fellow was riding on the o’clock Friday.
The engine and
tongue of the separator when for some thresher. under the charge of Earl
unknown reason he toppled oﬂ' his Thrasher. started over the bridge,
seat, falling directly beneath the when the timbers began to creek in
wheels of the heavy machine. A front an ominous way. The engineer push- _
wheel passed directly over his head, ed his machine over, however, and
causing instant death.
no damage was done to the engine.
But the separator was caught by the
William Ruther, aged 50 years, was breaking bridge and a sill broken.
probably fatally injured in a threshing The power of the engine dragged it
machine accident near Myrick station, to safe ground, however. The bridge
Oregon, recently. He is the owner of went down and was badly wrecked.
the outﬁt and was trying to tighten Repairs were at once made to the sep
the belt on his 45 horse power gasoline arator and today it will be at work as
engine with a railroad jack, while the usual.
machinery was running full speed.

His hold slipped, allowing him to To Find the Cubic Contents of a Barrel.

GUARANTEE
The Ruth Feeder is guaranteed to feed any make
or size of Separator to its fullest ca acity without slug
' g the than
cylinder
loosening
a spi e, andbyto any
do better
felzding
anyorfeeder
manufactured
other
company.

pitch forward so that the clutch
struck him on the back of the head,

To ﬁnd the cubic contents of a bar
rel, square the largest diameter, then
fracturing the skull.
The injured
multiply by 2, then add the square of
man was taken to the hospital, where
the head diameter; multiply this sum
portions of his skull were removed.
by the length of the cask and that
Chances for his recovery are slender.
product by 0.2618. For example, a
barrel whose largest diameter is 21
‘While threshing on a farm near inches, head diameter 18 inches and
Sterling, 111., a Swedish farm hand
height 33 inches:
21><21><2-:882;

Rapidly Running Feeder Cylinder and Slow

named Reigland was badly injured. 18><18:324; 324+882=1206; 1206
The man, while the separator was in X 33:39,?98;
39,798 X 0.2618210,
motion, stuck his hand up in the grain
419.11 cubic inches. Dividing by 231
spout which had become clogged. The for gallons gives 45.10 gallons.

I‘lOt Loosen a TOOtl] in a Season's Run.

Perfectly Governed with Pickering Governor.

Running Retarder Prevents Absolutely any

slugging oi Separator.

elevator caught the arm and hand and

before the machine could be stopped
the ﬂesh was torn in strips from the
shoulder down. Mr. Ferris got the
injured man to town in his automobile
as rapidly as possible and the injuries
were dressed by a local physician. It
is thought that an amputation may be

Pat’s Rejoinder,

Billy Crane brings this story from
San Francisco to the Lambs’ Club.
A friend met a cheerful Irish citizen
who had plainly suffered all that was

wish I had got one long ago.

the fate of the hardest hit.

feeder on my separator, which has done better work than

“Well,

Pat, how are you making out?”

necessary.

IMPROVED SEPARATOR'S WORK.
Holland, Manitoba, Jan. 28, 1907.
Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder Company,
Newton, Iowa.
Dear Sirs:-—I like the Ruth Feeder I bought of you last
fall.

I am very much pleased with it, indeed, and only

I would have no other

it did before I used the Ruth.
Yours truly,

T. BUDD.

“Oh, Oi’m on me uppers yet, but T

have a ﬁne job in Honnolulee, and
fare paid. I sail to-morry.”
When Frank Tilghman brought 24
Good for Frank.

“Sure man, you’ll never be able to
men from his threshing east of the
The temperature is a
city to a restaurant for dinner yester work there.
day, says the Anderson, Ind., Bulle hundred in the shade.”
Pal had endured too much to cheer
tin, he not only gave the men a change
in threshing grub, but he saved the fully be discouraged.
“Well,” he

women on the farm two days of slav
ish work.

replied, hopefully, “I’ll not be wor
ruking in the shade all th’ toime.”

Parsons Band Butler and Salf Faadar to.
Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.
PARSONS HAWKBYE MANUFACTURING c0. . Sales Agents for Canada, WINIIPBG. MAR.
Please mention The Review.
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Agricultural Motor Contest.
(Continued from page 22)

: THE LOWELL STEAM LIFT PLOW :

The 15 h. p. International was of

their usual type with a single cylinder
8"x14".

The ignition was by auto

sparker driven by friction pulley from
ﬂywheel and make and break spark.
Driving wheels 4’x18" and were speed
ed to travel at 2% miles with engine
running 300 revolutions per minute.

The water cooling was by circulating
pump and radiator.
The 20 h. p. was similar in design

and ﬁttings to that of the 15 h. p.,
the difference being mainly in the size
of the cylinder, which was 9"x15".
This motor was speeded to travel 21/;
miles per hour with engine running at

240 revolutions per minute._
The 40 h. p. was of new design, hav
ing three cylinders, 71/2"x9”, placed
horizontally, the cranks running in

enclosed oil box.

The drive was by

spur gear from crank to counter shaft
and thence by chain to both drive
wheels. Two speed gears are ﬁtted
giving a traveling speed of 2% and 4
miles per hour at 350 revolutions of
the engine. The change speed gears
and reverse are operated by one lev

er. The drive wheels are 4’ 6"x18”
with extension rings to 26". The col

MADE IN SIZES 5, 6, 8 AND 10 FURROWS, 14 INCH STUBBLE OR BREAKER BOTTOMS

Has King Bolt Hitch. Absolute control of Plows from engine platform. Only requires two men---engineer and fire
the most practical of any Steam Plow now in use.
men---to operate. Can be attached to any traction engine and IS
Their, increasing use and general satisfaction is proof positive of their superiority.

LOWELL STEAM PLOW 00.,

Des Moines, Iowa

Write for Catalog

the whole only possible to surmise.
The course as measured by the staff
running in an oil bath with the ex
ception that connecting the crank with of the City Engineer was 2999 feet
ﬁrst counter shaft. There are three in length, running within the boun
change gears giving a traveling speed dary fence of the exhibition grounds.
of 2, 4 and 6 miles per hour at 700 It was not as the surface of a duck
The Kinnard-Haines has four cyl revolution? of the engine. The driv pond, but mainly of prairie sod and
inders 6%"x7” placed vertically and ers are 4’x14” and are carried on a many hills and holes were encounter
‘longitudinally with the main frame. live axle operated by one set of gear ed, even these obstacles were not to
f'l‘he transmission from the crank in which is the compensating gear, limit the load the little Sampsons were
shaft to the counter shaft is by bevel the whole of which runs in oil. The to haul. It was a piece of sandy grav
gear running in an oil box, the gear ignition is by low tension magneto cl to be traversed twice in each round
on the counter shaft running loose and Water cooled by circulating pump. that settled their haulage capacity,
upon it and by friction clutches ac
The Universal was the only motor soon to be discovered, for the 20 h.
tuated-by one lever gives the for taking part with three wheels, all of p. I. H. C. and the Transit failed to
spur gearing throughout,

umbia battery and make and break
spark were used for ignition. The
cooling system was by circulating
pump and radiator ﬁxed on a level
with the canopy.

Saw Milling
will be proﬁtable when
you use our

“Hustler” Saw Mills

ward or backward movement to the
drivers through spur gearing. In the
TIIE I0. I "HUSTLER" SAW Illl.
shown above, can be taken up moved several miles,
and be aiming again in less than a day. I! is fur
nished complete" ready for work. Our folder No.
18 tells all about it.

I. H. C. 20 H. P.

Hart-Parr

Plowing Exhibition.

Not.

in

Contest.

central position of the lever the mo which are driven. The four cylinders negotiate the gravel with their loads
tor remains stationary. The drivers are 6"x6" and are placed vertically and each had to drop a wagon.
The 20 h. p. was the ﬁrst to start
are 7’xl8" geared to give a travel and longitudinally with the main
ing speed of 21/2 miles at 650 revo
lutions of the crank. For ignition

frame. Three change speed gears are
used, viz.: 21/2, 31/2 and 7 miles per

IIEGE'S LOG BEAII SAW Hill.

with a load of 18,940 lbs, consisting

of two wagon loads of gravel _but was
compelled to reduce to one wagon
making the load hauled 9150 lbs.
nition is by high tension magneto, the Doubtless better results would have
" lating pump.
The Transit Thresher Co.’s motor cooling by water or oil, and either been secured if two wagons could

is the finest Mill made for pine and other long rim
ber. Ask for folders 20 to 25 showing: sixl styles.
They tell the story.

the Kinco battery and jump spark hour with a. crank speed of 700 rev
_.-were used. Water cooled and circu olutions. The drivers are 3’ 7"x9". Ig

:has four cylinders, 6"x8" and like

the Kinnard-Haines are placed verti
cally and longitudinally with the main
frame. A friction clutch is ﬁtted to
the crank shaft and the transmission
therefrom is‘ by bevel gear. In this

gasoline or kerosene may be used with

have been handled throughout the 11

the same mixer.
The trials commenced

was the

rounds made in 121 minutes.
Monday,

consumption

of

As it
gasoline

13th, by the drawing of lots to ﬁx

amounted to 6.875 imperial gallons.

the order in which the various mo
tors should run in the different tests

The Transit was the second to do
battle with three wagons (30030 lbs.)

and resulted as shown by the table
er shaft and are put into action by a herewith. Then came the emptying of
sliding clutch. The drivers are 8'x18" all tanks and the measuring in of gas
and the traveling speed at 500 revo oline and water which took up consi
lutions of the engine is 2% miles per derable time so that it was not until

but as before mentioned was’, on ar
riving at the gravel, compelled to cut
off one wagon, reducing the load to
18040 lbs. Accidents will happen in
the best regulated families and it was

past one o’clock that the ﬁrst motor
got away in the haulage test.
‘

charging the fence due to a broken

case the gears are keyed to the count

hour. Ignition was by battery and
“jump spark. \Vater cooled by radia

not long before this motor was seen

24"!6" DIXIE PLAIIER Ind HATCIIEII.
The Dixie Planer and Matcher has been on the
market 15 years and not a single machine returned.
This about tells the story of the durability and satis
factory work of these machines. There is no better
Portable Planer made. Used all over the world.
Move it with your Mill and make the profit, you now
my the Planing Mill man,hy working your own
umber. Write or our new catalogue M.

tor and fan.
The Marshall has two vertical cyl

Considerable time
Owing to the delay in getting a steerage chain.
start the duration of the test was re was lost by this accident, accounting

MANUFACTURED BY

inders 61/2”x7" placed transversely
to the frame. The transmission is by

duced from three to two hours and‘ for'the small number of rounds made,
with what effect upon the results it is though during the last laps a ﬁne

SALEM IRON WORKS
Winston-Salem, N. C., U. S. A.

September, 1908.
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is here and the opportunity for you to step right into a proﬁtable business in con
nection with threshing is yours, Mr. Thresherman and Engine Owner. Do not let
your engine lay idle during the season when you can be getting the most money
out of its use. There is Hay, Straw and Corn Fodder to bale—all coming at dif

ferent times of the year, hence the length of the baling season. And the same ma
chine does all three things.

~

BUY AN ANN ARBOR GDLUMBII BALER
and keep your engine busy all fall and winter.

The Columbia will bale more, and

bale it better than any other press. Why? Because it's built that way. It has the
most perfect feeder. A safe and perfect working block dropper and makes a more
compact bale. Record breaking runs have been made with the Columbia and its

average runs are eye openers to users of other kinds.
Threshermen write for catalog and get posted.

Ann Arbor Machine Co., 1204 Broadway, Ann Arbor, Mich.
exhibition

of

speed

was

given.

The next to test its hauling capac

ity was the 15 h. p.

International

which started and completed a very
ﬁne run of 10 rounds without stop
page in 128 minutes, with a load of

9150 lbs. on a consumption of 3.93

The haulage tests now completed.
it was proposed to commence the
plowing competition early on the
Wednesday morning, but this was
made impossible owning to a down
pour of rain which lasted through
out the day. On Thursday, though
the rain had ceased, the ground was

“Pmuf of the Pudding is in the Eating Thereoi”
That our new Wide Range Govern
or especially built for Thresher En
gines is giving universal satisfaction.
we submit the following testimonial
recently received :

gallons of gasoline; which, consider
ing the nature of the course was a in such a soft condition that it was

very good showing.

With the com

doubtful if a start could be made.

Bellevue,

1a.,

June

26,

1908.

Thr- Gardner Governor Co.,

pletion of this test, work finished for However, after examining the land
on which the plowing contest was to
the day.
In perfect weather the haulage take place and proving satisfactory.
tests were continued on Tuesday the command was given “to the ﬁeld”
morning when the Kinnard-Haines and in a moment the motors were
was the ﬁrst to take the ﬁeld with seen making for the exit from the
the same wagons as hauled by the Fair grounds; little, however, was it
Transit, or a load of 18040 lbs. No expected that a test was to be fore
chances were taken, but a steady pace ed upon them not included in the

kept up from start to ﬁnish. The nine program, viz.: a mud negotiation tri
rounds were made in exactly two al. With the exception of the 15 h.
hours with a consumption of 9.43 p. International and the Marshall,
gallons. A feature in the run was one after the other they became
the small consumption of water, ditched owing to loss of control of
the steering wheels due to the soft
namely six gallons.
The Marshall next got away with a and greasy surface of the gumbo
Being, however, light, they
load
of
9790
pounds,
with road.
which
it
made
a
very. ﬁne were not long hors de combat, and
run of 11 rounds in 121 minutes. regaining the center of the road pro
The consumption of gasoline was a ceeded cautiously to the ﬁeld of bat
surprise to all, and especially to the tle, the last arriving about noon. The
maker’s representatives, being al fuel tanks of the Judges requiring re
most double what they expected. The plenishment, an armistice of an hour
water consumption was also. very high was granted.
and judging from the temperature
In the meantime thousands of spec
of the water and the cooler at the ﬁn~ tators had arrived on the ﬁeld and
ish of the run, the cause of the loss were anxiously awaiting the start
must have been other than that of which was not long delayed. Lands
evaporation. A notable feature in had been set out and allotted to each
the run of this motor was the use motor, the plow hitches had been pre
made of change gears, the fast speed viously adjusted and one after the
being used whenever the nature of other the motors were got to work.
the ground permitted, whilst on com
The plows were all of the same
ing to the gravel the slow speed gear make, being supplied by the Cock

was thrown in.

shutt Plow Co., of Brantford.

Next came “the ﬂyer” as termed
The rain which had fallen on ‘Ved
by many. on account of its speedy nesday had completely changed the

movement. This was the International condition of the land from that in
40 h. p., a three cylinder of new de which it was found on the previous
sign.

But for a stoppage of 16 min

utes on account of a hot hearing, this
motor would have outstripped all oth
ers in the number of rounds made.
As it was it covered 11 rounds in 100

Saturday, when some tests were made
with the dynamometer, the draft on
that day registering about 900 lbs,

per 14 inch furrow, whilst during the
contest it fell to between 600 and 700

minutes actual running time, with a lbs. per furrow.
load of 9150 lbs. and a consumption
It had been arranged for a three

of 6.68 gallons of gasoline.

hour test but owing to the loss of one

The last and least as far as weight day the time was curtailed as in the
is concerned, to tackle the haulage case of the haulage test, to two hours.
test was the Universal, pulling a load
The 20 h. p. International was again
of 9540 lbs, but before completing one the ﬁrst to get away with a three fur
round, met with a breaktv'e which row gang, pulling it with the great
unfortunately caused its withdrawal est of ease and there is no doubt
from the competition, much to the that it would have had no diﬁiculty
disappointment of many who were in pulling another furrow had it been

anxious to note the efliciency of the procurable, and also have made a bet
lh rec wheel drive.
tcr showing as regards fuel consump

Quincy, Ill.

Genllemen:—Havlnpz received the govern‘
or some time ago and tested it in every re
spec! and it prove; very satisfactory.
I

think it one or the best 1 have ever seen
for it can be regulated to run the engine
from 150 to 300 revolutions without the use
of the throttle.
Yours truly.
(Signed)

CHAS.

DEMPWOLF.

Let us quote you on one for your
engine; it means better results for

you.

THE GARDNER COMPANY

Quincy, lll.

Send
Io r
Sample
of
"Reindeere" Leather and
B o o k 1 e t :
"50 Y e a. r I
or Glove

Isn’t it annoying to have hot, sticky
wet hands when you're working like

a beaver out in the open with the thermometer
about 100 degrees? The sweat rolls off from you
like water off from a duck’s back. It rolls down
_
your arms and collects in your gloves. They get
sticky and uncomfortable and you have to take them off a dozen times a
day to cool your hands. At least you do with ordinary gloves. You nev
er have to with
'

Grinnell “Rist-Fit” Ventilated Gloves
because they ‘have rows of tiny openings all along the backs and ﬁngers.
The air can circulate easily through these openings and dry the sweat and
cool the hands. But no dirt or dust can get in. The ventilations are too
small for that.
The “Rist-Fit” feature on Grinnel Gloves is also a boon to workers. It
prevents the cuff from sagging, keeps out chaff and foreign particles and
makes the glove ﬁt better every way. You can’t get the "Rist-Fit” feature
on any other glove. It is patented.
Grinnell Gloves are made of “Reindeere” and Coltskin leather, the

strongest, longest lasting glove leather tanned and so ﬂexible you can
do any kind of work with them-pick up bolts and nuts and make ad
justments on a machine-—as easily and quickly as with bare hands. You
can get Grinnell Gloves without the ventilatious if desired.
Now when Grinnel Gloves ﬁt so much better, feel so much better, wear
so much better and are so vastly much better than common glvoes, isn’t
it economy to insist on getting them. Ask your dealer.
FREE OFFER-—Ii' he doesn't carry Grinnell Gloves, send us his name, also your size
and we will send you a pair free with the first order we get from him—it not obtain
able, however. we will send you a. pair postpald on receipt or price——$l.50. or a pair

of our Horsehide Gauntlet Gloves ventilated or unventilated for $1.00. Write anyway
for interesting tree booklet, "Fifty Years of Glove Making." with sample of "Rein
deere" leather.

MORRISON-RICKER MFG. CO.
46 BROAD STREET

GRINNELL, IOWA

September, 1908-
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Lisa ‘55; ii: a!
‘ .12! iii saw 31.,.
. 35M am an an‘

Largest Grain weigher Factory in the World
What does this mean to you when you conclude to buy a Grain Weigher.
It means that when you buy a Hart, back of your purchase stands the safest,
surest and strongest guarantee that you can possibly get---something that stands as a
positive evidence its product must be the best, something that proves beyond question
its product must be superior to all others or the largest factory in the world would not
have become necessary to fill the demand.
The growth, success, reputation and size of the business that stands back of your
purchase is absolute proof that the article you buy is of true merit and worth.
The
bigger the business, the safer your purchase and the better the guarantee back of it.
Do not let low prices blind you, do not take chances.
In buying a grain weigher these are the vital points to consider:
Which grain weigher is the most accurate? Which grain weigher is the most re
liable? Which grain weigher is the most durable? Which grain weigher causes no delays?
In buying a Hart you get the product of the most skillful grain weigher builders;
the most practical machine that genius can devise; the highest type of perfection that
money and brains can produce; the result of years of concentration and determination
to produce the best grain weigher in the world.

'

Get a Hart Grain weigher and you will never regret it.

HART GRAIN WEIGHER COMPANY
PEORIA, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

l
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There were some four furrows the trials.
The morning of Friday was devot
bottoms some of the competitors who ed to the examination by the judges,
were pulling 14 inch plows objected, of the working parts, manipulation,
and justly so. As it was this motor etc. The discing and harrowing were

September, 1908.

tion.

on the ground, but having 12 inch

covered over one acre per hour with abandoned owing to the delay in get

The “Hart” Oil Pump
Automatic Force Sight Feed

a consumption of three gallons of ting a start, and also to the loss of
gasoline.

“MODEL B”

one day due to rain, so that by noon,

The 15 h. p. International

next with the motors back in the Fair

Special Traction Engine Type

made its debut upon the gumbo sod grounds, the ﬁrst Light Agricultural

coupled to a three furrow gang and Motor Competition held on the Amer

SINGLE FEED

DOUBLE FEED

made a very ﬁne run; covering 1.79 ican Continent was brought to a suc
acres in 121 minutes and coming out cessful conclusion.
on top with a consumption of 2.3
After a long and arduous Week the

gallons per acre.

This little engine Judges, Messrs. Wm. Cross of the C.

was much admired and without stop P. R. and A. R. Greig of the Maui
page of any kind ran through the toba Agricultural College commenc
ed summing up, and by Saturday
test in ﬁne style.
Next came “the giant,” the eight morning were able to announce the
foot wheeled Transit Thresher trac verdict, which was as follows:
tor with its original steering device
1st Prize, (Gold Medal), The Kin
attached to the front of the machine nard-Haines Co., of Minneapolis.
with which it ran some very straight
2nd Prize, (Silver Medal), The In
furrows; it is doubtful, however, if ternational Harvester Co. of Amer
in this case, owing to the short and ica, for their 15 h. p.
consequently increased number of
3rd Prize, (Bronze Medal), Mar
turnings, as good a showing was made shall Sons & Co., Ltd., of Gainsbor
as would otherwise have been the ough, England.
To discuss the results in detail
case. It nevertheless covered prac

tically three acres in 118 minutes would ﬁll'a book. Sulﬁce it to say
with a consumption of 2.79 gallons that much useful data was secured
and many lessons learned. The tests
per acre.
The Marshall next hitched on to a though curtailed in duration, were
three furrow plow and like the 20 h. none the less suﬁiciently long to en
p. I. H. C. would have made a much able one to judge as to the stability
better showing with a four furrow of the various motors and when one
had it been available. Like the hu considers than out of the seven en
man being something must have gone tering the contest, six were there at
wrong with its internal organs, for the ﬁnish, having gone through the
it never made a showing anything whole of the program practically
like it did at a preliminary test be without mishap, it is not only on pa

fore the competition when it pulled per that the light farm motor can be
six 12 inch furrows ﬁve inches deep made to appear as the coming farm
with the greatest of ease. A feature er ’s help but results go to show that
of this engine is that gasoline or ker it will meet the requirements in ac
osene may be used without alteration tual practice.
of the mixer as was demonstrated
We have learned that a 61/2 ton
by using gasoline for the haulage test gasoline motor mounted on large
wheels will break 15 acres of gumbo
and kerosene for the plowing.
The “Flyer” (40 h. p. Internation in 10 hours with a consumption of be
al) was next to face the music with tween two and three gallons of gas
ﬁve plows, with which it puﬁed away oline per acre.
in great style, plowing 2.84 acres in
An armistice having been granted
the allotted time of two hours or at for one year, all generals command
the rate of one acre in 42 minutes ing left the ﬁeld of battle but not
with a consumption of 2.57 gallons, before expressing their intention of
thus taking third place as regards returning to the frorl next year with
many improvements, the outcome of
acreage and consumption.
The last to tackle the gumbo sod, this year ’s ﬁght. Other makers also,
was the ultimate winner of the com not taking part on this occasion, in
petition, the Kinnard-Haines.
This timated that they would make 2.
motor started from the headland with struggle with their motors for su
the same two three furrow gangs as premacy another year.

hauled by the Transit, traveling with
Editor’s
N0te__As
mentioned
the greatest ease and splendidly han above, very unfortunately one of the
dled by one man. With the excep very widely and favorably known

PERFECT LUBRICATION means the greatest amount of
lubrication with the least quantity of oil.
THAT REQUIRES an automatic, positive, reliable and uni

form feed of oil
Of JUST THE RIGHT QUANTITY
In JUST THE RIGHT PLACE
At JUST THE RIGHT TIME.
The “HART” OIL PUMP gives just such a feed.
A DISCHARGE OF OIL AT EACH AND EVERY
STROKE OF THE ENGINE.
Has all the desirable and necessary features, making it in all

respects the Best and most Satisfactory.
Write for descriptive catalog——-full information and prices.
Mluuiuclurcd by

Sherwood Manufacturing Co.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

What You Want in a Hay Press is

CAPACITY CONVENIENCE
DURABILITY
That is what you get in the

Dain Pull Power Hay Press
Being built on the PULL POWER plan it can be backed up to the
middle of a stack. All the hay can bc baled at one setting. Takes less
men on the stack to pitch. Delivers the bales in front out of the dirt and
chaﬂ. Bales can be tied without climbing over or running around Press.

tion of one momentary stoppage, 3.24 American motors was barred from
acres were covered in 121 minutes or the contest by a low weight limit.
at the rate of 16.2 acres per 10 hour This was regrettable both from the
day, thus placing this engine ﬁrst standpoint of the manufacturers,
as regards acreage, whilst in fuel con namely, the Hart-Parr Co., of Charles
sumption, namely, 2.5 gallons, it took City, Iowa, and from the standpoint
second place.
of the spectators who undoubtedly
This concluded the plowing contests anticipated a general competition of
but I cannot pass on to other matters all machines desiring to enter.
without mentioning that friend Hart,
The Hart-Parr motor has proven

of the Hart-Parr Co.. hot as the oil its worth by its great success as an
cooling on his gasoline traction on agricultural engine and if undue ad
account of being shut out of the com vantage was thought to accrue to the
petition, his engine being over the machine of heaviest weight, handicap
weight limit, was giving a very ﬁne ping might have been resorted to and
demonstration of plowing with one enabled visitors to witness all ma
of the ﬁrm’s well known kerosene chines in actual competition. How
tractors, coupled to a seven furrow ever, though barred from participat

Cockshutt plow.

Preignition point ing, the Hart-Parr engine gave an

was never reached and it is pleasing excellent demonstration of its abili
to note that though the human ignition ty by four or ﬁve hours of constant

system failed, not one of the electri

plowing, pulling a seven furrow Cock

cal devices gave the slightest trou shutt engine gang and drew large
ble in any of the motors throughout crowds to witness the performance.

The Dain Press has no pitman for the horses to step over. .It has no
toggle joints or other complicated, short lived, power losing contrivances.
It is simple, powerful, and consequently durable. No press can near ap
proach it for making neat, smooth, square ended bales, the kind that pack
close in cars and bring highest price on the market. Its big hopper and
large feed opening make it easy to feed. Before buying a Hay Press be
sure to get our balcr catalog. It tells all about the many excluive ad
vantages possessed only by the DAIN PULL POWER HAY PRESS‘.
Write for it today.
We also make the Dain Pull Power Hay Press in One Horse Size.

DAIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
880 Vine Street,

Ottumwa, Iowa
Please mention The Review.
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L o F F E RI We willscnd frcoto every 'i‘bresh.

ow. reader. who mails us the coupon
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in this advertisement. a copy of our new 1508-0! 500- age catalog. just out. It is
a veritable mine of information for every shrewd careful and economical buyer. It contains thousan s upon thousands of rare
bargains of merchandise and supplies 0 every kind at prices that will command your order. It is the greatest low price maker
ever issued. It is a book that s ould he in every home. it describes and illustrates over 6,000 wonderful new offers of merchandise
material
in the in
and
useful
home.
in the
field, in t e workshop
in the office.
It will
ay or
you
to keep it
handy formachiner
reference..fenc
If ng.
on
the line
are going
to buy
anything
of merchandise.
building or
materials.
roofing.
beatlJng
plumbing
equipment,
hardware. wire. furniture. household goods. in fact anything needed for improvement in the

home or on the farm. get this guide.

MERCHANDISE "I" LUMBER

SHERIFFS’, llllElANli MANUFACTURERS’ SALES!
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"Wrecking Prices" are known as Bargain Prices. lliir
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mail to lira salt of general stocks,
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Illlll merchandise.

Send Us Your
Order

ORTH OF WORLD’S FAIRS
were purchased by the Chicago House Wrecking 00. since the first Fair at Chicago. We are
the foremost disniantlers and purchasers of large institutions in the World. In addition to the
millions of dollars’ worth of merchandise secured in this way. we are continually buying new

stocks ‘from Sheriffs’. Receivers’ and Manufacturers’ Sales.

Today !

No forced sale of any importance

takes place without the presence of our alert representatives.

They are everywhere buying

merchandise at less than cost of manufacture.

—

—

ﬁn

_._
THE CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING C0. are rightfully acknowledged The ‘World's Greatest Low Price
Makersr No man" will“ 5”“ “"3 l" the market for. be sure and write us before placing your order. We save
you
Ag'l‘dollars
QUlCElai;-sy0l1“,:‘lvllnlnlﬂll;gl8
where others save "on pennies.
tmiiiﬁake if
llf we
yotfeilonqulfllbgglgd‘nk
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m ggsguntlevlilll
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i3.’- betconiint:1
to be saved.
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office
£00k ' UDAY‘you
ion» to pure ase economically..
our Maker
ens J aud Reference
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or a copy. 0
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tcrested in lum

we gnm'anti‘ﬁ .our customers absolute satisfaction in every respect. or your
mime)’ will be returned without uestion or argument. This paper irotcets every

ber or

sllbscﬂbel' against loss.

building

lnpplicsjllintho
coupon below. or
tell us your name
~
'

Write
-

and address.

ound to make good.

We are

we refer you to the Editor of this paper.
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As to our re iabillty, etc...

Write or ask any Banker anywhere. your

. Emu-cs5 or Railroad agent or Mercantile A cneles. Write to the Drovers Deposit Na

ldomtl Blink. Chicago. the leading Financial nstitutlon of the great Union Stock Yards.

and

state where you have

sceuthisoiferand we

— _ -~.‘_'-

will mail you free

VERY SPECIAL! One Thousand New Lumber Offers! Sold direct from

postpaid our big gen
cral catalog. contain
ing complete list of
lumber and millwork
bargains. Almonrncw

ments.

our Mammoth Lumber Yards. Brand new. clean stock. Grades nar
anteed. Building Material for every purpose at 60 cents on the do lar.
High grade Mill Work of every description. For Houses. Barns,
Churches. Stores. Out-Buildings, Cribs. for remodeling or improve
SEND US YOUR LUMBER BILL FOR OUR LOW ESTIMATE.

We buy in a strictly original way.

plan bookof barns and

low prices and

buildings and our free

PRICES 40% OFF!

railroad fare Oﬂ'er.
If
you are going to build

ment!us ﬁzllrevvith
or
make
any
Improve
you
andletsend
you
these

our ability

to underscll

The secret o f our wonderfully

everybody else is easily explained.

We hustle night and day to find Lumber Mills. Planing Mills. Lumber Yards and
0 take advantage of these low-price offerings. Hundreds of Saw Mill

We
have I

Lumber
Merchants
who wore
need badly
cash. in Their
distress
You!‘ Opportunity
owners and
Lumber
Comwmins
need 01'
cash; means
dozens failed
or assigned. i With our capital and surplus of over One Million Dollars we purchased

08°" b°t°r° 7°“ buy‘

this lumber at less than cost. We have for sale ‘over fifty million feet of brand new lumber at 50 per cent reduction

ground. buying entire stocks at ridiculously low prices.

.

lsr gs

For months our men have been right on the

stock of

Now don't forget. be sure and SEND FOR OLR LS'I‘XMATL BEFORE 90g PLAE YOUR ORDER.
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WATER SUPPLY IIUTFITS AT $48.00
AVE 40 PER BENT 0N RUGS. CARPETS ANIl LINIILEUM COMPLETE
You can live in city comfort even thongh'your
We put this exceptional saving offer "up to you," in order to reduce our home be on a farm. By our improved and simple
stock of high grad floor coverings.
It should prove of great interest to every pneumatic water supply systems you can have run
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0!! Ru8S.Carpetl and Llnoleum.hut Furniture as well.
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Cast

home. In the

and we will send you much valuable
information. Also fill in Free Catalog
coupon attached and mail today.
If you do not want to cut out
the advertisement. send us

It toughens L

$2.7 : 6 libi..$5 oililarg- .f.

‘he

office. Writeus today. Cut
out this "Ad" mark I cross on
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like material. made of a combination of wool felt and highest grade
of natural, pure asphalt. Makes buildings warmer in winter and
and on this account we call it Rubberized- ialvo Roofing.

16x24

Send us your order.

w at we still have on

" m.‘

RUBBERIZEQ

New blue enamelc .

Iupplles.

‘

ally sold at double our prices. It is guaranteed to give lasting
service. Rubberized-Galvo Rooﬁng is slate color. touch, leather

d

weighs 1 oz . to ‘24 llis..90c.

its Palms

No hinher grade

K ’ .‘
ENAMELEII KITCHEN ENAMELEII TllBS, SB I 00 gell‘lgmﬁnEdl-ItEﬂlNS
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Brand new mo as practlcalaswooden .
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you at once. ltlsa book such as every shrewd buyer must have.
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lbs.. $2.25. New family scales.

THIS WONDERFUL BARGAIN BOOK isjust out and ready to be sent to

this

manufactured. Unexce led as to quality. wear and economy.
Easy to put on. Requires no previous experience. Can be put
on over shingles without removing them. Does not require a
coating after it is on the roof. Weather- proof and fire-proof. Con
and is usu
This
tains
rooﬁng
no coal.
is bought
tar. residuum
direct fromormanufacturers
injurious compositions.

coolerin summer. Not affected by acids or
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Heavily galvanized. 2 strands
No. 14 wire. Strong enough for
all purposes. Barbs 3 in. apart.

.50
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ifm- Th!‘ (will It l'ﬂ'ﬁlmid proposition only refers to the steel roofing offered In this advertisement.
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ugs represent the cream of domestic manufacture. wrawﬂlﬂ' 935m". h 1thtub-.cl-‘acLlMatory
,

YOU

CAN'T

0° WRONG
ON ANY OF
THESE ITEMS

200 Tapestry Brussels Rugs. 10 ft. 6 x 8 ft. 3 $ ‘7.00
265
9.00
es Tapestry
AxminsterBrussels
Rugs. l2Rugs,
it. x 12ft.
9 ft. .x .9.it.
. .. .. 11.00

kitchen sink and range boiler for hot water and
including all necessary pipesanil ﬁttings. similar

.
v3.‘

to illustration shown in this advertisement
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\‘~ ‘
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_
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’ irgy‘ifcfhonrsmfors'
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_._?
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its};

I75 Wilton Velvet Rugs. 12 It. X 9 It. . . a . 17.50 (mo on applicmiom our ma‘cril] 5, 5"‘ cm“v ' gin}; ' ;
I50 French Wilton Rugs. I2 It. X 9 It. . . . 29-50 ltis easy toinstall any of our systems.
' ‘
"
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Recent Machinery Patents.
884,357, a feeder governor, invent

N0 NUISE, Nil WEAR

ed by Chas. T. F. Bond, of Rich
mond, lad, is of the type controll

.i I"

ing the delivery of grain to the band

aH

cutter and thresher cylinder

of

6,000 BUSHELS ground by one
set of our LETZ’S PATENT SELF
SHARPENING STEEL BURRS.
They grind oat hulls perfectly

a

(‘Kiwi

threshing machine whereby if the
speed of the thresher is reduced be

'll'

SILBERZAH CUTTERS

yond a certain point, or if the deliv

Made with RLOWER or CHAIN ELEVATOR
Mounted or unmounted
Beyonda doubt the heat on the market. Write
for our Free ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
GEHL BROS. MFG. CO.
113 S. Water St.
West Band, “'19.

er will be stopped and thereby allow
ing the thresher to regain the re

ENSILAGE

ﬁne.
No Power lost in end bearings.
WRITE US and let us tell you
more about them.

ery of the grain is too rapid, the feed

quired minimum speed after

which

CROWN POINT MFG. CO.
122 East Road, Crown Point, ind.

the feeder will be automatically start
ed.

884,362 is

an

oscillating

steam

valve, the invention of John H. Burn
hom, of Uniontown, Pa.
884,505, the invention of Charlie E.

Lang of Erskine, Minn., relates to

.
I
WIIAT no YOU SAY?
Several hundred thousand farmers say that
the best lnvestmen :thry ever made we:
when they bought an

Electric "a295,...
Low wheels, ‘Tide tires; ealywork. light draft.
We'll sell you a set of the bent Blt‘t‘l wheel!
madetor your old wagon. Spoke united with

hub

nrsmeed not to break nor work loose

Bend or our catalogue and “V6 money.
[LECTRIC WHEEL CO.- lol ‘0 .Qulncy, Ill.

m

loading devices and more particular

ly to stackers for use in stacking hay
and similar material on wagons or
in the ﬁeld, and has for its object to
provide a stacker which will include
incline tracks and a carrier movable

MACHINERY
00mm; “ '

over the tracks and in which the in
cline of the tracks and consequently
the height to which a stack may be
built, may be varied.
884,728 is a steam boiler cleaner in
vented by Isaac C. Gray of Logan

For Catalog write to

Gus Pooh Foundry and Mfg. Co. 2?,
Col. ".1! and Clark Bta., LE MARS. IOWA, U. 8. A.

884,753, a bundle conveyor attach- BRANCH H°USE"R°gi“- sask" cum"

This Hay Press
Here is a Hay Press that saves you work and
does anything the most expensive press will do.

And 5 Costs Less Than l-Ialf
til-e Usual Price
Let us send you the Simplex to try free on
your own farm 30 days. You needn't send us a
cent. We will pay the freight.
All we want is thatyou see how easily it runs
how much you can do with it. You can turn out
240 bales a day without any trouble.
Then, if you like it, pay for it as it pleases you.
Let the Simplex pay for itself with the
money it earns baling for your nelzhbors.
But if you are at all dissatisﬁed after trying
it, send it back. We will pay the return freight.
You won't be out a. cent.
The Shnplex is operated with one horse. You
can take it into your barn and run it on rainy

ment for threshing machines, invent
ed by Wm. Chas. Niebuhr, of St.
James, Minn., has for its object to

provide an improved bundle feeding
attachment for threshing machines,
by the use of which the bundles from

quite a. large number of adjacent
stacks may be fed to the band cutting
and feeding device of a threshing ma
chine, without requiring the thresh
ing machine to be moved.
884,944, by Geo. B. Nelson of Red»
ﬁeld,‘ 1a., shows an attachment for
a feeder conveyor is detachnbly con

nected with the corn sheller for the

more for your hay.
Drop us a postal asking for our Free Baler
Book. It tells you all about it. Write today.

purpose of carrying corn on the cob
to the shelling mechanism. and a

Front

Little Giant liay Press 60. swinging adjustable conveyor frame
lllUU Michigan Ave. is

' f 7]

provided for carrying corn cobs
Alma, Mich. from the machine to a wagon or oth

er points of discharge.

In some in

stances, when it is desired to trans
Q.

port the machine from one place to
another, a separate vehicle is pro
vided for carrying these conveyors.
The object is to provide support

ing devices at one side of the sheller
frame designed to receive both of
said conveyors, so that they may be

carried on the same truck as the ma
chine, and not in any way interfere
with the transportation of the ma

chine.
'
885,123, the invention of Wm. H.
Wood, of Media, Pa., is an improve

ment in steam boilers which contem
plates the making of the internal
structure of the boiler in such a man
ner as to give ﬂexibility between the‘
parts so that the enormous power ex
erted by the contraction and expan

sion of the boiler tubes relative to
the boiler shell or barrel shall be ren
dered non-destructive by the yielding

character of the fire box tube sheet
or back head or both; thus, in the

HUWLANI] PUMP illlEll

most complete form of the inventions
the tubes and sheets

or

heads in

which they are secured will be free to
the First Stroke.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

MAPLE CITY MFG. CO.
607-]3 South First Street

Monmouth, Ill.

NSIST on hav
ing your dealer
Show you the
Diamond l-i trade
mark, in red —-it
is your guarantee
and appears only
on the genuine

SK TO SEE
HANSEN’S
NESNAH SEAL
gloves in the style

specially'designed
for your needs. It
is one of ourrnoct
popular gloves.

Hansen’s Working

that class of corn shellers in which

days or in the winter time-and get $1 to $28. ton

stralght

"

Monitor Well Auger.

mutually adjust themselves one to the
other and to the rigid shell and ﬁre
box of the boiler, so as to avoid all
objectionable rupturing stress and
tendencies.
884,308, by Nels Martin Anderson,

GlOVES. “Built Like a Hand”
ADE in all
weights and
leathers, lined and
unlined, in glove,
mitten and gaunt
let styles, with
and without riv
ets. Thoroughly
braced at every
point of strain and
wear, yet free
from welts, scams
or extra thick
' nesses in any part
of palm or grip.
Smooth as velvet
inside. These
gloves wear like
iron, yet are al
ways soft. They
ncvcr dry hard
and stiff no matter
how often they
are water soaked.

END 160 in
stamps for
a rich leather
Watch Fob with
medallion in Oxi

dized Silver ﬁnish,
with your initial
handsomely en
ameled in blue.
Be sure to state
initial wanted.

Send for one of
our handsomeart
catalogs in colors,
free memoran

dum book, and

2°13}??? FREE
0. C. Hansen

Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE
364 East Water St.

September, 1908-
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HANDLING HOT WATER WITH YOUR INJECTOR
The hot I water problem is one that causes much concern with .every thresherman.

WE HA Vli' SOL VED THE DIFFICUL TY IN TWO WA YS

The CHICAGO AUTOMATIC INJECTOR
is especially built and constructed to operate high temperatures of feed water in addi
tion to working with high pressures of steam.

These are only added features in addi

tion to its simple construction and ease of operation. Does not “buck” or “break"
when engine is traveling over rough bumpy roads. THE CHICAGO EJECTOR de
livers the water cooler to your engine tank than any other jet on the market. This
makes it easy for the injector to handle.
An injector that will handle hot water; an ejector that
THE TWO REMEDIES:
delivers the water practically cold.
Mr. Thresher-man: Does this Interest you? Send for free catalog, 72 pages.

THE OHIO INJECTOR COMPANY
THE WORLDS GREATEST INJECTOR MANUFACTURERS

OHIO, U. S. A.

129 SOUTH MAIN ST.

WADSWORTH

Please mention The Review.

Assiguor of one third each to Sander

operation of this class of machinery.

885,881 is a feed regulator for corn
H. Hokom and Peter A. Norborg, all
of Galva, 111., is an improvement in shellers invented by Wm. J. Steckel,
machines for gathering and husking assignor to the Joliet Mfg. Co. of Jol
corn in the ﬁeld and discharging the iet, III. This invention relates to im
same into a.' wagon or other conveni provements in the feeders of corn

His Own Engineer.
intercepting valves for cross com
Editor Review:—Find enclosed $1
pound traction engines.
884,530 shows still another baling for renewal of my paper.
press, invented by Geo. W. Shepard
I suppose threshing here is as good

tion of Arthur D. and Arvine C.
Cone and has for its object to simpli

of Tecumseh, Okla.
The principal as anywhere else. We have price
object of which is to provide auto cutters and bad roads and also bad
shellers, designed to insure the en matic double feed action so that the bridges; and every other irritating
trance of the ears endwise into the press may accomplish twice the quan thing.
\Ve get 2 cents per bushel for oats,
corn sheller in a uniform and orderly tity of work that may be accomplish
ed through the employment of other 4 cents per bushel for rye and wheat,
manner.
25 cents a bushel for timothy seed.
883,934, by Frederick I. Cass, of devices of this character.
Clintonville, Wis., relates to traction
888,469, by Geo. W. Case of Lester I have followed this business for
engines, and has for its particular ob shire, and Harry C. Haggerty of about 20 years. Have run horse pow
relates to im er outﬁts, and have had all kinds of
ject to provide improved means for Binghamton, N. Y.
supporting and driving such an en provements in means for supplying experience, from which I have learned
scale removing compounds to boilers a great many things, and it has made
gine.
A further object of the invention and particularly to means for supply a pretty good machinist of me. At
is to provide means for steering same. ing the compounds to boilers while present I am running an Advance
threshing outﬁt complete, with all the
883,758 is a baling press invented under pressure.
by John J. Stopple of Dallas, Tex. It
888,933 by Henry H. Rohlf, assign modern improvements on it, and it is
has for its object the provision for or of one third to Adolph L. Haase, as good as any machine. Also have
facilitating the compression of charg New London, Wis., relates to drive or an Aultman & Taylor clover huller,
es and the forming of a bale of hay, traction wheels, the purpose being .to an Advance corn shredder, a saw mill,
supply the same with removable cogs wood saw and a band saw in connec
straw, or like material.
Another object of this invention or lugs of novel formation and ar tion with the saw mill. We get $7.00
is the improvement of the construc rangement and which are utilized to a thousand feet for sawing lumber,
tion of the baling press disclosed in secure the tire to the rim, thereby and we think that we have enough
a prior patent No. 844,053, issued preventing displacement thereof.
of machinery for one man to look af
889,027 is a straw chute.and draft ter and keep going. I am my own en
Feb. 12, 1907.
888,140 is also an improvement in appliance adapted to be detachably gineer most of the while. One of my
baling presses, invented by Valentine secured to the furnace of a traction boys runs the engine on the saw mill
Biela, of Panna Mario, Tex. It has boiler and enable straw and material and I the saws. I do all of my own
particular reference to lever presses. of a light character to be used for blacksmithing and wood work and for
888,375, by Geo. E. Wilson and fuel in the furnace when desired. It the whole neighborhood. We run 320
Wm. J. Fawley, of Stillwater, Minn.. is the invention of Frederick Alan acres of land and feed stock in winter.

fy and improve the construction and

is a new and useful improvement in

ent means for receiving it, all of the

operations being performed automa
tically as the machine is drawn over
the ﬁeld.

885,405, is a packing for stuﬁing
boxes invented by Arthur Ronald
Trest of St. Albans, England, and

has for its object the construction of
such packing in such a way as to
prevent the gland pressure on the

packing from deforming the heel por
tion thereof and preventing the
spreading of such heel. in order to
avoid lateral pressure of the heel upon

the tongue of the packing.
885,620 is a grain separator, the

invention of Ned Huﬁ of Jackson
Township, Wills Co., Ind., and an
examination of the drawing will make
its construction clear.
885,662, by Alex. J. Bowden

of

Minneapolis, Minn, assignor of one
half to Amos B. Robbins of Elroy,

Wis., is a detachable boiler ﬂue, the
design and application of which will
be apparent from the drawing.
885,665, is a corn sheller, the inven

son Magwire, of Havre, Mont.
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Commercial Corn Breeding.
(Continued from page 9)
closely to the important characteris
tics and not give weight to features
not of practical value. As an illus
tration, chicken fancier-s have always
been careful in regard to the form of
the comb and wattles and yet plain
ly these characteristics have nothing

whatever to do with the practical val

for the multiplying block being from
the second year’s breeding plot and
the seed for the commercial ﬁeld be
ing from the previous year’s multi
plying block. Of course the breeder
may sell a few pedigreed ears from

ONE MILLION IN USE

his breeding plot if he has more
choice ears from the best yielding
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rows than he needs for both breeding
plot and multiplying block the next

year, but his main stock of pedigreed
ue of a breed of fowls.

These ap

will seed corn must always come from his
commercial ﬁelds.
eventually take care of themselves or
Contrast the above known and re
may be improved on after other im

CREAM

portant characteristics are well estab~ corded facts with the more common

SEPARATURS

parent but

slight

deformities

method of going to a crib just pre
vious to planting time and selecting
en to us the above facts for some of

lished. Personal experience has prov

at random, good looking ears, but
our largest yielding strains of corn to
what is their history? How man;
day are anything but ideal from the
barren stalks grew near them last sum
standpoint of the score card.
mer? By how many weak and low

First---Always Bcst---Chcapcst

A mother ear of corn should be a

perfect car in every respect in order yielding stalks were they fertilized"?
that when it reaches that stage of What sort of mongrels are they"!

The World’s Standard

perfection it shall excel all others in Bailey says, “It is the slow and pa
tient care of selection day by day,
yield, that is shelled corn per acre. It
should be cylindrical, with well ﬁlled which permanently ameliorate and im
tip and butt and wedge shaped ker

Ten years ahead of all others in
every feature of separator practicability

prove the vegetable world. Nature
starts the work; man may complete

nels, close together at both crown
and next to the cob.
The kernels it.’ ’

Because of the fact that

should be of as nearly uniform size as
possible in order that the planter may corn has been grown by man a long 6
drop a given number of grains in a time and subjected to almost all vari
hill, thus securing an even stand of ations of soil, climate and other in
corn. But in front of all this, there ﬂuences, we ﬁnd this plant and seed,
must be the performance record; in also susceptible to variations in its
other words, a pedigree of what the chemical content and capable of in
ancestors of this strain of corn have creasing or diminishing any of its el
been capable of doing for several gen ements under the guidance of'the corn
erations back. Seed coming from or
dinary looking ears but possessing
such strains of inherent power as are
described above, are certainly far su
perior for the corn producer to plant
than a mixed lot of corn where the
ears are approaching an ideal score

BEAUTIFUL IN DESIGN
PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION
EVERLAS'I‘ING IN DAILY USE
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This recent discovery in corn,
through the aid of chemical analysis
shows that-all kernels of one ear, are

of approximately

the same chemical

composition but one ear often differs
very markedly in chemical composi

card. Mind you, I do not wish to be tion from another car, whether of
quoted as saying that nothing can the same variety or not, yet there is
be accomplished by physical selec a correlation within certain strains
tion alone and the planting of good together with the physical character
symetrical cars. A great deal can istics, we are enabled to increase both
be accomplished both in the improve the yield and chemical composition.
ment of type and yield, as a prac The germ contains most of the oil;
tical demonstration of four years the' hard horny portion comes next
work will show, but this paper was and the White portion consists almost
prepared from the standpoint of the entirely of starch. From thousands

corn breeder who is trying to follow
fundamental principles of plant breed
ing, and unless we have some known
record of the merits of the individ

of choice ears that are gathered from
the highest yielding rows in the breed

ual ear and its ancestors, individual
i'ty loses its identity the same as it
does in live stock and we have at best,
only a good common grade of mothers

ed oﬂi'.

—cow, sheep, hogs or car of corn—
perhaps better than the general av
erage, but we do not know which one
of the many has the record of the
best yielding strain, the most eco
nomical beef, mutton or pork produc

tion nor which car to pick out of the
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ber, the same as the ear and sent to

the laboratory for analysis. A brief
history of this work as originally car
ried out at the Unversity of Illnois,
under Dr. C. C. Hopkins, will more
readily explain the idea of changing
the chemical composition by seed se
lection. Starting in 1896 with a cer
tain variety of corn and after analyz

pile which has the tendency to pro ing a large number of samples from
duce as much corn from an equal different cars, both for protein and
amount of land and by the same oil content, be selected seed for four
amount of labor as the one next to it. diﬁerent experiments, i.e., to increase
Three years time is required before the oil; to increase the protein; to de
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glasses to become oil
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the seed corn breeder is able to fur crease the oil; to decrease the pro
nish to the market, pedigreed seed tein. A composite sample of the corn
corn from his commercial ﬁeld. The
first year, he has a breeding plot,
planted with carefully selected seed,
an ear to each row; the second year

which he selected contained 10.92%

protein and 4.70% oil. Each succeed
ing year, the seed has been selected

from those cars containing the great

he has a breeding plot and a multi est amount of oil and of protein re
plying block, both of which are plant spectively and also from those con
taining the least amount of oil and
tained from the best yielding rows of of protein. That the results have
his ﬁrst year’s breeding plot. The been entirely successful is shown by
third year he has a breeding plot, a the ﬁgures obtained from the crop of
multiplying block, and a commercial 1903, or rather for seed planted in
ﬁeld, all planted with pedigreed seed; 1904: for high oil, 696%; for high
the seed for the breeding plot and protein, 15.50%; for low oil, 2.65%;

ed with registered pedigree seed ob
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HANDLING HOT WATER WITH YOUR INJECTOR
The hot ‘ water problem is one that causes much concern with .every thresherman.

WE HA VE_.' SOL VED THE DIFFICULTY IN TWO WAYS

The CHICAGO AUTOMATIC INJECTOR
is especially built and constructed to operate high temperatures of feed water in addi
tion to working with high pressures of steam.

These are only added features in addi

tion to its simple construction and ease of operation. Does not “buck” or “break"
when engine is traveling over rough bumpy roads. THE CHICAGO EJECTOR de
livers the water cooler to your engine tank than any other jet on the market. This
makes it easy for the injector to handle.
THE TWO REMEDIES:
An injector that will handle hot water; an ejector that
delivers the water practically cold.
Mr. Thresherman: Does this Interest you? Send for free catalog, 72 pages.

THE OHIO INJECTOR COMPANY
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Please mention The Review.

His Own Engineer.
operation of this class of machinery. intercepting valves for (SI'OSS com
Editor Review:—Find enclosed $1
885,881 is a feed regulator for corn pound traction engines.
884,530 shows still another baling for renewal of my paper.
of Galva, III., is an improvement in shellers invented by Wm. J. Steckel,
I suppose threshing here is as good
machines for gathering and husking assignor to the Joliet Mfg. Co. of Jol press, invented by Geo. W. Shepard
We have price
The principal as anywhere else.
corn in the ﬁeld and discharging the iet, III. This invention relates to im of Tecumseh, Okla.
same into a_ wagon or other conveni provements in the feeders of corn object of which is to provide auto cutters and bad roads and also bad
ent means for receiving it, all of the shellers, designed to insure the en matic double feed action so that the bridges; and every other irritating
operations being performed automa trance of the ears endwise into the press may accomplish twice the quan thing.
\Ve get 2 cents per bushel for oats,
tically as the machine is drawn ‘over corn sheller in a uniform and orderly tity of work that may be accomplish
ed through the employment of other 4 cents per bushel for rye and Wheat,
manner.
the ﬁeld.
883,934, by Frederick I. Cass, of devices of this character.
25 cents a bushel for timothy seed.
885,405, is a packing for stulﬁng
888,469, by Geo. W. Case of Lester I have followed this business for
boxes invented by Arthur Ronald Clintonville, Wis., relates to traction
Trest of St. Albans, England, and engines, and has for its particular ob shire, and Harry G. Haggerty of about 20 years. Have run horse pow
relates to im er outﬁts, and have had all kinds of
has for its object the construction of ject to provide improved means for Binghamton, N. Y.
such packing in such a way as to supporting and driving such an en provements in means for supplying experience, from which I have learned
scale removing compounds to boilers a great many things, and it has made
prevent the gland pressure on the gine.
A further object of the invention and particularly to means for supply a pretty good machinist of me. At
packing from deforming the heel por
tion thereof and preventing the is to provide means for steering same. ing the compounds to boilers while present I am running an Advance
883,758 is a baling press invented under pressure.
threshing outﬁt complete, with all the
spreading of such heel, in order to
888,933 by Henry H. Rohlf, assign modern improvements on it, and it is
avoid lateral pressure of the heel upon by John J. Stopple of Dallas, Tex. It
has for its object the provision for or of one third to Adolph L. Haase, as good as any machine. Also have
the tongue of the packing.
885,620 is a grain separator, the facilitating the compression of charg New London, Wis., relates to drive or an Aultman & Taylor clover huller,
invention of Ned Huff of Jackson es and the forming of a bale of hay, traction wheels, the purpose being to an Advance corn shredder, a saw mill,
supply the same with removable cogs wood saw and a band saw in connec
Township, Wills Co., Ind., and an straw, or like material.
Another object of this invention or lugs of novel formation and ar tion with the saw mill. We get $7.00
examination of the drawing will make
is the improvement of the construc rangement and which are utilized to a thousand feet for sawing lumber,
its construction clear.
885,662, by Alex. J. Bowden of tion of the baling press disclosed in secure the tire to the rim, thereby and we think that we have enough
Minneapolis, Minn., assignor of one a prior patent No. 844,053, issued preventing displacement thereof.
of machinery for one man to look af~
889,027 is a straw chute_and draft ter and keep going. I am my own en-_
half to Amos B. Robbins of Elroy, Feb. 12, 1907.
888,140 is also an improvement in appliance adapted to be detachably gineer most of the while. One of my
Wis., is a detachable boiler ﬂue, the
design and application of which will baling presses, invented by Valentine secured to the furnace of a traction boys runs the engine on the saw mill
Biela, of Panna Mario, Tex. It has boiler and enable straw and material and I the saws. I do all of my own
be apparent from the drawing.
885,665, is a corn sheller, the inven particular reference to lever presses. of a light character to be used for blacksmithing and wood work and for
888,375, by Geo. E. Wilson and fuel in the furnace when desired. It the whole neighborhood. We run 320
tion of Arthur D. and Arvine C.
Cone and has for its object to simpli Wm. J. Fawley, of Stillwater, Minn. is the invention of Frederick Alan acres of land and feed stock in winter.
Assignor of one third each to Sander

H. Hokom and Peter A. Norborg, all

fy and improve the construction and

is a new and useful improvement in
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for the multiplying block being from
the second year’s breeding plot and

(Continued from page 9)

closely to the important characteris the seed for the commercial ﬁeld be
tics and not give Weight to features ing from the previous year’s multi
lplying block. Of course the breeder
not of practical value. As an illus

ONE MILLION IN USE

tration, chicken fanciers have always may sell a few pedigreed cars from
been careful in regard to the form of his breeding plot if he has more
choice ears from the best yielding
the comb and wattles and yet plain

DE LAVAL

ly these characteristics have nothing rows than he needs for both breeding
whatever to do with the practical val plot and multiplying block the next
year, but his main stock of pedigreed
seed
corn must always come from his
parent but slight deformities will
commercial ﬁelds.
eventually take care of themselves or
Contrast the above known and re
may be improved on after other im
ue of a breed of fowls.

These ap

portant characteristics are well estab
lished.

CREAM

corded facts with the more common
method of going to a crib just pre

SEPARATURS

Personal experience has prov

en to us the above facts for some of vious to planting time and selecting
our largest yielding strains of corn to at random, good looking ears, but
what is their history‘! How man-j.
day are anything but ideal from the

First---Always Bcst---Cheapcst

barren stalks grew near them last sum
mer‘! By how many weak and low

standpoint of the score card.
A mother ear of corn should be a
yielding stalks were they fertilized?
perfect car in every respect in order
W'hat sort of mongrels are they’!
that when it reaches that stage of

The World’s Standard

perfection it shall excel all others in Bailey says, “It is the slow and pa
yield, that is shelled corn per acre. It tient care of selection day by day,
should be cylindrical, with well ﬁlled which permanently ameliorate and im
prove the vegetable world. Nature
tip and butt and wedge shaped ker
nels, close together at both crown starts the work; man may complete
and next to the cob.
The kernels it.”
Because of the fact that Indian
should be of as nearly uniform size as
possible in order that the planter may corn has been grown by man a long‘
drop a given number of grains in a time and subjected to almost all vari
hill, thus securing an even stand of ations of soil, climate and other in—
corn. But in front of all this, there tluences, we ﬁnd this plant and seed,
must be the performance record; in also susceptible to variations in its
other words, a pedigree of what the chemical content and capable of in

ancestors of this strain of corn have creasing or diminishing any of its el
been capable of doing for several gen

ements under the guidance of'the corn

erations back. Seed coming from or breeder.
This recent discovery in corn,
dinary looking ears but possessing
such strains of inherent power as are through the aid of chemical analysis
described above, are certainly far su shows that‘all kernels of one car, are
perior for the corn producer to plant of approximately the same chemical
than a mixed lot of corn where the composition but one ear often differs
ears .are approaching an ideal score very markedly in chemical composi
card. Mind you, I do not wish to be tion from another car, whether of
quoted as saying that nothing can the same variety or not, yet there is
be accomplished by physical selec a correlation Within certain strains
tion alone and the planting of good together with the physical character
symetrical cars. A great deal can istics, we are enabled to increase both

be accomplished both in the improve the yield and chemical composition.
ment of type and yield, as a prac The germ contains most of the oil;
tical demonstration of four years the' hard horny portion comes next
work will show, but this paper was and the white portion consists almost
prepared from the standpoint of the entirely of starch. From thousands
corn breeder who is trying to follow of choice ears that are gathered from
fundamental principles of plant breed the highest yielding rows in the breed
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every feature of separator practicability
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ing, and unless we have some known ing block, those that pass the physi
record of the merits of the individ cal examination have two rows shell»
ual ear and its ancestors, individual ed off. This is ground very ﬁne and

‘rty loses its identity the same as it placed in a bottle and given a num
does in live stock and We have at best,
only a good common grade of mothers
—cow, sheep, hogs or car of corn—
perhaps better than the general av
erage, but we do not know which one
of the many has the record of the
best yielding strain, the most, eco
homical beef, mutton or pork produc
tion nor which car to pick out of the
pile which has the tendency to pro
duce as much corn from an equal
amount of land and by
the same

amount of labor as the one next. to it.
Three years time is required before
the seed corn breeder is able to fur
nish to the market, pedigreed seed
corn from his commercial ﬁeld. The
ﬁrst year, he has a breeding plot,
planted with carefully selected seed,
an ear to each row; the second year

he has a breeding plot and a multi
plying bloek, both of which are plant
ed with registered pedigree seed ob
tained from the best yielding rows of

ber, the same as the ear and sent to

the laboratory for analysis. A brief
history of this work as originally car
ried out at the Unversity of Illnois,
under Dr. C. C. Hopkins, will more
readily explain the idea of changing
the chemical composition by seed se
lection. Starting in 1896 with a cer
tain variety of corn and after analyz
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ing a large number of samples from
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different ears, both for protein and
oil content, he selected seed for four
different experiments, i.e., to increase
the oil; to increase the protein; to de
crease the oil; to decrease the pro—
tein. A composite sample of the corn
which he selected contained 10.92%
protein and 4.70% oil. Each succeed
ing year, the seed has been selected

Your local dealer
should have them, it
not, write us.

from those ears containing the great
est amount of oil and'of protein re

spectively and also from those con
taining the least amount of oil and
of protein.
That the results have

his ﬁrst year’s breeding plot. The been entirely successful is shown by
third year he has a breeding plot, a the ﬁgures obtained from the crop of
multiplying block, and a commercial 1903, or rather for seed planted in

ﬁeld, all planted with pedigreed seed; 1904: for high oil, 6.96%; for high
the seed for the breeding plot and protein, 15.50%; for low oil, 2.65%;
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% in oil
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tiiies containing a larger per cent of Mr. A. D. Shamel who was among the

of 4.34% in oil and 8.52% in pro the desired product. The Glucose Su
tein. This experiment having been gar Reﬁning Co. consumes annually
fully demonstrated, having passed about 50,000,000 bushels of corn,
the experimental stage, it was adopt and recognizing the possibility of corn
ed as a commercial proposition with breeding has issued the following:
other varieties of corn and this last “The bushel of ordinary shelled corn
year we were able to place upon the weighing 56 pounds, contain's about
market for seed purposes, corn con

New

ous moisture has been removed and
the surfaces of the kernels are thor
oughly hardened.

cut, along the same lines that we are

The next thing to do is to pick out
the exhibition samples; if you are
making entries in the state classes,

working in corn, these all go to show
that we are not alone in this great
work.

But the ﬁrst object of the corn
41/2 pounds of germ; 36 pounds of
dry starch; 7 pounds of gluten; 5 breeder is, as I have said before, to
pounds of bran or hull; the balance develop a corn for the highest pos
in weight being made up of Water, sol

sible yield of grain per acre, togeth

uble matter, etc. The value of the er with a corn that will mature and
germ lies in the fact that it con ripen.

tains over 40 per cent of corn oil,
as 17.40% in protein and another worth say ﬁve cents per pound, while
with 7.70% in oil. Where the limit the starch is worth 1% cents per
is, we do not know. But instead of pound, the gluten one cent‘ and the

ears stay here until all the superﬂu

ﬁrst enthusiasts in the improvement
of corn in Illinois, has now taken up
the breeding of tobacco in Connecti

planted with a composition as high

Selecting Corn for Exhibition
Purposes.

take the score card used in your state
(as authorized by the Agricultural

College or some other organization es
tablished for that purpose) and select
your ears according to this standard.
Do not attempt to choose ears sim
ply because of size; look up your
score card carefully, and you will see

that mere length and circumference
is only one item.

Trueness to type

but it would seem that an extension

is especially important. An ear with
straight rows is vastly superior to one
It can readily be seen that a variety lowing, published by the National with crooked rows.
The kernels
of corn containing say one pound Corn Exposition of last season, will should be uniform when viewed from
the outside.
They should also be
more of corn oil per bushel, would be be of interest.
in large demand. Farmers throughout
The season is late, but there is no wedge shaped and of good depth. The
the country would do Well to com reason why good ten and thirty-ear cob should not be large, as this in
municate with their respective agri samples cannot be chosen from the dicates late maturity. The color of
cultural experiment stations and se ﬁelds in the corn belt. The thing to the cob should be red for yellow or
cure their cooperation along these do now is to go through the ﬁeld oc any color variety and white for white
lines.” 50,000,000 bushels per year, casionally, note and mark the ears variety. The butt should be well ﬁll
with an increase of one pound per which are most completely developed ed out, and same is true of the tip.
bushel at the extra value of ﬁve cents and which give promise from the out When it is thoroughly dry, the ker
nels should be perfectly ﬁrm upon the
would add 2,500,000 dollars to the side of being well formed. The indi

of this same theory would be to do

farmers throughout the country with cation or early maturity is an early

using oil cake, cotton seed meal bran,
etc., the farmer will be able to ap
proach a “balanced ration” for his
stock or produce a much more valu
able corn for the glucose factory, the
hominy mills, or the starch factory,
or for rubber, olive oil, paint, whis
key, etc. “Several corn growers have

suggested that it is a waste of time
to breed high protein corn because we
can get plenty of protein in clover
and alfalfa hay, and other legumes,

For the prospective exhibitors at
hull about one-half cent per pound. coming fairs and corn shows, the fol

cob so that when it is twisted by the

without corn entirely in the balanced little or no extra amount of labor or drying of the silk, an early turning
ration. It is not at all unreasonable expense.
Along the same lines of yellow of the husk, and a tendency to
to predict that within the near fu corn breeding, other grains and sta droop. —As soon as the kernels are

judge it will remain rigid.

ture, corn will be graded on the mar
ket by chemical analysis and those

ears according to the Universal Score

manufacturers who can

ples are being bred with marked suc
cess. Prof. W. M. Hayes of Minne

buy

corn sota with his 18% increase in yield
from which they obtain an increased of spring wheat, and the remarkable
amount of a certain product,'will be
willing to advance the price to a pre

increase of sugar in the sugar beet
by the Germans, (from 4 to 22%),

well dented and compact, pick off
the ears, place them in a sack and
take to the dry house or granary.
When ears have all been selected, re
move the husks immediately. Place
on a rack in the dry house or granary,

mium over ordinary corn provided the interesting work that Dr. Webber being careful not to place more than
is doing in the breeding of cotton and one ear deep on each rack. Let the

they are able to secure corn in quan

If your exhibit is to be shown in
any lot open to the world, select your
Card, published herewith.
Do not
omit a single item; consider every one

very carefully, and you will not be
disappointed in the result. If the
season is sufﬁciently far enough along
in your locality to make it possible to
make two selections, do not hesitate
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McCORMICK HUSKEft, AND SHREDDER.

Every corn grower should save all his corn crop—not
one-half of it. When using the corn binder to harvest the
crop and the husker and shredder to shred the stalks and
husks into stover, the farmer will save not only the ears,
but also the stalks, leaves and husks, which when shred

ed make feed equal to timothy hay.
The progressive farmer can readily understand the
many advantages accruing from the use of the corn bind

er and the husker and shredder. When the corn is gath
ered by hand and the stalks allowed to stand in the ﬁeld
MCCORMICK CORN BINDER

about one-half the corn crop is wasted, because the cat

tle will not eat the corn stalks standing in the ﬁeld-the
stalks, leaves and husks must be shredded if they are to
be utilized as feed.
Corn fodder really has very little feeding value if it
is allowed to stand uncut in the ﬁeld until after the work

of husking is over.

MILWAUKEE CORN BINDER

Corn is like timothy and clover in

this respect. The best meadow would be worth little
if allowed to stand uncut for months to bleach and rot
in the sun, winds and rain. Timothy must be cut just at
the right time before it gets too ripe in order to make
good hay. Exactly the same rule applies to com. If
cut at the right time before it gets too ripe and shredded
into stover the nutritious juices remain in the stalk and
when shredded makes excellent feed which analysis has
shown to be practically equal to timothy hay. If the

corn stands too long it dries up and becomes woody and
unpalatable; therefore it is necessary to use machines
to handle the corn crop if the full feeding value is to be

gotten out of both the ears and stalks.
There are four excellent corn binders on the market—
the Deering, Milwaukee, McCormick and Osborne.
These machines have demonstrated their worth, and can

be depended upon to harvest your corn crop.
The three huskers and shredders to which we direct

your attention are the Deering, McCormick and Plano
excellent machines that enable the corn grower to double
the value of his corn crop. '
If you wish to save all of your corn crop instead of
one-half of it, call on the International local dealer, who
DEF-RING HUSKER AND SHREDDER

will be pleased to point out the many advantages of
handling the corn crop in the modern way.

International Harvester Company, at America
(INCORPORATED)

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

September, I908.
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THE JANNEY CORN HUSKER-SHREDDE
Simple In prlnelple, elllclent and durable in service. A
money maker. Requires little power to operate. Quickly
Cut shows Husker
set lor operation and easlly moved.
ready to move.

If you are about to buy a Husker
and Shredder, consider the following
points : The Janney is constructed of
steel and malleable iron, making it com
pact yet strong in all its parts. Its ca

pacity is unlimited.

Equipped with
Shelled Corn Bagger, Feeder and spe
cial Fodder Wind Stacker—making a
machine suitable for handling corn in
the proper manner.
Catalogues and special information

will be gladly furnished.

‘ .7

All rights have been purchased and
all machines are now manufactured by

I

the

KENNEY MACHINERY COMPANY,

‘

ndlana

Indianapoli,

Please mention The Review.

to do this.
You will undoubtedly
miss some good ears in going through

Carelessness and Accidents.
Nearly, but not always, says a writ

your ﬁeld the ﬁrst time, and these will er in the American Miller, accidents
be more easily chosen at the second whereby men are maimed or lose their

picking. Then, too, later development
may result in better ﬁlled ears than
those chosen earlier. Do not for one
moment hesitate to select corn and
send it to the National Corn Exposi
tion. The fact that the season is late
in your community does not mean
that you will fail to win a prize, for

lives take place through carelessness.

Men in all pursuits where the utmost
care is required to protect their lives
Ours can be run slack and not
soon .forget or disregard the necessi
ty for care, and when that time comes
something is liable to happen.

weather,

There are two great danger points
in the mill and both hold diplomas as

cessful

slip when cold same as in warm

this condition is universal; the sea life destroyers; they are the set screw
son is late all over the United States. and the belt. Twenty-ﬁve or thirty
Exhibition corn must be‘ packed in years ago it was the gear. The man
a slatted crate. Never use a tight who cannot keep away from a set

box, especially if thegrain is not thor

and is the most suc

Stitched

Canvas

Drive

Belt for heavy and continuous
use.

Every belt sold under guar

antee.

Book “B” sent for postal.

screw on a revolving shaft had bet

oughly dry and the weather happens ter cover it at once, and he who will

to be damp, as there is serious danger attempt to adjust a belt when it is
of molding and consequent ruining of liable to get wound on a shaft is fool
your sample.
ish.
.

SAWYER BEIJING BIIMPANY

Blmland, llhln

Please mention The Review.

\Vrap each ear separately in paper;
These things I have learned by ac
newspaper will answer as well as any.
tual experience, so I speak on the sub
Do not hesitate to put on three or
ject as one having authority. It was

four layers. Pack the ears tightly in my experience at one time in the past
the box, then nail up and address
to get mixed up with a small sprock
plainly and carefully.
et wheel and in the fracas I came out
While the box must be strong, so second best; that is, so far as a
there will be no danger of injury in

handling, it must also be as light as

good pair of pants was concerned.
A short meal reel sat on top of an

practical, so that the express charges

S-inch rye and buckwheat reel. The
will be as small as possible. Send drive belt ran down past the head of
all exhibits by express, prepaid. Do meal reel and onto a pulley on the
not forget this, as prompt delivery rye reel. To drive the ‘meal reel, a
cannot be made unless the charges are short belt ran up from the lower reel.

Milwaukee Corn Husker
and Fodder Shredder or Cutter with Blower,
Corn Separator and Bagger, Steel Gears.
Write today for Catalog.

prepaid. Another important item is I‘n seasons when we did not grind rye
to ship a few more ears than is call or buckwheat we had to run the reel

ed for.

This will give you a com

to drive the meal bolt and at such

plete sample, should some of the ears times I took the chain off at the tail
be injured in transit or become moldy. of rye reel and let the conveyor
Remember that each exhibit ear must stand.
be practically perfect. The kernels
The gudgeon in the meal conveyor
' must all be in place, and the car must had become loose and I had taken it

show no injury in any part.

out to ﬁx it, which I proceeded to do
on top of the rye heel. To make my

Satisﬁed with Riches.

work as easy as possible I sat down

“You expect your boy to become
a good man?”
The mother's face fell. “He is
not a brilliant child,” she made an

on the end of the chest. with my left

swer,

doubtfully.

“No, I think I

shall have to be content if he at
tains only a moderate success—be
comes a very rich man, say, or some
thing like that.”—Puck.

foot under the right leg, the lower
part of which hung down over end

of chest.
Now, I was so intent on my work
that I did not think about that little
sprocket wheel whirling round on the
reel shaft until it took a reef in my
pants at the bottom of the leg. My

ﬁrst impulse was to try and shake it
loose, but I‘ soon found it had not
ters, as well as threshing, plowing taken hold with theintention of let
and sawing.
ting go easily. Of course, it was not
\Vc want hay baling experience let

Husk: Corn Clean and Makes Feed Worth Double that of any
other Machine
'

‘ The "Milwaukee” with sensible safeguards ll the safest, strongest, easiest to

operate and best huskor made.

Our 2, 4 and 6 roll machines for individual farmers

or farmer companies and our 8 and 12 roll machines for large threshermen.
MANUFACTURED BY

Milwaukee Hay Tool Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Please mention The _Revtew.

September, 1908.
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WESTERN FIELD POR TABL E CORN STIELLER
Made in 3 Sizes

‘J

Capacity 500 to 2,000 Bushels per hour

‘an

Beware of Imitations

Two Fans, Duplex Shake, Perfect Separation, Light Draft, Slow Speed. Shells
any kind of Com, Separates and Cleans it Perfectly. The No. 2A Western is
guaranteed to be the Largest and Best Portable Corn Sheller in the World.
We have established an oﬂice and have on Exhibition a Complete Sheller and Drag at Corner South Water
and Chestnut Sts., Peoria,lll., where our representative, Mr. C. R. Overly, will be glad to show you its merits

Note New Low down Drag; Strong, Simple, Durable, Heavy Sheet Steel Elevator;
Universal Drive runs at any angle. Write for prices and full description to

UNION IRON WORKS,

Please mention The Review.

running with much speed, but every lowed my foot to hang down where
there was any possibility of getting
time it revolved it got in its work.
I was on the third ﬂoor of the mill caught, I would be justiﬁed in using
and alone, except for a young boy a stronger term than “foolish” to

whom I had left on the grinding ﬂoor.
After a few revolutions my pants be
gan to rip at the bottom, the shaft
twisting them into a rope. All this
time I had been doing my level best

H

describe my folly.
Going into a mill and starting up
before anyone had arrived by myself

If you are interested in Hay Presses and
the new Labor Saving devices recentely patented

(it was early morning), I went up
stairs to see that all was right. When

SEE THE OHIO at the OHIO STATE FAIR

to keep on top of the chest, while the I reached the upper floor I found a
sprocket was just as intent on pulling little middlings uspirator ' standing

me 011’. As soon as I saw I was in still. It sat on the ﬂoor and ran at a
for a ﬁght to the ﬁnish I had moved very high speed from a pulley direct
back as far as possible and braced ly under it and below the ﬂoor.

The

myself with a hand against each of belt was hanging on the aspirator
the corner bolts on top of the chest. pulley.
Soon the rent in my trousers was
Now, instead of going below and
above the knee and drawn over and investigating as I should have done, I
on the outside of my thigh.
at once concluded that it was possible
I wanted to give the sprocket my the belt had come unlaced, and to
pants and call it a draw, but the test the matter I‘ slipped my fingers
pants did not appear to be a party under the belt and over the pulley
to any such arrangement, and were and gently raised up. Did I ﬁnd out
determined that if they went I must if it had come unlaced‘t you ask. To
go too. I could, when usingr every the best of my recollection now, for
particle of my strength, hold the reel it was more than twenty years ago.

until the drive belt would slip, but that belt was not unlaced, for in
only for an instant and then the drawing it up, instead of coming up
winding process would go merrily on against the face of the drive pulley
again. When my pants were ripped below it got caught between it and
to the crotch there was trouble there another one alongside and before I

Columbus, Aug. 31st-Sept. 4th

and at the
NEW YORK STATE FAIR

'

Syracuse, Sept. 14th to 19th
We also build One and Two Horse
Presses and a Full Line of

Farm Machinery.
The Ohio Cultivator Co.,

Box 200, Bellevue, O.

'PRESERVO
Waterproofs Stack and Thresher Govors
Prevents mildew or rotting in any climate.

Will not crack, scale, freeeze

Not knowing how soom my situa lace either. My ﬁngers were ﬂatten
tion might turn out disastrously to ed and the blood forced out the ends

or stick. Old covers painted with PRESERVO are made as good as new.
Endorsed by U. S. Government and used by Barnum 8r Bailey and all
large circus people.
Don’t throw away your old stack covers-patch them and paint them
with PRESERVO. It will make them better than new ones without it.
Use light canvas. Heavy canvas is worn out by pulling and hauling.
PRESERVO prevents the canvas from wearing by permeating it with a
waxy ﬁller that prevents friction.
Paint your old covers with it and they will be better than new ones
without it.

me, I thought that if I called the boy of them and in a day or two I was

WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND PRICES

again, as the legs could not be induc could think my ﬁngers were clamped
ed to separate and the situation was down on that little three-inch pulley

becoming desperate, so far as my and held there until the tension pul
wanting to get loose was concerned.

led the belt asunder, and not at the

might possibly hear me, as I was minus two good ﬁnger nails. Another
close to the head of the stairs and case of carelessness—no accident. I
they stood directly over each other. made a strong bid and got the goods.
As luck would have it he happened to
I could relate many incidents in
be passing right under me and came my past experience that give me a
running up. When he saw my posi chill to this day when I think how
tion his ﬁrst thought was to run, and close I came to being wound up in
get help.

W. B. ROBBSON
manuraorunnn
PORT HURON

MICHIGAN

Please mention The Review.

I told him not to be scared. machinery. all because I braved dan

but to slip his hand into my pocket,
get my knife and cut my pants leg
08. Being left-handed I‘ always car
ried my knift in my left pocket, and

ger foolishly. Today if a belt gets
in. a tight place and.is liable to get

A LINER AD

\wound around a shaft I will stay

away from it. My life and limbs are
when I leaned back and braced myself worth more to me than the time it

in The Review is a sure way of disposing of any machinery, or buy

with all my might he was able to slip takes to close down the mill and ad

ing a particular machine or part, getting help or ﬁnding a. position.

in his hand, and with one clip the just it with safety is to my employer.
In conclusion, will say that pulleys
Was that an accident‘! No! It should never be placed so close to

The expense is small-3 cents a word for each insertion—a.nd the

work was done and I was free.

was a piece of sheer carelessness, gether on a shaft that there is not
nothing more and nothing less. From ample room for the belts to fall be

the fact that I knew that sprocket tween them without being caught and
Was there and was in motion, and al carried over.

results are sure if there is any kind of demand for what you have to
oﬂ'er.

Try One Next Month

September, 1909.
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tion and the Smoke Problem.

gineers, some in the employ of the
Government and some as members of

Statistics collected by the Govern

the great national engineering soci

The Government Fuel Investiga

ment indicate that the nation has con eties, to act as an Advisory Board
sumed about seven billion tons of coal on Fuel and Structural Materials In
vestigations.
Among the organiza
up to the present time. Last year the
tions
represented
are: The \Var De
consumption was more than four hun
dred million tons. During the past partment, the Navy Department, the
ten years nearly as much coal was Treasury Department, the Reclama
used as had been used during the pre tion Service, the Isthmian Canal Com
ceding century. This increase in the mision, the American Intsitute of
use of coal during the past century
has been so great that it is conclud
ed that if the consumption continues
to increase at the same rate, the coal
ﬁelds of this country will be exhaust

Mining Engineers, the American In
stitute of Electrical Engineers, the

American Society of Civil Engineers,
the American Society of Mechanical

Hundreds of
Barns Burn
some of them held the entire crop of grain
and hay—all a total loss. Barn, hay, grain,
wagons, implements and stock.
You may never have lost a barn, but your
neighbor did. It is a terrible blow to see
your buildings, the result of years of labor
and saving, go up in smoke as the result

Engineers, the American Institute of

Architects, and all other leading en
gineering
societies. The board meets
However, if by some means the
occasionally to discuss the nature of

of a lightning stroke.

ed before the end of the next cen
tury.

increase in the use of coal can be

the experiments which are most need
checked and the output of the mines
kept down to present ﬁgures, there ed, and in a general way the means
will be no occasion to worry about of conducting them.

the coal supply.

But the increased

Our Trade-mark

0&5

The experimental work is done un

demand for coal will probably con der the direction of the chief of the
tinue and we may reasonably look technologic branch, the details being
for a gradual rise in the price of coal settled after consultation with engi
as it becomes more diﬁ‘icult to mine. neers-who are experts in the particu
Only the best and most proﬁtable lar lines being investigated. A reg

seams are being mined at the present ular force of engineers, chemists and
time, the inferior coal being left in computers carry on the tests as plan
the ground.
As used at present for heat, light
and power, the losses are so great
that, of the total heating value of the
coal, less than ﬁve per cent\is con

Write Today For our
Free Booklet

gations now in progress are as fol—
lows: To lessen the waste in the na
verted into useful work in the or tion’s fuel supply; to determine the
dinary manufacturing plant, and even amount, quality, properties and most
some of the largest and best power efficient methods of utilizing the fuels
plants are able to utilize only about belonging to the United States, oc
10 per cent of the energy in the coal. cupying some ﬁfty million acres; the
In railroad operation only from three analyzing and testing of coals, using
to ﬁve per cent of the coal value is carefully collected samples typical of
realized for pulling the train.
the various coal ﬁelds in the United
It is estimated that ‘only one-sev States, with a view to assembling of
enth of one per cent of the fuel val data which will serve as a basis of
ue is actually converted into light in information needed both for the pur
an incandescent lamp.
poses of the Government and those of
Nearly two million horse power in the general public; to determine
the form of gas is allowed to escape means whereby low grade fuels, bone
from the blast furnaces of the coun coal, culm, slack, washery refuse, lig
try.
This condition is rapidly be nites and peats, heretofore practical
‘ing chagned by the installation of ly unused, may be made of commer
gas engines to develop the power.
cial value; the abatement of smoke.
There is also a great fuel waste in with the resultant increased eﬂiciency
the manufacture of coke, besides the when burning coal, with all kinds of
loss of many valuable by-products. equipment. The importance of mak
It is estimated that these losses ing investigations to secure economy
amount to ﬁfty million dollars annual can be better appreciated when we
consider the cost of fuel delivered to
ly.
Believing that the present wasteful the furnaces, including all items, such

take rods and fake

Drop no a line and. loll no

agents.

have and we will wrin
you fully about protect.
ing them. I! will cos! you

how’ many buildings you

nothing to investigate.

Look for

age, handling and ﬁring at the plant,
on locomotives. stcamships, etc. This
ﬁgure has been placed at nearly two
billion dollars annually for all the
ed out the necessity of studying the coal used in this country.
fuels and the methods of utilizing
A saving of only one per cent on
them with the best economy. This tin; entire fuel bill of the country
has been intrusted to the fuel test would amount to nearly twenty mil

000D &
STBllTliEllS

tho

DES IOIIIES. IOWA
MAKERS OF LIGHTNING RODS THAT KEEP OUT THE LIGHTNING
,F___

.

REVISONLY ONE.

.

T
‘ It,
‘-

GOOD BALING PRESS made and that is the
1

‘

“Maui-er,” the one that can skin anything that was
ever mounted on 4 wheels, in the line of a Geared

‘

of Belt Power Baling Press, the one that is back
ed by a Guarantee "that is a Guarantee," which
speaks for itself and protects the purchaser. If
- you don’t delieve it, try one. It will cost you
nothing if it don’t bear out all our claims; we
will then take the press back and pay the freight
both ways and pay you well for the time spent

in the trial. Write for catalog and our Guarantee.
THE F. X. M.CO., T. R.

sPspcsn. Iowa

South Bend Spark Arresters and wind Stacker Hoods
The ONLY SPARK ARRESTER on the market that is sold with a
GUARANTEE to each purchaser to work SUCCESSFULLY on ALL
makes of Thresher, Mill, Hoisting or Railway Engines using wood, Coal

or Straw as fuel.
The BEST WIND STACKER HOOD tor Grain
Separators and Corn Shredders
It will do the
work as we claim for it.
We sell our Spark
Arresters and Wind Stacker Hoods on trial subject
to our warrantee.

methods of utilizing our fuels cannot as the cost at mines, freight, cart
long continue without serious harm to
our country, men prominent in the
affairs of the Government, engineers,
manufacturers and others have point

ning if you will on‘y do
so. It is no longer a
matter of theory. It
has been demonstrated
that the Dodd & Struth
ers Lightning Rods will

make you safe.

protects you against

ned and prepare the results for pubil

cation.
The purposes of the fuel investi

p r otect
.- your buildings and
make them sate
from damage by light—

Write us and give measurements and description
of your engine and wind stacker.

THE SOUTH BEND SPARK ARRESIER COMPANY,

South Bend, Indiana, U. S. A.

The World’s Champion Ad

ing division of the technologic branch lion dollars annually.
of the Geological Survey. It is a
A study of the fuel values of coals
work that covers a wide scope and re
burned while conducting some 540

Iusiable Slevcs and Chatiers
Threshermen, are you interested in good

cleaning? Then buy the best Sieve and Chat
quires much experimental work ex boiler tests has shown that the value
fer the world has ever produced before the
tending over a considerable period of of the coal depends almost entirely on season of 1908 closes and learn the many advantages of the Ditch

time.
the number of heat units it contains Adjustable Sieves and Chaffcrs. No machine, new or old, is com
It was begun in St. Louis during as determined by a calorimeter, these plete without them. Simplicity, durability and perfection combin
ed, they have no equal in handling seed or grain.
the exposition in 1904, and has since

relative values being influenced some
Our Combined Screw Feed Flue Expander and Cutler.
what by the amount and character of
A perfect toolI for engine owners. The Ratchet Attachment, the
volatile matter and of ash present in only principle that governs speed and ease of management. It can
the coal.
This information has be changed in one minute from a ﬂue cutter to a perfect expander.
ment and to the public resulting from strengthened the position of the Gov Parties looking for a cheaper grade, we also make the old style
such exepriments led the President to ernmcnt engineers who desire to pur~ combined screw feed cutter and expander, operated with wrench.
Write for Catalogue, giving full explanation.
appoint a number of prominent en
chase coal on a speciﬁcation which has
been continued at St. Louis and Nor
folk,
The possible beneﬁts to the Govern

‘Paper read at the annual conven
tion of Smoke Inspectors at Cleve
land. Ohio, June 24. 1908. by I). T.
Randall. engineer in charge of tests
at the Geological Survey fuel testing
plant.

for its basis of payment the British
thermal units and ash in the coal.
For the coming year a very large
part of the coal purchased for the
Government will be paid for according

Dlich Adjustable
Sieve Co.
Mmiioid,

to its value as determined in the Gov

0hio

Soplomlwr. I908.
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New and Old Subscribers May Avail Themselves of These Prices

The Ladies’ Thresher
World
Account
Book
The best, brightest and most
practical woman's magazine

published at 50 cents a year.
The most complete and satis
Our price, with The Review,
one year, both for

factory book to be had.

It

consists of a record book, for

$0.75

yourself, a cash book, a time

Science

book, and a receipt book, all

in one

of
Threshing

convenient,

pocket

For Threshermen
Regular Price, 25 cents, or

with The
year, for

The latest book devoted ex
clusively to the Threshing

Review,

one

$0.65

business, treating fully upon
the

operation,

management

and care of threshing ma
chinery.
Regular Price, $1.00; with

The Review, one year, our
price for both,

$1.25

Hansen Glove

size, durable bound book.

The
Traction Engine

You can handle grain all day

with a Hansen Glove and
not make your hands sore.
They ﬁt like a dress glove,
and are soft and ﬂexible. No
hard places or seams where
they will interfere with the ﬁt
and comfort of the wearer.
Nothing in the palm to make
the hand sore and calloused.
For wear they are not equal
led-——for the wearing quality
is the chief aim from the se
lection of the leather, the fit

of the glove, the reinforce
ment of the seams and the
ﬁnish. Made in all sizes.
Regular Price, $1.25,- our
price including The Re

Catechism
The name of the book indi
cates the character of its con
tents, as it is made up in full

view, one year,

in the form of answers to
questions, except that there

is an appendix of forty pages
Power is commended by all
engineers to be the best tech
nical steam power paper pub
lished.
Regular Price,

devoted to Satety Appliances
for the traction engine---The
Steam Engine Indicator-—
The Compensating Gear-—
Horse Power, and other
equally important topics.

Is all that the name implies.

$1.00 per

year; our Price for Power,
one year, and The Review,

one year,

$1.00

Regular Price, $1.00,- with Regular Price, 50 cents,
The Review, one year, our
price for both,

with The Review, one year,
our price for both,

$0.75

$1.00

This book, with The Review,
one year, our price $1.00.

Address
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ernment chemical laboratories. One
of the largest purchases under this
form of contract is for use on the
Isthmus of Panama and calls for the
delivery of four hundred thousand

ter food products, better living and
a fuller compensation for labor per
formed.

The Best is the Cheapest

The grain dealers of the United
States are a recognized strong and

tons within the year.

Investigations of the washing and
coking tests of coals have also shown
the possibilities of utilizing poorer
grades of coal than are commonly

inﬂuential class of business represent
atives. In recognition of their busi

ness relation to this great cereal ex
position and their interest in its suc

cess and permanent inﬂuence for bet

used, and point to a very considerable ter grains and larger crops, the man
saving in our fuel supply. The experi agement has planned for a grain deal~
ments on the briquetting of coal have er’s ‘day, and will arrange for ex

shown that the slack coal, which is cursions from all parts of the country.
otherwise difficult to utilize, may be The entertainment that will be provid
made into artiﬁcial lumps and used ed for this occasion, and the com
with high efficiency in power plants or pleteness of arrangements in general,
is a guarantee that thousands of lead
for locomtive use.

A study of the furnace conditions in ing grain men of the country will be
connection with the boiler tests will in attendance.
show the inﬂuence of different meth

The U. S. Automatic injector

ods of burning coal with relation to
Using the Straw in Maryland.

the reduction of smoke.

These tests

Threshing is done at the least cost
have demonstrated the possibility of
burning certain kinds of coal efficiently as the wheat is hauled in from the
without smoke in an ordinary furnace. ﬁeld, as the grain being hard and dry,
They have pointed to possibilities of can be sold at once and the straw can
modifying furnaces so that practical be packed away in the mow or ricked
ly all fuels may be burned without in the feed yard. This is the most
smoke under favorable conditions. economical and quickest way, but it
Some bulletins have already been is cannot always be done. If the wheat
sued on this work, but those which is put in the barn or ricked in the
deal directly with the smoke problem ﬁeld it should not be threshed for
are now in course of preparation. The
several weeks or not until the grain_
tests made at the producer gas plant

has gone through the “sweat.” This

is built for service; can be relied upon in all emergen
cies. Most simple to operate, costs less to keep in re
pair. Never quits, always on the job, keeps your boiler
satisficd---is everlastingly automatic.

The BEST and ALWAYS
the LEAST EXPENSIVE
You want the U. S. Automatic Injector.

have shown that it is possible to burn
is particularly true of oats and barley.
almost any grade of coal with the very
All grains keep best in the straw. The
highest efficiency and absolutely with

out smoke. Bituminous coals having Cumberland Valley farmers usually
as high as 45 per cent of ash, lig thresh out their grain during the win
nites and peats, which are considered ter, as most of them have their own
machines, and with an interchange of
low grades of fuel for boiler furnaces,
help from one to another the work is
have been very successfully burned in
quickly
done at little cost. The straw
the producer, generating gas for the
development of power in a gas engine. is mostly fed to the fattening cattle
The low grade lignites of North Da and what is not eaten is used for bed
ding. Straw should not be wasted, as

kota developed as much power per
pound in the gas producer as do the it is worth when carefully saved $5.00
very best West Virginian bituminous per ton as feed and bedding; if there

Our Engineer’s Red Book sent free on request.

American‘ injector Co., Detroit, Mich.

1W0 wnwvsns.

is a large amount of straw it should

write for
prices and cala
logue showing
these and the
other good spe
cialties which I
manufacture

coals, when utilized in a steam boiler

with a simple non-condensing engine, be baled and sold or spread over the
thin spots in the grain ﬁeld the fore
such as is usually installed in manu
part of the winter as a protection to
facturing plants.
the grain and grass. Observant farm
The results of these investigations ers consider the straw to be worth for
will have an important bearing on the this purpose fully $4.00 per ton;
question of smoke prevention both spread the straw evenly, shaking out
directly and indirectly, but the Gov all bunches; the first heavy rain will
ernment is investigating the possibil beat
the
straw
evenly,
and
ities only from the engineering and grass will push through this light

not at all from the legal standpoint. covering, making a stronger root and
top growth on account of the protec
tion given. If there is not barn room
A Great Need.

and sell.

THE an: Animal: GAS IIEDALIGHT.

rick the straw in the feed yard, put

7978 cars of corn were inspected ting a ﬁve rail fence around to pre
and sold upon the Chicago Board of vent the stock from overturning the
Trade during the month of June. rick. Make the middle solid, top it
Only 1 car graded No. 1; ‘only 772 off well, rake off the loose particles,
cars, or less than 10 per cent graded then tie down with stout wire to pre
good enough for No. 2; 2873 cars, or vent top blowing off. If the rick is
about 36 per cent graded No. 3; 3872 properly made the straw will keep
cars, or nearly one-half of the entire sweet and dry. As ordinarily ricked
amount graded No. 4 and 460 cars a. large portion of the straw is fre
were of such poor quality that no quently damaged. It pays handsome
grades were attached. This evidence ly to have the straw carefully ricked,
shows the great, need for grain im so that the rain and snow cannot en
provement. Thegrain dealer and the ter. The best way to sell straw is to
receivers in the markets are anxious bale it; it can then be Sold to parties
keeping one or two horses or a horse
to lend assistance.
and cow and for considerable more
This great cereal exposition enter
than when sold loose by the wagon
prise is not conﬁned in its element of
load.
education, training and advantage to
Many of our farmers bale their tim
one class of persons, representing a
single industry, such as the growing othy hay and wheat straw, selling di
of crops. It extends in its general rect to consumers; the hay and straw
scope of influence to every business is delivered when ordered and a. re
and industry carried on by man. In turn load of manure, street dirt or
fact it appeals to the appetite of every oyster shells brought back to the

human being for endorsement of bet farm.—Baltimore American.

m Gum“ Sm, ‘mm,

See Exhibit at Minnesota State Fair Aug. 31st. to Sept. 6th.

E. M. PUPE
Watertown,

South Dakota.
Please mention The Review.

ARE THE RESULT, of the greatest practical and
scientiﬁc

mechanical minds in

iced mill construction.

Monarch Mills
have more improvements and

are more carefully constructed
oi better materias than

any

other line.

OUR FREE
Complete and lllustra‘ed

Catalogue will convince

any man that NO OTHER MILL EQUALS THE MONARCH.
a

co.’ lol
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Prominent State Fairs 1908.
Michigan (state), Detroit, Sept. 3

Make Your Decision-—Then Buy !!
“
DO NOT BE INFLUENCED

11
Indiana (state), Indianapolis, Sept.

7-11.
South Dakota (state), Huron, Sept.
7-11.
\Vest Virginia, (state), Wheeling,

LOOK INTO THE MERITS OF THE

Sept. 7-11.
Vt'isconsin (state), Milwaukee, Sept.
7-11.
Iowa (Interstate Live Stock), Sioux
City, Sept. 7-12.

Michigan (west),
Sept. 14-18.

Grand

Rapids,

Automatic Injector

Colorado (state), Pueblo, Sept. 14
19

And we know what your decision will be.

kansas (state), Hutchinson, Sept.
14-19.

WE CLAIM THAT our 24 years experience has enabled us to give engineers the most economical boiler
Kentucky (state), Louisville, Sept.
14-19.
New York (state), Syracuse, Sept.

feeder. We mean-STEAM ECONOMY. A few dollars saved in the cost of a good Injector cuts no ﬁgure.
The saving in steam, which means fuel, will save the difference many times. With care they will last as long as

the boiler, and that's long enough. Our construction is such that no pet-cock to drain Injector is necessary.
Always leaking and a source of annoyance, can always supply one if wanted, BUT YOU DO NOT WANT IT.
Send for "Engineer and Fireman,” an 80 page journal, free on application, devoted to items of interest to engi
neers. Send for it today.

14-19.
Oregon (state), Salem, Sept. 14-19.
West Virginia (West Virginia),
Parkersburg, Sept. 15-18.
Tennessee (state), Nashville, Sept.
21 ~26.
Pennsylvania (Allentown), Allen
town, Sept. 22-25.
Illinois (state), Springﬁeld, Sept.
25-Oct. 2.
New Jersey (Interstate), Trenton,

Sept._28-Oc. 2.

PENBERTHY INJECTOR COMPANY, 367 Holden Ave. Detroit, Mich.
!

(LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF INJECTORS IN THE WORLD.)
BRANCHES:

N. Y. City, LondonI England

We prepare you by mail to successfully pass 5
the Civil Service Examination. Ourlnstxuc- :
Lion embraces features no other school can
use. li you want to be sure to pass get our '
‘I60 catalog. Write‘today.
- ‘

Montana (state), Helena, Sept. 28
The Wendie Railway 00:. Bahooli -. i '
Oct. 3.
Dept. (LS-88 I
Freoport, ll. ‘
Washington (state), North Yakima,
Sept. 28-Oct. 3.
Utah (state), Salt Lake City, Oct. 5Tennessee
(Tri-state ) , llllempllls,
1
Sept. 28-Oct. 7.
1
tieorgia (state), Atlanta, Oct. 8-24.
Oklahoma (state), Oklahoma City,
Alabama (state), Birmingham, Oct.
Oct. 1-10.
Missouri (state), Sedalia, Oct. 3-9. 9'17Connecticut

(Danbury)y

Danbnry’

Oct- 540-

Arkansas (state),Hot Springs, Oct‘

CANADIAN FACTORY:

Windsor, Ontlrio, Canada.

The Powell Patent Gas Engine Lubricator

I/IIKUI
For Two-Cycle Vacuum Back Stroke Gas Engines.
N0

baffle

plates

of

any

kind-a

direct

acting

lubricator

which feeds as long as your engine runs and stops when it
stops.
The suction effect of the back stroke of the piston
hcad in two cycle vacuum back stroke type of gas engine
governs its action.
The ﬂow of the oil is under perfect con
trol at all times with no back action from the cylinder to
splash up the sight glass and no air or gas pressure in the
reservoir to cause leakage at the points.
Send for special
circulars. Your dealer should have them in stock. if not.

send your order to us.

1-0 17-

1500! POI was run.

rm: WM. PDWELI. on.

Virginia (state), Richmond, Oct. 5

Idaho (Lewiston-Clarkston), Lewis
ton, Oct. 12- 17.
),Vashington (Interstate), Spokane,
North (‘arolina (state), Ralelgh'
| Oct. 12-17.
Oct. 5-1 0. .

CINCINNATI, (""0

10

nnw YORK {

254 Canal St.
95 Liberty 81;.

PHILADELPHIA. 518 Arch St.
BOSTON, High and Congress St.

HOME OFFICE '
AND FACTORY
i

giv MARSEILLESMm.
'
. 1.1 J‘ ‘

e

MARSElLLES.lLL.
I,’

‘r l

The illustration herewith oi’ the factory and oﬂice of the Marseilles Mfg. Co., Marseilles, 111.. will be interesting to the large number of users of
Marseilles machines throughout the country. who have never had the privilege of visiting the plant.
It is a large and excellent line oi’
grain machinery that is produced by this company, including various styles and sizes of hand and power corn shellvrs. horse pow
ers. feed grinders, farm elevators and wagon dumps. pump jacks. grain elevator machinery and power transmission appli
ances. The notice of this company's catalogue appears in another part of this issue.
-
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vain we.

DEPARTMENT
D
A ibyfé. ‘

AN

EXCHANGE
.

P03 BAI-E—One Birdsell clover huller
No. 1, in fair shape, $50.00.
One 6
hole Keystone sheller, run one winter,
swinging drag feed. side gear, $200.00.
One ~i-hole Sandwich sheiler. straight
drag feed, run 2 years, $150.00.
Albert
Vi’atts, Beaver Crossing Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

ron SALE-New Huber bean and buck

‘- r’

wheat thresher, one drive belt, one
canvas cover. This machine is as good
as new, has run but a few days. Chas.
Beer, Mendon, Michi an.
Please mention
he Review.

THRESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur
chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.
In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just
what their ad. will cost, we have decided to make a ﬂat rate of

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.
Signatures and addresses are counted as so many words and charged at the
above rate. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 3lx48,) will be counted as

one word.

Abbreviations and initials, each will be counted as one word.
REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.
Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.

Anybody

can use this department at
FACTURER, DEALER or THRESHERMAN.

these rates,

No display can be given advertisements under this heading. It is useless
If that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad
vertising columns.

$150.00—-Buys 12 h. p. Springﬁeld en
FOR BAI-Ii—0ne Peerless Class T en
gine.
$450.00 for 16 h. p. Rumely en
gine. 16 h. p.; one Peerless Class A
gine,
36x56
Advance
separator. separator. 36x56, with weigher, feeder
feeder,
weigher,
wind
stacker,
belt. and wind stacker.
C. W. Erke, R. No.
$10.00 each, two power feed cutters. 2, Fowler, Illinois.
$75.00 4 h. p. Havana gas engine.
$200
Please mention The Review.
v
S. H. Ottawa No. C sheller.
Write for
prices on oil, grease and thresher sup
1'03
SALE-Engines;
>20-horse Por
plies.
John C. Schlelch, threshing ma
Huron,
20-horse
Advance,
18-horse
chinery and supplies, 229 South Water Gaar-Scott,
iii-horse
Case,
12-horse
St.. Peoria Illinois.
_
Case.
Separators:
42x64 Avery. 40x62
Please mention The Review.
Case, 36x58 Case, 36x60 Port Huron.
40x56 Advance, Frank Serrine, Gran
$75.00—Buys a. J. I. Case 32-inch steel ville. Illinois.
feeder with straw
overnor, run ten
Please mention The Review.
days.
E. A. Markel,
. No. 5, Nebras
ka City, Nebraska.
_
208 BAI-E—Two-horse engine with 4
Please mention The Review.
horse upright boiler, used 30 days;
price $125.00.
Grahams Mfg. Co., Car
$200.00 BUYS-—IS h. p. return ﬂue fire mi, Illinois.
box boiler Gear-Scott en ine, in good
Please mention The Review.
'_—M:T__ﬁ
running order.
Herman H tritter, Boy
den, Iowa.
1'03 8AI|Ii—A few rebuilt clover hul
Please mention The Review.
lers, corn shredders, saw mills, trac
tion and portable engines.
Cheap for
ALL
TEBESEEBHBI
GET WISE
cash, or good notes. Grahams Mfg. CO.,
Save oil agents commission of $5.00 Carmi, Illinois.
to $10.00 on your orders for oils and
Please mention The Review.
greases by buying direct from an old
established refinery.
Send postal card 1'03 SALE CHEAP-—Almost new 20-h.
for prices and samples.
Inland Oil
Reeves double cylinder simple engine.
Works Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
nearly new water wagon. water tank,
Please mention The Review.
new tank. pump and hose, new wood
sawing machine, 35-inch shingle saw,
AUTOMOBILES, m'l'nkwhat price three drive belts, emery machine, ﬁve
will you pay?
Let us know your new emery wheels, 63-foot 14-inch 6
wants. P. O. Box 593, Burlington, Wis. ply Gandy belt, l5-inch smokestack, 24
Please mention The Review.
feet shnftlng.
George Erew. Hender
son, Kentucky.
BABGAIIB—Richmond saw mill.
Con
Please mention The Review.
siderable sawing here at $7.00 per
thousand.
Two Avery, two Advance I'OB BAI-E—Engines, threshers. autos.
separators. 4-roll McCormick shredder,
A. J. Britz, 148 LaSalle St., Aurora,
one Case 13 h. p., one 16 h. p. Advance, Illinois.
one 2% h. p. steam engine, one motor
Please mention The Review.
cycle.
Geo. Brennemann, Hennepin, Ill.
Please mention The Review.
203 SALE AT BA3GAIIS—New and
second-hand engines, clover hullers,
203 SAIIB—Big bargains—Englnes, two huskers and shredders.
Henry Lohr,
20 h. p. Nichols & Shepard traction Elmore. Ohio.
engines on very easy terms; no money
Please mention The Review.
needed if good security is given.
En
gines in ﬁrst class working order, all P03 SAI-Ii—0ne second-hand 20 h. 0.
ready for threshing or sawing:
all
engine and boiler, in good
shape.
ﬁtted up;
both inspected at 120 lbs. John Shrocder. Ossian, Iowa.
pressure. Write at once or call and see.
Please mention The Review.
W. N. King. Waverly, Minnesota
Please mention The Review.
P03 SALE-B-hole John Deere sheller.
10 h. p. Rumely engine, two wheel
—ron saLr:—44iEse~ Case separator with tenders, wagon tank, drive belt, and ev
Ruth feeder and
gearless
blower. erything complete and in good running
Practically good as new. C. A. Pearson, order.
Cheap for cash.
A. J. Goodban,
Axtell, Nebraska.
_
Cortland. Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.
Please mention The Review.
.

A

1'03 BAL2—Parsons Success shredder,
B-roll; run 25 days; with blower and
sheller, corn elevator, in No. 1 shape.
Ready to go in the ﬁeld.
B. W. Liene
mann. Dennis, Kansas.
Please mention The Review.

ron. SAI-E—A book
containing
the
name, post ofl'ice address and occupa
tion of every white male citizen of
Pittsylvania Co.. Va.
Price $5.00.
Di
rectory contains 6,793 names.
E. H.
Shelton, Chatharn. Va., Box 52.
Please mention The Review.

S tevens 1 0
1‘03 SAI-Ii—Dirt cheap;
roll husker, run 40 days. H. H. Paul
son, Marshﬁeld, Wis.
Please mention The Review.

POE SALE, TRADE or on ROYALTY
—U. S. patent No. 837,799 and Cana

203 SALE CHEAP-One
Kalamazoo
ensilage cutter. large size, mounted.
Good as new. Address, A. Zwiebel, Jr.,
Please mention The Review.

screw disc plow.
More Work. smoother
work, neater work, less power.
Fine
proposition for the manufacturer of a
good traction engine or plows. Address,
W. D. Cook, Patentee, Seibert. Colo.
Please mention The Review.

P08 BALE
OKEA2—Birdsell clover
huller
with
feeder.
Fair
shape.
Closz & Howard sieve, 48x48, nearly
new.
Moore B. B. steam pump: 100 ft.
by 6-inch drive belt.
John Ploog, Mc
Causland. Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
I‘OB SAI-E—September 1, one
36x60
Avery feeder. weigher, blower.
Fin
est order. with double cylinder Colean
125-horse engine.
Will exchange for
land.
Elmer Vickrey, Princeton, Ill.
Please mention The Review.
__'J

1'03 BAIJi—One Yellow Jacket saw
mill. almost new.
Belts and tools in
cluded.
Elmer Vickrey. Princeton, Ill.
Please mention The Review.
_—____—_,
I‘OE ELI-Homplete outfit, good as
new; iii-horse New Huber engine and
separator: Big McCormick husker, Big
Ross cutting box, $1.500. account of
husband's death.
Mrs. Ed. Schanhite,

Birmingham, Michigan.
Please mention The Review.

PO8- SAI-Ii—-Rebuilt

12

h.

p.

Gaar

Scott traction engine.
Wanted: two
front tractioéi engine wheels. Otta Has
furter, Box
63, Kent, Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
ron. BALE—-One complete J. I. Case
threshing machine, consisting of 20
horse engine, 36- cylinder, separator,
tender and tank.
Also one 4-hole Joli
et corn sheller; cheap, if taken soon.
Clinton Jensen, Minden. Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

dian patent No. 102,900 on Cook's rotary

208 SAI-Il—0ne Peerless steam plow,
plowed 42 acres.
One N0. 3 Star
drill, drilled four shallow wells.
One
Kelly 8: Taneyhill,'drilled one well. Good
reason for selling.
Write or come and
see me.
Will trade any of these ma
chines for improved 80 acre farm or
cash.
Wm. Feltrich, Overbrook, Kan.
Please mention The Review.
FOR SALE CEEL‘P—One 12 h. p. Rume
ly engine. in good running shape.

sell

for

$200.00.

E.

D.

1?. &; 0.
plow.

14-inch, G-furrow engine gan
Never used.
Price $100.00
.

0. b. Cincinnati.

Weigle,

Nachusa, Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

E. F. DuBrul, 507 East

Pearl St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

THRESHER

BIG-m8

1'08 ELI-—One 20 h. p. Reeves en
gine; cab, jacket. drives 24-inch face;
new.
Been run 60 days.
One 32x52
American separator, wind stacker, run
four falls, equipped
with
Hawkeye
feeder and IXL device.
Dentler bag
ger, run one fall.
Price $1,675.
Will
take good 12 to 16 h. p. as part pay,
also one 20 h. p. Port Huron loco cab
jacket, run four falls, price $600.00. E.

One 27 h. p. Minneapolis compound
return ﬂue type, price $1,150; one 19 h.
1'). some make as above, price $700; one
12 h. p. same as above, but not com
pound. price $250; one 16 h. p. Minneso
ta Giant, price $375; one 16 h. p. Huber
price $350; one 30 h.
New Giant com
pound return ﬂue, pr ce $1,300; one 25
. D. New Giant, simple return ﬂue,

H. Jones. Snover, Michigan. _
Please mention The Review.

$700; two 20 h. p. J.
. Case straight
fluc, price each, $750: one 22 h. p. doub
le cylinder undermounted Star engine.
$1.150.
Discount for cash.
If above
engines are not just what you want.
write me. Can get almost any standard
make.
Address, T. L. Sykes, Engine 8:
Boiler Works, Fargo, North Dakota.
Please mention The Review.

203 BAI-8—l0-roll Keystone shredder,
32x52 Nichols & Shepard separator.
Run two seasons.
Peoria weigher. Box
215, Spiceland, Indiana.
_
.
Please mention The Review.
P08 BALE—16 h. p. Robison engine,
good shape.
One right-hand double
saw mill, Robinson make, good shape,
very nearly now. One Bellville separator
28x48, good running order.
Will give
some man a bargain.
H. D. Fry, Me
tropolis, Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
20B BALE-—New Port Huron sheller.
run 8 days.
40 ft. drags.
It is Just

as good as the day I bought it.

West

inghouse engine, in good running order.

Q. M. Bradshaw. La Ha.
Please mention The

e, _Illinois.
eview.

POE SALE-Ono 14 h. p. Birdsall en
gine and 30x44 Aultman 8: Taylor
wind stacker separator. $400.00.
First

class shape.

Theo. V. Kneale, Perry, 0.

Pease mention The Review.
1'03
ALB—Nlce, thoroughly rebuilt
modern, up-to-date automobiles. Some
rare bargains. Write for list. Address,
Robt. Holmes & Bros. Danville, 111.
Please mention The Review.

ron SALE or TBADE—One 16 h. p.
Russell compound traction engine in
good shape; one Huber separator 28x42
with drag stacker, nearly new;
one
Disston inserted tooth saw, nearly new.
Would trade engine or separator for
good portable engine of from 20 to 30 h.
p.
Edgar Fowler, R. 6, Salem, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
ron BALE-We are the owners of the
original patterns for the Aultman Co.,
Canton, Ohio, line of machinery, and are
making the repairs for Star engines,
American separators, etc.
Orders ﬁlled
promptly.
Send for new repair price
list. The Engine & Machinery Co., 1174
Marion St., Canton, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 SALE-—Mlnneapdib 10-horse en
gine, Marseilles 6-hole sheller. with
32 ft. drag, nearly new.
F. L. Struck
man, Tobias, Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

price $1,300; one 18 h.

BEBUIII'I.‘ AND

Phoenlmprlce

BCOID-EAID

Ell’

gines—We now have on hand and are
prepared to make reasonably prompt
shipments of the following engines: 32
h. p. Port Huron steel geared special
traction engine; 30-h. Port Huron trac
tion; 24-h. Port Huron traction; ,21-h.
Port Huron steel geared traction: 18-h.
Port Huron traction; 16-h. Port Huron
traction; 15-h. Port Huron traction; 14
h. Port Huron traction; 12-h. Port Hu
ron traction: 16-h. Gear-Scott traction:
16-h. Aultman-Taylor traction:
16-h.
Star traction; 16-h. Huber traction; 16
h. Russel] traction; 16-h. Peerless trac
tion- 15-h. Advance traction: 12-h. Nich
ols 8.: Shepard traction; 16-h. Birdsall
traction; 13-h. Nichols & Shepard trac
tion; 12-h. Rumely traction; 12-h. Ste
vens traction;
12-h. Russel traction;
l0-h. Port Huron traction.
We have a
full line of rebuilt Port Huron, Advance,
Nichols & Shepard. Rumely and Geiser
separators, clover hulers, bean thresh
ers, hay presses—in fact. anything in
the machinery line rebuilt desired.
If
interested and want prices. write us.
Port Huron Engine 8: Thresher Co..

Port Huron, Michigan U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.
SUPPLIES-Our 1908 supply catalogue
now ready—it is yours for the asking.
See it for lowest prices on belting, saws.
brass goods. etc., etc.
Port Huron En
gine & Thresher Co., Port Huron, Mich.
Please mention The Review.

ELI-128ml WANTED-Good

hustling

young man can make a nice salary on
the side by selling our oils. greases.
bolt dressings and boiler compounds to
the threshing trade. Write for particu
lars.
The Monitor Oil Co., No. 1131 W.
11th St.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

THRESHER“! NOTICE-4f you own
or are interested in a threshing outfit.
Write us for agency contract for a de
vice needed by every threshermen.
No
money or security required.
Hydraulic

Press Mfg. Co., Dept. E. Mt._ Gilead. 0.
I‘OB 8ALE—8-roll Keystone
husker,
nearly new.
Bargain.
George Shep
ard, Hartford, Michigan.
Please mention The Review.

Please mention The Review.
WII-I- l.I.“BAIIJII—Olds automobile for a
good second-hand hay press at once.

W. J. Shepard. Macon. Nebraska.
ron SALE-—We have several rebuilt
and second-hand corn huskers of dif
ferent makes. “Yrite for list and prices.
Kenney Machinery
Co.,
Indianapolis.
Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 SALE-—One 30 h. p. undermounted
Avery engine;
one 10
plow
gang
equipped with 14-inch breaker bottom.
Also engine tender and tank and every
thing all complete to make a ﬁrst class
outﬁt.
Been used about twenty days.
Outﬁt can be seen at Stratton. Colo. For
further information as to price, etc.,
write Oaks & Babcock. Hartford, S. D.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 BALE CHEAP-One No. 1 Reeves
saw mill. 54 inches. inserted tooth
blade.
Been used very little. just as
good as new.
Address, Frank H. Lar
sen, R. 1. Scandia. Kansas.
Please mention The Review.

-:

Will

ONE YEAR PISTON BOD PAOIIIIF
Will stop leaks of steam, air or am
monia.
Smoothes a rough rod, keeps a
smooth rod smooth. Saves steam. troub
lo and profanity. One full packing will
last a year or more without oil, grease
or attention except to tighten nuts occa
sionally.
One dollar per pound. includ
ing express or postage. cash with or
der.
Payne Machinery Exchange Co.,
Elmira, New York.
Please mention The Review.

BEBUII-‘l‘

whether MANU

to request that cuts be run.

_*

I HAVE I!’ S'1'0CI—Rebuilt in first
class shape, one 9-horse Case engine.
one lb-horse Case engine, one 10-horse
Nichols & Shepard engine, one 12-horse
Minneapolis engine, one li-horse Minne
apolis engine, one iii-horse Nichols &
Shepard engine.
Prices cheap.
Write.
H. L. Wood, Kansas City Mo., Station A.
Please mention The Review.

FOB 8AI-B—A postal card will bring
you bargain prices on endless Giant
red stitched belts for wood saws, feed
mills. clover hullers, etc.
We carry a

big stock of endless belts:

60, 70. 80.

1'02
SAI-E—One
40x62
Minneapolis
feeder, used 35 days.
Price $50.00.
J. S. Engebritson. Sacred Heart, Minn.
Please mention The Review.

90, 100 feet up to 160 feet; and from 6
to 10 inches wide and 4 or 5-plv.
Mil
ler Oil & Supply Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Please mention The Review.

ron. 8AI-Ii—0ne ,4-roll McCormick corn
husker and shredder.
In good run
ning order.
Also one Deerin
corn
binder, in good shape.
Geo. W.
chnei
der, Minonk, Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

POE SAI-E—Port Huron 10-roll corn
husker with self
feeder,
excellent
shape.
Run but one short season. Cost
$725.00. will take $250.00. if sold soon.
J. D. Flory. Camden, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

Please mention The Review.

WANTED-Every thresherrnan to write
us and get our prices on shoulder
brace teeth, cylinder wrenches. coup
lers and belt guides.
Excelsior Thresh
er Tooth Co., Dexter, Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
WBI'I'FFor lowest prices on complete
assortment of engines, separators and
attachments of leading makes. All sizes.
Cascaden Mfg. Co.. Waterloo, Iowa
Grand Forks, North Dakota.

Please mention The Review.
‘WAI'I'I-!D—We want every reader 017
The Review to get us one new sub
scriber, (not a renewal). He must be 8
man interested in farm power machin
erg and he must pay the full subscrip
tion price, 50 cents.
Send the subscrilr

tion with the 50 cents to us and we will
extend

your

subscription

one

year

in

advance. Subscription Department, The
Threshermen’s Review. St. Joseph, Mich
Piease mention The Review.

WANTED-—Husk frame for Reeves N0
1 saw mill. With or without mandrel
August

Nutsch,

Morrowville.

Kansas

Please mention The Review.
_——____—_,4.
WAHTED—-Young men for ﬁremen and
brakemen; instruct you at home by
mail.
We assist in securing employ’
ment.
For free information send stamp

to National Railway Training School
Inc., 376 Robert St.. (Room 294). st
Pnul, Minnesota.

Please mention The Review.

September, 1908.
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WAI'I'BD, 'I'EBESBBBIEI—A postal
card giving your name and post oﬂlce
address. We will send you samples by
mail of lubricating oils and greases free
Inde- ‘
of charge and save you money.
pendent Oil Co., Mansﬁeld, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

Our printer made it C. E. Seabury,
which was incorrect, and the error
got by our proof reader. It is C. E.
Scanlon, Joliet, 11]., who makes the

Big Stick Bar Belt Dressing referred
to, and inquiries should be addressed
to him, mentioning The Review.

BE A RAILROAD IAN
’ '

‘A e will ﬁt you by mail lor position 0! Fire

‘ '4' man or Brakeman and guarantee position
i

to graduate: mentally and phyliotily competent.
Only school whose lnstxumors are practical nil
road men endorsed by railway managers. \Vnte

'

The advertising of the A. D. Baker
According to a report from the G.
.Co., of Swanton, Ohio, has undoubted E. Travis Co., Henry, 111., the demand

ly been carefully read by all of our for their rocker grate is increasing.

today. state age and ask [or has catalog.

1" l‘lnlonihu ly.0or.8chonl.lhnLS-li-B! FmpcrLlli. ‘readers during the past season so that

Persistent advertising of this company
now Mr. Bigg of Biggville is a well has enable them to familiarize thresh
known character in the thresher ermen everywhere with this article

trade.

1'08 SALB—GIBOULAB SAWS.
Gummed
and
hammered
complete,
ready to run, good as new, in the follow~
ing sizes: Three 43" 9x12; two 50" 8x9;
one 52" 8x9: one 54" 9x10; two 56” 8x10:
one 60" 8x10: three 60" 9x10; two 62"
81:10.
We guarantee the temper and
metal to be
all
right.
I f
y o u
want
bar
gains write
quick while

they

last.

we can in

terest you with prices on the following
supplies.
Rubber, leather. red stitched
belting,
new
saws,
pulleys,
emery
wheels. lace. Moore pumps, injectors,
brass goods.
“'hat size saws have you
to exchange‘?
TEE mar-1:3 01T- &: sum! 00.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

The original nature of this and they are enjoying the results of
advertising is reported to us to have their cﬁorts in this direction.
been productive of excellent inquir~

A handsome catalogue, full of in
terest to the sheller man, is the 1908
catalogue of the Joliet Mfg. Co.,
Joliet, 111., which is full to the brim
of

illustrated

description of Joliet

power shellers in all sizes and styles,

ies from the thresher people, and the

with horse power to match for the
man who does not own an engine
and does not care to buy steam

in its usual healthy condition through

power. Full of good things from
cover to cover, this catalogue will

Some times a printer makes a mis
take
that is followed by a like one
trade of the Baker Company has been
at the proof reader’s desk.
This

happened in our mention last month
out the year.
of the Big Stick Bar Belt Dressing
The advertising copy above refer
red to has been prepared by Harter made by C. E. Scanlon, Joliet, Ill.
& Aldrich of Toledo, Ohio, to whom
much credit for the campaign is due.
Can
be
At
tached to Any \

The advertisement of the McCul
lough Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minne

surely interest the corn sheller man.
When writing for it, please mention
The Threshermen’s Review.

TE KRAMER

Sulky or Gang
Plow.

1

Rotary Harrow Attachment

sota, in this issue draws attention to
the busy condition of the plant and

for
Sulky
or
Gang
Plows as shown in il
lustratlon is the big
gent
time
and
labor
saver of anything on
the market.
It does
the work of a disc and
harrow all at one time
and so soon after the

the erection of a new factory build
ing now in course of construction.
The demand for the practical oil
pump is reported to us by the manu

plows

facturers as beyond their expectations
for the present season, but they are

making good in prompt shipments to
all parts of the country, and with a
night and day shift, propose to ﬁll all
orders without delay.
The general sectional catalogue for

1908 of the Marseilles Manufacturing
Co., Marseilles, 111., is a large and very

complete descriptive list of the hand

that

the

soil

is

left in so much liner
and
better
condition.
that this feature alone
is enough to warrant
your purchasing
one.
You will save twice its
price in horse flesh or
in power, the ﬁrst sea

son.
Once over the
ﬁeld, and the ground
In ready for seed, is the
record of the KRAMER ROTARY HARROW.
“'rite

for

circulars

to

THE E. M. KRAMER COMPANY, Paxton, 111., U. S. A
Plcase mention The Review.

and power corn shellers, horse pow

. THRESHERMAN
‘ SAWYERAND

ers, feed grinders, farm elevators and
wagon dumps, power transmission ap
pliances and the numberless accesso
ry appliances made by this progres

\

.

sive ﬁrm. Profusely illustrated and
replete with clear descriptions, this

PEORIAJLLINOIS.
HARRISONAND

Q\

book is a cyclopedia of corn shelling

WATER STREETS

, \.

_

,

machinery that should be in the hands
of every prospective buyer of such
machinery.

Write for 1908 Supply Catalogue

This is the season of the year when
Wood Production in Germany.

Review readers are turning their at
Among all the nations of the world tention to lines of machinery to use
Germany receives the credit of being with their engines during the win

the most thoroughly scientiﬁc. She ter season and naturally many will
does with her limited natural re be investigating; the make of feed
sources what younger nations will mills manufactured by Review adver
tisers. One of the lines'advertised
in this paper is that of the Crown
tection; she conserves them.
\Vhen our wood supplies, stored up Point Mfg. Co., of Crown Point, Ind.,
from 100 to 500 years, are within who have space in this issue and they

soon be compelled to do in self pro

sight of their end, and saw mills that
have been moved from the white pine
belt of the North to the yellow pine
belt of the South have been moved to

desire to put their catalogue into the:

icy will receive better recognition.
We do not think of moving a grist

A preparation that is meeting with

mill about from one wheat ﬁeld to an quite general approval in the thresh
other, as the ﬁelds in turn. become ex er trade is the Water prooﬁng ma
hausted. After one crop is harvest terial manufactured and sold by \Y.
ed another is coming on. So it must B. Robeson of Port Huron, Mich.,
be with the saw mill and the crop of whose advertisement appears on an
trees. If it takes 50 years to raise a other page of this issue. The ma

tree of a given species, then one-ﬁf terial is easily applied and etfectual
tieth of the forest may he cut each ly prevents deterioration and destruc
tion of covers and does not freeze,
crack or chip off. By its use a. lighter
weight of canvas is suitable.
Mr.
Robeson will be glad to hear from
the “lumber shanty” will be a thing readers of The Review, and give them
of the past; raising trees a business a more complete description of “Pre
like raising wheat.
. servo.’ ’

year, provided it is reseeded or is re
planted-and the saw mill stays at the
same place and the workmen live in
their permanent snug homes near by;

Princeton, Ill., June 3, 1907.
Rosenthal Corn Husker Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

hands of as many Review readers‘
as possible, and we suggest that all
readers interested in this way should
the Paciﬁc Coast for their last stand, request printed matter of this com
then Germany ’s scientiﬁc forestry pol pany, mentioning The Review.

Gentlcmen:—l will drop you a few lines in regard to the husker I
bought at the Illinois State Fair last fall. It is a dandy. Its capacity is
great. It does again as much work as my lO-roll
com husker.
It can't be beat in dry fodder, it will take it in as fast as a man can get
it there. It is simple, strong and durable and runs very easy. It will
handle twenty acres a day in dry fodder easily. I can't say too much for
it.‘
Yours truly,
F. W. Drcman.
Sample Machine Can Br Seen With The Following Agents:
Hellmich & Nienaber, Greensburg, Ind.
Iaegcr 8: Bryant, Genoa. Ohio.
Marbaugh Bros., Monterey, Ind.
E. G. Barker, Celina Ohio.
Krie baum Bros., Huntington, Ind.
Dot & Snyder, Athens, Mich.
W.
Schwalm, Logans ort, Ind.
{i
. Dillon In, Hudson, Mich.
Fred Reule, LaFayette, nd.
enj. Van Raalte, Holland, Mich.
Lebanon Hardward Co., Lebanon, Ind.
Spauldin & Merritt, Ionia Mich.
Diermcyer Ginz Co., South Bend, Ind.
Arnold etrie, St. Cloud, \Vis.
Whitewater Machine Co., Whitewater, W is.
The Farm Sup 1 C0,, Union City, Ind.
Hoesle & Klassy, New Glsrus, Wis.
Chas. Yentes, “bash, Ind.
Ward iambcrson, Richland Center, \\'is.
Wm. H. Patten, LaGrange, Ind.
Schafer Hardware Co., Decatur, lnd.
S. A. McCoy, North Freedom, Wis.
Daniel Albrecht, Tiskilwa, Ill.
\V. L. Maxwell & Co., Valparaiso, Ind.
J. C. Conwell, Xenia. Ohio.
F. Wehrmann, Goodenow, Ill.
Wautoma Implement Co. Wnutomn ,Wiscﬁ
Brown & Shouer, Freeport, Ill.
F. P. Roberts, Bangor, Wis.

Write fnrjcafalog and Price.

ROSENTHAL GURN HUSKER 00.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
’ Please mention Theggaviewi
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If You Run a Hay Press Here is Something?
that will Interest You.
A complete record and account of all bales pressed. A record for the Press
man, the Shipper and the Customer, all in one neatly bound pocket size book.
In the form for recording the weights of baled hay, the weights are
once recorded under heading “Weight of Bales" and thereafter checked,

Here is what

in place of each time repeating the operation of writing down the weight

_
,
tl'lls llttle bOOk
,

There are 20 columns opposite the column headed "Weight of Bales."
If the ﬁrst bale you get weighs 125 lbs, this weight is recorded in the ﬁrst
column under “Weight of Bales;" opposite, in the column headed “1”

W1“ do for you.

you place a check mark (\ /), which designates that one bale has been
passed of that weight. Each succeeding bale of the same weight is
checked in the same way until the 20 bales are checked, when another
line of the same weight may be started. Bales of other weights are simi
larly handled; for instance, the second bale weighs 135 lbs., procedure is
exactly the same-weight inserted under “Weight of Bales” and checked
in column “1.” All bales of irregular weights are placed in “Miscellaneous” column, to the right, as for instance exceptionally light bales when
press is started, and occasional heavy bales.

I

.

‘

-

a‘

.

,

l AccgumBogkl
l .- _.,o',',,..
.
.. l

l HayBule-rs r
l
_ _ _ ‘
1 and MHMX‘TS
‘f

.

The form provides for bales of ten diﬂ'erent weights. Ordinarily this
number will not be required and there will be ample room on each sheet
for more than one line of the average run of weight.

Just what you've
,

f

When the table is even full, 10 lines and 20 bales each, the weight in
tons can be computed quickly, by adding the column at the left headed

been looklng 01"

“Weight of Bales” and pointing off two places.

'

The form is equally well adapted for the use of buyers and shippers
as for use of press men.
-

Sent Postpaid upon receipt of price.

15 Cents, two for 25 Cents.

THE THRESHERMEN’S REVIEW,

St. Joseph, Michigan

Start Your Run with an
Account Book in Your Pocket
There is absolutely nothing complicated or difﬁcult to under
stand about this method of keeping a record of your work.
In the ﬁrst place you have a TIME BOOK to list the men you
are hiring; their time and amounts due them.

Collections and expenses are fully provided for in the por
tion of this book under the-heading of “CASH.”
Every job you thresh is accounted for both in a record for
yourself,

kept in the book,

and a statement of same is fur

nished your customer showing exact date of job, number
of bushels' threshed, kind of grain, price per bushel and total
amount due you for the job.
If the amount is paid this state
ment is receipted. If not the customer has his bill for the work
and there is no chance of a dispute in the future as to the
' '~
amount.
All these particulars are better described right in
each copy of the book in a full page telling fully just how to use it to the very best advantage.
There is no other way as simple and accurate as this is in which to put your business on a good
systematic basis. Mail your order at once and have a copy ready for the ﬁrst job. Price is 250 3 COPY
(‘ut out and use this son on.

1908
The Threshermen’s Review, St. Joseph, Michigan

GENTLEMEN;

Enclosed is 25 cents for copy of your Threshermen’s Account

Book, which please send by return mail to

It More Than One Book is Deslred, State Number.

Yours truly,

“'rlte Your Name and

Full Address Plalnly.

~

The Only liusker=Shredder having a Band Cutter and Feeder
A

No Danger.

Wonder.

much attention.

The

Jas.

is

a

The
.the feeder and it does the
rest.

ger
of
people losing
their hands and arms.

Its work

have

chine.—Albert
Altura,

engineer

to be always

don't‘

G. F. Colgin

Minn.

Colgin,'

Earlham,

,

S.

on the
alone
worth

is

$300.00.

watch

hand torn to pieces.——-J.

Simon.

It feeds good and

saves

two

about

$4.00 a day,

ing

men’s

time,

board.—Fred

or

includ
Klossner

‘ & Co.. Klossner, Minn.

iFred. mam...

Is.

Loughridge.

‘

ItS
B e t t e r F0 dde r

th an

Just Enough Brulsing.

_

hers
l.

Better Than 4

t BEFOREh ad‘ I d'th am hikrt . it

takzgziiat 22m and reftliszflesisngiictllivle isn inhesfodfleruafncii sghil it.

Others. 7

t

Farmers

it

that

chopped

have

it

had

Mich.

E.

does.it

O.

fodder and

The fodder is left in very

,

‘shredded and blown in the
-‘

and

better

does

It makes the best fod
der I ever saw.—-Itoht. Ha
bich, Redﬁeid, In.

inice condition as it is well

\ lots of it in a day, too,

up and slitted.

have come to the conclu
sion
that
Just
enough
bruising to make it han
is just what
dle nicely
the Port
they Denning,
want, and Jonesville,
E.

Huron

shreds

The Best Fmlder

Nice Fodder.

i

F.

The

self-feeder

machine

ing to stop to take some- " one out of the rolls with a. 1

Not any more danger
than running an ordi
nary
threshing
ma

satisfaction.
-—
J ames ‘
Loughridge, Oskaloosa, Ia.

7 '

self-feeder

dandy.
That
does
away with all the dan

7 ing is complete.
The ma
lchine has
given
general

7

Just place the fodder on i

.

The self-feeder and band
‘cutter has been a wonder ,
ito all. and has attracted

Worth $300.00.

Does the Rest.

'vm0W.—F.

E.

Slutz,

North

work

ilndustry, O.
than

any

shredder

I

know of, and I have ‘ ‘
been
mak°S'—Gwith D(ourMuench'
other

i
It does
‘shredding

I

It puts the fodder in ex

a fine job of
the fodder.-F.

tra

Kaylor,

It
Ogden. Ia

Denning

‘G.

D.

-

Muench

;

'

l

g

7

.

F.

'

E.

De Grai‘f,

D.

0.

7‘

puts

the

fodder

in

ﬁrst
class
condition.—G.
Vi’. Dunbar, Henderson, Ill.

i,Mich.

Slutz

Robt.

1 '

i

shape.-—C.

Harris, Oskaloosa,
Ia. be
L I-I.
better.—Len
Shredded
stock
Brown,
can't
Yale,

,‘_

K.—F.

'

good

Habich

The
Port
Huron
The Only Complete Husker-Shredder

'i

LARGE CAPACITY-Two (2) sets of
snapping rolls; ten long husking rolls.
money maker.

A

The Shelled Corn is less, and it is saved and cleaned betterthan by others
The machine ‘hens very ‘an? 7.‘;
.1

‘7,. ‘little corn.—Henry
Rollingstone, Minn.

The corn shelled easy ‘v

Maus, ‘[1
"

this

,‘not

7|
I never saw one before'
" ,, that handled such large 1
I corn.
I raised corn ears ‘ _
1 this year 15 inches long
and

fodder

15

feet

C.

Reeder sReeder,

Ottawa,

_

i -;

'

‘ l

did

-

" ‘

It

Separating

much

Gibson.
_

not

Henry

Orion.

the

shelled

corn,

and separating it from the
fodder. — \"Vm.
Bellman,

shelled

ly

separated

from

Delavan,

i A.

Wis.

the

is after

“'e have shelled as low
as three bushels to the one

wards more easily and bet
ter cleaned.—-J. P. Ritzen
thnler & Son, Prairie View,

l

Ill.

'I‘ille

the

‘ ‘ whole stalks and

shell ,i

corn.—-Perry

Westerlund,

cleaning

corn before shredding is O.
K. The corn is more easi

1

does

It does a very clean Job

than

'
-

l

it

more

I. Hem-y
Tme'
‘.5 bu"; 0M0.

>1

high llg,

Ohio.

shell

but

‘tfour to six bushels to‘
W-[the hundred bushels.—-‘

takes a good machine to
handle such fodder.—“’. C.

‘V.

season,

it shells the least grain.
—A. “'illiamson. Delavan,
“'is.

_
‘Ill.
Williamson‘

Wm. Bellman

hundred.—-F. E.
Joncsville. Mich.

Denning,

ﬁr Don’t make the mistake of buying a Husker-Shredder before 'thoroughly investigating the latest model of the Port

Huron.

Harvey James,

Mann
]
:‘.'- Harrington,
V
i i

Robt.
k

Harrington,
if if

W.

Houseknecht,
.
t

Write to users.

R.L

A.

Harpstrite,
..
‘
A

“Write us.”

I...‘V S._

Harpstrite,
7
7

G.

E.
if Muench,
if

W. A.

Price,
. 3

Revere,

Mo.

Aiken
v.

Muench,

1'. J

Ypsilanti, Mich.

Marshall, Mich.

Marshall, Mich.

Jonesville,

Port Huron Husker-Shredder
must be
to Th
beeappreciated—it
is the best book Catalog
ever published
in seen
this
line. It includes thirty pictures of men who are users of
the Port Huron Husker-Shredder; addresses and reports of
many more users; and more complete speciﬁcations than

furnished by other manufacturers.
“write U53,

Mich.

Moweaqua, Ill.

Moweaqua,

P

Ill.

Ogden. Ia.

Ogden, 1;,

E &
PORT HURON’ MICH.

FLORA’ IND.

Y
NASHVILLE TENN.

Port Huron Machinery Company, Des Moines Iowa

Southwestern Port Huron Company, Peoria, Illinois
Northwestern Port Huron Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

"r9 EVERY SHELLER
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GALESVILLE. ILL. September I5, I90?
REEVES & Co.. Columhul. Ind.

ATLANTA. ILI... Am“ 22. um.

Gentlemen-The Reeve! Illinois Special Corn Sheller I purchased at your

‘I
a!

RAL'B, IND. August 2'9, 1M.

REEVES 6: CO. Columbus, Ind.

REEVES 5 CO.. Columbus. Ind.

agent. lohn Leach. at Mansﬁeld. Ill. laa' February, "I" shell more com than any

Gentlemen —I have thoroughly lenlﬂl your Ilhnnn Special Corn Sheller. and
with to say I have had a great deal oI l'tptttt'ﬂtt with corn shelling machinery, and

\heller I met uh.

am tree to say that the lllmolt Special I! the truest marhlne on earth.

I have shelled 6U bulhels in ‘-'I I'I’UIIIIR! and I shelled In two

‘JJIXI bushel: and \et elght tunes, and mmecl once tun "'IIIP‘ II II a very tonven<
rent sheller to handle and does nree truth. I would adnse any one Iuntmg a sheller
to buy the Reeves.

REEVES 5 CO. Columbus. Ind.

Yuuutruly. C IIv ESTES.

Gentlemen —In attract to yours are hour I Me the lllInoII Speenl Sheller
u-Ill say ain-r \hellmg two hundred thousand bulhels 0! all lundaot corn. cornmenrgjg 7

BATH. ILL. October l1 I907,

tllntlernen —Antverm; your mqum ar- Iu hm: I like my Illinoit Spectal Com
Sheller, I mll at l have used and seen many maker nt corn ahelletr working. and
can Iruthlully my that there I) nothing rim 1 hue ever seen that “ll begin to shell

REEVES k CO. Peoria. III.
Gentlemen —The Illino“ Speoal Corn Sheller ‘Nth I [vufthlltd Item you

m; but tall l-elure II was dry ent-ugh to keep In the (HI). and Iunﬂlng up to the‘ 4",‘ I

gun the \(f_\‘ best 01 ‘JIICIJCUOH. a» the eleanmg and .L'lﬂflﬂ ol enrn it perk-(t.

rob and (leaned It glut

I

present time It-ﬂi‘ shelled (01" Ian rotten to run out at the apuur. took It all oil the
\\ Ill say turther Int in! and good work It u tar ahead #4 La

It teen“ to be vet) durable.

generally shell I load at B" bushels 0t (Dﬂ't In 2‘ minute: and could do more II they
Solar it has not cost me a cent [or lfpitli.

KIRKPATRICK BROS.

TOULON, ILL. August 25. I001,

I

as much corn In a pvt-n time and do as grand uork

We believe that lor elem. thorough and rapid work It u not excelled b) any sheller
nun on the market.
You" truly.

corn per minute truth It“ latte than an) other machine made at hall that capacrt) ,
and as a rleJne-r It ClﬁI’U-I he beat. and at II break‘ Iht' (0b; \ery little In compar
non with other ihellen I! run‘ rely light. zonsldettng capacity

JAMES (:‘l‘RRY.
L‘HAHII’AIGN. ILL._ September 3, I907.

REEVES A COW Columbus. Ind

lt null ahell 40 bushels ot dry

sheller purchawd ol you Lut lpnng a thorough trnl. and have Iound It all nght

'

Your: rttletllull)‘.

_‘
_i-

shelled I20 bushels 0t damp corn m ‘I mInutea.

I hate

Gentlemen "Th" :ertthes that ‘re have gnen the new style (Illinora Speeull

l shelled 8.53: bushel; m thirty minutes.
could get It auay.

\oura truly.

any ‘Illllkl on the market, and the lu-r-dmnn leeder and level drag make It a world
beater lulptllm! the corn to the mn‘hlne.
Yours» truly.

Yours truly. A. E. IIQY 4

FRANK “ARKERT.

0 Conn 100 BIG ' no EAR TOO sIIALL ron TH
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Im
.\
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lllinocial Corn Shellr

.P-MAﬂVRVUaL W
l.
gvaM‘
e-~p--~

WORKS EQUALLY AS WELL

A.».~f.\_t,“

IN CORN WITH THE SI-IucKs ON
AS IT WILL IN CORN
CLEANLY HUSKED

...a‘

e... . yes‘ ~~'

EEVES
Distin
ILLINOIS
Ct.v;r.».;..u.é;"""'"
SPECIAL CORN‘ SHELLER

J41.
THE REEVES ILLINOIS SPECIAL CORN SHELLER excels all others in strength, durability. capacity. neatness. ease at
adjustment and good work.
There is another very important Ieature not to be overlooked in this prolitable Sheller. namely. while it does its work taster Q‘
and cleaner than any other corn sheller it positively does not waste any corn and cleans the cobs from dust without breaking the cobs
into small pieces. All of the dust and husks are delivered through an adjustable dust lube away lrom the sheller leaving no dirt or
litter around the machine. It excells all others in shelling snapped corn; its heavy shaiting. gears. sprocket wheels and chain, provide
strength and prevent costly breakages. Gears run in dust tight oil case, insuring durability; simplicity in construction, large cleaning‘
shoe and blast Ian, chilled-lace cylinder. open _concaves or grates under cylinder and light dralt-all combining to produce a most
perlect machine.
in capacity,
to.its Iullest
The Reeves besides surpassing all other'shellers
.d to operate
the machine
does cleaner
work and
capacity.
saves the corn. The Reeves Extension Feeder is a necessary attachment when it is de"
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Our perfected Plow Engine is the ﬁnest piece of machinery in its class that has been offered to the farmer or land owner.
Our plow attachment is different from others in that it is attached to the rear axle and the pull is directly from the axle. Thus
the pulling strain does not come on the boiler shell, nor on the platform. This is one of the advantages we have from our form
of mounting, made possible only with the internally ﬁred return ﬂue boiler, allowing the axle to pass straight through under
the boiler in one solid piece. This high mounting also allows the engine to pass over obstructions too high for others; and
through water deep enough to put out the ﬁre in others.
We make the shells of the large size boilers of extra thick steel plate, forming a most rigid mounting for the gear brackets.
The gearing itself is heavier and stronger on the plow engine than on the regular threshing engine. The drive wheels are much
larger and stronger. The engine is built for plowing and hauling, the hardest kind of work, and every part is so made as to
withstand all the strain that will be put upon it.
One of the new special features is the power steering device. By means of a hand lever, easily moved backward or forward,
the direction
engine isis instantguided. II
The

ly

changed

"if

i

a

‘WWTl

as desired. 3

and the front wheels can

be turned to right or left
while engine is standing.
This is an invaluable at
tachment on a plowing
or hauling engine, and is
well worth the additional
charge made for it. Those
who prefer the hand
wheel guide will ﬁnd the
one we furnish a most
excellent one. The pic
ture to the right shows an
engine steered by hand,

plowing the last furrow
of a land, and indicates

how nicely it can be han
dled. The Huber Engine
is also short and compact
and turns in a very small
space; while all the parts
are easily accessible from
the platform.
Ask the manufactur
ers for complete details
of the Huber Plow En
gine. Address,

The HUBER

URING COMPANY

STATION 3, MARION, OHIO, U. S. A.

October, 1908-
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‘ AS A THRESHERMAN
i

i
l

is measured by the success of the machines you operate. Its not all up to the crops har
vested. A “bumper” crop may mean a “bumper” season for you, depending upon JUST
how much of the crop you can take care of SUCCESSFULLY in the short time of the or
dinary threshing season.

l

Va

Aultman & ‘Taylor Machinery i Successful Machinery .
Built for “bumper” crops and never fails to successfully take care of all the grain you can get to it.
The A-T Line comprises

ENGINES—Traction, Plowing, Stationary and Portable.

All built to deliver the power for the

purpose intended, and built for every purpose.
SEPARATORS—The New Century-The large capacity, complete grain saving and cleaning sep
arator, that has made a record during the past, and is a favorite for fast clean threshing.

CLOVER AND ALFALFA HULLERS—The Matchless. Matchless in both name and capacity.
They are money making additions to any threshermen’s outﬁt.
SAW MILLS-Portable and Stationary.

Accurate, large capacity mills, in different sizes.

Every machine is backed by a concern of years of experience in the manufacture of threshing ma
chinery and is guaranteed to do the work successfully and satisfactorily.

You take no chances in buy

ing A-T machinery.
Write us for catalog and let us put you in the SUCCESSFUL THRESHERMAN list.
card will do the business.
'
’

A post

THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR MACHINERY CO.
300 NORTH MAIN STREET, MANSFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.
‘Ml-'lease mention The Review.
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Fall Plowing Made Easy
‘by using a

ART-FARR 21'.

TRACTION

Does the Work of Twenty Horses and Five Men

v

‘

V

.‘ I"

v’

i‘
1

‘y .»

t

.

LET THE HART-FARR DO YOUR WORK
()ne of the most vital questions before the farmers of the West is-“How shall I get my fall plowing done
I before it freezes up? " The solution is plain. A Hart-Parr gasoline traction does the work of many horses '
and many men, does it quicker, does it easier, and does it at the proper time. The owner of a Hart-Parr gets
his plowing done before it freezes and is ready to seed the ﬁrst thing in the spring-—using his engine for the
work.
Another point. The owner of a Hart-Parr does his threshing early in the fall and immediately goes to
plowing so that he kills the noxious weeds, keeps his ground cleaner and raises a larger crop.
The Hart-Parr has solved the labor problem for hundreds of farmers the past year, it can do the same for
you. No stables, horses to feed and men to keep. No expense when not in use. Absolutely frost proof. I
Uses Kerosene as well as gasoline.
.
Write for Catalogue

HART-FARR ‘COMPANY, 224 Lawler St., CHARLES CITY, IOWA
—”
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Steam Plowing from a Commercial Point of View
By G. P. OGG of Reeves 8t Co.

It would seem from the correspon of earning $2.50 per acre clear proﬁt business to embark in any other line
dence that has been published on the was a business man, a man free from of business they would be just as
above subject, that there is little left petty jealousies, one who didn't cut likely to fail, because good judg
to be said-you have been told of the the price of his labors because some ment and good management are re
great volumes of work that have been other fellow with an inferior outﬁt quired in any enterprise that grows to
accomplished-you have been given did (because he had to in order to success.
facts and ﬁgures galore to prove that secure work).
It requires business ability and just
there is a proﬁtable business ahead
This article is to deal with the sub as much of it to successfully operate
for you if you will but invest and ject as a. commercial enterprise and a steam plowing outﬁt as is required
embark. How many of you have tak
en the advice and entered the ﬁeld is
not known; but suiﬁce it to say that
some have.

In this brief article it is not the
purpose to deal in ﬁgures, but to

tion and last, but not least, proper

judgment in handling the earnings of
your outﬁt.

Your season for labor in this line
of business is short as compared to
some other lines of business. The
grocer, for instance, has
twelve

months in every year in which
to make his proﬁts. You must make ‘
yours in six or seven months, there
fore, may it be said that you must _be '
even more alert to your opportuni
ties, guard your investment with a'
more watchful eye in order that your

net proﬁts do not slip from you, for

point out to you some matters that
are of much importance to the man

the day is drawing near when you
must meet your outstanding obliga

contemplating entering the ﬁeld of

tions or reimburse yourself for that
investment just as the vmercantile

steam plowing. It might be said and
it might be true that a certain man

dealer must do.
_ We may truly say that steam plow
ing is but in its infancy, and this be

had contracted for a large job of
steam plowing at $4.00 per acre and
that his expense or cost to him was
$1.50 per acre, included a certain per

ing a. fact some of the failures that ‘
have been made can easily be account
ed for. In the ﬁrst place the motive
power has been the great drawback‘;

cent. of depreciation of his machin
ery and all other cash outlay includ
ing oils, labor, etc., but in telling

and in the second place some of the‘

you that you have not been advised
BREAKING SOD AND DRILLING TO FLAX-ONE OPERATION.

of other facts which were necessary
Courtesy A. D. Moore, Ando, S. D.

in rendering that $2.50 per acre clear
proﬁt.

deﬁning we would say —Steam Plow- in any other line of business where

ing for Proﬁt—that is the end and the investment is as great as it is in
was not the man who bought bran aim of every man who enters the this particular industry; and by this
and sowed it in the earth and be ﬁeld, yet it is not at all surprising business ability we mean the proper
lieved (because some one told him so) that some men fail in this business. judgment in selecting your outﬁt,
There is no line of business in proper judgment in the selection of
that he would raise a good crop of
which some do not fail, and were your men to operate it, proper judg
wheat.
The man who achieved the success those who failed in this particular ment in selecting your ﬁeld of opera.
The man at the head of this outﬁt

plows called steam plows have been
even worse than the power intended
to draw them, and failure under these

circumstances is not to be wondered
at; because what could you expect
from a team of goats hitched to a
load that would require a team of
ﬁfteen hundred pound horses. to

draw‘!
Strange as it may seem, the men

who fail in any undertaking of this

October, 1908.
you have an engine that will drive a
thresher.
Don’t permit yourself to be mis

led by a smooth representative of
any concern who will tell you that
their engine gearing isn’t as large as
some, but that it is special steel or

something else and is

just

awful

strong, and has never been known to
have been broken, but open your
eyes, look about you and you will ﬁnd
an engine that has been built ex
pressly for that work-large, heavy

gearing,

well

proportioned,

strong

looking and massive in all its parts.

That’s a plowing engine, and if it
l costs you more money than you can

lbuy some other make for, buy it
any way (a good horse always com
mands a good price), and you will

save in repair bills while you run it,
in replacing the gearing on the small
er construction the price of the
cheaper engine.
Not alone should the motive pow
er

be

thoroughly

looked

into, for

failure in many instances can be at
NEAR SIOUX CITY.

Courtesy Hart-Parr Co.

tributed to the lack of a plow to do

the work, even though you have suf
sort always gets a greater degree of
advertising than the man who suc

operate it and so just pulls over and
starts up anyway.

seeds; and the secret of this advertis

He doesn’t go far
however, till
he discovers that something is the
matter; and to his surprise ﬁnds that
he hasn’t power to pull that load and

ing is due (not to the individual who
failed) but to a lot of unscrupulous
competitors who seek to take advant
age, not of the individual, but of the
manufacturer of either the motive
power or of the plows or both,,which

that he has to discard six discs; and
he remembers that from these six
discs he was to derive his proﬁts; and

were in the hands of the man who
failed to succeed with them. and the

being compelled to discard these,
what was he to do! He was under

story soon has a wide circulation that

contract to do the work and under
the circumstances was barely paying

the failure was on account of the
kind of machinery he had, but that
“if he had only had the kind of an
outﬁt sold by me, he would have made
money with it.” Some failures are
due and traceable directly to the fact
that some anxious salesman, a good
talker, perhaps one with little regard
for the truth, claims for the goods he
represents, all that can be done by
any other piece of goods; and very
often such succeed in selling an en
gine to be used for steam plowing,
when its gearing and parts so essen
tial to a steam plowing engine is
more suited to an automobile, and
there is nothing to expect from such
an one but failure.
Not alone is the machinery the
cause of failure. Sometimes this is
due to an over anxious salesman who
has plowed a great deal (on paper)
and can show an enormous proﬁt at
the close of a season. He says “You
can plow at $1.50 per acre and you
can pull with my engine 24 discs.”
He ﬁgures out that 18 of these discs
will turn over suﬁicient ground to
pay all operating expense, leaving the
acreage turned by the remaining six
discs to be an item of clear proﬁt,
which looks good to Mr. Purchaser
and he begins to ﬁgure then how
much ground he can turn over each

expenses and he had established a
price for steam plowing which was
inadequate; in other words, his price

per acre was not suﬁicient to pay him
a proﬁt. He had been led by mis
representation to believe the engine

that he failed. And is it any wonder?

Mr.
Contemplating
Purchaser,
don’t let Mr. Agent do it to you in
that way. If you do, you should suf
fer and your act is inexcusable.
There are engines built for steam
plowing and there are plows built
for the same purpose. An engine
built solely for threshing is not
and never will be a steam plowing
engine and the reason is apparent.
Such engines usually have the au

tomobile gearing and will not stand
the strain demanded for plowing pur
poses.
If you are interested, just look
about you for the engine whose gear
ing and other parts are built for
that “More than hard pull” which
you always have in your steam plow

he bought would do more than was
possible with it, jumped into the

work; and when you ﬁnd that steam

proposition blindly with the result

plow engine you are assured also that

ﬁcient power.
Even though steam plowing is in

its infancy, much has been written
about both power and plow, and the
past year has seen the most wonder

ful improvement in the matter of a
plow that has yet been produced, and

if you would court success as a steam
plow operator, you must again open
your eyes and look about you, get

the steam plow catalogues, study the
proposition with your own mind, pay
the price for a ﬁrst class article and
you will never be “stung” as was the
fellow who plowed by steam at $1.50
per acre, nor placed in the list of
failures.
The successful steam plowing then
is done by the man who starts right
and, as in any other line of business
in the commercial world, he should be
capable of ﬁnancing successfully to

day with six discs, and at $1.50 per
acre, is satisﬁed that he can make

some money.
Mr. Purchaser consults his neigh
bor, quotes his price, which is satis

factory to Mr. Neighbor and they
close the deal.
Mr. Purchaser then says to Mr.
Agent, “I guess I’ll take your propo
sition,” and signs up an order. The
goods are delivered, notes and mort
gages given, and the day to start

steam plowing arrives.

Mr. Sales—

man, however, isn’t there because he

told Mr. Purchaser that anyone can

ATIMINNEAPOLIS.

Courtesy Reeves 6: Co.
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in southern Alberta, are Americans,

but I don’t think the sentiment is for
annexation.

Neither do people have

the feeling that they are immigrants
in a new country.

The fact of the

matter is, everybody here has just
come here and considers himself just
as good as anybody else.”
*

*

*

Harvesting and Plowing-One Operation
Editor Revicw:———Believe I agreed
to let you know of our success or

failure with the Reeves steam plow
ing outﬁt in the harvest ﬁeld. I
thought I would not be hasty in this
matter and have delayed writing un
til I was sure of success. We will
ﬁnish up tomorrow, August 12, on a
320 acre piece, three-fourths miles

afford a four-horse team he generally

south and two miles east of 'Galchutt,
N. D. Have it all cut and plowed in
first class shape. Then they are to
move on to a ﬁeld of macaro

works out for some one else and pays
to have his land broken and his crop

west of Galchutt.

BREAKING SOD AND SEEDING FLAX.
Courtesy J. M. Anderson, Fullerton, Mo.

at least the extent of capital invested. that whole country was only consid
and should have for his tools of oper

ered fit for cattle raising and the good
people living along the railway shook

ation nothing but the very best grade
of the goods manufactured in both their heads when one asked what
engine and plow; and for the man chances there would be for raising
who will take the time to investigate, grain. They thought it was too far
—and investigation should be made in from the foothills of the Rocky
the ﬁeld of actual operation where mountains and too dry.
this latter is at all possible,—may be
“About two weeks ago I had an op
predicted, not alone success, but a portunity to drive over that very
substantial increase in his bank ac same district from Gleichen to Leth
count, and secure rest in the convic

bridge and I must confess that l was

tion that plowing with steam can be

highly astonished at what I saw.
done successfully and with less cost Through township after township I
than it can be done with horse power.

Therefore, steam plowing from a

drove over good roads, past fenced
and cultivated farms, past substan

commercial point of view can he made

tial farm buildings, schools, postolli

a success and the future will see suc

res and stores. Waving ﬁelds of grain,
consisting of fall and spring wheat,
oats, barley and flax, could be seen in
all directions, while horses and cattle
abound everywhere.

cess in this line of business greater
than all the past.

The future is open before you with
a better line of tools than were ever
before placed upon the market and
the ﬁelds of operation have been lit

tle or none diminished by that which
has thus far been done.

This paper is full of advertisements

“Everything out here is done on a
large scale and the man who would
come here and try to farm with a

two-horse team would be considered
a curiosity. If a new settler cannot

put in. A four-horse sulky plow is
about the smallest implement used

ni wheat, 210 acres, two miles south

Ours is 'a 10 bot

more common is the six or

tom plow, you know.
My boys strung
out behind the plows one six-foot
binder, and back of it a seven-foot

eight-horse gangplow.
“But the steam plow is now coming

binder, making an extension to the
bundle carriers on the rear binder

into general use. It is a grand sight
to see these black monster engines

so that all bundles would drop on the

rolling up and down the prairie, pull
ing from nine to eighteen plows be
hand them and often adding a disc

engine walked off with this load (af

here;

harrow and seed drill, thus plowing
and seeding great stretches of land
in one sweep.

“The men who come here with a
good deal of money so that they can

buy large tracts of land while it is
cheap and buy tools to farm it with
are, of course, the ones who general

ly get rich quickest, but oftentimes a
man will succeed here on his ‘nerve’
just as quick.
“As to the political future of this

plowed ground back of the plows.
Our 25-horse cross compound Reeves
ter breaking 1,200 acres 12 miles
east
of Bismarck
this
season)
like she thought her task was
easy.
We can cut and plow
at
the
same time equally
as
fast as they would ordinarily do with‘

horses on the binder.
With the
Reeves engine in the lead we were
conﬁdent that the combining of plow
ing and harvesting at the same time
might be made both successful and
proﬁtable.

The plow outﬁt does ex

great western country 1 do not know.

cellent work. With the engine and
plows combined we feel we have the

The great majority of settlers here,

(Continued on page 22)

of plows and plowing engines and

catalogues will be mailed you for the
asking and from which you can easi
ly enlighten yourself upon the sub
ject. Start now.
The Land of the Steam Plow.

John

Glambeck,

Gleichen,

Alberta,

writing
Canada,

from
to

the

Chicago News, refers to that country
“the land of the steam plow.” Mr.
Glambeck visited that country a few
years ago, before it had been turned
into an agricultural section, and
notes a wonderful change since the
advent of the grain grower. He says:
“Should anybody doubt the mar

than.

velous stories told about Western
Canada’s fertile prairies, the rapid
development and settling up of the

two new provinces, Alberta and Sas
katchewan, let him take a trip to

some new district just opened up for
settlement, then revisit the same dis
trict three or four years hence. He
will be astonished at the wonderfulI

changes.

This is especially true of

southern Alberta, where the boundless

prairies offer no obstacle to rapid de
velopment.
“Four years ago it was my good

fortune to visit the now famous fall
wheat districts of Claresholm, Nanton
and High River. I traveled horse
back from Lethbridge to Calgary,
about thirty milesI east of the Cal
gary-Edmonton railway, through a

district which at that time was a per
fect wilderness, inhabited only by
coyotes and gophers.

At that time

BREAKING TIMOTHY SOD AT MINNESOTA STATE FAIR.

Courtesy Hart-Parr Co.
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cn from among themselves at each under control and the
ﬁre extin
annual meeting; and they have it in guished. The story is a good one ex
their power to express their dissatis cept that it doesn’t read true.
faction, if any, at that time, or soon
er if necessary. As the matter stands
at present, there is no. good reason
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Corrosion is sometimes a very de~
structive, though little though of,
agency in shortening the life of a

steam boiler. Power suggests that
one of the best methods of check
ing this evil is to hang zinc plates
Judging from the unusual success in the boiler. They may be attached
to the tubes and braces, and the gal
ters at the fairs thus far, few are be vanic action that is largely responsi
ing fooled into subscribing for the ble for the trouble will operate on

reported by Review subscription get

wrong paper.

the zinc instead of the metal of the
boiler. Since the corrosion is trans
That the old association known as ferred to the zinc plates it will be
T. N. P. A. did a deal of good for apparent that they should be fre
threshermen
cannot
be
gainsaid. quently looked after and renewed
That it fell into the hands of men when necessary.
who would not or could not adminis-v

erally supposed.

fortune. More; it was a calamity.
For not only were its members de
prived of the advantages they were
already beginning to realize from as

sociation, but there was implanted a
distrust of all association proposi
tions that it will take a long time to
dispel. True, such distrust, when it
is allowed to inﬂuence against join
ing such associations as those of
Iowa and Michigan, seems unreason
able indeed. But it is there, and it is

Discussing the matter, an Illinois
exchange remarks that threshing
from the shock is all right perhaps
for the ﬁrst two or three fellows on
the list, but much is to be said
against it if it means that the grain
is to be left in the ﬁelds and the
horde of weeds which spring up after
the grain is cut are to be allowed to
mature a full crop of seed before the
stubble is plowed. Many get around

the stover prepared for the silo. Of
ten there is an opportunity for build
ing up a grinding trade that will
prove proﬁtable employment for the
engine and its owner during the win

ter months. Then, not least of all, is
the growing use of the traction en
gine for plowing and seeding—or both
together. Here is a line ﬁeld open
ing up to the traction engine man,
that needs but intelligent cultivation
to bring good money to the enter
prising man who knows his opportu
nity and is willing to grasp it. Road

the difficulty here mentioned
by
stacking the grain at once, plowing
probably now the most potent inﬁn immediately. thus
smothering the
ence to keep threshermen out of these weeds and insuring a decrease in work, too, can be better done with a
them for the following year. Often traction engine than in any other
organizations.
To such let us say that as now or the farmer’s work is such that he way; a fact that is getting wide rec
ganized these associations are oﬁicer
ed by threshermen within the state;

cannot do this, but if he can be fore

handed with his work it will be well
men known to a large number of worth his while.
those interested for their enthusi
asm in the cause and for their ﬁtness
A report comes from Pennsylva
for the work. None of them receive nia telling of the unique use made
any salary; what they do—and they of a couple of traction engines for
are doing a lot of hard work, is done ﬁre extinguishing purposes. It seems
without expectation of any other rc that a crowd of boys built a bonﬁre
ward than that of seeing the thresh

in

a

barnyard,

from

which

men that so great ‘and important a were drawn into service. They were
calling deserves.
run down to the creek some distance
It takes some money, of course. away and their boilers ﬁlled with wa

But we do not believe that thresher ter. Running back the ﬁrc ﬁghters
men care so much for this as for the drawing the water from the boilers
For '

shall be carefully and conscientious

several hours the men with their im

ly used.

promptu ﬁre engines kept up the
ﬁght. Finally the ﬂames were gotten

There should be no doubt

on that score.

The oﬁicers are chos

It

Although the correspondence print

ed in this and other issues of The Re
view indicate for the most part, that
plowing will certainly prove a very
extensive and proﬁtable ﬁeld for the
traction engine, yet, because there

have been no long continued or au
thoritative trials from which reli
able data could be established, no
ﬁgures with reference to the industry

can be given that may be taken as of
general application; and most of the

correspondence thus far published is
rather meager in such data. Where
prices charged are given, they appear

somewhat low; and this is a matter
that should have careful considera
tion from every steam plow operator.

ognition at the present time, and will An accurate record can be kept, show

ing every item of expense, including
of course a fair charge for interest
er, the discriminating engine owner and depreciation, and this will serve
will still ﬁnd plenty for his engine to not only as a basis from which to
have still more in the immediate fu
ture. So that, in one way or anoth

do and make money at.

calculate what the reasonable charge

But in any event, the engine—or should be, but it will also indicate
the separator either-should not be where economies can be practiced and
allowed to stand out in the weather better methods of handling the bus
the indeﬁnitely; perhaps till it is to be iness. This branch of the industry

ermen of their state welded into an alighted upon a great haystack in
association that will be a power in the yard, and soon it was ablaze.
placing the business on a sound, sane
There was no water supply near,
basis; so that the men who follow it and for a time it was feared that the
shall receive just compensation for barn, which stood close to the burn
their work, and have that recogni ing hay, was doomed. There were
tion before the law and from all two threshers standing near and they

assurance that what they contribute poured it over the burning hay.

p. for two consecutive hours.

makes 750 revolutions per minute. It
The threshing season is pretty well is directly coupled to a three-phase
over in the Eastern and Middle states Brown-Boveri 12,000 volt alternator.
and a good many threshermen have a The total weight of the turbine, al
large investment in the shape of a ternator and excited is 370 tons. Tru
husky traction engine that is not now ly a huge affair.
doing anything to earn its salt. This
The traction engine plowing ax
is not as it should be; for there are
few localities where there is no op hibits, though not as extensive as it
portunity to take up a “side line” seems they should have been, have
that may prove more profitable than been the centers of attraction at the
the regular work the engine was ex machinery exhibits at the fairs; and
this is proper, for the plow is certain
pected to do.
In many places, for instance, there before long to rival the threshing ma
is money to be made at sawing lum chine in providing occupation for the
ber; and where this is the case, the traction engine, even as it is now ne
engine owner can ﬁnd mills to suit al cessitating important changes in the
most any conditions that may oﬁer. design and proportions of the engine
Then the corn must be cared for. The itself.
corn must be husked and shelled, and

ter its aﬁairs properly was _a mis

through, is the best investment the
owner can make. But don’t lay the
engine by if you can possibly get
around it. There is usually plenty
for it to do, and proﬁtable employ

tion that oil will destroy concrete, the ment, at that.
why threshermen in these states Engineering Record describes three
where associations have been started oil tanks which have been used since
At ﬁrst thought one is apt to think
should not make haste to join them 1900 by a Portland cement manufac of large turbine engines in connec
and help the good work along. There turing company
to store cylinder. tion with warships and ocean liners;
is every reason why they should do crank case and block oil, respectively. and would naturally think of those on
SU
The three chambers are placed side the Lusitania and her sister ship as
by side, forming a tank 13 ft. 4 in. the largest examples of this type of
Threshermen near Sedgwick, Kan wide and 16 ft. 9 in. long, and ap engine in existence. However. this
sas, have been victimized by a smooth proximately 12 ft. high. This is sunk is not the case.
The most powerful existing tur
old lad registering under the name of in the ground and has a light frame
Dows, who claimed to be in the busi house over it. Each tank holds 2,000 bine, according to the Iron Age,
ness of insuring threshing machines. gallons. The concrete was made 1:2: is a 12,000 h. p. turbine designed and
His operations seem to have'bocn re 4. using stone crushed to pass through built at the shops of Franco Tosi, at
stricted to one or two, aside from a one-in. ring. The inside of the Legnano, Italy, for the central elec
the townspeople who housed and fed tanks was plastered with a rich Port trical station of the city of Buenos
him and furnished him with livery land cement mortar, well troweled in Ayres, Argentine Republic. It is :1
accomodations, and it may be that order to give a dense ﬁnish. No leak Parsons turbine, with a low pressure
this will be the extent of his ras age has ever been detected; which compensator of the Fullagar type.
cality. But we warn our readers to would indicate that oil is not so de Normally this turbine develops 12,000
look out for this grafter, whose slick structive to concrete as has been gen h. p., but is able to furnish 14,200 h.

‘1] [F'I‘his paper does not attempt
to endorse opinions expressed in
its "correspondence" columns.

Apropose to the oft repeated asser
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used again.

is still practically in its infancy; and
Sun and rain are harder it
will be too bad if,v through wrong.r

on machinery and implements than
actual use; and when not in use estimates of cost, prices are made and
everything should be dry housed and allowed to become established that

carefully laid up till wanted again. are unproﬁtable to the operator.
Empty the boiler and close it up;
slush the bright work with heavy oil;

Commenting on the purchase by a

use the paint brush freely where it is couple of farmers of a threshing ma
needed; and have things generally in chine for their own use, the James
ship-shape for the idle season. Take town, N. D., Alert sagely observes
stock of needed repairs and give that “They will probably now ﬁnd
them attention now. Then it will be out that the threshing bill is all
off your mind and your machinery ‘proﬁt’ and it won’t be any use to
will be ready for any call. A good charge over one or two cents per
shed for the machinery, even if some bushel. Experience is the best of
of it is used oﬁ and on the year teachers, at least we predict a change
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of opinion on their part before way. It was installed about 18 years
What has all this to do with the
ago, and it is stated that it was a sec thresherman’! Nothing, directly, un
Christmas.’ ’
He is probably right in his predic ond-hand boiler at that time; there less there happened to be one or two
tion, but it is seldom that the coun fore its age is not known. It was among these debtors. But you will
try press views such matters in this not equipped with a steam gauge, notice that these business men had a
light. If such comment were more had no water glass, and the safety good association, and the ﬁgures show
general it might set would-be buyers glass had been known to blow but what the pecuniary advantage was to
of “individual” outﬁts to thinking once in 18 years, and then it was them on this one deal alone. It is not
more seriously before making such an found that the stop valve between likely that any one merchant would
the boiler and. the steam main had have thought of this particular plan,
investment.
not been opened. What pressure was
Most of us are acquainted with a reached before the valve blew,was
“Candy kid," but who of us even in never known. Neither does it seem

known.

Now compare their statement with
binder. This molasses is the almost the following facts:
useless by-product of the great cane
The boiler was not in a safe con

conceived the idea that it might aid
in solving the always difficult prob
lem of dusty roads. He sent for a
supply for laboratory experiments and
detailed
an expert to conduct
them.
The molasses was blended
with oils and limewater; was mixed
with rock dust; with earth and with

without a shadow of a doubt
they were not new.

that

An examination

road was recently decided upon.

Slag as the useless by-product of
the blast furnaces and “molasscs"
as the useless by-product of the su
gar reﬁneries may in a few years rev
olutionize country road building;
create a demand for more extended

roads in the states where those prod
ucts are most easily to be had, and

add millions to the wealth of the perfectly safe and had been found so
through recent inspection is so ridic—
'hitLerto waste material. Then again ulous as under other circumstances to
they may not; only thorough trial can be laughable. The cause of the ex
determine that. In the meantime this plosion is plain; as is also the re
country by putting a cash value on

novel experiment in road construction
will be watched with much interest.

sponsibility therefor.

There are ways and ways of col
August 10th there occurred an ex_

lecting accounts, but a new one is

plosion of a 60-inch return tubular reported from Geneva, Illinois.
boiler at the York plant of the Sus
It seems that the merchants of that
quehanna Iron & Steel Company in thriving city had accumulated about
Pennsylvania, which resulted in large $30,000 in bad bills upon which there
loss of life and a still larger list of seemed no way of realizing.
The
those injured, one or two fatally; Business Men ’s Association wrestled
and we comment on it here as an in with the subject and ﬁnally a brilliant
stance of an accident that was the idea was conceived and put into exe
result of most culpable carelessness cution. It was decided to hold an
and negligence; one that need not
have happened with the exercise of
reasonable judgment.

It was an auxiliary boiler; that is,
it had not been regularly in working
use, but was used. to help out the
regular boilers when they were una

ble

to

which

produce
may

sufficient-

partially,

steam;

perhaps,

ac

count for, though it does not excuse,
the condition it was in when it gave

a very important factor in rural high

way improvement. The farmers do
was in a most deplorable condition. not wish to lose their rural routes
That this condition was unknown to and the country‘ does not wish them
the Steel Company is beyond belief. to lose them. So the roads will be
improved, for this provides just the
It does not seem possible that such
leverage needed in many localities to
a concern should be so careless of
keep the good roads movement going.
life and property as to permit such The mail carriers are entitled to good
a death trap to remain in commis
sion; but these are the facts. That
its oﬁ‘icers should assert that it was

of them might have been avoided by
caution on the part of the victims.
It seems to be an ineradicable trait
of human nature to run big risks
rather than go to a little extra trou
ble or lose a moment's time. Take
the ﬁrst case cited, for instance. Will

it would have taken to stop the ma
chine and get down and make that
adjustment in a rational manner? He
no doubt knows it, now; but he had
to learn by experience, instead of
proﬁting by that which others like

him had paid dearly for.
The pitcher that goes too often to

motion a number of times and come
safely through; it is probable that

serious or irreparable injury will re
sult at the ﬁrst trial.

Why, then,

take any chances at all‘! Far better
it is to lose a few moments time by
waiting till motion has ceased be
fore attempting to make any adjust
ment that is called for, however triv
ial it may appear.
Another phase of machinery acci
ican farmers has done probably more
dents
that ﬁnds its example among
than any one thing for the improve
ment of farm conditions. It is hard those cited is that in which the en
to imagine the patrons of a rural de gine or machine is started up with

of the front head showed not only a livery route, once established, will
large blister, but also that the plate, ing to lose the privilege without con
So that without
where riveted to the head, had been siderable effort.
doubt
the
decision
of
the postal de
cracked through from rivet to rivet,
and that the corroded condition of partment to make the establishment
the edge of the plate is the mute but and continuance of rural mail ser
convincing evidence that the crack, vice contingent upon good roads be
over 18 inches long, was an old one. ing provided for the carriers will be

sand and tried out under heat and
under water. It behaved so well and
held out such promises for ideal Every part of the boiler examined
roads that the practical test of a real shows that prior to the explosion it

the heading

thereof is correct; and that any one

the well gets broken at last; and the
saying can have no better exempli
Any country community, having a ﬁcation anywhere than it gets among
hundred families living on not more the operators of power machinery,
than 25 miles of good road, can get a particularly farm machinery. It is
route established by filing a petition possible to adjust a belt or some oth
showing that conditions accord with er part of the mechanism while in

sugar reﬁneries of the South, and the dition to operate because it was not
beet sugar reﬁneries of the West and ﬁtted with a steam gauge; there was the requirements of the department.
Southwest. It is sickishly sweet, no knowledge at what pressure the After the petition is in an inspector
nearly as black and thick as tar, and safety valve blew off, or if it would goes over the proposed route to make
sure that the required number exist
almost
as powerful
as a binder. blow off at all; the boiler shell di
Having always been a waste product, rectly over the ﬁre was badly pitted, that the route does not exceed the
it can be bought, it is claimed, at a the plates in places not exceeding prescribed limit, and unless the ap
lower price than coal tar and in great one-sixtcenth-inch in thickness. The propriation for that purpose is ex
haused the route will be provided.
er quantities.
original thickness of the plate was
When the quantity and the sticky three-sixteenths-inch. The plate also
This is a very valuable privilege,
consistency of this material was shows unmistakable signs of burns, and its wide acceptance among Amer

called to the attention of Director while the numerous cracks which
Page, a number of months ago, he were disclosed by the explosion show

cidents published in our last issue; and

it will be noted that

or that, having conceived it, he would not that young man’s foot be a big
have cared, alone, to execute it. But price to pay for the time and trouble

with his competitors and associates
the wildest ﬂights of fancy, has ever to have been a matter of much con willing to co-operate, the matter was
thought seriously of a candy road‘? cern to those responsible. Naturally easy and the beneﬁt great. So it is
Yet something of the sort is now in these deny that the boiler was in an with associations of threshermen
actual construction at Newton, Mass, unsafe condition. They-—the officers working together for the common
and it is expected to be a very prac of the company—state that the boiler good. Prices can be bcttered, collec
had been overhauled and inspected tions made surer and a marked im
ticable thing.
However, it is not just such a can scarcely a month before, and that it provement in every way can be had,
dy road as the brothers Grimm or the was sound and good; and that the with comparatively small eﬁort.
creator of Little Nemo might describe. real cause of the explosion is not
It is a road in which a low grade of
molasses is proposed to be used as a
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out the_ person so doing making sure

that there is nobody at work about it,
unconscious of the intention to start.
It seems to us that a person who

thoughtlessly starts power machinery,
not heeding whether he is jeopardiz
ing others or not, is guilty of crim
inal carelessness and unﬁt to have
charge of such work. It takes but
little time to do these things right;

and neglect of such precautions, as
in the instance before us, are sure
to bring suﬁfering, if not loss of life,
as the penalty.
As for the terrible calamity involv
ing the death of an innocent child,

one can but speculate on the mental
roads, and the department is acting condition of the father or mother who

justly in insisting that they shall be would allow a little child to get into
A steam
provided. Naturally this will make such a situation at all.
for good roads where none were be threshing outﬁt is not a'proper play
fore, and the beneﬁt will not be re
stricted to rural mail delivery. For
good roads mean cheaper and more
comfortable transporation for the
farmer and increased value for the
land in front of which they pass.
Numerous instances are reported of

ground for small children; and we do
not see how this frantic mother, be
fore whose eyes her baby perished,
can absolve herself from direct re
sponsibility for the calamity . that
overtook him.

Another grist of accidents entire
threshing rigs being hit at crossings
by steam and interurban cars, with ly due to carelessness on the part of
damage to both sides, with the bal the operator are printed in this is

ance, however, against the thresher
man; although in one case the loco

sue to emphasize again the foolish
ness of taking chances with moving

motive engineer made the mistake of machinery.
jumping, whereby he received inju

No doubt every one of
these victims had done that sort of
thing so often as to lose sight of the
danger of it, or to think there real_

ries that will keep him in the hospi
tal for months. Perhaps such acci
dents are unavoidable, but it does ly wasn’t any. Now every one of
auction of the bills.
Accordingly seem that many of them can be charg them who is in condition to think
they made plans to hold it on the ed up to lack of care. A threshing about it at all is likely wondering
street and give as much publicity to outﬁt costs too much to allow of any what could have led him to do such
the affair as possible. The debtors chances being taken. with it at rail fool things, and is counting himself
were given thirty days’ notice to set road crossings. Take Davy Crock lucky that results were not worse.
tle up, at the end of which time all ett’s advice here: “Be sure you’re Foresight is better than hindsight;
unpaid accounts would be sold. The right; then go ahead.”
and the loss of a little time is bet
plan worked to perfection and it was
ter than the loss or maiming of a
A subject that has been dwelt upon limb. Neither can ever be regained;
unnecessary to hold the sale, as near
ly all the accounts were settled before before in these columns is again but this is a case in which the time
brought to mind in the column of ac can best be spared.
the expiration of the time.
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is de use of de bicykle when She dont

have no saddel. I am loose to me my
customer sure ting by no having de
saddel and dats not very pleasure to
me. what is de matter wit you mister
jones and companee. i send to you
eys so good like anoder mans. you

loose to me my trade and i am veree
anger for dat and now I tells you dat
you are fools an no good mister t. j.
jones and companee.

i send to you

back at wunce your bicykel tomorror
for shure bekawse you are such afool
ishness peoples.
J. P. St. Denis.
P. S.—Since I rite dis letter i ﬁnd
de saddel in de box, excuse to me.

was and is still used, as other types

*

*

Editor Review :—I received the Au

Catechism, which I think is a splend

We chines and are then apt to persuade

charge 5 cents for wheat, 3 for oats their master that the fault was with
and 7 for rye. Farmers furnish ev the machine, or with the maker, giv
erything but machine crew.
Have ing rise to much dissatsifaction on
been running machine 10 years and both parts.

portable engine.
The price
for
threshing with portable outﬁts was
one shilling to fourpence per bushel.
Traction engines came into use about
the year 1882, and most of them are

gust number of The Threshermen’s
Review, also the Traction Engine

We are organized here.

In your letter of September 11,
1907, you asked for information how
threshing was done in the early days.
The ﬁrst threshing outﬁts used were
of the portable type, driven by a

still working. All English machinery

*

year.

over, and threshed out very well con
sidering the dry weather.

Yours respectfulle,

Runs a Show.

Editor Review :——Threshing is over which it is difficult to struggle. They
here, and we had a short run this not rarely downright destroy the ma

and barley and two pence for oats.
Crops were fairly good, taken all

are found not suitable for this coun
try.

I will now give you some details as
to present day threshing in our part,
viz: Canterbury. The season begins
about the middle of January and tin

ishes in May or June, according to
the season. The ﬁrst three or four

be.
I use a 14 h. p. Buﬁalo Pitts engine
for hauling show wagons. I run a

weeks the outﬁts are engaged in stook
threshing, and after that it is all
stack threshing.
Stacks average
about 200 bushels each; but some
yield as much as three or four hun

moving picture tent show, and use the
engine to haul my three wagons from

dred bushels each. All the grain in
this country is put into sacks, which

id book for an engine man to have,
and is all that you recommend it to

town to town and to run my genera

hold four bushels of wheat, or barley,

diﬁerent makes and all good rigs if successfully against all other makes
handled right and do good Work. Op and they are, as a rule, well spoken

tor while showing pictures. The en
gine does fine work. We have trav
eled about 250 miles with it so far
this season.
I am sending you a picture of our
outﬁt on the road, while making a 20
mile jump. You will notice I had the

and from four to ﬁve bushels of cats.
Next season not more than 200 lbs.
can be put in sacks or else farmers
will have to pay four times the ordi
nary cost of carriage of grain on the
railroad. The mill owner has to ﬁnd
all the men required to work the out

erate saw mill fall and winter, but of.

camera wrongly placed;

ﬁt except when stook threshing, when

have threshed the same territory every
We have to struggle hard, as yet,
year. I have a 15 h. p. engine and against old prejudices and old ways,
28x46 in. separator, with wind stack but we are gaining ground and this
and No. 1 weigher bagger and think is our reward and encouragement.
American machines are contending
I have a good rig. Have owned three

It cannot be denied, and I am

have never got rich yet so will ring the least to deny it that we, I mean
the Poles, are much indebted to our
oﬁ for this time.
preceptors' in agriculture-—the free
A. M. Tanner.
American nation.
Livia, Ky.
*

*

*

Stanislaw Grodski.
*

*

in

Poland

brings the following, sent us by the

“repair man” of
saw, Russian Poland, write as follows. thresher company:
It is by no means easy to satisfy

your curiosity as to the threshing
methods prevailing throughout Rus
Russia is a vast country, em

bracing a variety of climates

smaller

than they should have done, while the

engine looks larger by comparison.
P. J. Porter.
Kaylor, Pa.

a well

*

*

From Australia.

The remarkable let-ter purporting to

threshing in their country, the ma
chinery ﬁrm of Alfred Grodski, War

so that the

considerably

*

A Saucy Letter.

Replying to the request of The have been written by a Southern gen
- Threshermen’s Review for a story of tleman published in our last issue,

sia.

show

*

Threshing in Russia.
Warszawa, (Warsaw
Russia.

wagons

known

Editor Review :-—Please ﬁnd en
closed money order for six shillings
subscription for one year from date,
and The Engineer as a premium. The
threshing season is ﬁnished in this
country. It lasted about 10 weeks,
and some good tallies were recorded.
Some machines threshed one hundred

Mister T. J. Jones and companee, No
tre Dame street. Montreal, PQ.
Dear Sirz-l" rcceev de bicykel thousand bushels; the majority av
witch I buy from you alrite but for eraged seventy thousand. Price of
why you dint send me no saddel. what threshing was threepence for wheat

and

races, and the methods used vary in
accordance.
In Poland, Baltic Provinces, as also

in more cultured territories of Rus
sia proper, (I mean those lying near
large centers, such as Moscow, Odes
sa, Rostov), hand ﬂailing is coming
into disuse and the peasant, where

he can afford it, is not loath to ac
quire

more

progressive mechanical

threshers, hand operated, or for horse
traction.
On larger estates steam
portable engines drive threshers of
American, British or German origin.
Some demand is also for steam plow
ing plants, but only very few estates

can afford this, being rather a cost
ly aﬁair.

In Poland I have been able to cir
culate a very large number of thresh
ers (two horse, or hand

operated)

among peasantry and a very substan
tial number of steam threshing sets
among gentry. Steam operated sets

are bought in Poland even by mechan
ics and other enterprisers to be let
to smaller farmers, who cannot af

ford to have sets of their own.
A drawback is that good experts
are scarce in Poland and the local
“mechanics” are a plague, against

A MOVING PICTURE SHOW.

the farmers have to ﬂnd three or four
men extra. The farmer also has to
ﬁnd the teams. He also has to haul
the coal required for threshing. The
average consumption of coal is 1,200
lbs. per thousand bushels, this amount
includes shifting from stack to stack,
and from one farm to another, getting
up steam, etc. Coal costs 30 shillings
per ton.

The crew consists of eleven men
who are engaged

at

the following

work: ' Engine driver, band cutter,
three men on stack, one bag weigher,
one bag sewer, one bag carrier, one
man on straw stack, one water hauler
and a cook.
The wages are:
12
shillings per thousand for wheat and

October, 1908.
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RUMELY
It is simple.
Well designed.

The

gearing

is compact,

of

the right pitch and of special
metal.
Friction reduced to the mini
mum.

The engine is well balanced
and the weight properly dis
tributed
between
the front
and rear wheels.
No brackets to tear out the
sides of the boilers.

One heavy straight rear axle.
-'_\‘
.,

An

economical valve motion

saves fuel and water.

In some districts it will not
pay to operate a Plowing En
gine, but in others a plowing
outﬁt is a very proﬁtable in—
vestment.
If you are interest
ed write to us and we will
gladly tell you what we know
about plowing problems.

RUMELY IDEAL SEPARATORS AND HULLERS
We want you to see the inside of our goods, for they are well made.

M. RUMELY COMPANY,
barley, and 10 shillings for oats. The

is seen standing

engine driver and band cutter get

wheel of the separator.

more

wages, viz.,

one

against

the rear

and 2 pints engine for 100 miles

waste or cloth. You will lose some on

freight service on engine 22x36 and
larger two cylinder and air pump with
200 lbs. steam pressure.
I should think with a good oil pump
one-half pint per day good cylinder

the ground but don’t Worry, let the
coat give it another dose when dry.

oil should be sufficient for any trac

and make the prettiest front end ever

pound

per in the business about 30 years and
this is the ﬁrst picture of his rig he
ﬁfteen shillings for the band cutter. has ever had taken for publication.
The cook gets two pounds ten shil I had charge of the blower this year,
lings per week. The mill owner ﬁnds and can be seen holding the blower
a cooking galley and the men pay a rope in the view. This was my ﬁfth
It

costs each man about 15 shillings
per week for food share of cook’s

wages, use of galley etc.

The men

sleep in tents which they always take

LA PORTE, IND.

He has been

thousand bushels for the driver, and

shilling a week for the use of it.

Ask for catalogue.

year with the thresher, though dur

ing the other four I ran the engine.
I dropped out two years, and this time
owing to sickness in the family, my
father could not go steadily, so I ran

oil burn out and if there is not a good
Keep wiped with waste with a little
dry graphite. This is easy to keep up

put on an engine.
It will be all
I have run a 12 h. p. traction en~ shades from black to silvery white
gine 14 days on three pints of cylin just as the light strikes it.
If a jacket is rusty put a good dose
der oil and had plenty of oil with oil
tion engine.

pump, but could not with lubricator.
One writer in the August number
tells of an engineer’s troubles trying
to work an injector with hot water.

of kerosene on to take rust 05, then

keep wiped well, putting on machine
oil occasionally as needed to make it

with them. All our machines are the blower so I might be near the ma
ﬁtted with straw elevators and chaff chine at all times’. Our separator
wipe easy. If you have crude oil, that
fans and the most of them are ﬁtted man had not much experience so I
If the water is too hot to work well will remove rust and keep in good
with self feeders. The suction blast had to help him a great deal.
and there is no other, hold the steam condition. Ten minutes each day will
is coming in favor here.
Our rig is mostly Advance. 20 h.
supply down as much as possible and keep in good condition. This is O. K.
As this letter is getting rather long p. simple engine, 36x60 separator and you can by being careful handle quite for either a Russia iron or apainted
I will now close with best wishes to Parsons band cutter and self feeder. hot water, if necessary reduce boiler jacket.
C. E. Parke.
This is as good-—I will not say the
all threshermen and The Thresher
Hillsdale, Michigan.
pressure and try it again; it may
men ’s Review, which is a splendid pa best—a combination as can be had save “killing” her or burning the
***
for oat threshing in this part of the
per.
sheets.
John Thomas Hearn.
Rangitata Island, Canterbury, N. Z.
*

*

*

The Last Job.

Editor Review :—I am sending you
under separate cover a picture of
our threshing machine and crew on

country. Ive also have an Ottawa
corn sheller and an Aultman-Taylor

clover huller.

So with this outﬁt we

are busy most of the year.
Wishing the brother threshermen
and The Review much success, I am,

Geo. P. Martin.
Monticello, Illinois.

the “Last Job” of the ring. We have
*

just ﬁnished our work of threshing
and have commenced hulling clover.

We got the best photographer in the
city to come out to the farm of Fred
B. Fitzwater and he took two views,
the one shown in the picture and an

*

*

Some Good Pointers.

Editor Review :—While not thresh
ing at present I still enjoy your pa
per. I notice in your Questions and
Answers in the August number one

other taken from the other side of

man asks:

the machine, showing the straw stack

and a more complete view of the ma
chine. The view I am sending you is

enough cylinder oil for compound
traction engine?”
On the road I am on we use 1 pt. en

more to show the men than the ma

gine and % pt. valve oil for 10 hours

chine.

work train service and 1 pint valve

My father who owns the rig

“Is ﬁve pints per gallon

Wants Organization.
In your advice to ﬁremen you say
to ﬁre light. You should also say do
not touch the ﬁre with a poker or

Editor Review:—Please ﬁnd enclos
ed $1.00 for renewal of my subscrip
tion for two years and copy of Trac

clinker hook unless absolutely neces
sary. Fire light and if you get. a tion Engine Catechism as per your
“bank” don’t touch it but ﬁre around 15 day offer. I like The Review very
it unless very bad.

much as it helps the thresherman.

I have been out 16 hours and not
I wish some one would start an or
touched the ﬁre with slice bar on coal ganization here so we would get bet
that two-thirds of it would
fall ter prices. If we threshermen could
through a ﬂour sieve if sieve was not only get together and agree to charge
100 ﬁne.
only one-half cent more per bushel
One subscriber asks what is best we could make a fair living. But the
paint for stack and front end. Take worst of all is that there are too many
a quart can and ﬁll about one-third threshermen that do not take a thresh
full of ﬂake graphite, about one-third er paper so they do not get the up-to
as much white lead, mix with cylinder date feeling.
They have a grudge
oil so as to spread good. Have stack against one another, which they get
and front end or smoke box clean and when they thresh, but if they would
apply dope, while engine is hot, with read a good thresher paper and see
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Say, Mr. Thresherman
What are you going to do with your engine this winter, let it stand
idle?

That's bad business.

It is not only tying up the amount of

money you have invested in it, but it is deteriorating from rust and
You can aitord pleasant and proﬁtable
weather all the time it’s idle.
employment for your engine with a

Buckeye Saw Mill
It is portable, yet not built like the ordinary portable mill. It has all
the necessary qualities of a large stationary mill. It has the capacity
and is equal to any of the larger mills in every way except price. Let
us send you our catalogue T which tells all. Address

THE ENTERPRISE MFG. CO.,
the business point of threshing they
would soon get over the grudge and
be the best of friends. Threshermen,

just think what one-half cent per bu.
means on a season ’s run,

Is it worth

while to stick together for one price?
I wish to hear from some of the

boys who have used the Garden City
feeder for three or four years. If
they last or if you have a pile of re

pairs to put on every year. Let the
Wisconsin boys answer this, where the
grain conditions are same as here. I
have had experience with two feeders.

1040 Main St.,
being 125 acres.

in Old Steuben.

Editor

Review:—Please ﬁnd en

closed $1.00 for one Starrett’s high
speed indicator and renewal of my
subscription one year to The Thresh
ermen’s Review.
I have been a silent reader of your

Columblana, Ohio

Our oil consump

tion averaged 23/8 drums; each drum
holding 110 gallons. The wages were

as follows:

Separator

man, $7.00

straight; engineer, $6.00; ﬁreman,
$2.50; two sack sewers, $3.00 each;
jigger, $2.50; header runner, $2.50;
paper for some time and like it very water and oil buck, $2.00 each. The
much. All I have against it is it rig being a steam combined harvester
don’t come often enough.
of the Best make, made in San Lean
Enclosed you will ﬁnd a. picture of dro, Cal. We did a little stationary
my rig hard at work in old Stuben work with the rig and it can’t be
County. Indiana. I own and operate beat for that, as it is all combined
a Rumely 16 h. p. engine and a Rus and ready to leave just as soon as
sell separator.
the stack is on the table.

Traction

Engineering

A Iul‘l course in traction engineering may be
corn leted In three months. Courses begin May
12, e t. l, Nov. 24 and Jan. 4. Total expenue
ior tutlon, board, room, light, etc., $54.00.
Student: taught to repair engineauer valves,
handle engines in ﬁeld. Address
HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE o! BIGIITRIRIIG
Dee Molnee. Iowa

You Can Afford
This Hay Press
Here is a Hay Press that saves you work and
does anything the most expensive press will do.

I advise all who are going to buy a
The wheat and oats in this section
new separator to get a gearless blower.
I have had experience with both and
prefer by far the gearless blower, as

are fairly “good. We get 31/20 for
wheat. 2l/gc for oats and barley, and
40 for rye. The price cutters are here

you only have two boxes to keep up
also. but it‘ I can’t charge one price
and on the others you have four or
ﬁve.

to all I don’t want the job.

Wm. Hills.
I suppose the boys wonder what
kind of a rig I have. It is a 36x58
separator and 26 h. p. Advance straw

R. 1, Pleasant Lake, Indiana.
*

*

Editor Review :—I have

just re

turned from the “harvest ﬁelds” of
is a little heavy but I get along with the San Joaquin Valley after a suc
out any bad accidents on bridges. I cessful run of 85 days. Firing was
always plank all bridges. Some sink my position, with “oil fuel.”
Crops were very good in places
down a little but not enough to stop
around Tracy this season, except that
my 26 h. p.
easy steamer and a good puller.

It

they were pretty weedy in places.
Well, as my letter is getting one

sided, I will close, wishing all good
luck, and a better crop than last year.
Aug. Kurth.
Whitehall. \Vis.

Our average run being about 1,200
sacks per day, 60 acres being a day '5
average cut, and our largest day’s

til: Usual Price

ly their giant tractors, which are 110
h. p., weight being 18 tons with emp
ty water tank, which holds 900 gal

lons and capable of lasting through
eight miles of travel.
I myself am a farmer ’s son and two

$

A California “Novis."

burner engine, which makes a good
rig. The Advance straw burner is an

I think the “Best” rigs are the And 5 Costs Less Than Half
best machines in the world, especial

years ago was my ﬁrst sight of a
“Best” giant tractor; but I often
thought, as I looked at their pictures
in the company ’s catalogue, how great
it would be to ﬁre on one of them; so
I came up here to San Leandro and
applied. Mr. Daniel Best, president
of the factory, was the ﬁrst man I
ever talked to and he asked me if I
could run a drill press. So I said I’d
ran the Armstrong ones on the ranch;
then he asked me where I was raised
so I said on a ranch. and had lived

run being 1,730 sacks; each sack av

there all my life.

erafring 105 lbs; our largest acreage

the boy, come with me.

Let us send you the Simplex to try free on
your own farm 30 days. You needn't send us a
cent.
All we want is thatyou see how easily it runs
how much you can do with it. You can turn out
240 bales a day without any trouble.
Then, it you like it, pay for it as it pleases you.
Let the Simplex pay

for itself

with

the

money it earns hnling for your neighbors.
But it you are at all dissatisﬁed after trying
it, send it back. We will pay the return freight.
You won't be out a cent.
The Simplex is operated with one horse. You
can take it into your barn and run it on rainy
days or in the winter time-and get $1 to ‘Zn ton
more tor your hay.
Drop us a postal asking‘ for our Free Baler
Book. It tells you all about it. Write today.

Little Giant liay Press 00.
‘I000 Michigan Ava.

k‘ ' "1

Alma, Mich.

He said, you are
So I went to

Howling PU

liEil

Delivers oil in any position at
the First Stroke.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

MAPLE CITY MFG. CO.
607-13 South First Street

Monmouth. Ill.
lN HOOSIERDOM.

Courtesy Wm. Hills. Pleasant Lake.
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HE HAY PRESS

MAN‘

is in- great demand this fall. There is a larger yield of hay than for several
years, and it must all be baled. The man who has an engine and wants to keep
busy doing proﬁtable work should get a hay press and get busy.
He should
buy the

Ann Arbor Columbia Hay Press

,

for they are the greatest capacity press made. They are the simplest and easiest
running press made. Have the most effective feeder and block dropper. Wire
tying attachment also.. Are perfectly safe to operate. The 68 ton record of this
machine has never been reached by any other make of baler.
Let us send you our catalog and get you started in the hay press business
now.

Ann Arbor Machine Co., 1204 Broadway, Ann Arbor, Mich.
work, and last summer on July 1, I
was sent to the Siskiyou Mountains
to ﬁre on an engine that the com
pany had engaged in hauling lumber.
Their engineer in charge had a great
time in keeping a ﬁreman, on ac
count of drunkenness, and the work
was something very hard, as wood
was the fuel and the Shasta Valley
was very warm at that time. One
would have to stand right against
the ﬁre door all day; for the dry
slabs would burn like straw; and be
sides ﬁring I would have to catch
the slabs that the “Brakey” was
continuously throwing from on top

the lumber.

For the ﬁrst six weeks

we didn’t have our auxiliary wagon,
so that was what made it so incon
venient about wood; as it only had

a tongue; so no place for a storage
of fuel. But when'we got the aux
iliary wagon the engineer put on a

also, for they were green at this time

the tree we wanted and pass the ca

and when they got dry they were just
like straw; so I had to feed them as
such.
During the ﬁrst two months we
hauled from the foot of Mt. Goose
Nest to the railroad, a distince of 12
miles, Montague, Siskiyou Company
being the yards hauled to, and the
next three months we moved on top
of the mountain and hauled down the
other side to a new railroad of the
S. P., a distance of eight
miles;
about 15 miles north of Mt. Shasta.
Now this route was entirely new and
a road was ﬁrst to be surveyed which
was right through the thickest of the

ble around another and pull it out
sideways.
The road when ﬁnished‘
Can be made proﬁtable if the
was a beautiful one, just like a bou
right kind of machinery in and.
levard. Our largest load of lumber
W. Int! 1'!!! HIGH’! IIIII.
Dell for catalogue.
was exactly 50,000 feet of yellow
pine, and our hardest pull, without BOO-II & Boson"? Pun G0.‘

forest.

So we started gathering steel

cables for tree pulling.
When we
ﬁrst started in on the trees it was on
the north side of a bill that was
adobe soil and wet; so we didn’t do
much; and going to a new place of
that sort, where horses and mules
have been, the teamsters get jealous
and try to out-do us; well, they did

wood rack that would hold one-third
of a cord of wood. For a long time
I had green slabs right from the saw
and I tell you it would make a fel not do it even in the wet adobe, and
low get hot in the collar, for there when we got on the south slope, why
was about half of it that wouldn’t we could pull anything, it seemed.
pass the door ring.

Well, then I

The largest tree measured four feet

would have to get the ax out and split in diameter, with two roots being
them, and after I commenced split
ting slabs I soon learned they burn
ed much better; so I had another

cut ﬁrst, the slope being only ﬁve to‘
ten per cent. where the trees were

pulled.

lDEli MAKING

lulled Water 8!.- lymlu. I. I.

the auxiliary, was 20 degrees for 100
yards.

\Ve used seven wagons;

the

front four being special trucks of
4-inch square axle and the rear three

logging trucks 2% to

3-inch

axle.

HANSON POSITIVE
FEED LUBRICATOR

This was the largest load of lumber

ever hauled over this road; and a
panoramic picture was taken of it
and sent to the Sacramento Fair. It
was a broadside view, 22 inches in
length. The train’s length from tip
to tip was 180 feet.
We didn’t experience any bridge
accidents here, but we were making
culverts all the time.
Well, as this letter is getting rath
er long will close for this time.
Floyd G. Zoellin.
San Leandro, California.
*
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Rather Short.
Editor Review :—Enclosed ﬁnd pic
ture of our outﬁt, Reeves 20 h. p.
cross compound, Nichols & Shepard
36x60, also a Success shredder and
Ottawa C sheller. We just ﬁnished

Automatic Stop. Automatic Alarm. Hardened
Pawla. Long Lite.
"Not how cheap, but
how Good" is our motto.

J08. HANSON,

lnwood, Iowa

Please mention The Review.

A ﬂavolutlun Gountor That's Right

People would come clear

shock threshing. Had a good run,
job that was a necessity to quick from Portland, Oregon, to see us pull twelve hundred acres. Have a small
combustion as well as to get the fuel these big trees. Our average trees stack run also.
into the ﬁrebox. Believe me, green were one foot in diameter, without a
Burch Bros.

slabs are worse than dry ones. The root on the ground touched. The ca~
reason the dry slabs were so hard to bles used were one-inch and seven
ﬁre with was that when the engineer eighths-inch and we could and did
found they were too large for the break them on a dead pull. Some of
door he had them split up in ﬁne the trees were too tall to pull with a
pieces, so that they would burn better, straight cable, so we would hook on

Melbourne, Iowa.
By "all
*

*

1‘
-

Write us a good letter giving your
saw mill experiences for Review pub
lication. Tell it in your own way;
we’ll do the rest.

Do not. gno- M
your lpeed. Buy
nT-bor Stop lo

.(

\iol Counter.

The Grant Mfg. 4|. Machine Co.
so Solllmnn Ave.
BIIDGEPORT, con.
Please mention The Review.

A Positive Automatic
Force Feed lubricator
ﬂmt has stood the most severe tests under the
most trying conditions.

THE STERLING
It is guaranteed to save

50 per cent in oil Over a
light feed lubricator.

I. BAUDILR,
AN IOWA SETTING.

Courtesy Burch Bron, Melbourne.

Plane mention

Sterling, Ill.
he Review.
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A KNIGHT MILL

is king of the woods. They outclass others in Quality and
Quantity of work and are leaders in Fast Clean Sawing.

Threshermen are especially interested in Knight Mills because of the adaptability of Knight Saw Milling to their present occu
pation.

All they have to furnish is the mill, hook it up to their engine and you’re sawing.

There’s work and plenty of it‘——and

Knight Saw Mill Men are especially busy, for Knight Mills are favorites where true, clean and quick work is desired.
We also build Single Saw and Gang Edgers, Swing Saws and Knight’s D0gs---in fact, just what you want, and can fill your
order. Write and lets get acquainted.

The Knight Manufacturing Co., No. 1830 5. Market St., Canton, Ohio
Please mention The Review.

Farm Implements in Germany.
Writing in a report from Dresden,
Germany, Special Agent Roland R.

Dennis writes with reference to Ger
man imitation of American machines
as follows:
"Germany is the one country in
Europe where the manufacturer of
and dealer in agricultural implements~

ments to harvest the crops. The gen
tleman was also very particular to

impress upon me that it was to be

have it on good authority there are
now no less than nineteen diﬁerent
factories building mowers, and two or

three are attempting binders.
The
general manager of one of the fac
in the way of tools or implements of tories engaged in the business inform
any kind. The German makers have ed me; ‘Ten of these factories are
already secured pretty well all the organizations and are well supplied
a case of the Germans making at
home everything the farmer needed

tural press is very severe in criticism
of the lack of patriotism on the part

of the German farmers in buying
American manufactured implements.
The importation of over $7,000,000
worth of agricultural machinery into
Germany in 1907 has attracted much

attention and comment. The follow
ing article is from the Landwirtschaft
liche Maschinen und Gerate:
are people in a small way who will
“ ‘German machine manufacturing

trade there is in hay rakes and tedders
are going hand in hand to overcome in the country and, as before report
the immense trade that has been de ed, are becoming strong competitors
veloped throughout the country in of the United States in other Europe

with tools and capital to make a suc
cess of such work. The other nine

American made implements since the an countries.
“Practically the entire plow trade
Franco-German war. The German is
without doubt a good copyist, as is of Germany and a very large percent
well shown by the way he has ‘an age of that of Russia is already in
nexed’ American patterns of mowers, their hands, and they are introduc
reapers, binders, tedders, hay rakes, ing tactics which are producing good
etc., in their entirety, and in taking results in most of the other coun
other American implements and mak tries on the continent. The American
ing slight changes in forms to ﬁt spring tooth harrow trade, which at
them to the requirements of his home one time assumed considerable pro
portions, has also been taken from us.
trade.
_
“In Strassburg I called on the The road commissioners in some of

time. We had no desire to go into during the last decade. There is also
this line of thing, but we were forc a great increase in the export of these
ed into it. For many years we have machines. The imports are, however,
had the exclusive agency for an Amer not small, having reached in the ﬁrst
ican make of mowers and reapers in nine months of 1907 a valuation of

Landesverband der Landwirtschaft
lichen Kreis-Vereinc (The United Al
satian Grangers’ Association), my
purpose being to obtain an explana
tion for the association selling Ameri

have in the United States.’ When 1

Germany, which we could not get
again, and as we must have the line

to supply to our agents, of whom
we have a great many, we were oblig

ed to go into building the machines
ourselves.’
'
“It would seem as if some of the
the provinces prohibited the drawing American ﬁrms in carrying out their
of barrows over the highways on their policy of ‘loading up,’ as it is known
shoes, so the Germans immediately

mounted the harrow on three of four
wheels, adjustable by a hand lever at

can implements. A representative of the rear, applied the American word
the manager said to me: ‘It is quite ‘Cultivator’ to the tool, and these are
unnecessary for the Germans now to now built by several different makers.
go to the United States ‘for imple The retail prices of these tools vary
ments to work the soil, as German from $16.90 to $29.27, as they are
methods and tools for such purposes mounted on three or four wheels, and
are far in advance of anything you

probably not continue at it for a long

have seven, nine or eleven teeth.
“For many years the Germans have

has grown greatly in all its branches

75,000,000 marks to 80,000,000 marks
(say, $2,500,000). These ﬁgures force
Three principal lines assume large ﬁg

ures, i. e., textile machinery, spinning
machines, looms, etc., sewing machines

and particularly agricultural machin
ery. The imports of all classes of agri
cultural machines into Germany for

in the trade, had rather overdone the
matter, and in that way, quite unin

the ﬁrst nine months of 1907 amount
ed to 23,000,000 marks (say, $5,520,
000), and these ﬁgures will be great

tentionally, had helped the German
makers to secure a number of good

year.

dealers who would under more lib
eral treatment not have deserted the

es were only about 10,500,000 marks,
(say, $1,500,000). These ﬁgures force

American lines.

us to ask if the German factories are
really not capable of supplying our
farmers’ wants in mowers, reapers,

“In northern

and

northwestern

Germany some of the-Swedish imple
ment makers are getting a foothold.
This movement is helped along very
materially by the great trade in

ly increased before the end of the

The exports of the same class

etc., or if the foreign manufacturers
are not given the preference through

mistaken ideas.
“ ‘Four-ﬁfths of the imports are
American make being sold in the
grown up here in the last few years. harvesting machinery.- In these the
country the representative reluctantly number and quality of this line of The custom house returns show that imports are nearly ﬁve times‘ as great
admitted the fact, but insisted that machines produced here has at all 20,528 separators were imported in as the exports.
Altogether 52,021
Germany would soon be in a position interfered with the trade of the Ger 1907.
machines were imported. Of these
to also stop the importation of imple man‘ branches of American works. I
“A certain section of the agricul
the United States furnished 43,300,
suggested that there were still a few
mowers, rcapers, binders, etc., of

been attempting to build mowers and

reapers, but it is only until within
the last four or ﬁve seasons that the

Swedish

milk

separators

that has

October, 1908
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Canada 6,358, and England 2,363. Is
Lead and Compression.
it not possible for the German manu
In discussing a question of lead and
facturers to stop this American and compression, says Power, the engi
Canadian competition in the home neer is more naturally inclined to
market?
twist his logic to ﬁt his preconceived
“ ‘The immense imports of milk idea than to take each element in the
separators is partly accounted for by case and analyze it. The engineer
the reciprocity treaty with Sweden, who wishes to see what he considers a
through which the duty on separators handsome indicator diagram, with
was greatly reduced. Altogether 20, perpendicular induction lines showing
528 separators were imported, nearly ample lead of steam valves and a
all from Sweden, a few from Den compression curve rising to about two
mark, and a very small number from thirds of the height of the diagram,

Canada.

Forty-one steam plows all gives warm welcome to the statement

came from England.

Lawn mowers that compression does not cost any
thing because the compressed steam.
ber of 9,853 were imported, over one in expanding, gives back to the ﬂy
half of them coming from the United wheel all of the energy absorbed in
States.’
the compression and ﬁlls the clearance

and other small machines to the num

“An agricultural technical paper space with steam without cost of coal
accounts for the immense preponder

or energy.

ance of America, particularly in bar
vesting machinery, by the fact that
America manufactures only special»
ties. An American factory, for in

true and bases his argument upon it
without analysis, and his conclusions
will be right or wrong (however logi

He assumes that this is

cal they may be), as the premises as
stance, turns out only a certain model

sumed are right or wrong.

There is

of a harvesting machine, while in Ger
the other engineer, however, who is
many most of the factories build all
also particular about the appearance
kinds of such machines. When the of the indicator diagram and who
same paper recommends the German

maintains that a correct analysis of
the statement that compressed steam
ties it is quite right, and the newer
in expanding will give out as much
establishments are being arranged to
energy as it absorbed in the process of

manufacturer to also go in for special

that end while, in single instances,
compression will show that the state
the older factories are changing. Nev

ertheless, it is a mistake to think that
this advice is easy to follow.

ment is untrue; the expanding steam
cannot give back all of the energy it

One
has absorbed.

This being true, com

must not forget that the American
pression instead of being had for
industry, to a certain extent, is the
nothing will cost something.
This
result of speculative capital. Accord
class of engineer argues that any ma
ing to the demand a special factory,
chine should be allowed to perform
as'large as you like, is built with an
its work as little hampered by inter

equally large working capital. It is
nal friction as possible, if the opera
different in Germany, most of whose
tor desires to get the greatest output
large works have grown, slowly or

rapidly as their business demanded,

1 Changed My Mind

with the smallest possible expenditure
of energy. Lead and compression in

from small hand works. Partly from
troduce pressure in the cylinder at a
lack of capital and partly owing to
time when pressure cannot possibly
slow development their sales were con
have a forward rotating eﬁect upon
ﬁned to a limited territory, and there
the crank-shaft, and as steam is used

and as a result I am this much ahead
You can do the same thing—save half of your oil bills—in one
season if you will Change YOUR Mind and buy Helmet Solid
Oils in the place of the ﬂuid oils you are now using. There is

fore they thought it reasonable that
they should endeavor to supply all in the engine for the sole purpose of
turning the shaft, all steam and ener
the machinery wanted in that terri
gy
that do not tend to this end are
tory. It is difficult, if not impossible,
wasted.
He claims also that lead and
for the present generation to accept
compression
create friction on all
such a fundamental change, for it

less waste-Absolute protection from hot boxes-No worn out

bearings from dirt in the oil-and the convenience, why that's
worth the change alone if it wasn't a money saving proposition.

would in 'many cases create havoc bearings and tend to retard the ro

with invested funds.

While convinc

ed that German manufacturers, and

particularly those in agricultural ma
chinery, are in a position, under fav

Solid oils are best around Threshing, Hulling and Shredding

tation of the shaft.

Machinery because they do not run no matter haw fast the bear
ings may revolve, and they do not fail to lubricate the slowest
revolving bearing. Absolute lubrication is the result of the use
of Helmet Oils and when used in Helmet Cups or in any pres

It lies within the power of many en~
gineers to test the correctness of these

two opposite views.

Take an engine

sure cup, is always in perfect condition whether hot or cold

orable conditions, to enter into com which has a constant load. Take in
petition with the foreigners, resort to dicator diagrams with the valves set

any but straight mercantile eﬁorts to in the conventional manner, giving
inﬂuence the expansion of American both lead and compression.
Then
industries would be unfortunate.”

change the valve setting so that there

shall be an absence of lead and com
pression. Let the admission line lean
Hauled the Stack Away.
A hay stack on the R. C. Potter inward slightly and the compression
farm north of Marshall, Mich, caught line be‘hardly noticeable and again

indicate the engine. As the eﬁective
work of the engine is the same in
Two stacks were burned and two both cases, if there is any dilference

ﬁre from a threshing machine recent
ly.

were saved after a long ﬁght. It
was feared at one time that the barns
and other buildings on the farm
would be burned but they were also
saved.

I]

weather. It requires a minimum of attendance when used in
our special Helmet Cup, one turn of the cap in a day being suf
ﬁcient to insure perfect lubrication of most any bearing. I want
to see Helmet oils used by every thresherman and farm power
user, for they are the oils for their use.

Charles

Besly & Company

in the indicated horse power this dif
ference will show whether there is

any basis for the claim that compres
sion nulliﬁes the the elfect of clear

Chicago,
Illinois.

ance and does not cost anything.

The threshers were there at the
time and so it happened that there
were other gangs of threshers in the

Barberton, 0., Aug. 4, '08.

neighborhood. By use of telephone The Threshermen’s Review:
at least 200 men were gathered to
Will you please send me one of
ﬁght the ﬁre. There was plenty of
water convenient and by means of those threshermen’s account books?
They are certainly all right.
wetting

carpets,

stack

covers

Please

and

forming a water pail line the ﬁre was send it as soon as you can.
Yours truly,
extinguished. One stack was saved
Geo. Painter.

by attaching it to the traction engine

and .dragging it away fromdanger.

Ask your dealer or

write the Company for further particulars. Address,

R. F. D. No. 34.
’.

,g'lltaoonp
"over

"an
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National Corn Exposition.

3.

No exhibitor can make more

The National Corn Association than one entry in any one class, but
members are promoters of the Nation he may enter in each class open to
al Corn Exposition. The grain grow him.
ers realize the need. of an opportuni

4.

October, 1908.

Don’t Wait Until Your Lubri

The exhibitor is not required

ty to bring together in one great an to attend the exposition.
5. Separate exhibits must be pro
nual round-up contest, the best grains
and grasses from the different states. vided for each entry.
6. It is not necessary to make en
Article 2 of the constitution states:
“The object of this association try in sweepstakes. Only winners in

class are eligible to sweepstakes.
7.
Unless speciﬁcally excepted all
“To promote the interests of the
entries
must have been grown by the
corn industry.
“By encouraging the holding of a exhibitor, season 1908. No subter
National Corn Exposition annually; fuge whatever will be allowed. The
encouraging the growing of improved N. C. A. executive committee will
varieties of corn; improvement by rule out questionable entries.
8. Exhibitors are urged to make
corn breeding; disseminating infor
mation in regard to the best methods entries before December 1, so that
of soil culture and farm management; ample display space may be provid
stimulating interest in corn culture in ed. All exhibits must be received at
undeveloped territory;
encouraging the Auditorium in Omaha not later

cator Freezes Up
BUT

GET

A

Manzel Traction Engine Oil Pump

shall be:

the holding of local and state con
tests; unifying methods and stand

NOW

AND

Avoid Cold Weather Trouble
Every Manzel Pump is guaranteed to work regularly ‘and posi
tively in the very coldest weather as well as in summer.

than 6 p. 111. Monday, December 7.
It is expected that all awards will

muum

An Order‘

I

Pumps

shipped from

ards of corn judging so far as practi be made before the formal opening
cable by the adoption of a uniform December 9.
classiﬁcation and rules governing corn
9. The executive committee re
exhibits; by encouraging the manu serves the right to make any change
facture and use of corn products; by in this premium list that may seem
opening up home and foreign mar advisable. Competent referee judges

Filled

St. Louis

Promptly

Minneapolis or
Buﬂalo.

kets through education regarding the will counsel with judges in making
use of Indian corn and corn products decisions where the contest is close.

as food for man and beast; by en
couraging the publishing for the ben
eﬁt of the public, all matters of inter
est pertaining to corn.”
(The term “corn” takes the Conti

10. Protests made in writing will
be considered by the executive com
mittee in conference with the referee
judge. Their decision will be ﬁnal.

11. Premiums will be paid at 10
nental interpretation, meaning all of a. m., Saturday, December 19, or
the grains.)
earlier as. the exposition manage
The National Corn Association ment may determine.
makes all rules and classiﬁcations,
12. No distinguishing marks will
directs the assembling of exhibits and
be allowed on exhibits other than
awarding of premiums at the National
those placed thereon by the N. C. A.
Corn Exposition.
Name of exhibitor may be placed on
Membership Fee: $1.00 per an_
num, which entitles the member to a

exhibits after awards
made.

have

tun wmmmc UIL '

Get one now and try it for sixty days. If you are not satisﬁed
just send it back at our expense.
Your name on a postal will bring full information if addressed to

MANZEL BROTHERS COMPANY
307-309 Babcock St., Buffalo, N. Y.
General Agent for Washington and Oregon, J. J. LANGMACK, Albany, Oregon.

been

membership card with coupon attach—
13. The executive committee of
ed which admits once to the exposi
the
National Corn Association will
tion; entitles member to exhibition
privileges in all classes; gold em confer with the state vice presidents
blem button and many other privi in selecting expert judges from their
respective states.
leges.
14. When packing corn for ship
N. C. A. members registering ap
plication for entertainment for them ment, carefully mark and wrap each‘
Send full instruc~
selves and members of their family ear separately.
during the exposition, indicating rate tions. Be sure to attach your name
that they desire to pay for hotel ac-~ and postoﬁice address to each pack

MONARGH MILLS
ARE THE RESULT of the greatest practical and
scientific mechanical minds in
iced mill construction.

Monarch Mills
have more improvements and
are more careful] constructed
oi better material; than any
other line.

commodation, number of days in at age. Those who are unable to attend
tendance, will be looked after by a in person may ship exhibits prepaid
to J. Wilkes Jones, general manager,
special committee.
Membership cards taken out now Omaha, Neb., and they will be cared

will expire October 1, 1909.

for,_properly displayed and judged.

Membership is open to everybody The Exposition (Auditorium) build

OUR FREE
Complete and Illustrated

Catalogue will convince

/

my man that NO OTHER MILL EQUALS THE MONARCH.

in any way interested in “The Bet ing will be open to receive exhibits
Wednesday, December 2.
terment of Agriculture.”
15. When making entry, exhibitors
The oﬂicers of the National Corn
Association earnestly urge your sup are invited to attach bid upon their
port. Send your remittance now to diﬁerent samples of grain and grass
the secretary-treasurer. Membership es. If no higher bid is received, the

a

co.’ .0!

P8.

card and gold emblem badge will be exhibit will be packed and returned
to the exhibitor at the close of the
promptly mailed.

Ask for complete premium list, exposition.
posters and entry blanks for your
16. The Junior Division
self and neighbors.

classes
are open only to boys and girls under

Exhibitors are requested to write 21 years of age.
to manufacturers, whose names are
Students regularly enrolled in the
given in connection with premiums long course of instruction at the
for catalogues describing same.
state agricultural or other colleges,
are not eligible in the Junior Divis
Rules Governing Contest—Subject to
Revision.

l.' Exhibitor must be a paid up
member of the National Corn Asso
ciation.
2. All exhibits, except those not
receiving prizes in the industrial sec
tion, become the property of the ex
position, and will be sold privately
and at auction to the highest bidder
toward the close of the exposition.

ion.

Those taking what is commonly
termed “Short Course” instruction,
may enter in the Junior Division.
Exhibitors in the Jnnior classes are
not required to become members of
the National Corn Association or
pay entry fee, but if contesting in
Senior classes they must become
members.

if you are interested in Hay Presses and
the new Labor Saving devices recently patented

SEE THE OHIO at the OHIO STATE FAIR
Columbus, Aug. 3Ist-Sept. 4th
and at the

NEW YORK STATE FAIR
Syracuse, Sept. 14th to 19th
We also build One and Two Horse
Presses and a Full Line of
Farm Machinery.
The Ohio Cultivator Co.,
Box 200, Bellevue, O.

October, 1908-
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P. 8: 0.

ENGINE GANG PLOWS
THE STRONGEST AND HEAVIEST MADE

WE ARE the pioneers in the manufacture of Engine Gang Plows. We have done more experimenting, have
had more experience, have made more plows, and are in a better position to know what the trade demands
than any other manufacturer.
P. & 0. Engine Gang Plows are made in two styles, with Molds or Discs. The Moldboard Plows are
made either Three, Four, Five or Six Furrow, with any style of bottom, either 12 or :4 inch.
The Disc Series are made either Four, Five or Six Furrow, and are built so that Extra Disc Attachments can be
added to the Six Furrow Plow to convert it into an Eight Furrow Plow, and to the Five Furrow Plow to convert it

into a Six Furrow.
We also furnish Cables and Cross Bars for hitching two or more plows tandem.

Our pamphlet, “Plowing by Steam,” goes fully into the details of the construction of P. 8: 0. Engine Gang Plows,
and also gives full information regarding their capacity, power required, and much other information of interest to
the prospective buyer.
‘
No man who contemplates the purchase of an engine gang plow outﬁt will do justice to himself unless he investi
gates our plows before buying.
Remember that Engine Gang Plows run into money, and they are too expensive for experiments.

66 Years of Knowing How Hammered Into Every one o! Them.

Send lor our Pamplel, “PLOWING BY STEAM.”

PARLIN 8t ORENDORFF COMPANY,

It tells the whole story.

CANTON, ILLINOIS

LARGEST AND OLDEST PERMANENTLY ESTABLISHED PLOW FACTORY ON EARTH.

‘2O

.

_ .i

a

H

_
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Va'sr'ncwJreasurehouse of Coal.
By F. G. MOORHEAD.
Forty-ﬁve billion tons of coal, in

least one hundred feet of this total
of 216 feet is workable and marketa
ble.

'
BELT
Champion
POWER
Hay Press

“Although the extent of the coal
cluded in the greatest coal ﬁelds in
western North America, will be avail lands in the entire area can. only be '
able as soonas railroad extensions somewhat roughly estimated, the esti-

Has condensing Hopper, Friction Clutches, Double‘
_
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_ _H ‘a Steel Gears; only Self-Feeder that is independent of
"a ".plunger, and many other exclusive features. 3 to
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'
' 61ml! POI‘ hour
now in progress tapping the Crows’ mate of 230 square miles should be
Nest Pass region are completed, going near enough to the truth to be used as - CHAMP'UN 4-horso detached power HIVPRESS, 6 strokes of plunger to
-— ,oneround of horses. SIDE and END HITCH. Self feed auto
far toward averting the predicted fuel a basis for the calculation of the total
famine.
'
‘ c‘
1
available coal supply,” says Mr..l\icmatic block dropper. 2 hi3tonin porhour. Can be
This vast storehouse is locatedin

a rectangle 150 by 200 miles in ex

lvoy. A little ﬁguring discloses what
this means. Two hundred and thir-

tent, comprising 30,000 square miles ty square miles reduced to acres gives
a total of 147,200 acres. One acre of
To put this tract in direct commun coal of a thickness of one hundred
ication with the outside world two feet would yield 153,480 tons, and the
opposing engineering parties are total yield of the 147,200 acres would

run with small Gasoline Engine. —Write for special prices
‘and terms on either of above machines.

FAMDUS MANUFACTURING 00,
89 Chicago Ave.

or 19,200,000 acres.

I.

strenuously at work. D. C. Corbin, be 22,505,200,000 tons.
Great as such a total appears, how
president of the Spokane Internation
al railroad, has secured a charter from ever, there is, in view of more recent

ERE ls oNLY ONE‘
GOOD BALING PRESS made and that is the
“Maurer,” the one that can 'skin'anything that was
ever mounted on 4 wheels‘, in the line of a Geared
_. .\
of Belt Power galifr'igpress, the one that is back

the provincial government of British exploration and developings, little
Columbia for a railroad connecting doubt that it falls far short of the ac
with the Canadian Paciﬁc, east of tuality. Instead of an area of 230
Michel B. C., and extending in a square miles, used as a basis by Mr.
southerly direction fourteen miles. McEvoy, a study of the map ‘and the
Construction gangs are now in the facts as to the outcroppings of from
ﬁeld, rushing work.
This line will twelve to sixteen veins of coal on the
open coal lands in seventeen sections, eastern slopes‘ of the Rockies at Cat
a total of 10,800 acres, for which the mountain and upon the property of
company holds crown grants from the the Leitch Collieries Company at the

provincial government of British Col—
umbia.
A branch of the Great Northern
railroad, known as the Crows’ Nest

East Chicago, Indiana
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a'you-‘don’t delieve it, try one. It will cost you‘
nothing if it don’t bear out all our claims; we
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both ways and pay you well for the time spent
in the trial. Write for catalog and our Guarantee.
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eastern gateway of the Crows’ Nest
Pass, discloses that this great coal
field is not conﬁned within the re
stricted area of 230 square miles, and

Southern, was extended from Rcxford the calculator might have doubled his

on the main line in Montana to Fernie
a distance of sixty-two miles, a few
years ago in order to render accessible the output of the coal mines at

figures and called his total 45,010.»
000,000
_ _ tons still have been within ac
tualmes
. The conﬁnes of this vast- fuel treas

Morrissey and Fernie_ This ‘line of ,urehouse are not hard to determine.
_ road has now been extended twenty-' _The cast line of the Idaho Panhandle.
three miles further up the pass to if‘ continued northward on the 116th
Michel. Engineers at present are en meridian of west longitude for a dis
gaged in making a permanent location tance of 150 miles, would cross the
of the line of this branch road’v up boundary line which separates the

the Elk river, with the apparent in

province of British Columbia from Al

tention of the ultimate extension to berta at the summit of the Rocky

the head of the river, thence across mo‘untains, and intersect the main
the divide to the Alberta side and line of the Canadian Paciﬁc railroad
from that point on to Calgary, which a few miles northwest of Bantf, in
is the railway center of the southern the Canadian National Park.
part of Alberta.
If a line were run from this point

_

The amount of coal lying hidden of intersection with the Canadian P,,_

The Ruth Feeder is guaranteed to feed any make

ciﬁc direct“, east for a distance of
200
miles t'o the 111th meridian nf
and transportation facilities almost

or size of Separator to its fullest capacity without slug
lgmgfhe cylinder or loosening a spike, and to do better
eedmg than any feeder manufactured by any other
company.
'

away waiting the coming of miners

surpasses comprehension.‘ From the longitude and thence south 150 miles
reports of Canadian goverment geolo the international boundary would
gists and of mining engineers it is again be crossed at a point one longi
apparent that there is approximately tudinal degree west of the midway
100 feet of workable coal underlying point in the northern boundary of the
a territory which extends from the state of Montana, and if continued
0 thofth(52221111311553:
l the t te3, w
ld pass
dizltlance
of
Elk river on the west to and beyond zalglt

Perfectly Governed with Pickering Governor.

the Livingstone range, east of the
summit of the Rockies, and from the
headwaters of the Elk on the north

Running Retarder Prevents Absolutely any

,

Only twelve miles-

In Alberta this same meridian pass
to the international boundary on the es but a few miles west of Medicine
south. ‘
Hat, a town situated on the south
On the basis of the report of Dr. branch 9f the Saskatchewan _rl‘ie"
Selwyn, of the dominion geological where the Canadian Paciﬁc main line
department at Ottawa, of the out crosses the stream. A few miles east
cropping of those seams as they are to of Medicine Hat the Crows’ Nest
be found three or four miles north of branch of the Canadian Paciﬁc joins
Morrissey, James McEvoy, geologist

when transportation

facilities

have

Will ‘not Loosen-a Tooth in a Season 5 Run.
-

IMPROVED SEPARATOR’S WORK.

the main line at Dunmore Junction.

Fully three_fourths of this rectum
.
.
- , footgular territory
hes
east of the

According to Mr. McEvoy’s ﬁgures, hills of the Rocky mountains. Coal
the outcropping of coal just north of has been found in almost every part
Morrissey measures a total of 216 of this district; at Medicine Hat, just

SlOW

ugglng'
.
0 f Separator.

Holland. Manitoba, Jan; 28, 1907

for the Crows’ Nest Pass Coal Com- , These foul. lines bound a rectangle
~150 by 200 miles in extent, 30,000
pany. estimates that there are over
22,000,000,000 tons of coal available square miles or 19,200,000 acres.

been Secured-

_
.
_
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feet, in laycrsrunning in thickness over the eastern boundary, where nat

from a few inches to over forty feet,

$311.51?l3;atif’ttieliliiiiviiii‘pﬁﬁﬁ

Parsons Band Guitar and Self Feeder 00.

and these layers of rock are inter

spersed through strata of .rockwhich and by the citizens of the town for ‘
form. together with the coal seams, a

domestic purposes; at Banff, in the

depth of"4,736'“feet‘ from “the upper‘ n-orthwestem- comer;- all along. the _
‘ to thelowest 50am of coal}, in the ser eastern slop of the Rockies; at the
‘ies. Mr. McEvoy estimates that at KneeHills, northeast of Calgary;_on
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‘SEE-VIEW

THE

KEYSTONE CORN SHELLERS

READY FOR THE ROI"

It is just as important to sheller men as to farmers
who have corn to shell that the sheller do good work in
all conditions of corn.

Conditions of corn are seldom

the same any two years, and a sheller to successfully
handle corn must be equipped with devices which will
allow the shelling mechanism to adapt itself to these

any other sheller of the same size.

Keystone shellers

will shell the kernels from the cob in all conditions of
corn, clean the shelled corn, will not crack the kernels to

any extent, and will deliver unbroken and unscored cobs.
Keystone corn shellers are made in 6, 4 and z-hole
sizes mounted and unmounted, and in small sizes for

conditions.

hand power.
Keystone corn shellers are equipped with devices to
facilitate the shelling of corn under any condition. Not
only this, but the mechanism is so constructed that it
requires less power to do the same amount of Work than

Call on the local agent and consult with him about
the many points of merit found on these shellers. Write
for illustrated catalog.

INTERNITIDNAL "ARI/ESTER ODMPANY OF AMERICA
GHIGAGO

(INCORPORATED)
U.

s.

A.

ty to forty feet has been cut through lar vitality of beliefs, activities, or
at Morrissey, Coal creek, Hosmer and material objects, which persist as sur
and on the headwaters of High river, Michel, and is of the same thickness vivals from a former age, has often
where it has also been taken out for as exposed at Cat mountain, on the been noted. The following case is a
use by the ranchers for the last twen eastern slope of the Rockies and at curious type:
ty years.
other places up the Elk river. “The Roman writer Varro some—
With the opening up of the rectan where describes an ancient agricul
Hundreds of tons of it are mined
daily at Tabor, thirty miles east of gular territory to the railroad the tural instrument which he calls the
Lethbridge. At the latter place are problem of marketing the coal will tabulum, and which he represents as
situated the mines of the Gait Com be solved. With the speed being made a plate of wood covered with sharp
pany, the oldest coal company in the by the construction gangs the day is stones or iron points; this heavy im
_ territory, and other mines of more re not far distant when the Crows’ Nest plement was used after the harvest
Pass region will ﬁgure materially in ing of the grain, when the sheaves
cent development.
South and west of Pincher creek, the fuel supply problem of North were lying on the ground, and it serv
ed, according to him, to separate the
along the foothills of the Rockies, it America.
grain from the straw.
Instead of
is found in large beds, while on ,the
threshing the grain as we do now-a
Crows’ Nest railway from Lundbreck,
Sheep creek, where it has been mined
for domestic purposes for many years;

forty miles west of Macleod, to Mor

Survival of an Ancient Farm Implement.

rissey, nine miles below Fernie, num
A curious implement for thresh
erous mines are in constant operation. ing is described by a contributor to
North of the railway through the La Nature, Paris. According to this
pass, on the upper Elk, from the point
where Michel creek empties into the

writer it is a survival of a method in
use among the ancient Romans which

Bunjurkli sends its implements over
all the islands of the Greek Archi
pelago and as far as Thessaly and
Syria; we even ﬁnd pieces of quartz,
detached from such instruments, in

the wheat brought to the port of Mar
seilles. The extent of use must cer
tainly be even greater than that stat
ed by the author, at least that of the
type, if not of the exact implement
made at Bunjurkli, since, as our sec
ond illustration shows, the quartz
sled is used in the Balkans.
“According to an eye witness (De
Launay, in his ‘Bulgaria Yesterday
and Tomorrow’ (Paris, 1907), ‘in Bul
garia, grain is sometimes threshed
with a ﬂail, when it is desired to keep
days horses were employed to draw
the straw for thatching roofs; but
the tabulum over the sheaves as they when there is no objection to cutting
lay on the ground.
it up, a wooden sled is drawn over it,
“Now Varro’s tabulum is not al under which are set rows of sharp
together disused. Not only is it still fragments of quartz—the knives of

in use, but it is still currently man

the stone age.’

We see also that in

Elk river, large tracts of coal lands has been preserved in parts of Europe ufactured, and in its coarser form, the present instance this modern tab
have been taken up and are being
surveyed and preparations are in
progress to develop some of these

and Asia without change.

As trans

lated for the Literary Digest the ar

that of a surface set with stones, not ulum is drawn by oxen and not be
with iron. According to Morel the horses.

center of this industry, or even, speak
“The operation is carried out in
ing narrowly, the only place where an open circular area that forms a
it exists, is a village in Asia Minor feature of every farm.
Sometimes
ly exempliﬁed, that organisms known called Bunjudkli, between Soma and this reserved space is surrounded by
since the earliest ages may have main Magnesia. The tabulum here takes a circle of large dressed stones, which,
tained themselves, always precisely the form of a large slab of Wood, turn according to the same writer, ‘would
the same in appearance, up to the ed up at one end to enable it to be doubtless give, if we found them aban
easily drawn along, and having set doned, the idea of some cromlech or
present time, as if they alone had es
caped from the general laws of evolu in its lower surface sharp pieces of antique monument, rather than that
ticle follows:

holdings on a large scale.
“What naturalists mean by ‘sur
On the eastern slope of the Rockies vival’ is the fact sometimes striking
these great coal measures reveal them

selves at various points where they
have been exposed by the upheaval
of the Livingstone range and at Cat
mountain.
Thus while it is known
that coal exists in paying quantities

in almost all
tory, what is
Crows’ Nest
a portion of

parts of this vast terri
commonly known as the
coal ﬁeld occupies but
the southwestern quar

tion. For instance, after an enormous

quartz, whose aspect, although they of a modern

agricultural

process.’

ly long record of life on our planet, are quite modern, is that of neolithic And this stone circle is a no less
curi-zus survival than the astonishing
the lingualas of today show no appre fragments.
“‘This narrow localization of the implement that is used within it!”
ciable difference from those of the

ter of it, extending from the Elk river ﬁrst days of the primary age.

This

manufacture—admitting that it exists

Send us your saw milling experi
on the west to the foothills of the notion is not conﬁned to the biolog —does not interfere with the use of
Rockies on the east. A single seam ical world; it applies no less exactly the implement throughout a relative ence for publication. Write it in
of coal ranging in thickness from thir to sociological facts, and the singu ly wide area. According to Mr. More], your own way.
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Sandwich
Spring Shellcrs
All Sizes---All Capacities. Belted
and Geared.
Mounted and
Down. For Horse, Steam or Gas
Wood or Steel
oline Power.
Mountings, as preferred.
We also make several
styles of Cylinder Shellers
with capacities ranging
from 300 to 1200 bushels
per hour.
No Thresherman’s

Outfit

is complete without a Sand
wich sheller.
We also make a full line of

Horse and Belt Power

HAY PRESSES

SANDWICH MFG. COMPANY, Sandwich, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Council Bluffs, Iowa

Kansas City, Mo.

Please mention The Review.

Harvesting and Plowing—0ne Operation

l
have been so busy and am a good I But owing to a bit of bad luck we l low Fellow.” They are hard to beat
long way from the office. as an engi- ihave a lay off as our Avery separa- {when run right.

(Continued from page 9)
very best on the market in this line. neer on a steam plow It don ’t leave ‘tor which had been run only about i Well, I must ring elf for this time.
We have had visitors by the hundreds very much time to spare you know,” ﬁfty days was burried up one night, Wishing you the best of luck.
to see it work. Some seemed some and threshing is on now in full blast.’~ and we are waiting for a new “Yel
Alfred, N. D.
John Howell.
what excited. This is the ﬁrst step
in this line in this locality.
We have just completed cutting
and plowing at the same time 500
acres. The last 200 acres were Dur
ham wheat and was cut plenty early.
We began August 4 and ﬁnished Au

gust 3l.

During this time we ran

about 24

days.

an

average

of 22

and seven-foot cut and Reeves 10
bottom steam plowing outﬁt and 25
horse compound engine. One of the
binders was an old one and bothered
use some, and we were also delayed

on account of shortage of water sup
ply which is not to be wondered at
this season. I think this average can
another year be brought up to 25
acres per day, with two binders six
acres per day; as we intend to con

tinue taking this outﬁt into the har
vest ﬁeld. The total expense of cut
ting and plowing over what it would
he to cut the same grain with horses

without plowing the land (as is cus
tomary) was $1.32 per acre. By in
creasing the acreage this can be
brought down to about

acre, I think easily.

$1.25

per

This is very

cheap for August plowing which is
about as good for the land as summer
fallowing.
C. H. Woodbnry.
Abercrombie, N. D.
*

1:

*

Editor Reviewz-Enclosed ﬁnd 50
cents for my renewal, which is in
arrears of a few past months.
I

HARVESTING ANDIPLOWING-ONEQOPERATION.
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The New Corn Belt Shredder
The Farmers’ True Friend
lF ALL THE FARMERS IN THE UNITED STATES WILL USE THE CORN BELT
SHREDDER THEY CAN SAVE $900,000,000 WORTH OF GOOD FEED ANNUALLY.
The Corn Belt Shredder is the largest and most economical shredder on the market.

It is built honestly for business, of the

best material throughout. Large steel shafting with long bearings well babbitted. Steel pulleys-we are the only manufacturers
using steel pulleys.
The Corn Belt Shredder is the only WHOLE BELTED machine made. No expensive gears to wear out, chains to break
and cause a constant bill of expense. The Husking Device is not equalled in any other shredder, and many other features are not
to be found in other makes.

Considering capacity and quality of work, the Corn Belt Shredder is the easiest running and cheapest machine on the market.
Write us at once for further particulars, prices and terms, before the season’s output of machines is exhausted.

Corn Belt Shredder Company,
is Plowing with an Engine Prac
tical?

some special land, for the purpose of

tilling of the soil, for on the fruits
thereof man subsists, and in refer

horse.

ring to the tilling of the soil one nat
urally thinks of the plow. As condi

steam engine over the horse is of es

reducing friction, is not considered,
There can be no question of more as there is a greater margin of en
vital importance to mankind than the durance in the engine than in the
The

superior

endurance

of

the

special value in the latter part of

tions in farming have changed, the summer or the early part of autumn,
when it often happens that it is very
plow has gone through a series of

changes until it seems to be almost at dry and hot and the plowing is, there
a stage of perfection. The rapid de fore, very hard. In many instances
velopment of the unbroken land of this is the best time to get the land
ready for winter wheat.
In such
the West and Northwest, and the

Beatrice, Nebraska

ing so slow a process it often seems present time, is say a 12 bottom plow
necessary to start while the ﬁeld is with a 30 to 35 h. p. engine, yet we
too wet, and the plowing is often ex ﬁnd on the market as large a steam
tended until the ground is too dry lift plow as one having 18 bottoms.
to give the seeds a good start. This To pull this in a satisfactory manner
also is true of spring plowing. When it requires at least a 40 h. p. (nomi
a steam plow is used, and when the nal) engine. These larger sized rigs
ground is in condition, the work can are adapted to larger ﬁelds, and since
be dispatched at the earliest possible it takes the same number of men to
day, for there is great danger in de operate a large or small outﬁt, it can
lay of the getting in of the crops. be readily seen that the larger one
Then, too, “the early bird catches will be preferable.
the worm."
Indeed, if it were not for the large
In sections where all small grain is steam plows, many a section of land

large tracts of reclaimed land in the work the engine does not suffer be grown, where they do not have corn,
settled portions of our country, have cause of the beat, as does the horse. beets, or some other crop to culti
made it necessary to develop a plow Also, the ground can be plowed, and vate during the growing season to
worked up with a harrow, drag or reduce the weed seeds, the land be
that can do not only good work, but
roller at the same time, and, not only comes so foul that in a wet season the
more rapid work, hence the develop
can this extra implement, used thus crop is crowded out by the excessive
ment of the steam plow.
Now, since the horse plow is such to work up the plowed ground, be growth of weeds. Here the steam
drawn back of the plow, but the drill plow can do excellent work in sum
an efficient implement, the construc
can
also be hitched to the train, and mer fallow plowing. The weeds can
tion of a steam plow is but the cor
all the work can be done in one op all be turned under before the weed
rect arrangement of a number of
seed is ripe and at a time when it is
these horse plows in a way that they eration, all drawn by one engine.
There is no better time to put the so hot that “animal ﬂesh” does not
can be drawn by an engine, and ma-‘
nipulated at will, so that nothing is seed into the ground than when it is last long. In the long hours of the
lacking, and at times even better dry, or in other words, to drill it into northern days, a double shift of men
work can be done than when the plow the dust. Then when a rain comes, can be worked, and a great deal of
is drawn by horses. As it is neces the seed starts with a vim and has a work can be done well at the night
sary, when plowing with horses, to good chance to do well. This plan time.
change the moldboard for different works well in most cases; however,
The sizes of steam plowing outﬁts
kinds of work, for instance sod or old

there are conditions of soil in which

ground, it is quite as necessary to it is not the best.
make the same changes when plowing ,

Again, if the fall happens to be a

would not be in a state of cultivation,

for the breaking of sod in a new land,
is a matter of no little moment. Think
of the convenience and economy of
such a large outﬁt. Say you have a

16 bottom plow and,it would take
three horses to pull each bottom.
There are 48 horses to procure, and
men to match.
Think how much
horses cost at this time, and see if
you can’t purchase the whole steam
outﬁt for less than the cost of the
horses, to say nothing of the harness
and horse plows, which also have to

be bought, also, the greater force of
men to maintain.

It is an undisputed

fact that the steam plow has solved
the new land problem, and its worth

should vary with the size of the ﬁelds is also being much felt in the sec:
to be plowed, or the number of acres tions where cultivation is of long
Between the automobile
to be plowed in a given time. The standing.
time is at hand when the individual and the steam plow, the horse can
farmer is owning and operating his see his doom.

with a steam outﬁt, especially if good rainy one, and the plowing is neces
work is expected, and in the case of sarily delayed, when the time comes
troublesome land, such as gumbo, that the land is in condition to be own outﬁt. A medium sized outﬁt is
pushland, blackwaxy or trashy land, plowed, with a steam plow it can be about an eight-bottom plow and a 20
when a special moldboard is needed, done very quickly and the seed can h. p. engine, and is a very good size
these changes help the steam rig. be put in the ground without delay. for a farm outﬁt. To do custom work
However, the matter of a special When plowing with horses, under a larger rig is more proﬁtable. A
shaped moldboard or shear to suit these conditions, on account of it be common size for this purpose, at the

Thus far we have mentioned only
the moldboard plow, it being the only
plow that has been made a success in
large units where the plows are rais
ed and lowered by means of power,
(Continued on page 30).
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Soundings in Niagara Gorge and the soundings \voul . probably be im
possible, us a sounding lead would
Under the Falls.
doubtless be caught between bowlders
By DR. J. W. SPENCER.
In order to determine what work so that it could not be recovered. But

the Falls of Niagara had accomplish these rapids represent a reﬁlling of
ed at each point in their recession the channel from the rocks falling
the writer, by a special application from the sides of the gorge, so that
even the river bed here would not
of sounding methods, recently under

took to bring to light the physical
features of the gorge. Apart from
soundings in the vicinity of the cross
ing of the “Maid of the Mist,” and
at the cantilever bridge, none had

pool was a mystery, and it was depth was obtained, as the instru
thought impossible to sound under the ment only records the greatest depth
that it has reached.
falls themselves.

The soundings in the Whirlpool
Owing to the velocity of the cur
form
a diﬂerent problem. The breadth
rents and to the ordinarily inaccessi
ble position for making soundings by is about 1,150 feet. Here the wa
the usual methods, the determinations ter enters on the right side of the
of the depths of the river by length of channel, sweeps across its outlet, cir
the sounding wire were out of the cles around' and passes underneath
question, so that other methods had the upper current through the open

ing in the side of the gorge. On ac
to be employed.
count
of this circulating current, there
From the head of the falls to the
head of the Whirlpool Rapids the are always great numbers of logs
distance is about two miles, where the seen whirling around in the pool; the
slope of the river surface probably same individual piece may be seen cir
Throughout culating in the \Vhirlpool for seven

this section the soundings were made weeks, and it is rarely that one sees
from the steamer “Maid of the a piece of wood passing out, although
Mist,” but even here the currents the timbers are carried out by under
were strong, so that the ﬁne cable currents. As these timbers are swirl
used, having the weight attached to ing around, they are often caught in
the end, would be carried down far the vortices, or funnels, and are drawn
ther than the true depth of the riv underneath the surface, when they
er.

In order to overcome the error, are seen to pitch down, with the oth

resort was made to determining the
weight of the water by hydrostatic
tubes. The Thompson sounding tube
could not be used, as it requires salt

Send
1 o 1'
Sample
of
"Roinda-ore“ Leather and
B ook1 ot :

“50

YolrI

of Glovo
my."

represent the true depth to which the

gorge had been excavated.
Below the outlet of the Whirlpool
the soundings were eventually taken
in a small boat, where the men had
learned to navigate the dangerous cur
previously been undertaken, so that
rents.
Besides getting a large num
even the depth of the river in front
of the American falls, and nearer the ber of good soundings here, the sound
Canadian falls, as well as in the gorge ing lead was dragged over the center
generally, was not known. The whirl of the river, so that the maximum

does not exceed one foot.

DON’T HAVE SWEATY HANDS.

er end standing in the air. Most of
these timbers come to the surface
again, with an occasional one pass

ing out of the whirlpool by the_under
water; but the Tanner-Blish tubes are current. Here then navigation across
suitable in either fresh or salt water. the center is, of course, impossible,

The construction of these is simple, but a boat can go in safety around
consisting of a glass tube two feet the margins.

Isn't it annoying to have hot, sticky
wet hands when you're working like
a beaver out in the open with the thermometer
about 100 degrees? The sweat rolls of? from you
like water off from a duck’s back. It rolls down
_
your arms and collects in your gloves. They get
sticky and uncomfortable and you have to take them off a dozen times
'
a
day to cool your hands. At least you do with ordinary gloves. You nev
er have to with

Grinnell “Rist-Fit”,iventilated Gloves
because they have rows of tiny openings all along the backs and ﬁngers.
The air can circulate easily through these openings and dry the sweat and
cool the hands. But no dirt or dust can get in. The ventilations are too
small for that.
The "Rist-Fit” feature on Grinnel Gloves is also a boon to workers. It
prevents the cuff from sagging, keeps out chaﬁ and foreign particles and
makes the glove ﬁt better every way. You can’t get the “Rist-Fit" feature
on any other glove. It is patented.
Grinnell Gloves are made of “Reindeere" and Coltskin leather, the
strongest, longest lasting glove leather tanned and so ﬂexible you can
do any kind of work with them-pick up bolts and nuts and make ad
justments on a machine—as easily and quickly as with bare hands. You
can get Grinnell Gloves without the ventilations if desired.
Now when Grinnel Gloves ﬁt so much better, feel so much better, wear
so much better and are so vastly much better than common glvoes, isn't
it economy to insist on getting them. Ask your dealer.
FREE 0FFER—I! he doesn't carry Grinnell Gloves, send us his name. also your lilo
and we will send you a. pair tree with the first order we get from him—it not obtain
able, however, we will send you a pair postpaid on receipt or prick-$1.50, or a pair
of our Horlehide Gauntlet Gloves ventilated or unventilated tor $1.00. Write anyway
for interesting free booklet,

"Fifty

Years of

Glove Making."

GRINNELL, IOWA

One Dollar a D ay Saved

In studying the physics

Will pay for itself in 60
days. You know what it
costs to wheel out saw
dust. Why not save the
expense
and annoyance
by using

The Bemiller Fan Blower

Two hillsides to a height of about 80 feet

leads were used, the lighter twelve to a movable drum at each end. A
and one-half pounds in Weight, and clamp holding a pulley wheel was now
the heavier thirty Pounds. In any attached to the cable, crossing the
case the weight of the lead must be gorge, and through this pulley wheel
very much greater than that of the a second cable, with a sounding lead,
cable paid out. Such being the case was operated from the shore. By
the weight sinks rapidly to the bot the means of the movable drum the
tom, although in the strong torrent it position of the sounding lead could
would be somewhat carried down the be located where desired, and the
stream before it reached the bottom. same hydrostatic tubes were used for
The position was determined by two registering the depth.
The soundings under the falls in
transit men, with their instruments,
volved an entirely different proposi
looking down from the cliffs above.
This ground glass tube, as describ tion, as no cables could be carried
ed, appears transparent when dry, across the river. For this purpose I
but when the water is forced up from designed a buoy, which was subse
the lower end, the concentric rings quently sent over the river several
prevent the inside of the glass from times and registered the depth of the
being wet beyond the point to which river beneath the falls themselves.
the water rises, 50 that this is very This buoy was composed of a piece of
sharply marked, showing the amount
of compression which the air in the
tube has undergone. This is subse
quently measured by a scale, which is
graduated to a depth of 600 feet, but
the readings become too ﬁne to be of
much value beyond 400 feet in depth.

very light wood three and one-half

feet long and eight inches in diam
eter. The lower end tapered to a
point, which was very heavily lead
ed and capped with a lead shoe. In

side of the buoy were placed two
Tanner-Blish sounding tubes in their
This, however, was much greater than brass cases, and these packed in curly
hair, so as to reduce the effect of the
was needed in the Niagara river.
In the Whirlpool and other rapids blow in their fall. As the buoy ﬂoat

"Rain

MORRISON-RICKER MFG. CO.
46 BROAD STREET

long, with a very small bore, which is of the river it was absolutely neces
not smooth but ground with concen sary to determine the depth of the
tric rings situated close together. The Whirlpool, and in order to determine
upper end of the tube is covered with it some method had to be devised. Ac
a rubber cap, and the whole inserted cordingly, a cable was carried from
in a brass tube so that the glass tube one side of the Whirlpool around to
rests on a spiral spring for the pur the other in a boat, and after much
pose of cushioning the jar on the trouble it was made to clear the mass
glass tube. This pair of tubes is then of swirling logs and carried up the
inserted in a sounding lead.

with sample of

deer-e" leather.

The Bemiller & Ritter Fan Blower Co.
Butler, Ohio.

Made especially for saw
mills. Can be adjusted or
disconnected quickly and
will blow the sawdust
from 30 to 50 feet in any
direction desired.
Runs
easily, no extra power re
quired. Will not clog or
choke up.
Sold subject to trial and
privilege of return if not
satisfactory.
Write for our new cata
logue and prices.

"BURN BELT" Feed Mills
Spring release for bum.
Vertical force feed keeps the burrs at

i" all times supplied.
Work done at slower speed and reducing of cob
mostly by Knife and Shear LEAVES

THE GROUND FEED COOL.
BUILT FOR ENGINES 3 to 20 H. P.
Gaines 81s., Mich.
“i can grind 90 bushels
per hour on your No. 5 mill.“
R. Sturgis.

Guaranteed‘ capacity of 50 Bu. Eur Corn por

(8 H. P. Steam Engine.)

Steam Engine.

hour 70 lbs. to tho bushel with 10 H. P.

Our Paieni Reducing Sysiem—Revolving Knife-Head and Shear Blades
above line grinding parts-is a revelation to those who

have used the Flat Burr Mills
We will exhibit at Dos Homes. 11., Lincoln. Nob" Columbus. 0.. Indianapolis. Ind. and lprina'loll.

m.. saw him. wrm ho-duy for froo booklet, prloel mu troo am oh».

SPARTAN MFG. CO., 1610 Main sired. mu“. m
P. 5.

We have inst moved inb our llrlo now Mr: iulldlnl! lon
Please mention The Review.
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ed only about six inches above

Formalin Treatment for Wheat

ter, and was shaped so that the force

Smut.

of the falling water would drive it

By .I. A. JEFFREY Professor of Agronomy, Colo
,
fl o'Sute College. '
- r
down as far as possible, it was made

Formalin is a 40% solution of for

visible by having a small iron rod

protruding above the upper end and‘ maldehyde. It often falls below this
bearing a red flag. Tl1e_course of the standard on the market, and there—
buoy was observed by men on the‘ fore the purchaser should insist on
shore. It was drivendown by the a guarantee of the strength named.

Preparation of material.

falling water until it struck the fall
en blocks of rock, as shown by the
markings on the lead shoe. It sub
sequently arose to the surface and
was picked up farther down the river.
The tube was repeatedly sent over the
falls and recovered.

Mix for!

malin with water in the proportion
of one pound or pint of the former
to ﬁfty gallons of the latter, stirring
well. This solution may be made-in
a tub, barrel, trough or tank, depend
The results ob» ing on the amount to: be used and the

tained were surprising, .as thedepth manner of using. The grain may be
of the buoy struck the fallen rock at treated in either of two ways, as fol
only 72 feet. In the center of the lows:_
(1) Spread a two inc‘n layer of
river, farther down, the depth was
from 84 to 100 feet, but a lateral wheat upon a well swept ﬂoor, thor
channel reached 192 feet. The effec oughly saturated with the solution,
tive excavating power is thus found then apply the formaldehyde mixture
to be about 100 feet below the sur to the grain with a garden sprinkler

The greater depth until thoroughly wet. To this a sec
resulted from the previous lower riv ond layer may be added and similarly
er surface. The line of deepest sound treated, and so on.
'ings repeatedly showed 186 feet to ‘(2). Turn the moistened mass of
near the cantilever bridge, about two grain with shovel or scoop till the sur
miles below the falls.
Under the face of every kernel glistens with
bridge the maximum depth is 85 feet moisture, adding more solution if ne
(found by engineers for the railway cessary; then shovel into a compact

The

face of the river.

company). Here also borings were pile and allow to stand two hours. At
made beneath one of the piers, show the end of two hours spread the grain

ing a reﬁlled channel to a depth of into as thin a layer as the ﬂoor space
185 feet. The descent of the Whirl will permit, and shovel occasionally
pool rapids is 51.5 feet. A section till dry, when it may be bagged.
Caution.—-Thoroughly saturate the
across it shows a maximum depth of
102 feet, but in the river course itself floor on which the treating is to be
a depth of 126 feet was obtained, but done, with the solution, also all tools
it is possible that one from 8 to 14 used, the bags receiving the treated
feet more may occur

beyond. grain, unless new, and the grain drill
as well.

just

Thus from near the falls to the Whirl

(1) Put the grain to be treated in
pool the ﬂoor of the canon is found
to reach 87 to 90 feet below the lev bags about one or one and one-half
bushels to each. Gunny sacks are
el of Lake Ontario.
Just below

the__.Whirlpool

Rosenthal Big Gyclone
00m Husker and Shredder
We know what our machine can do, therefore will shi,

on trial so you can convince yourself. It is built strong. Rn
engine can break it. Capacity as big as you want it. ltisn
machine that will pay you to operate.
Write today for our trial proposition, catalogue and priccs.
all free for the asking.

ROSENTHAL CORN HUSKER 60.
MILWAUKEE, wlscoivsnv, u. s. A.
Please mention The Bqvtew.

great much preferred, allowing the solution

changes occur in the‘ gorge, and at a topass into the grain and also drain
quarter of avmile farther the maxi ing more quickly than cotton bags.

(2) "In this case the solution is
prepared
in a tub, barrel, trough or
or 59 feet below the level of Lake
Ontario. As the Whirlpool rapids tank, according to convenience or ne
mum depth was found to be'K99 feet,

LIGHTNING PRESSES
BELT POWER AND HORSE POWER
'rm-z LATEST ALL STEEL BELT PRESS
send ,0‘. cahlog
SIMPLE‘ DURABLE AND RAPID

cessity. Immerse each bag of grain
ﬁlling the original channel, so also completely for ten minutes, working

are produced by the fallen rocks re

10 HORSE POWER

Foster rapids are due to the same thoroughly with the hands or other

GASOLINE
TRACTION

measurements ‘were wise, till all the grain is wet.
‘(8) ‘After ten minutes remove the
in the gorge were found to reach.150 bag and suspend it over the dipping
feet, and others some distance beyond vat, or place it on draining boards
cause.

made.

Other

Those a short distance with

FOR OPERATING

which will return the excess solution

its termination showed a narrow in

AND HAULING

ner channel to a depth of 183 feet, for further use.

BELT PRESSBS.

(4) After dripping ceases, empty
or 181 feet below the level of Lake
Ontario. These discoveries were hith the grain on a clean ﬂoor, previously
treated. Spread and stir frequently
till
dry.
These results show that the narrow
(5) If the grain is to be sown at
channel was formed when the level of
Lake Ontario was about 180 feet low once it need be dried only sut’ﬁciently

CORN SHELLERS,
ETC.

erto unsuspected.

KANSAS CITY HAY PRESS COMPANY
506 mu Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Please mention The Review.

er than now, at the time when the Ni to allow it to work well through the
agara was draining only the Erie ba; drill. If seeding is delayed for sev
sin and not the four upper Great
Lakes. They show that the falls were
once very much highei than now, and
that the last cataract of the three
which composed them was alone over

eral days after treatment, by rain or
other causes, the grain should be dried

well, as remaining in the sacks or pile
may injure it.
Caution.—-—The

same

300 feet high, and the whole agregat

should be observed as given for the

ed over 500 feet.

previous method.

in this treatment the kernels will swell

plication of suﬁicient seed.
was

vastly

augmented,

owing

‘to

1

a. .a
u

A Fast Game.

the addition of the waters from the - The Jean Jenkins and Tommy Fos
three highest lakes, which now took ter threshing gangs had a fast game
place. Again the soundings at_.the of ball at the ball park Saturday
falls bring'to light'the fact that the aft‘ernoon‘.'“":The score was 10 to 1]
modern cataract is not so high as it in favor of the Foster team.

-

‘ ' '
I aw‘

are the best ever.

\Vhy?
Heaviest ' duck and
stitching, non-hardening ﬁlling and
double stitched edges are a few su
perior features.
Complete stock
carried. All belts sold under guar
antec. Send for Book “B.”

Ed

was a few hundred years ‘ago, before Holton pmjfmeiFoster and
the completion of the Whirlwind rap
ids-Scientiﬁc American.‘

Sawyer Improved Endless Belts

Also remember that

The soundings also complete the
and therefore due allowance must be
proof that the falls were located just
made in setting the drill to insure ap
above Foster Flats or about three

miles within .the end of the _gorge,
when the volume "of the Niagara

For Husking' and Shredding

precautions

' _SlWYEll BELTINB BUMPANY

Bluelaml, lllllll

I
-.._n-'L.»-.'

-.
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Eighty Reasons Why it 3
AVERY STEAM
It has a gravity oiler for oiling the gea

It costs less to plow than with horse power.
It is much faster than with horse power.
It is easier work than walking or riding with a horse plow.
It plows the ground better than with horse power.
You can plow all your ground at the right time—just when it ought to be plowed. That

It has an EASILY OPERATED and
DEVICE.
It can have a special steam steering d
It has an independent steam pump, hea
It has rocker grates.

means a better crop.

You can plow with an Avery Steam Plow when you could not plow with horses at all.
You get a better yield per acre and a better quality, because your ground is plowed at
the right time, and you are able to plant at the right time.

It has a seat for the engineer.
It has a good headlight.
It has a cab like a locomotive.

You get a better price because your quality is better.

It has a ﬁve barrel water tank suspende
It handles and runs like a locomotive.
It is more easily adjusted and easier t

Your land gets better every year, because the foul seed is killed out by being turned
under at the right time.

An Avery Steam plow has an all steel f
The steel plow frame is connected dire
It is the only Steam Plow Outﬁt having

It reduces the number of horses required on the farm.

It keeps the horses you do need fresh and strong for other work——plowing is hard work
on horse ﬂesh.
It doesn't get tired. It is as fresh at night as in the morning.
It doesn't cost anything when not in use—it doesn’t eat anything—doesn’t eat its head
oﬁ.
It doesn’t have to be taken care of when not in use.
The thing you need in an engine for plowing is pulling power.
The Avery Under
mounted Engine is the only engine on the market with a construction designed es
pecially for delivering pulling power at the draw bar. Top mounted plowing engines
are simply engines built over from a design originally intended for delivering belt
power at the ﬂywheel.
Other manufacturers built their Top Mounted Engines over, and
named them Plowing Engines because that was the easiest
way-easier than designing a new engine. The Avery Under
,

mounted Engine was built because we were convinced that the
Top Mounted Engine was not the proper construction of an en
gine which was to be used largely for pulling, and we were

looking for the best way to build a plowing engine-not the
easiest way.

The Avery plowing engine is Undermounted.

The boiler is not the frame work of the engine, as in Top Mount
en Engines—The Avery undermounted engine has an indepen
dent steel frame work.
The engines are bolted to a steel frame-not the boiler.
The gears are fastened to a steel frame-not the boiler.

The load is all pulled by a steel frame-not the boiler.
The steel frame takes all the pulling strains—not the boiler.
The boiler isn’t weakened by cap screws to hold the brackets.
The boiler doesn’t have to carry the weight of the gears and engines.
The boiler is simply carried around to provide steam—that’s all any boiler ought to
have to do.
The Avery Undermounted Engine has the easiest steaming boiler.
It has the biggest ﬁre box made.
‘
_
It has double engines.
>5?“
It has four wide boxes on the main shaft.
It has a two speed gear.
\rx
It has 6-inch face bull gears.
It has cast steel pinions and bull gears—all other gearing is semi-steel. THE BEST
POSSIBLE COMBINATION.
It has a Springer Curved Block Special Valve Gear, that positively gives an equal
lead and cut-off at all points.

-

It has a locomotive throttle inside the dome.
It has Gould balanced valves.
It has a Kipp oil pump for oiling the cylinders.

ders to the individual plow couplings

51.

It is the only Steam Plow Outﬁt having
through the gearing and back to the

52.

The engineer sits on the seat and with 1
small lever to operate the steam hois‘

stant control over the entire outﬁt.
It has a steam lift to lift the plows on‘
It is mounted on a single wide faced ca.
It has pin breaks to prevent the plow:
tion.
It has independent plow couplers.

Plows can be easily adjusted to plow <
It has perfect plow spreadets-keeps 1
It has stubble or breaker bottoms—a.
It has a coal bunker that carries one t(

It has a six barrel steel water tank 01
The two tanks, one on the engine, the t
pacity of 12 barrels.

BRANCH HOUSES:
Minneapolis, Kansas City, Oma
ha, Des Moines, St. Louis,
Indianapolis, Grand
Forks, Fargo.

VERY COMPANYf.

October, 1908-

THE THRESHHRMENS REVIEW

Will Pay You to Use an
PLOW OUTFIT
g and main boxes.
OSITIVE SCREW

63.

It has a large syphon and a 15-ft. 2-in. hose for taking water from the tank wagon
without stopping the outﬁt. Can ﬁll tanks in two to three minutes with outﬁt on
the move.

ice.

64.

There is no time lost with an Avery.

- and injecmn

65.

It travels backwards as easily as forwards.

SHAFT STEERING
.

A very important advantage when com

pared with long unwieldy strings of gang plows or steam plows that can never
66.
67.

back up.
You can turn quicker because you can back up when you need to.
You can back up and plow SQUARE CORNERS—ROUND CORNERS DO NOT
FIT A SQUARE FIELD

under the ﬁre box.

68.

You can back up and plow out the corners of a fenced in ﬁeld—plowing the whole

keep clean than a Top Mounted Engine.
me. No wood to rot ‘or break.

69.

ﬁeld clean.
You can plow a ﬁeld without an engine mark on it.

iy with the steel frame of the engine.

70.

You can leave the ground just as the plow leaves it——not packed down by the engine.

71.

You can plow straight furrows with the Avery

connected steel frame from the engine cy_lin—

POSITIVE

SLACKLESS

SCREW

SHAFT STEERING DEVICE. You plow all the ground, no

72.

73.

strips missed, and no “cut and cover" job, as where-steam
plowing is done with an engine having the old style loose
chain steering device and drawing common plows.
You can plow all the ground in every sense of the word with an
Avery Steam Plow. You can plow shallow when you want
to plow shallow, or plow deep when you want to plow deep.
In farming old land, it is a well known fact that land should be
plowed early, (and if it is best to plow early it is best to plow

all of it early, and not just part of it). \Vith an Avery Steam
Plow Outﬁt you are able to plow your ground well while you
are stacking or threshing and do it all AT THE RIGHT

TIME and IN A SHORT TIME.
74.

Is it worth while for you to buy an engine to thresh thirty or
forty days and then let it stand idle the balance of the year?

If you want your money to make money you must keep it
busy the year around. Get an Avery all-around Undermount
ed Engine. and you can use it for everything you wan to. It

will earn its cost back and make you proﬁtzs quicker than
any other engine.
‘
'
75.

Even if you
an Avery
some time
ed stone,
something

are, only in the market for an engine just now, buy
Undermounted Engine, for you will undoubtedly
wish to plow, haul your grain, haul gravel or crush
do road grading, take a steam shovel contract or
of that sort. When you get an engine, get one

built for all kinds of work, and you will have the right kind when you need it.

straight line P1111 from the engine cylinders

76.

>w beamsee levers (reverse lever, throttle lever and
n the plows) and the steering wheel, has in-

fthe ground

erybody is generally doing something better.

ing wheeL

79.

rom breaking when they strike an obstruc
80.
p or shallow

lows in ro er osition.
igterchanggabil 05 the same beam_
of coal.

low frame.
er on the plow, gives you a total water ca-

Economy consists in getting the best thing for the purpose, not the cheapest.

77. _ The Avery Steam Plow Outﬁt is the most perfect and practical Steam Plow Outﬁt on
the market‘
'
78, Some people wait until they see everybody else do a thing before they do it; then ev

'

Nowadays in farming the way money is made is not by trying to save by getting along
without something that you need, but by getting the most modern and up-ta-date ma

chinery that will make you more proﬁts.
An Avery Steam Plow will add to‘your proﬁts by reducing the cost of putting in your
crop, by increasing the amount of land you can take care of and by increasing the crop

itself'
.
.
Write us for complete catalog. We will answer all questions.

'
.
Tell us what size outﬁt you

want to buy and how soon you want to buy it.

Avery machinery is built on the motto, “It is not what you pay, but what you get for your
money that counts”—and you get the most for your money when you get an Avery_

Ask any owner of an Avery about it.

JOBBING HOUSES:

59 Iowa St., Peoria, Illinois.

Winnipeg, Denver, Ogden.

2 Stone Street, New York City.

28
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DEPARTMENT

BELTS

Our GUARANTEED Stitched CANVAS BELTS

80' 6x4 ply $16.00
Making Gas from Liquid Fuel for the Gas development in the use of liquid fuel
Engine.
was the mixer or carburetor by which
By E. L. OSBORNE.

a minute quantity of the gasoline or
oil is measured and supplied with each
tiated how a little gasoline, kerosene, charge of air entering the engine
or the heavier oils as they are some cylinder. With the stationary, single
times used, can create so much power cylinder, industrial engines in com
in a gas engine. The fact that a pint mon use the device for measuring the
of gasoline will do one full horse pow- , liquid fuel is called a mixer and is

80' 8x4 ply $20.75

100' 6x4 ply
80' 7x4 ply

19.75
18.50

100' 8x4 ply
120' 6x4 ply

25.75
23.75

100' 7x4 ply

22.75

120' 7x4 ply ‘27150

120’ 8x4 ply $30.50

It is a deep mystery to the unini

er of work for an hour means a won

usually made a. part of the engine.
A gasoline or fuel pump and constant
level overﬂow cup is also provided so

derful concentration of fuel power.
Frequently an engine will do a little
better than this or give about 10 h. p. the gasoline tank may be located out
of work for an hour on one gallon of side of the building in compliance
gasoline. Ten horse power hours in with insurance regulations about the
a gallon can!
Easily transported, storage of gasoline.
For multiple
useful any where and for any kind of cylinder and lighter engines the meas
work.
uring device is called a carbureter
The fact that gasoline or other and is generally an accessory to the

We carry full line-—iresh and clean-—Thresher and Machine
Supplies. OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

The Auten Machinery Co., 22-24 w. Randolph St. Chicago, Ill.
Please mention The Review.
Two men can run it.

Smooi h bales. easy tlrnfthutomatic feed, free trial
antlstaetlon guaranteed. Ask for catalog 44
' '
Auto-Union Nay Pass 00., Topeka, Kls.
''
Or 1521 W. 12th Street. Kansas City, Mo. -

Please mention The Review.

ﬁe.

No more time lost on account of melt
ing out of soft plugs.
\‘Vhen the plug
melts the engineer closes the valve by
turning the hand wheel 12, so that pipe
11, shuts out the water and steam from
plug 7 in crown sheet;
then remove
cap 19 and drop soft metal plug 8 into
pipe hole 20.
Then replace cap 19 and
raise pipe 11 from plug 7 by turning
hand wheel 12 so water in boiler can
cover soft metal plug 7. Only one min
ute required to do the whole operation,
and not necessary to stop the work of

be made into a gas before it pro

cessory makers,
Fig. 1 shows the
duces power in the engine is not clear principle of the constant level over

commonly

em

ployed in the single cylinder station

ary engine.
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A is the constant level

overﬂow cup showing how the gaso
line or liquid fuel rises in the spray
nozzle, F, to the same level maintain
ed in the cup. B is the pipe from the
gasoline pump and C is the overﬂow
pipe that leads the surplus gasoline
back to the tank which,asstated, may

be outside the building if so required.
D is the gasoline'regulator, E the air

THE BAKER
Soft Plug Valve

liquid fuel for the gas engine must l engine made by special parts and ac

to the man unacquainted with the ﬂow, mixer system

Record. 3 tons in one hour.

Bib Profits Auto-Fedan Bay Press —Three Stroke
Bal'mg Hay

the engine.

Just think of the saving in

expense and loss of time by not having
to shut down for three to four hours
changing an old style soft plug, very
often having an awful hot and difficult
time to get the old plug out and a new
one put in.
Write for prices and fur
ther particulars.

WILFRED BAKER, Aberdeen, South Dakota
INVENTOR

7/ / / / I / / I /I I
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Fig. 1

gas engine.

The incorrect expres

sion “gas and gasoline engines” of

regulator, F the spray nozzle and G
the short passage to the inlet valve of
the engine. At a. given speed the en

Please mention The Rev ew.

gine draws in a certain amount of air

NEW MABSEILLES BUSTLESS llYllllllEli BURN SHELLERS

by the regulator, E. The air rushing
Made in Several Silos, both
past spray nozzle, F, draws a small
Stationary 8. Portable Stylus
quantity of gasoline, measured by
SEND FUR CATALOG
regulator, D, from the spray nozzle
and carries it into the cylinder of the

engine.

POSlTlVl-ZLY GUARANTEED
to shall either shocked or unshucked
corn faster with less power In propor
tion to capacity: take the corn of! the
cube cleaner; clean both cabs and corn
more perfectly: do less crushing or
grinding of corn
or robe and save
a larger per cent
of the corn than
any other cylin
der sheller on
the market.

The natural heat in the air

ten used, adds to his confusion. He supply assisted by the heat of the
is apt to think that “gas and gaso cylinder, turns the gasoline spray into
line” engines are two entirely differ a gas that burns likeaﬂash or “ex

ent machines when in fact there is plodes” when compressed and ignited
very little difference. An engine us by the engine, provided of course if
ing gas may readily be changed, with the right proportion of air and gaso
little trouble, to use gasoline, or a
gasoline engine may be changed to
use natural or artiﬁcial gas. The
term “gas engine” includes all gas
oline and oil engines; the liquid fuel‘
must be made into a gas before pow-;
er is produced. This article consid

We malts llll'lll and Form Com Shellers,
llorss Foam. Food Gtlndsrs, Portable Elo
mors and loan Dumps, Pump locks, Grain .
Elevator lithium and supplies.
SPEAKS FOR "SELF

Marseilles Mia. Co.. Marseilles, Ill.

GBIHPM'UIO. TrXﬂ-i- May 12. 19m

Gentlemenz-We purchased the ﬁrst Shuck Corn Sheller you ever made. some eighteen or twenty years

aro. Since then we have bought twelve or ﬁfteen of them. representing every improvement. and expect to
buy several more this season. We have bought one or more of about every other make and think we are
competent Judges of such machinery. Your Shellers husk and shall the corn oi! the cob more thoroughly:
save it more completely: clean both the shelled corn and the cobs more perfectly: requires less power in
proportion to capacity; are more durably constructed and cost loss, loss of time and cost of repairs cen

ers quite brieﬂy the usual methods

sldered. than any sheller We have ever used. We have thrown out every other kind 0! Corn Sheller
we ever bought and have replaced them with yours.
KEEL & SON. By J. Z. Keel.

of turning liquid fuels into gas forl

Mireille: M fg . Co. , IARSEILLES. Ill.

lunch llousos and Gsnml Agencies at Principal Distributing Cities

the gas engine, with particular refer- '
ence to gasoline as the most common

liquid fuel in use.

Being up to date means PROFIT AND SUC
‘
CESS to the Machine Man.

In early gas engine practice a gas
oline or oil vapor gas was made by

passing air in close proximity to a
large surface of the liquid fuel. The
air was thus saturated with the vap

The Marvin Special Truck
and Loader for corn sheller ex
tension conveyors saves all the

or of the gasoline or oil and became

hard lifting, time and expense of
handling conveyors. No sheller

a vapor gas similar to artiﬁcial or
natural gas. This vapor gas was,
piped to the engine and mixed with’

complete

air in proper proportion to secure the

quickest and best combustion.

without

one

of

our

Trucks and Loaders.
I WOULD NOT TAKE ANY PRICE
FOR 11‘.

This

principle is used now with natural, line has been obtained. This is easi
artiﬁcial and producer gas. The next , 1y known by adjusting the fuel and

air regulators and

observing

the

Note.—This is the seventh of a se-& “life” of the engine, especially when
ries of articles intended to cover in a‘ under load. The greatest amount of

brief, simple way the why and how of air with the least amount of gaso
a gas engine-—to enable anyone to line for the strongest pull at a given
understand its general principles and speed will be the correct position for
operation.
the regulators. For easy starting the

Pontiac. 111.. Feb., 14. 1908.
Marvin Mfg. Co.. El Paso, Ill.
Gentlemen: In reply to yours
of the 10th, would sav. the wagon
is O. K. I would not take any
price for it if I could not get an
other.
Yours truly.

A. R. RYERSON.
I'OB PARTICULARS SEND TOR CATALOGUE.
Built by

THE MARVIN MFG. CO., 203 S. 1st St., El Paso, lll.
Please mention The Review.

7.?‘

not ober, 1909.

The man who plans

The I. H. C. gasoline

his work right and than

engine is a part of the

work: his plan right suc

equipment on an up-to

reeds.

date farm.

Much work must be accomplished on the farm in a very short time. The farmer who makes his plans so that his work moves along like
clock work accomplishes a great deal more than the man who does his work in a hap-hazard way.
means
When planning your work take into consideration the International Harvester Company gasoline engine. It is
_ _ the most economical
_
of running the threshing machine, feed grinder, cream harvester, saw, pump, or any machine you may have requiring mechanical power.
It is practically out of the question to compare 1. H. C. gasoline engines with any other power, because it IS in _a class by itself. It 15 fully
ten years ahead of any similar power; in fact, other powers of this kind are now just about where the I. H. C. engine started..
If you want to save time, money and labor buy an I. H. C. gasoline engine. Anyone can run it. It has no complicated mechanism.
_
_ It
can be started instantly—stopped instantly. Besides starting and stopping it there is nothing else to do except supply fuel and oil occasion
In the I. H. C. line will be found a power to meet the requirements of any farmer.
ally.
Vertical, 2, 3 and ZS-H. P.
Horizontal, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20-H. P.
Traction, 10, l2, l5 and ZO-H. P.

Air Cooled, 1 and 2-H. P.
Sawing, spraying, pumping outﬁts and jacks.
They are money makers for the dealers as well as for the farmers.
'
For full information, see local agent or write direct. If you want a good threshing machine, ask about the Belle City.

INTERNA TIONAL HAR VES TER COMPANY OF AMERICA
CHICA GO,

[INCORPORATED]

U. S. A.

air regulator should be closed a little mixture admitted to the engine and valve a small quantity of gasoline or
then opened again when the engine‘ thus controlling the speed and pow fuel oil, measured by regulator, D,
gets up speed.
er. Some makers connect the needle is drawn from the drilled opening to
Fig. 2 is an illustration of a 1908 valve, A, to the throttle lever, R, in the valve seat, G. When not in ac
accessory carbureter such as is com such a way that on full open throttle tion the valve is held to its seat by
monly used on multiple cylinder and the needle valve is given additional a light tension spring thus preventing
light motors although it is applica opening. Other designs like the one the continued ﬂow of the liquid fuel.
ble to any type of engine. A ﬂoat, illustrated in Fig. 2 depend entirely This type of mixer or measuring de
M, controlling a valve, 0, takes the

on the compensating valve for the

vice is especially well suited to two

place of pump and overﬂow system proportion of liquid fuel and air, port two cycle engines, but has been
shown in Fig. 1, maintaining a con
successfully employed by large num
stant level of the fuel in the spray
bers of four cycle engines as well. E
nozzle, L. The ﬂoat chamber is plac
is a regulator for the stroke of the
ed around the spray nozzle so that in

traction or marine work, involving
various angles and positions of the
machine, there will be no variation
of the fuel level in the spray noz
zle. The fuel tank is usually placed
above the carbureter and connected
by pipe, P, to ﬂoat valve, 0. The
liquid fuel is thus fed to the ﬂoat
chamber by gravity. By using a light
air pressure in the tank it may be
placed below the carbureter but this
is not often done. The mixer as
shown in Fig. 1 is designed for a
given engine speed. If the engine
speed is changed the air and gaso
line regulators must also be changed covering the range of speed and pow
to get the best results. The carbur er required of the engine. Aside
eter is generally designed to auto from the diﬂerences in regulation and
matically adjust itself to a considera control, the essential principles of the
ble range of engine speed.

Thus in

Fig. 2 the air for starting and slow

overﬂow and ﬂoat feed systems are
pra' ically the same.

Fig. 3 illustrates the principle of
speed increases the compensating the generator or mixing valve, a very
valve, G, opens, more air is admitted common method of measuring the
and the syphon force exerted on the liquid fuel for making each charge of
spray nozzle, L, is kept in fairly ac gas for a gas engine. The liquid
speed enters at I.

As the engine

of the engine. K is a butterﬂy throt
tle valve for governing either auto

fuel (generally from a tank higher
than the valve) is supplied to the fuel
regulator, D. When the intake stroke

matically or positively the amount of

of the engine draws air through the

curate proportion to the requirements

for the vaporization or gasiﬁcation
of the liquid measured for each
charge.

The lighter and more vola

tile the liquid fuel'the better the vap
orization. This
is so generally
vaporization of
spirits such as

is the reason gasoline
used. The complete
the heavier oils and
kerosene and alcohol

requires special attention for equally
successful results.

Even gasoline in

cold weather needs hot air for the
ﬁrst few charges in starting. Some
makers of engines provide a generat
valve. F is a butterﬂy valve for con ing cup for heating the intake pipe
trolling the amount of mixture ad for easy starting.
The higher the speed of the engine
mitted and the speed and power of
the less time there is for the thor—
the engine.
Where insurance regulations or ough gasiﬁcation of the measured
liquid for each charge. The heat of
other considerations make it desira
ble to dispense with a gravity head the cylinder has less effect. The use
of fuel, the pump and overﬂow sys of multiple cylinders has brought
greatly increased practical speeds.
tems may be attached as shown in the
drawing, Fig. 3. A is the overﬂow

cup showing the small quantity of
head fuel supply. B is the pipe from
the gasoline pump and C the pipe
leading the overﬂow back to the tank.
Owing to the pulsations of the valve

on some types of engines a small
amount of vapor is blown back from
the valve with each stroke. A piece
of pipe, 8 or 10 inches long, to be
attached as indicated by H will ef

fect quite a saving of gasoline or fuel
oil.
These illustrations show the prin
ciples of the various devices, now in
general use, for making gas out of

This fact, together with the very de
sirable purpose of serving each cyl

inder of an engine with an equal
quantity

of

an

equally

carbureted

mixture, seems likely to bring fur
ther improvements in liquid fuel gen
erating devices. The present prac
tice is to put the measuring mixer,
carbureter or generator valve, as the

case may be, as close to the cylinder
intake valves as possible and depend
principlly on the heat of the cylin

ders for completing the gassiﬁcation.
A complete gasiﬁcation of the charge

before it reaches the cylinders would
certainly add to the fuel economy,
smoothness and reliability of action
gasoline, kerosene or other liquid in high speed multiple cylinder en
fuel. It must be kept in mind that gines. if it can be accomplished in a
they are chieﬂy measuring devices practical way and without possible
and depend on the heat of the incom ignition of the mixture in the cur
ing air and the heat of the cylinder bureter.
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ls Plowing With an Engine Practical.

(Continued from page 23)
the common way being by aid of a
steam cylinder. The steam plow re
ferred to can be backed at will, be
ing self contained, and in all, seems
to ﬁll every requirement. There is,
however, another type of plow which

and best adapted to your soil and
locality.

The Closz Patent Adjustable and No-Choke

It has been demonstrated, again

and again, that winter wheat is quite
sure to escape injury from rust and

SIEVES AND CI'IAFFERS
are universally recognized by
all Threshermen and Mann

blight, which is now the fatal enemy
to spring wheat on low lands and in
sheltered locations. Again, the con

facturers of Threshing Ma
chines, Clover Hullers, Corn

is drawn by an' engine, and that is tinued cropping of the ﬁeld to spring
the disc plow.

Huskers and Shredders

These plows are made grains encourages the growth of such

and

Corn Shellers as the most
perfect and reliable sieves

in gang frames drawing four or six weed pests as wild oats, mustard,
discs each, and each frame running French weed, etc., because their seeds
on its own wheels. The frames are ripen and fall to the ground before

and chaﬁers on the market.
The Closz Adjustable Corn

hitched together and drawn with a
separate chain or cable by the engine,
and as many as four frames are used
in one train. This type of plow can

the crop is harvested.

Winter wheat

Sieve for large power corn

ripens so early that the weeds men

tioned are not allowed to mature
their crop of seeds, which in any
be used to advantage in large ﬁelds event are carried from the ﬁeld.
and where the kind of work that a Early fall plowing, which is required
disc plow can do will be satisfactory. for winter wheat, is also fatal to
A greater acreage can be plowed in weeds of all kinds, especially the per
a given time than with a moldboard ennials, such as artichokes, morning
plow, as disc plows run a little easi glory, binder weed, etc. A thorough
er and it takes less attention to ly prepared seed bed is an element of
keep them sharp. There are sections success for winter wheat which is also
in which the disc plow is adapted to true of other grains. Seeds produc
the existing conditions, and in these ed from our annual weed pests will
places they are also universally used. sprout and attain considerable growth

It is no longer necessary to prove in the fall in a fine, mellow soil but
that running a grain separator with are quite sure to be destroyed when
an engine is practical, and the time the ground freezes, hence, the grow

is about here when all interested will ing of winter wheat has a tendency
know the practicability of pulling to renovate weedy ﬁelds which are
plows by means of the traction en so common in many sections of the
gine.
Northwest. Don’t forget that early
plowing and a ﬁne, ﬁrm seed bed are

quite necessary for winter wheat be~
The growing of winter wheat for cause it must depend largely on soil
proﬁt is no longer an uncertain ex moisture rather than rains to germi
periment in the Northwest, but it has nate the seed and insure a growth suf

shellers, has immense capa
city, and far exceeds any oth
er make in separating the

corn from the cobs, and cleans
the corn perfectly.
L Write for catalog and prices

Webster City, Iowa

CLOSZ & HOWARD MFG. CO.,

MICHIGAN LUBRICATORS
'THE CONSTANT JAR
of n traction engine does not elect the
working of Mlehlgln Lubrlcalorl.
The installation 0! one on your en lne
means Poolllvc, Economic-l. ye
temaéic Lubrication-the ‘ad you de

mun .

Get Our “PEPPER POD”
For Single Connection

And Our “HOT STUFF’

Winter Wheat for the Northwest.

become one of the dependable staple ﬁcient to endure our winters. Early
crops in many sections where spring September seeding is also important
wheats are inclined to rust and in the, North because our falls are
blight. There was a time in the his short as well as dry, when compared

tory of grain growing in the North

For Double Connection

‘

Both guaranteed to keep the oil I! Mold
in temperature in the most levere, cold
weather.

We want you to have a copy of our catalog.

MICHIGAN LUBRICATOR CO.,

Free!

Detroit, Michigan

with conditions in the South.—A. K.

west when winter wheat was quite Bush, in Northwestern Agricultuist.

sure to disappoint the farmer, but
time and conditions have greatly
An Act.
changed the producing properties of
our soils. Corn, which is now a sta Regarding Corn Huskers to be Protected
by an Automatic Feeder or Other Safe
ple on almost any farm, was so un

certain in its behavior that only the
very early varieties were planted and
the fodder was regarded of more val

ty Device, and Making the Sale or Use

Thereof, Unless so Protected, a Mis
demeanor.

Following is the text of the new
Michigan
law with reference to safe
southern Minnesota compares very
favorably with that of the so-called ty devices for corn huskers:
The People of the State of Michi
“corn belt” in the vicinity of the
gan enact:
Ohio River.

ue than the grain.

Now the yield of

Clover and tame grasses did not
thrive on our prairie soil in pioneer
times. They were quite sure to win
ter kill where they now yield bounti
ful crops of hay and seed. The cast

Section 1.

Hereafter it shall be

unlawful for any person, partnership,
association or corporation, or for any

conrnnucu

officers or agent thereof, to sell or

offer for sale, or to use within the
ern and southern fruit trees would State of Michigan, the machine com
not survive during our dry, cold win monly known as a corn husker, unless
ters, but select home grown stock now the same is safeguarded by an auto
lives through the most severe weather matic feeder or other safety device,
and produces fruit of the highest that shall compel the person, or per

sons, feeding said machine, to stand
quality obtainable on the markets.
There are now strains of winter at a reasonably safe distance from
wheat, which like our corn, clover, the snapping rollers, and designed ef
grasses and fruits have gradually be fectually to protect the person or
come acclimated to Northwestern con~ persons operating the same from bod

ditions that they are sure croppers ily injury while engaged in such op
almost anywhere in the upper Missis eration.
Section 2. Any person, partner
sippi Valley.
There are localities
and certain exposed ﬁelds where it ship, association or corporation, or
would be unwise, as well as unpro ollicer or agent thereof, who shall be
ﬁtable, to sow winter wheat, but the found guilty of a. violation of the
spring grains, including wheat, are provisions of section one of this act,

Ari-16mm
INJECTOR
ECLIPSES ALL COMPETITIO
_n_-1‘./

THE FIRST CHOICE OF THE THRESHERMAN

still productive where the fall or shall be deemed guilty of a misde
winter varieties cannot be grown. We meanor and upon conviction thereof,
. do not advise an immediate change shall be punished by a ﬁne not ex
from spring wheat to the winter ceeding one hundred dollars, or im
grains, which shall include wheat and prisonment not exceeding ninety
rye. but sow comparatively small days, or by both such ﬁne and im
ﬁelds in the beginning and thus de prisonment, in the discretion of the
termine which are the most proﬁtable court.

It makes no difference to the PENBERTHY
how rough the road is---they always work.

PENBERTI-IY INJECTOR

COMPANY

367 Holden Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

iI
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“'HAT TILE USERS SAY:
"I admire your strong. well
ﬁnished, mechanical workmanship.
thorough construction, etc., which
are so necessary In a. good machine.

The Appleton ll a perfect machine in
every way; good and strong, yet light
running; big in capacity. yet most thor
ough both in bucking and In lhreddlng.
and wlthal most easy to handle."—.]. B.
Kerr.

Lock View Hills Farm,

Versailles,

Ill.

"I can get more corn through my Apple
ton

6<roll

Husker

than

my

nelghbor

thresh

or can get through hlr10~roll machine of an
other

make."—-Wm.

F.

Buetch,

Route

No.

24.

So.Akron, Ohlo.
"\‘Ve are sweeping all other huskers aside
with the Appleton.
People my It is the best

‘

V

>

_

i'

e on

orn

us or

.

-'

We have turn

ed away

work as

twice as much

other

huakerl will get.
Your husklng device
cannot be equalled."-Wm. H. Miller,
Tlﬂ‘lln, Ohlo.

-.

-

e

husker on the market.

"The

Appleton

8—roll

Husker

gives

m w <10

'

the very best satisfaction.
Farmers
rather than have other makes of

_

huskers do it. because the work is

.

.

..

.

.

dtgfﬁl'd'gm
hbtt
lththAl
ical“ chm'gmggf

size for size, and under equal conditions of operation, is guaranteed to do more and better
work, with less power, than any other machine husker made. Our illustration shows
our 8-roll size ready for business.

1nd‘

Ask for free catalogue.

APPLETON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
'

s5 Fargo St., Batavla, m., U. s. A.

LUNKENHEIMER

Look For The Name
C. T. HAM MFG. CO.
when Buying a Headlight

BRASS
CHECK VALVES
‘Bran! Regrlndlng
Horizontal Check Valve.

Always Tight
Not Stick

No Pounding
The

name

Ham

Headlight

is

that

have

you

a

on

a

guarantee
the

best,

QUALITY

therefore
when
ordering
specify and insist on getting

HAM'S

lo-inch

Traction

Has Gained

“

Headlight; don’t accept the

WWW
, ' . \\‘~
' »
..

for them a
Reputatlon
Unequalled

"just as good” kind and be
careful of the headlight
without a name. A head

Brass Regrtndlng

Swing Check Valve.

B--

light that is not worth put
ting a name on is not worth

They were designed for
the most severe service
and are guaranteed to
give perfect satisfaction.

buying.
Remember our name ap
pears on every headlight we
make and you run no chan

ces when you buy one as
they are guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

If your

Your local dealer should
huvelthem, if not, write us.

dealer cannot supply you write to us and we will see
that you are supplied with a Genuine Ham Headlight.

Fran Ball Chock.

CfT. Ham Mfg. Co.

THE LUNKENHEIMER COMPANY

137 Oak Street

w CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

Largest Manufacturers 0! High Grade Engineering Specialties in the World.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

BRANCHES—NEW YORK, 66-68 Fulton St.
CHlCAGO

Please mention The Review

LONDON S. 5.. 35 Grelt Dover Street.

Lake and Durham Streets

405

3?
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These Need Not Have Happened.
Ellis. of near Lake Hallie. Wis.
\Villiam M-. Rather, aged 49 years,
and a well known threshing machine
Frank Stapler. while threshing
man in his county. was fatally in~
two miles west of New Hampton, Ia.,
jured while his machine was at work
got his foot into the cylinder of the
on the Mrs. Montgomery ranch near
machine and before he could be ex
Myrick, Wash. It seems that Ruther tricated he had suffered injuries which
was attempting to tighten the belt necessitated the amputation of his
on his 45 h. p. gasoline engine, while left leg below the knee.
all the machinery was running at full
The accident was caused by Mr.

blast.

The Star Feed Grinders
for Gas or stem Power. Made in sizes
for 2 h. u. up. .Grind Ear Corn 0!: any
kind or small min and make the best
quality 0! Feed. .Read This:

‘

In doing this he was using a

common railroad jack.

His hold

New Lexington, Ohio. Oct. 19, 1907.
‘,

Gentleman
I have used one 01‘ your Star Mills
No. 4 for several years, and do custom
grinding for farmers. and I consider it
the best all-round Feed Grinder that
I ever saw.
I can make teed cheaper

than I could by using Crusher and
Stone Buhrs.
Yours truly,
J. H. MARTIN.

Stapler failing to notice the cylinder
covering was open. A belt had come

slipped, allowing him to pitch forward
off and he had got up to replace it.
in such a manner that the friction

If they satisfy 8. Miller who does
custom grinding. they will satisfy you.
Ask us for Booklet that tells all
about them
The Stea- Mfg. 00., new Lexington, Ohio.

In doing so he uncovered the cylin
clntch struck him in the back of his
der, and then, after the machine had
head crushing the skull in such man
started the straw and chaff had be
ner as to cause death.
come deposited in such a way as to
prevent his noticing the open place
Allen Hanner and Roy Hanner, of
above the cylinder, and he stepped
Shell Rock, Iowa, father and son,
into it.

owners of a threshing machine, are
both sulfering from the loss of an
_arm. inﬂicted by the same machine

Falling from a threshing machine
a
distance of only a few feet, Don
and in the same manner, though at
different times.
The son was in Cloud had his left arm broken in two
jured ﬁrst, his arm catching in the places near the wrist joint, and frac
cogs of the machine. The arm was so tured a bone in his right hand. As

badly crushed that it had to be he fell he barely escaped from entan
amputated. A few days later the fa glement in the beltings which would
ther caught 'his arm in a. belt and have meant almost certain death.
He was at work on the farm of
was drawn in to the wheels. His arm
Carl Gale, three and a half miles
was amputated at the elbow.
southeast of Beatrice, Nebraska, and
As John Henjum was about to about 9 o’clock he started climbing
climb on top of a threshing machine about the machine, which was run
on the “7m. Hartwig farm recently, ning at full speed for the purpose of

BORING
‘ MACHINERY
. _, .

sult that the shin and calf of his leg fell headlong to the ground, sustaining
was fearfully lacerated. Mr. Hen injuries as above stated.
jum was working as a separator tend
er.
Theodore W. Arntz, of Napoleon,

N. D., was in the act of oiling the
Gunnerius Berg was threshing with cylinder shaft of his threshing ma
a steam outﬁt near Northwood, S. D., chine when his clothing got caught in
and was running the engine a little the tumbling rods. He braced him
low on water. The crown sheet be self and when the machine was stop
came red hot, and the stay bolts with ped every vestige of clothing had
drew, allowng it to drop down, and been shipped from him excepting one
and while the boiler was not other leg of the under garment. His head
_ wise injured, the force of the ex was drawn close to the cog wheels
plosion blew the fork from the hand and had he not been so powerful he
of the ﬁreman, and caused him to could not have held out against the

take several snmersaults,

while it strength of his new jacket and over
blew a large casting clear into the alls.
He suffered no injury other
straw pile. Fortunately no one was than some badly strained muscles,
but is congratulating himself he is _51 ‘
alive.

,l'ra Buss, of Holdane, Illinois, was
assisting in operating a threshing ma
chine and was standing on the sepa

rator when he noticed a band ship
ping oif. In reaching over to adjust
it, he had to lean across a second belt
which caught in his jacket and after
whirling him around several

James Keith, engineer with Birk
land Bros.’ threshing outﬁt at Finley,
N. D., came about as near sudden
death as a man ever cares to. While

working around the engine his clothes

became caught on the shaft and he
times was wound up on the shaft in such

cast him aside, inﬂicting injuries that a manner that when the engine was
caused death a few hours later.
stopped Keith was wearing only the
collar band of his shirt and his shoes

Fred Swanson, while

running

a and stockings. He was badly bruised
. threshing machine near DeKalb, 111., but not seriously injured, and hopes
had the misfortune to lose a couple to be out again in a short time.

of his ﬁngers.

A casting was broken

While M. C. Anderson was moving
placed, and as the men were going to his threshing rig at his home near
dinner he returned to see if the ma Manhaven, N. D., his ﬁve year old
chine was working all right. Through son climbed on the tongue of the sepa
some miscalculation he placed his hand rator for a ride. The father was
too far in and in an instant two ﬁn busy with the engine and did not no
gers were severed.
tice the child. The separator went
in the machine, which was later re

into a small hole, giving the tongue :1
Carried the full length of a belt on quick jerk and throwing the lad to

a threshing machine suspended to the
belt by his coat and being tossed
high in' the air when he struck the
wheel on the engine and striking on
the ground with terriﬁc violence and
living to tell the tale and likely to
survive his terrible ordeal of a few

the ground directly in front of one of
the front wheels. Before
could be done the
wheel
straight across the little
breast, crushing him in a
manner. At last reports he

anything
passed
fellow’s
frightful
was still

alive, but little hope was entertained

seconds, was the experience of Archie of his recovery.

i

For Catalog write to

Cor. 4th and Cllrk Sts.. LE MARS. IOWA, U. S. A.
BRANCH HOUSE-—Rezina, Sask. , Canada

his trouser got caught in the jagged looking it over. \Vhen near the top
edge of a broken pulley, with the re he lost his balance in some way and

injured.

'-

Gus Pech
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speciallydesigned
for your needs. It
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popular gloves.

Hansen’s Working
GlOVES. “Built LikeaHand”
ADE in all
weights and
leathers, lined and
unlined, in glove,
mitten and gaunt
let styles, with
and without riv
ets. Thoroughly
braced at every
point of strain and
wear, yet free
from welts, seams
or extra thick
nesses in any part
of palm or grip.
Smooth as velvet
inside. These
gloves wear like
iron, yet are al
ways soft. They
never dry hard
and stiff no matter
how often they
are water soaked.
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stamps for
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Watch Fob with
medallion in Oxi
dized Silver ﬁnish,
with your initial
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initial wanted.

Send for one of
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free memoran
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rats FREE
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FDouble Your Earnings

Success Husker and Shredder
You wouldn’t keep your horse in the barn if you had work

for him to do, but you do that very trick with your engine.

When you are through threshing, hook on to a SUCCESS
HUSKER AND SHREDDER, then look at your bank
account---you pay for the machine in one season and it will
be a dividend payer every year afterward. We can

__—_-————— "Show You” —_—-_.—————
why our machine will earn from two to four dollars where
any ,ther make will earn one dollar.
This is no Fairy Tale.

We can deliver the goods.

Write us today.

MANUFACTURERS OF
The Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder,

The Ruth Band Cutter and Self Feeder,
Hawkeye Band Cutter and Self Feeder,

Success Ratchet Cylinder Wrench,

Buffalo Hay Press,
Parsons Dump Rack,

Success Corn Husker and Shredder,
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ing position for some years, in spite of
the fact that at the present rate they

Last Years Lumber Cut.
The Increase and Why of it.
Washington, August

30.—Figures

zzrrtzszrtrzczaxii A Letter For You,

of the lumber cut in 1907 compiled by
the Bureau of the Census and the duction by individual states the lead
Forest Service showed the largest to ership has since 1905 been held by
tal ever reported in the United States, \Vashington.
The ﬁgures of production show
exceeding by over seven per cent. the
cut reported for 1906, until then the that during 1907 Washington fell off
record year. This does not necessa very decidedly from its huge cut of
rily show a larger actual cut than in 1906, while its sister state Oregon,
1906, for the returns obtained last is credited with a slight increase in
year were more complete than ever its total. In the early part of the
a
before. The ﬁgures themselves dis year Washington suffered from
car
shortage,
and
at
the
end
the
com
close some interesting facts.

bined effects of business disturbance
In 1907, 28,850 mills made returns,
and higher freight rates had brought
and their production was over forty
the industry almost to paralysis. Or

billion feet of lumber.

This is be
egon kept up its out because of its

lieved to include 95 per cent. of the
larger proportion of coastwise and
actual out. In 1906, 22,398 mills re
foreign trade. These two states to
ported about thirty-seven and one
gether produced more lumber than
half billion feet. Since according to
any other two states in the Union.
these ﬁgures nearly 29 per cent. more
It is a striking fact that though
mills reported last year than the year
lumber prices have been steadily go
before, while the increase in produc
ing up during the last half century,
tion was only a little over seven per
the per capita consumption has also
cent., it might be thought that the
been going up. In 1850, according
amount actually manufactured must
to the best ﬁgures obtainable, the
have been greater in the earlier year.
average consumption to each person
This, however, would be a too hasty
in the country was 250 feet; in
inference, for it is almost wholly
1900, 460 feet, and in 1907, 480 feet.
among mills of small individual out
This illustrates what has been found
put that the gain in the number of
true the world over-that with indus

establishments

reporting

has

Mr. Engineer
I have used the Byington Force Feed Lubricator
for about three years on a double cylinder Buffalo
Pitts engine. I have
it attached ahead of
the throttle and it
feeds both cylinders
entirely satisfactory.
I have worked it
when the thermome
ter stood at twenty
below zero and ex
perienced no trouble. I have
used every type of lubricator
on the market and ﬁnd the
BYINGTON THE BEST
OF

ALL.

I

have

never

bought one cent’s worth of
repairs for it and can cheerfully recom
mend it to all engineers. A check-valve
pump would not be considered by me
now.
Oscar 1. Evans.
Plano, 111.

If you have lubricator troubles it is your own fault for the Byington
can be obtained from any dealer or from us at so low a price that you
will be surprised.

been
trial progress ihc demand for wood

made.
becomes greater and greater.

A classiﬁcation of the returns by
states and regions throws additional
In Paraguay.
light on the situation.
Individual
Consul
Edward
J. Norton, of
changes, as for example, the remarka
Asuncion, advises among the lines
hle rise of Texas from eighth to third
manufactured by Americans there are
place among the lumber producing
slates. are doubtless accounted for sonic which would undoubtedly ﬁnd
a market in Paraguay. The consul
primarily by the greater accuracy of

the 1907 figures; but in the majori

Byington Force Feed Lubricator Co.
AURORA, ILLINOIS
Full Stock Carried and Distributed by
Crane & Ordwny Co.,

Winnipeg,

Man.

Crane 8: Ordway, Fargo. N. Dak.
Crane & Ordway. “'aterlown.

S.

Crane & Ordway. St. Paul, Minn.
Crane Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.

Dak.

Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
I. W.

Co.. Sioux City.
Co., Des Moines.
Co.. Omaha.
Co., Kansas City.
Scott & Co., Pittsburgh. Penn.

gives the following trade pointers.

Agricultural implements can be
sold here, but the demand is light and
restricted, as agriculture is carried
ﬂnences.
on in limited and simple fashion.
Before the year closed the general
Hardly anything in the shape of cul
business depression was severely felt
tivated land can be found in Para
in the lumber industry. It was not,
guay. The bulk of- the country’s
however, the most important cause
products come from scattered patches

ty of cases the advances and de
clines can be traced to speciﬁc in

of a falling off in the production of
of land where from seed time to har
the year where a falling off oc vest everything is left to nature. The
curred.
For decline in production
use of implements is slowly making
took place only in certain regions.
headway, and at some future time
The South is the region of greatest

Paraguay will be a good customer for '
activity in lumber production, and American agricultural machinery.
yellow pine the most important wood,
The United States now supplies
forming 33 per cent. of the entire small sugar mills, corn mills. and cul
cut of the country. The cut of ycl tivators, and a few plows. These are
low pine reported shows an increase
of 13 per cent. over that of 1906.
In the early part of the year many of
the Southern mills cut so heavily
that, in spite of the curtailed out
put which followed the business dis
turbance later, the total was greater

/
/

"You PUT THE CORN ON THE FEEDER

,

'

ANDTHE MACHINE DOESTHEREST" , 4 -

.1‘
;

f.

all the machines in use. Hoes. spades.
rakes. etc., are supplied by England

and Germany. Axes are all of Amer
ican make.
plies a good
butia cheap
good sale.

The United States sup
part of the barbed wire.
German product has a
Barbed wire is not in

than ever before. But in both the such general use as formerly, on ac
Lake States and the Northwest a count of its injuring the stock and
smaller cut was reported than for the fact that wire cuts soon become
1906, though the number of mills infested with worms. A smooth wire.

reporting increased.

-

both plain and galvanized, is largely

In the Lake States the falling off used. Windmills are in use to a cer
evidenced the waning supply of white tain extent. but little effort is made to
pine.
Michigan, which for many increase sales. There is a market for
years led all the States in lumber the following agricultural machinery:
production, and then gave way to Plows, cultivators, and seeders; rice
“’isconsin, sank in 1907 from fourth cleaning and hulling machinery; corn
to seventh place, while Wisconsin shellers and grinders; presses for ex
went from third to ﬁfth. Minnesota tracting oil from peanuts and the
as late as 1905 held fourth ‘place. nut of the coco palm; tobacco dry
Last year it went from seventh to ing and working machinery; starch
ninth. It was not until the latter making machinery; churns, separa
90’s that the South displaced this tors and dairying machinery-N. Y.
group of states as the most important. Commercial.
Southern pine is abundant in all the
Atlantic Coast states from the Caro
\Ve want letters from saw mill men
linas to Texas, and the region as a and threshermen engaged in any oth

whole will doubtless maintain its lead

or work where farm power is used.

The Large IZ-Roll Safety
is the best and safest shredder on the market. It will do more
work in dry and crooked corn-will come nearer running all the

time—will need fewer repairs-will last longer—-and will please
you and your customers better than any other make.
If interested ask us to send you an illustrated catalog.

SAFETY SHREDDER CO.
NE W CASTLE,

INDIANA
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The Gyroscope and How We Make Use of it.

Make Your Engine

By ARTHUR GORDON WEBSTER, in the Review of Reviews

In view of the great popular inter
est in the recent practical applica
tion of the gyroscope, and the mys
tery which seems to surround the
mode of action of that fascinating in
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Earn Good Money
the Year Round!

that the inclination of its axis to the
vertical may reach a right angle,
which is impossible in a top spinning
on the ground, though not if its point
be put on a raised stand.

strument, it will be useful to explain

Let us begin with the simplest pos
in the simplest possible language, the sible mechanical phenomenon. Every

mechanical principles involved. Al body knows that a body left to itself
though the adequate explanation of can do nothing but move in a straight
the motions of the gyroscope, or as line with unchanging speed. If we
we may as well call it, of any sym wish to hurry it, we must pull it
metrical top-for that is what it is ahead, and it pulls back; if we wish
—demands knowledge of the most dif to retard it, we must pull it back
ﬁcult sort of the higher mathematics, wards, when it will‘pull ahead, and
and has been for 120 years, and is if we wish to divert it from its
still, the favorite subject of attack by straight course, we must pull it side
the most learned mathematicians, I wise, when it will also pull back or
will undertake the task as best I may. resist. This is what we mean by the '
The properties of the gyroscope inertia of a body, namely its appar
are exhibited by any rapidly revolv ent unwillingness to do what we try
ing disk, ﬂywheel, or well balanced to make it. All the properties of
system turning about an axis, the es

Investigate the N. & M. Co.

BUHR MILL
With this mill, you can grind not only the best
stock feed, but also the highest grade of cornmeal,
rye, graham, buckwheat, or wholewheat ﬂour.
round, is easily obtained.

tops are due to this familiar inertia.

ties about to be described come into stone exerts in being forced out of a
play. It is only when the direction straight line is plainly felt by the pull
of the axis of rotation is changed of the string on the hand. Every
that anything striking is observed. body knows that we have only to re

Engine owners—farmers,

threshermen, ginners, creamery owners-in all parts
of the country, are making good money on this mill
with very little effort.
But don't try it with a poor mill. The ﬁrst cost
of a genuine N. & M. Co. Buhr Mill is not large.
Very simple to operate and keep in perfect condi
tion. Lasts a lifetime without repairs. It always
works, always does more kinds of work and better
work than any other mill. Fully guaranteed by this
Company.
It will pay you to go into this subject thoroughly.
Write us for complete information.

sential being that this axis may be One way to make a body, say a stone,
turned so as to point in any direction go out of a straight line is to fasten
in space. As long as the system is it to a string, hold one end, and
moved with the axis pointing in the whirl it around, when the stone will
same direction none of the proper describe a circle, and the pull that the

A

permanent trade, paying a good proﬁt all the year

/

lease the pull on the stone

to have the latter ﬂy oﬁ in
. a straight line in the direc
tion that it was going at
the instant of letting go.
This fact was known thous

NORDYKE & MARMON COMPANY
(ESTABLISHED 1351)

1236 Kentucky Ave.

Ilndianapolis, Ind.

America's Leading Flour Mill Builders-l ,

ands of years before David
used it to kill Goliath, and
every boy

Please mention The Review.

knows that the

pull of the hand may be re

Marseilles Portable Grain Elevator.nWagon Dump

placed by the pull of anoth
er stone tied to the other SAVES MONEY IN
end of a string, and that if BIG CHUNKS,
the whole combination be BECAUSE
It saves '3) to 80 min
For instance, the commonest form of whirled around and let go the two utes
time unloading
wagon. and all
the gyroscope, which may be bought stones will revolve around each every
manual labor.
Think
what that
at the toy shops, and which is shown other, keeping the string stretched; means to the
mun that
men and teams
in the ﬁgure, has the axis mounted since each stone has to leave its hires
and the man behind the
on pivots carried by a ring which straight path to describe a circle, and “scoop" shovel.

may be held in the hand, from which consequently pulls back on the string.
projects a small head D, which may Now, instead of two particles connect

be supported on a stand. If the disk ed by a string, let us consider a whole
is spinning rapidly, instead of falling ring of particles solidly connected to

It unloads the
lamest wuirons
in 2 to 5 min

w

Let us Show you
Why They Are
Superior to Others

,<_
.'.

ULBB.

i

Handles e n r
corn.

wheat.

shelled corn.
an y kind of

;
g

down, as it would do if not spinning, gether into a rigid body like a hoop. grain. s u g a r
s
beets, or any‘
'“
the Whole apparatus begins to turn If this be set into rotation in its own thing that can _
be handled with a ‘ scnon." Two men can set it up or take it down. A boy can operate it. FURNISHED
plane,
that
is,
so
that
every
part
of
MOUNTED ON TRUCKS WHEN DESIRED. Also with or without Horizontal Top~Conveyor, or Swiveled
about the support, its axis apparent
nonmeq'eiegcoping Delivery Spout. We can furnish any length or style of outﬁt, to meet any require
ly moving in a horizontal plane, as it goes around in the same circular ment. We also make nfull line of Hand and Power Corn Shellers. Horse Powers. Feed Grinders. Pump
shown by the dotted line in the fig path forming the shape of the hoop, Jacks. etc.
ure. This is really not a perfectly it is plain that each particle pulls MARSEILLES MANUFACTURING COMPANY, MARSEILLES, ILLINOIS
Brunch Houses and General Agencies at Principal Distributing Cities.
accurate description of what happens, outward from the center as before,
Please mention The Review.
but it is what nearly everyone sup but that the pull of each outward is
poses he sees, when performing the counterbalanced by that of the one
experiment, and it is generally sup opposite, so that the whole hoop has
posed to be “mysterious” or “para no tendency to leave its position or
doxial,” or to “defy the law of grav change its motion. However, if it ro
Sold with or with
ity,” all of which is of course high tates fast enough the pulls will bei
out elevator.
ly absurd. That which is unfamiliar shown by the bursting of the hoop,
seems mysterious, but as familiarity which sometimes happens to great ﬂy
For crushing an d
increases the mystery departs. There wheels with dire results.
grinding Ear-corn, Kaf
In the experiment with the hoop,
is really no greater mystery about
ﬁr-in-the-head, and all
the gyroscope than about any other and in all such experiments where we

moving system. Let us approach it wish to bring out the effect of rota:
through other more familiar phenom tion, we are much disturbed by grav

kinds of grain.
Built in seven sizes,

ena. No one apparently sees anything ity, and are obliged either to throw‘
mysterious in the ordinary spinning the hoop into the air, or to ﬁnd some,‘

from 2 to 25 h. p. and

top, which seldom spins with its axis other means of getting rid of the ef-,l

especially adapted for

erect, but has it tipped to a certain feet of its weight.

use with thresher en

Let us try to ﬁnd,

angle with the vertical, about which such means. If we fasten two wires
the axis turns in a conical path. Why as diameters of the hoop at right an-l
does it not fall, instead of moving gles to each other, and where they
horizontally, exactly as the gyroscope cross fasten a string from which the
does! In fact, the gyroscope, as de whole is suspended, the hoop may
scribed, is simply a top so arranged turn about freely, and there will be

gines.

B. N. P. BOWSHER
COMPANY,
SOUTH BEND.

INDIANA

'—\Plme mention The Review.
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no difficulty in making it turn in its
own plane, whether that it horizon
tal or not. This point of intersec
tion is the center of gravity of the

in 1852 by the French phsycist, Fou
cault, and forms a most convincing

hoop.
Every
body has such a

scribed above and shown in Fig. 1,

and startling experiment. Foucault’s
mounting of the top was not that de

but ‘another mode of accomplishing

center of grav

the object of freeing the

ity. Let us now
suspend a top

body from the action of gravity.

on its center of

The Best is the Cheapest

rotating

A

ﬂy wheel, F, Fig. 2, has its axis run
in pivots set in a ring, A, which can

gravity, so that itself turn on pivots in a line at right
it may spin angles to the ﬁrst set in an outer ring,
about it as a B, which can turn about a third axis,
ﬁxed point. This
may be done by

making the top
bell-shaped as in
Fig. 1, and mak
ing the point
0 n w h i c h
it spins come

Fig. l.

C, at right angles to the other two.

Thus the axis of the top or ﬂywheel
can take any direction in space, and
all the time the center of gravity of

the top is a ﬁxed point.

The top can

spin as before quite free from the
action of gravity, and if it is carefully}

enough made the motion of its axisj

exactly at the center of gravity of can be perceived in a few minutes, at‘
the whole top. This will be the case any rate if a microscope is used, as it
when the top will, when not spinning, was by Foucault. But with ordinary
rest indiﬁerently in any position with appparatus, the axis of the top seems

out oscillating. If the top is
now spun, while the axis is
held ﬁxed, by supporting its
upper end with the ﬁnger, it
will continue to spin quietly

The

. S. Automatic Injector

is built for service; can be relied upon in all emergen
cies.

Most simple to operate, costs less to keep in re

pair. Never quits, always on the job, keeps your boiler
satisfied-"is everlastingly automatic.

The BEST and ALWAYS
the LEAST EXPENSIVE

about this axis, so that, if
the top is accurately made,

from a little distance its mo
tion cannot be distinguish
ed.

You want the U. S. Automatic Injector.
Our Engineer’s Red Book sent free on request.

The reason for this is of
course perfectly plain. Each

particle of the top describes
a circle, and ﬁnds its pull

American Injector Co., Detroit, Mich.

counterbalanced by that of

a particle lying opposite, as
Fig. 3.

before.

In fact, we may

think of the top as cut up into rings, to stand quite still. A practical ap-i
each of which has its center lying on plication of this property is made use
the axis of the top and whose mo of in the Whitehead torpedo, which,
tion is precisely like that of the sin when discharged from a torpedo boat
gle ring previously considered. Thus must be steered against the enemy.
we

may

make

the

statement

that

a top freed from the action of its
weight by being supported at‘its cen
ter of gravity will spin about its axis,

which will maintain its direction in
space unchanged. This fact is still

Elease mention The Revlew.

and carries, instead of a human steers

man, a small gyroscope, mounted in
rings as described. When the tor-,
pedo is discharged the axis of the‘
ﬂywheed points at the enemy.
If,
now, the torpedo strikes any obstruc-,
tion, and is turned 0E its course, the‘

Mr. Thresherman:
Just watch Pickering Governors in
field service equipped with Ball Speed
Changer.
How easy to speed Engine up for
plowing or heavy work and reduce speed
for slower duty.
No Extra Charge for this device.
Write us at once for particulars.

axis of the gyroscope, true to its na

ture, keeps pointing in the same direc
tion, and thus the outside ring turns
relatively to the hull of the torpedo,
and moves a little lever which con
trols the steering engine, moving the
rudder, and thus bringing the tor
pedo back on its course. It is this

gyroscopic gear, invented by the Aus
trian Lieut. Obry, that has made the
torpedo the instrument of precision.',

PICKERING PRODUCTS are RELIABLE

capable of doing the damage done by

the Japanese to the Russian ships.
We come now to the unfamiliar

PICKERING OIL

property of the gyroscope. If, with
the top of Fig. 1 spinning quietly
about its axis, we apply a force tend

PUMPS ARE AS

ing to change the direction of the axis,

DEPENDABLE AS

say by pulling on the string, P, we

find that the axis resists the pull,
and that instead of moving in the
direction in which we pull, it moves

ARE PICKERING
GOVERNORS.

off in a direction at right angles, M.

Yet not all of its

This is the startling property of the

consequences are familiar, for if a
top can be kept spinning for some
time, so that the earth has turned
about on its axis, if the axis of the

gyroscope, and if we understand this
we understand‘ every phenomenon con
nected with this supposedly mysteri
ous apparatus.

top still points in the same direction
in space it will have moved relative
ly to the earth. In fact, if it points

\Ve may then explain this property

perfectly familiar.

to some star it will continue point

ing to it as it seems to move in the

by saying that if any force is exert

ed on a symmetrical top tending to
change the direction of its axis, the
axis will not move in the direction

tion of the rotation of the earth."This

of that force, but will tend to move
at right angles thereto, to the right

experiment was actually carried out

if the top spins as in the ﬁgure, to the

heavens.

Thus we have a demonstra

JOINTLESS
CONSTRUCTION
AND POSITIVE
DRIVE.

ZéQPICKERIN OVERNOR
comm.
PORTLAND. CONNECTICUT.USA.
Please mention The Review.
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left if in the reverse direction.
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We‘

now can see why the gyroscope as
shown in' the picture does not fall——

mun now 2

its weight tends to make it do so, by
the property of the gyroscope it does
not, but moves off sidewise. When it
begins to move horizontally the g'yro-'
scope effect tends to make it move

again at right angles; that is, up-'
wards; so that it does not fall. In
fact, if we could examine it careful
ly we should find that it does not
move in a horizontal plane as approx
imately described above, but rises and |

falls periodically, describing a curve
with loops or points, as in Fig. 3,
which is from a photograph made by

the writer by putting a small electric
light on the axis of a gyroscope and
exposing it to a camera. \Vhen the
top spins fast the rise and fall is
too slight and too rapid to be seen.
It is visible only to the sensitive plate.
We can now easily understand one
of the recent interesting applications

of the gyroscope to prevent the roll
ing of ships. Dr. Oscar Schlick of

MADE IN SIZES 5, 6, 8 AND [0 FURROWS, 14 INCH STUBBLE OR BREAKER BOTTOMS

made as a steam turbine with its axis

Has King Bolt Hitch. Absolute control of Plows
_ from_ engine platform.
_
Only requires two men---engineer and ﬁre
men---to operate. Can be attached to any traction engine and IS the most practical of any Steam Plow .now in use.
Their increasing use and general satisfaction is proof positive of their superiority.

vertical, and the axis of the ﬁrst ring

LOWELL STEAM PLOW CO.,

Hamburg has placed a large gyroscope

horizontal and across the ship.

Write for catalog

Des Moines, Iowa

If

the ship rolls, say to the right, it is

as if we pulled the string above to the
right. The axis of the gyroscope then

The“ BAKER Piston Valve

resists, but instead of moving to the

For Traction Engines insures a saving of
25 per cent. of power over D slide valves

right, tips toward the bow or stern.
It is easy to see that if allowed to
tip over horizontal the resisting pow
er would be lost;
in
fact,
we

It will do this on YOUR Engine

scope by saying that if we attempt to
rotate it about a certain direction as

With this valve is introduced for the ﬁrst time a
spring packing ring that will take up every bit of
wear and yet work satisfactorily under all condi
tions. My catalogue describes and illustrates ful
ly, and I will send it to any interested threshermen for the asking.

an axis, as here the horizontal direc

LET ME TELL YOU MORE-ASK.

may state the property of the gyro

tion of the keel of the ship, it willl
turn until it sets the gyroscope axis;
as nearly as possible parallel to theI

given direction.

This explains how'

a gyroscope carried by the earth tends
to set its axis parallel to the earth ’s

axis, and if its own axis is confined,

WILFREO BAKER

so as to move in a horizontalplane, it
tends to point north and south, con-I

SOUTH IIIKOTI

stituting a mechanical compass.

The

lease mention The Review.

experiment may be made of holding‘

the gyroscope, Fig. 2, in the hands,
and turning quickly about on a verti

EON'TBUYGISOLINEENGIME
nlconol engine, superior to any

cal axis, when the gyroscope will setE

UNTIL YOU INVEBTIOAT!

"THE MASTER WORKMAN."

a two-cylinder gasoline, kerosene at
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englne;Vibration
revolutionizing
power.
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weight
and
bulk
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I
ll d IBUUR
l
, l h
‘
kg,
an
will‘ started.
practicnll
fr."
overcome.
lealher
Cheaply
and
mounted
15th
on
St..,
any
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lane to Buy-Lou to Run. Qu 0
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EIPLE Pull!’ 00.

its axis vertical.
i

One of the most interesting appli effect makes it push at right angles gyroscopes are made to turn together
cations of the gyroscopic principle is thereto, and the faster it rolls the in opposite directions about this ver
seen in the top shown in Fig. 4, which more it pushes, so that it must stick , tical axis, so that they help each other

more
stick it
tightly
pushes,
to so
the that
wire.it must
This
is the principle used by Mr.

writer has been asked the expla
nation of this many times since,
as a boy, he vainly attempted to

Brennan in his curious mono

controvert

rail railway, which has lately

showman at a mechanics’ fair that

taken the public by storm. The
problem of balancing a car on
a single rail, though similar to

velous instrument,” he will now
undertake to give one, having left

like the one above described, is bal
anced on its center of gravity, and
can thus spin with its axis immovable.

If, however. it is brought into con
tact with the wire guide shown, the
top rolls rapf-lly along the wire, and
even when it comes to the end of the
wire does not let go and fly off, as
we should expect, but clings to the
wire and rolls around the end as if

held by magnetism. The reason is
plain. The rolling makes the axis
run along the wire, the gyroscopic

over.

the

statement

of

a

“Nobody can explain this mar

Schlick’s problem, is not to be
so simply.
Brennan ]
puts his gyroscope axis hori-l
zontally across the car.
If,

it to the end in order that the
tired reader may skip it if he

now, one gyroscope is used ev

us suppose the axis of the gyro

ery time the car comes to a;

scope- to lie horizontally in the
equator of a terrestial globe, Fig.

solved

curve

like characteristics of always pulling
oﬂ’ to the side instead of following in
the direction it is urged?” As the

the

gyroscope

will

tip

it

Consequently two are used,‘

revolving

independently

and

in

opposite directions. Now, attached to
each side of the car is a horizontal
shelf parallel to the rail. If the car
tips to the left, the shelf on the right

comes up against the horizontal axis

chooses.

For simplicity of description let

5, the ﬂywheel turning from south
to north on the side towards us,

from north to south on back side.
in counteracting the tipping, though The globe is turning from west to
Then
they counteract each other when go east, as the arrows indicate.
a point on the wheel like P, when
ing around a curve.
I have heretofore contented myself on the equator, besides moving up

with a description of the phenomenon wards with the rotation, is moving
of the gyroscope, working up from eastward with the greatest velocity
When
the top, and thus presses hard against the more to the less familiar. It re of any point on the earth.
it, preventing the car from tipping mains to answer the question, “Why it gets farther north, as at Q. it is not
any more. By simple gearing, the two does the gyroscope exhibit the pig moving toward the east so fast (at
of the right hand gyroscope, which

immediately begins to roll on it, as in

THE
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Simple in principle, elllcieul and durable in service. A
money maker. Requires little power to operate. Quickly
Cut shows Husker
sel lor operation and easily moved.
ready to move.

If you are about to buy a Husker
and Shredder, consider the following
points : The Janney is constructed of
steel and malleable iron,making it com
pact yet strong in all its parts. Its ca
Equipped with
pacity is unlimited.

Shelled Corn Bagger, Feeder and spe
cial Fodder Wind Stacker-making a
machine suitable for handling corn in
the proper manner.

Catalogues and special information
will be gladly furnished.
All rights have been purchased and
all machines are now manufactured by

lndianapliisilndlana
l \v;

the

_KENNEY MACHINERY COMPANY,
Please mention The Review.

the pole not at all), and, therefore,

The Business Outlook for 1908.

having lost some of its easterly veloc
ity by being held back, it pushes to

By James \V. Van Cleave, President

the east, as shown by the arrow. The

farther north it gets the more its eas

American Association of Manufac
turers, in American Industries.
“Is the country to have a trade ex

000,000,000, which is 100 per cent.
more than that of 1896.

THE HEGE EUREKA

In the same twelve years in which
the country’s inhabitants increased

Portable Saw Mills

twenty-four per cent. its circulation

terly velocity is destroyed, and the

pansion immediately after the elec

has grown 100 per cent.

harder it pushes, as shown by the
longer arrows. The points below the

tion of 1908 like that which it saw

of New York, Chicago, St. Louis and

just after the

the rest of the money centers seldom
held more cash than they do now.

equator, on the contrary, like R, gain
easterly motion as they come up, and
hence push back to the left. Thus the

upper half of the sphere experiences
a push to the right, the lower to the
left, so that the left hand end of
the axis of the wheel tends to tip up
as a consequence of its horizontal mo

tion. ‘ But this is exactly the phenom
enon to be explained. It is easy to
see that the parts of the wheel at
the back of the ﬁgure exert the same

election

of 18967”

This question was asked me the other
day by a member of the association.
I have no doubt that this question
suggests itself to many persons at
this time.
In some respects the situation in
the midsummer of 1908 is similar to
that of 1896. Then, as now, trade
was stagnant. But the causes of the
stagnation are much less serious now
than they were then. At that time
the country had not recovered from
the effects of the panic of 1893, and
that convulsion was far more wide

etfect as those in front. Thus all the
phenomena of the gyroscope are re
ferred to the familiar phenomenon

spread and disastrous than was the

that a body tends to

setback of 1907.

move

in

a

In 1896, as in 1908,

straight line with a uniform velocity,

politics was a disturbing element in

as stated more than two hundred
years ago by Sir Isaac Newton.

the situation. As all of us remember,
the disturbance came from the same
candidate who causes it this year.

As it is Done in Indiana.
In many places over the county,
says the Covington, Ind., Friend, the

As Easily Moved and Operated as a Threehlnlr Ma
chine. Patents applied for.

The banks

Every member of the Association
who has had occasion to borrow mon
ey in his business operations in the
past few weeks will be ready to say

that he has never seen rates for it
much lower than at present. All of
us have read that much gold has gone
out of the country in the past two

months.
the

But neither the stock nor

money market

has shown

the

‘l’iiE It“! EIIIEKA PUITAILE SAI Ill
Not mounted, reads placed on cross ties lor work
It can be loade on a common farm wagon.
See out below.

slightest uneasiness on that account.
As Europe has a much smaller supply
of cash than we have, and as, for the
moment, we can spare a good deal of

it, we are lending it to Europe, know
ing that we can get it back whenever
we need it, and in whatever amounts
we need.

We know this because we obtained
The‘candidate, however, was far more gold from Europe during the acute
formidable then than he seems to be stage of the money scare a few
today. The cause for the alarm at months ago than we ever received

"ii "[6! EUREKA Pﬂil'l'llli SII I'Ll.
Loaded on common farm wagon read)’ to move.

farmers of a neighborhood join to that time was real, and imminent, and from abroad before in anything like P
gether and form a circle or threshing the business torpor registered the that length of time, and far more
than any other country ever gained
association, with rules and regula alarm.
in
twice or thrice that period. Our
As I view the situation there are
tions governing their operations, so
foreign trade meanwhile furnished a
three
favorable
factors
at
present——
that none may complain at the man
striking illustration of the country's
ner in which the threshing is done. crops, money and politics. The gen immense recuperative powers. When
eral aggregate of the crops promises
East of Rob Roy the Foster boys,
to be greater than ever before.

Mon

the scare hit us our imports imme

Mark Briney, Will Hushaw and Har

ey is plentiful and low. The result diately shrunk and our exports ex
dy Conover have such an association.
Thus we established an
of the elections of 1896 and 1900 panded.
They own their own separator and stands an excellent chance to be re amount of new credits which enabled
engine and are dependent only on each peated in 1908.
In using these us to draw heavily on the rest of
other for work in threshing time. words, though, I want it to be un the world for gold. We imported
They work so as to use as little help
as possible too. They have great beds

derstood that there is no partisanship
in anything that I will say here.
While the country ’s population has

$108,000,000 of gold

in

ranged that it holds as much wheat
as could be loaded on a wagon by a
mon on the load. Convenient, but does

is eighty per cent. greater than it
was then, while the aggregate value

pelled to buy from us, we were mas
ters of the situation. We got all the

of all the farm products in 1908, ac
it all pay? Would the work not be cording to the forecast made by the
done cheaper and better the old way? Secretary of Agriculture, will be $8,

gold which we needed, and just as
fast as we needed it. In the ﬁscal

TIIE IE6! EIIIEKI HJI'I’IILE Sl' IIU.
Mounted on wheels. placed ready for belt. This mill
can be loaded. ready to move in ten minutes.

November

and December, although the big
banks of all the great European na
or racks for thc wagons on which they
pile their sheaves without using a increased twenty-four per cent. since tions advanced their discount rates
man to load, and when the rack has 1896, the corn yield this year prom with the hope of holding the gold,
all it will hold it is hauled to the ma ises to be twenty-ﬁve per cent. great which they also needed.
Having the articles, however—-the
chine and unloaded by the same man er than it was then, the wheat crop
who pitched the sheaves on the wag is forty per cent. larger than it was products of the farm, the mine and
on in the ﬁeld. The rack is so ar in that year, and the cotton output the forest-which Europe was com

year which ended with June 30, 1908,

TliE iiEGE EUREKA PORTABLE SAI IILL
Loaded Ready to Move. Write for Catalogue L.
MANUFACTURED BY

SALEM IRON WORKS,
I. 0.. U. S. A.
WINSTON-SALEM .
Please write your name and address distinctly.
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“WESTERN” FIELD PORTABLE CORN STlELLER
Better to have bought 3. “WESTERN” than some
other make and wish you had.
Made in 3 Sizes
Capacity 500 to 2,000 Bushels per hour
Beware of Imitation:

SHELLS AND CLEANS THE CORN PERFECTLY.

‘Sample machine at our
branch office, Cor. 5. Water and Chestnut Sta, Peoria, lll.

See our new low down Drag, Universal Drive.
at any angle from machine.

Runs

UNION IRON WORKS,

Please mention The Review.

DECATUR, ILLINOIS _

great lines of trade, is beginning to chiefs grumbled then because they
send in orders to the factories with could not borrow enough money at
reasonably low rates to allow them to
a little of their old-time volume.
Within the past three weeks the keep up with the demand for new
that much of this increase in exports output of the mills of the United trackage and rolling stock.
That
was in manufactured articles. This States Steel Corporation has been in complaint is no longer available. For
great trade balance, the largest which creased ten per cent. over the aver
all business purposes money is now
has ever been accumulated in our fa age of recent months. The promise abundant and cheap. As a stimulus
vor in a single year. has equipped us is that by the beginning of November to the revival in business conﬁdence

our sales of merchandise to the out
side world exceeded our purchases to
the extent of $666,000,000.
It is a
fact of profound signiﬁcance, too

with a fund in Europe's ﬁnancial
centers which we can draw on at any
moment we need the money. For the
time being, though, we have more
cash than we can put to proﬁtable

that largest of the world's steel con

use, and are lending it to any coun

are also responding to the upward
turn in trade.

try which pays the price.

This is the

this is a factor of large consequence.
As the country had a right to ex

cerns will be running its works to
nearly their full capacity. The inde pect the reversal by the United
pendent steel mills, which furnish al States Circuit Court of Appeals of
most half of the country's product, the decision of the district court

HIGH GRHDB MI LLS
Full line oi’ lino. Oombininz eﬂlcicloy with con
volleure of handling The largo-t combination of
radial improvement. The mill is for your
reclin- ollino. lend ibr circulen to

llohmond Inch. Works. Mahmoud. InUHUJJ.

against the Standard Oil Company
which involved the $29,000,000 ﬁne

explanation of some of the recent

This improvement is registering has had a bracing cﬁect on general
itself in the reduction of the number trade. The case goes back to the
I would advise every member of of idle locomotives and ears. When lower court for a new trial, in which

gold outgo.

the association and every business

man in the country to take a glance
at the exports and imports of mer
chandise and gold by months for the
ﬁscal year 1908, which appears in a

the number was at its highest, in the
closing days of April, 413,000 cars
were sidetracked
throughout the

United States for lack of work. In
the closing days of July the number

hysteria will probably have a smaller

part than it had in the suit which
has just been set aside. The country
wants to see the laws enforced
against all sorts of oﬁenders, high

circular just issued by the Bureau of 'had dropped below the 300,000 line. and low, but we must protect the
Statistics at Washington. There he The heavy crops, which in a few courts from any appearance of a
will see one of the reasons why the
country rallied so quickly from the

weeks will begin to move to the mar
kets. are likely to send the number
of idle cars down to very small ﬁg

surrender to demagogic clamor. We
must prevent prosecution from degen

realize that a nation so well endowed

ures before November.

as the United States is with things
which the world will have to buy

tion turns out
majority of the
country want it
expect it to be.

like persecution.
I hope no reader of American In

eﬁects of the scare.

He will then

from us cannot be held down long by
any sort of adversity.

Our exports fell oﬁ somewhat in
recent months, but they are once
more on the upgrade. The imports,

If the elec

to be what a large
business men of the dustries will overlook the fact that
to be, and what they Europe is beginning to purchase
This is
every locomotive and American securities again.
car in the United States will proba a signiﬁcant sign. When, for any
bly be actively at work by January cause, Europe wants to realize quick
ly, it throws American shares on the
ﬁrst.

As we all know, railroad earnings, market. No European properties are
cash.
$240,000,000 in the ﬁscal year 1908, like bank clearings, are below the so readily transmuted into
as compared with 1907, are also ad
high water mark of a year ago. The
vancing once more. This is a detail gap is steadily narrowing, however,
of large signiﬁcance. The fact that ' and the favorable crops which are
we are again beginning to buy in Eu assured, and the favorable political
rope in great quantities is one of the situation, if it should be favorable,
signs that normal conditions in busi will furnish an excellent chance to
ness are close at hand.
wipe out the gap before many more

American shares are dumped on the

On all sides we see evidences that
the tide has turned. A steady im

months pass. The increased freight
and passenger movement, as com

Europe buying American properties
again in 1878, just as the gold re

provement from this time onward may

pared with a few months ago, is en

sumption was about to go into oper

be looked for with conﬁdence. In
New York, Chicago, Pittsburg, St.

couraging the railroads to resume ation at the beginning of 1879. Once
their purchase of supplies.
This more we saw it when shortly after the
means a further increase in orders to election of 1896, the silver menace

and other industrial

ENSILAGE

Made with BLOWER or CHAIN ELEVATOR
Mounted or unmounted
Beyond a doubt the beat on the market. ‘Write
ior Our Free ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

GEIIL BR08- MFG. c0.
18 5. Water St.
West Bend, Wis.

The best bar
dressing made
lncrusu Pum
Stop: Slipping
Smi ior Circular

crating into anything which may look

in which there was a decrease of

Louis, Boston

SILBERZAN

Vuo should see our
ren-momma hem
every state and
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n

After the storm ends they
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market by Europe when squalls are
sighted.
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OIL I SUPPLY CO., Indianapolis. Ind.

are bo'ught back again.
W'e saw Europe going through this
dumping process on the advent of the
panics of 1873 and 1893. We saw

war no on save
Several hundred thousand farmers say that

the best invrstmenttlu-v ever made Ill
when they boughtan

centers mills are reopening their the mills, and additional work to do. was removed. In a larger way we
doors. The stocks of goods in the
It will be remembered that until saw it in March, 1900, just after the
hands of manufacturers and whole last October the cars were not sulﬁ law was passed pledging the United
salers have been reduced to low ﬁg cient to handle the traffic. From States to the maintenance of the
ures, and the resumption of purchas present indications that condition will gold standard.
as, which is under way in all the soon be reached again. The railroad
Europe scented danger here in 1907,

Electric "32.93.90,.
Low wheels, \ftdaiires; easywork, light draft.
We'll sell you a set of the best at- El whevlr
made for your old wagon. Spoke united with
huh
arnnteed not to break nor work loose
Send or our catalogue and save money.
ELECTRIC WHEEL 00.. In! Q0 uQUIIIII'I Ill
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before the scare was precipitated in the tailings and returning them to
the latter part of October, and start- ‘the threshing mechanism, and ﬁnally

ed to sell American securities. and this in a novel construction and combina
selling helped to hasten and intensify tion of parts and devices whereby
the scare. Now Europe is buying. simplicity of construction is secured,
Beginning with its recent purchases the parts are rendered efficient and
of Pennsylvania and Union Paciﬁc reliable in operation, and the cost of
bonds, a steady stream of all sorts of manufacture is reduced. It is the in
railway and industrial shares is cross

vention of William A. Brewster, of

ing to the east side of the Atlantic
these days. As an investment point
America has special attractions for
the rest of the world.
In broad outline I have here enu
merated some of the signs which, I
think, point to an early return of the
prosperity which was interrupted
nine months ago. The fact that this
is a presidential year does not neces

Edmonton, Alta, Canada.

FOLDEN’S AUTOMATIC
OIL PUMP
Requires no attention, no valves to open and
close. All you have to do is to keep oil in can,
it does the rest, feeds oil out and reﬁlls automatic
ally. No turning back to fill by hand, will work
against any pressure you may have on your boiler.
Will feed any kind of oil, winter or summer.
Needs no draining in freezing weather. Nothing
‘ ~ to do after it is once connected. Self reversing.
Reﬁlls quickly.

No. 889,506 is a stacker invented
by Jesse L. Brim, of New Virginia,

Iowa, the object of which is to pro
vide a stacker for hay, straw and the
like, which may be easily and readi

ly operated for elevating and depos
iting the material and which may be
so adjusted as to elevate the material
to a greater heightas the stack pro

Write for Price.

sarily mean that it will check the gresses.
Thus the stacker may be
trade revival. Though the uncertain employed for depositing the hay upon
ty of the canvass disturbed trade in a low or tall stack without unduly

1896, trade was active in 1900 and elevating the same.
No. 890,129 is a threshing machine
1904. If, as most of us hope, the
verdict of November 3, 1908, repeats devised by Thomas Dugan, of Larned,
the story of 1896 and 1900, then pros

Kansas.

J. H. RAINS,

Beatrice, Nebr.

A Combination That Wins

perity is likely to reach us before
No. 890,133 is a governor for band
The combined SCREW FEED FLUE EXPANDER
1909 is far advanced.
cutters and feeders and other ma and CUTTER will do the work in one-half the time that
chines, which is actuated by the ma the old style expander will do it. It will cut off a fine in
terial or substance advanced by the side the sheet, trim it on the outside to the proper length
Recent Machinery Patents.
conveying mechanism in the device to for beading and can be changed in two minutes time to a
No. 886,707 has for its object to which it is attached, and by a spring
perfect expander and roll your Hues. No hammer is used.
provide a tailings thresher, separator which is controlled by the rotary The expansion is done by screw pressure and with the
and cleaning mechanism adapted for speed of the driving shaft of the ma
ratchet movement. Every engine owner should have one,
use with any approved form or con chine to which it is attached. It is
as it will pay for itself in time saved in cutting out one set
struction of threshing machine, which the invention of Lemuel L. Gagha of fines.
will operate without undue interfer gen, of Newton, Iowa.
Write for catalogue giving full description of this magic
ence with the normal operation of the
No. 890,173, by Jonathan and \Vill
other parts of the machine and will iam Andrew Phillips. of Randolph, tool.
save the grain contained in the tail Wis., relates to traction engines for
ings, obviating the difficulties above automobiles and other power driven Ditch Adjustable
enumerated, all as will be hereinaf vehicles, and its object is to provide
ter more fully described and claimed. a new and improved motor vehicle,

Sieve Co.

It is the device of that veteran in arranged to permit convenient steer
threshing machine design, F. F. Lan ing and positive driving of the front Mansﬁeld,
dis, of \Vaynesboro, Pa.
'
wheels.
No. 887,632, by Thomas L. Haynes,
No. 890,275 is an improvement by
Texas, is especially Jos. R. Hall, Indianapolis, Indiana,
adapted for the cutting and threshing of the construction of feed mechan
of small grain, as rice and the like, ism for corn huskers, shredders and
and is so constructed and designed as like machines.
to perform its functions satisfacto
No. 890,280, the invention of Henry
rily when the grain is wet as well as L. Hoopingarner, of Shirley, W. Va.,
when the grain is dry, as also to work relates to machinery for boring deep
well in marshy and water covered wells and for performing the variety
ﬁelds, which is essential to a practi of work incident thereto, such as
cal rice threshing machine.
spudding, baling and raising and low
No. 888,571 is an improvement in ering tubing and easing, the machine
wind stackers by Lars M. Anderson, being particularly designed for drill
of Crookston, Minn, assignor to the ing spudding and baling or removing

Ohio . I

I

' of Bay City,

The celebrated DeLoach Mill
The
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Indiana Manufacturing Co., of In cuttings.
dianapolis, Indiana.
No. 890,446 has for its object to
No. 889,258, by Frank O’Neill, Jr., provide a traction wheel having
of Paris, Ky., is a hemp brake for

We Set the Pace
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'
the world over.
'
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. “
Bet Works, Automatic Steel Tri
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blades projecting beyond the rim of
separating the ﬁber from hemp, ﬂax, the wheel and designed to bite into
sea grass and the like, its principal
the surface of the ground so as to

object being to provide an efficient prevent the wheel from slipping.
apparatus of this character.
A still further object is to provide
No. 889,433 is a grain separator,
a. wheel of this character the blades
one of the leading features of which
is a. longitudinal rotary cylinder per of which can be simultaneously re
forated for the escape of grain and tracted when the wheel is traveling
over a road or at any other place
and chaff, so arranged that the latter where it is undesirable and unneces
are prevented from lodging upon the sary to mar the surface of the
cylinder, thus overcoming the ten ground.

Starrett Speed Indicator No. I04

provided with agitators for the straw

Price, postpaid, $l.00
The Indicator may be run
at highest speed required,
without heating.
The

A still further object is to provide
dency of the straw and chaff to clog
the grain exit openings in the cylin a wheel having blades which are de
der, combined with mechanisms for signed to automatically yield when
producing a blast and a suction of subjected to more than a predeterm
air through said rotatable cylinder,
whereby the chaff may be Winnowed
out of the grain, and the straw and
chaﬁ are carried through, and dis
charged from, the machine.
The machine embraces, also, novel
means for collecting the grain and
discharging the same automatically

working parts are encased.

Dial has two rows of ﬁg
ures, reading either right
or left as shaft may run.

ined resistance so that should the

blades come in contact with stones
or other non-yielding objects they
will be forced inwardly and there
fore injury to the wheel or any part
thereof is prevented.

No. 890,691 is an oiling device, the

invention of Chas. D. McClintock, of
to a spout for bagging the grain; Cleveland, Ohio, the object of which
furthermore, in means for collecting is to provide a device which will be

Steel pointed spindle with

rubber tips or both pointed and centered shafts.
may be instantly set at the starting point.

The 0 mark

Send for free Catalogue No. ISAB of Fine Tools

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.,
Please mention The Review.

Athol, Mass, U. S. A.
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simple in construction and which can left the wreck lying where it was and
be readily and permanently adjusted gave up threshing.
so as to secure an even continuous

flow of the oil therefrom.
A further object is to provide a
device of this character especially

What Storing Corn Means:

Reduced to its simplest terms, re
ceiving
grain on deposit at an ele
adapted for use where an opposing
vator
means
buying it at the market
force tends to drive the oil away from
price
when
it
is delivered and paying
the outlet of the device.
for
it
at
the
market
price when it is
No. 890,692 is a relief valve, the
sold. Put in other words, the eleva
invention of Henry ‘V. McCouves,
tor man receives the farmer’s grain
IVorcester, Mass.
and bets him it will not be worth as
No. 890,727, the invention of Robt.

The “Hart” Oil Pump
Automatic Force Sight Feed

“MODEL B”
Special Traction Engine Type
SINGLE FEED

DOUBLE FEED

A. Todd, Massena, N. Y., has refer much when it is sold as it is on the
ence to improvements in circular saw day when it is delivered. If grain
goes down the elevator man wins; if
jointers and side ﬁlers, and its ob
it goes up the farmer wins. If it goes
ject is to provide a means whereby
up enormously as it has‘ this summer,
a saw may be readily jointed, or a
there is a fair probability that both
number of saws may be jointed one
will lose. That is, the elevator man

after the other to the same size, and
it may also be side ﬁled.
No. 890,735 is the device of Ches

ter J. Van Doren, of Yankton, S. D.
Its object is to provide means for
reliably supplying oil to a journal
and its bearing irrespective of the po
sition in which said journal is plac

will go broke and be unable to pay
for the grain deposited in his elevator.
This somewhat crudely

describes

what happened to Harry Riley, of
Tonolo, Illinois, according to the un
derstanding of those most familiar

with the situation, says the Decatur

Review.
“The business of receiving grain on
means for regulating the ﬂow of oil deposit is considerably more complex
upon the journal, so that the latter than this statement would indicate,”

ed.

A further

object

is

to

provide

may be coated with a ﬁlm of desired continues the Review. “The eleva
tor man being in constant touch with
thickness.
Another object is to have the sev the market does not, with a large
eral parts interchangeable, so that amount of grain on deposit, calmly
they may be replaced when too badly sit down and wait for things to hap

pen. When he receives 100,000 bush

worn for further use.

No. 890,787 relates to a sight feed els of corn on deposit he sells it.

It

condensation displacement lubricator is real corn that he sells and he gets
and the primary object of the inven real money for it.
“If corn is worth 75 cents a bush
tion is to maintain the lubricant in a
workable or liquid condition and per el he has $75,000 available for use
mit the use of the heaviest and thick until he has to settle with the farm
est lubricants under all conditions of ers, and that money he is permitted
temperature. It is the device of Eli to use as he pleases. If he choose to
buck the Board of Trade there is
jah McCoy, Detroit, Mich.
No. 890,791, by Geo. W. Parsons, nothing to hinder him. If he is a

PERFECT LUBRICATION means the greatest amount of
lubrication with the least quantity of oil.
THAT REQUIRES an automatic, positive, reliable and uni

form feed of oil
Of JUST THE RIGHT QUANTITY
In JUST THE RIGHT PLACE
At JUST THE RIGHT TIME.
The “HART” OIL PUMP gives just such a feed.
A DISCHARGE OF OIL AT EACH AND EVERY
STROKE OF THE ENGINE.
Has all the desirable and necessary features, making it in all
respects the Best and most Satisfactory.
Write for descriptive catalog—-full information and prices.
Mannheim-ed by

Sherwood Manuiaciuring Co.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

assignor to the G. W. Parsons Co., careful man and wants to protect

of Newton, Iowa, is a trench excava

LOOK! LOOK!

himself against the dangers of a rise

tor; and the invention consists in in the market he buys 100,000 bush
the construction, arrangement and els of corn for future delivery. This
combination of a motor carrying will usually protect him, but not al

Threshermen
You can get 1-3 more
corn through your ma
chine if it is loaded with
Erskine’s Portable Der
rick. Saves time and mon
ey. See it at the Ohio

frame, an auxiliary frame having ways.
“If he stops at that he is usually
, digging mechanism thereon and the
various mechanisms employed to pretty safe. But if he chooses he
drive, control and adjust the digger may use the money for speculative
and machine proper as illustrated in purposes. This is a thing which the
farmers who deposit their grain at
the drawing.
No. 890,795 is the invention of
Frederick W. Putsch, Salina, Kan
sis, and the principal object is the
production of a simple and efficiently
operating device of this kind equip

elevators seldom think of, that they

ped with cutting means which may
be adjusted to permit of the inser
tion of the device into a boiler ﬂue
or tube and after such insertion be
adjusted to cut the tube or flue by a
proper manipulation of the device.

ulation that he cares to indulge in.
“Grain men agree that depositing

azie not only participating in a gam

with the sinews for any kind of spec

grain at elevators is bad, essentially
and thoroughly bad, for the farmers
and for the elevator men, and at the
present moment they need no more

vivid illustration than the Riley fail
N. Y., relates use. And Riley ’s methods were real

No. 890,952 by Howard C. Wood

bridge,

Salamanca,

more particularly to improvements in ly worse than the ordinary; in the
force feed lubricators of that sort in ﬁrst place because he made no storage

which the oil is fed gradually from a charges, which at the usual rates
reservoir or supply cup by slowly would about cover the cost of han
forcing a piston or plunger into the dling the grain, and in the second
reservoir or cup to displace the oil. place because he accepted it for an

unlimited time.
Lost his Nerve.

For particulars and pric
es write to

ble but are without any sort of pro
tection, furnishing the elevator man

“Some farmers in the vicinity of
Tonolo had as many as three crops

While T. J. Maynard was threshing of corn on deposit at Riley ’s eleva
at a ranch near Spokane, Wash, in tor, others two and many of them
moving from one setting to another, one. It was stated by one authority
along a steep hillside, the separator that there were about 100 depositors

overbalanced and rolled down hill. and the total of the deposits were in
The machine was being hauled by the the hundreds of thousands of bush
engine and the tongue of the separa els.
Some farmers have 10,000 or
tor snapped, loosing the machine. It 12,000 bushels so deposited, and they
turned completely over three times. are involved to the extent of $7,000
Mr. Maynard discharged his crew, or $8,000.”

'

‘The Erskine Portable
Derrick Co.
Madison Mill.

Ohio

Please mention The Review.
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The BUSINESS END of Your Sl'lELLlNG RlG
Should be a

MADE IN 2,4 AND
6 HOLE SIZES.

because of its increased capacity, lighter draft and greater durability.
The absence of all shake enables the Deere to be run at a much higher speed
than shoe machines, and avoids the necessity of anchoring, or blocking up, to pre

vent creeping as with them. There are no sieves, and there is no tendency to
clog with damp chaﬁ‘: no holes in which silks or husks can draw or
lodge.

Every movement of the rake heads keeps the separator clear.

There is absolutely no clogging of the separator, no matter how
unfavorable the conditions, or how rapidly the corn is fed into the
machine.

Remember, that in its lifetime a sheller must deal with corn in all
conditions-sound, soft and dirty, with husks and silks-and the ma
chine that does the best work with the least power and expense is the
machine to buy.

Write for
56 page

Sheller

The Successful Deere has No Shoe, No Shake, No Sieve to Clog, No
Dead Centers, Long Life, Light Draft, Great Capacity.

Catalogue.

Y

Mull-curred by

DEERE & MANSUR COMPANY, Moline, Illinois
"Proof of the Pudding is in the Eating lhereni”

. 4.1g

'3

I have a clover huller moistened in this solution it
pro
H. I‘. G.
on which the cylinder duces a bright copper surface that
pulleys gave me a great deal of troub does not easily rub ofE.—The Indus
Question of

le.

I make the drive belt very tight,

Bellevue. IL. June 26. 1908.
The Gardner Governor Co..
Quincy. Ill.
Gentlemen:—Havin: received the govern
or some time ago and tested it in every re
spect and it proves very satisfactory.
I
think it one of the best I have ever seen

trial Press.

but still it slips so much that it
burns the leather covering oif.

Now

Question of

Please tell me how to

I cannot get wider pulleys in, to use
I‘. W. 3.
make a good marking
a wider belt; what can be done to material to use in scraping a slide
get relief?
valve and seat.
A.—Get ﬁve cents worth of scarlet
A.—The same tension on a wider
belt will not hold to the pulley any vermillion (powder) at any store
better than the narrow belt. A wid where paint is sold. Melt a table
er belt will hold better if there is spoonful of lard and mix into the dry
more tension put on it which it usu paint until like thick cream, and
ally can stand as it should be strong when cold is just right for use. If
er. Of course, this will put more the scarlet vermillion is hard to get
pressure on the bearings and per
haps cause heating. The better way

it

can

be

regulated

to

run

the

engine

Let us quote you on one for your
engine;
_J1

it means better results for

you.

THE GARDNER COMPANY

Quincy, Ill.

not show up quite as well.

to make the pulleys larger in diame

Question of Please tell me through
ter. You will then have to run the
M. L. T.
the Questions and An
engine faster, the belt will then trans swers columns of the next issue what
mit more power with the same tension is the horse power of an engine cyl
on the belt, as the increased velocity inder 9x14, running 150 r. p. m. and
makes the difference. It will put no also running 200 r. p. m. Explain
more pressure on the bearings and

how you ﬁgure it.

will give you better satisfaction gen

60-inch ﬂywheel.
A.—The nominal traction engine
rating of a 9x14 engine at 150 r. p. m.

Questions of Can you tell me how
N. M.
to blue steel to the
same ﬁnish as on a gun barrel‘!
2.——-Also how to put a copper coat
ing on steel. Can it be done without

for

from 150 to 300 revolutions without the use
of the throttle.
Yours truly,
(Signed) CHAS. DEMPWOLF.

lamp black will do, although it does

to get more power out of the belt is

erally.

or especially built for Thresher En
gines is giving universal satisfaction,
we submit the following testimonial
recently received:

Milwaukee Corn Husker
and Fodder Shredder or Cutter with Blower,
Corn Separator and Bagger, Steel Gears.
Write today for Catalog.

This engine has a

will be 131/2 h. p.,_ and at 200 r. p. 111.

will be 18 h. p.

The stationary en

gine rating at 100 lbs. initial pres
sure and 50 lbs. mean eﬁective pres
sure and 150 r. p. m. will be 331/2 h.
p. and at 200 r. p. 111. will be 45 h. p.
a batteryi
A.—To blue ﬁnished steel, dissolve The ﬂywheel diameter does not enter
2 parts crystallized chloride of iron; into the problem of horse power.

2 parts solid chloride of antimony; 1
part gallic acid in 4 parts of water; Question of I have a great deal of
T. B. Y.
trouble with the safety
apply with a small sponge, and let dry
in the air. Repeat this two or three plug in my boiler. I understand tin
times, then wash with water, and is the best metal with which to ﬁll a
dry.

Rub with boiled linseed oil to plug, but I cannot get tin, lead or zinc

deepen the shade. Repeat this until
satisﬁed with results.
2.—A copper coating solution can
be made with a mixture of saturated

to stay in. The plug melts out when
I have plenty of water over the
crown sheet.
edyi

Can you suggest a rem

A.—Tin is used to ﬁll fusible plugs.
with 6
drops of copper sulphate to a spoon Your trouble must be that the plug
ful of zinc chloride solution. When does not extend through the sheet far
a piece of steel is rubbed with a cloth enough. Too much of the plug ex
solution of zinc chloride,

l'lusks CornZClean and Makes Feed Worth Double that of any
Other Machine
The “Milwsnkeq” with sensible safeguards is the safest, strongest, easiest to
operate and best husker made. Our 2, 4 and 6 roll machines for individual farmers
or farmer companies and our 8 and 12 roll machines for large threshermen.
MARI] FACTU RBD BY

Milwaukee Hay Tool Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Please mention The Review.
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tends into the ﬁre box and therefore The three pieces placed together re
is melted out.

Your best plan is to semble very much a stay bolt head,
but stay bolt heads are not inside of

run a tap in the hole a short dis
tance which will make the hole larg
er. A pipe tap is used for these plug
holes; the tap being taper you will
not have any diﬁiculty in getting the
desired result.

a boiler.
Review.

Nil NUISE,'N[1WEAB

Please explain this in next
This is not steel or iron.

THOUSANDS

What is it‘!

A.—On ﬁrst glance one would nat

BUSHELS

LETZ’S PATENT SELF SHARP
ENING STEEL BURRS.
They

urally suppose the “three pieces of
something” to be sediment collected
Would you please let on the inside surface of the boiler,
me know of a concern but on close examination of its shape

Question of
G. O. G.
that makes sorghum mills’!
A.—Sorghum mills can be had
from C. S. Bell Company, Hillsboro,
Ohio; Blymeyer Iron Works Com
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio; Cook Cane

OF

ground with one set of our 9 inch

grind oat hulls perfectly ﬁne.

No Power lost in end bearings.
WRITE US and let us tell you

we ﬁnd it could not be this, although

more about them.

it does resemble sediment, but we
rather think it must be some kind of
cement. It cannot be the end of a

CROWN POINT MFG. CO.
122 East Road, Crown Point, Ind.

stay bolt although it-looks like one.

Mill Evaporator Company, St. Louis, Our conclusion is that when the sub

Missouri; Rockford Well Drill Com
pany, Rockford, Illinois.
Question of

A. I‘. B.

stance was in a plastic state, it was
forced into a hole having in it a
thread and after it became hardened

DID YOU SEE

“The Practical Oil Pump”
AT run STATE FAIR?

How do you set a valve the top was broken otf, leaving the

on a single

eccentric print of the ﬁrst thread of the hole.

We have no idea as to how it got
engine and where do you set the ec
centric on the shaft and how do you into the boiler. We cannot think it

Did you see it pump a mixture of axle grease and chaﬂ?
Did you see how easily and accurately it is regulated?

ﬁnd the exact point for the eccentric was attached to it, but it may have
been dropped into the boiler and was
hub?
A.—To set ﬁxed eccentric and valve lying there till you found it.

Did you pull on the cord and watch it work?
Did you make up your mind that it would be a ﬁne thing to have
on your engine?

ﬁrst turn the eccentric on the shaft

to its extreme travel, ﬁnd how much

Remember, it works just the same in cold weather as in warm weather. It
oils any en glue. stationary or traction; also gasoline. It your dealer hasn't got it,
write'direct to the factory. Ask for catalog.

The National Corn Show.

the valve has opened the port, then
A Big Farmer's Institute

McCullough Mfg. Co., 2631-2634 Centra1Ave-. Minneapolis, Minn.

turn it to the extreme throw the oth
Experiment station enterprise will
er way and ﬁnd how much the valve
has opened the other port. If the establish a veritable school in agri
port is opened more on one end than culture at the National Corn Exposi
the other move the valve till the one tion at Omaha, during the big show in

Chicago Oilice, 69 N. Jeiierson Street.

port is opened as far as the other December. It is the purpose to have
when the eccentric is turned from one as full and complete an educational

- ‘ The Travis Patent Universal ROCkGi' Grate

extreme to the other. After this is exhibit as can be made by the various
done set the engine on dead center state agricultural colleges and experi
and turn the eccentric so that the ment stations.‘ This is planned to be

Do not waste ~vour time and fuel us
ing stationary grates, but drop us a pos
tnl
curd
giving
lenzih and width of
your tire box and we
“ill quote you exact
prices.
“'9
ship
them
completed.
You
can
install
them in twenty min
utes.

For Thresher Engines

full part of it is leaving the crank of such a character as will give the
Shown

pin in the direction the engine is to visitor to the exposition an intelligent

run until the valve opens the port
about one-thirty-second of an inch.
This will be the correct amount of

lead to give a medium size engine.
Then turn the engine to the other
dead center and if the lead is not
correct at that end you can readily
see which way to move the valve or

eccentric to get it accurate.

and comprehensive idea of the experi
uental work being carried on at these
institutions.
There will be with each of these
exhibits an instructor who will cooper

wide

open.

Designed by
rm'ker grate
experts.
Henry, Strong and Firm.
Lust
longer
than
stationary
lrrntrs.

G. E. TRAVIS C0.
Henry, III.

ate in any plan of lecture or demon
stration best suited to instruct the
public on the soil and climatic condi

This is tions of his particular locality and the

BA

To set it by the cut-olf turn the en ed to that section.

RAILROAD MAN
Do You Want to Fit Yourself to

the way to set the valve by the lead. crops and varieties of grains best suit
gine until the valve comes to the grains such as rust and smut in wheat
point of cut-0E and make a mark on and oats, the corn root louse and corn
the crosshead and guide, then do the root worm, and the numerous insect
same on the other port and again pests that have proven a menace to
make a mark on the crosshead and crop growing in various localities over
guide. If the valve allows the cross the great grain producing districts

head and piston to move farther on will be discussed from a practical
the one end than the other the valve and scientiﬁc point of view, with deti~
should be moved until the cut-off is nite information as to their origin.
their life history and remedies that
equaL
inﬂuence toward their extermination.
There will be lectures and discus
Question of What kind of acid is

'

Earn $85 i0 $185 a Month?

The diseases of

We teach you ‘by mail ior Steam Railway Fireman or

ELECTRIC

We teach you by mail for Electric Motor-man orc'indno

Brnkeman. Our instruction. easily mastered. makes you tor. Our Electric Railway Course is the most thorough
compﬂent ior the best lob in a few weeks‘ time, without
loss irom other work. School is conducted by practical
railroad men and endorsed by hundreds oi railway mana
gen who give our graduates preference on their roads. Do
you want a job! Don't waste your time on cheap :choois.
Write us today.

ever devised. it gives you all the instruction you will
need to begin work in a ten weeks‘ time a‘ good wages.
The work-is pleasant and continuous the whole year.
School has the endorsement of Electric Railway managers.
Hundreds of positions open to our graduates.
Our
course will put you next to one.
'
'

G Our Graduates are in Big Demand
\

. i- ...w
~

A I _/

7:"V “II-8.
\‘
*
I

_
e
I V/_~\\_ I’
,1’);
-‘

.

This School has a reputation for making good-its students
have made good because the instruction in every branch is
practical and thorough ~no irills, but business irom the ﬁrst
lesson to the last. Bath department is in the hands oi men
who have spent years in the work they teach. That means ev- ‘ '
erything to students. Write today ior iree catalog-it lists other
courses that nuke young men and women more valuable
-c- State age and say which course you wish to study.

‘I. THE WENTI'IE RY. COR- SCHOOL.
Box 35 ,

B. I‘. S.
used to mark a name sions on the composition and value of
grains. Such topics as the composi
on a ﬁnished surface of a tool?
tion and characteristics of heavy and
A.—An etching solution can be
light weight wheat, oats and barley.

Freeport. Iii.

‘j 77
- I

V

made by the following formula: Mix
3 ounces distilled water, 2 ounces sul

phate of copper, 2 ounces chlorid of
common salt, 1/; drachm sulphate of
zinc, 1A; drachm sulphate of alum.

The solution is applied in the follow

showing that the heavy weight grains
are desirable because they contain a
larger total amount of food. This
with a more matured germ gives the
heavy weight kernel the advantage
for seed purposes.

If You are Goig to Buy a Hay Press
‘Send for a Catalog of the Dain Pull Power Press. Its the
Baler that saves one man’s wages every day you run it.

ing manner: The tool to be marked
Starchy and glutenous properties in
is covered with melted beeswax and
grains; uniformity in composition of
the name marked through the wax

wheat grown from a uniform lot of
with a pointed instrument, such as a seed, showing superior individuality

sharp awl, leaving the other part of
the wax undisturbed. The markings
are then ﬁlled with the ﬂuid and al
lowed to stand for about three hours.

The etching will be sharp and‘ dis
tinct.
Question of

in both head and kernel; these with

scores of other important experiments
and tests that have been worked out
by the experiment stations will be in
the line of instruction that will be put

forth by agricultural colleges at the
exposition.
Find

enclosed

three

T. D. W.&S. pieces of something
When writing to our advertisers
(what is it’) washed from the inside don’t fail to mention The Thresher
of a 15 h. p. boiler while cleaning. men’s Review.

DAIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
880 Vine Street,

Ottumwa, Iowa
Please mention The Bevjew.

October. 190%
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HOUSES,

.
Sold Direct
From
Brand New, Clean

Building Material for Every’ Purpose at 60c on
Every Description!

BARNS, CHURCHES, STORES, OUTIlUILDINGS,
FOR REMODELING AND IhiPROVEMENTS.

CRIBS,

WE SELL NEW LUMBER CHEAPER THAN EVERYBUDY ELSE‘

GND
‘l

1,000 New Lumber Offers.
Our Mammoth Lumber Yards.

Millwork Supplies of
FOR

'

'
I

Grades Guaranteed!

the Dollar!

KINDS

45

-

I '

'

We have a Special Proposition for everyThmJRfmﬂl 5 Rule“ reader. We buy in a strictly original
way. The secret of our wonderfully low prices is due to the ﬁnancial misfortune of manufacturers. We
hustle night and day to find lumber mills, planing mills, lumber yards and lumber merchants who need
spot cash. Their ﬁnancial distress is your opportunity. We have already contracted for over 50,000,00(

_
r

feet of brand new stock at 50% reduction. Hundreds of saw mill owners and lumber companies are badly in need of cash. Dozens have failed or assigned.
Our capital stock and surplus is over $1,000,000. Our men are right on the ground with the money buying entire stocks at ridiculously low prices.

1

40 AGRES 0'.- $100“! We Invite Personal Inspection High Grade, New Miilwark
We have the largest lumber and building material yardsin
the world. Lumber of ever kiprl. For bulldlnRB Of "or Shi-

J

Every foot of our lumber is clean-—fresh from the
mill-careiully graded-delivered exactly in accorrhnce

We are in better shape to quote you low prices on mill
work than any other concern in the world We can furnish

$211231“!- nllfldl'onzlteﬁgvgg‘ BOPQRSY'CE‘RQRQE ggrph-ﬂgléilggl to grade. Remember our stock moves last. Our supply is you millwork of any kind or character. We can furnish
Mock and “we mg mm,(._v_ 6," m.,.“ defy cm, mtmum 0," never old or dirty likc_iu local_yards. You can see our siocl: everything-either the regular or special sizes. send up u
stock ﬂlsoiul'luiles ﬁnished lumber. We handle everything personally. Callaudmspecnuhorouzhlv before you buy- memorandum of your requirements. Let us make you an

v

required in your home for im.-rovements inside and outside.

SliEGTHlNG.
lsélglﬂélllllliilti

Pu‘. chi-ago Yards| Our lumber yards are right here
in Chicago. No matter if you have

See with your own eyes that our claims are absolutely
true. You will ﬁnd that our lumber grades exactly in
accordance with our representation.

will0,,
be ,0...
pos
mm, “mm ,0 m ,0, mm, ,0, w,You",6
You Can llriler Safely By

uLlABl‘ n,,uiv.s don’t fall to get our prices.

Our Pric
s building
are sin ply
unbeatable.
hey send
can no;
lumbcr
and
supply
bill it 'you
it be
to ‘m.
us.

G.

From Us! giﬁg'fgﬁ

_
'. . our
ers, contractors. builders.
carpenters and others \lSl'.

estimate. Be sure and get our prices on shingles, ﬂooring,
sheathing and siding. We also have a complete line of fire
places and mantels-everything in building hardware. You
wlllﬂnd our prices right. Send for our estimate today.
Many
concerns
lumber
d llqvueomtigxliuamillllsizgéi
ry f
only 0mm!
‘mmotl'er
which
they to
mil‘:
have

dcrl d except in. tremendous loss. We have the inside yards every month. Thousands more order direstbv mail. out ,6“ lumber on a brokerage has“, and n'eve, had; 2:}.
tl'ﬂlk
lumber
prlcis. We can save you dollars where
othersonsave
you pennies.

Bllllll BGGRDS,

first sending
in their
bills for estimates.
In guaranteed.
either way
perfect
satisfaction
is absolutely
assured and

; good$035930innil‘iiuiiiigtinlg‘bhhtifniimiiaieiiiice
1
t
3;“h
,oea‘ims

FLOORING. ElC.
I

ouR

I

Q

On application we will make you an estimate, freight prepaid, showing what material will cost you

.

,

laid down at destination on orders for carload lots. If you do not need a carload get your neighbors

c l

to club in with you. You can get a mixed
car including Furniture, Rooﬁng, Hard
ware, Mill Supplies, Machinery or
anything else you need for furnishing
or improving your buildings or farm. Thus you can make

wa’ Th a

a big saving.
Why pay exorbitant prices to local lumber
7
O
yards? Buy from us at ﬁrst hand. Save 40c on every dollar
bill
If your home is east of the Mississippi River
Save freight charges. We want small orders as well as and norm or the 0,1,0 Rm,“ 0,. H you “we 1,,
' big ones. We cater to the small customer. IOWH- Missouri or Minna-‘50m. We will PM’ Your
- railroad fare to
Chicago. includ
Let us ﬁgure with you Send in your bill for
I our estimate-we have everything you need.
lug waging‘ d‘"

I
l

“80

u “uh

0n llarload llrders

Wrecking Company, guarsn
tee our customers absolute
satisfaction in every respeol
or your money returned,

‘0 mil

8

:00

on

on

point.

rey

every

m that stun -

to the Editor of this paper. Write
to any Bunker anywhere. Ask any
express or railroad
agent.
Mercantile
agencies.
WriteAsk
to the
the
National

ing the time neo

ER

Bank of

tutlon of the great Union Stock Yards.

Mall
us- the coupon
-

mm‘
X Y . Huy 6 . 1 ml . >

‘n th's corner.

ﬂit

EXACT‘

It will bring you our latest

P. O.

w l I ° 8 9" on l “m b "1' ‘n d.
R“ca
building materials. All free!

CHAS. BAKER. s. 1)., July 15. I908.

go MEN SAY 0- K
The lumber arrived all right. Very sst‘lsfsclory.
I
ssved u least ‘$10.00 on my entire bill. Twenty man here
looked st the lumber and all said it was better than can be
bought here for almost double the price. You may look
for orders from here before full.

Annals-s or T"!

FURNISHED 0N

ADANCE to

My car of lumber arrived in good shape and quicker
than I expected. Am well pleased. I had I "hoe." All
my neighbors helped me hllll it. They all prslsed it vary
much, even a lumbermsn said it was better lumber than he
had In his yards. Will ssy that you ssved me "50.00 on

my bill.

MADE szw‘oo ON ONE 0RD
I hlved saved. on my bill of lumber from you, about $250.00
which I think is quite worth while. Hails recommended your
lumber to all here.
Many came to exsmlno it Ind found i\
sstisisewry. Tlicy full to understand how you can lcllss cheapiy lccordini to the prices of dealers here.
Ifound the doors
the best l have ever used.

Chicago, the leading ﬁnancial insti

APPLICATION

WILLIS cLliv'rsa, Wyo., July 2a. 1908.
WRITERS or ‘miss L'TTERS WILL a:
TO

PROSPEO‘I'IVI

GUSTOIIEIS.

We have thousands of letters from lumber buyers all over the United

send me free of‘ cost a. copy of:
Railroad tracks run right into our buildings. We
can have your order on its way within 48 hours if neo
essary. Every shipment goes by the shortest, quickest;
and most ecouomiealroute. We mud}
ship promptly.
Every
cou
cession
securable
is possible
yours. Give

Your Blif 500 Page Bargain Cstalod Free
Your Special Fall Lumber Oﬂ‘ers

Your House and Barn Plans
Your "Building News"
am going to build . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.. .. ....._ ...... ......

I am interested in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

- - . .

................. ..

a

trial.

.

------------------------~
. . . . .

date residences, farm homes, barns, cottages,
eto.—all of the most modern design. It con
tains complete construction plans of each floor
for houses costing from $450.00 upward. Shows
most popular style of farm homes now being
constructed.
Also contains up-to-date barn
plans-side and cross section views-hip
roofs, bank barns, sheep and dairy barns, horse
stables, etc. Fill in and send coupon today.

P

It is a verit
able mlne of in—
formation for the
' shrewd. careful

and

Architects, expert builders
you are going to build any
plan, avail yourself of our
and experience.
00
c E

F REE

economical

'

sI
buyer. Contains
.
our literature and prices. thousands upon
thousands of rare
M
T
It will put you in touch with the wonderful bargains-price offers that command orders.
A
I I
situation in the lumber market. It will bring Millions of dollars’ worth of merchandise bought
you our thousands of money-saving offers. at Sheriﬂs’, Receivers’ and other forced Sales
' Don't put this off if you are going- to build or are truthfully and plainly described in this
I
Improve. No order is so smal that we cannot wonderful book. It should be in every home.
save on from 405 to 60$. If you want our
“Three Big Offers" mentioned in this
vertisement, mail us the coupon today. GET A copy mR THE coupon.
us

- - I I . . -

talus many photographic pictures of new up-to

EXPERT AD VICE

[Review

AnDREss ...................................

We will send you, free. a copy of our new
1908-09 edition of house and burn plans. It oon

.
.
States who are happier
and richer
for sending us their orders. These few
letters are samples of bushels of testimonials that bear out our statements
in this advertisement about our money-saving offers.
The building, lumber and mlllwork supplies we offer
,
you are new, fresh and clean. They are not wreckage.
Do not listen to the statements of retail lumber deal
ers condemning our business-they have their
axes to grind. Don't let them poison your mind.
Be lndependeuti Investigate our proposition from our staff of
rsonally. Our goods are delivered in exact accordance with representations in and estimators. If
his advertisement. We are ready to forfeit $10,000 in cash if you can prove that thlng that. needs a
this advertisement is false, misleading or deceiving.
extensive facilities

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECIUNG 60..
85th and Iron Sm. Chicago.
p“- your 05-" in The Threshermen’:

I expect to commence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-

essary to sell you
waenrﬁilrtgiildle :2

We will fill your lumber orders without one cent of cash deposit.
We offer extremely liberal terms. All that prospective buyers
' t o prove th c"
' “spans!'b'l't
need i. 0 d o is
Hy . Vi’ E SHIP LUMBER

Unlouded Car of lumber, found it 0. K. Part of it is in the
church. Quite I good many have looked st it and they all think
it was s ﬂno car of lumber. Our dealer stood by the our and
wsschod every piece taken out. but could not say anything against
it. Saved H2511)Gl-X). N. HODGE, licin, July 20, 1008.

All to our reliability and

alum-1n our mvenhemonu.wtne
responsibility
to live up to the

Drovers Deposit

-

AND BUILDING MATERIAL WITHOUT CASH IN

transaction. Shouldwe sell you.
it
willll‘ﬁ‘lln
meanlyoutrroloculity.
many new custo
mer;
W;
wor

-

sell you
at least
one
carload
of
lumber
and
buliilingmaterlal.
If
you
live
any honest Farmer, Contractor, Carpenter, Builder or reader of where write “a ‘or our unread ‘are one’ else
Th"
I
. paper. In accordance with
.
.
“y
this
our simple
method you can qual gives you an opportunity to look over out "w
an (I M
.k c advantage of this
'
generous 0 ff er . DEL IV E R IT AT YO U R S T A TION WITH FRE E mendous stock. You can select what you want
PRIVI LEGE OF EXAMINATION. You need not accept it unless thoroughly satisfactory in every respect.
and see it loaded. Bill of lading' showing shlp
ment will slso be given you immediately.
LOOKS GOOD TO LOCAL DEALER
SAVED $150.00
'

Thlilpapei‘protocts
Zcrlbgr
agnlnlzli loss& everysub
We are
can

-

v

Send us

your

order when

you

get

.

Chicago ljgiise Yllivzclong (10.35 dlropgSlsLlucago.

. _

m

‘

B.F.D . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..BTATE.....

‘is you lstlmtll ll luisllslsi Sui in Is! Xesnlsl Ill Flu flunliurs Catlin.

-

'

e

_

_
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'I'HB'I‘HRESHHRMENS REVIEW

HANDLING HOT WATER WITH YOUR INJECTOR
The hot water problem is one that causes much concern with every thresherman.

WE HAVE SOL VED THE DIFFICULTY IN TWO WAYS

The CHICAGO AUTOMATIC INJECTOR
is especially built and constructed to operate high temperatures of feed water in addi
tion to working with high pressures of steam.

These are only added features in addi

tion to its simple construction and ease of operation. Does not "buck” or “break"
when engine is traveling over rough bumpy roads. THE CHICAGO EJECTOR de
livers the water cooler to your engine tank than any other jet on the market. This
makes it easy for the injector to handle.
THE TWO REMEDIES:
An injector that will handle hot water; an ejector that
delivers the water practically cold.
Mr. Thresherman: Does this Interest you? Send for free catalog, 72 pages.

THE OHIO INJECTOR COMPANY
THE WORLD'S GREATEST INJECTOR MANUFACTURERS

OHIO, U. S. A.

129 SOUTH MAIN ST.
Please mention The Review.

the whole is departmented and cat~ The location is a good one, on R

alogued so as to be of easy reference Street, in the midst of the threshing
for the buyer. Here a home can be machine district.
furnished complete, a machinery
plant ﬁtted out, or a single item,

The B. F. Gump Company, formerly located on Canal Street, should
now be addressed by Review readers

at 250 Clinton Street, Chicago, 111.
It will be remembered that this
company handles a general line of
supplies and tools of all kinds for
threshing, and their catalogues are

always gladly mailed to all inquiries
from threshermen.

The Farm Journal of Philadelphia

makes an attractive offer that all up
to-date farmers should avail them
selves of, as it will mean dollars in

their jeans. They will give, for a lim
ited time only, a ﬁve year subscrip
tion to their valuable paper and any
one volume of Biggle’s Handy Farm
Library all for $1. The book alone
is worth more than that. The Farm
Journal will help any farmer get
more out of his farm and is besides
an ‘interesting
and entertaining
monthly visitor.

The Parlin & Orendorﬁ Co., Can
“from a needle to an elephant,” ton, Illinois, are pioneers in the man
bought at a most attractive price. ufacture of engine gang plows, which
of the books are the Biggle Cow Book, When in want of anything, write and makes their announcement on anoth
quotations,
mentioning
The
Horse Book, Orchard Book, Poultry get
er page of this issue of especial inter
Threshermen’s
Review.
Book, Garden Book, etc., etc. For
est to the prospective buyer of a plow
particulars see advertisement that ap
for use with his traction engine.
The key to the great economy in These plows may be had either mould
pears elsewhere in this paper.
feeding properly ground feed to eat board or disc, and any number of
From a. needle to an elephant! A tle is proﬁered in the new booklet furrows. Their pamphlet, “Plowing
wide range, truly. But that’s about of the Crown Point Mfg. Co., Crown B‘y Steam,” gives much information
the scope of the merchandise exhibit Point, Ind., where a ﬁne line of feed on this important subject, as well as
in the 40 acre plant of the Chicago grinders for farm engine use is full information regarding P. and O.
Housewrecking Company at 35th and shown; Letz’s patent steel burr mills. plows. When writing for it kindly
The catalogue shows the mills in op mention The Threshermen’s Review.
Iron Streets, Chicago.
eration
and very graphically explains
Can you mentally picture ﬁve or
the
diﬁerence
between the old style
six of the biggest department stores
The Corn Belt Shredder Co., of
of
doing
this
work
and the new. When
you have ever seen, all moulded into
Beatrice, Neb., whose advertisement
writing
for
this
please
mention
The
one, with the elimination, perhaps, of
appears on another page of this issue
a few of the dress goods depart Threshcrmen’s Review.
have placed on the market a new

ments; then with a dozen big ma
chinery shops added; two or three
great warehouses, a rope walk, the
biggest plumbing supply house you
know of, and two or three immense
old iron and steel establishments’ If
you can grasp the potential possibil
ities of such a combination, you will
have a. faint idea of the enterprise
Write to the Farm Journal, 1034 the Chicago Housewrecking Company
Race St., Philadelphia, and ask them is conducting today.
The company secures its material
to tell you how you can get the oth
er nine volumes of this handy, valu not alone from the wrecking of Ex
able farm library without a penny positions, hotels, houses, manufactor
of cost. It will surprise you how eas ies, etc., but the sheriff's sale, the
ily you can get them and after you forced closing down of business, the
have the set you would not part with foreclosing of chattel mortgages and
it for big money. Some of the titles other fruitful bargain sources, and

The O ld Re

shredder, the “Corn Belt,” for which
The Hart-Parr Co.,

of

Charles

some very strong points are made.

City, Iowa, have rented the Lincoln, Prominent among these are its great
Nebraska, quarters formerly occu capacity and absolute safety of op
pied by the Wood Bros. Self Feeder eration. Its 62 inches inside measure
Co., of Des Moines, Iowa, and have
established a branch of their own at

ment with long snapping rolls, groov

Lincoln, to be known as the Nebras

the large number of husking rolls,

ed the whole length, together with

ka branch of the Hart-Parr Com

give it ample capacity—claimed to
pany. This branch will be in charge be 50 per cent larger than in other
of Mr. R. H. Switzer, who has been makes. It is ﬁtted with feeder, wind
in the employ of the company with stacker, and bugger, and is a very
headquarters at Lincoln for the past complete machine. The company has
three years. The rapidly increasing just closed a four days practical dem
business of the Hart-Parr Company onstration at their local fair with
in Nebraska has made this action most gratifying results. Write them
necessary in order to properly look for full particulars, mentioning The
after their trade in that vicinity. Threshermen’s Review.

iable Bi'rdsell

'\_~

CLEANS

AND

SAVES

ALL

THE

SEED

WE MAKE =
the Only Exclusive Alfalfa l'lullor In the World.
It In the Machlno
for the West. The Famous “Bl; Slx" Clover Hullor,
the Largest In the World. A Machine that the
Threshormun can rely on for Fast
and Clean Work.
THE HULLER THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST IN
\\_/

BIRDSELL HLLERS "AVE
N EQUAL "a “
PAOITY AND DURABILITY

THE FIELD FOR MORE THAN HALFA CENTURY

BIRDSELL MFG. CO.,
28 Kentucky Avenue,
410 N. High Street,
-

-

-

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Factory South Bend, Ind., U. S. A.
Santa Fe Street,
KANSAS el'rv.
—__———_Q_BRANCHES_O 1004
108 8. commercial Shoot, ~31'. Louis,

no.
no.

October. 1908.
TO THE MAN WHO PAYS AND
THE ENGINEERS WHO USE
Got Ono Your Piston Rod Packing
VVlll stop leaks of steam, air or ammon
is.
One full package will last a year or
more without oil. grease or attention ex
cept to tighten nuts occasionally. Ono dol
lar per pound, including express or postage.
cash with order.

"TIE IMIIIIEI' EXCHANGE MIMI". {Illin- Isl Ylll

BIO PROFIT

Change in Business.

It will be of interest to readers of
The Review to learn that the entire
interests in the adjustable sieve and
chatter business of the Ditch Adjust
nble Sieve Company, Mansﬁeld, Ohio,
have been transferred to the Closz &

EVERYBODY
BUYING

Howard Company, Webster City, 0.,
including all patterns, and the latter

in naming lumber with our up
K: ro~ilulnSaw Mills. Keep your
I

concern will continue the manufac
mm mm Numb, ture of the adjustable sieves and

engine earning money

"i
“reggggfbe‘r'l‘ggglgf chaﬁers at their Webster City plant.
‘1.. f ' ‘ug‘fi'gﬁgigiﬁigdgngggf
The combined screw feed ﬂue ex
l

w'imm'm 'mm‘" pander and cutter manufactured by
B and prices.
the Ditch Adjustable Sieve Company
has been retained and their attention
will be conﬁned to the manufacture
and marketing of this article in the
future. No change in officers or man

I!- R. “OWEN-£00., MinneapoliuMinn

A NEW ONE

A Screw Feed Flue Expander and Cutter

agement has been made, the transfer

merely effecting the sieve interests of
the Ditch Company.

and ‘cutter a large one, and will now

Other Prim and
Circular
Upon Application

CUTTER $5.00

A great labor saver. Saves time and
money in trips to repair shop.
Has
advantages over other expanders and
cutters. in that it is operated entire
ly by wrench—-no hammer is used.
No guess work. The grooves in rolls
will form a bead on the inside of
tube, which is a. positive proot' of a
nertect job. Made in all sizes. 1% in.
to 4 in. sizes carried in stock.
Good Live Agents Wanted.
For full particulars, write.

THE FERNYAK MACHINE CO.,

MANSFIELD. 0.

SEPARATURS

They have found

the demand for their ﬂue expander

PRICE OF 2 INCH
ROLLER Mill

CREAM

have more opportunity to give their
attention to this line.
The acquisition of the Ditch sieve
and chaffer by the Closz & Howard
Manufacturing Company will mate

rially strengthen their line, and in
every way, the deal just consumated
appears to be a desirable one and in
the interests of the entire trade.

The wonderful improvements made in the 1908
DE LAVAL CREAM SEPARATORS—added to
their THIRTY YEARS record of ONE MILLION
prosperous users throughout the world—havc con
vinccd practically all WELL-INFORMED buyers
of their overwhelming superiority, as well as actual
chcapness, and they are being bought in ever greater
proportion this fall than in the spring or ever before.
A catalogue to be had for the asking shows the
reasons WHY.

Engine Strikes Thresher Tank.
The Missouri Paciﬁc passenger for

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR Co.
42 E. Msmsou Srnss'
CHICAGO

Omaha struck a water tank belong

General Olllccs

IRIS l l'2l5 Frrsswr 8r.

about ﬁve miles north of Auburn,
ing to Chas. Whitton’s thresher
Nebraska, recently.
The tank had
MAURICE
CANDY

PHILADELPHIA

165-167 Broadway

Dlrumn l SACHAHINYO Br;

SAN FRANCISCO

r7s-r17 wrrum 8mm
MONTREAL
I‘ ll r6 Pumcrsa STRIII

WINNIPEG
I01 Fmsr SIFIEEY

N EW YORK.

PORTLAND, OREG.

just gone down a hill and had made

FOUNDER
OF THE

GENUINE

“E‘Bi‘iéif‘”

_

Bangers‘:-

i

‘

so much noise that the driver could
not hear the train and on account of

high weeds could not see it.
He
jumped and was hurt but little and

American Direct Acting Steam Baling Press

the team escaped uninjured, but the
tank and wagon were smashed.

"I Y, 8184 W, EXGELSIOR, 8H. WINGS, E10.

Most Powerful and Rapid Baler on the Market tor:

He Was Game.
Roy W. Emig, a young attorney of

Columbus, Ind., who is seeking the
republican nomination for representa
tive, went to Azalia one week in July
Exposure to sun and rain.
often to snow. is what the
threshing machine belt must
withstand.
Moreover. it must
not slip. because an even rota
tion of the cylinder is neces
sary for clean grain.
There's
one belt will answer these re
quirements to the fullest de
gree-—you

know

lt—

in search of votes, but found work in

stead. When he reached the farm of
Lewis Davis he saw Oscar Newsom
and his tlireshers busy.

gave Ernig a fork and told him to go
to Work.

Tbs MIIGSIMII Bolts! Dick lslt
is made endless ior throshermen‘s
use. ()utinsts rubber belt and imita
tions of itself several limos over.
Booklet. "Exporlenm with Goody."
givesopiuions of threshermen w 0
use it MUD request. (Ganriy Belt
Dressing givestheinst touch of per
iection oi Candy Belts )

HE GANDY BEuTiN'c-ﬁco...
sALT|MoRg,.s1p,-,

The threshers

The candidate was not to be

bluifed, so he pitched wheat all morn
ing. ate a hearty dinner with the

\_

an...

7

V

____

Takes up very little room. Easily moved-can be Ilruuntctl on wheels
when desired. May be connected direct to any Boiler, or Traction or
Portable Engine by pipe or Steam hose. Write for descriptive circu
lar and prices.
American Saw II" Machlnory 0o. 1 17||on st..- lllckoﬂstown, N. J.
Now York 0"! 1s, 1585 Hudson fonnlnll llldg.

threshers and pitched wheat again all
afternoon. Never a word did he say

about politics, but kept right at his
task.
In the evening he ate supper with

THE POWELL AUTOMATIC INJECTOR
WILL FEED YOUR BOILER

the men, then boarded a car and went

back to Columbus.

As he left the

scene he informed the men that he
would come down some other time

and talk politics.

Chesapeake
Stitched
Canvas
Thrasher
Bailing

Lifts water on three foot length of pipe be
tween tnnk and combining tube on 18 lbs. steam
pressure.
Will lift water through 20 ft. pipe on
60 lbs. steam pressure.
Handles hot water up to
123 degrees.
The Powell Automatic Injector is arranged so
as to produce the highest standard eﬂiclency yet
without any complicated parts.
They are so
made they can't be inverted or replaced wrong
when taken apart for cleaning or repairs.
Write
for special circular.

Powell's Steam Speoisltios srs stsndsrd.

Ask

your jobber-be knows.

DID YOU GET OUR CATALOG?

The Wm. Powell CO., Cincinnati, O.
New York, 254 Canal St.

Philadelphia. 518 Arch St.

Boston. 239-45 Causeway St.
The above illustration shows Miss Phillis Hunt.

I Unsurpassed for strength. traction
power and durability.
Made from
the heaviest weight of duck.
All
goods fully guaranteed.

For sale by all reliable dealers.
lhnuilotund by

Tha Bhasapaaka Bahing company
Baltimore, Md.
Please mention The Review.

of Iowa, engaged in loading corn iodder on an
Electric Handy Wagon made by The Electric
Wheel Co., Quincy. Ill.
This young lady. sccording to reports. likes
nothing etter than loading and hauling corn Iod
der on these low wagons. She is about 16 years old
and weighs 110 pounds and thinks she is able to
haul as much corn fodder on a Handy Wagon in
one day. as a full grown man can haul on the
ordinary high wagon in the same length of time.
| Miss Hunt. however. according to her letter. is
not willing to undertake to haul all the corn iodder
and it would be useless for any oi our young
farmer readers to imagine that they could avoid
sll this work. by contracting s mstrimoniol alliance
l with Miss Hunt.

A LINER AD
in The Review is a sure way of disposing of any machinery, or buy
ing a particular machine or part, getting help or ﬁnding a position.
The expense is small-3 cents a word for each insertion-and the re
sults are sure if there is any kind of demand for what you have to
offer. Try one next month.

October, 1908.

THETHRBSHHRMEN'S REVIEW
203 8ALE—-VVhitman belt power
press. good as new.
Sell cheap.
thur Smith. Plain City. Ohia.
1'08. SALE—12

boiler

with

hay
Ar

horse Auto engine and

ﬁxtures.

$50.00.

Also 4

clincher rim wheels and axles. $15.00.
lhqmbA. Wilson. 949 N. 30th St., Lincoln.

e .
20B TRADE-A 1906 ﬁve
passen er
Reo touring car with to
and
vs
lamps. Car all in good cond tion. Trade
for traction engines 16 h. p. and larger.
Box 621. Des Moines. Iowa.

THRESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur
chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.
In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just

POE- SAIIE—One 21 horse Northwest
double cylinder cross compound ep
gine. One Avery separator. 32x59. Will
take a smaller engine in trade. or sell
either part separate.
Ewalt. Gurgel.
R. No. 2. North Freedom. Wis.

what their ad. will cost, we have decided to make a ﬂat rate of

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.
Signatures and addresses are count ed as so many words and charged at the
above rate. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 3lx48,) will be counted as
one word. Abbreviations and initials, each will be counted as one word.
REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.

Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.
FACTURER, DEALER 01' THRESHERMAN.
No display can be given advertisements under this heading.
It is useless
to request that cuts be run.
If that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad
vertising columns.

A BAEGAIN—A lO-l‘ull Case corn husk

FOR SALE

or TRADE-One

16

Works Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

A'U'I'OMOBEE 1'03 SALE-Glide run
about with tonneau.
Good tires.
In
good running order.
G. E. Travis Co..
Henry. Ill.
.
Please mention The Review.

COMPLETE BEBUII-‘l' Birdsell

POE. BAIIE—Nlce. thoroughly
rebuilt
modern. up-to-date automobiles. Some
rare bargains.
“'rite for list. Address
Robt. Holmes & Br0s.. Danville. 111.
Please mention The Review.
EOE SALE CEEAP—One
Kalamazoo
cnsilage cutter. large size. mounted.

Clover Good as new.

Address, A. Zwiebel. Jr..

Hullers: new teeth. rasps. belts. cut Burlington. Wis.
Please mention The Review.
price. $245.00. New Feeder extra. $60.00.
McCormick Little Giant Shredders with
Wind Stackers. most new. $100.00.
38 P03 8AI|E—W'e have several rebuilt
and second-hand corn huskers of dif
inch under-runner corn mill. new frame.
Write for list and pric
$130.00.
Graham Mfg. Co.. Carmi. Ill. ferent makes.
es. Kenney Machinery Co.. Indianapolis,
Please mention The Review.
Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
203 8AI-E—10 roll J'anney Shredder,

good as new.

Price $350.00.

Oliver

EOE BAIIE—Reeves clover huller No.
12 with feeder and blower. rebuilt
and painted. new belts. price $350.00.
P03 8AI.E—16 h. p. compound Russell Also 12-roll Safety husker shredder. in
belts,
price
engine. saw mill.
log
wagon.
etc. line shape. nearly new
W. G. Stone. North Adams,
French burr mill. corn sheller.
At a RZFZOO.
c
.
great bargain for cash.
J’. W. Bednur.
Please mention The Review.
Shawnee. Okla.
Please mention The Review.
E03 SAI-—One big Port Huron sheller.
1906 style. in tine running order. a dan
E08 8AEE—One Stevens Big Four ten
One G-hoie Joliet shelter.
roli shredder. good shape. Price 8100. dy rig. $150.00.
extension
feeder. three way belt hitch.
Albert Anpel. Sandwich, Ill.
rower hitch and 10 h. p.. used but ver‘
Please mention The Review.
little. in excellent condition. $150.00.
1'03 SAI-E—Advance
8-roll
shredder M. Kane. Reddick. Ill.
Please mention The Review.
and husker. has run 20 days. as good
as new.
Good reason for selling.
A
203 8ALE——A
book containing the
T. Floberg. Randolph. Kans.
name. post office address and occupa
Please mention The Review.
tion of every white male citizen of
POI BALE—A postal card will bring Pittsylvania Co.. Va. Price. $5.00. Di
E. H.
you bargain prices on endless Giant rectory contains 5.793 names.
red stitched belts for wood saws. feed Shelton. Chatham. Va.. Box 52.
Please mention The Review.
mills. clover hullers. etc.
We carry a
Brumﬁel. R. No. 12. Everton. Ind.
Please mention The Review.

big stock of endless belts: 60. 70. 80.
90. 100 feet up to 160 feet; and from 0
to 10 inches wide and 4 or b-ply.
Mil
ler Oil &' Supply Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 BALE-Big stock second hand en
gines: most all sizes. from 8 to 2'.’
horse power.
10-roll Success shredder.
practically new.
l2-roll Snftey shred
der. 6-hole Marseilles sheller. etc. Write
for our list and prices.
Dukehart Ma
chinery Co.. Des
ioines. Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
203 SAI-E—-12 h. p. factory rebuilt and
guaranteed Master ‘Workman gasoline
engine.
Price $250.00
The Auten Ma
chinery Co.. 22 & 24 W. Randolph BL.

Chicago.

Ill.

WANTED. mnsnnnnmn-a

Thompson,

BEBUIIIT AID

SECOND-ELIE

EI

GIIIES—We now have on hand and
are prepared to make reasonably prompt
shipments of the following engines: 32
h. p. Port Huron steel geared special
traction engine: 30-h. Port Huron trac
tion; 24-h. Port Huron traction; 21-h.
Port Huron steel geared traction; 18-h.
Port Huron traction; 16-h. Port. Huron
traction: IB-h. Port Huron traction; 14
h. Port Huron traction; 12-h. Port Hu
ron traction; lti-h. Gear-Scott traction;
l6-h. Aultman-Taylor
traction:
16-h
Star traction: 16-h. Huber traction. 16
h. Russell traction: 16-h. Peerless trac
tion; lﬁ-h. Advance traction: 12-h. Nich
ols & Shepard traction: 16-h. Birdsall
traction: iii-h. Nichols & Shepard trac
tion: 12-h. Rumely traction. 12-h. Ste
vents traction:
12-h.
Russell traction;
lO-h. Port Huron traction.
We have a
full line of rebuilt Port Huron. Advance.
Nichols 8: Shepard. Rumely and Geiser
separatorspclover hullers. bean thresh
ers. hay presses-in fact. anything in
the machinery line rebuilt desired.
If
interested and want prices. write us.
Port Huron Engine & Thresher Co..
Port Huron. Michigan. U. S. A.

REEUIII'I'
One

21

TIBESREE
h.

p.

ERGII'ES—

Minneapolis

postal

card. giving your name and post office
address.
“'e will send you samples by
mail of lubricating oils and greases free
of charge and save you money.
Inde

pendent Oil Co.. Mansﬁeld.‘ Ohio.

wasrrnn so niTnn-ia h. p. Case
engine for 22 h. p. Hart-Parr.
Osborne.

J. R.

Kans.

WAI'IED——Position as a stationary en
gineer by a young man.
Have had
eight years experience of stationary and
traction work.
Can do repair work.
Sober and can furnish good references.

John Morrell. Alfred. N. D.

_

Please mention The Review.
WE-I‘l'E-For lowest prices on complete
assortment of engines. separators and
attachments of leading makes.
All siz
es.
Cascaden Mfg. Co.. Waterloo. Iowa
—Grand Forks. North Dakota.
Please mention The Review.

"ROCKFORD"

32:2‘; Rockford Engine WliS.
Rockford, ll .

OJHOOHU
“OH

The Engine thnt
Will l‘lcsea You.

Any Style Engine.

3 to 30 II. P.
Write for
SPECIAL

PRICES
Mention this paper.

TIIE iillliilllll. MT. GILEAI] ‘
HYDRAULIC PRESS 1
produces more cider from less
apples. and is a bigger money
maker than any other press.
Sizes from 25 to 400 barrels
dsil . Steam Evaporators. »
A p e Butter Cookers. Gas. ‘
ol ne Engines. etc. Catalog
free.
naps ONLY BY
The Hydraulic Press Mfg. Co.

llspll‘ilsll l
I1. ilLEAD. ' llillli
loom 124-13, 39 Cortlandt lthl'ow York
Please mention The Review.

compound

return ﬂue type. price $1,150; one 19 _h.
p. same make as above. price $700; one
12 h. p. some as above. but not com
pound. price $250: one 16 h. p. Minneso
ta Giant. price $375: one 16 h. p. Huber
price $350; one 30 h. p. New Giant com
pound return ﬂue. price $1,300; one 25
h. p. New Giant. simple return ﬂue.
price $1.300: one 18 h. p. Phoenix. price
3700; two 20 h. p. .I. I. Case straight
ﬂue. price each. 8750: one 22 h. p. doub
le cylinder undermounted Star engine.
31.150.
Discount for cash.
If above
engines are not just what you want
write me. Can get almost any standard
make.
Address. '1‘. L. Sykes. Engine &
Boiler Works. Fargo. North Dakota.

sannsmu wana'n_oood

hustling

voung man can make a nice salary on
the side by selling our oils. greases.
belt dressings and boiler compounds to

the threshing trade. Write for particu
lars. The Monitor Oil Co.. No. 1131 W.
1th St.. Cleveland. Ohio.

TEIESIEBMEI IO'I'IOE-If you own

or are interested in a threshing outﬁt.
write us for agency contract for a de
vice needed by every thresherman.
No
money or security required.
Hydraulic
I'OE SALE 03 TRADE-Saw mill. No. Press Mfg. Co.. Dept. E. Mt. Gilead. 0.
2 Russel 8: Co.. (double).
In perfect
condition. rehuilt. complete. with two WAI'I'ED—We want every reader of
bottom and one top saw. both inserted
The Review to get us one new sub
(54) and solid.
Cheap. or will trade scriber. (not a renewal). He must be a
for horses or mules. or anything of man interested in farm power machin
value.
Eli McNames. Ryron. Ill.
ery and he must pay the full subscrip
Please mention The Review.
tion price. 50 cents. Send the subscrip

tion with the 50 cents to us and we will
ron
SAI-E—Ruth
Parsons
feeder. extend your subscription one year in
brand new. has never been attached. advance.
Subscription Department. The
Price $140.00 F. 0. B. Ruthton, Minn. 'l‘hreshermen's Review. St. Joseph. Mich.
S. Bertelsen. Ruthton. Minn.
Please mention The Review.
m1- “ADE my gasoline engine for
a traction from 13 to 16 h. p.
Must
E03 BALE CHEAP-One 16 horse com be in good condition. Chas. Baer. Men
pound Advance engine with cab and don. Mich.
iacket.
Also one 16 horse simple Ad
Please mention The Review.
vance. both new 1905.
One nearly new

Stevens Big 4 shredder.
8. J. Diets.
Bloomington. Ill.
.
Please
mention
The
Review.
EOE BALE—One 16 horse compound
Russell engine. one 15 horse compound 203
LEE 0E “ADE-One
10-roil
Advance engine. one 32x48 Advance sep

WANTED-Husk frame for Reeves No.
1 saw mill. With or without mandrelv
August Nutsch. Morrowviile. Kansas.

KODAK ron SAI-E——Eastman. 8A fold

h. p. Peoria. 111.. U. S. A.

er and shredder. with wind stacker.
Russell compound traction engine in
good shape; one Huber separator 28x42
It is rebuilt and in first class condi
tion. every bit as good as new.
Ask with drag stacker. nearly new:
one
for price.
We have on hand a number Disston inserted tooth saw. nearly new.
of rebuilt and second-hand engines of Would trade engine or separator for
almost every make.
A chance to get good portable engine of from 20 to 30 h.
a good engine at a low price.
Ask for p.
Edgar Fowler. R. 6. Salem. Ohio.
our Rebuilt List No. 180 for full de
Please mention The Review.
scriptions.
The Huber Manufacturing
Company. Station 3. Marion. Ohio.
1'08 SALE-We are the owners of the
original patterns for the Aultman Co..
Please mention The Review.
Canton. Ohio. line of machinery. and are
making the repairs for Star engines.
ALI- TEBESKEBMEI GE'I.‘ WISE
Orders filled
Save oil agents commission of $5 00 American separators. etc.
Send for new repair price
to $10.00 on your orders for oils and promptly.
The Engine & Machinery Co., 1174
greases by buying direct from an old list.
established refinery.
Send postal card Marion St., Canton, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
for prices and samples.
Inland Oil

WAMED—Young men for firemen and
brakemen; instruct you at home by
mail.
We assist in securing employ
ment. For free information send stamp
to National Railway Training Schoo.
lnc.. 376 Robert St., (Room 29!). St.
Paul. Minnesota.

ing. takes pictures 3%x5%.
I! new.
cost $20.00. will sell for $14.00. Address
"Kodak." c/o The Threshermen's Re
vitw Co.. St. Joseph. Mich .
BEBUIIIT ERG-INEFSome of the re
built engines we have are 14 h. p.
Aultman. 16 h. p. Gnar-Scott. 16 h. p.
Peerless. 18 h. p. Russell. 16 h. p. Case.
16 h. p. Avery. 20 h. p. Avery.
If
what you want isn't given here. tell us
the kind of engine you are looking for
and we will tell you by return mail
lust how closely we can match it.
We
can usually give you just what you
want.
Avery Company, 259% Iowa St.,

Anybody can use this department at these rates, whether MANU

WAITED—Strictly high-grade traveling
salesman for Illinois territory by lead
ing thresher manufacturer.
Address
Machinery. care Carrier Number Eight,
Peoria. Illinois.

in Grinding is the difference in the
cost of power and

done—that’s

amount

where

of work

MARTIN'S

GRINDERS beat them all.
We want to send you all our free catalogue
which shows Grinders for all kinds of power
also our Combination Ear Corn Grinder, and
we will help you to make some money.

MARTIN MFG. COMPANY
Box 245 ST. LOUIS PARK, MiNN.
(Suburb oi Minneapolis.)

____l
Please mention The Review.

Please mention The Review.

arator complete,
one l2-roll Advance
husker. all in running order.
Price.

Stevens husker-shredder with feeder
and blower, run about fifty days.
Al
ways shedded when not in use. in good
shape. Could use self feeder or Sattley
stacker for 86x56 machine. Albert Shep»

$1,000.00 cash.
Arthur Perkins, R. F.
D. No. 24. Delta. Ohio.
_
Please mention The Review.
herd. Platteville. Wis.
Please mention The Review.
ron SAI-E—~0ne 14 horse Advance en
gine. 36x56 Advance separator with
Sattley attached stacker,
one
B-hole
Marseilles corn sheller.
Art Steffenson.
R. F. D. No. 1. Newhnll. Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
EOE BAEE—One Champion
er No. 4. one steam drill.
car. winding drum. electric
all necessary tools; all in

Gilbert

"an

Camp, R. N0.

1'03.

SALE

03 ‘II-AID

for land

or

stock 25 horse plow and thresher out
tit.
Almost new.
Write for particu

lars to R. G. Rycroft

Greenfield. Okla.

Please mention The Review.

POB SAI-E——5 passenger Rambler auto
rock crush
mobile. two cylinder. with folding top.
stenm line.
in line condi
battery and glass front. 5 lamps. etc.
Would trade for good machinery.
good order. [1011.

20.

hethtown. Ind.
Please mention The Review.

Elisa

Write
‘tion.
iylolnes.

us for more complete descrip
Dukehart Machinery Co.. Des
Iowa.

FIFTY-SIX YEARS BUILDING SAWS
THAT STAND TO EVERY TEST
We make the only
saw upon which you
can depend in all
kinds of weather.
0 h l e n ’ s Inserted
Tooth Saws espe
cially desirable.
Write for catalog
and lumber scale."
OHLGN SAW MPG. 00.. L. w. sermons. Gen. illrm. Columbus. Ohio

October, 1908-

‘

Tun 'I'HRESHHRMEN'S REVIEW

Well Machinery
Boring and Drilling Catalogue Free.

_, “““\\‘\\\\\\\\\\ ‘
' " I

Chem“, mg. C,

*

‘°‘Eitlii’iiiif‘ﬁiiiﬁiif’l?'s'“ '
P08 SALE-—CIBOUI-AI SAWS.
Gummed
and
hammered
complete.
ready to run. good as new. in the follow
ing Sizes: Three 43" 9x12; two 50" 8x9:
one 52" 8x9: one 54" 9x10; two 56" 8x10;
one 60" RxlO: three 60" 9x10; two 62"
8x10.
“'e guarantee the temper nn-i
metal to be
all
right.
1 t‘
y o l
want
bur~
gains write
quick while
they
last.
we can in
terest you with prices on the follnwim:

supplies.
bel tlmz.

Rubber, leather. red Stilt-hell
new

an ws,

pulleys.

emery

wheels. lace. Moore pumps. injectors
brass goods. What size saws have you
to exvhnnrr»?
Tag mLLg-n on‘, a; suppny co"
Indianapolis. Indiana.
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“The Information I Got From

‘The Farm Journal Helped Me
I'l 'ﬂ l'I lI /I I
\To Make $137 In Clear Cash”
—MrJ. Ollie C. [LI-inder, Jammrtohm. 1'4:
“1 can make {50 ayear more with the help oflhe Farm/dismal. lVould gladlypay :5 a ymr rather than do wx'lhou! r'l."—)ll. N. 5., Hai'na,Gd.
“The'FJrmers Problems‘ of the Imtfezu month: have been worth more than the iubrcrrph'on pH'ce."—Hiram Enlrzkin, Oln'ozua, A'rb.

These are only a few out of the thousands who take the trouble to tell us how they have proﬁted through the Farm
Journal. No other farm. paper h.:lps the farmer with such practical suggestions — based on actual experi
ence and not on theory-—as does the Farm Journal. Here are some of the articles which are going to increase the
proﬁts of our readers during the coming year. These are all to appear in our October issue:
' ‘High Farming alt Elniwood. ’’ by Jacob Biggie

L'The Home Vegetable Garden, ’ ’ Getting Readyjor Winter

Founders’ Day In Philadelphia.

Some Troublesome insects. and How to Deal with Them’ '

"Ailments and Remedies oi Live Stock’ ' by a practical veterinarian.
"Rm-‘3mg Pigeons fur Proﬁt”
' ‘The National Grange’ ’

‘Heart Problems" Young People's Trials and Troubles Answered
sympathetically by Aunt Harriet
‘ ‘How to Dress, ' ’ Fall Styles

' ‘Law tor the Farmer" —Answers to Legal Queries
' ‘Farmers’ Problems, ' ‘What They Are and llow to Solve Them

' ‘The Family Doctor. ” Neuralzia and Its Treatment
' ‘Young Folks’ ’ Puzzles

Remember: All this in a single issue and each issue seems better than the last. Every article goes straight to the point, telling you
what you should know. The Farm Journal is edited by Wilmer Atkinson. who was reared at the low handle and whose forefathers as
far back as the time of William Penn, were tillers of the soil. and whose Stron sympathy for the ariner, apparent in his straightforward
helpful editorial policy has made the Farm Journal the greatest fanu paper 0 America.
we want subscriptions for ﬁve years. The price of a ve years subscription is new Seventy-ﬁve Cents. This offer is good until January
I, 1909, after which UlCdpflCB will be One Dollar. If you subscribe now we will date your subscription from Jan. rst, To"? and you will re
ceive the Oct., Nov. on Dec. issues Free. For 3: you can now secure a 5 years’ subscription and any one volume of the Biggie Farm Library

You Need This Handy Farm Library
The eleven books, each an authority in its own line, are a wonderful store-house of advice and information. Farming with their aid
is easy. They are by Jacob Biggie, for the past 30 'ears a contributor to Farm Journal. l-lis lon personal experience in farmin , stock
raisiug and fruit growing, with the best counsel an help of other specialists. has gone into these
ks. They are all built like t e Farm
Journal itself-concise, practical, modern, comprehensive and handsome. Prnfurelw {Hus/rated. Four of them with ﬁne colored plates.
The Home Book covers the subject thoroughly-health and
The Orchard Book is crowded with new fruit facts and ﬁne
disease, history, training, care. 55000 copies sold.
illustrations. By an expert.

The Sheep Book tells which breeds are most proﬁtable, etc.,
it will put you right on the Sheep question.
The Poultry Book is tremendously popular-by far the best
handbook for the farmer s ﬂock. 6th edition. :0 colored plates.
The Cow Book tells how to make dnirying pay; full of cow
wisdom, condensed and accurate. Don't wait till the cow is sick.
The Swine Book—breedlng, feeding, fattening and marketing, with chapters on the diseases. The whole story.
0

The Garden Book tells how the author made money in the
business-—it remarkable record.
The other books are like thesc—stufi'ed to bursting with
‘
facts, advice and practical idas.
.0
The Berry Book, Pet Book and llenlth Book are
e
ﬁne, every one. Each book is a handy size to Slip into the
o.
pocket and consult duriugtlay‘s work. They cost only 50
Q’Pub.
cents per volume, postpaid; $5.00 for the set of ten.
I Farm
d'op'journal.

Let Us Send You a Biggle Book on Approval

i‘,I TliRESliERMAN
‘SAWYERAND- if
/-.
i
'
'

,
-‘\

.
"'

'

MAClllNlST.

Don't lose by puitiugit off. Your hogs may get the cholera next week.
Your horse may et the A o’ ,m the Farm Journal. other
colic. Perhaps your hens are not loving; perhags you have scale in your orchard. One 0 your <9.‘ W1" 1 W111 return the book
best cows ma not be giving all the milk she shonl
Then, Dear Reader. you will wish you had the $0.’ insidc 05 10 day!

m
~
PEORIA

Farm Journa and the Biggie Books which will solve these and many other problems. Fill g, 0
out the coupon and send it in today, and in addition to sending you your choice of the Biggie (9.0 Name
Books on approval we will tell you how
'0
''''''‘''

Q

.

to PM»

59 9
send meori
Don't send us any money, we’ve trusted the American farmer for over thirty years and have never had in v’ agl’mralyoul'
cause to regret it. Just ﬁll out the coupon on the lower right hand corner statin which book you want. and 9b 0'
‘33:
we will send it with a sample copy of the Farm ourual for your approval. If a ter you have looked them 9".’
over carefully you don't honestly feel that a su iscription to the Farm
ournal and one of these Biggie §°I ..
..Boolt
Books is the biggest value you ever saw for ONLY ONE DOLLAR_sen the book right back and we 0 '0 Us,‘ ,cwryﬂusend
will return the postage if you wish. lfyou do think it a good oﬁ'er send us ONE DOLLAR, keep the .é‘" you Sim ior the book
book and we will enter your subscription for the Farm Journal for ﬁve full years.
o 0 and a 5 years subscription

s

WATER
HARRiSONAND
s'rnzars

V,

/'

' ‘' '"""""_

o

You

Can Secure the Other 9

Biggie

Books

FREE !

0

FARM JOURNAL,1034 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Souh Bend Spark Arresters and Wind Stacker Hoods
The ONLY SPARK ARRESTER on the market that is sold with s

GUARANTEE to each purchaser to work SUCCESSFULLY on ALL
makes of Thresher, Mill, Hoisting or Railway Engines using wood, Coal
or Straw as fuel.

One Minute Please
WE WANT YOU TO HELP US GET A GOOD
BIG LIST OF SAw MILL MEN QUIcK. SEND US
A LIST OF THE NAMES AND ADDRESSES 0F
PARTIES owNING A SAW MILL, OR IN ANY wAY
INTERESTED, 0R THINKING OF BUYING ONE;
AND wE WILL RECIPROCATE BY HAVING SENT
TO YoU A THREE MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION TO
THE NATIONAL FRUIT GROWER (THE BEST PA
PER PUBLISHED FOR ANY oNE INTERESTED
IN THE GROWING 0F FRUIT FOR HOME OR
MARKET.) AND IN ADDITION TO THAT,_FoR THE
FIRST LIST RECEIVED wE WILL GIvE oNE
.PAIR OF HANSEN GLOVES: FOR THE BEST
LIST ALSO A PAIR OF HANSEN GLovES.
To THE NEXT TEN BEST LISTS wE WILL
GIvE EACH A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION To THE
THRESHERMEN'S REVIEW.
LISTS MUST ALL BE IN BEFORE NOVEM
BER 1ST, 190a.
ADDRESS YOUR LETTERS TO

The BEST WIND STACK‘ER HOOD ior Grain
Separators and Corn Shredders
It will do the
work as we claim for it.
We sell our Spark
Arresters and Wind Stacker Hoodson trial subject
to our wlrrantee.
write us and give measurements and description
oi’ your engine and wind stacker.

THE SOUTH BEND SPARK ARRESTER COMPANY,

Highest Award, St. Louis, 1904

:

South Bend, Indiana, II. S. A.

Gold and Silver Medals, Portland, i905

ASHLAND PUMP and HAY TOOL WORKS
Take on your “hi lb"The M9076! as
BEST PUMP 0N tARTli.
Ig

.

II
anA eqd‘sel
‘doin! ‘Riot

m
Low “I
Down

globe.

‘In! Pump.

011 Polished
or ‘Brass Lined

Write

clrcu-

lars.

Riﬂlt

time

the

de-

scrlptive

Rin'ht
Ask your dealer tor

for

The
to

write

is

now.

most satisfactory line arm

and wind Hill fom and Lift Pumps. Ions. Pumps.

:

SAW MILL DEPARTMENT

‘ The Threshermen’s Review, St. Joseph, Michigan

Power Pumps, ‘rank Pumps. Spray Pumps and 0h"
Valve Beat cylinders. lay Ualosdormtorks. llinrmrul
leys, stoHay Beck clamps. lt-ly-on Door lantern.

l". E. MYERS & BBO, Ashlanil, 0lIio.
Please mention ‘The Review

Cylinder.

‘
'

lovﬂli‘hlo
mall.
F
'

October, 1909.

THH'I'HKBSHHRMENS REVIEW

If You Run a Hay Press Here is
Something That Will Interest You
A complete record and account of all bales pressed. A record for the Press
man, the Shipper and the Customer, all in one neatly bound pocket size book.
In the form for recording the weights of baled hay, the weights are once recorded
under heading “\Veight of Bales" and thereafter checked, in place of each time repeat
ing the operation of writing down the weight.
There are 20 columns opposite the column headed “\Veight of Bales.” If‘the ﬁrst
bale you get weighs 125 15s., this weight is recorded in the first column under “\Veight
of Bales;" opposite, in the column headed “I” you place a check mark (\/), which des
ignates that one bale has been passed of that weight. Each succeeding bale of the same
weight is checked in the same way until the 20 bales are checked, when another line of the

._,.,

" ‘iAcémgyﬁek
.

Here is what

.I - ,

this little book

,

will do for you.

i
.i

and

a.»

1
Just what you've
been looking for.

-i
eI

same weight may be started. Bales of other weights are similarly handled; for instance,
the second bale weighs 135 lbs, procedure is exactly the same——weight inserted under
“V'Veight of Bales” and checked in column “I." All bales of irregular weights are placed
in “NIiscellaneous” column, to the right; as for instance, exceptionally light bales when
the press is started, and occasional heavy bales.
The form provides for bales of ten dilierent weights. Ordinarily this number will not
be required and there will be ample room on each sheet for more than one line of the av
erage run of weight.
_
When the table is even full, 10 lines and 20 bales each, the weight in tons can be com
puted quickly, by adding the column at the left headed “Weight of Bales” and pointing
05 two places.
The form is equally well adapted for the use of buyers and shippers as for use of press
men.

Sent Postpaid upon receipt of price, 15 Cents, two for 25 Cents.

THE THRESHERMEN’S REVIEW,

St. Joseph, Michigan

,
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The Only liusker=Shredder having a Band Cutter and Feeder
A \Vonder.

No Danger.

The self-feeder and band
cutter
to

has

all,

been

and

a

attracted

has

much attention.
ing

is

chine

Its work

complete.
has

wonder

The

given

ma

than

general

running

nary
satisfaction.—James
Loughridge,

Oskaloosa,

la.

Jas. Loughridge.

W‘

an

W'orth $300.00.

Just place the fodder on
the feeder and it
rest.

The

have
ing

ordi

threshing

chine-Albert
Mtura, Minn.

This complete feeder is the
only real safety; also it
saves two mens‘ time.

Does the Rest.

The self-feeder is a
That does
dandy.
away with all the dan
losing
ger of
people
their hands and arms.
Not any more danger

to

to

be

always

stop

The

does the

engineer

Simon,

i‘nlgin,

don't

A lbert Simon.

is

on

worth

the
alone

$300.00. It feeds good and
saves two men's time. or

watch

to take some

Earlham.

self-feeder

machine

about $4.00 a day,

one out of the rolls with a
hand torn to pieces.—J. S.

ma

___—_*.-‘

lng__board.-Fred

, it Co..

Klossner,

includ
Kiossner

Minn.

la.

G. F. Colgln.

Fit-‘JR’ lossncr;

It
the‘
Separates
BEFORE
shredding,
and
it
shreds
basins
too.
It
Better Fodder than by Others takes out corn and refuse; less mice live in the fodder and spoil it.
Just Enough Bruising.

Better
It

Farmers that have had
it chopped up and slitted,

have

come

kl‘ l sion
'

that

bruising

‘

die

to

to

nicely
want.

, they

the conclu

just

enough

make
is

just

and

l Huron does it
E.
Denning,

han

it

what

the

Nice Fodder.

Others.

Port

0. K.-—-F.
Jonesvliie.

makes-G.

D.

Industry.

It

the

best

fod

. der I ever saw.—Robt. Ha-

Redﬂeld, Ia.

It puts the fodder in ex

a fine job of
the fodder.—F.

tra

shape.—C.

De

Graft,

D.

0.

It puts the fodder in
first
class
condition.—-G.
W. Dunbar, Henderson, Ill.

Mich.

(i. l). Muench.

good

Kaylor,

H. Harris, Oskaioosa, Ia.
Shredded stocks can't be
l,»etter.-—Len Brown. Yale,

Muench, ‘

makes

‘I l blch,

0.

does
It
shredding‘

Ogden, Ia.

Denning.

The Best Fodder.

The fodder is left in very
nice condition as it is well
shredded and blown in the
moan-F. E. Slutz, North

fodder and

shreds

know of, and 1 have
been
with
four other . v‘

a l Mich.
F.

4

lots of it in a. day. too.
and does better work
than any shredder
I

l

in

Than

Robt. Habich.

The Port Huron

The Only Complete Husker-Shredder
LARGE CAPACITY-Two (2) sets of
snapping rolls; ten long husking rolls. A
money maker.
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The Shelled Corn isless, and it is saved and cleaned better_than by others
The machine shells
little corn-Henry
tollingstone, Minn.
.

I

never

saw

i that handled

one

such

very

It shells
The corn shelled easy

Maus.

this

but

it

did

the

hundred

i Henry

Separating

bushels.

Tiile,

Gibson

, burg. Ohio.

and 2 inches at butt and it
takes a good machine to
handle such fodder.—VV. C.
Reeder, Ottawa. Ohio.

It
does
not
shell
much
corn.—Perry
\Vesteriund. Orion, Ill.
Henry 'i‘ille.

the

shelled

corn before shredding is O.
K. The corn is more easi
ly
separated
from
the
whole stalks and is after
wards more easily and bet
‘H
I thaler
& Son. Prairie
View,
ter cleaned-J.
P. Ritzen

a. .

It

does a

cleaning

W’is.

not shell
more
than
four to six bushels to

before
large

‘ r'oi‘ﬂ.
I raised corn ears
this year 15 inches long
and fodder 15 feet high

W. C.’ Reeder.

season,

—A.

the least grain.
Williamson. Delavan,

very clean Job

the

shelled

corn,

and separating it from the

fodder. — Wm.
Delavan. W’is.
Vi'e

have

Bellman,

shelled as

low

as three bushels to the one
hundred.—F.

E.

Denning,

Jonesville, Mich.

III.

A. Williamson.

w» Don't make the mistake of buying a Husker-Shredder before thoroughly investigating the latest model of the Port
Huron.
Write to users. "Write us."

It'll

I
L._

Harvey James,
Ypsilanti. Mich.

Marin Harrington,
Marshall, Mich.

Rob-t. Harrington,
Marshall. Mich.

Y\'. Houseknecht,

Jonesville,

The Port Huron Husker-Shredder Catalog must be seen
to be appreciated-it is the best book ever published in this
line. It includes thirty pictures of men who are users of
the Port Huron Husker-Shredder; addresses and reports of

many more users; and more complete speciﬁcations than
furnished by other manufacturers.
"Write Us.”

R. A. Harpstrite,

Mich.

Moweaqua, Ill.

L.
Harpstrlte,
Moweaqua, Iii.

Aiken Muench,
Ogden, Ia.

Revere, M0.

Ogden. Ia.

PORT HURON ENGINE & THRESHER COMPANY
PORT HURON, MICH.

FLORA, IND.

NASHVILLE TENN.

Port Huron Machinery Company, Des Moines Iowa
Southwestern Port Huron Company, Peoria, Illinois
Northwestern Port Huron Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
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:‘FAcTsaVITALIMPORTANCE
TO EVERY SHELLER MAN;
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*' “Wu/ms FROM NEW WHO 'lr/vom/l

“Hes ian-Instanta

- lIlI l

A'
GALESVILLE. ILL. September IS. IN?
REEVES 8 CO. Columbus. Ind.

rent aheller to handle and does me: work.

to buy the Reeves.

REEVES It Co.. Columbus. Ind.

REEVES h CO., Columbus. Ind.

I would advise any one ‘John; a sheller,.’

\oura teneulully.

,__ ‘

RAK‘B. IND. Auguit H, I901.

ATLANTA. ILL. Au‘uet ‘."2. lvui.

Gentlemenz-TM Reeves Illinois Special Corn Shelter I purchased at your
agent. john Leach. at Mansﬁeld. "1.. In" February. will shell more corn than any
>hellet I ever saw. I have shelled 00 bushels in 2‘ minutes and I shelled tn two
'3,“ buihelt and let l'lﬂhl UMP‘. and moied once (‘0 milesv It I‘ a very tnftvctta

;/A

tunes (_IL‘RRY. l a

shelled 120 huil'lfla oi damp corn in U minutes.

CHAKII’MGN. lLL.. September 3, Ill".

'

shelter purchased at you last rpnng a thorough trial. and have lound it all rightv

We belreve that [or clean. thorough and rapid work it u not "(elk-d b_\ any ahellur
new on the market.
You" truly,

It will shell 40 bushels (A dry

corn per minute ‘nth leis that" than any other machine made at hall that capacity;
and as a cleaner it cannot be beat. and as it breaks the tubs very ltttk tn compat

KIRKPATRICK BROS

'TOL'LOS, ILL. Aqmﬁﬂ. wot,

tson with other .hclleri it rum very ltghL considering capacity.

REEVES J" ‘COW Columbus. Ind.

‘

Your: trul). C. H ESTES.

n,

‘BATH. lLL. October l2. I907.

t‘-entlernert:-An|wenng your inquin as to hon I like my lllinou Special Corn . ‘

Shelter. I \Itll say I have used and seen many make‘ at corn thellen wort-ml. and
can lruthlully say that there it nothing that l have ever seen that hill begin to shell
as much corn in a given time and do at (and work. It seems to he very durable.

50 In it has not cost me a cent tor repairs

I shelled 82-’: bushels in thirty minutes.
Yuurs truly, A. E. HOY._

‘

Gentlemen —Thii certifies that in hl\l mien the new style (Illinois Special)

Gentlemen-I have thoroughly tested your lllmou Special (‘out Sheller. and
"Uh to may l have had a great deal at experience Iaith corn shelling machinery, and
am tree to say that the Illinois Special u the hnest machine on earth ll'nve

i

REEVES 8 (0.. Columbus. Ind.
--_.‘
Gentlemen —In IﬂlIel‘ to _i'nurii a! to hot I like the llltnoil Special Shelter

e
l-

;

will my alter shelling two hundred thousand bushel! at all kind; at corn. commentv

mg latt iall l-etore it In d!) enough to keep I" the crib. and running up to the

REEVES 8: CO. Peoria. Ill
Gentlemen —The llllDUl! Special Corn Shelter hhtrh I purchased tram you

preient “ﬂit. h.“- thelled mm tt-o rotten I0 run out at the spout. lock ll all ad the
rob and cleaned -t grid.

pres the in; best at k'lltllltllfdL l\ the cleaning and saving at com is perleet.

\\ Ill iay lurtlwr Int tau and good work it in lat ahead at

I

any shelter on the market. and the Ion-doth" lee-der and level drag rtiahr. ll a work!
generalli shell 1 load 0‘ 6" buiheli 0! corn in ‘10 minutes and could do more rt they
could get it away.
You" truly,
FRANK MARKERT.

beater Inf-‘filth! the corn to the machine

yours-truly,
"I

r. E. coca

Conn T00 BIG - no EAR T00 SMALL ron TH / .
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Illinois Special Corn Shelter!

‘0'

WORKS EQUALLY AS WELL

0*.

IN CORN WITH THE SHUCKS ON
AS IT WILL IN CORN
CLEANLY HUSKED

\

I
~,- 1‘

m-,

. ,-‘._, l_- ..------ ._,. ,,

_,. H.‘

tinctive Features

0

ll}
5i
0 0 0 -0 ."

me‘.-me s'a'a''a'e'e‘aw-"T-l

{a EEVESILLINOISSPECIALCORN Summit

~f-3n4i\mtonmua»;_,

THE REEVES ILLINOIS SPECIAL CORN SHELLER excels all others in strength. durability. capacity. neatness. case 0!
adjustment and good work.
There is another very important Ieature not to be overlooked in this profitable Shelter. namely. while it does its work taster
and cleaner than any other corn sheller it positively does not waste any corn and cleans the cobs [rom dust without breaking the cobs
into small pieces. All ol the dust and husks are delivered through an adjustable dust tube away [rom the shelter leaving no dirt or
litter around the machine. It excells all others in shelling snapped corn; its heavy shalting, gears, sprocket wheels and chain, provide
strength and prevent costly breakages. Gears run in dust tight oil case, insuring durability; simplicity in construction, large cleaning
shoe and blast Ian. chilled-lace cylinder. open concaves or grates under cylinder and light dralt-all combining to produce a most
perlect machine.
The Reeves besides surpassing all other shelters in capacity, does cleaner work and saves the corn.
Feeder is a necessary attachment when it is desired to operate the machine to.its lullest capacity.
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0

REEVES &
null
'
"""H'..

wil ?!”
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The Reeves Extension

CoLuMsus-l

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
50 Cents A Year

GENERAL LIBRARY,
umv. or‘ men.

NOVEMBER
1 908

NOV 11 ‘90"

1- ST. JOSE
,

.\g{;'-'.- :1

Y
GAZINE
POWER USERS
‘ V 1;.‘

‘l

;
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Plowing
Discing and
Seeding
at one

Operation

Working a
Strip
Fourteen
Feet
Wide
HERE is no question about the advantages of steam power as a practical force for handling plows.
will convince the intending buyer that no engine built excels the New Huber for this work.
All our engines are mounted on the Huber Return Flue Boiler.

We believe that careful investigation

There is real economy in the use of this boiler.

labor and expense. .It has a large reserve of live steam, so that it accomDlishes its work without crowding.

It saves fuel, water,

Users of the Huber boiler are

always greatly pleased with its easy steaming qualities. All this is of importance to the buyers of steam plow outﬁts.
Many of our customers have made careful tests, keeping accurate account of the time employed and every item of expense incurred, and the
area of the land plowed. In every instance they have found the saving in favor of the Huber Engine so great that that item alone convinced

them the engine would pay for itself in a short time. In addition to this, the work is done far better than it can be done by animal power, and
the plowing is of uniform depth, in the hard dry ground as well as where it is in good condition. So ﬁguring the saving in actual cost of doing
the work and the better results obtained, and the further fact that the engine will work when horses cannot, it proves that it is good business
policy to invest in a Huber Engine for this work.

We build these engines of diiferent sizes, from sixteen to thirty-one horse power, and single and double cylinder, so they are adapted to
various kinds of work. While built especially for plowing and hauling, they are of course suitable for every kind of work where power is re
quired for operating machinery; and one of these engines on a farm will be found a labor saver and a money maker all the year round. It will
run the baler, the shredder and husker, and the feed mill. It is ﬁne for saw mill work, as it ﬁres so easily on wood. If there is stone to crush,
good money can be made at that. In fact there are so many things the engine can do that it is a mistake to leave it standing idle a large por
tion of the year when it is not in use for plowing or threshing. We believe farmers will serve their own interests best by investigating the

merits of the New Huber Engine.

NEW HUBER
PLOW
ENGINE
Ask for illustrated literature and
full information. Address
the manufacturers.

THE HUBER
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
STATION 3

MARION, OHIO, U. S. A.

November, 1908.
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‘STEEL FRAME JUNIOR
PORTABLE SAW MILL

This mill is finding much favor with operators of portable mills. Trucks for mounted mill consist of an
8-foot axle, having wheels on the inside of bearings. Bearings are bolted to a triangular frame which is pro
vided at the point with a hitch to couple on to a traction engine or axle of farm wagon. Hush frame is made
of 8-inch steel eyebeam, 6 feet 2 inches long, of triangular shape, sitting on three pedestals. Bearings will
not get out of alignment. This frame will carry saw up to 60 inches in diameter. It is not necessary to de
tach trucks when mill is set for operation. By letting the wheels down into the ground until truck frame rests
solid on ground, truck frame will answer for mud sills.

The Mill is Capable of Paying For Itself in Less Than Six Months

Uncle Sam in Carefully Looking After the Wants of the Indians, can’t Help but Say a Good Word for the Work of Our Mill.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE.
THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR MACHINERY CO.

Lower Brule Agency, S. Dak.

Geutlemen:—l have taken some observations of mills doing sawing of cottonwood lumber along the Missouri River for nearly 30 years and
the work of a large contract just completed on this reservation by one of your Standard Saw Mills beats anything that has ever come to my no
tice. It was run by the Aultman & Taylor 20 H. P. engine and it was really a pleasure for me to see how nicely the whole thing worked.

It did not seem to be any trouble to run through 12,000 feet in eight hours. The lumber sawed is for building homes for the Indians of this
reservation and the quality is ﬁrst class.
I
I am of a mechanical turn of mind and have always taken great interest in machinery of this kind and am frank to say that I cannot see
where any improvement could be made in this mill.
Very respectfully, R. H. SOMERS. U. S. Indian Agent.
We have a catalog of these mills and other A.-T. Machinery. Send for it.

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
300 NORTH MAIN STREET

-

-

MANSFIELD, OHIO

THB'I'HRESHHRMHNS REVIEW

November, 1903.

Seasonable Work
and You are not Handicapped by Cold Weather Troubles if Your Power is a

Hart-Parr Oil-Cooled Gasoline Traction Engine
Sawing
HE business of sawing has been put upon a more
proﬁtable basis, and the work is done with less trou
ble since the advent of the Hart Parr oil-cooled Gasoline

Kerosene Traction Engine. The time of sawing is natur
ally during the winter months, just when steam engines
give trouble.

Frozen and bursted pipes and water tanks,

a frozen injector and other troubles have to be endured

and the cost of operation is necessarily increased.
Hart-Parr oil-cooled knows no winter troubles.

The

There is

no water to freeze, no pipes to burst, no injector to give
trouble-nothing at all to give more trouble in winter

than in summer. It is the ideal sawing engine.

Made in

sizes from 45 to 80 h. p. When the plowing season opens,
you have an engine that is unequalled for that work.

Clover and Alfalfa ‘Hulling
of clover hulling will miss

LOVER Hulling fol
lows the threshing

it if they do not get a

season, and if the crop is

ordinary the hulling sea

Hart-Parr engine. Aside
from the question of cold

son

weather trouble, there is

often

extends

over

a difference in favor of

into the winter months,
when the same cold
weather troubles that af
fect that saw mill man af
fect the man who uses a

tendant at the engine and

steam engine for hulling

with a water team and

power.

the Hart-Parr from the

standpoint of help.

You

do away with a steady at

Hence the appli

driver.

This,

together

cation of the Hart-Parr traction to the clover hulling business

with the difference in fuel cost, makes an enormous saving in

is a natural one, and threshermen wishing to make a business

a season’s run, and should not be forgotten when purchasing.

l

Corn Shelling
IT'S the same thing with corn shelling, only
all of. the shelling season comes in cold
weather.

Look at the illustration shown,

shelling 1,000 bushels per hour, with the mer
cury standing at 2 degrees below zero.

Think

of the trouble you would have with your steam
engine in such a temperature.
But all you
have to do with the Hart-Parr oil-cooled is to
start her going, and she knocks away from
morning ‘till night, working economically, con
veniently and efﬁciently, without danger from
either frost or ﬁre.

You should investigate

further the Hart-Parr engine before buying,
and NOW is the time. Write today to

HART-FARR COMPANY,

224 Lawler St., CHARLES CITY, IOWA

November, 1908-
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CLASSIFIED BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Alfalfa Inner!
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Gelser Manufacturing Company
Rumely, M. Company

B

are and Weighs"
artley Company, C.

Engine renders-4

Oil Pumps
Hanson, Joseph.
Manzel Bros. Compan
Michigan Lubricator
ompany
Pickering Governor Co.
Sherwood Manufacturing Company

Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company

ram Wagons
Electric Wheel Company

Patent Lawyers
Orwig & Lane

Balance Valves
Gould Balance Valve Company
Newton Balance Valve Company

Bean Threshers
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Huber Manufacturing Company

Peed Milli
Crown Point Manufacturing Company
Martin Manufacturing Company
Spartan Manufacturing Company
Bowsher, B. N. P. Company
Nordyke & Marmon Company
Sprout, Waldron & Company

Pea Thrashers-—
Auitman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Huber Manufacturing Company

Elston 80d Packing
Paync Mach'y Exchange Company

Belting
Chesapeake Belting Company
Gandy Belting Company
Sawyer Belting Company

I'lue Cutters and Expander
Ditch Adjustable Sieve Company
Piston Valves

Baker, Wilfred
Gasoline Engine.
Geiser Manufacturing Company
Hart-Parr Company
International Harvester Company
Temple Pump Company

Belt Drelling—
Scanlon. C. E.

Portable Elevator and Wagon Dump
Marneilles Manufacturing Company
i

Hansen Mfg. Company, 0. C.

Bookl
Review,

The
Hole Strain”! —
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company

Boring Machinery
Pech Foundry & Mfg. Co.. Gus

Inller readers nntl Stacker: —
Cider Inohinery
Boomer A’: Boechert Press

Separatorn- _
Advance Thresher Company
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Company
Farquhar Company. A. B.
Gaar-Scott & Company
Geiser Manufacturing Company
Huber Manufacturing Company
Port Huron E. & T. Company
Reeves & Company
Rumely, M. Company

Spark Arrelterw
South Bend Spark Arrests: Company
“I
.. 1i.|.._..ii.i.l-i

, 1

Gloves
Farm Journal
Threshermen’s

Self readers-—

Portable Derriok—
Erskine Portable Derrick Company

Belt Guidel
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company
i

Bemlller & Bitter Fan Blower Co.

Avery Company
Huber ManufacturiniivCompany
Parson-s B. C. & S.
. Company
Port Huron E. & T. Company
Reeves & Company
Rumely. M. Company

International Harvester Company

J.

Sawdust Blowerl—

Aultman & Taylor Machinery
Gear-Scott & Company

Co.

Portable Enginee
Advance Thresher Company
Aultman & 'l‘ayior Machinery Co.
Enterprise Manufacturing Company
Farquhar Company. A. B.
Gaar-Scott & Company
Geiser Manufacturing Company
Huber Manufacturln
Company
Port Huron E. & T.
ompany
Reeves & Company

Company

Stacker Hoodl
South Bend Spark Arrestor Company

Supplies —
Chicago Housewrecking Company
Miller Oil & Supply Company
Port Huron E. & '1‘. Company

Tank Pumps-—
Myers, F. E. 8: Bro.

Glover Inner-h
Auitman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Geiser Manufacturing Company
Reeves & Company
Rumely, M. Company

Corn Sheller.

Enlkm and Shredders
Advance Thresher Company
Appleton Manufacturing Company
Corn Belt Shredder Company
Milwaukee Hay Tool Company
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company
Port Huron E. 8: T. Company
Safety Shredder Company

Power Iny Pronu
American Saw Mill Machinemy Co.
Ann Arbor Machine Coin any
Auto-Fedan Hay Press
ompany
Famous Manufacturing Company
Little Giant Hay Press Company
Ohio Cultivator Company
Port Huron E. & '1‘. Company
Sandwich Manufacturing Company

Transportation —
Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Thresher Teeth
Avery Company

Paul

Ry.

Deere & Mansur Company
Joliet Manufacturing Company
King & Hamilton Company
international Harvester Company
Port Huron E. & T. Company
Reeves & Company
Union Iron Works

Groom Separators
De Laval Cream Separator Company
International Harvester Company

[I ‘

i

'

,

'1-..

.l'

Publication..
Injectors,

Lubricator!

and.

Brill

Pit

|_

Farm Journal
Threshermen's Review,

American Injector Company
Bauder. E.
Byington Force Feed Lubricator Co.
Lunkenheimer Company. The
Michigan Lubricator Company
Ohio
njector Company
Penberthy injector Com any
Powell Company, The
to.

The

Revolution Counters
Grant Mfg. it Mach. Company.
Starret Company, The L. 8.

Road Bollers—
Port Huron E. & T. Company

Cylinder Wrenches
Parsons B. C. & S. F. Company

Traction engines
Advance Thresher Company
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
.
Avery Company
Farquhar Company, A. B.
Gear-Scott & Company
Geiser Manufacturing Company
Hart-Parr Company
Huber Manufacturin
Company
Port Huron E. & T. ompany
Reeves & Company

Rumely, M. Company

Oils
Besly Company. Chas. H.
Engineering college
Highland Park College

on Cans
Maple

City Manufacturing Company

Engine Governorl—
Pickering Governor Company

Engine Headlizhts—
Ham Manufacturing Company, C. T.
Eng-in. Grates-—

Travis Company. The G. E.

Oil Cups
merican Injector Company
Besly Company. Chas. H.
Michigan Lubricator Company
Ohio Injector Company
Penberthy Injector Com any
Powell Company, The
111.
.

Saw Mill: and. Saw Mill Supplies
American Saw Mill Mach nery Co.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Delloach Mill Manufacturing Co.
Enterprise Manufacturing Company
Farquhar Com any. A. B.
Gaar-Scott &
ompany
Geiser Manufacturin
Company
Howell & Com any
. B.
Miller Oil &
upply Company
Ohlen Saw Manufacturing Co., Jae.
Port Huron E. & T. Company
Reeves & Com any

Richmond Mac ine Works
Salem Iron Works

Traction Eng-ins Plowe
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
Avery Company
Deere & Company
Geiser Manufacturing Company
Reeves & Company

Well Drilling Machinery
Pech Foundry & Mfg. Co., Gus

Wind Stnokerh

Russell Wind Stacker Company

Courtesy
Pike,
&
Pratt
River.
Fall
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N many localities the question of
getting a saw mill to keep the
engine busy is having‘ serious

consideration from many engine own
ers where the timber supply is suﬁi

No. XI
either way upon striking the least
obstacle. Running too slow, while the

Some Saw Mill Talk.

damage to the saw might not_be so
great, has the same objection of the
saw leaving its proper course and
heating, but around the eye. Should
these things happen and the saw gets
“burnt.” it should be sent to the
maker for retempering. He can of

cient to make the proposition worth
thinking about. And in arriving at

a decision much has to be taken into
account.

ten make it as good as new.

The ﬁrst thing that must be consi

The

catalogue speeds given by manufac
turers are the maximum speeds at

dered is the timber supply, for its lo
cation and ease of access-or other

wise-will be a very considerable fac

which the saws may- safely be run.

tor in deciding whether the new out
ﬁt must be very portable, easy of
moving from place to place, or wheth
er it‘may be heavier and more sta'

with plenty of power; more power
than the average portable mill op

erator may have at his disposal. The
size of the saw has not so much to

do with the expenditure of power as
has the number of teeth in it. A
saw of a given diameter-say, for in
stance, a 48 inch saw-is not always
made with the same number of teeth
in it; they may vary from 15 to 30
teeth. But the saw with the smaller
number of teeth can be run on as
low as four horse power, requiring a

tionary because of a large supply of
timber near which it may be quite
permanently located. The daily cut
that it is desired to approximate, too.
will influence the choice of a mill:
and in writing to a manufacturer for
prices and other information, a state

ment of this, with the size and thick
ness of the largest logs it is expect
ed to handle, and the power to he

ERNST MILLER’S IOWA RIG.

speed of about 250 revolutions; while
Courtesy Gnr, Soon 8: Co.

the same saw, with the larger num

used, will aid him greatly in sug

ber of teeth, vnecessarily running at

gesting the proper outﬁt.

Everything

Sawyer when at his post, and the left

t_v horse engine might be expected

hand mill having the saw at his left to account for from six to seven
hand; running toward him in either thousand feet in that time; and this
agrees with the experience of the ma
case.
shape, ‘and easily moved from place
As a matter of course the power jority of our correspondents.
to place when necessary, and of suit available will govern the amount that
The circular saw is the vital part
able size for the power he has, will may be cut in a given time; and the of the mill; and much of-the success
be the best for the traction engine experience of our correspondence on of the farm saw mill owner depends
owner. Such mills are made by all this subject as given in their letters, upon the care he gives this part of
The Review mill advertisers. and if varies greatly. But it is authori the outﬁt. Perhaps the most com
the buyer makes his selection from tatively stated that it requires about mon and most serious mistake is that
three horse power to every thousand of running the saw at too high speed.
the catalogue of any of these he can
not go far wrong. Mills are made feet of hardwood lumber sawed in If the saw is speeded too high, it
right hand or left hand-the right a day of ten hours. Which would will run crooked, and will heat
hand ones are most in general use——
make the capacity of a ﬁfteen horse ariiund the rim. In this condition
the right hand mill being that with engine in such timber ﬁve thousand it will not saw true, but is likely to

a higher rate of speed, will require
ﬁve times as much power. But for
a portable mill of say twenty horse

the saw at the ri'z-ht hand of the

the rim speed to be 360 feet per min

considered, a quick acting mill, suit

ably designed for cutting dimension
stock, easy to handle and keep in

feet in usual dimensions; and a twen

run in any direction; it will dodge

power or less, the rim speed of the

saw should not exceed 360 feet per
minute, for each horse power. This
“rim speed” can be better under

stood or calculated by the average
operator if reduced to number of rev

olutions per minute. To do this,mul
tiply the rim speed of the saw by the

horse power. and divide the product
by the circumference of the saw in
feet. Using a 48 inch saw for exam
ple. run by a ten horse power engine,

CO
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the eye. Use caution, constantly trying
the saw and using judgment. Should

lN MINNESOTA.
Courtesy W. G. Aldrich, Ogilvle.

ute, we would multiply the rim speed, use a plumb bob or spirit level in
360, by the horse power, 10, product plumbing the saw.
3,600. Divide this by 12, the circum
“Lead” is a slight deﬂection of the
ference of the saw in feet, and the saw, purposely arranged, tending to
answer, 300, is the number of revo make the saw cut into the log at a
lutions per minute the saw should very slight angle as it is fed to the
run. To get at the size pulley for saw. The lead is accomplished by
the saw end, multiply the diameter adjusting the mandrel, or by setting
in inches of the driving pulley by

the revolutions of the main shaft, and
divide by the speed required. For

A saw must be more “open” or

limber in the body of the saw for
lumps develop on the saw, they may fast than for slow speed; or for hard
be found with a straight edge; and than soft timber.
As we have already said, when a
in this connection it may be remark
ed that a 12 inch straight edge is a saw standing on the ﬂoor is shaken,
very convenient and necessary tool the rim should show little if any vi
about the saw. Lumps usually run bration.
Should both center and
in ridges, and should be taken out rim vibrate, it will require hammer
by a pene hammer. If this is done ing near the enter.
on a wooden block it will not affect
When, ru: ning at the speed for
the tension. Change hammer over which it is intended, the saw runs
at each blow so that the strokes, wavy in the rim, it needs opening
which should be made directly on out in the body of the saw; when
each lump or ridge, will cross each this is to be done, do not hammer
within 6 to 10 inches of the center.
other.
The hammer is almost as necessary The hammering shnuld be done over
a tool as the ﬁle for keeping the saw an anvil with a ound face hammer.
in order, and its proper use requires and on both sides of the saw.
To test the work it is necessary to
considerable practice and skill. A
circular saw, to do proper work, must have a bench running back from the
have its body “opened out”—ham anvil to the wall or wide enough to
mered out-—between the center and support the saw, and a straight edge.
the rim; the amount varying with Let the saw lie with the rim resting
the speed the saw is to run while on the bench, the center of the saw
cutting. This opening out or “ten on the anvil, the opposite rim sup
sioning” should leave the saw stiff at ported by one hand; with the other
the rim, but ﬂexible or limber in the place the straight edge across the
center. A properly tensioned saw, center of the saw, extending toward
standing on the ﬂoor, and shaken or the rims.
If the saw is properly opened in
the body it will drop away from the
straight edge; dropping a triﬂe more
in the center than anywhere else.

example, if the ﬂy wheel-which is

To have the tension equal, the parts
which drop the least require more
hammering until the tension is equal
ized. The practiced workman will
know about how far to go with this;
but the novice will do well to go slow
“cutting and trying” till the saw is

the driving pulley on a traction en‘
gine—is 36 inches in diameter, turn
ing 250 revolutions per minute, 250x
36:9,000. Dividc‘d by the speed re
quired, 300, makes 30; the diameter

in inches of the saw pulley. By us
ing the rule ﬁrst given above the
speed in r. p. m. can be found and

right.

r;

the size for the saw pulley calculat
ed as per the foregoing.
‘Vhen hanging a saw see that the

If he can have instruction

from someone skilled in the art, so
much the better for him; for an hour

of intelligent practice is worth a deal
of precept.
Gumming a circular saw will ex
pand the saw at the rim, so that it

mandrel is level, and that it runs

freely in the boxes. Be sure that the
saw is in proper line with the car

will soon become stiﬁ in the center
and run “snaky.” The remedy is
the same as recommended in the
eighth paragraph above this.
Don’t forget that frosted steel is
always brittle.
Remembering this.
no intelligent operator will attempt

riagc, and that the carriage runs true.
Be sure that the saw hangs proper‘

ly in the mandrel. All saws do not fit
alike, so that it does not follow that

because one ﬁts perfectly that an
other will do the same on the same
mandrel, or that two saws will- hang
just alike.

to work a saw, either with hammer,
lN ILLINOIS.

To run true the saw must be perfect

1y ﬂat. So that after screwing it up the carriage track so as to give the l pulled through, the body alone will
vibrate, the rim being nearly steady.

swedge or any tool that will change
its shape, while frosty.
Leaving the ﬁling of the saw to be
discussed in another article in this

between the collars the operator saw the required dip; which can be
should examine the saw carefully on measured by holding a rule or stick
the front or log side, and if it is with the square end ﬁrmly on the
found to be rounding there, cut a head block, having the end of the

gestions to sawyers.
comes from practice; but a few ideas,
Naturally, the operator, if a begin

washer of paper about half an inch stick /project so as to just touch the

gathered from various sources, may

ner at the business, should familiar

wide, its outside diameter the same side of the saw at the rim at front
as the outside diameter of the col or cutting edge; then, with the stick
lar, oil it, and stick it on the outer securely held so as not to shift its
edge or face of the fast collar. Then position on the head block, run the

not be out of the way here.

ize himself with every part of the

As we have said, the ability to

issue, we will close with a few sug

hammer a saw into proper tension

out another similar ring of paper, carriage back so that the stick will be
making the hole in it the'same size opposite the rear rim of the saw.
of the hole in the loose collar; then If properly lined, the end of the stick

put this smaller ring between the saw should be a scant sixteenth of an
and the loose collar and screw. up inch away from the rim of the saw.
the collar. If the saw is still not When this is satisfactory adjust the
straight on log side, put in addition saw guide so the pins nearly touch
Never at
al rings of paper until the desired the saw on each side.
elfect is produced. When the saw tempt to spring the saw into line
'
hangs dishing on the log side reverse with the guide pins.
the rings by ﬁrst putting the smaller
Should the saw begin heating at
ones on the tight collar and the larg the center, give it more lead. If it
er rings between the saw and the heats at the rim, try lessv lead and
loose.collar. If the saw does not run see that the guide pins are properly

true on the rim, put writing paper adjusted.

If the saw draws into

between the saw and the fast collar, the log at the top try less lead.
I as indicated by the direction of the Should the saw begin to run
slant, But be sure that the face of “snaky,” dodging knots, etc., and at
the fast collar and the mandrel run the same time does not heat‘ from
absolutely true, and that the mandrel other causes. it needs to be hammer

is absolutely level, so that the saw ed using a round face hammer and
will hang plumb.

It will be well to beginning say 8 or 10 inches from.

A LOGGING TRAIN.
Courtesy Avery Co.
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machinery, and keep it in good re
pair, for to do good work both ma

chinery and saw must be in good or
der.
Keep the saw perfectly round; so
that every tooth can do its share of
the cutting. And see that the teeth
are as uniform in shape and dis

ing the saw surface ﬂat on the log

the body of the tooth. Also note
how strong and durable it appears in
comparison with the figure marked
dent. Equally important is it that the “The wrong way.” The tooth from
which this drawing was made was
log carriage run straight and true.
A very important item is wide, ﬁrst swaged out with an ordinary roll
heavy belts and large pulleys. The swage, then side dressed with a tool
larger the pulley the greater the belt carrying a small ﬁle so adjusted that
contact, and the less chance of loss it always ﬁles the tooth at a slight
of power by slipping. Then again bevel from the corner to.the back.
side; otherwise it will draw out of
line and may result in a serious acci

tance, and with the greatest lever
age against it. Now the point of the
tooth in doing the cutting receives a
severe strain, and in turn acts as a
lever on the balance of the saw, the

greatest strain being exerted at the
base of the gullet.

It is therefore

essential to keep the gullets free
from square corners such as are
tance from each other as possible;
formed by careless ﬁling in allow
this will tend to keep the saw in
balance.
Now look at Figure 2, marked “the ing the ﬁle to drag in the bottom of
the danger of uneven speed of the
It will do no harm to emphasize saw is minimized, resulting in more wrong way.” This was drawn from the gullet. These square corners will,
if the saw is suﬂiciently hard to
a tooth swaged with the old fashion
again the absolute necessity for hav and better lumber.
stand
up to the duty, almost invar
ed upset, and side dressed with a ﬁle,

()n Saw Filing.

free hand; and the writer regrets to

iably cause it to crack.

have to say that a very large percent
age of saws are swaged in this man

ure 3 showing a careless and expen

ner. Now note the little pin head
corners on ﬁgure marked “wrong

sive method of caring for the teeth.
Careless because it is not the proper

way.” Can you wonder that a saw
It is interesting, to a man who ad ﬁling very appropriate at this season. manufacturer sometimes forgets his
Most any of the rules furnished Sunday school days and does a little
mires ﬁne workmanship, to watch a
swearing all to himself when he gets
good joiner at work on a small mor by makers of saws or mills are detail
tise. How surely and unerringly he ed enough, and give instructions that a saw back looking like this, with a
pushes the chisel down through the fill the bill. But none that we have letter stating that the steel is no good
because corners break off‘! _Usually
the man who sends it back is honest,

wood, making a clean, neat out every ever seen illustrate the process of
time, until the ﬁnished work is re shaping the tooth and the gullet so
vealed, beautiful in its way as any well as the article on the subject

and really believes that the fault is
other ﬁne piece of workmanship. And printed in an early issue of this vol all in the steel. However, we occa
one thing is sure to impress itself ume of The Review, that part of sionally ﬁnd a man treating a saw in
upon the Watcher's mind; that no,which will follow later in this article. this manner who will send it back to

The author submits herewith Fig

way, and expensive

because

when

the crack starts a new saw is the re
sult, and often the manufacturer of
the saw is condemned for what is in
no wise his fault.
Figures 1 and 2 show the proper
manner of keeping the gullet of the
teeth-—note the round even gullet
which will permit bringing the tile
square across the face of the tooth
without danger of touching the bot
tom of the gullet. It is easier to

IN CALIFORNIA.

matter how skillful the workman, he

It is not well to ﬁle all of the teeth
owes the ﬁne, beautiful ﬁnish of the of circular saws from the same side

the manufacturer with the statement
that he has used saws for 30 years

keep the teeth sharp and square when

work to the perfect shape and razor of the saw; particularly if each al
edge of the tool with which he did ternate tooth is bent for the set; but
it: the chisel.
ﬁle one-half of the teeth from each

and is positive that the steel is at

keep the gullet round.
Now it is not the intention of the
author to advertise any article what

Does it occur to you that the teeth side of the saw, and of the teeth that
of a saw are nothing more nor less are bent from you; so as to leave
than a series of mortising chisels fol them on a slight bevel and the outer

1

fault. This is the kind of man who
won’t be convinced.
A few words relative to the ﬁling

ever, but it would be a very poor ad

l
/

lowing each other through the wood corner a little the longest.
with lightning rapidity, each cutting
The teeth of all saws wear most
a shaving the width of the chisel and at the extreme points; consequently
of thickness depending on the speed they must be spread so that they will
of the carriage and the size of the be widest at the very points of the
tooth? That the shaving breaks up teeth; note the illustrations which
into “sawdust” does not alter the follow.
fact that it is a shaving through the
A very important item necessary
entire thickness of the log.
in making good lumber is to swage
It follows, then, that to do perfect and ﬁle the saw properly, and we
work the chiseling portion of the might saw there are a great many

III-Ills

of the teeth may be the means of sav
ing some new operator a considerable

l

saw, the tooth, should be kept in the wrong ways and only one right way. lot of trouble and loss of time. Saws
best of condition, all the time, if it The ﬁgures herewith show the one lare usually made of high carbon
‘is to prove the rapid, perfect cuttingr right way and one of the wrong ways. steel; which is very susceptible to
tool it was designed to be, and that In ﬁgure 1, marked “the right way,” cracks, especially in frosty weather;

careful, skillful ﬁling is one of the take note of the full swage at the
prime necessities in saw mill opera point and the perfect corners which
tion. Which makes a few words on gradually taper back and down to

the gullet is round, and is easy to

and these cracks will usually start
at the weakest point, or in other
words, at the point of least resis

viser who would simply point out
the defects and then stop. So for
the beneﬁt of those who do not know
how to keep the gullets round will
say there is a little machine called a
gamer. which is very light and dur~
able and can be used without even
taking the saw off the arbor, and af
ter adjusting you can by simply turn

l0
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market for ties is not the least of the cause only. Their work is open to
The chief end of business enter
outlets for their product.
inspection at any time; although the prise is net proﬁt. No one goes into
men so far chosen in these states are any business for the fun of it; it is
When threshing ends, fall plowing above suspicion. These associations the proﬁts that make the inducement
should have the instant, loyal sup and it stands every proprietor of any
begins.
There are many localities,
of course, where steam can never be port of every thresherman in their kind of business in hand to be con
expected to supersede the horse in respective states, and then some. In stantly on the watch for any oppor
pulling the plows. Again there is a stead, it is hard work to increase tunity of increasing the proﬁts.
Just how this can be done by the
very large area where the expense their membership; and many are the
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of the work can be very materially
reduced and other large savings ef
fected by the use of the traction en
gine for this Work. A large ﬁeld is
opening here for the extended use of
the traction engine that engine own
ers cannot afford to overlook. The
trend of late has been to buy engines
with a view to much heavier work

thresherman depends largely on the

excuses offered.

The fact is that holding off from man himself; on his ability to recog
membership in a. good county or state nize an opportunity when it is pre
organization is inexcusable,
and sented, and to grasp and make the
worse. The thresherman has every most of it. Certainly it does not ap
thing to gain from concerted action. pear to be good business to buy an
such as can only be had through expensive traction engine, only to use
organization. Better prices for his it for the short season of threshing,
work; better roads and bridges; the then putting it away and allowing

so large an investment to lie idle
till the return of another season.
What do we mean by opportuni
will do well in buying to keep in view fully his. But he has them not, nor
ties’!
Perhaps the question can be
will
he
have
them
until.
as
a
powerful
the severest duty the new engine may
best answered by reading the experi
organization,
he
and
his
fellows
claim
be called upon to perform, and buy what
is theirs.
I
ence of J. H. Waterman, printed in
accordingly.
than is called for by the grain separ

repeal of unjust and arbitrary legis

ator; and the prospective purchaser lation aﬁecting him.

These are right

this issue. He has a saw mill and
does some custom work; but he also

Probably price cutting-or estab
lishing low prices, which amounts to

Now that the threshing season is knows an opportunity; as will be
pretty
well over in most localities, is noted from what he says about the
the same thing-is more directly
a
good
time to look backward and basswood job, and his remarks anent
responsible for unsatisfactory condi
Then he is awake to
analyze
the
season ‘'5 work; what was such deals.
tions in the threshing business, far
the pickings there are in operating
done
and
where
it
could
have
been
more, than any other one thing. Prices
corn machinery, and in odd jobs'at
are too low, is the general complaint. bettered; what inﬂuences operated to
other work; anything that the engine
make
results
what
they
were,
and
Well, if they are too low, why not
can do at a proﬁt.
raise them? Aye, there’s the rub! how these can be averted or encour

But that they should be raised will aged, as the case may be.
This “sizing up” of past business
Oh, the world’s a curious compound, be ahnost universally conceded. And
is
a more common practice among
the
chief,
possibly
the
only
stumbling
with its honey and its gall,
With its cares and bitter crosses; but block in the Way of putting ‘the men-of aﬁ’airs than is commonly un
charge up to a reasonable basis is derstood among those not used to
a good world, after all.
the lack of unity in action in the mat such matters. Book keeping is getting
And a good God must have made it
ter.
All will agree that the price to be less and less a matter of mere
leastways that is what I hay,
should be elevated. but no single man debit and credit entries, and more

But part of this work calls for ex

tra machinery.

Sure it does!

But

the man who buys a good stout trac
tion engine should have in mind the
operation
of something else beside a
thresher. The investment calls for
it. Steam‘ plowing is still practically
in its infancy and there is a wide
ﬁeld in this line alone. Other items
Every

sings James Whitcomb Riley, and
seems to care to take the initiative, and more of an exact science.
most of us can agree with him, hav
Each is afraid that if he manufacturer or large business man
ing much to be thankful for. Busi alone.
has his own “system” of accounts,
ness conditions are much improved starts at a higher though reasonable
but in a general way they are alike
rate
than
has
heretofore
prevailed,
over the beginning of the year, with
in that every phase of the' business
his
neighbors
will
out
under
him
and
good prospects for the year to come.
is placed before him in his statement
Farmers generally are unusually pros get all his business. Perhaps this is

perous. which is a matter for much
thankfulness, for upon the well-be
ing of the farmer depends that of
the country. For ourselves, the year
has been a good one, and we are
duly thankful.
Thankful to the
thousands of appreciative readers
whose subscriptions have made The
Review the medium that it is for
bringing manufacturer and customer

together, and whose helpful letters
and words of encouragement and ap
proval have lightened our lalors and

helped us in keeping The Review at
the front in thresher trade janrnalism
and to our advertisers, whose valued
patronage has contributed so much to

Yet there have been numerous of the business furnished at regular
intervals, so that he may know, al
ed and published by The Review, most at a glance. what the several
where the writers have, alone, raised departments of the business have
their prices and maintained them. cost, what results have been achiev
without serious detriment or loss of ed in each, whether mistakes in meth
business.
So that it would appear od are responsible for lack of proﬁts
that the thing can be done.

The old reliable wood railway tic acquaintance and choice.

Perhaps—

continues to hold its own regardless and we are afraid that it is an ac

of innovations.

Steel ties do not tual fact-too many threshermen
have their principal acquaintance with
organization in the old T. _N. P. A.,

ton railroad have come to the conclu
sion that concrete ties are not sat

isfactory and that the best solution
of the railroad tie problem at pres
ent is to treat wood so that it will
not deteriorate as rapidly as when in
its natural state. According to the
Scientiﬁc American it has been decid
ed to construct a. large plant for
treating ties, bridge timbers, etc.,
with creosote.
Which suggests to
our saw mill operators what a num

gine at proﬁtable employment for a '
good portion of the year.

or losses; where retrenchment is ne

The editor of a farm exchange tells
in a recent issue of having taken an
auto ride of 45 miles through Illinois
recently.

He saw hundreds of dol

lars’ worth of machinery standing
idle in the ﬁelds.
Breaking plows
were lying on their sides just as they

Be that as it may, however, the cessary; where the greatest proﬁt is came from the last furrow of the
apparent fact remains that the aver being made; everything necessary for corn land. Two ﬁne discs stood with
age thresherman, either through lack a complete and intelligent oversight the tongues pointing towards the sky
of knowledge of the necessity of it or of the business.
as though inviting rain. Six corn
through fear, will never alone put the
It is not entirely practicable, per planters were beginning to show ef
price for his work up to a living rate. haps, neither is it altogether neces fects of the rain. Think of leaving
So that the nearest way to this very sary that a thresherman shall have a corn planter exposed to the weath
He stopped
necessary action lies through organiz: the details of his business so closely er for a single day!
ation.
at hand. But it does stand him in counting barrows after seven; and
And here another diﬁiculty is en good stead to know pretty well how some of these were so nearly over
For some unaccountable
reason threshermen generally seem
afraid to organize, even among them
selves and with olﬁcers of their own

seem to prove satisfactory, and now
comes the report that after several
years of thorough testing and experi
menting the officials of the Burling

themselves to the thinking traction
engine owner that will keep the en

so.

instances, according to letters receiv

the success of our paper. We wish
them one and all a happy, cheery countered.
Thanksgiving.

of neighborhood industry will suggest

and are so disgusted with their exper
ience there that they are “down” on

matters are going with him each year, grown with weeds as to be scarcely
so that he may do his best for the distinguishable.

Reapers and binders were just be
The trip was tak
route was not carefully planned so an on Saturday afternoon and it is
as to get to the largest amount of not stretching the truth to say that
work in the smallest time. Perhaps at least 20 ﬁne machines were left at
the crew was not so organized as to the end of the last round to take
get the best work out of the men. whatever weather might come over
correction of the abuses that creep

into his business affairs.

Perhaps the ginning to appear.

Again,—and most important of all

Sunday.

There were no threshing

prices were not such as to permit machines included in his list; but
of a fair proﬁt on the investment in that was probably because these were
even the mention of association.
In view of the circumstances at the rig and for the owner's time and still in use. They are left out in the
weather quite as regularly as any
tending the passing of T. N. P. A.. labor.
such an attitude may be natural; but
Whatever was wrong, plans for an other farm machinery.
it is outrageously unreasonable, when other season should include the elim
This is not a state of aifairs that
you come to think of it. For what ination of the bad features and the the manufacturer is going to lose any
comparison can there be with or like improvement of the good features of sleep over, for the shorter lived the
ness to that association in the state the business. But these can not be machinery the better for him, in a
associations that are in formation in known without a close look‘g into way. He cannot be expected to make
Michigan and Iowa, for instance‘! the work of the season just closing. machinery that will withstand the
These last are oﬂieered entirely by Do this carefully: you will ﬁnd some ravages of the elements, no matter
men within the state. serving with things that can be done a great deal how sturdily or appropriately made

ber of them already know; that the out reward and for the good of the better another year.

for its legitimate use.

But the buy
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er is the real suﬁerer from his own
short sighted policy _of failure to pro
tect his costly machinery from the
weather. It is poor economy to al
low an outﬁt costing thousands of
dollars to stand out in the weather
for want of a hundred dollar shed.
If the engine must lie idle, protect
it from the weather.

However, such

idleness is unproﬁtable; better set it
at work. There is something for it
to do _in most localities. Find out
what that something is, and get busy.
Up in North Dakota, early in Sep
tember, there

[1
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occurred

a

traction

boiler explosion resulting in the kill
ing of the engineer and the more or
less
serious
injury
to
ﬁve
other
persons.
The
engine
belonged
to W. B. Whitman, of
New Rockford; and according to a
local paper he “had ﬁxed up for his

ing work that depends more absolute- for wood for this purpose, thus tend out of a total of 11,357. Third in the
ly for its integrity and permanence ing to lessen the drain on our forests. list Was cases of incrustation and
scale; 1,333. But the percentage of
upon careful attention and upkeep
than does a macadamized highway.
A Kansas subscriber sends us the dangerous defects from this cause
They understand,
moreover,
that clipping, printed on another page of was the smallest, the total being 38,
there is no work of the kind in which this issue, describing the serious ac 427. This does not mean that the
the old adage, f‘a stitch in time saves cident to a Mr. Lind. This particular danger from this source is compara
nine,” is more true than in this; and, victim is not unique in his suffering tively small, for it stands third in a
consequently, their system of road from the results of his own careless long list of defects that are classed
maintenance involves a constant and ness, for numerous other reports of as dangerous. But it does indicate
careful inspection, and the immediate accidents to machine operators re that by far _the largest number of
repair of any spot in the road, how sulting from their own negligence or boilers speciﬁed as “defective” were
ever small, that shows incipient signs willingness to take chances have come so because of scale; a defect that
of breaking down. Hence the work to us; but this is a particularly good should be among the easiest to avoid.
of keeping up the European roads is illustration of how man
will take Out of 1,231 overloaded safety valves,
being done all the time; in many chances of this sort.
The sender 415, or about one-third, were danger
places; and by a large army of indi states that the victim had made one ously so; too large a proportion al
vidual laborers.
The solitary road kick in safety, only to be caught on together. In fact not one should be
repairer, with his wheelbarrow, pick the next one. But what a price to allowed to get in that condition. De—
and shovel, and a little pile of brok pay for a little carelessness in the fective safety valves occurred in al
en stone and top dressing, is a famil handling of power machinery. And most the same number, and with al
most identically the same proportion
iar sight. It is his duty to inspect he got 01f easy, at that.
daily his own section. On detecting
of “dangerous” ones.
194 boilers
a low spot where water might collect
were found without pressure gages,
Much has been claimed for the fuel and of course‘ all came under the
(the genesis of the American “chuck

own use an old threshing outﬁt, re
modeling the engine, not used for 23
years.” Comment seems superﬂuous hole”), he makes immediate repairs.
Here it is diﬁerent.
When the
here; and yet there are people. plen
ty of them, who do not favor a just road has got to the point where it is
and equitable inspection law, proper almost ruined it is given a wholesale
ly enforced. As was the case in the repair treatment consisting of loads
explosion noted in our last issue, the of broken stone dumped at the worst
ones most responsible for the disas spots and more or less carefully lev
eled, and the “rolling” and compact
ter survive its effects. '
Which may not be poetic justice, ing is left to passing vehicles. Our
but is nevertheless true. Punishment present practice of building a really
for such offenders seems hard to ﬁne piece of macadam road and then
‘bring ahout;—any adequate punish allowing it to go to early ruin is
ment, that is. And such punishment, rightly characterized as the height
it seems to us, would be but a partial of folly and extravagance.
remedy, anyway.
More effectual
would be a reasonable inspection law
And now it is announced among
that would put such death traps out the extreme probabilities that the
of commission—keep them from ever farmer can take a hand in the sup
getting into use at all. Ignorance in ply of material for white paper. Af
these things is a proliﬁc cause of ter years of experiment the United
trouble which might be minimized by States Department of Agriculture re
active state supervision.
ports that it has solved the problem
of how to turn corn stalks into pa
Commenting editorially on the per, thus bringing about the manu
macadam roads of this country as facture of paper from an annual
compared with those of Europe. and crop.
The ﬁrst practical samples of this
the startling difference between them,
the Scientiﬁc American asserts that new paper were manufactured in
the main reason, for the frightful con Washington and consist of ﬁve grades
One grade is dark
dition of our roads is due not so in ﬁve colors.
much to diﬁerence in construction as gray, thick and heavy, resembling
to lack of maintenance after they are parchment. There is a lighter grade
of the same character, two shades of
built.
yellow and one of white. The latter
Although here in the United States
are manufactured from the hard out
the art of macadamized road building

side part of the corn stalk, and the
at least on a scale of any magnitude,
former from the interior or the pith.
is of comparatively recent date.
The yellow grades have much longer
such roads as we have constructed
ﬁber, and resemble paper made from
have been built, as a rule, under ex
cotton, rags or linen, being soft to
perienced engineers and according to

those principles which have been so the touch and pliable, and appear
ing to have been made from material
thoroughly tested in Europe. Gener
of
entirely diﬁerent character from
ally, our new roads. on their com
that
used in the gray product.
pletion, are of excellent quality. The
It is said that no special growth of
work is so well done that there is no
reason why, with proper maintenance corn is required. The experiments
they should not show the same wear have shown that any kind. will an
ing qualities as similar roads abroad. swer the requirements of the process.
But they do not. After a single The kind used was the common Vir
season’s wear they begin to go to ginia and Maryland ﬁeld corn; but
pieces; and in a year or two, if the that grown anywhere will do as well.
top dressing has not entirely disap The cost of manufacturing the pulp
peared it will be found in. the shape at the present experimental stage is
of a layer of ﬁne stone and dust said to compare with that of paper
along the side of the roadway, and pulp; and development of the pro
the bared surface will' be worn into cesses by commercial requirement

ruts and hammered into hollows.
The remedy is pointed out in the
careful system of road surveillance
and maintenance practiced in Eu
rope; while here there is usually

would certainly lower this cost very
materially; probably to ﬁfty per cent
less than the cost of wood pulp.

saving efficiency of the gas producer;
and it has been thought that the

“dangerous” classiﬁcation. 700 were

condemned as unsafe for further use.
steam engine could not approach the Cases of deposit of sediment amount,
producer outﬁt- in this regard. How
ed to less than half the number of
ever, F. E. Junge states in Power
those of scale, but _the dangerous
that the manufacturers of high grade ones numbered 1.315; nearly as many
steam engines have not been slow as those from scale. But the report
improving their products while gas serves to emphasize that, though not
power is making such forcible strides hard to combat, incrustation and
ahead, will be realized from the ﬁg scale and deposits of sediment com
ures which Professor Gutermuth. of

‘Darmstadt. reports of a Wolf “loko
mobile.” This is the name of a type
of semi-stationary steam engines
working with superheat (boilers and
engines combined in one unit), which
are manufactured in various sizes in
the Wolf works in Magdeburg-Buck
an. The engine tested had a capacity
of 100 effective horse power. The

prise by far the largest number of
defects that steam boilers are liable
to. The others deserve attention as
a matter of course. But these two
are the most common causes of trou
ble, and at the same times easiest

to recognize and remove.

At the close of the St. Louis Ex
testing plant
shops of the
where a ser
with a stan
coal as costing $5 per ton in the par dard type locomotive. Three series
ticular locality, the fuel cost per horse were run: (a) with the full grate

steam consumption per elfective horse position the locomotive
power was determined as 3.93 kg. was transferred to the
(9.6 11).), and the coal consumption as Pennsylvania Railroad;
0.473 kg., or 1.04 lb. lh'guring on ies of tests were made

power comes out as low as 0.22 cent

per hour.

area of 55.5 square feet; (b) with the

This is probably the best front grate covered with ﬁrebrick so

coal consumption ﬁgure ever attain

that the eﬁective grate area was re

ed in the generation of steam power.
The boiler used with the Wolf en
gines is a modiﬁed form of locomotive
boiler, having a cylindrical corrugat
ed ﬁrebox, short, straight tubes, and
a long extension smokebox in which
the superheater is placed. This is in
the form of a. helix or series of he
lices, (the pipe coiled into such shape
as it would assume if wound in a
single layer round a cylinder) the
whole forming an endless coiled pipe;
the steam from the boiler passing
through the successive coils and then
directly to the engine; which latter
is mounted on top of the boiler shell
in the manner usual with traction or
portable engines. Thus giving a very
short, almost direct, passage for the
steam directly from the superheating
coils to the cylinder of the engine;
which no doubt accounts for a part
of the good performance of the en
gine.

duced to 39.5 square feet, the ratio
of grate area to heating surface be
ing 1 to 58.7; (c) with the effective
grate area still further reduced to

29.76 square feet, giving a ratio of
grate area to heating surface of 1 to
77.9.
The tests were made for the pur
pose of determining the heat losses
and other items in the operation of
a locomotive boiler.
In examining
the effect of the variatioir of grate
area it was found that at any given

rate of evaporation there is very lit
tle difference between the eﬁiciencies
of the three series. At the lower
rates of evaporation the largest grate
gives the lowest eﬂlciency and
the smallest grate the highest eﬁ‘icien
cy; while at the high rates of evapor
ation the reverse

is the case, the

largest grate giving the highest em
ciency.

This is due to the fact that

the resistance to the passage of the
air through the grate is least with
The summary of the reports of the the large grate and greatest with the
inspectors employed by the Hartford small grate. At low _rates of com
Steam Boiler Inspection Co., classi bustion the most important losses are
ﬁes the defects in the boilers inspect those due to an excess of air; conse
ed by them and this part of the re quently the large grate has the lowest
efficiency. At the high rates of com
port is very interesting.
The largest number of ‘defects sum bustion the most important losses are
marized as dangerous were cases of those due to coal escaping unburnt
defective tubes; the number being from a lack of suﬂicient air for prop

The discovery promises to be one
of_ the most important in recent
practically none.
European road years; not only because of its di
builders and supervisors, or what rect importance to the agricultural 3,054 out of a total of 3,266. Leak er combustion, and hence the largest
ever they may be called. clearly un interests. but because of the eﬁ’ect it age around tubes came next, but the grate by admitting the air most free
derstand that there is no engineer should have in lessening the demand percentage was much smaller: 1,599 ly gives the highest eﬁlciency.
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piping and the stay bolts and seams
leaking. You say at once that you
would not have such a rig, but is
yours really any better? Probably
not. You have been around it all
the time, those leaks have developed
gradually and you haven't noticed
them. The point is how much do
they waste for you in a year? Make
a rough estimate of how big a hole
those little leaks would amount to if
was one big hole. They won’t make

h‘

Texas fever which is a serious draw
back. Cotton does fairly well but is
not as certain as corn.

Early corn is

making 40 to 70 bushels per acre and
sells for 50 cents this year. Good
land sells from $40 to $60 per acre.

I notice in the September Review
about the farmers raising Cain about
10 cents a bushel and furnish every
thing.

I paid seven cents and the

man that threshed made very little
above expenses. The reason-of the
a very big one, perhaps not more high prices is poor wheat, “about 10
than one-eight or one-fourth of an bushels per acre,” 10 acre patches
inch in diameter. Then turn to a and long distance between jobs with
table which gives the flow of steam no bridges that one can cross. The

through pipes at different pressures.

If you don’t have such a table The
Review can tell you, I think, but you
will be surprised at the loss those
little leaks cost and the amount of
coal and water you are blowing
through them.
Then again I have seen an engine

run for an hour or
pop blowing. What
little judgment about
than taking that way

that you can raise plenty of steam,
One more thing and I am through.

Editor Review:—Find enclosed 50
cents for which renew my subscrip
tion. I don ’t want to miss any num
bers if I can help it.
We have a small order of thresh
ermen in Harvey County, getting bet
ter all the time. We have done lots
of good on the bridge question, and
prices also, but have more yet to do.
We hope to do more next year than
we have this time.
I had a good run this year with a
fair proﬁt for a small rig. 15 horse
engine and 32x54 separator, with all
attachments.
,
|
J. R. Morris.
‘
R. F. D. No. 4, Sedgwick, Kans.
*

*

*

Good Run in Nebraska.
Editor Review:—As I have been.

so busy that I almost forgot to renew
my subscription, I have been slow
but sure, so please ﬁnd enclosed ﬁf
ty cents for my renewal for another
year.
Well, just to let the boys know
that old Nebraska and its thresher
men haven’t all been killed yet, I will
write a few lines. Well boys, the
wheat crop was fair here this year.
Wheat made about 25 to 30 bushels
to the acre, oats from 15 to 25.
As to our run, we ran just ﬁfty

days last fall. This we think is a
good run for this part of the state.
We get 2 cents for oats and 4 for
wheat. We run a Nichols & Shepard
outﬁt, 16 horse engine, 32x52 sepa

I must say that The Review is the
best paper I have ever read for every

one and it is worth twice its price.
I also wish all the boys and the Edi
tor much good luck.

Ernest Boltz.
1|‘

i

#

ning of this; $10 barely puts it in
shape to run through next season and

at the season’s end it is two year's
behind on general repairs and you

should have at least 3 cents for oats have to spend more than double the
and 5 cents for wheat.
amount of money to get it into shape

About licensed engineers, I have ‘I
heard of engineers who had a pocket
full of papers and still knew very
little about a traction engine.
It
don’t take paper to be a good en
gineer, but it takes experience, that's

Keep a log book. Keep a book where
you write such things as when you

was not too wet and plowed, harrow

ed, disced and followed the disc by a
steel barrow. Pulled seven 14-inch
plows and worked from 12 to 15
acres per day. Had the land been

ﬁrm we could have done much better.
We kept a load of green poles on the
packed, how many rings you put in wagon so that we could whistle for
Our expense
and what kind it was, when you them at any time.

washed out the boiler and the shape
you found it in, when the piston was

bought oil, how many gallons, the
kind, price and so on. All these lit

amounted to about $1.00 per acre for

plowing, discing and double harrow~
tle things are easy to forget and ing.
mighty handy to know sometimes, es
I used the Deere engine gangs and
Wilful Negligence Cause of Accidents.
pecially
in
a
law
suit.
Try
such
a
backfurrowed
turning round corners
Editor Review:—As one reads in
log book for one season and see if and left the plows in ground from
your paper the list of accidents
it won’t be Worth while.
I have morning till night.
which are constantly occurring with
I have threshed some rice but nev
their attendant loss of life and prop found it so.
With best wishes to the paper and er made any big record as it was al
erty, he can not but think what the
'
ways tough and wet. I could not
carelessness, mainly wilful negligence its readers, I beg to remain,
Geo.
G.
Bennett.
. stand the rice work on account of
of engineers and operators of ma
.
.
Urhana, Illinois.
malaria so I came to Oklahoma and
clunery costs in the course of a year.
*
* *
have made two crops here.
Mainly willful negligence is the bet
Oklahoma
Good
Corn
Country.
I own no land so bought a school
ter term I believe, because careless
Editor
Review:—Enclosed
ﬁnd lease and now I have sold it and in
ness is often assigned as the cause of
an accident when the operator’s re $1.25 for which extend my Review tend to move to the Argentine in the
fusal to heed the danger signals is one year and send me “Science of spring. I am a young man and want
to own my land and believe there are
really the reason. The plea that the Threshing.”
I am not in the threshing business opportunities in Argentina that have
owners don ’t pay enough doesn’t car
A
ry much weight because if a man just now as this is no wheat or oats passed in the United States.
won ’t use reasonable care in running country. Some people imagine that homestead in Argentina comprises
an engine at $3.00 per day, he Won’t Oklahoma is all ﬁne wheat land, but 250 acres of agricultural land and
there is lots of land in Oklahoma that one is allowed to buy 250 more at the
be any more careful at $5.00.
Caddo minimum price of 40 cents per acre.
Everybody knows that machinery is not adapted to wheat.
County
sows
very
small
acreage
in The land is as good as it is here and
ought to be placed in shelter when
not in use and painted and kept in small grain and what is sowed is for the climate and government is the
repair. But how many owners of pasture more than grain. This coun same. Cultivated land is much cheap
er than the same kind of land here.
threshing rigs make any eﬁort to try is the best adapted to corn, al
keep their rigs in any better than falfa and hogs. Would be a splendid The markets are not so bad and the
just bare running order. You say dairy country, but has quite a lot of country is fast settling vacant lands,
what is the use to spend $50.00 on
an engine when $10.00 will ﬁx it so
that it will go through the next sea
son’! The ‘\‘use” is this; $50 puts
the machine in good repair all over.
it is ready to start out the next sea
Palmyra, Nebraska.

rator.
Well, we didn’t have the
blower on all the time, but still we
threshed 1,500 bushels of wheat in! son as good as it was at the begin

10 hours with our little rig. Now
before we thresh any more, we must
‘see about the price; we will get the
threshing after a while. I think we

than threshing a season like this for
even 10 cents a bushel. It rains too
much at harvest time for anybody to
sow wheat here except for pasture.
I have had some two years experi
ence plowing rice land with an engine
but was not very successful owing to

more with the
is the use! A
ﬁring is better the boggy swamp land and heavy
to show people rainfall. We did ﬁne work when it

and it is lots cheaper for you.

Don’t Want to Miss a Number.

threshermen had better be at home
taking care of some hogs and cows

again, beside having to run one sea
son with a shaky engine.

As a rule a fellow can see where
it would be a great advantage to the

other fellow to do these things but
he has a lot of reasons why he don '1’.
Take the small
it. and the more the better, for I need to do them.
know the experience I have had has leaks around the engine for instance.
done me more good that a bushel of Another man's rig goes along the
licenses will.
road with leaks blowing in the steam
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TRumely All-Around "_
A

Engines

,1

‘

. An all around engine is one that is designed so it can be used
for Threshing, Plowing and Hauling. The Rumely Com
bination Plowing and Threshing Engine offers advantages---it
is rear-geared; the gearing is heavy and solid, either of steel or
semi-steel of the toughest grain. The engine is compactly
built and equipped with link reverse, by which the valves can
be hooked up and great economy of steam and water effected.
Rumely Engines have always had the reputation of being
strong pullers.
‘
The Firebox is the vital point of every engine. In it the energy is liberated that drives the ma
chinery. If an engine were ﬁred ten minutes without water, the ﬁrebox would melt. It is all a
problem of having a suﬂicient quantity of water surrounding the ﬁre on all sides. Here is where
the advantage of the Rumely Patented Sloping Side Firebox comes in. This space grows wider
toward the bottom, and at the line where the ﬁre is hottest, there is a four-inch bank of water?
no chance for mud and sediment to settle.

RUMELY SLOPING SIDE FIREBOX
Patented 1905.

Double Cylinder COMBINATION Plowing And Threshing Engine.

ASK FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOG

Address:

M. RUMELY COMPANY,

La Porte, Indiana

BRANCH OFFICES
ST. LOUIS.’ MISSOURI-108 and 110 S. Tenth Street
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA—140 Capitol Ave. South
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
KANSAS CITY, MO.—1222 W. 11th St. (Station A)
.

GRAND FORKS. NORTH DAKOTA
MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA—324 N. First Street
WICHITA. KANSAS
DENVER, COLO.—SI G. Shaw & Co., Selling Agents
Winnipeg.

Manitoba.

FOND DU LAC, WISCONSIN.
TOLEDO. OHIO—1412 Cherry Street.
DES MOINES. IOWA
LOGANSPORT, INDIANA
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Don’t be a “()ne Horse” Thresherman
Who as soon as his little part of “Threshing the Nation’s Grain" is
completed has to turn his hand to anything that he can get to do till
the next threshing season. It isn't economy nor it isn't practical.
There are things you can do as soon as the threshing season is over
that will keep your engine busy and pay you handsomely. Go into
the sawing business. There's plenty of business and lots of money to

The Buckeye Improved
Variable Feed Mill
Cable Drive. Solid Car
rlage
For Engines
from 10 £0100 H. P.

be made at it.

‘ The Buckeye Portable Saw Mill
Our Portable High
Pressure Special
Sawmilling Engine
20-60 H. P.

////

. ._ I

y
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Will “ﬁit" your engine. It is made especially to run with threshing or
portable engines, and will produce as many thousand feet per day as
many of its larger stationary competitors. Why? It’s built that way.
The quality of work is not excelled by any other mill, and the quan
tity depends upon the amount of work you can get to it. Has accu
rate set works and all lumber is as near "true" as can be attained.
We also manufacture Portable Engines for use with these mills,
making a complete portable outﬁt. They are especially designed for
this work. Have extra strength boilers, allowing the carrying of a
~ higher steam pressure, part of which is held in reserve for use when
l the “pull” comes, which assures a steady running mill—no waiting
I for power in the middle of a log, the extra pressure furnishes the
extra power required.
Let us tell 'you more about this
outﬁt by sending you our catalog T.
.i

Enterprise Mfg. Co., 1014 Main St., Columbiana, Ohio
so that land is advancing in price as strawman, next as ﬁreman, my‘ to do this because it is too damp here
Oats make about 20 bushels to the
there same as here.
third season ran an engine and the and it makes the work hard. My ma acre, no wheat is raised here. Hay is
If any one wants information in same my fourth season. Have oper chine is in as good shape as the day plenty, corn is ﬁne. There are plenty
regard to that country I suggest that ated two makes of engines, Gaar I bought it. I think I will go back of machines here, but they are all old
they send $1.00 to the Bureau of Scott and Nichols & Shepard. Both to Minnesota because I like that traps about worn out, and there are
one or two very good rigs here. They
American Republics, Washington, D. are very good, can hardly say which country better than this.
C., for the “Handbook of Argenti I like best, but am better acquainted
I will tell you about my brother, J. pay fair wages; for machine men
na,” and write to the Argentine with the N. & S. My opinion is, that L. Snorck, of an accident that hap about $3; for engineers, $3; for wa
Consul General, New York, for sketch an engineer while running, should not pened him. The other day we bor ter monkey. $2. The price for thresh
book and land laws. There will be a engage in conversation or leave his rowed a sawmill and I guess he was ing oats is 20.
small colony of us leave here in engine as it should have his undi
a little careless
and
accidentally
I am not running a rig this- year as
Ferbuary or March for that country vided attention while in operation.
caught his thumb and the ﬁrst ﬁnger. I am farming so do not have time,
and expect to take up government
The license question, I approve of His thumb was taken olf at the first but I will be in the ring next fall in

land if enough goes so we can start a it being made compulsory; and if I
school, etc., right away. ' If not we continue to stay in business I intend
will buy land where we can get bene to try for license, although we have
ﬁt of the schools and have better mar good engineers in this locality, while
kets for the present.
there are others whom the license
Wishing you success.
law would cut out entirely.
\Vm. Branstine.

Apache, Oklahoma.

*_ a

#

dynamo ﬁxed on the front part of the

\Yell. as this is getting long I will engine. We ﬁxed a little pulley on
ring otf with best wishes to the grand the main shaft and we use a belt on
it when we want to use it, and let
old Review and threshermen.

Too Much Rain.

Editor Review:—Enclosed ﬁnd 50

joint and a part of the nail of the Illinois for I am going back this win
ﬁrst ﬂnnger. He has sulfered a great ter. My farm and rig are there and
deal the last few days.
land is too high in Iowa, it ranges all
Here is something that the thresh the way from $75 to $150 per acre
ermen will look at. We have a small and the land is no better than that in

V. M. Logan.
Cross Plains, Tenn.

cents for another year’s subscription
*

*

ii

to The Threshermen’s Review.
I
Has Electric Headlight.
have been a reader of your Valuable
Editor Review:—As I don’t see
paper one year and I like it very
much news from this part of the
much.
Threshing was no good in this lo country it might be that they can’t

cality this season, due to the rainy write so I will write a few lines. We
weather when wheat was in full have a very good stand of crops, if
bloom. Threshermen got 40 per bush the thresherman can’t make over-ﬁf
el this season, but there is a likeli teen hundred this year they had bet
hood of its doing better next.
We ter pull in. I have been so busy the
also have one price breaker who last few days repairing the machine
threshes for 21/2c, but his race is that it has kept me on a hump from
about run as his rig is about worn morning to night. Have a 25 h, p.
out and the people would rather pay Huber engine, return ﬂue boiler, and
40 for a good rig than to have him a 36x60 separator.
This makes as
good a rig as anyone can wish to
thresh it at 21/2 cents.
I do not own a rig but have been have. I am going to sell out next
with a machine four seasons; ﬁrst year and go back East. I am going

me tell you, gentlemen, that it is
something grand. It shows the light

Illinois, although the roads are bet—
ter. They never get so muddy as

they do in Illinois. There is more
sand in the soil.
I like to read the letters from bro
ther threshermen in The Review. A

just as bright as a daylight; it is person can tell how the crops are all
something out of sight. I am so over the United States as letters
tickled over it that I would have come from every States in the Union
nothing else.
and a fellow can keep posted on that.
It would be a great paper for a
I will close, wishing The ThlT'nlIOf
men’s Review success.
John J. Snoiek
Ft. Stevens, Oregon.

common farmer if he only knew it,

I will now try and tell you something
about it. We have had so much rain
that we have had a poor chance to

his engine.

and it is a good all around paper for
all classes of people. A fellow can
learn a whole lot from the Questions
**'k
rind Answers Department. It is al
The Review as a Guide.
most like an engineer’s guide if he
Editor Review :—As I said I would saves every number so that he can re
write and tell you how I like Iowa l'er to it when he gets in trouble with

do anything. Started to thresh here
about two weeks ago and only thresh
ed ﬁve jobs. and today it is raining.

Well, I guess I wilIring 0E, wishing
The Review and brother threshermen
much success.
.
Sac
City, La.

H. A. Fromm.
I
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“PEERLESS” SAW MILLS
Are Strictly High Grade and noted for Accuracy, Capacity, Convenience and Durability.

Steam and Gasoline Engine:
Steam Plowing Outfits
Thrashers
Clover and Alfalfa Hullers

Also Gauge and Lumber Rollers,
Power Receders,'l_.og Turners, Edgers,
SwingiCutlOff Tables

Our Variable Automatic Friction Feed avoids thrust upon the saw experienced in other mills and Feed can be changed instantly from ‘A to 5
in., even while saw is in log.
We furnish mills either single or double, in size to suit your power and complete ready to line up and go to work.

sawing. You have the power. Buy a "Peerless" mill and keep your engine at work.
We fully warrant our goods. You run no risk. Tell us your needs and get our prices before buying.

[The Geiser Manufacturing Co.,

Address,

Waynesboro,, Pa., U. S. A1

Editor Review:—I have been read dust from saw. With above mill my
ing some of the accounts of saw mill brother cut 100 railroad ties in 80
(Continued from page 9.)
ing two cranks gum the saw‘ to a nice men in your paper and so I will try minutes. Also 1,400 feet of hemlock
round gullet. This machine can he and give some good advice, as I have lumber in one hour, but he was try
had from most any np-to-date ma had thirteen years experience and ing to see what he could do. I saw
chinery or saw mill supply'dealer, or and four different makes of mills, and winter and summer and use insert
by sending direct to the manufactur have run with engines from 5 h. p. up ed tooth saws.
ers. The price is very small and it to 50 h. p.
I have no mills to sell, but if
will save its cost several times over
My mill is stationary in the winter any one wants to know more about
with 50 h. p. engine and summer it my mill, I will answer all questions
the ﬁrst season.
It is also very important to keep is portable and use a 12 h. p. tractioh if they send stamp for reply. I use
the saw perfectly round and true. By with 130 lbs. steam.
three in. feed in winter and four in.
this, we mean that the point of each
I‘ have the best mill built at pres in summer. I could tell you a whole
tooth should be the same distance ent for handling lumber with little lot more, but this will do for this
from the center of the saw; for if help.
time.
Any of the husks to the mills made
one tooth is shorter than the next one
0. A. Slater.
to it, then it will not do its propor at present are all right, but the car
West Coxsackie, N. Y.
tion of the work and this throws just riages are N. G.
i * #
double the strain on the tooth next to
I will
describe my carriage
Editor Review:—I have run a saw
for
the
beneﬁt
of
all
the
it.
In concluding, the writer might add readers.
It has the wheels on mill for nine years, and by this time
that a saw is simply a piece of steel the way timbers so that saw dust does I think that I can tell a little about
so shaped by man's ingenuity and not bother the track. It has a 30 ft. a saw mill. The ﬁrst work that I did
skill that it will cut lumber, and there feed with an 18 ft. log beam and six around a mill, I went to set an old
is of course a ,limit to the strain rests in the 18 ft. There are three saw; and it fell to me to run that
which it will stand.
plain uprights, two .compound up saw and I had a good deal of a job,
rights, with last board dogs, under but I ﬁnally learned to run a saw.
Editor Review:—I run a 24 h. p. dogs and taper slide. Rear taper slide There is no more‘sense in using a dull
Port Huron engine and a No. 1 mill, operated by sawyer from front of saw than in shaving with a dull raz
and work 7 men. We out 10,000 to 12, carriage, one post dog and one com or. By using sharp saws, thinner
000 ft. :1 day of shipping lumber. I bined screw upper and under dog. blades may be used than when the
use but little fuel. I am out in the Power receding device to move log teeth are dull, because the duller the
country so far that I can’t sell any beam front or back and can also be saw, the more power required to run
slabs, so have to burn them. The boiler used for setting in connection with it through the wood and the more
makes more steam with the same roller gauge.
Weight of carriage, strain on each tooth and on the blade
amount of fuel than any I have ever 3,000 1155., and when 0E feed one man as a whole.
To straighten a circular saw, get
run.
I don’t know anything about can move easily by hand.
threshing, but they are the thing to
VVitb this outﬁt it is no trouble to a hard wood block 12x12, set it on
make lumber with.
I would think do live or quarter sawing, and you end on the ground, round the top of
they would be better for threshing, are all ready for any 102 without it, say 1,41 inch rise, nail up a
because they are light in fuel and change. I have cut 42M. feet in 2x6 at the back of the block for
give so much power.
seven days with two men besides my the saw to rest on, let its face be an
G. M. Rutledge.
self and used as power an 8x10 en inch below the top of the block (do
Burns, Tenn.
gine. I‘ use a chain drag to take saw not use an iron anvil), balance the

On Saw Filing.

There is money to be made

saw on a mandrel and apply the
straight edge, mark the high places
with chalk, and hammer on the
bumps; resting frequently.
The speed of saws is very essen

tie! to the production of good lum
ber. A good sawyer will retain his
speed, not a given standard, but ac
cording to the condition of the saw’s
tension. The log takes the saw above
or below the speed it is destined to
run, which is attended invariably by
bad sawing.
New saws should be
kept up to speed by all means or the

saw will eventually dishlpermanent
ly and have to be rehammared. A
saw not up to its speed invariably
runs from the log, dishing. A saw
maker then taking the order for the
saw is given a speed about so and so
and he knowing but little better takes
it down. Now this is known to vary
200 revolutions. The saw being ham
mered is condemned as defective. It
won’t run because it won’t stand up
to its work. If the sawyer had good
judgment, he would be very particu

lar about correct speed. A good saw
yer will try to maintain the speed
to suit the saw’s condition or hammer
it. The greatest trouble is in too
high speed; this brings about, ﬁrst,

bad lumber, second, a spoiled saw
quicker than heat on the rim and
running it winding across the log. A
great many adhere to the stiffness

of the saw. wanting a stiff saw. That
is all right if some consideration is
taken. If a saw is a heavy gauge,
48 to 54 inches, running at a slow

speed, a stiff saw is all right. Such
a man will contend for a stiff saw on
any mill, but this is limited. Centrif~
ugal force is a natural strain that a
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Reliable Rapid-Action Saw Mills
SMALL, MEDIUM AND LARGE.

CAPACITY 3,000 to 25,000 FEET.

> r'
'1

The Most Modern in Equipment

.

\I'
. .llb‘itt-Ui'“
Z Cilli‘lﬁi

The Most Durable in Construction

Catalogue
just oﬁ the press, and see the latest in
Knee Receders —Hand. Spring and Power Friction.
Set Works—-Pcrfe'ttly accurate and operated with
receder by a single lever.
Saw Guide-—The handiest and safest made.
Variable Friction Feed-—Only one friction wheel
Feeds from O to 5%.". Gigback,
and one lever.
12".
Cable Drive—With l8" spiral
cored

iron

drum

and

20"

sheaves.

Catalog gives complete spec
iﬁcations.

Best in the State of Georgia
—8,000 ft. a day.
l have one of the best lit

tle Plantation saw mills in
the State of Georgia. It is
a Gaar-Scott. and with a 12
h. p. engine, I am sawing
8,000 ft. of lumber every day
with it. I have been in the
saw mill business for 25
'years and
the
Gaar-Scott

Gaar, Scott & Co.

mill is the best l ever ran.

W. H. JOHNSON.
Dalton,

Richmond, lnd.

high speed is exposed to and no high come off the logs, which gives us
speed saw will stand one-half the plenty of power, if you have a good
abuse that a moderate speed saw will. ﬁreman. Slabs, edgings and sawdust
are mostly thrown away or burned
Willian R. Shelton.
up. The kind of lumber sawed here
Carmi, Ill.
*
* *
is mostly two inch plank and building
Editor Review:—-I' have a Port stuff for mines and railroads. Tim
Huron saw mill that cuts about 15,000 ber is mostly bought standing. Tim
feet in ten hours; about one-half of her in this locality is beginning to
cut is 12x12 timber. I have a 34 get scarce. There are so many mills
ft. power which handles a 60 in. saw; buying it up. There are all makes
a three saw edger, cut oif saw and a

and sizes of mills here, from 10 horse

set of live rollers, the latter is the power to 25 horse power, return ﬂue
best thing in the mill. When a 12x12 and ﬁrebox boilers.
We do not move our mill away
24 ft. long drops oﬁ the carriage it
goes
out
of the mill
to
the from home, as we have a big piece
lumber
car where it is roll of timber ourselves and saw at it
ed to the car by the man that and do custom work for our neigh
clears the edger. Then another good bors, which keeps us busy through
feature in live rollers is it keeps the the winter months.
This is our ﬁrst attempt to write,
man awake that runs the edger, for
anything that has to pass through the and if it does not get in the waste
edger must be caught the minute it basket, will try again.
James H. Vankirk and Bro.
drops from the saw or it will go by
Washington, Pa., R. F. D. No. 5.
and he will be obliged to pull it back.
* ll *
I can’t say much about a mill as
Editor
Reviewz-Enclosed
ﬁnd
this is my ﬁrst experience. Perhaps
I will be able to write more next money order for 50 cents to extend
my subscription another year.
time.
J. H. Hayes.
In regard to saw milling, I com
Glennie, Mich.
* Q 8!
menced 22 years ago with an 8 horse
Editor Review:—Saw milling in C. & G. Cooper horse guide traction,
this part of the country is quite a did mostly custom sawing. I sawed
business at the present time, cutting 5,575 feet one day with above engine,
lumber for railroads and coal miners. all poplar. Had a C. & G. Cooper
We have and run a 12 horse power mill also.
There isn’t anything to be had
Frick traction engine and saw mill
of the same make, which makes, I

think, a good saw mill outﬁt. We
use a 54 inch chisel tooth Disston
saw. We run three men on. our mill
and can out three to four thousand
feet in a day, principally of oak.

We

ﬁre the engine with the slabs that

Ga.

ber, providing he gets it at a fair of it, then to off bearing, not much of
a promotion do you think, then to
We saw slabs into stove wood here, setting blocks, good job but very tire
some if you move about as a block
what we don ’t burn for fuel.
er should do to make good headway.
Leander Jollitf.

price.

I then went to running the engine,
a part I like to perform. 1 then
Editor Review:—As I see nothing had to take charge of the busy end
in your paper from this part of the of it, running the saw. I have own
earth, thought I would scratch a lit ed and operated the following makes
tle of my experience with machinery. of engines:—Diek & Church, C. & G.
I can’t relate a great deal concerning Cooper, Gibbs &' Sterrett, McNamur,
the threshing machine part of it as H. & F. Blandy, Gear-Scott, Mans
I have only had two or three seasons ﬁeld and Eclipse, and any of these
at threshing and give it up as a bad makes will do good work if they are
go, as the price for threshing is only kept in good order as they should be.
Eden, Indiana.
*

*

*

$3.00 a set and if the set consists of I now own three mills, namely, one
more than one hundred bushels, it 35 horse power Blandy with swing
is 3 cents a bushel, same for rye and ing out 01f saw and side edger, one

2 cents for oats and $1.00 for clover 35 horse power Mansﬁeld engine with
a Smith, Myers and Schnair saw rig,
seed.
There is not much‘ small grain rais self receding blocks, has 3 blocks,
ed in this state. Would not advise has log turner, saw dust blower, cut
anyone to come here to run a ma off saw and side edger. I also have
a 20 horse power Eclipse with a cut
chine.
I have had quite a lot of experi off saw and edger. ‘

ence with traction engines and think

I don’t mean to say I am running
the Gaar Scott leads them all, as all these mills. Am only running one
they are easy steamers, good pullers, of them just now, but will start an
simple and durable in every respect other one later, as the weather will be

to my notion. I used a 13 horse pow better then. I am what you might
er Gear-Scott to saw with and did call mill poor. One mill is all one
good work for an engine that size.
man has any use for, as a mill will
When it comes to saw milling. I not make you any money unless you
can ﬁll up a book with experience a see to the management of it yourself,
yard wide and a foot thick, as the or this is my experience with one.
fellow said about his socks, but will I‘ bought the big mill I have on band
here any more at sawing as sets are not detain you quite as long this time. now along with about five million feet
too small and logs small and rough. If this is printed and none of your of sawing and logging at a price
Have only been getting 35 cents for readers tire of it, I will relate more of $9.00 per thousand feet, and as I
sawing where it should be 40 to 50 of it later on.
had another mill running at home
I am 31 years old and have been and making me from one to two hun
cents, according to size of sets and
logs. A man can make the most mon in the mill business since I was 15 dred dollars a month clear, I under
ey buying timber and selling the lum— years old, started at the saw dust end took to hire it run by ‘a hired crew, '
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in expressing our hearty ap
preciation and thanks to all

e

”

Threshermen throughout the
threshing world, for their pat

'

ronage and co-operation during the past seasons which have seen
the phenomenal rise and success of the greatest burden-lifting, money

saving invention of modern times---The Gearless Russel Wind Stacker.
Without the confidence and patronage of the threshermen during the years of the
growth and perfection of the Gearless Russell, it would never have been brought

to its present state of perfection, and we would still be “Stacking the Nations’
Grain” in the old laborious way.

~ ND Dots It’
WE GUARANTEE IT

_ Allathetlfuangl
Make 111151520

- '; Purchasers
Separator al‘
Hume if
i
1.
r.‘
.- v'“ ‘~

Let us all then join in this spirit of Thanksgiving and boost for the further

success of the Gearless Russell and the'continued success of the user.
You are assured that the Manufacturers of the Gearless Russell will always
have an eye open to anything that will tend to make it a better stacker, or to any
thing that'will further the interests of the threshermen in this respect; and with this
end in view we solicit your future patronage.

Russell Wind Stacker comoan
Indianapolis, Indiana

'
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"READY FOR BSINESS”
//

“'HAT THE USERS SAY:
"I

admire

your

strong,

well

ﬁnished, mechanical ‘workma nship,
thorough construction, etc., which
are so necessary in a good machine.
The Appleton

is a perfect machine in

every way; good and strong, yet light
running; big in capacity, yet most thor
ough

both

in

husking

and

in

shredding,

and wiihai most easy to handle."-—J. B.
Kerr, Lock View Hills Farm, Versailles, Ill.
‘'1 can get more corn through my Apple
ton 6~roll Husker than
8!‘ (‘an get through hix-

my

neighbor

thresh

lo-roll machine of an
other makeﬂ-Vt’m. F. Buetch, Route No. 24.
S0.Akron, Ohio.
"we
with

The Appleton Corn Husker

now

size for size, and under equal conditions of operation, is guaranteed to do more and better
work, with less power, than any other machine huker made.
our 8-roll size ready for business.

Our illustration shows

are sweeping all other huskers aside
People In}! it is the best
Appleton.
husker on the market. We have turn
ed away twice as much work as other
huskerl will get.
Your husking device
cannot be equailed."—Wm. H. Miller.
Tii‘liin, Ohio.

the

"The Appleton B-roil Husker gives
the very best satisfaction.
Farmers
will wait for me to do their work
rather than have other makes of
huskers do it, because the work ll
done much better with the Apple
Charlestowl,
ton."—0ma Lents,
Ind.

Ask for free catalogue.

APPLETON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
85 Fargo St., Batlvla, ll}, U. S. A.

ter than threshing at the present pric one of the Atkins saws for over two could hardly see. She ran over one
for me about $800.00 in ten months, es. I am running the saw myself, years and there is no better saw hundred feet on the level at the foot
so I decided to put a stop to getting use one man on carriage, one engi made. If the above ﬁling and swag of the hill, but stood square in the
The road
rich in that style. I tore up, load
neer, two oﬂ bearers and average ing does not make the saw run as it road when she stopped.
should, try papering the saw, as this was frozen hard and very smooth.
ed it on a car and billed it to my 7,500 feet per day.
will, with the ﬁling, make the saw
father's place, at which place it is
Yours truly,
Now just a word about saw mill
Andrew Leu.
run as it should. To do this, take a
now and under a good shelter wait
ing. Stone & Sonpand Brien Bros.
Highland, Wis.
piece of foolscap paper and take the must have logs made of hot butter
ing for someone to come along that
loose collar, and laying the collar on or they measure with a log rule and
needs a good mill and pay me a small
* * *
price for it, as I would rather run
Editor Reviewz-I have just ﬁn the paper, out it out the same size ﬁgure all the stuﬁ, slabs and all. I
one mill and make a little money ished a job of sawing so thought I as the collar, then take the collar off would like to have that engine of
than run three and come out even at would write you a. few lines. I run the paper and cut your ring of pa Stone's down here a day or so. I
the end of a year’s run.
a Frick Pony mill with a 12 h. p. en per one-half inch wide. Put this on think it must be that Manzel oil
Well, I could set and write saw gine, which makes a good rig, but the outside, then out another piece to pump that makes it pull so strong.
mill all night, but will ring oﬂf now I have not quite enough power, but' fit mandrel where the saw goes on We use a 11x12 stationary engine
and let someone else on.
get along quite well. We get $7.00 and cut it one-half inch wide; Put and bricked in boiler, but she Slows
Wishing The Review success, I am, per 1,000 which is pretty good. I this next to the fast collar and repeat down some on a good tough log. I
this until your saw will not lead into would like to ask what is Sawyers’
also run a threshing machine, an
F. E. Roberts.
the log, as this will stiffen the saw measure. We only receive $4.00 a
American
32x52,
which
is
good
Deep Water, W. Va.
and
you will find that it will work thousand and ﬁgure board measure
enough for me. Grain was very light
as good in hard wood as in soft and after sawing the same as lumber yard
* * *
around here. Well, as this is getting
vice versa.
measure. Now it takes a fair size
Editor Review:—In reply to yours lengthy, will close wishing The Be
So wishing The Review and all its log to cut ten boards, say 12 feet
view
much
success.
of recent date, I will say that I have
readers a prosperous year, I remain. long, which is 100 feet. That would
Roy Park.
run a saw mill for six years past, do
D. T. Frantz.
R.
F.
D.
No.
5,
Tiptou,
Ia.
be 76 logs to cut 7,600 feet. But I
ing nothing but custom work.
I
Tyrone, Pa., Box 291.
see Mr. Stone had 7 men. Maybe
3!! i *
owner and operated a good port
t * 1=
a couple of them had a hand saw.
able mill for four seasons, but at
Editor Reviewz~In
answer to '
Editor Review:—After reading Mr. Then B'rien Bros. talk about cutting
the present time I am running a Brother Mark Whiteing of Dodge
Reeves mill, No. 1, together with 22 Center, Minn., on his saw troubles, Corcoran’s experience, I had to write ﬁve to seven thousand with 12 horse
horse Port Huron engine, which will say that I own and operate an in sympathy with him, as I‘ know how power. But I guess I did not catch
makes a good rig. I‘ have mounted 18 h. p. Farquhar engine and have a it feels to ride down hill on a trac on, they both ﬁgure a 24 hour day.
But never mind, we may not know
my mill on trucks so as to make it Comstock saw mill and will say to the tion engine.
I‘ was bringing my engine home one how to saw although we have run a
handy for moving and setting. I do brother that he does not need to
not claim that I can set my mill in change teeth to saw oak or pine, as night, it was one o’clock a. m., and cider and grist. mill for 14 years, saw
a few mnutes like some of the boys the teeth are all the same, but as quite dark, the set screws that held mill 5 years, also work a large farm
say, but I can set it in two or three his saw he says will run good in soft the large washer on the large inter and run a traction engine in the fall
hours, according to circumstances. I wood but will lead into the log in mediate gear wheel pulled out and and have to haul two machines, one
am using insterted tooth saws and oak; now my experience in this line is let gear slip over. The way that en with a 60 inch cylinder for threshing
prefer them for all around purposes. this, that when the saw leads into the gine ran was a caution. We were go rye straw so that the straw is not in
Jobs in this locality are small, log, to ﬁle my saw so that the edge ing to stop and take water at the jured. I neglected to mention that
ranging from 20,000 to 40,000 feet, of the bit is the lowest on the side bridge, so my ﬁreman was on the we use a 52 in. inserted tooth saw, 44
mostly oak and not of the best quali to which the saw leads and the cor ground with lantern. I yelled to him teeth, and have swadge side ﬁle and
ty, although it makes good building ners the longest on the opposite side. to run ahead, but passed him half all tools for hammering, etc. I ﬁnd
material.
I am getting $4.50 per This will, if properly ﬁled and swag way down the hill. Thought sure 1 we out 3590 feet today, 7 hours run
thousand, and consider it to be bet ed, give the desired results, as I used was going ed the bank then, as I ning time, 3 men.
and as a consequence the mill lost
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The Corn Belt
Shredder

NO
GEARS
NO
CHAINS
FEWER
REPAIRS

Improvement
Over All .
Others

HE increase in the use of shredded fodder as a feed for stock and the ever increasing demand for shredders to do the work necessi
tates the manufacture of a shredder with large capacity and better shredding facilities. A machine in which the liability of a break
down-the cause of expensive delays and repairs-is reduced to the minimum. One that is easy running and has large capacity,
and yet does the work in a most satisfactory manner.
The CORN BELT SHREDDER is built to supply this demand, and we solicit cor
respondence from Threshermen and Farmers interested in this kind of a machine.

THERE ARE NO CHAINS TO BREAK.
THERE ARE NO GEARS TO WEAR OUT.
IT IS THE ONLY WHOLE-BELTED MACHINE MANUFACTURED.
Compare these three points above with any other shredder. Then also bear in mind that the Corn Belt has a Husking Device not
equalled in any other shredder-it being the latest invention of the leading shredder designer in the country.. Material is the best for the
purpose, and the machine throughout is the best that skilled workmen and machinery can produce.
Write today to

Corn Belt Shredder Company,
I want to say The Review is a boss
paper for information. I have had
sample copies of some others, but
they had more stories than informa
tion that would help the thresher_
man.
E. N. Osterhout & Son.
Delkirk, N. Y.

hire a man to ﬁre a boiler if I were come through your columns, I re
sawing with steam power. I like saw main a Review reader.
J. H. ‘Vaterman.
mill work, but can make the most by
Waterville, N. Y.
buying in the tree and put it into
* ill *
lumber. When I get a job I look the
Editor Review:—-As I have not
market up and see what sells the

best, then go ahead and saw it up,
sometimes I have orders to ﬁll and
* * *
know just what to saw. In this sec
Editor Reviewz-In answer to tion lumber is high and I ﬁnd no
yours of the 8th will try to tell the
trouble to sell all I can get.

boys my experience with the diﬁerent
farm machines which I operate. My
power is a 20 horse gasoline traction
and I think it to be the best for all
around business as it saves one man
all the while which is quite a bit as
wages are high. My saw mill is a
Frick with 3 head blocks, variable

feed and 50 inch inserted tooth saw.
I am on a job of Basswood now
which I bought in the tree for $6.00
a thousand and when I get it sawed
it is worth from $23 to $25 a thous

and. I run the mill with two helpers
and we saw ﬁve to six thousand in
nine hours, pile the lumber and saw
the slabs ready for cheese box heads.
I do some custom work which I get
$2.50 per thousand

and

have the

slabs and dust which is worth from
$1.00 to $2.00 for every thousand feet

I have

until last winter; then we raised to
$6 per thousand.
The logs we have to saw are mostly
white elm.

Some red elm, oak and

cottonwood.

Our sets run from 10,

000 to 65,000 feet.

We saw from 2,
seen anything from this part of the 500 to 3,700 feet per day.

country lately I‘ thought I would
Last winter my brother sold his
write you my experience with saw 10 horse engine and bought a 16
milling; as I have been at the busi horse N. & S. engine. We had so
ness about three years, and am- as far to go after he got it and the
you might say young at the business; weather was so bad I don’t know
I also have a. St. Johnsville thresh but think I am doing very well. Like what we averaged with it. The logs
er 26x40 with drag stacker and bag some of the boys in a late number, we have to saw are culls; rough and
ger. I get til/2c for a bag of oats, I would like to know how they ﬁgure
knotty. This winter I expect to saw
100 for wheat and $1.75 an hour for lumber. As for me, I can saw on an in Oklahoma. There is lots of good
cutting corn. I use a three knife cut average 2,500 to 3,000 feet with a 12 timber here, but most of it belongs
ter and can cut as fast as the farmer horse power; but everybody has to to the Indians. I like The Review,
can get the corn.
In this section work when we do it.
and can get lots of information out
most of the leading farmers have a
I have a 12 horse engine on a 15 of it. Like some others, I wish it
silo and it makes corn cutting quite horse boiler. The engine is a center came oftener.
interesting while it lasts. I had the crank and I think it is a dandy for
N. A. Gunter.
experience of going through a small my work. My mill is a Frick, pony
Gracemont, Okla.

bridge this season with my 18 h. p. size, and I run a 52 inch inserted
gasoline traction. The damage was tooth saw. The mill has never cost
slight and no one hurt. I have got me over $3 for repairs except teeth;

a job pulling wild apple trees out of
a six acre lot and would like to hear
from some one that has had experi
ence with an engine on such work.
I started in seven years ago with a
six horse portable gasoline engine
and a small thresher. I swapped that
and got a ten horse traction steam
outﬁt. Then I got a 15 h. p. crude
oil engine and then an 18 h. p. gas
oline traction and now have a 20 h.

sawed. I have a job which I will go
on in the spring of 80 to 100 thous
and, mostly hemlock, which I get $3
a thousand for. With hemlock slabs,
I make the best of them into shingles,
which sell for more than they would p. gasoline traction which I think is
in any other way. I get 2c a bushel my limit. Boys, if you are going to
for all the dust and shingle shavings, buy any machine get it large enough
and that alone more than pays for to do good work and all you want to
all the gasoline that I use.

Beatrice, Nebraska

handle.

I must close, hoping to hear

sawed with my oil engine and fur from all the threshermen that read
nished the oil cheaper than I could your valued paper in the year to

*

Editor

*

*

Review:—I

have

used

a.

Gaar-Scott Plantation mill for about
and I think that is doing pretty ﬁfteen months and have sawed over
well. We ﬁre on slabs, and carry a ﬁve hundred thousand feet of lumber,
buzz saw for cutting them. Well, as mostly cottonwood, in a country
this is getting pretty long, will close where people said there was no use
for this time.
for a saw mill. The mill has given
Tipton, Ia.
Roy Park.
good satisfaction and has become
* =l= *
known over a large territory for the
Editor
Reviewz-In
February, quality of lumber we have made. We
1903, I bought a Gear-Scott mill and have sawed over one thousand feet
my brother a 10 horse Nichols & per hour at times with a sixteen
Shepard engine. We have been saw horse Gear-Scott engine, but are now
ing every winter since in southern using a 22 horse Gear-Scott Univer
Iowa. We use three men; one'off sal engine that does the work easi
bearer, my brother runs the engine, ly. The engine is a beauty as well
and I saw. We use the slabs for as the mill. I send you a photo which
fuel and sell the dust at 20 an inch was taken west of Okoboji Lake, Ia.
in wagon box. We do all custom
Ernest Miller.
sawing. Sawed for $5 per thousand
Spencer, Iowa.
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Reduce the Cost of
ProducingFarmf Products
If you cannot make a good proﬁt in farming, what is the use of
staying on the farm. No one is satisﬁed to plod along without being
able to get his head above water.
There is something radically wrong with the farm methods of the

farmer who is not reaping rich returns for his labor today. What farm
er could ask for better prices for his farm products?
Reduce the cost of production. That is the way to obtain . greater
proﬁt. The man who plans his work right and then works his plans
right succeeds.
One of the best ways to reduce the cost of production is to use a
power that will accomplish a whole lot of work for you at the lowest
possible cost in a very short time.

I. H. C. Gasoline Engines for Every Farm Power Purpose )
When planning your work take into consideration the International Harvester Company gasoline engine. It is the most economical means
of running the threshing machine, husker and shredder, feed grinder, cream harvester, saw, pump or any machine you may have requiring me
chanical power.
It is practically out of the question to compare the I. H. C. gasoline engine with any other power because it is in a class by itself. It is
fully ten years ahead of any similar powers, in fact, other powers of this kind are just about where the I. H. C. engine started.
If you want to save time, money and labor, buy an I. H. C. gasoline engine. It places the cost of production of farm products at the lowest
possible point. Anyone can run it. It has no complicated mechanism; it can be started instantly-stopped instantly. Besides starting and

stopping it there is nothing else to do except to supply fuel and oil occasionally.
In the I. H. C. line will be found a power to meet the requirements of every farmer.
Vertical, 2, 3 and ZS-H. P.
Horizontal, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and ZO-H. P.

Traction, 10, 12, 15 and 20-H. P.
Air Cooled, 1 and 2-H. P.
Sawing, spraying and pumping outfits and jacks.
It is not a question of whether you need a gasoline engine; it is simply whether you have one, because experience has proved that every
farmer who does not have an engine should have one by all means. If you have not a gasoline engine, pick out the one which will answer your
purpose, then call on our local agent and investigate.
For full information see the local agent or write direct.
If you want a threshing machine, ask about the Belle City. I. H. C. engines and Belle City threshers are money makers for the dealers as
well as for the farmers.

INTERNA TIONAL HAR VES TER COMPANY OF AMERICA
CHICA GO,

[INCORPORATED]

.

U. S. A.

Portable Mills---Some Questions long to saw the rotten stud as the posed I had a year to pay that in.

but the ﬁler will show them only

good. No bargain was made as to I don’t see what you want of the
whether he was to saw log measure money. You get $2.00 per thousand
or board measure.
Out of 18,000 and cut 15,000 per day; you ought
This is
charged to the customer I could only to have money enough.”
ﬁnd 11,000. The balance was said to about the way the average farmer
be out in the waste pile. I‘ had not looks at it. They see that the mill
seen the logs, although I could make gets in lots of money, but they do
a guess at what they were by the not see the expense account. An—
ends of the boards and by the sap other man I used to work for had
rotten edge boards, so I could only over $3,000 in saw bills standing
say how much lumber was there, not out, every dollar of which was good,
how much had been sawed to get it. but slow to get, just because no
I do not know how they made out. agreement was made in regard to
It would be easy to keep out of such payments.
Now, having become used to work
trouble by simply agreeing to some
kind of measurement before the logs ing in large band mills, it is funny
are sawed. At one timeImade a small to think of the ways we used to
custom mill, consisting of a circular, do in those small mills. The large
shingle mill and grist (feed) mill. I mills are run on as good a business
always made a bargain with each basis as any business can be. About
customer .before sawing logs or the worst deal I ever knew of was
shingle bolts. I run this mill some letting a saw mill out for a year,ithe
time and never had the least trouble contractor getting the mill insured in
with customers. There should be an his own name. He run the mill over
understanding about the payment of a year, when it burned down; the
the saw bill, also. Most small mills contractor got the insurance, while
that have come under my notice are the mill owner did not get a cent for
very negligent about simple business the use of the mill and did not get
rules, so there is bound to be mis the mill back. What would a busi
ness
man think
understandings sooner or later.
as that‘!
P of making such deals
I remember working for one mill
owner when I was younger, that did
But some of the old-timers did not
custom sawing. In the bills sawed have much of a chance to learn busi
one summer was a large barn bill ness methods. They were a good deal
for an old farmer several miles dis like the young fellow that I received
tant. The bill was sawed and deliv a letter from down in Mississippi,
ered, but no money was forthcoming. who wanted to learn band saw ﬁling.
At last a statement of the account He said he could not ﬁnd any band
was sent him, upon which he came saw ﬁler that would show him any
down in hot haste and wanted to thing about bench work, or even tell
know what was the matter and why him about it. I often get letters
he was sent a request for payment from young fellows that are helping,
of his saw bill. He said, “I sup who want to learn the whole trade,

what he has to. I am able to hold
the ordinary run of band saw ﬁling
jobs, but have never learned anything
I am afraid to pass along. I cannot
work in all the mills.
One job is
enough for me, and if some young
fellow gets my job away from me I
am positive that he is more nearly

M. E. L., in the Woodworker.

The owner of a small portable saw

mill near my home got into a dis
pute with

a customer

about

the

amount of his saw bill, and sent for
me to come and count the lumber
for him. While there I also looked
the mill over to see what it could do.
There was a log jacker, head sawyer,
tail sawyer (or oﬁ bearer), edger
man, slab cutter, ﬁreman and two
men in the yard, nine men all told.
They cut from 18,000 to 25,000 feet
per day. I thought that pretty good
sawing for a portable. They had a
good friction nigger and run the cir
cular saw with a 14 inch belt. The
engine looked to me like a 10x16
inch cylinder; they did not know just
what size the cylinder was. Steam
was furnished by a locomotive boil
er that I judged to be at least 50
h. p. They also had a lath mill set
opposite the slab saw, and run this
when out of logs or when not run

ning the circular for any reason. They
had a pond of about ‘50x100 feet.
The mill was set low down and on a
bank, so that no docking was built;
the lumber was piled on the ground
on stringers, and only as high as the

men could easily reach.

They charg

ed as high as $3.50 per 1,000 feet

saw bill, customer to put his logs in
the pond.
The customer that had me count

his lumber had put in a lot of sap
rotten logs that had very good lumber
in them after the sap was out 01f; a
few had rotted in the ends. The mill
owner scaled these logs full, as of
course he should, as it took just as

up-to-date and

than I.

a

better

workman

And when I ﬁnd one that

does better than I can, I will take

off my hat to him and let him have
the job and welcome; but before I
leave the plant I will try and sec in
What way he does the work better
or quicker than I‘, then try his way.
There is no use of us old fellows
trying to hold all the jobs on earth,
for we can’t ﬁll them; others must
learn to take our places and ﬁll the
new jobs that ‘are continually turning
up.

I have had an offer to take

charge of a ﬁling room in the Phil
lippine Islands, but I could not work
there and in Pennsylvania‘ too. I do
not know of any good ﬁlers out of
work, but do

know of some poor

ones that manage, by a little work
and a good deal of brag, to keep in
work most of the time.

As long as

there is work others are bound to
learn. If they are ambitious, there
is no stopping them.
They will

‘watch you so closely that they will
learn some things anyway. I knew
one young fellow who was good on
circulars, and wanted to learn the
band saw, too.

He understood ten

sioning circulars, but did not know
just where a band saw should be
tensioned, and the ﬁler that he was

working for would not tell him 8
thing.“ “He worked as helper until
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\ Double Your Earning s

Husker and Shredder iI a
Success
You wouldn’t keep your horse in the barn if you had work
for him to do, but you do that very trick with your engine.

When you are through threshing, hook on to a SUCCESS
HUSKER AND SHREDDER, then look at your bank
account---you pay for the machine in one season and it will
be a dividend payer every year afterward. We can
O

—

"Show You” —

_

why our machine will earn from two to four dollars where
any other make will earn one dollar.
This is no Fairy Tale.

We can deliver the goods.

Write us today.

MANUFACTURERS OF
The Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder,
The Ruth Band Cutter and Self Feeder,

Success Ratchet Cylinder Wrench,
Buﬁalo Hay Press,

Hawkeye Band Cutter and Self Feeder,
Success Corn Husker and Shredder,
Success Automatic Belt Guide,

Parsons Dump Rack,
"

PARSONS BAND CUTTER &

Hawkeye Grain Grader,
Hawkeye Automatic Hog Waterer.

ELF FEEDER C0.

Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.
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The BUSINESS END of Your SHELLING RIG
Should be a

MADE IN 2, 4 AND

6 HOLE SIZES.

because of its increased capacity, lighter draft and greater durability.
The absence of all shake enables the Deere to be run at a much higher speed
than shoe machines, and avoids the necessity of anchoring, or blocking up, to pre
vent creeping as with them. There are no sieves, and there is no tendency to
clog with damp chaff; no holes in which silks or husks can draw or
lodge.

Every movement of the rake heads keeps the separator clear.

There is absolutely no clogging of the separator, no matter how
unfavorable the conditions, or how rapidly the corn is fed into the
machine.
Write for

Remember, that in its lifetime a sheller must deal with corn in all
conditions—sound, soft and dirty, with husks and silks—and the ma
chine that does the best work with the least power and expense is the

56 page

machine to buy.

Sheller

The Successful Deere has No Shoe, No Shake, No Sieve to Clog, No
Dead Centers, Long Life, Light Draft, Great Capacity.

Catalogue.
Maul-eluted by

DEERE & MANSUR COMPANY, 'Moline, Illinois
Editor Review:—As I have heard
the swaging and grinding; but he nothing from this country, I will
could not ﬁnd out where to tension write a letter and will send you a
until a saw agent happened along, post card picture of my saw mill out
and he asked him about where they ﬁt. Have been in the threshing and
put in the tension at the shop. The saw mill business for the past twen
agent did not happen to know very ty years. Although a new reader to
much about it himself, but to show your paper, will say it was the ﬁrst I
that he did know something about ever subscribed for or read that
saws he said they tensioned them all takes in my line of work. I look
in the center until they would ﬁt the forward for its coming every month.
I own and operate a 16 h. p. Ad—
tension gage. The young fellow ask
ed about gages, but the agent did vance engine and an Avery 32x54
he saw a braze made, and understood

not understand how they were made,

separator with a J. B. feeder and

but said the shop would send him one
which it did. Armed with this gage
and the information that he was to
tension in the center until the saw
ﬁtted the gage, he started ﬁling for
a hardwood mill that averaged about
12,000 feet per day, and all he had

Sattley stacker. This, I consider is

was the band saws.

Of course, he

BELT

Champion POWER Hay Press
Has condensing Hopper, Friction Clutches, Double
Steel Gears; only Self-Feeder that is independent of
plunger, and many other exclusive features. 3 I.
6 tons per hour.

4-horse detached power HAYPRESS, 6 strokes of plunger to
— oneround of horses. SIDE and END HITCH. Self feed auto
matic block dropper. 2 to 3 tons per hour. Can be
run with small Gasoline Engine. Write for special prices
and terms on either of above machines.

"

FAMOUS MANUFACTURING CO.
89 Chicago Ave.

East Chicago, Indiana

a good outﬁt. The Jumbo teeth take
care of all the grubs and pitch forks

that go into the cylinder.
Grain was poor here this year with
plenty of straw to handle. Prices are

Mr. Thresherman:

2 cts. for oats and barley, 3 cts.
for wheat and $5.00 for set jobs. I'

Just watch Pickering Governors in
ﬁeld service equipped with Ball Speed
Changer.
How easy to speed Engine up for
plowing or heavy work and reduce speed
for slower duty.
No Extra Charge for this device.
Write us at once for particulars.

did not get'the biggest pay, for those only had a ﬁfteen day run, had plen
kind of band jobs do not pay much. ty of sawing to do so I started up
The saws were new and the gage the saw mill. My outﬁt consists of
ﬁtted them very well at ﬁrst, but af a Geiscr U. U. 22 h. p. engine, Geiser
ter a while the edges began to drop No. 2 saw mill, cable feed, and a
away and the tensioning in the cen Bronson three saw 32 inch edger. The
ter did not seem to make the edges outﬁt is O. K. The edger is a new
ﬁt, so he began to go towards the patent and the company is improving
edges with his tension and found it; but needs a few changes when it;
that helped. By working carefully will be 0. K. I am getting $3.50‘
about all the time he kept those saws and $4.50 a thousand for sawing.
going, and learned enough to take

Have all the work I can do the year

another job a little better. He made
all right there and has followed the
business ever since.
When a man can ﬁt and tension
large circulars, and has the ambition

around. The mill is very handy and
easy to pull up and set. It takes
about a half day to pull up and load
everything on trucks and from one
day to a day and a half to set. I

PICKERING OIL
PUMPS ARE AS

move for settings 0g 75,000 to 100,000

this man had, there is no use of us

feet. I do not say I’ can average
old fellows trying to keep him out, daily as much as some of our broth
for it can't be done. He will ask ers can, but content myself with
questions from every one that was from 7,000 to 9,000 feet in ten hours
ever inside a saw mill, and sort out and do good work. The mill can
the answers, until the ﬁrst thing you turn out 15,000 feet in a day in good
know he is pretty well posted, and logs with plenty of power.
I had an accident in July from
may simetimes give the older fellows
an awful jar by giving them a point which I lost three ﬁngers and nearly
er they never had heard of. When one-half of my right hand in the saw
an)v of these fellows come to me by being careless and being in too
much of a hurry.

Now I let others

DEPENDABLE AS
ARE PICKERING
GOVERNORS.

JOINTLESS
CONSTRUCTION
AND POSITIVE

with questions, I answer all I can,

do the work, I stay at home.
and take interest in it.

I am not
I use Atkins saws, 50 inch, one

DRIVE.

ashamed to _tell them I‘ don’t know,

solid tooth 7 and 8 gauge, the other
if they ask something I am not fa a 50 inch 7 and 8 guage inserted
miliar with. And many times I have tooth. I‘ like the inserted tooth the
to say “1 don’t know,” just because best; it is easirr to keep up and does
they ask something that takes time the best work.
H. G. Aldrich.
to answer.
'
Ogilvie, Minn.

OVERNOR

a?

COMPANY.

PORTLAND. CONNBCTICUT.U$.A.
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the business just now is the esta
blishment of a wrong scale of prices,
due to lack of knowledge of what the
work actually costs the operator.

A

look through the correspondence that
has been printed in the plowing sec
tion of The Review from time to
time shows widely varying estimates
of the cost per acre of plowing, vary

ingrfrom one dollar to three dollars
and even more per acre.

Of course

the conditions obtaining in different
localities, as cost of coal, labor and

other items, quality and character of
the soil, etc., will affect such ﬁgures.
Perhaps in many cases they are not
accurately prepared even from the
data at hand.

It is a certainty that

in the majority of cases the very im

O. W. EATON'S REEVES OUTFIT.

“Me idee iv a farmer,” says Mr.
Dooley, “was a care-free fellow that
arose fr’m his bed in time to wake
the Iark, shampooed th’ horses, milk

ed th’ cows, satisﬁed th’ cravings
of th' inner hog, honed th’ scythe,
ground th’ sickle, and returned to
th’ house with a wholesome appytite
f’r breakfast fr’m siven to siven
three; afther that he whiled away

th’ mornin’ hours ploughin’ ontil
dinner time, whin he discussed a
hearty repast between twelve and
twelve-three;

thince

he

dawdled

through th’ afternoon ploughin’ till
the welcome sound iv th’ supper horn
rang in his ears, whin he ran home
an’ ate supper with th’ family fr’m
six to six-three. Th’ avenin hours
were devoted to ploughin', after
which, havin’ seen that th’ horses

an’ cows had nawthin’ to complain
iv f’r th’ night, he took a half hour’s

useful exercise f’r th’ muscles iv th’
leg with a boot jack, an’ thin fell

asleep upon a bed that had been in
tinded f’r a rail fence but was dis

had to be done; quite as likely by
the thresherman, who seldom had
suﬂ’icient means for such work; and
discouragement often followed. Then
it was early found that, while the
traction engine, while it lasted, could

Mr. Dooley 's humorous estimate, the

fact remains that old-time plowing is
not easy work for the man, to say
nothing of the team. —And consider

ing the constantly increasing areas

and so far I find that it does not

pay to ‘run one unless you have land‘
enough of your own to justify it. I
think the steam plow has come to

And yet it is of the utmost neces

sity that such cost be gauged at as

gine was not strong enough for the

closely as possible.

And we caution

work; and repair bills amounted to ‘the plowman to not get his price too
more than the work amounted to. close to the estimated cost. There
More discouragement here.
are other beneﬁts for the man for
But some perservered, getting whom the work is done aside from
equipment suited to the demands of the mere getting of his acres plowed,
the work. Buyers of new engines, that should cut some ﬁgure in the
realizing that there would be a de
cost, and which should be made plain
mand for more and heavier work for to him should he not already appre
their motors than was called for by ciate them. The work is done quick
the grain separator, speciﬁed machin ly and at the right season of the
ery suited to the new conditions. year; without any of the delay that
Manufacturers were quick to see the often accompanies plowing with an
need and provide for it; so that now
imals, for the steam plow will readily
no traction engine user need go be
work in soil that weather or other
yond his favorite make of machinery
conditions have rendered impossible
for an engine to meet the demand
for ordinary plowing.
If a large
for power imposed by steam plowing.
farmer, the customer is spared the
The steam gang, too, is a regular ar
expense of keeping and feeding the
ticle of manufacture with many plow
makers, and has been improved along

necessary only during the plowing
season. It will be much easier to
lower the charge for plowing, should
it prove possible to do so, than to
increase the price after it has become
established. It will pay the opera

But as in any other line of human
tor, too, to cultivate the habit of

that are coming into cultivation and

the large acreage of many of the
farms in the west and northwest, it
is there becoming more and more on

erous and impracticable.

A greater

number of men and teams are requir
ed for this work than are needed on

the farm during the balance of the
year, and even then the state of the

weather or condition of the land be
cause of the weather may cause an
noying and expensive hindrance.
So that it is but natural that the
modern farmer should turn to me

steam plow outﬁt has to work under

widely varying conditions and often
under circumstances that are, to say
the best, not ordinary. The forma

ciency of his iron. horse in a new ﬁeld
of action.
As in other promising but untried
ﬁelds. the pioneer traction plowman
found that all was not plain sailing:
—is not yet, for that matter. Such
gang plows as were to be had were
not suitable for traction engine work.

and considerable experimental work
\

stay in the great northwest, though

I think there are very few success
ful plowing engines on the market at
the present time. The old failing;
they are overloaded.
I ﬁnd it costs $1.50 per acre in

breaking for expense, with an aver
age of 25 acres per day. I think if
a. man is going to start in the plow
ing business he should get as large
an engine as possible, as the cost of
running a large one is not much more

than that of running a small one.
Bowden, N. D.
C. A. Rogers.
*

#

*

Editor Review:—-Not having seen
anything in your paper from these
parts for some time, will try and
tell my experience in breaking with
steam.

I operate a 25 horse double cylin
der Nichols & Shepard engine. We
pulled two triple gang plows of the
Oliver chill make. We broke from
12 to 16 acres per day. We burnt
straw most of the time; I would just
as soon have good ﬂax straw as coal,’

as it is so much cheaper. Coal is $8
per ton. I‘ am 20 miles from a rail
road and there isn't much in break
ing with coal. Some brother thresh
ers say straw is so much harder on
engines than coal, but they will have
to show me, as I have run the engine
two falls and summers and haven't
got a leaky ﬂue yet.
As crops were poor here this year,
I won ’t tell about my big day's run.
As my letter is getting long, I will
ring off, and will send you picture of
my breaking rig under separate cov

endeavor, the “personal equation”
observation; noting the time it takes
has much to do with success or fail
and the wear on plow points and
ure, and no doubt the individual has
other equipment in different lands
as much to do with the success or
and conditions of soil; so that he er.
W. A. Rice.
otherwise of the outfit as has any
may be able to estimate with rea
Marstonmoor, N. D.
thing else. In the operation of a
threshing outﬁt success depends
largely upon the business qualiﬁca
tions of the operator and his capaci
ty for hard work and plenty of it;
and steam plowing calls for the ex
ercise of these in a still greater de
gree.
For, unlike threshing, the

chanical power for the meeting of
his requirements in this respect, and
that the traction engine should have
his favorable consideration as the
most practicable motor for the work,
and that the thresherman should be
called upon to demonstrate the eﬁl

51 horse Northwest cross compound;'

ment and allowance for depreciation
have not been considered at all. So
that it is not possible to tabulate any
ﬁgures bearing on this phase of the
business that will be of much value.
The diﬁiculty would remain even if
the ﬁgures at hand were exact; for,
as already stated, the cost may dif
fer widely in the same locality and
with the same outﬁt, because of soil
and surface conditions.

beat the horse at the game, the en

lines suggested by the ingenuity and
practical experience of each maker;
so that so far as equipment is con
cerned steam plowing may be said to
have passed the experimental stage.

Editor‘ Review:—I will write you
a few lines as to steam plowing and‘
breaking. I have been operating one
of my own the last two seasons; a '

portant items of interest on invest

year through a number of animals

qualiﬁed f’r irregularity.”
Allowing all proper discount for

sonable accuracy what his charge for
like work should be. A good plan
would be to keep a memorandum
book in which to enter data concern
ing these and other necessary items
that will suggest themselves, so that
he will have for future reference ac
curate information regarding the
ﬁelds he has plowed. Whatever will
aid in accurately ﬁxing the cost is
worth doing; for upon this knowledge
depends the centainty of that proﬁt
which is the incentive to the work.

tion and character of the soil, the

requirements of the work and often
time limits impose varying and often

severe conditions that will try the
mettle and judgment of the opera
tor; particularly in new ground. But

it is such work as a healthy, normal man delights in, and what is more to
the point, steam plowing oﬁers very
remunerative work to the traction
engine owner without interfering
particularly with his threshing.
The greatest danger that threatens
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Big '

Engine Gang
a.

will Double the Earning
Power of Your Trac

tion Engine.
Furnished with Six, Eight, Ten
Twelve and Fourteen Bottoms.

AN OIL TRACTOR BREAKING SOD WITH A Six BOTTOM JOHN DEERE BIG ENGINE GANG.
THESE FLOWS CAN BE ATTACHED TO ANY TRACTION ENGINE.

large ﬁelds in which it would be easy to handle an outﬁt.
OU would not keep ﬁve or ten teams the entire year to do one
You will be surprised at the number. More than that, you will be
month’s work. You would sell them and buy again next year
surprised how easy it is to convince these men that you can do their
in order to save the cost of keep.
plowing much cheaper and easier than they can do it with their teams.
There is no ready demand for used machinery like there is for work
The John Deere Big Engine Gang is especially adapted for custom
horses, so you must keep your high powered expensive traction engine a
plowing because it is easy and economical to operate.
whole year just to do a short season's threshing.
Two men can handle the entire outﬁt. Your ﬁreman can step down
When the engine is not working it is an expense because your money
on the platform and raise the bottoms without stopping the engine.
is tied up in it. When it is idle, your money is idle-one or the other
With the necessary parts, the six bottom gang can be quickly convert
ought to be working for you all the time.
ed into an eight bottom plow. and the ten bottom gang can
Custom plowing with a John Deere Big Engine gang of
be ﬁtted Wlth extensions for twelve or fourteen bottoms.
fers you an opportunity to double the earning power of
Send lor bellllllul decal-Ip
One of the larger outﬁts will plow thirty-ﬁve acres a
your traction engine. There is lots of engine plowing to
llve booklet No. 8. Illus
day.
be done in many sections and it is being introduced into
lrllcrl lrom pholognpl 01
Investigate this opportunity to make your engine a
others where it has been heretofore deemed impractical.
actual plowing none’.
Look over your list of customers and see how many have
better paying investment.
.3‘

Deere & Company
The Two Way Plow.

From the time the old side hill
plow was ﬁrst made until the present
there has been a.

growing demand

There are no had any experience with an oil burn
er for traction engines I would like
work on one side to hear from him through The Re
ﬁnishes the entire view or by mail.
I think steam plowing is going to
no extra traveling be a success in this county if men

ing as it was before.

back furrows or dead furrows. The

operator begins
of the ﬁeld and

for a plow that will turn the furrow ﬁeld as he goes.
Third, there is
either to the right or to the left. The
‘
side hill plow has done very good across the ends.
Fourth, the ground is left in ex
work in its place, but it is worth
less on level land. This type of plow cellent condition for irrigation con
has but a single mould board, which ditions.
H. M. Bainer.
is invertible, that is, when one side
Colorado Agricultural College, Fort
is up, the furrow is turned to the
right, and when the other side is up, Collins.
it is turned to the left. With a plow
Editor Review:—I just subscribed
of this kind the operator is able to
begin plowing at the bottom of .a for The Review last month, but did
hill across the slope and turn all fur not get to write anything. Have been
dows down, the slope aiding in the pretty busy plowing for wheat. I
operation.

have been plowing about four weeks,

At present there are several plow running day and night, and am plow
manufacturers making what is called ing about 50 acres in 24 hours. Some
the two-way plow. This is made in say they can plow 40 to 50 acres in
both the mould board and disc types. one day; but I don’t see how they
With it the operator is able to plow do it. All the stopping I do is to
level land as well as hill side land. take coal and water, and I can aver
It is often of double plow construc age my 50 aores right along without
tion; one plow turns the furrow to any trouble if I run my engine at
the right, and is used but one way night and hire a man days.
I have the Sanders disc plow, 16
across the ﬁeld; the other turns the
furrow to the left, and is used in the plows in two sections, cutting 11 feet,
plowing six inches deep and pulling a
opposite direction.
a
The disc is usually made reversible, three-section harrow. I have a 25
one disc doing the work in either di h. p. double engine, Rumely, and 36
rection by simply changing its angle. x60 separator with Ruth feeder, Peo
These two way plows are somewhat ria weigher and Rumely stacker.
heavier and slightly more complicat
Threshing was light here this year.
ed than the ordinary one way plow. We thrashed 31,000 bushels in 21
For many conditions, they have sev days; average about 1,500 bushels a
eral points of advantages as follows: day. We get 70 a bushel for wheat,
First, all the plowed land is kept and furnish everything. Coal is pret
in one body.

Second, the ground is left in prac
tically as level condition after plow

Moline, Illinois
gine and am more than pleased with
same.
Well, I guess I will close for this
time. Wishing all threshermen and
The Review the best of success.
John Tripp.
don’t try to overload their engines.
Arlington, South Dakota.
I think there is where the biggest
its
* ii
mistakes are made, trying to do too
A Kansas Wheat King.
much. I think with the engine not
overloaded and speeded to about three
The Wichita Bea\con has the fol
miles an hour, not trying to [fill a lowing to say of J. N. Fike, one of
big load, and making slowcr time—my whose rigs was shown in pages 20
engine makes about three miles an and 21 of our August issue.
hour; and I have not found any
J. N. Fike, who has lived in Thom
place that is showing wear or any as County for about a quarter of a
weak place yet. I like the Rumely century, who is also the present may—
engine ﬁne for plowing. It is an easy or of Colby, and cit-newspaper pub
steamer and don ’t take a great deal lisher, ex-register of the Colby land
of water. We burn about 1,800 lbs silica and ex-member of the state
of coal plowing 25 acres; using sev board of railroad commissioners as
en tanks of water. \Ve don’t have well, has fairly won the title of big
very good water here. It leaves lots wheat king of northwest
Kansas.
of dirt in the bottom of the boiler, Until two years ago his wheat grow

but don ’t make scale.
Clyde 0. Foote.
Minneola, Kansas.
*

*

*

Editor Review:—I beg to inform
you that I renewed my subscription

on January 23, 1908, and have not
missed a copy of The Review yet. I
like The Review very much.
Threshing was a bad business in
this part of Iowa this year. Crops
were light. Oats averaged about 27
bushels per acre.

ing operations were largely experi
mental, and the success he has at
tained will no doubt be the means of
many others adopting the plan of Mr.
Fike, and that thousands of acres of
Thomas County prairie will be turn~
ed under and seeded to wheat. He
conceived the idea that the steam
plow would prove a success in Thom
as county.
He associated with
I.
W.
Haynes,
a
successful
steam thresherman of Thomas Coun
ty, and both of them have worked

I will give you size of my rig and successfully together. The ﬁrst year
also send picture of same. My en of the steam plow operated by Fike
gine is 16 h. p. return ﬂue and my and Haynes consisted of a 32 h. p.
ty high here; $7 a ton for the best separator 36x56 with Sattley stacker, engine and 23 disc plows with which
threshing coal.
which I think makes a very good rig. 1,600 acres were plowed and seeded.
If any of The Review readers have I put a Gould balance valve in my en The following season they threshed
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15,000 bushels.

THH'I'HRESIIERMENS REVIEW
In 1907 they pur

chased another 32 h. p. Reeves en

gine and seeded 5,000 acres. While
the crop was light they will thresh
out not less than 40,000 bushels. Ex
perience has taught these men that
the best time to plow for wheat is
soon as the crop is harvested, and
olﬁn while the headers were run
ning on one side of a ﬁeld the steam

Well, we run a 40x64

\Vaterloo

Champion threshing outﬁt complete.
\Ve use a 25 h. p. engine, which we
plow with in summer and run a saw
mill in winter; In the past year we
plowed five hundred acres of land.
threshed eighty-ﬁve thousand bushels
of grain and sawed three'hundred
thousand feet of lumber. We do not
a bad year’s work.
in think this is

plow was turning under the stubble There is not much made here thresh
on the other side. During the re ing, as our expenses are too heavy, as
we do all stack threshing. It takes
cent harvest these wheat kings were
two teams on water wagons, two
harvesting, threshing, loading a train
teams on bundle wagons, and about
of cars with grain and plowing with

twenty men, also cook and boarding
two steam outﬁts on a section of
car. You always have some lost time
land. This year their crop is free and expenses. We made an average
from smut. This year they will plow of a little over two thousand bushels
and seed 8,000 acres.

At one time per day, mostly all wheat, some oats,

during the last harvest they had 20 but not more than eighty per cent
headers at work. They claim that by was wheat. We got six cents per
plowing in the right season and seed bushel for oats and eight cents for
ing at the right time the farmers of wheat.
This is not enough, and
Thomas County can do away with if we could sell out our outﬁt, we
wheat failures, as they have them would let thev other fellow have the
selves so successfully demonstrated. fun of threshing.
Sawing is a different proposition.
The Annual Wheatland Plowing Match. We have an American variable feed
For more than twenty-ﬁve years wire cable mill, 46 inch saw. We av
an event of much interest to the erage about eight thousand feet inch

farmers of northern Illinois, and par lumber per day, all spruce and tam
ticularly those residing in and ad arack timber, which is certainly hard
jacent to Will County, has been held when the thermometer is‘ 25 degrees
annually, and the Annual Wheat below zero. We get $6.00 per thou
land Plowing Match has always been sand for sawing.
You will understand we live on the
a hotly contested trial' both of plows
prairie and thresh and plow there,
and operators.
This year on September nineteenth, but our saw mill is thirty-ﬁve miles
the day of the contest, an unusual north of here in the timber belt. Ev

ery homesteader is entitled to 9,000
feet of lumber free of government

dues. You understand all timber li
cense is owned by the Dominion gov
ernment on all unoccupied land's. We

think that for frozen timber, we pre

Every Helmet Oil User

fer the solid tooth, as we break too

many teeth out of the inserted tooth
saw.
Now a word about plowing and we
will quit. We pull eight 14 inch
plows breaking prairie, and two stub
ble plowing. We use about two cords

of wood per day, and use four men

Looks Just Like This
Happy as they make ‘em, as a result of having spent only about
half as much for lubrication as their less fortunate brothers who
still cling to the ﬂuid-oil system.

as follows: one runs engine, one ﬁres,

Helmet Oil is a Solid Oil

one takes care of plows and does the
blacksmith work, and one drives the

water tank.

Then‘ we have our wood

interest was manifested because of in the ﬁeld before we commence. We
a new factor introduced consisting ﬁgure it costs us about $1.50 per man

of a contest of steam plowing outﬁts. to break and about $1.10 to stubble
A handsome silver cup was offered plow.
as a prize and was won over 011 com

petitors by the Reeves ﬂexible frame
steam lift engine gang plow, which
was drawn by a 32 h. p. Reeves
double cylinder cross compound en
gine.
The engine was provided with a
power steering attachment and the
ease with which it handled the im
mense plow, with twelve bottoms and
plowing fourteen feet wide and also
the little eﬂ’ort required by the en
gineer to operate this big plowing

We will send you a photograph
soon of our saw mill outﬁt.
With best wishes for yourself and
the brotherhood. we remain,
.
J. R. Smythe & Son.
Fielding, Sask, Can.
*

ll!

and it is not affected by changes in temperature, and will lubricate
a slowly revolving bearing as thoroughly as a rapidly revolving

bearing.

There is no waste of oil, as the feed is regulated by

the pressure from the cup. Fluid oils become thin and run when
the box warms up and there is a waste of much oil from this
source. Fluid oils do not run well in cold weather, and the bear

ings are not sufﬁciently lubricated causing a hot-box. Fluid oils
gather dust, which cuts the babbit and in some cases ruins a
shaft. You can do away with all these troubles by using HEL
MET SOLID OILS, in Helmet Cups.
be sent upon request to

Further information will

1‘

Editor Review :—As my subscrip
tion expires with the July issue I'll
write you a few lines, as I have been

Chas. HﬂlBeslyz &!,'Company

a reader of your paper about four

teen years and get much valuable in
formation.

outﬁt, was surprising to the large an
I own and operate a full Avery
dience.
threshing
outﬁt; a 22-horse engine
The Reeves outﬁt won the award
and 36x60 separator. and a Port Hu
test, and Reeves & Co., of Columbus, ron Rusher saw mill, which makes
Indiana, the manufacturers, are to be an up-to-date outﬁt.
Threshing will be rather poor here
congratulated upon their good for
this season on account of the wet
tune and their magniﬁcent outﬁt.
A picture of the prize cup is shown weather, as more than half of the
wheat cannot be cut.
in this issue.

15-21 South

on every point considered in the con

My son and I operate a 32-horse

Editor Review:—-We have been re Reeves plow engine in Thomas Co.,
ceiving your valuable paper for the Kansas.
We have plowed about
past two years, and we consider it 2,000 acres and seeded a section of

the very best threshermen’s paper in wheat last fall with the same engine,
America.
which we think will average about 15

Clinton St.
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Busy the Year *Round

Is Every Hay
Press Man

That's where l'they have the advantage over the Thresherman. There’s practically no
end to the baling season, there'are so many things to bale. Hay, Straw, Cernfodder and
all bulky farm'iproducts which are marketed, bring a better price and are transported
much easier when baled. The man with the baler is the busy man when the thresher
man is idle.

Ann Arbor‘ Columbia Baler Men are the Busiest of All Baler Men

because theIAnn Arbor is the fastest baler made.
timothy hay in 10 hours prove this.

Runs of from 62 to 68 tons of

Exclusive features such as our ridgid con

struction, Ann Arbor Dropper, Ann Arbor Feeder and others make these enormous

runs possible.

Everything works at just the right time, and never balks.
OUR CATALOG WILL INTEREST YOU-ASK FOR IT.

3 Arbor Machine Co., Box 1204, Ann Arbor, Michigan
~'...r

bushels-‘to the'acre. We get $1.75 per
houﬂplow'

', and‘ plow on an aver

The John Deere big engine gang
plows, shown in their advertisement

age fromv to‘ 40 acres per day. We in this issue, are especially attrac
ﬁrid operating-a; plow outﬁt very ex tive in that they are extremely ﬂexi
pensive; , _ 'ooai‘costs from $6 to $8 ble, adapting them to all require
pert‘ttonwa railroad and has to be ments, no matter what kind of plow
hauled long distances at some places. ing or condition of the soil. This
We use almost a? ton and a half a is accomplished with the John Deere

“The John Deere big engine gang
that I purchased is O. K. I have
been plowing for ﬁve or six years and
have used different makes of plows,
but could not do the work with them
until I got this Olle and it works to
perfection,‘ especially
in
stony
ground. I have had no expense what

We pay $1.50 and board a day frame extension; making it possible ever.‘ I have plowed stony ground
for a man to steer the engine. ' My to reduce or increase the number of that no one would tackle with a
son runs the engine‘v and"'I haul the
water and look aftertthe‘ usiness ins
..,,. .
1‘
p7

TO THE MAN WHO PAYS AND
THE ENGINEERS WHO USE
Got Ono Your Piston Rod Packing
Will stop leaks or steam, air or ammon
in.

One

full

package

will

last.

a

year

or

more without oil, grease or attention ex
cept to tighten nuts occasionally.
Ono dol
lar per pound, including express or postage,
cash with order.

"VII IICIIIIEI' EXCHANGE COIPAIY. Elmira, New York

day.

terests. We are using the LaCrosse
disc plows, and sometimes keep a
man to look after them, which costis}
$1.50 a day; then add another dbl»

Saw Milling
_will be profitable 'when

you use our

“Hustler” Saw Mills

lar for oil, makes $4 per day for help
and oil. We have had very good suc
cess with the Reeves engine; have

had no serious breakdowns. There
are about 18 or 20 outﬁts of different
makes in Thomas County, and a
number of them-"are having a hard

time of it,,as the gearing is too light
to do the heavy work that is re

quired of them. In order to make
it proﬁtable one has to plow 25 or 30
acres per day. Some buy the outﬁts
who'are not operators; and they ﬁnd

shown above, can be taken up, moved several miles,
and be cutting again in less than a day. it is lur

it very hard to get experienced help,

18 tells all about it.

THE N0. 1 "HUSTLER" SAW MIIL

nished “complete" ready for work. Our [older No.

which makes it. unproﬁtable.
, I think where the money is in a
plow outﬁt is to plow your own land

and sow it in wheat; as you can put
in a" large acreage and'do it at the

righti'time.

, ‘' ‘~_ v

' If "there is. any other‘information
you want that I can give‘ just write
me and I .will gladly give it.
Wishing The Threshermen’s Re
view success.
.' ., ~ _
.
"John
‘McLellan.
' Ludlow, Missouri.
I

rl-lenry Doesn't Like it.

bottoms, the work may require, and

walking breaker which makes me feel

with small trouble.
For instance, if one buys a six bot
tom-gang and afterward should want
to add two more plows, an extension

that the company deserves a letter
of compliment. I have had experi

to the frame can be furnished for
the'purpose, so that either six or
eight bottoms can be used.

Henry Eikman, the boss thresher
man of Grant county, says that he is
If he buys an eight-bottom gang,
a modest individual and never seeks
newspaper notoriety, and he don’t two of the bottoms can be taken oil’
relish a paragraph ‘which appeared at will, giving a frame that will be
last week in the local‘iyellow sheet the same as the six-bottom gang.
The ten-bottom frame can be ﬁt
which stated that he had met his

ted with extensions for either two
' (‘Waterloo" in the matter‘ of a- slight

accident which recently happened to or four bottoms more, giving a choice
his machine, and which was not, at of ten, twelve or fourteen bottoms.
Other points of superiority are de
all as serious as the yellow sheet
scribed
and illustrated in the com
stated it. In fact,.t‘went_v—ﬁve dol
lars at most would ver, the damage. paﬁy’s catalogue, which will be sent
Henry considers t t the term"‘Wa upon request, mentioning The Thresh

ence with engine plowing for years’.’

HEGE‘S L06 BEAN SAW lllll.

Yours truly.

is the finest Mlllmsde for pine and other long tim
ber. Ask for folders 20 to 25 showingjsixl styles.
.They tell the story.

Chas. Maier.
Verona, N. D., July 3, 1909.
George Hustled.

Geo. K. Nickel and son. 0. R., and
George Wynn moved their threshing

machine to the farm of Ben Barnett
last Thursday and threshed 890 bush
els of millet seed for Mr. Barnett and
moved their machine back home Fri
day. On account of 'the scarcity of
hands George Wynn did two men's
work.——Gallatin, Mo., Missourian.
How He Got Out.

terlee” is decidedlyl-far fetched and

ermen’s Review.

can only be accounted for upon the‘
theory that the vivid imagination of
the editor of the ‘aforesaid yellow

In moving his threshing outﬁt
We append hereto a sample of the
many very gratifying testimonials. north of Cedar Falls, Iowa, George
Note the long use and entire satis Shepard got his engine mired and
faction with the John Deere big en ﬁnally removed it with a stump pul
ler drawing it out backward.
gine gang.

sheet got away with him in his usual
blood and thunder style.

24"!8" DIXIE PLMIEII and IATBIIER.
The Dixie Plsner and Matcher has been on the
market 15 years and not a single machine returned.
This sbout tells the story of the durability and satis
factory work of these machines. There is no better
Portable Planer made.
Used all over the world.
Move it with your Mill and make the proﬁt, you now
ly the Planing Mill man, by working your own
umber. Write or our new catalogue M.

MANUFACTURED BY

SALEM IRON WORKS
Winston-Salem, N. C., U. S. A.
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With This Portable-I

An Engine Earns Most When Cutting Lumber

American Saw Mill

No Experts‘ "4"‘
Needed To
’ "

This is a light, compact, simple outﬁt, that has
more power saving, labor saving, time saving fea
tures than any other mill made. The one shown
here has a capacity of 8,000 feet a day, and it does
as high a grade of work as the largest stationary
mills. Suitable for from 6 to 20 horse power.
Variable Friction Feed, Combined Ratchet Set
Works and Quick Receder-Giant Duplex Steel

Run This
Mill.

' '

Dogs, and other special devices mean most work

with least help.
WRITE FOR CATALOG which illustrates and
describes our full line of portable and stationary
mills, from 6 to 200 H. P. Also our Lath Machines,
Shingle Machines, Excelsior Machines, Wood Saws,
and a full line of Power Supplies and Tools. Ask
us, NOW, for this large, instructive, free book.

American Saw Mill Machinery Co., 117 Hope St, Hackettstown. N- J- ' '
‘

New York Ofﬁce:

1585 Terminal Bldg.

'

At a number of the State Fairs, tilized and unfertilized alike.
The
the Avery steam plow outﬁt was
lime was applied to land that was be
tention at the State Fairs is that of shown in actual operation, turning| ing prepared for corn, being put on
the Avery Company. Not only do over the ground and demonstrating after plowing and worked into the
line to all just the kind of work which
surface with the barrow.
they
show
a
splendid
they the steam plow outﬁt does.
When the clover crop was harvest
of
machines
such
as
Those who were not able to attend ed in 1903, it was found to be much
manufacture,
but
they
always
heavier.on the limed halves of the
they manufacture, but they always the exhibit at the Fair would do well
have a number of original ways in to write the manufacturers for a plots than on the halves left without
One of the thresher exhibits that

TEAM PLOWING

always attracts a great deal of at

which to show off the work of these copy of their catalogue, giving de

WI. HAVE STUDIED THE PROBLEM“
CLT‘I'ING THE GRIATIS'I' AMOUNT OF
rowan FROM EVERY POUND OF COAL
IF YOU All: INTERESTED IN HIGH"
ICAL PLOWIIG WRITE US FOR OUR
BOOK OF INFORMATION

M. RUMELY CO.,
MADISON STREET,
I-A .PORTE . IND.

liming, as shown below:
Yield per acre, 1903.
East half. West half.

Treatment.

.
Unlimed.
None . . . . . . . . . . . . . 767 lbs.
Acid Phosphate . . . .809 lbs.
Acid phosphate and
muriatev of potash 894 lbs.
Acid phosphate. mu
riate of potash and

nitrate of soda, 2.225 lbs.
Barnyard

manure.2.745 lbs.

In 1905 the
was limed at
west half had
the west half

Lirned.
1,127 lbs.
2,319 lbs.
2,339 lbs.

WILL SWIGE l SlW

IN 25 Mmurts
Von should see our

use 11
amp mun
u w WILL nun
roux 'rmu
m LONG

lQI‘HHDﬂIIIS from
every state In:

Canada:
um,

GUARANTEE”
\

.

Will“!

2,640 lbs.
3,810 lbs.

east half of this tract
the same rate as the
been ﬁve years before,
being left without any

additional liming.

CHAMPION SAW SWABE /

‘.1 wjmmuiga'c a.

"
~ié'w

"

I‘ "'

IrrEs

uluni on. s sumr 00., Indianapolis, ma.

The eﬁect on the

clover harvest of 1908 is shown be
low:
.
Yield per acre. 1908.
East half. West halt.
Limed
No lime
1905.
since 1900.
None
. . . . . . . . . , ..2,485 lbs.
1,761 lbs.
Acid phosphate . .6,329 lbs.
4,480 lbs.
Acid phosphate and
muroate of pot
Treatment.

ash

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .7.025 lbs.

4,495 lbs.

Acid
phosphate,
murlate of pot
ash and nitrate
of soda . . . . . . . .5.333 lbs.
Barnyard manure, 7.111 lbs.

4,608 lbs.
5,689 lbs.

A Righteous Jury.

special features
which they have.
In displaying their traction en
gines, they use a large log or a high
machines and the

block and run one of the main drive

The threshing trial which was tried
tailed description and full informa
before a jury in Judge Snyder's
tion about the Avery line of thresh-i court, says the Hutchinson, Kansas,
ers, engines and steam plows.
Gazette, of September 11, resulting
in a. hung jury, was again up this
Lime increases Clover Yield.
morning before a new jury which re
In one of the ﬁeld tests of the Ohio turned a verdict in favor of the

wheels of the engine up on this block,
which illustrates in a ﬁne way the Experiment Station corn, oats, wheat,
strength and power of the engines. clover and timothy have been grown
The
illustration
shown herewith
shows one of their undermounted en
gines with one wheel on a 34 inch

plaintiﬁ.

The suit was brought joint

ly by J. F. Brooks, A. Pearson, John

in a ﬁve-year rotation since 1894, ﬁve

Sherman and J. F. Justice against L.
B. Hodge for the payment of $45
threshing bill. The plaintiﬁs in the
case threshed 321 bushels of wheat
for the defendant and he refused to

tracts of land of three acres each be
ing employed in the test, so that each

block. This photograph was taken at crop is represented every season.
the Illinois State Fair at Springﬁeld. Each tract is sub-divided into thirty
Of course everyone has heard of, plots, 16 feet wide by 161/2 rods long,
and almost everyone who has attend and every third plot is left continu
ed the State Fairs in recent years, ously unfertilized, while diﬁ'erent
has seen their stunt of threshing combinations of fertilizing materials,
boards through their separator. An or manure, are applied to the inter
addition to this was made this year vening plots.
when they not only threshed ordinary
Soon after the experiment was be
inch boards, but also threshed some gun it was observed that clover was
heavy two inch oak and maple plank. not growing as vigorously as it should
" They also exhibited in connection and with the progress of the work this
with this feature of the separator difficulty increased, until the clover
some broken parts, consisting of crop became almost a failure.
In
wrenches, axes, etc., which Avery 1900 lime was applied across the west
threshermen had sent in to the com half of one of the tracts, “Section,
pany. This exhibit in particular ex C,” applying lime which had been
cited a great deal of attention and burnt and then ground, at the ‘rate
was ocular proof of the claims which of one ton per acre and spreading it
across one end of all the plots fer
they have been making.

pay them for the work they had done

upon the grounds that they had fail
ed to ﬁnish the job as agreed. The
verdict rendered compells the defend
ant to pay the bill and cost, which
will exceed $100.

Harry Tollman entertained
the
threshers at the John Weigle home
recently with music from Miss Ali—
da’s new piano. We understand that
music was not the only amusement‘
of the day for Mr. Tollman enter

tained with an after-dinner display
in which he made clear to all those
present just what a man could do in
a wood box on his head.—-Franklin
Grove, Illinois, Herald.
1

Plain Sense
Price 50 cents
A plain,‘ practical book of an
elementary nature
at a
popular
price.
,
.

The author has especially served
that class of people looking for
something not technical, but of ed
ucational value.
It is of great value to those who
simply want to

know 8!‘

engine

well enough to handle it intelli
gently and successfully.
The diﬂiculties encountered .iin
handling an engine are clearly ex,
plained and good practical instruc
tions are furnished sufficient to ptit
anyone of average intelligence in
position to run an ,engine..,_juet:
the book for beginners.
1 2M‘. "-
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Some Records.

Whal Would You Do?

Ott Crownover, a farmer living
three miles east of Milton, Ind., had
his wheat threshed by the David Par

ker Threshing C0,, and 195 bushels

If Your Horse (lot the Oolio‘!
It Your Best (lows Were Ailing?
If Your Hens Stopped Laying?

were threshed in one hour and ten

minutes.
Carl Sherry and brother, Roy,
made an excellent record with their
threshing machine
July
18, near
Muncie, Ind. They threshed about

808 bushels on one farm, then moved

These are but a few of a thousand problems that may arise any day and cause
Do you know how to solve them all? Jacob
55 V
Bi ggle tells you in his handy Farm Library and gives you, besides, a host of other
'\
’useful facts and pointers that every person on the farm should know.
His books-ten
; in all—-are a treasury of reliable information based on practical, every day e
rience, not on
5,;- —
theory. Each of the books covers its subject exhaustivcly—authoritatively—an is written in a
delightfully readable and interesting
style.
_
_
'
Jacob Biggie has for 30 years been a constant contribu
you loss, trouble and ex pense.

their machine to another farm, two

1‘;

miles away, and threshed 420 bush
els, making a total threshed during
the day 1,228 bushels.

lliii

ltljl

ltor to the Farm Journal, and like this best-liked, most widely-read American Farm Paper, his books are

concise, comprehensive, up-to-date, profusely illustrated, 4 of them with handsome colored plates.

\

Threshing machine crews in Mad
The Horse Book covers the subject thoroughly-health and
disease, history, training, care. 55,000 copies sold.
The Sheep Book tells which breeds are most proﬁtable. etc
It will put you right on the sheep question.

ison County, Indiana, are establish
ing new records for work. One crew,
managed by J. B. Hilligoss, has a

The Poultry Book is tremendously populnr—by far the best
handbook for the farmer's ﬂock. 6th edition. 16 colored plates.
The Cow Book tells how to make dalrying pay: full of cow
wisdom. condensed and accurate. Don'tv wait till the cow is sick.
The Swine Book—breedlng. feeding. fattening and market
ing with chapters on the diseases. The whole story

record of 1,990 bushels of wheat
threshed in a single day. At one
_ place 1,660 bushels were threshed
and after a move of one and one
half miles the same crew threshed
330 bushels before the close of the
day.

OUR

The Orchard Book is crowded with new fruit facts and ﬁne
illustrations .

By an expert. 20 tine colored plates.

The Garden Book tells how the author made money in the
business-a remarkable record.
The other books are like thesr-stuifed to bursting with facts.
advice and practical ideas.

The Be

500k. Pet Book and Health Book are ﬁne,

every one.
ach bookis a handy size to slip into the pocket and
consult during day'swork. They cost only 50 cents per volume.
postpaid; $5.00 for the set of ten.

SPECIAL

OFFER

The regular price of the Biggie Books is 50 cents each, $5 for the complete library. Thesuhscription price to the
Farm Journal is 75 cents for5 years. For a limited time you can get oneof these books and a s-years’ subscri tion to
the Farm Journal for $1, also an opportunity to secure the other 9 volumes of the Biggie Library-Free of C rge.
THE FARM JOURNAL contains more hel pful money~msking suggestions for the farmer and his family than an other farm

The David Loudermilk threshing
machine, says the Bluifton, Ind., Ban
ner of August 8, made a record break
ing day’s work Thursday when 1,800
bushels of grain were threshed, ﬁve
sets were made and one mile and a
half of territory covered. The day be
fore the same machine thresher about

paper published.

The! is why it has so many relders-more than any other farm paper in'America and more than 11 other farm

papers of foreign countricscombincd.
Mrs. Ollie C. Krieder. Jamestown. Pm, wrote us that the information
secured from the Farm Journal helped her to make in clear cash 3137.
Thousands of our subscribers voluntarily write and tell us how the y‘ have made money from reading the Farm IOﬂfﬂll
Following are a few of the bright, timely and interesting articles that w ill help our readers get more proﬁt and pleasure out
0
of their farms this year. These all appear in the November issue,
but 6 very other issue is equally full of good things.
‘
,
Pub
High Farmmg a! Elmwoad~$awng the Potato Crap. llloneym Hogs-How 10 Gr! it Out q'T/um. The Farm Horse in
I
Firm
Cold H/cathzr. Run my PIgCOﬂJ/OY‘ Pr oﬁl. Law/0r the Farm. Troublnome Insects-the Way to Deal Wr'tk Them. Ketpl'n‘
I
{Ollmil‘
Farm Accounli‘. A H’oman Lulhrr Burba nk. Farmer‘: Pr ablnm-How In Solve Them. How to Be Happy ‘Though Um
I P'hl adelphu
married-Pr it: Article. Family Doctor- Report qf Tuberculous Cmrgrzsi. Diversion: for YoU"g Folks- Gama.
I
Pa.
Please
send me on
ugproval your
_ The Farm Journal will be worth as much to you as it is to 550,000 other subscribers. In order to prove it we
1:81:
wlll send you on approval an one of the ten Blgﬁlc volumes and a sarn le copy of the Farm ournsl.
If after you have looke them over carefu y you don't honestly
_
eel that I visit from he Farm Journal \Q
...................
.. Book
every month for 5 years and one of these h andy volumes is the biggest dollar‘s worth you ever saw, send the
book right back and we will return the postage if you wish.
V Ir min-cum will and
0 you $1.00 for the book
If you think it is a good offer-and 999 out of every 1000 do-send us ‘I, keep the book and we will en.
I
and a years’ subscription
tcr your subscription to the Farm Journal for 5 long years.
1
to the
arm Jouma , other
no
Problems are arisin 1; everyday that the Farm Journal and these books will help
! wue I w1ll returnt e book
_
you solve and thus earn their cost many times over. Don't send us any money,
I inside of to days.
Just ﬁll out the coupon in the lower right hand corner and send it in today , \Vc will send the Biggie
’
Book and the sample copy of the Farm Journal on approval, and furthc rmore. will tell you how
Nun; _.________________,__________________‘______

LET US SEND YOU A BIGGLE 800K 0" APPRDYII. 45’

seventeen hundred bushels, 1,170 of

a

these being on the E. M. Rinear farm
near Liberty Center and two other
stands being made at the Mrs. Luce
farm and the other one at Ben King.

David Parker and his threshing
crew did an unusual stunt in wheat
threshing, at the David Wise place,‘
You Can Get the Other Nine Biggie Books Free
north of the city, recently. They
FARM JOURNAL,1074 Race8t., Philadelphia, Pa.
threshed 960 bushels of grain in six l
~ 4
and one-half hours. The wheat was
heavy and conditions were very fa
vorable. Mr. Wise stated that the there were brief times while the ma
for fast work and the saving of
yield per acre was about twenty-two
chine was running that no grain was grain. Mr. Grilley employs eighty
bushels and the quality good-Ban
being fed. This is a record here, and people and ﬁfty-two teams on an ex
nersville, Ind., News.
the men believed they had done penditure of $400 per day for help
enough. The power was a gasoline alone. Figuring the average run of
The best threshing record that
engine.

Tm .................................._...._._...____
-

shl¢~_.._.»............

N74

occupation.

They could get ahead.

They could save some money and
learn to be independent. Instead of
working for his “keep,” or getting

$20-$50 9. month, by preparing him

thirty days he will pay to his employ

self he can multiply that by four and

as about $12,000 the present fall, and
his machines will pound out in the
neighborhood of 250,000 bushels of
grain for which he will receive from
10 to 18 cents per bushel. Among
the larger jobs of threshing for
which Mr. Grilley has contracted is

get $80 a month or multiply it by

one of his threshing rigs, says the that of George C. Ferguson, who will

Illinois, is manned by real working
railroad men proven capable on the

comes to our notice, says the Durand,

Ill., Gazette, is by the machine of C.
W. Place. H. J. Rolason tells me
Here's One For You.
that one day recently this machine
George
Grilley, on of McHenry
threshed 425 bushels of oats in one
County’s
substantial farmers, was
hour on the Johnson farm. Do I hear
a Granville visitor, coming down
from others?
from Deering to secure repairs for
While threshing wheat on the farm
of Henry Ahlert, just north of Sey
mour, Ind., Ben Steinker broke all
records for rapid threshing in that
locality. The machine is owned by
Ernest Steinker.
More than 600
bushels were threshed in two hours.
The straw was about an average
neither heavy nor light, and the
wheat tested 61 and 62 lbs. to the
bushel. The best record previous to
this

was

made

two

years

Fargo Forum. Mr. Grilley is un
questionably
“it” in
McHenry
County when it comes to conducting
threshing operations on a large scale.
Probably no other man in the state
has so many threshing rigs in opera
tion during the present season. One
often hears of a thresherman having
two rigs in operation, but Mr. Gril
ley now owns and runs four complete
outﬁts, and during the present fall

ago in

threshing the wheat of Bruce Shields
:of Rockford, when 889 bushels were
threshed in three hours or almost 300
bushels per hour. In that case the
straw was very heavy. The yields so
far this year are mostly running
from 15 to 22 bushels per acre.
‘
S. Hall, of Leonta, N. Y., recently
threshed 391 bushels of oats in six
hours. This is an average of over a

bushel each minute, and of course

ﬁve and get $100 a month.
A call from the realroads—a steady

one

too-demands

intelligent

well

trained young men for places of re
sponsibility.
The Wenthe Railway

Correspondence School of

Freeport,

have in the neighborhood of 30,000
bushels of oats and barley. The suc great railroads which employ them.
cess of a thresherman depends large

These experienced teachers pass on

ly upon his ability to hustle in the to students all the information nec
full meaning of the word, and al essary to make successful railroad
though the veteran McHenry Coun brakemen, ﬁremen, electric railway
and conductors.
The
ty thresherman has passed his six motormen
tieth birthday, he can get around a school also offers excellent courses
threshing rig as quick as the best of preparatory for the government rail
’em. Mr. Grilley is assisted in his way mail, postoiiice and carrier exam
threshing by his sons. He has all his inations.
the machines operated by him will rigs in good shape and hopes for a
Wouldn’t you like to take your
undoubtedly pound out suiﬁcient successful season ’s run.
place behind a powerful monster?
grain to ﬁll all the elevators in Gran
Wouldn’t you enjoy speeding across
Young Men Paid Too Little.
ville. Mr. Grilley undoubtedly con~
the prairies of the West or through
ducts threshing operations on a larg
Keeping back their rightful wages the hills and valleys of the East? It
er scale than any other man in North is a fruitful cause of discouragement is pleasant, money making work, full
Dakota. He has two complete Avery in young men. Fathers often work of charm and romance. Write Mr.
rigs, one complete Advance outﬁt their sons day in, day out, and all F. C. Wenthe at Freeport, Illinois,
and the fourth rig consists of a Min— the returns they get are meals, a for the new booklet that tells the
neapolis separator and a Pitts en room and a few common clothes. Such “how” of it and gives a list of the
gine. The rigs are the largest manu young men are often faithful. They salaries that railroads pay in com
factured by the various companies, are steady, hard workers.
They parison with farm work, store clerks,
include all the latest improvements could earn much more at some other etc.
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LARGE DRAFT
CAPAC",
GREAT _IPURABILITY

DEPARTNT
Compression of the Charge in‘ dead center on the compression
stroke and the reliable, even temper
the Gas Engine.
ature of the cylinder head and walls
By E. L. OSBORNE.
all enter into the determination of
The compression of the fuel and the highest practical compression
air mixture is one of the important where the fuel and air are compress
events in the cycle of a gas engine. ed together. In the Diesel principle,
As illustrated and described in the where the air alone is compressed to
‘ﬁrst article of this series one stroke several hundred pounds pressure and
of the piston in a four cycle engine the fuel injected at the beginning of
is used to compress the charge. The the power stroke by a governor-con
purpose of the compression is to trolled pump, the compression is not
make the combustion. or burning of limited by any of the conditions we
the charge complete in the shortest have named. Owing to the enormous
possible time.
If the mixture or pressures to be handled the Deisel
charge of fuel and air has been mea principle requires very heavy and
sured in the right proportion and is massive construction in the engine
compressed to near the point of self and for this reason will probably nev
ignition the electric spark will cause er be‘ used excepting for large, strict
it to burn with extreme rapidity or ly stationary work. We are here 'con
“explode” as the very fast combus sidering the common type of gas en
tion is commonly termed. A proper gine in which the fuel and air for
mixture will ignite without compres the charge are measured, drawn in
sion but the burning will be com on the intake stroke and compressed
paratively slow.
Only a small on the immediately following com
amount of eﬁective power can be ob pression stroke of the piston.
tained without the compression. The
The compression is usually refer
compression and conﬁning of a prop red to as so many atmospheres, or
er mixture of gas and air in a gas so many pounds gage pressure. Let
engine may

be

compared

with a ter A in Fig. 1 represents the com

charge of powder for a gun. If the
powder is not conﬁned and compress—
ed into the smallest possible space
very little eifective power can be ob
tained. It will readily ignite with

pression space or chamber of a gas
engine

The Corn Belt

where the valves are located

in the cylinder head. This space re
presents one atmosphere.
1f the
compression space A is one-fourth
out compression, but a comparatively of the piston displacement B, Fig. 2,
prolonged burning will be noticed. then the engine is said to have ﬁve
The time element can be well illus atmospheres compression. The single
trated by distributing the powder atmosphere of the compression space
charge in a train or fuse line (you

FEEDMLMILL

will sond on

The Mill for Thresherman, Farmer or

20 D".

Dairyman or for Ciistom Grinding.

Frec
Trial.

lt Handles New, Soft and

Springy Corn Better and Faster than Any Other Mill.
IT HAS THE LATHE CENTERED BURR. which insures FINE EVEN GRINDING.

style of burr mills
On account of being’ BUILT. RIGID and having LATHE GEN»
TERED BU‘RB. it will do very ﬁne grinding and run em tv without burrs touching. With
a speed of Six) to 360 revolutions per minute. it will urin wbushels of earcnrn per hour. 70
pounds to the bushel leaving the lead cool. The explanation of this large amount of grinding
with light power and slow speed is the cutting. shearing and forcing process oi‘ the reducing
knives and grinding rings. above the line grinding parts.
Write or catalog to

SPARTAN MANUFACTURING CO;, 1810 Main Street, PONTIAC, lLL.

The Ottawa Duslless Cylinder Corn sheller
with Extension Feeder with Chain or Bell Drag
will shell corn in ANY CONDITION-—wet. dry, dirty or rotten. It. is by far the aim
plrst corn sheller ever manufactured-—hua fewer belts and less learn. Strong and
durably constructed of only highest grade materials. IT DOES NOT CRUSH THE
COBB, but leaves them In a nice clean condition for fuel. We have manufactured
the Ottawa sheller for 50 years.
Time has proven its superiority.
We make only the cylinder
ABSOLUTELY DUSTLESS.
Only
style of Corn sheller, for either
machine that SHELLS POPCORN
horse power or steam power.
PERFECTLY.
It will shell more corn, in less
time and at less cost, than any
sheller on the market and WE
CAN PROVE IT. Our Illustrated
catalog CONTAINS THE PROOF.
Write for a. copy NOW and BE
CONVINCED.
Manufactured by

KINB 8t HAMILTON B0.
UTTAVM. ILL.
General Agents:

Pioneer Implement 00.,
Council Bluffs. Iowa.
Rock Island Implement 00.,
Kansas City. Mo.

LOOK! LOOK!

remember how you did it when a boy)

and igniting one end. If you don’t
get your hair singed and your eyes
full of dirt you will see that a mark

Thresherrncn

ed time is required to burn the string

of powder.

The

amount or grindinz that can be done with it is a revelation tn 11mm ‘ho have used me old

You

But if the same amount

can

get

1-3

more

corn through your machine

of powder is compressed in a cart

A is always counted at atmospheric

if it is loaded with Erskine’s

ridge the combustion will be extreme
ly rapid and high power developed.
Just so with the charge in a gas en
gine. The wads over the powder in a
cartridge prevent the high pressure
of the quick combustion or “explo

pressure, hence it cannot be measured

Portable Derrick.

in pounds on a pressure gage. The
four atmospheres represented by the

cause corn goes to machine

sion” from escaping along the walls

as indicated by A.

Saves time and money, be

piston displacement B, are squeezed

straight and in proper shape
consequently more can be

by the compression stroke of the pis
ton into the space of one atmosphere

handled.

The absolute

of the gun barrel and the high heat pressure or the pressure regardless
power is applied to the shot, impell of changes by heat expansion or con
ing it with great force. The piston and traction will be four times the at
its rings in the gas engine correspond mospheric pressure. Thus with 14.7
to the wads used in a shot gun and pounds athsea. ‘level and counting that
the piston receives the force of the a full charge at natural air pressure
high heat “explosion” from the com is taken into the cylinder (a condi
pressed charge of gas and air. The tion that is perhaps rarely obtain
gas engine might be called a rapid ed) we would have 4><l4.7 lbs.=58.8
ﬁre gun with the bullet or piston ar lbs. absolpte compression pressure.
ranged so it delivers its energy to the
crank shaft.
As a general rule the higher the
compression is carried the more pow
er will be delivered from the same

For particulars and pric
es write to

The Erskine Portable
Derrick Co.
Mndlnon Mllll

Ohio

_Plsasc mention The Review.

see-h:

amount of charge.

Information

Wanted

There are prac

tical limits, however, depending on so

We will pay the sum of Five Dollars to any

many different things that no fast,
Owing to the expansion of the charge
general rules on the amount of com

one who will prove he has in successful
operation a Newton or Barngrover Balance

due to cylinder heat eﬂ’ects and to
pression for the different fuels can the heat of the compression the ac
be laid down.
The proportionate tual gage test will show a higher
heat value of the gas used, the speed pressure than this, especially if made
of the piston in coming up to the under as near normal running condi
Note.—This is the eighth of a ser tions as possible.
Fig. 3 illustrates a plan for mak
ies of articles intended to cover in
a brief, simple way the why and how ing a gage test of the compression. A
of a gas engine-to enable anyone to is a gate valve, B, check valve, C,

understand its general principles and equalizing pressure receiving cham
(Continned on page 32)
operation.

Valve.

ORWIG & LANE, ~‘ ‘
Patent Lawyers

Des Moines, Iowa

November, 1908.
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That Avery
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For All These Thi
Thankful 1....
being “
Thankful ibtz:

Ask the men who know-the threshermen who have used them. Every owner of an Avery Single Cylinder Return Flue
Engine will tell you that it is the most economical engine in the use of both fuel and water of any engine he ever
Owned or knew of. T. C. Miller, of Hampton, Iowa, says his Avery Engine will do the same work and use
from 500 to 600 lbs. of coal less per day than his other engine of another make.

1 tthef: i
ltlizaytﬁs
when you g

WOULDN'T it be a good time
right now to think about
being thankful a year from now
and to start right by getting an

tsheinsd
coupon
,
ﬁlled out
with the

.fl _
V

Avery Catalog.

the Free Catalog Coupon and
THE AVERY "YELLOW FELLOW” SEPARATOR.

n a m e s of

ﬁve thresher
men, and 160.

Cat or tear off

send it today.

A_ Money Maker and Grain Saver. Not only Hard to Beat but Hard
to Equal.

in stamps to

AVERY CO. ,
PBORIA, lLL.,
"-. 0

and get a Jumbo Tooth
WATCH FOB OR

1x2‘

'

CHARM.
AVERY CO., Peoria, lll.
Gentlemenz~Enclosed ﬁnd 160
(in atamps) for which please send me
Jumbo Tooth..__....... . ..
lSAY IF FOB on CHARM) '

Names of ﬁve threshermen are:

An Avery Steel Water Tank Mounted on an Avery Wagon Gear.

A GOOD COMBINATION TO BUY-A TANK AND A 1
__i___—_g____ _

e

W

f! AVERY COMPANY ‘59
Corner Coupons
Jumbo Tooth

BRANCH HOUSES: Minneapolis. Kansas City, Omaha.

Fob.

JOBBING HOUSES;

Louie Nut

and wmu'r

\

JUMBO TOOTH CHARM FOR CHAIN, LOOSE NUT AND WASHER

——-‘——V*

W

if

—~e

Winnipeg. Denver, Ogden.

#ﬁiiﬁ if’ if

._

e

_
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0 the Things We Are Thankful F0r
just closed one of the most successful seasons since we have been in business---right in the Jrace of a panic
‘a1 business depression. There ,8 a reason.
iingle C linder Engines saved threshermen more expense for fuel and repairs this year than they have ever

re.

T ere 's a reason.

lndermounted Engines kept on proving to several hundred more owners, and to thousands of others who
at work, that they were exceptionally handy to belt up and to handle. and that they delivered more actual

)ulling power for plowing and heavy hauling than any other engines built.

There ,8 a reason.

Yellow Fellow" Separators have this year proven to more threshermen that they were money makers and
armers that they were grain savers than ever before-"not only hard to heat but hard to equal.‘ There ,8 a

team plows are RIGHT NOW turning over some of the toughest ground in the United States and doing

shape.

There ’s a reason.

lgs We Are Thankful—and Then We Are Thankful for a Whole Lot More l
158 we can start out the year with the reputation of AVERY MACHINERY more firmly established as

l

lachines that give you the most for your money. ”
.156 there’s another year coming and becauselmorefthreshermen than ever before are finding out—thal’ it
y high class machinery and that

ind of a machine you get
at an Avery

The Proof of the Pudding is in the Eating-one of the largest land owners in the United States last year bought an
Avery Steam Plow Outﬁt and we have just now received his order for a second outﬁt. THERE’S A REASON.
The ﬁrst outﬁt must have been doing ﬁne work.

;
I

#Q-‘i-'
Tear off this coupon along
the dotted hue and mail to

Avery Company,
Peoria, 111.,
and get FREE a complete catalog of

AVERY
SINGLE CYLINDER
ENGINES,

DOUBLE UNDERMOUNTED
ENGINES,

)x AND use THE SAMEiRUNNlNG GEARS FOR! BOTH

Iowa St.,

A

-—"—-_—

7

sendinthei '
9

‘W

i-

i 'i

TORS, WATER TANKS, ETC.

0
Corner Coupons

es Moines, St. Louis, Indianapolis. G
EXPORT OFFICE: 2 Stone Street.

“YELLOW FELLOW” SEPARA.

Sign here ................................................................................................ ..

dForks. Fargo.
. Y. City.

_

31:. Town ....................................State .............................. ..R. F. D. .........._.
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A “Full Measure” of Happiness
The business year, just closing, has been one of the
most prosperous in our history, and it is ﬁtting that we
make known our gratitude to the many users of Hartley
machinery and threshermen in general, who have made
our prosperity possible. The present position of prefer
ence which the Hartley line of Weighers and Baggers

now holds is due to two things. Our efforts to make the
best weighing machine on the market, and to your pat
ronage and co-operation. Therefor, we are truly thank

ful, and on the day of Thanksgiving, wish every thresher
man his “full measure” of happiness.

Decatur, lll.
be found in this way: Turn the en and other information concerning the
Traction Engineering
gine until the piston comes to the particular design of the machine.
(Continued from page 29)
A full course In traction engineering Iii-“be
her and D the pressure gage. After end of the compression stroke; ﬁll
com leted in three month. Cour-u begin ny
Millions
to
Gain
Minutes.
12,
t. 1, Nov. 24 and Jan. 4. Total expenne
the
compression
chamber
with
water
the engine has been run for a while
[or tutlon, board, room, light, etc., $54.00.
Contracts amounting to $10,000,000
Students taught to repair engine...” nlvea,
and the cylinder and cooling system then draw it off and weigh it. An
handle engines In tleld. Address
brought up to the normal running ounce of water occupies 1.72 cubic have been awarded by the Delaware,
IIGHLAID ran: COLLBGB oi nnenrnmlo
Del Moines, Iowa
heat conditions, turn 0E the switch, inches; therefore 1.72 cubic inches Lackawanna and Western Railroad
stopping the ignition, and immediate multiplied by the number of ounces for the new out 01f between Lake Ho
ly open the valve A, when the gage of water which the compression patcong and the Delaware Water
D will record the actual compression chamber holds will be the cubical Gap. According to engineers in the
employ of the successful contractors
pressure. Care must be taken not to contents of the chamber.
As has been stated no deﬁnite rules this expenditure and the work are
open the connecting valve to the "ex
about the amount of compression for the largest undertaken in New Jersey
By nun.
the different fuels can be given. by any railroad in the last ten years
Do not guess
a t
yo u r
There is a very considerable range of and the enormous amount of o'eavat
speed.
Buy
to
practice depending on the design of ing work and ﬁlling to be 6 .»_ will Discount
a Tabor Stop
DEALERS.
M
0
t
l
o n
of
the machine, conditions of service materially change the topog.
Counter.
and the fuel used. In the smaller the section.
The Grant Mfg. G. Machine Co.
sizes of engines the compression for
The line will be twenty-eight miles no mum“ in.
IIIDIIPOIT, eon.
gasoline and kerosene will usually run long and about 12,000,000 cubic yards
from 60 to 75 pounds, about 90 of earth will have to be removed, of
pounds for natural gas, 100 pounds which 5,000,000 cubic yards will be
for artiﬁcial gas and 175 to 200 solid rock. Half way between Lake
pounds for producer gas. While the Hopatcong and Water Gap there will
highest
compression
is
desirable be 6,000,000 cubic yards of ﬁlling.
from the standpoint of fuel econ
Besides the excavating and ﬁlling
omy and efficiency, the compression there will be 250,000 cubic yards of

Gasoline Engine Department.

pressure must be kept safely under

concrete construction, of which 50,

the point of self ignition. If a good 000 will be steel reinforced work. .
margin is not provided a small Near the Delaware Water Gap a 1,200
amount of carbon deposit on the pis foot bridge will be built over the Del
ton head and Walls of the combustion aware river. Work will be started at
once and it is expected that it will
be completed in the spring.
The object of the work is the re
duction of running time and operat

ing expenses on the Laekawanna’s
main line between New York and
Buffalo. The cut-0E will, it is esti

plosions” or impulse pressure. If
the engine has more than one cylin
der the actual gage test of compres
sion in each cylinder can be readily
taken at full speed and under very
close normal running conditions. In
the case of a single cylinder engine
the power must be shut oﬁ and the
speed will begin to lag but the gage

mated, save a half-hour in the time

between these cities. The cost of
this half-hour to the road will thus be
over $300,000 per minute. The amount
is expected to be more than returned,

however, in the saving of operating
expenses effected by the abolition of

readings ‘will not be greatly affected.

grades, curves and crossings.

Fig. 4 illustrates a type of valve
arrangement which requires pockets
or valve chambers on one or both
sides of the cylinder. A great many
gas engines are made this way and it

it more diﬂ'icult to ﬁgure out the num
ber of atmospheres compression. In
these cases the side pockets or valvc
chambers are of course a part of the
compression space. The cubical con
tents of the piston displacement B,
Fig. 2, divided by the cubical con

tents of the compression space in
cluding side pockets, plus 1, will be

the number of atmospheres compres
sion.
If the compression chamber
cannot be conveniently and accurate

ly measured its cubical contents may

The

new line will be as near to absolute
straightness as engineering skill can
make it. For the greater part of the
distance it will be carriedloln one of
the longest and highest embanis'nents
in the world. The route to be follow
ed is one hitherto remote from the
railroads. It traverses some of the
Fig.4.

INSTRUCTIVE

INTERESTING

PRICE $1 .00
Threshermen. the author of this
book is one of you. He has thresh
ed for many years, and ﬁnally was
called to superintend one of the
largest manufacturing plants in
the country. He has not lost his
interest for the man’ in the ﬁeld.
He knows what interests you.
Nuff said. Here it is.
I

best farm land in western New Jersey,

chamber or a slight overheating of the value of which will be greatly in
the cylinder will cause pro-ignition creased by lhe new development.
with the attendant troubles.
I'n
Won't you send us a
letter
changing the compression of a gas
engine to get the best results from telling of your experience in any line
a new fuel it is always best to write of traction engine wrk'l Never mind
the manufacturer of the machine and writing or spelling. What we want
get the results of - any special tests|are the facts. We'll do the rest.

'I'HRESHERMHN'S
REVIEW
THE LEADING JOURNAL OF
THRESHER MECHANICS
St. Joseph, '

-

Michigan

\
"Pl ill};
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Uses of Lumber Waste.

ill‘
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a problem, for instance, what use to

Five hundred manufacturers of ex
plosives, pulp wood and similar pro
ducts, have been asked by the Na
tional Conservation Commission for

make of the cores left by the rotary
process. In many cases these are
used for pulp wood, pillars, or panel
headings, and they are largely used
information as all possible uses of also for fuel, excelsior, crates, box
sawdust. From this it will be seen es and baskets.
In the schedule of inquiries which
the commission is going into ﬁne de
tails in its inventory of the natural the National Conservation Commis
resources of the country.
Seven sion, through the Forest Service, is
thousand lumbermen have been ask

sending out, severel

questions

are

ed for their opinion as to the waste aimed to secure information as to
of

lumber in saw mills, and more the amount of waste in veneer man

than two

lumber dealers ufacture and the possibilities of find

thousand

and cooperage, veneer, furniture, b0 ing ways to utilize it.
and
cooperage, veneer, furniture,

box, vehicle and implement manufac
Forked Lightning of Many Tines.
turers have been asked to point out
A. P. Redﬁeld, of Indianapolis, who
striking features of waste in their
respective lines. Yet all this is only does a great deal of adjusting for a
one part of the general scheme of number of mutual companies that
hunting down waste which the com make a specialty of ﬂouring mills, has
mission is following in making its just returned from Colton, S. D.,
inventory. It is going after the lit with a lightning story that might
tle wastes here and ther, which, add stretch the credulity of his hearers

FOB W-‘Jillllli 01L

Don’t Wait Until Your Lubri

cator Freezes Up
BUT

more attractive

woods in hour of 10 o’clock, the elevator of

ﬁnishing

the last few years has led to the an

the Colton Grain Company was struck

nual production of over 1,100,000,000 by lightning and set aﬁre in four dif

This, of ferent places. In one of these a grain

square feet of veneer.

course, has been made possible only cleaner was ignited and burned over
by the introduction of new veneer a space of about six inches by two

making machinery.
' The use of veneer is generally re
garded as exemplifying the scarcity
of the ﬁner woods and typifying the
complete utilization of various kinds
of wood, yet, from one of the sched
ules of the National Conservative
Commission it is evident that the
commission expects to discover great
waste even in veneer manufacture.
Though the word veneer carries
many meanings, from a glaze applied
to pottery to the “polish” of a man
of the world, it is most commonly
employed as the name for the thin

NOW

Every Manzel Pump is guaranteed to work regularly and posi
tively in the very coldest weather as well as in summer.
Get one now and try it for sixty days. If you are not satisﬁed
just send it back at our expense.
Pumps shipped from St. Louis,
All Orders Filled Promptly.
Minneapolis or Buffalo.
Your name on a postal will bring full information if addressed to

feet, besides three other places in
the building all widely separated from
each other. All four of these ﬁres

MANZEL BROTHERS COMPANY

went out without attracting attention

307-309 Babcock St., Buffalo, N. Y.

at the time.

About 5 in the morning

the building was struck again, and
this time was set aﬁre in three places,
all separated from each other.

General Agent for Washington and Oregon, J. J. LANGMACK, Albany, Oregon.

These

ﬁres differed from the former sam
ples in that they immediately got

L

busy and began to make themselves
known. Flames burst through the ga- “

ble end of the cupola, which was six

THE CONSTANT JAR

ty feet above the ground, and attract
ed attention. The volunteer ﬁre de

of I traction en me does not sleet the
worklng of M all... Lubrlcltors.
The Installation of one on your an lne

means l'oolllve. Economic-l. ys
temstlc Lubrication-the
mend.

the town’s two small chemical carts, .‘

in the manufacture of all sorts of ar
ticles of use, such as wood blates, and by making one line of hose out ;

years has advanced

by

leaps and

bounds.
The best veneer is sawed, but a
great deal is sliced and still more

ed to get up to the cupola ﬁre from ‘
the inside of the building. They put
this out and discovered the two other ;,
ﬁres, and also gave them the g. b. as j
well. Investigation revealed the four
other places where ﬁre had been
started by the first stroke of light
ning, and from the fact that the char—
red places were entirely cooled 0H,

is “rotary out.” By the last named
process logs of the desired wood are
steamed until they are soft anr then
ﬁxed in a lathe-like machine, in there was no doubt but that they had
which they are turned against a been started by a severe electrical
wood knife.

As the

log

rotates storm several hours before.
Among other freaks performed by

against the knife, veneer of the de
sired thickness is peeled off in a con
tinuous slice, as if you should pare
an apple, going deeper and deeper at
each complete turn, until nothing is
left by the core. The center of the

‘nd you de

Get Our “PEPPER POD”

the exterior ﬁnish of of the two equipments, they manag- 1

furniture and wood work. The man
ufacture of veneer in the last few

AND

Avoid Cold weather Trouble

slices of wood now extensively used partment hurried to the front with

baskets, and

A

Manzel Traction Engine Oil Pump

ed together, and put into dollars and if it were not North Dakota light
ning and that Mr. Redﬁeld’s vericity
cents, make an astonishing total.

For instance, take the making of is backed by an unblemished record
veneer. At ﬁrst blush it may not extending over a long and honorable
seem worthy of consideration with term of years.
All evidences go to show that on
the manufacture of other products
mentioned. Yet, the scarcity of the the night of August 3 last, about the

GET

For Single Connection

mcmsm

lwnn

And Our “HOT STUFF"
For Double Connection
Both guaranteed to keep the oll st scold
lnl temperature In the most severe, cold
weather.

We want you tohavs a copy of our catalog.

MICHIGAN LUBRICATOR CO.,

lllgllast Award, St. Louis, 1904

Free!

Detroit, Michigan

Gold and Silver Medals. Portland, I905

the lightning was the partial draw
ing of many large spikes from the
planks through which they were driv

en ; in many cases the wood around
the nails was so charred that they
10g after the veneer is cut is also could be pulled out with the ﬁngers.
called a “core.”
_ With al' this excitement the loss
The woods principally used for amounted to only $195. If this ﬁre
making veneer are red gum, maple had occured in a metropolis, handi
and poplar, which together yield more capped by a large ﬁre department
than half of the total product. Red and a shipload of apparatus, the ele
gum is largely used for baskets and vator would have burned to the
maple for furniture. More valuable ground-Rough Notes.
than these, however, are white oak
and walnut veneer.
Beech, which
If you have had your rig photo
can be out very thin, is used very graphed this year, send a picture to
largely for wooden plates. A num us for Review illustration. It will
ber of other kinds of woods are used. cost you nothing. If plowing or saw
A good deal of waste occurs in the milling, write a letter as well, telling
manufacture of veneer. It is always about it.

ASHLAND PUMP and HAY TOOL WORKS
Tﬂc off your llat té'llie Myers!"
BESTPWPO" URTII-

\

A line without an

The MYERS
Low Down
Tank Pump.

equal on the globe.
Oll Polished
or Brass Llnod
Cylinder.

Write for dcscrip.
,
tive circulars. The
Right time to write
is Right now.

Ask your dealer for the most satisfactory line
of Hand and Wind Mill Force and Lift Pumps,
House Pumps, Power Pumps, Tank Pumps, Spray
Pumps and Glass Valve Seat Cylinders, Hay Un
loaders, Forks, Slings, Pulleys, etc.
Hay Rack
Clamps, Stay-on Door Hangers.

F. E. MYERS & BRO., Ashland, Ohio.

nue.-‘4m.
Handle.
Brass

Valve Seat
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STION S ANDANSWERS

One Dollar a D ay Saved
Will pay for itself in 60
days. You know what it
costs to wheel out saw
dust. Why not save the
expense
and annoyance
by using

\

Question of Is it necessary in pip
A.—The valve should be set to have
J. B. B.
ing the lubricator or oil say, about 1/32 of an inch lead. This
pump to feed the oil amount is correct for the ordinary
through the governor valve or does it

make any diiferencei I was recently
with a traction engine that had the
governor connected directly to top
of dome and the oil pipe connected

The Bemiller Fan Blower
Made especially for saw
mills. Can be adjusted or
disconnected quickly and
will blow the sawdust
from 30 to 50 feet in any
direction desired.
Runs
easily, no extra power re
quired. Will not clog or
choke up.
Sold subject to trial and
privilege of return if not
satisfactory.
Write for our new cata
logue and prices.

farm engine. The valve should have
about the same opening when reverse

lever is in center notch and engine
is on dead center as when reverse

lever is at any other part of the

just above steam chest so no oil goes quadrant. This rule applies to most
through governor and this engine con valve gears although there are some

tinually races and then runs below gears in which the lead is cut out
when reverse lever is in the cen
jerking and jumping motion. The tral position.
As you do not tell what type of
governor seems to be in good condi
valve gear you have We cannot tell
tion.
A.—The best place to admit the oil you just how to proceed. However,
from an oil pump or lubricator to if it is a link valve gear with two
an engine is in the steam pipe be eccentrics, you can reduce the lead
tween the throttle and the boiler. It by moving the eccentrics on the
connected in this way the throttle shaft. Place the engine on dead cen~
and the governor is lubricated as well ter and the link to the extreme trav
as the valve and piston of the engine. el, you can then readily .see which
In the case of the oil supply being way and how much to move the co
connected to the engine between the centric which controls that end' of the
governor in the steam chest it does link. Then move the reverse lever
not necessarily follow that this is to the other end bringing the other
the cause of 'the governor running end of the link into direct action and
with an irregular motion but‘ it is the other eccentric can be also moved
very likely the cause of the trouble. till the desired amount of lead is
speed and the governor works with

obtained.

If by turning the engine over you
I‘. G. K.
blow the water out of ﬁnd that one end of the valve has
the glass gauge on my more lead than the other you can
boiler, that it always shows more wa then move the valve on the stem till
ter than it did before I blew it out? the lead is divided between each end
Now this is not imaginary on my part of the valve.
,
for I have tried it often and tried
If the valve gear is of the single
it when the engine was not running eccentric and expansion type, to re
so that the water could not have been duce the lead a change has to be made
disturbed in the boiler. I thought either in the eccentric, eccentric yoke
the connections might be stopped up, or the length of the valve. The lat
but I examined them and found them ter likely will be the easier. To
perfectly clear. Can you tell why it make the valve longer strips of sheet
brass can be pinned or riveted to the
is!
A.—When the water is allowed to ends of the valve.
stand in the glass gauge, it becomes
(2)‘ Your water glass is likely at
much cooler than the water in the the rear end of the boiler and the
boiler, and in consequence gets heav steam_ supply taken from about the
ier, due to the contraction; thus middle. When the steam is ﬂowing
showing a diﬁerent height of water out of the boiler the pressure is slight
than that in the boiler. When the ly reduced at the middle part, thus
water is blown out and new water is allowing the water to rise at that
admitted to the glass from the boil point and in consequence lowers at
er, the new water having more heat the ends due to the pressure being
in it and therefore lighter, due to slightly greater than at the middle.
the expansion, it will naturally come When the steam is shut oﬁ the pres
up further in the glass and will show sure is equalized and the water again
more correctly the true height of the comes to the natural level or as you
see it, comes up in the glass.
water in the boiler.
Question of

Why is it that when I

The Bemiller & Ritter Fan Blower Co.
Butler, Ohio.

NEW MAHSEILLES llllSTLESSllYilllllEll lllllllligSHElLEllS
POSITIVELY GUARANTEED
to shell either chucked or unshucked

Mods in Sovoral Sizes, both
Stationary 8. Portable Styles

corn faster with less power in propor

SEND FUR CATALOG

tion to capacity: take the corn oh the
robe cleaner; clean both cobs and corn
more perfectly: do

D. M. L.

Question of

I have been running a

to an engine. The one N. E. M. O.
I have ﬁres hard and

25 horse Buﬁalo Pitts
engine and it has a

1' want to ask in regard

don ’t run as it should.

I can’t keep

Wolf reverse gear on it, and the

it from pounding, there seems to be Wolf block works in a guide and the
something wrong and I can ’t tell just guide that the block works in came
what it is. Should the valve close loose from the bed plate on the en
the ports when reverse is on center gine and the babbit came out from
and the engine on the center‘! This in between the guide and the bed

one opens about 3/16 on either side

plate.

a larger per cent

of the corn than
any other cylin
der sheller on
the market.

We malio Hand and Polar Corn ShIIIMS.
lions Pours. Foul Grinders, Portable Ell- ,
mm: and Wagon Dumps, Pump lacks, Grain .l_
Elontor lithium and Supplies.
M
n Mk 0
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
arse! on
. 0.. Marseilles. lll.
Galnesvllle. Texas, Mn 12, 1908.
Gentlemen:—we purchased the that Shuck Corn Sheller you ever made. some eighteen or tvgenty years
ago. Since then we have bought twelve or ﬁfteen of them. representing every improvement. and expect to
buy several more this season. We have bought one or more of about every other make and think we are
competent judges 0! such machinery. ~Your Sheller-s husk and shell the corn oil the cob more thoroughly:
save it more completely: clean both the shelled corn and the who more perfectly: requires less power in
proportion to capacity: are more durably constructed and cost less. loss 0! time and cost 01 repairs cen
sidsred. than any sheller we have ever used. We have thrown out every other kind oi’ Corn Sheller
we ever bought and have replaced them with yours.
KEEL dc SON. By J. Z. Keel.

Mlrnoillon Mf‘. Co. , IAISEILLES. lll.

on

center the ports

about 3/16 on either side.

Inlet ileum: and General Apnolos It Principal Distributing Cllios

Momma" MILLS
ARE THE RESULT, of the greatest practical and
scientiﬁc

Monarch ~ Mills
have more im rovements and
are more cnreu

other line.

OUR FREE
Complete and IllustratedL
Catalogue will convince

..,' man a... NO OTHER MILL EQUAIS THE MONARCH.
smlour, mlmnblv a 00., Box 21:, Bunny, Pa.
msntio

The Review.

Starrctt Speed Indicator No. I04
Price, postpaid, $I.00
The Indicator may be run

at highest speed required,
without heating.
T be
working parts are messed.
Dial has two rows of ﬁg
ures, reading either right
or left as shaft may run.
Steel pointed spindle with

open before I babbit it again in between

Then the guide and bed plate‘!

A.—The reversing guide block
gine on center, the ports are open should be located so that when the

rubber tips

about 3/32, and when. ports are open

may be instantly set at the starting ooint.

when reverse is out full, and the en

full about 5/8. Is this the way it rod will not move while the reverse
should be or is the valve too short? lever is pulled backward and for
To get this result the center of
(2) Why does the water come down ward.
in the glass when engine is pulling, the pin in the end of the eccentric yoke
and come up when stopped?
must be central with the reversing

constructed

of better material; than any

.

engine is on dead center the valve

mechanical minds in

iced mill construction.

Now, I wish you would inform me
when engine is on center and reverse
lever is in center notch, then when on this question. Just how high I
reverse is half Way from center, and should have that guide or how low
engine

crushing or

grinding olcorn
or who and save

Pl

Question of

less

or both pointed and centered shafts.

The 0 mark

Send for free Catalogue No. 18A! of Fine Tools

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.,
Please mention The Review.

Athol, Mason, U. S. A.

TIIB'I'IIRESHHRMHN’S
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block.

While the engine is on dead there is to do is to divide the lead
center have some one pull the re between each end of the valve, which
verse lever backward and forward can be done by moving the valve on
while you watch the upper end of the the stem.

eccentric yoke and if it is not true,
you can very easily determine which Questions of
I‘. G. Z.
way to move it to get it correctly
located. The part which should be
moved can be wedged up temporari

Will you please tell me
why our injector work

ed
when
traveling,
and just as soon as we would stop

ly until it is rightly located and then it would break’!
(2) Is the discharge and suction
the babbit can be poured in. The
engine should be tried both on the the same size on a centrifugal pump.
forward and backward center, as it 1‘ have it that the discharge is the
is possible to have it act all right on largest.
‘
_
‘
(3) Which is the hardest blow
the one center and not on the other.
You will ﬁnd that it is necessary with a sledgep, a .swing or vertical
to have the correct horizontal as well blow‘! What I mean is the sledge
as the vertical adjustment to get the moves through a whole or one-fourth
gear to act correctly on both centers. of a circle. I have the former.

(4) We had a great argument one
Question of

J. W. 'S.

1‘ have a ~-—— 20 h. day here, about a cylinder in a sepa

p. engine and have lots rator. Now suppose one cylinder was
of

steering chain.

trouble

with

the 24 inches in diameter and another

I cannot keep it taut. 12 inches, which would pull the hard

It stretches very fast and breaks er? The 24 having a 12 inch pulley,
very often. I cannot use a larger and the 12 inch cylinder at 6 inch
chain on account of the chain roller pulley, both to run at the same rim
which has on it a groove into which speed. Some fellows had it, well, the
the chain runs and which will not large one will have to make the same
permit of a larger chain.

Is there number of revolutions, but the rim

any thing that can be done to help speed will be the same, will it not“!
this case‘! Can there be anything
used to' take the place of the chain
which will stand the work’!
A.—The trouble is in the chain
spring which is not stiﬁ enough; it
being a. compression spring and so

If it only goes one-half the number
of revolutions that the 12 inch cyl

inder goes. hence pull the same.
A.—When the steam for the in
jector is taken from the boiler near
the rear end the trouble of breaking
is experienced. While the engine is
in motion there is very little distur
bance of the surface of the water in
the boiler but when the engine is

weak that when the wheel strikes an
obstruction the spring is compressed
solid, thus causing more strain to
‘ come on the chain than if there were
no spring, due to the additional stopped the water splashes backward
slackness caused by the spring. This and forward and gets in contact with
company is now placing on their the outlet of the steam .to the injec
steering chains a much stiffer spring
' which completely overcomes the trou
ble with the same chain as used here
tofore.

tor.

RUN your engine over rocks and stumps, over

uneven and frozen roads if you wish, the U.
S. Automatic Injector will not stop working so
long as the suction pipe or hose is under water.
And the U. S. Automatic is the easiest Injector to

keep clean. You can get at every part in a few sec
onds because it has the simplest construction of any
injector in the world.

Is it any wonder that there are more U. S. ‘
Automatic Injectors used on traction engines
than all other makes combined?
Write for the "Engineer's Red Book,” free. It contains
much valuable information that is yours for the asking. Your
name on a postal. with a description of the engine you are
using will bring you one free. Write to—day.

AMERICAN INJECTOR, CO.,

To give a dust fan the
most power to collect

A very little spray of water

injector break. Any one hauling wa
ter in a wagon tank can appreciate

Lunkenheimer

(2) The discharge and suction of

any kind of pump can be the same
dust in a corn sheller, size, providing they both are large
how large should the fan be‘!
enough for the suction, but if both
('2) Speed, between 600 and 700
discharge and suction are brought
be run?
down to the minimum size the suc
(3) What angle should

the

Detroit, U. S. A.

passing over the hole will make the

this fact.
Question of
W. P. W.

It starts when steam is turned

on. Works equally well as a lifting or non-lifting in
jector, and operates at lower steam pressure than any
other.

Regrinding
_ Valves

fan
tion should be the larger.

The rea

paddles have, either forward, back son for this is that the pump makes
or straight from shaft’?
a displacement of the water and de
(4) How many paddles. and how pends‘ on the atmospheric pressure

have been adopted by the lending
Traction Engine Builders because
of their great endurance and
superiority otdesign.

large should the dust or collecting to push the water into the pump and
throat be‘!
_
since there is less than 15 pounds
A.—Size, about 3 feet in diameter pressure to do this work at the best

and 14 inches wide.

the suction pipe has to be of ample
size. The discharge, however, is not
revolutions per minute.
so important, as a lack in the ‘size of
(3) Paddles should lean back, the this pipe only adds more friction and
inner end should strike to a line takes more power to run the pump.
about 3 inches from center of shaft. However, a. centrifugal and a piston
(2) Speed,

between

YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN
REPAIRS WITHOUT COST.
NO EXTRA PARTS REQUIRED

600 and 700

Just a few minutes spent in re
grinding makes, them as good

(4) Four paddles and the throat or_plunger pump are not a parallel
should be 18 inches square.
case as a great reduction of the‘. dis
These dimensions are taken from charge pipe will interfere witli the

as new.

a sheller ‘that is a very efficient one. efficiency of the centrifugal pump in
a way that would not affect a piston
Question of Please tell me how to or plunger pump, as in the centrifu
G. J. L.

proceed to set the re

'

Ask the User

gal the work is not positive, while

'' verse gear and valve on in the other the water can be forced
an Avery 20 h. p. engine.
out if there is power enough to move
A.—The valve gear is no doubt of it.
the shifting eccentric type being a
(3) A man can strike a heavier
20 h. p. engine. To test the setting blow by swinging a sledge hammer
of the eccentric, place the engine on than by striking a “vertical” blow.
dead center and pull the reverse lev
(4) A separator cylinder of 24 inch
er backward and forward, the valve es in diameter with a 12 inch pulley
rod will move a triﬂe due to the an and a 12 inch cylinder with a 6
gularity of the eccentric rod. If it inch pulley will have the same rim
moves more than that caused by the speed if the smaller cylinder has
eccentric rod, the eccentric needs to twice as much speed. The power re
be moved on the shaft. It will be quired to run each cylinder will the
easily determined which way to move oretically be the same, providing the
it.
After the eccentric is set, all large cylinder is twice as heavy as

Your local dealer should have them, if not notify us.

Write for Catalogue J.

THE LUNKENHEIMER COMPANY
Largest Manufacturers of High Grade Engineering Specialties in the World

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
NEW YORK

66-68 Fulton Street

BRANCHES
CHICAGO-Lake & Denrboru Sta.

{

LONDON. S. E.
35 Great Dover Street
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Tlmahg's

Boilers
FARQUHAR PORTABLE SAWﬁMlLLS

Made in seven sizes. More improvements, up-to-date attachments and points of advantage on Farquhar mills than
any other. Took Gold Medal, ﬁrst prixe, at the World’s Fair. Also awarded Gold llfedal on General Exhibit, including
Engines, Boilers, Threshing Machines, Grarin Drills, Corn Planters, Spring-tooth Harrows, etc.
We have the only successful Friction Log Turner for Portable Mills.
We manufacture a full line of Portable, Semi-Portable and Traction Engines, including 30 h. 1;. Double Cylinder Steel
Geared Traction Engine for steam plowing and extra heavy work.
Send for handsome new catalogue, mailed free for the asking. Mention this paper when writing.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO.,
the small cylinder and all other con
ditions being equal and in proper
proportion to each size.

There is,

however, claims made for the large
cylinder over the smaller one. The
, beneﬁt derived is largely due to the
shape and proportion of the concaves
and the improved action of the straw.

If the same number of concave teeth
are used with both cylinders it is ev
ident there will be a diﬁerence in

favor of the large cylinder.

now cross compound engines.

Limited

For

YORK, PENNA.

Commercial Grading of Grain.

steady work such as threshing, plow

Several grain exchanges, including
ing or hauling and where economy of Chicago and Omaha Boards of Trade
fuel and water is an object, this com have joined to make the National
pany recommend the cross compound Corn Exposition which will be held
engine; but for running a saw mill, in Omaha in December a great edu
elevating grader or work where much cational event. Inspectors from the

The
Traction Engine
Catechism

stopping and starting is necessary, cash ﬂoor will aid in judging the dif
they recommend a simple engine. It ferent grain and will lecture before

is the opinion of some men that a the students taking part in the judg
ing contests.
Representatives from
for a large stationary engine but not the large milling interests will lec
cross compound engine is a good type

good for so small as a traction en
ture upon the use of the surplus mill

Are there any particu ‘ gine. This can best be decided by
lar rules for setting a observing the work done by both en
cross compound valve, gines in the ﬁeld. It, however, is a
or do you set the same as a simple notable fact that the most successful
steam automobile has in it a cross
or tandem compound?
'
2. Which is most economical on compound engine.
Question of
W. J. S.

fuel and water, a cross compound en
gine or a double connected simple‘!
A.—A cross compound engine is
made up of two engines on one crank

ions of bushels that annually leave
the farm and they will demonstrate
the many uses made of the several

grades of grain.

The grain grower,

grain dealer and grain exchanges will
all welcome this great educational op

pportunity to study the different
branches of grain business. We need
to ﬁnd a type of oats and wheat that
will give a larger yield and command
the highest market price. It is time
that oats and wheat be grown for

built on the same lines asa single en

Editor Review:—I notice question
of C. O. G. on page 44 of The Review,
asking for names of makers of sor
ghum mills. The Chattanooga Plow
Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., is one of the

gine.

largest and best makers in the world. special purposes that will satisfy the

shaft.

Both of these. engines are
The diﬁerence is that one cyl

inder is larger than the other. The
valves are constructed the same with
a slight variation in the exhaust port

which controls the compression. But
as far as the setting of the valves,
there is no diﬁerence.
(2) There is a diﬁerence of opinion
as to the merits of a cross compound

engine and the ones who believe in
them do not recommend them for all
kinds of work. There is a large com
pany in this
country who build
double, simple and cross compound
engines. 10 years ago 85 per cent of

their output was double simple en
gines, of late years this has been re

versed, 85 per cent of their output is

Their mill is the best made, to my demand by the various milling inter
belief.
Their plows are also my ests. The $800 threshing outﬁt which
choice.
will be oﬁered as a special- premium
Geo. F. Tucker.
on oats, should bring out a great
Cohutta, Ga.
showing.
August Got Busy.

Aug. Grabrielson spent Thursday in
a straw pile back of the threshing rig
which threshed at the Gabrielson
farm.
August says he has done
things he liked better than fussing
around in a straw pile, but he be
lieves he can stand it once a year
and does not look for any serious re

Hugh Brooks, a separator man at
Edinbough, N. D., was seriously hurt
by having his arm caught in the blow
er belt. One arm was broken and

he was terribly injured about the
neck. He did not regain conscious
ness for 24 hours.

Up to date illustrated
Price $1.00
No book offers the opportunity
for study of the traction engine
that this does. It aﬁords answers
to practically all the difficulties
that arise in the ﬁeld or on the
road. Don't go without it.

THE
THRESHERMEN’S
REVIEW

'

When writing to Review advertis
sults to follow his hard day’s work. ers don’t fail to mention that you
—Willmar, Minn., Gazette.
saw their advertisement in this paper.

THE LEADING JOURNAL OF
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MECHANICS
St. Joseph,

-
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‘duct of the prisoners’ labor so that
whatever is produced by their indus
The employment of convict labor in try is so much gained by the commun
preparing crushed stone at the state ity. Moreover, preparing the crush
penitentiaries in Illinois has attract ed stone interferes, in Illinois, with
ed a great deal of attention and is no existing industry as the crushed
one of the most interesting features stone is, in almost every instance.
of the work of the Illinois Highway used in places where it would not be
Commission. The problem of the em tried unless it could be secured at the
ployment of convicts is one that has specially low rates that this method
received much attention and is one of production secures. In fact, it
that seems difficult of satisfactory can truly be said that the state, rath
solution. This arises from the fact er than interfering with an existing
that the conditions imposed are some industry, is in reality creating an in
what conﬂicting. For example, it is dustry, for the total amount of crush

37

Convict Labor in Illinois.
By A. N. JOHNSON, State Engineer.

necessary that

the

employment be ed stone, even if all the convicts were

humane, that discipline can be main
tained without undue

employed, would at the most be very

expense and small when compared to what would

that the product of convict labor be necessary should any general
shall not interfere with existing in scheme of road improvement be un
dertaken even in but a few localities.
dustries or with free labor.
Neither is free labor in any wise
Convicts have been worked success
fully in many states, and are today, brought into unfair competition; on
in the manufacture of various arti the contrary, work for free labor is
cles but this employment of the con-, created in constructing the roads
victs has met objections from those which, in many instances, would not

engaged in manufacturing a similar
article, and also from free labor;
these objections have been particular
ly strong in Illinois.
As illustrating a possible solution,

otherwise be undertaken.
There is also another point of view
which recommends this method of co

Chicago Automatic Spring
Compression Crease Cup
In the manufacture of the Chicago
Automatic
S pring
Compression
Grease Cup here shown we have

L

spared no pains to make it a ﬁrst

class device in every respect.

It is

‘l

heavily made from castings of the
best grade of bronze and the work
manship is of the best. The plunger
r' UPS!‘ HY
' A
CYOR CO
is leather packed, the plunger ad
'
‘m omo
justing bar is equipped with a spring
locking device preventing change of
position due to jarring, and a feed
screw is placed in the shank of the
grease cup allowing the rate of feed
to be accurately gauged at all times.
This cup affords the best possible means of feeding grease to crank
pins, journals and all classes of bearings, and by its use a great sav
ing over old methods can be eﬁcctcd.

f\ 1\:t:.\ \ '\‘\‘

To show our threshermen friends the advantage this cup has over sim
ilar makes we will mail samples at prices named below postage prepaid.
In remitting use post ofﬁce money order.

operation from the fact that no lo
cality is at any increased expense for
NUMBER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

at least in part, of this problem, an the beneﬁts that certain communities,

account of the use of the prisoners which secured the crushed stone in
for making crushed stone as carried this way, may derive; nor would the
on at the two state prisons in Illinois expense to any community be less if
no one received the crushed rock, so
will be instructive.
Many inquiries have been received that it is difficult to see how a more
from other states in regard to the de equitable plan of co-operation could
tails of this plan, which it is believ be devised.
ed is one of the most practical ways
Replies ‘to inquiries made of the

Inside Diameter, inches .
Shank Pipe Thread, inch .
Capacity, ounces . . . . . . . .
Finished Brass, each . . . .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

00

11/4

. . . . . . . . ..
7/5
. . . . . . . . ..
1/8
.. . .. . ..
V
. . . . . . . . .. $0.

1%

V4

Do you need an Injector, Ejector, Lubricator, Gauge Cock, Water
Gauge, Oil Cup, ctc.? Write us for our 66 page catalogue. It's free.

of employing convict labor and at prison oﬂ‘icials regarding the success

the same time is an aid to road con
struction. In a number of states,
more particularly in some southern
states, it has been the practice to
work the convicts on the road itself
and especially in North Carolina and
Georgia a number of miles of road
have been built successfully in this
way.

of this plan from the standpoint of

to be successful. Warden Smith of
the Southern Illinois Penitentiary
states that the quarry work being
all outdoor work is the most healthful
of all the work at the prison except
the farm work; as a result the pris
oners are maintained in good health,
There is, however, in most sections which keeps them in a more cheerful
of the country a natural prejudice and brighter frame of mind, which
against exposing convicts on the pub

129 South Main Street

l

on grounds as good control of the
prisoners is secured as though they

BURINB
MACHINERY
V

'7

a.

r _'

i

For cam; write to

Monarch Rock Drill.

A
“

Gus Pooh Foundry and Mfg. Co.
Cor. 4th and Clark 8tl.. LE MARS, IOWA. U. S. A.
BRANCH HOUSE-Regina. Sask.. Canada.

ed to render the use of riﬂes unneces
sary, it would be found that the cost
of paying the guards would more
than compensate for the reduced cost
of the convict labor so that in the
end the work would probably cost
more than if performed with free

were conﬁned within the prison en
closure; he remarks, however, that he
does not think the work would be
practical if it were necessary to work
the convicts on the public road. He
concludes by saying that, as conduct
ed, the work has proven to be a very
labor.
good way for employing the inmates
Another, and perhaps more impor of the prison.
tant, consideration would be a very
This plan is perhaps peculiarly
natural feeling that the laboring man adapted to Illinois, owing to the dis
would have against competing in this tribution of road making material in
way with convict labor which, more the state, as there are large areas in
over, would bring this class of work which there is practically no rock and
into more or less disrepute.
little or no gravel suitable for road
But the employment of the con making purposes. Therefore, if these
victs inside the penitentiaries or materials are to be used they must be
within stockades, where they are not shipped in or supplied from some
exposed to public view and where the central plant. In areas with a more

Wadsworth, Ohiol I

DILLING
AND

has—the warden remarks—a marked

lic roads. It does not seem justifiable eiiect upon the discipline, and he has
to place the opportunity for escape no hesitancy in saying that no better
so alluringly before the prisoner and employment can be had in our prison
so impose as a penalty on his very than the work in the stone quarry de
natural desire to seize this opportun partment.
ity the risk of being shot by armed
Warden Murphy of the Joliet pen
guards stationed at a considerable itentiary states that owing to the
distance as a precaution against a fact that the quarry is upon the pris
sudden rush upon them. If a sulﬁ
cient number of guards were provid

The Ohio Injector Company

prison management, report the plan

,
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abundant supply of the material, the
are practical radius to which stone could

methods of guarding and other pre

cautions taken against escape
practically the same as would be ne be shipped would necessarily be more
cessary whether the prisoners were limited.
idle or working, seems both humane
In order to make a complete suc
and practical.
Under these condi cess of this plan. it is necessary to
tions, there is no additional cost to provide for the distribution of the
the tax payers at large for the pro crushed stone. This was through the

your

Pages 56 and 57 this issue

FOR BARGAINS IN NEW AND SECOND
MACHINERY, Etc.
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co-operation of the

railroads, who
The crushed stone thus prepared ial and machinery, tools and appli
made special freight rates, some of is, by law, furnished free to the town ances, and it may contract with such
the roads making slightly better con ship highway commissioners.
The railroads for such transportation, to
cessions than others; the general rate, full text of the law is herewith given: be paid in ballasting material at an
however, being one-half cent a ton
"An Act authorizing and empow agreed price.”
mile, thus making it possible to ship ering the employment of convicts and
Approved May 18, 1905.
100 miles for 50 cents a ton. The prisoners in the penal and reforma
Amendment Approved June 3, 1907.
Illinois Hig ay Commission was en tory institutions of the State of I11
It will be noticed that the law por
abled to _etie .t this arrangement part inois in the manufacture of tile and vides for the manufacture of var
ly through'the. law which gave the culvert pipe for road drainage pur ious other articles than crushed
commission authority to arrange for poses, and in the manufacture of ma stone.
Nothing, however, beyond
such rates. with the railroads who chinery, tools, and appliances for the making crushed stone has been at~
were assured by the Attorney General building, maintaining and repairing tempted from the fact that it was
of Illinois that such rates could not of the wagon roads of the state and not found practicable to do anything
he
considered
as
discriminating for preparing road building and bal else. The question of furnishing tile
against other shippers to whom they lasting material, upon the requisition drain was investigated to some ex
would not be liable necessarily to of the State Highway Commissioner. tent but found to be impracticable.
make similar rates.
In conclusion, it can be said, that
Secion 1. Be it enacted by the
In the two years in which this People of the State of Illinois, repre after a practical trial of over two
work has been going on some diﬁicul sented in the General Assembly: That years of this plan, it has worked suc
ties have been encountered. the chief the Board of Prison Industries of the cessfully from every standpoint and
of these were inability during the ex State of Illinois authorized and em there is a very strong sentiment for
cessive freight movement of the past powered,v and it is hereby made its opening additional quarries in other
year to secure a suﬂicient number of duty, upon the requisition of the parts of the state, thus increasing_
cars from the railroads, which mater State Highway Commission, to em the areas of practical distribution.
ially reduced the amount that could ploy convicts and prisoners in the
have been shipped. It was also found penal and reformatory institutions
Bad for Minnesota.
that large storage facilities are of of the State in ‘the manufacture of
The supreme court of Minnesota
convenience and almost double the tile and culvert pipe, suitable for
capacity of the plants. This is for draining the wagon roads of the state, can ’t see why a county of over 200,
the reason that during many times of and in the preparation of road build 000 population is any better, so far
the year when the men can work ing and balasting material, such tile, as the rights of the county are con
in the quarries and stone can be culvert pipe and road building and cerned, than a county with fewer peo
crushed._ the roads are not in condi bellasting material to be furnished ple, and because of the court’s poor
tion to have the material used, but if free; and in the manufacture of road eyesight in this regard the counties
the crusher can be kept running and machinery, tools and necessary appli must go back to the old ways of con
a large amount supplied ahead. it ances for the building, maintaining structing and maintaining good road
will then be available when the roads and repairing of the wagon roads of ways.
_
In an opinion written by Justice
are in condition for it: also in case the state, such tile, culvert pipe, road
the cars are not placed on a particu building and ballasting material, road Ellicott and handed down recently by
lar day, it is not necessary to stop the machinery, tools and appliances to the court an act of the last legislature
of
crusher for lack of storage room.
be placed on railroad cars and for providing for a superintendent
‘The crushingr plants now in opera warded to proper destinations, to be highways in counties of less than 200,
000 population is declared unconsti
tion at the state prisons have a com used as in hereinafter provided:
tutional. The court does not doubt
bined capacity of 1,500 to 1,900 cu
Section 2. “The commissioners of
bic yards per day of 8 hours. The Highways in any township, in coun the wisdom of a law providing a sup
Jolict plant consists of a No. 71/2 gy ties under township organization, or erintendent of highways for some
ratory crusher with a No. 4 crusher of the commissioner of highways, or counties and not for others, but it
as an auxiliarv. Storage is provided boards of county commissioners, in declares that the basis of population
by storage piles which are ﬁlled by counties not under township organiz is not a legal classiﬁcation and has
means of a cable wet on which is ation, may make application to the no natural relation to the subject and
operated a large scoop which serves said State Highway Commission for is purely arbitrary.
In the olden days, before the legis- I
to convey the stone to the storage pile such road building material, tile, cul
and also to take it thence to the cars vert pipe, road making machinery, lature passed the act, the road build
as may be required. The cars may tools and other appliances as may be ing was done by town or county
also be loaded direct from the crush needed or required by them for the boards or by the farmers. Progress
er bins which have a ca-picity of 300 construction, improvement or repair under such a system was slow and
cubic yards. All of the machinery is ing of wagon roads in their respective unsatisfactory. Many counties under
electrically driven from the prison townships or road districts and the new law, which the court has just
power plant.
where by agreement, other commis declared unconstitutional, have ap

lei Us Send You
our Book.
about

wheel: and good wagons that will save

you a 0t of work and makeyou a. lotol money-she

ELEG‘I'RIG STEEL WHEELS
-——and the

ELEG‘I'RIO HANDY WAGON
Byarvcrymt tnoylrothobeet. Bore thnnonc and
a MI'IGI' mlllionl cold. Spokes united to the
hu
Can't work loose. A not of our whodl'ﬂl
mnkoyourold wogonnaw.
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ELECTRIC WHEEL 60.301 80 , Quincy, Ills.

CANDY . .
rouuoes
OF THE
GENUINE
nzosnrcero
COTTON
,
DUCK
GELTINC.

v~ Imitation! of the old reliable, '
- tried and true GANDY RED
STITCHED
COTTON
DUCK
BELTING are sometimes work
ed 01! on threshermen. 0! course
the service secured from these
' imitations is tar interior to that
given by a. GANDY. When you
buy, ﬁnd the GANDY trade
mark-—Ooil of belting, Bale of
Cotton, and Name. You will be
sure then of getting full value
for your money. Free booklet
"Experiences with Candy"
tells what other threshermen
think about it.
(Gandy Belt Dressing makes
belts last longer.)

FARM ENGINES
AND

HOW TO RUN THEM

sioners of highways or boards of pointed experts as superintendents of
county commissioners in counties not the roads, and considerable work has
At one a No. under township organizations as the been done toward bettering the high

At the Southern Illinois'Peniten

tiary at Menard, two separate quar

ries have been opened.

case may be, with the city council of
ed. Storage facilities are provided at any city, or the board of trustees of
the older quarry by a pile of stone any village within the limits of such
which is conveyed from the crusher town, any gravel, rock, macadam or

ways.

It will now be necessary to

6 gyratory crusher has been install

by hand cars run out on a trestle. At
the new plant, which is on a hillside,
a large reinforced concrete storage bin

was built so that one side of the hill
serves to conﬁne the stone which is
carried to the storage pile in hand
cars pushed out on a trestle.

Rail

dispense with the services of these
men and suspend work until the leg
islature can pass an act that will stand
SIMPLE
RELIABLE
other hard road, is extended within under the ﬁre of the supreme court.
Gustave
Soholle,
president
of
the
or through the corporate limits of
PRICET$1 .00
such city or village then for the con highway commission, was the author
A simple, practical book for ex
struction, improvement or repairing of the act. it was his intention, he '
ports as well as for amateurs, fully
of so much of said road as lies with_ says, to frame a. law that would ex
in the corporate limits of such city clude Hennepin and Ramsey counties, describing every part of an engine
and boiler, and giving full direc
or village then for the construcion, these counties because of their dense

road cars are run below _the bin and improvement or repairing of so much
are ﬁlled from gates in the -.ﬂoor of of said road as lies within the corpor
the bin; this bin has a capacity of ate limits of such city or village, pro
4,000 cubic yards and can be readily vided such extensions within such
increased to any desired amount by city or village, shall be of the same
extending the concrete construction cost and kind of material as the road
along the hill side. The power for outside such city or village, obligat
both of the plants at the Southern ing themselves to use such material
Penitentiary is furnished from inde according to the rules and regulations
formulated and approved by the State
pendent engines.
During 1906, the ﬁrst year of op Highway Commission.
eration, there was shipped out 47,
Section 3. “The State Highway
675 cubic yards; in 1907, 97,746 cu Commission is hereby authorized and
bic yards. As the quarries become empowered to negotiate with railroad
opened doubtless this output will be lines in the State of Illinois for rates
greatly increased.
of transportation on all such mater

population and due to the fact that
they embraced but little more than the

cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis,
being of a diﬁerent nature than the
others.
Gave Them a Treat.
J. W. Wheeler, after scouring the
city secured a. threshing crew to

work on one of his farms, says the
Fanbury, 11]., Blade. The men were
‘given a big treat by being taken~to
'the farm in Mr. Wheeler’s big tour

ing car. He showed them the de
lights of fast driving while on their
way.

i'iOﬂS for safe and economical
management of both. > There are
several chapters on farm engine
economy;

in

fact more

informa—

tion has been crowded into the
pages of this book than will be
found in any similar book.

THE
S
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Advance Modern Machinery
F ANY THRESHERMAN is looking for ONE machine that will prove a money
maker and add more to his profits than any other---he should investigate the Advance
Husker Shredder. No farmer can afford to feed hay when he can shred his cornstalks.
It is very easy to work up a money making run with a machine that is simple and easily
managed, that has capacity and that will run every day and is not a constant source of ex
pense for repairs. No thresherman in the great corn belt can afford to be
.

without one.

Send for catalogue.

//./
1}

How’s Your Engine Holding Out?
If you need a new one let us send you particulars about our little 16 h. p., which we
show herewith. It is a beauty from the standpoint of fuel economy, easy steaming, ease
of handling and appearance. You can do Threshing, Hulling, Shredding, Hauling and

most any traction work with this engine.

We make Plowing Engines also.

ADVANCE THRESHER CO.,

Battle CreekIg-Michigan

—_._—_—_Branches and Distributing Houses:
Columbu. Ohio.
Indianap
s. Indians.
Dallas, Tex .
Lincoln, Ne aska.

Decatur. Illinois.
El Reno, Oklahoma.
Des Moines. Iowa.
Minneapolis. Minnesota.

New York. N. Y., John Dunn
Son & Co.

Toronto.

Crowley, Louisiana.
Kansas City. Missouri.
Longmont, Colorado.
Madison. Wisconsin.

Canada. American
Abel Co.

Far
, N th Dnko
Gra
F0" . North
akota.
Watertown.
outh Dakota.
Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

Winnipeg, Manitoba" American
Abel Co.

Nashville. Tennessee.
Portland, Oregon.
St. Louis. Missouri.
Spokane, Washington.

Regina.

Manitoba. American
Abel Co.
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GOOd Roads

Department.
"You PUT THE CORN ON THE FEEDER
AND THE MACHINE DOES THE REST"

How and How Much Shall We
Spend for our Highways.*
In what manner, and how much
shall we spend for highways’?
From the time of the Prophet Isa
iah to the present, men have had their

ideas of a perfect highway.

The old statute labor system has
served her day, and is now a thing of
the past. Peace be to her ashes. Do

not try to resurrect her. I feel like
taking off my hat to those senators
and representatives who so nobly aet

ed as pallbearers and carefully laid
The the old Queen at rest at the State

plans of road engineers have been Capitol, to sleep the sleep of the just ;
criticised as new fangled, while they for a king has risen in her stead;

were only aiming at the road Isaiah his name is “State Aid” and he has
saw with prophetic eye when he criedz‘l taken a wonderful growth, (although
“Make straight in the desert a high

but a little more than three years

way for our God.

old) and has and is working wonders,
in road building, especially in those‘
counties that have called him to their
aid. In the year 1906, he helped 26,

Every valley shall

be exalted and every mountain shall
be made low, and the crooked shall

be made straight and the rough places
plain."
Thus the fancy that a counties to the sum of $64,179.00.
straight road with easy grades is a Cheboygan, my county, received $1,

new idea, is swept away by the words 000.00; Bay County, $4,250.00; Ber
of Isaiah uttered 700 years before the rien County, $5,176.00, and Saginaw
County took the lion’s share, $11,
Christian era.
Later Claudius Appius had his vis 110.00, and the others took what was

ion of a road that would perpetuate left.
his name, and his dream
realized; but beyond that
what‘? The monument of
who compelled thousands

In 1907 Cheboygan County re

has been ceived $1,178.00. That is not doing
he gave so bad for a “young lad after all.”
a tyrant The cry has been raised by a few,
to work that building roads under the state

for naught, and a lasting example of aid plan makes our highways too
expensive. Not so; for every mile of
how not to build a road.
And again, “God had poured out road built under the direction of
state aid is ﬁrst class in every respect,
of his spirit upon all ﬂesh; and your
and is the pride of all those who use
sons and your daughters have proph
them.
esied, and your young men have
Let us stop and compare the cost
seen visions, and your old men have
dreamed dreams.”
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle
men: That spirit which has been the
cause of so many prophesies, visions,
and dreams is now being realized by
the careful management of our pres
ent highway commissioner, H.
S.

of our state aid roads with the cost of
our statute labor and money tax

Jackson, I heard a prominent farmer

Now for the statute labor or town
ship system for the same year, 1906;
statute labor tax, $17,280.73; H. and
B. tax, $18,688.61; 8. total of $36,
969.34; and I am here to tell you
that not one mile of good permanent

Earle and all of his

denounce

Mr.

followers

as

“grafters,” and “dangerous men.”
Now, it seems to me that men who
make such declarations, must have a

It will do more

time—wil1 need fewer repairs-will last longer-and will please
you and your customers better than any other make.
If interested ask us to send you an illustrated catalog.

SAFETY SHREDDER CO.
NE W CAS TLE,

INDIANA

upon the assessment rolls of Cheboy
gan County for county road purposes

diseased brain, or at least a disorder

road was there built out of this snug

ed'one, when they say (among other

sum.

things) that “the plans of our fore
Now, let us
fathers are good enough.” Perhaps it Michigan has
is so; but it is not good enough for county road
us. We will not go back to those young friend,

see what the State of
been doing under the
system aided by our
“State Aid,” vs. the

crude instruments, such as the old

township tax labor system. First con
sider the township system state labor
They have
tax for the year of 1906, $1,256,200.

sickle, scythe and snath, hand rake

and the old grain cradle.
served their time, and have been laid

away as relics of the past. Now we 41; highway and bridge for the year
have the mower, binder, horse rake, of 1906, $2,457,894.40; a total of $3,
horse fork, etc., etc., which have ta 714,094.81.
Now, will some friend of the old,
ken their places so with the advance
of civilization, those crude imple broken down, balking, sulking, lazy,
ments, the hoe, the old cast-over plow, shiftless, old calf of a township sys
the slush scraper, etc., etc., are being tem, which has always been well fed
supplanted by the road grader, Wheel from the public crib, tell us what has
scrapers, stone crusher, steam roller, been done with nearly three and
and other improved machinery for three-fourths millions of dollars in
the rapid and eﬁicient construction of one year’! Gentlemen, the friends of
permanent highways.
this old glutton wallowing in the mire
system are getting to be like hen’s
‘Address delivered by Royal J. teeth, few and far between.
May
Taylor, County Road Commissioner, their shadows grow beautifully less,
Chcbnygan, at Good Roads Conven as will also the trails that they have

tion, Grand Rapids, July 22, 1908.

is the best and safest shredder on the market.

work in dry and crooked corn-will come nearer running all the

roads, under the old township system.
In the year of 1906 there was spread

$12,391.50;
$3,700.00 of this fund
Earle, and his able helpers; by the was used under the direction of
good work that is being done all “young state aid,” for a stone grav
around us by lasting examples of el road; and we ﬁnished and received
how to build a road. Yet they have a reward for the same $1,125.00, leav
been criticised as a lot of grafters, ing the cost to the county of the one
cranks and fanatics. One year ago half mile of stone gravel road, $2,
last March, while attending a road 575.00, or $1,716.67, for one mile of
makers convention in the City of stone gravel or “Class E” road.
of Jackson County,

The Large IZ-Roll Safety

lmade by the township system.

Look For The Name
C. T. HAM MFG. CO.
when Buying a Headlight
The

name
Headlight is
that

you

therefore

Ham
a

on

a

guarantee
the

have
when

best,

Ordering

specify and insist on getting
HAM’S Io-inch Traction
Headlight; don’t accept the
“just as good" kind and be
careful

of

the

headlight

without a name. A head
light that is not worth put
ting a name on is not worth

buying.
Remember our name ap

pears on every headlight we
make and you run no chan

ces when you buy one as
they are guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

If your

dealer cannot supply you write to us and we will see

that you are supplied with a Genuine Ham Headlight.

C.’ T. Ham Mfg. Co.
137 Oak Street

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Please mention The Review.
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e .lliet Manufacturin Co
JOLlET,

I’

‘ILLINOIS

-

Self Feeding Corn Shellers I
. Manufacturers of

INCORPORATED i867

ESTALISHED 1851

Beware of imitators and
imitations.
The home
of the family of Cele
br ated Joliet Power Corn
Shellers and _Sweep
Horse Powers. The old
est, largest and the only
factory in the world de
voted exclusively to the
manufacturing of Com
shelling Machinery.

Noted for Simplicity
of Construction, Light
est Draft,
Greatest
Durability, Greatest
Capacity and Perfect
shelling and Cleaning
of the Corn. You get
quicker returns for
your Money with the
Joliet than with any
other.

GENERAL
Llnlnger

AGENTS

Implement

Barber Bros. 60.,

Co.,

AND

DISTRIBUTING

Omaha,

Bloomington,

Neb.,

HOUSES.

Sioux City,

Ill.

Peru Van Zandt Implement Co.,

Wichita

Kingman

Kansas City, Mo.

Moore

Implement

Co.,

Kingrnan Texas Implement Co.,
Klngman

St.

Iowa

Dallas,

Louis Implement Co.,

St.

and Hutchinson,

Kan.

Sample Machines may be seen at
any of our General Agents
and Distributing Houses

Texas.
Louis.

Mo.

The Vaughan Implement Co., Waterloo, Iowa.
Shannahan & Wright-on I-Idwe. Co.. Easton, Maryland.
Wright
Carlos
C.

Well, enough of this; what has the
state done under the state aid plan‘!

K.

&

Lowe,

Haring,
Turner &

Centerville,

Guadalajara_
Son,

Export

Maryland.
Mexico.
Agents,

Replies from more than a thousand

counties of the U. S. indicated that
The county road the average length of haul was 13

Well, here it is:

tax for the year 1906 by townships

miles, and the average load 2,000 lbs.

and villages, $154,608.79; by cities, and the average cost per ton per mile
$151,203.10; total, $305,608.79. Less was 20 cents; as the chief use of the
than one-twelfth of the township la country road is for moving farm prod
bor system; and what was the re ucts to market, or to points from

New York,

N.

Y.

to the classes mentioned, and how
ket, it is manifest that any light on much money tax payers could aﬁord
the cost of transportation of harvest to spend for such improvement.
With these safe ﬁgures as a basis
of this country over these roads must
be of value to producers as well as to of calculation it will appear that the

which they may be shipped to mar

consumers; because it may show what

sult?
This is the result: Of class A road,
one mile; Class B, 33,836; class C,
1.5; class D, 1; class E, 52,912; or
a total of 90,248 miles; all of which

received a reward ranging from $250
to $1,000 per mile.

Is this all? Oh, no; there were
many more miles built out of the
fund, but not of a class to merit state
reward. Yet some of them are ﬁrst
class roads, and the builders are de

serving of a better reward than they
are receiving here.

But press forward, brothers; I hope
you will receive a better one some

time.
Now, let us take into consideration
the tests that have been made in re
cent years by the U. S. Agricultural
Department, the U. S. War Depart

ment, Missouri Experimental Station,
and many trained engineers in the in
terest of such schools as the Univer
sity of Illinois and other states, to

learn what were the length of hauls
by wagon over country roads, the av
erage weight of the loads, and the av

erage cost of so moving them, to de
termine the traction resistance to
wheels having tires of different widths
moving on macadam, on clay, or on
hard earth roads, through sand and
dirt, in shallow mud, and in roads

where the mud was deep.
‘q

cost of moving the harvest of the av

measurable beneﬁt any proposed im erage farm of the United States would
provement of highways would bring be nearly as follows:

A ROAD DRAG WITH GAS TRACTOR.
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Thanksgiving Notice
We herewith wish to express our sincere thanks and appreciation to the many patrons of the Barngrover Steam Balance Valve, which has
proven such a phenomenal success in the hands of a large number of operators. The demand is so rapidly increasing that we were obliged to se
cure a new location, upon which we have erected one of the most modern and complete up-to-date Steam Balance Valve factories in the world.
The most modern electrical driven machinery has been installed in order to promptly ﬁll the many orders delivered to us in almost every mail.
The Barngrover Double Ported Steam Balance Valve is perfectly balanced. Bear in mind, by this we mean 100% balanced, and is opening up
a channel to success and perfect satisfaction for every traction or stationary engine owner and operator.
The Valve stands supreme in its superiority of design, construction, durability and economy. In order to derive the most proﬁt from a thresh
ing outﬁt you must get all the power possible out of your engine, at the least expense. Hence the necessity that you install Barngrover's new
est and latest invention in a Double Ported Steam Balance Valve, and make your engine operate like a new one, and you can pull from 20% to
30% more than it would with the old type D Slide Valve, and it will operate with much greater ease, and you will have a large saving in fuel,
water and oil.

The Barngrover Double Ported Steam Balance Valve is fully protected by U. S. patents of very recent date.
purchase stands the safest and surest guaranty you can possibly get.

This means that back of your

Evidence of Merit
Bridgeport, Ind., July 10, 1908.
Newton Balance Valve Co., Newton, Iowa.

Gentlemen:—l’lease excuse me for the delay in writing to
you about the valve you shipped to me which I have in my en
gine.a 20 h. p. J. I. Case, No. 11,728. Now the reason for the
delay was this: I was so crowded with work that I could
not take time to try the valve till July 8th. We started to
thresh. I wish to say that it ﬁt my engine as snug as a pin
and it runs as slick as an eel.

I am at a loss to express my

gratitude to you for the success of your valve and I would
not be without it for no money. My engine will start with
less steam and is never on dead center. The valve moves
with perfect ease and is all and more than I expected.
C. W. MINNEMEYER.
, Yours respectfully,
Wilcox, Neb., August 13. 1908.
Newton Balance Valve Co.,

Newton, Iowa.

Gentlemen :—As we have been delayed in writing you re
garding your valve, will say that the valve was put in a 20
h. p. Avery engine and it is working to our entire satisfac
tion, and it could do no better.

It is a steam saver. and also

a water and fuel saver, and gives the engine 30 per cent.
more power.
Yours truly, BERGGREN & ECKHOFF.

Write for our Latest Catalogue and Terms to Agents

Newton Balance Valve Company,
The whole number of acres culti

Uncle Sam Aids Commissioner Earle.

vated being 72 to the average farm
and its entire area being 146 acres,
the whole number of pounds of crops
being 162,213; cost of hauling over
earth roads, $129.41; cost of hauling
over gravel roads, $77.41; cost of

The good roads slogan was not suf
ﬁcient to give Horatio S. Earle the
governorship nomination, but it is
plenty to give him mighty good stand
ing with our Uncle Samuel.
The

hauling over macadam roads, $62.11.
A saving by the gravel roads, $51.97;
a saving by the macadam roads,

entered into co-operation'with Com
missioner Earle in his endeavor to

postofﬁce department

has recently

secure better road conditions.

Let

$67.30.

ters have been sent to local highway
Any farmer may learn what his oflicials in Michigan warning them

savings would be from improvement about bad pieces of road over which
of the roads over which he must the rural mail carriers travel. This
drive if he will use the ﬁgures given little reminder from the postoﬁice de
in this article, and make due allow partment is eﬁective, for the commis
ances for whatever conditions, pecu sioners as well as the farmers know
liar to his own locality, would affect that their mail service may be dis
the results. He may be helped by this continued if the roads are not kept

calculation to decide

whether

he in fairly good condition.

Newton, Iowa

remarkably low.
New York and dirt roads at the very least. With
Pennsylvania have rural routes of the results of this crusade Assistant
pretty nearly the same mileage as Postmaster General DeGraw is great
Michigan, New York having 42,209 ly encouraged. He says that more
miles and Pennsylvania 49,338 miles. money has been spent on highway im
And yet the mileage of macadam in provements during the last year than
New York is 1,627, more than ﬁve during any previous year in the his
times that of Michigan and of Penn tory of rural free delivery. In build
sylvania 2,909, nearly ten times that ing dirt roads General DeGraw
of the Wolverine state.
strongly advocates the use of the road
This great ditference is explained drag. It has been demonstrated that
partially by the fact that those two by its use and by rolling and ditching
Eastern states have had much more excellent roads—smooth and impervi
time to develop their highways. ous to water——can be made at com
Loyal Wolverines will also admit that

paratively small cost.

they are much more rocky than the
The interruption to mail service in
fair peninsular state and have abund Michigan is due as much to heavy
ance of materials with which to build
good roads.

But that is not the only explana

should demand macadam at once or
The department recently called tion. In both New York and Penn
whether gravel roads, or whether the upon the postmaster-s of Michigan, in sylvania the state aid plan has been
present roads, whether they be clay common with other states, to furnish worked out quite fully. New York’s
or sand, will serve his interest and road reports. A compilation of these expenditures since the establishment
those of his neighbors as well.
reports shows that Michigan’s 1,967 of rural free delivery have been
Naturally the farmer may ask; If rural routes cover 48,191 miles of $5,173,065—~three times the expendi
maeadam roads would save $67.30 and road. But further than that so far tures of Michigun—and Pennsylvania
gravel roads would save $51.97 a year as can be learned
the information has spent approximately $6,457,000—

snow in winter as to bad roads dur
ing the spring, summer and fall. For
that reason General DeGraw is en
couraging local highway oﬁicials to
promptly open the roads after a
snow fall and to keep them open.

The activity of the postoﬂice de
partment in the road question is not
at all an invasion of states rights. It
is simply a question of being able to
get the mails around.

This is the

for me, how much should I pay to was none too encouraging.
get such roads at once? He will read

ily see that $67.30 equals six per
cent. on $1,122.00 or $7.68 per acre

for the entire 146 acres that are in
the American farm of average area.

This may justly be regarded
amount that would be added
value of the average farm if
count be taken of any increase

not quite four times the amount spent way General DeGraw expresses the
in
Michigan.
Of the rural route roads only about
policy of the department:
“Uncle
three hundred miles consist of macad
Nor do those states propose to rest Sam is not disposed to be arbitrary
am. And since the establishment of upon this great expenditure. New on the roads question. His interest
rural free delivery Michigan’s total York has sanctioned a bond issue of is simply the interest of his patrons.
expenditure for roads has been ap $50,000,000 for road improvement, Suppose a carrier has a route which
proximately $1,704,436. Since the ru and the state of Pennsylvania has he can just cover in time to catch the

as the
to the ral carriers began business in the
no ac Wolverine state farm values have
in val gone up an average of 16 per cent.,
ue that would surely come from other part of which is fairly attributable
effects of such road improvement.
to road improvement.
These results are in themselves
The returns to the postoﬁice de
enough to make a notable diﬂerence in partment show that Michigan’s mile
favor of such betterment.

gone into a scheme extending over

outgoing mail, providing the roads are

several years and calling for an ex
pcnditure of $9,000,000. Maryland
is also in the state aid class, having
made an appropriation of $8,000,000.
The postot’ﬁce department does not

good. And suppose there is a small
section of the road which causes him
delay. His failure to arrive at the
postoflice on time means that all of

the patrons living on good roads have
lost valuable time on their outgoing
age of macadam on rural routes is but it is making a crusade for good mail. That is unfair and the depart
assume to demand macadam roads,
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Sandwich
Spring shellers
All Sizes---All Capacities. Belted
Mounted and
and Geared.
Down. For Horse, Steam or Gas
Wood or Steel
oline Power.
Mountings, as preferred.
We also make several
styles of Cylinder Shellers

with

capacities

ranging

from 300 to 1200 bushels
per hour.
No Thresherman’s Outfit
is complete without 0. Sand
wich Sheller.
We also make a full line of

Horse and Belt Power

HAY PRESSES

SANDWICH MFG. COMPANY, Sandwich, lllinois
Peoria, Illinois

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Council Bluffs, Iowa

Kansas City, Mo.

Please mention The Review.

ment has nothing else to do than dis
continue the service on the bad sec
tion.”
Through the Bridges.

it could be run out of the ravine by
its own power.
The engineer- was warned by the
snapping wood and jumped before the
machine crashed through the ﬂoor.
*

*

*

One man was perhaps fatally in
The traction Iengine belonging to
jured and another seriously hurt the Farmers’ Threshing Machine Co.,
when a threshing machine plunged of Delavan, 111., fell through a small
through the Atwater Street bridge bridge a few miles north of Delavan.
into a branch of the River Rouge, 15
The engine fell a distance of about
feet below, at Northville, Michigan. eight feet. The engineer was thrown,
Charles Bowman, a helper, received but was uninjured, It required the
injuries which will cause his death. efforts of a gang of men Friday night
He was pinned beneath the water and Saturday before the engine was
tank and his back, chest and shoul taken out and ready to resume thresh
ders were crushed. Edward Thomp
ing.
son, owner of the machine, was bad
*
*
*
ly crushed about the back and chest,
August 13 the Peaiter bridge near
but it is believed he will recover.
Athensville, Ill., gave way, under a
The two men were driving the ma
traction engine, carrying the engi
chine through the town to a farm a
neer with it, inﬂicting injuries from
short distance in the country. Thomp
which he died.
son managed to grasp the whistle of
* * *
the engine, lying on his back, he
‘As John Westhafer, a well known
neath the heavy weight and blew it
threshermen residing in the lower
for 15 minutes before help arrived.
end of the county, was driving his
* * *
traction engine and threshing outﬁt
A traction engine owned by Jacob
across the Deitz bridge, near Camp
Book broke through a bridge in Hop
Hill, says the Carlisle, Pa., Volun
kins township recently, near Sterling,
teer, the structure broke, and sus
Ill. The front wheels passed over the
pended the big machine in mid-air.
bridge in safety, but the bridge was
The bridge is a large wooden struc—
not strong enough to hold the weight
of the machine, and the rear wheels ture, spanning the Conodoguinet north
went through, the rear end of the of Camp Hill, and was erected many
engine falling into the bed of the years ago, even before the large new
creek, a distance of about seven feet. type of traction engines were manu
The front end of the engine remained factured and consequently was not
on the abutments, the engine being in constructed of suﬁicient strength to
withstand the Weight.
an almost perpendicular position.
The engine was about in the middle
It was necessary to excavate to let
the front end of the engine down on of the structure when it gave way,
a level with the rear wheels so that and as the planks broke, the ponder

ous steam wagon was caught by pro
jecting beams and held a few feet
above the water. A force of men
worked all day on Friday and part
of Saturday removing the machine
and the task was a most laborious
one. The engine is badly damaged.
The wreck was reported to the coun
ty commissioners at their meeting.
The bridge will be repaired as soon
as possible.
*

1‘

of Creston, Ohio, John Schull and
Wirt Dulin, of near Canaan, narrow_
ly escaped injury.
The bridge
broke down, and the men, gravel and
team were precipitated to the creek,
12 feet below. The water was four
feet deep, and this probably saved
them from being badly hurt. Be<
sides a good drenching the men and
team escaped with a few slight bruis
es. The wagon was not badly dam

$
*

The threshing machine engine own
ed by the Frifogles, residing near
North Georgetown, Ohio, will not be
in service for several days. While
crossing the bridge over the Mahon
ing River at the Keim farm, near the
Sebring pumping station, the bridge
gave way and the engine turned over
as it fell, and lies in the Mahoning
under the bridge. The horses were
nnhooked from the engine before it
started over the bridge. One of the
men with the engine had his arm
quite badly injured. A peculiar thing
about the accident is how the engine
got through the iron work in the
bottom of the bridge, which was not
broken and is quite close together.—
Salem, Ohio, Reporter-Era.
*

*

5|‘

While Frank Huffman was return
ing home with his threshing machine
the bridge across the Byrket dredge
ditch, near Monticello, Ind., broke
and the engine fell in the ditch up

side down.

Otto Hu'tfman was some

what scalded and Frank Huﬁman was
slightly injured. It was a miracle
the two men were not killed.
*

*

*

While driving over a bridge west

*

=l=

Badly Injured.

\Vill Lind of Zeandale met with a
very serious accident Tuesday after
noon while helping thresh at the Or—
lie McCormick place in Zeandale. He
was looking after the separator when
the self feeder became clogged up and
in an effort to relieve the pressure he
kicked a bundle of wheat to get it
out of the way. B'efore he could re
move his foot from the machine it
was grabbed by the forks and the
heavy shoe which he wore was cut
entirely 05 his foot and run through
the cylinder at the rate of 12,000 rev
olutions a minute, the foot barely es
caping the same fate. The engineer
quickly reversed the engine and but
for this fact Mr. Lind would proba
bly have lost his life. As it was his '
foot was terribly c‘ut, forty or ﬁfty
stitches being required in dressing
the wound. Dr. Moﬁit was called to
take charge of the injured man and
with the aid of Clarence Davis’ auto
mobile, made the trip in thirteen min
utes. He brought Mr. Lind into the
hospital Wednesday and entertains
hopes of saving the foot-Manhat
tan, Kans., Republic.
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Recent Machinery Patents.
890,839, by John N. Brownlee, of
Shubuta, Miss, is an improvement in

the operating mechanism of steam
operated saw mill carriages, fully de
scribed in the speciﬁcations. The ad
vantage of this ingenious method of
mounting the operating lever is that
it permits the engines to be position
ed on either side of the shaft which
actuates the saw mill carriage.
891,132 is an improvement in force
feed lubricators which provides a

AUTOMATIC INJECTORS

very simple, cheap and compact de
vice which forms a complete and in
dependent unit with which other sim

ilar units may be easily and quickly
combined to increase the capacity of
the lubricator, and further to pro
vide each unit with simple and effi
cient means for regulating the
amount of oil delivered and to so con

struct said units that their operation
may be plainly seen. It is the inven
tion of Geo. D. Banta, assignor of
one-fourth each to Harry S. Blumcn
thal and Frank V. Nicol; all of De
troit, Mich.

Are known in every country in the world and wherever sent have given satisfaction.
When properly connected-you open the steam valve and the injector does the rest.
They are so simple they can be operated by a novice.
The last 450,000 Injectors sent out are identical in construction, therefore by sending

“'96
EJECTOR

for any part, an Engineer can repair his Injector whether in the United States
FOR LIQUID ELAVATING
OR SYPHON PURPOSES

or South Africa.
No engineer can afford to equip his boiler with ANY Injector because it is cheap.
Every Injector guaranteed to be as represented.
Send tor "Engineer and Fireman, ’ ’ an 80 page Journal. FREE on application, devoted
to items of interest to engineers. SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS WANTED. 30 per cent
Commission on 500 subscription price. Write for particulars.

PENBERTHY INJECTOR CO.,

Detroit Mich, U. S. A.

S.nd for circular describ‘ni: its many

uses.
BRANCHES:

New York City; London. Eng.

891,137 shows how Olai O. Ber
quam of Grafton, N. D., has design
ed a motor for threshing machines
which includes two separate and in
dcpendently driven shafts, from one
of which motion is transmitted to
the cylinder of the threshing machine
while from the other driven shaft
motion is transmitted to the fan

CANADIAN FACTORY:

Windsor. Ontario.

BAKER Piston Valves
For Traction Engines insure a saving of

25 per cent. of power over D slide valves

They will do this on YOUR Englno

shaft of the threshing machine from

With this valve is introduced for the ﬁrst time a
spring packing ring that will take up every bit of

which motion may in turn be belted
or otherwise transmitted to the feed
ing and cleaning mechanisms and to

wear and yet work satisfactorily under all condi

tions. Our catalogue describes and illustrates tul
ly, and we will send it to any interested thresherman for the asking.
LET US TELL YOU MORE-—ASK.

other parts of the machine, which

will thus be driven independently of
the threshing cylinder, and at a speed
unaffected by the speed of the latter.
891,139,

(two illustrations)

is an

ingenious staybolt arrangement dc
vised by Lewis Barneman of Denison,
Tex. The idea is very plainly shown
in the illustrations.
‘891,255. The object Of- this valve

BAKER I/ALI/E G0.
IIINN.

MINNEA Pous,

PlPHSe Inwvitinrv The Rpv‘nrvv

gear, invented by Ole Holden, Jr., of
Britten, S. D., is to provide and so

improve and simplify the same that
a reversible engine with two cranks
on its shaft and a double acting cyl
inder operating each crank, will need
but one single valve to regulate both
inlet and exhaust.
891,299 relates to pneumatic straw
stackers and has for its object the
improvement of the fan and the
stacker pipe used in such machines.
It is the device of Sherman B. and
Harry W. Smith, of Hamilton, On
tario.

DON’TBUYGAsauna-Bunnies

alcohol engine. superior to any one-cylinder engine, revolutionizin power. its wei t and bulk are half that or h'lngla cylinder answer. with 8mm’ durability. Goo.
Ines to Buy-beau to Run. Qn c k'lf easily‘ started. Vibration rlct all overcome. E‘henply mounted on any wagon. it is a combination portable, stationary or hint-i0.
m., Meagher and 15th at... Chicago. TEAS IS OUR Flli‘TY-FIF'I‘H YEAR.
HE ' EMPLE PU]! 00- ,
engine. 8m roam-“moul—

892,521 is a compound of a dry
for

892,512 contemplates certain

new

and useful improvements in grain

of this ‘character for threshing ma

chines.

It is the invention of Geo.

\V. Flewell of Grandin, N. D.

892,529 is an improved concave
support, whereby the concave or any
section. thereof may be quickly and
readily removed -or replaced. Frank
F. Landis of Waynesboro, Pa., is the

892,278 is a slide valve invented inventor.

by Matthew J. Maloney of Missou

892,565 is a
boiler furnaces
trated in detail in the speciﬁcation, Steele of Sioux
which can be had of the Patent Of the opening of
la, Mont.

ﬁce.

It is described and illus

new and improved recorder, forming

stopping

ﬂues to the -ﬂue sheets.
will be thoroughly separated from
891,884 is an improvement by the the grain at the rear end of the ma
original inventor upon a device for chine by cifective currents of air that
forming belt lacings already patent may be readily controlled or regulat
ed by Leonard Vyne, of Wilkesboro, ed, and the invention has for its ob
N. C.
ject simple and eﬁcient attachments
892,208, by William S. Baird, as

shut oﬁ or cut down, cold air being

thereby prevented from entering the a permanent feature of a saw mill,
leaks in steam apparatus. It is the boiler furnace to interfere with the and arranged to form a permanent
invention. of James N. Hoag, of Glov combustion and to cause contraction record of the amount of board mea
eisville, Mass.
of the tubes and ﬂue sheets with dis sure contained in, the logs sawed by
mixture of chemicals

891,783, by Wm. E. Parkinson, of separating mechanisms or attach
Crown Point, Ind., has for its prin ments for threshing machines, and has
cipal object to provide a novel form particular relation to certain mech—
of fastening means for holding the anisms for insuring that the chat?

signor by mesne assignments to Baird
Corn Husker Co., of Chicago, relates
to that general class of devices
known as harvesters and to that par
ticular class employed for harvest
ing corn by separating the ears from
the standing stalks and the husks.

UNTIL YOU INVESTIGATE
"THE MASTER WORKMAN,“
s two-cylinder gasoline. hormone C

astrous results, relieving the back
pressure on the engine when the ﬁre

door is open and when the boiler is
generating the least steam, eifecting
economies in the consumption of fuel

and aﬁording the ﬁreman more time
in which to spread his ﬁre than he

893,387 is an improvement in feed
ing platforms for shredders, invent
ed by James B. Schuman of Colum
bia City, Ind.
893,864, by Petrus A. C. Nygaard
and John H. Warren, of Jersey City.
and Newark, N. J., relates to an im
proved smoke consumer which is par
ticularly applicable to a locomotive,
and the invention is designed to in

would have if he were compelled to
close the door after putting in each
shovelful of coal. By the use of the
invention, full force of the draft is
automatically restored upon the clus ject air from the atmosphere into the
ing- of the ﬁre door.
smoke box of the engine, and direct
893,028, the device of James E. this air current against or toward the
Smith of El Paso, Texas, relates to end of the boiler so as to retard the
safety devices for steam boilers, of products of combustion while they
that class, wherein when the water are in the ﬂues. sufficiently to cause
reaches a predetermined level, a fuse their complete consumption so as to
block is melted, whereupon the noise eliminate the emission of black smoke
caused by the escaping steam will from the locomotive. This air cur
warn the engineer or ﬁreman that rent in, the smoke box is not direct
the water is at a danger point in the ed into the stack and is not arrang
ed to interfere in any way with the
boiler.

draft regulator for
invented by Gabriel
City, In. By it. upon ‘
892,805, by James W. P. Burdine,
the ﬁre door for any of Lake Arthur, La., relates to saw

purpose, the draft is automatically

the saw mill.

mills, and its object is to provide a

exhaust from the cylinders and its

consequent action on the draft from
the boiler. but is designed to have the

November, 1908.
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nozzles or pipes injecting the air so the practical side of agriculture, ow

disposed that they will not interfere ing to the extensive historical notes
with the current anywhere, except regarding the methods followed in
in the ﬂues of the boiler, as the de the culture of wheat from ancient
lay in the ﬂues will insure the con times to the present. The great age

sumption, by combustion, of the gas of wheat as a tilled crop is impressed
es and the products of combustion upon one when the early history is

from the ﬁre box.
make the inlet ﬂues

He prefers to traced from prehistoric times to the
adjustable so present.

The chapters on transporta

that the amount of atmosphere to tion, marketing and prices should be
be admitted to the smoke box and read by every miller and dealer in
impinged against the ﬁnes of the boil this staple crop, and the practical
er can be regulated.

farmer will ﬁnd in the chapters on

$93,982 is an improved belt stretch improvement, cultivation, harvesting.
er, for holding the belt in position fertilizing, etc., the most up-to-date,

for lacing while in place on the pul- practical information as deduced by
leys, invented by Percy D. Chase of the best investigators.
Coeur D’Alene, I'daho.
The scope of this book will be ap
894,137 is an improvement in bal lpreciated when the following table
ing presses by James \Villiam Ham of contents is carefully studied: 1.
ilton of \V'eatherford, Tex., and it \Vheat grain and plant. 2. Improve
has reference more particularly to ment of wheat. 3. Natural environ
mechanism whereby the plunger with

tnent' 4‘ Qmtivamn' 5' Harvest‘

in the press box may be quickly re mg. 6. Yield and cost of produc
turned to its normal position immedi tion.
7.
Rotation and irrigation.
ately subsequent to its forward eases
8. F 221,312:
t'l.
fell-(1w hlite“
t.
9.
enemiiss
D. -

Milwaukee Corn Husker
and Fodder Shredder or Cutter with Blower,
C0"! Separator and

Bagger’

Steel Gears

Husks Corn Clean and Makes Feed Worth Double that of any

stroke, said mechanism being of a

simple, durable and efficient charac- 11,
ter disposed at points within con 13.
venient access and

constructed

Transportation.
Marketing.

14.

12.

Storage.

Prices.

of Milling. 16. Consumption. 17. Sta

few parts so that it will not readily tistics.

18. Index and Bibliography.
This book is well printed and illus
trated with many line drawings and
full page photographs.
369 pages,
51/2118 inches.
Cloth.
Price, net,
$2.00.
Orange Judd Company, 439

get out of order.

$94,439 is a novel combination
which forms ‘an improved reaper,
which is adapted to cut grain and
deposit the same on the ground in
a windrow. This improved thresh Lafayette Street, New York.
ing machine,‘ or threshing rig, while
independent of said reaper, is espe

Sounds too Good to be True.

cially adapted .for use in conjunction
therewith, and is designed to pick up
from the ground wheat or other grain
deposited in a. windrow, and to thresh
the same under the forward move

That times and conditions are im
proving is amply testiﬁed by the
stories that threshers tell of their en
tertainment by the good housewives
at the farm houses as they go the
ment of the machine or threshing rounds of their work. With the bet
rig.
ter facilities for threshing their stay
As a means for propelling and at one place, barring accidents and
driving the mechanism of the thresh bad weather, is very short. Prepara~
ing machine, a traction engine is tions for their coming is very thor
provided. It is the device of August ough and elaborate. White linen and
Howland, of Wanbay, S. D.
beautiful dishes and ﬂowers are on
894,315, by David Confer, of Can the table which is spread with a bur
istea, N. Y., has relation to new and den of substantials and delicacies
useful improvements in hay presses, that might be mistaken for a wedding
and has for its object the production feast. It would be too much ordina
of a press of this character having rily but the thresherman works early
improved means for

operating

the and late and is hungry as a bear, and

follower and hay feeder and for over
coming the unequal backward recoil
and consequent jarring and vibration
produced thereby in machines of this

eats everything but the ﬂowers.

The “Milwaukee” with sensible safeguards is the safest, strongest, easiest to
operate and best husker made. Our 2, 4 and 6-roll machines for individual farmers
or farmer companies and our 8 and lz-roll machines for large thresherman. Write
today for catalogue.
MANUFACTURED BY

Milwaukee Hay Tool Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Byington Force Feed
Lubricators
Always
Satisfy
Customers

Can any more be said?
Write today foriPrices

Byington Force Feed Lubricator Co. |
Aurora, Illinois

The

good housewife and her neighborly‘

help are neatly attired in lawn dress
es, all ﬁt for an afternoon party and
character.
with their pleasant manners make the’
meal time an enjoyable hour for the
The Book of Wheat.
bustling thresherman.
We don’t
For the ﬁrst time this most im know whether this is always the case,
portant cereal has been treated ex but there are many compliments be-;
haustively in a single volume. This ing said for the good meals which
book comprises a complete study of await the crews wherever they go.
everything pertaining to wheat. It The housewife of today also has the‘
is the work of a student of economic advantage of her predecessors, in
as well as agricultural conditions, more ample means and better facili
well ﬁtted by broad experience in ties for providing for these big occa
She can telephone if she
both practical and theoretical lines to sions.
tell the whole story in a condensed chooses for supplies and for help and

form. A glance at the table of con
tents given below will show that all
phases of the wheat industry have
been treated. The book is written

other Machine

15.

assemble everything to meet her
needs on short order.
She has a

THE BALE TELLS THE STORY
The "Ohio” does something more than merely pushing
the hay through-it does it faster than any other press,
and at the same time makes the most perfect bale you ever saw.
\Vhile you are buying a Press get
the one that has new improvements,

“The Ohio.”
It has Automatic
Block Dropper, Friction Clutch and
frictionless gearing.
Every Press Guaranteed.

range or a gasoline stove, or she may

\Vc also build One and Two Horse
Presses and a full line of Farm Ma

prepare the foods in the ﬁreless cook

chinery.

with a view to completeness and ac er or iceless refrigerator, reducing the
curacy, and at the same time is made toil to a minimum. The hurrah boys

very readable for the beneﬁt of the of threshing day has lost many of its
It is designed for terrors for the housewife and is a
the farmer, the teacher, and the stu perpetual picnic of good eating for
dent as well, and the bibliography the crew.—Fontanelle, Iowa, Observ
which accompanies the book is alone en
worth many times its price to the in
vestigator of any subject connected
Have you a good photograph of
with the culture of wheat. This book your rig, or your engine at other
presents most interesting reading to work? If you have send it to u s for
those not particularly interested in Review illustration. We want such.

The Ohio Cultivator Co.,
Box 200, Bellevuc, O.

>
i

.‘

4

general student.

A LINER AD
in The Review is a sure way of disposing of any machinery, or buy
ing a particular machine or part, getting help or ﬁnding a position.
The expense is small-3 cents a word for each insertion-and the re
sults are sure if there is any kind of demand for what you have to
offer. Try one next month.

i i it
)1 .1

ooFlNo! Slums!
—"r'ﬁ.\f

- ‘ _

CEILING!
The Best and Most

Lasting Covering Made!
Proven by 60 years actual experience-from every stand
point the most economicol covering you can use.

Lightning

Proof!
Fire
Proof!
Water
Proof!

5AMPLES
to Readers of

Review
7
Fill in carefully coupon below. Mail it to Chiciv'o House Wrecking Co., Chicago, at once.
We will send you. free of all cost. samples of the very best rooting. ceiling and siding made.

Many ﬁres originate on shingle mole. The
natural life of a shingle is less than ten years,
besides requiring constant auem‘on' The
quality of shingles grows poorer each year.
I

These samples are large and generous enough to give an idea of the quality of the large
'
'
mm
mm which may we“,
~
Our Galvanized iiusi Proof Booting
is Better than Slate
gr griop aTgos'iqll cn‘rl‘d marina.

Send freselsamples of Galvanized Iron Coverings as ari

Tilreszeionliivws lire absoiuwunliellevljzim
I’ES erme ’
'
nogiiioiié'iro'iﬁgt‘iﬁi address‘
oak-emu"- In
‘
full‘

V

Slate weighs
.
seven times
.
as much and will
.
break from freezing
.
and thawing.
.

Our galvanized rust proof iron (see No. l) is made ofthe very best grade of speciall
ufactured iron sheets. The galvanizing process protects these sheets from rust for alliiiln‘ag.

Excels

Ready

'
Rooflngs

I
In

w
Every

ay 1

thorough
coat of non-corrosive
metals-tin.
lead
and zinc-called
shelter.
made a.
partThis
of each
sheet through
the special dipping
process
employ
ed. This gives
the isheaviest

Compared to ready rooﬁng, whether rubber surface or felt. cost considered,
metal

mzsigiggncgtgdottéagv‘irilzééig:aezesinry‘ggraii‘ny 30222:: vii-"1110310;1 Gatlggnbizezl iron riooﬂrng

rooting will outlast it eight to one.

.
.
covering
buildings
made.

.'
and our.‘ “nh
age’

,'
3. build-hes
.
'ﬂi'
an
Sand
U cooler
uy
mute
Keeps
warmer
in winter
in 8S
summer.r
aPosiil:

tively does not taint your rain water~is never injured by contraction or expansion.

Warm 3" and Sun-

I

Patent. prepared or composition rooﬁngs crack

'
Tar roqﬁngs r0‘ and spoﬂ'

'
Most ready rooﬁngs soften m
the

The)’ slick to Your feet when walked upon‘

o

I

Suitable for Farm ilouses, Barns, Stores, Elevators, iiliy Dwellings, Poultry ilouses, eio.
______—
.
Galvanizing is the life of a metal roof. Our light weight sheets with their
heavy galvanizing give better service. besides saving considerable in freight.

—

—

———

iron). requiring set of tools furnished at low price. Makes
ﬁrst-class covering for any kind of a building.

Do not require painting. Have a mottled. sparkling eﬂcct. pleasing to the eye.

"lud‘mnon no. 4 shows plain

F1,“ sheets

Anrone can lay our galvanized rust proof ccverinvs. Ordinary hatchet or
hammer are the only tools needed. No previous experience required to lay.

(galvanized ms‘ Wool iron» suitable lor many special
3:3111gsmggggieiaggusego‘qtgggpigggztazi

"goth-{Hon 1H0. 1hisbgorrusgslted 1(iralvungizied rugt proof iron). anCall
nroun
tlst e
st.closer
u tab
e for
ac ng.
si ing
or rooﬁng.
orrugntloncovering.
I56 inches apart-inch
than
others.
Makes
a iirmer
and better

rooﬁng. siding or ceiling. It can be soldered.
vagggﬁczglggoqafog)._3311?:ﬁllﬁggﬁlgéﬁfnff,-

mom“ sheet’llluslrlllon
shows only-makes
the "V" Crimped
Rooﬁngwater
(galvanized
rust
proof
iron) suitableIn.
for2rooting
a splendid
tight roof-

siding. Easy to apniy-sultable for stores. etc.
_
pro'g:‘M
imffffffxggqgi‘55E:ﬁl‘gigﬁfffgﬁ'gifilnﬂgg

requires

suitable exterior for buildings of any kind. Easy to ap

V “mks ‘'0 W‘ on"

Illusfratlon lo. 3 shows Standing Seam Rooﬁng (galvanized rust proof

ply. requiring only nails and hammer.

l-5__2 to $3-2_5 PER S UARE!
Our Galvanized Rust Proof
Imn 0ave rmgs
These six galvanized rust proof iron coverings come in
l

. .

Our Semi - Hardened 3Steel Roofing

i‘
II
III

Not an vunized
in addition to this galvanized iron. we have a plain lli‘lM We! “"991
rooﬁng 0' superior quomy- it is ROM for where! Purpose in can be
hinted after it i

)1\ the roof.

IIIII
I

iIIII
3|
III.
In

Sheets when it t ure‘llin. wide and eilhir

sheets 8“ 6 n" long‘ CM] uppls sheet’, 2‘ a and 4 n" 10m“ Flm‘
sheets are 26 in' wide All others 24 in‘ wide' sold by "he

or 8 ft. long. All ‘other patterns are 22 in. wiiie and either ti or 8 ft. long.
Furnished eithcrpslnredor unpainted. Prices mentioned are for sheets

square of 100 square it. nut including lon-

unpainted.Atlocperubnddltlonahwe wlllsupplyit pnlntedredJwosldes.

PRICES AS FOLLOWS:

PRICES AS FOLLOWS:

Flat, per square
.
.
.
.
.
$3.00
Corrugated, all other designs, per sq., 3.25

Flat, per square
.
.
.
.
$l.50
Corrugated, ailother designs, per square, t.75

When ordering mention in! No. 18.

When ordering mention lot No. 10.

SPECIAL FREIGHT PREPAID OFFER!
At above prices we'll prepay freight in full to all points east of Colorado in the United States. except Oklahoma and Texas.
150 per sq. additional for these two states. To all points west of Colorado in the United States 500 per sq. additional.
Send coupon

The biggest and most
liberal p~ovosition

Y ever offered.

FREE SAMPLES!

The above proposition holds good for 30 days only. This does not mean you
must order goods shipped at once. You can make a small deposit on the order

and we will] ship when you are ready to use it. Order must be placed within 30dnys at
above quotations. Prices in the metal business have never been so low. Order promptly.
Mail this coupon to the Chicano House Wrecking Co., Chicago. ill.

We will ship any of this material to any address in
I saw your advertisement in the The Threshermen’s Review.
Send me free of all cost:
1st — Roofing Samples
2ncI—Your Big General Catalog

I
_
I
the United States. C. O. D., subject to (xumination.
upon receipt of 20% of the amount of your order in cash. Balance to be paid when material reaches
destination. You can decide from examination if it cwmes up to representation. If not satisﬁed your
deposit will be refunded and material returned at. our expense.

Bird-Your Furniture Catalog
4th-Your " Book of Plans"

$1,000,000 OUR CAPITAL STUCK IIID SURPLUS is suﬂlcient evidence of our responsi
bility. We want your nquirics on merchandise of any kiIA-I. and churacier. Roonng coverings is but one department, although we

Kind of building . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . . ..

sell more than any concern in the country. direct from mill to consumer. In addition. we are constantly buying complete stocks
of ucvv high-grade goods at SHERIFF'S’, RECEIVERS‘ and MIIIIFIC'I'IIREIIS’ SALES. We carry in stock a full line
of building material. includinu lumbor_, sash, doors, yIQPIth'ﬂ' needed for a building of any kind ~ wire

fOHOII'I_I*I‘IIIGIIiIIOI'Y-‘ISOIII'IO engines and traction outﬁts-furniture and household goods-plumbing
material-heating apparatuo—water works systems-hardware of every kind.
[feeding or sidinaiswantedaiveall dimmeiom.......

About when you crust! to order . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ask for Big Bargain Catalog, No. 813

FREE for the Coupon!
It is a book every wise buyer must have. No matter what you need in your home or on your farm or property. we can save rou
big money through our thousands oi special oiiers quoted at lowest prices of any house in America. The coupon will bring it free.

P.

... ..

.. .. .... ..

D.....................

iiilliiliiii IIUIISE WREGKING 00. W-35"\&|""1 Sl- GIIIGAGII
Go ....
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“WESTERN” FIELD PORTABLE CORN'SHELLER

. ' " :. i"

Better to have bought a “WESTERN” than some
other make and wish you had.
Made in 3 Sizes

Capacity 500 to 2,000 Bushels per hour
Beware of Imitation:

SHELLS AND CLEANS THE CORN PERFECTLY.

Sample machine at our
branch office, Cor. S. Water and Chestnut Sts., Peoria, Ill.

See our new low down Drag, Universal Drive.
at any angle from machine.

Runs

UNION IRON WORKS,
A Soft Coal Fire.
Although the smoke from the do
mestic chimney has been execrated
for the part it has played in the pol
lution of the atmosphere from the
earliest years of the fourteenth cen

tury down to the present day, it is
surprising how crude the ideas are

that exist as to its composition and
the method of its production, says

Prof. Lewis in the Journal of the So
ciety of Arts.

In the open ﬁre the

radiant heat given by the incandes
cent fuel is the heating agent, and
although undoubtedly wasteful in
fuel, owing to the largest proportion
of the heat escaping with the prod
ucts of complete and incomplete oom
bustion up the chimney, still is so far
more hygienic and more comfortable

than any other method of heating
that one would be sorry to see its
place taken by any other form of

Please mention The Review.

DECA TUR, ILLINOIS

nary ﬂue an analysis of the escaping It
during
periodinofthe
combustion
thatis soot
is this
deposited
chimney ‘
products would give an approxima
. ‘
tion to the following:
and appears in quantity in the smoke,
Carbon dioxide

. . . . . . . . . . .0.70

Hydrogen . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . .029

Methane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .036
Carbon monoxide . . . . . . . . . .0._01
Oxygen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19.85

which now consists of tar, vapor, ,
soon, water vapor, products of com-,
bustion, and excess of air, together

The best bar

' installer}
"
"v r” l-

murmur

c. E. SCANLUN, iollat, Ill.

sm m umm

’ lllEii imilﬁ

with the residual nitrogen from that
portion of the air which has been
Can be made proﬁtable if the
used in the combustion, and also par
Nitrogen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79.79
right kind. of machinery is and.
ticles
of
ash
sucked
up
by
the
draft
‘
'- n" 'I'III III-‘I III‘
During this period of smoke pro
lead for catalogue.
duction no soot is formed, and the in the chimney.
As time passes on the ﬁre burns BOO-IR l. Boaeualrr Pelee O0.
physical properties of the cloud of
810 West later it. luau... I. Y.
vapor form an interesting study, as it clear, the amount of time becoming ,
explains one of the secrets of the extremely small and consisting chief
lasting power of smoke and the way ly of carbon monoxide, and practical
Ell-hushed 1 I85
in which it acts. A puﬁ of such smoke ly smokeless combustion is attained. ,
blown through a small glass cell illu Until more coal is fed on no further
A ‘ s1 Chesapeake
Stitched
minated from below by oxy-hydrogen pollution of the atmosphere takes
or are light, and examined under a place, while the clear ﬁre radiating;
low power microscope, reveals the out the heat given by the combustion
fact that this form of smoke consists of the incandescent carbon is doing:
I Thrasher
of excessively minute vesicles, which more heating work than at any other
are in a marvelous condition of mo period.
In order to overcome the trouble of
tion, and which will remain ﬂoating
Bolting
in the stream of air or gas until im smoke while using solid fuel, many

heat production, in spite of the eco~
nomic advantages of central heating
systems, or slow combustion stoves. pact with a solid surface causes a forms of grate have been suggested,
With the ordinary grate, using bi bursting of the little liquid envelope, the most successful of them being de
tuminous coal, the production of forming a microscopic drop of tar on pendent upon the principle of feed-‘
smoke means a waste of fuel, but the solid against which it has struck, ing the fresh fuel to the bottom of the
ﬁre instead of to the top, so that as =
great as this is in the aggregate, it and liberating the contained gases.
is small as compared with the other
This period is the one in which the the tar, hydrocarbon vapors,’ and
losses due to actions taking place in most serious waste takes place, as steam distil out from the coal, they
the ﬁre itself, and loss of heat es not only is the greatest amount of have to pass through a mass of in
caping up the chimney. When bitu heat being rendered latent by the dis candescent carbon above, which de-.
minous coal is fed on to the burning tillation out of the coal of these prod composes the complex tar vapors into ‘
ﬁre, the action which takes place is ucts, but you also have them' escaping simple hydrocarbons. These are then
practically the same as that occur
unburned up the chimney. After a completely burned up on reaching the .
ring during the distillation of coal, period, which varies in length accord fresh air supply at the top of the
and it is during this period that a ing to the amount of coal which has fueL
The fact, however, that any special ‘
very large proportion of the heat. been fed on to the ﬁre, sui’ﬁcient heat
latent in the coal is lost, owing to ﬁnds its way to the top of the fuel to form of grate would require the re
the amount taken up in decomposing ignite some of the escaping vapors,_ moval of the old type and introduc
the coal and converting the volatile and the bright illuminating ﬂame is tion of the new, has been suﬂicient to
portions into vapors and gases. Dur
then formed above the surface of the prevent any success in such direc
ing this period you have the coal, ﬁre. This ﬂame radiating a consider tions, and what is really needed to
heated by the ﬁre from below and able amount of heat owing to the in make smoke prevention a practical
comparatively cool above, distilling candescent particles within it, the possibility is the introduction of fuel
.off tar vapors, coal gas and steam, in waste ceases to be as great as before, which could in every way be treated
about the same proportions as they but a large amount of vapor will be like coal, which would be as easy to
are emitted during the destructive noticed to be still escaping unburned, ignite, would burn with a cheerful
distillation in the gas works. In the owing to some of the hydrocarbons ﬂame, and would in reality commence
early stages, the surface of the fuel being so diluted by steam and the its combustion just at that period
being too cool to lead to their igni cold air sucked in over the surface of when in a ﬁre the smoke has ceased
tion, they escape as vapors up the
chimney, mingled with anything from

V

the ﬁre as to stop their combustion.

Unsurpassed for strength. traction
power and durability.
Made from
the heaviest weight of duck.
All
goods fully guaranteed.
For sale by all reliable dealers.
Ianulaelund by

The iihnsapnalu Bolting company
Baltimore, Md.
Please mention The Review.

HANSON POSITIVE
FEED LUBRICATOR

and the ﬁre burned clear.

If now the ﬂames themselves be
I have always been strongly of‘
eight to thirty thousand cubic feet watched, it will be seen that they be opinion that the only way in which
of air per hour, according to the come red and lurid toward the top, the smoke problem could be solved
draft in the chimney. In an ordi and are emitting particles of carbon. was in stopping the direct combus-_

Automatic Stop, Automatic Alarm. Hardened
Pawls. Long Life.
“No! how cheap, but
how Good" is our motto.

JOS. HANSON,

lnwood, 10W.

Please mention The Review.
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Put a Gould Balance Valve in Your Engine and Get Rid of Your Troubles
INCREASE OF
POWER.
pulling

the

."Have

more

power

now

We have helped these men-why not help you?

with 80 lbs. of steam than

same

the

common

slide

valve.—Nuese

“I use from one to one
and a half tanks less wa
ter than with the common

slide valve.—W. G. Haws, Kenesaw, Neb.”
“My I3 H. P. engine has
one of the ﬁrst valves put
out and has had at least three years’ service
threshing and sawing lumber, and there is no
perceptible wear, only a good polish on cover
where the rings rub. As far as real wear is
concerned it looks like it will last one hundred
steady use.—A. W.

Hiatt,

East

write us for catalog and printed matter. Agents wanted
WARNING. All persons are hereby warn
ed against purchasing or using any valve in
fringing on the patents owned by the Gould

Peru,
Balance Valve Co., and purchasers and users

Iowa."

EASY TO AT
TACH.

of such valves will render themselves liable to
the undersigned for infringement.

“I put the valve on my
engine in less than one
hour, and have never had

occasion to take it off or alter it in the least.—
I. M. Collard. Wimbledom. N. Dak.”

tion of bituminous coal in grates and

furnaces, and in employing the gas
works of the country to convert it
into gaseous and solid fuel, both of
which would give smokeless combus
tion, at the same time extracting in
useful form those volatile products
which, in the manufacture of gas,
yield tar, but in the stove or furnace

Gould Balance Valve Company
KELLOGG, IOWA

men for the economical use of coal:
1. Enginemen and ﬁremen must
work together so as to save coal and
reduce smoke.
2. Enginemen and ﬁremen when

taking charge of a locomotive must
see that the ﬁre, grates and ashpan
are in good condition so as to prevent
engine failures on the road.

"Eccentric runs noiseless,
which is a great comfort
to the one running. which
alone is worth the money it costs-F. P. Mer
cer, Conway ‘Springs, Kansas.”
PREVENTS
“Last year I had to clean
PRIMING.
out my boiler every three
days and then I could hardly
keep her from foaming, and it was a hard job
to keep steam.

—I. W. Buller, Hillsboro. Kansas.”

7.

of

these

defects

will

BIG PROFIT
‘1

Before the throttle is closed, boiler when not working locomotive

In snwmi lumber with our up
'

engine earning money

-

the blower must be used and the door to full capacity; also by using the
placed on the latch. Firemen must injector to avoid the safety valves
stop ﬁring long enough before steam blowing 011".
is shut off to prevent smoke and
18. Coal should be saved by
always working the locomotive (ex
waste of coal.
8.

alltho year. Nowio the
time to buy when the

.

i a» 3.

..

,'- _, riceoflumboris high.
' '‘ on’tmlaa theohance of
a
lifetime
to at rich.
Wri
to for troedgatoloano
B and prices.

R. R- HOWELLGCCL, MinneapolinMinn.

Dead spots in the ﬁre must be cept when starting) with a full throt

tle when the cut-01f is one-quarter of
the stroke or greater; but if one
quarter cut-off with full throttle
gives more power or speed than is

A Poolﬂvo Automatic
Forco Food lubricator

needed, the reverse lever should be

It to guaranteed to save

left at one-quarter cut-01f and the

60 per cent in oil over a

that has mod the moot lover-o touts nndortho
moot tryinl conditions.

THE STERLING
ltlht food lubricator.

throttle partially closed as needed.

Convicts to be Set at Work.

Following the suggestion of John
10. The waste of steam at safety
L. Leonard, presiding judge, says the
valves must be avoided. One shovel
St. Joseph, Mo., News and Press, the
full of coal is required to make the
county court has decided to begin to
steam that escapes from the safety
work the county prisoners on the
valve in one minute.
county roads as soon as the neces
11. The sprinkling hose attached
sary wagons, implements and guards
to the injector must be used fre
can be provided.
quently to keep down dust on the
The court has manifested sporadic
footplate and in the cab, and to wet
bursts of interest in the proposition
coal in the tender.
However, too
to use the county prisoners in such
much water on the coal should be
work but its plans were never crys

3. Enginement must include in
their reports on M. P. Form 62 all avoided, as to some extent this prac
defects causing leaks of steam or wa tice is the cause of lines stopping up. talized until recently, when, after en
listing the aid of Prosecuting Attor
ter in any part of the locomotive, as
12. Goal must not be allowed to
repairs

With your valve it is hard to

make her foam and steams a whole lot easier.

; tu-duto Saw Mills. Keep your

avoided when running with throttle
closed, as this frequently causes ﬁnes
to leak.
instructions for the Economical Use of
9. The grates must be shaken as
Coal.
often as is necessary to clear the ﬁre
The following instructions, which of ash and clinker in order to admit
we reprint from
The Locomotive sufficient air, and in such a manner
Firemen’s Magazine, have been is as to avoid the loss of good ﬁre.
sued by the general superintendent Care should be taken to place the
of the motive power of the Pennsyl grates level after each operation.
vania Railroad to engineers and ﬁre

RUNS NOISE
LESS.

book, and when on sidings, in yards, comotive regularly, and by taking
advantage of every opportunity to ﬁll
at terminals or before starting.

form smoke.

the

the

miles and the valve gear was running just the
same as if it had plenty of 0il.—~O. F, Hall,
New Murdock, Kansas.”
EASE OF HAND- “It is worth the price
LING.
alone in the ease of hand
ling the engine.—M. E.
Albaugh, Thurston, Neb."

DURABILITY.

years

me with

ratchet wheel on the oil pump and run 3%

Bros, Gilman, Iowa.”
SAVING IN WA
TER.

to

old valve gives me no trouble now.—R. A.
Horn, Glasco, Kansas.”
SAVING IN OIL. "We save 75% of our oil
bill.—Frank Erxleben, Wayne. Neb.”
“I was on the road one night and lost the

SAVINGIN FUEL. “We are saving 500 lbs.
of coal a day over last
with

"My valve gear, which
was a great source of an
noyance

I had last year with 130.
machine-Bert Barrows,

Cambridge, Neb.”

year

SAVING ON
VALVE GEAR.

I. BAUDER,

Sterling, III.

Pleue mention The Review.

ney C. F. Keller, it was learned that
collect or remain on the footplate, but

a statute makes it mandatory upon
avoid loss of coal.
should be swept into the coal space
4. The burning of bituminous of tender, and not out on the tracks. the county court to work prisoners
whenever more than ten persons are
coal in a locomotive requires air,
13. Engines must not be brought
which must be admitted through the into terminals with a dead ﬁre, which conﬁned in the county jail at one
time.
grates and through the ﬁre door.
will cause lines to leak; nor with too
“Things have reached a point
Smoke means waste of coal and heavy a ﬁre, which will cause waste
where we must take the men out on
must be avoided.
of coal.
the roads,” said Judge Leonard. “I
Large quantities of coal placed in
14. When banking or cleaning
took some friends through the jail
the ﬁrebox at one time cool down the
ﬁres, the blower should be used as
last Saturday, and I found out that
ﬁre, cause smoke and waste coal;
lightly as possible. After the ﬁre has
there were eighty men and two wo
small quantities at regular intervals
been cleaned of ash and clinker, the
men locked up over there. Now that
will keep the ﬁre bright, prevent
clean ﬁre must be placed at the front
will never do. They cost us 50 cents
smoke and take less coal to keep up
end of the grates and maintained in
steam pressure.

good condition.
Lumps of coal should be broken in
15. When cleaning ﬁres or with a
banked
ﬁre, excessive use of the in
5. A bright and level ﬁre over the
whole grate must be carried when jectors must be avoided, as this will
ever possible. When a. sloping ﬁre is result in injury to the ﬁnes.

pieces not larger than three inches.

a day each for food, about $1,000 a
month, and we must adopt some way

of making the jail self-supporting. It
is too great a drain on the taxpayers

of Buchanan County. We have con
sidered this matter of working the

16. The overloading of tenders at men before, but we didn’t know until
coaling stations must be avoided, to just now that we are compelled un
at the door than is necessary.
6. To prevent smoke and to save prevent the danger and waste from der the law, to work them. There is
nothing left for us to do but to ar
coal the ﬁre door must be placed on coal falling of.
or against the latch after ﬁring coall 17. Coal can be saved by the prop range for the wagons and tools, and
or using the scraper, slash bar or .er use of the injector in pumping lo the guards.”
used, no more coal should be banked

Delivers oil in any position at
the First Stroke.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

MAPLE CITY MFG. CO.
607-13 South First Street

Monmouth, Ill.
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THE PICKERS

THE
K E YS T O N E
SHELLER

on the Keystone
Sheller pick the
kernels singly and
sidewise from the
ear, requiring less
power than any
other shelling de
vice.

has no sieves,
eliminating unnec
essary jarring,
shaking of sieves,
clogging and dead
centers

KEYSTCNE CCRN SHELLERS
It is just as important to sheller men as to farmers

any other sheller of the same size. Keystone shellers will

who have corn to shell that the sheller does good work in

shell the kernels from the cob in all conditions of corn,

all conditions of corn.

Conditions of corn are seldom the

same any two years, and a sheller to successfully han

clean the shelled corn, will not crack the kernels to any
extent, and will deliver unbroken and unscored cobs.

dle corn must be equipped with devices which will allow

Keystone corn shellers are made in 6, 4 and z-hole

the shelling mechanism to adapt itself to these conditions.

sizes, mounted, unmounted and down, and in small sizes

Keystone corn shellers are equipped with devices to

facilitate the shelling of corn under any condition.

for hand power.
Call on the local agent and consult with him about

Not

only this, but the mechanism is so constructed that it re

the many points of merit found on these shellers. Write

quires less power to do the same amount of work than

for illustrated catalog.

INTERNATICNAL HAIR/ESTER COMPANY CF AMERICA
(INCORPORATED)

CHICACC

U- S. A.

hired hand at the barn door or be anything else and in 1866 took up ag
neath the wind mill. To those who riculture in Washington County,
know how wise an agriculturist Oli and seeded 2,500 acres.
ver Dalryrnple was and how carefully
Nine years later he turned his at

First Bonanza Farmer.
But one man in the United States,

says the New York Sun, ever had 600
men and 600 horses working on his

he watched

of his tention to Dakata, then a vast unpeo
great farm it is easy to understand his pled plain.
The Northern Paciﬁc
success as a bonanza farmer.
Railroad was extended to Bismarck
There were two Dalrymples of the in the year 1875, and between Bis
same sort, Oliver and W. F. They marck and Fargo there wasn’t a mile
were brothers and came west from of railroad track or a dwelling.
Pennsylvania
in 1855. They were of
Dalrymple, with the instinct of the
\

farm, using 150 gang plows that turn
from three to eighteen furrows at a
time, seventy gang drills, ope hundred
ﬁfty self binding harvesters and
twelve steam threshing outﬁts, and
shipped two'trainloads of wheat ev
ery day in the threshing season. That
man died the other day at Casselton,
twenty miles west of Fargo, N. D. He

the

cultivation

from the Northern Paciﬁc Railroad
and from the United States Govern
ment 75,000 acres of land in the Red

River Valley. Part of this land he
acquired for himself, and of the rest
he was half owner, the other proprie
tors being Gen. G. W. Cass, then the
president of the Northern Paciﬁc
road; B. P. Cheney of Boston, and J.

L. and E. B. Grandin, of Pennsylva
ma.
The lands were ‘paid for in Indian

scrip and railroad stock at par, and
in that way cost from 40 cents to $3
an acre. The same lands are worth

was Oliver Dalrymple, and his won
derful farm, which for many years
contained 30,000 acres and at the
time of his death 17,000, was cele~

on an average $25 an acre now, but

brated abroad as well as in this coun

this rise of price could only be guessed
at in the day when Dalrymple made

try.

his ﬁrst big deal.

Few people then believed that the

Dalrymple was the original bonan
za farmer and he demonstrated thel
value in dollars and cents of the com—

.Red River Valley land had any partic

ular agricultural value. Mr. Dalrym
ple had said that in the spring of 1876
a large portion of his farming proper

bination of the science of agriculture .
and modern business methods. Know- 1
ing how to get the best seed, how it =
should be planted under various con- ,

ty was under water and on a windy
day the whitecaps rolled over the

broad expanse with suﬁicient force to
swamp a small boat.
But the Dalrymples and the Gran

ditions, how the crop should be culti- ‘
vated and how to market it to best
advantage, he sat in his late years in

his central office and by telephone re
ceived reports daily from each of the

dins were convinced even then of the

value for agricultural purposes of the
rich black soil of the now famous val

six divisions into which his farm was

out up for administrative purposes
and gave directions to the division su

perintendents and their foremeu.
Even when he left the central of
ﬁce in Casselton and went to his beautiful home on Summit Avenue, St.
Paul, he kept in close touch with all
parts of his wide domain and more
than once gave from there such directions to ‘his superintendents on the

ley, and Dali-_vmple said that whether
the surrounding country should re
' main unsettled or not it would com
true pioneer, scented a rich future for mand a price above $20 an acre be
the Western prairies and induced his ' fore many years. _
Without delay he set out to demon
friend E. B. Grandin to go and spy
out,the land. Grandin looked over l strate his faith in the future-of the
some sections of Dakota carefully plains and for ﬁve years he broke
and sent back word for Dalrymule to 6.000 acres each year. Practically all
of the 30,000 acres was put into
come on.
1n 1875 and 1876 Dalrymple bought ' wheat. Of this farm Mr. Dalrymple

IN SASKATCHEWAN WITH A HART-FARR.

Scotch parentage, and most can ny
farmers.
Oliver, who was 78 when he died,
settled in Faribault, Minn, when he
was 25 and practised law and engaged
in a loan and land business. He be
I came convinced that there was more
farm as the small farmer gives to his 1 money to be made out of the soil than
i
l
‘;
,
‘,
‘
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owned three-fourths and he was the

Historic Forest Fires.

general manager.

The terrible work of the ﬂames
The necessity of dividing the farm which have burned over and destroy
into administrative and working sec ed hundreds of thousands of acres of
tions was apparent to Dalrymple from timber and property to the value of
the outset. He made each of his su millions in the Lake States, recalls to

perintendents directly responsible for memory other great forest ﬁres which
the working of 2,500 acres and each have attained historic importance.
superintendent, ﬁnding that the exec

The “Hart” Oil Pump
Automatic Force Sight Feed

“MODEL B”
Special Traction Engine Type

One of the earliest of these was the

utive business required all of his great Miramichi ﬁre of 1825. It be
time, appointed foremen, who made gan-its greatest destruction about one
the rounds of the ﬁelds on horseback. o’clock in the afternoon of October

SINGLE FEED

DOUBLE FEED

Each headquarters was connected 7 of that year, at a place about 60

with the central oﬁ‘ice at Casselton miles above the town of Newcastle,
by telephone and the central oﬁice on

the

Miramichi

River,

in New

was connected with the telegraph of Brunswick. Before ten o’clock atI
ﬁce at the railroad station. Each di ‘night it was 20 miles below Newcas
vision was equipped with its own set tle.

In nine hours it had destroyed a

of workmen,‘ teams and machinery. belt of forest 80 miles long and 25
Although the land is so level as to miles wide. Over more than two and
require much less machinery and pow one-half million acres almost every
er to operate than the ordinary farm,
there were, as noted, 150 gang plows,
70 gang drills, 150 self binding har
vesters and 12 extra large threshing

outﬁts.

living thing was killed.
Even the
ﬁsh were afterwards found dead in

heaps on the river banks. Five hun
dred and ninety buildings were burn

The 12 threshing outﬁts each ed, and a number of towns. including

turned out from 2,000 to 2,500 bush
els of wheat a day, and when thresh
ing began on the Dalrymple farm the
railroad company provided two spe

Newcastle, Chatham and Douglas
town, were destroyed. One hundred
and sixty persons perished, and near
ly a. thousand head of stock. The

cial trains a day to haul the grain loss from the Miramichi ﬁre is esti
away as it was ready.

mated at $300,000, not including the
It took from 500 to 600 harvest value of the timber.
In the majority of such forest ﬁres hands to do the work, and though
many wheat farmers in the Dakotas as this the destruction of the timber
have trouble in getting men for the is a more serious loss, by far, than
few weeks of hard, fast work in the that of the cattle and buildings, for
harvest season, the Dalrymple farm it carries with it the impoverishment
usually had an adequate supply of of a whole region for tens or even
labor, for Dalrymple’s way of dealing hundreds of years afterwards. The
with his men was well known among loss of the stumpage value of the tim
the great gangs that garner the crops ber at the time of the ﬁre is but a
in this section. The Dalrymples and small part of the damage to the
the Grandin Brothers divided their neighborhood. The wages that would

PERFECT LUBRICATION means the greatest amount of
lubrication with the least quantity of oil.
THAT REQUIRES an automatic, positive, reliable and uni
form feed of oil

Of JUST THE RIGHT QUANTITY
In JUST THE RIGHT PLACE
- At JUST THE RIGHT TIME.
The “HART" OIL PUMP gives just such a feed.
A DISCHARGE OF OIL AT EACH AND EVERY
STROKE OF THE ENGINE.
Has all the desirable and necessary features, making it in all
respects the Best and most Satisfactory.
Write for descriptive catalog—full information and prices.
Mnnuiaclured by

Sherwood Manufacturing Co.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

joint holdings about seven years ago have been earned in lumbering, added
and the Dalrymples gradually reduc to the value of the produce that
ed the magnitude of their operations would have been purchased to supply
and sold portions of their land. W. the lumber camps, and the taxes that

F. Dalrymple died several years ago
and since that time Oliver still fur
ther reduced his holdings until last
year he had but 17,000 acres in the
Red River Valley. Not all of this is
sown to wheat now, for Dalrymple
had begun to rotate his crops to re

vitalize the soil.
The twenty-ﬁve years which Oliver
Dalrymple spent as a resident of St.

Paul didn't change him from a farm
er. He always insisted that he was
such, and those who called him a cap'
italist or a captain of industry of

A Combination That Wins

would have been devoted to roads and ' The combined SCREW FEED FLUE EXPANDER
other public improvements, furnish a and CUTTER will do the work in one-half the time that
the old style expander will do it. It will cut off a ﬂue in
much truer measure of how much,
sooner or later, it costs a region when

side the sheet, trim it on the outside to the proper length
for beading and can be changed in two minutes time to a

its forests are destroyed by ﬁre.
perfect expander and roll your ﬂues. No hammer is used.
The expansion is done by screw pressure and with the
was still more severe than the Mi
ratchet movement. Every engine owner should have one,
ramiehi. It covered an area of more
as it will pay for itself in time saved in cutting out one set
than 2,000 square miles in Wisconsin,
of fines.
‘
and involved a loss in timber and oth
Write for catalogue giving full description of this magic
er property, of many millions of dol
tool.
lars. Between 1,200 and 1,500 per
sons perished, including nearly half
:71
the population of Peshtigo, at that Ditch Adjustable
‘snows-pm "Mum-*1
The Peshtigo ﬁre of October, 1871,

fended him. He was a man of retir time a town of 2,000 inhabitants.
ing disposition and modest manner, Other ﬁres of about the same time
and often declared that he was hap were most destructive in Michigan.
piest when he was at Casselton or A strip about 40 miles wide and 180

Sieve Co.

riding across his expansive ﬁelds and miles long, extending across the cen_
talking with his men about the thing tral part of the State, from Lake
which had occupied so large a part Michigan to Lake Huron, was devas

of his life and brought him great tated. The estimated loss in timber
was about 4.000,000,000 feet board
riches—the production of wheat.
measure, and in money over $10,000,

000.00.

Several hundred persons per

ished.
A peculiar accident happened to
In the early part of September,
the threshing machine operated by 1881, great ﬁres covered more than
Mr. Price in JoDaviess recently, says 1.800 square miles in various parts of
the Blue Earth, Minnesota, Post. A Michigan. The estimated loss, in prop
team belonging to James Gormau erty, in addition to many sundred
was standing along side the separa thousand acres of valuable timber,
tor and was using that part of its was more than $2,300,000. Over 5,000
anatomy which nature intended in persons were made destitute, and the
ﬁghting ﬂies. In some unaccounta number of lives lost is variously esti
ble manner the horse’s tail was mated at from 150 to 500.
caught on the cylinder belt. and be
The most destructive ﬁre of more
sides injuring the horse to the extent recent years was that which started
of its dying a few days later the cyl near Hinckley, Minnesota, September
inder was forced from its bearings 1, 1894. While the area burned over
was less than in some other great
and otherwise damaged.

Th Best Mill for EU“
All Kinds of Work
Our mill attracts custom
ers for the threshermen or
farmer who wants to make

his engine earn more money.

Grinds the highest grade
cornmeal,

rye,

graham,

buckwheat and wholewheat flour.

Also produces the

smoothest, most nourishing stock feed.
Old fashioned mill stones, not cheap iron grinders. Lasts a lifetime
without repairs. Intensely simple. Easily kept in order. No break
downs. Low ﬁrst cost. Fully guaranteed. W'nte for “Book on Mills.’

Nordyke & Marmon Co., (Established 1851) Indianapolis, Indiana
1236 Kentucky Avenue.

America's Leading Flour Mill Builders.

Two men can run it.

ﬁres, the loss of life and property was of life would have been much great
very heavy. Hinckley and six other er.
towns were destroyed, about 500 lives
This ﬁre was all the more deplora
were lost, more than 2,000 persons ble, because it was wholly unneces
were left destitute and the estimat sary. For many days before the high
ed loss in property of various kinds wind came and drove it into uncon
was $25,000,000.00.
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Record. 3 tons in one hour.

Big Profits Aulo-Fedan Hay Press-Three Stroke
Bating Hay
Smooth lJnlvs_1-ii\\' ilrufhuutolunllcfm, tree

Inﬁll-Mien gun-mood. Ask foruitalol 44
Auto-Fedora Ml] Pne- 0a., Topeka, K...
-“
Or 1521 W. 12th Street. Kansas City, Mo. 4 .

Except for the trollable fury, it was burning slowly

heroic conduct of locomotive engi close to the town of Hinckley, and
neers and other railroad men the loss could have been put out.
Sold with or with
out elevator.
For

crushing

and

grinding Ear-corn, Kat

The New Farmer.

ﬁr-in-the-head, and all
kinds of grain.

The New Farmer is as real as the United States as in each case may be
New Woman, and, mayhap, as won desirable, having due regard to the
derful. Uncle Sam always has been varying conditions and needs of the
a farmer, as all the world knows. respective states and territories.

Built in seven sizes,

from 2 to 25 h. p. and
especially adapted for

But in the last decade or two both he
Some stations issue two sets of
and the world are learning things bulletins, one popular, practical and

use with thresher en
gines.

about his farmer powers that they brief, the other elaborate and scien
never knew before. He is, in fact, tiﬁc. More than 600,000 farmers are
only discovering himself and his won on the mailing lists of these stations.
derful farm, discovering himself Nearly a thousand men are on the

with the aid of science and inven
tion, agricultural colleges, argicul
tural experiment stations, agricul
tural explorers, an agricultural de
partment, weather bureau, bureau of
animal industry, bureau of plant in
dustry, and sundry other aids and ed
ucations which make of him a gentle

_\ \

staffs of the stations, among them
some of the foremost practical sci

mention

they help him eradicate the insects
from his crops and orchards;

they

give free expert opinion on the char
acter of the soil or the healthfulness
of a water supply; they test a cer
tain food which has fallen under sus

picion;

they answer letters on a

thousand topics.

under which the threatened disaster
logically falls takes the ﬁrst train to
kota station has added $100,000,000 the infected region. It may be that
to the wealth of that state alone, he can at once prescribe a remedy,
largely through the experimental or, failing that, he may make the con

GUARANTEE
The Ruth Feeder is guaranteed to feed any make
or size of Separator to its fullest capacity without slug
’ng the cylinder or loosening a spike, and to do better
ceding than any feeder manufactured by any other
company.

orate preventives for another season.
Now and then farmers, fruit grow
ers, and ,their associates make spe

Perfectly Governed with Pickering Governor.

cial excursions to the station, when
its practical workings are explained

Rapidly Running Feeder Cylinder and Slow

by the experts in charge.

Running Retarder Prevents Absolutely any
The stations have done incalcula

mals; the diseases to which they are ble service to the farmers, often in
severally subject, with the remedies a negative way, by showing, for ex

for the same; the chemical composi
tion of useful plants at their diﬁer

‘

ditions his special concern and elab

nal research or verify experiments'

on the physiology of plants and ani

lTHE RUTH FEEDER

farmer and his immediate problems;

In a single ‘decade the North Da

ally are aﬁiliated with the state uni
versities or agricultural colleges,
whose faculties supply the station
staﬁs. Their duties, as prescribed by
the government, are to conduct ‘origi

Revlow.

entists of the United States, and all

ments is $1,500,000, equivalent to only
In cases of urgent_need, a threat-~
about 50 cents an inhabitant a year, ened insect pest, or disease among‘
while the return on the investment vegetables, fruit or cattle, the apes
from a purely business point of view
cialist in charge of the department
is beyond all ordinary percentages.

work of the station in the develop
ment of cereals. The stations gener

The

of them picked men. They conduct
original research in the physics,

chemistry, botany, geology, meteorol
ogy, agronomy, horticulture, forest
ry, physiology of men and animals,
man and make of his work a ﬁne art. veterinary science, animal industry,
Mr. W. S. Harwood, who has ex dairying, rural engineering, and oth
plored the wonderland of the new ag er related varieties of knowledge.
riculture and traced the renaissance Many give ﬁrst aid to the perplexed

of farming from its wonderful be
ginnings to its more marvelous end
ings, says there are sixty state agri
cultural experiment stations, one in
each state‘ and territory, and in sev
tral states two, one in Alaska, one in
Hawaii.
The annual amount appropriated
by the national and state govern

.

B. N. P. BOWSHEI
COMPANY,
soura BEND. INDIANA

slugging 0t Separator.

ample, an analysis of soils, that they
not LOO-‘5811 a Tooth in a Season's Run.

must cease planting certain things
ent stages of growth; the compara- . because of soil exhaustion sure to
tive advantages of relative cropping follow their continuous cropping.

as pursued under a varying series of Again they will show that certain
crops; the capacity of new plants customary fertilizers are utterly val
for acclimatization; the analysis of ueless, or that the percentage of fer
soils and water; the chemical compo tility they add is in no way commen
sition of manures, natural or artﬁ surate with their cost. The station
cial, with experiments designed to may show the farmer how to make
test their comparative
effects
on at home with perhaps one-twentieth

crops of diﬁerent kinds.

of the expense a fertilizer which will

The experiment stations also study do far better service.
The ‘Visconsin station has revolu
the adaptation and value of grasses
and forage plants; the composition tionized the dairying industry.

IMPROVED SEPARATOR'S WORK.
Holland, Manitoba, Jan. 28, 1907.
Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder Company,
Newton, Iowa.

Dear Sirs:—l like the Ruth Feeder I bought of you last
fall. I am very much pleased with it, indeed, and only
wish I had got one long ago.
I would have no other
feeder on my separator, which has done better work than
it did before I used the Ruth.

Yours truly,

T. BUDD.

Parsons Band Butter and‘ Sell Faedar to.

and digestibility of the different
Dr. S. M. Babcock has invented the
kinds of foods for domestic animals; Babcock test for butter fat, which
the scientiﬁc and economic questions provides a simple, cheap and perfect
involved in the production of butter way for ascertaining the amount of
and cheese; and such other research butter fat in milk witl.out waiting

PARSONS mm“ MANUFACTURING CO. I all“ Agents for Canada, wmIPBG. MAI.

es or experiments bearing directly for the cream to rise or for the milk

Please mention The Review.

on the agricultural industry of the to be separated from the cream.

Newton, lows, U. S. A.
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Wilbur J. Fraser, chief of the dai
ry husbandry department of the Illi

agricultural college the young man
learns how to make every implement
nois Experiment Station, after seven used on the farm, be it wood, iron,
years’ experience in conducting a or steel, and how to make the tools
sanitary dairy at the University of that make the implements. He learns
Illinois, declares that the consumer how to ‘repair at his home made forge
has a right to demand that the milk a mower, a plow, a harvester, or

Time to Buy
CREAM

delivered him shall have a certain what not. He learns how to care for
known composition which is uniform his machinery, in important item
from day to day.

By the Babcock when the American farmers spend a
hundred millions
of dollars every

test the producer can tell, if he will,
precisely how much butter fat his
milk contains and label his bottles
to correspond. Every quart of milk
sold could be brought under this test

year in buying machines. He learns
how to breed stock in the most pro
ﬁtable and humane fashion, and he

NOW

learns how to care for his horses.

and the health of all users of milk He learns how to care for fruit trees;

safeguarded.

Although Dr.. Babcock how to plant and prune and graft;

There never was a better time to buy the best of Cream
Separators than right now.
The advantages derived from the use of the good Cream
Separator are greater in the fall and winter than at any
other time,-—when the cows are old in lactation, _the loss of
butter-fat is otherwise greatest, and butter prices are highest.
Likewise are the advantages of the superior DE LAVAL
separators greatest over imitating separators when the milk
is hard to separate and the weather cold and variable.

could have amassed a fortune with what to select for his climate and
his test, he has given it free to the why; how to prepare fruits for the
experiment stations and to the world. market or for his _own winter food.
The stations of various states in
The life
wheat growing regions have added how they
many other millions to the wealth of with such
the states by the creation of new them that

history of the weeds and
rob the farmer, together

an intimate knowledge of
he can name them, the

wheats superior to the 'old, while corn size, shape and color of the seeds;
has been bred for deﬁnite purposes what 'sort of crops is suited to a giv
and largely increased in yield.
en soil and why; how soils are made;
The utmost care is taken to make what makes the wheat kernel give
the wheat better at all points than strength to the body; what takes
its ancestors, in resistance to dis

In every case :1 DE LAVAL separator, of suitable size,
will surely at least save its cost between now and July 1st
next, and go on returning 100% per year on the investment

for twenty years to come.
The agricultural and particularly the dairying outlook was

never brighter and more promising.

place while food is being digested;

ease, in increase of yield, in food val which foods are most useful and why;
ues. It is expected that the wheat what provides a balanced ration for
yield of the entire world is to be in

creased enormously by this creation
of new

wheats.

In

many

cases

where they have been given actual
ﬁeld- tests the results have been
gains of from two to ﬁve bushels per

WHY NOT BUY NOW?
Send for Catalogue of 1908 Latest Improved Machines.

man and beast; how to make the
best butter and cheese; and how to
rear and care for and make money
out of poultry-—all this and much
more the students of the agricultural
colleges learn.

TYHE DE LAvAi. Ss;ARAToR Co.
42 E. MAeison Svnn'
CHICAGO

Geller-l olllccl

I2|8 8r |2|6 Fiisrnr 8r.

165-167 Broadway

PHILADELPHIA
Dam-ml & SAC-“Memo 819.

acre; often the yield has been much

Besides the agricultural colleges
greater.
elementary studies in farm life and
In instances the new wheats have industry are given in many states in

i7a-i71 WILLIAM smgn
MONTREAL
l4 8 l6 FRmcEB! 8min

NEW YORK.

SAN FRANCISCO

'

WINNIPEG

I07 FIRST SWEET
PORTLAND, OREG

averaged as high as 27 bushels per the country and even city schools.

acre, while the average yield of the These serve to bring the young peo
old wheats throughout the states of ple into close touch with nature and

Minnesota and North and South Da
kota has been from 12 to 15 bushels
an acre.
Corn has had an apostle in Prof.
C. G. Hopkins of the Illinois Agri
cultural College,

Corn

to breed a permanent interest in the
functions of the farm.

They “make

a powerful appeal to the imagination,
to the love for the beautiful, to all

that ﬁner and higher life which gives

for human tone and symmetry and poise.”

food should be rich in one element.
Little by little, as the new agricul
Corn for manufacture into “olive tural thought has spread, the United
oil” requires another element pre States Department of Agriculture has
dominating. Prof. Hopkins has bred broadened its scope.
a new corn which is relatively far
Its bureau of plant industry has
richer in oil than any of its ances large numbers of men searching all
tors or kinsfolk, having 6.96 per cent. over the globe for useful and orna
of oil, as against 4.7 per cent. oil of mental new plants that are trans
other corns. As every per cent. of plantable to the United States. Five
fat in corn will increase the value hundred of these agricultural explor
of the corn for those manufacturing ers were employed in 1906. Sixty per
the oil by at least 5 cents a bushel, cent. of them were engaged in scien
the immediate commercial importance titic investigation and its applica
of the new corn is evident.
tion to farm, orchard and garden.
The element of corn which is most
The bureau has undertaken the di
valuable for strengthening food, the rection of farms, particularly where
protein, the muscle builder, also has bathing problems discourage the
been ‘increased at will, and where it farmers. Thirty-two of these farms
could make way for some other ele are under the supervision of the bu

Js

TAND iiifiiiissui
The same sterling qualities that have made Hansen’s
.
Gloves the railroad worker's ﬁrst choice, ﬁnd instant
;:
favor with the thresherman. And just as there are special
gloves to meet the special requirements of railroad men, so
there is a style for every worker in the threshing ﬁeld.

9." HANSEN’S GLOVES FORlTHRESHERMEN

ment suitable for some other purpose reau in Louisiana, Texas, Georgia,

it has been decreased.

.

Alabama, Mississippi, South Caroli
na and Florida. Co-operative work
in tea raising in South Carolina has
resulted in a crop of 8,000 to 10,000
lbs. in a season on the experimental

Corn has been produced with 16.11
per cent. protein, a remarkably huge
proportion, and again with 6.66 per
cent. protein. Corn also is bred for
a large amount of starch. A large farm, the tea being many times more
increase in the yield of corn has fol valuable than the imported grades.
lowed. Mr. Harwood says this in
The bureau of forestry is one of
crease is likely to be fully ten bush the virile divisions of the department
els an acre, an increase which would and which needs a book to itself for
add to the national wealth over $400, the exposition of its manifold servi
000,000 a year.
ces. The weather bureau has become

With the dawn of the scientific era of incalculable value through its
in farming has come the educated warnings of cold waves, frosts, ﬂoods,
farmer. The ﬁrst state agricultural storms of all types, and the like, and
college is not yet ﬁfty years old. It has a rural delivery of the forecasts
is in Michigan, while most of them by telephone.
date from the last generation of the
Good roads and soil survey are only
recent century. In the contemporaryiiwo of many other activities of the

1‘,
‘7*’ ‘

are made in all weights and leathers. lined and unlined. in glove,
gauntlet and mitten styles, with and without rivets. They stand the
rressure as ordinary gloves cannot. because they are built right.
They are thoroughly re-inforced at every point of strain and wear.
yet have no rivets nor seams in palms or grip, they wear like
iron yet are always soft and oliable and never crack, shriv
cl or harden no matter how often exposed to steam or water.
Send 160 in stamps for handsome Watch Fob with medallion in oxidized
silver ﬁnish with your initial enameled in blue.

Be sure to state initial

wanted. Send for one of our handsome art catalogues in colors, tree
memorandum book and how to get A PAIR FREE.

"Built Like
‘ a hand."

_

0. C. Hansen Mfg. Co.
'

m E. Water St, Milwaukee

,
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department of agriculture which has

A Suggestion from the Badger State.

Why Pay Double and More the
Amount of Dollars for a Mill

The threshing season is on in full
articulated with the state experiment
stations and agricultural and other blast in the copper country. In all of
the farming communities crews with
colleges.
During a single year the depart

their equipment

of traction

engine,

tlTt will not do one half as good work as a

ment printed 12,500,000 copies of its thresher and attendant machines all
various publications; 6,500,000 farm engaged in their work which nets the
ers’ bulletins alone were issued. Dur farmer the reward for his year’s la

CROWN POINT MILL

ing the year the department issued bor in cultivation. Grain this year,
972 distinct publications, 329 being it is said, was not so heavy in yield
new. They contained 22,000 pages of as last, the quality, however, was
good. It is expected that the prices
reading matter, a library in itself.
There are over 4,500 people direct of potatoes will be higher next- win
ly employed in the department and ter, because in many places the po
nearly 250,000 people acting as spe tato dried in the ground. The hay
cial correspondents throughout the crops also dropped a little below the
world without.' compensation, a not ﬁgures of a year ago.
A farmer now residing in this dis
able tribute to the importance of
trict, says a Houghton paper, and
farming in the United States.
In two years’ time the farmers of who originally resided in Wisconsin,

For a Durable, Light Running. Fine Grind
er and Large Capacity Feed Mill
write to the

CROWN POINT MFG. CO.
122 East Road, Crown Point, Ind.

FIFTY-SIX YEARS BUILDING SAWS
THAT STAND TO EVERY TEST

speaks enthusiastically of the relaxa
tion after harvest in his former com
munity. He outlines the close of the
threshing season as followed by va
rious forms of entertainment by
hens of the country lay enough eggs which the rural residents manage to

this country have-produced wealth
exceeding the output of all the gold
mines of the world since the discov
cry of America by Columbus. In a
single month of their busy season the

to pay the year’s interest on the na lose sight of their cares. The kir
tional debt. In a year they produce mess and country dances are a fea
one and two~thirds billions of eggs, ture, the old style kirmess being es
245 eggs a year for every American. pecially attractive. At this dance all
From the corn crop of a single the dancers continue to trip the light
year the farmers can pay the inter fantastic for three days in succession.
est on the national debt for a year, This gentleman thinks the day is not

,

Write for Catalog
illustrating Inserted
Tooth Saws in par
ticular.. Ohlen Saws
can be depended upon in
frozen timber as well as
soft woods. We make a
specialty of shipping out

sesameH @
yND 5°IV5

Ell'll‘l wmsma lucrr'sunm

'

a,

5

\>

'1' orders

promptly.

Our

ﬁnmmae‘

stock is complete.
We
'
lammmac"
handle mill supplies of all.
kinds.
OHLBN SAW MFG. CO., L. w. SEYMOUR. Gen. Mar. Columbus, Ohio

the entire debt itself, and a large far distant when the same will be
amount of the actual expenses of adopted among the farmers in north
the government to boot. In 1905 the ern Michigan.
To size up the season from the es
corn crop reached 2,700,000,000 bush
timates of the agriculturists and
els.
The agricultural products of the dwellers in the rural portions, 1908
United States for two years are over has been quite prosperous and satis

six times as large as the capital stock factory.

The

business

For Separators
Sawyer Improved Endless Belts

depression

The Best All Ways

of all the banks in America, not to which aﬁ'ected the centers of manufac
mention the capital invested in the ture and trade, was little felt by the

farms. The farmer is destined to be farmers, prices received
Ia. menial no longer, but master of his

for

their

Why?

Will hug the pulleys in

products taking no material slump.
The return of prosperity has had the

coldest of weathers, will not cra'ck,

eﬁ'ect of strengthening the conﬁdence
Does Water Soaking Before Seasoning of farmers in the outlook for the fu
increase or Decrease Warping.
‘ ture, and this expression of opti

always elastic, less liable to rag on
wind-stake account double stitched
edges. Try one.
Send for Book

own future and fate.

mism is readily found in the state

Various writers on the work of
wood seasoning have called attention
to the merits of lumber sawed from
logs long submerged. They do this by
speaking of the distinct advantages
gained by soaking the logs or the
sawed lumber in water as a prelimi
nary step to the air seasoning.

K‘B.”

ments of those who till the soil.
Farmers seem to have

taken

a

deeper interest in the political sit
uation

this

year,

brought

in woodwork from Japan, and espe
held this fall.
cially in the wood carvings which are
common in that country.
Old but Good.
The warping of woodwork is due to
The wife of a Honey Creek farmer
a change in dimensions caused by the
had a sister come from Chicago to
wood adjusting itself to the moisture

In make a visit.

damp air wood swells but shrinks '
again as the air becomes drier. This
property of wood cannot be overcome
entirely but the search continues for

lllavoland, lllllo

Please mention '10 Review.

largely by the keen rivalry which has
existed in county and state politics
alike. The interest has been at high
tide and while the primary vote in
It is pointed out that in Japan logs
this district is not very heavy, still
are kept in brackish ponds for sev it is expected that the fall vote will
eral years before being worked up. be very great. Of course, some of
To this treatment is ascribed the pe this must be attributed to the presi
culiar freedom from warping found dential election which will also be

condition of the surrounding air.

SAWYER BELTINB BlliAPAliY

about

South Bend Spark Arresters and wind Stacker Hoods
The ONLY SPARK ARRESTER on the market that is sold with I.
GUARANTEE to each purchaser to work SUCCESSFULLY on ALL
makes of Thresher, Mill, Hoisting or Railway Engines using wood, Coal

or Straw as fuel.
The BEST WIND STACKER HOOD for Grain
Separators and Corn Shredders
it will do the
work as we claim for it.
We sell our Spark

I

I

Arresters and Wind Stacker Hoodson trial subject
to our wammtee.

l

Write us and give measurements and description
of your engine and wind stacker.

One day the thresh

ers came, and the guest insisted on

THE SOUTH BEND SPARK ARRESTER COMPANY,

South Bend, Indiana, U. S. A.

doing the work alone and sent her
sister away to rest. When twenty- —__—'_———
seven threshers ﬁled in to supper that

methods of reducing it and retarding night they found a sandwich tied with
a ribbon, one chicken croquette, one
it so as to lessen its damage.
Soaking does decrease the tendency cheese ball the size of a marble and

iii Powell WHITE sun Valve
'12-?’ -

Renewable, Reversible and Regrindable

a button-hole bouquet at each plate.
to warp but by no means overcomes it

entirely.

The only valve on the market to-day combining

The effect of soaking as a

remedy for warping, however, is less
than can reasonably be expected from

some methods of steaming.
As a commercial practice the soak
ing of logs or lumber to remedy
warping of the ﬁnished product is not

the above features.

Got Down to Real Business.

The White Star Renewable. Reversible and Re
griudable _ Disc, _ being made of a peculiar white

G. A. Tucker has closed the hotel
and pavilion at the lake for the sea
son and is now busily engaged in

getting his threshing rig ready for

the fall’s work. Mrs. Tucker is in
to be recommended except when it Valley City this week as the guest of
can be done during storage or trans Mrs. O. A. Laughlin and will go on
portation because of the time requir to the twin cities where she will visitv
ed to produce results that fall far the Minnesota State Fair.—Courte

bronze, Will resist high temperatures and the wear
ing action of superheated steam.
‘
The reversible and renewable features alone
make it the most economical valve on the market.

_ Specify Powell‘ to your jobber and insist on get
' ting what you specify.

LOOK FOR THE NAME. CAST ON BODY.
THE WM. POWELL COMPANY,
Cincinnati, Ohio
New York, 254 Canal St.

short of what is usually claimed.

nay, N. D., Gazette.

Boston. 239-45 Causeway St.

Philadelphia, 518 Arch St.

m.~.4_.1
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from one place to another.

frame to the ground, and level it up.
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J»

A very interesting book for the
saw mill man is the new catalogue of
saw mill machinery issued by Gaar
Seott & Company of Richmond, Ind.
The experience of many years is em

It is en

tirely self-contained, and to start op
erations one needs only to remove the
wheels from the axles, letting the

MANUFACTURERS
"';'~_~ _..
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This is one of the recent produc

\\é

tions of the American Saw Mill Ma
the new factory gives them unex chinery Co., of Hackettstown, N. J.,
celled facilities for supplying the in who have oliices also in the Hudson
creasing demand for the popular Terminal Bldg., New York City.
The mill which they have so con
Rumely line of clover hullers.

line engines, water powers or even
animal power may be used with suc
cess. Many report cutting from 4,000
to 6,000 feet of choice lumber a day

with these outﬁts on small power,
while a capacity of 8,000 feet a day
is not unusual. The manufacturer’s
recommendation as to suitable pow
er is from 6 h. p. to 20 h. p.
The Peoria Transcript of Oct. 23rd

veniently mounted as shown here, is
there Standard No. 1 variable fric
tion feed saw mill. This mill is of

is a huge, well printed and illustrat

the same improved pattern as their

iness interests.

storage and have made a number of

larger mills, which have won an envi

improvements in their foundry.

able reputation in every lumber dis

those given considerable space is the
Avery Company, one of the concerns
that has made Peoria famous.
A

bodied in the mills made by this
The N. P. Bowsher Co., South
well known concern, and this cata~ Bend, Indiana. recently completed an
logue, which is a large and handsome addition to their,ﬁre proof pattern

ed “Commercial Number” devoted
to the exploitation of Peoria’s bus

Naturally

among

ly illustrated compendium of Gaar
Scott saw mills, should be seen by

every owner, prospective or other
wise, of saw mill machinery. When
writing for it kindly mention The
Threshermen’s Review.
For more than twenty-ﬁve years

the Enterprise Manufacturing Com
pany of Columbiaua, Ohio, has been
building saw mill machinery; and
their catalogue just received shows

a very complete and attractive line
of saw mills, edgers, trimmers, cut
off saws and the other special ma
chinery necessary about an up-to

date saw mill.

This company can

also furnish the power when neces

sary and their line of steam engines
and boilers is also listed.
When
writing for this very good catalogue
kindly mention The Threshermen’s
' Review.

The M.

Rumely

Company,

A

La new heavy planer from one of the

Porte, Ind., have under construction

leading makers has also

an addition to their plant which is added to their

factory

just

been

equipment;

to serve as their huller manufactur and some new tools built especially
ing,r department.
It is a building for their own use have also been in

which when ﬁnished will be 115 by stalled.
240 feet, three stories high; a good

sized manufacturing plant of itself.
We illustrate here a complete, mo—
It will be fully equipped with the dern saw mill outﬁt mounted on a
latest machinery. The Rumely Com substantial truck, having steel wheels
pany has the reputation of keeping and being so arranged that it is not
in the van in the manufacture of up necessary to dismantle any of the
to-date farm power machinery, and machinery when moving the mill

trict.

\Vith this outﬁt is furnished 40 short history of the company is giv
en, with portraits of its principal of
ficers, except that of the genial pres
foot extension sections carried under ident, Mr. J. B. Bartholomew, whose
the frame. Any size of saw may be counterfeit presentment has an ap
used from 36 inches up to 54 inches. propriate place on the ﬁrst page of
feet of track-16 feet permanently
mounted on the truck and two 12

The mill weighs about 2,500 pounds,

the department devoted to beautify

ing Peoria. The issue is a ﬁne one,
‘a
credit to the enterprise of its pub
Like all American mills, this outﬁt
is light running, and so, high capaci lishers and to the city whose business
ty with light power is the general enterprises it proclaims.
being an average load for two horses.

report.

Smoll steam engines, gaso

Bulletin No. 1 of the Cyclone Drill
Company of Orrville, 0., is devoted
principally to a handsomely illustrat
ed description of this company’s

number 10 Cyclone machine. This
is their latest designed outﬁt, suit
able for handling hollow rod and ca
ble tools, as it is regularly built; but
it can be ﬁtted with a core attach
ment, when it is a splendid combina

tion for core and churn drill work.
It is a mighty attractive looking out
fit, and the intending well driller
should look it up.
When writing;'
kindly mention The Threshermen’s
Review.
Adam Stimpert, of Minonk, Illin
ois, is well known to the trade in

that section, having traveled for the
Huber Company there for the past
seven or eight years.
His many
friends will therefore be interested
to know that he has transferred his
aﬁections from Huber to Reeves, and

will hereafter travel for Reeves 8;
Company in his present territory. Mr.
Stimpert can be most persuasive
when talking the line he represents.
and there is no doubt that Reeves
machinery will be well represented
‘with the buyers in his territory. He’s
a good one, and The Review wishes

him abundant success.

lN PENNSYLVANIA.
Getting busy with a 15 Horse Farquhar Engine and a No. 3 Farquhar Saw Mill.

Minneapolis expects a new million
dollar factory in the formation of
(Continued on page 57)
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203 BALE-One brand new Big 8 Bird
sell clover huller, feeder and single
blower. One 16 horse Leader engine, re
built, good as new.
One Robinson Du
plex hay press.
One second hand 16
horse Leader engine.
Have other new
and second hand machinery.
Write me
if you want to buy. sell or trade. Time
or cash price on above very low. P. H.
Thomas. North Lewisburg. 0.

Please mention The Review.
3

ron Sal-Hue

THRESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur

chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.
In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just

what their ad. will cost, we have decided to make a ﬂat rate of

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.
Signatures and addresses are counted as so many words and charged at the
above rate. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 3ix48,) will be counted as
one word. Abbreviations and initials, _each will be counted as one word.
REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.

Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.
Anybody can use this department at these rates, whether MANU
FACTURER, DEALER or THRESHERMAN.
No display can be given advertisements under this heading. It is useless
If that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad
to request that cuts be run.
vertising columns.

BABGAIJI8—Automoblles, lathes,
aeo
line engines, corn huskers, etc.
tats
what is wanted and
rice you want
to invest for automob les.
Box 275.
Burlington, Wis.
Please mention The Review.
8A3GAIIIS—12-roll
Advance
husker.
$150.00; 10-roil Plano husker, $125.00;
6-roll McCormick husker, run one year,
as good as new. $150100; 4-roll McCor
mick
husker.
$50.00;
clover
huller,
$150.00.
Write for our price list if
you want a bargain.
Rosenthal Corn
Husker Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Please mention The Review.
BROTHER-Accidentally have discover
ed root that will cure both tobacco
habit and indigestion.
Gladly send ar
ticulars.
Frank Stokes, Mohawk,
lor

ida.

_
Please mention

BUCKWEEAT

Review.

WANTED-“Ye are al

ways in the market for sweet, sound
buckwheat—either car or bag lots. Send
samples of what you have to offer.
D.
Gratz A‘: Son. Tecumseh, Michigan.
Please mention The Review.
BUFFALO-PITT!
16
horse
traction.
used 60 days; cleaned and re-painted.
no repairs needed.
Cut price $990.00.
\Vrite for description of it and others.
Graham Mfg. Co., Carmi. Ill.
Please mention The Review.
2'08 BALE-Advance S-roll
shredder
and husker. has run 20 days, as good
as new.
Good reason for selling.
A
T. Floberg, Randolph, Kans.
Please mention The Review.
ron. SALE-A
book
containing the
name, post office address and occupa
tion of every white male citizen of

Pittsylvania Co., Va.

Price. $5.00.

rectory contains 5,793 names.
Shelton, Chatham, Va.. Box 52.
Please mention The Review.

Di
H.

!‘OB SAI-E—Good Birdsell huller with
feeder, rccleaner and wind stacker,
$100.00.
Chas. Mowrey, Lawrence, In

diana.
Please mention The Review.
P03 SALE-I will sell my 1908 Buick
Model F, ﬁve passenger touring car,
equipped with top. glass front, speed
ometer, two extra tire casings and three
extra inner tubes for $1,000.00 F. O. B.
St. Joseph, Mich.
I am selling because
my order is in for a larger car.
This
machine has been well cared for and is
in perfect condition.
Address, M. H.
‘Villis, St. Joseph. Mich.
Please mention The Review.
ron SALE-—My 8 horse traction gaso
line engine and 4-hole Marseilles corn
sheller with 22-ft. extension swivel drag
feed.
One IO-inch International feed
guide with wagon elevator.
Milwaukee
Curn shredder, 4-roll. One steam Sand
wich hay baler. All in ﬂrsl‘class shape.
Reason for selling, in other business.
W. J. Shepard. Macon. Nebr.
Please mention The Review.
POI 8ALE—Nice.
thoroughly rebuilt.
modern, up-to-(late automobiles. Some
rare bargains. Write for list.
Address
Robt. Holmes 8: Bros" Danville. Ill.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 8AI-Ii—0ne Champion rock crush
er No. 4, one steam drill, steam line.
car, winding drum. electric battery and
all necessary tools; all in good order.
Gilbert Van Camp. R. No. 20, Eliza
bethtown. Ind.
Please mention The Review.
1'08 SAI-E—One 18 horse Gaar-Scott
return ﬂue straw or coal burner. Good
as new.
One Rumely separator 30x44,
all attachments. best of shape._ cheap.
0. S .Greaser, Maple Hill, Kansas.
Please mention The Review.
——_—_T;:

208 SLIIE—One J.

I.

Case

separator,

36x58, blower. weigher and Ruth feed
P08. MID-A 1906
five
passen er
Reo touring car with top and
ve
lamps. Car all in good condition. Trade
for traction engines 16 h. p. and larger.
Box 621, Des Moines, Iowa.
Please mention The Review.

POI 8ALI—8 horse steam wood saw
ing rig, mounted on wagon. good’run
ning order, $225.00.
T. R. Bailey, St.
Charles, Iowa.
POE SALI—At a bargain. second hand
17 horse Minneapolis compound trac
tion engine. In good runnireg order. The
Auten Machinery Co., 24
. Randolph
St., Chicago, 111.
Please mention The Review.
POI BALE-A postal card will bring
you bargain prices on endless Giant
red stitched belts for wood saws, feed
mills, clover hullers, etc.
We carry a
big stock of endless belts; 60. 70, 80.
90. 100 feet up to 160 feet; and from 6
to 10 inches wide and 4 or 5-ply.
Mil
ier Oil & Supply Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Please mention The Review.

2'08 BALE-—At a. bargain, one four and
one
eight-roll
190
shightly
shop
worn Milwaukee huskers.
The Auten
Machinery Co., 24 W. Randolph St., Chi
cago, Ill.
_
Please mention The Review.
w

1'03 BALE-—Eight horse Springﬁeld en
gine.
Price ri ht, in ﬂne condition.
James Ralston.
eota. Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
I‘OR 8ALB—Engincs. traction and sta
tionary. from 4 to 35 hore. Separa
tors, 40x60 Huber, 36x56 American, both
wind stackers. weighers and feeders.
Also automobiles and arts.
I buy and
sell second hand mach nery of all
inds.
J. N. Britz, Aurora, Ill.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 BALE—One 18 horse Huber engine,
36x60 Huber separator,
self feeder
and weigher, Birdsell clover huller self
feeder, 12-roll Safety corn shredder, out
ﬁt been run two seasons.
A bargain if
sold at once.
L. J. Rudolph, R. F. D.
No. 4, Boonville, Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

er, in first class shape: always been in
good shed.
$300.00 will buy this sepa
rator.
is worth $500.00.
R. D. Wood
ward, Glasco, Kansas.
Please mention The Review.
POI. BALE-One 25 horse double cyl
inder Colean engine. jacket. cab and
all steel gearing, a regular contractor
engine.
Fine condition, cheap for cash
or bankable paper.
One 10 horse Rum
ely. good condition, $100.00. One S-hoie
Sandwich sheller, 32 ft. drag. good run
ning order, $125.00. Gould balance valve
for low pressure side
of
20
horse
Reeves cross
compound.
never
been
used. $35.00.
Edward Gard, Goehner.
Nebr.
Please mention The Review.

16

horse Gear-Scott

traction engine and Reeves saw mill.
Almost new.
Chas. Pontius, Stover, Mo.
Please mention The Review.

1'03 BALB—One Marvin 42 foot con
veyor truck, never been used.
Price
$60.00.
J. S. Joplin, Bloomington, Ill.
Please mention The Review.
::

P03 SALE-Port Huron separator 36x
60, complete; Parsons feeder. weigher,
blower and all belts.
In good running

shape.

POI- BAI-E—Second hand I2-roll Mil
waukee husker at a bargain.
Run
two seasons. The Auten Machinery Co.,
24 W. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.
Please mention The Review.

1'02. SALE-21 h.

. Minneapolis en

gine and separator, 40x60, complete
with feeder, weigher
and
blower, a
great big snap for some one at $582.00,
for the whoe outﬁt.
No use for it
and no place to store. Write at once to
Dr. A. M. Ericson, Hector. Minn.
Please mention The Review.
P03 BALE-22 horse Avery double cyl
inder engine and 10 gang Avery steam
plow, complete.
John Haupert. Lewis
ville. Alberta, Canada.
Please mention The Review.
202 SAI-E—22 horse Hart-Parr gaso
line engine, used three seasons.
One
36x60 Avery separator, used eight sea
sons.
Engine good as new. will sell
one or both at bargain. Otto Volkman,
Schuyler, Colfax Co., Nebr.
Please mention The Review.
I'Ol SALE-20 horse Port Huron com
pound engine, ZO-inch drivers, loco
cab, extension canopy with eave troughs
and side curtains, front tank. two coal
bunkers, special injector
ﬁttings and
piping. upholstering and tool boxes, car
bide headlight. 2 oil pumps. gear lock.
governor regulator. extra jacketed cyl
inders and boiler-most complete engine
in state.
Port Huron shredder, com
plete. good shape. Wm. C. Walley, Mor
ris. Ill.
Please mention The Review.

MB—-20

horse

one

10-roll

Janney

corn husker and shredder; one Ohio 14x
is press.

L.

A.

Hoeﬂin,

Washington,

Please mention The Review.

203, SALE 03 TRADE-60 Randolph
wind stackers. (new) to be sacrificed.
a snap and you will have to hurry.
Box 182, Manhattan, Kansas.
Please mention The Review.
KODAK POI SALE-Eastman, 3A {old
ing. takes pictures 3%x51e.
is new,
cost $20.00, will sell for $15.00. Address
"Kodak," c/o The Threshermen‘s Re
view, St. Joseph, Mich.
Please mention The Review.
K000311101
4-roll
shredder.
wind
stacker, ear-corn carrier, shelled-corn
sacker, used 30 days looks new. Price

$100.00.

Graham mt’. 00., Carml, n1.

Please mention The Review.

ISSUE-T All) 82008!)

1'03 SALE-—We are the owners of the
original patterns for the Aultman Co.,
Canton, 0., line of machinery. and are
making the repairs for Star engines
American se arators, etc.
Orders ﬂlle
promptly.
end for new repair price
list.
The Engine & Machinery Co., 1174
Marion St., Canton. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 SALII—12 h. p. factory rebuilt and
guaranteed Master Workman gasoline
engine.
Price, $250.00.
The Auten Ma.
chinery Co., 22 8: 24 W. Randolph St.,
Chicago. Ill.
Please mention The Review.
——__————___:I

now

have

RAID 2!

on

hand

and

are prepared to make reasonably prompt
shipments of the following engines: 32
h. p. Port Huron steel geared special
traction engine; 30-h. Port Huron irac~
tion; 24-h. Port Huron traction; Zl-h.
Port Huron steel geared traction; 18-h.
Port Huron traction; 16-h. Port Huron
traction; 15-h. Port Huron traction; 14
11. Port Huron traction; l2-h. Port Hu
ron traction; 16-11. Gear-Scott traction;
l6-h. Aultman-Taylor traction;
16-h.
Star traction; 16-h. Huber traction, 16
h. Russell traction; 16-h. Peerless trac
tion; 15-h. Advance traction: 12-h. Nich
ols & Shepard traction; 16-h. Birdsall
traction; 13-h. Nichols & Shepard trac
tion; 12-h. Rumely traction; l2-h. Ste
vens traction; 12-h. Russell
traction:
IO-h. Port Huron traction.
We have a
full line of rebuilt Port Huron, Advance,
Nichols & Shepard, Rumely and Geiser
separators, clover hullers, bean thresh
ers, hay presses—in fact, anything in
the machinery line rebuilt desired.
If
interested and want prices, write us.
Port Huron Engine & Thresher Co.,
Port Huron, Michigan. U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.
“BUILT BIGIII'EFSOme of the re
built engines we have are 14 h. p.
Aultman, 16 h. p. Gaar-Scott. 16 h. p.
Peerless, 18 h. p. Russell. 16 h. p. Case.
16 h. p. Avery. 20 h. p. Avery.
It
what you want isn't given here. tell us
the kind of engine you are looking for
and we will tell you by return mail
Just how closely we can match it.
We
can usually give you just what you
want. Avery Company, 2591/2 Iowa. St.,
Peoria, 111., U. S. A.
Please mention The Review.

“BUILT
ron BALE—We have several rebuilt
and second-hand corn huskers of dif
fcront makes.
Write for list and pric
es. Kenney Machinery Co., Indianapolis,
Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

1'03 SALE CHEAP-—Ohio
saw
mill.
Write for descriptions and price. Wm.
Brace. Route 27, DeWitt, Mich.
Please mention The Review.

203 SAI-B—One 16 horse Stevens en
gine, new lines; one 36x54 Case sepa
rator. Parsons feeder.
gearless
wnd
stacker, telescope weigher.
Cheap if
taken soon.
First class running order.
Frank Brenneisen, Chebanse, Ill.
Please mention The Review.

08

I‘OB SALE 03 T3ADE—One 36x56 Ad

uIHEFWe
POI. SALE-46 horse power engine run
50 days, looks like new, 1908 pattern.
Robinson hay press with extended feed
er. 1908 pattern.
Harry Miller, Clar
ence, Iowa.
Please mention The Review.

—______————i—

1'03 8ALE—One 24-inch wood plainer
and matcher; one steel frame edging
table. 18 feet; one steel frame swing
cutoff ri ; one saw mill complete, 44
inch carr age; one 8 horse Lambert gas
oline engine; 3 steam pumps; 2 emery
grinders,‘ 2 small power drill presses,
one 5 horse steam engine; one 10x15
stationary engine; one large skid boiler
and engine.
All second hand, in good
shape.
Vi’. A. Weber Eaton, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

SALE

C. R. Wlllits, Mt. Pleasant, Ia.
Please mention The Review.

—_____—___________.

1'08
SALE
0nA.P—8-roll
Janney
shredder, is in good shape.
Leroy
Mowery. Daleville, Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

1'08 SAI-E—One Burr meal outfit, two
shingle mills, threshing outﬁt, three
oil pumps, steam gauges.
O. C. Has
kins. Brownsville, Ill.
Please mention The Review.

1'03

threshing outﬁt, complete, for gaso~
line traction engine or automobile. E.
A. Kennedy, Anthony. Kans.
Please mention The Review.

vanceeseparator;
1'03 BALE-One largest size Marseilles
cylinder sheller, new.
One 10 horse
Advance traction engine.
One 15 horse
Frlck traction, rebuilt and re-ﬂued. Will
sell at special prices it sold soon. Also
10 used automobiles. J. A. Wicke, Van
Horne. In.
Please mention The Review.

P03 BALE-Engines, separators, Otta
wa. Joliet, Port Huron and Marseil
les shellers and threeautomobiles.
M.
J. Alleman, Peru, 111.
Please mention The Review.
203 BALE-One 25 horse power Leader
engine, run but little.
Price $950.00.
S. B. Vaughan, Newton, Kansas.
Please mention The Review.

POD SALE 03 Tmkone 20 horse
Aultman & Taylor engine; one 36x58
Case steel separator; one Parsons en
gine tender; two 8 disc Qanton steam
plows.
Want 32-inch cylinder separator
and 16 horse Huber engine.
S. E. Me
haffey, Fort Morgan, Colo.
Please mention The Review.

'rmuism

BIGIIIS

One 27 h. p. Minneapolis compound
return ﬂue type, price $1,150; one 19 h.
p. same make as above, price $700; one
12 h. p.. same as above, but not com
pound, price $250; one 16 h. p. Minneso
ta Giant, price $375; one 16 h. p. Huber
price $350; one 30 h. p. New Giant com
pound return ﬂue, price $1,300; one 25

h.

p.

New

Giant,

simple

return ﬂue.

price $1,300; one 18 h.
Phoenix. price
$700; two 20 h.
. J.
. Case straight
ﬂue,, price each,
750; one 22 h. p. dou
ble cylinder undermounted Star engine.
81,150.
Discount for cash.
it above
engines are not just what you want.
write me. Can get almost any standard
make.
Address T. L. Sykes, Engine 8.
Boiler Works, Fargo, North Dakota.
Please mention The Review.

SALES“ WAII'I'BD-Good

hustling

young man can make a nice salary on
the side by selling our oils, greases.
belt dressings and boiler compounds to
the threshing trade.
VVrlte for particu
lars. The Monitor Oil Co., No. 1131 W.
11th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.

Tmsnnusr IOTIO2~I£ you own

203
SALE
GIEAP—-Two
Sandwich
horse power continuous balers; two
Champion power balers; all in good rig.
Ann Arbor Machine Co., Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
Please mention The Review.
1'08 SALE 08 TmIB—-For property,
one 16 horse Nichols & Shepard en
gine; one 33x52 Gear-Scott separator;
one saw mill with one 50 and one 60
in. new saw. All ‘run eight
ears. One
new Birdsell huller No. 6.
as hullcd
about 1,000 bushels.
Price on all $1.
150.00.
Perry A. Friend, Burrows, In
dlana.
Please mention The Review.

ron SALE 03 M3—One 16 h. p.
Russell compound traction engine in
good shape; one Huber separator 28x42
with drag stacker, nearly new;
one
Disston inserted tooth saw. nearly new.

Would

trade

engine or separator for

good portable engine of from 20 to 30 h.
p. Edgar Fowler, R. 6. Salem, Ohio.

Please mention The Review.

or are interested in a. threshing outﬁt.
write us for agency contract for a. de
vice needed by every thresherman. No
money or securit
required.
Hydraulic
Press Mfg. Co.,
opt. E, Mt. Gilead. 0.
Please mention The Review.
3

TWO
der
wood
new.
Mfg.

C03! mil-S, French Buhr, un
runners 30 inch and 36 inch. New
frames, all other Farts good as
Cut
rice each $1 5.00.
Graham
Co.,
armi, ill.
Please mention The Review.

wamn—a good second hand corn
sheller. complete with drags, Joliet 4
or Ottawa C. State condition and price.

John Greenburg. Ambia, Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
slx hole
WLITED—-One second hand
referred; and
corn sheller. Sandwich
one ten horse engine. C. . Hanson, Sut
ton, Nebr.
Please mention The Review.
WAmD—One 10 bottom steam break
er Avery, Reeves or some other reput
able make.
Must be in
ood condition
and a bargain.
Otto E.
eterson. Lis

bon, N. D
Please mention The Review.

November. 1908.

THH'I’HRESHHRMHN’S REVIEW

WANTED. TEBESEEBM'EI—A postal
card, giving your name and post oﬂlce
address.
\Ve will send you samples by
mail of lubricating oils and greases free
of charge and save you money.
Inde
pendent Oil Co., Mansﬁeld. 0.
Please mention The Review.
WANTED-To buy second
hand
hay
press.
State make, how long run and
lowest cash price.
Address .l'ohn Hol
den, R. F. D. No. 5. BOX 71, Whitewater,
“'is.
Please mention The Review.
WANTED-We

want

every

reader

of

The Review to get us one new sub
scriber (not a renewal). He must be a
man interested in farm power machin
ery and he must pay the full subscrip
tion price. 60 cents.
Send the subscrib
tion with the 50 cents to us and we will
extend your subscription one year in
advance.
Subscription Department, The
Thrcshermen’s Review. St. Joseph. Mich.
Pleae mention The Review.
wamn_who has a Reeves blower
for sale?
Must be good and cheap.
G. M. Forbes, Longmont. Colo.
Please mention The Review.

Editor Review:—I will write a let
ter for publication. I am busy all
the Sageng Threshing Mach. Co., the the year around. Have :1 Northwest
articles of incorporation for which engine and a —— separator, Owens
were ﬁled recently with Secretary baler and Birdsell clover huller, and
of State Julius A, Schmahl. The new a portable saw mill, so you see I
concern is formed for the purpose keep busy all the year.
Last year was not a very good
of constructing threshers, agricultur
a1 implements, tools, etc., is capital year for threshing, not a very good
ized at'$1,000,000 and runs 30 years crop. We have a good run sawing

Among the Manufacturers.
(Continued from page 55.)

last winter and had enough to keep

from Oct. 1.

us sawing until the ﬁrst of August.
One of the incorporators is Ole O.
I had a little accident last spring
Sageng of Dalton, Minn., who is an when I was about nine miles north
independent candidate for congress

WILL TRADE 58 inch se aratol‘.
in
good shape. for clover hul er or steam
baler.
L. P. Perry. Butler, Iowa.
Please mention The Review.

and did not get hurt. It did not
Mr. F. W. Baker, for over two damage the engine much, but it was
years advertising representative of a job to get it out. The town thai

7 feet, the front wheels not going
down at all. I was on the engine

apolis and Ole S. Heskin of Court
land, N. D.

when it went down, but I jumped

The Threshermen’s Review, has taken the bridge was in paid me damages
up work with Farm Machinery, of St. enough to pay for getting it out and
Louis, and after Nov. 1st will travel ﬁxing what was broken. There was
for that paper as advertising solici no water under the bridge, so that
tor. Mr. Baker is well known in the made it a little better getting it out.
machinery trade, Where his unfailing The bridge was at the west gates of
courtesy and ability have won him a mill dam. We have some very poor
many friends.
While The Review bridges and some very good ones.
very much regrets parting with Mr.

208 sun-0:30pm ILWI.
Gummed
and
hammered
complete,

ready to run, good as new. in the follow~
ing sizes: Three 43” 9x12; two 50” 8x9:
one 52" 8x9: one 54" 9x10; two 66" 8210:
one 60" 8x10; three 60" 9x10; two 62"
8110.
We guarantee the tern er and
metal to be
at
right.
I t
y0
want
bar
I'll writ
quick while

hey

lest.

'

we can in

terest you with prices on the following
supplies.
Rubber. leather, rod ltitched
belting.
new
saws.
pulleyl,
emery
wheels. lace. Moore pumps. injectors,
brass goods.
What size laws have you
to exchange‘!
m MIDI-II 011- t m! 00..
Indianapolis. Indiana.

Washington
today often the
best opportuni
ties to the fruit
grower.
An orchard
or farm of your own
along
t h e
Paciﬁc
Coast Line of the Chi
cng'o, Milwaukee a St.
Paul
Railway
w i l 1
yield sure proﬁts. De
scriptive folder free.
F. A. Miller, G. P. A... Chicago.

Front

Pull

1000 Michigan Ave.

)l MACHINIVSI'
"\ PEORIAJLLINOIS. ,
\

HARRISON AND

/

\ WATER STREETS
.TA/I‘IE

Gentlemen:-I have been thinking

One of the handsomest catalogues of writing you for sometime about
of corn shelling machinery that has the 30 h. p. undermounted engine
come to our notice is that of the and steam plow which I bought in
Deere & Mansur Co., Moline, 111., for
1908. All the valuable features that
enter into the style and construction

Write for 1908 Supply Catalogue

September, 1907, at the Wheatland

Plowing Match. 1' attended this plow
ing match for two falls to see the

of Deere machines are graphically de Avery steam plow at work and was
scribed and beautifully illustrated. a convinced that the work it did was
very large line being shown. The better than could be done in any oth
er way.
ﬁrst illustration
shows the Deere
This last spring I plowed up a pas
mounted sheller in “natural colors,”
a beautiful picture. This beautiful ture of blue stem virgin soil that was

and complete catalogue will be sent never plowed before, and the 30 h.
The p. undermounted engine pulled the
10 14 inch plows from 5 to 6 inches

for the asking, mentioning
Threshermen’s Review.

deep.

The Farquhar saw mill, made by
the A. B. Farquhar Co., Ltd., York,
Pa., probably the largest manufactur

ers of portable saw mill machinery in
the world, has an enviable reputation
among saw mill men. If you are in
the market for a saw mill, be sure

Little Giant llay Press 00. and write for their handsome 68 page
‘

SAWYERAND'}

I

Then. if you like it. pay for it as itpleases you.

stralght

\l

Baker, we congratulate Farm Machin
Poynette, Wis.
ery on its acquisition and the best
wishes of The Review staﬁ go with
Reading, 111., Sept. 10, 1908.
Mr. Baker to his new work.
Avery Company, Peoria, Ill.

You Can Afford
This Hay Press

But if you are at all dissatisﬁed after trying
it, send it back. We will pay the return freight.
You won't be out a cent.
The Simplex is operated with one horse. You
can take it into your barn and run it on rainy
days or in the winter time-and get $1 to $2 a ton
more (or your hay.
Drop us a postal asking for our Free Baler
Book. It tells you all about it. Write today.

\r, IHRESHERMAN

Wm. Jellings.

This fall it is very dry but I am
When looking up a corn husker the plowing stubble ground about 8 inches
farm power user will do well to in deep, which has never been plowed
vestigate the Appleton, made by the to that depth before. I am satisﬁed
Appleton Manufacturing Co., Batavia. that this is the only plow built to
Ill. Perhaps as good an idea as we stand this hard pulling. I have used
can give of the machine will be found an engine pulling gang plows that did
in the words of one user who “ad not give anywhere near the satis
mires your strong, Well ﬁnished me faction that the Averyi plow does.
chanical workmanship, thorough con The plow and plow attachment can
Here is a Hay Press that saves you work and struction, etc. The Appleton is a. per
not be surpassed for durability and
does anything the most expensive press will do.
feet machine in every way. Good reliable work, and furthermore there
And 5 Costs Less Than l-lalf and strong, yet light running. " ‘ '
is no other steam plow with which
its Usual Price
' ' Most thorough both in husking you can plow a. square corner with
Let us send you the Simplex to try free on and shredding.” A complete descrip
out using horses to clean up the cor
your own farm
'
YO“ ﬂeedn'tsend 1" 8 tive catalogue will be sent on appli ners and dead furrows, which is a
cent.
cation, mentioning The Threshermen’s good point for the Avery outﬁt.
All we want is thatyou scehow easily it runs
how much you can do with it. You can turn out
Review.
240 bales a day without any trouble.
Ammon Defenbaugh.

Let the Simplex pay for itself with the
money it earns billing‘ for your neighbors.

Richmond lmi.. U. S. A.

a bridge. The bridge was 32 feet
other incorporators are Halvor O.
long with steel sides and all it hail
Sageng of Minneapolis, 0. I. Brant
for stringers was 3x8 pine 2 feet
vold of Dalton, Herman Moe of apart and just one cross tie in the
Minneapolis, Julius Skauge of Minn
middle. The hind wheels went down
eapolis, Roland W. Knapp of Minne

$6.00 PER 100 paid for mailing or dis
tributing circulars.
Steady work.
Par
ticulars, 4 cents.
R. F. Kinyon Co.,
Newton. Ia.
‘
Please mention The Review.

RICHMOND IACHlNE WORKS

of
Madison,
Wisconsin, bringing
in the Ninth district against Con
home a new engine. I went through
gressman Halvor O. Steenerson. The

WANTED TO “ADE-A 3 inch roller
ﬂue expander for a 2 inch expander.
.l'. C. Ukena, Golden City, Mo.
Please mention The Review.

warn: for lowest prices on complete
assortment of engines. separators and
attachments 01' leadingr makes. All siz
es.
Cascaden Mfg. Co., Waterloo. Iowa
—Grand Forks. North Dakota.
Please mention The Review.

HIGH‘ GRADE MILLS ‘M
Full line of sizes. Combinin efficien
cy with convenience of hand ing. The
largest combination of practical im
provements.
The mill is for your
traction engine. Semi for circulars to

catalogue giving full particulars of

{ml-“nia- Mldl- their saw mills, and get prices and
terms before buying.

Their new cat

alogue of engines, boilers, saw mills
and threshing machinery will interest
you, and when writing, kindly men

tion The Threshermen’s Review.

Thorough

PRICE, $1.00
This author needs no introduc
tion to those who read the current
articles in many of the trade and
farm papers.
Mr. Longanecker is exceptional
ly well qualiﬁed to write a book of
this character and has so proven
himself.

The Practical Gas Engineer is a
very thorough and practical work,
covering errors to be avoided, and
a great fund of knowledge on the
care and operation of gasoline en
zines. One of the most thoroughly
indexed

">
'

in
Grinding
the difference
the

cost

is
in

of pow

er and amount
of work done
that‘:
where
Martin's Grinders
beat them all.
\Ve want to
send you all our
free
catalogue
which
shows
Grinders for all kinds of power. also
our Combination Ear Corn Grinder. and
we will help you to make some money.
MARTIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Box 245, St. Louis Park. Minn.
(Suburb of Minneapolis.)

Practical

books

on

the

market,

greatly facilitating reference to
any topic.
This is a live book, full of live
information.

THE
THRESHERMEN’S
REVIEW
THE LEADING JOURNAL OF
THRESHER
MECHANICS.
St.

Joseph.

-

Michigan

November, 1908.
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In Catalpa Plantations.

per acre. Thus, if each tree yield
ed posts to the value of 30 cents, an

I‘ a”
r
n‘ _“

Greater skill and attention to de
tails are required to grow catalpa acre would yield $544.50 every six
This does not include the
proﬁtably than perhaps any other years.
Excellent shipping facili
tree. In the ﬁrst place, the seed of ﬁrewood.

FllE

#9.‘!
.‘I‘ '

800ml?“ pages Free
vilrlto for It today!

This book will save you from I
. $l2to $30 when you purchase a stove or range. it
explains how the best and ﬁnest stoves and ‘ranges .
in the world are made, and tells you how to know i ,

young trees must all be of the par ties are afforded by two railway lines
ticular species known as hardy ca which run through the plantation and
talpa; the others, for production of have established a station which is

1;.

be“ IIOOSlEli STOllES and callers?‘
"
~ mu FACTORY T0 usrn r ‘I ‘*

vat

Connection
_ wood, are not worth the planting. The named for Mr. Yaggy.
soil must be rich and rather moist, is made with other railroads at

Are heavily made of highest grade
selected material, beautiiully ﬁnished,
with all newimprovemcnts and features.

_

"Guaranteed for Yonro,"backed

Mr. Yaggy estimates
and must not contain too much al Hutchinson.
kali. \Vhenever the young trees are the income from his plantation for

‘

making a low branching growth so the ﬁrst crop to be as follows (the

that they will be unsuited for posts seedlings were home grown): interest
or poles they should be “cut back,” on investment, not included in these
that is, cut oﬁ close to the ground, figures, should be considered.
when two or three years old, just as

STOVE and RANGE

is '

'

‘

by a million dollars. "Hoosiers" are ful ~
"In ud easy blkerl. A child can operate _
them/1180M on 30 rily: free trial. No Freigiutto guy. ,5

'.

V. '

“ Ann cull sPEclAL FRE: TRIAL orrzn ‘ BASE uuma \
5005i}!!! STOVE FACHRY. 309 State St. Marion, lndilnl

iillilSlER STEEL

INVESTMENT.

if they were large enough for mar Cost of land per acre, ﬁrst
ket.
Several sprouts immediately
year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$22.00
spring up from each stump and grow Cost of seedlings per acre,
vigorously. and the competition for
ﬁrst year . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

.80

sunlight stimulates high growth and (‘0st of transplanting per acre‘
encourages natural pruning.
This
ﬁrst year . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
enables the tree to form a straighter (‘ost of cutting.r back per acre,
stem with fewer branches.
At the
third year . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
end of the season the sprout is near Superintendents,
implements.

ly as tall as the thrce-yenr-old tree

ﬁre guards, etc.,

at

The celebrated De Leach MI”
The

3.20

2.50

' Saw Your Own Lumber

"

—0thers do the

Standard

'' r

"5”" Best They

ior 20
Years

35

Can

an
cd,
the
the

-Two

I

would have been.
_
cents per acre per year.. 3.93
The
many
disappointments
in Cutting and marking per acre 20.00
growing catalpa are attributed large

hands out

'

05.09180! c_r day.
‘~-..’ 15.01) mil 5 in use
, 1
the world (\VFI',
Variable Feed, Friction
Bet Works. Automatic Stool Tri

,. .15 '

ly to unfavorable site and stock of

We Set the Pace

World's

$52.46

Iii x Don and Diamond Track

rennin ll.“

inferior kind of catalpa. (‘rook
RETURNS
limby trees also often result when Value of posts per acre. . . . .$3l5.21
trees are not cut back, and where Value of ﬁrewood per acre.. 12.00
limbs, after attaining some size,

this with other mills.

rodnco

end for

(mining of Saw
ills n toil) H.P , team Ermine!
rn and Feed
,' and ]i\'lll'l"\' Gasoline En nee, Portable
Lilli“. Planers, Shingle hiilln. Wood Bows and Water

'

'

“'hnwls.

l'rwrnpt shipment and we pay t‘v- 'I’Plll’"

lh‘wzicu MILL i‘LFG- 00.. B0, 3"

BH-IDGEPOBT. ALL

are broken off, decay enters and heart Total gross returns per acre. .$32T.21

rot so injurious to the tree begins.
\Vhen trees are cut back the plan

Tile Yaggy plantation is cut by
the strip system. A total of 62142

tation must be sprouted, either by re
acres is cut annually. but the strips
moving the undesirable sprouts while
are so distributed throughout the
green, or by cutting them out the

plantation that the openings are not
following winter with an ax.

SAVE

All but

the strongest one or two sprouts are

removed.
'
'
After ten years under best conditions the ﬁrst crop has gained the
size at which it can be out most
proﬁtably for posts. Each tree should
then produce one ﬁrst, class post.
worth 12 or 14 cents, one second

conspicuous. The farm contains also
300 acres of apple trees, but catalpa
is counted the surer crop. A year
ago the late freeze almost complete
ly destroyed the apple crop, and to
offset its loss a double portion of ca‘
talpa was harvested.

While it is true that no other for

class post worth 8 cents and two or est tree except eucalyptus has been
grown in large plantations with so
three stays worth 3 cents each. From
great
proﬁt as catalpa, it is equally
the small and crooked limbs consid

1,

THE

WHOLE CORN

CROP

A corn crop may be proﬁtable without saving the iodder, but It will be twice mm";
>\.
as proﬁtable ll it is saved. The new method oi handling corn saves mm:
mm
the entire crop. The new way is to run all the corn through
\HUSKIHG i». "F my
PIN "' SillICll

art...
buy you can
leli nil your
ludow hy- You
can also bole Ind sell
your surplus corn My; big
'7
demand. You may add further
Io your proﬁts by basking and shredding for your neighbors. Pays better
than n threshing machine and costs
less. Eight cars in the ﬁeld; more
in operation 1 an any other.

COM MON

y conu uusrrnacas
“,
;
,'
A

Best

-

i H.131

made. It

.

A
'

~ ;

1
’“

..

value has been

removed,

men go

and a care that the site and the mar
through the plantation with long
poles which are pushed ahead of ket are favorable; after that there
should be the exercise of as good
them under the brush. When a con

That is' the practice of

tem has now developed, and future
A Pennsylvania Hold-up.
crops are grown from sprouts in 8
Threshing
in Lower Augusta is at a
years.
In catalpa, heartwood forms ear standstill, says the Sunburg Demo

Will take $200 each for same, F. O. B. Kewanee, Ill.

Last

week

Mr.

Snyder,

after

The wood is threshing the crops in Ralph Sny
‘strong, straight grained and durable. der’s barn, was taking the engine
The Yaggy plantation, 4 miles away to the next. farm where he was
northwest of Hutchinson, Kans., com engaged when the axle of the engine
prises 500 acres of catalpa. and is broke. It was all due to the rough
one of the most successful and pro ness of the roads, which had been
ﬁtable in the country. The trees are washed away by heavy rains. How

These are new ma

chines, have never been run, paint is bright and in good shape.
A. C. TAYLOR, Kewanee, Ill.

aware of it. the machine was in place
and busy chewing strew. \Vith pleas
ure, Mr. Stone watched for awhile.
the monster machine as it separated

After herculean labor the disabled
engine was lifted to one side of the the wheat from the straw, elevated
road, so that a. passage could be and weighed it and ﬁnally dumped it
cleared for teams. There it will lie into bags. Although Mr. Stone is
until a new axle is procured. The Y 62 years old he presently climbed up
damage to the engine and the cost on the mow and helped the boys
of repairs are estimated at $150. As pitch bundles until the job was ﬁn
Mr. Snyder has lost a week ’s work, ished.
while all the farmers are Waiting pa
tiently for him to get the engine in
Threshermen’s Best Friend.

especially adapted for wood crops of been so much complaint to the road dents are beginning to see force in
short rotation. Other favorable qual supervisors and even to the Northam the arguments for good roads.
ities are its speedy growth, its pow berland county court.
and its light weight.

corn and shreds
the fodder into
_"corn hay." Corn hay

I have a few new IO-Roll Janney Shredders with large sized snapping.
rolls, shelled corn bagger and wind stacker complete. Have one 8-Roll.

ly. This is in marked contrast with crat. Mark Snyder’s traction engine,
some woods, black Walnut for in the only available one in Limestone
stance, which contains but little Valley, is stalled by the roadside, and
hcartwood until after the tree is the farmers must wait patiently until
ﬁfty years old. On account of its it,is repaired, and all on account of good condition, will make the loss
Lower Augusta resi
tendency to mature early, catalpa is the bad roads, of which there has still greater.

er of enduring frequent cutting back,

husks all the

Ask your dealer or writ!
us ior Husker Cahw

management and as strict attention from the fact that heavy rains in
siderable amount has been collected
to detail as would be required to run Lower Augusta at present are only
the pole is tilted upright, forming a
neat pile of brush, for burning. The any other factory and storehouse dim memories of the distant past.

plantation is thus kept free from combined.
obstructions. A vigorous root sys forestry.

,

is the equal in iaedlng
valueoi besitimoihyhay

erable ﬁrewood is secured, which in true that, with the exception of cot
a large plantation is sawed into stove tonwood and black locust, none other
has been the source of so great dis
lengths and piled convenient for ship
appointment. (‘atalpa can be grown
ping at the same time that the posts
are sawed. After all material of proﬁtably only with a beforehand
knowledge of the habits of the tree.

' /
.\_/

This was in Michigan.
Charles Stone, who recently moved

here from Big Rapids, says the News
of Balding, Michigan, never saw a
threshing machine propelled by steam
power. Last week he saw the Cowles

Bros.’ threshing ouﬁt steam past his
house and stop at the Roswell Bliss

planted at intervals of four feet in long they must have been in that con barn and he was soon on hand to see
rows of six feet apart, or 1,800-1,900 dition unrepaired may be judged the show.
Almost before he was

Editor Reviewz-I received your
receipt. today and now have another
new subscriber. Enclosed ﬁnd ﬁfty
cents (.50) for one year’s subscrip
tion, to be sent to the enclosed ad
dress.
'

I think that The Review is the
best friend the threshermen have and
those who do not have it.ought to sub—
scribe now.

“Dry Nebraska” is almost drown
ed out but if it clears up we will be
threshing in two weeks more.
H. E. Russell.
Geneva, Nebr.

.

_

The Latest and the VERY BEST in Corn Shellers
“Universal”
Because it does high grade work in shelling and cleaning all kinds of corn—
Husked, Unhusked; Small or Large Corn;
Dry or Wet Corn; and at the rate of 50 to
600 bushels an hour with “Junior," and 100

to 1.500 with “Senior."

Long “Leg”
“Low Down.”

Self-aligning
Journal Boxes

The Port Huron
It has---Patented Cylinder
Superior Cleaning Devices

Picture of A. E. Dunlap, of Marengo,
Iowa, who says that the Port Huron
"_lunior” Sheller owned by him proved
better than it was represented to be;
that it does not only good work, but
faster work than claimed; and that it
requires less power.

Above is a picture of a Port 1‘Huron "Junior” Sheller with Drag
Feeder and ready for traveling.
Des Moines, Iowa, Sept. 28, 1907.

VVaukee. Iowa, October 13, 1908.

Port Huron Co.,
Des Moines. Iowa.
Dear Sirs:—The Corn Sheller I bought of you last year has given
good satisfaction. I don’t think there 15 a sheller of its size on the
market that will handle as much corn as the Port Huron Junior.
If any one is thinking of buying, they will make no mistake by buying
the Port Huron.
Truly yours,

(Signed) JOHN G. PIERCY.
Bouton. Iowa, October 14, 1908.
Port Huron Co.
Gentlemen:—I purchased one of your Port Huron Junior Shel
lers and ﬁnd it to be all that it is claimed to be. It is easy to han

dle and works easy and does fast work and the drags can't be beat.
You can throw them down any old way and they are always ready
for work. I have a 15 H. P. and can run the Sheller with 60 to 80
Respectfully yours,
tbs. of steam easy.
(Signed) ORA JOB.

Port Huron Machinery Co.,

Des Moines, Iowa.

I

Gentlemen:—I have just returned from Marengo, Iowa, where I

started “Junior” Sheller N0. 0106, with Low Down Drag Feeder, that
was sold to A. E. Dunlao.
l have been operating horse power and steam power corn shel
lers, of almost every make. in Illinois and Iowa for the past 23 years.
The Port Huron “Junior” Sheller, No. 0106, started at Marengo,
did the cleanest work I have ever seen.
When I started the Sheller I would have been satisﬁed with a
maximum capacity of 500 bushls per hour, but the sheller showed
a capacity of 750 bushels per hour.
The corn was cleaned perfectly.
The cobs were not broken as by other cylinder shellers; and they
were free from chaﬁ. silk, and husks.
The Low Down Drag Feeder is perfect in every respect, being
light to handle and easy to set.
Yours truly,
(Signed) B. F. CRONEY.

MORE INFORMATION. We have a booklet or catalog devoted to “1908" Model Port Huron Shellers.

For more information please “write us.”

Port Huron Engine & Thresher C0.
PORT HURON, VMICHIGAN.
Flora, Indiana
Port Huron Machinery Co., Des MoinesI Iowa

Southwestern-Port Huom Co., Peoria, Illinois
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REEVES a co.. Columbus, Ind.

ATLANTA. ILL. Av

mat 22.

two‘

"

RRL'B [\‘D

‘ ' " MW‘ 2'' 1m‘‘

REEVES a co.. Columbus, ma.

t

Gentlemen —Tht\ certiﬁes that we have given the new style (Illinois Special)

“ent. john Leaeh, at Mansﬁeld, lll.. lal' l'ehrutry. will the" more com than any

sub to uy l have had a great deal at QIPQIRﬂl-‘Q Illl'l corn shelling michmel’). and

lhrllﬂ' purchased bl you last Ipﬂng a thorough trial. and have lound it all ri'ht.

>hellet lever saw.

am tree to ray that the Illinois Special la the tun-st maehme on earth.

We btllt't that lot (lean. thorough and rapid work it u not eacetlod by any shelter

0..“) bushels and setetght lrmes‘ and mmed once tvto rmlu.

tent ahellet to handle and does mu.- worlr.
w 5“? lh' R"'¢*<

it n a very convert‘

shelled I20 husheli at damp eqrn m it l'mltulﬂl.

l \ould‘ldult anyone vranhng a shell"

».

\ml" rﬂe‘evttvlly.
. JAMES CURRY,‘

I'

‘

V

now on the market.

‘

(.entlerrten —Aruvrenng your mqmry as to how I like my llltnota Special Com

‘

y
,t,

BATH. |LL_ (MOM, ta ta);

\nll u} arm rhetlmg two hundred thousand bushels at all lnndaoteoen. commenc-

.‘

in; last lall lrelme rt was dr_\ "tough to keep m the nth. and tunntn; up to the

'

‘In! ‘M ‘ﬂy bﬂl D4 “mt-“hon .\ m, damn“ md “mm 04 mm i‘ mm“ l

rob and Cle-inﬂl It glut.

37inch :‘otn 1;: grren trme antd do aa-gond 'orlr.

“Many d1,“ . had 0| 5', hub“, 04 mm m g. mmm" and “mu do mo" .1 on,

any shelter on the market. and the lowdown leedct and level dn‘ Ink it a world

“mu 8“ ,‘ ...,_

beater lurjettms the (gm to the mathme-

\oura truly. A. E. HOV.“

'

a

l

v

' '

prenent llmf. ba\t.' rhelled corn too rotten In run out at the spout, tool: It all oﬂ the

‘

\\‘|ll say lurther lot ‘as! and good work it it lar ahead 01

' Ir '
‘

.1}

V

_
"

h'outlguly.

FR‘NK )MRKERT'

l f

'

,_ Gentlemen --ln armrer to yours as to how I hire the llllt‘lOil Sprcral Shelter

you" "um

I:

' .15" '
,

can trut u y aayt t t ere u will‘ that l have ever seen that I1“ begm to shell
1 shelled -1 bushels to thirty rntnutea.

\l'l

‘:15 ’ ‘ ‘

cmdemm ___TM “hm,” 5mm Cu", SMH" ‘hKh | ‘mnhmd “cm you

east me a cent or repairs.

f

\

Shanna-“tn a) lhla'nlV; used and seen many males at corn thellera working. and

ar rt as n

'

.'

You" lnlly. C. Hv ESTES.
REEVES It CO. Peoria, III.

gnaeerm to be very durable.

"‘ 1

.

'TQULQN ILL. Aug“ 25 [W1 '
‘
i
I
‘

REEVE5 A (‘0., Columbus. lnd.

I ‘

.'

KIRKPATRICK B305

and as a cleaner rt cannot be beat; and as It breaks the tabs very ltttle tn compar"0ft wrth other allellen rt tuna \ery lqghL (amide-rung eayucttyv

_

"

Yours truly,

eorrt per minute nth less waste than any other machme made at hall that cap-ant);

REEVES BL co cdumbul‘ IndCHAMPMC'N- "-L- S‘P‘I'T‘b" 3- 1901
_ ,

lt Illl lhgll 40 bushel. 04 my

=-"

.‘F "‘i

Gentlemen-I have thoroughly tested your llltnota Special Corn Shelter_ and
[have

t; f .

is.‘

Gentlemen:-The Reeves lllmotl speeul Corn Sheller I purchased at your
lhave shelled 60 bushels in 4 minutes and l shelled in two

q

I"

‘

I I
lLL. September l5, l907.
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GALESVILLE
acsvss a co.. Columbus, lnd.
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(ff/e EEVES'ILLINOISSPECIALCORNSHELLER
Distinctive Features

r

1

I
a

THE REEVES ILLINOIS SPECIAL CORN SHELLER excels all others in strength. durability. capacity. neatness, ease of

6

;_

adjustment and good work.

_

'

There is another very important leature not to be overlooked in this prolitable Sheller. namely. while it does its work taster
and cleaner than any other corn sheller it positively does not waste any corn and cleans the cobs from dust without breaking the cobs
into small pieces. All of the dust and husks are delivered through an adjustable dust tube away from the shelter leaving no dirt or
litter around the machine.. It excells all others in shelling snapped corn; its heavy shalting, gears, sprocket wheels and chain. provide

1

5

‘_,r-‘
~

strength and prevent costly breakages. Gears run in dust light oil case, insuring durability; simplicity in construction, large cleaning
shoe and blast lan, chilled-lace cylinder. open concaves or grates under cylinder and light dralt-all combining to produce a most

perlect machine.
The Reeves besides surpassing all other shelters in capacity. does cleaner work and saves the corn.
Feeder is a necessary attachment when it is desired to operate the machine to.its lullest capacity.
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THE SKID ENGINE
This is one of the several styles of_New Huber Engines.

A skid outﬁt of course is much cheap

er than a traction engine; but where it IS intended for stationary work it will answer every require
ment. It makes a splendid power for running saw mills, and is very extensively used for that pur
pose. The Engine is shipped mounted on the skids, and all ready for operation. The boiler does not require
walling in, and this saves considerable expense in placing the outﬁt. It is also quickly taken up and moved
if that should be necessary.
Another feature that makes the Huber especially nice for saw mill work is that it ﬁres easily on wood. 50
that there is always an abundance of suitable fuel from the mill to keep the outﬁt going. As the ﬁre is in the
large central ﬁre ﬂue running the entire length of the boiler, it is not necessary to cut the wood up into short
lengths to get it into the furnace. The saving of labor that is thus effected is quite an item.

All styles of our engines, Skid, Portable, Traction, and Plow, are mounted on the Huber Return Flue
Boiler.

This has been found most satisfactory for allgeneral work, such as threshing, baling, shredding, saw

ing, stone crushing, plowing, hauling, grading, scraping, excavating; and every place where an eﬂ-icient, con
stant and economical power is needed.
We are always glad to give full details regarding the goods we manufacture. A request will bring prompt

sssss_

response in person or by mail.

Address,

The Huber Manufacturing Company,

Station 3.

‘.laquiaaoq ‘8061
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The “Cold Weather” Engine

HART=PARR g‘k'scg‘ﬁl‘ﬁ'é TRACTION
The Cheapest Power Known
All engine
the disadvantages
of the
steam
for winter work
are ""
i " ‘‘ '
overcome in the oil-cooled gas
oline traction. No water pipes
to freeze, no steam pipes to burst
and no waiting for steam. Ready
at all times whether for an hour’s
run or a day’s work. May be
set
perfect
in barn
safety.
or other building with
month
The a Hworking
art-Parr month.
makes every
It is

,
' '

easy to start and can be operated by any one with reasonable ability. When
interrupted in your work stop your engine and your expense stops. In fall

plowing the Hart-Parr does the work of twenty horses and ﬁve men.

Does

it quicker, better and easier and at just the right time.
1
l

The Modern Farm Horse

'

The Harr-Parr has solved

the labor problem for hun

dreds of farmers the past
year, it can do the same for
you. Unequaled for

Sawing Wood shelling Corn
Shredding Corn Grinding Feed
Plowing
Threshing
Road Work,
Pulling, etc.
The Most Economical Engine from Every standpoint. will Save Over 33 l-3 Per Cent in the Fuel Bill Alone.
USES KEROSENE AS WELL AS GASOLINE

HART-FARR COMPANY,

Charles City, la.

December, 1908.
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1L®51E at hano is the ho=

liest anniversary of the
Fig

337.

year; that of the aovent

of (Bob’s greatest ano
best gift to man; ano it is meet
that the season shoulo be one of
rejoicing, of gooo will ano the
making of gifts. "(Kile wish for every
one a glao ano joyous Qihristmas.

1]] jfor ourselves, there can be no
better time at which to express
our strong appreciation ‘of the
frienoship ano gooo will shown us

ouring the entire year by our
reaoers, as evioenceo by their
woros of encouragement ano ap=

proval, their contributions to our
reaoing columns ano in many other
ways. "time thank them all; may
they live in health ano comfort to

celebrate many returns of the joy=
ful ¢hristmas jfestival.
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H Cbresberman’s Christmas
By MILTON O. NELSON.

HE worst Christmas
I ever put in, and
I d’n know but
you might say

on the Plentywood Coulee road, you
know, Section 18.
Chris owns the

the best, some
ways, was ﬁfteen
er twenty years ago

he didn’t.

——the winter of the
first big snow out in Missoury.

Me

whole section; only he didn’t have no
big red barn in them days; you .bet

But he had wheat to

throw at the birds. Chris he’s a reg
ular old Dutchman.
He wouldn't
never listen to thrashin’ from the
shock and burnin’ the straw. Not
him! He could 'a had all his crop

and Ole Larson was runnin’ the ﬁrst
steam outﬁt the natives in that part in the bin early if he’d a thrashed
of South Dakota ever seen. Can't from the shock. But not much! Chris
hardly say we was runnin’. Just kind had to haul it up and stack it by
of crawlin’ along. Gosh-a-mighty! I the house and save all the straw, and
never seen help harder to git, and
wheat to beat two of a kind! Every
son-of-a-gun of a settler had wheat.

so forth and so on.

Anybody that throwed wheat at the

teenth of December and Chris had

ground that year had thirty to forty

bushels on the acre and some fer the

n’t thrashed a straw. Here was his
stacks, three hundred acres of wheat

gophers. W'e thrashed short-handed
all fall, days, nights and Sundays. I
bet we put in more’n a dozen moon
light nights till one and two in the

as long’s from here to Oleson’s store,

mornin’. And at that they was great
messes of wheat round there to thrash
in the spring.
Well, speakin’ of Christmas,

wé

Well, he done it that fall and he
took the consequences.

Come the ﬁf

all ricked up ’round a long shed ’bout
er maybe a little longer and forty
to ﬁfty feet wide. He had been build
in’ it while his wheat was growin’

haulin.’ the poles and

crotches

up

from the coulee and cuttin’ and pil
in’ sods like a son-of-gnn. You nev—
or see such a whale of a fellow fer
work as Chris, ner such a Chinaman

had the all-ﬁredest ﬁne December you
ever seen—to make up I‘ reckon fer
the wet September when it rained nigh to bite 01f more’n he can chaw up
We was thrashin’ at l ﬁne. But they ain’t no better hearted
every day.
Chris. Gebhardt’s—that big red barn

cuss in the hull Missoury valley than

that same old Dutch Chris Gebhardt.

like

a

crazy stack.

Chris and his

So when his little boy Fred come boy took care of the wheat, fer we
ridin' over askin’ us in a note from just shot it into the wagon boxes and
Chris to come fer God’s sake and he hauled it in the shed where he'd
thrash him out before snow ﬂew, I ‘ﬁxed up rail bins lined with straw
just let the other settin’s go and slid and so he ﬁred it in hot-foot. Gosh
out fer Chris ’s.

In them days it was

a-rnighty, but we slung things regard

nigh three miles ’cross prairie from less, workin’ nights and laborin’
anybody’s but Chris's, and that’s one days and so forth and so on.
reason he got put oil‘ so late. But
Well, speakin’ about that Christ
the days were ﬁne, like October, and mas. It was the ﬁfth day, say about
the nights ﬁner, fer the moon was three in the afternoon, everybody
gettin’ purty near full, and well, we sweatin’ with his coat off, sun a shin
pulled in and set up_ and whaled in’ and air that quiet the dust never
II‘VEY,
shifted from the tail of the separator,
Whoo-e-e !
gash-a-mighty !
\Ve couldn’t git no full crew fer when
love er money-just Chris and his lit qnicker’n you could cuss, a big gust
tle boy ten years old and me and Ole of wind swooped down all over us
and the three Larkin boys. Awful like you’d been dropped sizzlin’ hot
good fellers, them Larkins fer pitch in a tank of ice waterl And before
in’ bundles, er hay er grub at table. we could ‘git the steam shut off the
You couldn't stall ’em at any pitch sky was all over one cloud and a
in’ stunt. Ole he stuck to. the feed gale blowin’ the straw and the wheat
table sockin’ the bundles in like a like leaves!
machine, an’ I humped myself a
It was a blizzard, you bet! A reg
tendin’ engine and separator and ular old stem-winder of a Dakota
heavin’ up the far end of the big blizzard. I never seen in my time ‘
ricks to the Larkin boys, two of 'em, nothin’ to come up to it fer quick
and the other we had on the shed work and cold performances. Christ
takin’ the straw, if you can say it‘ got his boy to the house and we got
was took at all. We fairly buried the his team in the shed on the jump, and
shed in straw twentv foot deep, piled we wasn’t a minute too soon either.
all over and up and down and around Ten minutes after the blow begun.

A HOOSIER RIG

Courtesy C. H. Crlpe, Mlddlcbury.
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the kerosene was goin’ low, but Ole

Christmas tree in church. Then he
cut some small punkins in half and

made some good slush boxes with hog
fat and rags that did fair fer ordi

took pieces of the piller cases and
nary light, and anyway the Larkins covered ’em to look like seven little
slep’ most of the time when they cradles, all in a row in front of the
wasn’t roastin’ pig. On the 23rd we manger. I ast him what he done this
agreed that the storm would sure blow fer, and he showed me where he had
itself out by the next day anyway, hid away seven of the reddest apples
and even if it didn’t we ought to and fourteen doughnuts to put in
see how the Dutchman and his folks these here cradles. Them was fer
had stood it. We had dug fur enough the seven kids.
to see that the snow in the direction
By the time we got them things
of the house was anyway eight or ten good and ﬁxed the Larkins sent word
foot deep, fer Chris had a kind of a they’d struck the sod wall of‘ the
correll fence from the house to the house; and this was nigh seven
shed and the snow banked over on o’clock of Christmas Eve. Then we
the lee of it like a son-of-a-gun. We got ready to call on the Gehhardts.
had just the scoop shovel to dig with, Ole got out the ﬁve eggs he’d stowed
and while it was stormin’ so bad the away so ’s none of us would eat ’em,
IN MINNESOTA.

Courtesy .l. H. Miller, Mabel.

you couldn’t see yer hand in front
The ﬁrst day the boys didn't have
of yer face and the air just thick with much to amuse 'em except to eat,
them ﬁne needles, wind a howlin’ and gosh-a-mightyl you never seen
and a drivin’ zero through everything the feed bin go down the way it did
on the footstool. If you ain’t never in front of them Larkin boys! Next
been out in one of them Dakota bliz mornin’ I says, “Boys," says I, “if
zards you couldn't git yer imagina this storm keeps up fer forty-eight
tion workin’ hard enough to guess at hours more, as is likely, we’ll be on
the tail end of it even. It just seems starvation rations and don’t you fer
like a stone wall wasn’t nothin’ but git it! You got to cut down on your
a mosquito bar to it. And I’m here feedin’ habits, or cut yer bait some
to tell you that they was ﬁve men in wheres else besides in this grub box.”
that straw shed was mighty glad So I choked fem off to a pnrty light
they ‘d a sod wall and twenty foot of diet, and of course what milk we
straw between them and the north could git out of the cow, which was
pole that evenin’.
And yet you n’t but about four quarts a day. This
might say, we fcllers wasn't in such hit the Larkins bad. They'd a’ at
a dickens of a ﬁx, neither, shut up,, us up the second day, if I hadn’t
snowed in, froze up and buried alive. choked ’em off. By night they was
They was amelioratin’ circumstances, ready to mob the grub box. Ole he
kcp’ his appetite down chawin’ to
as you might say.
When we was a gittin’ ready to go backer and he never pipped.
Fer
to Chris’s, Kate, that’s my wife, Kate real good company I'm here to tell

snow come through the hole we broke

and I milked the old cow, which made

out faster’n We could pitch it up.
But on the 24th we found it wa’n’t

nigh eight quarts 10f ﬁne fresh milk,

blowin’ so blamed bad and we begun

good and plenty so the kids could

diggin’ to the fence straight from
the shed door. Then we cal’lated to
tunnel along next the fence to the
house. This made the hull distance

have a good drink of warm milk all

with the two turns nigh to thirty rod,

forth and so on. Kate's awful thought
ful that way. But we didn’t use the
tent fer we ﬁve men buuked in the

shed right from the ﬁrst night and
Ole and me, we boarded ourselves.

Now this here is just why we ﬁve
men wasn’t in such an all-ﬁred bad
ﬁx, fer we had the grub and the
blankets and the tent in the shed and
the lanterns and the toolbox and so
forth and so on, not to mention the

mornin’, but we took Chris out and

let him into the game.

days than Chris, fer he staid till pur
ty nigh midnight, eatin, roast shout
and talkin’ about the hull perform
ance.
Well, next mornin’ the kids was up
by four o’clock hollerin’ fer the fun.
Gusty couldn’t leave the baby, she

said; she'd g0 later in the day, but
Chris he wouldn’t hear to it; he’d
been out once, he said, and so he'd

stay with the baby—just as though
anything would run off with a two
weeks old baby in a sod shack all

snowed in but the stove pipe, er maby
the kid would git up and play with

the matches and set itself on ﬁre, eh“?
Funny how wimmen folks act over a
new baby.

Kate was just the same

way. Well, so Chris he sent her in
the other room to git on her shawl
and her shoes, and she hadn/t no
more ’n gone than Chris he ketches up

the kid in a blanket and hands it to me
and gives Ole some white baby togs
and tells us to scoot, and we scooted. I
carried that kid so keerful through

that snow tunnel it never woke up
and we hustled on the duds and put

the little wad in its piller-case bed,
makin’ it warm, and still pnrty just
the same.

Then the Larkins had put

back the tent ﬂap on one side, tyin’

the open air.
Then we took
and shoves two empty salt barrels
with the heads out right up the hole
for a chimeny, and shovelcd a sort of
shallow hole fer the ﬁre in the dirt,

and there we had it. Well, sir, be
Well, when mornin’ come, which fore we got this thing ready fer the
we knew by the watch, that ’s all, for ﬁre, even, them Larkin boys had more
it was dark as tar, we fed the horses slices of ﬁne young ham ready fer
and the cow and the other stock, roastin.’ than any ten mortal men
COW’.

‘$0.55 ‘

‘in ‘,‘:-;,..l

‘

which other stock was six‘chickens

and three shouts, and I swan you
ought a’ seen them chickens, how
they done, pokin’ around in the lamp
light and goin" toroost about every
half hour; but one-hen ‘she’

ought a’ cat: and I’m here to tell

you that them boys set up till after
midnight ‘just a fryin’ and fryin’
fresh pork on sharp sticks and eatin’
it,'and so forth and so on. If 1' rec

her‘ kollhcct rightly Ole and me took a

egg right and proper every-torn? ‘A,
ﬁve eggs fer the ﬁve (‘days. _i :00
hadn’t a had no time’piecewg

riall'bpnd into the same game.
melk'iabout that Christmas I
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This pork picnic was

a.’ counted the days by thee‘gg's.‘ Férl it e night of the 22nd, and so far as
drinkin’ water, we and the stock took‘ we could see, er di'g either the next
snow, which wasn't so awful blamed day, the storm didn't let up a bit.
bad when you git used to it.
We shut down usin’ the lanterns fer
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You never

seen a tickelder feller in your born

man myself, but I says to Kate,
I says, “If the churches don’t do no

ed Swedes that chaws his tobacker more’n to give the kids a good time
and keeps his head shut. Well, that Christmas,” I says, “they're worth
evenin’ when the Larkins got so mad all the wear and tear,” I says.
they wouldn’tlspeak, and none of us
Well, Ole and me we set up the
had said boo for about two hours, Ole tent in the shed and ’cross the back
he ups and says:
end we put up a manger of poles,
“Ay tank ve haf leedle frash pork, kind of rustic like and ﬁlled it up
hey?”
with straw. In one end we set our
“How’s that,” I says, “we can’t lunch box with a blanket in it and
cook it in this here straw shed. Maby over this Ole spread one of the piller
you'd rather burn up than freeze to cases ripped upen so it looked like a
death but as fer me I don’t want little bed, and then on. the end of the
none of the ﬁrey furnace in my ﬁnish. tent right up above it he did rag up
Gimme just a good, old-fashioned, one of the all-ﬁredest purty gimcracks
clean freeze,” says I.
I ever seen in the way of waIl-ﬁxin’.
But Ole he had a scheme. Down at He cut a punkin’ in half and ﬁxed it
the doorway, which was a kind of just at the head of the box bed and
narrer shed at the south end jest on the tent above he made up streaks
wide enough to drive a team in and of sunshine goin’ out of it like a ris
nigh thirty foot long, and that half in’ sun, made out of sheaf wheat;
ﬁlled with snow, he cut out the poles and over that as pnrty a star of the
up
and the
took snow
a long
and overhead
poked out
i up pole
to same stuff as you ever seen on a

The kids was fer ~goin’ right

out that night, but we said, no, they
better keep their fun fer Christmas

the Christmas part of the thing
comes in. Ole planned it.
Well, we’d been thinkin’ of the
Dutchman’s kids and the Christmas
they wasn’t goin’ to git, fer you
know the Dutch make a. great to-do
over Christmas, and Ole he knew that,
fer I guess the Swedes is a good deal
the same make-up themselves, espe
cially the Lutherians, and Ole is one
of them Lutherians. I ain’t no church

you I’ll take one of them white head

- baby and the other children,” and so

house.

had other business, and here’s where

a shame fer you big husky men to
go campin’ down at Gusty Gebhardt’s
and she with seven little children and
the baby not more’n two weeks old.
I won’t stand fer it,” she says. So
she and her sister fried and baked
and they put up three piller cases of
and a big chunk of biled beef and a
jar of butter and a jug of mollasses
and a bushel of apples. We'd ‘got a
bar’l from her brother in Missoury.
Kate made us bring the big tent, for
she said “It’s a scandal fer you great
husky men to crowd in Gusty’s lit
tle sod house and her sick with the

’round, which you get wasn’t a' bad
idee. And I'm here to tell you they
was joy in that old sod shack when
we ﬁnally broke through to the door
and paid our compliments to the

er maby a. lcetle more. Here’s where
we made the Larkins pay fer their
board and lodgin’s, fer Ole and me

she says to me: “Hi,” she says, “it ’s

soda biscuits and two of doughnuts

fer we all ‘agreed. to let her ﬁll up

~
.
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the cow outside so’s her head jest
showed at the far end of the manger.

Then Olc had the lantern-one of
them reﬂector lanterns-turned so’s
it shone up the hull outﬁt ﬁne, baby,

manger, cow and the wall ﬁxin’s and
so forth and so on.

Gosh-a-mightyl

but it looked ﬁt to eat!
Then the perccssion come in.

It

was darker’n tar,‘ only the tent in
the middle shinin.’ kind of myster

9

is all to be set down to the good wits the manger and screams, “Mine cra
of Ole Larson, Esq., and to one of the ciousl De babeel"
members of your own family,” says I.
And just then we fellers slid out
At that I pulls the front tent ﬂap and into the shed and left ’em, Gusty a
the family enters, Chris a closin’ the gigglin’ and a cryin’ and the kids
squealin’ and a hollerin’ over the ap
line without his wife ’s knowin’ it.
Gusty stood starin’ a instant, and ples and doughnuts and Chris a blow
then she put up her han’s and said in’ his nose and so forth and so on,
de, we’ve ragged up a little show fer kind of soft, "Mein Gott! De little and Ole he says to me, “Py tam,”
the kids. It hain,’t no great shakes Christ chilt!” Then the next thing he says. “Ay tank dose ban purty
of a show, but what they is good in it she jumps forrard and rushes tords gude Crismus yoke, hey?”
ions through the duck, and you bet

that didn’t look had neither. Well,
I says to Gusty: “Mrs. Gebhardt,” I
says, “you prob ’ly have been expect
in’ Christina ’long ’bout these days,
and we a knowin’ you couldn't git
out to git ready fer it; and we not a
havin’ anything more important to

traction engine Plowing
RECENT bulletin pound of humus will store seven and
of the Bureau of one-half times as much moisture as
Plant Industry a pound of sand, and the sand will
has some very lose its water by evaporation three

depth once in two or three years, but
the preparation of an eight-inch seed
bed thoroughly pulverized and ﬁlled
with humus. It should be plowed
g o o d observa and one-half times more rapidly than and cross plowed to that depth, or if
tions with refer the humus. A clay soil will store cross plowing can not be safely done
ence to fall plowing only about one-fourth as much mois on account of hills then is should be
which, while the in ture as humus, and will lose it by plowed twice in the same direction
If and disced thoroughly or the smooth
formation conveyed may already be evaporation twice as rapidly.
within the knowledge of many plow planting is done at all, it is folly to ing harrow repeatedly used.
men, are well worth repeating.

prepare a seed bed so shallow as to

Always plow in the fall before the

IN THE PHILIPPINES.

Plants use an enormous quantity of I bring about the almost total loss of
water. An acre of good corn will ab~ the crop some years and a reduced
sorb and evaporate during its growth crop every year.
nearly ten inches of water. About
Many farmers plow or cultivate
three-fourths of this amount will be their corn nearly as deeply as they
required during the last seventy-ﬁve break their land in preparing a seed
days of its growth, or at the rate of bed; this leaves no space for roots

two and two-ﬁfths inches of water a in the pulverized and aired soil.
month. This is in addition to evap Roots occupy a large space. If all the
oration from the soil, which, even roots of a single vigorous cornstalk
with the retarding inﬂuence of a dust were placed end to end they would
mulch, will amount to several inches reach more than a mile, and if allowed
each month in midsummer. In case by the plowing they will ﬁll the soil
the land is plowed only three or four to a considerable depth and feed in all
inches deep, though thoroughly pul portions of it.
verized, it will store an amount of
At the Minnesota Agricultural Ex
moisture entirely sufficient to supply periment Station the corn roots had
crop requirements in any protracted penetrated twelve inches deep and
drought. These shallow and gener had spread laterally eighteen inches
ally poorly prepared seed beds are eighteen days after planting.
In
the principal cause of- the low corn most portions of the south nothing
yields in the south, where there are less than an eight-inch seed bed will
every year periods of drought, some insure even a fair corn crop, and ten
times not serious, but generally suf inches is safer. Some soils may re
ﬁciently protracted to reduce the quire more. From six to eight inch
crop. The remedy for this is in es of preparation for cotton corre
creased storage capacity for mois sponds to eight and ten inches for
ture._ This can be accomplished by corn, so far as the requirements of
deep and thorough tillage and by the plant are concerned.
ﬁlling the soil with humus, (partly
Plowing three, four, ﬁve or six
decayed vegetation). The eﬁect of inches deep is only common plowing.
deep tillage has been explained. The In our instructions nothing less than
effect of humus is to greatly increase eight inches is considered "deep”
the storage capacity of soils for wa plowing. We are not advocating a
ter and to reduce evaporation. A single plowing of eight inches in

than lands broken in the spring.
‘When land is nearly level and
drainage poor, the soil should not be
ﬂat-broken, but left in ridges or nar

row lands about ﬁve or six feet wide,
suitable for planting, with a dead
furrow between. This provides win
ter drainage and keeps the pulveriz
ed soil out of the water, which is im
portant even if unbroken.

The advice to go down

gradually

n

winter rains set in ; the earlier after
the ﬁrst of October the better. Al
ways use a cover crop of oats, barley,

is given solely because the inexper
ienced farmer may try to plow too
deeply the ﬁrst time and bring to the
surface too much of the subsoil. The

wheat or rye, if possible. Every ob
servant farmer has noted that seeds best plan is to double plow; that is,
germinate more quickly and that to follow the breaking plow in the
plants grow more rapidly on fall same furrow with a narrower plow or
breaking than on spring breaking. scooter, with sides removed, and go
Fall plowing renders more plant food down as deeply as desired. Generally
ready for use, while the preparation the disc plow may be sent down eight
of the land in the fall saves work in or ten inches with impunity if the
the spring, when everything on the plowing is done in the fall, and es
farm is crowded. A cover crop is a pecially if the land is plowed twice
net gain. It keeps the soil from wash or more.
ing, it utilizes the plant food that
There is no question that breaking
otherwise might escape in the air, and pnlverizing to a depth of eight
and it adds humus. The soil is im or ten or twelve inches is economical.
proved by the crop and winter graz The cost of breaking ten inches deep
ing is provided. In plowed land the when done with a disc plow should
loss of plant food is less than in un not be more than ﬁfty cents an acre
plowed land; more plant food may be in excess of breaking six inches deep.
produced and more can be stored. In Whether a plant has plenty of food
case a cover crop is used the loss of all the time or only part of the time
plant food is slight.
makes the difference between a good
An objection is sometimes urged crop and a poor crop.
The
foregoing
recommendation
that fall plowed soil becomes saturat
ed with water during the winter and

with

reference to fall plowing ap

remains wetter and colder later in pears, however, to apply more partic
the spring than land left unbroken ularly to the states farther south,
in the fall. This is true only upon for Hartley states that fall plowing
land not suﬂlciently drained and cannot be recommended for all soils
where the breaking is shallow. Wa and localities, although it should be
ter passes through deep breaking more generally practiced than ' at
readily, and with reasonable drain present. If a cover crop or sod is
(Continued on page 48)
age it is ready for planting earlier
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amount of threshermen’s “paper”
during the year brought out the fact
of Wichita, held their annual meet that he considers such paper as
ing November 14th, at which time the among the best that comes to him;
The Wichita Thresherman’s Asso

ciation, comprising the machine men

dates of their next annual rally of
threshermen, as announced at the
meeting last spring, were ratiﬁed;
and the usual preparations have been
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Did you ever stop to think that the
manner in which you care for your

Hundreds of farmers,

Mr. Mershon says, who had a pros

pect for wood for fuel for years to
come are practically deprived of that

and that out of more that twenty boon for all time and will have to go
thousand dollars worth of such paper out in the markets and purchase
handled by him this last season not stovewood and coal.

more than one per cent was allowed
started for holding this greatest of by the makers to pass maturity; and
threshermen’s conventions at Wichita that even this small percentage did
March 9, 19 and 11, 1909, in the city not “drag” long, but was soon paid.
There’s a record of which any busi
of Wichita.
We are also advised by Tim Payne, ness concern might be proud, and is
secretary of the Threshers’ Associa certainly a credit to the fraternity.
tion of the Southwest, that per reso
President
Roosevelt ’s
Country
lution adopted this Association will
hold its annual convention the ﬁrst Life Commission is getting a good
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday

and woodlots.

The largest remaining tract of hard
wood in Michigan has been damaged
to the extent of 300,000,000 feet, Mr.
Mershon says, and all of the burned

timber will have to be lumbered as
soon as possible. The loss to this
tract at the lowest calcuation he
places at $1,000,000.
Apropos to the editorial comment

deal of attention in the magazines quoted in our last issue with refer
and the farm press just now, and ence to the macadam roads of this
many are the phases of country life country and of Europe, is the follow

of April next; the place for holding
the convention being not yet decided
upon; other things being equal, that are being unveiled, and various ing instance cited by the Good Roads
are the solutions offered for the un Magazine:
Wichita to have the preference.
Now, without regard to other things, rest problem. But about as compre
Three years ago an “object les
no one will deny the right of the hensive a view of the diﬁ‘iculty as we son” road was constructed near
Wichita machine men to invite the have yet seen is that taken by Mr. Lansing, Mich, under the supervision
threshermen of Kansas and neighbor Dooley in the November American of Commissioner Earle, at a cost of
ing states to accept their hospital
ity for a few days each year, as they
have already done in years past, and

Magazine.

about $4,000 a mile.

It is reported

“Th' commission on the sorrows iv that the road must now be improved
Cy an’ his wife,” he says, “will tell at an estimated expense of $1,000 per

which they say they will do again us about th’ necessity iv more bath mile, and some of the people in that
next year. That they have the right tubs an’ window-screens, whin what locality are complaining about the
to name the time at which it will be they ought to do is to advocate givin’ good roads movement as being too
most expedient for them to enter
tain, may also be taken for granted.
On the other hand, the same rights
with reference to dates and places of
their meetings must be conceded to
the Threshers’ Association. No one

somethin’ to the hired man that wud costly. A certain prominent gentle
make him faint at th’ sight iv a buck man is reported to have said recent
wheat cake; an’ teachin’ th’ dumb ly: “I do not believe that if the
animiles to feed thimsilves without ﬁrst cost is going to be $4,000 per
sloppin’. A horse that cud climb mile, and that at the end of three

up in th’ haymow an’ prepare his
machinery is a pretty good index to has the right to say when or where own supper wud be iv more use to
your general habits, and that your they shall meet, except themselves.
a farmer thin a prisidintial message
business standing may be thereby
Granting all this, it may still be on Vinzwala. An’ if a farmer’s wife
pretty accurately gauged? Poor care
best to not adhere too strongly on had somebody to talk to that she did
indicates shiftlessness, waste, lack of our apparent rights; and this seems n’t cook an’ wash f’r she might be
energy, and the necessity for buying to be a case in point. For years the made quite jolly. Th’ throuble with
more implements in a short time. threshermen of the Southwest have our farms is that they ’re too far fr’m
Good care, on the other hand, indi been most royally entertained by the our cities, an’ that’s th’ throuble
cates prosperity, business ability, Wichita Thresherman’s Association. with our cities, too.”
large bank deposits, and long-lived The earth and the fullness thereof
machinery. Judged by this standard,
“Threshing is all right in any
has been theirs at every rally. For
what is your rating?
good business reasons the machine year,” says Oscar Olson of Minneso
men
of
Wichita
have
seen ta, in his letter, “Providing we can
“I never hired a man but what I ﬁt to entertain a little earlier in the keep up the price.” And the bal
paid him in full when the work was year; but the same genuine, sincere ance of his letter leads to the infer
done; and made the money thresh welcome has been extended to the ence that he kept up the price this
ing; not fooling around and cutting craft. They announce the same date year. Why not do this to a reasona
prices. I have one price with one for another year. Why, then, should ble extent every year‘! Why not?
and all, and it sure works best.
I not the Threshers’ Association of the
Apropos to this. the fact that prices
try to do fair work and charge a. liv Southwest reconsider its ill advised
are
too low seems to be understood
ing price, and treat my customers action in ﬁxing the date and adopt
Here for in
right; but I never try to satisfy a that of the Wichita Association, hold in some localities.
chronic kicker. It is no use. I do ing its sessions at the same time and stance, is a local item in the Little
all my own repairing, hire all my place. What single interest of the Falls, Minn., Transcript:
“The threshing season is nearly
help and overlook the whole thing threshermen concerned will be in the
myself.” That’s the way an Okla slightest degree endangered by such over and some of the threshers have
homa business man talks in this issue action, and how'l We hope that the quit and run their machines under the
of The Review; and he and his sort officers of the Threshers’ Association shed. Threshing does not pay when
are the genuine uplifters in the pro of the Southwest will decide on what days are short and prices as low as
fession. May their tribe increase.
is obviously the wisest and most con they have been here.”
And yet it is probably safe bet
siderate course and rearrange their
ting that not a threshcrman in this
dates
accordingly.
A Kansas brother says in his let
district has done anything very stren
ter in this issue that he ﬁnds it pays
uous toward getting prices on a pay
Occasionally~and it used to be ing basis.
better to run the separator end of the
rig himself; leaving the engine in said a great deal oftener than it is
now—one hears criticism unfavora
other hands.
The Michigan forest ﬁres are at
Which is undoubtedly so. If the ble to the threshermen as a business
owner of the rig must devote his man, and to his credit. To be a last extinguished, and the awful dev
tome to one end of it, the separator thresherman meant with such critics astation that has been wrought is be
is the end he should choose. Then he to be a man of little means and less ginning to be more fully understood.
is in position to know just what the reliability; more or less shiftless and William B. Mershon, member of the
machine is doing every minute, and careless, and altogether undesirable Michigan forestry commission, and
one of the best timber experts in the
to remedy any fault that may be as a credit risk.
But in the main they were wrong. state, upon returning from an exten
found with the work of the machine.
He will be still better off if he can There are no doubt threshermen here sive trip through northern Michigan
give his supervision to the entire rig; and there who will come under this estimated the damage done by the re
leaving the actual labor to the help. classiﬁcation; but they are few and cent ﬁres to trees alone in this state
Then he can keep an eye to the work far between as compared with the at $50,000,000. In this portion. which
the machine is doing, as well as to great army of machine men who re is thickly populated, Mr. Mershon
the getting of more work and the spect their obligations and value their says the farmers have suﬁered losses
many little things that need his at credit. Not long ago. talking with a aggregating $1,000,000, from the
western banker who handles a large burning of small patches of timber
tention.
» s.

years it will require another $1,000
per mile for repairs, that the average
property owner and farmer will stand
for the big addition to their taxes.”

If State Highway Commisisoner
Earle built an “object lesson" road
at Lansing, or anywhere else, it is
perfectly safe to presume that that

road was constructed in the best pos
sible manner for the amount of money

expended—that is Mr. Earle '5 record
in oﬁ'ice and reputation with the peo
ple of his state.
The statement quoted above sug—
gests, however, the peculiar view that
people in many places take of an im
proved road: They seem to regard

it as “permanent.” The wise farm
er “turns under” clover and uses
fertilizers on his soil; he paints his
house and barns every few years; he

keeps his horses properly shod, and
occupies his time on rainy days in
repairing his machines and wagons.
The only thing that he seems to think

will never wear out or need repair is
an improved road, when as a fact,

there are few structures which de
mand more constant attention.
This comment applies not only to

the kind of roads referred to in the
instance quoted, but to any kind of
road whatever. The folks who have
been making over their roads with
the road drag are just as much under

the necessity of keeping continually
at it as are the makers of more pre

tentious roads. But what could be
better worth while‘!
Every now and then we hear of

some thresher coming to grief as the
result of stepping onto the cover
board over the threshing cylinder;
the board breaking and letting the
victim’s foot down on the cylinder.
There does not seem to be any good

reason why such an accident should
happen at all. A threshing cylinder
makes short work of anything that
gets

into

it;

and no precaution

l should be neglected that will tend to
keeping everything out that does not
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have to be sent through.

It ought

II

land’ at to-day’s prices is inviting farmers of a “company machine,” so often becomes less as the road is
that the work can be done by them brought into good shape. The road
selves just when most convenient, etc., drag is well worth trying.

not to be a hard matter to make the licggary in the future.”
cylinder covering strong enough to ‘

hold up the heaviest load that can rea
The Woodworker remarks that it
sonably be expected to be imposed
on it; and the machine owner who

does not know beyond doubt that such
places about his machine are safe is
unqualiﬁedly careless,

to

say, the

least.
Happy is the man who knows when
he has had enough and can let go

when he is ready. Which is suggested
by reading Elmer Nurnberger’s de
termination in this issue of The Re
view. Having had poor luck in get
ting competent help to run his extra
machine, he has decided to sell one
and stay with the other all the time,

and pay good wages but get the best
of men. In a man of his evident ca
pacity this spells success.

and other and divers reasons, all more

is about this time of the year that or less good, at ﬁrst thought.
It is not our purpose to discuss the
young men who do not_go to college
ﬁnd frequent appeals in the advertis merits or otherwise of such a scheme
ing columns of "arious papers to edu at this time. ‘ Many threshermen
cate themselves at home by taking a have had the opportunity of seeing
correspondence course. Also, this fre for themselves just how it usually
quently raises the question of wheth works out. But one reason advanced
er or not it is worth while. Whether for the use of a “home” machine is
it is worth while or not depends ma one that it seems to us most thresh
terially on each individual, whether it ermen can avoid: 'carrying weeds
is the taking of a correspondence from farm to farm. As one exchange
“As long as stock
course or going to college. Applica expressed it,
tion to a line of study and ‘learning threshing on a large scale is the com
thin-gs generally are good for any mon practice, wild oats will be most
young man, providing he makes good difficult of eradication; for all the
use of them and properly applies efforts of one man toward better

to grade a piece of road in which he
is interested, but found it hard for a

minister of the gospel to drive a team
of mules successfully.

He is quoted

as having said: “Whenever the no
tion struck them they stopped. I am
conﬁdent that language that is not in
the vocabulary of a. minister would
have started them oﬁ again promptly,
but not being disposed to use that

kind of language all I could do was
to waste moral suasion and throw

clods of dirt at them. As a driver of
mules I fear that a minister of the
If he d0esn.’t, if he buys a farming will come to naught when a gospel is at a great disadvantage.”

himself.
few books, looks over them occasion

machine from

a

dirty farm

moves

ally when he feels in the humor, and onto his place to thresh.” The weed
expects this to boost him on the high problem seems in this writer's opin
However, there are many others
ion to be the chief argument in favor
way of success, he is mistaken.
who are running more than one rig,
of “syndicate”"niachines, and that
The
argument
might
be
carried
still
and appear to be fairly successful, at
by
this means the'weed problem can
that. Perhaps they are more fortunate further. If the young man has made best be.kept_in hand,
good
use
of
his
time
and
has
proper
in securing foremen for the addition
al crews; perhaps they have a genius

A pastor of a Presbyterian church
in East St. Louis, recently undertook

ly applied himself, the reasonable con

for organizing and handling their clusion is that he will continue to do
men. But it’s better to run one rig so when he has become actively en
and do it right than to have more in gaged in his chosen line of work. But
the ﬁeld with no proﬁt from any of if he takes the latter course he may
naturally be expected to run his bus
them.
iness in the same hop-hazard fashion

Yes, probably that’s so; but the
disadvantage is probably not insup
erable. The mule 1s a good —worker
when he once starts, but herhas his
own ideas about incentive, and it of

ten takes strenuous language to start
him;

and yet this maybe more a

It does not‘nécessarily mean that matter of expression than of words.

a machine from a “dirty farm”,need Probably if the dominie had addressed

of itself be “dirty” when it leaves his mules in the language of some
that farm. It might be impossible to hymn, but with the vehemence of a
get every individual weed seed clear regular artist, all would have been
of the machine upon moving, but it

well.

But how comes a Presbyterian

need not carry with it such mounds of minister to be hustling a mule team
and become one of the reproaches to “dirt” as to infect the next farm on a road grader, anyway?

From the very nature of his mater his trade. A correspondence course
ial, the traction or portable saw mill is, generally speaking, a good thing
man has a chance to do some ﬁne for a young man with restricted op
work in getting the very most out of portunities to take up; but it will he
the stock timber that goes through his of little use unless the pupil diligent
mill. The careful sawyer, who plans ly applies himself to his studies.
his cuts with reference to getting the
most clear timber out of each log
Threshing offers no exception to
can make surprising savings over the the rule which applies to any busi
hep-hazard operator who

does

not

take these niceties of calculation into
account.

If the sawyer is one of the

ness:

that success depends upon the

personal supervision of the owner.
It does not do, generally speaking, to

where threshing is done.

The same authority indulges in a
“No argument can‘ be advanced in little fun at the expense of the
favor of the annual appropriation by “Korn Karnival” held at Bridge
(‘ongress on behalf of river and bar port, Conn., in October; when prizes
bor improvements that does not ap were oﬁered by the local merchants

ply even more strongly to the im for “best grain,” etc. “An examina
provements of our public roads.”
tion of the list of prizes awarded,
We've heard Good Reads Earle however,” says the Grain Trade,
express this sentiment a good many “leads to the conclusion that the
times; although it comes to our at New England pumpkin pie captured
tention this time as one of the about all the ‘plunder’ in the way of
“whereas-es” in the good roads reso prizes that was worth carting off, and

“hired mep” he can make himself depend altogether upon the help, no
very desirable to the owner by his matter how ellicient and faithful they lution unanimously adopted at the
skill in scarcer
this regard,
for ascostly
timberit beis may be. But there has come to our last annual meeting of the National
comes
and vmore
notice the experience of one proprie Grange; which further resolved that
essential that all the goqd lumber tor which was pretty raw.
it favors the immediate enactment
and material he gotten out of it, to
of
legislation by Congress making lib
The victim was Joseph LaRoche,
the very last inch.
living near Wagner, S. D. Early in eral Federal appropriations for the
the fall be invested in a costly new
It is stated a Boone, 1a., farmer threshing outﬁt, which has since been
recently delivered to a local elevator operating in that vicinity. He plac
17,200 bushels of corn, receiving ed the outfit in charge of a crew of
"therefor a single check for $12,390; men, not being an experienced thresh
which beats the Jeﬁerson. man who er himself, For two weeks he had
got a check for $7,026 for a single
“bunch” of corn.
A recent issue

been visiting different towns of the
county, leaving the crew in charge of
the machine.
It develops that they made good

‘Korn’ gets lost in the chase for
specimens of the succulent product
of the vegetable that grows between

the rows. ‘Pumpkin pies’ and the
baby show are about all a ‘Korn Kar
nival’ amounts to in Connecticut, ex

improvement of the public highways cept the name.”

of the country. These appropriations
But there is to be a Corn Exposition
to be expended in such manner as held in Omaha this month that is to
Congress may prescribe.
be the biggest and best thing of its
We are glad the farmer is waking kind ever pulled off; where corn and
up to the fact that if he wants gov its products will reign supreme and
ernment aid for his highways he must

the exhibits will be a revelation to all,

But he can resolute till and an education to the thinking
the cows come home and be no nearer farmer. And his tribe is increasing
of the Minneapolis Journal tells of
a realization of his desires, unless he every day.
two cars of corn recently received
Those who visited the Chicago
there bringing, one 73 cents and 'the use of their time, for not only did can make plain to his representatives
other 731/2 cents per bushel; both they do the threshing, but they also in both State and National govern Corn Exposition something over a.
within a fraction of a cent of what collected the bills and then disap ments that he intends to have what year ago were amazed at the vast
he wants if he has to “turn the ras ness of the display and greatly im
was paid the Iowa man; high pric

es and favorable prosperity indices

for the Northwest, where corn is an

peared.
La Roche a day or two ago went
to the farm where his threshing ma

important crop.

chine-Was supposed to be in opera
Commenting on the fact that while tion. What was his surprise to dis
H. T. Robson of Liverpool, a recent cover that the machine was idle and
traveler in America, predicts “dol that his men had disappeared! It has
lar wheat” as the regular thing here been learned they took 'a train for
after, a miller out in Kansas “goes the east, leaving their employer in the
him one better” by predicting that lurch and taking with them about
within a few years corn- ‘will sell for $600 of his money which they had
more than wheat. The American El collected.
evator and Grain Trade remarks that

go after it.

cals” out to get.
he?

Will he do it? Will

pressed with its educational fea
tures; and there can be no question

Which reminds us that this is the regarding its eﬁect in the improve
ment of the corn crop of this year.
The Omaha exhibit promises to great

season when the farmer can do some
thing for himself by getting out that
little road drag and be ready to put
it on the road, particularly after a
rain or thaw. The wise ones say that
it does not take very long to go over
a good stretch of road; and that ev

l_v excel the Chicago show in every

respect; and it is meet that so im
portant a crop should have such rec
ognition. If he who makes two
blades of grass grow where one grew

ery time this is done, provided of before may justly lay claim to the
course that the drainage is all right, title of public benefactor, how much

Probably not more than he might
“corn isn’t so very far behind wheat
as it is; and'i'certainly its consump

have expected.

But then a man who

could afford to desert a three thous
tion‘ has been -*g'*rowing more rapidly
per capita than that of wheat in re

and~dollar investment will likely not
greatly miss a little sum like this.

cent'years. Who shall say when or
where it will stop’! The more one

lvery now and then we read in
thinks of the possibilities of corn, the
more he is convinced that the man some farm exchange an editorial ad
who wantonly sells a bit of ‘good corn vocating the purchase by neighboring

a big advance has been made in the greater the claim of those who are
betterment of that particular stretch trying to get even one more ear from
of road. It can be done all winter a hill of corn—and are succeeding.
long when the conditions are right, Those back of the Omaha Corn Expo
and then watch that road next sum sition are benefactors of the nation;
mer! But. as is the-case with every and we hope that every farmer will

country road, of whatever nature, give them the encouragement of his
the care must not stop then, although attendance at the exposition at Oma

the necessity for going over it so ha, December 9 to 19 ;—this month.
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tive tellers from tive Chreshermen.
From Oklahoma.

Editor Review :—Will try and write
a few lines for your paper as I have
seen nothing from here. I have been
in the threshing business about nine
years, started with a 12 h. p. Huber
outﬁt and it wore out. Had two 16
h. p. Nichols & Shepard plow engines
since and now own a 40x60 N. & S.

several departments including the ad- i We cannot brag much of our runs for’
vertising columns is like meeting in they were short and poor. Expenses
a convention, power users and ma
were very high. I was out only 21
chine manufacturers from everywhere days but am well satisﬁed. I had
—and the fare is less than 5 cents. my engine hitched to a saw mill. It

Besides The Threshermen’s Review
I also read Gas Power. I have been
a “gas engine crank” for 8 years. At
present I own and operate a 22 h. p.
separator, Ruth feeder and gearless Hart-Parr gas-kerosene traction en

worked ﬁne and we sawed 13,462 feet

from 2,000 to 3,000 a day, according

of boards in three days, this was hard
wood. I think if a man owns an en
gine, and hitches it up when you have
a chance and keeps it at work you
can keep busy. I always do and my
engine is always ready. I have had
no ﬁnes leaking in ﬁve years’ run.
Now, brother threshers, I am get
ting ready for next season. I am re
airing right along. I was out to

to grain.
I charged 12 cents per
bushel for wheat, 7 cents per bushel

and its readers much success.

gine which I use for just about ev
erything that needs pulling, except
teeth and taffy. It pulls my saw mill
and hauls the lumber to market, a

distance of ten miles, using about
gallons of kerosene for the round
trip, hauling 4,000 to 4,500 feet green

for wheat and 5 cents for oats, and 45

board. Threshing is an abused bus
iness here but it is getting a little oak lumber on three wagons. Some
better.
We have very bad water of our grades are as bad as 12%.
Have just been running a cane
here. Have to reﬁne boilers every
season. My experience has been that mill requiring only 3 or 4 h. p. to
the large engine stands the bad water operate. For such light work I use
best. We have a few price cutters only one cylinder, running on kero
but they are taking to the back woods sene, which gives cheaper power than
more or less. I do house mov~ the 5 and 15 h. p. gasoline engines
ing and will send you one of our that I formerly used.
I should be very glad to hear
photos some of these days. We ﬁnd
lots of hard work attached to that through the columns of The Review
too. I would like to brag a little from other users of the Hart-Parr
about my runs'and hard pulls but I traction.
C. H. Roseberry.
see somebody just a little ahead of
Stella, Mo.
my record, but I can say this much,
* 3F *
I‘ never hired a man but what I paid
From Kansas.
him in full when his work was done
Editor Review:—As I have seen
and made the money threshing, not
fooling around and cutting prices. I nothing from this part of the coun
have one price with one and all, try I will write a few lines. I have
and it sure works best. I try to do been in the threshing business for
fair work, charge a living price, and four years. Threshing was bad this
treat my customers right, but I never fall on account of so much wet weath
try to satisfy a chronic kicker, for its er. There is lots of work to do yet.
no use. We have very few of them One good thing there are no price cut
here. I do all my own repairing, hire ters here. They all charge the same
all my help, but overlook the whole price, wheat 41/2 cents, oats 2% cents,
thing myself. This country is very without crew. We have good roads
level, have few bad bridges and very and bridges here.

little sand.
I wish the day would come when
the poor threshermen and price cut
ters will go out of business entirely,
and I believe it will come. The farm

my expense runs over $100.00 per
day. This fall I threshed and aver
aged 2,500 bushels per day, ranging

for oats and barley, 20 cents per
bushel for flax and 40 cents per bush

el for timothy.

Our threshing hours

are from 5:00 o’clock in the morning

until 8:30 in the evening, and one
hour for dinner. We threshers did
well this year, but some years it is
just the opposite. Threshing is all
Western Iowa and Minnesota after right any year providing we can keep
I got through with my run and where up the price.
ever I saw an outﬁt run I felt like
Wishing The Threshermen’s Re
pitching right in. We have very poor view and brother threshermen much
bridges in Clayton county; in the success.
west the bridges are a great deal
,
Oscar Olson.
Fork, Minn.
stronger. We are paying high taxes
and have no good roads and bridges.
##1:
We have no protection at all.
His First.
I will close wishing The Review
Editor Review:—I have been read

.l. C. POND‘S HUBER RIG, CROSS PLAINS, TENN.

wind stacker, which does good work
for me. We ran 40 days this fall. I
am now hulling alfalfa, have a No.
7 Birdsell huller. Crops were poor
here this season. We get 8 cents

ﬁeld and one straw team, six pitchers
in ﬁeld and two spike pitchers, so

ing The Review for some years and

not seeing anything from this neck of
the woods I thought I would put in
a line or two.
***
I have been in the threshing busi
From Minnesota.
ness for 15 years and have run a good
Editor Review:—Encloscd please many different kinds of machines. I
ﬁnd 50 cents for one years’ subscrip can take either end and get along
tion to the Threshermen’s Review fairly well. I found out some years
Wm. Klinkenburg.
R. F. D. No. 2, St. Olaf, Ia.

and please send same to enclosed ad
dress.

ago that a man never knows it all.

There is always something to learn.
Mr. Radford has run my engine I never owned a rig of my own and
for four falls and I will say for him don’t want to. I am at present work
that he is certainly one of the best ing for two brothers. They have a 32
engineers that ever came to the inch Red River Special separator
with Ruth Feeder and a 15 h. p.
Northwest.
engine, equipped with Gould balance
I will also be pleased to tell my
valve, and I think this is one of the
brother threshermen how we thresh

in this part of the country. On ac
count of the straw being so light this
year I had the shortest run I‘ have

ever had. I threshed but 25 days
this fall. I thresh in the townships
of Fork and

Bikwoods,

Marshall

county, Minn., right near the boun
dary line between Minnesota and
North Dakota, and when the crop is

best rigs in this part of the country.
This is a bad fall for threshing out
here. Have had so much rain that
about half of the grain is rotten.
. Well, as this is my ﬁrst letter, I
will close wishing The Review suc
cess.
Hays & McKenzie Bros.

Randall, Kas.
*

*

*

poor on the Minnesota side I cross
Started Young.
over to Dakota. I have a 26 h. p.
Editor Review :—I have been a sub
engine and 40x60 separator with feed
er and wind stacker, complete.
I‘ scriber to The Threshermen's Review

have a cook car and always furnish for two years but have read it long
a full crew. I run 10 teams in the er than that. I am an engineer. My

I have run the en

gine for the past ﬁve years, but I
am at the separator end this fall and
like it very much. Wages are very
high here, an engineer gets $4.00 per

day and separator man $3.00 per day.
I would like to see The Thresher
men’s Review in the hands of every
er at a higher price. They ﬁnd it thresherman in the world. As my
letter is getting long I must close,
the cheapest in the long run.
Well, so much for this time, and wish The Review and brother thresh
wishing The Review success.
ermen much success.
P. A. Martens.
Chas. Barker.
Fairview, Okla.
Barnes, Kansas.

ers around here are turning them
down and will take the good thresh

i

i

i

*

*

*

Getting Rready.
Editor Review:——Please ﬁnd en
Editor Reviewz-Enclosed ﬁnd 50
cents for renewal to The Thresher closed 50 cents for renewal of my
subscription.
men ’s Review.
1‘ will write you a few lines regard
Your paper should be in the hands
From Missouri.

of all farm power users, whether ing threshing. Our crops were poor
threshermen or not. A perusal of its here, we had too many hail storms.

vCourtesy Wllkln‘s Bro... Blllr.

IN NEBRASKA.
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To You and all American Friends we wish what is Fair and Good for Christmas
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The Buckeye Improved
Variable Feed Mill
Cable Drive. Solid Car
riaze
For Engines
from 10 to100 H. P.

The Threshermen’s Saw Mill
We have specialized the thresherman’s saw mill proposition and have gotten
it down to a point where there is no doubt as to the adaptability of the Enterprise
Portable Mill to the needs of a threshermen, or anyone who already has an en
gine. We can suit your conditions, whether you live in a thickly timbered sec
tion. where the settings would be fewer and the demand for quantity of output
greater; or whether you live in a sparsely timbered locality where the settings
would be more frequent and convenience of handling and easy moving the prime
requirements.

The Enterprise Portable Saw Mill
is a stationary mill on wheels, and will do as much and as good work as any sta
tionary mill of the same capacity and requiring the same horse power to operate.
Has the same accurate set-works, insuring as accurate and “true” sawing as with

a stationary mill. It can be quickly and easily "pulled up” and moved—y0u take
it from one setting to another just like you do your separator-practically no
more trouble.

Write for Catalog T and learn the details of this outﬁt.

Enterprise Manufacturing Co.,

1040 Main St.

Columbiana, Ohio

ﬁrst experience around a threshing
I haven’t written to The Review the threshers thresh too cheap, then ing made when wheels do not turn.
outﬁt was to haul water for a 20 h. for a number of years so will try and they say we can ’t hire good men. I ﬁnd running a traction engine is
p. Reeves outﬁt, the pride of Parke write a few lines. I have quit the They hire someone who has worked different than a stationary for I have
County, belonging to Brockway & business for myself. as there is not around a separator a season or two, run 80 h. p. in saw mill and the same
Skidmore, who had a long run on the enough money in it for me. I put in then think they can run a separator, size in brick yard and know there is
Wabash bottoms. The next season 11 falls for myself. Last fall I ran which of course they can't. There more work with the traction.
Well, as this is getting pretty long
engineers were hard to ﬁnd so I took an engine for a man here, which used to be a lot of saw mills around
hold of the big engine; I was then 13 made my 12th season. I have had here and of course they had engi I will ring 011’, and give someone else
years of age. I made a run without charge of either end and in my 12 neers. Now the threshers (some of a chance. Wishing the Editor and
a break or hurting anyone. Since years have‘ found that a man must them) think a man like that ought threshers good luck the coming year.
Edward Ferg.
that time I have run several diﬁer hustle and he must get the best men to be able to run a traction engine.
Spring Valley, Wis.
ent makes of engines.
I ran a Reeves he can if he wants to keep the thing Well, some are. but most of them are
i‘ * ‘B
simple 20 h. p. engine grading on agoing, for either end must be kept not they are all right when the en
Out of It.
the Indiana Southern, and a Reeves in the very best order. The engine gine is under the belt', but put him on
C. C. engine on the electric line from I ran last fall was a 14 h. p. Minne the rough and hilly road, at that
Editor
Review:—I
am
really
Indianapolis to Terre Haute, grad apolis and it was running a 36x56 they lose their nerve. Like the man ashamed to say I have neglected to
ing. For all kinds of work give me a Advance separator, feeder and blow that ran the engine that I had last renew my subscription, but I have
Reeves C. C. engine.
I have run er, and I tell you it kept me busy. fall. He was supposed to be a good been so busy it has just been impos
numerous makes of engines, going On account of working so hard I had engineer, but he could not take the sible for me to write.
I am not in the threshing business
with a hay press this season. The to tighten up and ﬁx every night. rig up or down a hill. When I start
press is an Ann Arbor. Next year The way it is, a thresher gets a ed, the boys used to tell me that I now; I sold out a year ago.
The
I aim to buy a Robinson Duplex rig with swinging stacker and hand couldn’t make that hill, and I said, wheat harvest has been real good this
press; which is not as- expensive to feed, then in a year they put feeder is that so. Start a good ﬁre and see year but the oats have been dread
and blower on and expect to run the that everything was all right, then fully‘ poor. I cannot remember of
labor as some other makes.
Threshing was not good here this machine with the same engine. I say started, and went up _them. They there being as much clover, and as
year, the runs being very short; but get an engine plenty big enough and told me the other man never could good, as at the present time. Al
we had all kinds of clover to hull. you can do good work. I may run go up them. I told them he was ‘though
I
am
out
of
that
of
business
I
could
The outlook for shredding is good. again for the same man, or if some afraid. I tell you the less time you line
I run a. saw mill engine in the winter man needs an engineer let me know.
lose on the road, and setting, the not get along without The Thresh
time. The Parsons husker, Aultman
The trouble in this country is that more money in it, for there is noth ermen’s Review. I get so much good
& Taylor huller,

Reeves separator,

Reeves saw mill and Robinson baler
are my favorites in the machine line.
There are several price cutters here

with old worn out rigs, but the up
to-date rigs get the business.
With success to The Review.
W. M. Wclch.
Rockville, Ind.
=l=

*

*

Appreciative.

0

Editor Review:—Please ﬁnd en
closed ﬁfty cents for a yearly sub
scription to your paper, as I am in
terested in same. I got hold of a
copy some way and so found the ad
dress, which I had wanted for some

time.

I read the paper with great

interest, and found

it was indeed

worth 50 cents; and here is the mon
ey for a year.
I see lots of correspondence in
same from a lot of threshermen; and
these greatly interest me; as I like
to learn everything about farm ma

chinery.
My brother has another
thresherman’s paper, but I have the
idea that The Review is ahead of the
same. Wishing The Review all suc
cess.
E. E. Swenson.
Crosby, Tex.
‘F

*

*

From Wisconsin.

Editor Review:—Your notice re
ceived so encldsed you will ﬁnd 50
cents for another year's subscription.

GRADING WITH AN AVERY.

December, 1909.
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I Christmas Time 23‘
Steel Frame

ﬁnds many threshermen with nothing to do. Their engines are
standing idle, rusting and deteriorating in value, simply waiting for
the next threshing season; which when it does come may not give
the thresherman enough work to wear the rust out of his engine.

‘

__
4
._ 5

This is a waste of money.

'

'

There is work you can do with your

-"
A
5‘

w

‘I

’

engine during the idle months, which is more proﬁtable than
threshing. In most every section there is hay, straw and corn fod
der which is bept better if baled and takes up less than half the
room. Your opportunity is to get a baler and get your share of
this work. It’s up to what kind of a baler you get as to how much
work you can do and do it right.

THE ANN ARBOR COLUMBIA BALER

Is the best machine of its class because it has the strongest and most
effective feeder, and because it has the heaviest and most powerful gearing.
I thas the greatest capacity because it can be speeded higher than any other.
It has the lowest average repair bills, by actual ﬁgures. These are facts.
Think them over, then write us for the proof and get in touch with THE
COLUMBIA—the necessary addition to any threshing outﬁt.
It has the greatest capacity because it can be speeded higher than any other.

whether you can afford to be without one. Write today.

Ann Arbor Machine Co.,
out of it and am always glad when

*

*

prices am pretty apt to raise them,
for taking in consideration the long

The First Snowdrihs.

Editor

Review:—I am

Ann Arbor, Mich.

yet learned how to pitch bundles to the grain does not separate from the

the time comes to get it. I‘ always it.
read every word it contains and it
I charge 3 cents for oats, 4 cents
is the greatest pleasure I have.
‘for Wheat and barley, furnish no
I hope it may live long and prosper. help except machine crew, and in
La Harpe, Ills.
A. J. Lovitt.
stead of ever thinking about cutting
*

1 204
Broadway

straw but goes out in straw piles
and spouts and gives the thresher
away.
Now listen. I can "run as much
through” my 33x54 as any man can
do on the same size machine, but I

do not believe-in running it through.
poor roads, irrigation I want to thresh it and I do thresh
ditches to cross, very few bridges it and save at least 99% of all I
that are at all safe to try to cross, thresh.
I had one man to tell me
wet places to sink into, makes a last year that I could not thresh for
thresherman’s money come by hard him any more.
I did not hustle
work.
enough. He got another machine this
At some other time I will give you year to do his work. He came to tell
some of our experiences plowing by me a while back and wanted me to
steam and my views of it, with some book him for next year. He said he
suggestions that may be of service to could afford to pay me the regular
others contemplating such work.
price for threshing and a premium
With best wishes for your contin of $10.00 and then come out ahead. I
ued success, I am,
since heard the same man tell this in
Elmer E. Crawford.
public, that I had the best separator
Shawmut, Mont.
he ever saw run. I respike my ma
* * *
chine every year, both cylinder and

enclosing moves and

$1.00 to pay for the renewal of Wal
lace Giles subscription and my own.

The reason you have not heard
sooner is because I have been out

with my rig and it has not been han
dy to attend to my mail, but do not

want to miss any issues of The Re
view.

This has been the worst season for
threshing I‘ have experienced for
nearly 20 years. Snow coming ear
lier than usual. (Letter dated Oct.

25.) Many farmers’ grain was not
yet cut and others not stacked. Very
little threshing is done from the shock
here.

Conservative.

Editor Review:—Having written
We came home the other night
making 40 miles, leaving the outﬁt to you some time ago exploiting and
alongside a big snow drift and I blowing about my Port Huron ma
heard of a competitor whose engine chine I want to tell you how I make
was buried in the mud and the gear and hold my customers. In the ﬁrst
ing stripped. These are some of the place, I do not allow the tablers to

A Crop Failure.

Editor Review:—The threshing did
not amount to much here this fall. I
did not go out to thresh; and those
that did go did not make wages; for

there was nothing to thresh. This is
irrigated country; no snow in the
mountains last winter to speak of, so
that run us short of water, as well
as crops. I feel lost, not having been
out threshing. This is the ﬁrst fall
I have missed out of seventeen.
Enclosed ﬁnd 50 cents for renewal

of my subscription.
U. S. Wagner.
Lafayette, Colo.
*

*

*

Short.

Editor Reviewz-Please ﬁnd en
closed $1.00 to renew my subscrip
tion to The Review two years more.

Threshing is over for this fall, and
the season was short.

I have a traction rig, 16 horse. en
concaves. I use the three row in gine and new separator, low-down,
front and two row in back, and I do which I‘ think is a. very good rig and
my own repairing. When I‘ break a hard to beat. I get 20 for oats, 3c

casting I put iron in place of it if it for wheat and 4c for rye; and the
is possible to do so, and it can be farmers furnish the help themselves,
done in most places about a sepa excepting the four men that go with
rator.
the machine crew.
troubles a machine meets out here as abuse my machine, that is, I do not
F. Goodfruit.
There is another thing I do not
well as other parts of the country. allow anyone to feed it above its ca do with my rig, that is run it on the
R. F. D. No. 45, Alma, Mich.

I have an Aultman & Taylor rig
complete, 16 h. p. engine, 32 inch New

pacity; by that I mean that I do not

road after dark.

We get in enough

*

*

*

let them feed it until the vibrator time in the day time to rest when
Not Busy.
Century separator with Parsons feed cannot do the work that it is intend night comes, and farmers do not fault
Editor
Review:—Hello,
brother
ed
to
do;
that
is,
to
shake
up
the
er, Farmer's Friend blower and Peor
us for that. They know that when
ia weigher. There is no doubt that straw and knock the grain out of it we start up threshing that all hands threshermen, I will drop you a few
many other makes are as good, for when the machine is fed above its are awake and watching to see that lines to let you know that I am still
alive.
if not they would not ﬁnd purchas capacity. Then the straw becomes everything moves.
Threshing was very short this year.
ers who know how to make them do so thick and packed inside of the
This letter is getting long, so I will My father and I were out nineteen
good work. One thing that gives separator that the forks or fingers in
close, wishing much success to The days this year; threshed 10,600 bush
what otherwise would be a good ma side simply push up in straw and
Review.
els. Wheat was very poor. We own
chine with a good record a black eye drop back and do not shake or ham
Quincy, O.
A. W. Melvin.
a Rumely, which is ten years old. It
is a man trying to run it who has not mer the straw any at all. Therefore

16
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will thresh as good as a brand new swer columns are worth the subscrip
rig; will clean it to perfection. We tion price alone, besides all of the
are not doing any work with our en good reading matter that there is
gine at present.
in your valuable paper.
I will close for this time with best
Well, as I have never written to
wishes.
your paper I will make my ‘letter
Mason Walker.
short. I have been in the thresh
Burnt Prairie, Ills.
ing business for about eleven years
and I still can learn something ev
* * *
ery day. I have been on the foot
Clover Hulling.
Editor Reviewz-Enciosed please board in the ﬁeld for nine seasons
ﬁnd post office order for $1.50 for and have worked in the repair shops
two new subscriptions to The Review for the Reeves people for two years.
Have handled most every standard
and renewal of my own.
engine
that there is built in the Unit
We have been very busy this fall
and are not through yet. Have been ed States, have owned several, and
running two clover hnllers all fall to my judgment the make that I have
and have a couple of Weeks yet; also now is the best of the whole lot. It
- ~
is a double
fl‘ggeajaxv'g‘ghgegpifa‘gg
“if;
double
steelsimple
gears.Reeves
This engine
is the with
ﬁfth
a clover huller for they are the best ieason for this engine. mid It runs
hullers on earth. Just send and get Just as good to‘lay as It dld the flay
the attachment and they can thresh tlmt I unloaded 1t.‘ I halve a practical

December, 1908

The Best Christmas Present
for Yourself or Any Thresherman
is a

Manzel Traction Engine Oil Pump
Model “ D ”
You will have a merry time all the year ’round
with a Manzel Pumpfon your engine.

_‘

Works
Perfectly

r

>

‘

.

mu
"my"

30 8:12.,

i

of oil.
Prevents
wear and tear

regardless of
weather’
steam

more than any huller in less time and 011 pump on thls engine and they

pressure’

on engine

do it just as good. We have one that can't be beat,‘ for you can count ‘on
we threshed 15 bushels in one hour them every minute that your engme
of six loads and cleaned it perfectly. is in operation, and they will put in
Are using it every day and will for the oil just as I want it. I can pump
a couple of weeks. We also have a all the way from a few drops to a
saw mill that we mountedourselvesand gallon an hour. I guess that is going
this makes it very handy for trans some. The other end of my rig is
porting it around to these small jobs, composed of a Minneapolis separator
all Minneapolis attachments
which are from 2,000 to 10,000 feet with
to a setting. Can set ready for work and I like this a little bit better than
in one hour, always in line and al any other that I have seen in the
ﬁeld.
ways ready to go.
Well, I guess I have said enough
Well as this is getting lengthy will
close wishing The Review and patrons about my rig so will say a few words
about the crops here. In most places
the best of success.
around here the crops were fair. We .
S. E. Milam.
had had quite a little rain and the .
Elmwood, Ills.
grain
was quite tough, but everybody ‘
***
threshes for about the same price and
From the Lone Star State.
I guess all of my brother threshermen

speed of
engine or

Requires “'0
attention.

Editor Reviewz-As my subscrip have done quite well around here.
.
.
tion to The Review has expired I Threshing
is about all done now,

grade of oil.

FOR WARNING [ML

The Feed is Always in Sight
If your dealer doesn't carry them in stock, have him get one for you
or order direct from us. Don't take anything that "works nearly as
well” as a Manzel. Insist upon having a Manzel Pump. It costs no
more, and has no equal for Convenience, Durability and Regularity.
REMEMBER.
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR SIGHT FEED,
GAUGE GLASS OR ANY OF THE MANY SPECIAL FEATURES
ALL INCLUDED WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE.

MANZEL BROTHERS CO.
307-309 Babcock St., Buffalo, N. Y.
General Agent for Washington and Oregon, J. ]. LANGMACK, Albany, Oregon.

_l

am enclosing herewith 50 cents for some of the machines are pulled in. ————_
another year’s subscription.
Wishing The Review and brother
My brother and I own a threshing threshermen success.
A com crop may be profitable without saving the fodder. but It will be twice
rig and will give you a few lines re

garding our experiences.

We have

John Simpson.

a _30x48 Advance separator complete
with all attachments, 20 h. p. Advance simple engine. We don ’t claim
this to be the only rig but think it
is as good as the best. ,We can
please the men we thresh for and
that is the main object. This is a
deep sandy country and it makes it

is proﬁtable it it is saved.

R. F. D_ No. 2, Whitewater’ Kana

1'’

*

*

sums Early,

lt'cf’i‘m

.

N

[2,’, Y3‘: “,T"

Editor Reviewz-I though I‘ would ;';,-~';,';.':;'.; .13"... i‘

J

write a few lines today, as it is rain- 533,337,?’",jof'ga’yggmblgmm
ing and I can’t work. I just received a copy of The Review and enjoy
readin
letters from brother thresh-

The new method 01 handling corn saves

the entire crop. The new way is to run all the corn through

COMMON ‘
SENSE

BURN HUSKEBt'li‘ié’BRES

3? voyrrwﬁw hiyhlluikinggnd s\hred- ;_~, I
":5 f'tifghi'ifml’liioo :15 5:: “.“...“,‘..t..‘.
liﬁponaﬁo't
.
E‘ h
i
ii ii id; mm

. u

585,
made. n

'

,
husks all the
/ corn and shreds

g

ermen. I ﬁxed up my rig for the
coming fall early in the summer; for
naother, but the Advance engine goes
I think that is the best time to do it.
where any engine will go and will go
where some others can’t go. The I had quite a lot of repairing to do
and it kept me busy for some time.
past season’s wheat was short here,
My extra bills and work amounted
only made 10 bushels per acre, did
t
k
b.
,
to Over $200-00-

//
the fodder Into
w _"ccrn hay.“ Oornhay

very hard to move from one job to

no. ma e any, lg day S “m ,and I

It does make me laugh to read let-

is the equal in Ieedlng
valueoi bestilmoihyhay
Ask your dealer or write
us lot Husker Catalog

I have a few new 10-Roll Janney Shredders with large sized snapping
rolls, shelled corn bagger and wind stacker complete. Have one S-Roll.

Will take $200 each for same, F. O. B. Kewanee, _Ill.

These are new ma
chines, have never been run, paint is bright and In good
shape.

thmk the maJonty of the blg day ters where threshers say they haven’t

A- c- TAYLOR’ Kewanee, 111'

records are only made on paper and
not the actual ﬁeld record. If I had paid out a cent for repairs for a sea
son or even years. It generally costs
a desire to hold the championship
me $100.00 a season for each rig for
record I think I could write it out
extras and the only thing I can say
on paper. Well, I will ring off for
about those who say they do not have
the present, wishing The Review and
to pay a cent for extras is that they
all its readers success.
must be good at talking in order to
A. J. Bitner.
get their extras without paying for
Vernon, Tex.
same. Crops were good in this coun
* * *
try and threshing was a little better
From Kansas.
than it was last year. One thing,
Editor Review:'—Enclosed you will labor was not as high; more men and
ﬁnd an order for 50 cents for which a better class than the farmers have
send me The Review one year. I been having the last three years. Last
haven’t been a subscriber heretofore year I had over 60 men working for
but have been a reader of The Re me and not over ten of them earned
view for quite a while, as my broth their wages, but those ten were
er has been living with me and he the best workers in the land, the rest
took your paper, but now his sub were thriftless and lazy, looking for
scription has expired with the last nothing but‘ big wages. I am not
number and he has moved, so I will against the working people for I am
have to subscribe for it or do without. a laboring man myself, but I like to

Ask your dealer for the most satisfactory line
of Hand and Wind Mill Force and Lift Pumps,
House Pumps, Power Pumps, Tank Pumps, Spray
Pumps and Glass Valve Seat Cylinders, Hay Un
loaders, Forks, Slings, Pulleys, etc.
Hay Rack
Clamps, Stay-on Door Hangers.

I think no thresher can do without see a man work for what he gets.
The Review, as the Question and An Last fall I lost $600.00 besides my

F. E. MYERS & BRO., Ashland, Ohio.

lilzlmt Award, St. Louis, 1904

:

Gold and Silver Medals. Portland, 1905

ASHLAND PUMP and HAY TOOL WORKS
17* off your list to'liie Myers!"
6551mm‘ lARTN

A line without an

The MYERS
Low Down
Tank

Pump.

equal on the globe.
Oii Polished
or Bras- Lined
Cylinder.

Write for descrip
tive circulars. The
Right time to write
is Right now.

Reversible
Handle.

December, 1908.
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INJECTOR INSURANCE
HE above is a typical scene in most every threshing
community during the busy season. Everything
is in running order and everybody is busy. It is at
times like this that the failure to work of any part of your
machinery causes you much inconvenience as well as ex
pense. A balky injector can cause as much inconvenience
and tie up the whole
rig quicker and more
completely than any
other part of your
machinery and they always balk at just the time
when you can least afford it.
The U. S. Automatic Injector is insurance against
any such hold-ups, under ordinary working condi

water. These things are all of the utmost importance to
the thresherman, as they ﬁt his conditions particularly.
The injector on his engine gets usage to which an injector
in ordinary service is not subjected. And any injector
which will operate perfectly under these conditions com
mends itself to him. That is the reason that over 300,000
engineers and
threshermen
are
now using the U. S.
Automatic. And it
is also the reason why the U. S. Government adopt
ed it as the standard of quality for government
service. They will start at lower steam pressure
and work with higher steam pressure than any oth
er-injector made. There is absolutely

The U. S. Automatic lnjector

tions, because of its patented features

which protect you against breakdowns.
Right now users are experiencing trouble
from their injectors freezing——we have
eliminated this trouble in the drip-cock
attachment to the U. S., by means of
which any remaining water is drained off
and freezing is made im
possible. Simply turning
on the steam, starts the

water-—it is so positively
automatic that you never
experience any diﬂiculty in starting it.
If you are moving on a rough road, or
in a ﬁeld there is no danger of the injector stopping,
as the jar and jolt of the engine does not aﬁect its
working, so long as the suction hose remains under

no waste of water, and no chance of

_
"
=

ever leaking from wear, becaue of our
special design which prevents it.
)V
I
The parts are accessible and easily
cleaned. All these points are not only
Injector Insurance for you, but they are money sav
ing and labor saving features. Your engineer has
absolutely no trouble in operating the U. S. Auto
matic. You are not continually tied up by its not
working and you are never held up for repairs.
These are the money and labor saving points in fa
vor of the U. S. Automatic Injector; and when you

have one connected up to your engine your injector
troubles are at an end.

If your engine is not ﬁtted

with one, or you are buying a new outﬁt specify
the U. S. Automatic Injector and start right.

The Engineers Red Book, for engineers, will be
mailed free to any thresherman or engineer who will
send his name and address and mention this paper.
It is ﬁall of injector information of an educational value
and is a handy manual for every steam user.
This is absolutely free.

American Injector Co.
Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A.
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own time and the use of both ma

a ton in Ohio. I have run an Advance

chines, and any thresher can ﬁgure
what that would be, but I learned a
lesson and a dear one,‘too. I will

engine and it took from 800 to 1,000

MAKE ONE JOB
OUT
OF
TWO
Th
.
F
. d
d.

pounds of good coal to do a hard
day ’s threshing.

My advice is, don ’t

tell about your big season’s run be

\

sell one machine and stay by the oth
er one all the time, pay good wages cause i? misleads a lot of young men
but get the best of men. If the crop to go in the threshing business and
turns out as good as it looks I ex hurts the trade.
pect to make both ends meet.
'
H. Lohr.
I would like to hear from brother
Elmore, O.
*- *
*
threshermen who have used the I‘. X.
L. separating device and what suc
A Good Suggestion.
cess it gives.
'
Editor Review:—Threshing is poor
Elmer A. Nurnberger.
Foxholm, N. D.
i‘

‘F

1mp1§£§§§§§SZL1°in 2223132330..‘T53. "iii?
so that one operation, the same tinge the,

same team, and the same expense will both

hal'ww and Plow
the

in this country, jobs are small, they

*

Editor Review:—I thank you for
notifying me that my subscription
had expired, and will renew at once.
I was 58 years old last January. I
began to thresh when I was 14 years
old and have been at it the most of
the time since. I have learned some
thing new every day. Then it looks
so simple, why did I not see it be
fore. I‘ run a full rig, that is feeder,
wind stacker, bagger, husker, bean

That means I

ground, un

der normal con
ditions.
The State and
United States
Agricultural Ex
periment
Sta
tions
advocate
the harrowing of
the ground right
after the plow.
You can well do
this by using

never run over one thousand bushels
and seldom that. We get 2 cents for
oats, 4 cents for wheat and 5 cents

Short.

thresher and saw mill.

December, 1908

for rye, the farmer furnishes every

thing except three men with the ma
chine.
is about we
all ﬁnd
that ais small
rais
ed here.That
Sometimes

' I

THE KRAMER LIGHT RUNNING’ ROTARY

job of timothy, clover or buckwheat.

“ARROW ATTACHMENT

FOR FLOWS

I_have a full Huber Fig; 12 h- p- engine and 28x42 separator, also one

This is the Implement which has had such a phenomenal sale during
the past eighteen months. Wide awake and progressive Jobbers are

Champion hay press, 16x18, I do not

purchasing the Kramer Attachment by the thousand, and farmers are

say that this is the best outﬁt on
earth but the men that I work for
are satisﬁed.
1' never lost a job yet
_

purchasing them-as fast as dealers can put them on their sample ﬂoors.
If not kept in stock by your dealer, write for printed matter and
pnces
'
. S pecla
'l pupal'd 0 if U for 30 d ays .

on account of the work 1 have done,

THE KRAMER COMPANY

Paxton, 11].. U. S. A.

so I guess the machine is all right. I
will not say that I have the best rig think if some of these wind jammers
on earth but keep on sawing all the that are always telling of their big
do something most all the time.

I

time for the same old customers.
W. H. Morton.
Parma, Mich.
*

*

days work and how much they made

would tell some of us fellows that
do not know anything how they keep

Mr. Thresherman!

their machine in shape, how they get
them out of bad mud holes, what

*

May We Ask You

Get Them into the State Association.

kind of boiler, compound they use,
been a and such things, every thresherman,
thresherman for the past eight years
especially themselves, would be bet
and ﬁnd it quite a business. Every ter off, and they would not have to
man can’t take it and run it. It takes holler in a year or two about price
a good head to run it.
cutters.
Editor Review:—I

have

Did your DRIVE BELT HARD
EN this year?
\
Did ' your
DRIVE
BELT
CRACK?
Did it RAG on the EDGES?
Use a SAWYER DRIVE BELT
next season and avoid these undesir
able features‘
Send for Book “13-”

Regarding best machines-I keep
The best way I have ever found to
this to myself. One likes one and get out of a mud hole was to take a
one likes another, but they all do good long chain and bolt it to the wheel
work if they are run right. I also that was in, then take the other end

have a corn‘ sheller but have only ahead and stake it down good and
run it for about two years. Have not solid, lock your compensating gear
raised a crop for seven years. Oats and you will be surprised to see her
average 22 bushels to the acre; that
climb
use twoout.
chiuns.
_If both
We have
wheels
badare
roads
in,
is poor. I see by The Review that
some can thresh so many thousand

Please mention The Review.

and bridges so we often get a chance
bushels a day but they can’t show
to try something.
for it. The price cutters are plenti
Will close wishing The Review and
ful here; they come down to 75 cents brother threshermen success.
.
W , Barclay
per hundred.

money fast‘
.

I I STOVE and RAISE 0,.‘
‘*

I

‘

4;_

'

Write for It today!
Bo‘mwﬂ
pages Free ti"

Well,,that is making
our roads and bnd ge S

are gOOd here.
I will close, wishing The Review
and‘ brother threshers much success.

Otto Ristam
Laverne, 1a.
*

*

R' No- 21 New Gahlee;
Pa
.

*
,

q;

'

" -‘i .

*

Th‘ b k gildvesdyid'rigeflin
‘ii
i
g i $l2to $50 when you pureliasgoa

explains how the best and finest stoves and ranges
in the world are made. and tells you how to"know
1ﬁ$l¥?>\%\ be" ‘muslin sTovEs and nllais

wa'chFs the separator‘

Editor Review:—I received your
notice that my subscription had ex
pired. I will send $1.00 for a year’s

"f" '

"gr

,.

“ "

FROM FACTORY To IISEI
'7
r

What did he Mean?

Engine Sense.
I have just got through threshing
written to a well known threshing and had a very good run. I tended
machine company, recently handed to my separator myself, and found it
us by a. Review reader, to whom it pays me better to do so than to run
was handed by a representative of the engine. I have tried both and

lava-l and my taken.

i ‘ Ann oun SPECIAL Inez 'rnuu. one: ' “sum” \
l'lllllSlER STEEL

IDOSIER STOVE FACT'JRY. 309 State St., Hart". Indian

.

_

I75; il‘ivhii'isfhid:aha-138T“;8.? The celebrated De Leach MIII
I
1
d’s

T
i

\

iiilgdiﬂiilpgiiriiigvif-i'ittiiermm

had to see after their wheat after it Standard
'
,

eal‘Sb

of the dirt and sand burrs they watch

Editor Review:—In looking over a ed that their wagons did not run over.
late issue I‘ see where a thresherman They haven’t anything else to do
at Quincy, 0., claims he threshed all
day hard and only used 75 cents

with his

I01’
Y
/
p";

'

our help.

“

A

‘i

y‘

we Se‘ the Pace

t1‘.

—others do ‘he

'

,- 1385! They

W
Up5 '4
l f

v.;
" '

L 'T

‘ Mfrs;
i’ i

. . t I‘

"l v i

I

' \ll

can
Awmr-aia
T133335, 6;;

p- ‘ boycanopﬁlrﬁ‘bﬂ
5111115300

('l'llll}.

IBJmmil a in use

Says its Misleading.

of coal

A child can operate

can get a man to keep the engine up

Dear Sir:—I tot i wod rit you a better than the separator. Wheat
ﬁ
'
.
how you was give me a payment for
the ﬁrst year wher you wont morgit little rye. 1' charged 61/2 cents and
as a payment the ﬁrst year if you boarded my own hands. When I startwill give me a payment on it i will ed out I told the farmers that they
try one of your rigs for i em use to
run the Red_ Five!‘ and the am’: good went through the spouts on my mamachines so if you well pleas litt me chine if the didn’t want to ather
J J
_
y
g
"0 Sunn* * *
- it up from the ground, so when they
had to get down and scratch it out

traction engine.

"Guaranteed for Years," backed '{
by a million dollars. ' Hoosiers" are he]

themﬂa'sold u 30 day! In- trllL No Freight to ply.

a letter

letter and sine the cutpon and see

worth

selected material, beautifully ﬁnished, i
with all new improvements and features.
'- A.

'v

‘I.

subscription and a copy of Plain Gas

the company. -

,

Are heavily made of highest grade ,y

*

Following is a copy ‘of

4"- '
\

while their wagon is being loaded.
I will close wishing The Review

lﬁ-horse and its readers success.

He must get coal at

$1.50 per ton, otherwise he couldn't
do it, as coal costs from $4.00 to $6.00

'
John Birt.

R. F. D. No. 1, Box No. 9, Arling
ton, Kansas.
'

._ W V
"

F \
‘3

."

the world

over.

;
'
Variable Feed. Frii tion
pox
DoneBetand
Diamond
mp1.-Stw-i
produce
Works.
Automatic
Tri
o,,t,;,ﬂgegipg,g;",im7gt;lggame"Q{j;;m§g;;;.‘i;:

‘ "HdBi‘iIPr-‘i- GmiolincEn "198.POrtabl~(‘nrnnn<l rma
..
_
Milli-i. Plum-rs, Shingle
ills. Wood Emu unil Wutdt
“ her-ls.MILL
l’rnrni-tsliipnwnt and we
the freiiziu
whom,“
mpaooum
382mayBmuunnm
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Baling.
in day, 25 h. p. engine and 40x66 sep-i
Editor Review :—I have been away larator. This is an average in the

Saws and Mill

for two weeks husking corn and did fall’s run. I averaged a little better‘
not get your letter asking me to this fall.
write or I would have done so sooner,
Wheat that will g0 15 bushels to!
as I like The Review very well and the acre will make 2,100 bushels a
am willing to help things along as day more or less according to how it‘ .

Supplies
Get Our Prices on Saws, Saw Guides,
and Mill Supplies—such as Belting,
Edgers, Cut-Oif-Saws, Set Works,
Knight Dogs, etc.

much as I can.
turns out. There was one machine in
Well, in regard to my baling this this county that threshed 235 acres '‘
fall I did not do as much as I did of wheat in one day this year. We
last fall, for the reason that hay have lots of good threshers here and
dropped from $20.00 a ton to $9.00 all makes of machines, but the make
last winter, so there was considerable of machine doesn’t seem to make any
carried over and this fall it was so difference in a big day’s run. We
dry that we had to commence to feed have some price cutters and they
a month ahead of time. At present the are generally the poor threshers.
prices are a little better, about $14.00
The threshers here all have board

a ton.

I charge $1.25 a ton for bal

ZZ-Z4 West Randolph Street, Chicago

For Grain meshes-l.

ing cars and furnish the crew.

We‘

ing, carry three men, and a boy to get 10 cents for wheat, 6 cents for
stick the wires back through to the oats, 8 cents for barley and 15 cents
man that is tying. The farmers fur for ﬂax. Expenses are about $100.00
nish the help to put it to the machine a day. A man should never buy a
and take it away; they also furnish threshing outﬁt unless he knows his
coal. We have plenty of coal in this trade. Learn your trade with some
county, can get the best screened good thresher; then buy a machine.
coal for six cents a bushel at bank. Most of the threshing outﬁts will run

We are not in it with some of the from morning till night the whole fall
brothers, or at least they say so, for
the most we ever baled in a day was
23 tons. One day we baled 61/2 tons
in two hours. I would advise any
man that runs a press to get good

THE AUTEN MACHINERY CO.

without a breakdown or any bother if
they are properly speeded and looked

after.

I ﬁt and
“Look how I am built.
work in any threshing machine; I
save the grain and do not let it go
in the straw stack.
I make the
farmer smile when a. thresherman
comes to thresh his grain with me
in his machine; I help do a. good
job, and do it quick; the cylinder
don't wrap. machine don't choke, no
delay when I am there.
Write to my Bosses and they will tell you all about
me and what it takes to get me. Do this at once; don't delay. get in line for
next season."

SI‘. PETERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

-

ST. PETERS, MO.

Most all breakdowns come

from recklessness and they don ’t uh.

derstand their business. I have been
If you have a called on in lots of cases where the
man that is careless, or cannot see engineers have been stuck, where they

help and good wire.

GOOD BALING PRESS made and that is the
“Maui-er," the one that can skin an ything that was
\
ever mounted on 4 wheels, in the line of a Geared
~ ~. \
of Belt Power Baling Press, the one that is back
‘
ed by a Guarantee “that is a Guarantee,” which
- speaks for itself and protects the purchaser. If
don’t
it, try one. It will cost you
i -. you
nothing
if dclicve
it
don’t bear out all our claims; we
will then take the press back and pay the freight
both way and pay you well for the time spent
in the trial. Write for catalog and our Guarantee.

anything to do, pay him oﬁ at once have had poor engineers, and it has

or he will cause you trouble. You surprised me that the engines could
will have a break of some kind due run at all, still they call themselves
to his neglect. I consider that every engineers. The same thing with the
time a bale bursts that I am two bales separator men, half of them don’t
behind on my day ’s work; as I have know a separator from a wheelbarrow
lost that one and it takes me as long still they call themselves separator
to bale that one the second time as it men. I am in company with another
would to make another, so that every man and have a rig. We are both en
time a bale of 125 lbs. .bursts I am gineers and both of us can run the
out 250 lbs. I use the best wire that separator. Have been in company for

THE MARVIN

I am not advertising any machine of repair work that can be done out
but I can hear some of you saying, side of the factory.
“why, that fellow has a coﬁee mill;”
Have a 30 h. p. engine with plow
so I will tell you what I have. A 12 gear. We have ﬁgured on the plow
h. p. Huber engine, 28x42 Huber next fall with the engine, but I don ’t
thresher, 16x18 Champion press and know if it will pay. We have no
an 8-roll Janney corn husker. There rocks here and we can get one mile to
are others, but they are good enough go on. I have seen some plows that
for me. Last Wednesday a man liv will do good work, but they are too

Corn was pretty fair in this locali
threshing outﬁt.
ty this year. Threshing was also fair.
Geo. Georgeson.
Oats would average about 30 bushels
Fessenden, North Dakota.
to the acre, wheat about 25 bushels.
* *
‘F

That is the principal crop here.

We

have a little rye and buckwheat but
not much. I guess that I had better

SPECIAL TRUCK and LOADER
(01' Loading, Unloading‘ and Transportation
of corn Sheller Extension ConveyorI.
No lifting to do—no chains to disconnect
or catching
—no trouble from
kinking
chains-—no joints to unjoint or joint up—
and your corn conveyors are always ready
for operation.
Truck is built with cross
rods to each axle, each axle being pivoted
on bolsters, to enable turning in narrow
One
places, going through gateways. etc.
boy can unload forty or fifty feet of c rn
COI‘IVGYOI‘S, and do it quicker and ass er
than four men can do it by hand.

When a plow weighs 51/2 tons

oﬁ in a corn husker.
that is too much of a load in itself.
We get $1.50 an hour for husking
I will close for this time and wish
corn, carry three men and the farmer The Review much success. Next time
furnishes the rest.
I will write some about operating a

THE MARVIN HANDYIWAGON GEAR
Substantially built, ﬂttecl with two-ﬁfth
wheels, and cross rod steering device, en
abling you to turn in close, narrow places,
avoiding the necessity of backin
with
heavy loads. Can be made long or s ort [20
suit demands of what you wish to haul.
Sneclal circulars and prices upon appli
cation.

Marvin Manufacturing Company,

From Minnesota.

Editor Review:—Fmcl0sed you will
ﬁnd ﬁfty (50c) cents for renewal of

close for this time, wishing The Re my subscription for another year. As
view and brother threshermen a Mer I haven’t seen anything from this
ry Christmas and a Happy New Year. country in your paper I will write a
G. W. Barclay.
few lines.
.
R. 2, New Galilee, Pa.
Crops were good here. Wheat av
*

*

Christmas and New Year
GREETINGS

*

eraged about 15 bushels per acre. The
Chatty

threshing season was nice and dry.
Editor Review :—I am a subscriber you could pull through any sand hole
to The Review and I ﬁnd lots of inter without getting stuck. I’m not an
esting reading in it. I am a thresh owner of a threshing outﬁt but have
erman of 27 years’ experience and pulled the throttle for eight years.
have operated thirteen diiferent makes This fall I have been running a 25
of machines. I ﬁnd they all will do h. p. Minneapolis engine which pull
the work they are intended for i ed a 40x62 separator. I recommend
properly run. .
> the new dir'ect ﬂue Minneapolis en
I have seen some reports of thresh gine t0 the man that is wanting an
ing in The Review, but none have engine. Because it is a powerful and
been from this part of the state. It stout engine and every thing is han
seems to me that threshing is going dy and easy to operate for the en
on on a smaller scale in some parts, gineer. An engine that you can eith
to what we are used to. We ﬁgure er hitch to the belt or to the plow
on a machine to clear oil 145 acres without wasting time and money for

‘

l
:

_ SPENCEVRLIOWAQ

I can get. Use 9 ft. 6 in. crosshead seventeen years.
We also have a
and make bales that average 120 lbs. blacksmith shop and can do all kinds

ing handy to me got his hand taken heavy.

‘
i
‘

From the

Byington
Force Feed
The King of Cold
weather Lubricators

Byington Force Feed Lubricator Co.
Aurora,\lllinois

2O
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repairs or stopping every ﬁve or ten
minutes for steam.
Another thing that every engineer
should do is to enroll in the Clarke
School of Traction Engineering of
Madison, Wis. ' I graduated from this
school and think that it is worth

December, 1908.

Thresher Poetry.
These lines were written by one of
the boys on the Olson, Frey and Tys
dal threshing outﬁt in the Sunny Hill
district, Saskatchewan, Canada, and

are taken from the Lee, Ills., Stan
(lard.

General PIII'DOSQ (Engines.
More and more every year the trac it is by means of the engines, not
tion engine is being diverted from its withstanding the fuel costs about 30

more than ten times its cost to me,

and think that no engineer is com
plete without the use of this school.
Wishing The Review and its read
ers success,
A. F. Thenemann.

\Vinthrop, Minn.
:1:

ii:

Changed Her Mind.

Editor Review:—We miss our Re
view. Enclosed please ﬁnd 50c for
year beginning with Xmas number, as
I wish it for my husband. About ﬁt‘
teen years ago I had my ﬁrst experi
ence cooking for “thrashers.” Sev- I
eral break downs, during the time,
and I remarked that was my ﬁrst
But

the next year I changed my mind and
have been cooking ever since for the

best thresherman that ever lived.

And if you'll kindly listen,
To the little speech I give,
My heart will swell with gratitude,
As long as I will live.
‘Ne are a jolly threshing crew,
No better could you ﬁnd.
In Canada's Dominion.
Or across the boundary line.

:i:

and last cooking for threshers.

Kind friends my oratorlcal
Procivities are small,
I wasn't born for such a place,
But I've got there after all.

My

We are men of mind and muscle,
And we work with might and
main,
We can show you how to hustle,
\Vhen it comes to threshing
grain.
“'c‘re not here seeking glory.
And we are not here for fame.
We're here to run the threshing
The Avery by name.
[rig,
'Tis_

true

that other

threshing

rigs
Have merits they can plead,
But you'll ﬁnd the Yellow! Fellow.
Is the one that takes the lead.
At the head we've Mr. Olson.
The right man for the place,
He tenr's ovr separator.
And he sefs the proper pace.

original use-in this country at least cents a gallon.
——as power for driving farm machin
Another thing that they encoun

ery, particularly the grain separator. ter is the fording of two or three
It has long been used for driving the pretty good sized rivers. One of these
portable saw mill outﬁt and for trans
porting it from place to place; and
of late years it has come into quite
extended use as a gang plow motor.

is near enough to the sea so that the

tide rises in the river some 18 or 20
feet, and on one of their trips out

with loads of supplies, they came very
In this issue are shown views of nearly being caught by this rising
traction engines at various kinds of tide, which would have resulted in the
work, showing that the traction en loss of one engine and its wagons.
gine is really fast coming to be a The forward train had already cross
“general purpose” engine in many ed ‘the river, and the second engineer
places.
thought he would have plenty of time

The illustration on page 46 shows to cross before the tide got up, but
a Huber engine drawing six wagons; he struck a piece of soft sand which
three loaded with lumber and three delayed him for some time, and they
with staves. There were 13,500 feet
of white pine, weighing at least 54,
000 lbs, and 34,000 staves weighing
at least 20,400lb. The racks holding

ﬁnally saw the tide approaching very

rapidly while they were still in the
middle of the river. In this emer
gency the forward engine unhooked

NEAR SPENCER, IOWA.

husband has a ﬁne threshing outﬁt,
also two clover hullers, both now run
ning, also a saw mill outﬁt. So we

feel a mutual interest in your good
magazine. My sisterrin-law won ﬁrst
prize. ($100.00) offered several years

He keeps us working steady.
Yet he's quite a. hand for fun.
For work well mixed with murri~
ment. ,
Will always smoother run.

,The farmer always is on hand,
With a smile that ﬁts him well,

He loves to see the golden grain.
His

bank account to swell.

ago in your magazine for best poem
on “\Yind Slackers.” '
Mrs. Wm. Jenkins.
Box 104, Knoxville, Iowa.

The cooks around this section,
Are a. credit to the West.
For in the culinary art,
They surely do their best.
Life's daily necessities.
And its luxuries they bring,
Till twe threshers have a bill of

A Testimonial.

Editor Review:—Please insert the
enclosed ad. in December issue. Am

getting replys to November ad. near
ly every day.

’

S. A. Mehaifey.
Ft. Morgan, Colorado.
American Society of Engineers.

The American Society of Agricul
tural Engineers meets at the Univers

ity of Illinois, Urbana, December 29
30. The discussions are open to all
interested, and should be of partic
ular interest to threshermen and
farm power operators.
\

are,
That's ﬁt for any king.
At night we have a concert.
Before the boys retire,
And those who don't sing solos,
Have places in the choir.
We have a. ﬁrst class speaker,
A countryman of Burns.
He's master of the dialect,
With all its crooks and turns.
And now one word in closing.
Before we bid arlicu.
You may think we're conceited,
And pcrchance it may be true.
But we fear no competition.
For we've lately "got a hunch."
That they'll ﬁnd it hard to equal,
Olson, Frey and Tysdal's bunch.
The run will soon be over,
Old Avery cease to run.
But she's threshed near sixty
thousand.
I guess that's going some.

the staves weighed about 3,000 lbs; from its train and ran down to the
middle of the river, hooked onto the
second train and thus‘managed bare

making a total load of 77,400 lbs. in
addition to the weight of the six
wagons. This train was pulled 18
miles over hilly Pennsylvania roads,

ly to reach the opposite-bank before

We are
encountering and making easy work told that had they been caught in the

of grades running 12 per cent. and
over. The owner has tried horses
for such work, and claims a saving
of more than one-half by substituting

the tide swept over them.

river, it is altogether likely that the
engine would have been imbedded in

the sand so deeply that they never
could have got it out, as the sand

shifts back and forth with the rise
The picture on page 8 shows a and fall of the tide.
The natives there are all Patagon
gasoline traction engine doing a heavy
stunt. This is a Hart-Parr belonging ian Indians and look upon this new
the engine.

.

to the Patagonian Transport Com

contrivance with a great deal of fear

pany, which transports wool
distance of 90 miles in the
to Rio Gallegas in Southern
tina; a distance of 90 miles.

and call it a. “Devil Wagon.” In
fact, it was only by the exercise of

from a.
interior
Argen
Twelve

rare diplomacy that the natives who
attended the train could be gotten
tons are hauled at a load, over grades up near the thing in order to show
that sometimes run as high as 15 per in the picture. It was necessary to

cent. On the return trip supplies are stop the engine entirely before they
hauled so that they “catch ’em g0 would approach near enough to get
ing and coming." Before the engines their pictures taken. When the en
were introduced the only means of gine is running they keep at a dis
transportation was two-wheel bullock tance of three or four hundred yards
carts or pack animals, and the cost from it.
by this means was about double what
The managers of this Patagonian

December, 1908I
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TO THE THRESHING FRATERNITY IS OUR GREETING

ADVANCE
35 H. P. Compound
Coal Burner
Equipped for
Plowing

A

ermen
wayAdvance
toduring
the prosperity
Machinery
the past and
season.
hassuccess
contributed
Being
of honestly
thousands
in a built
substantial
of threshof the

want'to
which
or anyare
traction
getunequalled
in touch
work.
with
for quantity
Threshers
threshermen
and
and
quality
and
Husker-Shredders
operators,
of work. who
We

(15'

best material for the
purpose, protected by
‘
patents and designs
;7
which are right, Advance machinery gives its users..cause to be merry at this

are either in the market for a whole new
outﬁt, or any one ma
chine. ‘Our catalogue
will be of great beneﬁt to them in making their choice. We

‘l’

season of the year, and their succe'ss'fdr the coming seasons

will mail a catalogue to any one interested upon request

is assured.

for same.

Engines for threshing; ,plowing, road grading
~

Advance
Shaker Separator

ADVANCE THRESHER CO.,

Battle Creek, Michigan

..__.—..______Branches and Distributing Houses:__—_—____
Columbus, Ohio.
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Dallas, Texas.
Lincoln, Nebraska.
New York, N. Y., John

Bon 8: Co.

Decatur, Illinois.
El Reno. Oklahoma.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Minneapolis. Minnesota.
Dunn
Toronto, Canada.

Abel Co.

Crowley. Louisiana.
Kansas City. Missouri.
Longmont, Colorado.
Madison. Wisconsin.
American
Winnipeg.

Fargo. North Dakota.
Nashville. Tennessee.
Grand Forks. North Dakota.
Portland. Oregon.
Watertown. South Dakota.
Rt. Louis. Missouri.
Sioux Falls. South Dakota.
Spokane. Washington.
Manitoba. American
Regina. Saskatchewan, American

Abel Co.

able Co.

(7,’,

If»
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or tion engines, sometimes three or four
being hooked on at once.
ed that most of the large wool gr0w~
A job of house moving on a larger
ers in that section are English or scale is shown on page 20 in this
Scotch, and they live in this far away issue. This building, 40x60, 28 feet
Transport Co.

Scotchmen.

are

Englishmen

In fact we are inform

desolate land long enough to accum high, was moved from the town of
nlate a comfortable fortune and then
Spencer, 1a., to a farm three miles
away. The motor was an Avery 18
their declining years. In fact the only
industry in. southern Argentina and horse, and the time consumed was

return to the Fatherland and spend

Chili is sheep raising. The country
is bleak and inhospitable and ﬁtted
only for pasturing.
On page 23 is shown a sight
that is becoming rather familiar, we
judge. This is a bit of house moving.
The present instance was at Hartford,
Michigan, and shows

Ned

less than half a day. The local pa
per, in reporting this, states that
“when one remembers that the city

insures a saving of 20 to 30

is fairly covered with electric light

per cent on an engine

and telephone wires which must be
passed, the short time consumed is
remarkable.”
!
On page 33 will be found another
Cook's

with a slide valve.
Write for free trial offer, and copy
of catalog fully describing the valve.

traction engine doing it easily. This traction engine busy at road grading
was not a large building, and the plan much more etfectively than can be
seems to have been to dispense with done with teams. The road grader is
the usual rollers and planks and set coming to be quite a factor in furnish
the building up on specially designed ing work for the traction engine to do
trucks; so that the moving could pro after the threshing is done, and those
ceed uninterruptedly.
We have in who are trying it report that the en
past issues of this paper showed very gines are more satisfactory than
large buildings being moved by trac horses

AGENTS WANTED

Baker
Valve
Co.
Minneapolis
Minn.

DOQS Well Drilling P69?
Does well drilling pay‘! This is the of life’s sustaining elements; it is
ﬁrst question, the ﬁrst thought that also necessary that it be pure, whole
enters the mind of every individual some water to prevent disease, which
who is considering going into the well is so easily contracted from impure

business; in fact, the man who goes water, it being estimated that 70 per
cent of all disease is traceable to im

into any business asks himself the
question, “Does it pay?” And it
must be decided to his satisfaction
before he goes into it; and in many
instances being unable to get suﬁi

purities contained in water. There is
but one way to obtain water that is
positively free from germs or ﬁlth;

that is by the drilled well, drawing
cient information to enable him to water from the great rock ﬁlters or
make a satisfactory decision, has kept deep gravel deposits, with their pure
many out of business, which could, no cold streams of water, and easing oﬂ
doubt, have been made highly prof the ﬁlthy drainage which has its
source from you never know where
itable.
But as the writer will deal exclu and never dare think.
To say the de
sively with the subject, “Does it mand for drilled wells is increasing
Pay to go into the Well Business?” each year is putting it mildly. The
will try to give such facts and ﬁgures public is realizing the necessity of
as will present the matter in such pure, wholesome water more each day
shape that it can be dealt with in and a splendid business can be had

s ' a’ ,1“ ..

.__

The HENCH & DROMGO-LD CO’S. Saw Mill and Engines
A wonderful improvement in Friction reeds and Gig-Back. Back motion of Car
riage three times as fast as any other in the market.
Friction Clutch reed,
causing all the feed gearing to stand still while backing; great “VIII in power
and wear.
Write for circulars and prices; furnished tree upon application.
Also Spring Tooth Barrows. Bay lakes, Cultivators, Corn tin-neon. Sheila-l.
etc.
Mention this paper. THE BEIGE & DBOMGOI-D 00., Mfr!" YOEK, PA.

Th. Rocker Grate

telligently by the reader, who may in any locality if it is developed by
not be familiar with any branch of the same efforts that are required
the business, and will give such in in any other business. The fact that
formation as will enable him to look there is a demand for this necessity,

is

‘ , i ,i I'

vie-‘e

to

ﬂt

.onv

ing in making a decision in the mat
ter easier for the reader and accord
ing to his best judgment, and if these
simple suggestions are followed, he
who goes into the business will have
a foundation on which to erect a
substantial and highly productive
business.
A business can only be establish

stone on which to erect a successful
and lucrative business. After we have
ascertained that there is a demand
for this product, the next item to be

considered is, is the business as a
business “a safe proposition from a
ﬁnancial standpoint?” Who are the
customers, and what are their re
sources? The people who have wells
ed with certain conditions favorable, drilled are not the ordinary laborers
and without these conditions prevail or wage earners who have to de
ing, or the possibility of creating pend on their daily labor to meet
them, the enterprise would be a fail-. their expenses, but are property own
ure. The ﬁrst and most important ers, farmers, mill and factory own
part to be considered is the demand ers, townships, villages, towns and
for the product, or, the necessity for cities; the people who have tangible
it, as the case might be, and as the resources and who are responsible
drilled well is both a product and a and are therefore in position to pay.

i

grate

expert‘.
Heavy,

last
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longer
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The Closz Patent No-Choke and Adjustable

CHAFFERS AND SlEVES
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convinced

them

that

no

other make of chatter: or sieves can
compare ,with them.
It is very poor
economy to use any of the old style out
of-date charters or sieves when some
thing so decidedly better is within easy
reach of everybody. Having bought the

sieve business of the Ditch Adjustable

it
'

this feature

have gained their great popularity with
the thresherman because practical ex

perience has

"'1

! -" a’
s

I y

relation to the body as food, and one lacking in many enterprises where
the proﬁts are not nearly so large
‘From Booklet, Cyclone Drill Co. as in the well business.

and the Ditch Adjustable Sieve

1'

_

accounts as is common in practically
of the business is an exceptionally
strong point in its favor. which is

G. E. TRAVIS C0.

lad Firm.
than
stationary

grates.

not only a necessity but is an absolute which to draw your customers, which
requirement that must be had, re places the business on good solid foot
gardless of cost or eﬁort, in every ing, with scarcely any chance for bad
every other business;

This is what the

Trim
Patent
Univer
Ill Booker Grate
will
do for you.
For
prices
and
full
information
give
length and width
of your ﬁrebox to

by

rocker

necessity, we will discuss it as such. There are but few propositions that
Water, one of the great elements, is afford such a reliable source from

part of the earth, inhabited by man
or beast; it is not something that can
be gotten along without us is the case
with many things, but bears the same

.

Shown wide
open.
Designed

engine

Also saves repairs on
fire box, fines and boiler by
the proper admission of air

"‘ ’ at all times.

at the matter thoroughly and ‘from and the opportunity for developing
a practical standpoint, thus assist a much greater demand, is the corner

thresher

save you money on your
and will
bills.

fuel

L

Sieve Co. we are prepared to furnish the
Ditch Adjustable Sieve in addition to
our regural line.

mi?‘

:

I I
write for catalog and prices to

Closz & Howard Mfg. Co., Webster City, Ia.
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Christmas is Coming Soon and Everybody will
"Ready for Business.” Now it's up to you. Mr. Thresherman, we
have many good things for our friends. THE NEWTON BALANCE
VALVE CO., have just completed their new factory building, which is
the largest and best equipped factory in the world devoted exclusively
to the manufacture of Balance Valves.

Barngrover Double Ported Balance Valve
is 100 per cent balanced full length of the stroke. Guaranteed for ﬁve
years. Remember once and forever that the Barngrover Double
Ported Balance Valve is warranted to increase the power of a trac
tion or stationary engine using the common “D” slide valve from 20
to 30 per cent..

Take notice and don’t forget that the Barngrover Double Ported
Balance Valve admits steam to the cylinder through ports in the valve
cover as well as ports in the valve which produces quick action and
,hercby increase in the power of your engine as well as economy in

the consumption of fuel. water and oil. Barngrover Double Ported
Balance Valves are fully protected by pattents of very recent date.
Patents that protect.
The Barngrover Double Ported Balance Valve is the marvel of the
age and the only valve manufactured that has counter bored covers
which permit our specially design ed self expanding rings to over
travel the counter bore absolutely preventing any wearing of shoul
ders which is always the case where small, trappy, leaky, non-expand
ing rings are used.
WRITE US ABOUT OUR $50,000.00 GUARANTEE.
Don't you want a valve on such a guarantee? Do you know of
any manufacturer who makes such an otter?

‘I

in‘ “jun-w
Barng‘rover Double Ported Balance Valve.
Showing Ports in Valve Cow-r.

Our 1909 Catalog can be had for the asking which will tell you all about the Barnzrover Double Ported Balance Valve.

Showing Valve on Duplicate Port Face.
For further particulars write us.

Newton Balance Valve Company,
There is scarcely
is not conﬁned to
season of the year,
months—six months

a business that
some particular
from one to six
is the average

formations, heavier equipment is nee-l pending entirely on conditions.
The experience necessary to be
the
cost of the equipment, however is not come a competent well driller, can

your own personal use; this might

long as it is be obtained by following a few sim
ple rules, and these rules can be ap
plied to any business if success is
desired.
Close application must be given to
the business in its various branches.

will be one of your most valuable
assets and you would not part with
them for any amount, as after you

essary, known as cable drills;

an important factor so
season. This is not true in the well value received, for this
business, as this begins with the 1st a low priced outﬁt can
day of January and ends with the rule you can not get as
31st day of December, twelve months
in the year.
There are but few

working days in the year that the
up-to-date driller is idle, if he cares
to work, and there are but few lines

of business that oﬁer this advantage
and it is certainly one of importance,

Newton, Iowa

reason: when
be used, as a
much for the
work as when the drilling is more
diﬂicult and requires a heavier and
more expensive outﬁt, and the price
is usually made according to the work

Study the conditions under which

you are working and plans will un
to be done, based on size of holes, fold, by which you can meet these
material to be drilled, etc.
conditions in the right way.
The usual arrangements for drill-l Be careful to keep detailed records

as the others must depend on six
months’ proﬁt or less, to meet their
expenses for the entire year, and this
matter must be seriously considered
in any business; there is a certain

appear of not much importance to
you in the start, but later the records

have been in the business for some
time, it will give you a fund of ex
perience you could obtain from no
other source. For instance, you drill

a well for James Blank, you careful
ly record the record of the well as
you do his account; you may go off in

another direction and drill another
well, you record this also; after awhile
you have drilled wells in all direc
tions; you go back in the vicinity

of a well you have drilled previously,
it may be months or possibly several

investment on which the interest
works while you sleep, also a ﬁxed
expense, and if it can only be utilized

years after, you have forgotten just

for a few months in the year your
profits must be very large to ﬁrst

have everything before you; you
know just what to do to handle the

meet interest, then depreciation and
ﬁxed expense before you have any
thing for yourself; but with a. well
drill you have the whole year before

work to the best advantage, or if you
have drilled two wells, say one mile
apart, and had one to drill between
them, while the conditions and ma

you and with the business carefully
looked after, as it should be to sue

ceed, it is entirely

optional

with

what conditions you encountered, and
if you have kept your records you

.i

terials could change a great deal in
this distance, yet by comparing the

V2“

two records you could form a pretty

in".

yourself if you do not work every
day the weather permits.
The investment necessary to go into

good idea of what you could expect.
Another important item in keeping

the well business varies with differ

on each well in regard to proﬁts and
it is a splendid guide in basing pric
es.
There is nothing mysterious
about drilling wells in any or all
kinds of material; it simply requires
judgment on the part of the driller
and by getting all the good you can

records, you know where you stand

ent localities, as the size and maxi

mum depth of wells have largely to
do with the expense of the outﬁt

.

1,3‘

\¢

suitable to do the work; the charac
ter of the material also governs, to
a great extent, the equipment neces

A MOVING SCENE.
Courtesy Ned Cook, Hartford, Mich.

sary; however, to give some idea of
the cost

the

of

average

a suittable equipment,

is

from

$800.00

to

ing wells is by the foot; this price of every foot drilled, the thickness
is usually on a sliding scale, depend and depth of each strata you drill,

from your own experience, get all
you can from others.

Will it pay me to go into the well

ing on what the driller furnishes; if the number of feet of drive pipe you
he furnishes all items complete, in put in, the time required for doing
$400.00 to $500.00 is sufficient to get cluding the labor, drive pipe and the work, the exact amount of ex
a complete well drilling outﬁt. This pump, it is so much a foot; if he pense connected with each well, for
refers to localities where the holes furnishes labor and drive pipe only, whom the work was done, the price
range from two to four inches, and it is the price of the pump less; if he received for the work, and any oth

business! The answer, as well as the
result, lies entirely with you. If you

the material to be drilled is surface,
sand, gravel, clay, shale and rock, and

furnishes the labor for drilling the er record which you think will be of
well only, it is at the regular rate; value to you later.
Keep your records in a. temporary
the price for drilling varies accord

with vim and vigor, and with the
same energy and push that is requir
ed to make any business a success,

ing to different size holes, material note book and at night record it in a
to be drilled, etc., and runs from 50 good substantial book for this pur
cents per foot to $6.00 per foot, de pose only. Keep these reeords for

we say go in, you will win. But on
the other hand if you expect to go

$900.00; while in some territories, and
‘ when the power is already had,

for these conditions a. hollow
drill of the jetting or hydraulic
is best suited. But where it is
essary to drill large holes and in

rod
type
nec
hard

desire to go into a business that will
net you larger proﬁts for the money
invested than any other business, pro

viding you are willing to go into it

into the business in a half hearted,
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shiftless way, expecting to make big
proﬁts without work or energy on
your part and expect to be a triﬂer,
don’t go into the well business; don’t
go into any other business on that
basis because youcau’t win. There
are triflers in the well business as

subject to unequal strains of expan

Circulation ot Water in Steam Boilers

To a certain extent we have all no
well as in everything else, and the ticed a kettle of water boiling over a
only reason they stay in the well ﬁre, the ﬂuid rising somewhat tumul
business, they are able to make a liv

ing at it with so little eﬁort that
they would starve at anything else

with the same eﬁort.

~. .> it,

tuously around the edges of the ves
sel and tumbling toward the center,

where it descends. Similar currents
are in action while the water is sim

sion and contraction is not only less
liable to ordinary repairs, but also
to rupture and disastrous explosion.
By far the most proliﬁc cause of ex

plosion is this same strain from an’
We may, if we do not care for the equal expansions. Having then brief’
three most important aims in steam
boiler construction, namely, efficien
cy, durability and safety, each of
which is more or less dependent upon
a proper circulation of the water, as
for eﬁiciency, we have seen one proof

ly looked at the advantages of circu

lation of water in steam boilers. let
us see what are the best means of
securing it under the most etiicient

conditions.

We have seen in the ket

tle that one essential point was that
‘Vhen we provided the currents should be kept from in

When a man is just able to make ply being heated, but they are not in the kettle.
a living at a business, he should not perceptible unless there are ﬂoating means to preserve the circulation, we terfering with each other.
If we
These cur found that we could carry a hotter could look into an ordinary return
be considered a representative of his particles in the liquid.
profession. A true representative of rents are caused by the joint action ﬁre and boil away the water much tubular boiler when steaming we
any profession is a successful man, of the added temperature and two more rapidly than before. It is the should see a curious commotion of cur
or more qualities which the water same in a steam boiler, and we also rents rushing hither and thither, and
one who has tangible assets, demon
, noticed that when there was nothing shifting continually as one or the oth
strating his success, therefore we will possesses.
close with the matter entirely in your
\Vater, in common with most other but the unassisted circulation, the ris er contending force gained a momen
substances, expands when heated, a ing steam carried away so much wa tary mastery. The principle upward
hands.
* * *
statement, however, strictly true only ter in the form of foam that the ket currents would be found at the two
Editor Review :—Have been run when referred to a temperature about tle boiled over; but when the cur ends, one over the ﬁre and the other
ning a Keystone water well drill for 39 degrees F. But as in the making rents were separated and an unimped over the ﬁrst foot or so of the tubes.
three years and consider them the of steam we rarely have to do with ed circuit was established, this ceas~
Between these the downward cur
fastest money making machine I have
rents struggle against the rising cur
ever owned-as I have handled sever
rents of steam and water. At a sud
al other kinds of machinery, including
den demand for steam or on the lift
hay presses, threshing machines, etc.
ing of the safety valve, the pressure
I can drill 1,000 feet for shallow oil
being slightly reduced, the water
water wells. When drilling water
jumps up in jets at every portion of
wells, charge 50 cents per foot, and
the surface, being lifted by the sud
the parties I drill for furnish coal, wa

den generation of steam throughout
the body of water.

ter, board.
If I furnish everything,
I get $1.25 per foot and board myself.
I have drilled as high as 75 feet per
day. Moved one mile, set and drilled
50 feet in one day.
My derrick is 32 feet high. I
41/2 quarter stem 18 feet long.
boiler is 14 h. p., engine is 12 h.

It becomes simple to determine the
circulation in any given boiler pro
vided the construction is such as to
permit a free ﬂow of water.
Take, for example, a 240 horse pow
er water tube boiler. The height of

1
use
My
p.;

the columns may be taken as 41/2 feet,

the drilling machine, boiler, engine,
all on the same frame; upright boiler
engine. The complete outﬁt weighs
eight tons. I haul all the tools, water

tank which holds eight barrels, all
over Monroe County, by steam with
ease; and some very rough roads to

go over. When I bought the well
drill, I had to have four men to help
hoist the derrick, so I constructed a
way to hoist it by steam which I and

PUTTING IT IN THE MOW.

temperatures so low as that, we may
for our present purposes, ignore that
exception. Water is practically a non

Courtesy Fred Miller, Union, lll.

ed and a much larger supply of steam
was delivered in a comparatively dry
state; this circulation increases the

my hand can do with ease anywhere conductor of heat, though not entirely efficiency in two ways—it adds to the
now. Just hire one hand and myself so; if ice-cold water was kept boil ability to take up the heat and de
to do all the wark when coal and wa
ter are brought to use.

Walter B. Hopton.
Jerusalem, Ohio.
***

Editor Review :——Well, I am not a
thresherman, but am a well driller. I
am a subscriber to The Review and
enjoy reading it, as I am a lover of
up-to-date machinery.

I run a Star

well drilling machine and think it is
the most' up-to-date machine of its
kind on the market. I have drilled
115 feet in ten hours and drove 57
feet of casing to the rock with my
machine; but I have a difﬁcult terri
tory to work in.

The limestone here

ing at the surface the heat would not

penetrate suﬁiciently to begin melt

ing ice at a depth of three (3) inches ing. There is yet another way in
in less than about two (2) hours, as which, incidentally, circulation in ond, one-half of which, or 9.09 cubic
therefore, the heated water cannot creases eﬁiciency of surface and that feet, is steam. Assuming this steam
impart its heat to its neighboring par is by preventing in a greater or to be at 100 pounds gauge pressure,
ticles, it remains expanded and rises less degree the formation of deposits it will weigh 0.258 pounds per cubic
by its levity, while colder portions thereon. Most water contains some foot, Hence 2.34 pounds of steam
come to be heated in turn, thus set impurity, which when the water is will be discharged per second and 8,~
ting up currents in the ﬂuid. Now, evaporated remains to iucrust the sur 433 pounds per hour. Dividing this
when all the water has been heated to face of the vessel. This incrustation by 30, the number of pounds repre
the boiling point corresponding to becomes very serious sometimes, so senting a boiler horsepower. we get
the pressure to which it is subject much so as to almost entirely pre 281.1 horse power, about 17 per cent
ed, each added unit of heat converts vent the transmission of heat from in
excess of the rated power
a portion, about seven grains in the metal to the water. It is said an of the boiler,
The water at
weight, into vapor, greatly increasing incrustation of only one-eighth of an the temperature of the steam
its volume, and the mingled steam and inch will cause a loss of 25 per cent at 100 pounds pressure weighs 56
water rises more rapidly still, pro in efficiency, and that is probably pounds per cubic foot and the steam
ducing ebullition such as we have no within the truth in many cases. Cir 0.258 pound, so that the steam forms

sets up on edge and almost every
shape that can be imagined.
\Vell, I would like to hear more ticed in the kettle. So long as the
from brother well drillers in regard to quantity of heat added to the con
drilling for water. I get from $2.00 to tents of the kettle continues prac
$2.50 per foot and furnish everything tically constant, the conditions re
in towns and in the country I get main similar to those we noticed at
$1.75 per foot, and furnish casing and first, a tumultuous lifting of the wa
pump complete, and the farmer fur

nishes fuel and board for myself and
tool dresser. We have a mountainous
country here. There are lots of saw
mills and most of them are the small
type, would say from 18 to 20 h. p.

traction and portable mills.

With

best wishes to The Review, I am,

W. L. Spangler.
Christiansburg, Virginia.

creases the liability to waste that heat
by what is technically known as prim

measuring from the surface of the
water to about the center of the bun
dle of tubes over the ﬁre, and the
head would be equal to this height at
the maximum of circulation.
We
would have approximately, say, a ve
locity of about 17 feet per second.
There are in this type of boiler four
teen sections, each having a 4 inch
tube opening into the drum, the area
of which (inside) is 11 square inch
es, the fourteen aggregating 154
square inches, or 1.07 square feet.
This multiplied by the velocity, 17
feet, gives 18.19 cubic feet mingled
steam and water discharged per sec

culation of water will not prevent in

but 1/218 part of the mixture by

crustation altogether, but it lessens weight. and consequently each par
the amount in all waters and almost ticle of water will make 218 circuits
entirely so in some, thus adding great before being evaporated “hen work
ly to the eiiiciency of the surface.
ing at its capacity and circulating

A second advantage to be obtained the maximum weight of water through
through circulation is durability of the tubes. It is evident that at the
the center and thence downward. If, the boiler. This it secures mainly by highest possible velocity of exit from
however, the ﬁre be quickened, the heating all parts at a nearly uniform the generating tubes, nothing but
upward currents interfere with the temperature. The way to secure the steam will be delivered and there will
greatest freedom from unequal strains be no circulation of water except to
downward and the kettle boils over.
But what is the object of facilitat in a boiler is to provide for such a supply the place of that evaporated.
ing the circulation of water in boil circulation of the water as will insure Let us see at what rate of steaming
ers? Why may we not safely leave the same temperature in all parts. this would occur with the boiler un
this to the unassisted action of nature Safety follows in the wake of dura der consideration. We shall have a
bility, because a boiler which is not column of steam, say four feet high.
as we do in culinary operations‘!
ter around the edges, ﬂowing toward

“when 190*‘-
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‘ Little Forethought
Take a little time these long winter evenings
to think it over. We invite all to send for booklet “A Little
Forethought. ” A complete list of all machines built by {us.
There is plenty of “food for thought” in it. Full of illus
trations and threshing scenes with good letters from the
boys. It will interest you whether you wantla machine or
not. Every one should know allfaboutﬂthe

“White Wings” Feeder and Parson’s Dump Rack

Outﬁt or Thorval Larson.

M

“White Wings" Fine in Loose Flax.
Arlington. South Dakota, September 11, 1908.
Parsons Band Cutter & Self Feeder Company,
Newton, Iowa.
Gentlemen:—I will gladly recommend your new "White Wings" Feeder to any one for shock threshing.
I have run my feeder which I pur
chased of your agents, Stark & Blanch, eighteen days in shock threshing and it surely is handy for the teams to drive in and out as they can
swing the carriers out after the loadsv It also gets the men and team out 01' the dust and dirt, and for threshing loose flax I never saw a feeder
I threshed 350 bushels of loose ﬂax in two hours with the feeder and that satis
that would handle it better or teed it better to the separator.
ﬂed me.
Yours truly,
THORVAL LARSON.

All That we “V031”.
Goldwater, Michigan, October 23, 1908.
The Parsons Band Cutter 6': Self Feeder Co.,
Newton. Iowa.
Gentlemen:—After a great deal of talk and argument, I
was induced to place my order for a. Success Husker and
Shredder through your agent, F. B. Angevine of Goldwater,
Mich., and will say I certainly did not make any mistake as
I find your husker will fulﬁll every claim you make for it in
your catalog in doing clean work and capacity.
Will say it surely has no equal.
I have operated differ
ent huskers but none to equal the ‘Success!’
If any brother
thresherman wants to write me I will cheerfully reply.
Yours truly.

save $25.00 per Day with "W'hite Wings” and Dump Back.
Lisbon, N, D.. Sept. 11. 1908.
Parsons Band Cutter & Self Feeder Company. Newton, Iowa
Gentlemen:—The Parsons Swinging Elevator Feeder bought of your
agents at Lisbon, N. D., has given us excellent satisfaction and is a great

success.
It has enabled us to run our 40" separator in shock threshing with six
Dump Rakes when we have always used ten or more bundle teams to do the
same work. The saving of four men and teams and feed for same means at
least $26.00 per day less expense for us.
In addition to the saving of expense it is the best feeder we have ever
used, giving steady work to the separator and, therefore, better results.
We have no hesitancy in recommending the feeder to any thresher and be
lieve it is a question of only a short time when every good thresher will
have one of the “\Vhite VVings" Feeders.
Yours tru y,

CLIFFORD LANGWELL.

MCLEOD & BOCK.

MANUFACTURERS OF
The Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder,
The Ruth Band Cutter and Self Feeder,
Hawkeye Band Cutter and Self Feeder,
Success Corn Husker and Shredder,
Success Automatic Belt Guide,

Success Ratchet Cylinder Wrench,

Buﬁalo Hay Press,
Parsons Dump Rack,
Hawkeye Grain Grader,

Hawkeye Automatic Hog Waterer.

, PARSON’S BAND CUTTER iAND SELF FEEDER CO.

NEWTON, IOWA, us. A.
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on one side and an equal column of
water on the other.
Assuming, as
before, the steam at 100 pounds and
the water at same temperature, we
will have a head of 866 feet of steam

THE LOWELL STEAM LIFT PLOW

and an issuing velocity of 235.5 feet
per second.

This multiplied by 1.07

square feet of opening and 3,600 sec
onds in an hour gives 234,043 pounds
of steam, which though only one

eighth the weight of mingled steam
and water delivered at the maximum.

gives 7,801 horsepower, or over thir
ty-two times the rated power of the

boiler. Of course this is far beyond
any possibility of attainment, so that
it may be set down as certain that
this boiler cannot be forced to a
point where there will not be an ef
ﬁcient circulation of the water.

By

the same method of calculation it
may be shown that, when forced to
double its rated power, a point rare
ly expected to be reached in practice,

about two-thirds the volume of mix
ture of steam and water delivered
into the drum will be steam, and that
the water will make 110 circuits while

being evaporated; also

that

when

me in Size. 5, 6. 8 and 10 ‘.E'nrrown, 14-inch Stubble or Breaker Bottoms.
Only requires two men-—engineer and ﬁre
Has King Bolt Hitch.
Absolute control of Plows from engine platform.
Can be attached to any traction engine and is the most practical of :my Sti-am Plow now in use.
man—to operate.
Their increasing use and general satisfaction is proof positive of their superiority.

worked at only about one-quarter of

its rated capacity one-ﬁfth of the vol

LOWELL STEAM PLOW CO.,

DES MOINES, IOWA

write for Catalog

ume will be steam and the water will
make the rounds 870 times before it
UNTIL YOU INVESTIGAT!

becomes steam. You will at once see
that by the proportion adopted in this

DON’TBUYGA$0 INEENHINES

type of water tube boiler there are
provisions for perfect circulation un

Loss to Buy—i.eee to Run. Qu c kl ,eaeii n r
.
re 0
mine. Sun ron CATAIDOUI- 'Izllli‘. TEMPLE PUII

nlconol engine, superior toany ono-cyllndelé‘enghnew‘avotptkonlzirzggower.

nc
(10..

lui weight and bulk are half \hnt of single cylinder enginen, with greater durlbﬂlv M
‘heuply mounted on any wagon. it is a combination pomblc. mum (I M
T318 IBOUR FIFTY-FIFTH YEAH.

l overcome.

"I" Mellhcl' llll‘l 15th St.., (lhlengo.

der all possible conditions of good
practice.

The better the facilities in

taut, or even of greater importance, to
maintain this factor of safety in a

a boiler are for setting up the currents
boiler through its years of service“! It
or circulations, the more efficient will

be its steaming qualities and its safe
ty in operation.—-Steam Shovel and
Dredge.
‘
Periodical Reduction of Boiler Pressure.

Inithis country alone, says Power,
within the last twenty years, more

is hardly probable that the metal in
a boiler is as strong after a contin
ued service of years as it was in the
beginning.
Deterioration is more
than likely to occur, but to what ex
tent depends largely on the service
and the care the boiler has had.
To judge the degree of impairment
in a boiler at the end of any given
time is diﬁ'icult, and especially so

than ten thousand boilers have been
blown to pieces, resulting in the
death of more than ten thousand per when it is caused by the gradual and
sons, the injury of more than twenty indeterminate changes due to succes
thousand, and almost inestimable pro sive strains and the action of heat in
perty loss. Boiler insurance, neces
the structure of the metal itself. It
sitating inspection at stated intervals, is here that the inspector is liable to
and the eﬁorts of state or city in err in judgment. There is no set rule
spectors have been effective in re
to guide him, and unless there is un
ducing the number of explosions, but
questionable evidence to the contrary,
even with the improvements in de

reductions in pressure will be made
sign and better methods of opera sparingly, or perhaps not at all. It
tion required by the inspectors, there
is not uncommon to ﬁnd boilers that
is still danger, and boiler explosions
have been in service from ﬁfteen to
are much more numerous than there
twenty years still operating under the
is really any reason for.
pressure for which they were orig
To accuse inspectors of careless inally designed. In such a case it is
ness, wanton neglect, or of suscepti almost a certainty that the factor of
bility to bribery, would not be at all safety has not been maintained.
fair or just to these men, who in the
To eliminate this uncertainty, it has
great majority of cases are compe been suggested that a periodic reduc
tent and adhere strictly to duty. Any tion of pressure, to be ﬁxed by law
visible defect, such as corrosion, a and perhaps varied to conform with
cracked plate or a broken stay, would the service, be imposed on boilers. It
almost invariably be detected and the would, of course, be difficult to de
boiler be put out of commission, or termine just what reduction should
operated at a lower working pressure be made, for the amount selected
until repairs were made. Evidently would be sure to work an injustice in
it is not the visible defects to which some cases and would not be enough
boiler explosions must be attributed; for others, even if the boilers were
rather,

the

invisible

construction is small enough for se

foreclosing said lien at any time with;

curity at any time, and that the dif

in six months from the last charge
t'erencerbetween working and burst for such threshing grain or shelling
ing pressures should be as great, or corn, and sell the same at public auc
even greater. in an old boiler, as in tion, upon notice of not less than ten,
a new one. One way to maintain this nor more than ﬁfteen days from the

margin is to adopt a uniform scale date of such seizure, provided the
of pressure reduction. graduated ac

same be not redeemed before such

cording to the age of the boiler.

sale, or be taken by proceedings at

An

other way, and the one which is now
in force, is to leave it to the judg
ment of the inspector. Much might

be said in favor of either.

law.

Notice of such sale to be given per
sonally and by posting in at least
three public places in the town where
the owner of such grain or corn re
sides, and also in the town where

A Testimonial.

such.sale is to be made, if in anoth
Huber Mfg'. Co.,
Nashville, Tenn.
Gentlemen :~—The rig I bought of
you four years ago is doing good work

er town; and if such owner is a non

resident of the state, in the town
where such grain or corn, or some

part thereof, was threshed or shelled,
and apply the proceeds of such sale
to the payment of the amount due
just as satisfactory and smooth as a for such service, together with the
clock; and those I ‘do work for say expenses of s'ich seizure and sale, re
I do them better work than any other turning the residue, if any, to the
yet. Has not cost me anything for
repairs but a few spikes, and it runs

machine ever did for them. That is party entitled thereto.
Purchaser or Lienor.
Section
proof enough that your machine is all
0. K. I say your machine is the best 33470. (See. 2, ch. 220, 1899.) No
one I ever run; and I have run
kinds. I never run one that cost
so little as the Huber; those that
thinking of buying a rig, should

pass the Huber.

all such lien shall be eﬁectual for any
me purpose as against an innocent pnr
are chaser for value, or the holder of any
not incumbrance or lien thereon

J. C. Pond.

Costs and Expenses.
Section
3347d. (Sec. 3, ch. 220, 1899.) The
costs and expenses

The Wisconsin Lien Law.

of seizure and

or lessee of a. threshing machine or
corn sheller, threshes grain or shells

sale aforesaid shall be: seizing grain
or corn ﬁfty cents, posting up each
notice, twelve cents, serving each no
tice of sale twenty-ﬁve cents, for
every copy of such notice delivered

corn for another therewith, shall have

on

Section 3347b.
(Sec. 1, ch. 220,
1899.) Every person who, as owner

request twelve cents,

for each

imperfections, in the same service, the experience of
such as faulty riveting, granulation the ﬁremen, the grade of the metal,

of the metal and deterioration inci
dent to long service.
That-it is good practice to assume
a large factor of safety for new boil
ers to allow for wear and tear and
possible defects in the construction,
or in the metal, is a point universal
ly conceded by engineers and consid
ered of the utmost importance in boil
er design. Is it not just as impor

the determining factors.

a lien for the grain so threshed and mile actually traveled, going and
corn so shelled for the value of his returning to serve any notice, or to
At any rate services in threshing or shelling the give or to post up notices of sale,

it is argued that such a step would be
and the care given the boilers being

in the right direction, and, although

same, to the extent the person con

ten cents, for conducting such sale,

tracting such services has an inter

ﬁfty cents, for collecting and paying
over all sums upon such sale, ﬁve
per cent., but in no case shall the

est therein, from the date of the com
unjust to some, would have a tenden ‘mencement of such service; and in
cy to reduce the number of boiler ex ‘case the value of such services re
mains unpaid, may sieze and take pos
plosions, which is the end sought.

whole percentage exceed ten dollars,

and all necessary expenses incurred
Viewing the matter impartially, it session of so much of such grain or in taking possession of any grain or
would appear that the factor of safe_ corn as shall be necessary to pay for corn and preserving the same as shall
ty of four to ﬁve usually adopted in such services and the expenses of en be just and reasonable.
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A Recent “PENBER THY” Improvement
of Practical Value to All Threshermen
Our Special XL-96 Ejector has been designed to meet the requirements of
latest types of Traction Engines and will deliver water to engine tanks
DEGREES COOLER than any other ejector on the market. Also it will
water 27 feet thereby allowing the operator to fire the tanks under the most
verse conditions. Specify "Special XL-96” to your dealer.

the
30
lift
ad;

Penberthy Injector Co., “women/4W. Detroit, Mich. , U. S. A.
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GEARS
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IMPROVE
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I

MENT

CHAINS
OVER ALL
FEWER
REPAIRS

OTHERS

The increase in the use of shredded fodder as a feed for stock and
ufacture of a shredder with large capacity and better shredding facilities.
lays and repairs-is reduced to the minimum. One that is easy running
The CORN BELT SHREDDER is built to supply this demand, and we

the ever increasing demand for shredders to do the work necessitates the man
A machine in which the liability of a brcak-down-the cause of expensive de
and has large capacity, and yet does the work in a most satisfactory manner.
solicit correspondence from Threshermen and Farmers interested in this kind

of a machine.

THERE ARE NO CHAINS TO BREAK.

THERE ARE NO GEARS TO WEAR OUT.
IT IS THE ONLY WHOLE BELTED MACHINE MANUFACTURED.
'

Compare these three points above with any other shredder. Then also bear in mind that the Corn Belt has a Husking Device not equalled in any
other shredder-it being the latest invention of the leading shredder designer in the country. Material is the best for the purpose, and the machine
throughout is the best ‘that skilled workmen and machinery can produce.
t‘

WE WILL EXHIBIT at the National Corn Exposition, Omaha, December 9-19. Our machines will be in
operation every day at our display room, corner 14th and Jackson Streets, adjoining the Exposition Building.

.

rn Belt Shredder Company

Beatrice, Nebraska

lg)
than are now being grown within the I the soil is adapted to the growth of subject to overﬂow, and consequently
not adapted to tillage, cottonwood
state.
Eforest trees.
There is so slight a difference in‘ It is probable that in the future, as and silver maple can be grown for
altitude and other physical charac-lfrequently in the past, a large pro lumber with excellent returns.
teristics in Iowa that the ditferenceslportion of the grove plantings will
To aid in the movement toward

Timber Resources in Iowa.

The production of 6 cords of fuel

per acre in 24 years in a planted
grove of silver maple, of 1,296 ca
talpa posts in 21 years, and of 352
larch

telegraph

poles in

in tree growth depend mainly upon be for the combined purposes of pro
the moisture requirements of the‘lection and the production of wood.
trees. The natural timber forms two 1 In this case it will be necessary to se

29 ~years

have'yielded Iowa farmers average
annual returns of $6.65, $9.20 and
$12.14 per acre, respectively.

practical forestry in Iowa, investi

gations were made during 1905 by the
Forest Service to determine the ex
tent, character and value of the na

Evenl

these are not the highest ﬁgures re- 1
ported. Here, however. a plantation

tive farm woodlots and planted
groves. The report of this investi
gation, with measurements of the

must necessarily pay well or be sup
planted. Iowa has a smaller propor

groves examined, and an estimate of

the proﬁts which have accrued from
growing timber in commercial planta
tions are embodied in Circular 154 of

tion of non-agricultural land than any
other state, and with the increase in

demand for ﬁelds and grazing lands,
the
woodland must contend for posses
sion of the land with annual crops
grown by excellent methods in an

ceiving similarly the best method of
treatment, have often been sadly neg

lected and misused.
The rapid removal of native wood

ments in methods of extending their
durability through preservative treat

ment are being conducted at the
State college.

These experiments in

dicate that the usefulness of each
post can be very materially length
ened at a reasonably low cost; but
even with preservative treatment
many posts will be required to sup—
ply the needs of Iowa farmers, more

and

an average of $35.22 per capita, for
an estimated population of 87,971,
000. The amount for each individual
is gradually returning to the high

land during the past ﬁve years has
greatly reduced the local supply of
posts, fuel and small timbers.
In‘

crease. A famine in the supply of
posts is so imminent that experi

“Native

An increase of over $20,000,000 in
the amount of money in circulation
during October made the agzregate
on November 1
'$3,098,498,021, or

woodlots, however, so far from re

of posts at least will continue to in~

Service,

the Forester at Washington.

ideal agricultural region. The re
maining natural timber and planted.

consequence prices have risen from
one-third to one-half. and, in the case

Forest

Planted Timber of Iowa.” This pub
lication can be had on application to

record established on February 1 of
$35.61. The principal gains during

October were $7,500,000 in bank
notes, $7,600,000 in subsidiary silver
and $S.000.000 in silver certiﬁcates.
clearly distinguished typesvone inllect species which will most nearly As a partial offset there was a de_
the low, moist areas along strcamslmeet these combined requirements, crease of about $6,000,000 in gold
made up largely of alluvial soils, and[ and to select the site with due con coin. Including money in the Treas
the other on higher. well drainedgsideration oi.’ the home, orchard and ury. and the total stock in the coun
slopes and uplands back from waterl barnyard. The protection of a wind- 1 try is now $3.3S1.079,734, a slight
courses and on the undulating prai-l break is now appreciated by all suc increase as compared with holdings
rie. On the bottoms such trees ascot- cessful fruit growers. and yet it is of $3.390.005.S01 on October 1. Gains
tonwood. willow, elm, and coffee not best closely to surround an or in gold coin and bullion and subsidi
trees abound, and on the uplands chard on all sides with a heavy belt ary silver were almost offset by the
hickory, oaks, ironwood, white ashi of larger trees that will prevent free contraction of $10,000.000 in bank
\ and hackberry. Throughout the statelcirculation of air. (In lluttoln lands note circulation.
WHERE AVERY TOWERS SOME.
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Double Saving in Conservative Work.

tainty and loss will be eliminated.

A ~ western
manufacturer
has from business.
“But there is a further considera
brought out a new phase of the much

discussed movement for the conser tion that calls for the extension of
vation of natural resources.

In a navigable waterways wherever that

letter to the National Conservation is feasible.

Thirty or forty years

Commission, parts of which they have ago our raw materials were at our
made public, he points out that not doors. Lumber was cut two miles

only ought prudence be used in the from our factory. Now our lumber
consumption of the country ’s natural comes from Louisiana, and some of
products; but that the possibility of it even from the'Paciﬁe (Toast. Our
a double saving lies in workingr up products used to be sold in the im
these raw materials and exporting mediate vicinity. Now, they go thous
the manufactured articles rather than ands of miles across the continent,
the original iron or wood or other and the item of transportation has
become an important one in the cost
unﬁnished products.
“Broadly stated,” he says. “the of our business. The time is just
proposition is this: When we were in coming when we can. enter the South

new country and our industrial life American markets to advantage and
was that of a colony it was quite dislodge the European manufacturers ,
feasible to export the riches that Na who have commanded their trade for
ture had treasured up on this conti the last ﬁfty years. We can do this
nent. Our population has increased if we get a water-way from Chica
enormously and we must aim to get go to the Gulf. and thence by the
into a position where we can export Panama Canal into the western half
labor instead of products.
Every of the South American continent.
child that is born in the country If the Chicago to St. Louis big wa
brings two hands
presence does not
of Nature. When
leum, lumber, iron

with it, but its
add to the stores
we export petro
and other mater

terway is built the central western
states in the district around Chicago
will become the greatest manufactur

ing center of the world, but to com
ials, we are taking something from pete with England and Germany we
the wealth of the country. In export must have water freight rates.
“During six years’ residence in
ing highly ﬁnished products contain
ing quality labor we are placing into Germany I saw how much i sbeing
the foreign markets the labor of our done there toward the preservation
people that increases directly with of forests and watched with keen in

every increase in population. I have terest the eﬂect of the canals that
heard professors’ of political econo were built by the Prussian Govern
my in Germany say, ‘Let us buy our ment upon the development of the
raw materials abroad and export industry of that country. The rise
them in a highly ﬁnished state. We in land values alone would have paid
shall then gain a double advantage, the cost of digging the canals twice
the one in that we do not deplete our over. The eﬁ'ect of making the Mis

Chicago Automatic Spring
Compression Grease Cup
" "J

In the manufacture of the Chicago
Spring
Compression
Automatic
Grease Cup here shown we have
spared no pains to make it a Itﬁrst
is
‘i
class device in every respect.
heavily made from castings of the
best grade of bronze and the work
manship is of the best. The plunger
is leather packed, the plunger ad
justing bar is equipped with a spring
locking device preventing change of
position due to jarring, and a feed
screw is placed in the shank of the
grease cup allowing the rate of feed
to be accurately gauged at all times.
This cup affords the best possible means of feeding grease to crank
pins, journals and all classes of bearings, and by "its use a great sav
ing over old methods can be effected.
To show our threshermen friends the advantage this cup has over sim
ilar makes we will mail samples at prices named below postage prepaid.
In remitting use post ofﬁce money order.

NUMBER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Inside

Diameter,

inches . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Shank Pipe Thread, inch . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Capacity, ounces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l
Finished Brass,

00

%1%

1%

‘A;
I
/

I/4
1%

1

each ............... ..'$0.345 $0.55 $0.65 $0.85 $1.10

Do you need an Injector, Ejector, Lubricator, Gauge Cock, Water
Gauge, Oil Cup, ctc.? Write us for our 66 page catalogue. It’s free.

The Ohio Injector Company
Wadsworth, Ohio

129 South Main Street

natural stores, and the other in this, sissippi navigable to its tributaries
that then our people will be able to would be to bring all the adjacent

land within touch of the world ’s mar- ‘

rise to a higher standard of living, for
those who do quality work are better
paid.’ ”
This idea is along the same line of
argument that the advocates of con—

kets. Farming would be more proﬁt
able and the value of American lands
would be enhanced.”

servation have been. presenting-that

l’ve Just Got Back from Kansas.

waste consists not only in misuse of

I‘v Just got back from Kansas
To my home in Illinois,
And the sights I saw in Kansas
Have filled my soul with joy,
For the ﬁelds of corn are waving
And the sun is shining bright,
The harvester stands waiting

natural resources, but just as much in

the failure to utilize to the fullest
extent economically possible-but it
represents another step in that line.
The man who makes the suggestion,
says American Industries, is the
treasurer of a big Indiana manufac
turing company, which has been mak
ing threshing machinery and engines
for more than half a century. His
long business experience has given

him a ﬁrst-hand knowledge of the
progress of the manufacturing indus
try in this country, and he has sup
plemented this knowledge by observa
tions abroad.
“In our own business,” he says,

“we are feeling the dearth of lumber
and anxiously looking around for
substitutes that do not, however, fur
nish us with what we need for our
separators and hullers. The increas
ing prices of this material will ham

per us, especially in foreign competi
tion.
“I wish that I could tell you in
dollars and cents what the ﬂoods of
recent years have cost us. One ﬂood
at Kansas City, where we had a six
story warehouse, cost us

in

actual

cash $9,730, not to speak of the loss
of trade. This year’s high water at
that place did our business damage
amounting to probably more than

‘I ']

And'the Harvest is in sight.
I've
just got back from, Kansas
And here's what I was told,
That Kansas corn for nineteen eight
Will sell for much more gold

N.6 M.CO.

ﬂues More Work, Batter
Wmk, and Lives longer

BUHR Toyge MILL

The cornmeal produced

by our mill is unequalled in
quality.

Also grinds high

est grade rye, graham, buck
wheat and wholewheat ﬂour,

and smoothest, ‘most nour
ishing stock feed.

Engine

_

Than ms whole country will pm

owners easily attract a proﬁtable grinding trade.

duce
Along its present lines
In gold and silver, both combined,
From its entire mines.

Old fashioned mill stones, not iron grinders.

I've
just got back from Kansas
And I'm dead stuck on the State.
Its people are on Easy Street.
Its climate's simply great.
Its farms are rolling parkways
And the ﬂowers that adorn
The meadows and the hillsides
Are C0rn—-C0rn—C0rn.

Our mill is the cheapest to buy. Lasts a lifetime without repairs.
No breakdowns.

tensely simple to operate and keep in order.
Fully guaranteed. Write for “Book on Mills.”

In

Low ﬁrst cost.

Nordyke & Marmon Co., (Established 1851) Indianapolis, Indiana
1236 Kentucky Avenue.

America’s Leading Flour Mill Builders.

I've just set back from Kansas
And there's nothing that can hold
Or separate her farmers,
From their ﬂood 01.’ yellow gold.
She's got more than a-plentv
And blow themselves for years to

come
And still put something by.
And Kansans can live high
Yes. I've just got back from Kansas.
And the Funny Man can poke
His pieces in the paper
And laugh-and scoff-—and joke
About the Kansas farmer
And the Whiskers that he grows
And the way those Whiskers flutter
‘Vhen the Kansas Zephyr blows.
But I’d rather live in Kansas
Among the bursting cribs.
Than to live here in Chicago
A-writimz funny squibs.
So if nnv Kansas farmer
Thinks his whiskers don't adorn
His face——wh_v—I will wear them
If he'll dlvy up his Corn.
-—J. R. Dlgman. in Agricultural Adver
tlslng.

———_—

$35,000 or $40,000. We must have
Will not this paper make a good
some regulation. of the waters of the Christmas present for the bread win

country so that elements of uncer- ners in the family‘?

Do it now.

THE BALE TELLS THE STORY
The “Ohio" does something more than merely pushing
the hay through-it does it faster than any other press,
and at the same time makes the most perfect bale you ever saw.
While you are buying a Press get
the one that has new improvements,

“The Ohio.”
It has Automatic
Block Dropper, Friction Clutch and
frictionless gearing.
Every Press Guaranteed.
We also build One and Two Horse
Presses and a full line of Farm Ma

chinery.
The Ohio Cultivator Co.,
Box 200, Bellevuc, 0.

3o
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5000 ROdtlS Department.
American Country Ways.*
By EDWARD W. PERRY.

MERICAN country
ways

can

scarcely

be called ways of
pleasantness.
On
the contrary, they
are usually crude

and

dirty,

rough

and noisy.
They
waste time, patience and energy, and
they spoil the comfort of all who

must endure these defects.

In dry

seasons they are dusty, in wet weath

they wear, and many another thous this ﬁeld as fully and as accurately
and tons of other things they want as it has covered other great inter
for their health, their comfort or ests of the nation. That census can
ltheir luxury, must be hauled by ani not give information that would in-]
mals through dust or sand or mud, up terest and beneﬁt a large number of
steep grades or over pebbles that our people, nor serve them more di

girl spends as much daily for gum.
Lack of such improvement as our
roads need compelled us to pay, in
the year 1907, much more than we

should have been made to pay for
about 196,153,000 tons of farm pro
make up the ﬁrst stage of their jour rectly and clearly than would such ducts, not including any of the many
ney from ﬁeld to consumer.
From full and exact information as the thousands of tons vof fruit, of vege

this wastefulness no present relief is next national census may properly tables other
offered, because almost ninety-three give about their highways.
the millions
of every hundred miles of American
From the best data we have it of
milk;
wagon roads are rough and steep, seems that all of the United States, ad millions
badly drained and costly.
except Alaska and our island pos any
of
hauled from

than potatoes; none of

upon millions of gallons
none
of
the myri
tons of wood,
nor
the
other
products
ﬁeld or forest to market.

er they are little better than canals

Nor does it include any of the hun

of mud; and at all times they are
needlessly steep and costly.
This is true largely because Ameri

ca highways, like Topsy, “jest grow
ed.” Practically all our roads began

dreds of thousands of tons of fer
tilizers and of feed, or lumber. coal
and wire. of machinery and other
things taken from town to the farm.
\Ve have been told by authorities

as mere trails through wilds, were

‘that the American farmer loads an

widened a little by the pioneer who
lopped 0d’ a branch here, a root there

average of a little more than 2,000
pounds on his wagon and draws it 12

and cut down a tree yonder, that his

miles, at a cost of $3.00.

pack

25 cents a ton mile. If we assume
that the wagon load is an even 2.000
pounds, and that the cost of hauling
will be $2.00 instead of $3.00; and if
we assume that the 9,404,430 persons
in agriculture in this country use half

animals

might

squeeze past.

Later comers dug up a stump or a
stone, now and then, and trimmed

down the sharp banks of the stream,
because they were using cart or wag
on to carry wife and babe and house
hold belongings to their new home in
the wilderness.
ll these early travelers followed
the line of least resistance, so far as

they

found

it

without

too

much

searching. Believing that they would
' not soon go that way again, and used

to making light of such diiiiculties,
our sturdy fathers did little more
than was necessary to the moment.
So many followed that in a few years

they founo it good to come together,

This equals

of the products of our farms, and
AT THE ELEVATOR.

Couriesy Cope Bros. Claude, Tex.

that the other 66,568,350 persons use

only the other half of these products,

These truths about our highways sessions,

had 2,151,570 miles of
were scarcely known to the people wagon roads in the year 1904. Of the cost of taking these to market
as a whole, before the Otlice of Pub these only a minute fraction more would be $196,153,000.
Many tests have shown that loads
lic Roads, a bureau of the Agricultu than 7 per cent were called improved.
ral Department at Washington, gave This betterment was by means of may be drawn in wagons over maca
us, last year, the nearest approach realigning and grading, by draining dam in average condition at a cost.

ever made to the precise truth about
the condition and the cost of our pub
lic highways. ‘This is the more nota
ble because at the end of each of

and bridging. and by surfacing with
material intended to make the roads
dry and hard at all seasons, there
fore ‘easier and more durable than or
dinary earthen roads can well be.

only a little more than one~third that
of moving like loads over earth roads
in ordinary condition.
correct, a saving of

If this is
$130,768,630

might be made in the cost of market
many decades our national govern
ing- half our crops of a year, if they
ment has given us tomes of copious
Thus it appears that we had, that
could
be hauled over macadam rather
and most minute information about year, about three-quarters of a mile
the number, birth and color, the work, of wagon. road for each square mile than over common earth roads. That
bees, and such other meetings for mu wages and wealth of our people; of land in the territory mentioned, saving would equal $1.72 apiece for
tual help as might fairly be made an about the size, products and value of or about six feet of road for every us, or much more than all our road
excuse for dance and frolic. To this ,our farms; but never before last year acre of land. For each mile of such work for the year costs.
But macadam roads cost muclz
hour,'in, 'many a corner ‘of the land,
money. Still, it may be that the ﬁrst.
road making is regarded as a yearly
now and then, to make roads, as
neighbors in those friendly days used
to have logging bees, house raisings,
apple paring parties, and uuiltingr

cost will concern the American peo
ple less than will the question: What

“bee” at which neighbor and friend
' should swap tobacco and yarns and
_ jests between short spells of work.
But millions who dwell in country

places now see that their wagon roads
should be made far better than they

will the investment in good roads ac-'
I\

\

"and; s new" lllﬁls-r'l

'

have ever been. even when at their
best. It has at last been seen that the

condition of these roads aﬁects the
pocketbook of every, human being in
all the land, more directly and ma

terially than it is affected by any
other one cause. This will be so while
every human being in the land must
use products of the American farm,
THE RETURN~LOADED WITH COAL.
because all these products must be
Courtesy Cope Bros. Claude, Tex.
hauled
over
these
thorough
fares from farm to market.
The had any administration even an ap- road there were 35 people in this
cost of such moving is increased by proach to fair support for its efforts country.
That is, for each of us
everything that hinders the easy mov
to giye to the nation accurate data there were 151‘feet of wagon road
ing of the wheels by which the prod covering the miles and the character, of all characters, but less than 10.7
ucts are carried.
;the annual cost and the existing con lineal feet of improved roads pe'r
More than half of the scores of dition of the country roads, which are capita. In fact, for each mile of im
millions of~tons of things taken each as the arteries and the veins through proved roads in the country we had
year from American farms; practi
which must flow that commerce which 494.9 people.
cally all of the tens of millions of is as the very life blood of our pros
In the year 1904 the work done
tons of food required by seventy mill perity.
on all these roads Wns valued at
ions of people of this country; all the
Perhaps no more complete nor ac $79.771,418. This equalled $37.07 per
millions of tons of cotton and of wool curate information about our roads
mile, or $1.05 per capita of popula
‘Reprinted
the National as a whole will be given before the tion-two cents a week for each
from
national census shall have covered of
Grancc.
us.
Many a frugal 'shop

tually pay us? Of course everybody
knows that this nation can get, at
moderate rates of interest. all the
money it will spend on improvements
which will pay interest and sinking
fund, if the ﬁnancing were done honestly.
A saving of $130,763,630 per an
num would be enough to pay 4 per

cent interest and 2 per cent sinking
fund on $2,179,479,000. That would
be enough to build 243,000 miles of
good macadam, and in 9 years such
amount could macadamize every mile
of road in the land.

In the ten years which ended with
1906, the exports from the United
States were in the main as shown
below:
Per
Industries
Valuation
Cent.
Agricultural . .$ 8,070.764278 59.13

Forestry . . . . . .
Manufact ’g
Mining . . .
Fisheries .
Miscel. . . .

.
..
..
. .

.
.
.
.

.'
.
.
.

497,323,882

33.65

3,788,121,805
340,945,341
70,062,102
382,219,915

27.75
2.50
0.51
6.46

Totals . . . . . . .$13,649,937.3l8 100.00
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EXPENSE
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PROFIT
PRQPUCERS‘

l

That is what L H. C. Gasoline Engines are.

Theygrzexduce power expense,

consequently the cost oi production, and thereby produce greater proiits.
An International Harvester Company portable engine will furnish power to operate a thresher, husker’and shredder, sheller,
fodder cutter or other farm machine at such an exceptionally lo w cost that you will wonder why you never used any other kind

of power. They are not only ideal powers for farmers and threshermen, but are equally dependable as contractors’ outﬁts, for
well drilling and stone crushing, for pumping water out of sewers and low lands,‘ and for operating temporary electric lighting
plants.

These varied uses well illustrate the adaptability of International Harvester Company portable engines for all purposes

requiring cheap, reliable power.

J‘ ‘raj 1.

. n
-

r/r’ﬂ

Gasoline Tractors
For hauling heavy loads and for supplying power from
the crank shaft, the International Harvester Company

gasoline tractor is the coming power. _ In connection
with a Belle City thresher, this makes an ideal thresher
man’s outﬁt.

The International Harvester Company tractor is far
more desirable than a steam tractor—it is less trouble
some, less dangerous and less expensive. There is no

I
1

smoke; there are no sparks to endanger property; no
men and teams are necessary to haul coal and water, and

no engineer or ﬁreman is needed.

These tractors are

made in four sizes—ro, I2, 15 and zo-horse power.

‘are’

l. H. C. 2-Cylinder 25-H. P. Engine
This is the largest size International Harvester Company gasoline
engine made. It is especially designed to supply power for municipal

or private electric lighting plants and water works, for factories and
all purposes where close regulation of speed is essential.

THE l. H. C. LINE IS COMPLETE
No matter what sized engine you need, no matter what the style

may be-horizontal or vertical, portable, semi-portable or stationary
you will _ﬁnd an engine in this line:
Vertical, 2, 3, and 25-h. p.

Horizontal (portable and stationary), 4, 6, 8, I0, 12, I5 and 20-h. p.
Gasoline tractors, 1o, 12, 15 and 20-h. p.
Famous Air Cooled, I and z-h. p.
‘
Famous engines on skids, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8-h. p. Also acomplete line
of Famous mounting engines and sawing, spraying and pumping out
ﬁts and jacks.
'

The nearest International local agent will gladly give you full

particulars regarding I. H. C. gasoline engines.
the home ofﬁce for a catalogue.

.

If you prefer, write
gig

I. II. C. 25-11. P.

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER
COMPANY
0F AMERICA
chlgago,
incorporated
U. 8. A.
I

»

l’
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We Guarantee to Every Thresherman

that the Garden City Self Feeder will do all we claim it will, and in case of a failure in any respect, after a thorough trial we will
refund his money. (See Guarantee.) We can do this because WE KNOW self feeders, and know what the Garden City can do.
In the ﬁrst place we know what a feeder must do in order to successfully feed a_separator. We designed and built the Garden
City to suit these demands-and it does it.

If a feeder merely fed as much grain in a day and did it as well as a man can. it

would be doing enough. The Garden City does this and more.

It feeds the grain faster than a man can.

It keeps the machine

fed with an even, steady How of grain. It is less expensive than a man—requiring only the bundle pitchers. There isn’t another
feeder made with as strong a guarantee as that given with the Garden City. Hence, it stands to reason that there isn't another
feeder that can back a guarantee as strong.

Then it should appeal to every thresherman as the feeder for him to purchase.

You

run no risk. You are not buying an experiment, but the tried and true product of years of study by competent men. Now is the
time to investigate and place your order for the Garden City. A postal request will bring catalog and full particulars to your
address.
We guarantee the Garden City Self Feeder not to slug the cylinder regardless of conditions of
grain; allow no bundles to go into the cylinder crossways regardless of how the bundles are pitched
It feed
er will not bear out the above claim after a trial of ﬁve days, the money or notes given for said feeder
will be immediately returned to the purchased.

i ()ur Guarantee

into the carrier; to break no concaves or spikes, and to feed the separator to its full capacity,

Pella Stacker Company, Pella, Iowa
$.11: Stat: cl. m n. ‘rim St.

Garden City Feeder Co., Spokane, Wash.
Pella Stacker Co., 40 E. Swan St., Columbus, Ohio.

c. r. a
. am, In .
a. c. iiiiig, Cherokee 1:.

Pella 5mm Co., 2mm N. mini

Matt Sproul, Sparta, Ill.

Bram Mchy. Co., St. Charles, Mo.

:11 Sad:

c .. Room 5

3d. of Trade Bldg, Indianapolis, Ind.
Minneapolis. IliaII.
Ave" Sioux Falls, 5. D.
erwood & Shields, Wichita, Kansas.

In view of the fact that more than
half of all we exchange for the gold
and the manufactures of other na
tions comes from‘ products of the toil
of our farmers, who are only a lit
tle

more than

one for each

eight

others of our population; in light of
the fact that every other industry
in ‘this country depends largely if
not wholly upon our agriculture for
its
well
being,
if
not
for
its very existence, it is interesting
and instructive to study the ﬁgures
that tell us what use has been made
of the money of the nation which

Norfolk F. l M. Co., Norfolk, Nebr.

spend for its further improvement
and development, in these ten years,
or almost eighty times as much as it
did have, if Congress had devoted

beneﬁt of certain foreign interests—
Do not justice to the farmer, con
for transportation combinations that sideration for the welfare of all con
have been publicly charged with us sumers, and plain common sense de
ing these advantages to depress still mand that this nation shall spend, to

to building up the most productive further, and in time to destroy the make its wagon roads good, at least
and valuable of our industries money shipping business of the very people as much money each year as it shall

who paid for such improvements.
spend on its waterways? The wagon
This is a peaceful nation, but in roads may be kept always open for
In these ten years Congress the decade mentioned it spent for war free use by all the people; the water

in proportion to the revenue that in

dustry brought to us from foreign

sources.
put

$180.537,000 into improvement 1 purposes

$2,021,390.306,

or

forty

the great transportation interests.
Working County Prisoners.

Does it pay to work the county
prisoners on the public roads‘! Curtis
Hill, Missouri, state highway engi
neer, seems to think that it does. In

owes so much to its farmers; that

part of the money they have brought
into our national treasury has been

the current number of the Good
Roads Magazine he has an article on
the subject, which should be inter
esting in view of the experiments
now under way in Buchanan county.
He says in part:

spent to beneﬁt the farmer, and what
share of those funds have gone main
ly to proﬁt those who exploit the

farmer.
During the ten years mentioned
Congress apportioned the money of
the nation as follows:
Departments

Agriculture . . . .$

Amount

This spring, Green county,‘(Mo.)

succeeded in starting, under the su
pervision of their county highway en
gineer, a convict rock crushing out
fit with county prisoners, exactly like
the kind I have just described. This

Per
Cent.

47,000,817

0.74

33,266,760

0.53

76,043,944

1.21

Interior . . . . . . . 1,659,350,002
Judicial . . . . . . .
68,804,419

26.30
1.03

A NEW ROAD GRADER.

Justice . . . . . . . .
5,031,456
Legislative
109,939.057
Navy . . . . . . . .
760,287,740
Postoﬁice . . . . .. 1,302,926,200

0.03
1.74
12.05
20.65

State . . . . . . . . .
50,603,791
Treasury . . . . . . 935,884,880
War ._. . . . . . . . . 1,261,102,566

of rivers and harbors. That is, for three times as much as was allottedI
eaclrdollar our Congress allowed us to agriculture. Yet our farms have’
out of our own money to help gather for generations been our most effec
information and in other ways aid tive defense against aggressions by
No power dare so
the work of making good the roads other nations.
we must use, it gave $6,943.60 to war on us as to check the ﬂow of the

0.80
14.83
19.99 deepen and to light

Commerce

and

Labor . . . . . . .
Executive

.... .

ways may be monopolized easily for

Courtesy J. H. Hollcnbcck, Holdrcdge, Neb.

channels and mighty river of life that ﬂows from
Eu
Totals. . . -. . . . .$6,309.742,632 100.00 of which were known to be of little rope could not permit such stoppage,
Agriculture would have had $3, possible use, and others that have and live. A mere threat to do so
725,900,000 of national moneys to been improved almost wholly for the would ensure peace.
otherwise improve waterways, some America to feed the Old World.

has been at work all summer and
successfully.
We have date. upon
the cost, which I desire to give you.

First, in explanation, let me state
that the county convict crew is doing
only the crushing, the road districts

doing everything else.

So that the

ﬁgures I now give you are the cost
to the county for crushing only, which
represents the percentage of cost

paid by the county.
The plant consists of a crusher. a
twenty-horse power traction engine.
the convict cage, the cooking tent, and
guard outﬁt.
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FARQUHAR PORTABLE SAWLMILLS
Made in seven sizes. More improvements, up-to-date attachments and points of advantage on Farquhar mills than
any other. Took Gold Medal, ﬁrst prixe, at the World’s Fair. Also awarded Gold llledal on General Exhibit, including
Engines, Boilers, Threshing Machines, Grarin Drills, Corn Planters, Spring-tooth Harrows, etc.
We have the only successful Friction Log Turner for Portable Mills.
We manufacture a full line of Portable, Semi-Portable and Traction Engines, including 30 h. p. Double Cylinder Steel
Geared Traction Engine for steam plowing and extra heavy work.
Send for handsome new catalogue, mailed free for the asking. Mention this paper when writing.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO.,

Limited

YORK, PENNA.

l—___
In other words, the county invests
The force consisting of two guards,
an engineer, twelve prisoners and a $625.00 in convict labor. from which
team. The operating cost, per ten there is an annual dividend of
$128.00. It pays at the annual rate
hour day, is:
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1.50 of 20 per cent upon the investment.
Mr. Hill’s estimate does not take
Oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25
One engineer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.25 into account the fact that each pris
One team and two guards
5.00 oner costs the county 40 cents a day
Food for 15 men at 40 cents. . . . 6.00

if any condition should exist in a
community which would

result

in

Road Grading.
Three

years

ago

I

took

these “undesirable citizens” giving the job of grading the roads
it a wide berth, there would be a in this township and that year I did
slump in fees for sheriff, constable. the grading with horses and the next
magistrate, prosecuting attorney, and year I couldn't get anyone to put
other court officers, and a relative their horses on the grader, so I sug
saving to the tax payer.

Perhaps

gested to the trustees that we do the

grading with an engine and went and
hired an engine and graded a couple

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$15.00

of days with it to show them what it

The output has

could do. I had been running diﬁer
ent makes of engines for 14 years and
I was sure it would work all right
with the right kind of an engine; so

averaged

about

eighty cubic yards of crushed rock
per day. The eﬂiciency of the prison
labor is about 60 per cent that of
able-bodied labor.
If we do not include the cost of
plant, depreciation of machinery, etc.,
an output of eighty cubic yards at
a cost of $15.00 is 19 cents per cubic

ﬁnally the trustees decided to have it

done with an engine and agreed to
give me $15.00 per day of nine hours
for pulling one grader and $28.00 per
day for pulling two graders, they to

five hundred

furnish the graders and keep them in

cubic yards of rock per mile of road
gives a cost to the county of $525.
With this output it is safe to say

repair, and I was to furnish the rest.

that we will build eight miles of road

a hitch so I could set the graders in

yard.

Two

thousand

So I bought me a 16 h. p. simple
Reeves engine and rigged it up with
the center or out to one side of the

a year with the crew. If the life of
the plant is ﬁve years, this is forty
miles of road. The cost of the plant
at $4,000, of which one-fortieth, or
$100.00, is the cost of the plant to
one mile of road, added to the cost
of operating, gives a total cost of
$625.00 per mile.

From my observation, the enhanc
ed valuation of the land for one mile
on either side of the road is $20 per
acre-which is a conservative esti
mate. This gives an increased valu
ation for every mile of road built of
128 times 20, equaling $25,600.00.
Our constitutional limit for coun
ty taxes is 50 cents on the $100 valu

engine.

I have three men besides myself,
two men to run the graders, as I pull
two all the time, and one man to haul

SHERER'S GRADING OUTFIT.
for board, whether he works or not. these things have nothing to do with
Another argument in favor of the the reluctance of the counties, but

Greene county system is that it is
likely to make the county unpopular
as a rendezvous for tramps, hobos
and petty offenders; and this of it
self should be enough to win for it
quite general acceptance. Why the
counties should be so slow to adopt

the plan is a bit mysterious.

It is

ation, or an annual tax on the in

true that, when a prisoner gets away,
the sheriﬁ loses his 40 cents a day

creased valuation of $128.00.

for feeding him.

It is also true that

the coal and water, and I run the en
gine.

I am satisﬁed we can do a third

more with each grader than could be
it is just as well to know about them. done with horses. The engine gives
steadier power and pulls more than
The monster National Corn Exposi the horses would. But all engines
tion that is to be held in Omaha De~ are not good road engines; you want
cember 18, to December 19, is attract
a rear mounted engine with good
ing great attention. An unusual num weight on the front wheels and with
ber of prizes, covering every phase of heavy gearing, and it wants to be a.
the corn question, and many other double engine and not a compound
products besides- Some of the prizes either. There are a good many makes
are of great value. Never before has of good engines, but this Reeves en
corn received so much attention.
(Continued on page 37.)
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An Avery Single Cylinder Return Flue Engine
A Splendid Engine for Threshing, Sawing. Shelling Well Drill
ing. Shredding, etc. First class workmanship in building. Brackets

,

An Avery “Yellow Fellow , Separator

chipped to ﬁt boiler, not babbitted in ﬁtting as in other engines.
Scotch Marine Return Flue Type of Boiler, with Full Water
Front. An exceptionally economical boiler in the use of both fuel
and water. All steel and semi-steel gearing. Prove what we say
by asking “Any owner of an Avery about it.” Their good work isi
our best advertisement for them.

Has more Original and Improved Features than any other Sep
arator built.

Rubber Feeder Web, Jumbo Tool Steel Teeth, Mov

mg Wire Grate under Beater. IXL Separating Dev1ce,_No Cross
Blast Shoe, No-Choke Elevator, Double Belting, Straight Wind
Stacker Belt, New Wind Stacker Hood and others.
'

Most of these are exclusive features of an Avery. ‘It is their good
work that has given Avery "Yellow Fellows" their reputation as
splendid “Money Makers and Grain Savers."
'

Send
this

coupon
ﬁlled out
with t h e
n a m e s of
ﬁve thresher
men, and 160.
in stamps t0

AVERY CO.,
PEORIA, ILL.,

andgetaJumboTooth
WATCH FOB OR
CHARM.

Steam Plow in North Dakota.

AVERY CO., Peoria, Ill.
Gentlemem-Enclosed ﬁnd 160
(in stamps) for which please send me
Jumbo Tooth.......
lSAY IF ros on cuanm)
Names of ﬁve threshermen are:
Name

Town

State

““'e the undersigned of ()memee,
der-mounted

Avery

engine on the

N. D., witnessed an

farm

of John

Brand,

N. D., Oct. 30, 1908.
Avery ten bottom steam plowOmsmee,
drawn by
a 30 horse power un~

Sr.

In our estimation it is the best steam plow that we ever saw."

N. F. Peters
Ed. Soott
“2

E.

Tripp

A. l". Harvey
G. “C “'it-tln:
'0.

31. B. )langold
.\Ir. Bmssour

Keller

C.

0.

“'elkas

Read This Letter About the Work of an Avery 18 and 22 h. p. Undermounted Engine in Cali.
fornia.
"l have been running one of your 22 H. P., Undermo untpd Engines for several months, and can dleorfullv
recommend It. as being a free steamer, easy to handle and it has an abundance of power, having used it in plan-aI
of n, 65 H. P., stationary engine, pumping an 8" stream of u-nter lifting same 135 It... on 60 per rent of fuel rs
quired by stationary engine.
I have also been running one of your 18 H. P., Undermounted enzlnes thrash

in): and plowing.

Pulled ten disc plows from 6"

to

9"

deep.

Engine

hooked

up

and

running

speed gear .
I can cheerfully recommend your engines no the BEST MADE and know
rated as to horse powerNo expense for repairs, no loose nuts or tans, no lost time."

them

in

the

high

to

be

under

Yours truly,
Snn

Sign
Town. . . _ _ . . . . . . . . . . .

Nova,

l,

1908.

D.

D.

Walker.

.......

AVERY COM PAN

JumboTooth

bizbfqm

"a Wnher

California,

We are willing to let the work of Avery Machinery tell the story. The work of Avery Un
dermounted Engines proves that they are exceptional pullers, handy and durable.
The
work of Avery Steam Plows proves that they will do good work even under unfavorable
conditions. Our catalog tells all about the details in their construction. Ask for one.

.
. . _ _ . .. State...

Jose,

BRANCH HOUSES :—Minneapolis, Kansas City, Omah

JUMBO TOOTH CHARM FOR CHAN. LOOSE NUT AND WASHER Tl"

JOBBING HOUSES :—Winnipeg. Denver, Ogde

December, 1908.
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Begin now to study into the construc
tion of the machine you Want to buy
for next year’s Work. Keep up
to date on the new improve
ments.

In the Lung
Winter Evenings

Send the Coupon today and get
your name on the list for one

of the ﬁrst catalogs we re;
ceive from the printer. "

You will ﬁnd a

NEW AVERY BATALUG
A Mighty Interesting Book to Read
Send the Coupon and Get One Free

Free

plainer
Each year
illustrations---more
we try to get out interesting
a better catalog--and clearer

"'4;"

i

descriptions---and when you get our new 1909 catalog
we believe you will agree that we have done this.

Coupon! ‘

Everybody was so well pleased with the Double Page
Natural Color Illustrations of our Separator and Steam Plow

Tear off this coupon along
the dotted line and mail to

in this year’s catalog that we are also going to show these ma
chines in colors in our new catalog. Then there will be illus

trations of some new machines, including NEW STEAM
PLOW, NEW TRACTION STEAM SHOVEL AND
CRANE, “YELLOW KID” SEPARATOR and others. :5’i
There will also be page plates showing the Avery Branch
Houses. Things you can do with Avery Single and Double
Engines, and the Avery Steam Plow at Work in ten different
states.
_
These with a new colored cover and good printing inside, make
up a catalog that you will want to see.

Avery Company,
Peoria, 111.,
259 Iowa St.
and get FREE a complete catalog of

Avery Single Cylinder Engines
Double Undermounted Engines

“Yellow Fellow" Separators, wagon Tanks, etc.

Sign a,“ _______________________________________________ ,_ '
T°‘"1 -------------------- -- Sim
Please

state

here

R- F- I>-

whether or not you are In the market
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Road Grading.
(Continued frob page 33)
gine of mine gives me better satis
faction than any engine I ever han
dled. I used it twenty-ﬁve days last

low, as we often hear it asserted, butl
in the excessive quantities he will
drink if not restrained.

why Pay Double and More the

The most

Amount of Dollars for a Mill

dangerous time to give a horse a full
draft is when he has cooled down

that will not do one half as good work as a

year and thirty days this year and from fatiguing work and has pur
haven’s put a cent of repairs on it, taken of a meal.
John Splan, the great trainer,
except a short piece of gas pipe.
writes: “As to water, I think that
It will not be a. long time until
a horse should have all that he wants
grading with horses will be a thing of
at all times. A man says: ‘Why;
the past, as all the new engines are
will you give your horse water before
built heavier and the grading can be
a race?’ Yes, before the race, in the
done in the spring before threshing
race and after the race, and any

time comes.
As this letter is getting long, will
bring it to a close for this time. Any
one wanting any more information, I
will be glad to help all I can.
Wishing you all a Merry Xmas.

F. C. Scherer.

tieth milestone
he has rounded
are accorded to
usually played
world’s stage.

CROWN POINT MFG. CO.

water he wants before the race, I

do not mean that you shall tie him
in a warm stall where he cannot get
a drink for ﬁve or six hours on a hot
day and then take him to the pump

and give him all that he wants. What
I mean is to give him water often
and, in that way, he will take only
A Remarkable Record.
When a. man has passed the ﬁf a small quantity at a time.
*

For a Durable, Light Running. Finc Grind
er and Large Capacity Feed Mill
write to the

other time that he wants to drink.”
When I say give your horse all the

Red Oak, Iowa.

*

CROWN POINT MILL

*

on his life journey,
After long, continuous evertion the
out more days than system is greatly depleted of ﬂuid.
many of us, and has Nature calls for its replacement, and
many parts on the this is the cause of a thirst which
is so intense that, if the animal is not

THE SOUTH BEND SPARK ARRESTER CO.
r'F-L" ‘‘

of SPARK
for Thresh
er,MANUFACTURERS
Saw Mill, Donkey Hoisting
and ARRESTERS
Railway Engines.
SUPE
RIOR to ALL OTHERS on the market. WIND STACKER
HOODS for Grain Separators.
They cannot be beat.
ALL GOODS SOLD SUBIECT
TO TRIAL and WARRANTEE.
W'rite

for

Prices

for

Height

of

Descriptive

1909.
smoke

Give
stack

Circulars

and

Diameter

and

and

state

If for

Mill or Thresher.
For Wind Stacker Hood
glve circumference of tube.
Address

THE SOUTH BEND SPARK ARRESTER COMPANY,

South Bend, Indiana, II. S. A.

To have completed such a term at restrained at this time, he may drink
one occupation and in the service of much more than he needs.
the same employer is a record so re

The general custom, almost univer

markable as to be worthy of more sally followed, of giving the morning
than passing notice, and can be at meal before water, is not very ob
tributed to few. Samuel Hoover, who jectionable, either theoretically or
is shown on the opposite page, at his practically. At this time there is no
post of duty, is such an one.
depletion of ﬂuid, consequently the '
He entered the employ of the M. horse is not very thirsty and does
Rumely Company over ﬁfty years not drink rapidly or excessively, and
ago, when the founder of the busi apparently very little evil results
ness, who has crossed the silent riv

from this method.

However, the

er, and himself were young men with Writer much prefers that the horse
their life's work before them. And should have an opportunity to drink

during all these years, Mr. Hoover before the morning meal.
has been a faithful worker in the
Personally, I much prefer keeping
Rumely shops;
there is probably horses, both summer and winter, in
not a machine
or engine of the an open shed, with a large water tank
thousands that have gone out from in the yard, to tying them by the

the Rumely works that he has not
worked on.
He is now eighty-ﬁve
years old, and is still doing good
work and bids fair to be one of the
“old guard” at the Rumely plant for
many years to come. The Review
tenders him its congratulations, wish
ing him a Merry Christmas and
many happy and useful years to
come.
The Best Time to Water Horses.

By F. w. CULVER, M. D. (3., Colorado Agrl. Col.
A horse should be watered before
feeding, and never given
a large
quantity of water after a meal, for

head in the barn.

GUARANTEE
Testimonial Letter.

Mayville, N. D., Oct. 27, '08.
Gentlemen :—In looking through
my Review several months ago I saw
a. cut of an oil pump which looked

The Ruth Feeder is guaranteed to feed any make
or size of Separator to its fullest ca acity without slug
the than
cylinder
loosening
a spi e, andby
to any
do better
Plng
ding
anyorfeeder
manufactured
other

good to me, and decided to try one,

company.

as the manufacturers oﬁered to let
me try it for sixty days.
I received the pump promptly (a
“Manzel”) and can say that, al
though I have threshed for twelve

Perfectly Governed with Pickering Governor.

years and have tried many kinds of
oil pumps and lubricators, I have

Rapidly Running Feeder Cylinder and Slow
Running Retarder Prevents Absolutely any

never found any which gave the per

the simple reason that the water will fect satisfaction that the Manzel oil

slugging oi Separator.

wash the food out of the stomach pump does. It puts plenty of oil in
before stomach digestion has taken my engine cylinders, does away with
place and the food will not be well all jarring and jerking, and gives my

will not Loosen a Tooth in a Season's Run.

prepared for absorption; and besides engine much more power, yet I use
it is sometimes the cause of colic.

less oil than I ever did.

I have now

There is a popular idea that a used my Manzel pump several months
warm horse should not be allowed to and have never had a moment ’s troub
drink and, unlike a great many other le with my engine on account of in
popular ideas, there is a little truth sutiieient lubrication.
in'it. If you water a warm horse in
I am writing this for the beneﬁt
the ordinary way, letting him drink
of any thresherman who may have
all that he will, you are likely to

have a
hands.

trouble in lubricating the cylinders
foundered horse on your
of his traction engine.
This is especially so if, at
Yours truly,

the time. the horse is fatigued. Never
theless, it is always safe to allow him
from six to ten swallows, no mat

Holland, Manitoba, Jan. 28, 1907.
Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder Company,
Newton, Iowa.

Dear Sirs:—I like the Ruth Feeder I bought of you last
fall. I am very much pleased with it, indeed, and only
wish I had got one long ago. I would have no other
feeder on my separator, which has done better work than
it did before I used the Ruth.
Yours truly,
T. BUDD.

Oscar Andrew.

Manzel Bros. Co.

ter how warm he is. If this be given
on going into the stables and he be
Write us a good letter for publi
allowed to stand and eat hay for an cation, telling of your experience
hour and is then offered water, he with plowing, saw milling, well drill
will not drink nearly so much as he ing, any special work with your en

would had none been given before.

IMPROVED SEPARATOR'S WORK.

gine-

Tell it in your own way. We'll

The danger is not in the ﬁrst swal- ‘do the rest.

Parsons Band tultr and Self Foetlar to.
Newton, Iowa, U. S. A.
PARSONS HAWICEYE MANUFACTURING CO. . Moe Azentl for cum. WIRII’IPBG. MAI.
Please mention The ‘Rovley.
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A Larger Future for Steam.
MAURICE
CAN DY
FOUNDER

an snro-lto
COTTON

DUCK
BELTINO.

,GEiNUINE

FcANaY‘
4.
-\~ no:

A Never Ending Delight
to Threshermen; THE GANDY
RED
STITCHED
COTTON
DUCK BELT. Made endless es
pecially for their usage. Unat
, teetad by exposure to the ele

7 ments.
i

chambers

are

now

constiucted

for

In. Bulletin No. 325 of the United western coals they are too small, but
States Geological Survey, issued un small is a word not to be understood
‘ der the title “A Study of Four Hun in this connection as referring to vol
By a small
dred Steaming Tests,” and edited by ume or length alone.
Lester B. Breckinridge, a thorough combustion chamber is meant a
resume is given of the tests made at chamber in which either the time
the Government fuel testing plant at spent by the gas in traveling from

Lasts long, runs true,

pnlln
hard, better
costs service.
less than rubber, gives
Vl’rite
(New strength
for tired belts:
Gandy Belt
" Dressing.)

,

0 i for tree booklet.

St. Louis, Mo., in 1904, 1905 and the front to the rear of the boiler
1906. Power users will ﬁnd of spe is short or the mixing devices are in
cial moment the rather daring proph efficient or absent. In the discussion
ecy contained in the portion of the of mass action, it was stated that
report devoted to “Commercial con mere length of combustion couts for
siderations,” which is given below. little-that mixing is what counts—
Particular interest attaches to what and thus there is a possibility of
is said of the possibilities of increas enormously increasing the efficiency
ing the efficiency of boilers; also to of a combustion chamber as a burn-_
the portion relating to the strength er of volatile matter. Effort in com
ening of the steam turbine against pleting a steam generating outﬁt of

the competition of the gas engine. small dimensions must be largely con
The commercial considerations are cerned with the construction of a
combustion chamber containing many
summed up in 'four paragraphs:
gas mixing appliances.
Generai.—Inasmuch as the boiler
Turbines-The work on turbines
plant is at present the expensive por is provisional only, but it is believ
tion of a steaming outﬁt, and as it
ed that all the assumptions made are
probably is possible to cut its cost on the side of safety; that‘is, that
down to a fraction of the present the overall efficiency of the turbines
cost and at the same time obtain a working with high superheat and low
higher efficiency, it is felt that there
pressure will probably be greater
is good ground for anticipating an
than estimated.

WILL SlNlGI A SAW
IN 25 IINUTIS
You should see our
testimonials from

every Illll lﬂd
ci'llall

use I’!
am) voua
u w WILL auvv
roux 1171s:
as LONG
GUIHAITEED

i‘iinlmi OIL a SUPPLY co.. Indianapolis, mu.

enormous improvement in the produc
tion of steam power within the next
few years. If so, it will, not be the
ﬁrst time that a new arrival on the

i; mun

Delivers oil in any position at
the First Stroke.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

MAPLE CITY MFG. CO.
607-13 South First Street

Monmouth, Ill.

lllEll MAKING
Can be made proﬁtable if the

Prize Corn Yields Big Crop.

right kind of machinery laund

Representative Henry Braudes of
Pottawattamie County, Iowa, in a re

ﬁeld has spurred on older forms of

enterprise to a higher prosperity than
they ever dreamed of before. The
competition of the gas engine may
be the best thing that ever happened

lluwmm

cent speech at the County Experi
ment Station Picnic, stated that the

WI IA‘. ‘Ill- BIGH'I In
it“ [or catalog-e.

Boon" Q, Boecun-r Pane GO.
no Wat Water St., 81mm“, I. Y.

ten-ear sample of corn which he paid

$15.00 for at the auction at the close

TEAM PLOWING

to steam engines and turbines. The of their Short Course Contest —at
statements. theories and
proposals Avoca last January, gave a yield

WI. ME. STUDIED THE PROBLEHOI'
GETTING ‘"15 GI‘FA‘I'IS'I‘ AMOUNT OF
rowan FROM EVERY POUND OF COAL
IF YOU Alli. II‘I'IIIISTED IN HIGH“
ICAL PLOWING WHITE "8 FOR OUR
BOOK OF INFORMATION.

made in this study are widely scat amounting to an increase of 10 bush
tered and may not have been plain els per acre from the crop that was
because they are mathematically in grown on similar soil where they used
volved.

For this reason a short. sum

common seed.

From the one

M. RUMELY CO.,
MADI‘ON STREET,
LA .PORTE. IND.

acre

mary will be made of the possibility that was planted with the choice 10
of so improving the ,system of work ear sample, Mr. Brandes and his son
have already gathered eight bushels
ing steam turbine plants that they
of
very choice seed for next‘ spring’s
may be permanently kept above com

mercial competition from gas pro planting which will plant about six
ducer and gas engine plants in large ty acres.
Mr. Brandes grew 108 acres of corn
powers.
Of course there is little
doubtv that a great ﬁeld awaits the this year and he estimates that he
gas engine in smaller plants, say, un would harvest 1090 bushels of corn

der 500 h. p.

Traction - Engineering
A full course in traction engineering may be
com ieted in three monthl. Courses begin May
12, a t. 1, Nov. 24 and Jan. 4. Total expenae
lar tutlou, board, room, light, etc., $54.00.
Students taught to repair enginegaet valves,
handle engine in ﬁeld. Addnu
HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE oi EHGH‘BIRHIG
Des Moines, Iowa

All these, suggestions more this fall, had be planted his en
tire 0101) to prize winning corn.
There are
approximately 140,000

are tentative only.

Boilers-The authors see no rea acres of corn grown in Pottawatta
son why boilers cannot be construct mic county. A 10 bushel per acre in

Winter is Here
How About Your Oil Pump

ed and properly operated with en

crease would mean 1,400,000 bushels.
tire satisfaction which will produce worth about three-quarters of a mil

Thorough-Practical
PRICE, $1.00
This author needs no introduc
tion to those who read the current
articles in many of the trade and
farm papers.
Mr. Longanecker is exceptional

ly well qualiﬁed to write a book of
this character and has so proven
himself.
The Practical Gas Engineer is a
very thorough and practical work,
covering errors to be avoided, and
a great fund of knowledge on the
care and operation of gasoline en

gines. One of the most thoroughly
indexed books
on the
market,
greatly facilitating reference to
any topic.
This is a live book, full of live

information.

fraction of the present investment in Wilson and Dr. B. T. Galloway, chief

steam plant building and real estate. of the bureau of plant breeding of
Perry states in his book, “The Steam the Department of Agriculture, has
Engine, Gas‘and Oil Engine,” that appointed A. D. Shamel, corn breed
he thinks boilers should be made to ing expert, as the special representa
do 10 and possibly 20 times the work tive to the National Corn Exposition.
they do at present.
Mr. Shamel is a former Illinois man
Furnaces-It will probably be and has a large experience in corn
found on attempting this reduction breeding and judging. In Omaha he
of dimensions and cost that the limit will be superintendent of judges at‘
will not be in the boiler as such, but the National Corn Exposition. The
in the combustion chamber. Burn directors of the big grain and grass

ing a large amount of coal on a small show have secured Miss Reid, daugh

ORDER FROM

THE
THRESHERMEN’S
.5. REVIEW
Joseph,

about ten times the amount of steam lion. dollars.
now obtained per square foot of heat
The National Corn Exposition will
ing surface and with no difficulty supplement the work of the Agricul
in maintaining dry steam. The eth tural Colleges and Experiment Sta
ciency from coal to steam should eas tions and aid in the increase in yield
ily be made considerably higher than and improve the quality of the sur
that of a. good performance today. plus millions of bushels.
Such a. plant would require only a
Secretary of Agriculture James

M1‘ iﬂ'ln

grate area is largely a question of ter of James L. Reid, veteran corn
draft and continual riddance of ash, breeder and expert, who developed
but the rate of travel of gases the famous Reid Yellow Dent Corn,
through a combustion chamber is de to act as superintendent of the wo

pendent

practically

only

on

the man’s corn exhibits at the National

amount of carbon burned in a unit Corn‘ Exposition. Miss Reid is an
of time, the rate being about the exp‘ert'corn judge, holding an expert
same, no matter —what the air supply ju ge’s certiﬁcate from the‘ Universii

will it Handle Cold Oil?
Does

chaff

dirty

oil

or

ever

bother it;

20 PAGE
CATALOG FREE

The “Practical” pumped a mix
ture of axle grease
and chaff at the state
fairs this fall.
Did you
see it P
' Will
your
Pu mP
(1 0
that?
,Most
any pump
will handle
nice,
clean, warm oil,
but it takes the
“Practical” to pump
cold or dirty oil.
an My;
No water in the
g1
ass—nothing
FREE Tlllll.
to freeze—noth—

ing to drain.

If your dealer

hasn’t got it write direct to the
factory.

‘ McCULLOlIGH MFG. COMPANY
2632 Central Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

per pound of carbon.

As combustion ty‘of Illinois.

She is competent help.
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e “Hart” Oil Pump
Automatic Force Sight Feed

“MODEL B”
Special Traction Engine Type
Questions of Why is it that a long ‘Question of Please tell me what
R. S. H.
kind of a mixture to
A. I‘. T.
smoke stack will give
more draught than a short one; and \make for side linings in smoke box
what causes the draught‘?
Why of engines. We have lots of good
wouldn’t the air go in from the top clay here, but don’t know what to
end and out through the bottom end‘! mix with it nor how to mix it.
A.—If you want to use fire clay we
2.-—-Supposing I were to put up a
smoke pipe 50 feet long and two feet would suggest that you place a. wire
wide, with the lower end two feet screen in the clay. First plaster the
from the ground. Would this have inside surface of the smoke box half
more draught than one the same size the thickness you wish it, then bed
the screen in the clay, and then add
20 feet long, and how much ?
A.—Draught in a chimney is caused more clay till it is as thick as it‘
by the diﬂerence between the weight seems best for the place. We would
of the air outside and that inside the suggest making the lining one. and
chimney, produced by the diﬁerence one-half or two inches thick. The
in heat. Heated air has a strong heat is not very great and will not
tendency to rise above cool air, and at burn the lining very hard. If it
very slight difference will cause an cracks the screen will hold it to
upward ﬂow of the warmer parti gether.
cles. The hotter they are the brisker
the ﬂow; and their place is taken by 'Question

cool air at the bottom.

It does not

SINGLE FEED

PERFECT LUBRICATION means the greatest amount of
lubrication with the least quantity of oil.
THAT REQUIRES an automatic, positive, reliable and uni

form feed of oil
Of JUST THE RIGHT QUANTITY
In JUST THE RIGHT PLACE
At JUST THE RIGHT TIME.
The “HART” OIL PUMP gives just such a feed.
A DISCHARGE OF OIL AT EACH AND EVERY
STROKE OF THE ENGINE.
Has all the desirable and necessary features, making it in all
respects the Best and most Satisfactory.
Write for descriptive catalog—fnll information and prices.

of What is the trouble

I‘. D. D.

with my engine? \Vhen

go in at the top end because as al we started to thresh it was easy to
ready explained the entire volume of ﬁre and now we cannot keep steam

air in the chimney is rising.

Per

haps in a chimney not in use a cur

rent of cold air might ﬂow down next
to the ﬂue walls until it reached the
temperature of the adjacent air, when
it would ﬂow back with it.
2.-—The draught power of chim

nor water. I do not understand what
the trouble is.

A.—There are a number of things
that can happen to an engnne to

make it ﬁre hard. The ﬁrst place to
look for this kind of trouble is in the

Mannheim-ed by

valve. If the valve or eccentric has
neys is proportional to the square slipped this will make a difference in
root of their height. From this rule the economy of an engine about as
you can easily ﬁgure the diﬁerence in . sure as anything that can happen to
draught between the two chimneys.
it. Examine the exhaust nozzle to

Questions of My boiler is scaled
W. H. M.
inside and what can I
put into it to remove it and to pre
vent it?
2.— ~What can I put on my smoke
stack to keep from rusting and burn
ing 0E to soon, as all the paint or
grease will burn oﬂ in a few days?

DOUBLE FEED

Sherwood Manuiacturing Co.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

see if it has a free opening and is
pointed directly up the stack. The
piston may be out of order.

The pis

ton rings may be broken. If it is a
tandem compound and the cylinders
are without a distance piece between

A Combination That Wins
The combined SCREW FEED FLUE EXPANDER

them the piston rod packing box and CUTTER will do the work in one-half the time that
which you cannot see may be leaking, the old style expander will do it. It will cut 05 a fine in
sometimes a slide valve is caught and side the sheet, trim it on the outside to the proper length
for beading and can be changed in two minutes time to a
3.--—How can I remove grease that held away from its seat or the boxes
perfect expander and roll your ﬁnes. No hammer is used.
on
the
engine
may
be
too
tight
or
the
has become burnt in a crust on boil

cylinder does not get enough of good
Scale on the boiler
A.-—lf the scale is sulphate of lime cylinder oil.
which it likely is, soda ash will loosen tubes is the cause of hard ﬁring but
the scale and also prevent more from this would not affect the amount of
forming. However, this cannot be. water used. You will have to locate

er without pounding it loose‘!

done intelligently without a chemical, the trouble we trust these sugges
analysis of the water you are using. tions will help you.
Send a jug of water to some of
the ﬁrms who make a business of Questions of Is it advisable to keep
treating water to get results.
We
T. H. W.
the draft
door closed‘
know' of no other way to do it.
when an engine steams very easy?

2.—Graphite or stove polish will

2.—In going up a steep hill is it

last longer on the smoke stack than not advisable to close the draft door
any kind of paint.
to prevent the cold air from rushing
3.—Concentrated lye will eat oﬁ through the ﬂuesi
the grease from the boiler and ex
3.—Is it hard work for an engine
pose the clean metal.
to run the separator when the engine
is lower than the separator‘!
Question of In pulling up a veryI 4.—Why is it that some engines
J. A. H.
steep hill, with water have a small pipe attached to the
wagon, separator and cook ‘car con-‘ heater and allows some of the ex
nected, the idler gear wheel breaks in 1 haust steam to discharge through it
three pieces and falls to the ground.‘ on the ground or ashpit'l Is it nec
The entire train starts down the hillﬂ‘ essary for that‘?
A.—The best way to control the,
How would you stop it?
;
A.—In this case the engine is help-I steam pressure on a traction boiler is

The expansion is done by screw pressure and with the
ratchet movement. Every engine owner should have one,
as it will pay for itself in time saved in cutting out one set

of fines.
Write for catalogue giving full description of this magic
tool.
Ditch Adjustable
Sieve Co.
Mansﬁeld.

Ohio

;—

BOWSHER FEED MILLS
Sold with or with
out elevator.
For

crushing

and

grinding Ear-corn, Kaf
tir-in-thvhead, and all
kinds of grain.
Built in seven sizes,

less to stop the train in the usual! by the draught or ash door. In the
manner. but as soon as the gear isi case of an open bottom boiler with:

from 2 to 25 h. p. and

broken and the train starts backward} an attached ash pan. there is some
the engine can be guided to the side times air enough coming through the
of the road, which will make the joints that the combustion is sup
wheels “skid” and thus stop the iported to the extent that light work
train. Care should be taken to guide can be done without the draught door
the engine to the side that is the ‘being open. In the case of a tight
‘ ash pan. such as a water bottom boil-K
safest.

use with thresher en~

especially adapted for

gines.

B- N. P. BOWSHER
COMPANY,
SOUTH BEND. INDIANA
Please mention ‘The Rovtuv.
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l The Famous Langclon ldel Self Feeder
i
l
J

'

run

It will feed any make
or size of separator to
its full capacity in any
kind or condition of
grain without slugging
the cylinder of the sep
arator.

W e furnish t h e
Langdon’ Ideal Selt
Feeder with Rotary
Band Knife or Crank
Shaft in front as de
sired.

l

It is the only feeder on the market which has a high speeded Knife Cylinder INTERll/IA TCHED with a slowly revolving retarder. This Intermatching Process makes it absolutely impossible for any bundle or bunch of damp, wet, or grown-together material to enter the Threshing Cylinder without ﬁrst being thoroughly divided. It is the only feeder in which the re
tarder adjusts itself AUTOMA TICJLLY.
We guarantee that the Langdon Ideal Feeder has a greater capacity, that is, will feed more grain into the separator, and will
do a better job of feedingr than can be done by hand or by any other feeding device now on the market.
write for Catalogue and Prices.

l
l

\

Manufactured by

HEINEKE & COMPANY, SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
GENERAL AGENTS:

The Wichita Supply Company, Wichita, Kansas.

John F. Langdon, Wichita, Kansas.

belt in actual work the difference will I

Question of

er affords the draft door must be
open some even when the engine is

be so small that it can hardly be no

working very lightly.

ticed.

What is the best thing

A. W.
to do with the eccen
tric when it wears down till there is
no more liners to take out. .Is it the
best to babbitt it or is it the best to.
ﬁle down the yoke where the two

4.—In some heaters the exhaust
2.—The draught door should be al
ways closed to the point where it will steam does not go through the heater
just admit enough air to keep up the but only a portion backs up into it.
steam. An important thing in this This small pipe allows some steam to halves come together to take up the
connection is to keep the grates cov escape thus making a circulation slack?
A.—If the babbitt in eccentric
ered with a thin bed of ﬁre and not to which makes the steam as effective as
have any holes in the ﬁre. If there if the whole volume of steam passed yoke is in good condition and is thick '
be any holes in the ﬁre, the boiler through the heater. The small pipe enough to admit of more wear. the
will cool down, the steam will also also drains the heater from all con joint of the yoke can be ﬁled. If
come down and the foolish ﬁreman densation. It also lets the air out of the babbitt is thin or if it is cracked
the best plan is to rebabbitt it. The
will then open the draught door and the heater, for if air should be con
admit more air than can be used thus ﬁned in the heater the steam could former plan will give you relief with
cooling down the tubes and causing not get in and thus would do no heat out so much work. although the lat
trouble. The extra amount of power ing. In case of the steam passing ter plan may be the best in the end.

required going up a hill will make through the heater a pipe is always
the exhaust more severe and thus provided to carry off the water due Questions of What makes the water
have a tendency to draw more air to condensation and thus the water
W. C.
in my boiler go down
through the draught opening. but if that runs out of the little pipe does so at night’.I I can ﬁll the boiler just a
the ﬁre is in good condition there is not need to be forced through the ex as full as I dare, and no ﬁre left in
no need of making any special ad haust nozzle into the stack. The wa
justment of the ﬁre door to meet this ter ﬂows from the little pipe more
when the feed water is going through
condition.
the heater pipes dune to greater con
3.—There could not be any notice
densation at this time.

able difference if the engine is lower
than the separator. In case of an
idler just before the cylinder pulley, Question of I have a small furnace
‘K. L. Y
for a special purpose.
there may be a little more extra pres
sure on this idler and thus make it I line it with fire clay which does not
run a little harder.
‘Vithout the
idler there will be a greater pressure

on the cylinder shaft than that caused

the ﬁne box. and in the morning- no‘

water in the glass, or below the low
er try cock.

There are no leaks in

the boiler; it is tight 'in every way.
2.—Also would like to know what
makes my reverse lever jump when
the engine is slugged'? The valves and

cylinder get eight drops of good oil
l per minute. I have a force feed lu

last more than a week or two. Do bricator. The reverse will not jump
you know of anything that will last under a good load, but just when the
longer than ﬁre clay in this place‘!
| engine is slugged. The valve is set

A.—-Forty parts ﬁre clay, 40 parts i all right, I guess.
by the gravity of the cylinder. To
get this clear in our minds, suppose cast iron turnings. 2 parts salt; 1" ~ A.—The water in an ordinary trac
the belt should be ﬁxed so that the part sal amoniac: all parts by meas- tion engine boiler will lower from I
pressure would be directly upward,
this would take as much weight from
the hearing as there is tension on the

belt and thus reduce the friction to
that extent. But as there cannot be
much of a change in the angle of the

The materials ' three to four inches in the glass after I
should be thoroughly mixed dry and i being cooled down.
If the water‘
then wet down to the consistency of ‘ lowers much more than this amount,
common mortar. This mixture dries l it must get out of the boiler in some
hard and when burnt by the ﬁre be-,‘ way. There are more ways of water
comes glazed and is very lasting.
I getting out than to run on the ground.

Plain-Sense
Price 50 cents
A

plain.

practical

book

of

an

elementary nature at a popular
price.
The author has especially served
that class of people looking for
something not technical, but of ed
ucational value.
It is of great value to those who
simply want to know at' engine
well enough to handle it intelli
gently and successfully.
The difficulties encountered in
handling an engine are clearly ex
plained and good practical instruc
tions are furnished sufficient to put
anyone of average intelligence in

position to run an engine.

Just

the book for beginners.
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When You Come to Think it Over
As we all do at this time of the year, as to where we have made a success and where a failure
L

‘I

Have you thought of the cause of your en

Have you thought of the many times you
were bothered for want of power in your en
gine?
Have you thought of the large amount of
fuel used and how you worked to keep up

gine foaming and priming?
Have you thought of the cause of ‘your re
verse lever trembling or rattling at each end of
the stroke?

steam?

Have you thought of the cause that knock

Have you thought, when adjusting your

ed your cylinder head out?

valve gear working in the heat of a summer
sun and over a hot boiler?

Do you know that all of these troubles

'

Have you thought what the cost was for
using so much cylinder oil to keep your valve

I

from cutting the valve seat?

could have been avoided by placing a Gould
Balance Valve in your engine?

We do not know how you are thinking but we know what thousands of owners oi engines equipped with Gould Balance Valves are thinking by the letters
they are writing us every day. Our 1909 Catalogue gives extracts from 400 of these letters. Read what three of them say:
Larned, Kans., Sept. 19, 1908.
Gould Balance Valve Co.. Kellogg. Iowa;
Dear Sirs:—-I have used the Gould Valve for
three years and I would not do without it for three
times the cost.
When I put the engine on center
with common slide valve and opened the throttle
with one hundred and ﬁfty pounds of steam. I
took both hands and could not reverse the engine.
Then I put in the Gould Valve and with the same
pressure worked the reverse lever as easy as if
there was no pressure.
We find that it saves lots
of coal and water or adds to your power if you
can use it. As to the wear on valve. there is none.
I took the valve out of my engine that had been
run three years and showed it to twenty good
engine men. and they all thought it was brand
new, and at this time it is not worn so any one
could tell it.
The rings are smooth and they all
hold steam perfectly.
Any one wanting a valve, I
will guarantee it will last as long as his engine
will.
Yours respectfully. H. L. BROOKS.
Mr. Brooks has 801d Sixteen Gould Balance Valves
While Operating His 8.1g.

Gothenburg, Nebr., Nov, 2. 1908.
Gould Balance Valve Co., Kellogg. Iowa;
Dear Sirs:—-I will give you a few facts in re
gard to your valve which we have used in our 22
h. p. Advance engine for three years. Your valve
is the best of its class on the market today. for
it is long lived; there is nothing to wear out.
I
took our valve out, to be sure that I could prove
what I say. and I found little or no wear at all.
It will save from three to four hundred pounds
of coal per day and one tank of water, and you
do not need to jerk your reverse lever oi‘! your
engine to work it.
I claim it saves wear and
tear on engine, and best of all. we get a lot
more of good power out 01' our engine.
It all
threshermen will put in a Gould Balance Valve
they are bound to have the happiest year they
ever had.
Yours truly. H. C. BRESTEL.
m. Bro-tel Bold

Rina Valves During the
Your.

Post

Monango. N. Dak.. Nov. 16. 1908.
Gould Balance Valve Co., Kellogg, Iowa;
Sirs:—I put a Gould Valve in my Reeves Cross
Compound engine (25 h. p.) last April. and will
say that it gave me perfect satisfaction in every
way.
I hauled a big Deere ten bottom engine
gang with fourteen inch bottoms and broke six
hundred and eight acres of wild land. and with
the engine pulled the ten bottoms Just as easy
with the Gould Valve as she pulled the eight
bottoms with the old slide valve.
And as for
handling the valve. there seems to be no pres
sure on it at all. My valve gear ran all summer
without taking up, and I plowed and threshed
one hundred and ﬁfteen days, and with the old
valve I had to take up the gear every week.
I
SOLD FIVE OF YOUR VALVES AND THE
PARTIES
ARE
IVELL
SATISFIED
WITH
THEM.
I would not buy a new engine without
a Gould Valve in it if I could get it for half the
price,
Yours truly. W. J. BEAVER.

Write us for catalogue and printed matter. AGENTS WANTED.

All persons are hereby warned against purchasing or using any valve infringing on the patents owned by the Gould Balance
Valve Co., and purchasers and users of such valves will render themselves liable to the undersigned for infringement.

KELLOGG, IOWA

GOULD BALANCE VALVE COMPANY
Leaky valves on the feed pipe may heat F. will draw the temper in this
cause the water to get back to the spring. Even if a syphon is used the
tank and not be noticed.
gauge will become overheated if it is
2.—-When the engine is pulling the too near the boiler, as the heat is
greatest load there is the greatest conducted to the gauge through the
pressure in the steam chest, hence the pipe although there be water in the
valve moves the hardest. Take all the
lost motion up about the valve gear

pipe.

Britain he has 105 mines. There are
4,993,838 tons mined in Pennsylvan

is per inspector, and 7,076,767 tons
in Great Britain.
In studying these ﬁgures and try
ing to determine who there are more
accidents in the Pennsylvania mines

2.—When water is put on the coal than in all Great Britain the personal
and try a higher grade of cylinder oil. it all has to be evaporated and the carelessness 0f the miners themselves
If the cylinder oil is of a poor qual coal thoroughly dried before it will must be taken into consideration.
ity it will not make the valve run burn. This is done at the expense of
easy even if an excessive amount of the ﬁre. Therefore the more water

it is used.

The higher grade is the in the coal the more coal it will take

cheaper.

to dry the coal and it follows the
ﬁring will be hardest when the most

Question of Can you tell me what water is used.
N. C. G.
is good for chapped
hands in the winter‘!
Question of When 10 cubic feet of
A.—Three ounces of glycerine. 1
A. I". T.
air at 25 The pressure
is heated from 30 de
ounce alcohol and 25 drops of carbol
ic acid. After washing the hands, grees to 130 degrees, what will the

State Organization in Oregon.
After the fashion of the Des
Moines Thresher Club, the branch
house managers of Portland, Oregon,
>have formed an association to be

known as the State Thresher Associa
tion, of Portland, Oregon. A consti
tution and by-laws have been adopt

ed and oil‘icers elected as follows:

President, A.
H. Averill.
Averill
and while they are a little damp, ap pressure then be?
Machine Co.; vice president. Geo.
A.——lf the volume of the air is
ply a few drops and thoroughly rub
W. Evans, Buffalo Pitts Co.; secre
it in. A good time to use it is at hcld_constant during the period of
tary, Philip S. Bates, publisher of
heating,r and all the heat applied is
night.
the Paciﬁc Northwest. The execu
consumed in raising the temperature
Questions of \Vhat happens to my
tive committee comprises the mana

8. J. B.
steam gauge when it and pressure of the air, the full pres gers of the various thresher branch
sure after the temperature has been
gets light. I have to set the hand
houses in Portland.
increased 100 degrees from 30 de
The purpose of the association is
around about 20 lbs. every year.
grees Fahr. will be 33 lbs.
Tloes the hand slip. if so. what makes
it slip‘? I can’t see how this can be
for it ﬁts very tight.
2.—Some one has recommended to
me to pour water on the coal just be
fore burning it in the boiler. They
tell me by having the coal wet it will
make a hotter ﬁre and will take less
coal which will make the boiler steam

to protect
machinery
in the Mines.
to secure
The state of Pennsylvania produc ment and
es ﬁve-sixths as much coal as all of fellowship

all operators of threshing
from unfair competition,
road and bridge improve
to create generally good
among the threshermen of

INSTRUCTIVE —INTERESTING
PRICE $1.00
Threshcrmen. the author of this

book is one of you. He has thresh
ed for many years, and ﬁnally was
called

to

superintend one

of the

largest manufacturing plants in
the country. He has not lost his
interest for the man in the ﬁeld.
He knows what interests you.
Nuff said. Here it is.

Great Britain, and in doing so has the state for the benefit of the indus
an accident death rate of 3.97 per trv.

It is proposed to hold the ﬁrst an
1.000 inside employes, against 1.42
per 1,000 inside employes in the En nual convention at Portland about
easy. Is this a good thing and if it vglish mines. Pennsylvania has more the ﬁrst of May, when good speakers
is how mucl1.watcr should one use on ispectors, both actually and in pro will be had. a large
display
of
the coal?
portion to the number of mines. than threshing machinery will be shown
A.——The spring in the steam gauge has Great Britain.
Each inspcctoi and a big banquet will be given the
which is made of copper is weakened in Pennsylvania has under his charge visiting threshermen at. the Commer
by the heat. Over 125 degrees of on the average, 50 mines; in Great cial Club.
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As You
Sit Around The Fireside
at Christmas Time and Think Over the Past Season

‘ May there be no Regrets.
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a
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VERY thresherman who has a Hart Grain \Veigher attached to his separator has no
regrets at this season of the year. He has the assurance of having furnished his
customers with an even, accurate weight and count of all the 'grain threshed, none

having been bagged or put in the bin unweighed or untallied. Both thresherman
and customer get a square deal when the weigher is a Hart. Hart Grain VVeighers
are the product of the largest grain weigher factory in the world. They are backed
by men of talent and means—men who have built up this enormous business by catering to the needs
of threshermen, studying their requirements and suiting their product to these conditions.
A Hart Grain VVeigher on your outﬁt means more business — more grain threshed —- all grain
saved that is threshed—~absolute register of every bushel—less expense in handling either when bag
ged or put in bin. Can be conveyed to wagon box or bin at slight additional cost for conveyors.
All these things mean more money to the thresherman. ls yours a Hart? If not, you’d better inves
tigate. Do it today.
The thresher companies are our agents and full information and sample machines may be seen at
their sales rooms and branch houses. or we will send complete information upon request.

Hart Grain weigher Company,

' Peoriaf’lllls.
L1,!
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ﬁnd the exhaust valve opening 10 If the incoming charge comes into the
inches (as measured on the face of cylinder at high speed, as is usually

the ﬂywheel) before the crank reaches
center on the power stroke of the
piston: If the ﬂywheel is 25 inches
in diameter we have 25"X3.1416:

Gasoline €ngine

Department '

78.54" circumference of the wheel;
(360° always represents the circum

Timing the Valve of a Gas Engine.
By E. L. OSBORNE.
If a gas engine is expected to do

ed by watching the position of the

ference of a wheel of any size) then

tor

Every owner and opera

essary because of the greater vacu

urn following the piston and the iner
tia or moving force of the incoming
charge. A late opening of the intake
valve (from 10 to 20° past center) is

piston. Guess work will not do.
we have 360°-2—78.54=4.58° for every recommended to secure better action
Fig. 1 illustrates a simple, accurate inch on the face of the 25-inch ﬂy

its best, most economical work, the method of ﬁnding the dead centers. wheel. If as stated the exhaust valve
valves must be set to admit the First provide a stationary pointer on is opening 10 inches before center we
4.58°)<10=45.8° before dead
charge, hold it for compression, and the engine as at C. It will be better have
exhaust the burned gases at the right if this pointer can be arranged close center at the end of the power stroke.
time in the engine cycle or round of to the face of the flywheel. As the The closing point of the exhaust
operation.

the case with high speed engines, a
late closing of the inlet valve is nec

ﬂywheel

is

keyed

securely

to

the

Exhaust whee-lace: _

valve and the opening and closing

wants the best possible results crank shaft its movement corresponds points of the inlet valve (if it is op

from his machine.

Owing to the fact

to the movement of the crank.

Now

erated with a cam and gear) can be

turn the crank to one side of center
thatkinds
the gas
engineand
is by
being
all
of work
all used
kindsvfor
of as shown by the full lines in the checked up in the same way.
Owing to the fact referred to that
people the subject of valve timing is

of special interest.

drawing; insert a rod, A, through a

the crank moves a number of de

\Ve know of a hole in the head letting it rest ﬁrmly grees at the ends of its stroke without

gether again so badly out of time that

against the piston; make a mark on
the face of the ﬂywheel at D as indi
cated by the stationary pointer, C;

a large part of the economy and effi

also make a mark, B, on the rod, A. detect. material difference under equal of the carbureter.

number of instances where engines
have been taken apart and put to

ciency was lost.

perceptible movement of the piston
there is a range of 15 or 20° in valve
setting within which it is difficult to

By usual prac

tice the exhaust valve should open 15

Change of adjust

ments and the natural wear and tear

to 40° before center on the power

of long usage also alfects the valve
timing. While it is not strictly es
sential for the beginner to know how
to time the valves of his engine, it is
an advantage if the regular gas en

stroke depending on the

after it has done its work. In an en
gine with tl-inch stroke the piston
travels only 11/16-inch in the last 40°
of the power stroke as shown in Fig.
2. The exhaust valve should never
close before dead center on the scav
enging stroke.
Peculiarities in each engine design,

opening and closing point of the
valves and see that the timing is kept
within the rather narrow limits of
best operation as determined by the
builder of the engine.

Timing the valves means to set the
cams and contributory adjust-.
so the admission and exhaust
will be opened and closed at a
a certain number of degrees

from dead center in the travel of the
crank and with relation to the piston
stroke. The ﬁrst thing, therefore, is
AN OHIO
to know positively just when the
crank is on the dead centers. The Now turn the crank to the other side
piston is, of course, at the extreme of center as shown by the dotted
ends of its stroke when the crank is lines; when the mark, B, on rod, A,
at dead center. Owing, however, to is at the same position as before with
the fac‘. that the crank moves a num relation to its guide and to the piston
the crank will be at exactly the same
distance from center as before; now

as we have stated, inﬂuence the valve
setting. and each manufacturer as a
rule tests out each type and size of
OUTFIT.

Courtesy Taylor 8: Fisher.

ditions.

be ﬁxed at 15 to 20° before center in
stead of 40° as shown, and the inlet
Jil /,f/Wl l l l l l l l
IIA

closing should be delayed to 30 or 40°
past center instead of 20° as shown.
91,111,!‘

\""I"'"
1' [111,010 "111,007,
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exact dead center for that end of the
IIIIII

stroke. The opposite center is found
in the same way. After the dead cen
ter marks are made on the ﬂywheel

a

is used.

'

The drawing, Fig. 1, shows valves

ing the exact dead centers. The valve
stem guide makes a. good guide for
the rod, A, of similar size. Where
the valves are not in the head any
other opening as for spark plug or

center without perceptible movement igniter may be utilized by making a
special block to ﬁt the opening and
drilling in it a guide hole for the rod,

A.
Note.-——-This is the ninth of a se

termined.

This is indicated by A and

B, Fig. 2. If, for example, it is de
sired to open the valve later without
changing the closing point at B, the
cam must be made so the beginning
of the lift at point A will be carried
around further toward B.
If an engine is known to be proper
ly timed and is to be taken apart it
will save much trouble, later. to see
that the gears are marked as shown
at C, Fig.2, before taking the ma

chine to pieces. The gears can then
be readily reassembled and the timing
will be just as before.
Association of Manufacturers.

A call has been issued to manufac

By measuring the distance in inch ﬂow that decide the best valve set
ries of articles intended to cover in es before or after the dead center ting for any particular engine. If
a brief. simple way the why and mark on the ﬂywheel to the point at the engine runs slowly and the inlet
how of a gas engine—to enable any which the valves open and close the valve and passage are of ample size
one to understand its general princi number of degrees can be quickly de- l the intake valve may open and close
ples and practical operation.

A point to keep in mind is that it is
impossible to change. the time a valve
opens without changing the closing
time correspondingly earlier or later,
unless a new cam of diiferenl. design

IIIIII

in the head one of which has been re
moved to insert the rod, A, for ﬁnd

of the piston, it is impossible to tell
accurately when dead center is reach

opening and closing points may be
ﬁxed at center to 10° after center.
For very high speed engines the inlet

‘it..
same-“13a: IlIIlllll/I
II

follows thatin bisecting the distance
from D to E, as shown, and bringing
the central mark, F, to the ﬁxed point

the stationary pointer (which is left
permanently in position) will show at
any time when the crank is on dead
center.

As probably a good average

haust passages and the engine speed gines with large, easy valve ports and
or corresponding speed of the gas passages the exhaust opening may

ﬂywheel as indicated by the pointer,
C. As marks D and E are at equal
distances on each side of center it

er, C, we will bring the crank to the

engine he makes and adopts the valve
setting best suited to the special con

conditions of port passages and en~ the valve setting indicator in Fig. 2
gine speed. In fact it is the valve and more distinctly shown in Fig. 3
lift, size and length of inlet and ex is presented. For slow moving en

make the mark, E, on the face of the

ber of degrees on each side of the

and

crank shaft and the exhaust valve is
opened early to get rid of the heat

gine user knows how to check up the

gears,
ments
valves
point

size

speed of the engine. The last part
of the power stroke is not noticeably
cifective in delivering power to the

turers of all kinds of gas and gaso

line engines for a meeting to be held
Dec. 9. at the Auditorium Hotel, Chi
cago, to consider the organization of
an association of gas engine manu
For example, suppose we i at dead center with excellent results. facturers.

inn-who. 1H1“-
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SAVING and the EASIEST STEAMING engine manufactured.
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H SEPARATORS
E Ii‘or fast clean threshing, and one that will stand tlrileEvyqeér,

mo GRATE, CENTRIFUGAL TAILINGS HULLER and ELEVA -

c ipse" is in the lead. CLOSED CYLINDER, PA
TOR and GRAVITY (Sieveless) CLEANER are the reasons why.

SA W MILLS
Illustration shows our Light Medium Mill, specially adapted for use with Traction Engines.
Mill. Accurate sawing, Durable Construction and up-to-date in every improvement.

An ideal Threshermen’s Saw

We can ﬁt you out with a whole threshing or sawing out ﬁt—an outﬁt that will please you and make you money.
prices and terms will suit you. Ask us for catalog and prices.

F

Our

Main Office and Factory, Waynesboro, Pa.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., No. 11 Caledonia Ave.

SALISBURY. N. c

ATLANTA GA

PITTSBURG. PA.. N0. 924 Fulton Bldg.
HARRISBURG, PA., N0. 400 N. Second St.
BALTIMORE. MD.
WINCHESTER. VA.
CHARLESTON. W. VA.. Kanawha. Val. Bnk. Bldg.

NASHVILLE. TENIL. N0. 501 Broad St.
COLUMBUS. 0.. NO. 490 N. High SC.
ST. LOUIS. MO.. N0. 511 Granite Bldg.
DES MOINES, IOWA,
ST. JOSEPH, MO.

NEW YORK. N. Y.. NO. 39 Cortlandt St.
CINCINNATI. 0.. N0. 308 Neave Bldg.
DALLAS. TEXAS. No. 300 Main St.
LOS ANGELES. CAL. 613 H. W. Hellman Bldg.

'
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The locomotive engine is very fre absolutely nothing. Then, ten years fan the ﬁre, and although other types ary epoch of 1829, and there have
'
quently supposed to have been born later, Colonel Cuegnot of the French were afterwards used, that is our been few locomotive epochs.
with the Rocket in 1829, whereas the ‘ army, built an engine that was prac present ‘method of creating a draft
The principal factor in this devel
Rocket is merely an old engine, both tically an automobile, and succeeded
in its history for us, and in the de-. in obtaining a speed of two and a
velopment that led up to it, so that half miles an hour over the wretched
it simply marks an epoch, or an era, roads that existed in the country at
in locomotive evolution, rather than .the time; but its motion was ex

as being the original locomotive en
gine itself.

ceedingly intermittent.
It would
only run a short distance, and then

The ﬁrst data that we have in re

would have'to stop to get up steam

gard to steam engine construction, or : before going further.
Then the next thing we hear is in
anything appearing like a steam en ITEM-that
is, ﬁfteen years vlater—
gine, was the old Hero engine or
aelopile, dating back to the time of

Egyptian history.
There was nothing further done
until early in the sixteenth century.
It appears that at that time the Mar

quis of Worcester built a steam en

when Watt took out a patent for a
locomotive, for what reason nobody
knows, for he never did anything

with it. At that time Murdock was
associated with him, and took a good
deal of interest in the project of the

for the ﬁre. He also used smooth opment was George Stephenson, who
wheels. The discussion which arose was at that time enginewright in the
a few years afterwards as to’wheth collieries of Lord Ravensworth at
er the smooth wheel locomotive would Killingworth, and he was taking a
be able to propel itself and haul cars, great deal of interest in the locomo
is "ery amusing to us, who know so tive engine. He was at ﬁrst a sta
much. At the time. however,v it was

tionary engineman, but he pinned his
a very serious matter, and attracted faith to the efficiency of the steam
a great deal of attention.
During engine for transportation purposes,
those years, after Trevithick had and it is alvery remarkable thing
built his engine, people were think that a man like Stephenson, of no
ing and doing some little experiment education whatever, not learning to
ing, but nothing of any marked im read until after he was twenty years
portance was brought out until Blen- old, should have been able, by the
kinsop, of Leeds, built a locomotive, sheer force of his own character and
and worked it with fairly good suc the absolute conﬁdence which he had
cess. But it was not .what it ought in the locomotive engine, practically

A PENNSYLVANIA TRAIN.

gine;

we have no accurate informa

tion regarding it other than the mere
statement that it worked. But, owing
to the condition of affairs at that
time, this engine, which went through

locomotive, and built a small model‘ to have been, and in 1812 Blackett, to have forced it upon English rail
with about three-quarters-inch cyl who was a coal mine owner, built an road practice, thereby introducing it
inders and two and one-half-inch engine, using Trevithick’s original to the world. Stephenson’s position
stroke, which worked very well. It idea.
He built his engine with was such, and the conﬁdence of the
smooth wheels, but it failed, because

employers in him was such, that they

faster than Murdock himself could he did not put in Trevithick’s ex
old records say, and “excited such run. You have no doubt heard the haust blast, for want of steam. Fi
vile slander and calumny,” was in story of it being put in service in nally, a year ‘later, he built an en
terdicted by the church, and when front of a church one night, and gine known as the “Puﬂing Billy,”

worked so well that it could travel

commissioned him to build his ﬁrst
engine, which was known as the

so many f‘weird maneuvers,” as the

anything was

interdicted

by

the

church in the sixteenth century, that
was the end to it. The result was
that

the “Marquis of vWorcester”

engine was destroyed, and no record
kept in regard to it.
From that time there was a lapse

of a century or more, and it was not
until 1759 that we have the ﬁrst his
torical suggestion of a vehicle to be
propelled by steam; It is stated that
Dr. Robinson, then a student at Glas
gow University, suggested to \Vatt
that it would be a good idea to put a
steam engine on wheels and have it

propel itself over roads.

Watt was

purely a stationary engineman, and

he discouraged his partner Murdock
in doing anythong whatever in loco
motive designing so that the sugges

tion of Doctor Robinson passed for
‘Extracts

from

address

by

Mr.

comotive Firemen’s Magazine.

It was a two cylinder

machine, geared on three-foot wheels;
frightening the pastor, because he and the experiences he had with the it had no springs, and was noisy and
It had eight-inch cylinders
thought the evil one was after him. “Puﬁing Billy” and the experiences jerky.
Although Murdock was disposed to that all men engaged in locomotive and a twenty-four-inch stroke, and
carry out his experiments further, development had within the next did succeed in hauling thirty tons.
the inﬂuence of Watt was so great ﬁfteen years, was trying to them, That was a big load at that time,
though interesting to us. The en for we (nust remember that the com~
that he dropped the matter.
In 1804, twenty years after, Trevi gine made so much noise that they parison was made with what a horse
thick built an engine that was ex were afraid it would frighten the could do.
He then built an engine and con
ceedingly successful, as far as a mod horses, and there ‘was so much ob
el would go. He took it to London jection to it that if an injunction nected the axles with the equivalent of
and there it attracted a great deal of had been available in those days, side rods, but the forging of these
attention. In fact, so much that be there is no doubt the engine would crank axles which he used was such
conceived the idea that it would be a have been injunetioned out of exist that the axle quickly bent, probably
proﬁtable thing to show it for pay, ence. Blackett ordered his engineer for the double reason that the forg
so he built a track and charged ad— to stop whenever he saw a horse and ings were poor in themselves and the
mission, but for some reason a few to stand until it was out of sight and design too light for the work. This
days afterwards he closed the show, hearing. That was really about the led to the adoption of a chain con_
dismantled his engine, put it into sta ﬁrst of the commercially successful nection between the axle, but that
tionary work and went away. But locomotives. It was not run on pub only lasted a short time, because the
in Trevithick’s engine he had put out lic roads, but was used merely for chains stretched, and that resulted
some things which were very much hauling coal for the owner of the in the changing of the relative posi
discussed and which were really the mines from the mine to the wharf, tion of the cranks so that he had to
fundamental principles of the mod but it was successful. Now it was go back to the side rods as at ﬁrst.

Geo. L. Fowler before a meeting of ern locomotive engine.
the Richmond Railway Club, in L0

“Blucher.”

In the ﬁrst during this period that the men who except that they were put on the
place, he had a steam blast, and the produced a locomotive era lived and outside, and have remained there
exhaust was put into the stack to brought about the great revolution~
(Continued on page 50.)
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Traction Engine Plowing.

engines put out by some of the most

(Continued from page 9)
turned under in the autumn, decom~

progressive steam companies are all
right under favorable conditions in

position will increase the amount of large ﬁelds. solid ground, good water
plant food available for the crop the handy and cheap coal near at hand.
next summer. This is true to some With my 22 h. p. Hart-_Parr gasoline
extent even though sod is not turned engine I do my plowing at a cost of
under, inasmuch as the simple loos 55 cents per acre. I do not know
ening of the soil admits atmospheric just what the cost would be with a
oxygen and increases chemical action steam engine, but think in this local
upon vegetable and mineral matter. ity it would be much more. Our
Fall plowing is one of the methods of land is sandy in some places and
combating grubworms, cutworms, and quite rolling and the heavy steam en
corn root worms which are often de gines bury themselves pulling heavy
structive to corn. B'ecause the sur loads or plows in the sand. I find the
face of ground plowed in the fall is gasoline engine has a great advan
drier at planting time in the spring tage over the steam, for the farmer
than that of ground not so treated, it in the saving of time and help. I
does not necessarily follow that there have done quite a lot of plowing with
is less moisture in fall-plowed ground. gasoline engine, alone which would
The fall plowing has enabled the be out of the question with steam.
rainfall better to penetrate the sub For short jobs the gasoline engine is
soil, allowing the surface to dry more ahead of steam as it takes but a few
rapidly. In the spring fall plowed moments to start and half a. minute
ﬁelds usually contain much more to stop and it costs nothing more un
moisture, but at the same time have til started again. I have used my
a

drier surface, than ﬁelds which engine for plowing, threshing, grind

remain undisturbed until spring. In
sections where there is much rain
during the winter it is, better not to
barrow the fall ‘plowed land in the
autumn. This —is especially true of
ﬁne clay soils that run‘ together and
pack readily. In comparativetests
of fall and spring plowing, preceding

a dry summer, the fall plowed ﬁelds
have generally yielded better.

The

same is true of subsoiling.
Deep
spring plowing and spring subsoiling
are likely to result in diminished
crops, especially if done after the
spring rains.

The loosening of the

ing, listing and have done some haul-~
ing with it and in each case it has
proven to be a great deal cheaper
than horse power.
Last spring I

listed 350 acres corn and 140 acres of
Kafﬁr corn at a cost of 31 cents per
acre. The difference in the cost be
tween horse power and engine was
not so great in. this work, but the
advantage of having the work done
at the proper time was quite an item.
I ﬁnd that where the roads are suit
able for engine work I can haul heavy
loads with the engine much cheaper
than I can do it with teams. I have
had several years’ experience with
steam traction engines before pur
chasing the gasoline engine and after

soil to great depths admits air and
facilitates the loss of soil moisture;
it also interrupts the capillarity, so
that moisture is not as readily drawn having used the gasoline engine al
from greater depths. and during'a most constantly for three years I am
dry summer there
is
not enough very much in favor of gasoline for
available moisture to support a good an all purpose farm power.
I would be glad to hear of the ex
crop.
_
From the above, continues Hartley, periences of others with gasoline vs.
it is plain why there has been so steam where conditions diﬁer from
much contradictory evidence regard here. .
Will Cronkhite.
ing the best depths to plow for cer
Bickford. Okla.
tain crops. For a deep, rich soil
'
‘ a * *
deep plowing is best, providing it is
done in‘ the fall or does not render
Editor‘Review:—I will endeavor
the soil too loose or dry. For thin to give you my plow experiences, that
clay soils subsoiling is better than is, steam plowing. I have done a
very deep plowing, because it does great deal of steam plowing since I

Editor Reviewz-In reply to your‘should not be a cross compound en

letter of inquiry of November 5, we gine as Mr. Brown says about the
have a 25 h. p. engine, simple, also undermounted engine.
40x62 separator with all the modern
Now I do not wish to advertise
improvements up till 1906. This en for Avery’s nor ﬁnd fault with the
gine has done more plowing and Reeves, but wish to say to Mr. Brown
threshing than any other engine of that I can plow with less than 75 to
its size in northwestern Kansas.
I 100 lbs. of coal per acre, which he
can show the books for $12,000 worth claims he is using.

of labor it has done since it came out
Enclosed ﬁnd ﬁfty cents for one
and is in good repair and will do that year for The Review.
much more or more than that yet,
E. R. Brien.
and up till the present time have only
Athol, Kansas.

* =|= * _

spent $78.00 for repairs.

Editor Revie‘w:—In reply to Mr.
Brown in the September number. He
outlines his view of what an engine
should be to plow with. He says it
should not be an undermounted en
about 22 acres per day, use three men gine. I have used an undermounted

We use both kind of plows, mold
board and disc. Moldboards are the
Flying Dutch, four 14-inch in a gang.
We pull two gangs in sod and three
in old ground. In sod we average

and boy and team and burn from 28 Avery the past four seasons, and he

cwt. to 30 cwt. of coal. Plow shapen is mistaken, as I have put this engine
ing, board of hands. oil, everything to the test, having pulled two road
excepting wear and car on the machin graders on all kinds of roads. This
ery and interest on money invested, engine is thoroughly balanced, not all
costs us 90 cents per acre and we get on the rear end of the boiler as Mr.
$2.00 per acre for sod, and in plow Brown would have it. The gearing
ing old ground the cost per day ’s,run is very heavy, being six in. face.
is just the same, only we pull one
As to dirt, all engines get dirty
more gang and make an average of where there is grease to settle on.
35 acres per day and get $1.50 per The. .boiler does not get the grease
acre and expense is no more than in from the engine. This engine has a

dry-pipe running clear through the

sod.

We have disc plows that are made boiler from the cab and blower
by the LaCrosse Plow Co. I think through the smoke box, making it
the name of them is Deﬁance. We equal to any compound engine.
have three gangs, two ﬁve and one
Hugh McClung.
six disc.

Average 35 acres per day;

Harper, Kansas, R. F. D. No.3.

with all expenses the same as the
moldboards cost 50 c per acre. we'
pull the 16 discs and harrows behind

the plows with the 25 h. p. engine.
With disc plows we only use two men
and water boy;

no plow shapening

makes it some cheaper than mold
boards, but not so good.

I think the steam plows are prov
ing a great blessing to this country as
a resource of fast development of the
country and enabling farmersto get

in big crops where if theyhad to de
pend
and the
teams
‘alone, _they
could upon
not. men
Where
steam'iplorw
is

=l=

*

a:

Agricultural Alberta.
- Southern Alberta, Canada, is some
times called the land of the steam
plow and it is well named as steam
plows and other farm implements of
the very latest invention are in gen
eral use. Perhaps there is no other
country on the American Continent
so well adapted for an extensive use
of up-to-date farm- machinery as
Southern Alberta and most of South
ern ,Saskatchewan. From the Mon

tana bdundary on the south to about
200 miles north of Calgary and from

handled properly. the expense is just the't-foothills of the Rockies running
about one-half that of teams, and a ‘east ‘hundreds of miles lies an endless

man can do his work at the right.

retch of bountiful, fertile prairies,

time, better for his land and crop.’ moresor less rolling in places but

\Ve have been plowing for three years again almost level and easy to break
and we don’t consider the steam plow”

with a steam p1ow_ . It is only a

‘my longer as an experiment’ putj'ifewfyears ago that this vast coun
not turn the compact clay to the sur
face, yet at the same time loosens the

wrote last. some on sod and old
ground. I broke about 300 acres a
year ago last spring, using moldboard

very much needed lot_, of ‘machinery try was‘ thought ﬁt only f0]. .catﬂe

for every big farmer in the prairie raising -~and some of the old time
I ﬁnd that moldboard plows country where they have good black battle'men held up their hands in hor
year to year. as by such a practice are much more expensive to run than loam soil like we have here where ror when some enterprising Ameri
,' ,
'can crossed the line and began to
the soil is not mixed well, and a hard disc plows are.
\Ve cannot break everything works nice.
'
J.
H.
Jetfrics. " plow up the sod and prepare it for
surface is left at the bottom of the sod ‘here with ' mouldboard plows, for
fall wheat. So great was the success
Colby, Kansas. .
n
furrows where the horses walk and less than'4'$2.00 per acre. and we get
1.
_ .3 a: _4.,. * \
'e of those pioneers, who proved that
the plows drag. A-.litﬂe subsoil turn paid for our work and use of en
the country could grow from 20 to
ed to the surface occasionally al gine. ‘I also ﬁnd that we must have reading
Editor;your
Rei'iew:—I
have .been
Septemberliiumber,
in
40 and sometimes more bushels of
lows the elements to act upon. it, lib an engine built for plowing. if we
erating plant food, and as it becomes expect it to stand up to hard plowing which Mr. \Y. (l.-Brown of Brewster, wheat‘ to the acre, that a regular in
mingled with surface soil and vege with either mouldboard or disc plows. Kansas, gives his idea for a. plowing vasion from the states and in fact
table growth the soil depth will be I have quit plowing-—or rather doing engine. _I own‘an Avery.30 h. p. from every other country took place.

soil to a good depth. The plowing
should not be at the same‘ depth from plow.

increased.

To accomplish these de

sired results, it is well to plow a lit
tle deeper each year for several suc
cessive seasons, and then for one sea
son give a plowing at about half the
depth of the deepest plowing. It is
well to have the farm mapped, the
various ﬁelds numbered, and records
kept of the annual treatment and
production of each ﬁeld.

custom plowing. I do my own fall undermounted engine which in two
plowing and then thresh; as I can years’ run give me the best of sati's
—Mr. Brown
make as much money and it much faction in every way.
easier on engine and myself; as I run says it should not be an undermount

The rapid settling up of.the new Ca

nadian prairie
wonderful

provinces

and

the

agricultural development

which has taken place here during
my own engine. I think the gaso ed engine, as it is too much‘iu the the last 10 years would be' an eye op
line engine will be the coming plow dirt for plowing. Now I think Mr. ener to those American pioneers who
engine. \Ve have one, patented and Brown has never run an undermount helped in the slow'work of clearing
Fortunes have been
made right here, which is made for ed engine which gives him his idea. the forests.
plowing which we call a one man out I have run both top mounted and un made in land and the farming of
ﬁt, much lighter than our steam out dermounted engines and ﬁnd the un some and great proﬁts are still await
* * *
ﬁts, costs less
money, takes less dermounted engine does not catch any ing those who will come here with a
Editor Reviewz-In reply to your help, no water hauler or coal hauler more dirt than the top mounted, and little capital and some push behind
inquiry as to my experience in plow and can do a fair day’s plowing con besides the undermounted is much Ithem.
By going a distance from towns or
ing with a traction engine will say sidering the amount of help requir easier cleaned and much handier to
that it has been most satisfactory

with me so far as gasoline power is
concerned.

I think the modern steam

ed and expense.

H. J. McNair.
Wakecney. Kans. _

'

'

get at.
Cross compound engines

I

into a new settlement good farm land
know can still be had for $10.00 and $12.00

nothing about, and will not say it per acre by paying about one-third
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NEWLY-HARVESTED
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DECEMBER.

WHEN THE GRAIN IS IN
THE SACK AND THE. CARS

JANUARY.
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FOLLOW WHEREVER"OLD TIGE"STALK$ FORTH.
WHEN WELL-‘FILLED BINS,AT CHRISTMAS TIME,
ATTEST HlS WORTH IN NORTHERN CLIMES,

HIS LOW snowr. s-r-ms FAR SOUTHERN LANDS/
\AS SHEAVES FLY FAST FROM prrcHERs‘i-imos,
#1‘

A Christmas Gift Free to You
Our fine new Tiger Watch Fob or our handsome Tiger Pin, if you run any
Gaar-Scott machinery and will answer the following questions by early mail:

I. What Gaar-Scott machinery have you? Give number, year bought, and say
\VHY you run Gaar-Scott machinery. v
2. Do you need a new traction, plowing or portable engine, thresher, clover hul
ler or saw mill, and when will ‘you be ready to ‘buy?
a 3. Give us the names of three other threshermen in your neighborhood and say
what kind and whose make of machinery they run, and if you think any of them will
be in the market for new machinery soon.
4. Shall we send you the Fob or the Pin?
‘Actual Size
5. In what paper did you see this announcement?
0x13252201‘!
IF YOU DON’T RUN GAAR-SCO TT ill/ICHINERY and will not be in the
Finish
market for any machinery in our line next season, we will send you either the watch
fob or stick pin for ten cents to pay expense of mailing, etc., if you will answer the above questions
Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Either of these articles will make a Christmas remembrance that most anyone will appreciate as
they are of handsome design and nicely ﬁnished.

Gaar, Scott & Co.
Richmond, Indiana

THE'I'HRESHERMHN'S REVIEW
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"What's doing here? A little ‘Baker’ with a 12
gang plow in tow going right along like a good
fellow? I'll have to look into this!” You can't
blame Mr. Bigg for being surprised. You're surprised too, for that's a big job for a little engine. But when Mr. Bigg does look into it, he
ﬁnds that the little "Baker” is just cut out for such work.
He ﬁnds the wonderful Valve Gear which allows full power to be exerted instantly and equally to end the stroke; the Live Steam Jacket
which prevents condensation; perfect design and workmanship throughout. Then when Mr. Bigg stays to dinner and talks it over with the
Thresherman’s Family, and they tell him just how little it costs to keep the "Baker” going-how little for water, fuel, repairs, Mr. Bigg ex
claims: “Well, it's sure a great little engine!" AND IT IS-IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE IT, WE CAN PROVE IT. Sending for cata
logue and full particulars is the ﬁrst step. When you buy a “Baker” you buy power—not paper rating.

—says Mr. Bigg, of Biggville,

A.

SWANTON, OHIO
.'

cash down or it might be bought on
As a rule there is a great demand
the crop payment plan, which means for steam plows to break new land in
that the purchaser pays little or noth almost any district and anyone com
ing down but undertakes to break ing here with a good outﬁt can have
land up and put crop into it, then all the work he wants at $3.00 per
pays half of proceeds of crop on price acre, and from what I understand
of land and in this way generally can break enough acres to make a
is able to pay for land in two or three fair proﬁt per day. If his engine is
years.

I know personally of a num

strong enough to pull a disc and seed
ber of men who came here a few drill it is all the better, and if he
years ago without money but who are brings a threshing machine along he

owners of several ﬁne sections of land can keep agoing from fall to after
today. If any reader of The Thresh— Christmas threshing wheat for 7 cents
ermen’s Review is looking for a prof per bushel, oats at 5 cents and ﬂax at
itable investment I would certainly

15 cents per bushel.
Most threshing outﬁts here bring

advise him to come to Southern Al
berta with a good steam outﬁt and their own boarding car along and
buy and farm the rich prairies.

1

those who do not charge about 1 cent

\

Development of Locomotives.

This Stockton and Darlington had
(Continued from page 46.)
sixty square feet of heating surface.
ever since. This led to the develop Now, merely to show the difference
ment of the engine known as the between the engines which they had
“Killingworth”

engine,

which is

practically the father of all locomo
tive engines of the present day. Of
course, it is not built like them in
any way, shape or manner, but al
though that engine was built in 1814,
it was running in 1862, over the
same track, and doing practically the
same amount of work, and it was to
this engine that all of the railway
oﬁicials and men who had railway
projects on hand in England, came to
see what it was doing, and to study
its action; and it was with this en

have yet to meet the ﬁrst man who less per bushel. As a rule very lit
will admit he lost money farming tle cash is paid out for wages to gine that Stephenson made what were
here, that is, if he used common steam plow or threshing crews for possibly the ﬁrst experiments of the
sense. It is an absolute, sure thing as a matter of fact the owner of a tractive power of the locomotive to
and beats all the gold mine specu steam outﬁt can get plenty of home ﬁnd out what it would haul with a
lations now advertised in the States. steaders to haul water and coal and smooth wheel on a smooth rail. The
Supposing a man comes up here work on the plow and thresher in or idea that it was necessary to have
and buys a section at $10.00 per acre, der to get their own land plowed and gears had not entirely passed away,
but Stephenson ’s faith in the grip of
or $12.00 or $1500 on the crop pay crop threshed.
Most threshing here is done from the wheel on the rail was supreme,
ment plan. With a good steam plow
he can break it all up ﬁrst year and the shock. A man with a two horse and that conquered in his arguments
if he seeds it with ﬂax and gets from team, loading his own load and haul with all of the railroad men, so that
10 to 15 bushels per acre and sells it ing to the machine, receives $4.00 per this engine, crude as it may appear,
at $1.00 a bushel he nearly clears the day. Some farmers have granaries was still the engine which was used
price of land the ﬁrst year. But, in and those who have not leave the to demonstrate what the locomotive
most cases, land thus broken is sow grain lay in the ﬁeld until they get could do for the men who were to
build the Liverpool and Manchester
ed with fall wheat, yielding from 20 time to haul it to town
railroad, in 1829, which was the rev
to 30 bushels to the acre. Let us, in
John Glambeck.
Gleichen, Alberta.
order to be conservative, say 20 bush
olutionary point, the epoch making
els to the acre, then subtract $3.00

point, in the development of the lo
An
investigation
was
recently comotive in those early days, and
acre for discing, 75 cents per acre for made by Prof. J. Klaudy, for the which made it the practical success
cutting, and 7 cents per bushel for Austrian government, on two rein~ which it afterwards became. After
threshing and there will still be forced concrete bridges, thirteen this engine had been built the Stock
enough left to pay for price of land years old. In general, it was found ton-Darlington road was projected,
in one year, and in most cases the that the inﬁltration of the gases of and Stephenson built an engine very
price of land doubles here in three combustion from the locomotives had much of the same character for that
years.
Inot extended deeper than 0.4 inch.
road, known as Locomotive No. 1.

per acre for breaking, 50 cents per

in 1825 and those which we have to
day, I will ask you to consider that

it carried a steam pressure of twen
ty-ﬁve pounds, weighed six and one
half tons, and the tender had a ca~

pacity of 240 gallons.
In 1826 Stephenson built an engine
which was coming down to the shape
of a locomotive, in that he abandon

ed his vertical cylinders. This en_
gine was known as the “Experi
ment,” and was used on the Stock
ton and Darlington road.
It had
nine-inch by twenty-four-inch cyl

inders, with six wheels coupled, and
the old type of boiler with two ﬁre
tubes in which he returned to the
four coupled engine, and with the

continued use of sharply inclined cyl
inders. Then in 1828 he built the Lau

cashire Witch.
In the meantime America had be
gun to take an interest in these af
fairs, and Horatio Allen was sent to

England, on behalf of the. Delaware
and Hudson Canal Company, with a

commission to purchase a locomotive,
which he did.
He brought the
“America,” which was brought to

New York, exhibited there for a time
and then disappeared. We have no
record of it ever having been run or
what was done with it; so that al
though it was the ﬁrst engine brought

to America, we do not know that it
was the ﬁrst one to be run, unless it
is possible that it was the engine that
legends say ran in Jersey City as an

exhibit on a short length of track.
(Continued in Jan. Issue.)
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Sandwich
Spring Shellers
All Sizes---All Capacities. Belted
Mounted and
and Geared.
Down. For Horse, Steam or Gas
Wood or Steel
oline Power.
Mountings, as preferred. /
we also make several‘
styles of Cylinder Shellers
with capacities ranging
from 300 to 1200 bushels
per hour.
‘
No Thresherman’s Outfit
is complete without a Sand
wich Sheller.
We also make a full line of

Horse and Belt Power

HAY PRESSES

SANDWICH MFG. COMPANY, Sandwich, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Council Bluffs, Iowa

Kansas City, Mo.
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Feeding Sappy Corn.

top and side ventilation it is almost

Over wide sections, says the Jour

sure to either mould or rot, depend
nal of Agriculture, much of the late ing of course upon the dryness of the
corn was caught by the early frosts weather, the condition in which the
and injured more or less. Frosts in corn was cribbed and other causes.
many places came a little earlier this Sometimes it can be kept by spread
year than usual and there was much ing it out thin in a dry and well ven
corn which had just passed out of the tilated place, such as the hay mow,
roasting ear stage when the corn but even then there is no certainty of
leaves were killed and further devel its not moulding, and perhaps rotting.
opment stopped.
The best method of disposing of
If frost bitten corn is immediately sappy corn with proﬁt is to feed it
cut up for fodder the corn seems to
mature much better and keep much

better than when it is allowed to re
main standing. However, it is sel
dom possible or desirable to cut up
all of the corn crop for fodder, hence

trouble arises in feeding and keeping
the sappy corn.
Corn to keep well in the crib must

be mature and dry when it is placed
there. Early corn which ripened and
dried up before the coming of the
ﬁrst frosts will, as a rule, be in this
condition. After the husks have been
dry for four to eight weeks corn is
ready to be gathered, although it has

not lost all of its moisture in that
time.

Hanging from the stalk in the

ﬁeld it has more chance to dry out
than when packed in the crip where
the circulation of'air is not free and
the moisture can not escape.

It is almost impossible to keep sap
py corn in storage over winter and

just as early as possible.

Begin on

tion with the logging industry on the

by a smaller rope to the place it

Paciﬁc coast. Redwood, Oregon pine, started from, using an auxiliary drum
sugar pine, Douglas ﬁr, cedar and on the donkey for the purpose. The
other valuable bodies of timber, are
scattered along the foothills and in

snatch blocks are fastened to trees

the ravines near the coast, in the riv

quently as necessary, so that when

er valleys and along the slopes of the

it just as soon as it will do to feed Sierras, which are yielding and will
and feed it to all of the stock till all continue to yield for many years to
of it is used up. Some farmers feed come, thousands of millions of feet
the earliest matured corn ﬁrst. It is annually of the ﬁnest logs in the
well to do this if the late maturing world. The Paciﬁc coast lumberman
corn is not ripe enough for safe early would not consider trees worth saw
feeding, but the early corn can be ing. which average less than two feet
stored with safety and it should be in diameter at the stump, although
saved for late winter, spring and sum smaller trees are frequently cut for
mer feeding. Sappy corn is green piles and telegraph poles. It is not
and succulent and makes good feed at all unusual to work in a forest
early in the season while it retains its where the trees average from three
grcenness and succulency, but after to ﬁve feet in diameter, with occa
it has been frozen and thawed out sional instances running up to twen
its value is greatly impaired. If it ty feet in diameter in the redwoods.
can be successfully cured it is very
Owing to the absence of snow and
light and chaﬁy, hence poor in sub to avoid the heavy rains in winter,
stance, and if it moulds or rots it be the‘logging is mostly done during the
comes totally worthless. The writer’s summer months. The old fashioned
rule in feeding and storing corn is to ox teams and horse teams, while still
feed the late corn ﬁrst and the early used occasionally with from six to
corn last.
ten yoke of oxen or a similar num
In selecting seed corn in spring it ber of pairs of horses, are almost en
will be well to bear in mind thatporn tirely a thing of the past. The logs
which matured before the coming of are pulled out of the forest after they

have it cure out and make good spring
and summer feed. The excess of wa
ter, or sap, in green corn massed in frost and which was stored in a dry
the crib with poor circulation of air condition is likely to be fertile. Late
corn, or corn stored when it con
for carrying oll' moisture and promot

ing evaporation will cause the corn
to spoil. Unless stored in a very
narrow crib with plenty of bottom,

the germ when moisture is present. snatch blocks when necessary to
change the direction of the pull or
direct to the engine in the few cases
Logging on the Paciﬁc Coast.
where that is possible. After the log
One of the most important and
is pulled to the loading skids or “skid
probably the most severe of the mod
ern uses of wire rope is in connec road,” the main line is pulled back

or stumps, and are moved as fre
the engine is once placed in position
the logs can be pulled out from a dis
tance up to one thousand feet in
any direction. This process is call
ed “yarding.” You can imagine the
strain on the rope, when the butt of
the log strikes a rock or stump. Some
thing has to give, and it is usually the
obstruction.
After the “yarding" is completed,
the logs are loaded upon the cars of
the logging railroad, or, as is often

the case, wire rope is further used
to convey the logs along a “skid
road” or runway, which is a shallow

trough built of logs laid end to end
along which the saw logs are dragged

over hills and through ravines to the
watercourse, sawmill, or railroad.—

Wire Rope News.

Only Four.
In this locality (Dunkerton) only

four Buhner’s

were busy threshing.

Each one has a steam power outﬁt.
are trimmed and cut to lengths by Otto, Casper, John and Lawrence.—
portable donkey engines which are Waterloo, Iowa, Times-Tribune.
often of a capacity of from seventy
ﬁve,to one hundred horse power, us
Don ’t forget that we want that

tained a considerable amount of mois
ture, is likely not to be fertile. ing a ﬂexible steel rope which is fas photo of your rig to print in The Re
kill tened to the log and which leads over view.
because freezing tends
to
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The scrap from this mixture may

Phosphor Bronze.

By EDWIN s. SPERRY.
be used over and over again, with
The term phosphor-bronze is used good results.
Phosphor-bronze, for use as bear
to designate an alloy of copper, tin
and phosphorus, or of copper, tin, ings, which is one of the principal
lead and phosphorus. The phosphor uses of phosphor-bronze in machine
us is added in small quantities, with tool construction, must always con
the sole object of reducing the oxide tain lead. It is the lead which gives
of copper, which forms during the the bearing its “anti—frictional” qual
melting.
Any greater amount of ities. The phosphorus prevents the
phosphorus than the amount requir separation of the lead. Lead may be
ed for deoxidizing the bronze is in present in the mixture up to 15 per
jurious.
The determination of the cent, but the majority of makers use
amount necessary to reduce the oxide less’. Tin must be used in the mix
of copper is quite diﬁicult, as no two ture as well. A good, general mixture
melts of copper oxidize the same. One for phosphor-bronze bearings is as fol
melt may be heated longer than an lows:
Copper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 parts
other, and thus absorb more oxygen.
Tin . . . . . . . . . .
8parts
In general, however, it may be said
that 0.05 per cent of phosphorus is

Lead

The Bemiller Fan Blower
Made especially for saw
mills. Can be adjusted or
disconnected quickly and
will blow the sawdust
from 30 to 50 feet in any
direction desired.
Runs
easily, no extra power re
quired. Will not clog or
choke up.

Butler, Ohio.

introduction of phosphorus into cop phosphor content down as low as pos
per and tin while melted, as in the sible in consistency with the serving

ﬁrst process, is a dangerous operation, of its purpose, and not to add any
and accompanied by a loss of phos zinc-Brass World.
phorus. Sticks of phosphorus, kept
under water to prevent spontaneous

A Backwoods Repair Job.
It was a country plant, says Pow
a er, and the owner was an all around

ignition, are placed in a bell-shaped
called

Will pay for itself in 60
days. You know what it
costs to wheel out saw
dust. Why not save the
expense
and annoyance
by using

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 parts

5 per cent phosphor-tin 2 parts
sufficient. In making castings where
Zinc should never be present in
scrap is used, it is often advisable
to add more than enough to deoxidize phosphor bronze. It causes liquida
the copper. From 0.10 to 0.25 per tion and formation of tin-spots in a
cent of phosphorus is advisable for marked degree. Tin-spots are small,
hard, white masses in the interior of
this class of Work. \
Phosphor-bronze may be made in the casting. Frequently they are so
two ways: First, by introducing the hard that a ﬁle will not touch them.
phosphorus into a mixture of cop The excess of phosphorus in phos
per and tin; second, by ﬁrst introdiic phor-bronze is also a cause of tin
ing the phosphorus into molten tin spots. The secret of success in pro
and making a. phosphor-tin. This, in ducing phosphor-bronze, in fact, is
turn, is then added to the copper. The simply in the ﬁrst place, to keep the

arrangement of graphite

One Dollar a Day Saved

phosphorizer, and the whole is push tinker; so when one of his men de
ed down under the surface of the clared that he had to have a new cyl
molten copper. A violent ebullition inder lubricator, he asked:
takes place, with much loss of phos
“What's the mater with the oh]
phorus, and danger to the operator. one?”
From 20 to 30 per cent of the phos
“Busted.”
phorus burns, the rest alloying with
“Mend it.”
the copper.
“Have. It won’t hold.”
The second process, in which the
“Bring it in.”
phosphorus is introduced into the mol
The cup was brought and certain
ten —tin, to make phosphor-tin, em ly looked to be all in. The core had

Sold subject to trial and
privilege of return if not
satisfactory.
Write for our new cata
logue and prices.

The Ottawa Dnstless Cylinder Corn Sheller
will shell corn in any condition-wet, dry, dirty or rotten. It is by far
the simplest corn sheller ever manufactured-has fewer belts and less
gears. Strong and durably constructed of only highest grade materials.
It does not crush the cobs, but leaves them in a nice clean condition for
fuel. We have manufactured the Ottawa Sheller for 50 years. Time has
proven its superiority.
Ab
We make only the cylinder
solutely dustless. Only ma
style 0! Corn Sheller, for either
horse
power or steam power.
chine that shells popcorn per
fectly.
It will shell more corn, in
less time and at less cost,
than any sheller on the mar
ket and we can prove it. Our
illustrated catalog contains
the proof.
Write for
a copy now and be con
vinced.
Manufactured by

Klllli 8i HAMILTON 00.
OTTAWA. ill.
General Agents:
Pioneer Implement 00.,
Council Bluffs. lows.

bodies the same processes as those shifted when the pot was cast, and
outlined above, except that the phos one side was so thin that it had burst
phorus is ﬁrst introduced into tin through, making quite a large open

alone.

As tin melts at a much lower ing from which ran cracks up and
down the cylinder.
duction of. phosphorus is attended
The backwoods genius proceeded to
with less danger. The copper is then plug the cup full of clay, which he
melted in the usual manner, and the scooped from the road bank opposite.
tin, and lastly the phosphor-tin, add and then to dig out through the burst
ed place enough to make a cavity be
ed.
One of the principal uses of phos hind all the weak and injured por
phor-bronze is in the form of springs. tion. A ladleful of melted babbitt
A good mixture for phosphor-bronze was poured into this cavity, forming
a button over the fracture inside the
springs is as follows:
cup. The spew was hack sawed oil
By weight.
Copper . . . . . . . . . . .. 95
parts \ and smoothed away with a ﬁle, the
Tin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘ll/2v parts
clay removed, the "innards” put
back and the cup went to work again
5 per cent phosphor
with all its original efficiency, and ap
tin . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1/2 part
For phosphor-bronze of the highest parently good for a long period of ser
possible strength, the following mix vice.
temperature than copper, the intro

ture is recommended:

By weight. .
Copper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90 parts
Tin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 parts
5 per cent phosphor-tin. 1 part
The mixture made according to this
formula is poured into ingots, and then
remelted and poured into sand cast
ings.
The remelting increases the
strength. For ordinary work, when a
medium strength is required, and

Eugine Went Down on Bridge.

A county bridge, three miles south
of Andale, Kansas, completed early in

November, is a total wreck.
The
bridge went down within a few days
after completion, when Ed Martin at
tempted to run a 25 h. p. threshing
machine engine over it. The engineer
was on the engine when it went down
and narrowly escaped injury.
when scrap must be used over and
The bridge was about thirty feet
over again, the following mixture long, and a steel structure. The con
is recommended:

Copper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90 parts
Tin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 parts
5 per cent phosphor-tin. 2 parts

crete work was strong enough, says a

LUNKENHEIMER
LEVER THROTTLE VALVES
A DOUBLE PROTECTION AGAINST LEAKAGE
EASILY AND QUICKLY
OPERATED

MOST SUPPLV HOUSES SELL THEM-YOURS CAN—|F
THEY DON’T OR WON'T, TELL US.

THE LUNKENHEIMER COMPANY
Largest Manuiaaurerr ofHigh Grade Engineering Specialties in the World.

General Oﬁices and Works CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

local paper, but the iron work proved
frail and gave way under the weight
of the engine.
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the 3,000,000 readers of
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Farm Journal
Philadelphia
and to the 3.000.000 readers of this and other farm pziilm's that.

It is easy to see if the length of

This is not the only way that a fun

time timbers can be used is doubled, gus can enter a sound stick of timber;
only half as much timber will be re for if a good stick is lying close to a

quired as before and only one-half as rotting one, the mycelium may grow

much mbney will need to be spent in over or through the moist ground and
the purchase of timber. This is the so reach the sound stick, which it im
chief gain in treating wood with pre mediately attacks. Sometimes, too,
servatives. Yet there is another and when a tree is cut it already has a
important one. Many woods, which fungus growing in its wood. If the
for a long time were considered al fungus happens to be a true parasite
most worthless, can be treated and —that is, if it can grow only in liv
made to last as long as the scarcer ing. tissues-—it will die when the tree
and more expensive kinds. This, of is felled; but if it has been accus
course, means that the consumer will tomed to growing in the heartwood
have the choice of a much greater of the tree, which is practically dead,

number of woods than he had before
and at less cost.
Wood preservation, then, prolongs
the life of timbers in. use, reduces
their cost, and gives to the user a wid
er choice of woods than ever before.
Methods of preservation must be
varied for diiferent localities and dif
ferent kinds of wood.
The decay of a plant body, such as
wood, is not an inorganic process like
the rusting of iron or the crumbling

of stone, but is due to the activities
of low forms of plant life called bac
teria and fungi.

Bacteria are among

the simplest of all forms of life, of
ten consisting of but a single cell, mi
croscopic in size.

Sometimes several

it may continue to live and develop
even after the tree has been sawed
into timber.
Wood is composed of minute cells.
The chief material of the cell walls
is a substance called cellulose, and
around this there are incrusted many

different organic substances known
collectively as lignin. Most of the
wood destroying fungi attack only
the lignin; others attack the cellu
lose alone, while a third class destroy
all parts of the wood structure. The
lignin and the cellulose are dissolved
by certain substances secreted in the
fungi, and thus serve as food for the
fungus growth. In this way the fungi
can develop until they extend
throughout every portion of the tim
ber. After a time the amount of
ﬁber changed into food and assimi
lated by the fungus causes the wood
to become discolored. Discoloration
may also be produced by pigments in

such cells may be attached to each
other, and so form a thread or ﬁla
ment. Usually they are colorless, and
multiply by the division of the parent
cell into other cells, which, in turn,
divide again.
Fungi, although much more compli the fungus or secreted by it. Finally
cated than bacteria, are also low in so much of the wood ﬁber is eaten
the scale of creation when compared away or changed in composition that
with familiar ﬂowering plants and its strength is greatly diminished, the
shrubs. They consist merely of tiny texture becomes brittle and discon
threads or hyphae, which are collec nected, and the wood is said to be
tively known as the mycelium. In “rotten.”
many of the higher forms of fungi the
But food is not the only thing that
threads _grow together to form com a fungus requires for its growth and
pact masses of tissue.

Familiar ex

amples of these forms are the toad
stools which grow on damp, rotting

logs, and the “punks” or “brackets"
on the trunks of trees in the forest.
The causes of decay in wood, how
ever, are not these fruiting bodies
themselves. Spores, very primitive
substitutes for seed, which are borne
in the countless compartments into
which the under surfaces of the fruit
ing bodies are sometimes divided, are
produced in inﬁnite number, and are
so ﬁne that they can be distinguished
only by the microscope. When seen
in bulk they appear as the ﬁnest dust.
Like dust, they are carried by the
wind and strike all portions of the
surrounding objects. Few species of
fungi

successfully

attack

healthy

living trees, and only a comparatively
small number can attack and destroy
wood. Yet the spores of some ﬁnd a

development.
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Mounncn MILLS
ARE THE RESULT; of, the greatest practical and
scientiﬁc mechanical minds in
iced mill construction.

Monarch Mills
have more im rovcments and
are more care all

constructed

of better material; than
other line.
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Illustrated,
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It must also have heat,

air and moisture. If any one of these
is lacking the fungus cannot develop.
The necessary heat is supplied by al
most every climate, and it is onlyin
rare cases, as under water or deep
under the surface of the ground, that
air can be excluded from the timber.

.

&

montio
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Starrctt Speed Indicator No. I04

Of the four requirements, therefore,

Price, Postpaid, $l.00

two are beyond control. It is only by
depriving the fungi of food or mois
ture that the destruction they cause
can be prevented.
By Seasoning.—The simplest way
of prolonging the life of timber ex

The Indicator may be run
at highest speed required,
without heating.
The
working ports are encased.

posed to the attack of wood destroy

ing fungi is to reduce the moisture
content of the wood. The amount of
water in green timber varies accord
ing to the part of the tree from which
the wood is cut. The outer layers of
the trunk are composed of sapwood,
the cells of which contain large
amounts of organic substances which
serve excellently as food for the fun

a lodging in dead portions of a tree
or in cut timber, and, if the wood is
moist and in the right condition for gi.

Moreover, sapwood always con
the spore to grow, it germinates and tains the most moisture, and ‘is
sends out a thin, ﬁlmlike white thread, the portion of the tree, therefore,
which, by repeated branching, pene most susceptible to attacks from fun

trates the entire structure of the gi. Heartwood, which can usually be
wood. These are the real agents of distinguished from sapwood by its
decay.
darker or more reddish color, con
"Abstracted from 9. Forest Service tains, on the other hand, much less
circular published by the United moisture. It is therefore more dura
States Department of Agriculture. \ble than sapwood. But because its

Dial has two rows of ﬁg

rubber tips

ures, reading either right
or left as shaft may run.
Stccl pointed spindle with
or both pointed and centered shafts. The 0 mark

may be instantly set at the starting point.
Sand for free Catalogue No. 18 AB of Fine Toots
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pores are stopped up by germs and which are poisonous enough to pre
resins it dries out much less rapidly vent the spores from germinating, or
than the more porous sapwood. In the hyphea of most forms of wood-\

almost every case as much care should destroying fungi from penetrating,
be taken to thoroughly dry out the into the unprotected wood in the in
heartwood as in the case of the moist terior. The ancients were in the hab-‘
er sapwood.
it of painting their statues with oily
By piling the timber so as to permit and bituminous preparations to pre
The great
free access of air all around it the serve them from decay.
moisture content of timbers of cer wooden statue of Diana at Ephesus,’
tain sizes can be reduced to about 15 which was supposed to have descend
or 18 per cent. Of course, the cli ed miraculously from heaven, was
mate has a great inﬂuence on the protected from earthly decay by oil
rate at which the wood dries out and of nard. Pettigrew extracted the pre
the total amount of moisture it loses. servative ﬂuids from the heart of an
The moisture content of air-dry Egyptian mummy that had resisted
wood can be still further reduced by decay for over 3,000 years, and found
kiln-drying; and this is employed to that decomposition immediately set
a considerable extent, but usually for in. This showed that it was the pres
other purposes than increasing the ence of the antiseptics which pre
durability of the wood. Moreover, vented decay, and not a chemical
either air-dry or kiln-dry wood has change of the tissues.
the power to reabsorb moisture when
Of the many antiseptics which have
exposed to the atmosphere in damp been proposed for the preservation of
situations, and so the beneﬁts of dry timber only four have been largely
ing, as far as durability is concerned, used with success in the United‘
are only moderate. Yet the increas States. These are creosote, zinc chlo-‘
ed life-which it gives is, in nearly all rid, corrosive sublimate (bichlorid of
cases, more than suﬂicient to repay mercury), and copper sulphate. At
the added cost of seasoning.

Field Service
Is where

Pickering Governors
Show their Superiority
No joints to rust or gum. Action is
direct giving close regulation and great

durability.

Always Ready for Duty
Equipped with

WIDE RANGE SPEED CHANGER.
No extra charge.

And we give you equally good
service in

Pickering Force Feed
Oil Pumps.

the present time copper sulphate- has

The strength of partially seasoned fallen into almost total disuse, and
timber, other things being equal, in corrosive sublimate is restricted toi
creases as the amount of moisture it two plants in New England. The use
contains decreases. Thoroughly sea of this latter is the so-called "kyan
soned timber of small sizes is some izing” process which is so frequently
times three or even four times as referred to in all the literature of
strong as the same timber, when wood preservation. In general, the
green.
Moreover, during the pro process consists in steeping the tim
cess of drying out, important but lit ber in a dilute solution of corrosive
tle understood changes take place in sublimate long enough to insure thor
‘
the organic contents of the wood ough penetration.
cells, by which the wood is not only
Creosote and Zinc Chlorid.—Thus‘
rendered less attractive to fungi, but in the United States creosote and zinc
is made more permeable and so bet chlorid are the only preservatives in
ter prepared for preservative treat

common use.

into the timber, and so changing the rid.

Warming Chamber.
Write us for
particulars.

‘mp1 ’

On the contrary, it contains a

from foods suitable large number of constituents of great
powerful fungicides. chemical complexity.
Wood tar, (when distilled in a simi
to suppose that the
are inherent in the lar manner, gives “wood creosote,”

wood, and only need an opportunity which like that derived from coal tar,
for development to bring about its possesses strong antiseptic properties.

Do You Want

A Cheap Headlight
You can get it, but it's not
made like HAM’S, there is a
big difference and you can see it
by simply placing the lamps side
by side and comparing them,
but you will ﬁnd the greatest
difference in the burning and
wearing qualities.
Buying a
cheap headlight is like buying a
cheap tool of any kind; it don't

pay.

It may look all right, but

from the fact that, after a stick of “creosote” is meant the dead oil of
timber begins to rot, it is impossible coal tar.

and look for the name, as our

Several processes for There is also on the market a so

the preservation of wood have been called creosote, a by-product of water
founded on the false assumption‘ that gas tar or tar manufactured from ker

it is necessary to destroy the osene oils, which for wood preserva
“germs" in the interior of the tim tion is probably inferior to the true
ber.

The improssion doubtless arose

creosote.

In

general, however, by

Zinc chlorid is obtained by dissolv
to tell just where the fungus spores
germinated and gained entrance into ing metallic zinc in hydrochloric acid.
the timber. Moreover, the fact that This is further diluted by water be
the interior of the wood may have fore it is used for wood preservation.
reached an advanced stage of decay

as...

PORTLAND. CONNECTICU'LUISA.

it don’t do the work 'and you
are the loser.
If you want the best Head
light on the market, tell your
dealer you want HAM'S and
insist on getting it, it embodies
many excellent features un
known in other makes. Be sure

destruction.

OVERNOR.

There are many other

ment. All timber should be thor patented substances known by vari
oughly seasoned before being exposed ous names; but most of them have
to decay.
for their base one or the other of
An exterior coating secured by dip these two preservatives. Creosote is
ping a post in a thin solution of ce a by-product of coal tar, which is pro
ment or other material that will hard duced at most plants for the manufac
en on the post is not an effective pro ture of illuminating gas and at by-}
tection, because in shrinking or swell product coke oven plants. This tar‘
ing the wood forms cracks through is distilled, and during the process
the condensed vapors are run into‘
which decay enters.
By Chemical Impregnation.—By three separate vessels and thus sepa'l
far the best method of checking the rated into the light oils of coal tar‘
growth of fungi, however, is to de or naphthas, the dead oil of coal tar
prive them of food. This can be done or creosote, and pitch. Creosote is
by injecting poisonous substances not a simple substance like zinc chlo
organic matter
for fungi into
It is a mistake
germs of decay

Simple in Construction
and Positive in Operation
with Oil Gauge and

Just as there are two preservatives

name appears on every head
light we make and we guaran
tee satisfaction. If your dealer cannot supply you write to us
and we will see that you are supplied with a genuine Ham
Headlight.

before there are any external evi in common use, so there are two prin-;
dences of the fungi-such as fruit cipal methods of injecting them into
ing bodies, or ﬁlms of mycelium— the timber. These may be called the
tends to convince the casual observer “pressure-cylinder method” and the

that decay starts from the interior. “open-tank method.” A third pro-i
Yet the wood destroying agencies cess, known as the “brush method,”
start from the outside. This explains is used to a more limited extent.
The Pressure Processes-Up tol
the eﬁicacy of certain paints which
merely form a superﬁcial coating very recent times the pressure cylin
over the surface of the timber, but der method was used aumost exclu

C. T. Ham Mfg. Co.
137 Oak Street
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Please mention The Rqvlew.
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sively in the United States. With stituted for the other.
The Brush Method.—A less efficient
' creosote it is known as the Bethnell
process, and with zinc chlorid the but cheaper treatment can be secur
name of Burnettizing is applied. The ed by painting the surface of the tim
timber to be treated is placed on iron ber with at least two coats of hot cre
trucks, or “cylinder buggies,” and osote or some similar preservative.
drawn by steel cables into huge hori The liquid may be applied with an or
zontal cylinders, some of which are dinary brush, but care should be ta
eight or even nine feet in diameter ken to ﬁll thoroughly with the preser
and’ more than 150 feet long. These vative all checks, knot holes, and sim
are capable of standing high pressure, ilar defects. The liquid can pene
and their doors are so arranged that, trate only a very short distance into
that, after the timber is drawn in, the wood, but as long as‘ there re
they can be closed and hermetically mains an unbroken antiseptic zone
sealed. It is the common practice in around the surface, the spores of the
this country-a practice which longr wood destroying fungi cannot enter.
experience in Europe, as well as in It is especially important in this

America, has proved to be unwise-—to method that the timber should be
treat the timber before it has had thoroughly air dry before treatment.
time to dry out in the open air. The Otherwise the evaporation of water
following is the usual method. After from the interior of the stick will
the doors are closed live steam is ad cause checks to open up and so ex
mitted into the cylinder, and a pres pose the unprotected wood to fungous
sure of about 20 lbs. per square inch attack.
This process ﬁnds its principal use
is maintained for several hours, the

exact time depending upon the indi where the amount of timber to be
vidual opinion of the operator, as well treated is too small to justify the
as upon the moisture content and size erection of even a small treating
In plant: where the land is so rugged,
some cases the steam pressure is al as in the building of mountain tele
lowed to go considerably above 20 lbs, phone lines. that it is impracticable
but there is constant risk of injuring to transport the timber for even short
of the timber under treatment.

the strength of the timber. When distances, or where it is necessary to
the steam is at last blown out of the restrict the cost of the treatment to
cylinder,

the

vacuum

pumps

are the lowest possible ﬁgure.

(To be continued.)
started and as much of the air as
possible is exhausted from the cyl
inder and from the wood structure. A Gas Tractor Whistle that Beats Tin
Can a Block.
This process also continues for sever
-Mordeci
Moses
Wheatley has a gas
a hours. Finally, after the comple
oline
traction
engine
which has a
tion of the vacuum period, the pre
servative is run into the cylinder and whistle attachment that must in some
the pressure pumps are started and way resemble the horn of the angel
continued until the desired amount Gabriel, for it comes near calling dead
men forth from the tomb. The machine
of preservative fluid is forced into
the wood. The surplus preservative passed down the road the other day
is then blown back into the storage and relieved itself of a few blasts

tanks, the timber is allowed to drip that threw the natives into a panic
for a few minutes, and ﬁnally the cyl and excited consternation among the
inder doors are
opened and the dumb brutes. “Uncle Tom ’s Cabin”
troupe with its raft of dogs had just
treated timber is withdrawn.
landed here and the animals having
The Open-tank Process.—The in been turned loose for exercise they
jection of the preservative by the took to the corn ﬁelds adjoining town
open tank process depends upon a and it was only by perseverance and

diﬂ’erent principle.

The wood is ﬁrst long tramping that members of the

thoroughly seasoned, and much of the
company

managed

to

call

enough

moisture in the cells and intercellular hounds back to give a performance in
spaces is replaced by air. If the tim the evening. One of the bounds had
ber is peeled soon after cutting, and

stacked in open piles, the time re

not been located up to that time and
the manager will probably sue Mor

quired for seasoning can be ,greatly
deci. Dr. Hadden is also considera
lessened.
The seasoned timber, or
bly wrathy about the siren voiced en
that portion of it which is to be pre
gine, for it frightened away eleven of
served, is immersed in a hot bath of

his cats, leaving him only eight. Any
the preservative contained in an open
body ﬁnding stray cats or kittens
iron tank. This hot bath is contin
should return them to the doctor.—
ued for from one to ﬁve or six hours,

Champaign, lll., News.
depending upon the timber.

During

this portion of the treatment the air

and moisture in the wood expand and
a portion of them pass out, appearing
' as little bubbles on the surface of the
ﬂuid. At the end of the hot bath, as

quick a change as possible is made
from the hot -to a cold preservative.

This causes a contraction of the air
and moisture remaining in the wood.

and, since a portiion of it had been
expelled, a partial vacuum is created
which can be destroyed only by the
entrance of the preservative. Thus
atmospheric pressure accomplishes
that for which artiﬁcial pressure is
needed in most of the commercial

Takes Very Particular Care.
It pays to take care of a threshing
engine after the season is over. One
of the best things to do is to clean
the boiler, then ﬁll it with cold water,
pour in a quart of good oil and get
up steam, then blow it out. When it
gets cold clean the grates good and
all around them, then take some axle

grease or thick oil and grease the

POPULAR MAGAZINE of a
semi-technical character, made up

exclusively of topics on the gas and
gasoline engine; their care, use and
machinery designed for operation
by them. The articles contained
within the covers of this publication
are contributed not only by experts
on the subject, but by men who are actual purchasers and
users of this type of engine, and who recount in plain,
simple language their experiences in the use and care of
their engines. This class of articles is understandable
to the most unmcchanical mind while the expert will take
pleasure in reading the articles which appear from the
pens of some of the most eminent gas engineers.

An Authority on the Subject
GAS Wm has for years been looked upon as the
authority on all subjects pertaining to the combustion en
gine and its Editors are capable and willing to answer
any and all questions propoundcd by its subscribers, and
it has always maintained a Question and Answer dcpart- .
ment for the solving of the many annoying little prob
lems that frequently arise in the operation of a gas en
gine and which are so abstrusc to the man with no me
chanical training.

An Efficient Editorial Staff
The editorial staff of (‘1% M511 is made up of
men selected for their training and ﬁtness for the partic
ular ﬁeld in the industry they cover and are men who
have made careful study of their respective subjects and
are always ready and willing to give information to any
reader of the magazine.

Valuable Information
If you are a gas engine user it will give you valuable
information that will aid you in making repairs and keep
your engine running. If you are a prospective purchas
cr, it will give you the names and addresses of the most
modern and up-to-date makers of gas engines, for what
ever purpose, in this country.

Gasoline Engines for Farm Power
The agricultural gasoline engine for farm power is
most exhaustively treated and every detail in their use
and operation is carefully covered as well as information
regarding their installation under unusual circumstances
as well as the care and arrangement of small farm power
houses with a view to obtaining the greatest general utili
ty in the way of operating the largest number of farm
appliances at the same time.

A Big' $1.00 Investment
FOR A LIMITED TIME WE WILL GIVE YOU

inside of the ﬁrebox all around.

Oil the ﬂues with good oil and put

two or three shovelfuls of dry shav
ings in the ﬁrebox to take up the
dampness. I have given such care to
plants.
Whether the open-tank or a boiler and engine that have been 16
pressure-cylinder method is the more years in the ﬁeld and are good yet,
desirable ,depends upon the particu declares a writer in Farm and Home.

lar conditions of each case. Both They are running a 36-inch cylinder
methods have their particular uses machine, with a self feeder and a
and neither can always be wholly sub- _ swinging stacker.

Gas Power, 1 year
The Threshermen’s Review, 1 year

Both for $1.00
SEND ORDERS TO

GAS POWER PUBLISHING COMPANY, St. Joseph, Mich.

THE

December, 1908.
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YOUR PROFITS ARE CUT
At Three Points by not Using a CASWELL BELT cums
YOU WEAR BELTS costing you $Io—$25 each year for a drive belt.
YOU LOSE POWER, causing unsteady motion, poor separation and loss of time and fuel.
YOU LOSE TIME AND LABOR, getting lessgrain threshed each day.
You actually waste money that you have already earned and you can stop it.
Good Money an be Made In winter by live men selling the Caswcll Belt Guide.

CASWELL BROS. MFGRS.
Recent Machinery Patents.
No. 893,188 represents the effort of
Isaac Irwin McElroy, of Muscatine,
Iowa, ﬁrst, to simplify and improve

the construction and increase the chi
ciency of operation of rotary steam
valves and governing mechanism; sec
ond, to obtain by practicable means
automatic control of the induction of

steam or other propelling ﬂuid, vary
ing the cut-oﬁ-according to the load,
without, however, varying the coun
ter pressure—a result hitherto at

tained, it is thought, only in a Cor
liss engine; also to secure sensitive
ness in operation of the governor and
cut-oft, without impairing the accu
racy or positiveness of action; third,
to provide large full ports, sudden in

opening and closing, thereby avoiding
wire drawing and condensation of
steam by strangulation; and, further,
to maintain a full open exhaust dur

ing the whole of the reverse stroke of
the piston, excepting as may be neces

sary for cushioning.
No. 894,515 is a stack forming
mechanism devised by Geo. Marshall,
of Fremont, Nebraska, the object be
ing to provide improved means for
stacking sheaves of grain.
No. 894,538, the invention of Geo.
W. Rucker, of Minneapolis, has for

its object to provide a ﬂue cleaner
in which the spiral or rotary action
of the steam jet can be utilized for
thoroughly cleaning the interior sur
faces of the ﬂues.
No. 894,747, a knife sharpener for
self feeders, relates to an attachment
applied on the sides of a feeder, in

proximity to the knives which cut the
sheaf binding, and the object of the

invention is to provide a simple sharp
ening attachment which may be plac

ed permanently on the self feeder
and which can be thrown into and out

of engagement with the feeder knives
at will, provision being made to al
low the grindstone to ﬂuctuate for ir
regularities in the knife surface. It
was thought out by David Ernest
Ringland, Killarney, Man.

No. 894,785. Lewis E. Waterman,
Rockford, Illinois, has invented a di
rect connecion between a land wheel

and the draft in a wheeled plow, in
order that the land wheel may be
held to the ground'more or less, to
counteract the pressure of the ground
against the discs. The patent is as
signed to the Emerson Manufacturing
Co.
No. 894,856 is the invention of Jun.
L. Roake, of New York City; the ob
ject being to provide simple, efficient
and economical means for heating air
and delivering it to the furnace, pref
erably above the fire, to increase com
bustion and reduce the volume of
smoke.
In the present invention the air is
pro-heated by the hot products of

combustion at the front end of the
boiler before entering the hollow arch.
the pre-heating means is preferably a

-

-

We hold the secret.

Write for particulars, prices, etc.

Write us

-

chamber in the front connection door
with provisions for increasing the
conduction of heat thereto from the

'

-

Cherokee, Iowa

al packing ring adapted to encircle a

piston rod or the like, being held by
the steam or other ﬂuid under pres
gases in the front connection, and an sure against the rod with sufficient
arrangement of passages from the force to form a pressure tight joint
chamber to the ﬁxed hollow arch, between them, thereby preventing
which permits the door to be opened leakage. Preferably, though not nec
and closed as required.
essarily, the packing is cast on the
No. 894,857 is a ﬂue cleaner in rod, a suitable mold for this purpose
vented by Lyman C. Rogers, of Man being temporarily clamped around the
celona, Michigan, and one of the prin rod. Oscar Otto, of Maywood, Illi
cipal objects of the same is to pro nois, is the inventor.
vide a ﬂue cleaner in which the clean
No. 895,040 is a new and useful im
ing head may be readily attached and provement in separators, and it has
detached to and from the handle, and particular reference to an attachment
in which interchangeable heads may for mowing machines, the object be
be readily connected to the handle. ing to provide novel means for con
Also to provide a ﬂue cleaner with a veying the pods from the sickle bar
head provided with a peripheral to the separating cylinder. It is the
groove for the attachment of a clean invention of Jesse H. Rector, of Maul,
ing element, and means whereby the Kentucky.
head may be quickly attached to the
No. 895,153, by Oliver Boyer, of
handle.
Spencerville, Ohio, has for its object
No. 894,876 relates to baling pres to provide a simple and comparatively
ses and has for its object to provide a inexpensive separator, having an ad
press which will be automatic in all justable concave in which the teeth or
of its operations and self contained, spikes may be set at the desired incli
that is, which will take the material nation to suit the character of the
as from a threshing machine. or from grain to be threshed, and in which
hand feeding, and will feed and form means will be provided for preventing
it into bales, tie the bales and dis the said teeth or spikes becoming bro
charge them at the rear end. In this ken should a solid object, such as a
manner, the operation of the press stone, piece of metal from a binder,
becomes substantially continuous from or the like get into the separator.
the time the material is fed in at
A further object of the invention is
one end until it discharge in complete to dispense with the cheat screen or
bales at the other. Invented by C. the very ﬁne screen, which is usually
Clark. Gueydan, Louisiana.
employed in separators for removing
No. 894,934 is another baling press, the cheat seed and other wild seed,
devised by Henry C. Betts, of Mid and which limits the capacity of a
dletown, California, and the object is separator and results in choking the
to produce a. plurality of bales at one same at intervals.
operation; all being compressed by a
A further object of the invention is
common head or follower and material to provide efficient means for cleaning
being fed to the respective compres the grain of ﬁne secd and other im
sion compartments from a single hop purities, after the grain h s been op
per.
erated on by the riddle, \ hereby the
No. 894,981 is an ensilage cutter, separator may be continuously oper
the invention of Theodore Pousar, of ated without liability of becoming
South Omaha, and Chas. C. Bauer clogged.
kamper, of Omaha, Nebraska.
Furthermore the invention has for
No. 895,009, by William A. Gush, its object to provide a separator hav
of Lawrenceburg, Tennessee, has ref ing air tubes for blowing the chaff
erence to spark arresters, and it aims from the grain, and provided with
to provide an exceedingly simple, in manually operable means for varying
expensive, and eﬁective designed at the size of the air ports or discharge
tachment to the smokestack of a lo apertures to adapt the blasts to the
comotive and adapted to check the kinds of grain being threshed, and
passage of live sparks and cinders having means for automatically con
there through and divert them into a trolling the blasts of air to prevent
supplemental pipe, whence they are the grain from being wasted. when the
discharged into the ﬁre box at the machine is traveling above its normal
rear of the locomotive.
speed.
The invention further resides in
No. 895,270 is a spark arrester de
the provision in connection with the signed by Herman A. Hurtienne, of
above mentioned discharge pipe, of Park Falls, Wisconsin.
No. 895,447 is a belt guide devised
an exhaust fan, by means of which
the sparks and cinders are positively by Emmet W. Gans and John Chris
drawn thereinto from the main baf tian Ackerman, assignors to the Ault
ﬂe carried by the arrester, and are man Taylor Machinery Co., of Mans
blown through said pipe.
ﬁeld, Ohio.
No. 895,038 relates to improvements
No. 895,182 is an apparatus for re
in packings such as are used in steam moving sediment from steam boilers
engines, locomotives, air compressors, invented by Percy Hubburd, of Lon
pumps, valves, and the like, and com don, England.
prises a unitary or one piece soft met
No. 895,557 is an improvement in

.
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R- R- HOWEI-LGCO" Minneapolis,Minn.

A Positive Automatic
Force Food lubricator
that has stood the most severe tech nndsrtho
most trying conditions.

THE STERLING
It ll numbed to save
8) per cent In 011 over a
night had lnbrlcstor.

E. BAUDER,

Sterling, Ill.

Please mention The Review.

FARM ENGINES
AND

HOW TO RUN THEM

SIMPLE—RELIABLE
PRICE $1.00
A simple, practical book for ex
perts as well as for amateurs, fully
describing every part of an engine
and boiler, and giving full direc
tions for safe and economical
management of both. , There are
several chapters on farm engine
economy; in fact more informa
tion has been crowded into the
pages of this book than will be
found in any similar book.

THE
THRESHIIRMENS
"REVIEW
THE LEADING JOURNAL OF
THRESHER MECHANICS
St. Joseph,
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force feed lubricators invented by per cent. of the lengths under ten
Chas. C. Haller, assignor to McCord feet long.

NEW MARSEILLES UUSTLESS tIYtIllllEli BURN SHELLEHS

& Co., of Chicago, Illinois.

"349 ll‘ 5mm‘ 9195- ml‘

The in

It is the rule with most manufac

GUARANTEED
to POSITIVELY
shell either chucked
or unlhnckod
if‘

vention resides chieﬂy in the valve turers to burn up all lengths under ‘ Stationary 8. Portable Styles
mechanism and means for operating six feet, as there is absolutely no sale
SEND FOR CATALOG
the same.
for them. While on the other hand
No. 895,721 is an improvement in the architect and the contractor order
tenders for corn harvesters, and the their lumber in long lengths with the

corn faster with less power in pwor
tionto capacity: take the corn
the
echo cleaner: clean both oobl and corn
more perfectly: do less crushing or
grinding otoorn
or robe and save
alargor percent
of the corn than
any other cylin
der sheller on
the market.

object of the same is to provide a idea of cutting it up into lengths from
tender of this character adapted to one to six feet when placing it on the
receive corn stalks in an upright po building.
sition from the harvester and accu
The same writer says that 10 or
mutate the same until a shock has 20 feet lengths are commonly speci
been formed, and which can then be ﬁed for the flooring of porches ﬁve‘
readily detached from the harvester feet wide. He concludes by making
and transported to any part of the the following estimate of the waste

ﬁeld where it is desired to deposit the occurring from this practice of disre

llom Povnrs, Fmi Grinders, Portable Ellv
"tors and Wagon Dumps, Pump locks. Grain [lavator Machinery and Supplies.

.

,.~
'~

'

SPEAKS FOR "SELF

shock; and further, to provide an im

garding the saving of waste in build

Marseilles Mia. 00., Marseilles. Iii.

Gainesviile. Texas, May 12. 1906.

Gentlemem-We purchased the ﬁrst Shack Corn Shelter you ever made, some eighteen or twenty years
8:0. Since then we have bought twelve or fifteen of them. representing every improvement. and expect to
proved means for discharging the ing speciﬁcations.
buy several more this season. We have bought one or more of about every other make and think we are
shock from the tender, comprising a
“I think the waste in our timber competent judges or such machinery. Your Shellers husk and shell the corn oil the cob more thoroughly:
save it more completely: clean both the shelled corn and the cobs more perfectly; requires less power in
removable bottom and means for low products caused by this one fact, Proportion to capacity; are more durably constructed and cost less, loss oi time and cost of repairs cen
sidered, than any shelter we have ever used.
We have thrown out every other kind 0! Corn Shelter
ering the tender to a position close to which you will readily see, prohibits we
ever bought and have replaced them with yours.
KEEL & SON, By J. Z. Keel
a
man
from
going
to
the
expense
of
the ground; and further, to provide
vMarseilles Mfg. Co., Murmurs. lll
lmcii Norm-r and General lmclos ll Principal llistrlblting cm»

suitable means for supporting the
corn stalks in an upright position as
they accumulate in the tender. The
device is the invention of Henry

Broome, of Springﬁeld, Ohio.
Short Odd Lengths of Lumber.

taking any timber out of the woods‘
that he might cut into these short;v
lengths and ﬁnd a market for, and

RlLL ING
\

which gives him no market for the.
short lengths that do accrue in the
ordinary manufacture of logs in lon-,

Allll
BtllilNli
' MMIHINERY

ger lengths, will easily run to 25 per

The fact that great waste occurs cent. of the timber on any section of1
in ordinary lumber manufacturing, land.”
It would be a great mistake to
because short and odd lengths and
widths are not used has been mainly charge such waste as this to the vol
blamed on the lumberman.
The untary device of the lumberman, who;
wastes only what he cannot use in his
truth is, however, that the lumber

man is practically helpless. He can business. The closer drawing of spec- ,
ﬁnd a paying market only for the iﬁcations, with a better knowledge of
the timber situation, and with more
lumber cut from logs of regulation
careful
regard to the possible use of
length, as called by the builders and
the short lengths now ignored, would
architects.
If speciﬁcations were
drawn for the sizes actually used the not only help the lumbermen to larg-‘

,

v 1. W

'

For Catalog write to

Monarch Rock Drill.

_ .,
‘

Gus Pooh Foundry and Mfg. Co.
Cor. 4th and Clark Btu. . LB MARS, IOWA. U. 8. A.
BRANCH HOUSB-—Rezina. Sask.. Canada.

short logs would be in demand, and er proﬁts but greatly prolong the du
rtion of the lumber supply.
the tremendous present waste due to
this cause would be saved.
This fact has recently been brought

out in connection with the study of
forest utilization now being made by
the Forest Service for the National
Conservation Commission. One of the
schedules of inquiry sent to lumber
manufacturers contained a query as
to the extent to which more careful
speciﬁcations of material might re
duce waste. Replies to this query
show that in some cases as much as
25 per cent. of the felled trees are
never hauled from the woods, simply

Providing for Future Railroad Ties.
The Santa Fe system is perfecting
plans for a forest of eucalyptus trees

in San Diego County, California, form
which to obtain a steady supply of
cross ties. A ranch of 8,000 acres has
been purchased for this purpose, and
as a start 600 acres will be planted.

It is estimated that in eighteen years
the company will be able to harvest
from six to eight ties to a tree, and
keep up the harvest thereafter cou

tinually.

At present the Santa Fe

because speciﬁcations cling to con system uses about 3,000,000 ties an
ventional lengths.
nually. In eighteen years the com
Thus, lumber in long lengths is pany thinks it will be able to obtain
frequently ordered for use in lengths from its forest 7,000,000 annually.
of from one to six feet, and yetthe
The growing scarcity of timber

short lengths which would exactly suitable for ties, with a resultant in
and economically meet -the require crease in their cost, has led eleven
ments cannot be sold.

roads, including the Santa

Fe, to

An example is the case of beveled start forests. Tcn roads in the East
siding. “I have just taken a book have already planted in their respec
issued by a prominent architect,” tive forest sites thousands of catalpa.
writes the secretary of a prominent black locust, red oak, pin oak and
Paciﬁc Coast association, “contain

ing about 200 designs of houses, and
on all of these designs, I believe that
40 per cent. of the siding on these

houses is under six feet in length.
At the same time the contractor will
order lengths of from 12 to 16 feet
in order to build them.”
_
It has always been the custom in
this country to sell lumber in even
lengths only,
and our prices on
lengths under ten feet in almost any

chestnut. The Santa Fe has select
ed the eucalyptus because of its rapid
growth and adaptability to the cli
mate of California, New Mexico and
Texas.
Eucalyptus ties in Hawaii are said

to last ﬁfteen years. East of Albu
querque the Santa Fe is using Georgia
pine. At present both the Santa Fe
and Southern Paciﬁc are using many

thousands of redwood
coast.

ties

on the

They are also getting oakcn

material, are from $2.00 to $10.00 per
thousand less than for lengths above ties from Japan.
ten feet.
In cutting any kind of ﬁnished

When writing to Review advertis

product, such as ﬂooring, ceiling, bev

ers. kindly add that you saw the ad

eled siding, etc., in order to grade the vertisement in The Threshermen’s
lumber in an economical manner, Review. It means but little trouble
there is bound to be from ﬁve to ten to you. It is a great favor to us.

sun in rtssuu'
The same sterling qualities that have made Hansen's
Gloves the railroad worker's ﬁrst choice, ﬁnd instant
favor with the thresherman. And just as there are special
gloves to meet the special requirements of railroad men. so
there is a style for every worker in the threshing ﬁeld.

HANSEN’S GLOVES FOR THRESHERMEN
are made in all weights and leathers. lined and unlined, in glove,
gauntlet and mitten styles, with and without rivets.

They stand the

nressure as ordinary gloves cannot, because they are built right.
They are thoroughly re-inforced at every point of strain and wear,
yet have no rivets nor seams in palms or grip, they wear like
tron yet are always soft and pliable and never crack, shriv
el or harden no matter how often exposed to steam or water.
Send 160 in stamps for handsome Watch Fob with medallion in oxidized
silver ﬁnish with your initial enameled in blue. Be sure to state initial
wanted. Send for one of our handsome art catalogues in colors, free
memorandum book and how to get A PAIR FREE.

"Built like
__a hand."

{0. C. Hansen Mfg. Co
"as.

‘.44;

346 E. Wallr St. Milwaukee
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' Wood Bros. Engines
are clean cut, simple, practical, economical, powerful, efficiency the
highest.

Design of parts and proportion of weight absolutely correct.

The Most Modern Up-to-date Traction Engine Built.
,A
A

Wood Bros. 16, 18, 20, 22 and
25 H. P. Engine. Burns Goal,
Wood or Straw-Cylinder
Side.

Just a Little Bit Better Than the Best of Other Makes are WOOD BROS. Feeders and Tenders.

Backed by years of ex

perience in the ﬁeld. You take no chances. There is no guess work when you buy Wood Bros. line of threshing machinery or
attachments.
THE “HUMMING BIRD"
RIGHT HAND VIEW.

Bight land Side of Separator Showing feeder and wind Stacker Attached-—with wind stacker tailing elevator and
grain auger belts ready for use. three belts to look after; what a snap for the separator man, to say nothing of the
saving or time and expense to keep up a lot of belts.

The HUMMING BIRD SEPARATOR is an all round thresher. It is not built to thresh any certain kind of grain. It
will handle all kinds of grain and seeds as good as any other machine built. It has big capacity to thresh fast, clean and save
the grain.

Popular with threshermen because it is so simple that it runs all day.

Lighter in Weight, Smaller in Size.

NO TINKERING.

Less to look after.

Built for business from top to bottom, front to rear.

Wood Bros. Steel Sell Feeder Co., Des Moines, Ia.
Kansas City. Mo.. Union Ave. and Hickory.
Minneapolis. Minn., 126 3rd Ave. N.

Bunions:

Indianapolis,
Fargo. North Ind..
Dakota.
Old Trade Bldg.

6o
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You can get 1-3 more
corn through your machine

if it is loaded with Erskine’s
Portable Derrick.

o

Threshermen visiting Wichita here ' and all inquiries should be sent to the
after will find a new arrival.

Saves time and money, be

The address given above.

cause corn goes to machine
straight and in proper shape

Southwestern Port Huron Company
have opened a branch house at 210
The thresherman looking for a
South Wichita Street for the purpose good portable saw mill with which to
of handling the Port Huron E. & T.
round out the sphere of usefulness of
(7o.’s output in Kansas and Oklaho
his traction engine will do well to
ma. A full sample line of machinery consider the Hege Eureka portable

consequently more

can

be

handled.
Is quickly and easily operated.
Illustration shows machine in
actual operation. For parti
culars write to

and repairs will be carried, and visit
mill made by the Salem Iron Works,

ing threshermen are cordially invited Winston-Salem, N. C.
to make this their headquarters when
The Hege Eureka portable saw mill
in the city.
~v
is a real portable saw mill, one which

The Erskine Portable
Derrick Co.
Madison Mill.

is easily transportable from place to
Among the new devices oﬁered to place, and capable of being run by

threshermen this year is Boettler’s
triple action grain separating de
vice; made by the St. Peters Mfg.
Co., St. Peters, Mo. It has 3,500
straw separations per minute.
It
can be attached to any separator, and I

it is claimed to be the greatest grain
saver that can be put into any grain
thresher.
The illustrated catalogue

telling all about this device will be
sent for the asking, mentioning The
Threshermen ’s Review.

,

L

Ohio

/ Pleascimenﬁtiornn'l‘horRevigw.

small power, and which is so reduced
in width that it will not occupy more

space in width of a roadway in mov-.
ing from place to place than an ordi
nary farm wagon, on which it can be'
easily and quickly loaded, when not
mounted, and is, therefore a conven
ient saw mill for a farmer or thresh
erman to move from place to place,
and to operate by means of his
farm or threshingengine when not in
use for other purposes. It is simple,
strong, compact, and not liable to get
out of order, and requires no expert

F. E. Myers & Bro., of Ashland, or skilled help for its operation.
Ohio, report that they have recon
Several different sizes are listed

structed and re-equipped the entire and all are thoroughly described and
brass department of their works, both handsomely illustrated in the com_
foundry and_ machine ShoPThe 'pany’s catalogue, which will be sent
foundry, which has been reconstruct-l, 9,,
application’
me-ntioning
ed along modern lines with a view of T}u.eshérmenisi-Review_

WINTER WATER HAULING
incurs no little trouble from your tank freezing.
sure to freeze and burst.

A wooden tank is

No such trouble with

Round
The Bottom
Nappanée,
Speciatv
»

Designed purposely for v,

threshermen,

v

I
.1“
i’.

Made ‘of _

galvanized steel and gwu- ' -

antced not to leak or rust, "
or burst from freezing.
r

‘

A

' '
‘.

Catalogue
on roqu'onl
Wu Guarantee
the Nnppsnlo

The

producing brass castings of the high‘
.
est quality, is in charge of an experi
Among the corn machinery exhibits
enced foreman, possessing a thor
at the National Corn Exposition at
ough knowledge of metallurgy.
The brass machine department, Omaha this month the Port Huron
which has been placed on the third Machinery Co., of Des Moines, will

__The Constant Jar

floor in a large well lighted room, has have a Port Huron husker-shredder.
been equipped with new machinery This is to be given away as a pre

- of a Traction Engine does
not affect the working of

mium, and it will be on exhibition
throughout, including the most mod

ern turret lathes ﬁtted with automat
ic chucks, self opening dies, and spe

during the entire term of the expo
sition.
The‘ International Harvester Co.

Michigan Lubricator's
The installation of one on your engine means POSITIVE.
ECONOMICAL. Systematic Lubrication-4110
kind you demand.

cial tools and jigs of every descrip
will exhibit the Osborne Bumper and
tion, for the rapid and accurate pro
Rival disc barrows, Peg Tooth har
duction of allithe brass parts re
row, Bluebell and Dairymaid cream
quired in the construction of their
separators, gasoline engines and farm

Get our “PEPPER POD"
I'OB SINGLE come-non

pumps, and is also in the hands of a
wagons ‘and manure Spreaders. They

and our “HOT STUFF”

man who is an expert in his ﬁeld, and
ivill-falso show a full line in their
who is thoroughly familiar with the warehouse in’ Omaha.
'
l
production and manufacture of .brass
goods.
’
i - Another premium exhibit will be;

'

line of spray nozzles.

.

___

1

We want you to have a copy of our catalog.

MICHIGAN {LUBRICATOR CO.,

These nozzles

are made in considerable variety for
every requirement and condition in ,Most corn raisers treat the stalks
all territories, and have been develT as of little value, rather more as a
oped along the lines recommended ‘by source of annoyance.
This is all wrong and causes a dead
the experimental stations of the vari
loss
of upwards of $800,000,000.00
ous states, and proven best by the
long experience of this concern in the worth of good corn fodder to the
farmers of the United States annual
manufacture of this class of goods.

l§~irs
4
i

Hp: condensing Hopper, Friction Clutches, Donblc
- Steel Gears; only Self-Feeder that is independent of
' plunger, and many other exclusive features. 3 I.
6 tons per hour.

If the corn is cut up while the ears

The Master Workman engine that
was one of the pioneers in the gas
engine ﬁeld and made in double cylinder type is now olfered the trade also

are glazing, and the stalks are still
green, then set up in good shocks, and
left till properly cured, the yield of
grain will be as large and the quality

as a four cylinder engine.
as good, as if the grain is allowed to
This is the ﬁfty-ﬁfth year of thel ripen fully on the root, and besides

Eiillisj TItlintdiZ EYE]; 51123?.212‘i3“iﬁlhilimoififdgfiiferéﬁifieli
D

7

I‘roa!

Detroit, Michigan

BELT
" Champion POWER
Hay Press

ly.

\

ron. nounm: common

Both guaranteed to keep the oil at scalding
temperaturem the most severe Cold weather.

the mounted. 4'-'hole belt Eureka shel
A special department has been ‘add ler donated by the Joliet Mfg. Co.,
‘
ed for the manufacture of a superior vJoliet, Ills.

'

7

I

and terms on either of above machines.

FAMOUS MANUFACTURING G0.
89 chlcago Ave.

East Chicago, Indiana

,

their name and their lines have be-' shredded and properly taken care of,
come widely known here and abroad. is equliil lllll feed value to a ton of good
The prospective purchasers of gas- tirnot y

4~horsc detached power HAY PRESS, 6 strokes of plimgor to
-—-——-— one round of horses. SIDE and END HITCH. Self feed auto
matic block dropper. 2 lo 3 ions per hour. Can be
run with small Gasoline Engine. Write for special prices

ay.

oline engines preferring the four cyl-l “But,” says the Corn Belt Shred
inder type will be glad to learn that der Co., Beatrice, Neb., from whose
the Master Workman is available literature the foregoing is taken, “we

A

LINER

AD

in The Review is a sure way of disposing of any machinery, or buying a
particular machine or part, getting help or ﬁnding a position. The ex
pense is small-three cents a word for each insertion-and the results
are sure if there is any kind of demand for what you have to offer.
one next month.

Try

December, 1909.
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in “CQRN BELT” FEED MILLS
For snapped Corn, Kaffir Corn in the Head, Shucked Ear-Shelled Corn, Small Grains of all Kinds.
They are pro-eminently the runner GRINDER, the PEEDEBS’ GEIHDEB. the DAIBYMEH'S GRINDER.
You want 0A
PAOI'I'Y, LIGHT DRAFT, a mill that reduces 008, 88170! and I‘ibre RIGHT.
The "Corn Belt" mill has and does all this and
It grinds loll: corn superior to any other mill.
_
Ask for our new book written for us at great expense by "Editor" of Breeders‘ Gazette and others “Grinding Peed Into Dollars."
BELT MILLS 1'08. POWEH to 20 Horse Power; Two Horse Sweep; Pour Horses Combined.

\ noun, 1: leaves the onoun'n rnzn coon.

Sutherland, Iowa.
Enclosed ﬁnd draft for No. 7 Mill and Elevator. Don't ask me how the mill
grinds. because I am like the stuttering man, who wanted a railroad ticket. he
said: S— s-— send me by freight I— I— I— can't express myself." \Ve ground
2,436 lbs. of ear corn in 22 minutes.
Yours truly, A. A. INNESS.
Wishing you success, I am,
New Holstein, Wis., Feb. 9, 1908.
I have your No. 5 Mill-tried it and ﬁnd it works good. Tried it on all kinds
of grains. This is the second corn and cob mill I had this winter. One of my
neighbors said: “There is no mill made that will grind wet corn." Called him
over by phone when we were grinding. We ground 40 bushels of ear corn in an
My engine plays with the mill.
hour with my 8 H. P. Gasoline Engine.

JOS. KLAPPRICH. JR.
P. S.-—It there is any man afraid to buy your mill as I was. give him my ad
dress.
Alk for our Satisfaction Guaranteed. Proposition and. 20 Boy Ptee Trial Plan.

SPARTAN MFG. CO.,

Pontiac, lll.

ﬁnd that the greatest objection raised

at work and with good results.

to shredding the corn fodder is that
most shredders have not capacity

looked rather queer to see a machine

enough to handle the crop economical
ly.

It

of it before the expiration of my sub
scription.

I enjoy reading your paper more
running itself but this will soon be a
failiar sight for the Caswell is des than any I ever read, and I feel safe
tined to largely supplant the old in saying that I learned a great deal

WasI‘
.

-\.

'

t P;

‘L

today offers the
opportuni
l r l
estotie rut

best
ti

grower.

“We claim for the Corn Belt shred

Its advantages are

by reading your paper the past year.

der that it is the largest and most eco

that it is self propelling and can be in

nomical shredder on the market.

motion as a traction propeller almost

I‘ have been working with machin
ery for the past ten years. I own

In

the ﬁrst place we build a shredder,

62 inches inside measurement of sep
arator, with snapping rolls 62 inches

steam thresher.

old style of thresher with separate

husking rolls of ample size, ﬁtted with

erate the old style.

a positive assistor, which keeps the
unhnsked ears moving in an even and

“There is no water boy and team have all kinds of machines and price
and expensive engineer to pay. In cutters to contend with.
Hoping to receive the January
fact, one man is all that is necessary
to operate the machine, while with copy, I am.
Thos. N. Mann.
the old style there is the engineer,
R. F. D. No. 2, Huntlnnd, Tenn.
water boy and usually two men with

separate line down the rolls, thus as
venting any clogging of the rolls what
sower.
Ours is strictly the only
wholly belted shredder on the mar
ket, having only gears on one coun
ter shaft to drive the husking rolls.”

Co.

*

*

g.

*

If interested in up-to-date“

“The Caswell which we saw in op
eration is run with a four cylinder,
45 h. p. marine gasoline engine.

exhibition at the Omaha Corn Expo

Why Not Get Busy?

Well Drilling Machinery
Editor Review:—As I have seen
nothing from my part of the country
I will write you a few lines. Wheat

sition this month, and will be in op
eration at certain hours each day. A
letter to the makers at the above ad
dress, mentioning The Threshermen’s

“The ﬁeld where the machine was
at work was plowed, but it went easily
over this, showing that it can be
taken anywhere that an ordinary

and all crops in general were a fail
ure this year on account of so much

Review, will bring full particulars re

threshing outﬁt can be taken. The
machine is past the experimental
stage the Carr job being the fourth

clover boiler and one saw mill.

job of actual threshing this year.”
The Cherokee, Iowa, Times of Oc

tober 5 has the following regarding
a trin'Lof 'the new Caswell traction
thresher illustrated on this page:

The Review is Educational.

Editor Review:—Enclosed ﬁnd post
office money order to renew my sub
had just pulled in to a fourth setting, scription for one year ('50 cents). I
three good sized straw stacks reveal sure had forgotten about my renew
“When

we arrived the thresher

ing that the machine had been hard

An orchard

or farm of your own
along
t h 0
Pacific
Coast Line of the Chi
cago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul
Beilway
w i 1 I
yield sure proﬁts. De
scriptive folder free.
1'‘. A. Miller. G. P. A., Chicago.

I am a great Geiser man. We

the separator.

The Corn Belt shredder will be on

garding this excellent machine.

s *

engine and 28x40 Nichols & Shepard

long, grooved the full length, and in
service the full length. We use 14

sisting the husking operation, and pre

'

while one was pulling the belt on the and operate a 14 horse New Peerless
traction engine.
separator, also have a 4 roll McCor
“Then the cost of operating is only mick shredder and No. 1 left hand
a small part of what it costs to op saw mill made by the Geiser Mfg.

.

.

ing, but know I would have thought

Send for our Free Catalog, No 2

Ferguson Mfg. Co., Waterloo, Ia.

rain in the spring.
I have two threshing outﬁts, one
get 4c

We

per bushel for wheat and

oats and $1.50 for clover.
I think it would be a good idea if

Martin's Grinders
t/l?

ARE THE

all machine men would organize into
one body and have uniform prices for
their work.

I enclose a postcard picture of my
threshing rig at work.

R. J. Amick.
Franklin, Missouri.

that GRIND
Sand for Fm catalog and WI will tell you why.
MARTIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Box 245, St. Louis Park, Minn.
(Suburb oi! Minneapolis.)

The “TEDDY”
Screw Feed Flue Expander
and Flue Cutter
is the only genuine one, all others are
imitations.

It saves time and labor and means
money in your pocket when you have
trouble with your dues.
Made in all
sizes, with or without a ratchet
FOR FULL PARTICULARS. WRITE

Fcrnyak Machine Co. Mansfield, 0.

62
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READ THE VERDICT OF THOSE WHO ARE USING

THE “WESTERN’tFIELD PORTABLE SHELLER
I pulled my 2A “Western” with a l6-horse power engine seven years old and had plenty
of power, although corn was very tougli.;Frank Rudd, Forrest, Illinois.
We have used two other makes of shellers, but are better pleased with our No. 2A “West
ern. "

We shelled 104 loads averaging 60 bushels per load, on the 24th day of December.

Set sheller twice and drags three times.--Johnson & Elliot, Urbana, Illinois.

It makes no difference what condition the corn is in, you can shell it with a “Western"
Sheller‘. In ten years I have the ﬁrst corn to ﬁnd that I cannot shell satisfactorily, save and
clean it.—-T. I. Davidson, LaPlace, Illinois.

BUILT IN THREE SIZES.
Capacity 500 to 2000 bushels per hour.
.

MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY

UNION IRON WORKS, DECATUR, ILLINOIS ’
Two men can run it.

Record, 3 tons in one hour.

.a'glprofits Aulo-Fedan Bay Press-Three Stroke
Sumo! h bales, ens)‘ IiraftJmtornatlc 169d, {1'80 "N11- 3

The Operation of a Condensing Engine.

“Eating Hay

FIFTY-SIX YEARS BUILDING SAWS
THAT STAND TO EVERY TEST

While the engine described in this get as much beneﬁt as possible out of

article, together with the other ma it.
chinery used with it, is more compli
The beneﬁts of a condenser may be
cated than many of the engines used explained as follows: “Then it is not
by readers of this paper, still an ex used, the engine sends steam out into

Write for Catalog
illustrating Inserted
Tooth Saws in par
ticular.. Ohlen Saws
can be depended upon in
frozen timber as well as
soft woods. We make a
, specialty of shipping out
orders promptly.
Our
stock is complete.
We
handle mill supplies of all
kinds.

planation of the principles applied the air, and while it seems to come

to such a plant cannot fail to be both out of the exhaust pipe without 0p
interesting and instructive to the pro position, it really is forced out against
gressive engineer who is constantly natural air pressure, which is nearly
trying to improve his condition. If I 15 pounds to the square inch. This
should only write about engines and means every square inch on the ex
other steam machinery details of haust side of the engine piston is op
which are fully understood by all posed by a pressure of about 15
readers, says W. H. Wakeman in the pounds, which is absolutely useless un~
\Vood-Worker, such matter would be less the exhaust steam is used for
far less valuable than something else some good purpose.
that treats of more complicated kinds
Suppose that We take a non-con
of plants, thus leading readers to in densing engine that is carrying a
vestigate things that they have nev heavy load, and the engineer should
er understood, or even heard of in discover that much of it was unnec
301118 cases.

essary.

lnllﬂlcllon gun-Mood. Ask [or catalog (4
r 7' —
Auto-Farlnn Hay Prone 00., Topeka, Kl.‘
Or 1521 W . 12th Street. Kansas City, Mo. .»

i
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gr “one”,
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OHLEN SAW MFG. (30.. L. w. SEYMOUR, Gen. Mgn. Golubuo, Ohlo

American Direct Acting Steam Baling Press
Most Powerful and Rapid Baler on the Market for:—

HI Y, 8 TR! W, EXCELSIDR, SHIIIINGS, ETC.

If he could show that by the

The engineer who is running a sim use of certain extra machinery, that
ple non-condensing engine, that is is neither complicated nor costly, he
supplied with steam by a common could reduce the load enough to make

tubular boiler, should become.fully a diﬁerence of

12 pounds

to the

posted concerning the operation of a square inch, would it not be a good
compound condensing plant, so that idea to adopt this plan and make this
when the chance is given him to take saving‘! This is exactly what can be
charge of such machinery he will be done in the case of a non-condensing
ready to assume the responsibility engine, as 12 pounds of the useless
and take the salary that goes with air pressure can be removed by a con
the situation.
denser, and this will reduce the for
The engine under consideration is ward pressure on the piston to the

Takes up_ very little room.
when desired.

Easily moved—can be mot

on wheels

May be connected direct to any Boiler, or Traction or

Portable Engine by pipe or Steam hose.
lar and prices.

Write for descriptive circu

American Saw I"! Machinery 0o. 117l|opa st..- llackaﬂntown, N. J.
New York UNI-e, 1585 Hudson Terminal Bldg.

a single engine which exhausts into same extent. In order to do this it is
a condenser, and, as the water supply necessary to provide water enough
is limited, it is cooled in a “tower” to condense the steam, and a pump to
and used many times over. Steam handle it. The condenser in this case

YOU CAN’T BLOW OFF THE BONNET RIGGING
OF THE POWELL UNION COMPOSITE
DISC VALVE

goes into the cylinder directly from consists of a peculiar shaped tube
the boiler, and after performing the through which water falls at a very
work for which it was made, it pass rapid rate, drawing the steam after

The patent ground joint connection between “A"
and "N” and hexagon swivel nut “a” prevents that.
The higher the pressure, the tighter the grip. Plenty
of strength and metal where the body might be
weak. You don't need red lead to make it steam
_ tight after you have taken it apart for inspection or

es out through the exhaust pipe up it. This could not be accomplished
into a heater, which contains two if the steam occupied as much space
openings in its lower part. One of after it is condensed as it did before,

these is the inlet for feed water and
the other is the outlet. This arrange
ment of heater and piping is the same
as for a non-condensing engine which
sends exhaust steam out into the air.

but when we consider that 1 cubic
foot of water will make 300 cubic feet

repairs, the steam doesn't reach the threads.

of steam at 75 pounds pressure, and

when this steam is expanded down to

the pressure at which it goes into a
As this engine is run condensing, the condenser it occupies more than 7,000
feed water cannot be heated as much cubic feet, we begin to see how it
as it is where a condenser is not used; can be' done. If this large quantity

still, it pays to put a heater in and of steam at a very low pressure is

,Jw

POWELL
UNION DISC
VALVE

These are only a couple of the good points in the
Powell Union Disc Valve, our booklet tells them all
—want it?
Specify Powell to your jobber and insist on get
ting what you specify.
Look for the name.

THE WM. POWELL COMPANY,

-

Cincinnati, Ohio

NEW YORK, 254 Canal St.
BOSTON. 239-45 Causeway St.
PHILADELPHIA, 518 Arch St,

December, 1908.
this may be cheaper than to buy a
bic foot of space, a pump can easly larger engine, especially where the
handle it, even when it takes about» plant is wanted every day, and it

condensed until it occupies but 1 cu

times as much water to con would cost several hundred dollars
it as it required to make the to shut down long enough to make
the change.
in the boiler.
Another point to be considered is
condenser is elevated above the
engine because it must be 34 feet that a condensing engine requires
above the surface of the water into more care, and there is greater lia
which it discharges, There are con bility of accident where less machin
thirty
dense
steam
The

densers in the market that do not re
quire this height, but they are not in

ery is employed.

The pumps must be

kept in continual operation, for if

cluded in this desorption.
This they stop for even a short time, trou
height of 34 feet is required because ble is almost sure to follow. In the
a column of air 1 inch square ex ease of a condensing engine, where
tending upward as high as air is found there is a column of water above the
weighs nearly 15 pounds, and a col cylinder, there is always danger of
umn of water of the same dimensions water passing into the cylinder and
but 34 feet high also weighs nearly
15 pounds, one balances the other,
and as water travels very fast through
the nozzle of a condenser of this kind,
it takes away nearly all of the air
pressure from the exhaust pipe, there
fore steam comes out of it without

MAKING AND SELLING

A MILLION

CREAM SEPARATORS
AND THE KNOWLEDGE GAlNED

causing a wreck. It is useless to say
that this danger does not exist, as
expensive wrecks are caused by this
defect, although improved condensers
contain features that prevent some of
the trouble.
Suppose an engineer

stops his condenser from working
meeting resistance. and the natural and then shuts down his engine. What
consequence is that when a condenser would probably be the result‘! The fact
is added to an engine it can be run that he has stopped the condenser from
with less fuel than bet'vrc. The steam working does not cut off the supply
goes upward and after it has been of water altogether, hence the piston
may draw water into the cylinder and
condensed it goes downward.
A pump takes water from the res cause a wreck. He should shut down
ervoir and delivers it to the condens the engine ﬁrst and then stop the con
er, after which it falls into the hot denser.
‘Vith a non-condensing engine
well. If for any cause that was not

foreseen this pump

should

deliver there may be small leaks in the ex

more water than can go down through haust pipe (especially where ﬂanged
the condenser. it will rise into the joints are used), also around the heat
piping above it and raise an auto er connections, without doing much
matic relief valve, thus breaking the harm, but with a condensing engine
vacuum and allowing steam to go the case is quite different, because
directly into the air. This takes the pressure in the exhaust pipe is less
load off from the condenser, allows than that of the surrounding air, con
water to escape more freely and pre sequently air will rush in through all
vents it from being drawn into the leaks and greatly reduce, or perhaps
cylinder. As water cannot be com destroy, the vacuum. although the air
pressed like steam, it is dangerous to pump may be working to its full ca

let any of it go into an engine cyl pacity. Of course it is a good idea
inder, for when the piston strikes it to stop all leaks as soon as possible in
with the exhaust steam port at that every case. but with some kinds of
end closed, something must break, and machinery they must be disposed of
as a general rule more than one im at once, or else good results cannot
be secured. Where there is more pres
portant part will be ruined.
sure inside an exhaust pipe than on
In places where there is an nh‘m
the outside (as with a non-condens
dant supply of Water it is allowed to
ing engine). it is an easy matter to
overﬂow and run to waste, but where
discover leaks, because steam escapes
the supply is limited, or in cities
which charge high rates, it is a good through them; but where the condi
idea to cool this water and use it tions are reversed, air'is drawn in,
again. Here the pump takes it from hence it cannot be seen, but if a light
ed candle is held near a leaky joint
the hot-well and delivers it to the up
per part of the “tower.” From this the ﬂame will be drawn towards, or
even into the leak, thus plainly show
point it falls downward in thin
streams, and air is going upward at ing its presence.
In many plants the exhaust steam
the same time. because this tower
is
used for drying and heating pur
operates the same as a chimney. The

result is that this condensing water, poses, and it will cost more to con
dense this and then use live steam in
which was taken from the hot-well
at a temperature of about 120 de place of it than will be saved by us
grees, is cooled down nearly to the

temperature of the atmosphere, what
ever it may be at that particular time
and place.
The above description gives a clear

ing a condenser, therefore it is a good
idea to get an engine that is large
enough to do the work without a con
denser. This refers to cases where
all or nearly all of the exhaust steam
is utilized for this service.

idea of the operation of an engine of
this kind, and while it is rather com
plicated when compared with an or To Find the Cubic Contents of a Barrel.
dinary engine that exhausts direct
To ﬁnd the cubic contents of a bar
ly into the air, this extra machinery rel, square the largest diameter, then
proves to be a good investment, be multiply by 2, then add the square of
cause it saves enough fuel to pay for the head diameter; multiply this sum

itself, provided this fuel is expen
sive; but where waste material is used
for making steam, and it cannot be
sold for other purposes, it is better
to install a non-condensing engine.
In cases where an engine that is

by the length of the cask and that
product by 0.2618. For example, a
barrel whose largest diameter is 21
inches, head diameter 18 inches and

height 33 inches: 21X21X2:882;
18><18=324; 324+882z1206; 1206X
not run condensing has a heavy load, 33:39,?98; 39,798X0.2618=10,419.1l
it will reduce this load, as already cubic inches.

Dividing by 231 for

explained, to put on a condenser, and gallons gives 45.10 gallons.

Thirty years ago Dr. De Laval invented the ﬁrst practical
centrifugal cream separator. Since that time the De Laval
Separator Company has manufactured and sold one million
DE LAVAL machines. These separators are today in use in
every civilized country in the world. They have been 0pc
ratcd and criticized everywhere. Through all these years
suggestions for their improvement have come by the thous
ands from every quarter of the globe. These have been in
vestigated and tried out from time to time. The best have
been adopted. The 1908 improved DE LAVAL cream sep
arators represent the thirty years accumulation of such ideas
and experiences. They represent the knowledge and experi
ence gained through the manufacture and sale of one million
machines. If in your lifetime you had milked one million
cows, wouldn’t you feel that you knew how to milk a cow just
a little bit better than someone who had milked but one thous
and? That’s the way we feel about the cream separator.
Our knowledge of its manufacture and practical use is many
times greater than anyone clse’s. If you are thinking of buy
ing a separator can you afford to ignore the knowledge gained
by making and selling a million separators? We don't be
lieve you can. We offer you the 1908 DE LAVAL for your
most critical examination. An illustrated catalogue will be
mailed for the asking. \Vrite for it today.

The De Laval Separator C0.
General Offices, 165-167 Broadway, New York
42 E. MADISON ST.
CHICAGO
1213 & 1215 FILBERT ST.
PHILADELPHIA
DRUMM & SACRAMENTO STS.
SAN FRANCISCO

173-177 \‘VILLIAM ST.
MONTREAL
14 & 16 PRINCESS ST.
‘VTNNI'PEG.
107 FIRST ST.
PORTLAND, ORE.

December, 1908.

THE'I'HRESHERMIINS REVIEW
2'03
SAI-E—28"x48" Huber separator,
second-hand.
with
Huber
swinging
stacker, in very good condition.
Price.
$200.00.
Reid Bros, St. Louis, Mo.
Please mention The Review.

- WANTEDCNR
»
EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT ‘ v.1

I'OB SAI-Ii—10-horse Rumely
engine,
good condition: G-hole Keystone shell
er, used one winter, good share. com
plete rig, $325.00.
A. J. Vi’atts, Beaver
Crossin<r Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

\ -_g\

ron.

sun — Second-hand
engines.
Large stock. Most all makes. 8 to 25
horse power.
Three good shredders.
One good saw mill. Write today for our
list.
Dukehart Machinery Co., Des
Moines. Iowa.

THRESHERMEN having anything to sell or exchange or wishing to pur
chase what other threshermen have for sale, should advertise in these columns.
In order that anybody desiring to advertise in these columns may know just

what their ad. will cost, we have decided to make a ﬂat rate of

Please mention The Review.

THREE CENTS A WORD FOR EACH INSERTION.

I'OR BALE-20 h. p. Huber traction en
gine, rebuilt, sold under same guar
antee as new.
Price $1,400.00.
Reid
Bros, St. Louis, Missouri.
Please mention The Review.

Signatures and addresses are counted as so many words and charged at the
above rate. Combinations of ﬁgures, (as $500 or 31x48,) will be counted as
one word. Abbreviations and initials, each will be counted as one word.
REMITTANCES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER.

1'03 BALE-4% h. p. Pierce gasoline
engine, rebuilt.
Good working order.
$35.00.
The Auten Machinery Co. 22
24 W. Randolph St., Chicago, Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

Send Draft, Money Order or two cent stamps with the advertisement.
Anybody can use this department at these rates, whether MANU
FACTURER, DEALER or 'IHRESHERMAN.
It is useless
No display can be given advertisements under this heading.
If that is desired, the ad. must run in other ad
to request that cuts be run.

vertising columns.

AUTOMOBILE

1'03.

SALE-—W’e

will

sell our 1908 Glide Demonstrator, 40
h. p., ﬁve or seven passenger touring
car, fully equipped, tires in excellent
condition, looks like new.
Price to dis
pose quick. $1,500.00.
Will thoroughly
guarantee the car.
Two other bar
gains:
one fully equipped. $950.00; an
other, $1.800.00.
The Bartholomew Co.,
Makers of Glide Automobiles, Peoria,
Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
AUTOMOBILES-4f you are expecting
to buy an automobile either now or
later, send for our complete list oi‘
used and rebuilt cars. . We have a
complete stock of all makes and sizes

and can save you money on any type
you select; Jackson, Buick, Ford. Glide,
Maxwell.
Cadillac.
etc.,
$300.00
up.
Write today.
M. M. Baker & Co.. Pe
oria, Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
BARGAIN-Washington grain weigher
in complete running
order,
$15.00.
Also will trade 18 h. p. Minneapolis for
16 h. p. Advance.
Emil Olson, Sacred
Heart, Minnesota.

Please mention The Review.
BABGAIN8—Automobiles. lathes, gaso
line engines. corn huskers. etc.
State
what is wanted and price you want to
invest for automobiles.
Box 275. Burl
ington. Wisconsin.

FOB SALE-8 h. p. Huber traction en
gine, rebuilt, nicely painted like new.
Price $450.00.
Reid Bros. St. Louis.
Missouri.
Please mention The Review.

203 BALE-—One largest size Marseilles
cylinder sheller. new.
One l0-horse
Advance traction engine.
One 15-horse
Frick traction, rebuilt and re-ﬁued. Will
sell at special prices if sold soon. Also
10 used automobiles.
J, A. ‘Vicke, Van
Horne. Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
208 SAI-R—Complete steam engineer
ing course in the International Cor
respondence School.
Partly used, cost
$90.00, sell for $35.00.
Also have engi
neering books to sell cheap.
Fred Eck
ley, Tekamah, Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

263. sans-Write for list of rebuilt
engines, corn huskers and separators.
Kenney Machinery Co., Indianapolis, In
dinna.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 SAI-E—Advance traction engine 16
h. p., l4-inch drivers, no clutch, ﬁre
box and ﬁues good, and generally in good
and fair condition.
Will put on cars
here for $250.00, 5 per cent. off for cash.
Address, J. H. Vortman, Neelyville, Ill.
Please mention The Review.

FOB 8AI-Il—Case steel

Please mention The’ Review.

separator.

inch cylinder, run 20 days.

BARGAINS — l0-roll

Piano

husker,

$125.00.
G-roli McCormick husker,
run only one year, just as good as new,
$150.00.
Have several others.
Write
for our bargain price list.
Rosenthal
Corn Husker Co., Milwaukee. Wis.
Please mention The Review.

Spencer, Iowa.

18

Box 383,

Please mention The Review.
203 SAIIB—-One lathe with all thread
cutting gears, 6 foot bed. 18 inch swing,
in best of order.
C. E. Anderson 8:
Sons, Elmwood, Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
P03 8AI-E——28"x48" Huber
separator.
overhauled, painted, with only the or
dinary straw carrier attached.
Price
$250.00. Reid Bros., St. Louis, Missouri.
Please mention The Review.
FOR SAI-Il—Three Parsons under drive
feeders. 32-inch.
Address, D. H.
Stout, Fenton, Louisiana.
Please mention The Review.

I'OB SAI-E—A postal card will bring
you bargain prices on endless Giant
red stitched belts for wood saws. feed
mills. clover hullers. ‘to.
We carry a
big stock of endless belts; 60, 70, 80.
90, 100 feet up to 160 feet: and from 6
to 10 inches Wide and 4 or 5-p1y. Miller
Oil & Supply Co., Indianapolis, Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
FOR 8AI-E—-6-horse steam wood sawing
rig, mounted on wagon, good run
ning order, $225.00.
T. R. Bailey, St.
Charles, Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
203 SAI-E—Parsons
feeder.
36-inch.
used 60 days;
Bradley feeder, used
45 days, 32-inch.
$50.00 cash apiece.
Jack Runnalls, Utica. Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 8AI-R—\Ve have several rebuilt
and second-hand corn huskers of dif
ferent makes. Write for list and prices.
Kenney Machinery Co., Indianapolis, In
diana.
Please mention The Review.
203 8AI|E——We are the owners of the
original patterns for the Aultrnan Co..
Canton, Ohio, line of machinery and are
making the repairs for Star engines.
American separators, etc.
Orders ﬁlled
promptly.
Send for new repair price
list. The Engine & Machinery Co., 1174
Marion St., Canton. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
ron SALE-—A book containing the
name, postoﬁ‘lce address and occupa
tion of every white male citizen of Pitt
sylvania Co.. Va.
Price $5.00. Directory
contains 5,793 names.
E. H. Shelton.
Chatham, Va., Box 52.
Please mention The Review.

203 SALE AT A 3A3GA1I—Nlchols
BaomkAccidentally have discover
ed root that will cure both tobacco
habit and indigestion.
Gladly send par
ticulars.
Frank Stokes. Mohawk. Fla.
Please mention The Review.

P03
SAI-E—Rebuilt
8-roll
Janney
husker.
All late improvements, will
guarantee it just
the same
as new.
Kenney Machinery Co.. Indianapolis, In
diana.
Please mention The Review.

_I

2'03 8AI-I2—One 4-roll Deering and one
4-roll McCormick second-hand husker;
a. bargain.
Kenney Machinery Co.. In
dianapolis. Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
POE SAI-E—Well driling outﬁt, com
plete with gasoline and steam engine,
with all tools needed. All in A1 condi
tion.
Conrad Eckhoi‘i',
Random
Lake,
Wisconsin.
Please mention The Review.
POE SAI-E—$l.250.00 buys
one Avery
threshing outﬁt, 16-horse engine, cab
and jacket. 32x54 separator, self feeder.
weigher and wind stacker.
Also. one
new Enterprise saw mill and one Plano
husker-shredder.
Foster Martin, Ash
land, Missouri.
Please mention The Review.
1'0]- BAI-R—One used Hart-Parr gaso
line traction plow engine, good as
new: one No. 2 Minneapolis corn sheller,
has been in use one season.
Repainted,
striped and varnished. machine in per
fect condition.
One Big 4 Joliet corn
heller, used 18 days. original paint still
bright, machine in ﬁne condition. Write
for prices.
These are bargains.
M. M.
Baker & Co.. Peoria. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

ron sann_one Ottawa D sheller. re
built at factory with new drags; one
set Ottawa drags for D sheller, in good
repair;
one light wagon for hauling
drags;
one telescope weigher; one wood
saw. complete:
one. low
down
tank
pump: two Weller reversible jacks: one
Stevens separator, 36x56.
For further
particulars, write, John A. White, Wash
burn, Illinois.

P03 8AI|I—32”x54” Huber
separator
with wind stacker, telescope weigher
and bagger, in very
good condition.
Price $600.00.
Reid Bros, St. Louis,
Missouri.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 SAI-Ii—0ne 20-horse Advance en
gine. nearly new; one 36x60 Advance
separator, in good condition; one No. l
Reeves saw mill. new.
Will sell all to
gether or separately and give terms. A.
R. “’aide, Fairmount, Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

& Shepard
20-horse double
engine,
jacketed boiler; full length cab. Reeves
tank. Aultman & Taylor New Century
separator. 36x56; wind stacker, double
tube weigher and Ruth feeder; engine,
and separator been run two short sea
sons. Rosenthal Big Cyclone corn husk
er, almost good as new; one Sinker 6
Davis saw mill: one 54-inch saw, almost
new; one 48-inch saw; 120 ft. 10-inch
ii-ply Gandy belt, almost new; 30-inch
cut-off saw and belt. good as new: new
Reeves head blocks;
new track;
one
120 ft. G-inch. 4-ply Gandy belt; and
one 150 ft. 8-inch, 4-ply Gandy belt. A.
Bennett. Adams. Indiana.
Please mention The Review.
203 SALE CHEAP—One 8-roll Success
husker and shredder.
Good as new.
J‘. J, Fltzelmilier, Minden. Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

P03 SAI-E——One rebuilt 10-roll Janney
husker.
Has all late improvements
and up-to-date in every respect, repaint
ed and will guarantee it just the same
as a new machine.
Kenney Machinery
Co., Indianapolis, Indiana.
Please mention The Review.

ron. SALE-Bucke e traction tile ditch
er, 23"x7" 9"
uterbach Brothers.
Earlville. Ilinois.
Please mention The Review.
POE SAX-2—At a bargain.
One 10 h. p.
Russell traction engine, all new ﬁues.
thoroughly overhauled, painted, striped
and varnished. Vi'iil sell cheap it‘ taken
soon.
J. H. Rains, Box 316, Beatrice.
Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.
203 SALE-—lO-horse
Rumely
engine;
two-wheel tender. tank and drive belt.
Six-hole John Deere sheller with exten
sion feeder. All ﬁrst class condition and
ready to run.
Chea
for cash.
A. J’.
Goodban, Cortland.
ebraska.

Please mention The Review.

SALE

03

TBADB—Complete

P03 SALE 08 TRADE-One Ill-horse
Gaar-Scott return flue straw or coal
burner.
Good as new.
One Rumely
separator, 30x44. all attachments best
of shape. cheap.
0. S. Greaser, Maple
Hill, Kansas.
Please mention The Review.

203 SALE 02 TRADE-—One 25-horse
Colean double cylinder engine, jacket
and cab.
A regular contractor engine.
all steel gearing. 10-horse Rumely. good
running order, $100.00. Minneapolis cyl
inder sheller, late style. two years old.
28 ft. of drag. $200.00 cash takes it. One
20-horse Aultman-Taylor
engine,
Par
sons tender attached; 36x56 New Cen
tury separator with
blower,
Parsons
feeder and loader, mounted tank and
drive belt. tools, everything ready to
run; a. good rig.
Cheap for cash, or
will consider some cheap ‘Vestern land.
Edward Gard, Goehner, Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 SALE OR TBADE~Minneapolis 30
h. p. plow engine, Red River Special
separator,
with
Garden
City feeder,
blower and wagon loader:
LaCrosse
disc plows. eighteen discs in three sec
tions.
All the above are nearly new.
20-horse Nichols & Shepard engine and
separator with attachment, in good con
dition.
One Mollne and one Lowell en
gine plow: two ﬁne cook shacks. Frank
Silvester, Windom. Kansas.

Please mention The Review.
1'08 8AI-3—Nice,
thoroughy
rebuilt.
modern up-to-date automobiles.
Some
rare bargains.
Write for lists.
Robert
Holmes & Bro., Danville, Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

_

BARGAIN SALE-—A No. 1 Hege Eure
ka portable saw mill, mounted on spe
cial trucks or not mounted, is offered at
a bargain price for quick delivery. This
is a brand new mill, has 15 ft. steel car
riage, 30 ft. ways, 5 steel head blocks,
27" saw opening, will carry a 52" saw
and under.
For price and terms. ad
dress at once. “Saw Mill," c,’o Thresh
ermen’s Review, St. Joseph. Michigan.
Please mention The Review.

1'03 SALE-My 2-horse traction gaso
line engine and 4-hole Marseilles corn
sheller with 22 ft. extension swivel drag
feed.
One IO-inch International feed
guide with wagon elevator.
Milwaukee
corn shredder, 4-roll.
One steam Sand
wich hay baler. All in ﬁrst class shape.
Reason for eling, in other business. W.
J. Shepard, Macon, Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.

1'03

Case threshing outﬁt with attachments:
15-horse engine, 36x58 separator. ‘What
have you got?
Prefer Western land.
Charley Briggs, Grand Island, Nebraska.
Please mention Tile Review.

1'03 SALE CHEAP-—Port Huron corn
sheller, used two years, in good shape.
Roy Hummel. Beaver, Iowa. Box 24.
Please mention The Review.
1'03 SALE OEIBAFGaar-Scott 16 h. p.
cab and headlight.
G. Keener, Jr.,
Thompson, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
IP08 BALI: CKEAP-New Bolter saw
mill. inserted tooth saw; or, trade for
gasoline engine.
Ross Leonard, Guse
man, West Virginia.
Please mention The Review.

:Tn SALE cnznaré'rwo Sandwich
horse power continuous balers;
two
Champion power balers: all in good rig.
Ann Arbor Machine Co.. Ann Arbor.
Michigan.
Please mention The Review.
208 SALE 08 TRADE-One 20-horse
up-to-date threshing outﬁt; two B-dlsc
Canton plows. All tobether or separate.

S, A. Mehai'fey, Ft. Morgan. Colorado.

x

203 SALE OR “ADI-For automo
bile, 17 h. p. Minneapolis compound
return ﬂue engine: 36x58 Case separa
tor.
Complete, rebuilt, repainted.
Ol
sen Bros, Marquette. Nebraska.
Please mention The Review.
1'08 BALI: 0B 'I'BADI: AUTOMOBILES
—We have three good automobiles for
sale or trade.
Will trade for good en
gines, 16 h_ p. and larger. or good land.
Write for our list.
Dukeheart Machin
ery Co., Des Moines. Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
I'OB 'I'RADE—80 acres of good timber
land in Madison Co.. Mo.. for large
threshing outﬁt.
John Hulbert, ‘Val
tonville. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

POUR

HORSE

POWRI

and

4-hole

Sandwich corn sheller in fine shape.
price $300.00. Western 235A down shel
‘ler. late pattern. 36 feet of drag, price
$250.00.
S. L. Thomas. Minneola, Kan.
Please mention The Review.
em! 35 h, p. 4 cylinder touring car
with top. gas lamps. etc.
Thoroughly
rebuilt and repainted,
good
as new.

Cost $2,300.00.

Price now $950.00.

M.

M. Baker & Co., Peoria. Illinois.
Please mention The Review.
313.
'I'HBEBEEBIIAI
AID
PLOW
man are you looking for an engineer
for the coming season?
If so. what
kind of a man do you want?
I want a
position as engineer and foreman of a
steam plow outﬁt.
If you want your
outﬁt to make you money. if you want
it to run early and late, if you want a
man that will take an interest in mak
ing things go and at the least expense.
:1 man that has made a study of steam
plowing, write me for my proposition.
1’ will make your rig pay.
Herbert L.
Wood, L. Box 108, Linton. N. D.
Please mention The Review.
MUST SELL-—On account of the death
of my wife my 20-horse Case outﬁt.
almost as good as new,
A bargain.
Machine is at Spencer. S. D.
Write F.
Edgington, Pontiac. Ill., or call on S. J.
Myer, Spencer. South Dakota.
Please mention The Review.

I'BW BIIDBEI-I- PEEDEI No. 6. $40:
new rubber belt (4x10) (25x10), $800:
Seaborn wind stacker. Nichols & Shep
ard, 32x52, $40.00:
good 32” Parsons
feeder, Nichols & Shepard, $25.00; new

belt guide. $6.00:

jack wood saw. $4.00:

complete separator.
Exchange for Rus
sell saw mill, cable wire feed. Box 104.
Knoxville, Iowa.
Please mention The Review.
ONE NEW NO. 2 Ohio injector, 3.4-inch
pipe, never used;
one big
%-inch
chime whistle: one quart Detroit lubri
cator; two pop valves lxllk-lnch.
All
nearly new. One good steam gauge, all
for $15.00: or will trade for good lever
swage.
John Bednar, R. No. 2, Shaw
nee. Oklahoma.
Please mention The Review.
“BUICK-'1' TEBESIEB ERGmFOne
30 h. p. New Giant compound return
ﬂue: one 27 h. p. Minneapolis compound
return ﬂue;
one 19 h. p. Minneapolis
compound return ﬂue: one 12 h. p. Min
neapolis compound return ﬁue; one 25
h. p. Peerless straight ﬂue, brass jack
et. rocker grates: one 22 h. p. double
cylinder undermounted Star: one 16 h.
0. Minnesota Giant return ﬁue: one 16
h. p. Nichols & Shepard ﬁre box and re
turn ﬁue: one 18 h. p. Buffalo Pitts:
one 32 h. p. Reeves. Discount for cash.
If above engines are not just what you
want. write me.
Can get almost any
standard make.
Address. T. L. Sykes,
Engine 81 Boiler Works. Fargo. N. D.
Please mention The Review.

nnnum'r and second hand threshing WANTED, mnsmsnnmrr-a postal
card giving your name and nostoﬁlce
machinery: Two of the good bargains
in rebuilt engines which we have on address. We will send you samples by
mail of lubricating oils and greases free ‘
hand are 18 h. p. Advance; cab_ fric
Inde
tion clutch. 65" drivers, platform tank of charge and save you money.
and tool box.
Also, 20 h. p. Reeves pendent Oil Co., Mansﬁeld, Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
cross compound;
wide, high
drivers,
cab, tool boxes, rocker grates, two side
tanks, etc. Let us know what you want WBI'I'II for lowest prices on complete
assortment of engines, separators and
in the way of a rebuilt engine. We have
a large assortment and can surely ﬁt attachments of leading makes. All sizes.
you out with just exactly what you Cascaden Mfg. Co., Waterloo, Iowa—
Grand Forks, North Dakota.
want.
Avery Co., 259% Iowa. St., Peo
ria, Illinois.
1908 BUICK TOUIIIJI'G GAB-Complete
Please mention The Review.
with gas lamps, top, wind shield. etc.,
in excellent
REB‘UIIII.‘ AND SECOND-m1‘) Ill!’ used but a few weeks an
lly guaran
gines——\Ve now have on hand and are condition throughout.
prepared to make reasonably prompt teed. $1,150.00. M. M. Baker & Co., Pe
shipments of the following engines: 32 oria_ Illinois.
h. p. Port Huron steel geared special
traction engine; 30-h. Port Huron trac 16 I. P. STEVENS ENGINE-In per
fect condition throughout.
Has been
tion; 24-h, Port Huron traction; 21-h.
Port Huron steel geared traction; 18-h. thoroughly rebuilt, repainted and test
As good as new.
Price very low.
Port Huron traction; 16-h. Port Huron ed.
M. M. Baker & Co., Peoria, Illinois.
traction; 15-h. Port Huron traction; 14
h. Port Huron traction: 12-h. Port Hu
ron traction; iii-h. Gear-Scott traction; 20 E. P. RUSSELL OOIEPOUIII‘D Ell’
gine——0ut of the factory but a short
16-h. Aultman-Taylor traction; Iii-h. Star
traction;
16-h. Huber traction;
16-h. time, carefully rebuilt, tested and re
Russell traction; 16-h. Peerless traction; painted in original Russell colors. Guar
I5-h. Advance traction; 12-h. Nichols & anteed steam tight and in excellent con
This engine is as
Shepard traction;
16-h. Birdsall trac dition throughout.
tion; 13-h. Nichols & Shepard traction; good as new and will be sold at a. very
12-h, Rumely traction;
12-h. Stevens low ﬁgure. M. M. Baker & Co., Peoria.
traction;
12-h. Russell traction;
10-h. Illinois.
Huron traction.
We have a full line of
rebuilt Port Huron, Advance, Nichols & 18 I. P. DOUBLE STAB UNDER
mounted engine—-Used one season and
Shepard, Rumely and Geiser separators,
clover
hullers,
bean
threshers,
hay since rebuilt, repainted and put in per- ‘
Steam tight and ready
presses——in fact, anything in the ma fect condition.
Price $800.00.
It is a
chinery line rebuilt desired. If interest for the ﬁeld.
M. M. Baker
ed and want prices, write us. Port Hu bargain for this money.
ron Engine & Thresher Co., Port Hu & Co., Peoria, Illinois.
ron. Michigan, U. S. A.
1e 3. r. noun-.1: mnrimn £1521;
Please mention The Review.
lo Pitts Engine—Rebuilt and put in‘
possible
condition
throughout;
SALESMAIT wAmD—Good hustling best
young man can make a nice salary on tested and repainted in original Pitts
colors.
This
is
one
of
the
best in our
the side by selling our oils, greases,
Price $850.00.
M. M. Baker 8:
belt dressings and boiler compounds to stock.
Co., Peoria, Illinois.
the threshing trade.
Write for particu
lars. The Monitor Oil Co., No. 1131 W.
1908 JACKSON TOURING CA3—Z4 h.
11th St.. Cleveland, Ohio.
p. complete with gas lamps, top, etc.
Please mention The Review.
Used only for demonstrating purposes
TEBESEEEMEII' NOTICE-If you own and is practically the same as new.
or are interested in a threshing outﬁt. List, $1,600.00; our price, $1,350.00. M.
M. Baker & Co., Peoria, Illinois.
write us for agency contract for a. de
vice needed by every thresherman.
No
ron
8ALE—Second-hand rebuilt Rois
money or security required.
Hydraulic
and Big 4 Joliet cylinder shellers.
Press Mfg. Co., Dept. 13., Mt. Gilead, 0.
Harber
Bros. Co., Bloomington, Ill.
Please mention The Review.
wAmD—We want every reader of POE SALE-$900.00 buys complete Hu
ber outﬁt, bought new in 1907; 16-h.
The Review to get us one new sub
scriber (not a renewal). He must be a engine, 32x54 separator, Peoria, weigh~
er, self feeder and wind stacker. A bar
man interested in farm power machin
gain if taken at once.
Address, Henry
cry and he must pay the full subscrip
Schrocr. Lawrence, Nebraska.
tion price, 50 cents. Send the subscrip
tion with the 50 cents to us and we will
extend your subscription one year in ad
POI sum-0:10pm UAW‘.
vance.
Subscription Department, The
Gummed and hammered complete,
Threshermen’s Review, St. Joseph, Mich.
ready
to run. good as new, in the follow
Please mention The Review.
ing sizes: Three 43" 9112; two 50" 8x9;
one 52" 8x9: one 54" 9110; two 56” 8x10;
WANTED-To buy
second-hand
hay one 60"’ 8x10; three 60" 9x10; two 62"
press, State make, how long run and
8:10.
We guarantee the tem er and
lowest cash price.
Address, John Hol
den, R. F‘. D. No, 5, Box 71, Whitewater,
Wisconsin.

metal to be
If
y0

al
right.
want ber

gsins writ
quick while
Please mention The Review.
they
last.
we can in
terest you with prices on the followin
WANTED-—To trade a. good econd hand supplies.
Rubber. leather, red stitch
traction engine for an automobile. For be ting,
new
saws,
pulleyl.
emery
full particulars. address, Box 545, Des wheels, lace. Moore pumps, injectors,
Moines, Iowa.
What size saws have you ‘
brass
goods.
Please mention The Review.
to exchange?

m man! on'. I sum‘! 00.,
WAI'I'BD-I X L rotary separating de
vice. E. E. Hamlin, Perry. Ohio.
Please mention The Review.
WANTED-—Set of front wheels for en
gine, 40 inches diameter, S-inch face.
3x12 hub.
C. F. Kaui'fman, Stanford,
Illinois.
Please mention The Review.

Indianapolis.

mdim

Exhibits go to Omaha Free.

A Successful Season.

Baggage cars will be furnished by
the railroads coming into Omaha to
bring exhibits to the National Corn
Exposition, free of charge and those
who desire to send exhibits will be

0. N. Iverson, with his crack
threshing rig has just ﬁnished the
most successful season's run he has
ever experienced, and as this has been
an exceptionally ﬁne fall for thresh
ing it is probably a record that will
stand for some time to come. He start
ed the season Aug. 5th, and wound
up Tuesday, Nov. 3rd—a run of 57
days, having only laid up six days on

notiﬁed as to the days these cars will

be carried by the railroads.
This arrangement was announced

Wednesday by the corn. show man
agement, which has had the matter

up with various railroads for some account of the weather or mishaps.
The total amount of grain threshed
time.
The ﬁrst railroad to agree to fur is 103,406 bushels, representing 34
nish the cars was the Chicago Great
Western, General Passenger Agent, J.
P. Elmer, writing as follows:

patrons and the total earnings of
the machine or thresh-bill amouni
ed to $3,106.87. The biggest day's
run was 2,841 bushels. The season ’s

“We are permitted by law to move
exhibits for fairs and expositions. expense for breakage only amounts
to $1.25 and that could only be charg
and we shall, therefore, take pleasure
ed

‘to

carelessness.—Hills.

Minn..

in arranging baggage cars as you re

Crescent.

quest."
Other railroads have been quick to
follow and before the end of the week .
all roads are expected to furnish the
cars which mean much to‘ both ex

lol how Gimp, hui howiiuod
rs oun'uo'rro.

hibitors and the corn exposition.
The plan is to have cars at all
county seats in the states whichwill
exhibit at the show in Omaha. Ex
hibitors need only express their corn,
wheat, oats, alfalfa, or other exhibits

to the nearest point where the bag
c'age car stops to have the exhibits

brought to Omaha without charge.
The exposition will furnish an at
tendant with each baggage car, who
will be in charge from the starting
place of the car until it gets to Oma—

ha. seeing that the exhibits are prop
crly handled. This insures the ex
hibits arriving in Omaha in thebest
possible condition and in good time.

The Hanson Positive Feed,‘ tuhricator
Has Automatic Slop, Automatic Ainrm,
Hardened Plwls, Long Liie.

J08. HANSON,

lnwood, low

Audel’s Gas Engine Manual is a

timely book; for, in the evolution of TO THE MAN WHO PAYS AND
THE ENGINEERS WHO USE
various types of machines for the gen
Get One Your Piston Rod Packing
eration and application of power, it
Will ltop looks of steam, air or ammon
is questionable whether the electrical in. One full package will last a year or
more without oil, grouse or attention ex
motor or the much talked of steam cept to tighten nuts occasionally. One dol
turbine has arrouscd greater interest

lar per pound, including express or postage,
cash with order.

than has the gas engine of today.
This valume gives the latest practi
cal information respecting the con

"VIE IICIIIIIEIY EXCHANGE lillli'li". Ellllrl. I" "Iii
I'll. TI.” Adluslabls lllcllol cyllidor
Wnnch and Johnson Imam-Ila

_ A 7‘;

iCk 8Q“. 01135103‘
"

._ -

.

1 - .-

struction, management and tip-keep

Enplno Gouphr.

lncmsbslhnr

of gas, gasoline and oil engines, ma-_
rine motors and automobile engines.

Stop: SIIIMI

It includes a description of producer

‘ The greatest time
and money
savers about a threshing outﬁt.
It
will pay you to find out what they
are like.
For full information and
fiescriptive circulars ask your local
dealer or write direct to factory.
Johnson Bros. company, Frooporr. III.

The beltmade
in}
dressi

"T

c. L SGAIILUII. mm. III.

WmED—To buy cement mixer, for
hand or small gasoline engine. G. W.
North. R. F. D. No. 5, Kokomo, Inc].
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91" ""1"" gas systems and also deals with the

Tofu Eah Aﬂo rd

alcohol motor.
Price, $2.00, postpaid.

The Audel

Please mention The Review.

& Co., 63 5th. Ave, New York City.
WANTED-—To trade a new or second
hand corn husker for a second-hand
Case separator.
Rosenthal Corn Husk
er Co.. Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

This Hay Press
When lovely woman makes up her

Please mention The Review.
WAmD—A ﬁrst class mechanic, a
pusher, qualiﬁed to handle men, sys
tematize and get the goods through the
factory expeditiously:
to such a. man
there is open an exceptional chance for
investment and the superintendency of
an established and paying gas and gas
oline engine factory in one of the best
cities in the U. S.
Write at once. Ad
dress, Millard F.
Harnish,
Lancaster
City, Pennsylvania.
Please mention The Review.
WAITHD~T0 exchange Gear-Scott en
gine, Iii-horse, Reeves separator for
Garrison, Iowa.
25-horse Hart-Parr.
Mowbray Bros.,
Please mention The Review.
WLIII’TEMTO exchange an imported
Coach stallion for 22-horse Hart-Parr.
Mowbray Bros., Garrison, Iowa.
Please mention The Review.

WANTED-—Roller feed grinder for 20
h. p. and 36-inch Avery or Minnea o
lis separator.
State lowest cash pr ce.
E. H. Erikson, Ruthton, Minn., Box 295.
Please mention The Review.
__—*_

Here is a Hay Press that saves you work and
ioes anything the most expensive press will do.

mind that a thing must be done, she’ll
have it done or break her neck try

All 5 Costs Less
Than l-Iaii
— ing. We are reminded of this by a
—

the Usual Price
_

Let us send you the Simplex to try tree on
your own farm
‘
You needn't send us a
cent.
All we want is thntyou see how easily it runs
how much you can do with it. You can turn out
240 bales a day without any trouble.
Then. if you like it, pay for it as it pleases you.
Let the Simplex pay for itself with the

report from Elgin, Illinois, to the ef
feet that, disgusted at the continued
failure of the Kane county highway
authorities to repair a dangerous
stretch of road just east of the city

days or in the winter time-and get $1 to 52 a ton

limits, a. bevy of thirty women from
Elg‘in and vicinity recently undertook
the task of repairing the thorough
fare.
With shovels, picks, wheelbarrows
wagons and stone boats, the Women

more for your hay.
Drop us a postal asking for our Free Baler

did the work one afternoon.

Book. It tells you all about it. Write today.

jority of them were members of the

money it earns baling for your neighbors.

But if you are at all dissatisﬁed after trying
it, send it back. We will pay the return freight.
You won't be out a cent.
The Simplex is operated with one horse. You
can take it into your barn and run it on rainy

A ma

Little Giant llay Press 00. Whatsoever Club. a church society.
tom! Michigan Av.

Two of the women rode horses and

Alma, Mich.

officiated as supervisors of the job.

no _ v

..

ﬁrz‘ e, ;

~; ,TiiRESlii-IRMAN
,. - SAWYERAND'
/ .QMACITUNIST,
' \PYEORIAJLLINOIS. .

1"!9

Just what sort of work they made
HARRISON AND

WLITED
‘1'0
TBAJJE—A
IB-horse
Gaar-Scott straw burner for a 10-roll
Port Huron shredder, with self feeder.
For particulars write, Herman Hitrit
ter. Boyden, Iowa.

Please mention The Review.

of it deponent sayeth not, nor is it

stated what the men did about it.
The women did the work; probably
they made a good job of it.

/

WATER s'rnss'rs '
f

\Nrite for 1908 Supply Catalogue.

r

THBTHKBSHHRMENS REVIEW
The Modern Grain Separator.
o. H.CONNER.

December, 1908.

of being a good thresherman. The
best jobs and plenty of them come
to him and he ﬁnds himself a suc

A modern grain separator is a sim
ple machine, yet it is complicated. It cessful thresherman, all on account
is easily understood, yet diﬁicult to of his studying his job, which is
know thoroughly. It runs easily, yet the diﬁerence between failure and
requires considerable power to oper Success.
ate it. It is durable, yet may wear
out quickly. It will do good work, yet Big Premiums Offered at the National
Corn Exposition.
it can behave badly. It is a money

wun' no Y0" snrr
Several hundred thousand lnrrnern any that
the but iuveetmen : tin-y ever made Ill

when they bought an

Electric “mitt,”
Low wheels, wtdctirea; eanywork. light draft.
We'll sell you a set oi‘ the best alt-cl wheels
madei’or your old wagon. Spoke united with
nub
arm-teed not to break nor work loose

maker, yet it may be a losing invest
ment. Then again a man may be a
bright genius, yet not comprehend a

Bend or our catalogue and save money.
ILICTRIC WMIZELOOn In: Q0 ‘Quincy, Ill.

Well Machinery
Boring and Drilling Catalogue Free.

Cherokee Mtg. Co.

separator thoroughly. He may under
stand mechanics well, and yet not be
able to operate a separator with a
minimum of power and make it run
a reasonable length of time and do

The man who exhibits the best 60
cars of corn at the National Corn Ex
position in Omaha, December 9-19,
gets the most valuable prize, a Port

HIGH GRADE MILLS
Full line of sizes. Combining eﬂlcien
cy with convenience of handling. The
largest combination of practical im
provements.
The mill is for your
traction engine. Send for circulars to

RIBNIUND IAGHINF WORKS

Richmond Ind., U. S. A.

Huron husker-shredder, worth $925.
This is claimed to be the most costly

premium of all those that go to make
up the premium list aggregating $54,.
good work. A man may be able to be 000.
This machine, complicated in make
a good business manager so he could
even manage corporations and trusts up, is the latest achievement in farm

By mu.
Do not. guess

‘
‘i

Discount to

at
yo u r
speed.
Buy
'

DEALERS.

a Tabor Stop
M o t i o n

I04 E Cedar Street. CHEROKEE, IOWA. U. S. A.

successfully, and yet make a failure
Branch House. Devii‘s Lake. N. D.

of managing a threshing outﬁt and
make the investment bring good re
"ROCKFORD"

“*"Rocitiord
Engine Mrs.
"M"
Ti 1'‘ 1 tht

HOHOJNO U"

Rockford. III- will lift-Eliot‘.
III SM’ inﬁll.
3 to 30 ii. P.
Write for
SPECIAL
YRIC ES
lhltinl this lilllli.

A NUT-—lill‘IY-MAIDV

THE HEGE EUREKA

Portable Saw Mills
An Easily Moved and Operated as a Threshing Ma

chine.

Patents applied for.

TIIE "iii [IIIEIA POI'I'AILE SAW Ill
Not mounted. read placed on cross ties for work
It can be loade on a common farm wagon.
See out below.

turns.

Counter.
machinery making. It will eat up the
corn on ﬁfteen to twenty acres a The Grant Mfg. 5. Machine Co.

so 8clliman Ave

Good threshermen, like poets, are
born, not made. It requires a special
talent to take a modern threshing rig
and wear it out in a scientiﬁc and
successful way. The greater part of

stock.

the science should be spent around
the separator, as that does the real
work of the threshing act. The en
gine is simply the means for an end
and purpose. True there is plenty of

the men cannot do at all.

should be at the separator end of the
business.
The separator man must

eliminated the dangerous element of

Or it will husk 1,500 bushels

say nothing of the shredding which
J. Wilkes Jones, general manager

this marvelous machine is counted on
as making it even more popular than
it was when it was regarded as the
“most dangerous” of farm machines.

Unsurpassed for ltrcnnth. traction
power and durability.
Made from
the heavlelt. weight of duck.
All
goods fully guaranteed.
For sale by all reliable dealers.
lllnuflolurod by

The thasaptalu Belting tompany
Baltimore. Mil.

Large Valve Offer From Government.
Please mention The Rov'ow.

Last June the Isthmian Canal Com
mission invited bids for a large quan
tity of bronze globe and angle valves

ﬁtted with seats and discs that were
capable of being renewed. Considera

among a mass of stalks and chaff,
ble competition resulted and after the

then the cleaned grain is conveyed to
the waiting wagons while ‘the straw
and chaif are accurately deposited in
their required places. This must all
be done quickly, each and every part
performing the work required of it.

Elfﬂlllhhed 1 I85

of corn in a ten hour day, doing as
much work as three men, ordinarily.
merely in the matter of husking, to

of the Corn Exposition, is conﬁdent
that this premium alone will be a mag
net that will draw many special ex
room for talent at the engine if you hibits. The fact that by the expendi
want to understand its hidden se ture of $80,000 the Port Huron En
crets. but of the two, the best man gine & Thresher Company has ﬁnally

keep all the parts properly adjusted
so as to work in union with each oth
er and to work properly in all the
different kinds of grain and in all
conditions which may arise.
The threshing members must shell
the kernels from the bull in which
nature has so securely placed them,
then the separating parts must ﬁnd
cach kernel and bring it out from

amocrwonr. can

day, husking the ears and shredding
the stalks. producing a ﬁne feed for

authorities at both the Isthmus and
Washington had carefully considered

The
Traction Engine
Catechism

the bids submitted by a number of
manufacturers, they decided, a few

days ago, to place the order compris
ing

upwards

of

seven

thousand

Each tooth, rack, sieve, gan, chain,

‘Ill! ll“! EIIIEKA PORTABLE SIW Illl.
Loaded on common farm wagon ready to move.

Til! IIEGE EUREKA PIII'I’AILE SAI IILI.
Mounted on wheels, placed ready for belt. Thin mill
can be loaded. ready to more in ten minutes.

wheel and belt must have its own (7,000) valves, in sizes ranging from
true swing, jump and swish to it to one-fourth to three inches exclusive,
for the Lunkenheimer “Renewo” re
make everything go right.
Every thresherman knows a rig is newable seat and disc regrinding
a money maker if every thing goes valve.
This is considered quite a tribute
well and he has good luck, or change
to
the
cﬁ‘iciency of design of this arti
it around and say if he does not have
bad luck. For the successful thresh cle, especially in view of the fact that
erman is not so much of a believer it has not been upon the market quite
in luck as the one who doesn’t get as long as some other well known
makes.
along so well.
This valve is practically indestruct
If the teeth stay tight and the
ible,
inasmuch as every part that is
nuts do not work loose or the belts
come unlaced or the fan choke up or subjected to any possible wear can be
the sieves get clogged, or a journal easily, quickly and cheaply renewed,
get dry and start cutting and heat —a most desirable feature. These
ing; if everything runs smoothly valves are guaranteed for 200 lbs.
and the machine fed to its capacity, working pressure and are manufactur
it is a money getter. and here is where ed by the Lunkenhcimer Company, of
the talent comes in to see the diﬁ‘i Cincinnati. Ohio, having branches at
culties in advance and prevent de New York. Chicago and London, Eng.

Up to date --- illustrated
Price $1.00
No book offers the opportunity
for study of the traction engine
that this does. It affords answers
to practically all the ditiicultics
that arise in the ﬁeld or on the
road. Don’t go without it.

lays, so as to have no bad luck. To
Satan's Wiles.

do this, he must make a study of his
business.

The better he understands

“Now, Willie, you know I told you

each part and principlc. the better not to go in swimming. and yet you
qualiﬁed he is to cope with each situ have been in the water.”
ation as it comes up.
Tlli "ESE EUREKA PORTABLE SAW Ill].
Loaded Ready to Move.

Write !or Catalogue L.

MANUFACTURED BY

SALEM IRON WORKS,
WINSTON-SALEM.

He, by study,

“I know it, ma, but Satan tempted

becomes master of the art, things go me.”
“And why did you not tell Satan to
won, his machine runs smooth, takes
a minimum of power to operate it, get behind you i”
it is durable and does good work. He

THE LEADING JOURNAL OF
THRESHER MECHANICS

“I did, and he kicked me in.”-—

N. 0., U. S. A.

Please write your name and address distinctly.

THE
THRESHERMEN’S
REVIEW

gets his reputation among farmers, Judge.

St. Joseph,

-

Michigan

e Machines that make A Merry Christmas Possible
by saving
investment
you money
and both
in. theonfield
the / . '

The World's Best Grain Thresher.

The Only General Purpose Engine.
The Purl Huron Traction was the ﬁrst of all to receive the title General

4

The Port Huron Rusher Thresher is not only good in one respect or two
respects; but it is good in every respect.
When properly adjusted it gets

one Engine.
It is still deserving of the title~—'.l‘he Only General Pur
pole Engine; 'bmulﬂ it is the only Engine having suitable provisions for so
many purposes or uses.
We have led all other makers in America in the use of the compound cyl

practically all of the kernels out of the heads; separates them from the
straw, and cleans them better or with less waste over the mill than does any
other make of thresher in the
world.

inder with the high pressure boiler, a combination which gives greatest pow

has no superior.
Our new thresh
er Tooth has no equal.
It is
Large.
Tempered.
Tapered and

er for the least weight.
The Port Huron Double Compound (4 cylinder) Engine has such economy
in use of fuel and water as is not found in any other make of double traction
engine.
It is very powerful: is easily kept in order; it is attractive in ap
pearance; and has all the advantages of any double traction engine. and the
hdve‘ntage of economy in the use of fuel and water.
"I
'
e x .
new 19 H. P. Single Traction Engine has established a truly ﬁne repu
,

“with threshermen in Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Iowa.

In

strength

and

durability

it

Locked.
It went thro the past
season in a lot of Port Huron
machines and proved to be the
strongest and best wearing of all
thresher teeth.

A new

with such small size, is the 9 feet length of boiler tubes.
.

'LI‘

Port Huron Hay Press
The Port Huron Hay Press is fully developed, a complete success:
:1 Steam Power Press;

Gesring—-Double

it is

it is extra strong, durable and fast.

geared

Ends of teeth rounded.

throughout.

wider

and

heavier

than

usual.

Part steel, as in traction engine gears.

Power—Simple and direct.
Same combination of gearing that is used in
heavy iron working machinery.
Light running, can be driven by as small
as an 8 H. P. steam engine—traction rating.

The Only Safe and Complete Corn Husker Shredder.

- or?" ;
2::

,

important questions to be considered in making the
purchase of a Corn Husker-Shredder.
The most important of all is this:
There are

several

IS IT SAFE?
The Port Huron Husker-Shredder
—it is the best book ever published
of men who are users of the Port
reports of many more users; and

Catalog must be seen to be appreciated
in this line.
It includes thirtv pictures
Huron Husker-Shredder; addresses and
more complete speciﬁcations than fur

nished by other manufacturers.

Sawing Machinery.
1908 Model Port Huror, Jr., Corn Sheller

We ask that before giving an order—either to us or elsewhere—you
read clear through our Sawing Machinery Booklet. which will be sent
upon

The Latest and the Very Best in the Line of Power Shellers.

Port Huron Shellers deserve a book of their own. We have it, and you
should not fail to "Write Us" for more information before buying a power
sheller.

request.

manufacturing portable

engines,

saw

mills,

edgers,

swinging cut-offs, and wood saw frames. we carry lath mills, shingle mills,
bolters, saws, and supplies.

"Write us" for catalog of any particular machines you are interested in, or
for our General Catalog. Sent free.

Port Huron Engine and Thresher Company,
Southwestern-Port Huron Co., Peoria, 111.. Wichita, Kan.
Port Huron Machinery Co., Des Moines. Iowa.
Northwestern-Port Huron Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; Fargo, N. D.

Besides

, -

Port Huron, Michigan

Canadian Port Huron Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Foreign Trade Oflice. 24 State Street, New York.
Cable

Address,

"Rusher."

TO‘E‘VERY SHE LLER MAN
0

.-aI‘I I\‘I ,aIv'IOII
OI Iol
RPNIFI.DI

6%]?05 FROM MEN W110 KNOW/l

Q 'ISI'SIHSBS S!

GALESVILLE ILL. September I5, I!”
REEVES @ C0,. Columbus. Ind‘

ATLANTA. ILI... ARI‘!!! 12 I‘JUI

Gentlemen —The Rrnes Illinois Snecial Corn Shelkr I purchased ol your
agent. john Leach at Mansﬁeld Ill. laa' February nill ahell more (our than any
‘belle’ l ner an, I have shelled 00 bulhels In 2" minutes and l shelled in two
'3 .100 bushels and m elght times. am! mud on“ "no rmlu

ient sheller to handle and duet mu Iork

II is a very conven

\uura tea-“(fully

3;

REEVES a C0,. Columbul. Ind.

Gentlemen —I have thoroughly tested your Illinois Special Com Shell". and
I'Ilh to as) l have had a great deal oI eapenenze with corn shell-n’; machmery, and
am tree to ray that the IIIIHOIl Special u the in"! rnachme on earthv I hate
shelled I20 bushel. 0| damp com m H rmnutea It ill‘ shell 00 bushels ot dry
(cm per mmurr with Ina unte [hall any olllﬂ machine made at halt thll capacity,
and II a rkmu It cannot be but, and a» It breaks ihe win "r, htrle In (umtuh

l mould advise any one vunnng a sl’rtllf!

to buy Lha- Reeves

RKL'EI IND. August 2! m1.

REEVES 6 C0.. Colon-bolt Ind.

“on with orhu ‘Pullers it run- \s') ligha wrmderm‘ capac-ty

jA.\ll>.5 QI'RRY.
L'HAKII‘AIGN'. ILL. September 3. 1W7‘

KIRKPATRICK BROS
‘TOULON, ILL. August R. IN?‘

I

‘ﬂu-fill) shell 1 but ul 03 bu-hrla at \0'" In '2‘ minutes and could do more II thry

any ‘Fuller on me marbel and IN toe-4mm Iced" and level drag rnalv~ II a verb]

(uulul ‘cl \1 away

but" It" ‘ﬂung the (Mn to rhe mnh-nr

Pew-u. Ill

Cﬂlllemﬂr —The llllnalb Special Cum Mueller nhrch I purchased lrom _iou
‘he! the "1) but 0! utithrlmn as the cleaning and aanng 01 com |\ pﬂlcﬂ.
So tar It has not met 'M a \¢ﬂ( lor repute

Your: tluly,

will as) atlrr \hrllml two hundred rhmnand bushels ul all bud: 0! turn, commenc
mg tau Iall lltlore I! In d1; enough to keep an the (Ill), and running up to the
pltknt mm- mu- ahelkd u-rn it» mmn to lull m.“ M the spout. took it all oil the
rub and (lrlMJ at grail
‘\lll ta, Iurlher to! In! and good Iork ll ll lar ahead 0!

REEVES a CO

can truthltlll) lay that the" is nothing that I have ever seen that ‘all begin In ahrll

aa much corn In a pan time and do as 10nd and

no- on the market

Gentlemen —ln almlu In your: an to how I like the lllrnou Special Shell"

BATH. ILL. ones" 11 1am.
l-emlnmn —Ana'enng your Inquiry a\ m Iw- I like I!“ Illmma Special Com
Shell". ludl up I have turd and seen many males at (our sheller‘ working and

lhelln purchased at you last spring a thorough mal. and have Iound it all n'bt
“e believe rhar lor clean. thorouih and rapid work it is not excited by any sheller

REEVES A! CO‘ Columbus. Ind.

You" truly. C, H ESTE$

REEVLQ & CO. Columbus‘ Ind’

Gentlemen —Thn certifies that me have gnen the new style (Illinois Soc-ual)

It seems to be any durable.

lohelled 83!! bushels m lhmy mtnultl
You" truly.

mm”. A a “on

(5:5
O

)‘qqqijuly,

{v
FRANK MARhEkT,
,
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é/E'E WORKS

EQUALLY AS WELL

IN CORN WITH THE SHUCKS 0N
AS IT WILL IN CORN
CLEANLY HUSKED

.
.nj;
Mr’!

V

Distinctivel‘eatures

09%

EEVES ILLINOIS SPECIAL CORN SHELLER

TIIE REEVES ILLINOIS SPECIAL CORN SHELLER excels all others in strength. durability. capacity. neatness. ease ol
adjustment and good work.
‘
There is another very important leature not to be overlooked in this prolitable Sheller. namely. while it does its work laster
and cleaner than any other corn sheller it positively does not waste any corn and cleans the cobs lrom dust without breaking the cobs
into small pieces. All ol the dust and husks are delivered through an adjustable dust tube away [mm the sheller leaving no dirt or
litter around the machine. It excells all others in shelling snapped corn; its heavy shalting, gears. sprocket wheels and chain. provide
strength and prevent costly breakages. Gears run in dust tight oil case, insuring durability; simplicity in construction. large cleaning
shoe and blast Ian. chilled-lace cylinder. open concaves or grates under cylinder and light dralt—all combining to produce a most
pcrlect machine.
The Reeves besides surpassing all other shellers in capacity. does cleaner work and saves the corn. The Reeves Extension
Feeder is a necessary attachment when it is desired to operate the machine to.its lullest capacity.
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